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24-D Title: Assisting Emergency Operating Procedures Execution with AMAS, an Accident Management
Advisor System

Authors: S. Guarro, T. Milici, J. -S. Wu, G. Apostolakis (ASCA) 6

24-E Title: A PC Mathcad-Based Computational Aid for Severe Accident Analysis and Its Application to a
BWR Small LOCA Sequence

Authors: Laung-Kuang T. Wu, Sung Jin Lee (FAI) 6

24-F Title: The Architect Engineer's Concerns about Hydrogen Releases and Behavior Inside the Containment,
the Belgian Approach

Author: B. Centner (BELGATOM)



SESSION 25
Severe Accident Management-11

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

25-A Title: Operator Aids for Prediction of Source Term Attenuation
Author: D. A. Powers (SNL) 8

25-B Title:Computational Aids for Severe Accident Management
Authors: V. E. Denny, A. T. Wassel, E. Sunada (SAIC), S. Oh, J. Haugh, R. N. Oehlberg (EPRI) 8

25-C Title: Using MARS to Assist in Managing a Severe Accident
Authors: J. C. Raines, R. J. Hammersley, R. E. Henry (FAI) 4

25-D Title: Steam Generator Tube Rupture Analysis for the System 80+�' ALWR Design
Authors: R. C. Mitchell, M. C. Jacob (ABB-CE) 8

25-E Title: Hydrogen Control in the System 80-Pm ALWR Design
Authors: R. E. Schneider, M. C. Jacob, F. L. Carpentino (ABB-CE), R. M. Wachowiak (GKAI) 8

SESSION 26
Severe Accident Management-III

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

26-A Title: Severe Accident Management: Can We Learn More from the TMI-2 Case?
Authors: A. B. Wahba, H. Austregesilo, Z. Jakubowski, T. Voggengberger (GRS) 6

26-B Title: Some Outstanding Issues in Severe Accidents Containment Performance
Author: B. R. Sehgal (Royal 1. T.) 6

26-C Title: Theoretical and Experimental Investigations to a Diverse Water Level Measuring Systems for Reactors
Authors: R. Hampel, J. Pauls (HTW)

26-D Title: Severe Accident Management System On-Line Network, SAMSON
Author: Eugene B. Silverman (ARD) 5



SESSION 27
Severe Accident Management-IV

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

27-A Title: Re-evaluation of Emergency Planning Zone for 3 NPPs in Taiwan
Authors: Syh-Tsong Chiou (AEC), Hsueh-Li Yin, Chamg-Shen Chen, Chien-Liang Shih (INER) 4

27-B Title: Evaluation of Emergency Operating Procedure by RELAP Simulation - A Case Study of Small Break
LOCA at Maanshan Nuclear Station

Authors: Wei-Wu Chao, Yean-Chuan Yeh (AEC), Bau-Shei Pei, Lain-Su Kau, Shao-Shih Ma (NTHU) 6

27-C Title: Experiments on the Lower Plenum Response during A Severe Accident
Authors: Robert E. Henry, Robert J. Hammersley (FAI), George T. Klopp (Commonwealth Edison), Mati

Merilo (EPRI) 5

27-D Title: Risk Reduction by Population Sheltering during Nuclear Emergency in Hong Kong
Authors: Mankit Ray Yeung, Sze Cheung Leung, Wai Sing Lui (U HK) 6

SESSION 28
Licensing Regulatory Requirements

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

28-A Title: Natural Circulation Cooldown Analysis for Yonggwang 34 per US NRC BTP RSB 5-1 Requirements
Authors: J. T. Seo, C. S. Ko, T. S. Ro (KAERI), L. P. Simoni (ABB-CE) 6

28-B Title: BWR NSSS Design Basis Documentation
Authors: R. S. Vij, R. E. Bates (GE) 4

28-C Title: Transient and Accident Analyses Topical Design Basis Documents
Authors: Larry Chi, Eugene Eckert, Brit Grim (GE) 6

28-D Title: EUR, An European Utility Requirements Documents for Future LWR Power Stations
Authors: Pierre Berbey (EdF), Mchel Lienart (Tractebel), Ramon Redon (UNESA), Jurgen Essmann

(Preussen Elektra), David T. Taylor (Nuclear Electric) 5

28-E Title: Next Generation of Nuclear Systems: Requirements, Criteria, Concepts
Authors: V. Asmolov, 0. Shah, M. Shashkov (Kurchatov Inst.)



SESSION 29
Advanced Light Water Reactor Designs to Support Reduced Emergency Planning

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

29-A Title: Emergency Planning Simplification: Why ALWR Designs Shall Support This Goal
Author: I. Tripputti (ENEL) . 7

29-B Title: Passive Autocatalytic Recombiners for Combustible Gas Control in Advanced Light Water Reactors
Authors: U. Wolff, G. Sliter (EPRI) 6

29-C Title: Design Features Which Mitigate Severe Accident Challenges in the GE ABWR and SBWR
Author: C. E. Buchholz (GE) 5

29-D Title: ALWR Severe Accident Issue Resolution in Support of Updated Emergency Planning
Authors: Stephen L. Addition (TENERA), David E. Leaver (Polestar), Steven W. Sorrell (DOE),

Theo G. Theofanous (UCSB) 7

29-E Title: System 80+: Transition to the New Accident Source Term
Author: S. Ritterbusch (ABB-CE) 7

29-F Title: ALWR Utility Requirements - A Technical Basis for Updated Emergency Planning
Authors: David E. W. Leaver, John C. DeVine, Jr. (Polestar), Joseph Santucci (EPRI) 7

SESSION 30
Best Estimate LOCA Methodologies-I

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

30-A Title: Taipower's Approach in Development of In-House LOCA Analysis Capability
Author: L. C. Wang (TPQ 6

30-B Title: Results of Small Break LOCA Analysis for Kuosheng Nuclear Power Plant Using the RELAP5YA
Computer Code

Authors: L. C. Wang, S. C. Jeng, N. M. Chung (TPQ 6

30-C Title: Recent Advances in Thermal Hydraulics Modelling for the CATHARE Code
Author: D. Bestion (CENG) 6

30-D Title: Best Estimate LB LOCA Approach Based on Advanced Thermal-Hydraulic Codes
Authors: J.Y. Sauvage, J. L. Gandrille, M. Gaurrand, D. Rochwerger, J. Thibaudeau, E. Viloteau (Tamatome) 6



SESSION 31
Best Estimate LOCA Methodologies-11

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

31-A Title: Assessment of S-RELAP5 for Realistic Analysis of PA`R Large Break LOCA
Authors: H. Chow, T. H. Chen, D. C. Kolesar (Siemens Power) 6

31-B Title: BWR and PWR LOCA Methodologies
Authors: H. D. Curet, S. E. Jensen, K. D. Richert (Siemens Power) 6

31-C Title: Simulation of the SPE-4 Small-Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident Using RELAP5/mOD3.1
Authors: P. Cebull, Y. A. Hassan (Texas A&M) 5

31-D Title: Progress in Realistic LOCA Analysis
Authors: M. Y. Young, S. M. Bajorek, K. Ohkawa (Westinghouse) 7

SESSION 32
Plant Instrumentation and Control-I

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

32-A Title: Plant-Wide Integrated Equipment Monitoring and Analysis System
Authors: C. N. Morimoto, T. A. Hunter, S. C. Chiang (GE) 5

32-B Title: VICNIS A New Safety-Related Radiation Monitoring Channel for Checking Vessel Boundary
Integrity

Authors: Gilles Champion, Luc Chauvel (EdF), Mai Vuong (Merlin Gerin Provence) 5

32-C Title: Aging Characteristics of Nuclear Plant RTDs and Pressure Transmitters
Author: H. M. Hashernian (AMS) 6

32-D Title: On-Line Automatic Sensor Response Time Analysis System
Authors: Ming-Huei Chen, Cheng-Dar Lee, Chih-Chieh Ma, Der-Jhy Shieh (IN-ER) 6



SESSION 33
Plant Instrumentation and Control-II

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

33-A Title: Detection of Pressure Tube Leaks Relying on Moisture Beetles Only
Authors: J. M. Kenchington (AECL Ontario Hydro), A. Choi, Y. Jin (Tech Work Manpower) 6

33-B Title: On-Line Testing of Calibration of Process Instrumentation Channels in Nuclear Power Plants
Authors: H. M. Hashernian, D. W. Mitchell (AMS) 6

33-C Title: On-Line Measurements of Response Time of Temperature and Pressure Sensors in PWRs
Authors: H. M. Hashernian (AMS) 6

33-D Title: Effects of An Internal Thermocouple on the Response of Measured Initial LOFT Fuel Centerline
Temperatures

Author: Tien-Hu Chen (Siemens Power) 6

33-E Title: Use of the Monte Carlo Uncertainty Combination Method in Nuclear Reactor Setpoint Evaluation
Author: Frank J. Berte' (Tetra Eng.) 5

SESSION 34
LWR Fuel Designs for Improved Thermal Hydraulic Performance-I

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

34-A Title: Analysis of IR Driver Fuel Hot Channel Factors
Authors: J. Y. Ku, L. K. Chang, D. Mohr (ANL) 7

34-B Title: Improving B,'R Fuel Bundle Critical Power without Increasing Bundle Pressure Drop
Authors: B. Matzner, L. M. Shiraishi, D. W. Danielson, S. P. Congdon (GE) 4

34-C Title: French Experimental Facilities for Measurements of Transverse Flows and Assessment of the
Corresponding Risk of Vibrations in Heterogeneous Cores

Authors: E. Le Borgne, A. Mattei, Y. Oceraies, P. Fardeau (CEA) 6



SESSION 35
LWR Fuel Designs for Improved Thermal Hydraulic Performance-11

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

35-A Title: Standardization of the Methodology Used for Fuel Pressure Drop Evaluation to Improve Hydraulic
Calculation of Heterogeneous Cores

Authors: E. Le Borgne, A. Mattei (CEA), M. Rome, J. M. Rodriguez (EdF) 4

35-B Title: FRAGEMA Fuel Assembly Improvements for Upgraded Themal-Hydraulic Performance
Authors: J. Noailly, P. ImbeTt (ramatorne) 4

35-C Title: Development of Local TDC Model in Core Thermal Hydraulic Analysis
Authors: H. S. Kwon, J. R. Park, D. H. Hwang, S. K. Lee (KAERI) 5

35-D Title: Therrnal-Hydraulic Effects of Transition to Improved System 801 Fuel
Authors: T. Rodack, P. F. Joffre, R. K. Kapoor (ABB-CE) 5

SESSION 36
Performance Assessment of Radioactive Waste Disposal-I

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

36-A Title: A Chemical Cleaning Process with Cerium (IV)-Sulfuric Acid
Authors: T. Y. Wei, Z. J. Chung, D. L. Lu, J. C. Hsieh (INER) 5

36-B Title: A High-Volume-Efficiency Process for Solidification of Boric Acid Wastes
Authors: Ching-Tsven Huang, Wen-Yi Yang (INER) 5

36-C Title: Canada's High-Level Nuclear Waste Disposal Concept and Its Evaluation Process
Authors: Grant Sheng, L. W. Shemilt (McMaster U) 6

36-D Title: Condensing a Detailed Groundwater Flow and Contaminant Transport Model into a Geosphere Model
for Environmental and Safety Assessment

Authors: Tin Chan, Ted Melnyk (AECL Ontario Hydro) 8



SESSION 37
Performance Assessment of Radioactive Waste Disposal-11

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

37-A Title: Evaluation Method of Gas Leakage Rate from Transportation Casks of Radioactive Materials (Gas
Leakage Rates from Scratches on -Ring Surface)

Authors: Masanori Aritomi, Ninghua Li (Tokyo 1. T.), Ryoji Asano (Hitachi), Tsunemichi Kawa
(Tsukasa Sokken) 6

37-B Title: Evaluation of Area Factor for Finite Area Sources for Inhalation Dose Calculation
Authors: S. Kong Wang (Commonwealth Edison), Tzu-Chen Hung (Kaohsiung P.I.), Charley Yu (ANL) 6

37-C Title: Melting of Contaminated Metallic Wastes
Authors: Ying-Sheng Lee, Sheng-Yuh Cheng, Hsien-Tzu Kung, Li-Fu Lin NER) 6

37-D Title: Radionuclide Analysis and Scaling Factors Verification for LLRW of Taipower Reactor
Authors: Jwn-Yung King, Kung-Tien Liu, Shao-Chou Chen, Tser-Min Chang, Tong-Chuin Pung,

Lee-Chung Men, Shieh-Jun Wang (INER) 5

37-E Title: New Aspects in Radioactive Waste Management
Author: A. Chrubasik (NUKEM)

37-F Title: The Determination of Critical Nuclides in PVTR Waste Streams
Author: B. Centner (BELGATOM)

SESSION 38
Thermal Hydraulics in Passive Reactor Systems-I

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

38-A Title: Startup Experiment of a PIUS-Type Reactor from Isothermal Fluid Condition by Feedback Control
of Primary Pump

Authors: K. Tasaka, M. Tamaki, K. Haga (Nagoya U), Y. Anoda, H. Murata, Y. Kukita (JAERI) 6

38-B Title: An Experimental Investigation of Natural Circulated Air Flow in the Passive Containment Cooling
System

Authors: S. H. Ryu, S. M. Oh, G. C. Park (Seoul Nat. U) 6

38-C Title: An Experimental Study on the Flow Instabilities and Critical Heat Flux under Natural Circulation
Authors: Yun II Kim, Soon Heung Chang (KAIST) 6



SESSION 39
Thermal Hydraulics in Passive Reactor Systems-II

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

39-A Title: Transient Simulation of ALWR Passive Safety Systems Using RELAP5/M0D2
Authors: E. Elias, Y. Nekhamkin, 1. Arshavski (Israel 1. T.) 6

39-B Title: Analysis of SBArR Performance with TRAC-BFI
Authors: S. Lu, A. J. Baratta, G. E. Robinson, J. Mahaffy (PSU) 8

39-C Title: Dynamics and Developing of Natural Convection Cooling from Vertical Upflow and Downflow
Conditions

Authors: B. W. Yang, W. Ouyang (Columbia U) 6

39-D Title: Two-Phase Flow in a Passive Cooler Concept with Condensing Heat Transfer in the Presence of
Non-Condensibles

Authors: S. M. Husaini, G. K. Ashley II, A. H. Arastu, B. Posta (Bechtel) 6

39-E Title: Three-Loop Passive Plant Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident Feasibility Analysis with the
TREAT-AN Code

Authors: A. F. Gagnon, K. G. Serafini, A. C. Cheung (Westinghouse)

SESSION 40
Advances in Man-Machine Interface Design the Related Human Factors Engineering-I

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

40-A Title: Man-Machine Interface Systems for the Sizewell B Nuclear Power Station
Author: D. B. Boettcher (Nuclear Electric) 6

40-B Title: BWR Recirculation Pump Diagnostics Expert System
Authors: S. C. Chiang, C. N. Morimoto, M. R. Torres (GE) 5

40-C Title: A Rule-Based Expert System for Control Rod Pattern of Boiling Water Reactors by Hovering Around
Haling Exposure Shape

Authors: Pin-Wu Kao, Lian-Shin Lin, Jing-Tong Yang (INER) 6



SESSION 41
Advances in Man-Machine Interface Design the Related Human Factors Engineering-11

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

41-A Title: Development of Realtime Cognitive State Estimator
Authors: Makoto Takahashi, Masashi Kitamura, Hidekazu Yoshikawa (Kyoto U) 6

41-B Title: An Intelligent Environment for Dynamic Simulation Program Generation of Nuclear Reactor Systems
Authors: Hiroaki Ishizaka, Akio Gofuku, Hidekazu Yoshikawa (Kyoto U) 6

41-C Title: Diversity and Consensus as Key Concepts for Design of Intelligent Operator Support System
Authors: M. Kitamura, H. Furukawa, M. Sakuma (Tohoku U), T. Washio (Mitsubishi) 8

41-D Title: Man-Machine Interface Systems and Operator Training Program for the Advanced BWR in Japan
Author: Susumu Kunito (TEPCO) 5

SESSION 42
Advances in Measurements and Instrumentaion-I

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

42-A Title: Three-Dimensional Particle Image Velocimetry Measurement Technique
Authors: Y. A. Hassan, C. H. Seeley, J. H. Henderson, W. D. Schmid] (Texas A&M) 6

42-B Title: Visualization of Velocity Field and Phase Distribution in Gas-Liquid Two-Phase Flow by NMR
Imaging

Authors: G. Matsui, H. Monji, J. Obata (U Tsukuba) 6

42-C Title: Dynamic Measurement of Liquid Film Thickness in Stratified Flow by Using Ultrasonic Echo
Technique

Authors: A. Serizawa, K. Nagane (Kyoto U), T. Ebisu (Daikin), T. Kamei, Z. Kawara (Kyoto U),
K. Torikoshi (Daikin) 5



SESSION 43
Advances in Measurements and Instrumentaion-Il

Paper No. Titles and Authors' Pages

43-A Title: Flow Visualization around Cylinders in a Channel Flow Using Particle Image Velocimetry
Authors: Y. A. Hassan, R. S. Martinez, W. D. Schmidl, 0. G. Philip(Texas A&M) 6

43-B Title: Two Phase Fluid Flow Measurement in Small Diameter Channels Using Real Time Neutron
Radiography

Authors: B. S. Carlisle, R. C. Johns, Y. A. Hassan (Texas A&M) 6

43-C Title: Real-Time Neutron Radiography as a Flow Visualization and Measurement Tool for Nuclear
Thermal Hydraulics Researches

Authors: N. Takenaka, T. Fujii, A. Ono (Kobe U), A. Turuno (JAERI) 6

43-D Title: A High Speed X-Ray Computed Tomography Scanner for Multipurpose Flow Visualization and
Measurement

Authors: K. Hori, K. kawanishi, H. Hamamura, M. Ochi (Mitsubishi), M. Akai (MITI) 6

SESSION 44
Computer Aided Technology for NDE & Plant Maintenance-I

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

44-A Title: UT Inspection of Nozzles by 3D Raytracing
Authors: J. Isenberg, M. Koshy, L. Carcione (Weidinger Asso.) 4

44-B Title: Evaluation of Practicality of ASME Code, Section XI
Authors: R. K. Mattu, J. R. Lauderdale (SAIC), S. N. Liu, J. J. Lance (EPRI-NC) 4

44-C Title: Development of New HRA Method Based upon Operational Experience
Authors: S. E. Cooper (SAIC), W. J. Luckas, M. T. Barriere (BNL), J. Wreathall (WC) 5

44-D Title: Use of Computerized Data Acquisition System to Auralize NDE Data for Improved Inspection
Capability

Authors: Glenn M. Light, Amos E. Holt, Kent D. Polk, William T. Clayton Southern RI) 4

44-E Title: Analysis of Stearn Turbine Boresonic NDE Data Using a Field Portable Computer
Authors: Eugene R. Reinhart, Teodoro Leon-Salamanca (Reinhart & Asso.) 4

44-F Title: Applications of Field Portable Computers to NDE of Nuclear Power Plant SteamTurbine/Generator
Rotors, Disks, and Retaining Rings

Authors: Eugene R. Reinhart, Teodoro Leon-Salamanca, (Reinhart Asso.) 4



SESSION 45
Computer Aided Technology for NDE & Plant Maintenance-11

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

45-A Title: Probabilistic Accident Sequence Recovery Analysis
Authors: Martin A. Stutzke, Susan E. Cooper (SAIC) 6

45-B Title: Life Cycle Management of Service Water Systems
Authors: Geoffrey R. Egan, Philip M. Besuner, Sat P. Mahajan (Aptech) 5

45-C Title: Maintenance Planning for Nuclear Power Plants
Authors: R. K. Mattu, S. E. Cooper, J. R. Lauderdale (SAIQ 4

45-D Title: Diagnostic System for Ultrasonic Examination Utilizing Neural Networks - The Second Paper
Authors: S. Kataoka, J. Takano, A. Terada (IHI) 4

45-E Title: Ultrasonic Simulator for Training and Screening of Inspection Personnel
Authors: Marvin F. Fleming, Samuel Hersh (Sierra Matrix), Soung-Nan Liu (SAIC)

SESSION 46
Plant Uprating

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

46-A Title: Belgian Experience-in Power Uprating and Cycle Flexibility Operating and Safety Aspects
Author: N. A. Hollasky (AIB-Vinqotte Nucl6air) 5

46-B Title: BWR Power Uprate
Author: K. K. Berry (GE) 4

46-C Title: Safety Analysis Performed in Support of the Wolf Creek Uprating Program
Authors: G. J. Neises, W. S. Kennarnore (Wolf Creek NO), D. G. Vreeland (ERIN) 4

46-D Title: On Nuclear Power Plant Uprating
Authors: S. Allen Ho, James V. Bailey, Stephen T. Maginnis (PSE&G) 5

46-E Title: Plant Nominal Power Uprating Offers Attractive Possibilities
Author: Michel Bayere (Framatorne) 4

46-F Title: Performing an 8% Power Uprating of Tihange 1, NPP A 900 MW. PWR
Authors: Claude Fabre (EdF), Michel Stievenart (Tractebel) 8



SESSION 47
Flow-Accelerated Corrosion in Nuclear Power Plants

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

47-A Title: Effective Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Programs in Nuclear Facilities
Authors. Thomas C. Esselman, William J. McBrine (ALTRAN) 6

47-B Title: An Alternate Approach to Calibrating Fac-Predictive Models Using Inspection Data
Authors: J. E. Pulido, P. E. Ksiazek, R. M. Alecksick (ABB Impell) 6

47-C Title: CHECWORKS', an Integrated Computer Program for Controlling Flow-Accelerated Corrosion
Authors: Bindi Chexal, Ramtin Mahini, Douglas Munson (EPRI), Jeff Horowitz (DuPage) 6

47-D Title: Erosion-Corrosion in Canadian CANDU Stations
Author: G. A. Wolgernuth (AECL Chalk River)

SESSION 48

Advances in Radiological Measurement and Analysis-I

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

48-A Title: EDGAR, A New Plant Radiation Monitoring System
Authors: Q. M. Wong (Merlin Gerin Provence), D. Da Costa Vieira (CEA) 5

48-B Title: Monitoring of High-Radiation Areas for the Assessment of Operational and Body Doses
Authors: T. J. Chen (RPA), H. Niu (NTHU), W. W. Yeh, R. Y. Liao (TPQ, C. T. Tung (NTHU) 5

48-C Title: The Current Status of Photon Metrology Laboratory in Taiwan, R.O.C.
Authors: Shian-Jang Su, Dong-Pao Chou, Shi-Hwa Su (INER) 10

48-D Title: Using Liquid Scintillation Counting on a Variety of Matrices Encountered in Major Reactor
Decommissioning

Authors: R. S. Argall, J. M. Newey, S. E. Poet, S. L. Chambers, W. Alderman (SEG) 6

48-E Title: Measurement Assurance Programs for Ionizing Radiation at the NIST
Author: Ken Inn (NIST)



SESSION 49
Advances in Radiological Measurement and Analysis-II

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

49-A Title: A Direct Method to Determine "Sr and 'Sr by Liquid Scintillation Counting Technique
Authors: H. C. Chang, Y. M. Chang, C. T. Shen, W. W. Yeh (TPQ 4

49-B Title: Design of An Internal Dosimetry Program
Authors: C. F. Wu, T. E. Goff (WIPP) 5

49-C Title: LRAD, Semiconductor, and Other Radiation Detectors Applied to Environmental Monitoring for
Alpha and Beta Contamination

Authors: Duncan MacArthur, Ken Bower (LANL) 6

49-D Title: The Effect of RTP (Radon Thoron Progeny) and Dust Loading on the Design of an Alarm System for
Airborne Plutonium Particulates

Authors: H. L. Pai (RAD Service), L. C. Sun (BNL) 4

49-E Title: Electrodeposition of Selected Alpha-Emitting Nuclides from Ammonium Acetate Electrolyte
Authors: Shan C. Lee, Jae G. Choi (NMSU), Vernon, F. Hodge (U Nevada)

SESSION 0
Risk Management and Assessment-I

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

50-A Title: Improving Refueling Outages through Partnership
Author: Angelo L. Mercado (B&W) 3

50-B Title: Impacts of Organization and Management on Outage Performance
Authors: Yuhao Huang, Shih-Kuei Ceng (INER) 5

50-C Title: Development and Application of the San Onofre Safety Monitor
Authors: Thomas G. Hook, Roger J. Lee (SC Edison), Thomas A. Morgan (NUS) 5

50-D Title: Outage Risk Assessment and Management (ORAM)fbennal-Hydraulics Toolkit
Authors: V. E. Denny, A. T. Wassel, F. Issacci (SAIC), S. Pal Kalra (EPRI) 7

50-E Title: WNP-2 Outage Safety Review Methodology
Authors: Albert T. Chiang, James Fu (WPPSS) 7

50-F Title: Full Scope Shutdown Risk Model Development and Application
Authors: Majid E. Motamed, Roger J. Lee, Zoilo S. Roldan (SC Edison) 5



SESSION 1
Risk Management and Assessment-11

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

51-A Title: Risk ManagementTbrough Dynamic Technical Specifications
Authors: George T. Klopp (Commonwealth Edison), Thomas A. Petersen (NUS) 6

51-B Title: An Overview of Selected Severe Accident Research and Applications
Authors: R. J. Haminersley, R. E. Henry (FAI) 5

51-C Title: Global Risk Management System for Plant Operations, GLORIMAN
Author: Eugene B. Silverman (ARD) 5

51-D Title: Accident Management Insights from IPE's
Authors: R. J. Lutz, Jr., D. K. Ohkawa, J. J. Taylor (Westinghouse) 4

51-E Title: Accident Management: What Is It and How Do You Do It?
Authors: R. E. Henry, R. J. Hammersley (FAI) 5

51-F Title: A Societal Risk Analysis Model for Nuclear Power Plants
Author: George T. Klopp (Commonwealth Edison) 4

SESSION 52
Risk Management and Assessment-111

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

52-A Title: Outage Risk Assessment and Management ORAM) Technology to Improve Outage Safety and
Economics

Author: S. P. Kalra (EPRI) 5

52-B Title: Techniques Used in the Braidwood IPE that are Applicable to a Living PRA Program
Authors: George T. Kopp (Conunonwealth Edison), Diane M. Jones (NUS) 6

52-C Title: Assessment of Cooling Tower (Ultimate Heat Sink) Performance in the Byron Individual Plant
Examination

Authors: H. D. Campbell (FAI), J. T. Hawley, G. T. Klopp (Commonwealth Edison), W. A. Thelen (MSU) 5

52-D Title: Shutdown Risk Management Applied at Philadelphia Electric Company
Authors: William J. Dagan, Douglas E. True (ERIN), Thomas Wilson, William Truax (Philadelphia E) 6

52-E Title: Outage Risk Reduction at Diablo Canyon
Authors: Tobias W.T. Burnett (Westinghouse), C. Eugene Newman (PG&E) 7



SESSIO 53
Stability in Thermal Hydraulic Systems

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

53-A Title: Analysis of a BWR Stability Transient
Authors: D. W. Pruitt, S. W. Jones (Siemens Power), D. L. Whitcomb, D. K. Atkinson (WPPSS) 4

53-B Title: Simulation of BWR Stability Following an ATWS with Boron Injection Using TRAC-BF1 with
One- dimensional Kinetics

Authors: S. Lider, R. Macian, A. J. Baratta, J. Mahaffy, G� E. Robinson (PSU) 7

53-C Title: Thermal Hydraulic Oscillations in a Low Pressure Two-Phase Natural Circulation Loop at Low
Powers and High Inlet Subcoolings

Authors: S. B. Wang, J. Y. Wu, Chin Pan, W. K. Lin (NTHIJ) 6

53-D Title: Quantitative Evaluations of BWR Regional Oscillations'Using Higher Harmonics Subcriticalities
Authors: Y. Takeuchi, Y. Takigawa, H. Uernatsu (Toshiba) 7

53-E Title: Development and Qualification of a Three-dimensional Core Dynamics Analysis Program for
Commercial Boiling Water Reactors

Authors: Yasunori Bessho, Yuichiro Yoshimoto, Takanori Fukahori (Hitachi), Akio Toba, Hideya
Kiktarnura (TEPCO)

53-F Title: Use of a Training Simulator in the Regulatory Evaluation of Mitigative Actions to Resolve
ATWS/Stability Issues

Authors: Laurence E. Phillips, Jose March-Leuba, Steven A. Andt USNRC) 6

SESSION 54
CHF and Post Dryout Heat Transfer

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

54-A Title: Predictions of Critical Power by COBRAG Based on a Two-Fluid and Multi-Field Model
Authors: K. H. Chu, B. S. Shiralkar (GE) 8

54-B Title: Effect of Pressure on Critical Heat Flux for Water in an IntemallyHeated Annulus
Authors: Kaichiro Mishirna, Takashi Hibiki, Hideaki Nishihara (Kyoto 0) 6

54-C Title: Studies on the Heat Transfer Characteristics Inside a Vertical Tube durin4 Reflux Condensation
Process

Athors: G. H. Chou, J. C. Chen (Nat. Central U), L. Y. Liao (INER) 8

54-D Title: CHF Predictor Derived from a D Thermal-Hydraulic Code and an Advanced Statistical Method
Authors: D. Banner, S. Aubry (EdF) 6

54-E Title: Heat Removal Capacity of Steam Generators under Unsteady Reflux Condensation Cooling Mode
in a Pressurized Water Reactor Primary Heat Transport System

Authors: 1. F. Obinelo (Maya HTT), J. S. Chang, G. F. Round (McMaster U) 5

54-F Title: Critical Heat Flux for Vertical Upflow and Downflow in Uniforrn Tubes at Low Pressures
Authros: T. Dougherty, B. W. Yang, T. M. Jafri, E. V. McAssey (Columbia U)



SESSION 5
Plant Transient and Accident Modeling-I

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

55-A Title: Methodology for Licensing of Non-LOCA Transients by Means of the Code RELAP-5/MOD2
Application: Feedwater Line Break

Authors: E. J. Stubbe, L. Vanhoenacker (TRACTEBEL) 6

55-B Title: The Benchmarking of RETRAN-02 for Kuosheng Load Rejection Transient Analysis
Authors: L.Y. Chou, S. C. Chiang (TPC) 5

55-C Title: Qualification of ARROTTA Code for LWR Accident Analysis
Authors: Ping-Hue Huang, K. Y. Peng, Wen-Chang Lin (TPC), Jen-Ying Wu (INER) 8

55-D Title: PVV'R Station Blackout Transient Simulation in the INER Integral System Test Facility
Authors: T. J. Liu, C. H. Lee, W. T. Hong, Y. H. Chang (INER) 6

55-E Title: RELAP5/MOD3 Simulation of the Loss of RHR during Midloop Operation Experiment Conducted
at the ROSA-IV Large Scale Test Facility

Authors: S. Banerjee, Y. A. Hassan (Texas A&M) 8

SESSION 56
Plant Transient and Accident Modeling-II

Paper No. Titles and Authors Pages

56-A Title: Core Thermal Hydraulic Response of Using HPCI for MSIV Closure Event at ATWS Condition for
a BWR

Author: John C. Lai (PSE&G) 6

56-B Title: Qualification and Application of an Independent Reload Transient Analysis Methodology for the
Chinshan BWR

Authors: Jan-Ru Tang, Lih-Yih Liao, Der-Yeong Shiau, Ren-Jai Liao, Yang-Kai Chiu (INER) 7

56-C Tifie: ATWS Analysis for Maanshan PWR Power Plant
Authors: Lainsu Kao (INER), Ping-Hue Huang (TPC) 8

56-D Title: Evaluation of the Root Cause for MSR High Level Trip in Maanshan
Authors: Lih-Yih Liao, Yuh-Ming Ferng (INER), S. J. Jange, C. M. Ko (TPC) 6

56-E Title: Method for the Determination of Technical Specifications Limiting Temperature in EBR-11 Operation
Authors: L. K. Chang, D. J. Hill, J. Y. Ku (ANL) 5

56-F Title: Boron Nhxing Transients in a 90OMW PWR Vessel for A Reactor Start-up Operation
Authors: D. Alvarez, A. Martin, J. P. Schneider (EdF)
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1. ENERGY ISSUES AND NUCLEAR POWER and depleted Uranium collected fom the reprocessing should
DEVELOPWNT IN JAPAN be recycled as MOX-fuel in fast reactors and light water

reactors in order to increase the nuclear fuel utilization
Japan has almost no energy resources. The primary efficiency.

energy demand of Japan is 5XI O' kI oil equivalent in 1989,

of which 89% is supplied by nuclear energy and 58.2% is At present in Japan, forty-six nuclear power plants are

dependent on oil. Almost all of the oil demands must be in operation. The total generating capacity is 37.361 GWe.
imported from abroad. Japan has developed technological Its eectric power generation was about 212.3 TWh in 1991

countermeasures to cope with the worldwide energy crisis and that accounts for approximately 27.1% of the total power

environmental pollution issues and has promoted to improve supply. In addition to these operating plants, 7 plants with a

the thermal efficiency of fossil-fuel-fired power plants and the total capacity of 7896 GWe are under construction.

fuel consumption in general industries, for example steel Therefore, a total of 53 units, 45.258 GWe, will be in

works, chemical plants and so on. As a result, the energy operation by the end of 1997. An electric power development

consumption rate in 1989 was 260 tons oil equivalent per plan proposed in 1990 and approved by the government

million dollars of GDP, and C02 emission decreased to 26 conclusively estimated that the total nuclear power capacity

tons Carbon equivalent per capita in 1990, which makes a should amount to 72.5 GWe (approximately 27% of the total

good comparison with 36 tons per capita on average of electricity generating capacity) by the end of 201 0. It seems

OECD countries. Japan has seemingly achieved a high quite difficult that these plans will materialize in the future,

reputation for energy conservation and CO, emission issues. judging from the present societal conditions in obtaining

public acceptance.

Japan at present cannot import electric power energy

from abroad. It is not an easy matter to get more electric The Japanese commercial nuclear power development

power generation capacity by hydropower. It is understood program began in 1966 with the operation of a gas-cooled

that the technological knowledge and practice necessary for reactor 166 MWe) which was introduced from the United

nuclear power development ham& sufficiently matured. It is Kingdom. All reactors except for that one are primarily

also acknowledged in Japan thai nuclear fuel materials, in light-water-moderated and -cooled reactors, 20 PWRs and 24

comparison with fossil fuel, are able to be supplied from other BWRs, initially developed using technology introduced from

countries than the' Middle and Near East which is unstable the United States. Besides these, two kinds ofpower reactors

politically at present. Taking into consideration the specific have been originally developed in Japan: the Fugen 165

situation of Japan, the nuclear power development is MWe), prototype heavy-water-moderated, light-water-boiling

indispensable to Japan in order to solidify the foundation of reactor (pressure-tube type) which has been in operation since

energy supply sufficient to meet energy demand in the future. 1979 and the Monju 280 MWe) a prototype liquid-metal-

cooled fast breeder reactor which is now under construction.

The development and uses of atomic energy in Japan

have been pursued in accordance with the basic policy Japan has approximately 400 reactor-years of nuclear

described in the Atomic Energy Act, that is "Nuclear energy power plant operational experience during the past 30 years.

is only for peaceful purposes, and safety assurance is the The average plant availability factor for each of the past

primary consideration", and adhered strongly to the Non- eleven years was higher than 70%. From the consideration 

Proliferation Treaty of Nuclear Weapons, NPT. The basic the practice that a reactor facility must be shut down and

policy of nuclear power development in Japan is that spent inspected every year by the government, which takes about

fuels burned in reactors will be reprocessed, and Plutonium two or three months, the plant is in operation at almost full



for the thyroid.
The number of events that induced an unscheduled

automatic shutdown (scram) has been less than 02 per Having almost no leaking fuels, careful filtering and
reactor-year on average since 1984. The number of events chemical treatment of primary coolant and the use of low
reported to the Ministry of Iternational Trade and Industry cobalt stainless steel for pressure boundaries have maintained
(MITI) in accordance with the law has been 06 per reactor- the radioactive materials in the reactor coolant at a very low
year on average since 1984. level. These measures have reduced radioactive exposure

doses to nuclear plant workers and radioactive materials
Japan has had no incidents which involved releasing released to the environment to negligible low levels as well.

meaningful amounts of radioactive materials and which had The radioactive materials are monitored at the outlet of stack
a health dtrimental effect on the public. Here are two and water discharge of a power plant. Therefore in practice,
incidents causing radioactivity release into the environment: the radiation exposure for the public during normal operation
about 10 mCi radioactive waste flowed into the sea at the is negligibly small, estimated to be less than one-tenth of the
Tsuruga-I BWR plant in March 1981 and 06 Ci radioactive reference dose, 0.05 mSv/year.
gas release due to the steam generator tube rupture at the
Mihama-2 PWR plant in February 1991. Besides these measures, remote and automatic

inspection and radiation protection technology have been
Commercial nuclear power plants in Japan started since developed. Therefore, radiation exposure for workers has

1970's: the Tsuruga-I (BWR 357 MWe) started operation in considerably been reduced since 1985. The exposure doses
March 1970, the Mihama-I (PWR 340 MWe) in November for workers in all nuclear power plants of Japan in 1992
1970 and the Fukushima- I (BWR 460 MWe) in March amounted to 61.752 person Sv/year in total and 1.0
1971. The construction permissions for these three plants mSv/person-year in average. The workers who were exposed
were issued in 1966 after the completion of the safety above 20 mSv, but less than 50 mSv, have been limited to
examination by the licensing and regulatory agency. professional occupations with special technical knowledge.

There are 18 power units which have been in operation
for more than 15 years. Initial failures in equipment and 3. LICENSING AND SAFETY REGULATIONS
components are usually eliminated before issuing an operating
license after a commissioning test. It is recognized that in The atomic fundamental law was amended in 1978, and
order to maintain safety and reliability of these aged nuclear the Nuclear Safety Commission, NSC, was established
power plants it is of the utmost importance to give first independently from the Atomic Energy Commission, AEC.
priority to measures, what is called "preventive maintenance", This law amendment was made in order to strengthen the
which prevent unusual events or incidents to be caused by system and functions of nuclear safety regulation, ensuring the
aging phenomena rather than to those which mitigate the separation between the functions of the regulatory bodies and
consequences of unusual incidents and accidents. those of bodies concerned with the promotion of nuclear

energy utilization.
The experience obtained during research, safety

regulations and operation through nuclear power development The AEC is responsible in determining principal
during the past 30 years in Japan are mentioned herein. policies for research, development and uses related to the

whole field for peaceful uses of nuclear energy. The NSC is
responsible in determining principal policies for safety

2. RADIATION PROTECTION regulation. The AEC and the NSC are both the advisory
organs to the Prime Minister. The NSC consists of five

The Japanese basic policy for radiation protection has persons of learning and experience.
drawn guidance from the ICRP recommendations and these
have been largely incorporated into the Japanese criteria. The The safety regulations for Japanese nuclear facilities,
current Japanese Radiation Protection Law is based on ICRP including the issuance of an establishment permit, the
Pub. 26 1977). The maximum permissible exposure dose for issuance of an operating license, inspection during operation
a person is I mSv/year for the public as an effective dose and reactor decommissioning are executed by a single
equivalent, and tissue exposure dose equivalent for skin or competent authority according to the type of the facility and
eye lens is 50 mSv/year. However, mSv/year for the public its status. The Ministry of International Trade and Industry
instead of I mSv/year is permitted in special cases. is the competent authority for commercial nuclear power
Concerning the practical reference dose recommended by the plants, and the Science and Technology Agency is the
ALARA concept, the safety guidelines indicate that exposure competent authority for research reactors, reactors under
to the surrounding residents through both liquid and gaseous development and all nuclear fuel cycle facilities. The NSC
radioactive materials released from the light water reactors in independently makes a thorough review of the safety
a power station shall not exceed 0.05 mSv effective dose examination report submitted by the competent administrative



reactor facilities and the authorization of business related to Scale Test Facility, LSTF, which is one facility involved in
nuclear fuel facilities. This examination by the NSC is called the project. The LSTF is scaled to that in a I 100 MWe PWR
a 'Double Check". In addition, the NSC makes a double and composed of a pressure boundary scaled 1:1 in height,
check of important issues associated with safety regulations 1:48 in volume and heater rods of 36 m heated length.
by the competent administrative agency after the issuance of Experiments concerning the reflood phenomena and small
establishment permit of nuclear facilities. LOCAs were conducted. The research are referred to

establish codes REFLA and REFLA/TRAC composed with
the code TRAC.

4. RESEARCH ON LOCA/ECCS
ROSA-V: ROSA-IV was changed in components and

Since the early stages of nuclear power development, reconstructed to ROSA-V. Accident management concerned
nuclear safety concerned issues have promoted comprehensive experiments are planned such as reducing the pressure on the
research for LOCA/ECCS which stimulated thermal- secondary side in case of the loss of power sources, an
engineering research for thermal-hydraulics on unsteady two- incident of steam generator tube rupture and so on.
phase-flow, bubble phenomena and so on. The Loss of Fluid
Test, or LOFT, project started at the IDAHO National
Engineering Laboratory in 1963. In Japan, the Japan Atomic 5. STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
Industrial Forum established a specific committee in 1963
what was called the Safe Assessment and Facility It was for the first time that hair cracks were observed
Establishment, or SAFE, Committee. The SAFE committee in 1966 on the surface of stainless steel over layer of inside
started a project to conduct research focused on engineered surface of the pressure vessel of the JPDR-I of JAERI In
safety features, i.e. ECCS, containment, core spray and so on. August 1972 a penetrated crack due to SCC, stress corrosion
The SAFE project was carried out for two years and had cracking, was observed at the safe-end of a feed water inlet
obtained positive results concerning blowdown phenomena, pipe nozzle of the JPDR-11. In addition, several information
for example core spray, cooling and Iodine eliminating concerning SCC problems were given, for example SCC on
performance of container spray, heat transfer phenomena of the feed-water inlet pipe nozzle of the LaCrosse reactor in
heater rod and so on. The report was presented at the third 1971, SCC on the reactor-coolant cleanup system of the
Geneva Conference, Sept. 1964. Some data of the project Dressden-I in 1971, SCC on a 4 pipe of recirculation system
report were introduced in the Ergen Report, 1968. The SAFE of the Dressden-2. In light of the information, a BWR
project has been succeeded by the Rig of Safety Assessment, plants in Japan were inspected and SCC and cracks due to
ROSA, project by the Japan Atomic Energy Research thermal stress were observed in some plants. In order to
Institute, JAERI since 1968. The ROSA projects have done solve the SCC problems, investigations and experiments on a
comprehensive and considerable research on LOCA/ECCS large scale have been conducted for improving design to
issues. Some of them have been conducted under prevent excessive stress and to eliminate locations having
international co-operation. stagnant flow, changing pipe materials to low carbon stainless

steel, careful chemical treatment to reduce oxygen and
ROSA-L Began experiments in 1970. A small chloride and improvements in welding portions by applying

blowdown test facility. Using 25-125 mm diameter orifices, a special insitu heat treatment. Since 1978, SCC were
data on flow coefficients of critical flow were collected, observed at the flexible pins of control guide tubes of PWRs,
which were utilized in the following investigations. but have been eliminated by improving the design and the

manufacturing processes. In addition, enhancement of flaw
ROSA-11: Began experiments in 1974. A system inspection methods by automatic or remote control schemes

experimental facility which is scaled to that in a II 00 MWe have been developed.
PWR containing heater rods of 1.5 m heated length. Some of
experiments were conducted under international co-operation Therefore, the SCC problems have been essentially
with the LOFT Semiscale IV2 program. Data collected were solved with some exceptions, for example that observed at
useful to assess the intended function and the margin of internal components of pumps such as bolts, welding portions
current design of ECCS. Participating in the International and valves of aged reactor facilities. When finding such
Standard Problem, computer codes developed by the JAERI failures, careful examination should be conducted and design
were compared with experimental data obtained by the changes and/or material changes should be carried out i
facility. necessary.

ROSA-III: Began experiments in-1978-.- The facility is
scaled to that in a 000 MWe BWR. In light of TMI-2 6. NUCLEAR FUEL
accident, experiments for small LOCA of BWR were
conducted. During from 1973 to 1976, fuel failures such as

leaking, bending, deformation and so on have been observed.



have been conducted, and material of fuel cladding and
quality assurance of fuel manufacturing have been improved. The nuclear safety research schemes which have been
Improvements have been practiced in these areas such as proceeded by a governmental budget are related to items
manufacturing of highly densificated pellets, pre-pressurized which are utilized to safety assessments in the safety
fuel rod, controlling of spring force of fuel rod supporting examination by the regulatory bodies. The research work has
grid and so on. As a result, leaking from fuel cladding is been pursued by governmental research institutes such as the
now rare. Research on irradiation of fuels have been Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute and the National
conducted in the JMTR of JAERI and reactors in US and the Institute of Radiological Sciences. According as the scale and
Halden project. categories of research progress to a large scale necessary to

meet the engineering and industrial demands, the
In practice during a periodical inspection to be done establishment of some industrialized research center have

every year by the government, all fuel-assemblies are become a recognized necessity. Accordingly, the MITI
shipping-inspected. established in 1975 the Reliability Demonstration Project for

Nuclear Power Plants, by which the MITI entrusted large
scale experimental tests to industries by a governmental

7. STEAM GENERATOR budget.

A minute crack, what is called a pinhole, was generated In order to conduct large scale experiments the Nuclear
in a steam generator tube of the Mihama-I plant in June, Power Engineering Corporation, NUPEC, was established.
1972, through which primary coolant leaked to the secondary The function of the NUPEC has expanded to undertake the
side of a steam generator. It was for the first time to cause charge of analysis for safety assessment and data-bank as well
the thinning phenomena of a tube. For this observation as implementing experiments. The NUPEC constructed in
substantial experimental investigations have been carried out, 1982 the 1000 ton-g Shaking Table for seismic design
and as a result it was found that the tube-wall thinning assurance at Tadotsu City, te capacity of which as 3000 t
phenomena was caused by the chemical solution of some horizontal accelerating force and 3300 tf vertical accelerating
kinds of elements of fuel clad material by phosphoric salt force. By this facility experiments have been conducted using
condensed due to repeating formation and detach of steam large scale models for reactor pressure vessels, reactor
bubbles on the tube surface. The problem was solved by the intemals, pressure boundary piping, containment and so on.
changing of chemical solute in the secondary coolant from The results obtained have contributed much to the
phosphoric acid to hydrazine, i.e. all volatile treatment. SCC confirmation of design adequacy and design margin 
was also observed on the steam generator tube surface and equipment and components. The shaking experiment with a
crevice between tubes and the tube plate or tube supporting severe shaking force stronger than that to be induced by what
plates. These problems have been essentially solved. The is called the extreme design basis earthquake was also carried
remaining problems observed at a few existing steam out. Some experiments were conducted in the international
generators are related to SCC and intergranular cracking co-operation with US-NRC.
which are observed at the tube support plates and crevice at
tube plate holes, although most defects have not caused tube Besides these, under the Reliability Demonstration
leaking. These flaws are caused by residual stress due to tube Project for Nuclear Power Plants by MITI, the demonstration
bending process, oxidizable effects of water, remained tests have been conducted with several types of equipment
phospheric acid and so on. Investigations have been and components: steam generators, pumps, valves, fuel
conducted in order to solve these problems. assemblies for maximum heat output, fuel iradiation, thermal

affection of weld portion as SCC problem, pressurized
During the periodical inspection to be conducted every thermal shock, pipings, electrical instruments and control

year by the government, almost all of the steam generator panels, thick steel plates and so on. Some of them have been
tubes are inspected using the eddy current test, ECT. If some done by the Japan Power Engineering and Inspection
defects are indicated, the tube in question should be plugged Corporation, JAPEIC, instead of NUPEC_ -
or sleeved, even if minor leaking of water is not observed.
Owing to the results practiced in the inspection, technology of
ECT and repairing have been improved and the leaking of 9. INCEDENTS
tubes has become rare.

(1) Radioactive liquid waste was released into te bay
In addition, the antivibration bars installed between tube without notice at the Tsuruga 1 357 MWe BWR), in April

bundles have been replaced with newly designed ones which 1981:
would prevent bar-vibration to cause fretting corrosion
between tubes and tube support plates. It was observed by the periodical monitoring that the

radiation level of sargassos in the bay to which the cooling
water flows from the power plant was higher than usual.



liquid waste had overflowed the radioactive waste storage tube an tube support plate, and these cracks propagated and
tank to a nonradioactive drainage and into the bay without finally extended to the cirumferential rupture of the tube due
notice and control. The quantity of waste released was to high frequency fatigue.
estimated about 10 mCi. The cause of the incident was due
to human error in liquid waste management. In light of the (4) Steam Bubble Collapsing
incident, the management of liquid radioactive waste has been
improved. Three nuclear power reactors at the Fukushima I

nuclear power station were simultaneously scrammed due to
(2) Recirculation Pump Damage of the Fukushima II-3 high flux signal when an earthquake jolted the site on April

(I 100 MWe BWR) in January 1989: 23, 1987. The magnitude of the earthquake was registered
6.5 magnitude on the Richter Scale, and its epicenter distance

On January 1, 1989, during the operation at 1030 MWe, from the nuclear facility was about 69 km and its depth was
there occurred an alarm showing strong vibrations of the 40 km informed.
recirculation pump B. Vibrations seemed to disappear after
its revolution was manually reduced, allowing plant operation There are six BWRs, of which at that time one reactor
to continue at around 990 MWe. Vibrations reappeared early was stopped for the periodic inspection and four reactors had
in the morning of January 7 the reactor was shut down and been running of which three units, one 460 MWe unit and
the pump was disassembled and examined. It was discovered two 784 MWe units, were scrammed. It is quite certain that
that about two thirds of the pump's water-bearing ring 1001.7 those units were tripped due to the signal the Average Power
mm diameter) was broken into pieces and they seemingly Range Monitor, APRM, Hi-Hi. The high flux signals were
struck on parts of impeller and impeller-ring and damaged initiated at almost the same time for the three units a little bit
them. The loss of them totaled about 30 kg and broken earlier before the time of the maximum seismic acceleration
pieces of them flew into the reactor coolant piping and were observed and lasted about 100 to 180 msec.
scattered on the bottom of reactor pressure vessel.

The maximum design earthquake for the site is 180 gal
It was understood that the ring of water-bearing of 392 at the reactor building basement. The actual acceleration on

mm wide welded on the collar of bearing body by butt the ground surface was observed 223 gal. Namely the
welding was damaged by the flow-induced vibration. The carthquakewascomparativelyweakoneand about 1/5 to 1/10
cause of failure was the inappropriate welding design and of the design basis ground motion.
welding method which had induced high cycle vibration,
estimated " cycles, due to the long duration in reduced During and after the earthquake the offshe electricity
revolution. supply network was not disturbed, maintaining voltage and

cycles both as usual, although the total generation capacity 
Damaged chips inside the pressure boundary were 202 M was simultaneously lost.

removed and the boundary was cleaned. On November ,
1990, the reactor resumed operation. After a detailed examination by the utility it was

concluded that the cause of the incident was not the failure,
It is recommended that the user of the pump, the inferiority or false signal of instrumentation devices and

electric company, should carry on quality assurance of the systems. It seems that the cause of the high flux was induced
pump inside at its audit. from some kind of thermal-hydraulic phenomena in the sub-

cooled boiling region, namely high flux probably stemmed
(3) Steam Generator Tube Rupture at the MIHAMA-2 from the instantaneous detaching and/or collapsing/condensing

(500 MWe PWR) in February 1991: of steam bubbles within the subcooled thin boundary layer
around the lower part of fuel bundles shaken by seismic

,'The incident of circumferential rupture of a steam vibration of fuel rods. The disappearing of steam bubbles
generator tube occurred at the MIHAMA-2 reactor on would continue for a while until the stable sub-cooled layer
February 9 1991. Radioactive gas of 06 Ci was by should be originated again. If steam bubbles disappearing
estimation released from pressure relief valves and an air could last for more than about 30 msec it is seemingly enough
ejector of main condenser to the environment. An example to induce high flux.
of steam generator tube circumferential rupture occurred at
the North Anna-1, but it was reportedly caused by dnting of (5) Fracture caused by Thermal Stress
the tube.

It was observed that the drain sump water level in the
After a prudent investigation, itwas concluded that the containment was increased at the Genkai-I 559 MWe PWR)

antivibration bars were not adequately installed as designed in June 1988. It was caused by water leakage 
and the fluid-induced vibration caused minute circumferential approximately 50 liters per hour from the grand packing 
cracks on the tube surface in question due to high frequency the inlet isolation valve of the RHR pump of the piping 220



primary coolant pipe to the RHR pump. This valve is a gate meters or more deep. For this project an underground
valve and normally closed, leaving water inside the pipe in a research center will be established, and basic technological
stagnant condition during normal operation. But the gate research on safety concerning geological issues will be arried
valve could not keep tightness between the valve sheet and out.
the valve disk, causing a slight loosing gap through which a
small amount of water leaks from the inlet to the outlet of the
valve. Hot primary water leaking makes the gap close and 11. OTHER ISSUES
the water leaking stops, then the temperature of inlet pipe
decreases followed by reducing temperature of the valve and It is of prime necessity to enhance safety and reliability
causing the gap to open again, and water leaks again through of nuclear power plants in order to achieve continuous
the gap. The repeating of the phenomena produces the development of nuclear power plants, obtaining the public
thermal stratification zone on the upper part of the horizontal acceptance. For this aim, ephasis must be placed on the
inlet pipe, about I mcter long, of which the temperature need to pay close attention to indications of leakage, wear,
changing makes the high frequency fatigue due to the thermal corrosion, vibrations and other minor abnormal symptoms
stress. As a result a penetrated crack, 85 mm length inside which may be detected during normal operation or
and 1.5 mm length outside the pipe, was generated after 10' inspections. Appropriated responses to these symptoms are
to 10' cycles estimated. contributing toward avoiding unusual incidents or accidents.

When defects are found in equipment or systems, it is
important to thoroughly examine the defects if they would

10. WASTE MANAGEMENT AND FUEL CYCLE cause common failure. It is acknowledged in Japan that top
FACILITIES priorities should be given to measures for preventing

occurrence of abnormal incidents rather than to those which
Of radioactive wastes generated in a nuclear power mitigate the consequences of unusual incidents and accidents.

plant, gaseous and liquid wastes are controlled by specific Preventive maintenance has the ighest pority, namely it
requirements and may only be released into the environment should be recognized that merely replacement of defective
in accordance with established standards. Liquid wastes are components without investigation does not always mean
reduced in volume by evaporation. Combustibles of solid safety enhancement.
wastes are bumed in an incinerator to reduce their volume.
Sludge remaining after evaporation and incombustibles of There are eighteen nuclear power plants in Japan which
solid wastes, together with radioactive solid wastes, are have been in operation for ore than fifteen yars.
packed in dums and solidified with cement, asphalt, plastic, Investigating and implementing effective counter-measures to
etc. The equivalent of about 500,000 drums, each with a maintain safety and rliability of these aged reactor facilities
capacity of 200 liters, are presently stored on-site at each are important problems to be considered. When considering
plant, although some of them have been sent to the burial the great technological innovations accomplished in the past
facility as following. decade, it is natural that equipment and system of aged

reactor facilities should bcome commonplace in design and
Those drums containing low-level solidified radioactive construction. Therefore, it is recommended that the new

wastes will be finally disposed of with a shallow land burial. technology must always be applied to existing nuclear
For that project a commercial facility has been under facilities for upgrading their safety-, for example, adoption 
construction at Rokkasho-Mura, Aomori Prefecture. A part new materials, improvement of welding techniques,
of the facility was completed and has already started being application of modem electronics, enhancement of inspection
used. methods by automatic or remote control schemes.

The technical concepts of waste-drum disposal consists Equipment and systems of existing reactor facilities are
of reinforced concrete pits constructed on an underground assuredly designed with adequate margins to cope with the
basis excavated 12 in in depth, in which drums are stayed and anticipated transients during their lifetime.
hardened with mortar and are then filled to their
circumference with a layer of material of a very low Concerning pressurized thermal shock of a reactor
permeability such as bentonite. The installations will remain pressure vessel, the nil-ductility temperature, NDT, of a
under surveillance for about 300 years or more and then its pressure vessel is examined with surveillance tests of vessel
radiation level will be decayed to a degree that radiological material and its integrity is assured.
restrictions will no longer be required.

In general, defects and problems are caused by
High level radioactive waste disposal concepts are inferiority of quality assurance and human effors. Equipment

similar to that of most leading countries in the world. High and components and systems of a nuclear power plant are
level wastes shall be vitrified with boronsilicate glass, making used to be placed under radioactive atmosphere, and these are
a cylindrical column to be put in stainless steel canisters, and difficult to inspect and perform accessible maintenance.



generate some defects in equipment and components. As the maintenance of nuclear power plants. It is believed that the
aging phenomena continues, the generation of defects such as cumulative experiences in Japan can contribute to the further
SM defects in welded portion, high cycle fatigue and so on improvement of safety of nuclear power plants throughout the
might be inevitable. Therefore, fundamental studies of such world, and for this aim a mutual information exchange should
defects and technological measures of finding and the be encouraged.
inspection of symptoms of such defects should be encouraged.

The NSC has recommended that the utility should study
severe accidents in association with PSAs and accident
management to prevent the propagation of an abnormal
incident to a severe accident and to mitigate its consequences.
In the course of this study, careful consideration should be
given to the assessment of the functions of employing
measures, the current designed measures and/or the newly
designed systems and components such as improved
containment venting systems and hydrogen igniters etc. The
results of assessment to be submitted by the utility should be
examined by the regulatory agency.

As for the next generation nuclear power plants in the
world, two types of nuclear power reactors have been
proposed; a larger power reactor which emphasizes
improvement based on highly technical upgrading and
improvement of existing models, and a smaller reactor which
emphasizes innovative or revolutionary concepts, providing
passive features in design. Japan will intend to develop the
former type reactor, namely two ABWRs 1356 MWe) are
under construction and one APWR 1200 MWe) is under
planning. Concerning the later type what is called a passive
featured reactor, studies and proposals have been proceeding
in Japan as well. It seems that such a small reactor to be
designed on passive features would not be necessary to be
developed in Japan. It is recommended that the results
obtained in the course of study, taking into consideration the
passive features concept, would be reflected in the large
power reactors of advanced types to be developed in Japan.

12. CONCLUSIONS

In order to cope with global matters vitally affecting the
electricity generation, taking into consideration Japanese
specific energy issues, the nuclear power development has
been an indispensable policy of Japan. In order to proceed
with further development of nuclear power plants, it is
necessary to obtain proper understanding by the public,
showing assurance of the safety and reliable operation of
nuclear power plants through daily plant operation.

The nuclear safety issues should be considered.from a
global point of view. It is necessary to establish common
safety standards which could harmonize the safety level of
nuclear power plants in the world. The safety goal
concerning severe accidents should be established as an
internationally agreeable one.

Japan has accumulated highly technological experience
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ABSTRACT Kingdom Nuclear Installations Inspectorate require high levels
of redundancy and "defence in depth".

A gap is opening up between what the world would like to
consume in terms of energy and what the world's environment Furthermore, Sizewell B has undergone the most complete
can sustain. To bridge this gap a much greater contribution safety review ever conducted for a nuclear plant anywhere in
from nuclear and renewables is needed to limit the emission the world.
of CO, and other harmful gases.

The bid also includes a comprehensive package of training
Plans already laid in some Pacific Rim countries recognise and technology transfer. It is supported by a very large
this need and nuclear energy is expected to grow rapidly in Industrial Co-operation Program. The aim is to promote the
this region over the next 20-30 years. For Pacific Rim development of technology and industrial capability in
countries without plentiful indigenous fossil fuel rsources, Taiwan, to improve co-operative relationships and to generate
nuclear power is the most economic form of electricity long term mutual benefits between the participating countries.
generation, minimising the need for expensive imports and
strengthening security of energy supply. It is now over four years since the UK Government withdrew

the nuclear generating business from its programme for
Nuclear power already makes a significant contribution to privatising the electricity supply industry in the UK and
reducing emissions in other regions, especially Europe. Well promised a thorough review of the future of nuclear power in
over a third of electricity in Europe comes from nuclear my country.
power. In te UK te figure is nearer a quarter and rising.

That review is about to begin; we have reached a key stage
If nuclear power is to fulfil its role as a key part of UK in the development of nuclear power in the UK. The nuclear
energy supply into the 21st century, we need to maintain our industry in the UK is confident that this Government Review
existing capacity as our older plant retires by building further, will consolidate the key role of nuclear power in UK energy
modem PWRs. supply into the 21st century.

Central to our future is Sizewell B power station - te UK's We will bring to tat Review evidence that the operating and
first PWR. Construction is complete and commissioning is business performance of the nuclear generators, Nuclear
well under way. The project is nearing completion - ahead of Electric and, north of the border, Scottish Nuclear has
time and under budget. improved dramatically and continues to improve.

The success of SizeNvell B is the foundation for the future of Furthermore, satisfactory progress is being made towards
nuclear power in the UK. Stations based on the Sizewell long-term disposal of radioactive waste, consistent with
design will become the workhorses of our utility. Already Government policy. The continuing delay in the operation 
Nuclear Electric as submitted a planning application to THORP has been a matter of concern for the UK nuclear
construct Sizeweil C. This is a technical replica of Sizewell industry; commissioning is, however, now under way and at
B in twin reactor form with a net output of around 260OMW. last it looks as if we can put that delay behind us.

And this design also has strong export potential. There can be no doubt about the crucial role of nuclear power
Westinghouse and Nuclear Electric ave submitted a joint- in the sustainable development of an increasing energy-hungry
vender to build a PWR here in Taiwan. Our bid is based on world. Nuclear Electric and the rest of the UK nuclear
the Sizewell design; an innovative, safe and proven nuclear industry is continuing to reinforce the strategic and global
power plant design for supplying reliable low-cost electricity case for maintaining our strong nuclear capability. We are
for the Republic of China's growing economy. competing successfully in the most competitive electricity

market in te world. We are demonstrating commercial
The Sizewell design is an APWR offering standards of design, viability. And we have the prospect of exploiting further a
construction, operation and of reactor safety unmatched world-class PWR design.
anywhere in the world. The stringent demands of te United
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ABSTRACT operating parameters which are believed to be associated with
steam formation and condensation.

Among those theories to interpret the PWR iodine spiking I
behaviors, the most accepted concept is based on steam formation Since 1975, there are several theories explaining the cause of
and condensation in damaged fuel rods. Due to the complex nature PWR iodine spiking. Te most accepted theory among them is the
of the phenomenon, a comprehensive model of the iodine behavior concept of steam formation and condensatiorL based on which the
has not yet been successfully developed. In 1992 a new empirical improved model was developed. The phase transformation of the
model was introduced (1) to establish a correlation with the operat- primary coolant form water to steam and back to water again during
ing parameters. The comparison results of the predicted iodine 131 power transient, is believed to be the driving force to cause the
equivalent activity value with the operating radiochemistry data- iodine spiking phenomenon.
base was off by 23%. This paper presents an improved model.
Although it is still an empirical model which also gives a first order Based on limited databases, it is also convinced that this model
estimation of the peak iodine spiking magnitude, the deviation is adequate for use of iodine spiking magnitude prediction and it is
between prediction and measurement was reduced to 7%. It is also feasible to derive an even more accurate correlation using the
believed that this improved model can be used for better prediction plant operating database to monitor and control the peak iodine
and control of the iodine spiking magnitude resulted from failed spiking magnitude if so desired.

fuel rods during power transients or plant shutdown. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

INTRODUCTION 3,4) The mechanism behind the iodine spiking behavior is now

Iodine spiking refers to a sudden increase in the concentration explained. When a fuel rod is damaged, a passage way will be
of iodine radionuclides in the reactor coolant following changes in opened allowing water entering into the rod. Due to the large
reactor power or reductions in reactor coolant system pressure. If a temperature gradient between the fuel pellets and the primary
reactor core contains one or more damaged fuel rods, iodine spiking coolant and due to the large pressure differential between the inside

and outside of the damaged fuel rod, a portion of the intake watermay be expected following reactor power reduction (including
shutdown). There are two kinds of radiological release of fission vaporizes. Then the fuel rod gap pressure builds up until the
products from a damaged fuel rod. They are Recoil release and pressure differential disappears.

Diffusion release 2). The recoil release mechanism is due to large At the beginning of power reduction, the fuel pellet tempera-
fuel rod rupture or tramp uranium, and the diffusion release mecha- ture will decrease. In response to the large temperature fluctuation,
nism is resulted from small fuel defects such as pin-hole damage or the stearn inside the damaged rod rapidly condenses. This event
crack. In most cases, only when the conditions for diffusion release causes a pressure imbalance between the damaged fuel rod and the
of fission products are held, iodine spiking during power transients primary coolant annel. As a result, water starts to pour into the
may be observed. damaged rod. During the early stages of the power reduction

The iodine spiking magnitude during power transient is pri- prcess, the fuel pellet temperature is still much higher than the
marily restricted by the technical specification limit on the maxi- primary coolant temperature (unless the plant has been shut down
mum reactor coolant iodine activity. From the plant operation's for a long period of time). This causes the intake water to be partially

vaporized, driving the fuel rod gap pressure locally higher than thepoint of view, as the iodine spiking surges, it causes the operation
staff's concern for lack of tools to control or respond. A,,great effort primary coolant pressure. Due to turbulence and agitation, the
has been done by EPRI and the fuel vendors in the United States and intake water is mixed with the iodine salts which are deposited on
overseas. But due to the complex nature of the phenomenon, a the inner cladding surface. Once the fuel rod gap pressure is locally
comprehensive model of the iodine spiking behavior has not yet greater than the coolant pressure, it will drive the water with
been successfully developed. dissolved fission gasses back into the primary coolant channel. This

is what causes the iodine spiking. The iodine spiking phenomenon
This paper presents an improved model based on empirical does not stay long because the fuel temperature continually de-

approach which gives a first order estimation of the peak iodine creases. Once the pressure differential disappears, the water ceases
spiking magnitude. This model utilizes a limited number of plant to flow out of the fuel rod ant the iodine spiking vanishes.
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Based on the above postulated causative explanation of iodine water* from the primary coolant channel would be vaporized due
to the temperature differential, ATO= T� -T20. And then, the rod gap

spiking, the following three operating parameters are used in the pressure (stearn and fission gases) increases until reaching an
proposed correlation are: equilibrium condition, P =P 20.

I. PI = pre-transient power level * Right after the fuel rod is damaged resuting a passage way.
2. P = post-transient power level % ) At this stage, the intake water stops to flow in, until power transient
3. T = time duration at power level PI Hours is occurred.

Using the above three parameters, the following quasi-qua-
dratic equation can be established; Note: Right after the fuel rod is damaged resulting

a passage way.

AP = C A(, +_C2 * T PI C3 PI - P2 )1-1 2. During Power Transient - Phase I

Where; In the event of a power reduction, portion of steam fon-ned
Ap is the peak iodine-equivalent activity level after power inside the damaged rod will be condensed due to fuel temperature

reduction drops, AT, = T1 T depending on how fast and how much the
Ao is the steady-state iodine-equivalent activity level power changed. Once the steam is condensed, the rod gap pressure
C 1, C2 and C3 are the plant dependent empirical coefficients will drop accordingly, Pi, < 20' And then the primary coolant will

enter into the damaged fuel rod.

It should be noted that Equation only takes into account i Inside of 2. Outside of

steam formation and condensation. Although there are other param- the Rod tbc od

eters that also affect iodine spiking, the proposed method will T T, a Ts

estimate to a first order of the peak iodine spiking magnitude and P P, a PA
can thus be used as a gage to determine future course of action. Q- Qs a 

A, As

EWIRICAL CORRELATION Y2

1. Pre-Power Reduction

1. Inside of 2. Outside of
the Rod the Rod

T,, Ts
P., P,
Q* Qs

Upper
Pleauns
Spring

W

PTIM-Y
C0011111L

To treat the primary coolant as incompressible fluid, based on
Bernoulli's equation, the intake flow rate, W,,, can be expressed as:

Fuel 1: 77
PeRets C A,/ 1 - (A, A,)'

Opening % d
Pon or

Crack 2g * (Pio -P.. Y . ................ 2)

A 2 is the symbolic primary coolant channel area relatively to
the opening port area, A,'

At steady state power operation, the environment between In order to correlate the iodine spiking phenomenon with a set
inside and outside of the damaged fuel rod are in equilibrium of plant operating parameters, the following conditions are as-
conditions that can be expressed as: sumed:

P10= P 20 the rod gap pressure is the same of as the primary

coolant pressure. AI/A 2 = 0 ........ 3

Q10 is referred as the reactor power produced by the fuel rods. AP, = P10 - Fill CI * (T,0 - Ti) = C2 * (Q.. - Qii)

Q20 may be considered as zero in the primary coolant region. (4 
Presumably the gas pressure changes inside the damaged fuel

Tl(>> T20 T10 is the average fuel pellet temperature and T2,'S rod is governed by ideal gas law and the fuel temperature shall be
the primary coolant temperature. Inside the fuel rod, part of the inlet roughly a linear function of fuel rod power. Merging equations 2),
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(3) and 4), we can establish:
Equation 7 was then used for the sample test case. The

W" =C Q.. - Q.. ]112 ......... ( 5 predicted peak iodine equivalent activity value is only off by -7%
from the measured data. This is reasonably good considering the
limited database, the uncertainty band of this kind of correlation,

Where C3 = Cd * Al 2g * C2/y2'S a constant and the built-in error margin in the parameters used in Eq. 7 Figure

3. During Power Transient - Phase II I given below is a typical sample iodine activity trend data which
1. 1wide of 2. Nuide of was used to test the established correlation as given in Equation 7.

the Rod the Rod

TI. T:, a To FW I MM OM 10WAUXT
PI, P�, a P.
Q. %. a 
A, As

Yj
bIE-01.

"In Q, rj 1 3"251, jo,-0392

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the improved iodine spiking model is intended
W21 to serve the following purposes:

1. To provide the nuclear engineering support group with
ways to control iodine spiking behavior.

At the power reduction being in process T,2 is still much 2. To provide the groundwork for the formation of a more
higher than T22. It is hypothetically believed that portion of the P,, comprehensive and accurate model.
intake coolant will be vaporized immediately and builds up the rod REFERENCES
gap pressure. P,2 due to steam formation and possibly leads P, > P.

locally. 1. J. C. Ho, "Pressurized Water Reactor Iodine Spiking Be-

Based on the said hypothesis, portion of the intake coolant havior Under Transient Conditions," Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc., 65 347

with dissolved cesium iodine on the cladding inner surface escapes (1992).
back into the coolant. the fraction of the in-flow coolant, W, mixed 2. PWR Operational Chemistry, Vol. 1, NWT Corp., Oct.
with dissolved cesium salts back into the primary coolant channel 1990

differential in term of rod power changes. 3. EPRI NP-6554 Final Report, Methodology of Estimating

W. = * C. (Q,. - 6 Number of Failed Fuel Rods and Defect Size, Sept., 1989.

= C, (Q,,, - Q�y- * (Q,,, - Q,,) 4. EPRI Np4596 Final Report, Iodine Spiking, May, 1986.
Where C, = C4 * C 3

For better fit of the sample plant operating database and
modified the results derived in this section, the correlation given in
equation I was established.

SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS

The improved model was tested using the on-line chemistry
data from a nuclear power plant reload cycle operation. With the
available plant operating database, the empirical coefficients given
in Eq. I can be established:

AP = 2.051E+I*Ao + 1.153E-5*TI*Pl - 4.673E-7*(PI-P2)2-1
(7)
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ABSTRACT more experience on the design of the switcbyard

and new analysis for the station blackout event

This paper analyzes the station blackout event exist to improve these bases, and thus the re-

for Taipower's nuclear power plant and proposes a quirements of technical specifications.

plan whereby the availability of the plant at

typhoon period can be increased through a system- STATION BLACKOUT EVENT FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

atic approach to improvements in the old operat-

ing restrictions. 1 The conclusions have shown During 'Station Blackout' - complete loss of

that the old operating restrictions were too AC power to the essential and nonessential switch

strict and can be relaxed without increasing the gear buses in a nuclear power plant- reactor core

likelihood of core damage or core melt for the cooling and decay heat removal must be accom-

accident sequence. After a detailed review of plished by a limited number of steam driven

this analysis report, Republic Of China Atomic systems which use DC power. From NUREG-1032

Energy Commission(ROCAEC) has approved the relax- report,2 it had been shown that the capability of

ation of the operating restrictions as proposed the decay heat removal system to cope with long

by Taiwan Power Company. duration blackout (greater than 4 hrs) can be a

dominant factor influencing the likelihood of

INTRODUCTION core damage or core melt for the accident se-

quence. Considering this, analysis is then con-

According to the historical records on ducted by Taipower's engineers to investigate if

typhoon season in Taiwan area, it had been shown there is then sufficient capability to cope with

that typhoon can be a dominant factor damaging station blackout for Taipower's nuclear power

the switchyard and causing a station blackout plants (Chinshan-BWR4, Kuosheng-BWR6, Maanshan-

event to Taipower's nuclear power plants. When pWR)3.

the operating restrictions at typhoon period were

originally developed for Taipower's nuclear power For Chinshan and Kuosheng BWR plants-, during

plants, too much conservative engineering judg- station blackout event, the steam driven RCIC and

ment was applied to both of the capability of the HPCI systems (for Kuosheng plant, only RCIC

switchyard to against the magnitude of typhoon system can be used) which use DC power can be

and the capability of the decay heat removal used to remove decay heat by discharging steam to

system to cope with long duration station black- the torus or the suppression pool through the

out, so a restrictive operation strategy had been safety relief valves and by making up lost cool-

followed for many years. According to the re- ant to the reactor. Once the RCIC/HPCI become

quirements of technical specification, a level 10 unavailable, the reactor inventory will continu-

magnitude of typhoon approaches to the site ously decrease until core uncovers if AC power is

boundary of the nuclear power plant would forced still not restored. The time to have core uncover

its power level decrease to 50% and a level 14 depends on the following factors:

magnitude of typhoon approaches to the site

boundary of the nuclear power plant would forced 1. RCIC/HPCI available time.

its shutdown. 2. Reactor water level when RCIC/HPCI becomes

unavailable.

This operation restriction which is an early 3. The magnitude of the decay heat when the

power level decrease or shutdown would seriously station blackout event occurs.

affect the system stability of the electrical

transmission line across the island during the For Maanshan PWR plant, during station

typhoon period, and may also delay the urgent blackout event, the turbine driven auxiliary

power demand after the typhoon is over. Today, feedwater system can be used to remove decay
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heat. Decay heat would be rejected to the envi- level will drop as the SRVs cycle to relief steam
ronment by steam generator power operated relief mass and energy to maintain the reactor vessel
valves or safety valves. Reactor core cooling can pressure. When the water level drops to Level 2,
be achieved only through ntural circulation the turbine driven RCIC/HPCI system will be
since reactor coolant pump RCP) is unavailable initiated to makeup the loss inventory until
during station blackout event. The degree of Level is encountered, the RCIC/HPCI will then
severity of station blackout event depends pri- be tripped. Subsequently, the water level will
marily on the duration of the AC power lost and cycle between Level 2 and Level until RCIC/HPCI
the response of reactor coolant pump shaft seals becomes unavailable due to DC power lost, and/or
to the loss of seal cooling, i.e., the simultane- RCIC/HPCI room high temperature etc.. Once
ous loss of high pressure injection flow to RCP RCIC/HPCI become unavailable, the water level
seals and of component cooling water(CCW) flow to will continuously decrease until core uncovery.
RCP thermal barrier. To mitigate the severity of
a station blackout event, it is necessary to For Kuosheng plant, the features during
minimize the reactor coolant system (RCS) inven- station blackout transient is the same as
tory loss with time and to restore AC power in Chinshan plant except that only RCIC is available
time so that inventory can be restored. If the to makeup water and maintain reactor water level.
RCP leakage continues, the RCS inventory will
continuously drop and the core uncovery may For Maanshan plant, the station blackout
occur. While the time to have the core uncover transient is initiated by reactor trip, turbine
depends on the following factors: trip, RCP trip and small leakage in RCP seals.

The RCP seal leakage is simulated by small liquid
1. RCP seal leakage magnitude. break in RCS. Due to turbine trip, the steam
2. Turbine driven auxiliary feedwater system generator pressure will rise quickly until safety

available time. valves open. The safety valves will continue to
3. Does operator manually depressurize the cycle throughout the transient. The steam genera-

secondary side by opening steam generator tor level will drop as the safety valves cycle to
power operated relief valves or not? relief steam mass and energy to maintain the

4. The magnitude of the decay heat when the steam generator pressure. The turbine driven
station blackout event occurs. auxiliary feedwater system(TDAFS) will be avail-

able to maintain steam generator level and thus
SAFETY ANALYSIS FOR STATION BLACKOUT EVENT provide heat sink for RCS decay heat. If the AC

power is not recovered, then the RCP seal leakage
A faster-than-real time accident analysis will continue, and the RCS inventory will contin-

code -SAFTRAN- has been used for station blackout uously decrease. If TDAFS becomes unavailable and
event analysis. The SAFTRAN code is basically the RCP leakage flow is not large enough, the RCS
derived from the two-volume Continuous System may repressurize and open the pressurizer PRVs
Modeling Program(CSMP)4 but with great extend in or safety valves. From then on, the PORV or
capability, e.g. point kinetic neutronic simula- safety valves will cycle to maintain RCS pressure
tion, plant control system modeling etc.. The and the RCS inventory will drop ore quickly due
basic thermal-hydraulics used is first principle to leakage flow increase and water mass release
in mass and energy balance. The complicated from PORV or safety valves. Eventually the core
phenomena such as non-equilibrium pressurizer will uncover. If the secondary side is depressur-
effects, natural circulation, saturation condi- ized with certain depressurization rate by manu-
tion, core uncovery etc., can all be simulated in ally open the steam generator PORVs when the
credible and realistic manner with the CPU time steam generator level is maintained, the heat
only about 1200-1/50 of the transient time on transfer from primary to secondary will be en-
IBM 4381/3033 system. hanced. The RCS will be depressurized more quick-

ly and the leakage flow will decrease. The time
The SAFTRAN code is particularly suitable to have core uncover may thus be extended.

for the station blackout event analysis of BWR
and PWR plants since the transient duration is in The conclusions show that the time to have
several hours and the thermal-hydraulic is close- core uncover during station blackout event for
ly related to the system mass and energy balance. both of the BWR and FWR is ranged from 082 hour
It can also be used to calculate the BWR torus or to several hours for different operation modes
suppression pool temperature rise without any and also it is strongly dependent on those men-
pool cooling. tioned factors.

For Chinshan plant, the station blackout SENSITIVITY STUDY FOR THE ACCUMULATED DECAY HEAT
transient is initiated by reactor scram, turbine
trip, recirculation pump trip, MSIV isolation and One of the factors which have a significant
feedwater pump trip. Due to turbine stop vlve contribution to the time to have core uncover
closure, the reactor vessel pressure rises rapid- during station blackout event for both of the BWR
ly until SRVs open. The SRVs will continue to and PWR is the magnitude of the decay heat when
cycle throughout the transient. The reactor water the station blackout event occurs. Also, this
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factor is the only factor which can be controlled is also shown that the accumulated decay heat for
in advance at typhoon period. the three different reduced-power operation modes

is almost the same. This means the capability of
The design of Taipower's switchyard is the decay heat removal system to cope with long

anticipated to sustain at least a level 16 magni- duration station blackout event is same for
tude of typhoon without damaging the facility. those three different reduced-power operation
For conservatism in this analysis, we assume the modes.
level 16 magnitude of typhoon may damage the
switchyard and simultaneously initiate the loss CONCLUSIONS
of all AC power. Also, according to the histori-
cal records for different typhoon pattern in After a detailed review of this analysis
Taiwan area, it had been shown that none of two report, ROCAEC finally approved the relaxation of
typhoon has the same form and the same moving the operating restrictions at typhoon period for
pattern. While, in order to simplify this analy- all of Taipower's three nuclear power plants as
sis, we also assume a typical level 15 magnitude recommended in case 3 by Taipower. The new tech-
of typhoon with moving speed equal to 20 km/hour nical specification for the operating restric-
in this analysis. The typhoon's storm radius of tions at typhoon period is stated as "A level 
the level 10 magnitude is also assumed to be 100 magnitude of typhoon approaches to the site
km, the storm radius of the level 13 magnitude is boundary of the nuclear power plant would forced
40 km, and the center of the storm is level 15 its power level decrease to 35� ad then a level
magnitude, so the moving time is 3 hours from 13 magnitude of typhoon approaches to the site
level 10 to level 13, and 2 hour from level 13 to boundary of the nuclear power plant would forced
the center of the storm. The moving pattern of its power level decrease to 20% and a level 16
the 3 hours-2 hours or hours interval is used magnitude of typhoon approaches to the site
in this analysis. boundary of the nuclear power plant would forced

its shutdown within 4 hours".
The accumulated decay heat history for the

different operation modes is shown in figure 1. REFERENCES
The solid line(case 1) shows the accumulated
decay heat history which had a long time full- 1. P.W. BARANOWSKY, "Evaluation of Station Black-
power operation before reactor scram. The other out Accidents at Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG-
lines show the accumulated decay heat history 1032, May 1985.
which had the different reduction power operation
mode before reactor scram. Case 2 is a case which 2. L.C. PWJ, "TRAN/PWR/BWR A Fast Running Tran-
had the long-time full-power operation, then sient Program for Light Water Reactors," GPU,
reduced to 50% power operated for 3 hours and October 1984.
further reduced to 20% power operated for 2
hours, and then reactor scram. Case 3 is a case 3. R. Y. YUANN, "Analysis of Ability to Cope with
which had the long-time full-power operation, Station Blackout Event for Taipower's Nuclear
then reduced to 35% power operated for 3 hours Power Plants," Taiwan Power Company's Techni-
and further reduced to 20% power operated for 2 cal Report, Taipei, Taiwan, Oct. 1985.
hours, and then reactor scram. Case 4 is a case
which had the long-time full-power operation, 4. L.Y. CHOU and L.C. WANG, "The Relaxation of
then reduced to 50% power operated for 4 hours, the Operating Restrictions at Typhoon Period
and then reactor scram for hours. Case 4 is the for Taipower's Nuclear Power Plants," Taiwan
case which was used in the old time technical Power Company's Technical Report, Taipei,
specification, and it had been followed for many Taiwan, 1992.
years. Case 2 is presented here for comparing 0.0 5

with case 3 and case 3 is recommended by Taipow-
er to ROCAEC for technical specification amend-
ment.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
0 0 009

From figure 1, it is shown that the accumu- 2
lated decay heat for the different reduced-power
operation modes are much lower than that for the
long-time full-power operation case. The accumu-
lated decay heat at 10 hours for those three
different reduced-power operation modes is equal
to that at 3 hours for the long-time full-power we're,
case. This means the capability of the decay heat 7
removal system to cope with long duration station 0
blackout event can be increased up to triple 0 2 4 6 8 10

TU.M AI-R PX-� SR" kHOURS)

times for the reduced-power operation modes. It Figure LACCUMULATED DCAY MEAT IISTORY
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ABSTRACT MWt (thermal) and a rated core flow of 4702 kg/sec.

It includes Westinghouse made Nuclear Steam Supply
Since 1979, Taipower has performed its own safety System (NSSS) and General Electric (GE) made turbine-

analysis to effectively support plant operation, reload generator set. The purpose of this Si signal for PWR
applications, design changes, technical specification is to protect the main steam line break accident. Once
amendments and to build up our inhouse licensing the steam line break occurs, a great deal of steam will
capability. One of the activities is to acquire the flow out, which will carry away a lot of energy to
RELAP5/MOD2 computer code from Idaho National make Reactor Coolant System (RCS) temperature
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) for Pressurized Water decrease. Due to the effect of the negative moderator
Reactor (PWR) Application. The RELAP5/MOD2 is a temperature coefficients, a big positive reactvity will
computer program developed fr analyzing the dynamic suddenly increase the core power and will damage the
behavior of thermal-hydraulic systems. This program has core. This Si signal is used to avoid damaging the
been developed primarily for analyzing postulated reactor core.

accidents and transients in PWR system.

Maanshan is a Westinghouse 3-loop-PWR plant. METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The design of the secondary side low pressure Safety
Injection (SI) signal is to protect the plant from main A. Brief Description Of RELAP5/MOD2
steam line break. The normal operating pressure for the
secondary side is about 1000 psia and the low steam The RELAPS/MOD2 (1) is a Light Water Reactor
pressure Si setpoint is 600 psia. During an abnormal (LWR) system transient analysis code which is developed
transient, a sudden big load change would have a by INEL under the sponsorship and supervision by U.S.
chance to drop the secondary side pressure up to 40 Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). It improves and
psi, and through the amplification of the current Lead- extends 1he modeling base established with the release
Lag ratio (10 times), this pressure drop would initiate of RELAP5/MOD1 2 code, The RELAPS/MOD2 code
the Si system. In order to avoid this inadvertent Si employs a full non-equilibrium, six-equation, two-fluid
initiation, Taipower performs a feasibility study to model for transient simulation of two-phase s ystem
search the best Lead-Lag ratio for the secondary side behavior. This code can be used to simulate a wide
low pressure SI signal by using RELAP5/MOD2. It variety of LWR system transients of interest and in the
concludes that this Lead-Lagratiocan be relaxed or can aspect of LWR safety. The primary system, secondary
be removed. system, control systems and core neutronics, can be

widely simulated in this code. The code models have
been designed to permit simulation of postulated accidents

INTRODUCTION ranging from large break loss-of-coolant accidents(LOCA)
to accidents involving the plant controls and fuel system.

The Maanshan Nuclear Power Station is a Wes- Transient conditions can be modeled up to the point of
tinghouse, 3-loop-PWR with a rated core power of 2775 fuel damage so far.
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B. Maanshan RELAP5/MOD2 Input Model (1) Lead time = 50 second, Lag time = second
(current design)

The RELAP5/MOD2's input model of Maanshan (2) Lead time = 25 second, Lag time = second
Nuclear Power Plant for this analysis is illustrated in (3) Lead time = 10 second, Lag time = second

Figure 1. In this model, a total of 203 volumes and (4) No Lead-Lag time

213 junctions are employed to model the whole plant
system. Among them, 103 volumes and 108 junctions Seven transients or accidents are chosen based on

are used to model the RCS and 100 volumes and 105 the conservative assumptions to demonstrate asfollows:

junctions are used to model the secondary system.
Besides, 54 heat structures are constructed to model (1) Main Steam Line Double Ended Break At Zero
fuel rods, pressurizer heaters and steam generator tube Power
walls in which heat exchanging can be simulated properly
inside this model. Feedwater control, pressurizer control, 0% Power
steam dump control, auto-rod control, Over-temperature Secondary side steam pressure is 1106.7 psia
Delta Temperature (OT A T) and Over-power Delta Transient starts at 0.0 second with steam line
Temperature (OP Z� T) are all simulated inside this double ended break in Loop I
input model. Almost all geometric data are calculated
from the plant as-built drawings. The key parameters of (2) Main Steam Line Double Ended Break At Full
plant systems and major components, e.g., power, pressure, Power
flow rates and valve curves are collected from the Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR 3 design specifications I 00% Power
and startup test reports of Maanshan Nuclear Power Secondary side steam pressure is 991 psia
Plant. Transient starts at 0.0 second with steam line

double ended break in Loop 

C. The Logic Of The SeconclarySide Si Control System
(3) Turbine Control Valve Suddenly Opens To 133.3%

The secondary side pressure is about 1000 psia Steam Flow Rate

during plant operation. The Si pressure setpoint is 600
psia with an amplified Lead-Lag control system. By a I 00% Power
lead time of 50.0 sec and a lag time of 5.0 sec, the Secondary side steam pressure is 991 psia
control system will enlarge the pressure change to 10 Steam flow rate increases from 100% (3406.0
times of it. Therefore, SI system will be initiated when lb/s) to 133.3% 4540.2 lb/s)
secondary side suddenly drops over 40 psia. Transient starts at 0.0 second by a sudden open

of control valve
D. Analysis Criteria

(4) Turbine Control Valve Suddenly Opens To 150.0%
This study is to search the best lead-lag ratio or Steam Flow Rate

to remove it by the following criteria:
I 00% Power

(1) Do not affect the existing results of Main Steam Sconclary side steam pressure is 991 psia
Line Break (MSLB) analysis 'in Chapter 15 of the Steam flow rate increases from 100% (3406.0
Maanshan FSAR. lb/s) to 150.0% 5109.0 lb/s)

(2) Avoid the inadvertent Si actuation by the incidents Transient starts at 0.0 second by a sudden open
other then MSLB accidents during normal operation. of control valve

(5) Turbine Control Valve Suddenly Opens To 166.7%

INITIAL CONDITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS Steam Flow Rate

In this study, each of the four settings of the 100% Power
secondary side Si Lead-Lag setpoints will be analyzed Secondary side steam pressure is 991 psia
under 7 transients or accidents. Four Lead-Lagsettings Assume steam flow rate increases from 100%
of sensitivity cases are as follows: (3406.0 lb/s) to 166.7% 5677.8 lb/s)
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Transient starts at 0.0 second by a sudden open Secondary side pressure is 1106.7 psia

of control valve Pressure between MSIVs and Stop valve is 14.7
psia

(6) Stop Valve Open Transient starts at 0.0 second when the Loop-1-
MSIV suddenly opens

0% Power
All 3 MSIVs are in the open position
Turbine stop valves are in the close position RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

Secondary side pressure is 1106.7 psia
Turbine pressure is 14.7 psia The transient time for each case is 50.0 seconds.
Transient starts at 0.0 second when a stop The result is as follows:

valve suddenly opens
(I For main steam line break accidents, the results

(7) MSIV Open of cases I and 2 (Tables I and 2 show the Si
signal will be actuated almost at the same time as

0% power breaks occur for the various lead-lag ratios. The
All 3 MSIVs are in the close position original analysis for the main steam line break

Turbine stop valves are in the close position accident remain valid.

Table

Lead-Lag Time SI Actuation Rx Trip

followed Si
(sec) (sec)

Lead iTime 50 sec 0.02 2.04
Lag Time sec

Lead Time 25 sec 0.03 2.05
Lag Time 5 sec

Lead Time 10 sec 0.04 2.06
Lag Time 5 sec

No Lead-Lag Time 0.06 2.08

Table 2

Lead-Lag Time Si Actuation Rx Trip

followed Si
(sec) (sec)

Lead Time 50 sec 0.02 2.03
Lag Time 5 sec

Lead Time 25 sec 0.02 2.03
Lag Time 5 sec

Lead Time 10 sec 0.03 2.04
Lag Time 5 sec

No Lead-Lag Time -05 2.05
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(2) For 100016 power control valve sudden opens When turbine control valve suddenly opens, it can
cases, the results of cases 3 4 and 5(Tables3,4,5) protect steam generator from water flashing too
indicate that lead-lag ratio should be removed to rapidly. It limits the steam flow rate less than
avoid the actuation of Si signal. It is known that 140%.
the steam generator outlet nozzle has seven orifices.

Table 3

Lead-Lag Time Si Action OPAT Rx Trip Max. Power 2nd Side Min.

(sec) (sec) (sec) (% , sec) P (PS I A)

Lead Time 50 sec 2.77 -------- 4.78 100.21% 918.70 psia
Lag Time 5 sec 4.8 sec 5.0 sec

Lead Time 25 sec 5.38 13.40 104.61% 847.45 psia
Lag Time sec 35 sec 14.0 sec

Lead Time 10 sec 5.38 13.40 104.61% 847.45 psia

Lag Time 5 sec 35 sec 14.0 sec

No Lead-Lag Time - ------ 5.38 13.40 104.61% 847.45 psia

35 sec 14.0 sec

Table 4

Lead-Lag Time SI Action OPAT Rx Trip Max. Power 2nd Side Min.

(sec) (sec) (sec) (% , sec) P (PS IA)

Lead Time 25 sec 4.26 4.10 6.27 101.27% 840.59 psia
La Time sec 6.4 sec 6.4 sec

Lead Time 10 sec ------ 4.10 12.10 106.11% 783.78 psia
Lag Time 5 sec 13.0 sec 13.0 sec

Table 5

Lead-Lag Time Si Action OPAT Rx Trip Max. Power 2nd Side Min.

sec ) (sec) (sec) (% , sec) P (PSIA)

Lead Time 10 sec 5.86 3.51 7.87 103.72% 730.01 psia
Lag Time sec 8.0 sec 7.6 sec

No Lead-Lag Time - ------ 3.51 11.55 106.91% 699.94 psia

12.0 sec 20 sec
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(3) For 0% power stop valve open case, it can is less than 10 seconds. Petailed results show in
prevent the SI actuation, only when the lead time Table 6.

Table 6

Lead-Lag Time SI Action Rx Trip Rx Power > 25% 2nd Side Min,
(sec) (sec) (sec) P (PS I A)

Lead Time 50 sec 0.24 2.26 -------- 858.39 psia
Lag Time 5 sec 2.6 sec

Lead Time 25 sec 0.34 2.36 -------- 844.52 psia

Lag Time sec 2.6 sec

Lead Time 0 sec -------- 12.54 12.02 803.43 psia
Lag Time 5 sec 1 2.8 sec

No Lead-Lag Time -------- 12.54 12.02 803.43 psia

I I 1 2.8 sec

(4) For 0% power MSIV opens case, only when the the SI system. It shows in Table 7.
lead time reduces to 25 seconds will not actuate

Table 7

Lead-Lag Time SI Action Rx Trip 2nd side min.

(sec) (sec) P (sec)

Lead Time 50 sec 0.41 2.43 1031.0 psia
Lag Time sec 0.8 sec

Lead Time 25 sec - -------- 1031.0 psia

Lag Time 5 sec 0.8 sec

Lead Time 10 sec -------- 1031.0 psia

Lag Time sec 0.8 sec

No Lead-Lag Time -- ----- 1031.0 psia

0.8 sec

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS existing FSAR MSLB analysis results.

As shown above and based on the most conserva- However, we will proceed detailed MSLB analysis
tive assumptions, we conclude that in order to prevent and best estimate operational transient analysis for
SI signal from actuating inadvertently the lead-lag ratio further justification if lead-lag ratio design is necessary
shall be removed. And this removal does not affect the under ROC/AEC regulations.
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ABSTRACT Initiation options which require reduced hydrogen
concentrations; namely, noble metal coatings on surface to

LWR water chemistry parameters are directly or indirectly related catalyze the H2 and 02 recombination, addition of Zn-64 depleted
to the plant's operational performance and for a significant zinc, and an internal catalytic recombiner which would reduce the
amount of Operation and Maintenance (O&M) costs. Obvious 02/H2 02 levels in the coolant.
impacts are the operational costs associated with water treatment,
monitoring and associated radwaste generation. Less obvious is Equally important to plant operators, although not as
the important role water chemistry plays in the magnitude of costly as material cracking, are reduction of personal radiation
drywell shutdown dose rates, fuel corrosion performance and, exposure and radioactive waste production. It is believed that
(probably most importantly) aterials degradation such as from reduction of radioactive sources and improvement of the water
stress corrosion cracking of piping and Ractor Pressure Vessel chemistry quality should significantly reduce both the radiaiton
(RPV) internal components. To improve the operational exposure and radwaste production. The most important source of
excellence of the BWR and to minimize the impact of water radioactivity is cobalt and replacement of cobalt containing alloy
chemistry on O&M costs, General Electric has developed the in the core region as well as in the entire pmary system is
concept of Optimum Water Chemistry (OWC). The "best considered the first priority to achieve the goal of low exposure
practices" and latest technology findings from the U.S., Asia and and minimized waste production. A plant specific computerized
Europe are integrated into the suggested OWC Specification. This cobalt transport model has been developed to evaluate various
concept, together with cost effective ways to meet the options in a BV*rR system under specific conditions. Reduction of
requirement, are discussed. iron input and maintaining low ionic impurities in the coolant

have been identified as two major tasks for operators. Of prime
INTRODUCTION importance is the reduction of iron to OWC specifications levels

Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) use high purity water as in rder to minimize incorporation of cobalt and zinc into the crud
the neutron moderator and primary coolant in the production of that is deposited, principally on the fuel rods. Addition of depleted

zinc is now a proven technique to reduce Co-60 in reactor water
steam. As a result of water radiolysis the coolant in the BWR and on out-of-core piping surfaces and in turn plays a key role in
under normal water chemistry (NWC) operation conditions the economics of zinc demand.
contains approximately 200 ppb of oxidant 02 H202) in the
recirculation line and several hundred ppb of oxidant in the core OPTIMUM CHEMISTRY GOALS AND PROPOSED KEY
region. This range of the oxidant concentration increases the CHEMISTRY PARAMETERS IN BWR COOLANT
potential susceptibility of austenitic stainless steel and certain
nickel alloys to intergramilar stress corrosion cracking (IGSCQ The goals of optimum coolant chemistry in BWRs: and
when other requisite fitctors such as stress and sensitization are proposed key chemistry parameters are given in Tables I and 2,
present. Cost for repair/replacement of component can be very respectively. Each of these goals and proposed limits has been
high, and projections for fiiture SCC related costs for the internal demonstrated to be achievable in an operating BWR in Asia,
components may escalate rapidly with age. Modification of
coolant chemistry is probably the best and only option to mitigate Europe and the United States. However, no one reactor has el
the vessel internal SCC problem for operating plants. achieved all of the optimum parameters, simultaneously. Major

objectives of this paper are to discuss how the proposed hemistry
parameters are related to optimum chemistry goals and to outline

Hydrogen water-e� stry (HWQ is currently the only a strategy to meet those proposed chemistry limits.
qualified mitigation method available to control the SCC of in
reactor internals in operating plants. However the high H2 levels METHODS FOR IGSCC MITIGATION
in the coolant may not be feasible in some plants because of the
costs involved with shielding its increased radiation fields due to The electrochemical corrosion potential (ECP) is a direct
the N16 radiation in the steam phase. GE Nuclear Energy is measure of the electrochemical driving force for stress corrosion,
currently engaged in efforts to develop/investigate three promising and it may be considered as a combined chemical parameter for
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Table 1. Optimum Water Chemistry Goals in BWRs Table 2 Proposed Key Chemistry Parameters in BWR Coolant

Parameter Goals Parameter Feedwater ReacLor _ater

IGSCC No new crack initiation or Iron 0 I to 0.5 ppb
growth <0.01 inlyr) Cobalt < 20 ppt

Annual collective <100 man-Rem/reactor Copper < 50 ppt <0.5 ppb
radiation exposure Nickel < 30 ppt

Annual radwaste volume <1 10 M3 Sulfate < 50 ppt < ppb
Fuel clad corrosion No fuel failure due to water Chloride < 50 ppt < ppb

chemistry effect Co-60 < 2 Bq/g
Conductivity < 08 �6/cm

the corrosion measure. aboratory and reactor tests in Electrochemical Value that
conjunction with CERT* and more recently with CAVs*, have corrosion potential achieves goals of
confirmed that the value of the ECP to achieve IGSCC - No new IGSCC
suppression is 230 mV (SHE) which is now commonly called crack initiation
IGSCC protection potential in the BWR. The results of earlier -Nfinimum crack
hydrogen water chemistry (HWC) tests in operating reactors also growth rate
indicate that to achieve this target ECP value for the IGSCC <0.01 in/yr)
susceptible materials such as austenitic stainless steel, creviced.
Alloy 600 and their weld metals, the levels of oxidants 02 *Unspecified, controlled by feedwater limits
H202) in reactor water have to be maintained at < 2 ppb under "Unspecified, controlled by reactor water limits.
HWC conditions. Apparently IGSCC can be mitigated and/or the
crack growth rate can be reduced by chemistry modification in the
coolant- The technique of HWC and other potential alternatives operating radiation fields can make it difficult to protect the
are described below. components and still meet aggressive personnel exposure goals

A. Standard HWC (see later) without significant additional shielding investment.

Furthermore, when sufficient amounts of H2 are added in
The technique of hydrogen water chemistry has been well the reactor water, the oxidant concentrations may be reduced to

documented. I 'Mere are more Om 20 BWRs worldwide currently very low levels (<I ppb) in certain locations, e.g. the recirculation
operating with HWC. By adding sufficient amounts of hydrogen piping system. Because of this extremely reduced conditions,
in reactor water, the water radiolysis process can be suppressed, enhanced activated corrosion products deposition on piping
and the oxidizing radiolytic products 02 and H202 are resulting in higher shutdown radiation fields in the drywell has
recombined with excess H2 in water. A computerized model to been observed in some plants, in particular those who have
describe the radiation chemistry process in the reactor coolant a operated with high levels of iron input to the reactor.
BWR system has been reported by Ruiz, et al.2 Since the oxidant
levels vary significantly at different locations in the system, and The impact of higher radiation fields in the steam-turbine
different amounts of H2 are required for different parts of the system and/or in the drywell has caused some reactor operators
reactor (Figure 1) to achieve the necessary low levels of oxidant. not to take the full advantage of HWC to protect reactor
For example, the recirculation system is the easiest portion to components from IGSCC. As a result solution of IGSCC
protect (requiring the least amount of 1-12) while areas at the top problems without such negative side effects are underway and are
of the vessel are the most difficult and probably impracticle for discussed as follows.
the HWC technique. In other locations, such as the bottom vessel
region, some potentially susceptible components can be protected B. Synergistic Zinc and Hydrogen
by relatively larger aounts of H2 addition in the reactor
feedwater. By increasing the H2 concentration in feedwater higher Addition of zinc in reactor water was first suggested to
than approximately 0.5 ppm, the radiation fields in the steam- contol the shutdown radiation field buildup on recirculation pipes.
turbine systems start to increase due to an increase of the N-16 In a recent laboratory test, it has been reported4 that low levels of
activity in the vapor phase (Figure 2 The nitrogen activity zinc ion (-10 ppb) reduce crack propagation rates in Type-304SS
chemistry and transport behavior in the reactor coolant under and Alloy 1?,2 under reducing conditions, and that higher levels
HWC conditions have been investigated and reported elsewhere.3 (-100 ppb) reduce crack growth rates, even under oxidizing
When the H2 requirement is higher Om approximately I ppm in conditions. The beneficial effect of zinc ion on crack initiation and
feedwater, the radiation field increase may be as high as 5X of the growth of Alloy 600 has also been observed in PV*rR
radiation level experienced under NWC conditions. This is one environments.5 Research in our laboratories is directed at finding
disadvantage of HWC. Depending on the shielding arrangement a specification that will optimize the level of zinc ion and
of the turbine building and general plant layout, the increase on hydrogen concentrations that will minimize steam phase radiation

*CERT: Constant extension rate test increase (<2X increase), while providing IGSCC crack mitigation
CAV: Crack arrest verification system (crack growth rate <0.010 in/yr) for certain components in the

bottom region of the reactor vessel. Because of the higher
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completely effective for components, such as the core shroud or 0
top guide. For reasons discussed later, only zinc depleted in the
Zn-64 isotope vAll be suitable for this application. -200

-----------

C. Noble Metal Alloy Technology -400

In-reactor studies show that noble metals such as Pt and
Pd behave like reversible hydrogen electrodes in BWR water -60D

when the hydrogen concentration is higher Om the stoichiometric 0 1 2 3 4

ratio Of 02 + H202, i.e. a molar ratio of H2/(02+H202)>2.(_o Molar Ratio of 4/q
Noble metal alloy technology takes advantage of this behavior by
adding small amounts (<11/6) of noble metal additions to standard Figure 3 - ECP Response of Pd Doped Type-304 Alloys to
alloys of construction (austenitic stainless steels, nickel base 112/02 Ratio in 2880C Water (Ref 7).
alloys and their weld metals).6 Laboratory demonstrations of this
behavior is shown in Figure 3 for Type 304 stainless steel.7
Components constructed or coated with these dilute alloys should
show IGSCC resistant corrosion potentials at reactor water
hydrogen levels of about 50 ppb, even in "difficult to protect" D. Internal Catalytic Recombiner (ICR) Technique
areas, meeting the "low impact" objectives.

The oxidizing nature of BWR water is due to the
For operating reactors to take advantage of the noble radiolysis of water in the tore to H2, 02 and H202. The steam

metal alloy technology requires either replacement of susceptible strips most of the volatile H2 and 02, leaving H202 and smaller
components or the applications of a coating or cladding on amounts of carry-under dissolved gases in the water phase. The
susceptible areas. For difficult to replace components, such as the net result is an oxidizing environment rich in H202 and 02. In
core shroud, General Electric is developing a technique to spray order to reduce the content of H202 and 02, one possibility is to
noble metal doped alloys to mitigate susceptible regions such as use noble metal alloys as an internal catalytic recombiner
welds areas. 'Me technique has been successfully demonstrated in downstream of the steam/watcr separator, and with excess
the laboratory utilizing both plasma spray and high-velocity hydrogen, the oxidizing radiolysis products would be converted to
oxyfuel (HVOF) techniques, in wate , to depths of up to 80 feet. H20, leaving a reducing environment. Such a device is under
Newly constructed reactors could use wrought, clad, or coated study and early laboratory results are very promising, but a
applications, as wan-anted. practical device is probably several years in the future.
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SHUTDOWN RADIATION FIELD CONTROL transition metal ions in water. It has been hypothesized in GE
cobalt transport model II that the iron crud a-Fe203 is normally

'Me pmary source of radiation field buildup on out-of- found in the fuel deposit) containing Co-60 may form a tight
core surface is Co-60, with the exception of a few GEZIP plants deposit by eacting with adequate transition metal ions which
where Zn-65 is also an iportant contributor to the recirculation provide the "gluing" power for the bulky iron oxide deposit to
piping radiation field. The activity transport process is a complex form the stable mixed metal ferrites (spinel) in the deposit. In
chemical reaction which can be affected by many water chemistry most U.S. domestic BWRs with relatively higher iron
parameters. A semi-empirical phenomenological model has been concentrations an increase of transition metal ions such as Zn'2
developed to describe and calculate the corrosion product would certainly help reducing Co-60 release from the fuel deposit
transport n the BWR primary system.8 Model calculations are (see more in C. Zn addition). On the other hand, in most of the
often very useful to estimate the relative contribution of each new Japanese plants the feedwater iron concentration is very low
cobalt source in the system to the radiation field buildup. The (<0.1 ppb). Under this condition NiO becomes the major
effects of iron and other chemistry parameters can also be component in the fuel deposit which is not stable and Co-58 ad
evaluated. It is well understood that radiation field buildup in Co-60 are released easily from the fuel deposit. To minimize the
many locations in the pimary system may not occur by a similar cobalt activity release, Japanese have implemented a technique to
mechanism nor at the same rate. In order to achieve the goal of inject the synthesized iron crud in the feedwater system to
reducing the radiation field to a very low level, reduction of cobalt increase the Fe/Ni ratio up to approximately (but the total Fe
sources is the first priority, but other factors affecting the Co/Co- concentration is limited to 0.5 ppb) so that the Fe/Ni ratio in the
60 transport processes should be onsidered equally iportant. fuel deposit is approaching 2 which is the stoichiometric ratio
These are briefly described below: of Fe/Ni in the Fe and Ni mixed oxide in a spinel form, NiFe2O4.

A. Cobalt Source Removal Iron constitutes approximately 80% of the corrosion
product oxides in the reactor coolant and fuel deposit. The

One of the first priorities of reducing radiation field is to majority of iron originates from corrosion of balance of plant
remove the sources of cobalt. There are several sources of cobalt carbon steel components in the stearn/condensate and feedwater
including cobalt alloys and structure materials containing cobalt systems and is delivered to the reactor by the feedwater To
as impurities. All sources must be addressed, but the cobalt control the feedwater iron input, the first priority is to identify and
bearing materials in the core region should be given highest eliminate the sources of iron. If the sources can not be all
priority, because they are the most obvious contributors to the eliminated, at least it is practical to identify key source terms and
Co-60 in ractor water. mitigate them by replacing the key components with corrosion

resistant materials and/or coating the surfaces with corrosion
The benefit of replacing cobalt alloys or materials with resistant materials. The iron in the condensate upstream of the

non-cobalt or low cobalt materials may be very plant specific. A condensate treatment system should be effectively removed by
reliable cobalt transport model should be used to estimate the improving the crud removal capabilities. For plants having
relative contribution of each omponent to the adiation field deepbed dernineralizers, addition of pre-filter is possible. Back-
buildup. A cobalt replacement guideline has been published by washable filters would generate minimum radwaste, while greatly
Ocken.9 One area easily overlooked are the feedwater heaters and majority of iron originates from corrosion of balance of plant
steam dryer. If replaced, it is important that these large surface carbon steel components in the steam/condensate and feedwater
area components be made from material of controlled, low cobalt systems and is delivered to the reactor by the feedwater To
impurity concentration. control the feedwater iron input, the first priority is to identify and

eliminate the sources of iron. If the sources can not be all
B. Control of Iron Input eliminated, at least it is practical to identify key source terms and

mitigate them by replacing the key components with corrosion
In addition to producing Fe-55, Fe-59 and Mn-54 resistant materials and/or coating the surfaces with corrosion

activities after nutron activation on fuel surfaces, iron plays an resistant materials. The iron in the condensate upstream of the
important role in Co/Co-60 transport and radiation field buildup condensate treatment system should be effectively removed by
in the primary system. A comprehensive review of the subject has improving the crud removal capabilities. For plants having
been reported by Lin.10 Iron acts as carrier of Co/Co-60 in deepbed demineralizers, addition of pre-filter is possible. Back-
reactor water-, iron enhances Co and other transition metal ions washable filters would generate minimum radwaste, wHe gTeatIv
(e.g. Zn, Ni, Cu) deposition on fuel surfaces, but it also enhances extending the run length of the downstream deepbed
Co-60 or Zn-65 release from fuel surfaces when excessive iron is demineralizer. Another alternative is to improve the crud removal

.present on fuel surfaces. Excessive iron in water carrying the efficiencies by using new types of resins (either in the deepbed
activities also create high radiation hot-spots in low flow regions demineralizer or the powdex filter system). Smaller bead sizes of
in the primary system, including equipment drain lines, LPRM resins and low cross-linked resins have been tested successfully in
housing, vessel bottom, etc. hisufficient iron in fuel deposit will some plants.
result in high soluble activities in reactor water and enhance the
activity deposition on piping walls. C. Zinc Addition

The optimum concentration of iron in feedwater should Control of radiation field buildup in BWRs by zinc
be controlled at -0.5 ppb or lower, depending on the levels of addition in the feedwater was first introduced by Marble1 in
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1986. It was hypothesized that soluble zinc inhibits the corrosion decontamination operations in every outage maintenance
of stainless steel and thereby reduce the buildup of Co-60 on the schedule. The decontamination vendors and plant operators
piping surfaces. Currently, there are 13 plants operating world- should carefully consider some ways to minimize the
wide utilizing zinc addition for shutdown radiation control. recontamination problem. A strategy involving decontairdnation

coupled with DZO injection is probably the cost effective way to
Laboratory test results13 confirmed that the Co-60 radically limit subsequent contamination.

deposition rate is significantly lower in water containing 15 ppb
of soluble zinc. The deposition rate was found even lower under There are only a few chemical procedures which have
HWC conditions with same levels of soluble zinc in water. Zinc been qualified for decontamination in BVrR piping systems. The
ions appear to not only reduce the corrosion rate but also provide major concern is the attack of chemicals on the base metal of
competition with Co-60 ions for the reaction sites on the system materials. Some discussion on the issues of corrosion and
corroding surface. With the overwhelming concentration ratios the role of chemical decontamination in radiation control can be
(Zn/Co >100), Co-60 is easily prevented from depositing on the found elsewhere. 14 More recently, a feasibility study on full
stainless steel surfaces. In reactor experience, maintaining a system decontamination has been performed, and the results of
constant level of zinc in reactor water has been proven to be an this study are reported in Ref. (15) and summarized in Ref. 16).
effective means to control the piping radiation field buildup on
out-of-core piping. One important effect of zinc addition, which E. Effect of HWC
was not considered initially was the reduction of Co-60
concentrations in reactor water. A factor of 23 reduction in Co- Laboratory test resultsl3 have shown that Co-60
60 has been observed in several reactors implementing GEZIP deposition on stainless steel will probably be slightly enhanced by
(GE Zinc Injection Process). he reason for this effect has been switching ftom NWC to HWC. The activity buildup rate is more
discussed previously in the last section. This significant benefit of profound under cyclic HWC/NWC conditions (see Figure 4.17 In
zinc addition is probably equally as important as the reduction of some U.S. reactors after switching from NWC to HWC an
piping contamination in reactor operation. increase in piping dose rate has been reported, but some plants

After several years of GEZIP experience in operating including a few foreign plants have shown very minimal or no
BWRs, it has been observed that the Zn-65 activity, produced by effect. 8 In some plants enhanced release of Co-60 activity has
the 64Zn ny)65Zn reaction in natural zinc, can not be ignored. been observed, probably due to frequently changing HWC/NWC
'Me benefits of zinc addition on Co-60 radiation buildup control conditions. In the one plant which is adding higher levels of
are diminished by the presence of Zn-65 in some plants: much hydrogen for protection of internals, and which is allowing
higher Zn-65 activity contribution to piping dose rates than GEZIP an enhanced Zn-65 activity deposition on piping surfaces
expected 20-80%), particularly undeer HWC conditions; tramp has also been observed ' All these phenomena may be related to
Zn-65 found around the site in unwanted places; shutdown the result of oxidation/reduction processes, occurring in the oxide
releases have increased the Zn-65 concentration in reactor water film as water chemistry environment is changed. While these
during shutdown cause higher than desired refueling floor dose effects are believed to be transient, they may persist for several
rates; and the radwaste Curie content can be significantly cycles till corrosion films and solubilities stabilize under reducing
increased. To eliminate these unwanted problems, it is conditions. A study is in progress to evaluate the HWC effect on
recommended that Zn-64 depleted zinc oxide (DZO) replace the radiation buildup through laboratory experiments and assessment
natural zinc in reactor applications. 'Me Zn-64 content in depleted of plant data. 19
zinc is reduced from 48.6% in natural zinc to 1%. The quantity 3.0

of DZO requirement in a reactor is very plant specific, mostly
288 C

depending on the iron concentration in the feedwater and reactor NWC 2 ppb 02, 10 pp H2

water. Therefore, reduction of iron input in a igh crud plant HWC - 1 Wb 02. 100 pp H2

should significantly reduce the cost of using DZO.
H

2.0
D. Role of Decontamination

'Me decontamination, if performed safetly and efficiently, :R
is probably the quickest way to reduce the radiation fields inside ------- TT --------
the drywell working arm. However, the cost, the schedule, the 1.0
radwaste produced in decontamination process, and the exposures
associated with the performance of decontamination are
significant enough to prohibit some operators from accepting it as
a routine procedure. Furthermore, the surfaces after
decontamination are generally corroding much faster without an .0
established oxide film to protect from recontamination of Co-60 0 1000 2= 3000 4M

from reactor water. Consequently, the dose rates on Expos- 77- ffirs)

decontaminated piping surfaces generally increase quickly within
a cycle back to a pre-decontamination level. The decontamination Figure 4 A Comparison of Co-60 Deposition on Type
operaton may save some exposures immediately following the 304SS Surface under NWC, HWC and Cycling NWC/HWC
decontamination, but the plant may require repeated
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RETROFITTING ADJUSTABLE SPEED DRIVES FOR LARGE INDUCTION MOTORS

M. R. Wuestefeld C. H. Merriam N. S. Porter
GE Nuclear Energy GE Drive Systems Washington Public Power Supply System

INTRODUCTION bus, two solutions can be applied. The first is to provide a
12-pulse input hat consists of two 6-pulse bridges

Adjustable speed drives (ASDs) are used in many power connected in series so that two of the harmonics generated
plants to control process flow by varying the speed of in one commutation are canceled. The second approach is
synchronous and induction motors. In applications where to add a filter to the input source bus to absorb the
the flow requirements vary significantly, ASI)s reduce unwanted signals.
energy and maintenance requirements when compared
with drag valves, dampers or other methods to control flow. Power between the converter and the inverter sections of
Until recently, high horsepower ASI)s were not available for the ASD is transferred by means of a DC link. This link acts
induction motors. However, advances in power electronics as a power bridge between the two sections in the form of
technology have demonstrated the reliability and cost current or voltage, depending on the drive technology. If
effectiveness of ASDs for large horsepower induction the DC link includes a capacitor, then it is acting as a
motors. voltage source where the capacitor smoothes the DC

voltage and keeps it at the desired level. If the DC link
Emphasis on reducing operation and maintenance costs includes an inductor in its circuit, the DC link smoothes the
and increasing the capacity factor of nuclear power plants DC current to the inverter.
has led some utilities to consider replacing flow control
devices in systems powered by large induction motors with Thyristors are also used in the inverter to convert the DC
ASDs. ASI)s provide a high degree of reliability and signal to a variable frequency AC signal. There are two
significant energy savings in situations where full flow common types of AC drive inverters, current source
operation is not needed for a substantial part of the time. inverters (CSI) and voltage source inverters (VSI). A VSI
This paper describes the basic adjustable speed drive controls the voltage and frequency to the motor and a CSI
technologies available for large induction motor controls the cur-rent. A VSI continually "forces" a wave
applications, ASD operating experience and retrofitting form on the motor while a CSI senses the motor speed and
ASDs to replace the existing GE Boiling Water Reactor changes its current output which helps steer the motor to

recirculation flow control system. the desired new speed.

ADJUSTABLE SPEED DRIVES CSI inverters are usually used for high horsepower and

voltage motors since the large DC link inductor limits the
ASDs use sophisticated solid-state electronics including fault current to the inverter and misfiring of the inverter
diodes, transistors and silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs) power devices does not result in shutdown. The inverter,
or thyristors to change a constant frequency and voltage AC like the AC to DC converter, produces harmonics that can
source input to a variable frequency and voltage AC output. be fed to the motor. If the motor is not specifically
All ASI)s start out with an AC to DC converter followed by a designed for the ASD application, these harmonics can
DC link and then a DC to AC inverter. increase motor heating and may produce motor shaft,

coupling or frame mechanical fatigue. For induction
The basic AC to DC converter has an arrangement of motor retrofits, capacitors are usually applied across he
thyristors for the positive and negative portions of the input CSI output to filter the CSI harmonics and avoid derating
AC sine wave for each of the three phases. One switch or the motor due to harmonic heating. However, hese filters
commutation is needed to rectify the AC power to DC, or 6 in parallel with the motor inductance create a L-C circuit
in all. This type of rectification is referred to as 6-pulse with a resonance frequency that can be excited by the CSI
input. Each commutation produces stray harmonics that harmonics. If this resonance frequency is present,
can inject into the source AC bus. Input transformers are harmonic currents can be amplified five to ten times To
usually used to reduce these harmonics. However, if the eliminate this concern, three approaches can be used. The
transmitted harmonics have an adverse effect on the supply first is to produce a 12-pulse output by using two 6 pulse
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bridges. This approach eliminates the need for a filter but economic and operational benefits, and gathered data
the additional bridge increases the cost of the ASD. The concerning the impact of the ASI)s on the electrical
second approach uses Gate Turn-Off (GTO) thyristors to distribution systems (Ref. 1). The field test program
switch cur-rent on or off at any time during a cycle. This included evaluation of ASI)s that were installed in gas, oil,
allows the inverter current wave form to be notched in and coal fired plants for control of 2000 to 6300
specific patterns to eliminate selected harmonic currents. horsepower boiler feed pumps and 5000 horsepower forced
During acceleration, deceleration and continuous draft fans. The program vified the reliability of large
operation on or through these resonant conditions, the ASI)s and their potential for realizing operating cost
ASD control system turns the GTOs on or off at the time savings. The following ASD features were recommended
required to eiminate the harmonic currents. The third based on the field test program
approach is to add inductors or transformers to the output
to avoid these frequencies. 1. An input transformer to control converter harmonics

and line to ground voltage at the motor.
ASI)s can be combined in many system configurations to 2. An uninterruptible power supply (UPS) for the
provide the redundancy and horsepower required. Three control system to eliminate adverse ASD performance
ASD configurations are shown in Figure 1. The first effects due to line voltage spikes, dips, and
configuration uses a bypass to allow continued operation if interruptions.
the ASD should require maintenance. The second 3. Water cooled thyristors to simplify cooling of the ASD
configuration adds a spare ASD for redundancy. The last and provide more effective heat removal.
configuration uses two ASI)s in parallel to supply the 4. A ground between the inverter and motor to control
required load. This configuration allows low speed line-to-neutral voltage at the motor.
operation using one ASD if needed. A detailed 12-pulse 5. Means to prevent resonance between the output filter
input GTO ASD induction motor application is shown in capacitor and the motor.
Figure 2 Figure 3 shows the voltage and current outputs to
the motor for a GTO induction motor ASD. The EPRI report also details the economics of each field

test program ASD application and offers advice on bow to
calculate ASD benefits and implement a successful ASD

OPERATING EXPERIENCE retrofit. The most significant application issues identified
by EPRI are the ASD input harmonics to the plant gid and

The US Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) the output harmonics to the motor. High total harmonic
recognized the potential fuel conservation and reliability distortion (THD) levels transmitted to the plant grid can
benefits associated with conversion of large constant speed affect other equipment tied to the gd. Consequently, it is
induction motor applications to adjustable speed and important to evaluate the gd and the effects that the ASD
initiated a program to evaluate ASD retrofits to existing will introduce. An input transformer combined with filters
induction motors. A field test program was initiated by or a 12-pulse input may be needed to reduce the THD to
EPRI in 1984 and completed in 1989 to evaluate ASD acceptable levels (e.g. Ref 2. The output harmonics can
induction motor applications. This program developed cause eddy cur-rent heating of the motor windings and the
guidance on ASD retrofit configurations, evaluated their torque pulsations can lead to shaft and frame vibration.

Single Channels with 12 Pulse
Optional Bypass On-Line Spare Dual Channel System

i i i I I

Figure 1. ASD System Configurations
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Figure 2 ASD Applicadon (GTO)

BOILING WATER REACTOR RECIRCULATION SYSTEM in the Safety Analysis Report to assure that they do not
APPLICATION cause unacceptable changes in reactor power.

ASDs can be applied to systems in the Balance of Plant and MG Sets are used in the GE BWR 2 3 and 4 product lines.
Nuclear Steam Supply Systems (NSSS) of Boiling Water A fluid coupler, located between the motor and generator,
Reactors (BWRs). The primary NSSS applications being provides the slip needed to vary the speed of the generator
.considered are the Reactor Recirculation System (RRS), to which produces the variable frequency and voltage output
replace the existing flow control system, and the Residual to the induction motor. The motor and pump are located
Heat Removal System, to improve flow control during inside the primary containment and the MG Set is usually
shutdown cooling and suppression pool cooling operation. located outside both the pimary and secondary

containment. The motor and generator are air cooled. A
Most GE BWRs control recirculation flow by either a Flow water-to-oil heat exchanger in the oil circulation system
Control Valve (FCV) or by varying motor speed using a removes the heat generated within the fluid coupler A
Motor Generator (MG) set. Two typical configurations are typical MG Set configuration is shown in Figure 4.
shown in Figures 4 and 5. The recirculation pumps vary
cooling flow through the reactor core and therefore FCVs are used in the GE BWR and 6 product lines. The
change reactor power level. Consequently, recirculation pump motor operates at either 100% speed, using line
flow control can be used to load follow and to avoid scrams voltage and frequency, or 25% speed using a low frequency
by -apidly reducing power level during some operating motor generator (LFMG) set. The LFMG set is used during
transients. Flow control system transients are also analyzed low power operation, heatup and cooldown since the net
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Figure 3 Voltage and Cur-rent GTO Inputs and Outputs
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Figure 4 BWR 34 MG Set Configuration

positive suction head available in these conditions is not various parameters such as FCV position, actuator position,
sufficient to avoid cavitation in the FCV. The motor, pump, and recirculation pump flow to produce the desired flow.
FCV and its hydraulic operator are located inside the A typical FCV configuration is shown in Figure .
primary containment. A hydraulic power unit (HPU is
located outside the primary containment and controls the Most cost effective ASD retrofit applications involve systems
hydraulic fluid flow to the actuator. The HPU is in turn that must be operated at less than their design load for
controlled by a microprocessor based system that senses significant periods of time. The BWR RRS is such a system.
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Figure 5. BWR 56 Flow Control Valve Configuration

To maximize the fuel cycle, BWRs are usually operated at HPU hydraulic fluid has a high flash point but leaks
100% power at low core flow at the beginning of the cycle inside the containment are likely to spray adjacent
and at maximum core flow at the end of the cycle. The equipment and create messy ceanup efforts. Both
core flow range can vary from 75% to 85% at the beginning fluids must be periodically replaced and are
to 105% to 110% at the end of the cycle. Since a considered hazardous wastes.
significant part of the input energy is wasted across the 4. Self Diagnostic Capabilities
FCVs and in the MG Set fluid couplers during operation at The MG Set equipment generally has limited
low core flows, applications of ASI)s to replace the FCV and instrumentation. Diagnosis of the cause of system uips
MG Set systems are being considered. Current industry due to spurious electrical problems is based on the
incentives to reduce fuel, operation and maintenance costs, experience of the maintenance personnel. In some
maximize plant capacity factor and reduce exposure to cases, it has taken several trips to find the source of
personnel also contribute to ASD benefits. Some of the the problem.
other factors that are considered in evaluation of ASI)s are 5. Motor Lifetime

Both the FCV and MG Set systems use full voltage to
1 . Reliability and Maintenance Frequency start the pump motors. The thermal and mechanical

The cur-rent flow control systems, FCVs, HPUs and surges created by the high inrush currents decrease
MG Sets have contributed to forced outages due to motor lifetime. An ASD can start the motor at
failures. Low power operation also occurs when it is cur-rent levels of 100% or less versus the 500 to
necessary to shut down one recirculation loop for 700% levels encountered during across the line
maintenance. ASI)s have high reliability and require starting. This is usually referred to as the ASD "soft
infrequent maintenance. stare' capability. For FCV plants, operation at lower

2. Location of Equipment speeds will also extend motor lifetime.
Monito ring RRS FCV performance and diagnosing
problems during operation must be performed using Once the economies have been studied and determined to
the sensors available inside the containment. be favorable, it is necessary to assure that there are no
Radiation exposure to maintenance and in service adverse affects to the existing equipment. Analyses of the
inspection personnel during outages is also electrical grid and NSSS components are needed to assure
significant for these plants. The ASDs, like the MG the installation will be acceptable. The gid analyses are
Sets, can be located outside both the primary and needed to assure that the harmonics created by the ASD are
secondary containment. acceptable. If not, 'mitigation devices are designed to

3. Fluid Leaks reduce these harmonics to acceptable levels. The
Fluid coupler oil leaks present a significant fire recirculation pump motor, pump, piping and reactor
hazard due to the high temperature of the oil. The internals must also be evaluated to assure that ASD does not
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cause excessive heating of the motor windings and the system vibration were expected to prolong pump service
torque pulsations do not adversely affect the motor, pump, life by reducing service duty.
piping and reactor internals. Personnel Radiation Exposure Reduction

The RRS was historically the highest single dose
The reactor internals respond to the pressure pulses contributor due to inspections, surveillance, and
generated by the centrifugal pump blades as they pass the maintenance of the equipment inside the containment.
pump curwater. FCV plants are only analyzed for 25% and The ASD would allow removal of the most mainte 'nance
100% speed blade passing frequencies. These pressure intensive equipment from the containment with the
waves are transmitted down the suction and discharge attendant reduction in dose to personnel.
piping to the reactor vessel. Application of an ASD aows System Reliability Improvement
operation at blade passing frequencies between 25% and System and plant reliability were hampered by vibration
100% speed. A blade passing frequency in this range may related failures of branch piping, FCV position sensors
excite reactor internals and require additional vibration and hydraulic lines. Vibration was also thought to be a
mitigation modifications in addition to the ASD contributor to premature isolation valve wearout. The
modification. The torque pulsations tansmitted to the ASD would reduce system vibration, eliminate the FCV
pump may also result in pressure pulses that must be and HPU and reduce duty on the pump, motor and
evaluated. piping.

Maintenance Frequency Improvement
WASHINGTON PUBLIC POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM WNP-2 The ASD soft start capability would reduce motor
RETROFIT starting duty and extend the motor refurbishment cycle.

The ASD would also be accessible during operation for
The II 0 megawatt MW) WNP-2 nuclear plant is the first maintenance and repair if needed without shutting the
ASD retrofit project for a BWR-5 recirculation system. The plant down. HPU maintenance would be eliminated
WNP-2 RRS has two recirculation loops with a 8900 HP, 69 along with ASME Section XI testing of the HPU
kV induction motor, centrifugal pump and FCV in each hydraulic line containment penetration valves, The
loop. potential for hydraulic fluid organic contamination of

drywell equipment and the threat to hydrogen control
The hard otor starts and the vibration inherent during capability during an accident would also be eliminated.
partial flow operation of the RRS resulted in an inordinate
amount of on-going system maintenance at WNP-2 In
1985, the plant experienced a failure of one of the pumps Given the significant benefits identified by this study, the
due in part to system vibration. The repairs, implemented WNP-2 staff proceeded to identify an ASD retrofit concept
in both coolant loops sequentially, forced the plant into and perform a detailed cost and benefit analysis. The EPRI
single-loop operation for 1 months. The huge loss of work (Ref. 1) and their preferred large induction motor
revenue and the repair costs inspired WNP-2 engineering ASD configuration played a significant part in his
personnel to examine the feasibility and benefits of using evaluation. WNP-2 engineers traveled to California to
ASI)s to eliminate the FCVs. The following plant benefits evaluate the highest horsepower application of the EPRI
were identified from their study: concept at the Southern California Edison Ormond Beach

Units where ASI)s are used to drive 7200 HP boiler forced
House Load Reduction draft fans (Ref 3. Several ASD vendors were evaluated by

The house load savings due to low speed operation the Supply System and the GE GTO induction motor drive
during part of he fuel cycle were estimated to be 7500 was selected since the GE drives had performed flawlessly at
MW hours per year provided the FCVs were removed. the Ormond Beach Units for over three years. In addition

Fuel Cost Reduction GE is the WNP-2 designer and is intimately familiar with the
An ASD could operate the pump at greater than rated RRS design.
speed allowing higher core flow operation at the end of
the fuel cycle. This would optimize the fuel cycle and Prior to specific plant ASD design, the following studies
reduce fuel costs (estimated to be 52,000 per percent were performed to validate ASD application at WNP-2:
core flow increase per fuel cycle).

Improved Operation 1. Torque pulsation analysis of the motor, pump and
An ASD would improve plant capacity factor by allowing piping. The significant han-nonics transmitted by the
operation in regions prohibited by the experienced ASD were 3 6 and 12 times the line frequency for 6-
pump and FCV problems, improve control capability, pulse operation and 2 and 12 times the line frequency
support non-nuclear heatup similar to the earlier MG for 12-pulse operation.
Set plants and improve the operator interface. 2. Pump blade passing frequency vibration analysis of

Mitigate Pump Design Related Failures the reactor vessel internals for the 25 to 106% speed
The cause of the previous pump failures was not range required. The blade passing frequencies for
corrected but the pump design was hardened and this range were 75 Hz to 318 Hz.
restrictions placed on operation. This however did not 3. Analysis to determine whether the pump and motor
assure that failures would not reoccur in the future. could be upgraded to operate at higher than their
ASD variable speed operation and the reduction in design speeds
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4. Evaluation of the existing 69 kV breakers to Redundant UPS
determine their suitability for use in this application. Control Room ASD Video Display.

These studies concluded that the equipment could be Controlling the ASD output frequency from 15 to 63 Hz
operated up to 106% speed, some electrical protection will vary pump flow from 25% to 106% and permit large
schemes needed modification to accommodate the new reactor power level changes if needed. A manual controller
equipment configurations and somejet pump sensing lines on the main bench board permits either ganged or single
required stiffening to accommodate the new operating loop operating modes. The speed rate of change is limited
speed range. Based on these results, WNP-2 selected the to plus or minus 5% per second and the existing RRS trips
ASD design shown in Figure 6 with the following features: are maintained.

Dual GTO 12 pulse) induction motor drive trains in Under transient conditions, the loss of a feedwater pump,
both loops with subsequent or coincident low reactor water level will

Redundant thyristor cooling systems initiate rapid runback of the recirculation pumps to the
Dual HVAC building cooling power level that can be supported by the remaining
N+I GTO inverter thyristors feedwater pumps. The ASD output frequency will
Single train operating capability automatically lock at its last value upon loss of the control
Three levels of overspeed protection signal. Upon receipt of a pump trip signal, the ASD will
Off line self diagnostic capability run back prior to a circuit breaker trip.
Redundant digital process control systems giving a mean

time between failure of 40 years Installation of the drives and their associated equipment
Retention of most existing operator benchboard control required 3000 square feet near the turbine building. The

features drive building occupies about two thirds of this area. The
remainder accommodates the input and output
transformers, the eight link inductors and the dual heat

6.9 kV exchangers. The drive controls, rectifiers, inverters, filter
Feeder 485 WA capacitors, supporting circuit breakers, UPS, power panels,

etc. are located in the drive building. This installation and
Breake connection to the plant auxiliary power sources were

�a ATransformer completed while the plant was operating.
1 1,000 kVA

y A
,-& 4160V The control room panels, cabinets and benchboard inserts

were prefabricated and tested to minimize outage work in
the control room. The remaining outage work will consist

Rectifier of installingjet pump instrumentation sensing line
ASD vibration mitigation devices, inserting the drives between
Isolation the 69 kV breakers and the pump motors, removing the
Breakers C Link Inductor obsoleted equipment and controls and startup testing. Due

to the large amount of work involved, cur-rent plans are to
Inverter leave the FCV in place and lock it in the full open position.

Output The major lesson learned from this project to date is to
Filter carefully design the ASD equipment to optimize the power

factor of the system for the expected system loads
0V throughout the fuel cycle. Conservatism in the design

values led to over specification of the equipment for
y %.4E A maximum load operation whereas the system "I spend a

1 1,000 kVA Transformer significant part of its operating life at less than design
AAA&AA A- - F capability. Consequently, utilities considering ASD

Recirculation 6900 V retrofits should determine the expected operating duty and
Pump Trip work with the ASD vendor to optimize the power factor for
Breakers the overall range of operation.

SUMMARY

8900 HP ASD retrofits can be cost beneficial in situations where full
Recirculation flow operation is not needed for a substantial part of the
Pump Motor time.

3 Phase 60 Hz
Operating experience has shown the reliability of ASDs.

Figure 6 WNP-2 ASD Configuration EPRI has completed a field test program to provide
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guidance on how to implement large induction motor ASD 3. J. A. Oliver, R. McCluskey, H. W. Weiss, and M. J.
retrofits successfully and evaluate the energy savings Samotyj, "Adjustable Speed Drive Retrofit for Ormond
achieved from various ASD applications. Beach Forced Draft Fans", IEEE Transactions on Energy

Conversion, Volume 7 Number 3 pps 580-586, September
Emphasis on reducing operation and maintenance costs 1992.
and increasing the capacity factor of nuclear power plants is
leading some utilities to consider replacing their BWR flow
control systems with induction motor ASDs. The
Washington Public Power Supply System is currently AUTHORS
retrofitting an ASD to power and control the flow of the
RRS pumps at WNP-2. This modification will eliminate the Newell Porter is currently the project manager of ASD
need for the FCV and its associated equipment. The major Projects at the Washington Public Power Supply System in
benefits are an increase in core flow capability, increased Richland, Washington. Mr. Porter has worked in the
control system reliability, and reduced radiation exposure design of nuclear power plant systems and equipment for
to plant aintenance staff. The ASI)s are housed in a new 31 years. Mr. Porter holds bachelors and masters degrees
building outside the turbine building and will be connected in electrical engineering from the University of
to the existing recirculation pump switch gear. Detailed Arizona.
analyses of the recirculation pump and motor, on site
distribution system, control system design and reactor vessel Mike Wuestefeld is currently the manager of ASD Retrofit
internals were required to assure that the retrofit would be Projects for GE Nuclear Energy. Mr. Wuestefeld has
acceptable. In addition to these analyses, the expected worked in the nuclear PWR and BWR industry since 1974
operating conditions of the system should be evaluated in gaining experience in construction, testing, design,
order to optimize the power factor of an ASD retrofit. licensing and operation of commercial facilities. Mr.

Wuestefeld holds a BSME from the University of Portland
REFERENCES and is SRO certified on a BWR.

1. J. A Oliver, A A, Eslami and M.J. Samotyj, "Retrofitting C. Hart Merriam is currently the Manager of AC Drive Sales
Utility Power Plant Motors for Adjustable Speed: Field Test and Applications Engineering for GE Drive Systems in
Program", Final Report, December 1990, EPRI Report No. Salem Virginia. Mr. Merriam has worked in the application
CU-6914. of AC drives for nine years. Mr. Merriam holds a Bachelor

of Science in Electrical Engineering from the University of
2. IEEE 519, "Guide for Harmonic Control and Reactive Michigan and a Master of Business from Pennsylvania State
Compensation of Static Power Converters". University.
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ABSTRACT TS surveillance requirements specify a set of allowable
flow ranges for the HHSI and IHSI systems. The minimum

Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP`) operated by Pacific Gas flow limit of the sum of the three least injection line flows,
and Electric Co. (PG&E) is a Westinghouse designed four loop defines the maximum system resistance. The maximum header
plant. In recent years, several issues were identified regarding flow limit or the pump runout limit defines the minimum
the compliance of the Emergency Core Cooling System system resistance. These system resistances are illustrated on a
(ECCS) surveillance tests to the ECCS analyses assumptions. pump curve in figure 2 ECCS injection flows are calculated
These concerns are related mostly to the High Head Safety based on the most limiting system resistances; in most cases the
Injection (HHSI) and the Intermediate Head Safety Injection injection flow is a composite injection profile based on the
(lHSI) systems where the injection line throttle valves are worst limiting flows over the entire RCS pressure range.
adjusted during outage surveillance testing to ensure
compliance with the Technical Specifications (TS). T. S. MIn. Q

To resolve all of the identified issues PG&E performed an
ECCS reanalysis and upgraded the ECCS surveillance test S. Max. 
program and also had Westinghouse perform a containment
reanalysis using their latest model. As a result of these plant
specific enhancement efforts, DCPP widened the operating
window for TS surveillance testing, lowered the ECCS pumps'
acceptance performance curves, and re-gained Peak Clad
Temperature (PCT) and containment peak pressure margins.
These enhancements are generically applicable to other plants CL
and are addressed in this paper.

1) GENERAL METHODOLOGY PUMP FLOW (GPM)

Upon receiving a "S" signal, ECCS takes cooling water
from the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) injects into Fig. 2 Pump Operating Conditions
the reactor vessel via all four cold legs. Figure I (on the last
page) shows the ECCS aangement at Diablo Canyon. CCS
flows fom the HHSI and the IHSI systems are important for The case where three lines are injecting with one line
the core cooling when RCS pressure is at higher pressure spilling to RCS backpressure is similar to the all lines injecting
during the accident (e.g. small and intermediate break LOCA into RCS pressure cases. Both cases exhibit that higher system
on the primary side, or steam line break, feed water line break resistance resulting in less injection flows as shown in figure 3.
on the secondary side). There are two categories of ECCS However, for the case of three lines injecting to RCS pressure
injection flows assumed in the accident analyses. The first where one line spilling to containment pressure cases, the
category is a postulated accident that results in all four lines higher system resistance results in less injection flow at lower
injecting to RCS pressure (this includes all the secondary side RCS pressure but more flow at higher RCS pressure. On the
pipe breaks and a primary side LOCA where the broken loop other hand, the lower system resistance results in less injection
spills to RCS back pressure). The second category is a flow at higher RCS pressure and more injection flow at lower
primary side break (LOCA) where a broken loop spills to RCS pressure as shown in figure 4 This is because the
contairiment pressure while the remaining intact loops inject resistance in the spilling line is also minimized, hence spill
into RCS pressure. flow is more exaggerated.
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orifice, fluid operating temperature ... etc., a conservative flow
measurement uncertainty is used in the ECCS reanalysis. Flow
uncertainties for the HHSI header is 3.2%, the line-to4ine
imbalance is ±2.0 gpm. Flow uncertainties for the IHSI are

19 for the header, and 2.5 gpm for the flow imbalance.
LU U)

LU H-2) Branch Une-To-Une Flow Imbalance
LU

Cn The original ECCS analysis did not consider injection
LU

branch line-to-line flow imbalances in the HHSI and IHSI
Cn0 systems. With inbalanced ECCS branch flows, the LOCA
cc ECCS injection cut-in pressure is significantly reduced and

flow reduced as well. As a result, a penalty was imposed on
INJECTION FLOW GPM)- INJECTION FLOM the PCT and peak containment pressure.

Fig.3 Fig. 4 DCPP surveillance test procedures (STP) has been revised
All Line Three Lines to control the line-to-line flow measurement imbalances to < 

Injecting Profile Injecting Profile gpm indicated. ECCS re-analysis considered this indicated 
gpm imbalance then added measurement uncertainties (both
plus and minus) discussed earlier. For the sensitivity of this

111) ECCS CONSEDERATIONS flow imbalance concern a 10 gpm line-to-line imbalance
calculation is performed to compare the resulting injection

H-1) fow Measurement Uncertainties flows to a flow balanced reference ase. As shown in Table ,
HHSI injection flow cut-in pressure is reduced to 2300 psig

In 1989, a larger than expected flow measurement error in with an injection flow penalty of 11.3 gpm. HiSI cut-in
the IHST systems branch lines was identified to the NRC by the pressure is reduced from 1400 psig to 1300 psig, with an
Salem Nuclear Power Plant per IOCFR21. A portion of the injection flow penalty of 7 gpm as shown in Table 2.
reported flow eor was caused by using the ASME Flow
Meter equation to directly correlate the measured delta P across
a flow orifice to flow rate in a pipe whose ID is less than 2 Table 1: HHSI System ECCS Injections Profil
inches. This error could reduce the actual injected flow to the
core with a resulting PCT penalty, or increase the actual pump RCS Referenced 10 gpm Mini-recirc.
flow to exceed the runout limit with a resulting increase of the Pressure Inj. Flows Imbalance. Open
peak containment pressure. (DSiZ) (gpm) (gpm) (gpm)

ECCS flows from HHSI and IHSI systems are important 2300 22.1 10.8 0
for core cooling when RCS is at higher pressure during the 2200 45.7 36.0 0
accident (e.g. small break LOCA or secondary side breaks). 2100 65.8 56.5 22.0
TS surveillance requires a minimum flow for the sum of the
three least injection lines (assuming the highest flow spills to 200 292.8 285.0 105.9
containment) to bench mark to the ECCS analysis assumptions 100 302.1 294.3 286.5
when RCS is depressurized. 0 311.1 303.3 296.4

Both HHSI and IHSI branch lines at DCPP are less than 2
inches. To minimize any flow measurement error due to the
small diameter, DCPP STPs have been revised to use a relative Table 2 IHSI System ECCS Injections
flow method. This method measures the larger diameter (more
accurate) header flows 6" header in the HHSI, and 4 header RCS Referenced 10 gpm
in the HiSI), and the delta P across the flow orifices in each Pressure Inj. Flows Imbalance
branch line. Since the header flow measurement is reliable and (Dsiz) (gpm) (ODM)

flowrate is proportional to the square root of measured delta P,
branch line flowrates can be obtained from the header flow 1400 5.2 0
based on the branch line delta P distributions. 'Me distribution 1300 78.8 71.8
ratio for each branch line is calculated by comparing the square 1200 131.8 125.6
root of the measured delta P of that branch line to the sum of
the square roots of each branch line measured delta P. 200 401.8 394.6

100 426.4 411.1
Because there are flow uncertainties associated with the 0 432.0 424.5

header measurement such as uncertainties on the piping ID,
bore diameter tolerances, delta P measurement across the
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II-3) Qi2ening 7he HHSI PM= Mini-recirc. Valves Using the sope of the HHSI and IHSI pump curves near
their maximum flow, the boosted pump flow can be estimated

The original HHSI system design provided for a safety based on the LHSI pump discharge pressure. DCPP assessed
injection ("S") signal, that would automatically close the HHSI the boosted pump flows during both cold leg and hot leg
pump mini-recirculation flow isolation valves in order to recirculation phases to account for flow differences due to
maximize the HHSI flow to the core. Hence, no flow element charging system lineups (resistance). Once nown, these flows
was installed in the recirculation flow path. A concern was could be accounted for by setting lower allowable maximum
raised in 1979 that a "S" signal generated ftom a secondary flow limits for the STP.
side break when the RCS remains at a high pressure for a long
period of time, the pump mini-recirc. would be isolated, III) ECCS REANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
resulting in HHSI pump damage from the "dead head"
operation. To prevent this, DCPP deleted the "S" signal from The original 1972 Westinghouse ECCS minimum
the HHSI mini!-recirc. isolation valves. ECCS re-analysis was safeguards analysis was based on the assumption that the HHSI
performed with the pump mini-recirc. flow path open based on and IHSI systems were tested to the maximum system
the flow restrictor data. For the sensitivity of this concern a resistance with the maximum pump curve, as point "I" on Fig.
computer run with HHSI pump recirc. path remaining open 5. To allow for the pump degradation, the minimum
was performed to compare the resulting injection flows. safeguards analysis flows were calculated with the minimum
Results are shown in Table 1; HHSI cut-in pressure is reduced pump curve as point "T' on Fig. 5. This method was overly
to 2100 psig with a 43.6 gpm flow penalty. At DCPP, the conservative, because, in fact, the HHSI and IHSI systems are
HHSI STP is now being per-formed with HHST miniflow in stand-by status during plant operation, therefore, no
isolation valves open. degradation is expected. If there were some degradation, the

system is required to be readjusted in compliance with TS

II-4) Wden ECCS P.=12 Ac=tance urves While for the maximum safeguards analysis, the minimum
system resistance was assumed, as point "Y on Fig. 5, but

The original Westinghouse ECCS analysis used a flows were calculated with the maximum pump curve, as point
composite minimum and maximum safeguard pump curve "4" on Fig. 5, beyond TS runout limit.
based on pump curve from a group of similar Westinghouse
four loop plants. The analysis used the worst pump curves and
the worst system characteristics aong the group of plants. )UMP curve
This generic worst case condition became the acceptance curve T. S. Min. 

and system conditions for original ECCS analysis.

The DCPP ECCS reanalysis widened the acceptance curves Min. T. S. Max. Q

for the HHSI, IHSI, and the Low Head Safety Injection HSI)
pumps. From the analysis, it was noticed that significant LHSI
injection flow margins exists. Primarily, this margin came
from using the actual plant specific pump performance test data CL

and the actual "ess-than-generically-assumed" LHS1 system
line flow imbalances. This margin allowed DCPP to lower the
LHS1 pump acceptance performance curve by 10% from the
actual measured pump curve without affecting the PCT.

The widened pump performance curves for each set of
ECCS pumps, becomes additional operating margin when the PUMP FLOW (GPM)
actual pump to pump mismatch is minimized by using the
pump discharge orifice. This widened margin can also be used Fig. 5: Original ECCS Bounding Conditions
in the future to off set any unforeseen component degradation
or emergency procedure deficiencies.

The recent DCPP reanalysis considered a moderate pump
II-S) HHSI and IHSI PA= Suction Boost degradation during each cycle. A 3.5 percent pump

degradation was selected as the midpoint between the maximum
During the switchover from the cold leg injection phase to and the minimum pump curves. This degradation will

the cold leg recirculation phase, both HHSI and IHSI pump accommodate any quarterly surveillance test measurement
mini-recirculation flow paths are isolated. The HHSI and IHSI fluctuation and yet retain margins widened by lowering the
pumps are taking suction from the HSI pumps. This pump acceptance performance curves.
alignment boosts the HHSI and IHSI pump suction pressure by
the LHSI pump discharge pressure. With the elevated suction By considering the maximum minimum pump curves with
pressure the HHSI and IHSI pumps will runout further. ECCS the maximum minimum system resistances as representing the
pumps maximum flow limits are part of the TS to protect the Tech. Spec. flow ranges, and the allowable pump degradation,
integrity of the pumps. the four operation bounding conditions are shown in figure 6:
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max pump curve T. S. Min. Point "D" on figure 6 represents the system resistance
when operating at TS minimum flow limit with the degraded
pump curve (ie. at 35 % degradation). ECCS flows are

3.5% S. ax. calculated with the minimum pump performance curve. This is
limiting since the lower system resistance with the minimum
pump performance curve results in lower injection flows when

Min- pump curve RCS is at intermediate pressure range as shown in figure .

0 Finally, point "B' represents the system resistance when
CL operating at TS maximum flow limit with the weak pump curve

(min. pump curve). ECCS flows are calculated with the
CL minimum pump performance curve. This is limiting since the

lowest system resistance with the minimum pump performance
curve results in even lower injection flows than condition D,
when RCS is at higher pressures. The minimum ECCS
injection flow profile to the core, with one line spilling into

PUMP FLOW (GPM) containment, is therefore a composite of minimum flows over

Fig. 6 Improved ECCS Bounding Conditions the entire RCS pressure range for the three bounding system
resistances and three pump performance curves as shown by
"C.., 13", and "B' on figure .

III-1) Max. ECCS During Iniection

The maximum ECCS injection profile is a composite of 'A'
maximum flows over the entire RCS pressure range for the two
bounding system resistances and the bounding pump maximum

mposttedperformance curves as shown by points 'A" and "B' on Fig. 6 injecuon ow
These two conditions are applicable for both all lines Injecting &
cases and three lines injection (ie. one line spilling) cases.

m
Point 'A" on figure 6 represents a system resistance when

0 inlwlcm fowoperating at the TS maximum flow limit with a strong pump C*
W Lu

(max. curve). ECCS flow calculated with the maximum pump cca. a.
performance curve results in higher injection flow when RCS is
at higher pressures since the maximum TDH is developed. cc W

Point W represents a system resistance when operating at the
TS maximum flow limit with a weak pump (min. curve). INJECTION FLOW (GPM) INJECTION FLOW (GPM)
ECCS flow calculated with the minimum pump performance
curve results in higher injection flows when RCS is at lower Fig. 7 Composite Max. Fig. 8: Composite Min.
pressures since lower system resistance is present. The Injection Profile Injection Profile
maximum composite injection flow over the RCS pressure
range is shown in figure 7.

III-2-b) A1,Unes Injecting Cases
For the maximum ECCS flow cases, the all lines injecting
cases bounds the three lines injecting cases, thus only all lines Generally for the a lines injecting minimum ECCS flow
injecting cases are evaluated. cases, higher system resistance results in lower injection flow

and lower system resistance results in higher injection flow.
III-2) Min. ECCS Row During Iniection Thus, on figure 6 point "B" is bounded by point "13".

Therefore, only points "C" and `13" need to be considered.
IH-2-a) OneUne SpWing Cases

When considering both the maximum and minimum pump
For the one line spilling cases, point "C" on figure 6 performance curves in the all line injecting cases, there is a

represents the maximum system resistance operating at TS competing effect resulting from points "C" and 13" between
minimum flow limit with a strong pump (max. pump curve). the pump TDH differences and the system resistant head. For
Minimum ECCS flows are calculated using the maximum pump the HHSI system, even though "D" has a less system resistance
performance curve degraded 35 % (ie. conservatively assuming than "C", point "D" has a lower TDH, thus resulting in less
pump degradation to the 'mid-point" over one cycle). This is injection flow at higher RCS pressure as shown on figure 9.
limiting since the maximum system resistance with degraded This phenomenon is also true for the two pumps in parallel
pump results in lower injection flows when RCS is at lower operation since the system resistant head i icreased by the
pressures as shown in figure 8. increased flowrate not the pump TDH.
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IHSI flows exhibit a different injection profile where the
ECCS flow resulting from the high system resistant he-ad III-3-a) Maximum Cold Leg Recirc. ow

dominates over the entire RCS pressure range as shown in To maximize the recirc. flow from the HHSI pumps, IHSI
figure 10. However, the IHSI flows exhibit the Fig. 9 profile pumps are minimized (to increase LHSI TDH boost) while the
when it is boosted by the RHR discharge pressure during cold LHSI pumps are running with the maximum curve. To
leg recirc. and hot leg recirculation phases. maximize the recirc. flow from the IHSI pumps, HHSI pumps

The minimum ECCS flow is a composite flow from two are minimized while the LHSI pumps are again maximized. To
bounding system resistances and three pump performance maximize the recirc. flow from the LHSI pumps, both HHSI
curves as condition "C" and "D" on Fig. 9 and 10. and IHSI pumps are minimized.

III-3-b) Minimum Cold Leg Recirc. Row

To minimize the recirc. flow from the HHSI pumps, IHSI
pumps are maximized (to reduce the HSI TDH boost) while
the LHSI pump is running with the inimum pump curve. To
minimize the recirc. flow from the IHSI pumps, HHSI pumps
are maximized while the LHSI pump is minimized. To
minimize the flow from the LHSI pumps, both Charging/SI andro

Ui IHSI pumps are maximized.
cc

U) III-4) Hot Leg Recirculation Phase

7 U) Approximately 13.5 hours after the initiation of a "large"
Q break LOCA, the IHSI and HSI systems alignment are

manually switched from the cold leg recirc. to the hot leg
recirc. alignment. 'Me HHSI remains aligned to the cold leg

INJECTION FLOW (GPM) INJECTION FLOW (GPM)-%. recirculation path. The HRSI and IHSI pumps' mini-recirc.
flows remain isolated during this phase.

Fig. 9 HHSI All Lines Fig. 10: IHSI All Lines
Injection Profile Injection Profile During the hot leg recirculation phase, HHSI and IHSI

pumps are still boosted by the LHSI pump discharge pressure.
However, IHSI pump becomes important, because at DCPP,

III-3) Cold Leg Recirculation Phase the LHSI hot leg recirc. flow utilizes the same hot leg
recirculation lines as IHSI pump #1 as shown on figure 

Once the RWST water level reaches the "Low-Level" That is, IHSI pump #1 is not only boosted by the RHR
alarm, LHSI pumps are automatically tripped, and the operator discharge pressure, but it also encounters the back pressure
manually completes the cold leg recirculation. switchover from the RHR discharge flows.
alignment. During the switchover procedure, the HHSI and
IHSI pumps' mini-recirc. flows are also isolated to increase the Due to the boosted suction pressure to the IHSI pumps, the
core injection and to prevent pumping radioactive fluid from IHSI pump's TDH overcomes the system resistant head and
the sump to the RWST. resulted in a recirc. flow profile similar to the Fig. 9 profile.

When minimizing the recirc. flow from either the HHSI or
During the cold leg recirculation phase, HHSI and IHSI IHSI pumps, point "C' on Fig. 6 must be used. When

pumps are boosted by the LHSI pump discharge pressure. For maximizing the recirc. flow, point "B' must be used.
the limiting maximum minimum ECCS flow, a combination
of other available ECCS pumps must be considered. IH-4-a) Madmunt Hot Leg Recirc. now

As noted earlier, for the all lines injecting cases, there is a To maximize the HHSI recirc. flows, IHSI pumps are
competing effect of the pump TDH vs. the system resistant minimized while the LHSI pumps are maximized with the cold
head during the injection phase. In the cold leg recirculation leg header isolation valves closed. Since IHSI pump 2
phase, due to the boosted suction pressure from the HSI discharge flow does not encounter the HSI back pressure (see
pumps' discharge pressure, the pump TDH overcomes the Fig. 1), hence provides more recirc. 'low than IHSI pump #1;
system resistant head and results in a recirculation flow profile therefore, to maximize the recirc. flow from IHSI pump 2,
similar to the Fig. 9 profile. Therefore, when minimizing HHSI pumps are minimized while the LHSI pumps are again
either the HHSI or IHSI pump flow, point 'C" on Fig 6 must maximized. To maximize the recirc. flow from the LHSI
be used since it provides less flow when RCS is at lower pumps, both HHSI and IHSI pumps are minimized.
pressure during the recirc. phases. Conversely, when
maxin-dzing the recirc. flow, point "B" must be used since this
represents the maximum flow when RCS is depressurized.
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III-4-b) Minimum Hot Leg Recirc. How d) as a backup, the isolation valve in the pressure equalization
line is throttled to a 14 turn open to minimize any potential

To minimize the recirc. flow from the HHSI pumps, IHSI leakage while still providing the pressure relief for the DD gate
pumps are maximized while the HSI pumps flow is valve (as a minimum, to relieve the possible compression force
minimized. To mimize' the recirc. flow from the HSI from the yoke on the stem of the isolation valve to ensure the
pumps, IHSI pump #1 is used for the HHSI pump case, HHSI pressure relief capability). DCPP revised the ECCS STP to
pumps are maximized while the LHSI pumps are minimized. perform the HSI system balance surveillance with the pressure
To minimize the flow from LHSI pumps, both IHSI pumps and equaliza 'tion line isolation valve throttled 14 turn open, so that
HHSI pumps are maximized. if the header isolation valves were to leak, the surveillance test

already accounts for the leakage affect on the ECCS
OTHER ECCS ISSUES performance. In addition, the revised STP reserved (penalized)

20 gpm from the IHSI header measurement for any other
IV-1) Double Disc Valve eakages unforeseen leakage.

Double Disc (DD) gate valves are designed to provide bi- IV-2) Single failure of the HSI hot eje recirc, isolation valve
directional flow isolation and are widely used in the ECCS.
Concerns were raised in 1972 that due to either the large delta The switchover tme from cold leg to hot leg recirculation
P across the disc caused by rapid depressurization of the RCS is determined by the boron concentration build up due to the
side of the valve and resulting inability of the valve to perform core boil-off and by postulating that the majority of the cold
a required opening function or due to the temperature increase leg injection flow by-passes the core, spills into the
from the post LOCA environment, pressure of the entrapped contairunent through a broken cold leg. A single valve cross-
water between the disks could increase significantly (approx. ties the LHSI system to the hot legs. This valve is normally
100 psi per deg. ) and may fail the valves. Westinghouse closed with power removed to prevent a single failure from
recommended that utilities install an equalization line from the causing it to open. This valve is required to open during hot
bonnet to the high pressure side of the valve or drill a small leg recirculation phase. NRC Information Notice 93-66
hole on the high pressure side disc. notified utilities that a single failure ould result in inadequate

hot leg recirc. flow following a LOCA.

During a Motor Operated Valve (MOV) test in 1991 at
DCPP, leakby flows though the IHSI hot leg header isolation At DCPP a single Solid State Protection System (SSPS)
DD gate valves were detected while the IHSI pump was train failure could prevent this single HSI hot leg recire valve
running; a Licensee Event Report (LER) notified the NRC of from opening and also could disable a IHSI pump. This will
this issue. In 1993 Westinghouse issued a Nuclear Safety result in only one IHSI pump delivering the sump recirculating
Advisory Letter to utilities addressing the potential PCT flow to two hot legs without any direct LHSI flow. Thus,
penalty due to this leakage causing cold leg injection flow failure of one SSPS train could reduce the hot leg recirc. flow
reduction as well as questioning the pump integrity due to significantly. Note, at DCPP IHS1 system hot leg injection
pump runout flow limits. An additional penalty was imposed lines have been throttled down to prevent IHSI pump from
because the leakage was being diverted into the hot leg, thus exceeding the runout limit due to the recirc. boost.
inhibiting the reactor vessel upper plenum pressure venting
during the core reflood for large break LOCA_ ]Based on the latest boron precipitation calculation,

emergency procedures at DCPP have been modified to allow
DCPP evaluated all the DD gate valves identified by continued LHSI recirculation to the cold legs with the IHSI hot

Westinghouse, and concluded that only the IHSI hot leg header leg recirculation to mitigate the boron concentration build up
isolation valves ave the potential of leakage. These valves are and provide core cooling if the LHSI hot leg recirculation
required to open during the hot leg recirculation phase. 'Me valve has failed to open. The STP for the IHSI system has also
pressure equalization lines for these valves are routed from the been modified to ensure the minimum required hot leg
bonnet of the valve to the downstream RCS side. These DD recirculation flow is provided.
gate valves provide bidirectional flow isolation to prevent RCS
out leakage (ie, < I gpm TS limit) as well as to prevent IHSI IV-3) Row Interaction Between IHSI and LHS1 gy tems
cold leg injection flow being diverted into hot leg during the
injection phase. The diverted flow could result in a PCT Normally when performing the ECCS flow balance
penalty and IHSI pump exceeding the TS pump runout limit. surveillance test on the IHSI system, one LHSI (RHR) pump is

aligned to take suction from the RWST while injecting into two
Subsequent investigations have determined that this type of cold leg. The other LHS1 pump takes suction from the RCS

valve leakby can be eliminated or minimized provided that: a) hot leg, returning the flow back into the RWST. This
there is enough closing torque available to the valve, b) when inventory-balanced LHSI aligranent causes an unbalanced
closing the valve, there should be no flow in the line (thus condition in the IHSI system when balancing flows between
minimizing the dynamic forces on the disc) and the system four INSI branch lines. This alignment causes two IHST cold
should be depressurized (to preserve the thrust being converted leg injection lines to interact with the discharge pressure of one
into the disc seating force) c) the surface of the disc and the of the LHSI pump which is cooling the core. The other two
seat are not degraded as demonstrated be surveillance test, and IHSI cold leg injection flows are not subject to the other LHSI

pump to discharge pressure.
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Testing was conducted during a unit refueling outage to plant data and system/component lineups have been reviewed
determine what flow penalty, if any existed, between the and evaluated to ensure that the surveillance test methods
unbalanced IHSI system and the balanced system with both correctly model expected ECCS performance. The current
LHSI pump feeding forward to the RCS. A fraction of a gpm performance/surveillance testing, performed on a periodic
was measured. Therefore, no flow penalty is required during basis, accounts for branch line-to-line imbalances, flow
the surveillance testing for flow interaction due to the measurement uncertainties, design changes to the HHSI mini-
inventory balanced LHSI alignment. recirc. valve position, suction boost to the IHSI and HHSI

during recirculation, double-disk gate valve leakage, single
V) CONCLUSIONS failure of the LHSI hot leg recirculation valve, and flow

interactive between LHSI and IHSI. Additionally, margins
Periodic surveillance at DCPP ensures the ECCS functions have been used, when advantageous, to allow a greater

as designed, and that the ECCS safety analysis assumptions are operating band on ECCS pump degradation and flow balance
developed by te system performance. In recent years, actual settings.
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C. L.

C. L.

C. L.

C. L. RCP SEAL HHSIP

H.L.
<--� i

H.L.

H.L.
IHSIP 2

H.L.

r=JL SUMP
Z>--

SUMP

C.L.

C.L. r

C.L. LHSIP 2
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LHSIP I

Fig. 1: Diablo Canyon ECCS Model
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ABSTRACT products and soluble impurities. All the conta-
minants were removed by the ion exchange technique.

Different types and brands of bead and Powdered ion Reactor water, steam condensateliquid radwaste and
exchange resin have been widely used in condensate spent fuel Pool are the major streams to be treated.
and reactor water clean-up system in Boiling Water
Reactors (BWRs). The importance of primary coolant Ion exchange condensate polishers have become a
quality control has been well recognized. Recently vital part of water treatment wherever the highest
, some measures both in promoting the conductivity quality water is required in Boiling Water Reactors
Of reactor water and minimizing iron crud of feed- (BWRs). Although behaviors of radioactivity gene-
water have been recommended by the Institute of ration and its build-up in the BWR primary system
Nucler Energy Research. are extremely complicated. such has been clarified,

including resin pretreatment, so far from extensive
The variation of ater qality between the conden- basic experimental studies and operating plant data
sate and reactor water is closely related with the analyses".
performance of condensate Polisher and precoat
condition. In order to ensure optimization of water KNPP CONDENSATE POLISHER DESIGN AND PERFORWANCE
chemistry quality in reactor system, historical
water chemistry data have been reviewed and evalua- There are four BWR power stations in operation.
ted. The most probable causes of exceeding the BWR plants in Taiwan are basically of the same sys-
chemistry limits and guidelines should be identi- tem that employs a full flow deep mixed-bed demine-
fied and some reasonable corrective actions have ralizer as the condensate polishing and of feed-
been documented as a reference for promoting the water flow as the reactor water clean-up using Pow-
water quality and run length extending in the plant dered resin precoated filter demineralizer. The
normal operation. twin 85 NWe boiling water reactors of Kuosheng

Nuclear Power Plant(KNPP).Iocated about 50 km north
INTRODUCTION to Taipei, were put into commercial operations in

1981 and 1983,respectively. The condensate Polisher
In future yearsconventional sources of engergy for each unit of KNPP consists of six operating

will be gradually depleted due to the world needs vessels with an ultrasonic resin cleaner (URO and
for electrical energy. The heat generated in the resin regeneration equipment. The polishing system
nuclear fission is removed from the reactor core by with a high capacity 1:1 by volume resin mixture
a circulating coolant and converted to steam to will greatly extend operating time both for crud
produce electrical energy as in the thermal power removal and against condenser leakage3. Practically
plant. Light water is used both as the coolant and in orizional cases, the early ion exchange systems
moderator in most of the Power reactors. In the were designed primarily for crud removal, with pro-
past 20 years, experiences have told us that both tection against Cu-Ni condenser leakage as a secon-
the control of water chemistry and material impro- dary purpose. A deep bed condensate Polisher of
vement in the primary coolant system have attained Properly designed and operated can effectively pro-
reactor operation safety, reliability and availabi- duce water approaching theoretical purity 005487
lity'. Several main sources of contamination can u S/cm). Resin selectionoperating and backwashing
be identified in nuclear power plants. They are steps even the regenerating procedure can practica-
corrosion Products insoluble materials ), fission lly make it a difficult results.
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RESIN SELECTION ently exceeded 0.07m S/cm in many occasions. It is
hardly to control the reactor water quality to be

Resins used in condensate demineralizer are less than administrative limit 02 uS/cm) if the
generally of two types, gel type and macroporous conductivity in condensate demineralizer influent
resins4. Various brands of gel type resin with (CDD is higher than 0.15 m S/cm. Fig.2 shows the
premium quality have been used since the commercial stage of the best water quality (0.10 - 0.15u S/cm)
operation. Fig.1 shows the water quality variation in the early period of operation. It seems no dire-
of KNPP, unit in fuel cycle 7 by using various ct relationship between the various brands of nuc-
brands of ion exchange resins whose physical and lear grade ion exchange resin and the reactor water
chemical properties have met the General Electric quality, supposed that the resin meets the specifi-
GE)specification. Daily data from both units reveal cation of Physical and chemical Properties, such as
that the condensate influent conductivity consist- bead strength, capacity, particle size distribution
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Na2:B Nol: B No,2: B MI: B NoA: B
NO: B NO: B 101" NO: B NO: NO: B
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-10MEW--NO-5: No-'): NO B N0.5: No,7
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Fig 1 Vkler quality variation of Kuosheng Nuclear Power Plant unit I EOC-7
using various brands of ion exchange resin.

means that the resin bed No.5 changes into new resin 
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Fig. 2 The stage of the best water quality of KNPP unit 2 from EOC-1 to EOC-&

A, B, C, D, E denote various brands of ion exchange resins
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and impurities. Experience from plant staff indica- cal data shows that the crud concentration in the
tes that both effectiveness and efficiency will be condensate demineralizer effluent was unacceptably
enhanced with the use of gel type premium quality high though the crud removal efficiency was greater
resin which strictly passes the physical and chemi- than 80%. Backwash operation is necessary for con-
cal properties characterization in the laboratory. trolling the insoluble iron that has been trapped

by the resin bed during its service cycle since a
The water quality in the deep bed effluent (CDE deep bed condensate polisher performs a filtering

was rather marginal of 0060 uSlem in the first function.
5 years of operation. Condenser leakage in units 
and 2 is a chronic and difficult control Problem The vigorous flow of water in the direction
even if the resin in deep bed tank is replaced with opposite to service flow can make a rearrangement
new gelular ion exchange resin constantly. of mixed resin. The backwash process will effecti-

vely influence the run length of each resin bed
RESIN BACKWASH due to its equilibrium leakage. The unwanted ions,

such as Cl-, Ha' from seawaterwll be mixed through
Hydraulic property of condensate is another the bed. Ions near the bottom of the tank may

factor to be reckoned with. The maximum operation escape into the effluent when the resin returns to
pressure difference(AP) across the condensate trea- service. This is the reason why that the CDE quali-
tment system is set to be less than 50 psi. If the ty can not be controlled effectively below 0.06juS
condensate were free of insoluble impurities, hydr- /cm if seawater in leakage occurs constantly.
aulic considerations would not be the factor for
resin backwash. After in-service operation in each We try to explain the leakage from equilibrated
vessel for make-up 400-600 thousand counts count resin by using the selectivity coefficient km".
=20001) of water, the resin in the upper part of The following equation has been determined for most
vessel was dirty and contained a heavy load of iron common strong acidic cation resin.r'"-
crud and also some resin fines. Howeverwith mass-
ive crud loading, the hydraulic factor is of major RH + Na' ;;t Ra + H'
importance. At this tineresin bed was removed for
backwash with 'backwashing--air scrubbing" method Mal [H'I
by turns. In the early stage, RC is designed to KH'a (1)
remove the iron crud which is strongly adsorbed on [RH] Hal
the resin surfaces without removing through the
backwash process. Some test results obtained from KH" = selectivity coefficient(I.98)
plant staff indicate that the air scrubbing seems W1 = conc. of H' 10-1 moles/1)
to be better than URC cleaning. Backwash frequen-
cies are dependent on the AP and iron content in If the Na' and Cl- leakage in resin bed were
CDE. Normally each bed is backwashed for every 40 approximately 02 ppb 87 x 10-9 moles/1) and 031
days. PPb 87 x 10-9 moles/1), then the composition of

the resin [RNal/[RHI could be calculated from equa-
RESIN REGENERATION tion(l)

In each unit all six condemin resin beds are [RNal/[RH = [Na'1(Kw`1/[H'1
used during full power operation. Cu-Ni condenser = MMO-9) x 198/10-7= 0172
is now still being used at Kuosheng plant although
condenser leakage is a chronic problem to optimize This result shows that a aximum of 17 of the
feedwater quality control. Historical water chemi- exchange sites in the Na form with 83% of the sites
stry daily data reveal that the condensate water in the form is needed to produce 0.05487m S/cm of
conductivity generally exceeded 0.07 mS/cm, more pure water. When the al occupies more than 17%,
often higher than .1m S/cm when the sea water leak 0.2 ppb Ha' will leak from the resin bed. Fig.3
rate greater than 002 gm. The run length of con- explains the equilibrium effect before and after
densate demineralizer in each mixed bed could main- backwash even though the exchange zone has not yet
tain for more than 6 months without backwash for reached the bottom of resin bed, they still control
removing iron crud on the resin surface. the effluent purity. Table indicates the run

length of the resin bed in different leakage rate
The condenser hot well also receives insoluble for maintaining the high purity water below 00560

metallic particulate producing from corrosion and US/cm.
erosion-corrosion in the Piping surfaces. Analyti-
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Table 1. Relationship between the condenser leakage though they had external regeneration system for
and run lenghth of demineralizer chemical regeneration. Due to the production of

large amount of exhausted resin, resin regeneration
Cond- Condensate Demineralizer System Run was carried out since last October in KNPP. It is
enser length very difficult to completely separate the cation
leak- CDI CDE* of de- from anion resin in the interface region after back-
age minera wash. The problem has been overcome by removing the

onc. Cond. CI- Conc. Cond. lizer interface resin to the resin storage tank. After
gPz PPb O S/cm PPb oS/em days chemical regeneration, cation and anion resin will

transfer and mix again with the interface resin.
0.005 3.71 0.0732 0.31 0.0560 328 This modified regeneration method which need not

modify the facility had been studied and carried
0.01 7.4 0.0863 0.31 0.0560 164 out effectively. Good water conductivity is obtain-

ed. Fig.4 shows the good water quality results since
0.05 37 0.192 0.31 0.0560 33 last October.

0.1 74 0.323 0.31 0.0560 16 REACTOR WATER CLEAN-UP SYSTEM DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE

0.2 148 0.587 0.31 0.0560 8 The reactor water clean-up system is established

- to remove impurities in the reactor waterincluding
0.5 370 1.378 0.31 T-05-60 3 ion impurities and particulate materials. Powdered

ion exchange resins are used for RCU precoat type
Individual Condensate Demineralizer filter demineralizer (F/D) to treat the impurities

in reactor water. Each unit in KNPP consists of
RESIN SEPARATION two F/D to maintain the good reactor water quality

during plant operation. Since the commercial opera-
Backwash and separation are the two critical tionplant staffs have tried to improve the Precoat

steps for controlling the CDE purity as shown pre- technique, which is designed by GE, also to reduce
viously. In the early eriodmore frequent backwash the solid radwaste by extending the run length.
cleaning followed by air scrubbing.ultrasonic clean- One-step recoat having a cation to anion resin of
ing and condensate demineralizer resin bed should 4 to dry weight ratio with filter-aid materials
be performed for every 40 days so that the crud to resin of to 2 ratio was previously used in the
inventory on the bed is reduced. After in-service RWCU F/D application. Several different types of
for about one fuel cyclethe resins should be trans- Precoat materials as well as the improvement of the
ferred to radwaste system for reuse. Condemin precoat Procedure have been tried many times, but
resin did not regenerate with acid or base een the reactor water quality still can not maintain in

Before ahash After bachash

NaCl NaCl

A:

+ 10. .......
RH Na K, RNa + H + ......

t

No Leakage Small Leakage

Fig.3 Mechanism of the impurities leakage in the ion exchange

eguilibrium process of condensate dernineralizer
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stable and good condition within the administrati- sally last for more than two weeks in-service under
ve limit of 02 u S/cm. In recent Years, two-step normal operating conditions. It is possible that
precoat process, which is precoated firstly with the F/D run length will change even if the pressure
fiber then recoat with remixed fiber/resin mixtu- difference 0P) does not rise to 175 Kg/call. Fig.5
re, has been successfully improved. About 12-1.4 shows the reactor water conductivity variation af-
Kg/02 precoat layer is formed on the F/D filter ter precoat process had been modified. It has been
elements when the F/D effluent ater conductivity observed that when CDE and F quality are good en-
rises above 007 u s/cmthen the precoated Powdered ough <0.056u S/cm), 1.0 % RCU system of feedwater
resin is backwashed and recoated again. Experience flow is capable of maintaining the reactor water to
has shown that precoat with good two-step can nor- be less than 02 u S/cm.
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Fig. 4 KNPP unit 2 reactor water quality iprovement since
resin complete separation during regeneration in Oct. 1992.
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NEW IMPROVEMENT REFERENCES

Factors which will influence the F/D performance 1. K. ISHIGUREet al., "Water Chemistry Experience
can be classified into four categorieswater quali- of Nuclear Power Plants in Japan', Journal of
ties, precoat materials, system equipment (design), Nuclear Science and Technology, 260), 145,
and operation procedures. System design modifica- (1989).
tion may take lots of money. It is not very easy 2. C.J. WOOD, Manual of Recent Techniques for
to change the design, such as element configuration LWR Radiation-field Control ", EPRI NP-4505-SR,
and vessel interal configuration. Vater qualities (1986).
were mainly controlled by ion impurities which leak 3. " A Guide to Condensate Polishing ", The Dow
from CDE. Chemical Company, Form No.177-1331-81 1979).

4. R. KUNIN, Ion Exchange Resins ROBERT
In order to reduce the solid radwaste and extent KRIEGER, HUNTINGDON, NY(1972).

the F/D run length, the other two factors will be 5. Private communication with plant staff,
tested at Institute of Nuclear Energy Research and Kuosheng Nuclear Power Plant.
KNPP in the near future. 11'9 Since the reactor 6. J.M. SKARPELOS and J.W. BAGG, "Chloride Control
water conductivity variation has been used as RCU in BWR Coolants", NEDO-10899, 1973).
(F/D)backwash performancethe ion exchange capacity 7. B.J. HOFFMAN, et al., The Significance of Ion
seems to be more important than the recoat powder- Exchange Eulibria and Kinetics in the Product
ed specific volume ( v/v,, Considering F/D run ion of Ultra Pure Water ", 25 th Annual Liberty
length, conventional premixed having 4 to of C to Corrosion Course, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
A powdered resin with to 2 of fiber to resin can Oct. 57,1987.
be replaced by newly premixed resins which have 4 8. T. J. Wen, Study on the Powderd Resin and
to of C to A with I to 10 of fiber to resin, sup- Filtering-aid Material', INER-T1789, 1993).
posed that a uniform and fine precoat is obtained. 9. T.J. Wen, Preliminary Study of Powdered Resin
The use of high resin content preaixed resin is Precoatin& Test INER-TI817 13).
estimated having several advantages compared with
the current premixed resin.

The test is under oing at the laboratory and
the power plant. Furthermore, more modified opera-
tion procedure will be reviewed and also be tested
in the future.

CONCLUSIONS

The importance of maintaining optimum water
chemistry in BR power plants has been emphasized
to attain high availability and reliability during
operation. Extensive researches and mprovements
in condensate polisher and reactor water clean-up
system have been carried out in our country to seek
for the appropriate chemical control. In NPPcon-
denser leakage is the major problem for controlling
FW and reactor water and prompt action is required
to reduce or stop any leakage. It is worth having a
serious consideration to replace the existing Cu-Ni
tubes with a sore resistant materials such as tita-
nium tubes. During the condemin resin regeneration,
complete separation is necessary as well as inter-
face resin transferrence. In RCU D) operation,
the use of high resin content premixed resin is
recommended. In addition, more modified precoat
procedure should be reviewed even though two-step
precoat is better than one-step recoat operation.
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ABSTRACT safety, the required intervention tasks should be carried
out b ualified personnel at the appropriate time,

The man objective of the Computerized Management of acco,24 to well defined procedures.
Plant Intervention Tasks' is to help the staff of a nuclear
or a conventional power plant or of any other complex Therefore, these intervention requests must follow
industrial facility (chemical industries, refineries, and so a very precise course between various departments, each
on) in planning, organizing, and carrying out any of them achieving the part of work it is in charge of
(preventive or corrective) maintenance task. (specification, preparation, authorization,

This 'Computerized Management of Plant Intervention implementation, and finalizing of the intervention).

Tasks' is organized around a data base of all plant Whether initiated by a work request issued by any

components in the facility that might be subjected to agent having detected a malfunction in the facility
maintenance or tagout. (corrective maintenance) or by a periodic test, inspection,

or maintenance procedure defined by the authorized

It aowo to manage, by means of intelligent and deparbrients preventive Maintenance), eadi intervention

configurable mail service, the course of the intervention request:

requests as well as various treatments of those requests,

in a safe and efficient way, adapted to each particular - shall be sent to the departments in charge, wich will

organization. describe the various tasks involved,

- shall be countersigned, if necessary, by the health

physics and afety department, which will take the

The concept of Computerized Management" of plant protection measures required for intervention tasks in

intervention tasks was developed by BELGATOM in radioactive areas,

1983 for the Belgian nuclear power plants of shall be supervised by the operation department of the

ELECTRABEL. plant, which will grant the work permits after safety

A first implementation of this concept was made at that measures have been taken which are required for

time for the Doel NPP under the name POPIT successful execution of the work (shut-down of the

(Programming Of Plant Intervention Tasks). concerned part of the facility and lockout of its various

components),

In 1988, it was decided to proceed to a functional shall be carried out by the authorized departments),
upgrade of the application, using advanced software and

hardware techniques and products, and to realize a shall be terminated by the operation department

second implementation in the Tihange NPP under the (removal of lockout, requalification tests, restartup,

name ACM (Application Consignation Maintenance). etc.)

The BELGATOM "Computerized Management of

I WHAT DOES THIS CONCEPT CONSIST OF? Plant Intervention Tasks" is organized around a data

base of all plant components that might be subjected to

The main objective of the "Computerized maintenance or lockout, and aims at managing, by means

Management of Plant Intervention Tasks'is to help the of art intelligent and configurable "mail service", the course

staff of a nuclear or conventional) power plant or of any of intervention requests as well as various treatments of

other complex industrial facility (chemical industries, those requests, in a safe and efficient way, adapted to

refineries,...) in panning, organizing and carrying out any each particular organization.

(preventive or corrective) maintenance task or adaptation

of the facility. Completely serving the main purpose defined

above of assisting the staff in charge of the various tasks

Considering the complexity of the facilities and the contributing to the realization of an intervention, the

measures necessary to ensure operational and personnel
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"Computerized Management of Plant Intervention
Tasks" allows to: 2. 1. The User" module

- reduce the number of lockouts, The "User" module allows to select among
- speed up the administrative operations before and personnel internal or external to the company) working

after the work i carried out, on the installation, those having access to the system.

- increase safety, The "Computerized Management of Plant
Interventions Tasks" applies to a large range of users.

- keep up a complete, unquestionable and easily The following examples are drawn from the application n
accessible history of interventions. a nuclear installation (NPP of Doel):

- the auxiliary operator who detects an abnormal
2. WHAT DOES THIS "COMPUTERIZED condition and encodes his work request for repair; or

MANAGEMENT" CONSIST OF? the same operator who is in charge of a lockout and
uses tags to padlock the euipment referenced on the

The 'Computerized Management of Plant list,
Intervention Tasks" consists of a group of interconnected - the agent responsible for ractioprotection who
functional modules acting on a unique and homogeneous
data base. authorizes and supervises the works in the area,

Two modules concern "stable entities": users on the - the executing agent who prepares his request for work
one lizard and equipment (in the broadest sense) on the permit or writes the report,
other. - the work supervisor who validates the requests from

The other modules concern entities with 'life agents under his leadership or shares out works
cycles" (i.e. entities which are born" and which "die" to required between his agents,
the rhythm of work in the facility), which formalize the - the maintenance engineer who plans the various works
course and treatment of any "intervention", from its of his section and attends for the follow-up,
beginning to its closure:

- the control engineer who words the safety instructions
- periodic procedure, or looks up the cur-rent works within the facility,
- work requests, - the production engineer who authorizes works, writes
- interventions, comments or looks up the progress of the various
- elementary tasks, works,
- requests for work permit,
- lockout/removal of lockout, - the shift supervisor who words tags and issues work
- requalifications. permits,

The life cycle of these entities is represented and - the staff who look up the statistics.
managed by hierarchized status (for instance: UNDER
DRAFFING, CURRENT, ACHIEVABLE, STANDBY, Each of these users is related to one organizational
TERMINATED, CLOSURE), which reflects the state of entity of the company and i aigned a "role" according
approval or ahievement of the "intervention": to his/her specific responsibilities within the

- the approval of a work request or the activation of a organization.
periodic procedure generates an intervention; This set of characteristics (connections, roles),

allows to define for each user, according to the "userid"
- this intervention is divided into elementary tasks and and the connection" he/she enters in the beginning of

subjected to lockout and work cleararice, - each work session, which operations he/she will be
- once the intervention is over, the lockout is removed authorized to cam out within the application, i.e. which

and, if need be, requalification is carried out; entities he/she may update and which status
modifications of entities with life cycle he/she may

- finally, the intervention is synthesized in an implement
intervention ummary before its closure (so that it can
be referred to, later on, for analysis), resulting in the
closure of the initial work request or in the return to 2.2. The -Equipement- module
standby of the original periodic procedure. The 'Equipment" module, whose only function

last module is dedicated to the technical and consists in managinf, cation files, is essentially
administrative management of the application iself, i.e. 'static". It strongly dYffera from the other modules of the
the management of its internal tables: status progress, "Computerized Management of Plant Interventions",
computer Transaction index of reference tables. which ensure the circulation of forms in a dynamic" way.

These tables are primarily managed by the The "Equipment" module includes all the facility
application managers and not by operational users. components that might be ubjected to:
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- either a maintenance task,

- or a lockout (i.e. padlocking in a special safety 2.3. The Teriodic Procedures" module
position for the intervention). To keep a facility in operating order in every

"Component" is to be understood in the broad circumstance also means to insure the operability of a
sense of the term. It may refer to equipment in the fluid high number of equipment on a periodic basis. Many
systems (for instance a pump, a valve, a tank, a pieces of equipment must also be subjected to periodic
compressor, a motor, and so on), to equipment or maintenance so as to remain in a good operating order.
elements in an electric system (a transformer, an inverter, The "Periodic Procedures" module is used to
a battery, a cabinet, a circuit breaker, etc.), as well as to manage preventive maintenance and periodic inspections.
equipment in an instrumentation and control system (a
recorder, an electronic card, a control charmer, etc.). It consists of a register of all periodic test,

The Equipment" data base allows to distinguish inspection or maintenance procedures (with their
between 'functional aspect' (role played by the characteristics), and offers all functionalities necessary to
component in a system of the facility) and "physical activate the unplernentation of these procedures:
aspect' (component iself of a particular brand and type). - according to the type of periodicity (should the

With each of these aspects the corresponding procedure be implemented every six months, every
characteristics are associated: 3,000 hours of operation, or during each yearly

overhaul of the facility ?) or according to other triggers;

- functional required characteristics and localization, - according to the previous implementation deadline and

- physical: installed characteristics and 'dimensional" the tme interval entered in the data base.
characteristics. The "Periodic Procedures" module acts a an

This distinction is important, as: 'automatic editor'of interventions.

- a 'functional role" can be played successively by
various components- of different brands and different 2.4. Other modules
types (but all complying with the required
characteristics) The other modules, which are modules of the

entities with le cycle, have the same functionalities, i.e.
- a particular "component" can play various "functional those allowing the evolution of the entity status

roles" for which the same characteristics are required, (intervention task, work permit, lockout, etc.) as it
and this all along the history of the facility, in progresses thr-ough the various departments.

particular for repair or maintenance requiring emoval of a This evolution of entities and the corresponding
component status can be adapted to the company organization and,

When you remove a component from te functional accordingly, are configurable.
role it was pLTying, the EquipmenC module maintains for
both entities their associated characteristics and keeps 2.4.1. The"WorkRequesemodule
track of past asociation history management).

The work request used in the "Computerized
In addition to information strictly necessary to Management of Plant Interventions Tasks' is a request

intervention management and follow up functional and in the strict sense of the word: the work itseJf is covered
physical marks, localization, identification of technical by another concept, different from the work request,
specifications, lockout status, etc.), the 'Equipment' generally called "Intervention'. This structure was
module aows dynamic and flexible input of all the necessary to manage these interventions without any

-- mponent maintenance (ie.: distinction of Origm, whether they are of corrective nature,
sizes, type of materials, type of seals, trque required,...). i.e. resulting from work requests, or of preventive nature,

In addition to "functional and physical' i.e justified by periodic procedures-
equipment, other specification files are managed in the
"Equipment"module. These are specification files relatmg 2.4.2. The1ritervention"module
to constructors (of physical euipment), rooms (where
functional equipment is installed) and reference Most of the interventions and, in any case, those of
documents operating anuals, flow diagrams, circuit preventive nature, are repetitive and therefore clearly
sheets, logic diagrams, ...). identical from one case to another. Consequently, the

Therefore tis system s an important part of the 'Computerized Management of Plant Interventions"
"Configuration Management'system. allows to create interventions on the asis of "standard"

interventions or combinations of "standard" interventions
which are stored in a "Standard Intervention Ubrary".
The latter is created eithe a priori (i.e. as a preparatory
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effort), or progressively with the creation of specific print a certain number of statistics concerning entities
interventions. with a ife cycle.

In each of the 'Work request' and 'Intervention"
2.4.3. The "Request for Work Permit" module modules there eists a functionality aowing

The 'Request for Work Permit" is a series of
supplementary information associated with interventions 3.1. to select the required entities with a life cycle on
requiring a 'work permit' and, possibly, padlocking. the basis of one or more criteria:

Therefore the "Request for Work Perinit" module is - the functional equipment to which the entity with a life
closely related to the "Intervention" module: a request for cycle refers
work permit is univocally connected with an intervention,
whereas an itervention is not necessarily connected with the issuing period of the entity

a request for work permit - the requester (i.e. the person that introduced the 'Work

In addition to the information connected with the request')
permit itself (names of the persons intervening in the - the cell to which the requester belongs
authorization process, ...), the request for work permit
may contain a eries of istructions and data, e.g. a hot of - the cell executing the 'Intervention'
instructions to be observed before, during and after an
intervention. This hot is established by the control - the required operating conditions of the Plant
department, but cart be completed by instructions from - the urgency of the execution of the ntervention'
the radioprotection agent and the padlocking manager

(Production department). 3.2. to display and, if necessary, to print a statistical

Relating a re uest for work permit to an table listin& status per status (of the "Work
intervention immediauy causes an intervention to follow Request' or the "intervention)
a more complex course (supplementary sanctioning
phases, control phases, ...). - the total number of entities with a ife cycle concerned

Similar to the "Interventiorf'module a "standard" - the number of entities per urgency level
Request for Work Permit Libr can be created to - the number of entities to realize for the next revision
facilitate the generation of CZ. requests for work period
Permit

Statistics Selection Screen

2.4.4. The Tadlocking" module T40?? 2��i'%A&-M-jj
ttt P� ;iiau

$TAT= Ztre W�
A padlocking operation consists in a series of

NbDT__

lockouts. Each of these affects a functional component
and specifies how it should be locked type of lodcout) Dt. d. i.

and unlocked. It also specifies the location of the lockout
(on the component itself, at the control desk, i a power Zt.t
supply cabinet, ...) as well as a status reflecting the Calprogress of the lockout

Lib.1

Each padlocking operation can cover a series of
requests for work permit i.e. a series of interventions.

.................. ..
AMiM Wi-.t. iSimilar to the two preceding modules, a library of 702.HRLP F03-=IT

.standard' padlockings can be created within the
Tadlocking- module.

It should be noted that the "Lockout Removal of
Lockout" module includes the capacity to verify that no
lockout line of a padlocking operation conflicts with
another lockout - eisting or in progress. If necessary this
conflict is reported to the operator, with indication of the
conflicting lockouts.

3. STATISTICAL UNCIIONS

The "Computerized Management of Plant
Intervention Tasks" offers the possibility to consult or to
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Statistics Screen to 90.000 functional components (functional roles) and

T4007 Tb1... Stti.tiW.. de. VT 61.MIO-4e. AA-W-JJ their physical counterparts (material components).
ttt n IM111 JW:M;3S

S�TDT P-- F3 O- -t- a 16�_ 6. 61.cli_ As for the components with a ife cycle, it was
Li--- PPP TO PPP OF PPP found on the basis of the M statistics that per year:

st.t.t Ttal U.J. I U.� 2 Vqj�. 3 Rfi�i.i_
------------ ------ --------- ...... --------- --------

PPPP9PPPPPYV ppppj,? VPVPV DVVPP ppppp PPRYP - 8.000 to 10.000 work requests were emitted
PPPPPPPP2PPP PPPPV PPPPP ppppp PVPPV YPPPP
PFPPPPPPPFVP ppppp FPF" PPPVP PFFPV ppppp 10-000 to 15.000 interventions were realized.
P pppppppppp PPPPP VPPPP PPPPV 1PPPPP ppppp
PFFPPPPPPP9P RPM? "PFP ppppp VPVPP PPPVPpppppppppppp PPPPI? PFPPP RPM ppppp PPPFP The standard unit library actually contains:
PM MP FPFVP PPVFF PPFVV ppppp PVPPP
pppppppppppp PFFPP PPP" P"" ppppp "FPF - from 1.000 to 1.500 Standard Interventionsppppppppp PF F FV PPPPP VFFFF PPFPP p2ppr
pppppppppppp P PP PPPPP PPPPP PPPFP PPPPP
PPPPPPFPPPP PPPPV FP"F PPPPP VVPPP PFPPP - from 700 to 800 Standard Padlockings,pppppppppppp PPFPP PPPPP PPPPV PFFPP ppppp------------ -------- --------- --------- --------- ......-

ppppp PPP" PPPPP PPPPP PPPPP
--------------------- -------- ZONE Mashalt ------------------------------ each comprising on average 10 lines of Standard

FOI.HRLP F03.MMIT F10-PRINr Lockout.

Owing to the better organization of the activity
and the better grouping of tasks it induces, the

4. MAN-MACHINE MERFACE "Computerized Management of Plant Interventions" also
allows

The 'Computerized Management of Plant
Interventions' offers the user a complete set of tools to reduce the number of interventions during a refueling

- colour interface, outage,
to better spread out the evolution of the number of

- dynamic and customized menus, tasks from the beginning until the end of the refuelmg

- transition between the transactions by menus and/or outage,
directly by mnemonic codes fom most of the screens, as is shown by the two diagrams in the following

- HELP per screen and per input area (field) dynarnic figure.
HELP according to the pvileges of the agent and the Number of Interventions during outage
status of the form,

- generalized ZOOM function before

This function allows to provide the agent with more 40M -

complete information about any entity referenced on
screen by its identifier. For example: direct access 4= -

from the screen to all the equipment characteristics of
the work request associated with this piece of
equipment

- generalized 3T function.
When encoding any codified area (i.e. a field into 2=

which an encoded value has to be entered), this law
function allows the user to display the list of the
authorized codes in this area, MM

- generalized COMMENT function.

For each entity managed by the application the user 3/4/W 17/"/M

has the opportunity to encode a comment (up to 260
lines),

- UNDO function.
It alows the user to come back to the previous step for
some entities or transactions if an operation has been
asked erroneously,

- possibilities of on-line query of information through a
whole range of selection criteria.

5. SOME FIGURES

Per 1000 MW nuclear unit, it can be assumed that
the 'Equipment" module data base includes from 70.000
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after Remark:

The notable difference etween the disk
configurations of POPIT and ACM (IBM version and
VAX version) is due to several reasons of which the most

4WD important are:

- the "Equipment" data base is at present much more
important (number of parameters per component,
distinction functional/physical, ...) in ACM than it is
in PPrF,

jam S - the code of the ACM application program is more
capacious than that of POPIT because it w a s
generated by a tool of the 4GL type (IEF),

- the operating system and the RDBMS take much more
space on IBM and on VAX don on TANDEM.

7. INVESTMENTS, DEVELOPMENT AND DATA
GATHERING

6. EXISTING CONFIGURATIONS For a nuclear site it is interesting to have an idea
ofThe two presently eisting implementations of the

"Computerized Management of Plant Interventions" - the required inveshnentB (hardware and software),
(POPIT in Doel and ACM in Tihange) have been
developed with different hardware and software, taking - the development "from scratch" effort for the
into account the distinct evolution of computerization on application program,
the two sites. - the 'Equipment" data base construction effort, i.e. the

POPIT has been developed and works on gathering of information scattered in numerous
TANDEM NON STOP hardware (CLX 760 with 6 CPUs, documents or partial files.
98 Mb of internal memory and disks with a total capacity The cost of plant intervention computerization
of 42 Gb, which have all been mirrored, i.e. duplexed). mainly depends on the specificity of each site:
The application is written in COBOL, on the basis of
"NON STOP SL", the RDBMS of TANDEM. - the size of the plant,

160 terminals and more than 90 printers are - the availability of both a physical "network" and a
connected to the system via an Ethernet" network serving "computer room" connectable to the net and providing
the whole Doel site. External connections (in particular sufficient space for new computers,
for the maintenance team located in Brussels) can be - the full-time availability of a hierarchical plant staff
obtained either via the X25 national network, or via the
SNA network of the utility ELECTRABEL. member, who is an expert in the field (i.e. operation),

ACM has been developed and works on IBM - the cost of both development effort and data gathering
compatible hardware (Comparex 891, 256 Mb of effort, depending on:
internal memory and disks with a total capacity of 18 Gb, - the site work organization (its complexity, its
which have all been mirrored). The application is written homogeneity,...),
in COBOL via the 4GL EF of Texas Instruments, on the
basis of DBZ the RDBMS of IBM. - the degree of computerization of the organization,

150 workstations and more than 30 high output - the importance of the "Equipmene' data base that has
printers are connected to the system via 6 Ethernet' already been built up in the computer,
networks (DECNET). - the applied mputer tols.

On the basis of the portability guaranteed by the The cost breakdown can be summarized as
IEF product, a migration of the application to a DEC follows:
environment is currently in progress (two clustered
VAX 6620, each of 63 VUPS, 384 MB RAM and a disk 1 Ivestment costs
capacity of 21 Gb, of which 7 have been mirrored). The - Hardware Operating Systems 
change of the eisting version to the version on VAX is
planned for the end of 93/beginning of 9C Basic Software (RDB + ACMS)

- Type 4GL development tool

2. Development effort

- Conceptual and functional analysis
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- Application program - status and different evolution phases of entities,

development - gouping into modules,
User m� - man-machine
implementation interface,
documentation - etc.

- First evolutive maintmane The ACM application having been achieved with a
3. Data gathering effort case-tool (the IEF tool) that is portable on many

platforms including IBM, VAX and TANDEM) and on
- importing of e)&ting computerized data numerous RDBMS (DBZ RDB, ORACLE,...), we can

- staff supervision of gathering teams - either adapt this application to other needs if these are
- gathering eams similar to the needs the system already meets, or

- use a number of technical modules that have been
S. ADAPTABILITY OF THE BELGATOM TOOLS developed for and corporated 'into this application,

The figures produced for the 'development efforts' if more m-depth remodelling is found necessary, or
are valid for the development of an application 'from - re-develop a new application based on the concepts
scratch'. These efforts can of course be reduced if there is and philosophy of the Computerized Management of
a possibility to import the whole or part of an edsting Intervention Tasks, if the caee-tool that it was used for
concept (eg. the Computerized Management of Plant ACM cannot be adapted to the hardware and
Interventions') or, better still, of an edsting application software used on a particular site.
(e.g. ACM or POPIT).

Providing that the general philosophy and 9. CONCLUSIONS
concepts of the 'Computerized Management of
Intervention Tasks' are respected, and thanks to the The 'Computerized Management of Plant
modular design of this system, ahnost aything can be Intervention Tasks' considerably improves safety and
adapted or modified to meet the requirements specifi t efficiency of maintenance works in the plant

the facility: Its versatility and the use of advanced software

- access permit philosophy, engineering techniques allow a cost effective
implementation, minimizing the impact on esting

- grouping of physical and fimcdonal equipment organization and procedures.

- number and type of entities, with life cycle,

Functional logic diagram

Executed
Manual A
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PrepawL ot Padlocking drn strative lckotit

the Intervention _� Control 7 Control

Aut1wrization w
PW DW4 ExeciAlon

'__1 -
RWWbn protedion Lilting of radlatbn

measures protectim
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STEAM GENERATOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
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Fax. 201)-316-7883

IN'fRODUCTION Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking(PWSCC in
the tube to tubesheet roll transition has been a wide

Corrosion of steam generator tube has resulted in spread problem in the Recirculation Steam
the need for extensive repair and replacement of Generators(RSG) during this period. Although
steam generators. Over the past two decades, steam significant progress has been made in resolving this
generator problems in the United States were viewed problem, considerable work still remains. One typical
to be one of the most significant contributor to lost problem in the Once Through Steam Generator(OTSG)
generation in operating PWR plants. When the was the tube support plate broached hole fouling which
SGOG-I(Stearn Generator Owners Groups) was affects the OTSG steam generating capacity due to
formed in early 1977, denting was responsible for excessive pressure drop across the tube support plates.
almost 90 % of the tube plugging. By the end of OTSG owners group has developed both mechanical and
1982, this figure was reduced to less than 2 chemical cleaning process and an upgraded secondary
During the existence of SGOG-H(from 1982 to water chemistry in resolving these problems. The OTSG
1986), IG A/ SCC(Intergranular Attack/ Stress performance has been greatly improved since OTSG
Corrosion Cracking) in the tube sheet, primary side plants implemented chemical cleaning and morpholine
SCC, pitting, and fretting surfaced as the primary water chemistry.
causes of tube degradation. Although significant
process has been made with wastage and denting, the The SGOG project oicially ended December 31,1986.
utilities experience shows that the percentage of A six year Steam Generator Reliability Program(SGRP)
reactors plugging tubes and the percenage of tubes under the EPRI base program began January 1 1987.
being plugged each year has remained relatively SGRP continued to address the generic steam generator
constant. The diversity of the damage mechanisms problems facing nuclear utilities. In order to develop
means that no one solution is likely to resolve a appropriate strategies to cope with the tube degradation
problems. The task of maintaining steam generator problems, SGRP has performed the statistical
integrity continues to be formidable and challenging. evaluations to model the progression of damage

mechanism aimed at accurate prediction of the defect
As the older problems were brought under control, growth rate of various mechanisms such that long term
many new problems emerged. SGOG-H(Stearn trends can be developed. Analysis of the behavior of
Generator Owners Group program from 1982 to group of plants indicate that insights on the potential
1986) has focused on these problem areas such as behavior of a specific plant may be developed from the
tube stress corrosion cracking(SCC) and observed behavior at other plants.
intergranular attack(IGA) in the open tube sheet
crevice primary side tube cracking, pitting in the SGRP has provided utilities with tube inservice
lower span, and tube fretting in preheated section inspection guidelines(ISI Guideline) including ISI
and anti-vibration bar(AVB) locations. Performance Demonstration program to help utilities to
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improve tube inspection accuracy and sensitivity. CURRENT STATUS OF STEAM GENERATOR
SGRP has also updated the Secondary Chemistry OPERATION AND PERFORMANCE
Guidelines(Rev.3) and worked on the advanced
amine application guidelines to better protect the Figure I shows the causes of steam generator plugging
steam generator tube from corrosion. from 1973 to 1991. In the early years denting was

responsible for almost 90 % of the tube plugging. A
SGRP has promoted Steam Generator Degradation significant progress has been made to combat denting by
Specific Mnangement(SGDSM) program in the past improving the secondary water chemistry in the RSG
two years. The USNRC indicates support of the having drilled tube support plates. In recent years
owners group generic approach. The objective is denting has been decreased to less than 2 as shown in
by leaving defective tubes in service with acceptable Figure 1. From 1982 to 1986, primary side IGA/ SCC,
small amplitube eddy current indication(s) within the pitting, PWSCC(Primary Water SCC) in the tube sheet,
tube support plate or the tube sheet. Some pitting, and fretting surfaced as the primary causes of
European utilities have implemented these alternate steam generator tube degradation. This trend continued
tube plugging critera in a much aggressive manner. from 1987 to 1991.
The industry has identified the "lead plants" and w 57-

submit the generic alternate repair criteria(ARC) for L�,� C_ SA. r- P",

USNRC approval. The success of the ARC depends WD

on utilities ability to demonstrate the eddy current
inspection performance quality and the reliability
and repeatability of the on line leakrate monitoring
technique.

The steam generator owners group program has
been estructured and become Steam Generator
Management PTcject(SGMP) since March, 1993.
Approximately half of the estimated expense w be 2D V

contributed from EPRI's base program and the 10
remaining from member co-funding and Tailored
Collaboration(TC) contributions. SGNP-I willfocus n M W W W 9,

on pro-active projects such as corrosion inbihitors, Y_
advanced water chemistry, sludge and fouling control, Last yar, the smal amplitude %ignal/ noise' indications
tube ISI improvement, thermal hydraulic code became the center stage of steam generator tube
enhancement, advanced leak detection methods, and problem. The TorJan problem and Palo Verde incident
specific damage-form detection and prevention. Ile brought new concerns to the nuclear industry. Tube
pro-active program will maintain the tube integrity to IntergTanular Ataack/ Stress Corrosion
assure reliable operation of the steam generators for Cracking(IGA/SCC) at the tube support plate, in the
the design life of the plant, while the alternate tube tubesheet crevice, and in the sludge piles or under the
repair cteria are only buying times for the defective deposit layer will be the dominant issues facing the
steam generators. The pro-active approach is the nuclear utilities in the coming years.
optimum way to manage the Steam Generators from
both an economical and regulatory standpoint. A number of PWRs in the United States, as well as in

Japan and Germany, have experienced reductions in
The history of SGOG/SGRP work from 1977 steam generator pressure, which has been severe enough
through 1992 is an indicator of the steam generator to result in decreased electrical output. At a number of
problems and performance during this period. plants the trend of steam generator pressure over time

has been characterized by step change decreases in
To maintain steam generator integrity is a pressure, typically associated with a reactor trip or
challenging and expensive task; however, it is shutdown followed by a gradual partial recovery of
manageable. Each nuclear utility should have their pressure. This also happened to the Once Through
steam generator strategic management program in Steam Generator in that the downcomer level icreases
place at the begining of plant life in order to avoid due to tube bundle fouling and results in decreased unit
the pre-matured permanent plant shutdown or the power output.
costly steam generators replacement.
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Approximately one-third of the PWRs are A number of U.S. and non-U. S. nuclear power plants
experiencing a degradation of steam generator have experienced a gradual degradation in steam
performance. The preheater-type steam generators generator performance and reported a loss in reduction
tend to expeience degradation more quickly than the of power output ranging fm 3 to megawatts. The
nonpreheater types. The fouling factor calculations step changes in steam pressure which have been
that were performed by one of EPRI contractor observed in these units may be the results of partial
suggest that a fouling factor of 1.5 x lE-04 h sq.ft. exfoliation of tube OD deposits. These step changes in
F/Btu could result in a decrease in steam generator pressure are typically associated with reactor trips or
pressure of approximately 75 psi. This is comparable shutdowns. Each exIbliation event(cooldown or thermal
to the magnitude of the pressure losses being transient) produces a step change reduction in steam
experienced by operating units. Data supplied by pressure, and then it is followed by a gadually but
Mishubishi Heavy Industry(MIM provides a incomplete recovery of lost pressure during subsequent
correlation between fouling factor and scale operation.
thickness. This correlation suggests that a deposit
with a thickness of mils would results in a fouling (3)FORCED OUTAGES
factor of 15 x I OE-04 h sq. ft. F/Btu.

Forced outages not only cause a loss of production, but
Ile performance and reliability of steam generators also are expensive. In 1991 there were four forced
can be assessed by the statistical data from the outages in the US. due to steam generator tube leaks.
experience of tube plugging, lost of generation, unit This compares with five forced outages in the U.S. in
forced outages, and the thermal hycraulic 1990 and an average of eleven forced outages per year
performance. from 1976 to 1991. The statistic shows an improving

trend, the long range goal of utilities is to have no
forced outage due to steam generator tube leak. Most

(1) TUBE PLUGGING of tube failures in the RSGs occur at the upper tube
bundle near AVB, U-Bend, or top support palte. Tube

During the last 10 years the average percentage of failure in the OTSG units usually occurs in the top span
reactors plugging steam generator tubes has been near the upper tubesheet or the 15th tube support plate,
45 %. The trend has not changed significantly. In due to high 3cle fatigue. A sall tube imperibction can
1991, 50% of the operating units were required to propagate to a tube ruptuTe in a relatively short duration
plug steam generator tubes. The number of tubes in without any precursory indications. Figures 2 and 3
service has risen from less than 200,000to more than illustrate the characteristic of primary to secondary
2.9million in 1991. The percentage of tubes plugged leakrate during tube rupture or tube failure events of
per year over the last 10 years has averaged 023 different kinds happened in recent years. A tube
percent. This trend has decreased from an average rupture event is a tube failure when the leakrate
of 039% from 1971 through 1979, to 023% from exceeding the makeup or charging pump capacity. Early
1982 through 1991. However, steam generator tube detection of a tube leak and timely shutdown of the unit
degradation is still widely occurring, and utilities are will prevent the undesirable tube rupture event.

required to take expensive remedial action to

maintain the integrity of the operating stem Figurre 2

generators. MIHAMA-2 AND PALO VERDE SGTR EVENTS
P/S E."IE PR" -D DUR.� WR

00

(2) LOST GENERATION 35 -

XG 

During the last ten years, the capacity factor loss for 2 -

U.S. PNM's due to steam generator problems has 200 -

averaged 34%. In 1991 the capacity factor loss was ISO

2.4 %. The average capacity factor of all U.S. PWR IW

units in 1991 was a record high of 71.8%. The

capacity factors of OTSG units were greater than

80% in 1992, with two plants approaching 100%.
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Figure 3 has been able to retard the fouling in the tube bundle,
TUBE 1`�UPTURE P/S LEAKRATE thus postponed the need for chemical cleaning. Those

_-Z M-2 WIN OTSG& which have been chemically cleaned and

changed to morpholine chemistry were operating at a

6 like new condition with a controlled fouling rate of less
than 4 per year.

Most of the OTSG s have eyperienced thermal hydraulic
instability at partial load operation. The instability

2 range were fi-oni 60 % to 70 % of full power. When the
I unit is operated in this range, the OTSG pressure,
0 a a a downcorner level and reactor coolant temperatures

fluctuate, which resulted in an unstable operating
situation. The downcomer orifice opening and system

25 90 130 IOW 4 700 5700 static and dynamic unbalance are believed to be the
"A. -. 11S causes of the problem.

(4) THERMAL HYDRALUC PERFORMANCE
N CE Steam Generator System 0

Stearn generator operation and performance
problems can be catagorized into two goups, namely EPRI study has identified an area in the CE System 0
tube integrity and thermal hydraulic performance. steam generators having very high void fraction and high
Degraded thermal hydraulic performance has been velocity field, which has led to serious under deposit
mainly due to secondary side fouling of the steam corrosion and resulted in a fish-mouth tube rupture.
generators with deposits built up on the tube outside EPRI's thermal hydraulic analysis has determined the
surface or in the tube support plates. The effect on conditions in the upper hot log region conductive to
the RSGs is decreasing steam generator outlet fouling and sludge deposition. The transient analysis
pressure and lost of generated power. The was also be able to evaluate the ffect of downcomer
secondary side fouling in the OTSGs wl result in an oscillaions of Parb Verde-2 steam generators which had
increase of the OTSG downcomer level and been observed for a few months pior to March 1993
reduction of unit output. tube rupture. Initial analysis indic4ted that high velocity

regions in the upper hot leg side as well as high void
(a) Once Through Steam Generator(OTSG) fraction of appro)dmately 90 %, which may create a re-

circulation zone in the upper tube bundle region and
Thermal Hydraulic performance of the OTSGs result in heavy deposit buildup with the detrimental
would be significantly affected by tube bundle fouling sulfate enviroment. The undesirable thermal hydraulic
due to corrosion product transport to the steam performance may indirectly result in under deposit
generator from the balance of the plant. When the IGSCC and tube fatigue or wear failure. Parlo Verde
level encroaches the feedwater nozzles located at the will pull tubes to determine the root cause of tube
top of the downcomer, the heating steam is blocked rupture and may perfbrm 100 % eddy current infections
and the power has to be educed in order to bring of tubes in two other C-E plants on the same site.
downcomer level to below the maximum allowable
limit. ATHOS3 thermal hydraulic code can also be used to

perform flow field calculation for tube fatigue and wear
AU of the OTSG units which encountered severe analysis. The results have been verified with the actual
tube support plate fouling have executed partially steam gnerator perfbrmance. This Code has been used
tube bundle chemical cleaning and changed to to evaluate effects of different blowdown rates on void
morpholine water chemistry. Chemical cleaning has fraction and velocity field in the tube sheet region in one
been very effective by moving a of the deposits type of Westinghouse recirculation steam generator as
from the broached holes of the support plates and well as for C-E System 80.
restored the tube bundle cleanliness to a like new
condition. Morpholine a volatile water treatment (c) Westinghouse Design Steam Generators
minimizes the iron transport to the steam generator,
thus reduced the fouling rate of the tube bundle. In There were ocasionally tube fitilum or rupture at the top
a moderately fouled OTSG, morpholine chemistry support plate when the anti-vibration bar(AVB) in the
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region was not propoerly installed. Japanese study One effective method of holding down IGA/ SCC due to
concluded that the causes of tube rupture and electrochemical corrosion potential is to add an oxygen
damage to the adjacent tubes at Mihama-2 were that scanvenger to the feedwater. Since IGA/SCC
these tubes experienced fatigue break or wear accelerates intheoxidizingenviroment, thereducing
thinning as fluid elastic vibration occurred at the U- condition produced byhydrazine orother advanced
bend section of the tubes and the vibration chemicals decelerates these form of corrosion.
amplitude had not been restricted, because of the
significant lack of insertion of AVBs. Inspection Boric acid on the other hand, can reduce plugging or
after the tube rupture event, revealed that high cycle sleeving rates in plants with IG A/ SCC problems. Boric
fretting fatigue caused crack at the No. 6 tube support acid appears to be especially helpful in plants with
plate, while the crevice of the tube to No.6 support copper aoys in the balance of plant. For AVT
plate had been filled with iron oxide(a fixed support chemstry plants, the volatile ammonia goes in the steam
condition). The flow elastic vibration analysis phase in two-phase flow regions, reducing its
showed that the maximum stability ratio of the effectiveness in wet-steam areas; therefore, increase
broken tube with the dispersion range considered corrosion product transport into the steam generators.
(with impropered AVB insertion) was more than Now, some plants have switched over to morpholine,
Therefore, there was a potential for fluid elastic which is less volatile than hydrazine. EPRI research has
vibration to occur under this condition. Based on identified other amines that have more favorable
utilities operating experience, most of the tube properties than morpholine, which are currently under
failures at the top support plate and AVB region tests in three U.S. PWR plants. Prelinimary results
were due to high cycle fatigue caused by fluid elastic indicated a higher pH from a smaller amount of an
vibration. advanced arnine, reduced iron input, and a small

increase in cation conductivity. The result is promissing.
(d) QTSG Lane and Wedge Tube Failure

Chemical additives to the caustic enviroment can change
Corrosion assisted high cycle fatigue(HCF) has been IGSCC behavior markedly. The rate of intergranular
the damage mechanism responsible for leaking tubes crack growth in alloy 600 in a caustic eviroment
in OTSG's, and most of the leaker outages were depends on the electrochemical potential. The presence
caused by lane region leakers. The lane and wedge of sulfate in a caustic enviroment icrease the SCC ack
tubes are located in a relatively high cross steam growth rate, but does not alter the SCC potential range.
flow area and potentially high moisture and Titanium ode, zinc phosphate, cerium chlorideand zinc
contaminant carTy-over zone. B&W has oxide increase the resistance to SCC by increasing the
recommended that tubes located in these potential potential, at which there is onset of SCC, from
fatigue failure area be preventively sleeved to the approximately 150 rnV to 200 mV. EPRI's pilot test
top tube support plate. Sleeve tubes will have better program is currently on going. Titania-Silica sol gel and
fluid elastic instability margin and improved HCF Defussa Anatase formulated by Rockwell is being tested
strength. Since the OTSGs utitilites implemented in two US. PWR plants and one Belgium plant. Model
the suggested preventive measures and improved the boiler tests will continue for at least 2 years with
secondary water chemistry starting 1986, tube fatigue shutdowns and tube NDE examinations, every 46
failure in the Once Through Steam Generator has months. Cerium acetate plant test is planned for
deminished. October 1993 under EPRI steam generator management

program.

MAJOR SPECIFIC DEFECT MECHANISM STEAM GENERATOR -NLAINTENANCE

The following are the major specific tube (1) Steam Generator Tube Plug ftgft
degradation mechanism , which may imply There are many types bf plugs being used in the
alternative tube repair criteria: steam generators to remove defective tubes from service,

namely: Mechanical Expatided Plug(Ribbed Plug),
(1) Primary Water Stress Corrosion Rolled Plug, Explosive Welded Plug, Manually Welded

Cracking(PWSCC- P*/P*) Plug, Remote Welded Plug, and Tapered Plug. In the
(2) Secondary Side IGA/SCC 70s and 80s, thermally treated Aoy 600 material were

at TSPs or TS Crevice used for a types of plugs installed in the steam
(3) Sludge Pile IGA/SCC generators. During routine maintenance operations,
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several utilities reported observing water dripping subjected to various corrosion tests as of to date.
from steam generator tube ends plugged with
Westinghouse mechanical plugs in the fall of 1989. (2) STEAM GENERATOR TUBE SLEEVING
Plants using BW rolled or ribbed plugs also
reported detection of stress corrosion cracking in the Tube sleeving is an alternate tube repair method to
same time frame. keep the defective tubes in service and preserve the

capacity of the steam generator when massive repair is
The time characteristic for the initiation of PWSCC required. The Uer" tube degradation mechanism in
is a function of residual stress, plug operating RSG is IGA/ SCC in tubesheet or support plate crevices
temperature, and material microstructure. Typically, or at roll transitions. The most firequent tube failure in
for mechanically expanded plugs, when cracking the Once Through Steam Generator(OTSG) has been
occurs it is mostly axially oriented or; if high cycle fatigue failure in the top span of the tube
circumferentially oriented, the cracking has been bundle located in the lane and wedge area. The sleeve
limited in axial extent in the plug shell when it keeps tubes in service and eliminates the thermal
progresses through wall. For rlled plugs, most of degradation that would occur if the tubes were plugged.
the indications were found in the heel transition Preventive sleeving of the OTSG lane and wedge tubes
region. The indications appeared to be single and in the potential fatigue failure area will eliminate costly
multiple cracks in both the circuferential and axial and unscheduled tube leaker outages and prevent tube
direction. rupture due to corrosion assisted high cycle fatigue.

There are various sleeve designs offered by different
Beginning in 1983, with increased cracking in mill vendors. The following are four bacic types of sleeve
annealed(MA) Aoy 600, more detailed studies were being used in the nuclear steamgenerators:
undertaken to arrive at a clearer understanding of
the factors which contribute to PWSCC susceptibility. (a) Hybrid Expansion Joint Sleeve
It is also found that microstructures characterized (b) Mechanical Rolled Joint Sleeve
predominantly by intergranular carbides display (c) TIG Welded Sleeve
greater PWSCC resistance than those with less (d) Laser Welded Sleeve
intergranular and more inimgranular carbide
distribution. The relative grain crbide distribution The sleeve material shall be made from Alloy 690 in
depends directly on the carbon contentthe grain size, accordance with ASME SB-l 63, Code Case N474-1, and
the final ill annealed temperature and the with EPRI specification for Alloy 690 tubing material.
subsequent thermal treatment of the fal product. After the fal tube reduction, all tubing shall be

thermally treated in accordance with EPRI specification.
Westinghouse has performed a series of corrosion Metallographic evaltiation shall be performed in each lot
tests in late 1999, and a micro-structural of tubing after fal ml annealing and thermal
classification of the grain boundary carbide treatment. It shall be evaluated to verify that the
distribution for a number of plugs undergone tests desired carbide microstructure has been achieved. The
were categorized. These studies consistently grain size shall be ASTM 59 per ASTM E-1 12. All
indicated that plugs with continuous grain boundary tubing shall be UT and eddy current examined. A
carbide had a greater resistance t PWSCC than moderate SI N ratio of less than 7 is prefer-able in order
those with semicontinuous grain boundary carbides to enhance the inspection sen sitibity, which is especially
which were in turn generally more resistance to important when a smal amplitude imperfection existed
PWSCC than plugs with discontinuous grain in the eddy current low sensitivity region. Meeting these
boundary carbides. material requirements will ensure that the installed

sleeve will last for the design life.
Since the detection of Alloy 600 plug problem in late
90s, both BW and Westinghouse have expeditly REFERENCES
developed Alloy 690TT plugs to replace the defective
Alloy 600 plugs. Based on a review of corrosion test (1) EPRI Steam Generator Progress Report-Rev.8,1992
results performed by EPRI, BW and others, it can (2) Utilities Experience Reports, SGRP TAG Meeting
be concluded that Alloy 690 displays superior (3) OTSG Trending Report - th Edition
corrosion resistance than Alloy 600. No indication of (4) NUREG/ CR-5016 Compendium and Comparison of
intergranular stress corrosion cracking has been International Practice for Plugging Repair
observed in Aoy 690 samples that have been (5) EPRI NP-7524 Stearn Gen. Performance
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ABSTRACT 0 Review of historical maintenance requests and design
changes that had had been made to improve system

The steam generator blowdown (SGBD) system is used to performance.
remove impurities from the steam generators in order to * Review of the SGBD performance and its design
maintain steam generator (SG) water chemistry within capability, including line velocities, to support
specifications. The oginal SGBD systems at Diablo Canyon recommended blowdown design flow rates.
power plant (DCPP) were designed in the early 1970's, and 0 Review of the Steam Generator Owner's Group (SGOG)
since that time the industry I has changed its practices regarding and Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
water chemistry. DCPP has operated its SGBD system above reconimendationS3 were made and compared with the
its design flow rate. This resulted in a history of high DCPP design.
maintenance and unreliable operation. Subsequently, DCPP
implemented extensive modifications in order to accommodate Based on the above and the historical trend of increasing
the higher industry standard2 flow rates. These modifications blowdown flow rates, it was recommended4 that the recycle
resulted in a more reliable and rugged system. Additionally, (flash tank) system, which was designed for 0.5% Main
significant savings were realized due to an increase in net plant Steaming Rate (MSR), be upgraded to 1.0% MSR. The
output and a reduction in the required plant makeup water by blowdown should be routed entirely through the recycle
recovering steam generator blowdown. portion of the blowdown system. This is equivalent to

approximately 400 gallons per minute (GPM) hot, or 300 GPM
INTRODUCTION cold.

The SGBD systems for both nits at DCPP required Implementation of the SGBD project recomniendations.
frequent maintenance. Components, such as the flash tank and resulted in replacement of the existing flash tank, controls, and
blowdown tank required extensive repairs during each outage. selected piping and valves. The components were sized for
Associated piping, blowdown flow control valves and high higher flow rates and made of materials that are better suited to
pressure drop valves required frequent repair and/or the harsh operating conditions.
replacement. These maintenance concerns were determined to
be the result of: SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

• Operating the blowdown system beyond component design The SGBD system (Figure 1.0) is used to remove
flow rates. impurities from the shell side of the steam generators, and

• Unavoidable, adverse fluid conditions in the blowdown provide smpling functions for the secondary system water

(two phase flow due to flashing of saturated liquid). chemistry. During plant operation, impurities introduced into
• Materials which were not compatible with operating the steam generator are concentrated in the shell-side water.

conditions. Corrosion and wear products, main condenser leakage,
• Severe pressure and level control problems due to an contaminated makeup water, and primary-to-secondary leakage

undersized flash tank. are all possible sources of impurities that may have undesirable
effects on the SG performance and durability. These

Engineering personnel performed an evaluation of the concentrated impurities must be removed to maintain the steam
SGBD system with a goal to improve the maintainability, generator water chemistry within specifications.

reliability and effectiveness. The evaluation included the While the plant is operating, a small amount of shell-side
following key activities: water is continuously bled from the bottom of each SG. This

water flows through containment isolation valves to the
blowdown flash tank (Refer to Figure 20) where part of the
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water flashes to steam and is vented to either the main Water Chemistry:
condenser or the number 3 feedwater heater. The water that
remains in the flash tank is cooled by maincondensate in the Frequent shutdown of the system for maintenance
blowdown heat exchangers, purified in the blowdown created unacceptable water chemistry conditions in the
dernineralizers, and finally returned to the system via the main steam generators which in turn contributed to steam
condenser hotwell. In addition, a small portion of the generator degradation.
blowdown water is directed to the Secondary Sampling System
where it is analyzed to determine steam generator pH,
conductivity, sodium, and chloride concentrations. The SGBD SYSTEM EVALUATION
blowdown water may be directed to the blowdown tank.

An evaluation of each of the above concerns is
Prior to modification, both the blowdown tank and the summarized below4:

flash tank were used continuously to blowdown 1% MSR.
Approximately 35 percent of the blowdown flow flashed to Erosion, Maintenance and Water Chemistry:
steam in the blowdown tank and was vented to the atmosphere.
The remaining liquid was normally discharged by gravity to Generally, the blowdown flows out of the steam
the ocean via the outfall structure. generators at saturated conditions 05 psia) and starts to

flash immediately. The flashing increases as the pressure
MAINTENANCE AND OPERAT10NAL CONCERNS drops in the piping and valves. Consequently, component

deterioration due to erosion was experienced. This
Continuous operation under adverse fluid conditions (i.e., phenomenon was particularly severe in the piping near the

saturated and flashing hot water at high flow rates) caused blowdown and flash tanks and in the tanks themselves.
maintenance and operational concerns with the SGBD system.
These are grouped into the following major areas: Furthermore, at the time DCPP was originally

designed, the industry was less sensitive to the problem of
Erosion: erosion. Tanks, piping and valves were made of carbon

steel. Carbon steel is not compatible with the adverse
Blowdown piping, wear plate, and other tank internals blowdown fluid conditions (i.e., hot, flashing fluid). The

have been prone to erosion due to flashing, vibration, and system modifications incorporate chrome-moly piping and
impingement. Similarly, there were erosion problems on a stainless steel flash tank, both of which are more eosion-
the throttle valves. The flash tank impingement screen corrosion resistant than carbon steel in this environment.
failed in the past due to erosion. In addition, piping near
the flash tank and the blowdown tank was severely eroding The blowdown system, as originally designed (0.5%
due to flashing. MSR or 150 GPM) did not meet the recommended

guidelines of EPRI and the SGOG. DCPP frequently
Control: operated the SGBD system at 300 GPM (cold) utilizing

both the blowdown tank and the flash tank, which was 150
As confirmed by a test conducted on August 10, 1989, GPM above its design flow rate. This resulted in higher

flow measurement was inaccurate due to flashing two- fluid velocities in some portions of piping and more
phase flow). The control system for the flash tank was not flashing of the blowdown fluid (Table 1). The increased
functioning properly due to inadequate control volume. flashing and higher than acceptable velocities caused
Specifically, the small volume caused rapid fluctuations of extensive erosion/corrosion damage to tank internals,
level and pressure in the flash tank which led to the cycling valves and piping.
of flow control valves PCV-14 and PCV-797.

:Me improved materials of construction and ehanced
Maintenance: SGBD system design 1% MSR) ensures more reliable

operation of the SGBD system and improved
Manual valves, air operated valves, and the maintainability.

containment isolation valves leaked frequently. Isolation
Valves which were not easily accessible required frequent Control:
maintenance.

Level and pressure control difficulties with the flash
Safety: tank were experienced due to high flow rates and

insufficient control volume for the flash tank. These
Erosion of piping and components could cause steam conditions also resulted in less than the intended use of the

and hot water leakage creating potential safety hazards. flash tank heat recovery feature, causing losses in plant
Water droplets falling from the SGBD tank vent exhaust efficiency. The flash tank and other blowdown control
during high blowdown rates were forming puddles and components (SGBD flow control valves, flash tank level
causing a personnel safety hazard. control system, flow orifices and pressure control valves)

are modified for the new higher blowdown recovery
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system flow rates. The new larger flash tank has sufficient system, various options to improve the performance of the
control volume to dampen pressure and level transients. system were considered. These options included:

Safety: 0 Providing a larger flash tank.
0 Replacing the existing blowdown system with high

The upgraded SGBD design minimizes the potential pressure heat exchanger trains.
for erosion and thus reduces the associated safety hazards a Augmenting the existing blowdown system with a similar
from leaking hot fluids. The system (Figure 20) is parallel blowdown system.
designed to use the Blowdown Tank as a back-up. 0 Cooling the blowdown by cold water injection.
Subsequently, the personnel hazard associated with
puddles forming near the blowdown tank would be Two of these alternatives emerged as the most viable. The
eliminated. first alternative involved the installation of a larger flash tank.

The second altemative involved replacement of the existing
DESIGN IMPROVEMENT GUIDELINES flash tank with a blowdown heat exchanger. Both alternatives

included extensive piping and valve replacements and provided
The SGOG and EPRI have developed a number of for recovery of blowdown liquid and cycle heat.

guidelines as a result of their studies on steam generator
blowdown system design and its impact on plant availability UPGRADED DESIGN
and steam generator life. The primary intent of these
guidelines is to ensure that the blowdown system will be The flash tank option was found to be the most economical
effective in controlling steam generator chemistry, and thus alternative, and the following upgrades were implemented
help inimize steam generator corrosion. In addition, the (Figure 20):
guidelines address the issues of beat recovery, water recovery,
and control of radioactivity. 0 Blowdown piping was changed from 2 to 3 and the

material was changed from carbon steel to chrome-moly.
Based on a review of the DCPP SGBD system along with 0 The existing flash link was replaced with a 400 GPM (hot)
EPRI and SGOG reports, the following basic guidelines for capacity stainless steel flash tank with an internal mist
improving SGBD system design were developed: separator and inconel erosion plate. For maintenance

purposes, internal personnel supports were installed inside
• The system design should accommodate a continuous the flash tank5.

blowdown rate of 1.0% MSR, and a high blowdown rate of Blowdown liquid may be recaptured and routed to the
3-7% MSR for short durations. condenser hotwell directly, or through the existing

• The system design should permit recycling the blowdown blowdown cleanup system.
fluid to the condensate system after processing through The atmospheric blowdown tank was not upgraded. It was
heat exchangers, filters and demineralizers. kept as a backup to be used for short duration high

• The system design should provide for grab sampling blowdown rates.
capability. The control system was upgraded to improve operability

• Each SGBD line penetrating containment should be and to ensure heat recovery by routing flash tank steam to
continuously monitored for radiation, with detection of the feedwater heaters. This was achieved by modifying or
radiation above a predetermined setpoint automatically replacing the following:
terminating or redirecting blowdown.

• The system should be sized for the maximum continuous I SGBD flow control valves FCV-20, 21, 46 and 47 and
blowdown rate, or be designed with a surge volume, flow orifices FE-48, 49, 50, 51, 55, 56, 57 and 58 were
generally an additional standby tank, to accommodate short redesigned and replaced.
duration, high blowdown rates. 2. A new level control valve LCV-91 and associated

• The energy contained in the system fluid should be controls were installed.
recovered by directing flashing steam to a feedwater heater 3. Flow indicators were added at the inlet and outlet
to improve the plant heat rate. connections to the flash tank to provide operators with

• The system design should incorporate flow control valves flow indications.
that are designed for their specific application. 4. Changed pressure control valve's (PCV-14) intemals

• Portions of the system subject to erosion, corrosion, or including the stem and plug.
cavitation should be constructed of chrome-moly or
stainless steel. BENEFITS OF UPGRADED SGBD DESIGN

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED The main objectives of the new blowdown system design
were to minimize maintenance and improve system reliability.

Based on an evaluation of the major problems at DCPP, Other significant benefits are summarized below (Table 1):
and input from personnel involved with the design,
maintenance and operation of the steam generator blowdown 0 Plant thermal efficiency is improved. A 8 megawatt

(MW) increase per unit is realized by this blowdown
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TA13LE I
SGBD System Parameters

Original System New System
Parameter
MSR Flowa - Pounds[Hour 14,499,860 518OF 14,499,860 518"F
SGBD Design Flow Rateb 0.5% MSR IMSR

Pressure Steam Generator 805 psia 805 psia

Flash Tank:

Pressure 150 psig I 0 psig
Size Yx 6 6'x II'
Capacity 350 gallons 2400 gallons
Material of Construction Carbon Steel Stainless Steel
Piping from Steam Generator 21r2 inches 3 inches
Piping Velocity Design Flow 7.6 feet per second 4.9 feet per second
Piping Material Carbon Steel Chrome - Moly

Flow Indication Not Provided Provided

Plant Output Increase due to Heat Recovery None 0.17% or 1.8 MW
Blowdown Water Recovery Savings 0 $ 385,000.00/year
Design can accommodate higher than I% No Yes, using standby
MSR blowdown blowdown tank

Notesi

a. Main Steaming Rate (MSR) is the total steam flow from the four steam generators (SIG)
b. 400GPMat5l8OF(IMSR)isequivalentto3OOGPM(approximately)ofblowdownflowat770F.

TABLE2
SGBD Project Implementation Summary (Both Units)

Project Statistics- New Piping Installed 3,000 feet
Direct Engineering Manhours 36,000
Construction Manhours 72,000
Design Change Packages Issued 1 8
Number of Craft Personnel 200
Engineering Personnel Involved 80

unit I Unit
• Started Evaluation May, 1989 N/A
• Issued Evaluation Report November, 1989 N/A
• Job Estimate Authorized October, 1990 October, 1990

• Issued Design Package December, 1991 April, 1992
• Construction Started September, 1992 February, 1993
• Construction Completed December, 1992 May, 1993
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system design improvement (equivalent to approximately The upgraded SGBD system has been operating safely and
$+3,600,000 net present value over the life of the plant). maintenance free. he erosion of piping and components has

• The new blowdown system is designed to recover and been virtually eliminated. The plant power increased because
recycle all blowdown water using the existing blowdown the energy contained in the flashed steam which was dumped
dernineralizers and a new blowdown bypass line to the into the atmosphere is being utilized to provide for feedwater
condenser. Te new blowdown system design results in a heating. 'Me improved control system allows operations to
substantial reduction in makeup water costs, resulting in a direct flashed steam to the heat cycle. Operations has
savings of 385,000 per year, per unit. experienced difficulty in keeping the Condensate Storage Tank

• Erosion/corrosion resistant chrome-moly and stainless steel (CST) oxygen level within the specifications because the
replaced carbon steel, making the system more suitable for enhanced SGBD system with its full blowdown water recovery
the high temperature, high pressure, flashing blowdown feature, eliminated the need for the make-up water to the CST.
fluid conditions. This should minimize erosion of piping This is being resolved by installing a piping interconnection
and components. from the flash tank discharge to the outside for emergency use

• The new blowdown system design resolves existing system only.
flash tank level/pressure control problems. Additionally,
increased flash tank size also provides for more stable In conclusion, the SGBD Upgrade modifications have been
operation by providing a greater control volume. successfully completed, resulting in significant improvements

• The new blowdown system still provides the option to in SGBD system reliability, maintainability, beat recovery, and
discharge clean blowdown to the environment. makeup water recovery.

• Potential for damage to the steam generators, and the
frequency of maintenance are both reduced due to material
upgrades. Additionally, the concentration of corrosive
solids in the steam generators is reduced by a more reliable
SGBD system. Both of the above changes will enhance
the life of the stearn generators.

• The likelihood of steam leaks caused by erosion/corrosion
is minimized, thus reducing the potential for personnel REFERENCES
safety hazards.

1. EPRI TR-102134, PWR Secondary Water Chemistry
IMPLEMENTATION Guidelines," Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto,

California 1984).
The SGBD system evaluation was started in May, 1989

and the implementation for both DCPP units was completed by 2. WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION,
May 1993. The major milestones are listed in Table 2 "Westinghouse Guidelines for Secondary Water

Chemistry," SGTD-5.1.1-4468, Westinghouse Electric
The SGBD modification effort Table 2 was a major Corporation, Pittsburgh (I 985).

DCPP project. It required input and coordination by a large
number of PG&E groups (ten engineering disciplines, six 3. C. S: WELTY, "Guidelines for Design of Steam Generator
construction disciplines, and six PG&E department groups). Blowdown Systems," Steam Generator Owners Group and
To provide for better coordination, PG&E used the high impact Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, California
team (HM concept that involved regular meetings at the plant (1986).
between the various designated department personnel.

4. K. K. JINDAL, "Steam Generator Blowdown Evaluation,"
Major design consideration was given to high energy line Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco,

break analysis of SGBD lines, heating ventilation calculations California 1989).
for additional heat dissipation from increased SGBD line size,
and seismic qualification of the flash tank in the turbine 5. BECHTEL CORPORATION, "Bechtel Mechanical Design
building. The increased weight of the flash tank impacted the Guide AA-2," Blowdown and Flash Tanks, Bechtel
response spectra for the turbine building, which necessitated Corporation, San Francisco, California 1985).
significant structural modifications in the turbine building.

The biggest challenge encountered during construction was
transporting the flash tank to its future location. In many
locations along its path of travel, the tank cleared existing
walls, piping or components by only a few inches. In addition,
limitations due to size often dictated that the tank be
transported through heavy load exclusion areas, which required
extensive rigging plans and equipment.
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ABSTRACT S.G. tubes have occurred just above the tube
sheet and also in the U-bend region where the

Fatigue crack growth FG) rates of mill flow velocities of the primary side were the
highest and cross flow from the secondary side

annealed Alloy 600 in NaCl solution were was significant. The iitiating mechanisms of
studied by a fracture mechanics test method. crack, e.g. fretting fatigue, localized
Compact tension (CT) specimens were tested corrosion, or corrosion fatigue, must be
under load control with a sinusoidal wave form, considered as one of the possible contributing
in aordance with ASTM specification E647-83, factors".

to investigate the effects of environment, load The purpose of this study Ies in investi-
frequency (f), load ratio (R--Pmin/Pmax). The gating the fatigue crack growth behavior of

FCG rates of Alloy 600, R0.1, f=lHz, were Alloy 600 in NaC 1 solution as a function of
quite similar in air, distilled water, and NaCl solution concentraction, load frequency and
(0.6 M, 0.1 M, and 0.001 M) solution at room load ratio. Because NaCl solution is an aggre-
temperature. Environmental enhancement effect ssive medium, the corrosion effect of NaCl on
on the FCG rate of Alloy 600 was not the `CG of Alloy 600 is also the main research
significant in NaCl solution. Variations of the area. The CG rate tests at room temperature
load frequency (0.03Hz-3Hz) did not influence are for the data base of fatigue behavior of
the FG rates of Alloy 600 significantly in air Alloy 600 in aqueous solution, in spite of the
and 0.1 M NaCl solution. The C3 rates of Alloy actual structures in PWR power plant are sub-

600 in air and 0.1 M NaCl solution increased jected to high temperature. The FG rates are
with increasing the load ratio. Compared with measured by using compact tension (CT)
the corrosion effects, test results showed that specimens.
the mechanical effects dominated on the FM

rates of Alloy 600 in hloride solution at row EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
temperature. The SEM fractographs showed that
significant striations and transgranular
fracture modes were observed on tested The chemical composition of mill annealed
specimens. Alloy 600 used is provided in Table I along

with its medmiical properties being depicted

in Table 2 Fatigue crack growth (FCG) rate
INTRODUCTION tests were conducted on 12.7 mm thick compact

tension (Cr) specimens. Details of the specimen
Alloy 600 is an austenitic Hi-base alloy geometrical configuration are illustrated in

which finds extensive industrial applications Figure I and are in aordance with ASTM Bpeci-
as a heat exchanger tube material because of fication E647-83. These specimens were pre-
its excellent corrosion resistance, adequate cracked in air until larger than 3 m in crack
thermal conductivity, and good echanical length at a frequency of 20 Hz. All of the
properties. The fatigue cracking problems which tests were conducted with a sinusoidal loading
occur in PWR S.G. tubes have been observed for waveform in the load control mde and a load

several years'. The most likely regions for ratio (R--Pmin/Pmax) of 0.1. P.a, was maintained
vibration and possible fatigue failure of the at a constant value of 16 KN during each CG
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rate test. Effect of Load Ratio.

FCG rate tests in solution were conducted

in a transparent acrylic cell containing 1500 The CG rates of Alloy 600 are depicted in

ml solution at 25C. The test matrix is listed Figure 4 at various load ratios, R0.1,0.2, and

in Table3. All of the FOG rate curves were 0.5, in air and 0.1 M NaCl solution at room

constructed by the seven point incremental ply- temperature with f=l Hz. The CG rates of Alloy

nominal method of converting crack length, aas 600 in air increase as R increases from 0. to

a function of number of cycles, N, to fatigue 0-5 when extrapolating the curve of R=0.5 to

crack growth rate, da/dn, vs. stress intensity the higher AK region. The difference between

factor range, AK. Following fatigue testing, the two curves in 0.1 M NaCl solution, R=0.1

the fractured surfaces of the TS were examined and 02, is insignificant; however, the R=0.5

via a scanning electron microscopy(SEM). curvet extrapolating to the higher AK region,

is significantly larger than the above two

curves. Figure 4 also indicates the environ-

RESULTS mental effect on the FCG rates of Alloy 600 in

0.1 M NaCl solution under R=0.1, 02, and 0.5

Effect of Environment loading conditions are negligible with respect
to the FCG rates in air, f=l Hz.

The CG rates (R=0.1, f=l Hz) of Alloy 600

in air, de-ionized water, and NaCl solutions Fractography

(0.001 M, 0.1 M, and 06 M) at room temperature

are shown in Figure 2 The molar concentration Following fatigue testing, the specimen

of 06 M NaCl is approximately equal to the surface was cleaned and examined by SEM No

weight percent concentration of 35%. ompared changes in the failure mode were detected

with the a environment, the four FOG rates in between those pecimens which were tested in

solution environment are about 1.5 to 2 folds air versus those specimens tested in the

larger than the FOG rate in air in the lower AK aqueous environment. The failure mode is shown

range 23 MPafm-). As the AK increasesthe FG in Figure as being ductile and transgranular.

rates in solution environments are almost The fatigue striation was obviously found on

similar to the rate in air. The CG rates in the fracture surface [Figures 5(a) - 5(d)].

NaCl solution (0.001 M, 0.1 M, and 06 M are

also indicated in this figure to be almost equal

to the rate in de-ionized water in the whole K DISCUSSION
range; in addition, the FG rates in NaCl

solution with varying concentrations have no The FCG rates of stainless steels"' and

significant discrepancy with each other.The CG structural steels for offshore applications9 in

rates of Alloy 600 are indicated by the results NaCl solution were demonstrated in previous

to be independent of the test environments at studies to be higher than the rates in air. On

room temperature unde te load condition of the other hand, Speidel2 and Tsair, indicated

R=0.1, f=lRz, i.e. no environmental enhancement that no environmental enhancement occurred on

effect occurs on the fatigue behavior of Alloy the FCG rates of Alloy 600 in aqueous environ-

600. ment. The test results (Figure 2 indicated the

FOG rates of Alloy 600 in air, deionized water,

Effect of Load Frequency and MCI solutions (0.001 M, 0.1 M, and 06 M,

R=0.1, f=l Hz, at room temperature have no sig-

The effects of load frequency on the CG nificant discrepancy with each other. Deionized

rate of Alloy 600 in air and .1M NaCl solution water is not an aggressive environment, and

are depicted in Figure 3.The FOG rates of Alloy should not easily corrode Alloy 600. The FCG

600 in air and 0.1 M NaCl solution are quite rate of Alloy 600 in de-ionized water is

similar under varied load frequencies. The CG therefore similar to the rate in air. However,

rates of Alloy 600 are independent of the load NaCl solution is an aggressive medium. The FCG

frequency, F 0.03 Hz, in 0.1 M NaCl solution rates of Alloy 600 in NaCl solution under three

at room temperature.Figure 3 also shows that no varied concentrations are also similar to the

environmental enhancement effect occurs on the rate in air. The competition model"Odepicts the

fatigue behavior of Alloy 600 in 0.1 M NaCl FCG rates in a corrosive environment as origi-

solution, f=0.3 and I Hz, as compared with the nating from two parts, i.e. pure fatigue and

fatigue behavior in air. stress corrosion. The above two parts compete
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with each other during the fatigue process. The 2. Variations of load frequency did not signi-
part which contributes the most to the FOG rate ficantly influence the CG rates of Alloy
would control the CG rate under corrosive en- 600, R.1 in air and 0.1 M NaCl at room
vironment. Therefore, the corrosiveness of NaCl temperature;
on Alloy 600 at room temperature is not the 3. The CG rates of Alloy 600 in air and .1M
controlling factor in fatigue crack growth. The NaC1 increased with raising of the load

controlling factor was shown to be the ratio; and
mechanical contribution. 4. Environmental enhancement effect on the CG

Lowering the load frequency would increase rates of Alley 600 in NaCl solution was not
the reacting period of chloride ion corroding found. The mechanical effects dominated on
Alloy 600 in the crack. The CG rates of Alloy the FCG rates of Alloy 600 more than the
600 were shown from previous studies3-11 to corrosion effects.

increase as the load frequency is being lowered
in an aqueous environment. The CG rates of ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Alloy 600,R=0.1, are almost equal to each other
under various load frequencies in 0.1 M NaCl The authors would Like to express their
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Table I The Chemical Composition of Mill W 50.8 B

Annealed Alloy 600 63.5 12.7

Ni cr Fe C Cu Si Mn S
all dimensions in mm

74.25 16.24 8.71 0.07 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.001 Figure The dimensions of compact tension

specimen

Table 2 Mechanical ropertities of Mill

Annealed Alloy 600 lo
00000 Air
see** Deionized Water

0.2 Ultimate Vi�ke- Gra- O.IM NaCI
Yield Strength Tensile Strength Elong. Pet. Hardness Size 0.001M NaC1

MPa NPa O.6M NaCI

235.7 628.2 63 54 '61.7 58 &

Q)F-4
0 lo -a-
0

TAble 3 Fatigue Crack Growth Rate Test Matrix

Z
Environment Frequency (Hz) R Ratio Id

NIII

Air I 0.1 co lo

Air 0.3 0.1
0

Air 3 0.1
Air 1 0.2
Air 1 0.5

deionized water I 0.1
0.001 H HaCI I 0.1
0.1 NNaCI I 0.1
0.1 MNaCI 0.3 0.1 lo
0.1 MHaC I 0.1 0.1 I 0 26 3� 40 50
0.1 MNaCI 0.03 0.1 K (MP arm)
0.1 NHaCI 1 0.2
0.1 NNaCI I o.5 Figure 2 The FCG rates of Alloy 600, R=0.1,
0.6 MWI I 0.1 f=l Hz, in air, dei0nized water, and

NaCl solutions (0-001 M, 0.1 M, and
0.6 M) at room temperature
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I O
O.IM NaCI, f=0.003Hz
0. IM NaCI. f=O.lHz
O.IM NaCI, f0.3Hz
O.IM NaCI, f=lHz

a aAir, f=0.3Hz Ch
Air, f=lHz
Air, f=3Hz

R=0.1

W
�4

lo

N�

Z
,TV

co lo (a)
pl:�

0

lo

10 20 30 40 50

K (MP a,[-m)
Figure 3 The CG rates of Alloy 600, R0.1,

with different load frequency in air

and .IM NaCl solution

lo

(b)

lo

co lo

f=IHZ

o o o o Air, R=0.1
a Air, R=0.2
& Air. R=0.5 (C)

0. IM NaC1, R=0.1
O.IM N&C1, R=0.2
O.IM NaCI, R=0.5

lo

10 26 3'0 40 50

K (MP a,[-m)
Figure 4 The FCG rates of Alloy 600, f=l Hz,

with different load ratio in air and

0.1 M NaCl solution 3-C-5



(d)

Figure 5 The fractographies of Alloy 600,

R---9.1, f=l Hz;

(a) in air, AK=23 Wa�m-,

(b) in aix, AK=30MPafm-

(c) in 0.1 M NaCl solution, AK--22.5 Wa�-m,

(d) in 0.1 M NaCl solution, AK--28 MW-m
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ABSTRACT
In the present work, the effects of water

The effect of environmental factors, including chemistry (Cl-and DO)and temperature on the
concentration of chloride, content of susceptibility to SCC of type 304, 316Ti s.e.
dissolved oxygen (DO) and temperature, on the and RPV steel A5M have been investigated
susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking using slow sain rate tests SSRT) and/or U-
(SCC) of type 304, 316Ti tainless steels(a.s.) bends, complemented by electrochemical
and A533B pressure vessel teel in high measurements and Auger Electron Spectroscopy
temperature water (HTW) has been vestigated (AES) analysed of the surface filmis.
using slow strain rate testa (SSRT) and/or U-
bends, complemented by electrochemical Experimental

and AS analyses of the surface
films. Increasing chloride concentration The chemical omposition of the materials
resulted in an increase in the susceptibility tested is shown in Table 1.The stainless teels
to SCC. The ontent of DO was a predominant were annealed at 1050'C for 1h and then water
factor affecting the susceptibility to SCC of quenched. A33B was heat-treated at 8901C, 1h,
AN3B. The-critical potential and DO content WQ+650'C,5h tempering. SSRT Specimens with a
for the occurrence of SCC of 16Ti s.s. in HTW gauge length of 20mm or 26m- and U-bend
at 3001C was experimentally estimated. specimens of dimensions 75xl2xl.5mm were used

for SCC tts performed in static autoclaves.
Introduction The strain rates for SSRT were 2.8-4.2xl"/a.

After testing, the SW pecimens were examined
Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) of metallographically and by scanning electron

structural materials in hgh temperature water microscopy (SEM).
(HTW) is a severe problem with the safe and
reliable operation in nuclear power plants. T11sionized pure water with chloride
Environmental factors, such as ontent of up to 500ppmCl- ) of various
dissolved oxygen (DO),chladde concentration, was used for tests of 304a.s.
pH, temperature etc., have important Simulated PWR water containing H (la-,-
influence on the susceptibility to SW of 2ppm) and HaB0,M8-1- 1500ppm)with different
materials in HTW.h has been recognised that Cl-additione (up to 100ppmCl-) was employed for
the usceptibility to SW of both reactor the tests of 16Ti and A533B. Although the
pressure vessel (RPV) steels and stainless contents of Cl- and DO in a normal water
steels e.s.) is correlated to their chemistry are usually specified to be low than
electrochemical behaviors in HTW"--Oand also 0.1ppmCl- and .1ppm. DO with PWR water and
related to the composition and structure of the less than .1ppmCl- and 0.2ppm DO with BWR
surface filins"'. watersome factorssuch as reactor startup and

ahutdownirradiation effectresin degradation,
leakage etc.,may lead to an increase in DO and
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Cl-contents.The extreme off chemistry seems to
be air saturation with 8ppm DO. A lot of The effects of temperaturechloride content
investigations have been performed in this and DO content on the susceptibility to SCC of
kind solutionthe basic philosophy being that 304s.s. in TW have been investigated. Both U-
if a remedy for the cracking problem could be bend and SSRT were performed, complemented
found in this aggressive environmentthen the by electrochemical polarization curve
remedy would conservatively apply in the lea measurements7 and extensive oxide film
aggressive 0.1 or 0.2ppmDO solutions'.1n the analyses with AESI. The U bend data
present work, DO in the water was mostly from (Table 2 showed decreasing susceptibility
less than .1ppm to 8ppm and only a few testa to SM with increasing temperation 20OC-
were performed at even higher level of DO(i.e. 3001C) or with decreaseing C- content
oxygen saturationca.40ppm Do).The maximum C- (5W-20ppm), which correlated with thicker
addition -in this investigation was 100ppm with oxide films and greater enrichment of Cr
PWR water and 500ppm. wth pure water (Table in the films and might be attributed to the
1- ). In order to obtain different dissolved improvement of the protection and repassivation
oxygen contents, the solutions were purged with ability of the Cr-enriched surface films formed
different kinds of gas before healing the in HTW- In contrast, WRT data (Table 3)
autoclaves. Purging with argon, air and oxygen indicated maximuirn usceptibility to SM at
were etimated to equilibrate with 002, 8 and 225'C - 250'C in the temperature range of, 200'C
40 ppm DO respectively"-'. Some M tests to 300-C and the susceptibility to SCC
were performed at controlled potenfmle to increased with the increase in oxide thickness
simulate various DO concentrations of the (Mg.1).The extent of Ct and Ni ncement in
water". the xide layers was dfferent for the two

specimen types tsted in equivalent
Polarization curves were determined in the environments. Applied strain during iminersion

static autoclave umng a pressure balance influenced both the thickness and the
external Ag/AgC ( JOM KCI) reference composition of the surface films frmed in HTW.
electrode.The potential canning rate used for It in suggested that the choice of test
the was ca. mV/min. procedure for acquiring aelerated test data

depends on the details of the application.U-
The specimens for AES analyses were cut bend data would be more relevant for truly

from the SCC pecimen� subsequent to the tests static load conditions that do not induce
and examined un a PH560 ECA/SAM dynamic plastic strainwhereas SSRT data are
spectrometer. The detailed procedure of AES more relevant for omponents that may
analyses as well as AES data were described experience plastic deformation during
elsewhere". services.

Results and Discuwion B. M of 16Ti s.s. in HTW

• SM of type 304s.s. in HTW Table 4 summarizes some SSRT results of
• number of paperswhich were quoted 'i a 316Ti s.s. in simulated PWR water at 3001C.

previous paper of the author, dealing with Fig.2 and Fig.3 indicate the cracking no,
the extensive esearch work or review on the cracking regiones at various levels of
environmental effect on SM of 304s.s. in HTW chloride contents as a function of electrode
have been published. However, relatively few potentials and DO respectively. The results
data are available ptaining to comparison of showed that the critical potential for the
susceptibility assessed by different test occurrence of SCC of 316Tis.s. in imulated
procedure. The following is a summary of the PWR water at 3001C decreased with increasing
author's work.Discussion in more details could Cl- and in the water with relatively low
be found in the previous papers'-'-'. chloride content(< 1ppm) the critical

potential would be ca.0.06Vahe, correspoding
to ca. 0.5ppm DO". The polarization curves
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of 316n in simulated PWR water at 300'C films indicates an anodic dissolution
(Fig.4) indicated that SCC occurred in the mechanism of SCC in HTW.
transpassive range, e, in the instable
region of the surface films. References

A. SCC of A33B in HTW 1. Congleton J., Shoji T., Parkins R. N.,

The effects of temperatureDO and C1--on Corros. Sci. 2 633(1985)

the usceptibility to SCC of A33B in simulated 2. Congleton J., Shih H C, Shoji T., Parkins
PWR water were investigated by SSRT. Some R. N., Corros. Sci. 2 769 (1985)
of the SSRT data is summarized in Table .
It was hown that the content of DO was a 3. Yang W., Mang Y., Yang H., Corrosion
predominant factor affecting the Science Protection Technique, 4 236(1992)
susceptibility to SCC of A5308. Increasing

chloride concentration resulted in an 4. Yang W., Mang M., Zhao G., Congleton J.,
increase in the susceptibility to SM The Acts. Metallurgica Sinica (English Edition),
electrochemical measurement results are hown Series B 4 37(1991)
in Fig.5,which represents the polarization
curve of AMB in a low oxygen content PWR 5. Yang W., Zhu X., Li L., Hua H., Yang H.,
water at 250'C and the data of open curcuit Congleton J., Journal of Chinese Soc of
potentials, E . , during SSRT. ig.5 Corroa.& Prot., 1 %(1993)
indicates that E . during SSRT for the
specimens that howed TGSCC were about 6. Hirano H., Aoki N Kurosawa T., Corrosion,
-0.2V to 0.3V(she), corresponding to the 39, 313(1983)
passivation-to-activation or activation-to
-passivation regions. This indicates that the 7. Yang W., Zhang M., Zhao G., Congleton J.,
TGSCC of A33B in PWR water is related to Corrosion, 47, 226(1991)
an anodic solution mechanism aociated
with passivation-activation transition. 8. Yang W., hao G., Mang M., Congleton J.,

Summary Corros. Sci., 33, 89(1992)

9. Indig M E, McIlrel A R, Corrosion, 3,
The electrode potential relevant to the 288(1979)

content of DO in the water is a predominant
factor affecting the susceptibility to SW of 10. Andresen PL, Indig M E, NP-2424-LD, EPRI
structural materials in HTW.The test procedure (1982)
showed somewhat different effect on the CC
testing results and it is uggested that the 11. Congleton J., Parkins R.N., Shih H.C.,
choice of test procedure for acquiring Strew Corrosion Cracking of 16 Stainless
accelerated test data depends on the details Steel in High Temperature Water, Yearly
of the application. ReportUniv. of Newcastle upon tyne,1984
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Tab IC I Chemical Composition of the Materials Te I 9 (wt% )

t I C M n P S S i C r N i M o T i

3 4 0. 8 0. 9 9 0 3 0. 1 0. 46 1 7 9 8 19 -- <0. 1
3 1 6Ti 0. 05 1. 2 2 0. 23 0. 0 8 0. 08 I 6 3 1 1. 90 2. 1 0 0 4 6
A53 A 0. 20 I. 3 <0. 002 0. 2 C. 17 0 2 0. 6 3 0. 4 9 --

2 1 i t tle I s t 11 a I t 11 C P e i fi a tiDE of 304 (18. 00- 20. 00wt%)

T a I 2 R e s u I s f r o m U -b e a d I r e s s C r r D S i a T e t a T Y P C 3 4 S t a i a I e s S t e I

SP cc i M C i T e a p e r a I u r e Chl o r i d e oxyge A E I P 0 s u r e N o. N W iIh Ma I imum "I
T i e C r a I d / F u I I W a I I C r a c It C r a 

SC i C s Oc) (PPO (P P m) (h) No. T esI e d No. T esic d D e p tIt (mm)

1 2 10 0 8 50 10 I0 7 I0 1.50
U2 250 10 9 50 12 IS I 15 I.50
U3 3 100 8 50 2 I0 0 I0 0. 3 
U4 250 20 8 50 5/10 0/10 0 79
us 2 5 0 3 8 5 10 I0 5 I 1 5 
U6 250 50 0 8 50 5 5 4 5 I 5 0
U 7 2 1 0 0 0. 2 5 0 I 0 I i I
us 25 10 0 40 50 10 I0 0 I0 0. 6 

(A) 0.02ppa om I I DI P I d; jppm o x y I e a=air pv r e d; 4OPPm OxYlea =o X Y a p u g e d.
(B) S P C c i a h c It C s = I 5 mm.

Table 3 Slow Strain Rate Data for Tpe 304 Stainless Steel
in Various Wter Chemistry Conditions`

Specimen Temperature Chloride Oxygen Time-to-Failure UTS Failure Comments
S C i C s O I ( PM) ( PM) (h) (MP a) Mo d e

0 2 4 47 4 6 2 d u t i I I a a r g a
Si 200 Joe 8 17 1 146 IG
2 2 2 I 8 8 1 9 6 1 G

S3 250 too 8 7 9 113 IG
4 3 1 0 0 a 21 .5 1 9 IG+TG

S5 250 2 8 IO.0 13 4 1 G
S 6 2 6 8 11 8 12 6 1 G
S7 250 300 8 I0 1 117 1 G
8 2 1 0 0 0. 2 4 3 9 4 5 8 d u t i I 

S9 250 Joe 40 4.I 66 IG TG
I 2 1 4 3.6 9 1 G E x p o s e d 5 0 h

Prior t tting

I1 2 0 4 8 6 6 2 1 G

(A) St r a i r a t e = 2 6 I 6
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Table 4 SSRT Results of 316Ti in Simulated PWR Water ( 3001C

E, V ( he)
No. Chloride ------------------ Dott FailDittst

( PM) Con( r II e d OCP* (P PM) Mo d e

I <O.I < 0.I MF
2 < 1 - 2 -0.2 MF
3 < .I - 4 -0.6 MF
4 < 1 9 5 MF
5 <O.I 145 8 TG
6 < 1 -1 70 -I0 TG
7 O.5 -6 - .I MF
8 0.5 50 0 .S MF
9 0.5 110 1 TG
I0 0 5 16 3 TG
II I 8 0.2 MF
12 1 45 0.6 MF
13 1 95 1 TG
4 1 3 7 TG

15 1 145 8 TG
1 6 6 ID 0 5 MF

I 17 1 6 5 1 TG

0CF --- Open Curcuit Potential (E,.,,)
st According to Reference 11

MF --- Mechanical Ftacwt
TG--- Transgranular Stres Crrosion Cracking

Table SSRT Data of A33B in Simulated PWR Water

Conditions Results
N 0

DO CL- T r RA Fa i I u r e S u r f a c e C r a It M a x. C r a k E,.,,,duriog SSRT
T IC PPM Ppm h % Mod Morphlogy Number Dep t h, mm mV(Ag/AgC])

AO 2 i a At 2 O.4 67 MF 0 -
A 2 O 2 < 1 2 O.7 48 MF P 0 - j 0 - i 
A2 2 8 < .I 18 6 3 99 TG P+C 4 O. 4 9- 4 6
A 3 250 40 <O.I 18.6 32.4 TG P+C 2 0 3 100- 2 40
A4 2 5 0 9 <O.I 16.8 3 .I TO ?+C 8 0. 9 -2 - - 6 6
A 25 8 < 0.I I6 I 4 25 TG* * 0 4 - 5 
A6 2 8 I 13.0 16 0 TG P+C 18 O. 4 - 2 6- 6
A 1 25 0 8 0 11 8 13 7 TG P+C 13 0 5 - 2 2 7- 5 0

1-0
SSFtTEe 0.8 U bond

0-6

0.4

IC 0-2

0
cc 0 200 400 600 Boo

Oxide thickness (nm)

Fig. 1. Resistance to cracking vs oxide thickness
for U-bend and SSRT data. The resistance to
cracking for U- bends is expressed as the
fraction of specimens remaining uncracked after
the test period. Cracking resistance for the
SSRT is equated to time-to-failure / time-to-
failure in argon.
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ABSTRACT Japan, 2 and major mode of degradation has been changed along
with secondary side water chemistry control improvement and

This paper describes the updated comprehensive overview on, Steam Generator operating duration. (Figure 1) Intergranular
(1) Tube degradation experiences through twenty three years Attack (IGA) and Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cacking
operation of PWR Steam Generators in Japan. 2 Corrective (PWSCC) are the most dominant tube degradation modes at
and preventive techniques for tube repair operations, non- present and they have been observed only in the first -eneration
destructive examinations, and up-graded water chemistry Steam Generators.
control. 3 Strategy on the option of Steam Generator The second generation Steam Generators whose tubes are
replacement. 4 Up-graded design features of Mitsubishi Steam made of T7600 have been operated for cycles without IGA or
Generator based on the long term operating experiences. PWSCC, and only minor wear at AVB was experienced. The

third generation Steam Generators whose tubes are made of
1. OVERVIEW OF TUBE DEGRADATION EXPERIENCE T7690 have been operated for I cycles without any degradation.

Steam Generator tube degradation in Japan can be classified into
The design of Steam Generators in Japan has been improved two major categories, one is originating from primary side and

generation by generation. (Table 1) And there have been several another is originating from secondary side. (Table 2)
modes of Steam Generator tube degradations experienced in

Table-1

'70 71 1 72 73 74 75 76 1 77 1 78 1 79 1 '80 1 81 82 1 83 1 84 '85 1 86 87 '88 1 89 90 1 91 1 92 1 93 194-
A A A AA A A A A A A A A AAA

M-1 M-2 T-IG-1 T-2 M-3 1-1 0-10-2 G-2 12 S-1 T-3 G-3 13 G-4
A A A A A

T-4 S-2 GT-2 HT I HT-2
A A
0-30-4

First generation plants Second generation plants Second generation plants *+* Third generation plants
'1--
APWR-'

',_SG
--- ---------------

Verification tests on Development Verification tests on reliabil-
reliability of SG of APWR-SG ity of SG (second phase)

*0 Improvement of thermal- tu on
hydraulic condition; flow W ant -
distribution baffle
M Improvement of TSPL V on

material; SUS405 *0 Improvement of AVB;
),.M improve- 3 sets AVB SUS405

Development of ment of on Ong
improved SGTSPL tube term Te t 0 Improvement of tube

hole; BEC rnaterial� TT690
type TSPL

00 Improvement of tube
expansion technique;
full depth hydraulic
expansion
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Figure I Steam enerator tube degradation experience in Japan

Table-2 Steam generator tube degradations in Japan (1) Secondary side corrosion degradations
IGA is the most generally experienced secondary

Mode Location Causes side tube corrosion. Locations of the tube where IGA occurs are
at drilled tube support plate crevices and at partially expanded

U bend Material susceptibility tube sheet crevices, and concentration phenomenon at tese

PWSCC Expansion crevices are fundamental elements of this corrosion. In Japanese
PWR, introduction of alkaline impurities and oxidants to Steam

Exp. transition Residual stress Generator is considered to be the essential elements of ]GA
coupled with the Geometrical factors shown above. 3

[GA TSPL Impurities concentration and
oxidant To mitigate IGA, studies were aimed at restriction

Tube sheet crevice of alkaline impurities, establishment of reducing environment b
high hydrazine operation, and Boric acid application and etc. 4.5.

ODSCC Tube sheet crevice Impurities concentration These countermeasures are adopted in IGA plants and some of

Wastage TSPL Impurities concentration these are adopted in no-IGA plants also. Based on our
laboratory test results, IGA growth rate can be reduced to about

Pittin- Top of tube sheet Concentration and oxidant IO% TW/y, if crevice environment was improved to neutral pH
and enough Boric acid was added. Coupled with field operating

Wear AVB Gap between AVB and tube experiences, IGA growth rate can be controlled within a

reasonable range that allowed safe operation by environmental
Top of tube sheet Foreign object countermeasures. 7.9

Fatigue TSPL Inadequate AVB insertion Pitting was experienced in one plant. Causes of
this corrosion were acid environment formed by cloride

concentration and oxidation by CuO/CuO contained i the

A. Primary Side Degradations sludge. The countermeasures were removal of accurnulated
sludge and reduction of residual CuO/CuO and etc. Only high

All primary side degradations are PWSCC. Causes of hydrazine operation could not reduce CuO/CuO completely
PWSCC is considered to be both susceptibility of Alloy 600 to contained in the sludge, because of hydrazine thermal

SCC in pfimary side water and high residual stress. Region of decomposition. To reduce CuO/CuO completely, Mitsubishi
the tube where PWSCC could occur is limited, because PWSCC developed high hydrazine flushing and pressurizing procedure

appears only in the deformed region of tube, such as U bend or under medium temperature to minimize hydrazine

expanded region where higher residual stress than free span decomposition. After application of this procedure pitting was

could exist. inhibited remarkably.
Corrosion of tube support plates is caused by acidic

B. Secondary Side Degradations environment and oxidants similar to the pitting. High hydrazine
All Volatile Treatment (AVT) and Boric acid treatment can

Secondary side degradations are classified ftirther into inhibit this mode of corrosion effectively.

corrosion or mechanical damage.
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(2) Secondary side mechanical damage hot lea side and explosive plug have susceptibility of PWSCC.
In case tube to Anti Vibration Bar (AVB) gap is all of them were replaced to T690 mechanical plugs. In case

relatively large, there is some potential for tube wear to initiate tube was extracted or tube has leak path, mechanical plug with
in large U bends. Growth rate of wear is relatively slow, and can welded sleeve plug was used to enhance leak ightness, because
be monitored by eddy current examination. In Mihama unit 2 inspection of the plug is difficult.
inadequate AVB installation caused fretting fatigue at just below (2) Sleeving technology
the upper surface of the uppermost tube support plate through Mitsubishi developed YAG Laser welded type
fluid elastic vibration and fixed tube condition at drilled tube sleeving technology, and around 9000 tubes have been repaired
hole caused by deposit accumulation. Growth rate of fatigue in field, and each tube has 4 sleeves in average, proving te
crack is relatively high, therefore, confinnation of AVB benefit of wide application coverage, sort outage duration. and
supporting condition is essential rather than periodic eddy small aount of radiation exposure wit te higher welding joint
current examination. quality.10

(3) AVB replacement
2. MAINTENANCE TECHNJQUES OF STEAM If tube wear at AVB location initiated, plugging of

GENERATOR TUBE these tubes will be necessary, because there is no tube repair
technique for U bend. AVB replacement eliminates wear

A. Inspection Technology mechanism and stops plugged tube wear tat as possibility of
secondary tube damage. Mitsubishi has the experience of AVB

Once Stearn Generator tube indicated degradation, to replacernent for 39 Steam Generators.
reduce probability of tube leakage, tube inspection procedure or (4) Mitsubishi developed a multi step stress relief
method should be reviewed in view of tube region of technique using multi heater assemblies to reduce residual stress
degradation, morphology of degradation, and eddy current at U bend, because one step heating might increase residual
noises anticipated. Inspection technique improvements in Japan stress at U bend apex. No Japanese Steam Generator has
were primary side pressurization prior to eddy current adopted U bend stress elief technique in field, because Steam
examination to improve IGA delectability two frequencies Generator replacement has been decided already.
mixed method to subtract tube support plate noise, multi-coil (5) Mitsubishi developed a shot peening technique to
probe to improve circumferential crack delectability, three reduce residual stress at mechanically expanded region ad its
frequencies mixed ethod to minimize noise of cupper i transition egion. Peening parameters are selected both for te
sludge, rotating pancake probe to improve delectability of purpose of producing compressive stress on tube iner Srface,

9pitting. and ot producing additional tensile stress on tube outer surface.
Under tese conditions, compressive stress conditions can oly

B. Repair Technology be obtained around 02 mm deep from tube inner surface.
Therefore, effectiveness of peening is credible in cases of prior

In case tube degradation was found, repair is necessary. operation application or shallow initiating PWSCC. and is not
Mitsubishi developed following techniques until now. expected in case of deeper developed PWSCC.

(1) Plugging This technique is mainly applied to the
In early stage, weld plug and explosive plug were mechanically re-rolled portion of the tube i partially expanded

used, now mechanical plug is used to reduce radiation exposure Steam Generators, and application to full depth mechanically
and outage duration. Because T600 mechanical plug used in rolled tubes is limited. (Figure 2)

BP/
Mechanical expand Shot peening for Cleaning after
after hydraulic re-rolled region shotpeening

Figure-2 Shot peening application to re-rolled tube
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C. Secondary Water Chemistry Monitoring and Diagnosis Generator replacement might become the best option to
minimize plant unavailability, occupational radiation exposure

It is necessary to monitor secondary side water and power generation cost. Mitsubishi is now starting the
chemistry to make corrective actions if abnormality is found, replacement operation at eight plants which have first generation
because this is directly related secondary side tube corrosion. Steam Generators.
For this purpose, some kind of technique by which we can 14.1.5

evaluate crevice environment is needed. Mitsubishi has 3. DESIGN FEATURES OF NEW STEAM GENERATOR
developed crevice pH evaluation code based on the bulk
chemistry data, and also crevice monitor system applicable to New steam generator type 52F have been developed by
the field as Steam Generator health care system. (Figure careful and extensive experiments and analysis based on the
3)1 1.1 2 I 3 operating experience. (Figure 4 Outlines of 52F improvements

are as follows.
D. Steam Generator Replacement (1) Tube material

Thermally treated (7000C x 15 hrs) alloy 690 was
If IGA or PWSCC appeared continuously, Steam selected for the best tube material among the various candidate

Heater for tube Thermo-coupfes for temperature
inside of crevice

Sampling line of Rod for crevice cap
crevice liquid

IVIHI type moisture separator

Sludge collector

3 sets AVB

Test vessel

TT690 tube

Outlet of Simulated tube
SG blowdown

B-E.C. tube support plate
Crevice seal
mechanism

Heater for bulk

Concentric model temperature control
of crevice F.D.B.

Tube lane block

Inlet of Full depth hydraulic expansion
SG blowdown nd 1 step roller expansion

Formed plate channel head

Figure-3 Mitsubishi crevice monitoring equipment Figure-4 52F design feature outline
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materials resulting from the experimental program extended over 4. CONCLUSION
5 years. The best combination between chemical composition
and heat treatment was selected to make good microstructure for The reliability of nuclear power plant is crucial not only for
SCC. ECT noise ratio caused by tube inside surface waving its role of stable supply of electricity, but also for its financial
during cold drawing was minimized by pressurized lubricant investment. Steam Generator tube degradation could give a
plug cold draw method, and small radius U bend tubes of row I significant impact to the availability of the total system of PWR.
to row are stress relieved (700'C x 2 hrs) after U bending. Periodic inspections and the early stage detection of tube

(2) Sludge management degradation is of great importance coupled with the full
Square pitch tube aangement was selected for better understanding of the degradation mechanisms and the remedial

sludge lancing on tubesheet. Secondary side thennal hydraulic measures. The Mitsubishi's New Steam Generators have been
improvements such as flow distribution buffle (DB) and tube proved to be the most reliable with minimum potential of tube
lane blockage etc. were applied for reduction of sludge on tube defects for every kinds of degradation modes. With the
sheet. Sludge collector was installed on the top of tube bundle upgraded water chemistry control coupled with the high level
wrapper for reduction of suspended magnetite particle from non-destructive examination techniques, it can be proved that the
secondary water. reliability of Steam Generator has been established.

(3) Tube support plate
Broached Egg Crate tube support plate which has flat REFERENCES

land contact surface was developed by Mitsubishi to minimize
dry and wet phenomena, and the concentration factor at contact 1. K. HANZAWA and A. TSUGE, "Preventive and corrective
surface was measured experimentally as 103 in clean crevice actions for tube degradation and new Steam Generator design
condition. Ferritic stainless steel type 405 was selected as tube concepts", 2nd International Topical Meeting on Nuclear Power
support plate material for preventing denting and wear. Plant Thermal Hydraulics and Operations, (I 986).

(4) Anti Vibration Bar for U bend 2. A. KISHIDA and H. TAKAMATSU, "Experience with
Three sets of type ferritic stainless steel type 405 AVB Steam Generator tube defects and remedial actions for these

was developed to minimize the fluid elastic vibration and wear defects in Japan", 2nd International Topical Meeting on Nuclear
rate through the following activities. Power Plant Thermal Hydraulics and Operations, (I 986).

• Full size air water model vibration test 3. A. KISHIDA et al., "The causes and remedial measures of
• High pressure model vibration test Steam Generator tube intergranular attack in Japanese PWR",
• Computer simulation of vibration and wear 3rd Environmental Degradation of Materials in Nuclear Power
• Wear test under operating condition Systems, 1987).
Cross section of AVB and installation method were 4. T. UENO et al., "Improved Boric acid penetration procedure

selected to minimize the gap between AVB and tubes, also into tube to tube-support-plate crevices in Steam Generator", 3rd
bearing stress to tube. To minimize gap between AVB and International Topical Meeting on Nuclear Power Plant Thermal
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machining after bended to V-shape, coupled with U bend tube 5. T.UENOetal.,"Studyontherinal-hydraulicbehaviourin
ovality and flatness control. All gaps between AVB and the crevice within the Steam Generator", Proceedings of te
outermost tubes are checked by filler gauge, and all gaps 68th, JSME Fall Annual Meeting, 1990).
between AVB and inner tubes of U bend are checked indirectly 6. T. UENO et al., "Advanced Boron soaking procedure for
by tube to tube gap measurement of strain gauge type crip Steam Generators", I st JSME/ASME Joint International
gauge. Conference on Nuclear Engineering, (I 99 1 ).

(5) Tube tubesheet joint 7. H. TAKAMATSU et al., "IGA/IGSCC propagation
Tubes are hydraulically expanded through full depth of behaviors of Alloy 600", 4th Environmental Degradation of

tubesheet to minimize esidual stress and secondary side crevice, Materials in Nuclear Power Systems, 1989).
and one-step roller expansion is applied to make enough holding 8. H. TAKAMATSU et al., "IGA/SCC crack propagation rate
power. Tube diameter and tube hole diameter are well measurements on Alloy 600 Steam Generator tubing using a
controlled to minimize the esidual stress at expansion transition Side Stream Model Boiler", 6th Environmental Degradation of
and to keep smooth tube insertion. Materials in Nuclear Power Systems, (I 993).

(6) Moisture separator 9. S. YASHIMA, "Japanese wrestle with tube problems".
Several modification were applied to conventional three Nuclear Engineering International, 1993).

big swirl vane primary separator and formed vane secondary 10. A. YOKOYAMA et al., YAG laser welded sleeving
separator to keep smooth drain flow separated from steam.flow. technology for Steam Generator tubes in nuclear power plants",
This improved moisture separator system has sufficient The 5th International Symposium of the Japan Welding Society,
separation performance, low pressure loss, and simple and Tokyo, 1990).
economical structure. 16 I 1. A. KISHIDA et al., "Preliminary pH measurements in high

(7) Channel head temperature simulated PWR Steam Generator crevice
Hemispherical channel head with cylindrical portion environments at On-site Model Boiler facility", Symposium on

was made by hot forming from plate material for good fracture Chemistry in High Temperature Aqueous Solutions, Provo,
toughness and strength. Primary coolant inlet and outlet nozzles Utah, 1987).
were also hot fortned as one body of hemispherical channel 12. H. TAKAMATSU et al., "Monitoring on corrosion behavior
head. Tis cylindrical portion makes enough access for of Steam Generator tubings", JAIF International Conference on
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ABSTRACT indirect costs such as ALARA, outage resources and
critical path time aount to several hundred thousand

Hydraulic snubbers are used in Steam Generator (SG) dollars per plant per refueling outage.
upper support systems because of the snubbers ability
to accommodate the large thermal movement of the A review of Table I indicates that SG snubber
SG during plant heatup and cooldown while providing reduction rate of 67% to 83% is achievable.
restraint to the Reactor Coolant Loop (RCL) for However, these programs did not maximize the
dynamic events such as postulated pipe ruptures and potential benefits. Nearly 50% of O&M costs will
earthquakes. Due to the complexity of the design of still be incurred since there are snubbers remaining.
the SG upper support system, several factors can The best and most challenging program will eliminate
significantly affect the performance of the hydraulic all snubbers. This paper presents a two-phase
snubbers and contribute to the continuing need to program to achieve this objective.
monitor and test the functionality of the snubbers. In
some cases, snubber malfunctions have caused Table 1: SG Snubber Elimination Programs
extended plant outages.

Power Station % Snubbers Snubbers Program
Recent advancements in computer technology have Eliminated Removed Completed
made it economically feasible to perform the
engineering analyses required to eliminate I of the Plant 71% 60 1986
SG snubbers. Similar to the SG snubber reduction Plant 2 83% 60 1987/1989
programs started in the 1980s, this paper presents a
proem of implementing load reduction techniques and Plant 3 75% 24 1987/1990

taking advantage of component reserve margins. Plant 4 75% 6 1988
Non-linear time history analyses are required for Plant 75% 24 1989/1992
seismic and pipe rupture loadings to more accurately
predict the behavior of the RCL and loads on the Plant 6 67% 48 1989

primary components. Even without considering the Plant 7 75% 12 1989
ALARA savings, the payback period to implement a
full SG snubber removal program is typically less than Plant 60% 18 1993

two fuel cycles. Plant 9 60% 9 1993

INTRODUCTION

The high Operation Maintenance (O&M) TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
costs on snubbers, especially the large ydraulic
snubbers on the SG, motivated nuclear utilities to Unexpected restriction of the thermal growth
implement SG snubber reduction programs in the of reactor coolant piping can cause significant
1980's. Examples of typical SG snubber reduction problems in plant operation'. The identification of the
programs are illustrated in Table 1. The SG snubber root cause and the resolution of the i-containment
related O&M costs, including direct costs such as noise event caused by restricted RCL thermal growth
visual inspection, functional testing, maintenance and was presented in Reference 2 In the process, it
material, engineering, craft labor, scaffolding and became clear that if pipe whip restraints on piping can
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cause RCL binding, the RCLs are equally susceptible pipe rupture loadings. Free thermal expansion is
to binding from the large hydraulic snubbers on the achieved though the use of pinned end columns, tie
SGs. It is beneficial to eliminate all the SG snubbers rods with slotted pin holes, gapped lateral supports,
from a cost reduction and operational safety view and hydraulic snubbers.
points.

The details of any specific SG support system
Advancements in computer technology, both are plant dependent. Typically, the upper SG support

hardware and software, have made complicated non- consists of a ring band placed around the SG and hung
linear time history seismic analysis technically and from the SG lifting trunnions. Four 1300,000 pound
economically feasible. The strategic use of gapped capacity hydraulic snubbers are placed parallel to the
elements in structural design and the accurate hot leg. The front side SG snubbers extend during
representation of the elements in analyses has resolved heatup and contract during cooldown. The back side
msk y technical problems during plant heatups and SG snubbers expand during heatup and contract during
cooldowns. Designs to replace snubbers that provide cooldown. Restraint perpendicular to the hot leg is
controlled gaps are available commercially or specific typically provided by rigid bumpers on each side of
designs can be developed to accomplish the same the SG. Figure I provides a plan view of a typical
objective. Software and hardware are no longer upper SG support system.
obstacles in achieving the mximum benefit from SG
snubber removal. PHASE I ACTIVITIES

The reduction of design basis loads has been A non-linear RCS model is developed and
accomplished through technical and licensing subjected to time history Safe Shutdown Earthquake
developments. The controlling loads on SG snubbers, (SSE) loadings for two SG upper support
from postulated pipe ruptures, have been significantly configurations. 'Me first configuration has no
reduced though the demonstration of Leak-Before- snubbers and no replacement hardware. Te second
Break (LBB) of the RCL and the elimination of configuration has no snubbers but has compression
Arbitrary Intermediate Breaks (AIBs) on the main bumpers on the backside of the SG. In the specific
steam and feedwater piping. In addition, seismic case considered and evaluated, scoping analysis
loadings are reduced by using non-linear time history quickly identified that some replacement compression'
analysis methods. The component reserve design bumpers would be required to demonstrate that the
margin relative to ASME Code allowables can be Leak-Before-Break (LBB) analysis for the RCL piping
used to accept slightly higher component and support would still be applicable. The modified SG upper
loads. support configuration, which will be used in the Phase

I analysis, is shown in Figure 2 For the purpose of
In light of the above advancements, it was this analysis, the gaps and stiffnesses of the

judged that the total elimination of SG snubbers is compression bumpers must be parametrically varied
feasible and a two-phase program initiated. Phase until acceptable results are generated. The design of
demonstrates that all SG snubbers can be removed the bumpers to provide the required properties is
with either no hardware modifications or limited appropriately performed in Phase 2.
hardware modifications. This phase includes system
analysis of the RCL and components to demonstrate THE MODEL
that appropriate acceptance criteria are met and the
preparation of documents required to obtain regulatory The coupled RCL/building/supports system
endorsement. Te Phase 2 activities includes final model is the analytical model used to compute
qualification and documentation of all RCL loadings on equipment, equipment supports, and
components and supports, design of replacement piping. The system model includes the stiffness and
hardware, if required, and generation of modification mass characteristics of the RCL piping and equipment
packages. (the RPV, SG and RCP), the stiffness of the

component supports which affect the system, and a
00TING RCL SUPPORT CONFIGURATION simplified representation of the budding. Reduced

modal analysis method' and modal superposition
The reactor coolant system (RCS) consists of method' are used in the time history seismic analyses.

four reactor coolant loops attached to a Reactor
Pressure Vessel (RPV). Each reactor coolant loop
(RCL) includes the primary loop piping, one SG, and
one Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP). The support
systems for the RPV, SG and RCP are designed to
permit free thermal expansion of the loop during
heatup and yet provide support against earthquake and
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Figure 1: Existing Upper SG Support Configuration Figure 2 No Snubbers with Compression Bumpers

The simplified reactor building model is a analysis. In many cases, there will be no impact on

three-dimensional linear lumped mass model the alculated usage factors since the original fatigue

consisting of the basernat, interior concrete structures, analysis commonly will use the Code allowable

and containment shell. In order to minimize the total moment for OBE after the dead weight and pressure

dynamic DOF, only the interior concrete structure stresses are subtracted from the allowable stress

model is included in the coupled building-RCL model. intensity.

Stiffness and mass matrices were used to define the

reactor building model.
56

The SGs and RCPs are represented by lumped SG

mass and beam models. These models were obtained SG Y

from a complex multi-mass SG and RCP model by

preserving the total mass, first moment of mass, and

second moment of mass. The reactor vessel model is RCP SG

developed on a similar principle but through a much RCP

more complicated process. RCP

The SG lower and upper supports parallel to

the hot leg and the RCP tie rods were represented by
non-linear dynamic elements, consisting of springs and

dampers in parallel which were then coupled to gaps

in series. he SG lower and upper supports parallel

to the hot leg act in compression only and the RCP tie

rods act only in tension. A schematic description of

the model is show in Figure 3.

Figure 3 4-Loop RCL Dynamic Model

EVALUATTONS

Separate non-linear time history seismic

RCL Piping and Component Stress analysis may be required to evaluate the SG internals.

SG support and RCL piping stiffhesses at the nozzle

The critical stress location must be identified must be used as inputs. All critical component

and qualified. This is commonly at the SG inlet stresses and tube deformation must be acceptable.

elbow due to the combination of the feedwater line

break and the SSE. If no time history analysis was RCL Piping Leak-Before-Break (LBB)

performed for the OBE, loads and stresses can be

selected as a conservative percentage of the SSE loads Validation that the conclusion of the LBB

and stresses. As for the fatigue usage factor, the evaluations for the RCL piping is unchanged is a

impact of the OBE stresses depends on how the OBE necessity if the SG snubber elimination is going to be

stresses were considered in the original fatigue successful. All the original design basis loadings are
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used except for the SSE loads which are taken from CONCLUSION
the non-linear time history analysis with compression
bumpers. Plant specific loads and material properties Elimination of all the SG snubbers is viable.
may be required to be utilized at the most critical Some replacement hardware, in the form of
location. The length of flaw to give the required compression bumpers, may be required. Non-linear
measurable 10 gpm leakage and the demonstration of time istory seismic analyses must be performed to
stability for two tes the leakage size flaw are demonstrate adequate seismic margin to code
required to demonstrate that the presumption of LBB allowables.
in the RCL piping is acceptable for the modified
design. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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components. Operating Nuclear Power Plant", 12th Intemational

Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor
Mainsteam (MS) and Feedwater (FW) Piping Technology, August, 1993.

Increased SG displacements must be 3. ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code, Section HI.
considered in the requalification of the MS and FW
piping. Since no intermediate stress breaks are 4. 'Reduction of Stiffness and Mass Matrices", AlAA
tolerable with the SG snubbers replaced by Journal Volume 3 No. 2 1965.
compression bumpers, stress intensities are limited to
80% of the Code allowable. A coupled RCL and MS 5. 'Modal Superposition Method for Computational
piping model can be used to accurately calculate the Economical Non-Linear Structure Analysis. Trans of
stresses. Care must be taken to separate the primary ASME, Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology,
and secondary stresses to maximize the likelihood of Volume 101, May 1979.
acceptability.

Equipment Nozzle Evaluation

The increase in RCL primary equipment
nozzle loads must be reviewed with respect to the
allowable loads. 'Me existing design margins will be
useful in accommodating the higher nozzle loads
resulting from removal of all the SG snubbers.

Hardware Modification

To implement the. SG snubber removal a
combination of snubber removal, snubber
modification, and the addition of new hardware to act
as bumpers must be designed and implemented. The
removal of the RPV side snubbers and the
modification of the backside snubbers is useful. The
hydraulic fluid in snubbers will be drained and
discarded, and compression collar to act as a bumper
can be designed.
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ABSTRACT Generally there are two methods of fault diagnosis using the

In this study, The Fuzzy Signed Digraph method which has been computer system. One is the experience-oriented method which
. is based on a list processing agorithm; all the patterns of failures

researched and applied to the chemical process is improved and experienced and the corresponding causes are filed and the
applied to the fault diagnosis of the pressurizer in nuclear power pattern faced in practice is searched in the list or inferred by
plants. The Fuzzy Signed-Digraph(FSD) is the method which some rule. The other is the logic-oriented method which uses a
applies the fuzzy number to the Signed-Digraph(SDG) method. cause-effect algorithm; all the possible cause-effect relations are
The current SDG methods have any merits as follows: (1) prepared and the chains of cause-effect relations are used to
SDG method can directly use the value of sensors not the alarm explain consistently the observed failure pattem.1
to the fault diagnosis. 2 This method can diagnose the fault

independent on the pattern 3 This method can diagnose the In this study, Fuzzy Signed-Digraph method, one of the
faults fastly because the method uses the cause-effect relation logic-oriented methods, which combines the Signed-Digraph and
insteady of the complex control equation among the variables. the Fuzzy-Number is improved for multi-faults diagnosis and is
But, they are not proper to be applied to the diagnosis of the applied to the fault diagnosis of the nuclear power plant
miulti-faults and to diagnose faults on real time. It is because the pressurizer. We explain the signed-digraph method briefly in
unmeasured nodes in those methods must be connected to each section 2 and the Fuzzy signed digraph ethod is described in
other in order to find out the single fault under the single-fault section 3 Applications of the improved Fuzzy Signed-Digraph to
assumption. These methods need long CPU time and cannot be the pressurizer and the results are given in section 4 and ,
applied to the multi-faults diagnosis. respectively.

We propose a method in which the values of the unmeasured 2. Signed-Digraph Method
nodes are calculated from the relations between the unmeasured
nodes and the measured nodes. By using this method, the CPU 2.1 Signed-digraph
time for diagnosis can be reduced. This CPU time reduction The variables and the components that are interrelated with
makes the real-time diagnosis possible. This method can also be each other such as pressure, water level, valves, heaters, are
applied for the multi-faults diagnosis. This method is applied to called nodes. For applying the signed-digraph to the system,
the diagnosis of the pressurizer of the nuclear power plant first, we represent all the variables and the components as nodes
KORI-2 in Korea. and connect nodes with the arcs according to their directed

1. Introduction cause-effect relations. The picture of the nodes and the arcs of
the system is called a digraph. And the arcs have sign '+' or '

The pressurizer and its associated components are very according to whether the relation is positive or negative. For
important parts in nuclear power plants to control the pressure of "ample, if B increases with the increase of A, the arc is from A
the coolant and to reduce the shock when the turbine power is to and its sign is '+' as shown in Fig I.a. If B decreases with
changed. The correct fault diagnosis of the pressurizer, therefore, the increase of A, the arc is still from A to but it has -' sign as
is critical to operate nuclear power plants economically and shown in Fig Lb. When two nodes mutually affect each other,
safely. When a trouble is occurred, the operators of the nuclear i.e. as A increases, increases, and as increases, A decreases,
power plants ay be confused by various parameters and alarms which is called a negative feed back loop, their interrelation is
and often do not perform the diagnosis of the causal fault shown as in Fig I.c. Another case in which the nodes have
properly. More advanced methods in the fault diagnosis by using different arcs according to the variables' condition is show in

computers are needed so that the operators decide a proper Fig Ld.
action. Using the techniques described above a Signcd-Digraph of
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+ 0
a b ni Dy X ni 

ni value of node i

+ + n- :valueofnodej
�ij : value of an arc from i to

The arcs which satisfy the above relations are called
.d 2 consistent arcs and the digraph that consists of these arcs is

C d called a consistent digraph. 'Me diagnosis of the causal fault is
perfon-ned by back-tracking the arcs of the consistent digraph.3,4

Figure 1. Relations Of Nodes
However, there are controlled nodes of which the value is

the system is made by the materials and the experience of the appeared to be zeros even though the nodes are related to the
experts before the Fuzzy Signed-Digraph method is applied. fault; the pressure of the pressurizer in nuclear power plants is

an example. The values of controlled nodes, therefore, must be
2.2 Fault pattern estimated from the connected neighboring nodes even if the

The values of the system variables are changed when controlled nodes have zero values. If the node j is a controlled
transients or failures occur in the system. The values of the node and i is an input node of the controlled node, the following
nodes that indicate the condition of changed variables of the equation is satisfied:
system are called the fault pattern. The value of each node has Y
sign when the variable increases, and -' sign when the variable Iii X Dy + => nj +

decreases, and V if the variable is not changed. ni x D. => it (2)
Y J

The nodes are divided into two groups, measured nodes and
unmeasured nodes. The measured nodes are the nodes that are If the controlled nodes are appointed initial]), and its values
directly known from sensors or indicators and the unmeasured are assigned from connected nodes using the above equation, we
nodes are the nodes that are not directly known from sensors or can link the paths leading to the controlled nodes and can find the
indicators. When one makes patterns, therefore, the values of origins of the failure by means of back-tracking the connected
unmeasured nodes must be assumed from the measured nodes paths.
and from the system infort-nation.

3. Fuzzy Signed-Digraph method

The methods of estimating values of unmeasured nodes are
as follows: (1) the method of connecting the nodes using the It is difficult, however, to apply the signed-digraph method
assumption of the single fault. 2) the method assuming the to complex systems such as nuclear power plants that have
values of unmeasured nodes using the values of measured nodes nodes connected to many other nodes. The Signed-Digraph is
and the system information. also inappropriate to be used for the diagnosis of the variables

that change in small quantity such as in the regime of control

The merits and demerits of two methods are as follows: In region. There is no way pointing out the severe fault among the
the first method, the values are inferred with digraph even if the faults when multi-faults occur. In order to solve these problems,
values of all unmeasured nodes are not assumed. This method, Fuzzy number is introduced to the values of the arcs and the
however, has the premise of single fault assumption and it needs nodes in the Signed-Digraph method.4,5
long CPU time when there are many unmeasured nodes. It is,
therefore, difficult to diagnose the multi-fault and the causal This method transforms the cause-effect relation of
fault on real-time. In the second method, there should be variables to Fuzzy values from -1 to +1, which can be
sufficient information on the system variables and components accomplished by the opinion of experts on the degree of
so that the values of unmeasured nodes are inferred from the interrelation among the variables. And the values of nodes that
values of measured nodes. This method, however, has indicate the state of the system are changed to the fuzzy values
advantages that it does not need single fault assumption and it corresponding to the degree of transition. The values of the
can perform real-time diagnosis even with many unmeasured controlled nodes defined in the previous section are calculated as
nodes due to its less CPU time required. It can also be used to in the following procedure: If j is a controlled node,
diagnose the multi-faults.2

n, =u,[n(abs(�.),abs(D..)jj

2.3 Determination of causal fault 'J (3)
For the diagnosis of the causal fault, the nodes that have sign of nJ. = sign of the n, x D V

zero values in the pattern are excluded from the diagnosis i input nodes of the controlled node j
process because they are not related to the fault. And the value i controlled node
of an arc from i to j, Dij, is valid if the following equation is c selected node
satisfied: ni Fuzzy value of the node i
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D-- : Fuzzy value of the cause-effect relation from i to j other. And many connection-conditions of cause-effect arcs ofIj
abs(ni) absolute value of ni the pressurizer depend on the conditions of the pressure and the
abs(Dij): absolute value of Dij water level.

If we apply the min-max procedure to this equation, it is So, we ake the digraph that has conditional arcs so that
expressed as follow: the digraph of the system is represented with different connection

arcs according to the range and setpoint of the pressure and the

nj = maxi [ min f abs(i; ), abs(D. (4) water level.

In the Fuzzy Signed-Digraph method, the values of The nodes are divided into two groups as shown in the
unmeasured nodes are estimated by the values of other nodes and section 2 measured nodes and unmeasured nodes. The measured
the system information as in the previous section. The values of nodes are the sensors such as pressure sensors and water level
the nodes are not qualitative values, + , 0, -, but fuzzy values in sensors and temperature sensors and so on., and the umeasured
this method. nodes are the components such as valves and heaters and

controllers and other variables such as flow. The values of
measured nodes are given directly from the sensor outputs, and

-F(s 0.9 0.7 the values of unmeasured nodes are given from the information
0.7 S 40 3'8 of the digraph or the values of measured nodes.

7

.6 In tis work, we use the method in which the values of
unmeasured nodes are inferred from measured nodes such as
sensor outputs because there are enough measured nodes to infer
the value of the unmeasured nodes in the pressurizer and its

Selecled Path 10 associated systems. For example, the state of the relief valve of
the pressurizer is known from the temperature of the line
connected from the valve to the relief tank. The value of the

Figure 2 Back-Trucking valve, therefore, could be inferred by the temperature as long as

After the values of controlled nodes and umeasured nodes Fuzzy

are determined using the above relation, we search the origins of Value
the faults by back-tracking the consistent digraph. During the
back-tracking, if we meet the nodes that have multi-input arcs as Negative

shown in Fig 2 the path is connected to the node that has the Setpoint
highest fault probability that is estimated using the following
fuzzy operation:

P..itive Measured
Setpoint Value

maxi min fabs(ni), abs(D. (5)

j the node that have multi-input nodes .... ................
i the input nodes of the node j
ni the value of the node i

Dij the value of arc from the node i to the node j Figure 3. Fuzzy Value

In the next search, the path is connected to the node which
has the second highest fault probability estimated among the
paths, ten next, and so on. When multi-faults occur in the CONDITI

ONAL
system, we can find the fault that has the highest fault ARCS

probability among the causal faults in order.

4. Application to the pressurizer in nuclear power plants RANS-
FORMATI01, TO CAUSAL
TO FUZZY

In this section, we applied the signed digraph method and SIGNED- FAULTS

Fuzzy Signed digraph method to the pressurizer and its DIGRAPH

associated systems in nuclear power plants. We express the
variables(i.e., pressure, water level, temperature, and flow) and
the components(i.e., sensors, valves, heaters, and controllers) of MEASU D

the pressurizer as nodes.

The pressure and water level of the pressurizer make many Figure 4. The Schame Of Diagnosis
components operate and the variables are influenced with each
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Figure 5. Application To The Pressurizer Of Kori-2 Nuclear Power Plant

the sensor is not failed. And the value of a measured node is that performs diagnosis of causal faults is in shown Fig.4. The
given +1 when the indicated value of the node is higher than examples of which we diagnose the faults using this method are
positive alarm setpoint and is given with linearly increasing shown in the next section.

value from zero to 1 up to the positive alarm setpoint as shown
in Fig.3. It is given -1 when the value of the node is lower then 5. Result and Conclusion
negative alarm setpoint and is given with linearly decreasing
value from zero to -I up to the negative alarm setpoint as shown The Fuzzy Signed-Digraph was applied to the single-failure
in Fig.3. of the pressurizer in which the relief valve was leaking. It is also

applied to a multi-failure case in which the relief valve was
In this work, the Fuzzy Signed-Digraph of the pressurizer leaking and the control valve was overly open. The data used for

and its associated systems is made up of 47 nodes and many arcs the diagnosis of the failures are shown in Tables 2 and 3 The
as shown in Fig.5 and in Table 1. The digraph is made using the consistent digraph used for the diagnosis of the failures and the
components and variables related to the system. And the scheme causal faults are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 We can find out the
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Table 1. The Name of Nodes in Figure 5

NODE NAME NODE NAME

I Pressure X2 Pressure Sensor
X-3 Pressuer Controller X4 Spray valve
X.5 Spray line Flow X6 Spray line Tube
X7 Spray line Temp. Xg Spray line Temp. Sensor
XC) PORVI Xio PORV line Flow
X I I PORV2 X12 PORV2 line Flow
X13 PORV Temp. X 14 PORV Temp. Sensor
X 1 -5 PORV Interlock Valve X16 SRVI
X17 SRVI flow XJR SRVI line Temp.
X19 SRV I line Temp. Sensor X20 SRV2
X21 SRV2 flow X22 SRV2 line Temp.
X23 SRV2 line Temp. Sensor X24 Pressurizer Relief Tank(PRT) Level
X 2.5 PRT Level Sensor X26 PRT Temp.
X27 PRT Temp. Sensor X29 PRT Pressure
X29 PRT Pressure Sensor X30 PRT coolant
X.3 1 Rupture Disc X32 Proportional Heater
X 3.3 Backup Heater X.3 4 Level
X 3.5 Level Sensor X-16 Level Controller
X.3 7 Charging Valve X.3 g Charging Flow
X39 Charging line Tube X40 Let down Valve
X41 Surge Flow X42 Surge line Temp.
X43 Surge line Temp. Sensor X44 Water Temp.
X45 Water Temp. Sensor X46 Vapor Temp.
X47 Vapor Temp. Sensor

causal faults from the consistent digraphs if we use the method Table 2. The Data Of Single-Failure (PORVI)
of the back-tracking which starts from the nodes not possessing
the output arcs such as RTIs, RTps, Pts, Sts, Hp, Hb, and Cf Measured node Sensor's (non-nal) value Fuzzy value
as shown in Fig. 7 In the causal faults, the two relief valves 2 2207(2235) pisa -1.0
appeared to be failed even though one of them is working well. 8 536(536) OF 0
This is because the two relief valves have only one temperature 14 656.7(86) OF +1.0
sensor. Thus, if there is temperature sensor at each relief valve 19 86(86) OF 0.0
line, we can find the failed relief valve arnong te two valves 23 86(86) OF 0.0
using the Fuzzy Signed-Digraph method. 25 78(75) % +0.375

27 258(100) OF 1.0
If the PORV opening is caused from insurge flow, the fault 29 44.1(14.7) pisa 1.0

pattern is different from table 2 Under this situation, the pattern 35 64.1(60) % 0.8
is appeared such as the level sensor is high and the pressure 43 615.42(615.42) OF 0.0
sensor is high. The causal fault, therefore, is that surge flow is 45 656.7(656.7) OF 0.0
high. 47 656.6(656.7) OF 0.0

If PORV is open for other cause not PORV leaking, the Tab le 3 The Data Of Multi-Failure (PORV I+Spray valve)
fault pattern is appeared differently from the pattern of PORV
leaking. For example, PORV valve is open when the pressure of Measured node Sensor's normal) value Fuzzy value
the pressurizer is over the setpoint of "PORV OPEN" due to 2 2201(2235) psia -1.0
insurge flow to pressurizer from the coolant system. If the 8 551(536) OF 1.0
pressure is increasing for above situation, the pressure sensor 14 656.7(86) OF +1.0
indicates "high", and the level sensor indicates "high" and then 9 86(86) OF 0.0
the arcs in consistent digraph indicate surge flow as the causal 23 86(86) OF 0.0
fault. 25 78(75) % +0.375

27 258(100) OF 1.0
The merits of the Fuzzy Signed-Digraph method developed 29 44.1(14.7) psia 1.0

in tis work are as follows: (1) This method is better than the 35 64.5(60) % 0.9
method of using binary output alarms in the fact that the values 43 615.42(615.42) OF 0.0
of sensors are directly used in the FSD ethod. flee method 45 656.7(656.7) OF 0.0
using the alarm at the fault diagnosis is able to diagnose the fault 47 656.6(656.7) OF 0.0
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this Fuzzy Signed-Digraph method can diagnose the fault 2. J. SHIOZAKI, H. MATSUYAMA, E. O'SHIMA, M. IRI,
regardless of the range of the sensors. 2 This method is not "An Improved Algorithm for Diagnosis of System Failure in
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ABSTRACT fusion method[3], variational techniques[4], monte carlo integer
The Optimal Fuel Shuffling System(OFSS) is developed for programming[51, simulated annealing method[6 7, linear po-

optimal design of PWR fuel loading pattern. In this paper, an gramming[8], and knowledge based system[9, 101. All of the
optimal loading pattern is defined that the local power peaking optimization approaches introduced above am not ensure the glo-
factor is lower than predetermined value during one cycle and bal optimum solution because of the limitation of their searching
the effective multiplication factor is maximized in order to ex- algorithms. They only find near optimal solutions.
tract maximum energy. OFSS is a hybrid system that a rule To resolve these limitations, we suggest two possibilities: a)
based system, a fuzzy logic, and an artificial neural network are very effective searching, and b) very fast pediction of core pa-
connected each other. he rule based system classifies loading rameters with reasonable accuracy. If these two are ensured, ex-
patterns into two classes using several heuristic rules and a fuzzy isting methods can improve their performances. To meet and
rule. A fuzzy rule is introduced to achieve more effective and demonstrate these two possibilities, we developed a prototype
fast searching. Its membership function is automatically updated expert system, the Optimal Fuel Shuffling System(OFSS) using
in accordance with the pdiction results. The artificial neural an artificial neural network(ANN) and a fuzzy rule based sys-
network predicts core parameters for the patterns generated from tem(FRBS). ANN offers the very fast pediction of core param-
the rule based system. The back-propagation network is used for eters with reasonable accuracy and FRBS offers the very effec-
fast prediction of core parameters. The artificial neural network tive searching. Therefore, existing methods listed above can im-
and the fuzzy logic can be used as the tool for improvement of prove their performance and ability by use of the aificial neural
existing algorithm's capabilities. OFSS was demonstrated and network and/or the fuzzy rule based system. For example, if
validated for cycle I of Kori unit I PWR. ANN is used with the simulated annealing method, the fast pre-

diction of ANN will elevate the performance of the simulated

1. INTRODUCTION annealing method.
In Pressurized Water Reactors(PWRs), the fuel reloading This sstem finds the patterns that the value of P. is lower

problem has significant meaning in terms of both safety and than the reference value and the cycle length is maximized. The
economics. The fuel integrity is severely challenged if the local cycle length can be determined from the effective multiplication
power peaking factor is too high. Thus the local power peaking factor, kff without soluble boron at beginning-of-cycle(BOC).
factor(P.) must be kept lower than pre Therefore the effective multiplication factor at BOC is deter-
one mined as the objective function which is represented the cycle

cycle. On the other hand, from the economic point of view,
the cycle burnup may be maximized under the given number of length.
fresh fuel assemblies. Therefore the general problem of in-com The rule based system classifies the loading patterns into
fuel management for a PWR consists of determining the fuel two classes, good and bad ones using several heuristic titles and
reloading policy for each cycle that minimize unit energy cost a fuzzy rule A fuzzy rule is introduced in order to achieve more
under the constraints imposed on various core parameters, e.g., a effective and fast searching. Bad patterns are discarded because
local power peaking factor or an assembly bumup. it is obvious that these patterns violates the criteria such as local

In last two decades, many researchers have tried an auto- power peaking limit, maximum bumup limit, etc.. ANN predicts
matic optimization of the fuel reloading patterns using various P. and kff at BOC for the good patterns generated from a fuzzy
algorithms such as direct search algoriduns[l 2, backward dif- rule based system(FRBS). According to prediction results, the
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membership function of a fuzzy rule in the rule based system is and facts for the rule based system, the trained connection weights
updated more optimally. of BPN, and initialize the membership function of a fuzzy rule.

In Sec. 11, we describe on the overall structure and the com- Step 2 Searching for fresh fuel loading. At first, the fuzzy rule

putational procedures of OFSS. In Sec. II, it is described on the based system starts to load the fresh fuel assemblies with depth

rule based system with fuzzy rule and the artificial neural net- first searching algorithm. If a pattern satisfying the heuristic rules

work. Also the development strategies for these two sub-systems is found, that pattern is send to Step 3 otherwise the searching is

are explained. 'Me demonstration and the validation of OFSS ended. Step 3 Searching for once and twice burned fuel loading.

were performed for cycle I of Kori unit PWR. These demon- After a fresh fuel assemblies are loaded, the fuzzy rule based

stration results are described in Sec. IV. system starts to load the once and the twice burned fuel assem-

blies. Step 4 Prediction of P_ and kff using BPN. For the

H. OVERALL STRUCTURE OF OFSS pattern generated from Step 3 BPN predicts two core param-

In this section, we propose a new method to design the op- eters, P. and k.. If the value of P. is less than the predeter-

timal fuel loading pattern. This method uses a hybrid technology mined reference value and the value of k is greater than the

combined an aificial neural network and a fuzzy rule based reference one, that pattern is stored. This step is repeated until

system. The hybrid concept of this method is shown in Fig. 1. the patterns generated in Step 3 are exhausted. Step 5. Improve-
ment of a fuzzy rule. The membership function of a fuzzy rule is

updated according to the results of Step 4 and Step 2 is per-
Loading Heuristic formed, again.

patterns library Rules Logic flow diagram such as above ones is shown in Fig. 2.

Being performed OFSS a few patterns which are better than the

reference one are generated and one can select one of them ac-
Rule Based System

(paUern classification) Rule
F_ KB = Kowledge Base

Loading KB MF = Membership Function
. ... ... ..................... ....... .Update Initialization of MF CW = Connection W eights
Artificial Nei Loading CW 8k = ke-ff-- kref

(parameter prediction) Fuzzy Rule 8 = Pmax - Pref

A+
Optimal loading patterns 8k 8P

0
FRBS

Fig. 1 Hybrid concept for optimal fuel loading pattern design Once Burned Fue Loa g
Twice

Two systems, the ANN and the FRBS are connected each

input and output. At first, the FRBS searches fuel loading par-

terns with ordinary and fuzzy heuristic rules. Ordinary heuristic ction

ndes can be called in terms of "static rules", which are unchanged

until loading patterns searching ends. On the other hand, a fuzzy ax < e

heuristic rule is improved optimally according to prediction re- s

sults by modification its membership function. A back-propagation No

network(BPN) a kind of a feed-forward network, is used to pre- >

diet core parameters P.. and k, BPN receives the survived s

loading patterns from the FRBS and predicts P. and kff very
quickly. OFSS determines if a current pattern is better Save attern

reference one by these prediction results. Detailed descriptions N

for above two systems are given in next section.

The logical procedure of OFSS is as follows: Step 1. Initial-

ization. OFSS loads the knowledge base such as heuristic rules Fig. 2 Logic flow diagram of OFSS
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cording to his experience and knowledge. This system is installed

on the workstation, SUN 475 and is developed using Quintus W11

prolog and C languages and X window system for graphical user

interface.
et

III. DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES OF OFSS

IIIJ. Development of thefuzzy rule based system

Human experts cannot predict core parameters of a given Intent

loading pattern, quantitatively, but they can classify which pat-

terns are good or bad in broadly using their own heuristic knowl- Z
edge. In this paper, the rule based system is developed to imitate H 0

these human's ability. Fig. 3 shows the structure of a rule based Fig. 4 The general structure of the three layered BPN

system for a fuel loading pattern classification. This system is checkerboard pattern, unless the considered core position is 2,

developed using the Quintus prolog language. 1) and 2 2. rule-6: Once-burned fuel loading should maintain

The inference engine has two searching algorithms, depth- the checkerboard pattern in lines 2 3 and 4.

first and breadth-first. In this paper, both of two searching algo- rule- I is a fuzzy rule. In rule- 1, the position x. is determined

rithms are used to take merits of two algorithms. Depth-first by fuzzy logic and is updated optimally. Results and demonstra-

searching algorithm is used for the fresh fuel assembly loading tions of the rule based system are described in Sec. IV.

and breadth-first searching algorithm is used for the once and the

twice burned fuel assembly loadings. 111.2. Fuzzy logic within the rule based system

The knowledge base of this rule based system consists of The fuzzy rulellIj is referred in Sec. 111.1, "rule-]" of the

heuristic rules and facts. Heuristic rules are divided into two rule based system. "rule-P means that if a fresh fuel assembly is

classes: a fuzzy rule and ordinary heuristic rules. Facts express loaded into near center position, the local power peaking factor

factual knowledge related to the problem domain, i.e., a reactor at that position can be exceeded the limit value. This meaning

may be generally accepted in qualitative terms but the nearest
F7 PN� 51. position which is permitted loading of a fresh fuel assembly can

Elimination rules not be determined.
Inference In traditional rule based system[9, 101, this nearest positionEngine

el is determined as fixed one by heuristic knowledge of a system

ANN so urned fuel designer, for example, x. = 33" or x. = 31 " etc.. However we
used the fuzzy membership function(MF) to determine this near-

est position and this MF is updated with the prediction results by

the artificial neural networks.
MF is initialized as following equation:

pa ernsH � Elimination rules..-,'
I x x1 �526

P(X1) 26
Fig. 3 Structure of the fuzzy rule based system 26 �5x2 �537

for the fuel loading pattem classification

core geometry and fuel assemblies. In Eq. (1), x2 is the square of distance from the center of

The heuristic rules used in this rule based system can be reactor core when it is assumed that one side of a fuel assembly

written in natural language form as follows: rule-1: Fresh fuel equals to 1. p(x) represents the possibility that a fresh fuel as-

loading into the core position which a distance from the center is sembly can be loaded at that position. This MF is updated with

smaller than that of position $x sub in$ is forbidden. rule-2: the results by following two logics:

Fresh fuel loading should maintain the checkerboard pattern, un- I -The produced pattern is better than reference one. That is, P_

less the considered core position is one with a reflector on two of the produced pattern is smallerthan P. of the reference
sides. rule-3: If the fresh fuel is loaded into the inside position one and kff of the produced pattern is larger than kff of the

which has control rod bank, this loading is forbidden. rule4: reference one.

Twice-burned fuel loading into core periphery positions is for- 2 2 2 > X2

bidden. rule-5: Twice-burned fu Pn+](t (1-affijr + a, (2)
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2. The produced pattern is worse than reference one. That is,

P_of the produced pattern is larger than P.. of the reference BPN

one.

P"+I(t 2) (I_p)p"(t 2), t2 X (3) t

where a and are the proportional coefficients for P_ and k,, CITATION at Adjust ate

respectively. Based on the above two logics, adjustment se- Code weights

quence is as follows: t
Conversion

1. MF initialization by Eq. (1). < Output

2. Generation of random number, r ranged to .

3. Take the minimum value aong xs which p(x2 > r. This is ave

the nearest position permitted fresh fuel loading.

4. Rule based system is performed with the nearest position de-

termined step 3 and the BPNs predict core parameters. And Validation

then MF is updated by Es. 2) or 3) with the prediction Learning Stage Prediction Stage

results. Fig. Overall learning and prediction procedure

5. Go to step 2 until searching is ended. of the core parameter prediction system

111.3. Core parameter prediction using BPN The output of the network is P. and kffat BOC condition.

In this paper, we developed the very fast core parameter These two parameters for a given loading pattern are obtained

prediction system using BPN. This system predicts P_ and kff using the QCC code developed in KAIST. Then P. and kff are

at BOC condition for the given fuel loading patterns. BPN used normalized between and I and are convtrted $1 times 18$

in this paper consists of oe input layer, one output layer, and binary vector by the group-and-weight scheme[ 121 which has 2

one hidden layer as shown in Fig. 4 Each layer is composed of groups and 9 bits in each group, respectively. Thus the input

neuron(s) used as the fundamental building block of the back- layer has 21 neurons and the output layer has 18 neurons. Train-

propagation network. A neuron calculates a weighted sum of ing patterns are composed of the transformed input vectors and

inputs applied either from the outside or from the previous layer. output values. 1000 different training patterns am generated ran-

After this summation is calculated the activation function, F is domly.

applied to modify it, thereby producing the output signal. Two Fig. shows the learning and prediction procedure of the

networks are constricted, one for pediction of P. and another BPN which is used in this study. In learning stage, all connection

for prediction of k.. Both are three layered networks. P. net- weights are initialized between -0.1 and 0.1, randomly. These

work has 21 input layer neurons, 150 hidden layer neurons, and weights are adjusted to minimize the squared error for 1000 w�-

18 output layer neurons. k network has 400 hidden layer neu- ing patterns. If the averaged eor is less than the convergence
off criteria, which is set to 0.005, the weights are saved and the

rons and others are same as P. network. Detailed descriptions learning is completed.

on the determination of the number of each layer neurons are

given in reference 13. In prediction stage, untrained loading patterns are convened

Learning of a back-propagation network is performed by to the network input vectors and the network calculates the out-

adjusting the weights to minimize the squared error, that is put vectors without further adjustment of the connection weights.

dE Then, these output vectors are converted actual P... or kff and
_�z = 0 (4) compared to the reference code outputs. In this study, 100 un-

0 J-k trained loading patterns are generated, randomly. The prediction

where z,, is the k-th connection weight of thej-th neuron. results for these 100 untrained patterns are shown in Fig. 6 The

In order to minimize the squared error, z must be adjusted x-axis of Fig. 6 represents the target values obtained by the ref-

to the reverse direction of the slope of E verse z,. Detailed de- erence QCC code and the y-axis represents the output values

scriptions on the learning algorithms are given in our last predicted by the BPN.

stud .y[131. In case of P. pdiction, 95% of the untrained patterns are

A given 118 core loading pattern must be transformed in a predicted within 60% error, maximum and average prediction

vector form so that it can be used as the input pattern of the error for the 100 test patterns are 6976 and 2491 %, respec-

BPN. We convert an one-eighth core loading pattern to numeric tively. In case of kff prediction, all of the untrained patterns are

vector having 21 elements[ 3. predicted within _ 03 eor, maximum and average prediction
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2. utput 1.2 sons and soluble boron are riot considered. Therefore, OFSS finds

2.2 the patterns satisfying following two conditions:
6.0 P. < 106 x P kff < 09976 x k rd (5)

2.0 % 1.29 % where Pr = 1.5005 and k 1.2642. In Eq. (5), the coef-
eff

ficients 106 and 09976 are the weighting factors considered the

1.27- prediction error ranges of BPNs.

1.6 As shown in Fig. 7 RTD is filled with the fuel loading
patterns better than the reference pattern and the fuzzy member-

4 1.26 ship function is fully adjusted. In RTD of Fig. 7 two numbers,
1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.3 1.26 1.27 1.28

(a) I'm Tarrt (b) kdr Tarpt which are located at right-bottom of each box except the first,
Mg. 6 The prediction results for 100 untrained loading patterns represent the core parameters of each pattern. Four numbers in

error for 100 test patterns are 0.272% and 0096%, respectively. the number one box of RTD represent the followings in order:

In SUN4/75 workstation, QCC code takes 1-20 seconds cpu to Powerpeakingfactor by prediction of BPN is 14939.

calculate output for one loading pattern. he other hand, BPN PowerpeakingJactor by the QCC code is 14421.

predicts after 0.084 see cpu. Thus BPN predicts about 100 times Effective multiplication factor by prediction of BPN is 12766.

as fast as the QCC code. Effective multiplicationfactor by the QCC code is 1.2751.

From this result, we can conclude that OFSS can find the
IV. RESULTS AND VALIDATIONS optimal fuel loading patterns better than the reference one. The

In Sees. II and III, we have discussed on the computation reference loading pattern was loaded according to out-in loading

logics and development strategies of OFSS sub-systems. Under scheme, that is, a fresh fuel assemblies were loaded at peliph-
the basis of these logics and strategies, OFSS was developed and cry positions. But, as shown in RTD of Fig. 7 the maximum
installed on SUN 4175 workstation and was demonstrated for the power peak can be reduced although the fresh fuel assemblies

first cycle of Kori unit I PWR. are loaded at some inner positions.

Fig. 7 shows the final screen displays of OFSS. This window The use of a fuzzy MF greatly reduces searching space and

is composed of five parts such as the reference pattern dis- time of the rule based system. Table I shows the comparison

play(RPD) part, the current pattern display(CPD) part, the mes- between the results of RBS using and not using the fuzzy W.

OFSs LO In Table 1, RBS not using the fuzzy MF used x. = 3, 3 in
ANK TABLE,;��

rule-I". These two systems are executed on the same machine.

Table I shows the execution results of the two systems, the num-

!J_J
Table I Comparison between the searchin space/time of RBS

4 using and not using the fuzzy MF

Ordinary RBS Fuzzy RBS

Accumulated Number of Loading Number of Accumulated
CPU(sec) Patterns sequences patterns CPU(sec)

61 392 All fresh 126 22

175 4683 Twice 1 1276 145

457 22047 Twice 2 6139 221

1795 54079 Twice 3 15235 454

4148 76686 Twice 4 21592 893

6463 65836 Twice 5 18129 1306

Fig. 7 Final Screen of OFSS 7572 34841 Twice 6 9125 1531

sage display(MD) part, the fuzzy membership function dis- 7957 11370 Twice 7 2707 1627

play(FNIFD) part, and the rank table display(RTD) part. The 8077 2212 Twice 8 471 1686

loading pattern shown in RPD of Fig. 7 was loaded at first cycle 8145 2212 Once 1 471 1740

of Kori unit 1 nuclear power plant actually. So, we selected this 8242 2212 Once 2 471 1785

pattern as the reference fuel loading pattern. As shown in RPD of 8318 2212 Once 3 471 1835

Fig. 7 P..,, and k, of the reference pattern are 1.5005 and 8400 2212 Once 4 471 1891

1.2642, respectively. Of course, this values may be different 8499 2212 Once 5 436 1931

from the real values of the first cycle because the burnable poi- 8594 1582 11 Once 6 11 322 1949 1
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ber of generated patterns and the accumulated CPU times in each network and the fuzzy rule based system, can be used individu-

intermediate searching stage. In Table 1, Intermediate stages of ally as the supporting tool for improvement of existing algo-

the fresh ftiel loading are not shown because the fresh fuel load- rithm's capabilities.

ing is performed by the depth-first searching algorithm. As shown This system may not be used as real reloading tool because

in Table 1, the searching space when the fuzzy rule is used is of its assumptions such as consideration of BOC condition only

much smaller than the searching space of the ordinary rule based and neglection of burnable poisons, but it can be used as the tool

system. The number of final patterns of the fuzzy rule based supporting fuel loading pattern designer that wants to obtain

system is only 20.4% of that of the ordinary rule based system. more optimal solutions.
This result tell us that use of the fuzzy nile can reduce the prob-
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ABSTRACT plant's electric output. POSITIVE uses a
combination of expert systems and adaptive

Due to the tremendous cost of building software to analyze the thermal performance of
�ew nuclear power plants, it has become a nuclear power plant. Historical data,
increasingly attractive to increase the power obtained while the plant was above 93%
output from the existing operating power power, is used to train neural networks to
plants. There are two options that may be determine the current electric output of the
available to accomplish this goal. One option is plant. Once sufficiently trained, new data can
to uprate the plant through licensing modifica- be processed through the neural network. The
tion for a comfortably achievable goal of 4% to neural network first determines the electric
6%. However, the licensing efforts required output associated with the current data. If the
are no small task, vary from plant to plant, and actual power matches the power predicted by
may take years to accomplish. Some nuclear the network, the neural network can be used to
power plants may not have this option because determine which plant systems and components
of design, environmental, political, or should be manipulated to increase electric
geographical limitations. A second option output. Each parameter from the current data is
exists that is simpler and more immediate. It replaced, one at a time, with an optimum value
focuses on improving the plant operating found among a the data used to train the
conditions using adaptive software that could neural networks. Each new data record, with
increase the total plant output by approximately one altered parameter, is then processed
one-half percent by adjusting certain key through the neural network, which calculates a
operating parameters. No design basis predicted electric output. lese predictions are
analyses, hardware modifications, or licensing then ranked by order of increased electric
changes are required. In fact, this technique output. Thermal Performance Engineers then
can be used on a plant that has aready obtained review and perform selected recommendations
licensing modification to obtain an additional
one-half percent on top of the 4. to 6 An initial feasibility study was recently
increase. completed. The next phase of the project is the

creation of a demonstration application to be
Public Service Electric & Gas and ARD tested at Salem Nuclear Generating Station.

Corporation are jointly investigating the
creation of a Plant Optimization System, called 1.0 INTRODUCTION
POSITIVE. POSITIVE is an adaptive software
tool that enables a user to analyze current plant Improving plant efficiency is a high
data to identify potential problem areas and to priority in nuclear generating stations, yet many
obtain recommendations for increasing the relationships governing efficient operation are
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not readily understandable. Recent develop- for Salem Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2.
ments in applied adaptive software technology However, this technology and approach can be
suggest that this software is capable of applied to any electric generating station.
determining the subtle interrelationships in Salem Unit 2 is a 3600 MWt, Westinghouse
plant operation to identify inefficiency. designed PWR. Salem began commercial
Artificial neural networks, using historical data operation in October, 1981. Data is obtained
for training, can process real-time information on a daily basis from a Westinghouse
and direct the user to potential problems within PRODAC 250, or P250, process control
the plant computer. The P250 can monitor up to 349

different parameters throughout the plant.
'Me initial approach used for the Plant These monitored parameters from one moment

Optimization System, or POSrrP[F- is to obtain in time are saved as one record four times per
data from Salem four times daily from the plant day for use in training the neural networks.
computer for a three month period while the
generating station is operating above 93% 2.0 NEURAL NETWORKS
power. This data is re-verified and grouped
into two sets. The first set comprises 80-90% Neural networks, or artificial neural
of the data to form a 'training' set. The networks, have been designed to imitate some
remainder is grouped to form a 'validation' set. properties of the living nervous system.
A neural network is trained, where the target Hence, they are characterized in terms of a set
output of the network is the plant's electric of very simple, neuron-like computational
output. During training, each record from the elements which are massively interconnected to
'training' set is presented to the network. The form a network capable of performing complex
error, which is the actual electric power minus computations. Computations in such a
the predicted electric power, is then used to network are carried out in parallel with each
alter the network by a predetermined algorithm. element operating concurrently. The output of
At set times, records from the 'validation' set each element, or node, is typically a non-linear
are presented for testing. During this testing, transform of the weighted sum of its inputs.
the network is not aowed to adjust based on The actual computation carried out by the
the error. The network that produces the network is determined by the weight values for
lowest error on the validation set is then the interconnections between nodes and the
locked' (not allowed to alter itself as records non-linear weighting function employed.
are presented) and reviewed for accuracy on all
data obtained. Te neural network is integrated A typical network is shown in Figure .
with a graphical user interface (GUI) and The input signal, which for POSITIVE are
expert system shell to form POSITIVE. various sensor values for one moment in time,
POSrITVE processes the data through its neural is fed into the first layer of the neural network.
network and if valid recommendations can be In PSITIVE, each node is consistently fed the
obtained they are displayed to the user. The same variable. In Figure 1, the fst input node
user can then act upon those recommendations is system pressure. A weighting function, wij,
that are deemed to give the best possible is then applied to each input value as it is sent
results. As more data is collected for analysis, to the individual elements of the next layer. All
the new plant data can be added to the training inputs received at a node are summed as
and validation groups to re-train the neural another weighting function is applied before it
network to maintain the network in an up-to- is passed on to each node in the next (in this
date state. This continual retraining of the case, final) layer. POSITIVE uses a three layer,
neural network ensures that the network will fully interconnected backpropagation network
adapt to changes in the plant that result from where the last layer is the predicted electric
day-to-day operation, wear-and-tear, equip- output. A fully inter-connected neural network
ment outages, as well as environmental is one where each node sends an output to
changes such as seasonal temperature every node in the next layer.
variations.

During typical neural network training,
POSITIVE work is being performed specifically the network is presented with a series of input
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Pressure Temperature Turbine Plant Parameter

Pressure
Figure 1: A Typical Neural Network

'records' or 'vectors,' each paired with a minimal). Most analysis codes require massive
desired output or target value. Varioup learning changes to adapt from plant to plant. Second,
algorithms exist which specify ihow the being adaptive in nature, the neural networks
network weights are adjusted to minimize the can easily be re-trained in response to minor or
overall eror between the computed output and major plant changes. Most analysis codes have
target value. Propagatoim a neural network relationships and equations hard-coded, where
development system created by ARD, is being modification requires more detailed analyses
used to train the neural networks for PSrnV& and programmers for recompilation. Mese
Once a network has learned a mapping, it may two advantages summarize an important
be used for direct classification or for feature difference btween typical expert systems and
extraction using unfwnffiu input. adaptive software: neural networks can be

viewed as an Input-Output process. The actual
2.1 BENEFrrs OF NEURAL NETWORKS relationships defining plant operation need not

be explicitly deduced to create a neural network
Adaptive software, such as neural capable of 'understanding' plant operation and

networks, provide several key advantages over capable of making accurate recommendations
fast running thermal performance codes. First, for iproving plant performance. The training
neural networks can be easily adapted from process aows the neural network to deduce
plant to plant. If historical data exists, the time relationships that govern plant operation. This
required to tain a neural network and integrate is significant since the actual relationships may
it into an existing shell is minimal (Less than not be known. Even though the actual
one day of computer time, plus time to relationships may not be kown, a network can
correctly format the data, which should be be reviewed and tested for accuracy. Other
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advantages of neural networks are the time four times daily from the P250 process
required to perform calculations and the self- computer. The P250 has the ability to monitor
validating feawre. Since data can be processed 349 different plant parameters. At Salem Unit
through the network in a fraction of a second, 2, 181 parameters were eventually identified
continuous, on-line analysis is possible and for use in training neural networks. Not all the
recommended. In addition, as plant changes parameters were used since many would not be
occur, new data can be collected for periodic useful in identifying thermal inefficiencies.
re-training of the neural networks. By
expanding the learning base of the network, the The data was grouped into training and
network's performance will improve. Finally, validation sets and formatted for training. The
neural networks are extremely noise tolerant. data was scaled between 0.0 and 1.0 prior to
If data used in a network is noisy (e.g. data use in the network. This scaling, or normal-
with +/- 5 eor), the network performance is ization of data, prevents the weights between
not significantly reduced. nodes from becoming too small. he first

network contained 294 parameters (the number
With proper development, it is possible was later reduced to 181 parameters) with 20

to create neural networks that contain the hidden nodes. The number of hidden nodes
'intelligence' of a human expert. While this was varied to witness the effect on accuracy.
may sound idealistic, the neural networks in Thirty hidden nodes performed slightly better
application like POSITIVE, can actually perform than other networks. The final network was a
better than their human counterparts since the fully-interconnected back-propagation network
network can recognize more complex with 181 input nodes, 30 hidden nodes, and
relationships in plant operation. In addition, one output node. The error associated with the
the networks can look at more data simulta- networks was less than 02%, but this meant
neously to fd relationships and problems. an average error of 2 MWe which was higher
However, it is not a goal of the POSITIVE than acceptable.
project to replace thermal performance
engineers or to lessen their impact on the plant, Several networks were trained in this
but rather to provide a tool that will enhance configuration to identify inconsistencies in
their performance. All recommendations network training. Several were noted,
created by POSITIVE, or any software tool, indicating that the networks were not properly
should be checked by a thermal performance trained. Upon investigation, it was determined
engineer prior to implementation. that many of the 294 input parameters were not

providing real values from the P250. These
3.0 POSITIVE DEVELOPMENT were eliminated from the training and validation

records. Additionally, testing indicated that
As with most projects, the first step many parameters had little or no effect when

must be to define clear goals. For POSITIVE, attempting to predict electric power; these were
the goal is to create a new tool that will assist a also eliminated. 'Mere exist several methods to
thermal performance engineer to improve the determine if an input parameter has an affect on
net electric generation capacity of the plant the prediction being made. Perhaps the
without plant design modification. Secondary simplest, yet fairly accurate method, is to set all
considerations include limiting developmental input parameters to except for the parameter
costs, maximizing portability from platform to of interest, which is set to 1. If the magnitude
platform and plant to plant, and creating a of the network output with such an input vector
system that can adapt to changes that occur in a is large, chances are that the input parameter set
plant on a fairly regular basis. to 1.0 has a significant effect when predicting

electric output. If the magnitude is small, it
3.1 NETWORK TRAINING probably does not have a significant effect.

With the goals defined and neural A new network was trained with 181
networks selected as the development tool, data parameters. The resultant eror was less than
was required to begin the investigation. 0 I% which corresponds to an average error of
Performance engineers at Salem obtained data, less than I MWe, which met the pre-defined
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criteria. Additionally, training of several gives a relative importance of the input
networks were consistent, indicating that the parameter. The fourth method developed
neural network had found the optimum solution involves changing one parameter's value in
each time. The networks were determined to every day's record to a maximum and a
be similar by analyzing the results of all the minimum. Examining the results across every
training and validation records used. In each record in the 'training' file to find a relative
network, the predictions were very close to the importance for each parameter. This last
actual and to each other. The testing scheme of method can yield the best information, but is
replacing all input parameters with 0.0 except too slow and cumbersome to be useful except
for one parameter of interest was again used to during initial network development. All
determine if corresponding parameters had the methods described above work adequately
same importance in each network. This was well, but would not provide proper direction to
done for all 181 parameters. The results a typical user to be useful. A better analysis
indicated that each network weighed corre- method is described below.
sponding parameters equivalently.

The total time required for network 3.2.2 ANALYSIS METHOD
training was less than 12 hours per network on
a 68030-based Macintosh computer. This time During anticipated operation, the user
could easily drop to 3 hours on more powerful would gather one set of data and feed it to the
computers. neural network. he network would predict

the electric output for the given data. The user
3.2 NETWORK TESTING can compare this prediction with the actual

electric output. If the two values are close, it
With a successfully trained network, indicates that the neural network 'understands'

testing remained by creating actual recommen- the current state of the plant. The user would
dations from the network using current data then direct the computer to analyze the data and
and comparing those recommendations with a list the parameters that could be altered to
thermal performance engineer's recommenda- increase the electric output. The analysis
tions. Four testing methods and one analysis method used to determine which parameters to
method were initially investigated. Two alter is discussed below.
analysis methods are the subject of on-going
research. This method involves taking one data

record and creating 2 times new records,
3.2.1 PRELIMINARY TESTING where 'n' is the number of input parameters in

the neural network. For example, in this
Examining the network and making the network there am 181 input parameters, so 362

results useful to a potential operator is a very (181 x 2 new input sets were created and
difficult task. Four different testing methods analyzed in conjunction with the original data
for interpreting the neural networks were set. The format of the new input sets is shown
investigated, several of which are commonly in Table 1, where 'real' indicates that the value
used in neural network analysis. For the first for the specified parameter is not altered;
method, the input data can be dithered (altered) Minimum' indicates that the real parameter
uniformly and fed to the network. Ile change value is replaced with the minimum value seen
in the output gives a relative importance of each by the network for that parameter in the taining
input parameter. In the second method, the set; and 'Maximum' indicates that the real
weights associated with each input can be listed value is replaced by the maximum value seen
and examined. The size of the weight by the network for that parameter in the training
(magnitude) roughly corresponds to the set. These minimum and maximum values are
importance of the input. Te third method determined by examining all the data records
involves setting all the inputs to 'zero' used in training the neural network.
(minimum relative value in the network) and
setting one input to I (maximum relative value These 'modified' input sets are then fed
in the network). The magnitude of the output to the neural network. Since the input set is
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Table 1. Formatting Data for Testing

Input Pattern Parameter I EZ Pi PA U ... lu
I real real real real real ... real
2 Minimum real real real real ... real
3 Maximum real real real real ... real
4 real Minimum real real real ... MO
5 real Maximum red real red Mai
6 real Mal Minimum Mai MO ... real
7 real mg Maximum real real real

361 real real real real real Minimum
362 Mai real real mg real ... Maximum

slightly different in each case, the output of the significantly upsetting normal operations of the
neural network will vary. These 'predictions' plant. Unalterable parameters and parameters
from the modified input sets are then coupled that are not generally altered are removed from
with the name of the parameter modified and the final list presented to the user. If the user
the manner in which it is modified. The wanted to see all recommendations, even those
predicted outputs are then listed in descending which they can not alter, a separate window
order. Table 2 is a partial listing of a record can be called for review.
modified and tested.

4.0 POSITIVE REQUIREMENTS
It is extremely important to recognize

that the recommended values have already been POSITIVE is not processor intensive.
seen in the plant data and are not unrealistic. Initial development of POSITIVE took place on
Each value occurred in the data used in network a 20 MHz, 68030-based Macintosh.
training. When a minimum value is Development was switched to a SUN
recommended, it is one that has already SPARCStation 2GX. ARD's neural network
occurred in the plant; not an arbitrary, development software Propagatofm was used
unrealistically low value. Also, the results to develop the neural networks and would be
listed will not likely be the same for each day's used for subsequent retraining. PSITIVE can
data. The recommendations will change as the be developed or ported to virtually any
plant changes. computer platform due to the relatively

simplistic operation of neural networks, the fast
'Me results of performing the below processing speed of even low-end persona

recommendations would be an increase of computers, and the high portability of the C
15.12 MWe if realized. However, the effect of programming language in which PSITIVE was
carrying out the above recommendations would developed. Only portions of the GUI would
certainly not be cumulative due to the need to be modified to complete transfer of
interactions between parameters that were not POSITIVE to a different platform.
accounted for during the testing. Accounting
for such dependencies is a subject of future 4.1 USING POSITIVE
investigation. It is likely that PSITIVE will
allow a user to increase the electric output of From a user standpoint, POSITIVE is
the plant by 36 MWe on average. A second extremely easy to use. An operator can be
problem with the above recommendations is taught how to use and interpret POSITIVE in
that the operator can not perform all the less than one hour. Maintaining the neural
recommendations. Many parameters can not be networks up-to-date is also made simple
altered and some can not be altered without through utilities provided to system managers.
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Table 2 Recommendations created by POSITIVE

Parameter Name Actual Value Altered Value Result Changc (MWe)
2 IB FeedWater Heater 116.50 degF 95.6 degF +3.22
22 Condensate Pump Suction 112.43 degF 89.95 degF +2.77
East (I 1) Condensate BackPressure 1.00 in-Hg -0.13 in-Hg +2.50
21A FeedWater Heater Drain 115.96 degF 97.08 degF +2.47
26B FeedWater Heater Drain 378.73 degF 387.78 degF +1.50
LP2 Extr to 21 FWH 5.59 psia 1.94 psia +1.43
#23 LP Turbine Exhaust Hood 117.23 degF 100.50 degF +1.23

OriginalPrediction: 1125.09; Actual Electric Output: II 25.26

4.1.1 NORMAL OPERATION 90% reactor power, POSITIVE should not be
used. Updating requires roughly 2 to 4 hours

When POSITIVE is first started, the of computer time depending on the computer
user is presented with a dialog, prompting the used and the number of records used for
user to select the data with which to work. taining and validation.
Historical data or current data may be used.
Normally, new data will be chosen. If on-line If the user proceeds with analysis,
data collection is possible, POSITIVE will POSITIVE will automatically create testing cases
obtain data from the plant; otherwise, the user to process through the neural network. The
must provide the data from a diskette. Once the result of each case will be listed for the user in
data is obtained, POSITIVE will verify that all a separate window. The user can view these
data points are valid, either by using existing recommendations altogether, separated by
verification procedures available external to systems, or separated by user defined groups.
POSITIVE) or by ensuring that a data is within The user has an option to show only those
range. It is not a goal of the POSITIVE project parameters that can be manipulated directly by
to create new sensor validation procedures and an operator. The information displayed
algorithms, but existing procedures and includes the parameter which should be altered,
packages can be incorporated into POSITIVE. the target value, and the resultant change in

electric output. It is important to reiterate that
Once the data has been pre-processed, the resulting increases in electric power output

it is next processed through the neural network, are not cumulative. However, current research
which will attempt to 'predict' the current into improved testing methods indicate that
electric output of the plant. POSITIVE will methods are available that would provide more
display the prediction as well as the current accurate recommendations. This work is
actual electric output. If the pediction is within discused in Section .
I MWe PSITIVE allows the user to proceed
with the analysis. If the prediction is 4.1.2 UPDATING NEURAL NETWORKS
inaccurate, the user can obtain new data and
repeat the process or examine the data to see if One of the largest benefits that a
some data is inaccurate and causing the complete adaptive software program offers is
network predictions to be inaccurate. If all data the ability for the software to be updated by the
is valid and the network is inaccurate, it user or system manager to account for changes
suggests that the current state of the plant is not occurring in the plant. Eventually, changes in
understood by the network or that the networks the plant will dictate that the networks be
have become outdated and should be updated altered or retrained. Retraining is a feature that
by the system manager. It is unlikely that the is built into the PSITIVE system.
network will not recognize a current plant state.
However, if the plant is in a transient or below During the course of normal use,
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POSITIVE collects data from the plant for The current testing method involves
analysis. This data can be added to the data changing one parameter at a time and finding
archives When the system manager wants to the resultant predicted electric power. This
retrain the networks, the manager can remove technique does not account for interrelation-
old data (e.g. data one year old or older) and ships between parameters. Changing one
add the new data to the remaining archives The parameter may change several oher parameters
data is split into two groups as in the initial in the plant that are also used as network
training, a training set and a validation set. A inputs. Statistical methods are being applied to
neural network development package is built data to help determine the major dependencies
into PSITIVE to aow for this retraining. in the data used for neural network training.

Retraining will take less time than the Another improvement would be to
initial ti-ining because it alters the old networks reduce the number of parameters. The current
rather than building completely new network. networks looks at over 100 parameters. It is
Updating should be performed every 2 to 6 envisioned that the optimum network may
months and will take roughly 2 to 4 hours. contain only about 100 mostly independent
The updated networks are automatically entered plant variables. Reducing the number of
into PSITIVE by the system manager. variables simplifies several aspects. First,

network training, testing, and normal operation
5.0 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS will take less time. Less emphasis will be

needed on finding dependencies since only
There are several areas that can be those parameters that are fairly independent will

improved in POSITIVE. Perhaps the area be used. Finally, by emphasizing those
deserving the most attention is the development parameters that can be altered by an operator,
of a better testing method. There are two the final recommendations will contain a better
testing methods that are being investigated. listing of controllable parameters.
The fst is to determine what the value of each
parameter should be to get the most power out 6.0 CONCLUSION
oftheplanL Tluswouldbedoneby addinga
one node layer before the original input layer POSITIVE's initial development was
?n a previously trained network. All weights completed in late 1992. It is anticipated that the
in the network, except those going from the system will be operational in mid-1994.
new first layer to alterable parameters in the Additional systems should take only 4 man-
second layer (previous input layer), will be months to develop. This short development
fixed. A value of one will be fed to the input time can be attributed to the nature of neural
node with an associated target electric output networks and advances in cross-platform
value (i.e. he target output value might be computing. The total cost of the first system
1175 MWe if the plant normally generates 1160 can be recouped in roughly 3 months of
MWe). 'Me target output should be attainable. operation at the higher electric capacities that
If the network can not converge, this target POSITIVE will enable. For additional systems
output should be lowered. Weights from the at plants similar to those already running
first layer to the original input layer that are POSITIVE, the investment can be recouped in
associated with unalterable parameters used in under 2 months.
the original network would be fixed at their
current value, so only weights associated with
operator controlled parameters would be
allowed to adjust themselves. The resulting
weights would correspond to the recommended
values for controllable parameters in order to
obtain the higher target electric output. This
technique has not been attempted since a special
neural network code must be written.
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ABSTRACT basis earthquake, there is a probabilistic

consideration behind as shown in Fig I for the

This paper deals with the evaluation of guideline JEAG 4601-1984 in Japan, and then no

regulatory codes for anti-earthquake design of assumptions of seismic induced LOCA and others

industrial facilities including a nuclear power would be done as discussed in the following

plant. There are several ways to describe the chapters.

anti-earthquake design, in general, and the case Anyway the author believes that the code or

for a nuclear power plant is one of the extreme. guideline shall be evaluated in determinic

The comparison of various codes was made briefly sense to be understood its adequacy as well as

also. probabilistic approach for engineers and maybe

for the public.

I. INTRODUCTION II. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT OF SEISMIC DESIGN CODE

To ensure the safety of nuclear power We have been establishing various seismic

plants, the principal design practice should be design codes in Japan. These codes can be

described in the guideline or code. For this, categorized to three groups. The first one is

the anti-seismic design is one of key factors that based on the old building code. The second

for their safety in high-seismisity countries one is that developed from the design practice

like Japan. The author has been engaged in of a nuclear power plant. And the third one is

preparing the specifications and guidelines that which consists of two step checks, and the

since 1958 at the beginning of this kind of typical one is the current building code.

jobs, and its history was described in his The author has been working for the second

recent survey paper 1 in ASME. He recognized one for critical facilities including a nuclear

that those codes and guidelines must have the power plant as described in the survey

deep relation to the safety of nuclear power reports. 1,2 The work in this field was

plants itself. He tried to introduce the developed into the seismic design of petro-

probabilistic concept in 1963, but most of chemical industry as the MITI (Ministry of

Japanese seismologists didn't evaluate it to International Trade and Industry) Notice #515,

decide the design basis earthquakes. The main 1981. During this process, two practices were

reasons came from poor data base because of introduced as described in te following

rather short history of seismic events to their chapter, that is, the simplification of design

return periods and also an understanding that and the use of computer codes.

destructive earthquakes may have their upper At the first step, the seismic coefficient

bound, that is, Gutenberg- Richter relation can method was developed based on Sano's idea in

not extrapolate to far stronger range. 1930's. The seismic coefficient used for the

He also tried to discuss on lack of seismic code was 0.1 and then modified into 02. It was

considerations for nuclear power plants in the decided according to the acceleration value

eastern part of the United States as Okrent estimated by the record of displacement motions

referred to in his book. Through the discussion at Hongo area, University of Tokyo, in Kwanto-

with Okrent, the author recognized the necessity earthquake 1923. Damages of Hongo area were not

of Seismic PRA, but also understood that the serious compared to other areas, but this value

anti-earthquake design guideline was completely was only available data at that time. Now we

different from the probabilistic approach. it know that the peak ground acceleration (PGA on

should be noticed that once we decide the design the surface at various destructive earthquakes

basis earthquake, it is no more probabilistic are higher than 200 gal. Unfortunately, the

value, and it is simply a definit value for the seismic coefficient of 02 in the building code

design. Of course, during the discussion how to was defined the value by the law of Japan, and

combine the allowable stress with the design it is difficult to be remodified because of
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various political restrictions. To compensate the author considers that it is important as
this difficulty, the concept of the reevaluation described in his various papers. 2

of seismic capacity was employed in the To complete a code, we gave to consider the

executive order of the building code in 1981. balance of the seismic load and the allowable
This two step evaluation is the third one. plant condition, that is, the allowable stress,

Both the first one and the third one assume carefully.
that the design basis earthquake is 02 G, and
the third one assume a I G earthquake, and VI. EVALUATION OF CODES

evaluate its effect to the structure, that is, a
kind of capacity evaluation. The author discussed this subject in the

The second one which was originated from paper. 3 He assumed the strongest earthquake,

those for nuclear power plants, the design basis that is, the probable maximum earthquake, and
earthquake should have the value of expected the realistic, true response of the structure,

destructive earthquakes in the site area. The which the code applied to, was compared to the

evaluation guideline of the Nuclear Safety design basis seismic coefficient, that is the

Commission for the seismic design of nuclear value of the response obtained by the code. He

power plants in 1981 defined I and 2 defined the coefficient as follows:
earthquakes. Those are the strongest earthquake

and the upper bound earthquake respectively. design basis seismic coefficient
This concept had been developed by the group T1= (1)

including the author since early 1960's. probable maximum response acceleration

On the other hand, the MITI Notice #515
employed the zoning map system, but their design and some results were summarized in Table 2.

basis earthquake is higher than the seismic The values were scattered from 0114 to 0540,
coefficients defined in the Building Code, and except the Building Code in New Zealand. As we

regioning is made more precisely. can observe, design basis earthquakes defined in

Back to the fundamental concept of seismic most of codes are rather lower than actual

design of critical facilities like a nuclear expected response to 07 G earthquake which the
power plant, the following items are keys: author expects as an extreme case in the high

i) The design must be made against a seismisity area like Japan. This 07 G is an
destructive earthquake which we must expect effective peak ground acceleration at the ground

in the future. surface of an epicenter region. For the values

ii) The plant must remain safe during and listed in the table, the design limit was

after the event. assumed to be an elastic state in most of

iii) The requirement-above must be fulfiled structures.

under any environmental circumstances. Recently, a research group of electric
iv) The structural design and system design power industries in Japan introduced the same

must be done and completed with human type index M as follows:

errors in design, construction, fabrication
and other engineering processes which are real seismic safety limit
expected in the normal situation. = (2)

The seismic design code or guideline must actual response

be composed according to the above principles.

The main values of Design Basis Earthquakes where the real seismic safety limit means the

S1 and 2 and others in Japan are shown in capacity of a component. The term capacity is
Table 1. also depending on its definition. For plant

condition C, it is evaluated based on elastic
III. LIST OF CONTENTS limit of its critical element. If we take the

plant condition D, it might be the failure
The author described this in various limit. Here they consider that this value for

occasions Here just mentions the list with the elastic limit would give the design margin
comments; on an each component, and is trying to tabulate

i) Factor of Importance then. Currently, those values are scattered

ii) Definition of Design Basis Seismic Loads very widely. And the author feels that it is

iii) Load Combination and Allowable Stress difficult to quote it for this paper. The

iv) Practice of Analysis of Structural seismic stress of pressure boundary is low
Behavior compared to the allowable stress for the

v) Plant Condition and List of Allowable combination of normal load and others as a

Stress vessel. And pipings are the same situation in

vi) System Behavior and Seismic Levels general, but for their bending and torsional
vii) General Design Criteria stress, especially the secondary stress, is

The author has been working for IAEA Safety not so high enough. Such comparisons are

Guide S-2/D-15 since te mid-1970's as well as deterministic, even though stochastic concept

the Seismic Design Guideline known as JEAG-4601 would be behind them.

by the Japan Electric Association. Te item vi) Fragility curve is only showing the

has never been discussed in such guidelines, but probability of failure without any condition,
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under the assumption of a size of an undetected systems seismically, because of no requirement
crack for the failure analysis of pipings. For in this Notice. They applied those practices to
evaluating code, such as the fragility curve may major pipings in principle before this Notice
be used, however, the relation of real response became effective in 1981. The seismic design
or behavior of structure to input, PGA or practices of piping systems were not so simple
intensity, is not evaluated clearly in the and configurations of actual piping systems are
engineering sense. Of course, FR and complicated, then the requirement was eliminated
corresponding R and � u are assumed, and they it from the current Notice temporarily.
are considered to form the fragility curve as The Japan Electric Association issued the
well as other factors, where F R is a response guideline for Nuclear Power Plant, JEAG 4601-
factor and $R and are standard deviations by 1970, in 1970, and its content was alike a text
its randomness and its uncertainty respectively. book and everythings were remained free to
The probability of failure of an item by a designer. After fifteen years, we feel the
future destructive earthquake can be figured necessity of more closed one, and we prepared

p -1987 6 which the
out, but it is difficult to be inter reted to the second version, JEAG 4601
the margin from failure probability in the author worked as the committee chairman for.
engineering sense. This is the reason that the This 890 page guideline described the details of
comparison of the margin in deterministic sense the design practice. Now, we find the tendency
to the probability is necessary for various that engineers have trend to fix their design
codes like Table 2 practice rather firm, and they don't want to

develope it freely. Such a tendency is observed
V. STRENGTH OF CODE on the guideline not only the official code, but

also that prepared by the private association.
This term "strength of code" was introduced Therefore, the new practices were published to

by the author and Tsutsumi4,5 and the author help for them to develop as JEAG 4601-1991 sup.,
introduces the terms "Open code" and "Closed and the next one may be prepared in 1995.
Code". The latter concepts are as follows: The discussion which is better open one or
'.closed code" is the code which defines the close one is still continuing, and closed one
details of design practice and consistent to has a tendency to describe simpler practice than
other related codes, like the code for allowable the practice which actually employed in the
stress under ordinary loadings like MITI Notice design. This is the beginning of separation of
#501 in Japan or ASME Section III in the U.S.. the design practice by engineers and the
In principle, there is no choice for the design evaluation practice by the authority.
engineer. On the other hand, "open code" only It is very clear that most of the codes of
defines the design principle and there are ASME for pressure vessels are typical examples,
various choices for the design. In early like Section VIII, Division 1. The code checks
19601s, there was the discussion which was only its nominal stress, and doesn't require its
better for seismic design of a nuclear power actual stress distribution which might be
plant up to now. Therefore, there have been no obtained by FEM analysis or experiment. Only
MITI Notice for the seismic design of a nuclear the exception is Section III, Division 1, but it
power plants in Japan up to now. The JEAG 4601, is still the successor of other ASME codes as we
guide-line prepared by JEA plays the role of it. can observe such factors in it.
The evaluation guide of Nuclear Safety Back to "Strength of Code", it is the
Commission exists for the higher rank one, and strongest for a completely closed code, of
the description in this guide is conceptual. course, but also it is decided how coefficients

For the petrochemical industry, MITI are conservative. In general, the more
Notice #515, the Seismic Design Guideline for simplif ied code the more conservative.
High-pressure Facility, was issued in 1981. In Therefore, we may introduce another index as
this code, there are several points which are follows:
free to choice for the design engineer, for
example, selecting either dynamic response actual stress
analysis or modified seismic coefficient method, (3)
which is using a given relation of an eigen computed stress
period of a structure to its value, that is, its
response factor, and is shown graphically in the it is not so clear whether or not the value 11,
code, as shown in Fig.2. The response factor which we discussed previously, includes this
obtained by the individual dynamic analysis is portion. the reevaluation of stress indices of
usually lower than the value shown in this ASME codes has been developed, but it is
graphic relation. And also, the most frequently difficult to understand the proposal completely
used portion of the curve is f lat to avoid the from us, seismic engineers.
fluctuation of the uncertainty of eigen-value
analysis of the structure. As a f act, most of VI. DESCRIPTION OF CDE AND USE OF COMPUTER
practical engineers chose the use of graphic
method instead of the dynamic analysis. The author tried to study on this subject

Another fact, we experienced, was that with Nagai, who was a graduate student.7 Codes
almost no engineer tried to design on piping like MITI Notice #515, they include many
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equations for its regulating purpose. The Engineering Corp. to recheck the analytical

designer calculates such values by hand or handy results independently from those prepared by an

calculator and writes them down on his note applicant. The author had had a concept of a

book, and he must complete the design report to sealed program for licensing, but we employ the

submit to the adequate office. During this way of trusting the related engineers for the

process, there are many chances to make errors. security of the computer code.
One of the chances is to calculate the following
type equation: VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

1 The author has been engaged in various

k= (4) seismic design codes, not only for nuclear power

plants. The concept, which was originated from
+ nuclear power plant design, can be applied to

k k2 various fields, for example, supporting
structures for an overhead wire system of the

which appears very often in the calculation for high-speed railway transportation system in
parallel springs. The authors sent the Japan.

questionaire to engineers on descriptions in Through all cases, the criteria of the

guideline, and the result of their reply shows details of equipment, piping systems and other
this fact clearly. The following form is components are significant as well as those of

better: building structures. Especially, anchoring

devices must be carefully designed and settled

k1 k2 as described in previous papers. To avoid
k (4a) unfavorable events during earthquake conditions,

k1 + k 2 well organized guideline includin� the design
criteria for details of fundamental elements are

instead of eq.(4), even it is far from its important. And also the quality of concrete and

physical meaning. welding is highly significant to avoid

Another important fact is to limit the unexpected events during stronger earthquake,
number of parameters should be less than six in even not destructive earthquakes.

one equation. Moreover, the units of parameters

should be those which are commonly used by VIII. REFERENCE
engineers In Japan, for the stress it should
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Table 1. Levels of Design Basis Earthquake for Japan

Level of Design Design Basis Dynamic ZPGA-0 Related Plant ond. Post Eartliq.
Basis Farthq. Seismic Coef. gal' Item Inspection

(Static)

S2 240 �, 480
(Margin clieck) 0.9 (600),2 As FC(D or VI) Level 3
Upper bound (=1.SS1)

SI

(Design basis) 0.6 180 � 300 A EC(C or IV) [.cvel 2
Historical Max. (450),2
(Ref. Eartliq.)

S0.1

(Operational) ----- 50 � 60 all UC/NC Leve I
once per (n/A or 11/1)

2 ,, 10 years

SB 0.3 90 200-1 B
(=112 SI)

SC 0.2 go 100-1 C (convCn-
(=1/3 SI) tiol,, 1) 3

10: ZPGA is "Dynamic Design Basis Pak Acceleration". A pak acceleration
of AM for t dsign is ifferent value.

1: So is ot formal ruirement.
:2: Values for llilamaokall plant in tbe area wliere l'oRai-eq. is predicted.
,3: Equivalent to DBE in building code.

Table 2 List of Reduction Coefficients of Major in the world
Ref 3

Reduction Coefficient of
Code Design Basis Seismic

Cofficitnt: q
Reference PGA:0.7 G

Uniform Bldg. Code-176

U.S.A 0.286 0.462

Emergency and Fire

Protection Equipment-179

Japan 0.478 0.069

Building Code 0.238

Japan (for short period structure)

NZA 4303

Building Code-'76

New Zealand 1.071 0445

MITI Notice 515

Japan 0.150 0540

Typical BWR NPP Design

Japan 0.333
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Table 3 Computer Programs for Anti-

earthquake Design of High-pressure

Facilities Prepared by the Ministry

of International Trade and Industry

------ SEISMIT ------

Name Object Additional Function

SEISMIT-TW Reaction Tower Automatic Remodification

of Dimension

SEISMIT-SP Spherical Vessel ----------------------

SEISMIT-HV Horizontal Vessel Listing Adequate Site

SEISMIT-ST Supporting Structure Easy Input System

P-b.b111.t1..
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C .8
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0.3
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S.15.1� 1.d ... d E. Idced E. by , For As and A Region

Design Basis Response Factor for

82+8. ......... Fig.2 Design Basis Response Factor for

Z High-pressure Facicility

I 4.y -------------
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+ .......... .

Fig. Schematic Figure for Probabilistec Concept

of Plant Conditions and Design Basis

Earthquakes
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SEISMIC RESPONSE ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT STRUCTURES
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ABSTRACT spatial incoherence' of ground motions which includes the
effects of non-uniform finite sources, reflections and refrac-

This paper presents the application of a newly-developed tions along transmission paths, multiple scattering, and local
soil-structure interaction analysis method, which allows the site inhomogeneity. Methods for quantifying spatial inco-
incorporation of general three-dimensional spatial coherency herence in the free-field ground motions suitable for engi-
of free-field motions in the seismic input for seismic neering applications have been developed. These generally
response analysis of nuclear power plant structures. The follow the "cross-correlation' method which characterizes
method, which has been developed using the conventional spatial incoherency (or coherency) in the frequency domain
'deterministic' time-history analysis approach, as opposed using the "coherency function, which is the normalized
to the 'probabilistic' random vibrational analysis approach, smoothed cross-power spectral density function (PSDF) of a
is introduced. The validation of this deterministic method pair of time histories in a single direction at two stations.
and the evaluation of its applicability using the Lotung 1/4-
scale containment model test results are presented. An The spatial incoherency of strong ground motions can
example application to a prototypical nuclear power plant have significant effects on seismic response predictions for
containment structure is presented to demonstrate the large engineered structures such as nuclear power plants.
significance of the spatial ncoherence effect on the seismic Such effects have only recently been considered rigorously in
response of nuclear structures. seismic analyses using the probabilistic (random vibrational)

analysis approach'-. This approach, even though rigorous,
INTRODUCTION suffers from the deficiency that its probabilistic PSDF-based

seismic input and output are incompatible with the 'deterrilin-
Strong motion recordings show the earthquake response istic' time-history-based seismic input and output normally

motions at building foundations to be less intense than the used in the nuclear industry. Thus, the objective of, this
corresponding free-field motions. To fully exphdn this paper is to present a newly-developed deternunistic SSI
difference as soil-structure interaction (SSI) effects. it is analysis method which aows the Incorporation of spatial
necessary to consider the spatial variations in the free-field incoherence of free-field motions in the seismic input and its
motions within the foundation footprint. application to seismic response analyses for nuclear power

plant structures. This method has been Implemented into a
Due to complexities in the actual transmission of seismic computer program module which works together with the SS[

wave energy from source to site, the spatial variation of analysis program SASSI1 for application to structures with
free-field motions represented by idealized non-vertically either surface-supported or embedded foundation configura-
propagating plane seismic waves cannot account for the tions.
randomness, or incoherency, observed in the spatial varia-
tions of actual recorded motions, especially those at the ANALYSIS METHOD
higher frequencies. In recent studies of strong motion array
data, seismologists have characterized such randomness as The new SSI analysis method was developed recognizing
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that the coherency function, denoted by yw), between the free-field input motion vector I Ul(,,)) given in Eq. 4) In
ground motions x#) and x#) in the same direction at two practical applications, only a fewg dominant eigenvalues and
stations is a complex ftinction of frequency defined as associated eigenvectors (mode shapes) of the coherency
follows matrix Jy(w)l are needed to capture the effects of incoherent

ground motions on the SSI response.
SJW)

'J 1 2 (1) VALIDATION OF ANALYSIS METHOD
S_Ms. Mrk_(�11)�Vm

n stations For general applications, the incorporation of incoherent
ground motions for SSI analysis as formulated previously has

in which Sij�w) is the smoothed cross-PSDF between xft) been implemented into a computer program module
and xjft), and S,,(w) and S,(w) are the smoothed PSDF of "INCOH" which works together with the general three-
xft) and x#), respectively. Assuming that the ground dimensional (3-13) finite element SS] analysis computer
motions at various points within a foundation region have a program SASSI. This module computes the matrix -&)]
uniform PSDF equal to that of the reference station, i.e., and its eigen properties, and calculates the incoherent ground
SJw = SJO = &M, the covariance matrix of the motion vector, I (w)), which is then input to SASSI to
incoherent ground motions, [Su,(&)) I, can be related to the enable it to carry out conventional time-history response
coherency matrix &)] using the definition of Eq. (1) by analyses for the incoherent ground motion input in the same

IS"'(W = ,y(W)1S(,(W) (2) way as for the coherent ground motion input.'

This newly-developed deterministic SSI analysis method-
For an SSI analysis using the probabilistic approach, ology and associated SASSI-INCOH prograin have been
[S,,1(w)] defined by Eq. 2 is used directly as the input applied to solving two SSI problems subjected to incoherent
and .the structural responses are obtained in the form of ground motion inputs which also have been solved by Luco
response PSDF and associated probabilistic in-structure and Mita" using a rigorous probabilistic SSI analysis
response spectra.' For a deterministic SSI analysis, I S"(w I methodology. These two problems are: (1) the scattering
in Eq. 2 needs to be expressed in the form time response of a rigid, massless circular foundation resting on
histories. This is accomplished by a complex decomposition the surface of a uniform elastic half-space; and 2 the
of Eq. 2 Since, by definition, [-y(w)l is Hermitian and seismic response of a flexible cylindrical structure supported
positive definite, it can be decomposed into its complex on the surface of the same uniform elastic half-space as
eigenvalues, kw), and associated complex eigenvectors, Problem (1) (see Fig. 1). Ile solutions in terms of the
JOAw)), i = 1 2 ... , n. Using the eigen properties of response transfer function amplitudes at selected locations
J-y(w)], Eq 2 can be expressed as obtained from the SASSI-INCOH analyses using 3 modes are

compared with the corresponding solutions obtained by Luco
Isu"(W)l (3) and Mita in Figs. 2 and 3 It is seen that both results are in

very close agreement.

in which )]' is the transpose of the conjugate of CORRELATION WITH TEST RESULTS
10(w)]. Let I(w)) be the x I incoherent ground motionU;
vector which is assumed to be of the form To evaluate the applicability of the method, the SASSI-

I INCOH program has been applied to the analysis of the 1/4-
VW)) I MIPM 11,M)UO(u)) scale containment model of the Lotung Large Scale Seismic

(4) Test SST) program. Three earthquake events SST07,
LSST12, and LSST16), which were previously considered in

where w) is the ground motion at the reference station a series of correlation studies for validation of current
and I (w)) is the n XI vector of random phase angles. industry SSI analysis methodologies' were considered in this
Post-multiplying each side of Eq. 4) by the transpose of its study. The coherency function used for characterizing the
own conjugate, and taking the expectation (ensemble spatial incoherence of free-field motions was developed
average) of the resulting equation, it can be shown' that the specifically for the Lotting site based on the LSST dense
incoherent ground motion vector (w)) as defined by array data. Based on this coherency fnction, seismicU,
Eq. 4) satisfies the covariance matrix equation for incoher- response analyses for the Lotting containment model have
ent ground motion defined in Eq. 3 been conducted using the SASSI-INCOH program. In all

analyses, the incident seismic wave field was assumed to be
For general SSI analysis applications to structures with in the form of a vertically propagating plane wave. For each

either surface-supported or embedded foundations, the earthquake event, analyses have been performed for both the
incorporation of spatial incoherence of free-field motions in coherent and incoherent seismic inputs. 'Me seismic re-
the input for SSI analysis can be done by replacing the sponse motions in the form of acceleration response time
coherent free-field input motion vector by the incoherent histories and their 5%-damped spectra have been computed
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for selected response locations and compared with the corre- for a containment structure which has a relatively small
sponding results obtained from the tests, as shown in Fig. foundation, one can expect even larger reductions for the
4 for event LSST12. 'Me-se comparisons show that (1) the prototypical auxiliary and turbine buildings which have
analytical results for the coherent and incoherent seismic foundation sizes much bigger than the containment structure.
inputs are almost identical to each other with only very Furthermore, since the spatial incoherence effect is more
minor differences in the high frequency range, and 2) they significant in the high frequency range, it is expected that this
both compare reasonably well with the corresponding mea- effect would be larger for structures on rock sites than those
sured results. 'Me fact that the spatial incoherence of on soil sites. This is because structures on rock sites
ground motions has a negligible effect on the seismic generally have higher frequencies than those on soil sites;
response motions of the Lotting containment is expected. and ground motions on rock sites generally contain higher
The reasons for this can be attributed to the following frequency motions than on soil sites.
factors: (a) the Lotting ontainment has a small foundation
footprint (outside diameter of the basemat is 10.45m); (b) CONCLUDING REMARKS
the Lotting site is a soft soil site; (c) the ground motions of
these three events have motion contents in the relatively low A newly-developed deterministic (time-history-based)
frequency range < 7 Hz) in which spatial incoherency is methodology for incorporating spatial incoherence of ground
relatively small. motions in the seismic input has been presented for SSI

analysis applications to structures with either surface-support-
APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ed or embedded foundations. For practical applications, this
STRUCTURES methodology has been implemented into a computer program

module "INCOH" which works together with the 3-D SS]
To illustrate the application and to demonstrate the analysis computer program, SASSI. Using this newly-

effect of spatial incoherence of ground motions on the developed methodology and its associated SASSI-INCOH
response of a prototypical nuclear plant structure, an program, it is now possible to realistically assess the effect
example analysis using SASSI-INCOH is presented for a of spatial incoherence of ground motions on the seismic
typical containment structure of a PWR plant (Fig. 5) response of nuclear power plants. Results of a practical
supported on a rock site of an actual plant (shear wave example analysis show that spatial incoherence of ground
velocity 900 to 1200 m1s) subjected to spatially incoherent motions can result in substantial reductions in structural
ground motion inputs characterized by a coherency function response motions in the high frequency range.
developed for the site. Te horizontal and vertical control
motions used for the inputs are the U.S. NRC Regulatory REFERENCES
Guide 160 horizontal and vertical response-spectrum-
compatible synthetic acceleration time histories scaled to 1. Luco, J. E. and Mita, A., "Response of Circular Foun-
0.20 and 0. 18g, respectively. To separately demonstrate the dation to Spatially Random Ground Motion," J. of
effect of embedment and the effect of spatial incoherence of Engineering Mechanics, ASCE, Vol. 113, No. 
input motion on the structural response, three cases have 1987.
been analyzed: (1) the entire structure including the basernat
is supported on the rock surface and is subjected to coherent 2. Tseng, W. S., Lilhanand, K., and Wing, D. W., 'Re-
vertically propagating plane wave inputs; 2) the basemat of duction of Seismic Responses Due to Spatially Incoher-
the structure is fully embedded into the rock and the ent Ground Motions", 9th World Conference on Earth-
structure is subjected to the same coherent motion input as quake Engineering, Tokyo-Kyoto, Japan, August 28,
for Case (); and 3 the structure with the embedded 1988.
basemat of Case 2) is subjected to the site-specific incoher-
ent motion inputs. 3. Lysmer, J. Tabatabaie-Raissi, M., Tajirian, F., Vahdani,

S., and Ostadan, F., 'SASSI - A System for Analysis
The results of the SASS14NCOH analyses for the above of Soil-Structure Interaction," Report No. UCB/GT/-

three cases, expressed in the form of 5%-damped i 81-02, Department of Civil Engineering, Univ of
structure response spectra for the response motions at the California, Berkeley, April 1981.
shell springline location (El. 143.8% the top of interior
concrete (I/C, El. 6 F), and the top of basernat (El. 0.0') are 4. Tseng, W. S. and Lilhanand, K., "Development of Soil-
shown in Fig. 6 As can be seen, both the foundation Structure Interaction Analysis Methodology for Incor-
embedment and the spatial incoherence of input motions porating Spatial Incoherence of Ground Motions,"
result in reductions in the in-structure response spectral Report to Electric Power Research Institute by Interna-
amplitudes in the high frequency range > 7 cps), and such tional Civil Engineering Consultants, Inc. (CEC),
reductions increase as the spectral frequency increases which December 31, 1992.
can be as much as 50% at the high-frequency spectral
peaks. The fact that substantial reduction in the response
can be realized by considering incoherence of input motions
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5. Mita, A. and Luco, J. E., 'Response of Structures to 6. Tseng, W. S., 'Soil-Structure Interaction Analyses for
a Spatially Random Ground Motion," Proe. Third Quarter-Scale Containment Model Experiment in
U.S. National Conference on Earthquake Engineer- Lotung, Taiwan," Report No. NP-6154, ERI/-
ing, Charleston, South Carolina, 1986. NRCITPC Workshop on Seismic Soil-Structure

Interaction Analysis Techniques Using Data from
Lotung, Taiwan, Vol. 1, 1989.
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Revision 2 of the SRP provides two options for time history
ABSTRACT analyses: either a single time history, or multiple time histories

may be used as input motion. The multiple time history optionThis paper proposes a procedure for generating floor response
spectra compatible time histories used for equipment seismic requires a minimum of four sets of time histories, real or
qualijication in nuclear power plants. From the 84th Percentile artificially generated, for each specific direction and interested
power spectrum densityfunction of an earthquake ensemble offour damping. No power check is required for this analysis option.
randomly generated time history motions, a statistically equivalent However, these time histories are acceptable only if the calculated
time history can be obtained by converting the power spectrum average response spectra envelop the design FRS. Therefore a
density function from the frequency domain into the time domain. large number of analyses are required for the multiple time history
With minor modificationif needed, the converted time history will option. When the single time history option is selected, the input
satisfy both the spectral and the power spectrum density enveloping motions generated must show that the enveloping requirements for
crjjeria� as required by the USNRC per Revision 2 of the Standard
ReviewPlanSection3.7.11111- Step-by-stepgeneratingprocedures both the FRS and the target power spectrum density (TPSD)
and two numerical examples are presented to illustrate the function are satisfied. The single time history option works
applications of the methodology. directly with the PSD requirements and generates time histories

that match the input FRS through iterations. Once time histories
INTRODUCTION are generated by this option, all systems, equipments, and compo-

nents located in the sme area and covered by the same FRS, can
Prior to the issuance of the Revision 2 of the Standard Review utilize these time histories to perform their once-through time

Plan (SRP), the time history generating process was usually history analyses. This will greatly reduce the lengthy analytical
initiated by generating floor response spectra (FRS) compatible process and efforts needed by the multiple time history option.
time histories with spectral peaks and valleys fluctuating about
the given spectra. To iprove the matching, either by adding In generating the FRS compatible time histories using the
sinusoidal or filtering frequency component, or by modifying the single time history analysis option, the SRP's intent for requiring
calculated power spectrurn density (PS13), new time histories with a PSD check is to ensure that adequate power distribution exists
more desirable response spectral amplitudes were obtained. The in the design time history throughout the considered frequency
spectrum matching is sensitive to various parameters and range. Note that response spectrum enveloping is the primary
sometimes needs more iterative cycles when working with very concern, and that the PSD enveloping is the secondary one 1,21.
low damped response spectra. Due to the energy dissipation hi the case of a broad banded spectrum as given by Regulatory
through the form of viscous mping, response spectra with Guide 160 3], the minirrium PSD contained in Appendix A, SRP
higher dmping values are usually smoother than those of the Section 37.1 may be used to generate floor spectra compatible
lower ones. The iterative process was performed until satisfactory time histories. In the case of site-specific spectra, the SRP
spectral enveloping requirements were met. Where a response Section 37.1, subsection H. Lb, provides the guideline for PSD
spectrum does not provide direct information to the power requirements where a time history ensemble is used to generate
distribution of the floor motion, only very low damped response site-dependent spectra. The same time histories may be used to
spectra allow for more accessible information regarding the generate mean-plus-one standard deviation (or 84 percentile)
frequency distribution of the input power. Therefore, specific PSD as a TPSD function. Thus, for those nuclear plant structures
criteria are required to guard against the energy deficiency of any whose available seismic design input is limited to FRS only, the
generated time history. required floor time histories can be generated using this guideline.

On the basis of the above discussion, a floor spectrum
compatible time history motion gnerating procedure is proposed.

1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. Four sets of time history motions are Tandonily generated for
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specified floor direction and damping value, based on the input EXAMEPLEPROBLEMS
FRS. The reason of choosing 'four sets' is simply to follow the

same number of time histories required by the multiple time Two example problems are presented below to iustrate the
history analysis option. Following the calculation of the PSD above generating procedure. The first example deals with a site-
functions for the four time histories, the mean-plus-one standard dependent floor spectrum, while the second one applies to a
deviation PSD function can be generated and used as the TPSD generic broad banded spectrum of NRC Reg.Guide 160. In both
function. This TPSD is then converted from the fi7equency examples, damping values used are 2 percent, the spectral inputs
domain into the time domain, which resulting in a statistically represent horizontal floor motions. Transform of the floor
equivalent tme history which satisfies both the response spectral motions between the time domain and the frequency domain was
and the PSD enveloping requirements. performed using Stardyne computer code 4].

Case 1: Narrow Banded Site-Dei)endent Floor Rewonse Si)ectra
STEP-BY-STEP GENERATING PROCEDURES

A narrow banded Site-Dependent Floor Response Spectrum
The step-by-step procedures used to generate the FRS (SDFRS), is shown in Figure 1. Starting with the SDFRS a

compatible time history motions in the single time history deterministic envelope function (Figure 2 and four sets of
analysis method are as follows random.]y selected phase relationships, four time histories were

generated (Figure 3 The maximum correlation coefficient of
(1) With the input FRS, generate four statistically independent 0.1014 was obtained for these four time history sets. Their

time histories for each specific floor direction and amping value corresponding PSD functions were then generated (Figure 4.
in consideration. In these PSD plots, power deficiency at various frequency

locations can be identified. 'Me cumulative PSD function - an
(2) Convert the four time histories into four PSD functions. In important motion descriptor 2,51, defined by:
order to spread out the power distribution for the time history
ensemble, low statistic independence aong the four te

histories is required. Their correlation coefficients must be set as Cum G(w - fG((D) deo
low as reasonable achievable. 0

(3) Compute the mean-plus-one standard deviation aplitudes of was employed to explore the frequency content of the motion.

the PSD fimctions in step 2) Ts results in a TTSD f4riction. The relative cumulative power for the four PSD functions was
Modification to the TPSD at frequency points where the TPSD then obtained, as shown in Figure 5. A response spectruin near
shows drastic drops, can be accomplished at this step. To fiirther its high frequency end, say, at 33 Hz, is primarily controlled by

increase the confidence level of the TPSD, closer frequency the peak acceleration of its corresponding time history. The peak
intervals can be achieved by interpolation. he PSD aplitudes at acceleration is insensitive to the shape of the PSD function.
the new fi-equency points can be interpolated from their adjacent Therefore, artificial high peak accelerations ay be clipped from
existing PSD amplitudes. the time history before converting them into the PSD functions,

(4) Convert the TPSD from the fi-equency domain into the time with little or no effect on the four resulting PSD functions. The
domain to obtain a statistically equivalent time history. plots of the mean-plus-one standard deviation PSD and its relative

cumulative power, were generated and are shown in Figures 6

(5) Compute response spectrum fom the time history obtained in and 7 The Figure 6 PSD fiinction - the TPSD, was then con-
step 4). verted into time history (Figure 8), and its equivalent response

spectrurn was calculated and compared with the SDFRS (Figure

(6) Compare the response spectrum obtained in step (5) with the 9). If the comparison indicates that there is a need to improve the
FRS. If improvement is required, modify the TPSD amplitudes at matching process, it can be achieved by modifying the TPSD
the desired fi-equency points with the fixtors of the square of the function at selected frequencies and obtain better matching using

ratio of the desired response spectral value to the calculated the relationship:

response spectral value from step (5). Qfwl . M(w)

(7) Rxw step 4) through step 6) until satisfactory comparison Gl(w) Sl(co)

result is reached.

(8) Repeat steps (1) through 7) for other floor directions and where GI 0) =old target PSD amplitude,

interested damping values.
G2(w = new target PSD amplitude,

It is to be noted that in following the above generating S (co) = generated spectral aplitude, and
procedures, the provisions and guidelines provided by SRP

Section 37.1, such as frequency intervals, strong motion s2(w = site-dependent spectral amplitude.
duration, number of calculated spectral points and their
amplitudes fall below the FRS, should be followed.
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For this example problem, comparison of the calculated two example time history generation cases presented, the
response spectrum with the SDFRS indicates no further iteration proposed generating procedure can be used to generate floor
is needed, and the enveloping requirements for both the spectral spectra compatible time histories that will provide sufficient
and the PSD function are satisfied. Following the same power over the interested frequency range, and eliminate the
procedures, floor spectral compatible motions can be generated concern of potential power deficiency.
for other floor directions and different damping values.

Case 2 Broad Banded Floor Remonse Spectr
REFERENCES

To illustrate the application of the proposed generation
procedure to the broad band spectrum case, the USNRC 1. NUREG-0800, USNRC Standard Review Plan Section 37. 1,
Regulatory Guide 160 spectrum is used 3]. Same step-by-step Rev.2, August 1989.

procedures used in the site-dependent generating case are 2. NUREG/CR-5347:"Recommendation for Resolution of Public
followed. Comments on USI A40, Seismic Design Criteria,"

Figures 10 through 17 show the step-by-step generated results. A.P.Philippacopoulos, June 1989.

The maximum correlation coefficient among the four time 3. USNRC Regulatory Guide 160, "Design Response Spectra for
histories is 00788. No further modification to the TPSD was Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants," December 1973.
performed. However, in the real application, modification to the
TPSD function, as discussed in the narrow banded site-dependent 4. STARDYNE Micro 32-Bit Version, by Supercomputing Solutions,
case, can obtain better enveloping results and lead to better Inc., Version May 01, 1992.
spectral matching.

5. NUREG/CR-3805;'Engineering Characterization of Ground
RESULTS COWARISON Motion,", Task I: Effects of Characteristics of Free-Field Motion on

Structural Response.. R.P.Xennedy, I. M. Idriss, etc., May 1984.

To illustrate the applicability of the proposed time history 6. NJREG/CR-3509; "Power Spectral Density Functions
generating procedure, the TPSD function generated for the broad Compatible with NRC Reg.Guid 160 Response Spectra,
banded case is compared with the Kanai-Tajimi target PSD form M.Shinozuka, T.Mochio, E.F.Samaras, June 1988.
[6], and with the minimum PSD given in the Appendix A of SRP
Section 37. 1, which basically is the same minimum PSD
requirement recommended by Kennedy[21, but with the addition
of the provision of using 0 percent of Kennedy's minimum PSD
amplitudes. Figure 18 shows this PSD comparison. It can be seen
that the proposed generating procedure produced a TPSD 1.00E+01
function that generally envelops the Kanai-Tajimi PSD curve
below 10 Hz, which contains about 95% of cumulated power of 1.OOE + 00
the generated time history motion. The proposed method shows
even a more satisfactory result when compared with the minimum 1.60E-01
PSD of the " 37. 1, Appendix-A.

CONCLUSION 1.OOE-02
1.OOE-01 1.OOE + 00 1.OOE+01 1 +02

The proposed time history generating procedure uses four sets F-quency(H.)
of randon-dy generated time histories, through the requirements of Figure Site-Dependent floor response spectrum.
low statistical independence and close fi-equency intervals,
generates the mean-plus-one standard deviation PSD of the four
intermittent time histories. The proposed procedure demonstrates
its applicability by comparing with the Kanai-Tajimi's target PSD 2
and the minimum PSD requirements provided in the SRP 37. 1. 0 10 8

Though only four intermittent time histories are used in the CL
two illustrating examples, higher confidence level can be achieved
by iroducing lower statistical independence among e four
intermittent time histories, or by increasing the number of four
intermittent time histories, or by reducing the fi-equency intervals 0
so as to interpolate new TPSD ordinates using the existing TPSD 0 5 10 15 20
amplitudes. Time (Sac)

It should be noted that the floor pectrum enveloping Figure 2 Envelope function
requirements are still the pmary concern. On the basis of the
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ABSTRACT remove the regulatory uncertainty associated with the unit sharing

of the swing EDG.

The paper presents the seismic qualification of a commercially

procured emergency diesel generator (EDG) system for use in a Due to a lack of available vendors to supply a Class E

nuclear power plant. Response spectrum analyses of finite EDG in the U.S., only a commercial grade EDG could have been

element models, validated using in situ vibration test data, were procured. When a commercial gade EDG is procured, the utility

performed to qualify the skid and floor mounted mechanical needs to perform the related seismic qualification and dedication

components whose functional capacity and structural integrity can work required for the use in the nuclear power plant. This paper

be analyzed. Time history analyses of these models were also presents the seismic qualification of a sixth EDG which was

performed to obtain the aplified response spectra for seismic commercially procured for a two-unit nuclear power plant located

testing of small valves, electrical and electromechanical in high seismic zones. Due to the space limitation, this paper does

components whose functional capacity can not be analyzed to not include the various dedication activities performed in

establish the seismic qualification. The operational loads were compliance with NRC's Generic Letters 89-25 and 91-5" as well as

obtained by in-plant vibration monitoring. Full scale shake table Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Report 5652 or NIG-07'.

testing was performed for auxiliary electrical cabinets. It is Recently an extensive seismic test of a complete EDG system was

concluded that with some minor structural mdifications a performed in Japan. This test successfully demonstrated the

commercial grade EDG system can be qualified for safety-related seismic capability of a Japanese EDG due to high seismic input

applications in nuclear power plants located in high seismic zones. loads".

INTRODUCTION SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF AN EDG SYSTEM

On June 21, 1988, the U.S. NRC published the Station An EDG system mainly consists of a diesel engine, a

Blackout (SBO) Rule, 10 CFR50.63 in the Federal Register'. The generator, and a radiator mounted on the skid frame as well as the

rule was designed to substantially reduce the risk to the public in support systems such as lubricating oil, fuel oil, starting air, turbo

the event that a light water cooled nuclear power plant loses all its air assist, Jacket water cooling, and ventilation (Fig. 1). The

off-site power as well as the on-site emergency AC power systems. generator is AC synchronous, single bearing bracketed, toot

Two basic approaches are generally used by the U.S. utility to mounted, rated 2600 KW, 3 phases, 900 RPM and weighs about 32

meet the SBO rule. One is to demonstrate that there are adequate kips. The diesel engine is an 18 cylinder, four stroke, open

battery capacities and water supplies to maintain the plant in a safe combustion system with an electro-hydraulic governor and weighs

shutdown condition throughout the conservatively estimated SBO about 68 kips. The radiator consists of a radiator assembly

duration. This may involve an increase in battery and condensate housing a single engine cooling water fan driven by the diesel

water storage capacities. The other approach is to provide an engine. The skid frame consists of two 1-beams that run across

alternate AC power source (AAC) such as emergency diesel the length. They are stiffened by cross beams and ribs at various

generator (EDG) systems. This requires that EDGs with a specified locations. The engine, the generator and the radiator are bolted

target reliability be seismically qualified. down to the top flanges of 1-beams. The bottom flanges of 

beams are anchored to the floor at several locations on each side.

EDG systems are frequently used in the U.S. to provide In addition, they are restrained by several side seismic stays.

AAC for equipment important to the operation and safety of a

nuclear power plant in the event of a SBO. For Diablo Canyon, The seismic qualification of the different components of an

which is a two-unit nuclear power plant which had five EDGs, two EDG system may be acomplished by analysis", test" or a

EDGs were dedicated to each unit and one EDG could supply combination of analysis and test approaches'' ". Seismic testing

either unit swing). The EDG system must operate during and after can be used to determine accurate equipment capacity, to obtain

a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) and a beyond design basis in-equipment response spectra and to demonstrate functionality as

earthquake while maintaining plant safety margins'. In addition to well as to detect contact chattering. However, seismic input is

meeting the SBO rule, the installation of a seismically qualified limited by the shake table capacity, and additional information

additional (sixth) EDG may be used to justify the extension of the cannot be generated from the seismic tests alone. Furthermore,

EDG outage thereby reducing the potential plant downtime"'. In the test results annot be extrapolated for higher seismic input.

certain cases, the addition of a sixth EDG could also be needed to On the other hand, a mathematical model used in the seismic
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analysis can be easily modified to consider different equipment beams were changed to heavier and stiffer I-bearns with basically
mounting conditions, to accommodate design modifications, to the same anchorage. The seismic qualification of the sixth EDG
perform parametric studies and to evaluate abnormal as-found was performed based on the seismic calculations of the existing
conditions. It can also be used to generate amplified in-equipment five EDGs. The existing finite element models were modified to
response spectra at any location. However, the model size is incorporate the minor differences (Fig. 1). A comparison of the
limited by the computer capacity. It is difficult to model nonlinear modal requency and participation factor for the existing and the
behavior such as a gap condition and buckling of a thin plate. revised models show that the dynamic characteristics did not
Also, equipment with electromechanical components or moving changesignificantly. Responsespectrumanalyseswereperformed
parts generally cannot be qualified by analysis. The major parts to analyze various components qualified by analysis. The
of the EDG system are qualified by the combined analysis and test analytical results show that the magnitude and distribution of
approach or by using numerical methods, mainly finite element induced stresses at all critical locations are within the code
analysis. allowable.

SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF EXISTING EDG SYSTEMS The functionality of electrical cabinets and electro-
mechanical components was demonstrated by full scale shake

After the EDGs are installed at the site, in situ vibration table testing. All safety-related components and devices were
tests were performed to determine the dynamic behavior of the tested in five separate test setups. As a result of careful
diesel generator mounted on the skid, the starting air receiver, the engineering design and evaluation, most of the components
turbocharger starting air receiver, and the fan drive in the successfully passed the required seismic tests. However, a few
radiator 3 The test data were used to validate the mathematical anomalies such as relay chattering, bent cabinet door rod, broken
models developed for various components of the EDG system. relay housing and relief valve popping were observed during the
Forced vibration, impact and snapback tests were used to obtain seismic tests. These anomalies were resolved by system
the natural frequencies, critical damping ratio and mode shapes reevaluation, minor panel modifications, relay replacement and
corresponding to each natural frequency of the major diesel retesting.
components.

When compared with that of the existing EDG system, the
After the in situ vibration tests were performed, finite sixth EDG exhaust silencer does not have the wear plate welded

element models were developed to match the test data. Table between the shell of the silencer and the vertical saddle support
shows a comparison of the natural frequencies obtained from the plates. Furthermore, it does not have the gusset plates which
test and those predicted by the finite element models. Response connect the support plates and baseplate at both ends of each
spectrum and time history analyses were performed to obtain vertical support. A finite eement model was developed for one half
accelerations and force distribution at various locations of the EDG of the silencer, and analysis performed to calculate the local shell
system and to generate response spectra required for seismic stresses adjacent to the shell-to-vertical support plate connections
testing of devices and components mounted at various locations (Fig. 4 The analysis results show high local stresses occurring
of the engine. Stress evaluations were performed for the diesel- near the connections between the shell and both ends of the
engine-radiator system and various components such as the diesel vertical support plate. This was resolved by welding two 112 inch
fuel oil filter, lube oil filter, transfer pump and priming tank as well thick patch plates over the high stress area of the shell.
as the diesel starting air receivers. As a result, the priming tank
was provided with a seismic brace. After this change, the actual The skid mounted piping attached to 1he EDG system was
stresses of various components were found to be Cnsistent with evaluated for five loading conditions i.e., dead weight, pressure,
the manufacturer's original design. EDG startup, steady state operation and design basis seismic

loadings. A walkdown of the piping was performed to enable as-
One diesel generator excitation cubicle, one control and built data of a representative sample to be obtained. The piping

gauge cabinet, to contaclor panels, a switch box, and various was evaluated utilizing applicable analytical criteria and allowable
electromechanical components were seismically qualified using limits. It was found that the EDG skid mounted piping systems are
multi-axis, multi-frequency seismic tests in accordance with IEEE qualified for the design basis seismic events combined with other
Standard 344-1987 14 and U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1100'6. The sustained operating conditions.
equipment contained devices and components which are
representative of those existing in the nuclear power plant. The OTHER RELATED QUALIFICATION EFFORTS PERFORMED
results demonstrated that the test criteria were met and the
equipment's safety function had been demonstrated during and In-plant vibration monitoring was conducted to obtain the
after the seismic testing. The spectra shown in Figure 2 are used operational loads to combine with nozzle and seismic loads for the
to qualify the devices mounted at various locations of the diesel analysis and design of the EDG and skid as well as floor mounted
generators. Figure 3 shows the horizontal and vertical ground mechanical equipment. For nuclear power plants located in low
spectra used for the qualification of the floor mounted equipment. seismic zones, the seismic loads are, in general, small when

compared with the normal loads due mainly to the diesel engine
SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF THE SIXTH EDG SYSTEM excitation. However, for nuclear power plants located in high

seismic zones, the EDG excitation loads from normal operation are
The commercial grade sixth EDG system was supplied by not significant when compared with the seismic loads.

the original manufacturer. Most of the skid and floor mounted
components are basically the same as those o the existing EDGs. A comprehensive walkdown was performed after
The radiator has an additional core, and therefore, the overall installation of the EDG, and differences in as-built and design
weight o the sixth EDG is slightly heavier. Therefore, the skid conditions used in the evaluation of the components were reviewed
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and then reconciled. The seismic qualification of the EDG system 7. EPRI NP-5652, "Guidelines for the Utilization of Commercial
was further evaluated using the horizontal and vertical response Grade Items in Nuclear Safety-Related Applications (NCIG-07),"
spectra developed for a beyond design basis seismic event to Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto. California; 1988).
ensure that it will maintain plant safety margins'. It is concluded
that the EDG system can adequately withstand the design basis 8. NUCLEAR POWER ENGINEERING CORPORATION, "Summary
seismic events and has adequate seismic stress margins for the report, Proving Test on The Seismic Reliability for Nuclear Power
beyond design basis seismic event. Plant, Seismic Proving Test of Emergency Diesel Generator

System" 1992).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

9. KAWAKAMI S., SHIBATA H., HARA F., OHNO T., HORIMIZU Y.,
Over the years, EDGs have proven to be very reliable and ICHIMASHI I., NINO T., TAKAYANAGI M., UCHIYAMA Y.,

durable in various conventional applications. Results of the KAJIMURA Y., MAEDA K., "Seismic Proving Test of Emergency
seismic qualification confirm that a commercially procured EDG Diesel Generator System," Paper K15/1, 12th International
system can be dedicated satisfactorily, with minor modifications, Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology,
for use in nuclear power plants located in high seismic zones. University of Stuttgart, Stuttgart, Germany 1993).
Some cabinet door rod supports and device mounting needed to
be strengthened for the devices to perform their intended safety- 10. KAUFFMAN, F., BONNEFOY, A., and FOUGERES, D.,
related functions. For the exhaust silencer, patch plates needed to "Seismic Qualification of an Emergency Diesel Generator and Its
be welded to the areas between the shell and both ends of the Auxiliaries," Institute of Mechanical Engineers, C187/78, 1978).
vertical support plates to avoid high local stresses. The in-plant
vibration monitoring results indicate that the EDG excitation load it. D'ANTHOLIARD, P. BONNEFOY, A., and HERPIN, J.,
from normal operation is not significant when compared with the "Combined Test-Analysis Seismic Qualification of an Emergency
seismic loads. Group Diesel Generator," Paper K13/3, 6th International

Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology,
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TABLE I

COMPARAT70N OF ANALYTICAL AND TESTING RESUTS FOR
EXL13TING FIVE EDG SYSTEM

EQUIPMENT INSITU TESTS FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

Diesel Generator 16.6 hz. (N-S) 17.0 hz. (N-S)

Diesel Generator 26.8 hz. (E-W) 23.0 hz, 26.8 hz.(E-W)

Diesel Generator N.A. (Vertical) 25.8 hz, (E-W, Vertical)

Starting Air Tank 26.7 hz.(Base Rocking) 25.8 hz. (Base Rocking)

Turbocharger Starting Air Rigid N.A.
Tank (Static Analysis Performed)

G=ZPA

FIGIURE I EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR AND FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
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ABSTRACT Assessment (IPA) which is designed to
ensure that the effects of aging on important

Approximately 20% of the present electric equipment will be adequately managed during
generating capacity in the United States is the renewal term.
supplied by nuclear power plants and may be
retired due to initial license expiration ne issuance of 10 CFR Part 54 established
between the years 2002 and 2030. One of the regulatory and legal requirements for
the recommended actions for implementing license renewal. The technical basis for, or
the National Energy Strategy (Bill H.R. viability of, license renewal has been explored
776) is license renewal of currently operating by the Electric Power Research Institute
nuclear power plants which DOE has (EPRI) since the late 1970s/early 1980s. The
estimated would save between $800 million NRC as well as industry organizations such as
and $1 billion in avoided new construction EPRI have studied aging effects for close to
costs -- and represent a nationwide benefit of two decades.
as much as 350 billion -- assuming the
licenses are renewed for 20 years.11-21 The NRC's research program on plant aging

degradation, which began formally in the
The U.S. Atomic Energy Act of 1954 limits early 1980s, is a comprehensive effort for the
the duration of operating licenses of nuclear understanding and management of age-related
power plants to a maximum of 40 years but degradation in safety-related systems,
permits their renewal. And, although Title structures, and components (SSCs) and has
10, Part 50.51 of Code of Federal contributed to the technical and regulatory
Regulations (IOCFR50.51) permitted license bases for license renewal rulemaking.
renewal, it provided no standards or Research results have shown that many
procedures for renewal applications. License identified aging phenomena do not pose
renewal requirements were established on technical safety issues provided that plant
January 13, 1992 when NRCs Final Rule (10 systems, structures, and components are
CFR Part 54) went into effect. he final effectively managed through surveillance,
rule established the requirements that an inspection, testing, maintenance, repair, and
applicant for license renewal must meet, the replacement.
information that must be submitted to the
NRC for review. This involves the EPRI and DOE have been actively involved
performance of an Integrated Plant in research and development efforts to
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support the nuclear license renewal option, Low-Voltage, Environmentally-
including work to address age-related Qualified Cables
degradation mechanisms. To systematically
evaluate the feasibility for life extension, two The intent of these industry reports (TR) was
pilot studies were performed -- at Surry Unit to identify a technical issues involving age-
1 a PWR, and at Monticello, a BViR. The related degradation mechanisms and the
studies evaluated in detail the economic effects of aging on these systems and
feasibifity of life extension and the potentially components and to identify generic
critical plant equipment that could influence approaches for resolving these issues. Upon
a utility's decision to proceed with license review and approval of these reports by the
renewal. Both studies concluded that there NRC, they were to be used by utilities to
were no major technical obstacles to prevent assist in the disposition of age-related
either plant from operating beyond its degradation mechanisms for the various MR
original license term. The studies also SSCs by comparing their site specific
indicated that, compared with the cost of conditions. The NRC's review of these
building replacement generating capacity -- reports was scheduled for 1990 through 1992.
whether nuclear or fossfl -- the economic It was the industry's expectation that the
appeal of extending the operating licenses of NRC would issue safety evaluation reports
existing plants is, in most cases, compelling. (SERs) on these reports which utilities could
It should be noted that license renewal and then reference in their individual license
actually extending plant operation are renewal applications. Instead of issuing SERs
separate decisions. License renewal is a on these reports, the NRC has now decided
decision based on the ability to demonstrate to incorporate areas of the industry reports
safe operation of the plant. It is a precursor where there is NRC and industry agreement,
to the economic business decision by a utflity in the license renewal standard review plan
to continue plant operation. (SRP).

One significant task EPRI and DOE have The DOE and EPRI have also sponsored the
undertaken is the development of 10 license lead plant program, initiated in 1988 to
renewal industry technical reports addressing demonstrate the implementation of the
important aging mechanisms that can affect complete regulatory and technical process for
SSCs important to license renewal (ITLR). license renewal. Yankee Rowe and
These reports are: Monticello were selected as the lead plant

projects. However, Yankee Atomic
BWR Reactor Pressure Vessel subsequently decided not to continue
BWR Reactor Pressure Vessel operation of the Yankee Rowe plant due
Internals primarily to economics and regulatory
BWR Primary Coolant Pressure uncertainties with regard to reactor vessel
Boundary integrity issues. In addition, Northern States
BWR Containment Power decided in late 1992 to defer submittal
PWR Reactor Pressure Vessel of its license renewal application. In a report
PAIR Reactor Pressure Vessel dated November 20, 19921", Northern States
Internals Power (NSP) outlined the reasons which
PWR Reactor Coolant System precipitated its decision to place the license
PWR Containment renewal application on hold. The reasons
Class I Structures cited for this decision were: 1) the uncertain

resolution of the high level waste issue; 2)
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the uncertain resolution of the low level 1992 to address these issues. The review
waste issue and the rising costs associated team presented its proposed license renewal
with that uncertainty; 3 a need to implementation approach in late January
demonstrate the ability to continue excellent 1993 addressing the various issues raised
operations while reducing costs; and 4 the since the license renewal rule was
regulatory uncertainties of the license renewal promulgated. 'Mese proposals and
process. NSP's primary concerns were that: clarifications of the Final Rule are outlined
1) the NRC is inappropriately using the in SECY 93-049 and SECY 93-113.
issuance of a "new license' as justification for
consideration of matters beyond what is Also at about the sme time, the B&W
necessary to maintain the current licensing Owners Group (B&WOG) informed the Staff
basis; and 2 the NRC is interpreting that it was initiating its generic license
.maintaining the current licensing basis' in a renewal program for its plants and urged that
manner that replaces a plant's licensing basis the policy issues which emerged during the
with new requirements. Monticello effort be resolved quickly. 'Ibis

program, which includes all seven operating
NSP identified a number of other specific B&W plants from rive utilities, with support
concerns including (1) the definition of age- from EPRI, DOE, and NUMARC, calls for
related degradation unique to license renewal the submittal of a license renewal application
resulting in almost all aging classified as in early 1997. The key elements of the
unique to license renewal, and 2 the program include the development of an
significant expansion of scope resulting from integrated plant assessment, identification of
including SSCs subject to operability age-related degradation and other technical
requirements contained in the limiting issues for common SSCs, and identification of
conditions for operation (LCO) section of a effective programs for management of
plant's technical specifications. The addition age-related degradation. The B&WOG's
of this criteria for establishing SSCs generic license renewal program is expected
important to license renewal shortly before to provide approximately 80-90% of the
publication of the final license renewal rule needed license renewal data for the individual
increased the number of Monticello systems B&W plants.
and structures important to license renewal
from 74 to 107 representing approximately The Westinghouse and BWR owners groups
65% of the plant. Moreover, many of the have also initiated license renewal programs;
Tech Spec systems and components brought the Westinghouse Owners Group is targeting
in by this criteria have very little to do with the late 1990s as a date for submission of a
the safe operation of the plant; and 3 the plant-specific license renewal application. In
level of detail required in the license renewal addition, Baltimore Gas Electric presented
application is significantly greater than that its own life cycle management/license renewal
contained in the FSAR which formed the program approach to the NRC in early 1993
basis for initial licensing of the facility. and has begun making formal submittals to

the NRC on various portions of the license
Given the emergence of tese issues renewal individual plant assessment (IPA)
precipitating NSP's decision to defer results for Calvert Cliffs which is a program
submittal of its license renewal application, to identify plant systems and components that
and other issues raised by NUNLARC and are rMR and the effects of aging and the
other utilities, an NRC senior management control of aging on these components.
review team was established in December Although the plant is not a formal license
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renewal applicant at this time, the submittals maintained during the renewal term, in part
are being made to obtain feedback on the through a program of age-related degradation
acceptability of the utility's license renewal management for SSCs important to license
implementation approach, before committing renewal (17MR). The CB is to be
to proceeding with a license renewal maintained during the renewal term in the
application. same manner and to the same extent as

during the initial license term.
To establish new requirements for the
environmental review of license renewal 10 CFR Part 54.21(a) requires that each
applications, the NRC issued in September license renewal applicant perform an IPA.
1991 proposed changes to 10 CFR 51 for In brief, the IPA requires 1) the
public comment As part of the proposed identification of systems, structures, and
rulemaking a draft generic environmental components (SCCs) important to license
impact statement was prepared to aess renewal; 2 the identification of those
which environmental impacts may occur structures and components which could have
under what circumstances and to assess their age-related degradation unique to license
possible level of significance. Those issues renewal; and 3 the demonstration, where
not resolved generically, will have to be necessary, that SSCs with aging unique to
evaluated on a plant-specific basis before the license renewal are effectively managed so as
license is renewed. The comment period, to ensure that the current licensing basis is
originally set for December 1991, was maintained during the renewal term.

extended to March 1992. Due to the large
number of substantive comments received, 'ne IPA's uniqueness review in 10 CFR

the final rule is not expected to be issued 54.21(a)(3) relies on a broad interpretation of

until mid-1994. the definition of age-related degradation

unique to license renewal (ARDUTLR.)

Because of the difficulty in justifying that an

CURRENT REGULATORY SC is not subject to ARDUTLR, the Staff, in

REQUHU94ENTS SECY 93-049, recommends assuming that

most SCs could be subject to ARDUTLR.

10 CFR Part 54 Therefore, the focus for dispositioning most

SCs is placed on the effective program

10 CFR Part 54 outlines the determination in 10 CFR 54.21(a)(5 by

requirements that an applicant for license ensuring that any ARDUTLR for a given SC

renewal must meet and the information that will be effectively managed during the

must be submitted to the NRC for review. renewal period.

The rule is founded on two key principles.

71be first principle is that, with the exception 'Me Staff estimates that only a small

of age-related degradation unique to license percentage of a plant's total SCs will require

renewal and possibly a few other issues more detailed evaluations to resolve one of

related to safety only during extended two situations: 1) to establish the

operation, the current regulatory process is effectiveness of any new programs determined

adequate to ensure that the licensing basis at to be necessary, or 2 to justify that no

all currently operating plants provide and actions are needed to manage aging effects.

maintain an acceptable level of safety for

operation. 'Me second principle is that each Regglatoa Guides and Standard Review Plan

plant's current licensing basis (CLB) must be faRP
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A draft regulatory guide and SRP on The form of the renewal license (i.e.,
license renewal have been prepared by the the issuance of a new license rather
NRC Staff, however, they are on hold than an amendment) does not affect
pending completion of the Staffs license the scope of the technical issues or
renewal implementation approach and the safety evaluations required.
corresponding clarification of the Part 54 The CLB will be carried forward and
rule. The Staff plans to maintain the SRP as maintained during the renewal period;
a 'living document', revising it as experience the NRCs current regulatory
is gained from plant license renewal processes will be viewed as providing
application reviews, ongoing research, and Assurance that the CB will be
public comments. adequately maintained.

Fatigue and environmental
SECYs 93-049 9-113, and 93-331 qualification (EQ) concerns are

technical issues that will be addressed
In SECY 93-049 and SECY 93-113, (through the establishment of a

which were provided to the Commission on generic issue) for all older plants
March 1, 1993 and April 30, 199.3, rather than just those pursuing license
respectively, the NRC's senior management renewal. For newer plants, fatigue
team identified a license renewal and EQ will be addressed as part of
implementation approach. 'The key elements the license renewal review.
of the NRC Staff's license renewal
implementation approach outlined in these SECY 93-113 provides specific examples
SECYs are: of the Staffs recommended IPA approach.

The license renewal rule does not In general, the industry does not agree
need to be changed. The rule, that the recommendations and issue
including its two principles, provides resolution documented in SECY 93-049 and
a sound basis for safe plant operation SECY 93-113 provide a viable
beyond the initial 40-year license implementation approach to license renewal.
term. One principal concern is that more credit
In conducting the IPA, ARDUTLR should be given to current plant programs
should be viewed broadly and the which effectively manage aging and will
IPA focus should be on effective continue to do so in the future, so as to
programs rather than the eliminate the need for detailed analyses in
identification of aging that is or is not the license renewal application.
unique to license renewal term. The
IPA can be carried out so that a Subsequent to the issuance of these
large majority of SCs can be SECYs, the NRC Commissioners directed the
demonstrated to be included in staff to convene a public workshop in the fall
existing effective programs as of 1993 for the purpose of evaluating
evidenced by (a) the equipment being alternative approaches to how best to take
addressed by regulation or in facility advantage of esting licensee activities and
technical specification with programs as a basis for concluding that aging
performance or condition, and (b) will be addressed in an acceptable manner,
inclusion in the maintenance rule consistent with the fundamental principles of
scope and requirements. license renewal, during the extended period

of operation. In particular, the NRC will
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examine the extent to which greater reliance keep the plant operational and improve its
can be placed on the maintenance rule as a economics over the long term. These actions
basis for concluding that aging w be include, for example, the active management
effectively addressed for purposes of license of aging issues such as reactor pressure vessel
renewal- The workshop was held on embrittlement and other significant capital
September 30, 1993 and the comments from dependent engineering evaluations. LCM
the industry and the results were documented also includes the efforts to prepare the
in SECY 93-331. Although there were technical and regulatory basis for
suggestions that the license renewal rule be demonstrating that the plant can be operated
further simplified by eliminating definitions safely past the end of its currently licensed
such as age-related degradation unique to term. 'Me Life Cycle Management Program
license renewal, the NRC proposed to issue being performed for Calvert Cliffs by
rulemaking to clarify the final rule by Baltimore Gas Electric with EPRI support
clarifying the level of details in the is a prototype effort which has already
application, separating the details in the IPA generated near term benefits and will provide
from FSAR supplements, and clarifying the a model for other utilities to follow.
change process and reporting requirements,
and by clearly stating that programs REFERENCES
established under the maintenance rule in 0
CFR 50.65 can be relied on to demonstrate 1. L. Makovich and I- Forest, 'U. S.
the effectiveness of licensee's aging National and Regional Impacts of
management programs. As a result of this Nuclear Plant Life Extension,' SAND
decision, the NRC forecasted that the license 87-7136, Sandia National
renewal rule can be issued in late 1994. The Laboratories, January 1988
staff also intends to continue to work with
the industry through NUMARC to identify 2. L. Forest T. R. Deutsch, and W. W.
and to resolve issues which may be outside Schenler, 'Cost Savings from
the scope of rulemaking. Extended Life Nuclear Plant," SAND

88-7095, Sandia National
LICENSE RENEWAL/LIFE CYCLE Laboratories, September, 1988
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

3. November 20, 1992 report by
Bechtel and EPRI support the Northern States Utilities, "Perspectives

conclusion of DOE's study that license on the License Renewal Process (10
renewal is a viable option, both in economics CFR Part 54)
and in technology. Furthermore, license
renewal is important to the nuclear industry
to generate electric power competitively,
while continuing with its research in the
development of advanced reactors to ensure
nuclear power as a viable future energy
option. To develop an effective RALCM
program, numerous topics need to be
addressed beyond what the rule requires in
license renewaL Life cycle management
involves a proactive effort to anticipate and
prepare for actions that may be necessary to
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ABSTRACT structural metals. It is especially useful
for characterizing the ductile-to-brittle
fracture transition behavior of steel under

The irradiation embrittlement of various conditions of temperature and
reactor pressure vessel (RPV) steels exposed loading rate. In the case of commercial
to high energy (>I Mev) neutrons has been a light-water nuclear reactor pressure vessels
long- standing concern for safe operation of , the CVN test has been used as the primary
nuclear power plants and is also regarded as method for monitoring the effects of irradi-
one of the critical material issues for ation on the fracture toughness of RPV
nuclear power plant life extension. To steels. In general, neutron irradiation
monitor the extent of radiation embrittle- causes two Important changes in the impact
ment of reactor pressure vessel steels, it properties of pressure vessel materials;
is a common practice to implement a sur- namely, a reduction in the upper-shelf
veillance program to measure the fracture energy(USE), and an increase in the ductile-
toughness of RPV steels, mainly by Charpy to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT).
impact testing. With current practice, It is In compliance with regulatory requirementsl
found necessary to reconstitute the tested reactor vessel material irradiation sur-
surveillance Charpy specimens in support veillance programs are being conducted to
of nuclear power plant life extension. In monitor these changes in the properties of
this work, the tested unirradlated Charpy vessel materials caused by long-term
specimens were reconstituted by a modified exposure to neutron irradiation.
upset butt welding technique. An insert (or
central) piece sorted out from te broken The limited number of surveillance
pieces of tested specimens by microhardness Charpy specimens, however, can not provide
examination was jointed to two end studs of
RPV steel. The soundness of the welds were sufficient data to assess thoroughly the
Inspected by X-ray radiography. -Then as- effect of irradiation on fracture toughness
reconstituted work pieces were machined, or support the needs of nuclear power plant
broached and made into Charpy impact life extension. Reconstituting broken Charpy
specimens to ASTM standard. The re- specimens serves these purposes, and it also
constituted Impact specimens are to be offers a source of additional material for
further re-encapsulated. studying vessel in situ annealing response,

and for providing data for evaluating
specimen orientation effects. Various

INTRODUCTION techniques, such as electron beam welding,
stud welding, or projection welding,24 were

The Charpy V-notch (CVN) impact test developed for joining unirradiated end-tabs
has been the method most commonly employed to broken irradiated Charpy halves under
to characterize the impact behavior of hot cell conditions to produce new specimens.
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When selecting a welding process for recons- 280-

tituting RPV surveillance Charpy specimens,
(M AA"v'\ BACK -four crucial points - stress distribution, CCOOO CENTER -

0 XXXXX NOTCH -
cost, hot cell adaptabilityand heat buildup 0

in the specimens - must be taken into >�250-

account. A modified upset butt welding
process, which meets the foregoing criteria, (n

Li CD
has been developed by INER. An evaluation Z -

a: X 00shows an excellent agreement between the < 220-
M: X XX060 Xoriginal DBTT curve and the subsquent curve Cr X 0

generated by reconstituted specimens. 0 a Z\ 6 O�i
0 OA n, Q6 690 6

I 90
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 0 2 4 6 10 12 14 1'1'8'2'0'22'24'26

DISTANCE FROM NOTCH (mm)

A. Specimen Preparation Figure 1. Microhardness versus distance from

fracture surface at various planes

A533-B Class 1 steel was chosen as for 100% shear specimens.

dummy metal in this program. In selecting an

insert length, a balance must be established

between several factors the volume of

homogeneous material needed for testing, T
plastic deformation that might exist in the PROTRUDING LENGTH

broken Charpy half from original test, the (D

heat-affected zones (HAZs) and annealing

zones during welding. Results of micro-

hardness tests on the broken Charpy speci- 0
mens with 100% shear fracture appearance, as -

shown in Figure 1, indicated that an insert

length of 14 mm is needed to ensure that

plastic deformation zone in subsequent 1. COPPER CLAMP (PNEUMATIC) 4 WELD BLANK (STATIONARY)

testing will not extend to HAZ produced by 2. COOLING WATER OUT 5. END TAB (MOVABLE)

reconstitution.5 Added to the 14 mm insert 3. COOLING WATER IN 6. ELECTRODE OLDER

length should be an additional length of

material to allow for the weld fusion and Figure 2 Sketch of a upset butt welding

HAZs and any area of radiation damage machine.

annealed out during the welding process.

Based on these considerations, 19 mm was

selected as the insert length. Both the

insert ends need only be flat, smooth, clean welding.

, and perpendicular to the specimen axis. In

order to discern the effect of insert length B. Upset Butt Welding
on Charpy impact property, 12-mm inserts

were also reconstituted and tested with

instrumented impact machines. The welding machine is a modified upset

butt welder, with a 75-kVA transformer, a

Each end-tab, fabricated from the same water-cooled electrode, and a pneumatically

material, is 10.4 mm square by 19 mm long operated loading system. The essential

with one spherical project(radius -_ 100mm). detail of the equipment is shown in Figure 2.

The spherical project acts as the point of A welding cycle consists of three periods:

higher local resistance to facilitate fusion loading, preheating, and fusing. Each of

thereby reducing the splashing during these steps is adjustable with respect to
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P
LU 400 ------------------------------------------

(a) 00 ----------- ------------------------------------3

CL 200 ---------- -- -----------------------------
NOTCH
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0
2 4 6 8 I 

DISTANCE FROM WELD END (mm)
(b)

Figure 4 Peak temperatures along the center
Figure 3 Photograghs of a reconstituted of an insert during welding.

Charpy V-notch specimen.

(a). As-welded specimen,

(b). Final specimen. shows photographs of as-welded and final
reconstituted specimens.

time and the current flow can be regulated. QUALIFICATION
A copper electrode was designed to hold the

working pieces during welding. Moreover, a A. Temperature Measurement
cryostat was connected with the heavy copper
body to enhance the chill effect in the
insert. To avoid annealing effects by heat

generated in the welding process, it is

The weld is made as follows. First, an important to monitor the temperature
insert is clamped tightly into the electrode distribution in the insert, especially for

irradiated materials. A series of time
with a protrusion of mm in length. The -temperature measurements were conducted to
length serves to restrain the expansion of determine the maximum temperature of the
heat-affected zone. Then, an end-tab is insert. A mm diameter stainless sheathed
clamped. Extra care should be taken to clamp Type k thermocouple was instrumented into
the end tab firmly into position to enssure the dummy sample and connected to a high-
proper alignment. After the preload is set, speed digital oscilloscope.
a current of l5kA was set to pass through
the two pieces for less than 02 seconds,
fusing the insert to the end tab. The welded The peak temperatures along the center
piece is then turned end-for-end and the of the weld blank during welding are given
welding process repeated to weld an end in Figure 4 The data show that the maximum
tab to the other end of the insert. After temperature below the root of the notch
reconstituting, some misalignment along the during the welding cycle is about 901C
finished specimen is inevitable due to (1940F). At a distance of 4 mm from the
insert and end piece tolerances, fixture fusing interface, the temperature is lower
misalignment, and weld cooling deformation. than 288 IC (550 OF) - the irradiation
The end tabs were made 0.2 mm thicker than temperature. Of course, the actual
the central segment. This larger size temperature should have been moderately
permitted machining the reconstituted higher than the recorded temperature due to
specimens to the ASTM requirements. Figure 3 thermocouple lag.
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B. Microhardness Measurement 600-

�6500-
The influence of the welding 00 -

temperature on the metallurgical and LO

�; 400 -
irradiation state of the reconstituted X
specimen may be evaluated from hardness (n

V) 300 -
measurement. Figure shows a microhardness LiZ0distribution across the weldment of a Or

< 200 -
finished reconstituted specimen. The HAZs on am HAL A0
both insert ends are smaller than 1.5 mm in
width, which means that the noninfluenced 100 

zone in the 19-mm insert is larger than 16
mm. This results prove leaving the insert 0 0 10 i . . . to, 4'0 50

protruding I mm out of the electrodes an DISTANCE (mm)

effective way to inhibit the transfer of Figure 5. Microhardness distribution over a
heat toward the insert during welding. reconstituted specimen.

C. Charpy V-Notch Impact Testing 4.0

03000 ORIGINAL
Ideally, acceptance of a reconstituted XXXXX RECONSTITUTED

technique should imply no change in the 30 - 300
X

reconstituted test results as compared to 9 -

the data obtained from identically-oriented 0

"as-received" specimens. Charpy impact

energy absorption is the most convincing _Y X >_
20 - 0 200 

indication of degeneration of RPV mechanical >_ Uj
0 X 6 Z

properities. All testing was performed in fit W
Z

accordance with the ASTM standard for impact Uj 0

testing of metallic materials E3-91). The

results of the impact tests are presented in 10 9 100
Figure 6 In general, there is an excellent X 

agreement when comparing the original DBTT 0 0 ( 9mm:-INSERT)

data to those subsquently generated with

reconstituted specimens. The results show 70 -130 -90 -50 -10 3CP

that the upset butt welding is a feasible TEMPERATURE ('C)

technique for reconstituting Charpy impact Figure 6 Comparison of the Charpy impact

specimens. test data from reconstituted

specimens of A533B-I steel with

Reconstituted specimens in any orien- those from original specimens.

tation can be made from inserts with a

dimension of lOxlOxlO mm. 6 To verify if this

"small-insert" is large enough to get instrumented load-time curves (Figure 7 a

reasonable result, instrumented Charpy test small plateau-tail is apparent on the end of

was perfrmed on those specimens of different the curve made from original specimens

insert lengths. Table shows average upper- (Figure 7a). Alsoa limited lip was observed

shelf energies for four batchs of specimens, on the impact side of as-received broken

asterisk denotes the samples were not fully samples. On the contrary, neither plateau-

broken and slipped through the anvils. The tail nor lip-formation was found on the

USE values show a tendency to decrease while reconstituted sample with a 12-mm insert(

insert length shortened. When comparing the Figure 7c). It is clear that the harder weld
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. which acts as some sort of a stiffener,
can inhibit the plastic deformation in the
HAZ, thus lowering the value of energy 9000 19mm-INSERT, TESTED AT O'C

absorption.

Table 1. Charpy impact test ata of recons- 7000 _L L _L _L _L __L__L_ __

tituted specimens with different
insert lengths. Asterisk indicates
that the specimens were not fully 5000 - - - L IL IL IL IL IL IL IL

broken. (ASTM tup, tested at 01C) L.'- L

0

3000 - L L

SAMPLE AVERAGE ENERGY ABSORPTION

AS-RECEIVED 1000 IL IL IL IL IL

284
(ORIGINAL)

-100
19mm-INSERT 5

283 TIME(ms)
(RECONSTITUTED) (b)

17mm-INSERT
284

(RECONSTITUTED)

15mm-INSERT 12mm-INSERT, TESTED AT DOC
266 9000

(RECONSTITUTED)

12mm-INSERT 7000 L

228 1 1
(RECONSTITUTED)

5000
Ce

AS-RECEIVED, TESTED AT O'C
9000 3000

7000 - L.- - L L L L L L L L 1000 - - - L L L

L _LAj\ L L L - L L L L
5000 -100 _0 5 10

TIME(ms)
JIL

3000 - - - L (c)

Figure 7 Load-time records for different
J 00 - - - t L L L L L - specimens tested with ASTN tup.

(a). As-received specimen,

(b). reconstituted specimen with a
-100 _5 16 19 mm insert,

TIME(ms) (c). reconstituted specimen with a

(a) 12 mm insert.
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D. X-ray Radiographic Examination 3. J.S.PERRIN, "Reconstituted Charpy Impact

Specimens,' EPRI NP-2759, Fracture
Invisible defects can be detected by Control Corp. and Battelle Columbus

non-destructive examination. X-ray radio- Laboratories(1982).
graphic technique was used to examine the

soundness of the weldment. Among the 136 4. R. P. SHOGAN, "Reconstitution of Charpy
welds of reconstituted specimens examined, Impact Specimens," Westing-house Research
only four small porosities, of less than Report 82-ID2-RECON-RI, Westinghouse R&D
mm in diameter, were observed; besides, no Center(1982).
crack initiated from fusion interface was
found while the specimen was bent with a
hammer. The results show that the welds are 5. "Standard Guide for Reconstitution of

sound and near porosity fpee. Irradiated Charpy Specimens," ASTM
Designation E1253-88, American Standard

SUMMARY Society for testing and Material(1990).

Reconstituted Charpy specimens have 6. E. N. KLAUSNITZER, "Reconstituted Impact
been successfully prepared using the upset Specimens with Small Inserts," 15th

butt welding technique. Broken unirradiated International Symposium on the Effects of
Charpy specimens of A533B-l material were Radiation on Materials, Tennessee(1990).

reconstituted and tested. The impact
properties of these specimens were shown in
good agreement with those of original tests.
The closer the reconstituted welds come to
the notch of the insert, the larger the loss
in absorbed energy; this loss between as-
received and reconstituted samples is
primarily caused by the constraint of
plastic deformation due to te stiff welds.

This study has demonstrated that the
upset butt welding process is well suited
for producing standard full-size recons-
tituted Charpy specimens at reasonable cost.
Further tasks on irradiated specimens prepa-
ration, reconstitution and re-encapsulation
are in progress.
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ABSTRACT towards managing, mitigating, or preventing age-related
degradation.

Life extension ibr nuclear power plants has been
studied in the USA for the last six years, largely supported This dissertation presents a structured methodology for
by EPRI, DOE and the USNRC. Though there are diverse the implementation of a maintenance effectiveness evaluation
opinions for the strategies and priorities of life extension and to manage age-related degradation for the critical com-
aging management, one common conclusion has been ponents in a nuclear power plant. The Maintenance Effect-
formulated regarding the need of current maintenance iveness Evaluation and Enhancement Program or M3E,
programs having to focus on aging and degradation manage- shown schematically in Figure 1, is a four-part activity.
ment. Such program, called 'Maintenance Effectiveness The first part identifies the plant critical components, using
Evaluation and Enhancement' or WE for short, has been weighted screening criteria. The second part identifies the
developed to assist plant operators to upgrade and enhance degradation mechanisms applicable for each structure,
existing programs by itegrating aging/degradation manage- component, or component grouping. The third part collects
ment activities for important or critical equipment and com- the required information for the applicable plant programs
ponents. The key elements of the WE program consist of and implementing procedures. The resulting component
the definition and selection of the critical components or degradation data sheets and maintenance practices data
commodities to be included in the scope, the survey/ sheets are then used in the fourth part of the program, the
inventory of the current programs and their respective action maintenance effectiveness evaluation, and the development
steps, frequencies, corrective measures and extent of of maintenance enhancement recommendations.
coverage, the component/commodity degradation mech-
anism, sites and severity, safety functions and service SELECTION OF CRITICAL COMPONENTS
environments and lastly, the correlation of degradation/aging
with the individual maintenance activities. The degree of Because of the large number of individual components
correlation provides a measure of effectiveness and the represented in a typical plant, a prioritization methodology
opportunity to identify/specify needed enhancements, was developed to screen and rank components on the basis
abandonment or generation of new maintenance activities. of their relative importance. The method selected is based
Implementation of the activities can then be prioritized at the on the Delphi principle, utilizing two teams of experienced
option of the plant staff. engineers and establishing a fixed set of attributes against

which each component is judged on a scale of one to ten.
INTRODUCTION Individual attributes are weighted to consider their overall

contribution to component importance.
Some of the oldest nuclear power plants are in opera-

tion since the early 1960s and a quarter of the nuclear power A preselection process is applied to generate a manage-
plant fleet is approaching 20 years of operation. Age-related able listing of items to be included in the critical components
degradation or aging is not a new phenomena but a reality evaluation. 'Me selected candidates should meet one or
that needs to be dealt with in a rigorous fashion such that more of the preelection guidelines. These guidelines
safety, reliability, and megawatt generation can be main- include considerations such as high replacement cost or
tained to the end of life. A structured aging management or duration, significant impact of the component failure on
life cycle management program can also enhance the plant safety or availability, harsh operating conditions,
opportunity for life extension and optimizing the tming and regulatory concern, etc.
technical basis for major capital improvements or replace-
ments. A key to aging management is the effective
maintenance of components and structures with a focus
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FIGURE 4. Service History:
WE PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Identified high maintenance, potential problem indi-
cated by inspection/survey, and past or planned re-
placement.

5. Plant Programs Effectiveness:

Formalizedprograms/procedures,preventive/protective
measures, corrective action based on acceptance
criteria, industry report(s) applicability, and documents

EBTABLM PLANT and records retention.
PE1WNNEL

A GOALS INTERVIM

6. Reliability Considerations:

PL&NT
MAINTENANCEAND Record of high reliability/availability, malfunction

HUM contributes to forced outage, required function insured
by design/operating features, qualified vendors/sup-
pliers, and lead-time fbr replacements.

DATASHEM The screening procedure provides a suitable method for

determining the relative sensitivity of components important
.................................... to aging management. 'Ibis screening criteria also addresses
IMPLEMENTATION.

ornoNst the importance of maintenance, safety and power produc-
DWSIONS tion, and may be applied to BWRs or PWRs....................................

An example of the critical component listing is pro-
Figure I - WE Program Overview vided in Table 2 . The components and groups, called

commodities, are listed in descending order of importance
The preselected components are then organized into as determined by the screening rank.
component groupings. The screening methodology is a
systematic scoring process to establish a 'total criteria score' Table 21 - Importance Ranking of Typical Structures,
for each of the candidate components. Comparison of the Components, and Commodities Subject to Maintenance
total scores will lead to the determination of the critical Effectiveness Evaluation
components.

9 Reactor, Pressure Vessel * Electrical Penetrations
'Me screening attributes are grouped into five cate- * RPV Iternals 9 Motor Control Centers

gories. Each category includes the following criteria: e Steam Generator * Relays, Switches
* Pressurizer 0 Sensing Instruments

1. General Criteria: * Main Turbine * Cables
* Main Generator

Replacement feasibility, outage duration, relative 0 Class I Structures
replacement cost, impact on adjacent structure/com- e Emergency Diesel Generator
ponents, and disposal or transportation difficulties. * Metal Containment

o Reactor Coolant Pmp

2. Service Conditions: a Pumps (ECCS, etc.)
0 Feedwater Pumps

Brittle fracture, corrosion[MIC, fatigue/impact/vibra- 9 Piping
tion, irradiation effects, stress corrosion cracking, and * Underground Piping
wear, erosion, cracking. * Main Condenser

0 Heat Exchangers, (RHR, Component Cooling, etc.)
3. Regulatory Factors: e Pressurizer Safety Valve

o Main Steam Valves
Original plant licensing basis, safe shutdown path, 9 Main Transformer
Technical Specification LCOs, ECCS challenges, and 0 Electric Motors > 100 Hp)
core damage probability.
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EVALUATION OF DEGRADATION MECHANISMS hundreds of nuclear plant components, and links the com-
ponent parts to the potentially significant degradation

The component design, constituent materials, and both mechanisms, and to the plant maintenance programs that
the normal and abnormal stressors, are considered when address each one of these mechanisms for the specific
establishing the set of relevant mechanisms that could component.
degrade the component. This selection is also influenced by
industry experience. Age-related degradation is potentially SURVEY OF CURRENT PROGRAMS
significant when, if allowed to continue without the benefit
of the detection and mitigative measures of a plant pro- From past evaluations and generic industry studies and
gram(s), the component cannot be shown to be capable of reports, a comprehensive listing of effective maintenance
performing its required function throughout the life of the programs, procedures, and practices has been generated.
plant. This listing is used as a baseline for identification, acquisi-

tion, and verification of plant-unique programs. It must be
To facilitate documentation of this process and to recognized that many of these programs vary substantially

ensure consistency among the evaluations, a standard format from plant to plant and may be very formal and extensive or
was developed, containing the following steps and informa- informal, simple, and left to the discretion of responsible
tion entries: personnel. A sample of generic plant programs is as

follows:
I Obtain plant documents that can be used to identify

subcomponents, boundary, population, required func- a Preventive Maintenance
tions, materials, environmental conditions, etc., for * ASME Section 3a, ISUIST
each component. 0 Technical Specification Surveillance

* Calibration Program
2. Description of the component, component boundary, 0 Vibration Monitoring

key subcomponentsand functions. 0 Cathodic Protection
0 Painting/Coating Program

Pertinent design data and information such as corrosion 0 MIC Control Program
allowance, process conditions, construction materials, 0 Motor Ispection Program
etc. 9 Equipment Qualification Program

Relevant operating and maintenance experience, in- A complete inventory and review of the plant program
cluding service duty, past failures, unusual conditions, documents, and implementing procedures is performed to
etc. identify the formal and informal practices used fbr cor-

rective, preventive, and/or predictive maintenance.
Stressors and affected subcomponents or parts.

Each program, procedure, and practice is reviewed,
Potentially significant degradation mechanisms and and a maintenance practices data sheet is completed to
affected subcomponents. synopsize the program features.

Perform-mce criteria for the component. 7be criteria Program attributes and objectives are extracted such as
provides the basis for determining satisfactory perfor- applicability, components covered, formality, corrective
mance, and will be in the form of availability, reliabili- action, acceptance criteria, frequency, records requirements,
ty, achieving required process parameters, personnel specific action steps (mitigative/diagnostic, corrective, etc.)
exposure, etc. and recorded on the data sheet.

3. Identify areas that require an ivestigation of plant Information requests, questionnaires/checklists, plant
O&M data to enhance or confirm the results. Informa- visits, and plant personnel interviews are usually required to
tion requests, questionnaires, plant visits, and plant complete the maintenance programs data sheets.
personnel interviews may be required to complement
the component degradation data sheets. Once the data sheets have been completed, a package

is assembled for each of the critical components, containing
The significance of the relevant degradation mech- a data sheet for each program that is used by the plant for

anisms is determined by quantitative and/or qualitative the component.
methods. Potentially significant degradation mechanisms are
expressed in terms of the degradation sites, susceptible MAINTENANCE EFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
constituent components or parts, root cause and physical
manifestation of the degradation, and projected effects of To assess the effectiveness of the plant programs in
degradation on the component functions and service I ife. An detecting and mitigating the age-related degradation of the
extensive database has been developed that contains critical components, an evaluation is performed for each
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component package. This evaluation is performed by * Perform a new activity
applying the following checklist: 9 Add components to an existing program

a Formalize activity frequency
I The significant degradation mechanisms identified on 9 Confirm the non-significance of a degradation mechanism

the component degradation data sheet will be detected e Perform a one-time disassembly inspection
as evident on the maintenance practices data sheet. * Add acceptance criteria

a Formalize existing program
2 The features and/or action steps (content and freq- e Create new program

uency) of the plant programs wl be successful for 9 Implement surveillance testing of standby equipment
detecting aging and monitoring performance. 9 Add detail to existing procedure

3 The subcomponents/parts which could affect the re- CONCLUSIONS
quired function(s) are addressed.

A set of application procedures and guidelines for the
4. The thresholds/criteria for corrective action will result maintenance effectiveness evaluation and enhancement

in timely mitigation of age-related degradation and program methodology has been successfully developed and
restoration of degraded performance. implemented on a plant-specific basis. The evaluation has

been applied to the Santa Maria de Garofia (BWR) and
5 . The program provides for monitoring of process and Vandellos 11 (PWR) Nuclear Power Plants, located in Spain,

physical parameters used in performance evaluations. and for the Monticello BWR Lead Plant License Renewal
Project in the USA.

6. Data recording requirements are acceptable to support
trending, etc. The WE program can indeed assist nuclear power

plants to identify needed enhancements, abandonment of
7. Plant programs and implementing procedures are unnecessary activities, and a shift from corrective to pre-

documented and in current use. ventive maintenance, in order to achieve effective aging
and/or performance nagement, and component life cycle

8. Maintenance effectiveness is demonstrated. management.

Not all of the above evaluation criteria can be answered Effective aging management of the plant critical com-
with a clear yes or no. In most cases, additional consider- ponents can also lead to short-term benefits, such as delay
ations are necessary to arrive at a conclusion such as or elimination of component replacement, reduction in
adequate frequency of a periodic activity, effectiveness of refurbishment costs, reduction in operational failure proba-
direct versus indirect indicators, sampling size when less bility, enhancement of the effectiveness of preventive
than the full population of components are addressed, timing maintenance programming, improvement in the assessment
of one-time inspections, etc. of abnormal events, improvement in the maintenance/outage

planning, enhancement in the quality of operational/
MAINTENANCE EHANCEMENT ACTIONS maintenance data recorded and stored. Some of the long-

term benefits include compliance with the maintenance rule,
From the maintenance effectiveness evaluation, a building blocks in place to exercise the life extension option,

number of improvements are typically identified. Many of minimize cost impact of maintenance rule and license
these enhancements are simple and cost-effective actions for renewal/life extension, and an improved planning horizon
which implementation should be part of "good practice'; for capital investment decisions.
others may be more substantial requiring a Technical
Specification change, new programs, or long-term mitigative REFERENCES
actions. For the more complex and longer term enhance-
ments, implementation options are developed, and cost- I GREGOR, F. E., HAGAN, K. A., et. al., 'BWR Pot
benefit analyses are performed. The process wl also Plant Life Extension Study at the Monticello Plant,
identify some degradation mechanisms for which aging Phase 1', EPRI Report NP -5181, May 1987.
mana ement options are very limited and therefore close
monitoring of performance, conditions, and degradation will 2. GREGOR, F. E., 'The Trending of Aging Parameters'
permit a more accurate prediction of potential replacement 10th SMiRT Conference, Anaheim, California, August
or repair. Component fatigue, piping erosion/corrosion and 1989.
IGSCC of stainless steel are examples of difficult aging
management issues. In general, enhancement activities can 3. LEHNERT, D. F., BOOKER, S. J., "An Examination
be characterized under the following headings: and Proposed Methodology to Determine the Effective-

ness of Plant Programs to Manage Aging" ANS Con-
ference, Newport, Rhode Island, September 1990.
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ABSTRACT attempt to understand and anticipate the unusual or
accelerated aging degradation of the plant during this period

An Aging Management Enhancement Program has been will promote the Full Utilization of the Existing License.
developed to identify and mitigate the risk and Such programs will also lead to a clearer understanding of
uncertainties that unusual, accelerated, or previously the areas of the plant that require more thorough
unanticipated aging of Systems, Structures, and investigation when License Renewal activities are desired.
Components pose to the continued long term safe, Focusing on the period of forty to sixty years without
economic, and reliable operation of nuclear facilities. his aggressively pursuing a strong process that ensures ongoing
paper defines a process intended to enhance the aging mitigation and competitive reliable plant performance
understanding and control of the aging of systems, is inherently risky and short-sighted.
structures, and components (SSCs). The program is
selective and proactive. It largely eploys the experience Existing maintenance programs are appropriately
and lmowledge of personnel that have hands-on focused on active equipment that operates or must be
responsibility for engineering, maintaining, and operating available during normal or off-normal modes of operation.
the facility. he identification of SSCs and associated age Valves, pumps, motors, compressors, gasketed joints, and
related degradation mechanisms (ARDMs) that present similar equipment are covered by corrective maintenance,
future vulnerabilities to a plant allow focused actions to be preventive maintenance and, increasingly, reliability
implemented to remedy or abate the risk prior to the aging centered maintenance programs. Other more focused
degradation adversely impacting plant operation. Selection programs that are effective in monitoring and mitigating
of structures and components susceptible to accelerated aging include programs such as reactor vessel embrittlement
aging degradation and appropriate remedial corrective programs, steam generator programs, fatigue onitoring
and/or preventive actions are based on a recognized need programs, erosion/corrosion programs, and many others.
to achieve a balance between plant safety, plant Existing programs should be reevaluated to assure adequacy
economics, and plant reliability. in managing the known aging processes. Identification of

degradation mechanisms that are not being captured by
INTRODUCTION existing maintenance and surveillance programs form the

basis for special aging related programs.
Nuclear filities can benefit from programs that

identify aging related degradation that may occur during AGING MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
the licensed forty year life of the plant and beyond.
Current License Renewal activities predominantly focus on 'Me identification and iplementation of programs
the period of time that would extend the operating life of to control aging related degradation is performed by the
nuclear plants from forty to sixty years. These Lense proem illustrated in the flow chart in Figure 1. Three
Renewal activities are ourring at a time when plants parallel paths are shown.
have not clearly demonstrated an ability to run
economically br their original licensed period of frty The first path relies on the mowledge of the
years. Program and investments that promote the full engineering, operations, and maintenance staff supporting
utilization of the existing license are required. Such the power plant. Classes of components or structures to be
programs will focus on the period of time between the reviewed in detail are selected, and intensive knowledge and
current age of the facility and forty years. Programs that experience based interviews of personnel selected to have
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Figure I

AGING MANAGEMENT ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM
FLOW CHART

SYSTEM ENGANEER
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CLOSE-ours DPERIENCE
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DPER!IENCIE BASED ROOT CAUSE

WERVIEWS ANALYSIS

STRATEGY

specific knowledge of the specific class of component or A review of structures and components in the plant
structure are performed. There are three pimary activities is performed to identify 'classes of structures' and 'classes
in the first path. These are Performance Based Screening, of components" (e.g., concrete structures, medium voltage
Experience Based Interviews, and Program Augmentation. cables, stainless steel motor operated valves, and NSSS
The following sections will describe these activities in components are classes of structures and components). The
detail. classes of structures and components are identified by

reviewing all types of structures and components at the plant
'Me second and third paths utilize other activities and by grouping components together that have common

and experience both from inside and from outside the aging mechanisms. A classification of all the parts of the
specific utility in order to gain broader insight into the power plant resulted in twenty eight classes of structures and
possible stressors or expected performance of the plant components. These are tabulated in Table 1. For each
structures or components being studied. These activities class, subclasses allowed further definition and
will also be described. categorization.

PERFORMANCE BASED SCREENING The classes of structures and components are
reviewed to identify those classes whose aging is believed to

Structures and components (SCs) that are present the greatest risk to the safe, economic, and reliable
vulnerable to unacceptable aging degradation wl be operation of the plant. This review and risk assessment is
identified by utilizing Performance Based Screening. performed by a management team speciay selected to have
Performance Based Screening uses the actual performance overall insight into the performance of the plant. Their task
of structures and components at the plant being studied and is to review the classes of structures and components in
at other similar plants and the knowledge of selected order to develop a prioritized list of classes of structures and
engineers to enable aging trends to be recognized. components. The prioritization is in order of susceptibility
Performance tracking and trending programs will be to unusual or unanticipated aging. Those classes of
utilized to monitor the atual performance of SCs at the components felt to present the greatest potential vulnerability
plant and to provide insight into the selection process. resulting from the presence of aging related degradation
Screening and trending programs wl allow early detection mechanisms are identified to be evaluated first. Experienced
of aging related degradation. based interviews, to be defined in the next section, are

utilized in the evaluation.
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Table 1: Aging Management Enhancement Program Interview Process

Commodity List The interview process has three steps. These are

pre-interview preparation, actual interview sessions, and
1. Batteries 15. Motors report preparation. Each of these will be described.

2. Battery Chargers 16. Penetration
Assemblies, Pre-Interview Prgparatio
Electrical

3. CablestWires 17. Piping Prior to the interviews, the interviewers and
4. Coatings/Paint 18. Pipe Supportsl interviewees are selected. The interviewers must be

Restraints carefully selected. The interviewers should have
S. Conduits/Cable 19. Piping Components technical familiarity with the issues but need not be

Trays experts. These individuals should have an open
6. Ducts (HVAQ 20. Instruments mind, be good listeners, have an ability to reate a

comfortable non-threatening environment, and have
r7. Electrical 2i. Pumps an interest in performing the interviews.

Terminations

S. Emergency Diesel 22. Security System The interviewees - those to be interviewed - are
Generators selected by consultation with other knowledgeable

9. Fans 23. Structures personnel. It is effective to develop a list of

10. Fasteners 24. Tanks potential interviewees and then contact maintenance
11. Heat Exchangers 2S. Transformers, Power supervisors, systems engineers, and others to obtain
12. Insulation/ T6. Tubing endorsements for those on the list as well as to

Fireproofing obtain recommendations far others that would be
good candidates. Although the number of

13. Inverters 27. Valves interviewees is not important, eight to ten interviews
14. Miscellaneous 28. Special Items might be expected. Some interviews with specific

Electric Components personnel with focused experience can be short.

The interview list should include a wide range of
personnel from those that have hands-on experience

The team that performs the prioritization ulize to those that are solely in decision-making roles.
their experience from the specific power plant, but also the Personnel with previous responsibilities and
integrated knowledge that they have from other sites, historical knowledge can also provide valuable
including emerging issues, industry-wide interaction, and information on structure or component perfbrmance
fossil units. and operating experience over time.

EXPERIENCE BASED INTERVIEWS The interviewees should include a carefully selected
expert in the mechanisms of degradation. This

The highly ranked classes of structures and/or expert would depend on the specific component or
components that are selected fbr further evaluation are structure, but could possibly include a corrosion
reviewed in detail in Experience Based Interviews. This expert, a polymer expert, a concrete degradation
process is based on the tenet that the people that know the expert, or an expert in another field related to the
most about the specific structure or component are those component or structure being evaluated.
that maintain, operate, and engineer that structure or
component. Ile elicitation and integration of the The vendor of the equipment should also be
collective information from such a group of experienced contacted to provide an experienced person to be
personnel coupled with relevant industry experience and interviewed. This person should have knowledge of
focused research results is the most effective way to the history of the structure or component and should
define, anticipate, and take action with respect to be aware of experience at other facilities.
unanticipated or accelerated age related degradation. Competing vendors can also be included to provide

a different perspective.
The basis r the expert elicitation techniques is a

NUREG entitled 'Eliciting and Analyzing Expert A comprehensive package of information should be
judgement A Practical Guide' and prepared by Los assembled for the interviewers. This package
Alamos Labs 1]. The process defined in Reference I has should include design information, vendor manuals,
been adapted to the needs of this special application. The component history, tabulation of maintenance
process utilized in the interviews will be defined below. performed at the plant, tabulation of Nuclear Plant

Reliability Data System (NPRDS) surveys, industry
agingdegradation reports (NUREGs, ElectricPower
Research Institute reports, NRC reports, etc.),
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Design Basis Documents, Tech Specs, Test Recommendations that they would have can be
Procedures, Maintenance Procedures, and other useful when integrated with other interview results.
information that could be useful. 'Me interviewers
should review this information in detail prior to While the interviewers are not trying to become
the interviews. experts during this process, they should gain a very

broad understanding of many aspects of the structure
Training in the techniques of effective or component. 'Me job of the interviewers is to
interviewing should be provided. NUREG CR- integrate the formation and to decide how the
5424 [1] should be provided and reviewed. An various parts of the information gained fit together.
individual experienced in these methods should
provide training on the most appropriate and Copious notes should be taken by the interviewers.
effective methods of interviewing. The Interview These notes should be reviewed at the conclusion of
Team should review and discuss the methods that the interview for the purposes of drawing
they wl use to conduct the interviews. Although intermediate conclusions.
the interview process must seem informal and
relaxed to the interviewee, it must be well RMQrt Prgparation
planned, understood, and executed by the
Interview Team. Immediately following the completion of the

interviews, the interviewers should meet to identify
As they continue to work together, the Interview the primary conclusions drawn from the interviews.
Team should develop a listing of questions and a Phone interviews with other utilities or fossil
flow of topics prior to the interview meeting to stations may be useful to assure that there are not
serve as a guide for the team during the other mechanisms or experiences that other utilities
interviews. have experienced. This information should be

integrated into the reports. The report should
Interviews provide summaries of the information gained and

specific recommendations for augmenting the
interview should begin with an introduction of engineering, operations, maintenance, and/or testing

the interviewers and a description of the process activities that are being performed on the structure
together with intended objectives. 'Me process or component.
should proceed somewhat casually. Interviewers
need to respect the flow of the elicitation process PROGRAM AUGMENTATION
and allow a line of questions to be completed
before proceeding to the next subject. Conclusions of the Experienced Based Interviews

should either support the existing programs or indicate that
Questions should include a characterization of the the existing programs should be augmented. The potential
environmental conditions that the structure or "augmentation" should not only include the possibility that
component will experience in service. The maintenance and/or ispection activities should be enhanced,
environmental characterization should include the but should also explore the possibility that excessive
extremes during normal and off-normal operation. maintenance and/or inspections are being performed and can
Questions should also include personal be reduced. Any recommendations that are selected for
recollections of inspections and conditions of the implementation should be integrated and tracked as part of
structure or component. Inquiries about condition the ongoing maintenance activities. The basis for the
monitoring and specific modes of degradation, recommendations should be included.
corrosion, for example, are useful. Specific repair
procedures that the interviewee has personally ACTIVITIES AND EXPERIENCE FROM BOTH
performed and resulting observations can provide INSIDE AND FROM OUTSIDE THE SPECIFIC
valuable insight into the aging process. Through UTIlLrry
all these questions, the interest is in their
experience base and how they have made Existing utility programs should be augmented to
decisions, what they have seen, what was the assure that potential aging related degradation is noted.
condition, and what did they see in addition to Programs, for instance, that require periodic walkdowns
what they went to look for. An overall question should be utilized to identify emerging aging related
on perceived reliability and the interviewees level degradation. The walkdowns, augmented by aging
of confidence is beneficial since it can help degradation considerations, could provide a direct indication
provide a subjective validation of risk and of many discernable aging related degradation mechanisms,
provides an open-ended opportunity to explore the such as corrosion, vibration, cavitation, seal or packing
thoughts that have developed over time. degradation, or ohers. An aging related degradation section

can be added to the walkdown reports.
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Maintenance task closeout activities can be license renewal. The results of the Lead Plant screening and
augmented to provide greater information on the condition programs should be reviewed for possible insight into the
of the component and the cause of the maintenance. These aging at a selected plant.
closeouts could document "As-Found Condition", 'What
was repaired?" and "What was the cause of the failure?' FUNCTION VERSUS DEGRADATION
information that could be utilized for identification of MECHANISM
aging mechanisms and to identify signs of aging related
degradation. An Aging Management Enhancement Program can

effectively supplement implementation activities on the
Tracking, trending, and reporting of any structure Maintenance Rule, described in IOCFR65 21, and the

or component performance could be utilized to identify License Renewal Rule, described in 10CFR54 3 he
aging related issues. Any increase in the failure rate of Maintenance Rule largely focuses ,on assuring that the
particular structures or components or classes of structures ftinctional performance of a system is satisfactory. This is
or components can be a key indicator of aging related done through a condition or performance monitoring
problems. Trending of test results, component failures, program that bases the quality of maintenance programs on
corrective maintenance actions, or other system or the ability to prevent failures. License Renewal Rule
component unreliability is important to the identification of activities are also evolving toward a functional performance
aging related degradation. based approach.

Root cause analyses may be performed on The utilization of functional performance as a means
significant failures which adversely impact of plant safety, to measure success of the programs is an appropriate and
economics, or reliability. These root cause analyses could effective approach to achieve plant safety. Clearly,
be reviewed to identify signs of aging related degradation. functional performance is important to and a goal of aging

management. Focusing on plant performance, though,
These are examples of activities that could be requires recognizable performance degradation prior to

implemented to build on existing programs. All these "failure". The programs must be in place to recognize
augmented programs can provide insight into aging that significant performance degradation. The approach utilized
would be difficult to pick up otherwise. in the Aging Management Program described herein,

provides a proactive methodology to identify degradation
ACTIVITIES AND EXPERIENCE FROM prior to it being recognized in plant performance
INDUSTRY RESEARCH AND OTHER PLANTS monitoring.
EXPERIENCE

The Aging Management Program focuses on
Industry, regulatory, and vendor notices and degradation mechanisms in addition to functional

bulletins that describe failures of structures or components performance. This slightly different approach increases the
should be reviewed, evaluated and disseminated to provide I ikelihood that degradation that may not have yet manifested
an early warning or corroboration of aging related itself in degraded performance is detected. The clear
degradation mechanisms. The results of research that definition of degradation mechanisms, combined with a
provides insight into plant operation, maintenance, knowledge of environmental stressors, can be an effective
surveillance, or engineering activities should be identified, method to detect less evident risks and vulnerabilities that
reviewed, and disseminated. This research may come could significantly impact long term, economically
from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Department of competitive, reliable operation and nuclear production
Energy, Electric Power Research Institute, Nuclear Utility resource strategy.
Management and Resources Committee (NUMARC), and
others. SUMMARY

Plants that are as old or older than the plant being The effective implementation of an Aging
investigated should be particularly monitored. Periodic Management Enhancement Program has the potential to
visits to such plants should be scheduled to capture failure identify and mitigate the risk and uncertainties that unusual
and degradation experience in structures or components or accelerated aging of Systems, Structures, and
with longer operating history. Visits to fossil units may Components pose to the continued long term safe,
also provide relevant aging information for equipment that economic, and reliable operation of nuclear facilities. The
is similar in both nuclear and fossil units. It is valuable to utilization of knowledge that has been developed by hands-
select sites that experience similar environmental on experience over many years is the most effective way to
conditions if possible, such as a coastal environment. accomplish such a program. Proactive implementation in

selected areas of the plant aows unusual and unanticipated
The Lead Plants for License Renewal are aging to be identified and mitigated.

performing screening and identifying those structures and
components felt to require evaluation for purposes of
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ABSTRACT This estimate assumes aggressive and successful
conservation efforts. Should such efforts fail or fall short,

Since 1985, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has significant additional capacity will be required, together
been working with the nuclear industry and the U.S. with additional replacement capacity for aging coal plants.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to establish and The NES clearly demonstrates that nuclear power is a
demonstrate the option to extend the life of nuclear power needed future energy source.
plants through the renewal of operating licenses. This
paper focuses primarily on DOE's Plant Lifetime In 1992, nuclear power supplied 22.3 percent of U.S.
Improvement (PLIM) Program efforts to develop the electrical generation 3and displaced about 25 million
technical criteria and bases for effective aging barrels of oil per day. Worldwide, the availability of a
management and lifetime improvement for continued strong nuclear program offsets the equivalent of about 
operation of nuclear power plants. million barrels of oil per day with the attendant benefits of

lower oil prices and energy security. Nuclear power
This paper describes current projects to resolve generic plants provide a reliable, economic, and clean source of
technical issues, including degradation of long-lived electricity for U.S. consumers and industry.
components, reactor pressure vessel (RPV) embrittlement
management approaches, and analytical methodologies As the U.S. strives to meet rising electricity demand,
to characterize RPV integrity. sustain economic growth and provide a cleaner, healthier

environment, we cannot afford to prematurely retire 109
THE ROLE AND IMPORTANCE OF NUCLEAR PLANT operating nuclear power plants. Licenses for
LIFE EXTENSION approximately 35 plants are currently due to expire

between 2000 and 2012. Renewing the licenses of
In February 1991, the U.S. National Energy Strategy existing nuclear power plants can help meet U.S. energy

(NES), a comprehensive blueprint for U.S. energy needs by deferring the need to build new power plants.
security," was released. The NES seeks to diversify U.S. The NES estimates that, by 2030, approximately 66,000
energy sources in order to encourage efficiency and megawatts of new construction can be deferred in this
conservation, spur competition across energy sectors, manner. This is equivalent to about 60 large, new plants.
reduce reliance on imported oil, and promote greater Moreover, the cost of safely extending the operating life
investment and collaborative research in advanced of an existing plant can be much lower than the cost of a
technologies. In parficular,4he NES Identifies an new plant.4 If the U.S, is successful in achieving the
important and continuing role for nuclear energy as part NES goal for license renewal, energy costs can be
of a balanced array of energy sources for meeting U.S. significantly reduced. Therefore, it is prudent to protect
energy needs, especially the growing demand for and extend the availability of energy from the investment
electricity. already made in nuclear power.

This strategy Is important because electricity is DOE PLANT LIFETIME IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
expected to increase its share as a primary U.S. energy
source from 36 percent today to 41 percent by 2010, and Commercial U.S. nuclear generating units are

2to 46 percent by 2030. Based on expectations for licensed by the NRC for 40 years. The origin of this fixed
growth in gross national product and other economic license period was based on the capital amortization
indicators, the NES projects that the U.S. will need about schedule for nuclear power plants and was not
200,000 megawatts of additional generating capacity by necessarily related to the useful life of the facility.5 Plant
2010. refurbishment and extended life have already been
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demonstrated in non-nuclear generabng facilities and . Codes Standards and Regulatory Process
have been shown to be economically desirable and Development
technically feasible for nuclear generating plants."

. General Management and Technology Transfer
To facilitate continued operation of U.S. nuclear

plants beyond the current license term, the following three These program elements are described in detail
major tasks must be successfully completed: below.

• establishment of regulations, technical A. Materials, Inspection and Monitoring Research
standards, and procedures for the preparation & Development
and review of License Renewal Applications
(LRAs); The materials research and development

projects consist of a series of interrelated tasks which
• development of technical criteria and bases for generally emphasize phenomena related to steel and

monitoring, refurbishing or replacing plant organic materials degradation of long-lived components.
equipment; and The project objectives include:

• demonstration of the regulatory process by a . assess and document the understanding of
plant obtaining a renewed license. degradation mechanisms in light water reactors

(LWRs),
Since 1985, the DOE Plant Lifetime Improvement

(PLIM) Program has been cooperating in cost-shared . determine the impact of degradation on component
efforts with the nuclear industry to address these three function,
major tasks. This national program includes the Nuclear
Management and Resources Council (NUMARC), the . assess component life expectancy and develop life
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), lead plant assessment strategies, and
utilities, codes and standards-making organizations and
reactor manufacturers. . develop technology to extend/optimize service life.

An aggressive program to develop the technical The inspection and monitoring projects support the
bases for license renewal has also been underway. As establishment of technical standards and criteria, or the
an important first step in the DOE cooperative research use of the technical basis developed in an Industry
program, pilot plant feasibility evaluations on Surry Unit 1, Report (IR), described in the next section, or lead plant
a pressurized water reactor (PWR) of Westinghouse process. This may require, for example, diagnostic
design, and Monticello, a boiling water reactor (BWR) of systems which provide real-time status of critical

5.7General Electric design were completed in 1987. equipment or sensors which measure critical parameters
These pilot studies involved identification of the mjor required to monitor a system state or a degradation
degradation mechanisms and estimation of the useful mechanism mitigation parameter.
remaining life for the plant system, structure, or
component. The major repair, replacement, or The following projects are currently underway:
maintenance activities that would be required for life
extension were identified and cost estimates were RPV Flaw Distribution Development Methodology -
developed. Additional tests, inspections, and research Improving the life prediction methods and strategies
and development efforts needed to enhance the feasibility for RPVs is an important aspect in providing realistic
of achieving life extension in a cost-effective manner were characterizations of RPV integrity after long-term
identified. exposure to neutron irradiation. To facilitate the

improved characterization of RPV integrity, a
Several technical projects are currently underway in methodology has been developed to obtain

the DOE PLIM Program to achieve life extension through estimates of the RPV flaw size distribution and flaw
license renewal. These projects, based on and consistent density using RPV inservice inspection (ISI)
with the three major tasks previously stated, are results The new methodology permits, for the
organized into the following program elements: first time, the analysis of vessel-specific ISI data for

development of a vessel-specific flaw distribution.
Materials, Inspection and Monitoring Research Unlike conventional histogram approaches, the new
Development methodology can be used to develop an acceptable

flaw distribution from an inspection results database
Equipment Aging Evaluations containing very few flaws. Furthermore, the

methodology uses a shape-flexible statistical
Lead Plant Demonstration Activities distribution (Weibull) model of flaw size and

incorporates the flaw detection reliability, flaw sizing
accuracy and flaw detection threshold into the
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analysis. A procedure has also been developed to A proper correlation between miniature and full-
provide a preliminary quantitative assessment of the size specimens must be demonstrated in order to
accuracy of the flaw distribution method in the realize these benefits. This project involves the
analysis of [SI data.'O In addition, the developed development of an appropriate correlation
methodology can be used as justification for defining methodology to estimate full-size Charpy V-notch
a vessel-specific 'reference' flaw for calculating impact results (upper shelf energy and ductile-to-
pressure-temperature limit curves in a deterministic brittle-transition temperature) from the testing of one-
evaluation of PWR reactor vessels." half and one-third size Charpy specimens. The

developed methodology will be applicable in the
Thermal Annealing Technology Development - The ductile and brittle regime, typical of originally ductile
recovery of RPV material properties reduced due to RPV materials that embrittle after long-term exposure
long-term exposure to neutron irradiation can be to neutron radiation. Preliminary results appear
achieved through a thermal annealing treatment. promising."
This technique to extend RPV life has been
successfully demonstrated in the former Soviet Union Life Prediction Methods for Cable Aging -
and by the U.S. Navy and provides a complementary Improvements in the life prediction of electrical cable
approach to analytical methodologies to ensure RPV materials is being supported through development of
integrity. Demonstrating the technical and a 'combined-environments' life prediction
institutional feasibility of annealing commercial U.S. methodology that describes cable aging behavior in
RPVs is being pursued through a cooperative effort combined radiation and thermal environments."
between the nuclear industry and the DOE PLIM This methodology has been successfully applied to
Program. Presently, two separate activities are predict cable degradation for several types of
under way. polymeric cable materials.","," Further validation

of this methodology is being pursued through
Annealing Thermal/Stress Model Benchmarking comparison with natural aging experience.
Experiments - This activity involves experiments
at Sandia National Laboratories' Radiant Heat On-Line Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) Monitor -
Facility to provide heat transfer boundary On-line SCC monitors are used to assess the
condition inputs to analytical models. The potential for stress corrosion crack propagation in
experiments include extensive characterization RPV internalls. Present on-line SCC monitor probes
of material response during annealing have historically demonstrated poor performance for
simulations performed on a section of RPV the following reasons:
material.

. Size limitations of monitors have required
Annealing Reembrittlement Data Base difficult design considerations,
Development - Currently, limited information is
available in the industry regarding the re- . Harsh environment, and
embrittlement behavior of RPV materials. This
activity focuses on the characterization of RPV Inaccurate modeling o intergranular SCC
material re-embrittlement behavior as a function (IGSCC) phenomenon and crack growth to
of irradiated fluence, annealing temperature, allow for simulation through monitor
and time at temperature to ultimately determine development.
optimum annealing parameters for maximum
material property recovery. The DOE PLIM Program is providing assistance to a

General Electric Company (GE) effort to improve the
Subsize Specimen Methodology Development - The reliability of their in-core SCC monitors. DOE PLIM
continued operation of nuclear power plants will Program aivities include:
depend, in part, on a thorough characterization of
RPV material properties during the original license development of an analytical model that
period and through extended operation. This can be probabilistically examines the influence of
accomplished through materials surveillance microstructural heterogeneity on IGSCC to
programs. An eective surveillance program, assist development o a revised GE monitor
however, will require large aounts of archive vessel design,
materials which will be in short supply for certain
older vessels. The impact of a material shortage can . development of experimental methods to
be lessened through the use of miniature specimens. characterize grain boundary sensitization levels
In addition, if a licensee chooses to anneal Its RPV and to benchmark the analytical model, and
as an embrittlement management strategy,
verification of material property recovery may be . finite element modeling of revised SCC monitor
required. This can be accomplished through testing designs.
of miniature specimens removed from the RPV.
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GE is pursuing parallel activities to improve the The Electrical Switchgear AMG was published and
reliability of their in-core SCC monitor design. distributed in July 1993. The remaining AMGs will
Results of the DOE PLIM Program activities will be be published and distributed in late 1993.
shared with GE in order to facilitate an improved
SCC monitor design. 0. Lead Plant Demonstration Activities

B. Equipment Aging Evaluations Having demonstrated the technical feasibility
and economic desirability of extending plant service life

Projects required to develop generic technical through license renewal with the pilot plant studies, two
standards, criteria, and scope for license renewal include lead plants were chosen to demonstrate the license
the following equipment aging evaluations: renewal process by preparing and submitting LRAs.

Yankee Atomic Electric Company's (YAEC) Yankee Rowe
Industry Reports - The Nuclear Management and plant was chosen as the PWR lead plant and Nrthern
Resources Council (NUMARC) License Renewal Rs States Power's (NSP) Monticello plant was chosen as the
generically perform detailed technical evaluations of BWR lead plant. The work performed provides the
ten groupings of ctical systems, structures and plant-specific technical bases, and the operations,
components originally identified, in part, through the maintenance, and inspection programs information
pilot plant program. Initial drafts of the Rs were necessary to support the RA. All applicants will gain an
submitted to the NFIC during 1991 and 1992. understanding of the level of detail and supporting
NFIC/industry meetings have been held to documentation needed to support the defense of an LRA
discuss/resolve comments and pursue formal NRC submittal based on lead plant responses to NRC requests
approval for each IR. As generic documents, IRs for additional information. Finally, an optimized LRA
were used as the basis for industry-wide negotiation format can be defined from the lead plant experience.
with the NFIC rather than relying on ad-hoc,
plant-specific negotiation. The Rs and NRC review In February 1992, YAEC announced the permanent
process are expected to lead to more predictable shutdown of the Yankee Rowe plant. The primary factors
license renewal criteria and regulations. in addition, in this decision included:
consensus idustry standards and criteda for license
renewal can be developed based on the technical recessionary economics during present-license
evaluations. The ten reports are: operation (i.e., abundant low cost power was

available starting in late 1991 that was not available
• BWR Pmary Containment in 1988 at the start of the Yankee Rowe License
• BWR Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Renewal project), and
• BWR Reactor Pressure Vessel
• BWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals uncertain regulatory requirements related to
• PWR Containment reactor pressure vessel integrity issues.
• PWR Reactor Coolant System
• PWR Reactor Pressure Vessel A project summary report is in preparation to
• PWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals document the license renewal activities performed at
• Class I Structures Yankee Rowe prior to plant shutdown. This report will be
• Low Voltage, Environmentally Qualified Cables publicly available in September 1993.

Aging Management Guidelines (AMGs - AMGs In November 1992, NSP decided to complete the
provide guidance on performing detailed evaluations Monticello LRA but indefinitely defer the decision to
of aging mechanisms and aging management submit it to the NRC. NSP cited four reasons for
strategies applicable to tical equipment groups 'holding' the submittal, which was scheduled for
beyond those addressed in the Industry Reports. December 15, 1992:
AMGs for the following groups of components are
under development: . uncertainty regarding high level waste disposal,

. license renewal regulatory uncertainty,
• Batteries (Safety-Related DC Power) high Operation Maintenance (O&M) costs,
• Battery Chargers, Inverters, Uninterruptible and

Power Supplies escalating low level waste disposal costs.
• Heat Exchangers
• Motor Control Centers NSP's decision to 'hold' the LRA submittal did not
. Pumps impact the effort to complete the technical and licensing
. Switchgear work required to quickly restart the project when
. Transformers significant progress to resolve the issues noted above can

be measured. The Monticello Environmental Report was
essentially completed in January 1993. The RA and
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Technical Support Documents were essentially completed Economic Viability - A decision to pursue nuclear
in March 1993. plant life extension is based on economic evaluations

that are an integral part of a utilities' electrical supply
NSP will be evaluating the LRA against recently strategy. A omplex mix of national, regional and

proposed rule changes to Title 10 of the Code of Federal local utility constraints must be considered in these
Regulations, Part 54 (1 0 CFR Part 54), 'Requirements for evaluations. For planning purposes, national and
Renewal of Operating Ucenses for Nuclear Power regional economic conditions must be analyzed to
Plants,' and will be maintaining the LRA to reflect plant identify federal economic regulatory positions that will
configuration changes and improved aging management enhance the life extension option. The DOE PLIM
strategies. Inspection, maintenance and surveillance Program has previously assessed the costs and
procedure changes and design, replacement, and other benefits of nuclear power plant life extension 4].
activities required to implement the commitments In the Efforts are underway to update this previous effort
LRA are being investigated. and address financial and license renewal cost

estimate changes.
NSP, DOE and EPRI sponsored a Uense Renewal

Workshop in July 1993 to discuss key insights from the Codes Standards - Detailed technical evaluations
Monticello Lead Plant demonstration project. Additional of ctical equipment may result in recommendations
information regarding the status and accomplishments of for codes and standards (C&S) modifications. Codes
the Monticello license renewal project is presented and Standards requirements are often incorporated
elsewhere." into rules and regulations developed by the NRC.

Thus, close cooperation with and participation in
Additional license renewal demonstration activities C&S activities is important. This will ensure that

are also underway in the U.S. nuclear industry. The C&S decisions affecting license renewal are based
Baltimore Gas Electric's (BG&E) Calvert Cliffs' We on available technical research by nuclear utilities,
Cycle Management program has been very active for a EPRI, DOE and other organizations.
number of years. In 1993 BG&E plans to begin submitting
topical reports as they work towards a Ucense Renewal The DOE PLIM Program also continues to actively
Applicabon in 1997. In 1992, the Babcock Wilcox support participation in numerous C&S groups
Owners' Group (B&WOG nated a significant effort to including:
prepare a generic Uense Renewal Application for the
seven operating BW units; Arkansas Nuclear One Unit . American Society of Mechanical Engineers
1, Crystal River, Davis Besse, Oconee Units 1 2 and 3 (ASME) Section Xi
and Three Mile Island Unit 1. In eady 1993, the . American Society for Testing and Materials
Westinghouse Owners'Group (WOG) initiated a license (ASTM)
renewal effort for all Westinghouse plants similar to the . Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
B&WOG program. In addition, the BWR Owner's Group (IEEE)
(BWROG) and the Combustion Engineering Owner' s
Group (CEOG) are in the process of developing license In addition, the DOE PLIM Program actively supports
renewal program plans. participation in several international organizations

including the International Atomic Energy Agency
D. Codes Standards and Regulatory Process and the Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and

Development Development Nuclear Energy Agency.

The following items are important factors In a Regulatory Process Compliance - The needs in this
U.S. utility's decision to pursue license renewal and area are defined by the NRC's rulernaking activities
obtain a renewed operating license: and implementing documents (e.g., the license

renewal Regulatory Guide, Standard Review Plan,
• economic viability, Instructions ad procedures). Activities include
• Codes Standards for aging concerns, and reviewing NRC documents; preparing DOE position
• safety regulatory processes compliance. papers on important NFIC policies, regulations and

procedures that will establish the license renewal
These projects support the development and process; officially responding to NFIC omment

establishment of safety regulatory processes, Including requests; and ensuring effective communication with
interaction with the NRC. Economic viability is another all NFIC management levels on key regulatory
key element. Codes Standards, while Important to the issues.
success of license renewal and continued plant operation,
are secondary to safety regulatory and economic E. General Management and Technology Transfer
considerations. These individual elements are described
below. This program element provides support for

technology transfer, oordination of the PLIM Program,
and additional efforts to monitor the activities of both
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ABSTRACT structures. ne focus of this paper is on
the technical issues related to the

Bechtel is currently completing an aging evaluation of the material condition of the
study on a concrete containment structure. containment structure with respect to aging
The target plant is a two-unit PWR plant and the effective management of that aging.
with a generating capacity of about 850
MWe from each unit. Both units are less The license renewal final rule, 10 CFR Part
than 20 years old. The total electrical 54 [Reference 1], which became effective
energy output from this plant site accounts January 13, 1992, outlines the technical
for more than 50% of the utility's baseload requirements that an applicant for license
operation. renewal must meet, the information that

must be submitted to the NRC for review,
Although no utility in the United States has and the license renewal application
made a decision to submit a license renewal procedures. As stated in 56 FR 64946,
application, some have begun to investigate December 13, 1991, the final rule is
the feasibility of developing an life cycle founded on two fundamental principles.
management CM) program for a strategy The first is that, with the exception of age-
to operate their plants efficiently, to related degradation unique to license
investigate the financial benefit and safety renewal:
implications of license renewal to operate
their nuclear power plants beyond their '...the regulatory process is adequate
current licensed periods, and to prepare a to ensure that the licensing basis of
program plan for plant decommissioning. all current operating plants provide
The CM program includes economic, and maintain an acceptable level of
environmental, regulatory and technical safety for operation so that operation
aspects of continuing plant operations will not be iimical to public health
beyond the current license period, The and safety or common defense and
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) security...' [Reference 1
has been supportive to assist utilities and
owners groups in their research and Based on this principle, the review of a
development efforts to develop the license renewal application wll. not affect
technical requirements and the issues the scope of the technical issues addresed
associated with important to license renewal in the applicant's existing licensing basis,
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and ill not involve a re-visit of all safety program or need not be addresed in an
issues. For example fatigue and effective program (54.21(a)(5)).
environmental qualification of Class 1E Consequently, a process is developed to
equipment will be addressed as a current screen plant systems and structures to
generic issue instead of part of the license determine whether they are MR using
renewal review. definition in 10 CFR 54.3. Using the

methodology, plant systems and structures
The second principle is: are screened as ITLR for later evaluations.

Fxamples of typical MR structures are the
'...each plant's current licensing basis primary containment, turbine building,
must be maintained during the auxiliary building, and intake structure.
renewal term, in part through a Additional procedures were then developed
program of age-related degradation to screen these systems and structures for
management for systems structures ITLR on a component level, and to
and omponents that are important evaluate components for aging degradation.
to license rnewal...' [Reference 11 Components which could not be subject to

any ARDUTLR are dispositioned as
This principle requires the license renewal requiring no further evaluation, whereas
applicant to continue existing programs to components which could be subject to
maintain safe operation of the plant and ARDUTLR are analyzed in detail for the
implement additional programs or corrective effects of that aging.
actions if necessary to control age-related
degradation unique to the period of CONTAINMENT STRUCTURAL
extended operation. However, the NRC COMPONENTS SCREENING
also recognizes programs that are
implemented to comply with the Screenine Procedure
maintenance rule in 10 CFR 50.65 which
ensure the operability and functionality of Components in a structure are typically
ITLR SSCs provided they are not subject made of concrete or steel, or a ombination
to age-related degradation unique to license thereof, with multiple, passive functions. In
renewal. many instances, a component is exposed to

various environments and can be subject to
10 CFR 54.21(a) requires license renewal different degradation mechanisms. In order
applicants to submit an integrated plant to address all applicable components,
assessment (IPA). The IPA must identify including components that are not easily
and list the SSCs that are ITTR accessible, and the possible effects of
(54.21(a)(1)); identify the structures and degradation, we adopted a screening
components (SCs) necessary for the approach focusing on component types
performance of a required function based on structural functions. This
(54.21(a)(2)); identify SCs that could have approach allows the evaluator to use plant
age-related degradation unique to license drawings and walkdown data, if necessary,
renewal (ARDUTLR) (54.21(a)(3)); to identify all structural and architectural
describe and justify the methods used in components in the structure. These
54.21(a)(1), 54.21(a)(2), and 54.21(a)(3) components are then grouped into generic
(54.21(a)(4)); and for each SC identified in component types based on their material
54.21(a)(3), demonstrate that ARDUTLR is constituents and structural functions.
either addressed through an effective However, attempting to use 10 CFR 54.3
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definition to determine if a structural 1. provide structural or functional
component is = becomes difficult support, or both, to safety-related
because of the passive design functions of equipment or
structural components. Furthermore, 2. provide shelter or protection to
structural components arc not directly safcty-rclated equipment, including
functionally related to the reactor coolant radiation shielding for equipment
pressure boundary in the same context as in qualification and HELB protection,
10 CFR 54.3 regardless of the contribution or
of the structural components to the safe 3. serve as a pressure boundary or
operation of the plant. To ensure the fission product barricr to protect
same level of safety significance is being public health and safety in the event
considered, design considerations and of any postulated DBEs inside the
criteria used by structural engineers in containment, or
designing a structure and associated 4. serve as a missile (internal or
structural components are developed such external) barrier, or
that a more appropriate criteria understood 5. provide structural or functional
by a structural engineer can be formulated supports, or both, to non-safety-
for structural components rMR related equipment where failure of
determination. This approach ensures this structural component could
comparable safety issues in the existing 10 directly prevent satisfactory
CFR 54.3 definition will also be addressed. accomplishment of any of the
T'he criteria that structural and architectural required safety-related functions, or
components must meet to be classified as 6. provide a protective bafficr for
rrLR are: internal flood event external

flooding is considered under rMR
1. The component is designed to meet Function #1, as applicable), or

seismic Class I requirements; or 7. provide rated fire barriers to confine
2. Failure of the component will not or retard a ire from spreading to or

adversely affect the operability of from adjacent areas of the plant
other safety-related components in a
seismic event (Seismic IN design) or Screening Results
the component is designed to
mitigate internal flood (flood The containment structure was the
barrier); or, pilot screening effort of the ITLR

3. The SSC is a rated fire barrier structures. The first step of this screening
process is to use plant drawings to identify

Using these criteria as basis for rMR generic structural and architectural
determination, we identified seven potential component types based on their material of
functions of a structural component that are construction, i.e., structural components
essential to the safe operation of a plant commonly found in a structure such as
and to the mitigation of postulate 'd design concrete columns and baseplates. This step
basis events. These seven functions also also specifically lists components that are
envelope the criteria in the 10 CFR 54.3 unique to the structure (in this case, the
IT'LR definition. A structural component is containment) either by design or functions
ITLR if it is designed to perform at least such as the containment wall, the
one of the following ITLR functions: containment liner, and the post-tcrisioned

tendons. The second step is to determine
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if these component types and individual The list of ARDMs is considered generic
components unique to the containment and comprehensive. Generic ITLR
system perform any of the seven functions structural component types and components
in Section 21. If the component type or unique to the specific structure are then
the component is required to perform at reviewed to make a preliminary
least one of these seven functions, it is determination if they could be 'potentially"
screened as ITLR for future aging degraded by any of these ARDMs A
evaluation. In the aging evaluations, these potential ARDM is a degradation
functions serve as one of the criteria to mechanism that ests in the environment
determine if an ARDM is plausible to where the structure or its structural
degrade a omponent, i.e., if none of the components are located. In addition, this
ITLR functions is adversely impacted, there ARDM is known to alter the physical or
is no age-related degradation unique to chemical properties of the material(s) used
license renewal. The advantage of this to construct this component which could
approach is to eliminate the tedious task of ultimately degrade its design functions.
identifying all the components in a structure
most of which have comparable material, The detailed evaluation to determine if
design functions, and environment. Instead, each ARDM is a plausible degradation
attention can be focused on a smaller but mechanism requires an investigation of
representative population of the same specific plant design data, history of the
component tyrpe which is exposed to the performance of the component, and
most hostile environment or is exposed to operations and maintenance data. The
multiple environments to evaluate the conclusion of this investigation could be:
effects of these aging mechanisms and the
necessary process to control degradation. (1) The ARDM is not plausible because
Commodity types such as snubbers, hangers of the site specific environment or
and supports for pipes and valves are because design parameters of the
excluded from this screening process material obviate the effects of the
because separate programs are needed to degradation; or
evaluate the large quantity of such (2) The ARDM is not plausible because
components. the degradation effects of this

ARDM on the component arc
insignificant and have no adverse

CONTAINMENT STRUCTURAL impact on any of the IMR
COMPONENTS EVALUATION functions associated with the

structural component; or
Age-Related Deeradation Mechanism (3) 'Me ARDM is plausible but there
(ARDL4) Eval ation Procedure are existing surveillance and

maintenance programs that may
The approach to evaluate the effects control degradation; or

on ITLR components due to ARDMs is to (4) The ARDM is plausible and there
identify all potential ARDMs associated are no sting programs to control
with materials used in structure construction the specific degradation mechanism;
(e.g., concrete, reinforcing steel, and
embedded steel). This involves consulting Conclusions I and 2 will result in no
industry technical papers and research on further actions to monitor the conditions or
plant services and maintenance experience. performance of the components for these
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ARDMs since these ARDMs will not containment components' ability to perform
degrade the safety of the plant. their ITLR functions during the renewal
Conclusions 3 and 4 will require further period. Some components may require new
evaluation of the effectiveness of the programs or may need modifications to
programs asociated with the components, existing programs or analyses to ensure
or the development of new programs to their operability during a renewal period.
control degradation mechanisms which were For inaccessible areas, a one-time
not considered for extended service life in inspection program would need to be
the original plant design. instituted if the rate of degradation or the

condition of the inaccessible areas cannot
ARDM Evaluation Results be predicted or bounded by analyses. Since

the details of these programs have not been
In general, although unmitigated developed, the total cost for program

degradation could eventually impair the development and analyses cannot be
integrity of a structural component, the rate determined. However, based on a
of deterioration due to aging is slow and is preliminary assessment of the condition of
observable through indications such as the containment structure and the
propagating cracks in concrete and availability of existing programs, it is
corrosion products. Existing controlled expected the additional cost of
plant inspection procedures, though not implementing new programs or modifying
originally designed to identify and manage existing programs to satisfy license renewal
degradation, can be relied on to assure a requirements will be modest compared with
structure and its components to fulfil their the benefits of operating beyond the
required functions. current license term.

Using the walkdown results of the
containment which was performed earlier to REFERENCES
assess its condition and to gather
preliminary information to support 1. 10 CFR Part 54, "Requirements for
subsequent screening and evaluation, the Renewal of Operating Licenses for
containment is judged to be in good Nuclear Power Plants'
operating condition. Although there were
indications of degradation, none of these is
considered significant. However, the
evaluation showed there are no programs to
replace structural or architectural
component periodically, either at regular
time intervals or based on condition
monitoring, such that the component would
not experience the effects of degradation of
more than 40 years should a renewed
license be granted. Except the tendon
system and leak rate tests, there are few
programs established specifically to inspect
and monitor the conditions or performance
of a structural component. As a result,
some ARDMs could challenge some
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CRITERIA APPLIED FOR ITLR DETERMINATION
FOR STRUCTURAL AND ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS

PART 54 UTtLITY APPROACH

Safety-related SSCs, which are (1) Seismic Class I Structures
those relied upon to remain
functional during and following
design basis events (as defined in
10 CFR 50.49(b)(1)) to ensure:
(i) The integrity of the

reactor coolant pressure
boundary;

(ii) The capability to shut
down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe
shutdown condition; or

(iii) The capability to prevent
or mitigate the
consequences of accidents
that could result in
potential offsite exposure
comparable to the 10 CFR
Part 100 guidelines.

(2) All non-safety-related SSCs whose (2) Meet Seismic II over I
failure could directly prevent design requirements or
satisfactory accomplishment of flood barrier
any of the required functions
identified in paragraph (1) (i),
(ii), or (iii) of this definition.

(3) All SSCs relied on in safety (3) Rated Fire Barrier
analyses or plant evaluations to
demonstrate compliance with the
Commissioner's regulations for
fire protection (10 CFR 50.48),
environmental qualification (10
CFR 50.49), pressurized thermal
shock (10 CFR 50 61),
anticipated transient without
scram (10 CFR 50.62), and
station blackout (10 CFR 50.63).

(4) AU SSCs subject to operability (4) Not applicable to structures
requirements contained in the because this criteria is redundant.
facility technical specification All structures under technical
limiting conditions for operation." specification are also Class .
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ABSTRACT Bechtel has been an active participant in this effort, especially in
the evaluation of nuclear power plant safety-related structures.

License renewal of nuclear power plants is an issue of increasing
interest to the U.S. nuclear industry and the U.S. NRC. This This paper provides a brief discussion on evaluation of the age-
paper presents and evaluates the plausible age-related degradation related degradation mechanisms (ARDM) which may affect the
mechanisms that may affect the concrete and steel containment performance of the structural component for its intended design
structures and other Class I structures to continue to perform function. The structures or the structural components may serve
their safety functions. Preventive and/or mitigative options are a single or multiple safety functions as specified in NRC's criteria
outlined for managing degradation mechanisms that could of important to license renewal (ITLR). The structural
significantly affect plant performance during the license renewal components which constitute the safety-related structures
period. The provided technical information and the degradation including containment structure and Class I structures, are
management options may be used as references for comparison categorized based on the materials, environment and/or
with plant specific conditions to ensure that age-related designated function. For each of the component-degradation
degradation is controlled during the license renewal term. mechanism combination, evaluation is perfon-ned and generic

conclusion as to the significance of the plausible ARDM is
Plausible degradation mechanisms described and analyzed as they presented. Preventive and/or mitigative options, for managing
may affect the concrete, reinforcing steel, containment steel shell, degradation mechanisms that could significantly affect plant
prestressed-tendon, steel liner and other structural components operation during the license renewal period are outlined. The
typically used in Class I structures. The significance of these provided technical information and the degradation management
age-related degradation mechanisms to the structural components options may be used as references for comparison with plant
are evaluated, giving consideration to the design basis and quality specific conditions to ensure that the relevant ARDMs are
of construction; typical service conditions; operating and controlled during the license renewal term.
maintenance history; and current test, inspection and
refurbishment practices for containment and Class I structures. Components such as grout and sealant, which may form an

integral part of pressure boundaries, are treated as architectural
Degradation mechanisms which cannot be generically components and are not discussed in this paper.
dispositioned on the basis of the two-step approach: (1) they will
not cause significant degradation, or 2) any potential degradation
will be bounded by current test, inspection, analytical evaluation, 2.0 AGE-RELATED DEGRADATION MECHANISMS

and/or refurbishment programs are identified.
The following set of ARDMs relevant to structural components

Aging degradation management measures are recommended to of safety-related structures are derived from a review/evaluation
address the remaining age-related degradation mechanisms. A of component service experience, relevant laboratory data, and
three-phase approach for the management of the containment and related experience from other industries.
Class I structures is introduced. Various techniques, testing tools
and the acceptable criteria for each step of the evaluation of the Concrete
structures status are provided. The preventive and mitigative Freeze-thaw

measures to limit further degradation are also provided. Leaching of calcium hydroxide
Aggressive chemical
Reaction with aggregates

1.0 BACKGROUND Elevated temperature
Irradiation

A number of Industry Reports, co-sponsored by the Electric Creep

Power Research ntitute (EPRI) and the United States Shrinkage

Department of Energy (DOE), have been prepared by nuclear Abrasion and cavitation
industry in the U.S. These reports provide the generic technical Cracking of masonry block walls
information for use by the utilities in te license renewal process.
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Reinforcinit Steel/Embedded Steel long curing periods, entrained air, and thorough consolidation all
Corrosion contribute to water tightness. Safety-related concrete structures
Irradiation of a nuclear power plant generally follow the guidelines

addressed in ACI 201.2R (Ref. 1) which ensures a concrete of
Structural Steel low permeability. Limited cases of leaching were observed due

Corrosion toinadequatelypreparedconstructionjoinLs. Howevertheywere
Irradiation discovered during normal plant surveillance and well in advance

of it becoming significant. Accordingly leaching of calcium
Steel Liner/Free-Standing Steel Containment hydroxide is not considered a significant ARDM to safety-related

Strain aging concrete structures.
Corrosion

Aguessive Chemicals
Prestressing System

Corrosion Chemicals with pH < .5 (Ref. 1) or concentrations above the
Prestressing losses threshold limits of 500 ppm chlorides (Ref 3, 1500 plim sulfates

(Ref 4 are considered aggressive to concrete. Acid attack can
Miscellaneous increase porosity and permeability of concrete, reduce its alkaline

Settlement nature at the surface of attack and around rebar, reduce strength
and render the concrete subject to further deterioration. Sulfate

For each of the ARDIA-structural component combinations listed attack can produce significant expansive stresses within the
in the matrix, assessment of the significance must be made by concrete, leading to cracking, spalling, and strength loss.
applicants f license renewal by comparison of the design
conditions and the environment pertaining to their specific plants. Use of adequate cement content, low water-to-cement ratio, and
The potential ARDMs are considered significant when, if allowed thorough consolidation and curing contribute to low permeability
to continue without any monitoring program, additional and provide effective protection against aggressive chemicals
prevention or mitigation measures, it could not be shown that the attack. If the safety-related concrete structures are exposed to the
structural component could continue to perform its designated aggressive chemicals for intermittent periods only, then
safety function. degradation caused by aggressive chemicals will not be

significant. If they are exposed to the aggressive chemicals for
3.0 CONCRETE DEGRADATION MECHANISMS extended periods, then the degradation caused by aggressive

chemicals is potentially significant. The potential areas are the
Freeze-Thaw below grade portion of concrete structures depending on the

composition of the soil/groundwater. If the concrete structures
Repeated freezing and thawings could cause dterioration of are exposed to the aggressive groundwater or soil for extended
concrete properties. Factors which provide immunity to this periods, the existing condition of the concrete cannot be easily
effect include adequate entrained air content, low permeability, assessed. This degradation mechanism cannot be dispositioned
proper gradation of aggregates with good physical qualities and generically. A phased testing program and ARDM management
sufficient curing period of concrete before exposure to freeze- program are recommended to assess the condition of this portion
thaw attack. Concrete construction following guidelines of concrete tructures. The first step in a prudent aging
addressed in ACI 201.211 (Ref. 1) is generally immune to management program would be testing of the chemical quality of
degradation due to cyclic freezing and thawing. A systematic the groundwater and the bearing soil media. Only where this
condition survey by Ontario Hydro on 16 hydraulic structures testing indicates that the groundwater or soil m edia is aggressive,
(Ref. 2 suggests that it would be highly unlikely that the will further degradation evaluation be necessary. Follow-on
strengths of safety-related structures in a nuclear power plant evaluations may include local excavation and examination of the
would be compromised by freeze-thaw action to warrant concern concrete by nondestructive testing methods. Further measures,
for its structural integrity. Accordingly, freeze-thaw degradation if degradation is found to be significant, will be plant specific.
is not considered a significant ARDM to safety-related concrete
structures. Reactive Aggreizat

Leaching of Calcium-Hydroxide Three basic types of chemical reactions between aggregates and
alkalis have been experienced in some concrete structures: alkali-

Leaching of calcium hydroxide is caused by dissolving the aggregate reaction, cement-aggregate reaction and expansive
calcium-containing products in the concrete and carrying it alkah-carbonate reaction (Ref. 1). They may cause expansion
through thickness of concrete by water. The leaching action of and severe cracking of concrete structures. This phenomenon has
the water can only occur if the water passes through the concrete. been widely known and long understood. Maps and data have
Water that merely passes over the surface will not cause been developed identifying certain geographic regions known to
significant leaching. Leaching over long periods increases the yield reactive aggregates. Almost without exception, the design
porosity of concrete, making it more susceptible to other forms and construction specifications of every nuclear power plant have
of aggressive attack, and reducing its strength. specified requirements of aggregate selection criteria and testing

procedures in order to avoid reactive aggregates. Therefore,
Dense concrete with a suitable cement content that is well cured although in some structures where safety is not critical, such as
ensures concrete of low permeability thus increasing resistance to highway pavements, have exhibited aggregate reaction
leaching. Low water-to-cement ratio, smaller coarse aggregate, degradation, there is no evidence of degradation due to reactive
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aggregates in safety related structures of a nuclear power plant. Shrinkage

Elevated Temperature Shrinkage of concrete occurs as the result of water leaving the
concrete. Above 80% of the ultimate shrinkage occurs during the

The strength and modulus of elasticity of concrete are reduced first six months, 90% in the first year and about 98 % in the first
when it is subjected to prolonged exposure to elevated five years. Excessive shrinkage may cause cracking of concrete
temperatures (Ref. 5). Studies have indicated that the surfaces. The significance of the cracking as a potential
degradation begins to occur in the range of 180 to 200 F. Except contribution to degradation is in providing aggressive elements
in a few local areas, concrete of a safety related structure does access to the reinforcing steel, promoting the possibility of
not normally experience temperatures higher than 120 to 15 F corrosion. In the absence of aggressive chemicals in conjunction
during normal operation. For local areas, such as at high energy with shrinkage cracks, no further dgradation will take place.
pipe penetrations, either high temperature concrete is used or The corrosion of rebar will be addressed later.

some design means are used to maintain the temperature below
the limit of 200 F. Therefore, elevated temperature is not a Abrasion and Cavitation
significant degradation mechanism for concrete used in safety
related structures. Abrasion and cavitation are limited to structures exposed to

flowing water because of its ability to transport materials which

Irradilfiffl can abrade the concrete and in removal of concrete materials
under vacuum created at the water/air-to-conerete interface.

Concrete properties may change from prolonged exposure to Cavitation damage is not common at velocities less than 40 fps.
neutron and/or gamma radiation (Ref 6 7 8 9 T property However, for closed conduits, degradation due to cavitation can
changes are caused by aggregate growth, decomposition of water, occur at velocities as low as 25 fps at abrupt changes in slope or
and thermal warming causing water migration. Concrete can curvature. They could be potentially significant degradation
experience decrease in its strength and modulus of elasticity, and mechanisms for intake structures, cooling towers and/or spray
reduction of shielding characteristics if there is a significant loss ponds. However, these structural components may be inspected
of water through evaporation. periodically in accordance with NRC Regulatory Guide 1 127,

"Inspection of Water-Control Structures Associated with Nuclear
In a typical 1000 MWe nuclear power plant, only primary shield Power Plants" (Ref. II). According to this Regulatory Guide,
wall of a PWR plant is potentially subjected to a sufficient the inspection of these structures is performed at periodic
amount of cumulative neutron flux (5 x 10'9 neutron S/CM2), to intervals not to exceed years and includes engineering data

reduce the structural capacity after 0 years of plant operation. compilation and on-site inspection programs. Based on the
Comparing the strength demand with te remaining strength guidelines, timely identification of any significant degradation on
capacity of the primary shield wall, there is sufficient safety these structures are assumed.
margin against the most critical loading condition. For both
BWR and PWR plants, the maximum integrated gamma doses to Cracking of Masonry Block Walls
the primary shield in 80 years of operation are in the range at
which degradation may begin to be measurable (I x 10'0 rads). Masonry block walls are considered ITLR components because
It has been evaluated that the nominal loss in strength will not they can be designed as bearing walls, shear walls, and piping or

compromise the primary shield wall's structural integrity (Ref. equipment supporting walls. Masonry block wall cells may or
10). Therefore, irradiation is not a significant age-related may not contain reinforcing steel and grout to provide the
degradation mechanism. structural strength of the walls. Basically, the degradation

mechanisms for the reinforced concrete walls are similar to those

Creev of masonry block walls except that the latter tend to crack at the
mortarjoint between the blocks due to carbonation and drying of

Creep in concrete structures occurs under sustained loading. It the units. Although the cracking of masonry block wall is an
can result from progressive cracking at te aggregate-cement ongoing processes throughout plant life, most cracking occurs in
paste interface, from moisture exchange with the atmosphere, and the early stages of plant operation.
from moisture movement within the concrete. The magnitude of
creep deformation is generally determined by the water-to-cement Nuclear Regulatory Commission IE Bulletin No. 80-1 1 "Masonry
ratio, aggregate-to-cement paste ratio, stress level, temperature Wall Design" (Ref. 12) required licensees: 1. to identify the
and age of concrete at application of load. Prestressed concrete masonry walls which are in close proximity to or have
structures may be subject to more pronounced creep and attachments from safety-related piping or equipment, and 2 to re-
relaxation effects. Creep deformation is attenuated exponentially evaluate the design adequacy and construction practices. Upon
with time. Creep-induced concrete cracks are small and are not comparing licensees responses to IE Bulletin No. 80- I with the

sufficiently large to result in concrete deterioration or to expose observations during NRC's walkdown inspections, NRC issued
the reinforcing steel to environmental stressors. In light of the information Notice No. 87-67, "Lessons Larned from Regional

low actual compressive stresses experienced by safety-related Inspections of Licensee Actions in Response to E Bulletin No.

structures, except for prestressed concrete containment, creep 80-11" (Ref. 13) which NRC proposed some plant-specific

degradation will not affect the continued safety function actions to be taken to correct problems. For some plants, NRC
performance during the license renewal term. The creep proposed a periodic surveillance to ascertain that he level of
deformation of a prestressed concrete containment is represented structural adequacy to which the licensee committed is
in prestressing loss of the tendon which will be addressed later. maintained, For some plants, NRC proposed that the licensee
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or document the repair effort, and provide countermeasures to degradation.
prevent recurring of similar cracks.

2. Increase in yield strength is a positive factor for shield
On this basis, the degradation of the masonry block walls which wall integrity.
took place in the early stages of plant operations were identified
and mitigative programs were established. 3. The ductility reduction of steel is insignificant at the

calculated fluence level. The irradiated rebar have
4.0 REINFORCING STEEL/EMBEDDED STEEL ample safety margin to satisfy the ductility ratio

DEGRADATION MECHANISMS requirement imposed by even the extreme loading
condition.

Corrosion
5.0 STRUCTURAL STEEL DEGRADATION

Concrete's high alkalinity (pH > 12.5) provides an environment MECHANISMS
thatprotectsrebarandembeddedsteelfromcorrosion. fthepH
is lowered (e.g. pH 10 or less) corrosion may occur. However, Corrosion
the corrosion rate is still insignificant until it reaches a pH of 40.
When moisture and a supply of oxygen are present, the presence Steel corrodes in the presence of moisture and oxygen and the
of water-soluble chloride ions, above threshold levels of 02 rate of corrosion increases by presence of chlorides. If steel is
percent 04 percent alcium chloride) by mass of Portland in contact with other metal that is more noble in the galvanic
cement can accelerate corrosion under many circumstances (Ref. series, corrosion ratio is also increased. Corrosion products
1). Reduction in pH could be caused by the leaching of alkaline consisting of hydrated oxides of iron form an exposed,
products through cracks, entry of acidic materials, or unprotected surface on the steel. The affected surface may be
carbonation. Chlorides could be present in constituent materials wasted away such that visible perforation may occur. Corrosion
of the original concrete mix, or they ay be introduced of steel may cause the protective coatings to lose their ability to
environmentally. The degree to which concrete will provide adhere to the corroding surface. Damage to the coatings can be
satisfactory protection for rebar/embedded steel is, in most detected visually well in advance of significant degradation of the
instances, dependent upon the quality of the concrete and the steel. In most of the nuclear power plants, housekeeping and
depth of concrete cover over the steel. The permeability of maintenance programs include routine visual inspections on
concrete is also a major factor affecting corrosion resistance. coating degradation and general corrosion of accessible structural

steel surface and preventive measures are taken so that significant
Typical safety-related concrete structures in a nuclear power plant degradation is precluded. The susceptible locations for steel
are generally designed and constructed following ACI 318 Code corrosion are those at inaccessible areas such as column base
with its relevant ACI Standards and ASTM Specifications which plates and anchor bolts, metal decking and steel brackets in areas
assure concrete of low penneability and robar/embedded steel of high humidity or areas potentially affected by leakage. A
with adequate concrete cover to prohibit exposure to the corrosive phased inspection program including visual inspection,
environment. The primary area where corrosion could occur is radiographic testing, magnetic particle testing and liquid
on the below grade exterior surface of a concrete structure, penetration testing can identify the extent of corrosion. If the
especially in the zone of fluctuating groundwater levels. A inspection and testing does not provide conclusive results that
phased testing program and ARDM management program similar properly bound the identified degradation then destructive testing,
to those of concrete ARDM due to aggressive chemicals are including cutting samples for chemical analysis, metallurgical
recommended to assess the condition of the rebar/embedded steel evaluation, etc., may be required.
in this portion of concrete structures.

Irradiation
Irradiation

The effects of irradiation on structural steel are the same as those
Ile effect of irradiation on steel material is to increase the yield for reinforcing steel. Most structural steel is exposed to lower
strength, decrease the ultimate tensile ductility and increase the fluence than reinforcing steel except steel plates used in some
ductile to brittle transition temperature (Ref. 5). The threshold BVVR plants on the inner and outer surfaces of the radiation
of cumulative neutron irradiation on the change of steel properties shield wall directly surrounding the reactor vessel. Evaluation
is 10" neutrons/cm'. But only after exposure of I x 1019 similar to the irradiation effects on rebar has been performed for
neutrons/cm', are appreciable changes noticed. The only the liner plate of a typical 950 MWe BWR plant with a lined
concrete structure that may be exposed to enough radiation to concrete primary shield wall (Ref. 10). It is concluded that no
potentially affect the mechanical properties of the rebarlembedded significant degradation is expected in he steel's ability to perform
steel is the primary shield wall. An evaluation has been its designed safety function after 80 years of plant operation.
performed based on the fluence level after 80 years of operation
of a typical 1000 MWe LWR (Ref. 10) which is exposed to 6.0 PRESTRESSING SYSTEM DEGRADATION
approximately I x 1018 to I x 10'9 neutrons/cm' at the primary MECHANISMS
shield wall. It was concluded that no significant degradation is
expected in the shield wall's ability to perform its safety function. Corrosion
This conclusion is based on the following 3 reasons:

Most corrosion-related failures of prestressing tendons are
The typical fluence level for reinforcing steel in the attributed to pitting, stress corrosion, hydrogen embrittlement or
primary shield wall is below the level expected to cause some combination of these, (Ref. 14). Corrosion of tendon wires
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causes cracking or a reduction in wire cross sctional area, which Corrosion
may render reduction of the prestressing forces applied to the
concrete. Tendon ducts are usually filled with petroleum-based The types of corrosion applicable to steel containments and liner
grease product in order to minimize the possibility of tendon plates are general corrosion, galvanic corrosion, and stress
corrosion. However, the potential of corrosion on tendons and corrosion cracking (SCC). General corrosion can take place
anchor heads does exist. Regulatory Guide 135 and ASME when steel is exposed to oxygen and moisture. Galvanic

Section XI, Subsection IWL contain provisions for managing the corrosion occurs when the electrical potential difference between
effects of such degradation. Both programs require visual dissimilar metal, placed in contact with each other, results in the
examination and testing of the tendon samples to detect evidence flow of electrons between them. SCC results from the combined
of corrosion or other damage and provide acceptance criteria. action of corrosion and tensile stresses. The stresses may be
Samples of the corrosion protective medium are taken for testing either applied or residual and must be at or near the materials'
ofalkalinity, water content, aggressive ions, and pH. The visual yield point.

inspection and testings are performed periodically, then
potentially significant degradation caused by corrosion of The corrosion of inaccessible or below grade regions of steel

prestressing tendons and anchor heads is managed effectively. liners or free-standing containment of a PWR plant are identified
as a plant-specific ARDM which can not be shown to be

Prestressiniz Loss adequately controlled for the extended license term by established

procedures (Ref. 15). Plant-specific evaluations are necessary for
Pretensioned load on tendon tends to reduce overtime. It can be the following components:
caused by:

Reinforced and Prestressed Congrete Containments
0 Stress relaxation of prestressing wire I Containment liner below grade exterior surface
0 Shrinkage, creep of concrete 2. Basemat liner exterior surface
0 Anchorage seating losses 3. Liner anchors below grade
0 Tendon friction

0 Reduction in wire cross section due to Free-Standina Steel Containment with Flat Bottom and an Ice-
corrosion Condenser

I. Embedded shell region

These losses are anticipated and calculated in the design process. 2. Basemat liner
If the losses were to exceed those considered in the design, the 3. Liner anchors
designmargincouldbereduced. Prestressinglossesarepresently
monitored as part of the inservice inspection programs, by For a BWR containment, the following components are identified

periodic liftoff tests as described in Regulatory Guide 135 and as having a corrosion potential for which effective programs do
the ASME Code Section XI, Subsection IVL. If losses are not currently manage the degradation (Ref. 16):
greater than expected, the tendons are retensioned or replaced,
These inspection and surveillance programs will be continued Mark 11 and Mark III Concrete Containments
throughout the license renewal period. 1 Containment liner below grade exterior surface (Mark

III only)

7.0 FREE-STANDING STEEL CONTAINMENT AND 2. Basernat liner exterior surface
STEEL LINER DEGRADATION MECHANISMS 3. Liner anchors below grade

Strain Agin Mark I. 11 and III Free-Standiu Steel Containments
I. Embedded shell region

There are two types of strain aging: static strain aging, which 2. Sand pocket region (exclude Mark 111)

occurs after the material has been deformed; and dynamic aging, 3. Support skirt (exclude Mark III)
which occurs during plastic straining. Strain aging results in

higher yield strength, higher ultimate tensile strength, lower For these inaccessible areas, a phased inspection and management
notch toughness, and reduced ductility. Dynamic strain aging is program as described in Section 40 for management of rebar

not expected in the carbon steel components of free-standing steel corrosion is recommended. For other areas of steel containments
containment or liner plate during their service life, since the and concrete containment liner plates, corrosion can be controlled
strains associated with the design service loads are below the throughtheuscolcoatings. nspectionproceduresofSectionXi,
elastic limit of the material. Static strain aging is possible in the Subsection IWE of ASME Code and Appendix J to IOCFR50
carbon steel plates of steel containment and liner plate, which are integrated leak rate test can provide detection and management of
cold formed during construction with free nitrogen present. At general or localized corrosion degradation in accessible areas.
ambient temperatures, static strain aging can result in substantial
property changes within two to three years after the material is 8.0 MISCELLANEOUS MECHANISMS
worked and it can be accelerated with an increase in emperature.

Generally, the steel containment and liner plate arc made from Settlement

low carbon steel plate wich are cold formed. But te plates are
normalized, or stress relieved or both after forming with minimal The most pronounced settlement of a structure occurs in h first

< subsequent cold working. Therefore, static strain aging several months after construction which is readily evident early

will not affect the continued safety function performance of the in the life of a structure. Following completion of construction,

steel containment and liner plate. 7-C-5 settlement rates decline, and long-term settlement is generally



small. Possible exceptions would include sites with soft soil 6. American Nuclear Society, "Guidelines on the Nuclear
and/or significant changes in underground water conditions. This Analysis and Design of Concrete Radiation Shielding for
construction-relateddegradation is typically monitored throughout Nuclear Power Plants," American National Standard,
the onstruction program and compared with the settlement ANSI/ANS-6.4--1985, La Grange Park, Illinois, 1985.
design aowance. Various safety-related structures may be

surveyed at different intervals. As the plant goes from 7. Hungerford, H.E., et. al., "Concretes, Cements, Mortars,
construction into the operating pase te settlement is predicted and Grouts," Section 91.12, Volume 11, "Engineering
to be -significant, which may warrant continuing settlement Compendium on Radiation Shielding," Springer-Verlag
monitoring during operation. New York, Inc., 1975.

While continuing settlement monitoring after plant start-up is 8. Daye, M.A., "Pressurized Water Reactor Containments and
usually unnecessary, for plants where long-term settlement is Basemats,' Chapter 4 "Residual Life Assessment of Major
being monitored on an ongoing basis, early identification of Light Water Reactor Components - Overview, Volume I,"
significant differential settlement allows appropriate measures to Idaho National EngineeringLaboratory, NUREG/CR-4731,
be taken to ensure that the structural integrity and functionality EG & G-2469, Volume 1, June 1987.
of the plant is maintained. In order to manage the effects of
structural settlement, the license renewal applicant should review 9. Hilsdorf, H.R., Kropp, J. and Koch, H.J., "The Effects of

and evaluate the plant specific features of the site soil conditions. Nuclear Radiation on the Mechanical Properties of
Concrete," Douglas McHenry nternational Symposium on

9.0 SUMMARY Concrete and Concrete Structures, American Concrete
Institute Publication SP-55, 1978.

This paper presents a list of gencric plausible degradation
mechanisms for which the safety-related structures of a typical 10. "Class I Structures License Renewal Industry Report,"
nuclear power plant may be exposed. Structural component- Prepared by Bechtel for EPRI, Project RP-2643-27, Nov.
degradationmechanismsareevaluatedongencriebasis. Mostof 1991.
the structural component-degradation mchanism combinations
can be categorized as insignificant on the basis of design 11. "Inspection of Water - Control Structures Associated With
specification and criteria, and construction measures taken by the Nuclear Power Plants," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
nuclear industry. Significant aging degradation is a potential for Commission Regulatory Guide 1 127, Rev. 1, March 1978.
some structural component-degradation mechanisms
combinations,. For these cases, phased surveillance, inspection 12. "Masonry Wall Design," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
and/or testing programs are recommended to identify whether and Commission Inspection and Enforcement Bulletin 80-1 1,

where -the degradation may exist. Once confirmed, additional May 9 1980.
inspections and testing are needed to predict te trending of te

degradation. In some cases, degradation management programs 13. "Lessons Learned from Regional Inspections of License
may be needed, in order to assure that the structures can maintain Actions in Responses to IE Bulletin 80-11," U.S. NRC
their designed functions during the license renewal period. Information Notice 87-67, December 31, 1987.

14. ].C. Griess, "Corrosion of Steel Tendons in Concrete
10.0 REFERENCE Pressure Vessels - Review of Recent Literature and

Experimental Investigations," NUREG/CR-0092,
1. 'Guide to Durable Concrete", American Concrete Institute, ORNL/NUREG-37, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak

ACI 201.2R. Ridge, Tenn., June 1978.

2. Sturrup, V.R., etc. 'Evaluation and Prediction of Concrete 15. "PressurizedWatcr ReactorContainmentStructuresLicense
Durability - Ontario Hydro's Experience", ACI SPIOO-59, Renewal Industry Report," prepared by Bechtel for EPRI,

Vol. 2 1987. August 1991.

3. 'Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete", 16. `BWR Containment License Renewal Industry Report,"

AC[ 318-63. prepared by MDC for EPRI, December 1991.

4. N. Pasad et. al., "Concrete Degradation Monitoring and
Evaluation' contained in Publication NUREG CP-0100
Proceedings of the nternational Nuclear Power Plant Aging

Symposium.

5. Naus, D.J., "Concrete Component Aging and Its

Significance Relative to Life Extension of Nuclear Power
Plants,' Oak Ridge National Laboratory, NUREGICR-
4652, ORNLITM-10059, September 1986.
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ABSTRACT During the design of the plant a detailed analysis of
the transients and the loads (not only mechanical or

Plant service life problems have been under detailed thermal but also including chemistry and aging) will
investigation in France and the experience acquired by allow to confirm the list of critical items as well as
our company over the past 25 years in the design, defining the provisions to be taken during the
construction and maintenance of Pressurized Water manufacturing of equipment and the construction of
Reactors has contributed to develop skills, equipment the plant.
and capabilities available for efficient plant aging
management and component service life extension. In parallel the reliability analysis and In Service

Inspection programs and predictive maintenance
The service life of a nuclear power plant is deeply program are drafted and correlated with this life
dependent of the provisions made during the design duration task. Benefit is also taken from the French
stage, directly linked to good operating conditions and experience and R & D studies for service life of the
adequate maintenance practices. French units.

This paper presents the importance of these three steps During the manufacturing and construction phase,
(design, operation and maintenance) for plant service FRAMATOME will complete the assurance of the life
life concern. duration, that is a checking that all provisions

required are taken and documented. So the life
PROVISIONS MUST BE MADE DURING THE DESIGN assurance appears at this stage as a part of the
STAGE Quality Assurance. The manufacturing and

construction events and the as-built real
For the design of new plants FRAMATOME proposes to characteristics of the equipment are also taken into
implement an integrated strategy to reach a long life acount to reassess and assure the life duration. A

duration target. life Duration Report is prepared presenting all design
manufacturing and construction aspects important

This integrated strategy is summarized in the attached for life duration.
scheme

A lesson of the experience is that all information
During a first stop a list of critical items is prepared which may have an impact on the assessment of life
on the bass of both experience of utility and duration must be carrefully recorded and filled, so
Framatome. Then a review of the estimated loads this must be done during all phases of a new
and duties is performed fload due to transients, project.
damage due to corrosion, etc ... ), their acceptability
for these critical items is evaluated and design During the plant operation, the utility will have the
provisions for life duration are made consistent with responsability to execute the planned monitoring, In
the expected life duration. This work takes into Service Inspection, maintenance, to log and count
consideration some aspects such as reliability the effective transients during operation, to analyse

nalysis and In Service Inspection program as well the events which could have impacts on life
:s preventive and predictive maintenance strategy. duration, to reassess this life duration periodically,

and to record every information possibly related to
this question and, in case it is needed to apply for
licence extension.
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Life extension from 40 to 60 years for instance can be Auxiliary feedwater system actuations are minimized
obtained by defining extra provisions or performing and the amplitude and number of thermal shocks to the
specific studies during the design stage. Some pressurizer are reduced. The system improves stability
examples of such a provisions are as follow of the pressurizer pressure and level and lowers the

thermohydraulic stress on certain high usage factor
Lower copper limit for the deposit weld material of areas.
the welds adjacent to the core shell for the reactor
pressure vessel. Plant Life Management necessitates the fatigue

monitoring of the most critical equiment areas in order
Thermal ageing test program for cast product. to appreciate as precisely as possible either the limit of

life or, if the component is replaceable, the optimal time
Adjonction of thermal sleeves and optimization of of replacement. A lower rate of damage can be
the shape of the surge line. obtained (and evaluated by a monitoring system) by

adaptation of operating mode in order to minimize the
Steam Generator service life can be improved by frequency and range of thermal transients. On line

monitoring of critical components plays an important
Addition of one set of anti-vibrations bars. role in the process of identifying and understanding
Implementation of an anti-stratification device potentially adverse conditions. It also enables
inside the main feedwater nozzle thermal assessment of damage initiation and evolution.
sleeve.
Change of primary seprator material. Transient logging can be carried out manually (following

detailed procedure based on functional analyses and
Special care is taken with the reactor internals mechanical calculations) or automatically on-line using
(additional mechanical analyses). a computer based system such as the FRAMATOME

Operating transient Monitoring System (OTMS).
Stress report calculations for a 60 years design life
for all primary circuit equipment PV, reactor This system uses the physical parameters which are
coolant piping, steam generators, casing of primary relative to the fatigue critical areas. Then the system
pumps, pressurizer, pressure housing of CRDM). analyses these data and performs structural calculations

to provide fatigue assessments.
Environmentalqualificationofelectricalcableshould
be conducted with a 60 years service life. These assessments are of two kinds

the usage factor in critical areas gives an accurate
but local information on the fatigue status of

SMOOTH OPERATING CONDITIONS involved areas,

Experience with operations of French nuclear power the operating transients records are compared to
plants has shown that two of the most significant design transients which provide a general fatigue
causes of adverse plant transients are reactor trips and status of the systems and equipment.
spurious safety injection. An analysis of data showed
that about two third of the unscheduled plant outages The data thus collected provides a complete and
resulted from actuation of protective devices, often due detailed description of the in-service operation of the
to shortcoming in plant control and protective systems. plant systems. This information can be stored for later
Bringing the NSSS from hot to cold shut-down, or analysis or be used for real time calculation of different
reverse, is a relatively infrequent operation but involves types of damage and for evaluating the operation
keeping tight control of several key parameters as well transient impact on system and equipment service life.
as avoiding equipment fatigue (particularly of the The concept of real time monitoring also enables
pressurizer surge line with its two nozzles, the bottom periodic updating of inspection and maintenance
part of the pressurizer and the charging line). procedures thereby optimizing equipment replacement

schedules.
In France, considerable effort has been made to
improve control and protection system. This has The French utility EDF will begin installation of such an
contributed to a significant decrease in unwarranted automatic monitoring method on all domestic NPPs in
reactor trips and safety injections. 1994. This system will allow Framatome to follow the

consequences of the operating mode on the fatigue
Furthemore to facilitate and simplify operation, ageing of the most critical items for life duration, and
Framatome developped a system to automatically thus to adapt and to optimize the operating mode in
control plant cooldown and heatup. Initially intended for order to minimize fatigue damage of these items.
the N4 series of advanced PWR units, this system In addition the OTIVIS system will allow to define the
reduces the risks associated with infrequently most appropriate periods for equipment repair or
performed manual operations while at the same time replacement.
minimizing the equipment fatigue.
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ADEQUATE MAINTENANCE PRACTICES In addition to these repairs, corrective maintenance is
being continiously developed, leading to new methods

Extending plant service life can be achieved by and tools such as upflow conversion and steam
improving component reliability, preventing equipment generator replacement.
degradation, implementing component and systems
modifications, providing in-service controls and Some heavy maintenance or repairs have been
surveillance and ensuring the necessary repairs and necessary in recent years (changes/repairs of reactor
replacement meanwhile demonstrating the safety vessel heads, steam generators replacement) and the
requirements compliance. In other words the plant life duration program appears of utmost importance
service life of a nuclear power plant is directly linked to since the economical impacts are extremely high.
good maintenance practices.

In France, besides the close cooperation between the CONCLUSION
French utility EDF and FRAMATOME, for the EDF plant
life project, a very important maintenance activity is The life of a specific Nuclear Power Plant terminates
performed to ensure a proper operation of the nuclear when the authorization to operate it is withdrawn,
units. These French nuclear plants under operation are and/or when the operation of the Plant turns to be no
based on two standardized designs 900 MWe 34 more economically competitive. These two
units) and 1300 MWe 20 units). Information from circumstances are often mixed, as the licensing may
earlier plants in each series has been used to upgrade remain theoretically possible by making very costly
and backf it the units leading to improvements in safety, modifications, repairs, demonstrations, but not sound
availability and potential plant life. economically. There are recent examples of plants

where this just happened.
EDF has implemented a policy of upgrading and
backfitting of its 900 MWe units to bring each to the So the life duration challenge is to assure now that no
same level of technology as the last in the series, technical modification, repair, maintenance, nor
Chinon B4. This plant itself benefitted from operational important engineering work either, will be necessary in
feedback with upgrades integrated during construction. the far future, the cost of which would make the
The EDF policy has been implemented by using the ten- continuation of the operation of the Plant
years major inspection and test outage required by the uneconomical.
French authorities to perform upgrades and backfits In
addition these outages provide important information Plant life concern must be kept into consideration as
for plant aging assessment. soon as possible in the design phase (for new plants) or

from the very beginning of unit operation (for existing
It is important for plant life management that good plants). This necessary anticipation will allow a proper
routine and preventive maintenance practices are management of this issue, leading to benefit thanks to
implemented to ensure components do not degrade better availability and longer service lives of critical
prematurely. Routine maintenance of moving parts in equipment.
particular pumps and valves is of the utmost
importance as a preventive measure.

Some operations can be performed on the main REFERENCES
components, such as chemical cleaning of the
secondary side of the steam generators or cleaning of Plant upgrading and backfitting in France - MPS -
the in-core instrumentation thimble guide tubes. February 1992 by Nigel MOXLEY and Emile

RAIMONDO - Framatome.

These type of operations usually require a significant

amount of analysis, process qualification, development

of special maintenance facilities and personnel training

prior to implementation.

A good example is corrective maintenance to reactor

coolant system components. In the steam generator,

maintenance is effective principally on the tube sheets

and tube bundles. Actions include nickel electroplating,

tube sleeving, tube removal, shot-peening and

antivibration bar replacement. Reactor vessel

maintenance is principally addressed to closure flange

seal grooves, closure stud holes, seized studs reactor

internals guide tube pins and in-core instrumentation.
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the current U.S. Regulatory Requirements for License Renewal and describes the Babcock Wilcox Owners
Group (B&WOG) Generic License Renewal Program (GLRP). 'Me B&W owners, recognizing the need to obtain the maximum
life for their nuclear generating units, embarked.on a program to rnew the licenses of the seven reactors in accordance with the
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and further defined by Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulation Part 54 (10
CFR 54).. These reactors, owned by five separate utilities, are Pressurized Water Reactors PYrR) ranging in net rated capacity
fmm approximately 800 to 900 MW. Ile plants, predominately constnicted in the 70's, have USNRC Operating Licenses that
expire between 2013 to 2017.

L THE HISTORY OF LICENSE RENEWAL was a new and perplexing consideration as it became clear
that their nuclear units faced an administrative constraint on

'Me history of U. S. License Renewal is a long one. It their operating lifetimes, particularly when they had been
began with the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) of 1954 which operating fossil units well beyond 40 years.
established the licensing process and the capability for those
licenses to be renewed. In December of 1990, 10 CFR 54 Early studies, spawned by these concerns, drew
"Requirements for Renewal of Nuclear Plant Operating preliminary conclusions that license renewal could be a cost
Licenses" was issued. The AEA appears to have arbitrarily effective alternative for future generating capacity. Most of
specified a 40 calendar year operating lifetime for nuclear these efforts were tabled in light of the Three Mile Island
facilities. There is some speculation about why 40 yars was accident. But by 1985, evaluation activities began again.
chosen to be the maximum licensed lifetime I of a plant.

Ile Electric Power Research Institute (EPRr) sponsored
Regardless of its origination, the 40 year life of a nuclear Pilot Studies to evaluate the feasibility of life extension and

unit has been woven into the very fiber of sign and license renewal. These studies involved two operating
licensing theory. Early designs were bounded by this nuclear facilities, a Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) and a
duration, cost estimates are generally gauged by it, and Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR). The plants, Northern
regulations were set to cover it. There was little States Power's Monticello (BWR) facility and Virginia
consideration of the license renewal option until the late Power's Surry (PWR) units successfully demonstrated both
1970's when the utilities began to ecognize the finite technical and economic feasibility.
lifetime of their nuclear facility's operating license and the
implication that replacement capacity would have to be Given the positive results of the early Pilot Studies, EPRI
constructed to replace the existing nuclear capacity. This in coordination with the Department of Energy (DOE) began
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the Lead Plant Program. This program again sponsored two evaluate age elated degradation, and finally manage that
plants, Monticello continuing as the BWR and Yankee degradation as specified by l0CFR54. The thrust of these
Atomic's Rowe unit as the PWR. The intent of this program evaluations is to reasonably ensure the ftinctional capability
was to actually test the license renewal process and achieve of important SSCs. The detail required to satisfy the
a 'renewed' operating license. regulations can basically be proven only by exercising the

license renewal process with actual technical submittals.
In addition, Industry Reports (IRs) were sponsored by the Uncertainty about detail implementation has created

Nuclear Utility Management and Resources Council significant industry concern about the viability and cost of
(NUMARC), EPRI, and DOE to evaluate certain plant license renewal.
systems, structures, and components (SSCs) for age elated
degradation. The industry felt that many SSCs and The multitude of regulatory documents certainly provide
degradation mechanisms could be evaluated and resolved on guidance, but until they are fully demonstrated and
a generic, industry wide basis. These Rs were to be interpreted a great deal of uncertainty exists in the license
prepared and submitted to the U. S. Regulatory Commission renewal process. To help reduce the uncertainty, 10CFR54
(USNRC) for review and approval by Safety Evaluation is being revised to make clearer the need to reasonably
Report (SER) issuance. ensure the SSC function as defined in the licensing basis of

the plant. The revision is to further limit evaluations of
All of these programs have evolved into programs much SSCs when programs exist that ensure the function. The

different than those first proposed. Yankee Rowe ceased B&WOG approach capitalizes on this philosophy by relying
operation prior to the expiration of the initial operating heavily on existing performance test and condition
license and is preparing for decommissioning. Monticello, monitoring to ensure the functionality of plant SSC.
as of December 1, 1992 has indefinitely postponed submittal
of their license renewal application RA). The Industry IL THE CURRENT ENVIRONMENT
Reports have been prepared, submitted, and preliminarily
reviewed by the USNRC. SER pparation and issue is now A. Industa
in question due to USNRC resource limitations and questions
regarding the adequacy of the technical evaluations. The nuclear industry appears to be hesitant to begin

formal license renewal programs in the current environment.
The status of the lead plants is of particular concern The uncertainty surrounding the license renewal process and

since the outcomes for both plants were primarily influenced the associated costs seem to cause utilities to postpone the
by the rising cost of nuclear generation. Although both pursuit of a renewed license despite the ever approaching
plants had specific issues that affected these costs, the expirations of their current license.
scenarios are not altogether different than those faced by an
operating nuclear plant. Operation and maintenance (O&M) There is also concern of dawing unnecessary attention
costs are rising at an alarming rate for many plants and to currently operating plants because of the very public
alternate power supplies appear to be abundant and license renewal process. The risk of intervention in the
inexpensive. The current competitive situation is likely to license renewal process is high and the cost associated with
result in continued plant closings like San Onofte I and it is uncertain but potentially significant. In the case of
Trojan until the industry is able to control rising &M costs Monticello, the public and regulatory processes have closed
while ensuring an acceptable level of safety. Although not the cost1benefit analysis to an unacceptable margin.
feasible for all facilities, license renewal can provide that
competitive advantage. The message from the industry remains clear. If it is not

cost effective to continue to safely operate a nuclear facility
Significant regulatory action has also been completed in for any period of time, within or beyond its original license,

the license renewal arena. "Requirements for Renewal of a utility will discontinue operations. A renewed license will
Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants", IOCFR54, aflow capital costs, often incurred ate in plant life, to be
defines the regulatory requirements for license renewal. The spread over a longer period. These additional years of
draft Regulatory Guide (DG-1009) and Standard Review Plan ammoritization can make a huge economic difference to an
(NUREG 1299) offer additional guidance and interpretation operating nuclear unit.
of l0CFR54. The regulatory documents provide a
framework for an applicant to identify systems, structures Recently several programs have been announced which
and components (SSCs) important to license renewal, will help establish a cost effective license renewal process.
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Baltimore Gas and Electric (13G&E) has been pursuing a Life The current USNRC staff position is similar to the
Cycle Management approach to plant evaluation for several industry position allowing liberal cedit for compliance with
years. The Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) have the maintenance rule and puts additional emphasis on
recently announced a coordinated license enewal program functional performance of SSCs resulting in a far more cost
and the GE and CE owners are considering similar programs effective process with no impact on safety.
as of the writing of this paper.

At this time, the B&W Owners Group (B&WOG) and ]Il. THE GENERIC LICENSE RENEWAL CONCEPT
the Westinghouse Owners Groups have the most complete
and aggressive program. The B&WOG and WOG work is A. Pognun Pinciples and Obvectlyes
anticipated to forrn the basis for other Owners Group or
individual utility work since most if not all technical reports The B&W Owners Group (B&WOG) Generic License
will be publically aailable and non-proprietary. The Renewal program (GLRP) has been carefully designed to
technical reports could be used directly by other owners, if address the issues and concerns in the license renewal arena.
applicable, or with a small incremental analysis which to All five utilities with operating B&W units (Duke Power,
compare, contrast, or take exception to the B&WOG Entergy Operations, Florida Power, GPU Nuclear, and
findings. Centerior Energy) participate in the program. The goal of

the pgram is to establish a cost effective license renewal
processwhichservesthememberutilities. Thisprocessmust

B. Regulatoly be acceptable to the USNRC and, therefore, can become a
model for the industry at large.

The regulator has a responsibility to provide minimum
requirements for the safe operation of the nation's nuclear The GRP process illustrated in Table I is a technically
facilities despite the cost. Although aware of the significant sound, cost effective process to identify and manage
affect regulation has on cost, the USNRC's first responsibility potentially significant age degradation. Final judgement on
is safety. the process relates to IOCFR54 is currently being evaluated

in light of the impending changes to the ile
Ile review leading to issuance of a new or renewed

license seems to have provided the regulator with the As shown in the flowchart able 1), the pogram pools
opportunity to review each and every aspect of a plant's resources from the five member utilities to develop screening
design, operation and maintenance. On the other hand, if a methodologies, address technical issues surrounding age
plant has demonstrated reasonable operations under its related degradation, and ensure effective programs are in
current licensing basis, then the question should become one place to manage the age related degradation. The technical
of merely identifying the additional degradation expected work required for license renewal is anticipated to be
during extended operation. substantially complete for all B&WOG plants. Closure on

the issues, both process and technical, is anticipated through
The staff, in trying to answer industry a Commission submittal of technical reports and issuance of Safety

level questions regarding industry concern over the license Evaluation Reports (SERs) by the USNRC. The technical
renewal process, established a Senior Management Review reports will be submitted as they are prepared beginning in
to assess the license renewal rule. The USNRC staff with screening methodologies submitted in 1993 until
recognized the need to coordinate and credit maintenance program completion in early 1997. This will facilitate
rule activities (10 CFR50.65 Requirements for monitoring regular re-evaluation of the cosubenefit analysis to ensure
the effectiveness of maintenance at nuclear power plants) progress is commensurate with investment and that extended
and focus on degradation unique to the period of continued operation remains a viable alternative.
operation. The maintenance rule is a new regulation that
provides a regulatory frameworic for existing plant The GLRP will demonstrate the entire license renewal
maintenance and test activities. This rule equires continued process by submittal of a license renewal application for at
attention to the adequacy of plant actions that manage &g least one plant of the group. This plant will be used as a
by setting system type performance goals. When these goals consistent example for the technical submittals, but since the
are not met, special attention is required by establishing goals GLRP technical submittals are intended to envelope all the
for a particular component, or other action to improve the B&WOG units, the actual plant name will not be revealed.
performance of the system. This attribute is unique to the BWOG program. At this
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time, no other owners group or individual utility has commitment.
committed to filing an actual application.

Changes in the regulatory requirements have significantly
This 'generic' approach is anticipated to relieve the reduced the cost of this program. The oginal rule required

immediate burden of plant specific issues while allowing collection of plant specific environmental data for important
resolution of a significant number of technical issue. Current SSCs which was labor and schedule intensive. The original
estimates suggest that 80% to 90% of the systems, structures, estimate of $45M included the evaluation of the same scope
and components which are important to license renewal can of equipment however, the evaluation focuses on the
be ated within the scope of the GRP. Individual plant reasonable assurance of function as opposed to detailed
characteristics will be evaluated by each utility and submitted scientific evaluation of degradation mechanisms.
for regulatory review at the time of the plant specific license
renewal application. Thecurrentestimateof about $10M in contractorfunding

and about $7M in utility funds icludes generation of
B. Proemni Deliverables methodologies, procedures, and pject management tools.

It also includes evaluation of systems, structures and
As mentioned above, technical reports covering the components that are generic to the B&WOG plants. That

majority of issues for all the units will be periodically generic population is estimated to be approximately 0 to
submitted to the USNRC for review and issuance of SERs. 90% of the plant SSCs which are important to license
These reports are anticipated to be in three types; generic renewal. The estimate does not include plant specific
methodologies, enveloping technical reports, and plant technical evaluations such as plant environmental evaluations
specific submittals. but does include the esources required for utility review of

the program deliverables.
Generic methodologies will include reports which

describe and define the processes used to screen and ftuther The pgram estimate and schedule will be reviewed and
evaluate systems, strictures, and components. Program updated at least annually to reflect program pgress and
planning and management iformation will also be submitted, work remaining.
but formal review and SERs will not be requested.

IV. RKS AND ENEFITS OF LICENSE RENEWAL
Technical reports will be submitted to identify effects of

age related degradation and evaluate programs which are A. ComMddye Advantage
effective at managing this aging. These reports will envelope
all of the participating plants unless them is some particular A nuclear unit with a good safety and operating record and
design element which is substantially different for an contained costs can remain a viable generation alternative for
individual unit. For those specific structures or components, any utility. he problem is how to contain the costs within
plant specific reports will be filed at the time of the the arbitrary 40 year life established by the existing license.
individual license renewal application. Absent a well defined license renewal process, or better still

a renewed license, decisions must be made based on the
ne GLRP will include plant specific reports also. These remaining plant life or the current OL expiration.

individual reports will be submitted for at least one unit of
the group illustrating issues such as system, structure and For many utilities, the rising cost of operation and
component screening results. The final license renewal maintenance, as well as anticipated capital expenditures, may
application and FSAR supplement for the lead BW0G unit make the nuclear option less cost effective than other
will also be plant specific but considered to be within the generation sources. When incremental capital costs can be
scope of the generic program. spread over an additional 20 years, the picture becomes

different and more cost effective.
C. Poemin Estimate

The B&WOG members expect that the benefits of
The program estimate was prepared by review of existing extended operation substantially outweigh the cost of

programs, such as the lead plant programs, and preliminary pursuing the license renewal program as described above.
work completed by B&WOG member utilities. The schedule Without a renewed license, 'the nuclear option is foreclosed
for 1993 was detailed by task, then each task was evaluated as a viable generation alternative at expiration of the current
by the project team for not only time but resource license. In fact, them will continue to be questions as to
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whether some nuclear units can cost effectively operate to the evaluation required to demonstrate that aging is managed.
their current license expiration date. Establishing an efficient Reasonable solutions to these policy issues will be critical in
and predictable license renewal process has the potential to keeping the license renewal option cost effective. As history
significantly improve the economic viability of operating a has demonstrated, without tat positive economic analysis,
nuclear unit. nuclear plant operations will not be viable. License renewal

can help strengthen cost effective plant operation and
B. Validates Current Maintenance Actlyides maintain the nuclear option into the 21st century and a

generic owners group program 
A deterministic evaluation of aging and identification of

current programs which address them has the potential to REFERENCES
reduce component maintenance and surveillance
requirements. An objective of the GLRP is to evaluate the 1. "Requirements for Renewal of Operating Licenses for
current programs and ensure that those programs are not Nuclear Power Plants", 10CFR54, Federal Register Volume
excessive. Existing pgrams which effectively manage 56, page 64954 (December 13, 1991).
aging and/or ensure function include ASME Section XI (i.e.,
ISI and IST), preventive maintenance, periodic maintenance, 2. "Perspectives on the License Renewal Process
and operator runds. The ultimate goal is to attempt to not (I OCFR54)", Lead Plant License Renewal Project, Monticello
only contain, but reduce current operating expenses while Nuclear Generating Plant, Northern States Power Company
maintaining an acceptable level of safety. (November 20, 1992).

The discipline imposed by the deterministic license 3. `B&W Owners Goup Generic License Renewal Program
renewal Individual Plant Assessment (IPA) process facilitates Plan, 47-12219336-00" (December 18, 1992).
aging evaluation and provides a forum to review these
determinations with the regulator. By evaluating stricture 4. "B&W Owners Gup Pgram Plan and Estimate for
and component functions and degradation effects, existing License Renewal of B&W Owners Group Plants", Draft
program effectiveness should be relatively straightforward. Report (August 20, 1992).
If existing programs are in place within the current licensing
basis to manage plausible degradation mechanisms, then the 5. STAUDINGER, DEBORAH K. and GRAY, WLLIAM
degradation is not unique to the license renewal tenri and R., "'Ibe B&W Owners Group License Renewal Program",
need not be addressed further. Unnecessary requirements can PVP-Vol. 252, Plant SysternslComponents A ging
then be eliminated. Additional aging management practices Management, ASME 1993).
can be implemented and their effectiveness demonstrated
through detailed evaluation and practical experience, but only
where necessary to do so.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Uncertainty in the license renewal process can only be
reduced by a demonstration. 7he B&WOG has committed
to pursuing license renewal and submitting at least one
license renewal application by December 1997. The
condition for this commitment is that reasonable USNRC
interpretations be provided in pcess through the formal
approval of technical reports. Mis formal approval will
allow on-going evaluation of the cost effectiveness of the
license renewal option. ne evaluations will satisfy the
technical requirements for the B &WOG owners and can pave
the way for the industry as a whole.

The industry and the USNRC must continue to solve
policy issues such as the continuity of the current licensing
basis, the implications of the 'new' license and the depth of
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ABSTRACT

The development of an ANC-type empirical two-phase PUMP
model for CANDU (ganadian Deuterium) reactor pmary heat
transport pumps is described in the present paper. 'Me model
was developed based on Ontario Hydro Technologies' full scale mail
Darlington pump first quadrant test data. The functional fon of
the ANC model which is widely used was chosen to facilitate the
implementation of the model into existing computer codes.

The work is part of a bigger test program with the aims: (1 to
produce high quality pump performance data under off-normal F- FM FM

operating conditions using both full-size and model scale pumps;
(2) to advance our basic understanding of the dominant
mechanisms affecting pump performance based on more detailed
local measurements; and 3 to develop a "best-estimate" or
improved pump model for use in reactor licensing and safety
analyses.

FIGURE :
SCREMA'nCS OF DARLINGTON NGS PUMP TEST

1.0 UN[TRODUCTION LOOP WITH INSTRUMENTATION

The operation procedures of CANDU reactors allow the main A pump suction gamma densitometer which divides the cross-
coolant pumps to remain running for a finite length of time under section of the suction pipe into five parallel segments and
two-phase flow conditions resulted from loop depressurization. measures the local and average void fractions at the pump
The two-phase performance of the main coolant pumps, however, suction;
has not been properly characterized. A test program was thus
initiated in Ontario Hydro to investigate systematically the A rake of five pitot tubes across the diameter of the pipe at
performance of a full size CANDU reactor pump under two- the pump suction to measure the local velocity heads.
phase flow conditions. Combined with the local void fraction measurements, the two-

phase mass fluxes or two-phase volumetric flow rates at the
The Darlington Pump Test Loop in Ontario Hydro Technologies pump suction can be deduced [11;
(OHT) was used in the test program. A schematic of the pump
test loop is shown in Figure 1. Specifications of the Darlington A pump discharge gamma densitometer which provides three
pump are given in Table 1. chordal void fraction measurements at one of the two

discharge pipes (east leg). Since the discharge gamma
The test loop was extensively instnimented. A full complement densitometer does not cover the whole cross-sectional area of
of transmitters were used to cover the process conditions in the the pipe, no average void fraction at the discharge pipe was
flow loop. This included motor parameters, pressures and obtained. The device was used only as a void indicator.
temperatures at the pump suction and discharge, pressure rise
across the pump and venturis fr single-phase liquid flow A total of twenty-three 23) first quadrant two-phase flow tests
measurements igure 1). For two-phase testing, special were performed covering a range of operating conditions. This
instrumentation were installed to measure the suction and included five loop temperatures 1400 C to 2650 C ominal) and
dishcarge void fraction as well as the suction mass fluxes. They three initial flow settings (80%, 100% and 120% rated). The
are described below (Figure 1): following procedure was used in the test program: (1) pressurize
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the loop and heat up the loop using pump motor heat; 2) adjust where h24(va) is the normalized two-phase head
the settings of the flow control valves (FCVI to CV3) to hl,(v) is the normalized single-phase head
establish the desired initial single-phase flow conditions; 3 hf,(v) is the normalized fully-degraded head
depressurize the loop to the corresponding saturation pressure by M(a) is the head degradation multiplier
bleeding the loop after the desired loop temperature is achieved;
(4) produce two-phase flow conditions in the loop by bleeding Equation (1) states that for a given pump with a known single-
water from the loop slowly and continuously; (5) log all sensor phase head-flow curve, the two-phase pump head can be
signals as the loop void increases; and 6) terminate the test when calculated if the head degradation multiplier and the fully-
it is evident that the pump is free spinning or the loop vibrations degraded head-flow curve am known.
become excessive.

The first quadrant test data were pocessed. The head Since pump heads (single-phase, two-phase and ully-degraded)
degradation characteristics of the pump under various two-phase are, in principle, measurable in a test program, the model is thus
flow conditions were obtained. It was found that the head reduced to determining the head degradation multiplier as a
degradation characteristics are strongly influenced by the loop function of suction void:
operating conditions (i.e., temperature and initial flow rates).
The pump head tends to stay higher and longer for higher
temperature operations (e.g. at 265 deg Q. M(a) h - 4 h1 - hfd (2)

It sould be rioted that the set of test data obtained in the test
program is quite unique in the sense that: (1 a real-size reactor 3.2 Pump Head Degradation Characteristics
pump was used and 2) void fraction and two-phase mass fluxes
at the pump suction were measured. Te test data thus provide The two-phase head degradation characteristics of the Darlington
a more reliable data base for two-phase pump model development Pump were investigated systematically in the present test
for actor primary heat transport pumps. The development of an program. The effects of the loop temperature and initial flow
"improved" empirical pump model is given in the psent paper. settings were studied.
It is hoped tha by adopting the improved and more realistic
pump model into the reactor licensing codes, our prediction Five loop temperatures 140, 170, 200, 230 and 265 Q were
capabilities in reactor thermal hydraulic transient calculations attempted. However, for the two lower temperature tests 140
under various accident scenarios can be enhanced. and 170' Q, the pump went into cavitation as soon as the loop

was depressurized. The tests were thus terminated without any
measurable suction voids. No two-phase pump performance data

2.0 EXISTING PUMI? MODELS were obtained for these two test conditions.

Because of the importance of heat transport pumps in nuclear The degradation of the pump head as a function of the measured
reactor operations, a large aount of work has been done on average suction void fraction is shown in Figures 2 to 4 for
pump performance under both single- and two-phase flow nominal loop temperatures of 265, 230 and 200 C respectively.
conditions. Some of the more important pump test work are The pump head was calculated using the pressure rise
given in 2-1 1 ]. A brief review of the major empirical two-phase measurement across the pump and the measured suction mixture
pump models was provided by Kim 12]. Analytical models are density:
described in 13-16]. In general, the analytical models are still
under development and are more difficult to apply. H AP/(pm *g) (3)

Among all the models, the empirical ANC model 17] is the most T 265'C

widely-used in reactor safety analyses. It was, therefore. decided
that the present model should have the same form as the ANC o a. tot)

A L ( 364)
model so that it can be readily implemented into the existing 13 1.2 109)

computer codes.

V3.0 OHT MODEL

3.1 Approach
4'=0

The same basic formulation as in the ANC model 171 is used: Z extrapolation

0.2 1.0

h2,(va = h,,(v - M(a) h,,(v - hf,(v) (1) Suction Void
FIGURE 2:
PUMP BEAD DEGRADATION CHARACTERISTICS
(T = 265 deg C)
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T23M 1.0 tends to maintain its head for higher suction voids. At lower
.4 0,10A loop temperatures, the head degrades more readily in response

0 0.6 O 10) to an increase in void in the suction pipe.
A I. D 3)

1.01 0 1.2 CD U) The head degradation also depends on the initial flow rates.
two-phase pump behaviour for different initial flow

conditions are quite different at low suction voids. However,
at higher suction voids 0.4 or higher), the pump head curvesZ

d for a given loop temperature tend to converge. This suggests
of that the loop resistance was dominated more by the two-phase

flow than by the control valves at high voids.
0.2-

extrapola

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 1.0 3.3 Fully-Degraded Pump Head

Suction Void
The ANC pump model is based on the assumption that the two-

FIGURE 3 phase pump performance varies between the single-phase liquid
PUMP HEAD DEGRADATION CHARACTERISTICS and the fully-degraded two-phase head-flow curves (Eqn (1)).
(T 230 deg The single-phase liquid head-flow curve can be readily measured.

However, the fully-degraded head-flow curve is not as well
defined. Physically, it can be defined as the lowest possible two-

T. 200-C 1.0 phase head delivered by the pump for a given volumetric flow
Q'/Q. rate. The fully-degraded head-flow curve can thus be determined

0 0.8 CD ISM
1-2 A 1.0 (D 1421 experimentally by fitting a curve to the lower bound of a the

--- extrapolation a 1.2 O 167) two-phase performance data for a given pump. Te resulting
fully-degraded pump head, therefore, depends very much on the

'U size and quality of the test data.

Another important paramter in the ANC-type pump model is the
All

threshold pump suction void fraction otw) which signifies the
CL4- beginning of the fully-degraded pump operation. At %,, the two-

phase pump head becomes the same as the fully-degraded head
and consequently, M becomes unity as given by Equation 2).

0 0.4 0.4 0.8 1.0
Again, the threshold void fraction is not well defined. It was

Suction Void found to be pump dependent and can be correlated by the pump
specific speed and the impeller diameter [18]. Its value was

FIGURE 4 estimated to be between 0.0 and 02 for the SAWFr pump and
PUMP HEAD DEGRADATION CHARACTERIS'nCS 0.4 and 06 for the CE pump [I 81.
(T = 200 deg Q

it should be noted that pump head data were oly obtained for 3.4 Pump Model
average suction void fractions of up to about 40%. At about
40% suction void, the pump head and thus the flow became so Before an ANC-type model for the Darlington pump can be
low that damage to the pump bearings became a real concern. developed, it is neccesary to determine both the flly-degraded
The tests were therefore terminated. The head curves at higher head-flow curve and the threshold void fraction for the
suction voids shown in the Figures were extrapolated based on Darlington pump,
theoretical considerations that the pump head degrades as suction
void increases and achieves a minimum at high suction voids. The fully-degraded head can be estimated by fitting a lower
The pump head as defined by Eqn 3), then begins to recover as bound curve to the two-phase performance data as described in
the single-phase stearn flow condition is approached and achieves the previous section. Its normalized value was found to lie
its rated single-phase (stearn) value when the suction void between 02 and 0.0 for a normalized flow of between 02 and
becomes unity. The behaviour of the pump head as a fnction I.O. However, this estimation is not considered reliable due to
of suction void has also been observed experimentally 6,71. the small size of the Darlington pump test data.

In the pesent study, the fully-degraded pump head was obtained
From Figures 2 to 4 two observations can be made: from the extrapolated head degradation curves (Figures 24). The

fully-degraded pump head was taken as the minimum head values
'Me head degradation characteristics are strongly affected by in the Figures. This minimum head value depends on the loop
the loop temperature. At higher loop temperatures, the pump temperature only and is independent of the initial how rates.
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They are given in Table 2 for the three loop temperatures used. thus decided that the effect of the flow parameter be ignored and
It should be noted that the fully-degraded pump head so obtained only the M curves with v = .0 be retained. The choice of the
gave only approximate values. The values were acceptable for v = .0 curves is easonable becasue the v = .0 curves provide
the present application as the degradation multiplier was found to a good approximation for the other flow conditions, specially
be rather insensitive to the fully-degraded pump head used. This for the 265 and 200 deg C cases (Figures and 7.
will be discussed later.

To facilitate the application of the new two-phase pump model
The threshold void fraction for the Darlington pump was also to the existing computer codes, attempts have been made to relate
obtained from the head degradation curves (Figures 2 to 4 It the head degradation multiplier to the pump suction void using
was taken as the smallest suction void fraction which corresponds various functional forms. However, the outcome of te effort
to the minimum pump head value in the extrapolated head was less than satisfactory. Therefore, it was decided that it will
degradation curves. Its values are also given in Table 2 be easier and more accurate to implement the model in tabulated

form. This is given in Table 3 Shown in the table are the
Using the two-phase test data and the fully dgraded head values values of the multiplier at the three loop temperatures for
obtained, the head degradation multiplier for the Darlington pump different pump suction void fractions. M values at void fractions
was computed as a function of the suction void (Equation 2)). between two given points can be linearly interpolated.

Interpolation or extrapolation may also be used to obtain M
The manufacturer provided single-phase liquid head-flow curve values at temperatures other than those shown in Table 3.
was used in the calculations. This curve can be expressed in the However, there are not enough test data to assess the validity or
form of a polynomial: accuracy of this temperature interpolation or extrapolation.

h,,(v = a. a,*v + a2*%r + a3*v' (4)
1.2

where 1.2158
a, = 0.1182 1.0
a, = 0.2273 0.8
a, = 0.0930

0.6
The single-phase head-flow curve was also obtained 0 0.4 (0191)
experimentally using the Darlington pump loop, it was found to 0.4
be within 3 of the manufacturer's curve. 0.2

0.0

The head degradation multiplier for the Darlington pump is 0.2
shown in Figures to 7 for the t= loop temperatures used.
The curves can be divided into three regions based on the suction -0.4
void fraction values: 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

(1) For ot < 04, the curves were calculated directly from test suction void, cX,
data as described above, FIGURE 

IjEAD DEGRADATION MULTIPLIER T = 265 deg 
(2) For 04 < o:,, < o, M(a) was extrapolated using the fully-

degraded two-phase pump head and threshold void fraction
estimated; and i .2

(3) For otI, > o a simple model was used. The pump head was 1.0
assumed to be fully-degraded up to a suction void of 09. 0.8
After that, the pump head recovered linearly and achieved the
single-phase (steam) head at o = .O. 0.6

0.8 co 0)
From Figures to 7 it can be seen that the head degradation Zs 0.4 7 I.0 P 193)

M O 1.2 O IU)
multiplier is also a unction of the loop temperature and initial 0.2
flow conditions as expected from the head degradation curves
shown in Figures 2 to 4 The curves provide detailed pump 0. 0
behaviour under two-phase flow conditions. However, from an
application point of view, it may be desirable to reduce the - 02
number of dependent variables so that the model can be more -0.4
easily implemented into the existing computer codes. 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

suction void, 
Since the dependence of the head degradation multiplier on the
initial flow rates is not as strong as the loop temperature, it is FIGURE 6:

HEAD DEGRADATION MULTIPLIER (T = 230 deg 
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1.2 T 265 C V - .0; cf. 1.0

1.2
1.0

1.0
0.8

0.8
0.6 a'la, co

0. 0. 0.6 7 h
V, f IQ VO fd

Zs 0.4 0
0.4 0 0.1

17
0.2 0 v 0.25

0.2 a 0.35
0.0 0.0

-0.2
-0.2

-0.4
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 -0.4 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

suction void, ct,
suction void, a.

FIGURE 7:
HEAD DEGRADATION MULTIPLIER Cr - 200 deg Q FIGURE 8: SENSMV1W QF MW TO h,, VALUES

4.0 DISCUSSIONS
impeller BwFt Pwst

I. The present empirical model was developed using the fully-
degraded pump head and threshold void fraction values
estimated from the extrapolated head degradation curves. The
estimated values appeared to be reasonable and consistent with
other studies [18]. 0

o -Darlington2. The fiffly-degraded pump head, h, was assumed to be la
constant for a given loop temperature in the present model. 0 iruce
The sensitivity of the model to the fully-degraded pump head t-
used was studied. Te results am shown in Figure for the o
265' C test at rated flow condition. The fully-degraded pump Pickering

0head was varied between 0 I and 035 which represents a large
uncertainty range. It can be seen that the effect of hfd on the
degradation multiplier is small. CL RD-14

OHRD Hi-Head:1
*SAWF T :1arT

3. The present model is divided into three regions. For a < %d,
M(a) was calculated or extrapolated from the test data. For OK Lo -Head
(x > % a simple relationship was suggested. Other curves 0 L081
may also be used in this region if they are judged to be more

- Jappropriate. 933 25o, .coecolooo a010 �000 000
S�S.Cl!!J 5P6ekMC RPM)

4. The pump heads as predicted using the present empin M 5 1.0
model were compared with the test data. The pump heads for
the tests with initial flows at rated condition were well FIGURE 9 SIZE AND SPEED OF PUMPS USED IN
predicted as expected. For the range of initial flows used TWO-PHASE TESTS
(80% to 120% rated), the uncertainties of the model predictions

were around 30%. 45% and 35% for loop temperatures of
265', 230' and 200 C respectively. 5.0 CONCLUSIONS

5. The present empirical model is more appropriate to M-size The development of a new empirical two-phase pump model
reactor pumps than the ANC model by virtue of the data base based on the Ontano Hydro Technologies Darlington pump test
used in its development. In comparison, the ANC model was data was described. Since a real-size reactor pump was used in
developed using a small pump with internals quite different the test with direct measurements of void fction and two-phase
from typical reactor pumps. The relative size of the pumps mass flux at the pump suction, the new model is believed to be
which have been used in various two-phase performance tests a major improvement over the widely-used ANC model.
are compared in Figure 9 Also shown in Figure 9 are
typical BWR, PWR and CANDU reactor pumps. It is obvious Only the first quadrant (forward flow, forward rotation) test data
that the ANC model may not be the best model to used for were used in the model development. Therefore, the new model
nuclear reactor applications. is applicable only to the fst quadrant pump operations.
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TABLEI TABLE 3
SPECIFICATIONS OF DARLINGTON NGS PUMP OHRD EMPIRICAL TWO-PHASE PUMP MODEL

Rated Head: 224 m HEAD DEGRADATION MULTIPLIER
Rated Flow: 3.1 M3/S (M(O;S))

Speed: 1800 rpm Suction Void (a,) T=265'C T=230'C T 200'C
Specific Speed: 2828
Impeller Diameter: 77.0 cm 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.02 0.022 0.023 0.258
0.05 0.044 0.119 0.563
0.10 0.010 0.269 0.585
0.15 - 0043 0.367 0.615
0.20 - 0103 0.411 0.647

TABLE 2 0.25 - 0168 0.417 0.650
DARLINGTON PUMP HEAD 0.30 - 0186 0.500 0.721

DEGRADATION CHARACTERISTICS 0.35 0.020 0.601 0.886
0.40 0.536 0.856 0.940

Loop Temperature Fully-Degraded Threshold Void 0.45 0.805 0.925 0.975
( Q Head (hfd) Fraction (afj) 0.50 0.890 0.973 1.00

0.55 0.965 1.00 1.00
265 0.25 0.60 0.60 1.00 1.00 1.00
230 0.15 0.55 0.90 1.00 1.00 1.00
200 0.10 0.50 0.95 0.50 0.50 0.50

1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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ABSTRACT Most of the existing modelings; on JAC rely on em inicism
'Me local interfacial characteristics of an air-water, bubbly upflow and are limited to area-averaged JAC over a section ora flow
in a circular pipe has been investigated experimentally based on channel, <Ai>. According to the published data and the
the measurements of a miniature two-sensor rsistivity probe. correlations, there are two ypical formats to illustrate the
Radialprofilcs of interfacial area concentration (IAC), together dependency of the interfacial area on the two-phase flow
with omer structural parameters (void fraction, bubble frequency, arameters. One approach in correlating the JAC data is on the
bubble velocity and Sauter mean bubble diameter) were Fevel of energy dissipation in the fluid4--5. Accordingly, the JAC
:simultaneously measured at four axial positions with entrance has been correlated in terms of frictional or total pressure drop.

) ratios of 30, 60, 90 and 120. A few investigators have correlated the JAC in terms of the void
ut under various fixed gas and fraction6-7. Recently, Kocamustafaoguflari et a.11 theoretically

size being changed at the flow modeled the JAC in a horizontal bubbly flow based on the
distribution and AC are ver modeling of bubble breakup process.

e bubble size and the bubble' The information on local IAC, Ar), is very limited due to
coalescence effects during the development of bubbly flow. This the presence of very few established theoretical foundations for
paper summarizes the experimental results on the associated relating the IAC to easily measurable quantities. The only
local interfacial parameters and compares the present data with correlation of local JAC that can currently be found in the
the existing models used in predicting the IAC. literature was proposed by Srizawa & Kotaoka9, based on the

measurement of two-sensor resistivity probe in a vertical bubbly
1. INTRODUCTION flow. An advancement in measuring technique was made by

Turbulent bubbly liquid-gas flow occurs in Kataoka, Ishii Serizawalo who were the first to develop amany important theoretically-supported method of using a resistivity probe
technical applications, and hence has been widely studied.
However, it is only in recent years that much progress has been techn' t s the local IAC. By using this method,
made in understanding the local structure of these flows. The seve St dies'" on the local JAC in air-water bubbly flow
flow structure along a vertical channel resulting from the have been made based on the assume!ions of spherical bubble

and unidirectional bubble movement. However, the influences of
expansion of the gas phase associated with the frictional bubble diameter and/or phase distribution effects on the JAC
pressure gradient causes a continual lateral two-phase flow have not yet been investigated systematically in a pipe flow. On
structural development. Interfacial area and void fraction are two the other hand, considerable progress has been made in recent
important parameters for characterizing two-phase flow and are g Instructing multi-dimensional two-fluid models for
indispensable in two-fluid model formulation'. Void fraction uars in cibbly floWS13 but these do not depend upon bubble diameter,

s and is a required parameter either locally or globally. It is clear, however, that information of
desi gn of various industrial this nature is needed in order to progress beyond the selection of

ntration (IAQ describes the empirical constants in the time-averaged phasic momentum
nit volume of the two-phase equations. Predictions of void fraction and IAC distributions in

of mass, momentum and this flow are constrained by insufficient experimental data on the
energy in steady and transient se flows. effect of different parameters. Among these, bubble size effect is

Currently, the importance of the bubble size effects have one of the most important.
been stressed as a k% parameter in flow modeling2. However, The objective of the present study is to concentrate on the
the detailed effect of tibble size is still not clear enough due to effects of bbble size and entrance length on the behavior of local
the complex interactions among bubbles, liguid and the channel IAC. Systematic measurements were carried out under various
wall. Recently. the studies conducted by this author3 found that only the bubble size being
even performing the experiment with the same test section tal of 115 flow conditions
under the same_gas and liquid fluxes, the flow structure can be peaking void distributions of
quite different. Thus, measurements of lateral void fraction and easured. The local ACs are
IAC should be accompanied by measurements of other structural By transversing two-sensor
parameters along the axial distance to gain insight into the flow resistivity probe for air-water bubbly flow along a vertical
structure development. channel. This paper summarizes the experimental results on the

Several methods are available at present to measure JAC in associated local interfacial parameters and compares the present
two-phase flows. These are: chemical absorption method, light data with the existing models used in predicting the IAC.
& ultrasonic attenuation methods and intrusive local probe
methods. The chemical absorption method only provides a global II. TEST FACILITY
measurement of JAC. The light ultrasonic attenuation
methods are only accurate for flows with very low void fractions, This experimental system consists of a circulation pump,
on the order of a few percent, and most of theW provide a chord- water storage tank, test section, bubble generator, separator

probes (eg, resistivity fiber and instrumentation spool piece. he test section is an n long,
eld, but have been found to be vertical transparent Lexan tube, with internal diameter of 57.2

JAC for a wide range of void mm. The instrumentation spool piece is made of a I n long tube
with the same diameter and material as the test section and is

8-B-1



Mixirg Roon size, from less than I mm to about 20 mm, can be Generated into
Test Section a continual axial cylindrical symmetry flow development along

Scree L Support the tube.

4 ways A miniature L-shaped two-sensor resistivity probe, with 
Main Water Low Plenum mm apart axially between the tips was used in measuring the

Stream local interfacial parameters. Each sensor was driven by a
Voltage-sensitive circuit consisting of a 1.5 volt battery and a
100 W potentiometer connected in series with the probe to
ground.. Details of the probe design and operation principle have

Porforatec 14
Pipe Screen a bee given elsewhere During the course of the experiment, the

SUPPOrt an output I f the two sensors were monitored by an
Packirn Os cope and sampled by a high speed data acquisition
Gland,- SKS (TSI IFA-200) A sampling rate of 10-20 kHz per

c annel was used to ensure sufficient resolution in analyzing the
high-speed, small bubble, two-phase conditions. At each local

Air Chsnnber measuring point, a sampling piod of 10-30 seconds was used
to detect a sufficient number of bubbles. All the information

Fi Drain digitized by the computer was stored for further processing.
Nozzle Block

Ill. SIGNAL PROCESSING
Fv* Screen Set Software with adjustable level and slope thresholds was

Charriber employed in the hase discrimination stage to obtain the binary
signal from raw Sata. The transition between the gas and liquid
phases was determined by comparing the instantaneous slope
iind magnitude of the grobe voltage with the selected thresholds.

The appropriate thres old could be selected iteratively so that
inlet the integrated local void fraction converged to the area-averaged

void fraction <x>. Thus, the local void fraction, x(r) is

Fig. 1. Test Section inlet Plenum and Bubble Generator determined by the fraction of total digitized samples which is
detected as as, while the local bubble impact fequency, BIF(r),

eq, ed with the measuring probes and transversing is the nurater of counted bubbles averaged over the total
m Uiganism, quick-closing valves, pressure and temperature sampling time. The local IAC at any spatial location r is given'ec a s
sensors. This spool piece was designed to be connected to the

test section at different elevations. The two-phase flow was Ai(r)

realized by separately supplied and controlled flowrates of ;Fjl A Ij
filtered air and water through a special designed bubble
generator and then mixed in the test section. The schematic where T. Uj and ni are the smpling time, interfacial velocity and
diagram of two-phase flow loop and details of experimental unit vector of the interface j. N is te total number of interfaces
system have been given elsewhere3. passing through the point within the sampling time T. Physically

this local IAC represents the probability of the interface
To understand the bubble size effect specifically a bubble occurring at that point.

generator (Fig. 1), same as that previously applied3, was used
to stabilize te resultant inlet test section flow field and to Eq[�J provides a ossible measurement technique for
change the bubble size as desired for a given combination of gas determining the loca I C, if the interfacial velocity and the
and liquid volumetric fluxes 01. and JG)- In pnciple, the surface direction at the point can be measured. By considering

r was injected through a porous the velocity fluctuations due to turbulent motion of fluid particles,
water an was Kotaoka et a.11 suggested an improved statistical model. In this

in axial model it was assumed that the direction of the interface velocity
the fluctuates within a maximum angle of , from the axial direction

waterjet How rate at appropriate value erld the with equal probability. Then this angle 0o was related to the
volumetric flux of water flow throu e ble ipiector with root-mean-square f fluctuating components of the velocity, s,
i.d.=9.7 mm. The total liquid vol flow rate into the test which can be measured by the same double-sensor probe
section is the sum of liquid jet and main flow which were simultaneously with the measurement of the interfacial velocity
controlled separately. Finally, the main water stream flowed U . The local IAC Ai(r) is then calculated according to the

upward through a series of fine mesh screens at the entrance of ollowing equation.
the test section and then mixed uniformly with the two-phase
jet. In this way, the main liquid flow started mixing unif6mily A,(r) 4 BIF(r) (I/ Ubj) / Ni Tl [2]

with the two-phase jet at the entrance of the vertical tube rather where j-1
than in the bubble generator. Thus, a wide range of initial bubble

50 2C lb) 200 J, 1.0 M% QS o 60C (d)

J, - .0 V. 0. o J.-O.2.^ 1.0 0
J. W /. L/D 30 Jj 2D 

40 L/O 30 Tiow): 20 '.' 40 500
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so

400.
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Fig. 2 Bubble Size Effect on (a) Void Fraction, (b) Bubble Size, (c) Bubble Frequency and (d) IAC Distribution
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71 = I - cot( ./2) In cos(O./2)) - tan(O./2) In sin(O./2)) flowrate of liquid jet, J. in bubble generator, at J= 1.0 m/s, J,=0.2
in/s and L/D=30. The corresponding void fraction, Sauter mean

sin(20.)/ 20. I - s Ma (I 3 sI /U� bubble diameter and bubble frequency are also shown in Figs.
2(a-c). As expected, the IAC is ver.y strongly affected b the

Thus, the local Sauter mean bubble diameter, Db,(r), can be bubble size and the void fraction since the surface to vlume
calculated from ratio of a small bubble is larger than that of a larger bubble. From

Db.(r = 6 ot(r) / Ai(r) [31 these figures, it should be noted that the size and the number of
bubbles generated are very sensitive to the value of J while

The time-averaged local bubble velocity, U,(r), and its both of the void fraction and the IAC profiles show strong
turbulent fluctuation, s(r), used in the calculation of A#), can be dependence on bubble size even under the fixed liquid and gas
determined from the bubble velocity spectrum. Here Ub(r) is fluxes. Generally, the smaller the bubbles generated, the more
defined as the axial component of the displacement velocity of uniform are the bubble sizes distributed across the channel.
gas-liquid interfaces and is obtained by detecting the transport Most of these small bubbles preferably migrate toward the tube
time of the individual bubble front surfaces passing through the wall resulting in a saddle-shape bubble fre uenc� profile and
fixed axial distance between the tips of the sensors. In this iflatter in the core region. Therefore, the profiles void fraction
study, a computer subroutine was eveloped to transfer the and IAC follow the same tendency as bubble frequency in this
transport time of each bubble to an amplitude pulse, and to count low JL bubbly flow, as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(d).
these pulse trains in 100 equally-spaced channels between the
detected maximum and minimum of the pulse to yield the bubble As the liquid jet velocity decreased, the bubble size
velocity spectrum. The local bubble velocity and its turbulent increased. This effect will lower the height of void peak near the
fluctuation were determined by wall. As the nozzle jet decreased further, the bubble diameter

increased to some limit [about 56 MM]3, causing void fraction
WO Y_ Nbi Ubi (r) Nbi (41 and JAC profiles to change from a saddle shape into a convex

shape, while the sliding bubbles near the wall gathered into the
center of the tube. In general, the void profile transfigurationS = _ Nbi Ubi(r) Ut,(r) II Nbil 1,1

A i [51 often occurred accompanied by bubble coalescence and bubble
growth, making the IAC suddenly decrease. Indeed, by changing

where U is the instantaneous measured local bubble velocity in the bubble size, more than one phase distribution patter ma
the ith channel, and Nbi is the counting ate of U, in each channel. appear under the fixed volurrietric flux combinations (, & J,�

Before the bubble velocity spectrum can be constructed, the resulting to different IACs for each phase distribution pattern.

inevitable miscounting bubbles must be addressed. This

minating the miscounted B. Mean Phases Velocity Effect On Local IAC

ntify the probe signals Fi s. 3(a-d) present the (mean) liquid phase velocity effect
The experiments we on voiS fraction, Sauter mean bubble diameter, bubble frequency

ons: and IAC distributions under the same gas phase velocity (J,=0.2

J,(m/s):0.5,I.0,2.0&3.0 L/D:30,60,90&120 m/s) condition. In these figures, the bubble size condition was

JG (m/s) 0. 1 02 04 - r/R : 0 - 98% (15 radial points) �hanged by two different liquid jet velocities. From Fig. 3(b) it
Is interesting to note that at low liquid jet velocity conditions

Ji (nx/s) - 60 - <a>: - 25% (J,=].O Ws, solid symbols), the large bubbles tend to gather in

the channel center at the lower liquid velocity (J,=1.0 m/s),
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION resulting in parabolic bubble diameter profile. Further increase of

Profiles of void fraction and IAC were measured along the the liquid velocif� J =3 m/s) will decrease the bubble size and
test section diameter at four axial positions with L/D of 30, bb e 2aj;�eter profiles. Fig. 3(c) also shows that
90 and 120 respectively, to study the structure development in the amount of bubbles are increased at high liquid velocity, while
turbulent two-phase low under well-controlled bubble size most of these small bubbles are distributed more uniformly in the
injection. Generally, the higher the li_quid jet velocity, Jj, the core region. Thus, the resultant IAC increased as the liquid flow

sifialler are the bubbles generated. However, exact bubble rate increased.

number density, bubble size and their distribution strongl As the liquid jet velocity increased to J=4.0 /s (open
depend on the combination of liquid and gas volumetric fluxes, Ii. symbols) under the same con. ditions; as before! Fig. 3b) shows

J and the axial distance from injection point (or entrance that the bubble size further significantly reduced in low liquid
length), L. AR of these effects will contribute to the specific final small bulvelocity conditions J =1 m/s) while the oi bbles
distribution of void fraction and IAC. To understand the internal just slightly reduced iheir'size in high liquid f ow condition. Thus

flow structure and to elucidate the mechanism f turbulent the bubble size has the tendency to distribute more uniforml
transfer in two-phase flows, the profiles of the velocity, and the across the channel for both of the liquid flow conditions. Fig. 3(c�
number and size of bubbles were also measured simultaneously. presents the consistent tendency of bubble movement that most

of these small bubbles tend to migrate toward the wall to for a
A. Bubble Size Effect On Local IAC At Fixed Elevation peaking profile. By considering the tendency of bubble size and

bubble fequency .Fig. 2(d) presents the t ical result of IAC under different profiles discussed above, it also confirmed that
bubble size conditions , whil the liquid velocity effect on void fraction and IAC profiles are

0 12 2W 600 (d)W
J.-O.2(��) J. 2(��) '1�0

-1a 10 L/DO III -) I Sao

X ISO

E 8

20 6 4! 100

zoo
10, 50

100 1.04

00 02 04 06 (is io 00 C12 04 Q6 as 1.0 0 04 OB 1.0 00 02 0.4 Qs Qs LO
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Fig. 3 Liquid Velocity Effect on (a) Void Fraction, (b) Bubble Size, (c) Bubble Frequency and (d) IAC Distribution
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more sensitive in low liquid flow conditions. As liquid jet velocity D. Mean Phases Velocity Effect On Area-Averaged IAC
increased to reduce the -bubble size, the profiles of v6id fraction
and IAC showed a drastic change from parabolic to wall peaking The area-averaged IAC, <Ai>, is obtained from the
in low liquid flow rate conditions and a rather smaller change in measured local IAC by
high liquid low rate conditions. <A> I A. r) d A [61

Figs. 4(a-d) present the tgical results of gas phase A
velocity effect on void fraction, autcr mean bubble diameter, fA
bubble frequency and IAC distributions under the same bulk The area aeraged value of Sauter mean bubble diameter
liquid flowrate (J,=I.O m/s) condition. The bubble size condition <Db,>, is then given by
also was changed by two different liquid et velocities.ease b the bubble [71Increasing the gas velocity will incr oth <13�.> 6 <cx> <A,>
diameter and bubble frequency. With a low velocity liquid jet Figs. 6(a) and 6b) present the mean liquid velocity effect
(J=1.0 m/s, solid symbols), the profiles of bubble diameter and on <Ai> and on the corresponding <Dt,.>, respectively. The
bilbble frequency became nearly parabolic as the gas velocit t i al mean gas velocity effects are presented in Figs. 7(a) and
increases. Thus, the resultant radial profiles of IAC and voil ypic7(b). The bubble size condition also was changed by five
fraction show the same tendency as those of the bubble diameter different liquid jet velocities. These figures clearly indicate that
and bubble frequency. Furthermore, by increasing the jet velocity the area-averaged IAC preserved the similar trends with those
to a higher value ].=6.0 m1s, open symbols), the size of bubble of local IAC as mentioned in section IV-B. Namely, the higher
decreases drasticaify, and flatten the bubble diameter profiles. mean liquid velocities lead to smaller bubble sizes, and
Large numbers of these small bubbles tend to migrate toward consequently making it less affects on the variation of bubble
the channel wall, resulting in uniform bubble frequency size and IAC. However, under the lower liquid flow rate
distribution in the core region and a very sh ak near the conditions the flow structure is more sensitive to the bubble sizebe no aTtgaet the higher change, (Fig. 6b) especially for the higher gas flow ratewall. From the above results, it should te
the mean ga� velocity, the greater the influence of nozzle jet conditions. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 7 increasing either the
speed on void fraction and IAC distributions. For the same as flow rate or the liquid jet flow would increase both of the
bubbling condition J-constant), systematic variations, Cuter mean bubble diameter and the <A,>.
increases of both void iraction and IAC, were observed with
increasing JG, V. COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA AND PREDICTIONS

C. Entrance Length Effect On Local IAC The present area-averaged and local IAC data were
compared with the existing correlations given in Table 1. The

Figs. 5(a) and 5d) present the typical results of void comparisons are shown in Figs. and 9 In performing the
fraction and IAC profi es at the fixed JLI Jo and J obtained at comparisons, the frictional pressure drop was measured. Two
L/D=30, 60, 90 and 120 respectively. ue to the High liquid jet pairs of pressure taps oriented in opposite directions along the
velocity used to generate small bubbles, the bubbly flow is centerline of the test section were used to measure the pressure
formed throughout the channel. It is known that the higher the gradient in the same probe region for double checking. Each Pair
Ii id jet velocity, the larger the axial length that the small of the pressure taps was connected to a Rosemount DP
burbles can be sustained for, thus a wall peaking void fraction transducer, with an accuracy of 02 mm water head. The void
and IAC distributions can be maintained farther. Both Figs. 5(a) fraction <a> was determined by the hold-up method using quick-
and 5(d) also indicate that with increasing entrance length, closing valves. Since the effect of the acceleration component is
these peaks tend to decrease and finally may corn letely vanish. rather negligible, the total pressure gradient is then calculated
This could be explained by the measured bugble size and from Eq[�]:
frequency distributions as shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c). From dp
Fig. 5(b), the bubble size is nearly uniformly distributed in cross (dp) <o> G + (I- <CC>) L I g+ (-) (81
section area and increasing slightly as L/D increases. However, dz dz f
from Fig. 5(c) the peaking bub le density near the wall tends to
decrease as L/D increases and finally almost disappears at It can be seen from Fig. that large discrepancies exist
L/D--120. This bubble number re-distribution along the channel among these correlations and none of them can handle the

r collision rate between these present data satisfactorily. The data reveal that the lower the p
the channel wall increasing the the wider is the range of <Ai> distributed over a narrow domain
cence and the tendency to of <xx The highest value of <Ai> in each flow condition

large turbulent fluctuations, corresponds to the highest J which generated the smallest sizeJvelocity gradient. Bubbles of bubbles. This phenomenon is more pronounced in either the
then are periodically transpio to the channel core. As a high Jp or the lw Jr. conditions. In contrast, under the high JL

result, the peak height of the void profile decreases with condition, such as JL=3.0 m/s, the above-mentioned phenomenon
distance from the injection point. Fig. 5(d) presents a typical i� greatly narrowed down due to oy a slight change in bubble
development profile of IAC- which is characterized by -fairly size which can be achieved by changing the Jj. The existence of
uniform distribution over a large portion of the flow area and an multi-distribution of interfacial parameters discussed in this
apparent decrease as the bubble size increases with distance paper is due to the existence of different flow structures under
fforn the injection point. This is exactly the same tendency the same gross flow and geometry ondition. It should be noted
observed in void development. that for a fixed Jr, and Jr, condition, the only parameter in the
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Fig. 4 Gas Velocity Effect on (a) Void Fraction, (b) Bubble Size, (c) Bubble Fquency and (d) IAC Distribution
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Fig. 5. L/D Effect on (a) Void Fraction, (b) Bubble Size, (c) Bubble Frequency and (d) IAC Distribution

present study affecting the flow structure in two-phase bubbly internal structure development. The obtained data are useful in
now is the diameter of bubbles which were generated by a single further developing mechanistic model. The important results are
bubble generator. Recently, a series of related experiments summarized as follows:
operated at the same test conditions and facility to study void - By only canging the bubble size, more than one phase
developments and wall shear stress'5 gave a consistent distribution pattern may appear under the fixed volumetric flux
conclusion that different bubbling conditions would result in combinations (J & ) resulting in different interfacial
different magnitudes of wall snear stress and interfacial parameters for each phack distribution pattern.
parameters.

The local IAC data is also co ared with the correlation Higher mean liquid velocities lead to less influence of nozzlep TIP!Dposed by Serizawa and Kataoka . Large scatters appear in jet speed (or bubble size) on IAC distributions. In contrast,
rig. 9 The lack of agreement between the present data and the the higher the mean gas velocity, the greater the influence of
prediction from the correlations could be attributed to the nozzle jet speed on IAC distribution. Under the same bubbling
following reasons. First, the existing area-averaged IAC condition, (Ji=constant), either decreasing the liquid flow at
correlations are based on the data obtained from different flow constant gas flow or increasing the gas flow at constant liquid
regimes and flow system. Secondly, the different entrance flow would increase the local IAC. Thus, in considering the gas
gpometry and the gas injection methods may cause different or liquid phase effect on the characteristics of interfacial
sizes and confi 1rations of the bubble. in fact, the different parameter distributions, the bubble size conditions need to be
distributions of Wu9ble size may affect the flow local turbulent specified clearly.
structure and also may even result in different flow regimeS3.
Most essentially, apart from the present study, no systematic -The L/D effect on IAC is closel� related to the bubble
IAC data base has accounted for the change in bubble size and coalescence in low liquid flow and ubble break-up in hgh
the related detail flow structure at the different measuring liquid flow. These two effects resulted in different bubble size
stations along the channel. Thus, none of the correlations can and bubble frequency, thus is directly related to the IAC, phase
handle the present results very well. distribution and flow regime transition. The wall peak height of

the void and IAC profiles decrease with distance from the
injection point. At L/D--120, the void and IAC profiles are

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS generally flatten as investigated in this study. However, this
effect is still somewhat influenced by the mean phases

The effects of bubble size and entrance length on IAC in a velocity.
vertical upward cocurrent air-water two-phase flow have been Apart from the present study, no systematic IAC data base
studied systematically based on the measurement of two-sensor has accounted for the change in bubble size and the information
resistivity probe. Under the well-controlled initial bubble size related to the detail flow structure at the different measu 'g
flow conditions, radial profiles of IAC, together with other rl
structural parameters (void fraction, bubble frequency, bubble stations along the channel. Data comparison are difficult under
velocity and bubble size) were measured simultaneously nominally similar conditions, and none of the correlations can
covering a broad range of a total of 1 15 combinations of (J, J J handle the present results very well.
and LID) conditions. In this study, bubble size effects on k From these results, one concludes that the bubble size is a
have been discussed based on the measured interfacial ke� parameter in two-phase flow and is very sensitive to AC
parameters and their distribution. This work has benefited from an Thhase distribution. Hence, existing models, which are to be
improving understanding the bubble size effect on bubbly flow vali over a wide range of conditions, should include the effect of

bubble size.
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Table 1. Summary of the JAC orrelations and Models:

Authors Correlation or Model Remarks

Akita Yoshida D� 1/2 D3 0.1 <(x>1.13 Upward bubbly flow in 77, 15 30 cm
I <A-> = 44Lf-p-L) P�)

(1974) 3D a W square channels by photography

2 Tabei et al. <.> = 2100 (<CC>)1.25 (I _ <a>) 0.75 Bubbly flow in a mobile-bed contactor
I by chemical absorption

Tomida et al. dp Upward slug, forth annular flow in
3 (1978) <A,> = 022 ( z )t <a> for JG < m/s 10, 18 24 mm id tubes by chemical

absorption
4 Kocamustafaogullari et al. <,>= 6<a>pL1(QL+Jr)(dp/dz)t)1n Horizontal bubbly flow in 50.3 mm id

(1992) 1.06 al/3 [(x> (I - oc>)EP]2�1 tube at L/D=253 by resistivity probe_

5 Serizawa & Kataoka A. (r = 030 JF cc(rf" for J � I m/s Upward bubbly flow in 30 and 60 mm id
(1987) tubes by resistivity probe

500 Resent data at L/D=60 2. A. SERIZAWA I KATAOKA, I. ZUN and 1. MICHIYOSHL
"Bubble Size tffict on Phase Distribution Japan-U.S.

Pkj a (3 Semin. on Two-Phase Flow Dynamics, Ohtsu, Japan 1988).
400 J L 11. I 0 11.0 12JO -10 3. T. J. LIU, "Bubble Size and Entrance Length Effects on VoidJo I .1 Q2 Q4 Q2 0.2
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ABSTRACT There have been several researches on averaging methods for
gas-liquid two-phase flow, and rigorous and reliable basic equations

The simplified and physically reasonable basic equations for the have been already obtained 13. Presently, the basic equations
gas-liqaid dispersed flow were developed based on some based on the two-fluid odel are most often used in the analyses of
appropriate assumptions and the treatment of dispersed phase as gas-liquid two-phase flow. This odel treats gas and liquid phase
isothermal rigid particles. Based on the local nstant formulation separately and basic equations for each phase are formulated. Using
of mass, momentum and energy conservation of the dispersed flow, this two-fluid odel, It has become possible to analyze steady and
tiae-averaged equations were obtained assuming that physical transient behaviors of gas-liquid two-phase flow with certain
quantities in the dispersed phase are uniform. These assumptions accuracy.
are approximately valid when phase change rate and/or chemical
reaction rate are not so large at gas-liquid Interface and there Is The previous basic equations based two-fluid odel are of
no heat generation In within the dispersed phase. Detailed course, are very rigorous In their original form, and can be applied
discussions were made on the characteristics of obtained basic to gas-liquid two-phase flow in any flow regime. However, when these
equations ad physical eanings of terms consisting the basic basic equations are applied to dispersed flow such as bubbly flow and
equations. It is shown that, in the derived averaged omentum droplet flow, they are too rigorous to Interpret the physical eaning
equation, the terms of pressure gradient and viscous oentum of certain terms In the basic equations.
diffusion do not appear and, in the energ eation, the term of
molecular thermal diffusion heat flux does ot appear. These charac- For example, In the momentum equation based on two-fluid
teristics of the derived equations were shown to be very model, the averaged pressure gradient terms appear in both phases.
consistent concerning the physical Interpretation of the gas- However, for dispersed phase such as bubbles and droplets, it is
liquid dispersed flow. Furthermore, the obtained basic equations difficult to understand the physical eaning of averaged pressure
are consistent with experiments for the dispersed flow where most of gradient (of course its definition is possible) and body force acting
averaged physical quantities are obtained assuming that the distri- on the bubbles and droplets due to the averaged pressure gradient.
butions of those are uniform within the dispersed phase.

Xoreover, the averaged physical quantities (averaged velocity,
Investigation was made on the problem whether the obtained basic averaged density etc.) for dispersed phase which appear in the
equations are well-posed or Ill-posed for the Initial value previous basic equations based on two-flaid model, are averaged values
problem. The elgeavalues of the simplified mass and momentum considering the distribution within the bubble and droplet.
equations are calculated for basic equations obtained here and However, It Is possible to assume the uniformity of physical
previous two-fluid basic equations with one pressure odel. quantities (temperature, pressure, velocity) within dispersed phased
Well-posedness and ill-poseduess are judged whether the eigenvalues for the dispersed flow In practical applications where phase change
are real or Imaginary. The result Indicated the newly developed rate and chemical reaction rate are not so large at Interface and
basic equations always constitute the well-posed Initial value there are no internal heat generation wthin the dispersed phase.
problem while the previous two-fluid basic equations based on one In addition to this, In the experiments for velocity easurement of
pressure model constitutes Ill-posed Initial value problem except dispersed flow using electrical resistivity probe, anemometer and LDV,
velocities of both phases being equal. we usually measure the velocity at surface of bubble and droplet and

obtain averaged velocity assuming that velocity within bubble and
I-INTRODUCTION droplet is equal to the velocity at interface. Therefore, basic

equations of dispersed phase we need in the praAlcal analyses of gas-
In order to accurately analyze the thermohydrodynamic liquid dispersed flow are those averaged' over dispersed phase

phenomena in gas-liquid two-phase flow, It is qte Important to assuming that bubble and droplet can be treated as a particle with
formulate rigorous basic equations for mass, oentum and energy constant distribution of physical quantities within It.
conservations In gas-liquld two-phase flow. In recent years, such
demands for the rigorous basic equations Increase due to the There are other problems In basic equations of gas-liquid two-
remarkable developments of the numerical analyses using high speed phase flow based on the two-fuld model which are presently used with
computers Usually, In the analyses of gas-liquid two-phase flow, we appropriate approximations and constitutive equations such as the
need nformation of average two-phase flow behaviors. Therefore, problems of Ill-posedness, difficulties In application to multi-
what we need are the basic equations which are averaged over dimensional analyses. In view of above mentioned
appropriate time and space domains. discussions, In the present paper, more practical and simplified

basic equations for gas-lipid-dispersed fow were de-rived based on
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the two-fluid model assuming that bubble and droplet can be treated as These assumptions are considered to be valid for gas-liquid dispersed
a particle with uniform physical quantities within it. Furthermore, flow where phase change rate and chemical reaction rate are not so
Investigation was made on the problem whether the obtained basic large at Interface and there are no Internal heat generation within
equations are well-posed or ill-posed as an Initial value problem. the dispersed phase. For pressure field within the dispersed phase,

we consider the force at the gas-liquid interface and assume uniform
Finally, one of the application of present study Is mentioned pressure within each dispersed phase. This is expressed by the

here. Recently, more detailed analyses of two-phase flow are following equation (see Appendix).
required for the safety and performance of various Industrial
equipments. For this purpose, more accurate constitutive equations _9radPd�_PdiXdiai

become needed. Along with experiments, numerical simulation for
bubbles and droplets behavior becomes very useful method for obtaining Similarly, for heat flux field within the dispersed phase, we consider
such constitutive equations Numerical simulation of each droplet or the heat flux at gas-liquid Interface and assume uniform heat flux
bubble in Lagranglan scheme become possible due to the progresses In within each dispersed phase which is given by
numerical method and computer capacity. However, In the previous -div (q d) = -q i Xdiai
basic equations based on two-fluid odel, dispersed phase Is also
treated as continuous fluid. Therefore, It Is not easy to apply the
constitutive equations for dispersed phase obtained by Lagranglan Here, ai Is local Instant Interfacial area concentration 2 and rld i

�analyses to the two-fluid model basic equations. The present study is outward unit normal vector at interface. Suffix I denotes the
Is a part of such project for sore detailed analyses of gas-liquid value at gas-liquid Interface.
two-phase flow In corporation with Lagranglan simulation of bubbles Averaging Eqs.(l) through 3) for time Interval T using above
and droplets. mentioned relations (Eqs.(4) through (11)) and averaging method for

differential terms Including gas-lIqn1d Interfaces within time

2.DERIVATION OF AVERAGED BASIC EQUATIONS BASED ON TWO-FLUID MODEL Interval T 2 we obtain time averaged basic equations for dispersed
phase for practical use. We denote te averaging for tme Interval

Here, averaged basic equations of mass, omentum and energy T by - hereafter. Furthermore, we define phasic averaging of each
conservations for dispersed phase are considered. Averaged basic phase which Is given by

equations for continuous phase (liquid phase In bubbly flow, gas phase
1-3 AIn droplet flow) are sale as those obtained previously k =4)kAkICVk (Phasic averaging of phase) (12)

Averaged basic equations of gas-liquid two-phase flow are obtained by
averaging local instant basic equation 2 which are given by Here, Ok IS V01U10trIC fraction of each phase given by

(lass) apd

odi +div ( PdVd))= 0 frk =Ok (13)

(momentum) All these elations entioned above, we finally obtain the time
averaged basic equations for dispersed phase which are given by

0 di P d Vd) +div ( P d V.1 Vd)_5T (mass)

d (-gradPd+divT d+ Pdg)
(2) a d P d) +div a d P d Vd.

(energy) K (Vii - Vdij)

Od a Pd(Ed+ VD) T Z (14)
_iTT 2 j_1 Ft dij ' Vii

+div0Pd(E,+ Vd) Vd) 13 (momentum)
() -( a d P d Vd.) +diV ( a d P I Vd. Vd.

0 d {-div q d -div (Pd Vd) t

+div ( r d' Vd) + P d 9 'Vd+Qd) (3) -div ( a, P , vd'. vd.)

Here, suffix d denotes dispersed phases and od Is the characteristic 1 N Pd Pd

function of dpersed phase which gives unity where dispersed phase +.,Pdg- T i _ I ' -v ' I

exists and otherwise gives zero +1 PddXdii'(VGV10Vdij

I 99dij -Vii
Averaging Es.(I) through 3) for the te Interval T, we T

obtain time averaged basic equations for dispersed phase. in (energy)

averaging, we assume that physical quantities are uniform within each

dispersed phase (within each bubble and droplet). This can be given (a d P d Ed.) +div (a d P d Ed. Vd.)

by following relations.

div P I Vd) = 0 (4) =-div(adpdE.'f.V".)

N

div P , v, v,) = 0 (5) y q dip x,j

div V d= 0 Tj-1 I Xij' Vii
(6) + 1 'V P dii Xdmi'(Vit _Vdid Edii

d) v,) 0 j-1
div ( P d (Ed+ (1/2) v2 T Xdij' Vii

(7)

di v W, v,) = 0 + CfdQd (16)

(8)

div ( r,- v,,) = o (9) Here, N denotes the number of Interfaces passing a measuring point
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within time interval T and suffix j denotes j th interface. vi is
velocity of interface. Mass averaged quantities and fluctuating (aP,)+div(aPV-)=Mai (26)
quantities are defined by

Vd.� PdVdlPd (17)

PdV;Vd=Pd(Vd-Vd.)(Vd-Vd.) -j-,(aPv_)+div(aPV,.VI.)
(18)

=-grad(aP)-div(aPv,'.v,.)
Ed.=PdEdlPd (19)

(20) +div(ar,)+aP,9+mviaj
Pd EdV�= ;d (EdEd-)(VdVd.)

In obtaining Eq.(16), we assumed that kinetic energy Is negligible -CD 1/2) P ( V, - .) 2 ai
compared wth thermal energy.

The right hand side of Eq.(14) corresponds to Interfacial ass _CTP,(Vd._V,.)gradv,.
transfer term (phase change rate) which is rewritten by - D

+CV P VI. Vd.) (27)
PdijXdit'(ViiVdj = -T 2: 1 X dj' Vii ?�daj (21)

where id Is phase change rate of dispersed phase (evaporation, at (aPE-)+div(apE_v,.)
condensation) per nit Interfacial area. The third term In the
right bud side of Eq.(15) represents interfacial momentum transport �-div(aPEI'.VI'.)+div(aq,)
term due to the pressure distribution around bubble and droplet.
More concretely, it corresponds to buoyancy force, drag force,
transverse lift force (such as agnus force etc,) and virtual mass +,,nEiaj-hj(Td.-T,.)ai+adQd (28)
force. It can be rewritten by

I Pdii Xdii 3. CHARACTERISTICS OF BASIC EQUATIONS FOR DSPERSED PHASE
T Xdi,' Vij

The basic equations of dispersed phase in gas-liquid two-phase
=-a d(ad Pd+ a, PI) flow based on simplified assumptions obtained in previous sections

have some characteristics In the physical Interpretation of their
terms which are described below.-CD(112)P,(V,._Vd.)'ai

The averaged physical quantities of dispersed phase in the
-CT PI (V,. -Vd.)grad V1. present equations are defined using the values at the Interface due to

the assumption of uniform distribution in each dispersed phase. For
Dd example, some averaged quantities are defined by following equations.+CVJWP I D I (Vd. V,.)) (22) 1 N12

ad= T 5' (12j_12jJ (29)
The fourth term in the right hand side of Eq.(15) corresponds to the j-1
interfacial momentum transport due to phase change, that Is 1 N/2

Y. (1zj-tz,-j)Pd,2j-i

N12

N adPdVd.=- (12jt2j-1) Pdi.Zj-l Vdi.2j-1
Pd(jXdii'(VijVdij)Vdfj Tj-1

T Y IXdij'Vi I Md Vd a 1N12
j-, (23)

adPdEd.=- ( t2j t2jJ P di.2j-, Edi.2j-1 (32)
Tj-1

The second term in the right hand side of energy conservation
equation (Eq.(16)) represents the Interfacial energy transport term Here, t2j-i and t2 are the times when the J th dispersed phase
due to the temperature gradient at interface and given in the form of arrives and departs a measuring point, respectively as shown In Fig.l.
Interfacial heat transfer term which Is given by For example, speaking of velocity, the averaged velocity defined

Eq.(32) Is given by only the interfacial velocities when the bubbles
N and droplets passes the measuring probe. This averaged value well_T Z q -Xdij

j- I dij -Vi I=-hi T, -T,.) ai (24) corresponds to the actual velocity measurements in the experiments.
In the practical measurements of velocity of dispersed phase, we

where hi is interfacial heat transfer coefficient and T,. and T. are usually use electrical resisitvity probe, anemometer, and laser
averaged temperatures of continuous and dispersed phase respectively. doppler anemometer. What these probe ususally measure for dispersed
The third term in the right hand side of Eq.(16) corresponds to phase Is Interfacial velocity of dispersed phase and velocity wIhtIn
interfacial energy transport term due to phase change which is the dispersed phase Is assumed to be equal to the interfacial
rewritten by vellocity. Therefore, the measured averaged velocity (and other

properties) of dispersed phase is well represented by Eqs.(29) through
1 PdijXdii'*jVdij)Edi (32). Therefore, when we compare the experiment with analysis in

=Md Ediaj
X d,' Vij (25) dispersed gas-liquid two-phase flow in detail, the present basic

equtions are such more appropriate In regard to consistency between
On the other hand, basic equations for continuous phase are measured and predicted values.

given by following euations based on the previous researches 13.
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another dispersed phase. Of course, there are some energy transfer
between dispersed phases. However, It is not transferred from one
dispersed phase to another dispersed phase directly but It Isk T
transferred through continuous phase. In this regards, the present
equation of dspersed phase energy conservation Is reasonable in
physical Interpretation of olecular beat diffusion term.

As entioned In Introduction, the present basic equations can
be applied to the more detailed analyses of dispersed gas-liquid two-
phase flow In corperation with numerical simulation of bubble or

0 droplet In Lagrangean scheme. Averaging ethod In the present basic
tl t2 t2j-1 2 tw tN t equations Is based on the assumption that bubble and droplet are taken

as a particle. Therefore, the present equations are consistent with
the averaged basic equations in Lagranglan analyses. As an example,

Fig.1 Situation of Passing of Interface through Neasuring Point we will show In below that for droplet flow, averaged momentum
equation in Lagrangian simulation of droplets Is identical to the

In the momentum equation of dispersed phase, Eq.(15), the modmetut equation in the present basic equation

averaged pressure gradient term does not appear which Is one of the In Lagrangian simulation of droplet, the eaution of motion
most characteristic dfference from previous equations. Although for each droplet Is gve by
dispersed phase (bubble and droplet) consists of continuous fluid,
each dispersed phase (bubble and droplet) does not connected each d
other. Therefore, It Is difficult to interpret the force exerted on Pva _CV v,- v, 'A, + gp V, (33)
dispersed phase due to the averaged pressure gradient of dispersed d t 2
phase unlike continuous phase. Of course, there exists an where, Vd and Ad are volute and projected area of each droplet and CD'

interaction between dispersed phases. However, it is considered that Is drag coefficient of single droplet. Here, for simplicity, the
dispersed phases interact each other not directly but through the main interacting force is assumed to be the drag force acting on the
continuous phase. In gas-liquid two-phase flow where the particle droplet.
concentration Is not so high, it is reported that the similar basic
equations to the present ones was obtained in which pressure gradient Now, we consider averaging Eq.(33) In appropriate control
term does not appear In the oentum equation of dispersed phase volume containing N droplet. The droplet population balance in the
(solid particle phase) ,5. control volume Is given by

Such feature of oentum equation of dispersed phase (no a N
averaged pressure gradient term) makes averaged pressure odeling in a + d v (N v,) = (34)
two-fluid odel much easier. In te previous two-fluid odel where Averaging Eq.(33) for droplets In the control volume under the
dispersed and continuous phases are treated as continuous fluid, there condition of Eq.(34), we approximately obtain
appear averaged pressure gradient terms In omentum equations of both
phases. Therefore, in order to get the closure relation, we need L9
modeling of the. relation between averaged pressures of both phases. -- ( uW.v,.) d i v ( aWv,.v,.) =-d v ( aW�,v, vT)
Usually, the averaged pressures are assumed to be equal. However, a t
this assumption causes the III-posed problem which Is still serious -C� -Ky_�i_- v,) -ai + ce,�T;g
and unresolved problem In two-fluid model 6 On the other hand, in
the present equations, the averaged pressure gradient term does not (35)
appear In the dispersed phase omentum equation but appears only in
the continuous phase equation. Therefore, there needs no modeling Here, we used the relations for void fraction and interfacial area
for the averaged pressures of both phases. Furthermore, as shown In which are gven by
the following section, the present equations do not cause ill-posed
problem ulike the previous equations. dd = N Vd (36)

Another characteristic feature of momentum equation of a = Ad (37)

dispersed phase Is that there are no divergence term of viscous stress where Is the coefficient related to the ratio between surface area
unlike the continuous phase. Viscous stress Is proportional to the and projected area of droplet.
velocity gradient in Newtonian fluid. This force is reasonable In
continuous phase. However, In the dispersed phase, it s difficult Comparing E.(35) with E.(15), the omentum equation of
to Interpret physically the averaged viscous stress In the dispersed :present basic equation is consistent with averaged momentum eqaution
phase since each dispersed phase (bubble and droplet) does not In Lagranglan simulation of each droplet, n particular, wth respect
connected each other. Therefore, this feature Is considered to be that there are no gradlant term of averaged pressure of dispersed
reasonable for dispersed phase. phase In both equations.

Similar discussion is possible regarding to molecular heat As discussed above, the present basic equations of dispersed
diffusion term In the energy equation of dispersed phase, Eq.(16), sonable and consistent In physical Interpretation,
In the equation, there are no divergence term of heat flux due to the although they are derived based on several splifications and
molecular heat diffusion. In the continuous phase, It Is natural to assumptions.
consider the heat flux due to the molecular heat diffusion
proportional to the averaged temperature gradient. However, In the 4. RU-POSEDNESS OF BASIC EQUATIONS
dispersed phase, each dispersed phase Is not connected each other.
Therefore, t s quite difficult to consider physically the heat flux As already discussed in the previous section, previous basic
due to the oecular beat dfusion from one. dispersed phase to equations based o two-fluid one-pressure model are ill-posed as a
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initial value problem wen we assume averaged pressures of both phases Here, it should be noted that the atrix A In E044) is a sgular
are equal 6. On the other hand, In the present basic equations, matrix and therefore the characteristic equation Eq.(45) Is reduced
the averaged pressure gradient term does not appear In dispersed to quadratic equation In regard to This equation Is expressed
phase momentum equation. The detailed discussion about the ell- more concretely by
posedness of arious two-phase flow systems (gas-11quid, gas-solld and
liquid-solid flows) was carried out 5. The result showed that Pda,(A+u,,)'+ e pad(2+V,)'= 0 (46)
the basic equations of gas-solid flow ,5 which Is very similar to
the present basic equations are always well-posed 5. Therefore, In the previous basic equations based on one pressure two-fluid odel,
the problem of I-posedness is expected to be avoidable tit the
present bsic equations. In order to confirm this, the mathematical :the discrImInant for E.(46) Is given by following equation Putting
features of previous and present basic equations are aalyzed In ts In E.(46).
section. D=- ppada,(vi-v,)' (47)

The problem of !II-poseduess is ainly related to the averaged This eqaution Indicates that the elgenvalue A becomes real only when
pressure gradient term. Therefore, when we analyze this problem It
is sufficient to treat the conservation equations of ass and momentum (48)
for both phase. Furthermore, the Ill-posed problem of the equation V'�V'
without diffusion term Is related only to the differential terms In
the basic equations. In view of these, here, we treat the basic Therefore, previous basic equations based on one pressure two-fluid
equations of ass, and oentum equations, Eqs.(14), (15), 26) and model are Ill-posed for ordinary two-phase flow where velocities of
(27) neglecting nondifferential terms in these equations. Moreover, both phases are different.
for simplicity, we consider the one dimensional case (x direction as
flow direction) with the assumption of both phases being On the other hand, In the basic equations for dispersed flow

;derived here, putting t=O in E046) we obtainIncompressible. The basic equations under these assumptions are
given by , a, 2 d)'= 0 (49)

(mass) a a d aad aVd this equation gives the egenvalue by+ V, -jT , (50)

(38) -V,

a a aa. + d v 0 As shown In this equation, the egenvalue for the present basic
T ax a (39) equations Is always real which eans the basic equations are always

(momentum) a V'j a Vd a P well-posed as an Initial value problem.
__ +Vd -
at a X P "a (40) As shown In above discussions, the present basic equations

where the dispersed phase Is treated as a particle constitute
a V, av, ia mathematically reasonable equation system and considered to be more

+ V, (41) appropriate for the analyses of dispersed flow such as bubbly and
droplet flow compared with previous basic equations based on one

When we put E=O in eq.(41), Eqs.(38) trough 41) correspond to the pressure two-fluid model.
present basic equations. on the other hand, when we pt t=l In
eq.(41), Eqs.(38) through (41) correspond to the previous basic
equations. Considering 5. CONCLUSIONS

a,+ a,= (42) Averaged basic equations of mass, momentum and energy
conservations were derived for gas-liquid dispersed two-phase flow

Eqs.(38) through 41) can be rewritten In term of f= (ad, P, v v. based on the simplified and reasonable assumptions. The obtained
by equations are shown to have the physically and athematically

reasonable characteristics.

1000 Vd 0 a' 00 +(_V, if Starting from the local Instant basic euations for gas-liquid100 a f 0 0 a, 0
001 at 0f (43) two phase flow, the time averaged basic equations for dispersed phase

_0001 0 are obtained based on the assumption that the physical qantities
within each dispersed phase are uniform and each dispersed phase Is
treated as a particle. In the obtained basic equations, the averaged

When we denote the frst matrix by A ad the second by B, E(43) can pressure gradient term, the averaged viscous stress term, and averaged
be given by heat flux term due to molecular diffusion do not appear. The

averaged physical quantities are shown to be given by the value at
A If B-�f = 0 Interface. These results are very reasonable In physical

at a (44) interpretation of each term and In relating each averaged term to the
practical easurements In experiments.

Equations 38) through 41) become yperbolic or well-posed when the
eigenvalue of Eq. 44) which is denoted by is real and become ellipic The athematical characteristic of obtained basic equations
or Ill-posed when is Imaginary. I is given as a root of equation are examined and the result shows that the obtained basic equations
given by are shown to have always real eigenvalue and well-posedness as an

det (A + B = initial value problem whereas previous basic equations based on one
(45) pressure two-fluid model usually shows ill-posedness.
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The present basic equations are expected to be more useful and
reasonable In analyzing gas-liquid dispersed two-phase flow along with
the appropriate constitutive equations for dispersed phase.-
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Appendix: The derivation and validity of Eq.(10)

Kathematically, equation (10) Is written In ore rigorous form by

-0 grad Pd = -P i nd M (A-1)

The right hand side of Eq.(A-1) Is given by

-0 grad Pd = grad 04 Pd + Pd grad Od (A-2)

The assumption of uniform pressure within dispersed phase gives

grad Od Pd = 0 (A-3)

Due the the mathematical feature of the gradient of characteristic
function Od 2 one obtains

Pd grad Od a P i nd i a i (A-4)

From Eqs. (A-2) through (A-4), we obtain Eq.(A-1) which Is rigorous
form of Eq.(10).

For the pressure field, the assumption of Eq.(A-3) may not be
rigorously valid because pressure field must be continuous at the
Interface when the surface tension force is negligible. Physically,
there Is a boundary layer near Interface where pressure gradient Is
very large. Here, we assume that the thickness of this boundary
layer Is very thin d pressure gradient Is represented by Eq.(A-4)
(delta function Included In ai). For small droplet ad bubble, this

:assumption Is considered to be approximately valid.
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ABSTRACT' core. Void fraction is also important in evaluating the liquid
level in the reactor core in case of a pump trip during a small

A new correlation was developed for the drift velocity for low break LOCA (loss of coolant accident) or in a reflooding phase
inlet liquid flux in rod bundle. Based on authors'previous analy- of a large break LOCA where a part of the core is uncovered
sis of drift velocity for large diameter pipe, an analysis was and inlet flow rate is very small or zero.
made on the drift velocity in rod bundle. It is assumed that the
large bubble of which size is several subchannel diameter In view of these, there have been lot of researches for
behaves as slug bubble. Under this assumption, it becomes very developing a reliable method for predicting void fraction in the
important how to define equivalent diameter for rod bundle. In reactor core using drift flux model " and two fluid model -7.

view of physical consideration of slug bubble behavior and In these models, constitutive equations for drift velocity and
previous analysis, an equivalent diameter based on the wetted interfacial drag which are closely related each other are used in
perimeter was found to be most appropriate. evaluating void fraction. These previous methods are success-

ful in evaluating the void fraction for relatively high inlet mass
Using tis equivalent diameter, experimental data of drift veloci- flux and ordinary diameter pipe since the constitutive equations
ty in rod bundle were correlated with dimensional analysis. It in these methods are based on the experiments using ordinary
was found out that for small diameter dimensionless diameter diameter tubes. However, it is pointed out that when the inlet
less than 48) drift velocity increased with square root of diame- velocity is very small and tube diameter is large, measured void
ter which is same dependency of ordinary slug flow correlation. fraction shows much higher values than those predicted by
For larger diameter (dimensionless diameter is more than 48), previous methods. This means the previous correlations for
drift velocity is almost constant and same as that of dimension- drift velocity give much lower values and the previous coffela-
less diameter of 48. The physical meaning of this result was tions for drag coefficient give much higher values for very
considered to be the instability of interface of large slug bubble. small or zero inlet liquid velocity and large diameter tube.
The density ratio between gas and liquid and viscosity of liquid
phase were found to be the main parameters which affect the In view of this one of the authors developed the reliable
drift velocity. This is physically reasonable because density ratio correlation of drift velocity which can be applicable to the very
is related to the buoyancy force and liquid viscosity is related to small or zero inlet liquid flux and large diameter tubes [8].
shear force near solid wall. The experimental data were correlat- This correlation successfully predicts void fraction in large
ed by density ratio and dimensionless liquid viscosity. diameter pool for various diameters, pressures, liquid-gas

combinations.
The obtained dimensionless correlation for the drift velocity in
rod bundle uccessfully correlated experimental data for various However, this correlation is based on the experiments
rod bundles (equivalent diameters), pressures, liquid fluxes etc. and analyses in round tube and applicability to the rod bundle is
It is also consistent with the drift flux correlation for round tube. not confirmed yet. However, as described above, in the safety

analyses of nuclear reactors, accurate correlations for drift veloc-
ity for rod bundle is also needed. When the correlation ob-
tained round tube is applied to the rod bundle, the most inipor-

1. INTRODUCTION tant and difficult problem is equivalent diameter. Therefore,

some physical considerations were carried out for the large
Behavior of gas-liquid two-phase flow in rod bundle is bubble behavior in the rod bundle in the low flow condition and

quite important in evaluating the performance and safety of a new correlations were developed for the drift velocity in rod
nuclear reactor both in the normal and accidental conditions. bundle for very small or zero inlet liquid flux based on the
Among many physical parameters of two-phase flow in rod authors'previous correlation for large diameter tube.
bundle, void fraction (volume fraction of vapor phase) is one of
the most important parameters. In normal operational condi- 2. CORRELATION OF DRIFT VELOCITY FOR LARGE
tion, void fraction is closely related to the burnup of nuclear fuel DIAMETER TUBE
particularly in BWR. In accidental conditions, void fraction is
particularly crucial parameter for the coolability of the reactor As shown previous section, the drift velocity for very
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small or zero inlet liquid flux and large diameter tube is much These experimental results suggest that, for low inlet
larger than that in large liquid flux and ordinary diameter tube. liquid flux, larger bubble (or slug) is formed compared with the
One of the authors developed the correlation of the drift velocity case of larger inlet liquid flux. Since velocity of large bubble or
for this condition. Of course, the correlation for round tube is slug is proportional to the square root of bubble diameter,
no directly applied to rod bundle, it is considered that there are a diameter of this bubble is proportional to the tube diameter for
lot of similarities in physical mechanism for bubble behavior for smaller tube diameter. However, for larger tube diameter, large
low liquid flux condition between round tube and rod bundle. bubble or slug does not grow any more since the instability of
Therefore, here, the correlation of drift velocity for round tube bubble interfaces considered to occur. Actually, in the experi-
which one of the authors developed is briefly reviewed. ments, larger bubble or slug is observed for low inlet liquid flux.

Drift velocities for low liquid flux condition are ob- A wide range of experimental data of drift velocity for
tained by experimental data in following manner. Based on the low inlet liquid flux in round tube are surveyed 8, gas flux fom
basic theory of drift flux odel I-, void fraction a, gas flux j, 0.1 to 25 /s, tube diameter from 0.01 to 0.6m, pressures from

total flux, j, and drift velocity, V. are related by 0.1 to 18.2 a and various liquid gas combinations (air-water,

steam-water, air-glyseline). Based on the physical mechanism

jG/ a= Cj + Vq (1) of behavior of large bubble or slug and dimensional analyses,

the dimensionless correlation of drift velocity for low inlet liquid

where total liquid flux is the sum of gas and liquid flux by flux was obtained which is given by

i =jG jI (2) V. = -CO19D' "" (./P,,) ...... N�L-- "� D. 30

Above mentioned relation is schematically represent in Figl. = O.IM (P-/-P0 D a 30
In the low Wet liquid flux condition, liquid flux is aproximated

to be zero. Then total liquid flux is identical to j.. Therefore, (3)
when experimental obtained relation between void fraction and

gas flux is plotted in Fig. , we obtain the drift velocity as a where V' and D' are dimensionless drift velocity and tube
intersect at =O. diameter Aiined by

V<7; VGi 6040 (4)

jG D D IW�clg A P (5)

N is viscosity number which reflects the effect of liquid phase
.IL .

viscosity given by

N., (6)

As shown in Fig.2, this correlation (Eq.(3)) agrees with

a wide range of experimental data of drift velocity for low inlet

VGj liquid flux in round tube with certain level of accuracy.

0.1 . I .... I . . . I - . I ,

Kataoka's Correlation 83

--- 4thd, 425%AQ&7

-------------- :-25%
to
E; o Air-Water MPa)

Z Q01 a Petukhoy et al.
Fig. I Schematic representation of drift flux parameters. o Fillmo

n eta
A Carrier et al.
v Styrikovich et
v Mochan et al.
o Behringer

A lot of experimental data of drift velocity for low
liquid flux in round tube show that drift velocity is much 0.001

larger than that for large inlet liquid flux. More careful exami- I 10 D 100 1000

nation of experimental data indicates that the drift velocity for

low liquid flux increases as the 05 power of tube diameter and

becomes constant over certain value of tube diameter (for Fig.2 Comparison between experimental data and the previous
example 0.1 in for air-water two-phase flow at atmospheric
pressure)- correlation [81 of drift velocity for round tube.
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3. EQUIVALENT DIAMErER OF ROD BUNDLE 10 .,..I I I II F[ I I I

As sown in the previous section, the experimenta dta
Of drift velocity for low inlet liquid flux in round tube are suc- 0 Sato et al.(Air-Water)
cessfully correlated by dimensionless correlation based on the A Venkateswararao et at.
physical mechanism of bubble behavior in the low liquid flux 0 Anklam et at.
condition. Similar phenomenon is considered to occur in rod (Steam-Water, 4-75MPa)
bundle for low inlet liquid flux and the correlation obtained =0.35Fg-De
round tube is expected to be extended to the drift velocity in rod
bundle. However, when the correlation obtained in round tube
is applied to rod bundle, we need to define equivalent diameter
for rod bundle.

Most commonly used equivalent diameter for ther- 0.i I I I I FLU

mohydraulic analyses in rod bundle is the hydraulic diameter, 'O.01 Q1 1 0
D. which is defined by De W

DH=4x(Flow area of subchannel)/(Perimeter of subchannel 7 Fig.3 Comparison between experimental data and Sato's coffela-

In rod bundle, this hydraulic diameter is almost equal to the tion (Eq.(9)) of drift velocity for rod bundle.

spacing of each rod.
Experimental observation of two-phase flow in.rod

are several experimental data for drift velocity in bundle for low inlet liquid flux1o indicated that there are larger
rod bundle for low inlet liquid flux 9. The drift velocity bubble or slug which ocupies flow area of several subchannels
predicted by E.(3) putting D=D gives much smaller value than as shown in Fig.4. This experimental observation also suggests
experimental obtained drift veocity for low liquid flux since that there is limitation of the size of larger bubble or slug due to
hydraulic diameter defined by Eq.(7) gives very small value of the instability of bubble interface. This is quite similar to the
diameter. bubble behavior in the round tube for low inlet liquid fux.

In order to overcome this discrepancy, Sato et al. pro-
posed another equivalent diameter based on the rise velocity of
large bubble or slug in non-circular tube and rod bundle with
smaller rod number. The equivalent diameter, denoted by D 
which they proposed is calculated by perimeter of non-circul;�
tube and rod bundle and is defined by

De = P/ x (8)

where P is the perimeter of noncircular tube or subchannel in
rod bundle. Using this equivalent diameter, Sato et al. proposed
the correlation of drift velocity for non-circular tube and rod
bundle which is given by

V a j � 0. 35 vF9 D. (9)

This equation well correlates the drift velocity of their own9 for
non-circular tube and rod bundle with smaller number of rods.
However, when this coff elation is applied to the drift velocity

for rod bundle with larger number of rod for low inlet liquid Fig-4 Behavior of large bubble in rod bundle [10].
flux, this time, it gives much larger drift velocity than that ob-

tained in experiment for rod bundle with much larger number of This result is also consistent with the fact that Sato's
rods 110,111 as shown in Fig.3. This is due to the fact that correlation (Eq.(9)) gives much higher value for rod bundle with
Eq.(8) gives very large equivalent diameter for rod bundle with a large number of rods. Sato's correlation is based on the model
large number of rods. that large bubble covers whole rod bundle. However, there is a

4. DRIFT VELA)CITY CORRELATION FOR ROD BUNDLE limitation of large bubble size and large bubble or slug partially
covers the rod bundle. Therefore, Sato's correlation gives much

As shown in the previous section, the previous correla- higher drift velocity for rod bundle with a large number of rods.

tions for drift velocity with several equivalent diameter give too In view of above, an attempt was made on the derivin a
small or too large drift velocity for low liquid velocity in rod 9
bundle particularly with large number of rods. In order to new correlation of drift velocity for low inlet liquid flux in rod
obtain the more accurate coff elation, we need more detailed bundle. Since the bubble behavior in rod bundle is quite similar
Imowledge of bubble behavior in rod bundle for low inlet liquid to that in round tube, it is assumed that dimensionless number
flux. and its exponents in the correlation for round tube (Eq.(3) is

also applicable to the drift velocity in rod bundle. Furthermore,
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the equivalent diameter for rod bundle, denoted by DB' is Pro- the small diameter region. As discussed above, for more precise
portional to that proposed by Sato et al., Eq.(8). evaluation of K, much more data are needed. Therefore, the

value given by Eq.(13) is roughly approximated value based on
D = KD. (10) the limited experimental data of rod bundle drift velocity at

present.
Since the bubble behavior in rod bundle in complicated and
parameter K is considered to be a function of fluid properties, Equation (11) indicates that for small diameter (dimen-
rod bundle geometry and flow conditions. However, here, as a sionless diameter less than 48) drift velocity increased with
first approximation, K is assumed to be constant and the order of 0.809 power of diameter which is similar dependency to ordi-
unity. nary slug flow correlation which is given by Eq.(9). Actually, as

shown in Fig.3, the data for small diameter (three data points by
Substituting Eq.(10) into Eq.(3) and determining the Sato et al.' are correlated by Eq.(9) with use of Eq.(8). For

constant K by experimental data of drift velocity for low inlet larger diameter (dimensionless diameter is more than 48), drift
liquid flux in rod bundle 9", we finally obtain the nondimen- velocity is almost constant and same as that of dimensionless
sional correlation which is given by diameter of 48.

V:, = 00023D: (P,,/P0 N.L D: .5 48 As schematically shown in Fig.4, there are various sizes

-""57 -0. of bubbles in rod bundle of which drift velocities are different
= 030 0.1P L N.L D: Z- 48 dependingontheirsizes. ThereforeEq.(Il)isinterpretedas

the correlation which gives averaged drift velocity over various
(11) size of bubbles possibly present in rod bundle.

Here, D' is defined by The density ratio between gas and liquid and viscosity
of liquid phase are also the main parameters which affect the

D = D.1,%I�alg A P� (12) drift velocity. This is physically reasonable because density ratio
is related to the buoyancy force and liquid viscosity is related o

As shown in Fig.5, the present correlation (Eq.(11)) shear force near solid wall. However, at present, the experi-
agrees with experimental data of drift velocity for low inlet mental data for drift velocity in rod bundle are quite insufficient
liquid velocity in rod bundle, although the experimental data are as shown in Fig.4 (only 7 data point). The present correlation is
scarce compared with the case of round tube. In Fig.5, the based on the limited experimental condition of atmospheric air-
experimental data of Sato et al. (air-water, atmospheric pres- water system and steam-water system with pressures from 4 to
sure, 7 rods bundle), Venkateswararao et al. (air-water, atmos- 7.5 Mpa, number of rods ranging from 7 to 64 and equivalent
pheric pressure, 16 rods bundle) and Anklam et al. steam- diameter, De, from 00778 to 0608 (De' from 28.6 to 388).
water, 4 to 75 Mpa, 64 rods bundle) are shown with their accu- beyond this experimental condition, the extrapolation of present
racy when it is available. correlation should be careful.

5. CONCLUSIONS

0.1
In relation to the accurate valuation of void fraction in

Present Correlation reactor core under accidental condition, the new correlation of
drift velocity for low inlet liquid flux in rod bundle was derived.

U3C Z� Based on the authors' previous correlation for drift
0.01 - velocity in round tube, some consideration were carr ied out on

the equivalent diameter of rod bundle for the prediction of driftato et at.(Air-Water)
A Venkateswararao et at. velocity. The hydraulic diameter and equivalent diameter based

ID * Anklam et al. on the perimeter both overpredict or under predict the experi-
i5 (Steam-Water 4-75MPa)- mental data. Based on the reported experimental observation,

> the physical model was assumed that large bubble or slug over

0.001L several subchannels in rod bundle is formed and there is a limita-

1 1 0 D*e 100 1000 tion of the size of such large bubble or slug.

Based on this physical model and previous correlation

the new correlation of drift velocity for low inlet liquid flux 
Fig.5 Comparison between experimental data and present corre- rod bundle was derived in term of dimensionless parameters.
lation of drift velocity for rod bundle.
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ABSTRACT toward the most stable two-phase flow
condition, even if any disturbances are added

The authors are developing a new analytical at the initiation of or during calculation
method for vertical upward two-phase flow based and, thus, reliability of two-phase flow
on a concept that two-phase flow with minimum analysis will be improved uch.
pressure energy consumption rate is the most
stable and easily flowable two-phase flow for In the present paper, some analytical
the given boundary conditions and, thus, such informations are presented with brief
two-phase flow should be realized actually. introduction of the analytical method itself.
Although this concept is applied basecally
one-dimensionally in the analytical method, PRINCIPLE OF MINIMUM PRESSURE ENERGY
gravity convection effect due to density CONSUMPTION RATE
difference between liquid film on the channel
wall and two-phase flow core in the central From the view point of energy balance,
region of the channel is taken into account two-phase flow phenomenon is a conversion of
through a two-dimensional turbulent flow pressure energy of two-phase fluid into
analysis. An air-water two-phase flow mechanical works of flow such as acceleration
experiment was performed to verify the proposed work, gravitational work and frictional work.
analytical method. In the present paper, Here, consumed pressure energy is called
results of the experimental analysis with the "technical work". The smaller the technical
proposed method are reported. working rate, the more easily flowable the

two-phase fluid. Therefore, the minimum
INTROI)UCTION technical working rate or the minimum

pressure energy consumption rate condition
In analyses of vertical upward two-phase illustrated in Fig.1 gives the most easily

flow with one-dimensional two-fluid model, it flowable two-phase flow condition. And such
is necessary to chose appropriate interfacial two-phase flow is expected to be realized
and wall friction factors to get accurate actually, unless the flow structure(mixing
solution. Especially, extreamely accurate pattern of two phases, distributions in
estimation of interfacial drag is required channel cross section of void fraction and
when mass velocity is very low, because linear velocities, and characteristics of
inertial force terms are much smaller in oscillation and pulsation) is frozen by some
comparison with interfacial drag terms. reason.

The authors are developing'-' a new Gravity I/ Given OL
analytical method for two-phase flow with a work Friction
concept that two-phase flow with minimum work
pressure energy consumption rate is the most Acceleration

0
stable and easily flowable two-phase flow for work
the given boundary conditions and, thus, such
two-phase flow should be realized actually.
In the course of the analysis, two-dimensional
turbulent flow analysis is applied to evaluate
the gravity convection effect due to density
difference between liquid filin on the channel Pressure energy Flow structure

wall and two-phase flow core in the central

region of the channel. In such method, the Fig.1 Principle of Minimum Pressure nergy

solution is expected to be corrected naturally Consumption Rate
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Here, instantaneously existing two-phase the channel.
fluid between adjacent two cross sections and
penetrating two-phase fluid through a cross EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATION
section in a short time have different gas or
liquid mass fraction and, thus, different For simplicity of analytical model, the
momentums or kinetic energies per unit two- following basic assumptions are introduced'That is, these two kinds of two-phase mass. 1. Two-region, three field model illustrated
phase fluid are independent of each other, in Fig.2, which consists of continuous
except for the case of homogeneous two-phase liquid film adjacent to the channel wall
flow. And the former is representative of and two-phase flow core with continuous
channel and the latter is representative of gas phase(droplet flow) with uniform
flow.' In the present case, the minimum distribution of void fraction.
pressure energy consumption rate principle 2. Continuity in velocity, shear stress and
should be applied to the penetrating two-phase mixing length at the interface between
fluid, which represents the total two-phase liquid film and two-phase flow core.
flow. 3. No effect of discontinuous liquid phase

(droplets) on turbulent characteristics
TWO DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE OF FLOW of continuous gas flow.

In vertical upward two-phase flow with At elevation sufficiently far from the
low mass velocity, typical flow regime is mixing nozzle, axial change of flow may be
annular flow and liquid film on the channel negligibly small except pressure change.
wall often flows down partially or totally, Then, force balance equation can be written
as illustrated in Fig.2. Such structure of as
liquid film results from the gravity convection
effect due to density difference between dP 1 d cr)
liquid film on the channel wall and two-phase az- P9 + T TF 0 (2)
flow core in the central region of the channel.
Flow reversal developed along the channel wall By integrating this equation,
may cause change in sign of wall shear stress.
That is, wall friction can act upwards on wo- dP +PIg) (3)
phase fluid even when net flow rates of gas 2r z
and liquid phases are both upward. To predict
such complicated frictional characteristics 'CC r T (4)
of flow, radial distributions of axial r,
velocities should be evaluated based on a two-
dimensional analysis. are derived. These equations give

distributions of shear stresses in liquid
film and in gas phase of two-phase flow core,
respectively.

Shear stress 'r can be expressed as

, = P v+F.)du = (v+,, Idul)du (5)
dr dr TF

From this equation,

duI, -VI +;vi 11 41 L /PI (6)
rp 0 dr 21,,2

Fig.2 Two-Region Analytical Model
-1P <0 duiF VI -VI 2 41L F 2 L, /pL

Even if a part of the liquid film flows _UF 21,,2 (7)
downwards, net flow direction of the liquid
film is not always downward. From following TC <0 du,. V _rV 2 41. c 2 r, 1p, (8)

mass balance equation, liquid flow rate Wc dr

in the two-phase flow core must be larger

than the liquid flow rate W supplied from are derived.

the channel bottom, when net film flow rate Here, van Driest' type expression of

WI, is negative. mixing length 

WI C = WI (1) K (r. -r) [1 exp (r. -r) /PI
AvI

In such case, downward liquid film flow is

considered to join with supplied liquid flow will be applied to liquid film. For single-

and flows up through the central region of phase flow, K=0.4 and A=26 are recommended.
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However, these parameters may be different in between liquid film and two-phase flow core
two-phase flow. Because there is discontinuous can be determined for the given , W,, dP/dz
change in physical properties and also violent and the guessed value of ..
waving and entrainment/de-entrainment at the
interface between liquid film and two-phase Mass flow rate W: and quality of two-
flow core, which are not able to be seen in phase flow core, then, can be calculated by
single-phase flow. Therefore, and A should
be optimized for two-phase flow. At present, W = - Wir (16)
there is no experimental information about the
proper values Of K and A for low mass velocity and
two-phase flow with local downward flow in the
liquid film on the wall. In this study, K=0.4 NC = W x (17)
and A=O are used as the appropriate values
based on some parameteric studies including
the combination Of K=0.4 and A=26. Although respectively. Average velocities of gas and
further experimental works should be done to liquid of two-phase flow core are calculated
determine the most appropriate values of K by the following equations.
and A, feasibility of the present analytical
model including the values Of K=0.4 and O U,, C (18)
is investigated in this paper. P Ac

Once and A are determined, radial Wc(l-xc)
distribution of liquid velocity in the liquid PI(1-010k
film can be obtained by integrating Es.(6)
and 7 numerically with using Eq.(9). Liquid Here,
film flow rate W, is, then, calculated by

rA, ( A (20)
WI = 21up, f rtul r dr (10) r.

ri Liquid film average velocity is calculated by

On the other hand, Prandtl type expression WIF

Ui = r I -r I) p�
I.,; = 4 + 1� (11)

Actual value of r. can be calculated by
is used for calculation of gas velocity using the principle of minimum pressure
distribution in two-phase flow core based on energy consumption rate. It can be written as
Eq. ).

AE* x -U. (P. U,.Channel-averaged void fraction a can be Pir
calculated from dP/dz and T. by using the (1-x)-(W,,/W)
following equation. + Pt ul C (Pi ul C

dP 2,c. + W�' W WIF (tulr')]
- = _ W. ('-a) P ) + (12) Pt x - (1-X) - (WI W) -a7z rw + - U. + U": (a P.

Pq pi
Furthermore, + (1-ac ) pi g WI /W I -U, (Pt )

Pi
a x (1-X) - Wt W) -

r ) (13) + U pq _U9 C + Pi u C X

is valid for the relationship between'void 2,r, )
fraction .� of two-phase flow core and channel- WI I /W 2r� r, -2ro r,

+ -P lu"j ( 2 ) ] = min.averaged void fraction a. Then, gas flow rate I ry r (22)
W,,: can be calculated from Eq.(8), with using
Eqs.(11), 12) and 13), by Here, the first term is acceleration work,

the second term is gravitational work plus
2'xa, . r�, cdr (14) frictional work caused by the surface of

0 droplets and the third term is frictional
work caused by the surface of liquid film and

W,,c should be the same as gas flow rate the channel wall. Each term consists of the
which is supplied from the channel bottom. term for two-phase flow core and that for

liquid film. Sign of W, and that of , are
W.,: = W. (15) always the same. Absolute simbol is,

therefore, put on , in order to describe
By this condition, the interfacial radius r, the effect of flow direction of liquid film
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Figure 3 describes the calculation scheme gradient dP/dz is measured by a strain-gauge
in this study. Wall shear stress, interfacial type differential pressure transducer. These
shear stress at the surface of liquid film, three kind data were used as input data for
channel-averaged void fraction, liquid film the present analysis.
thickness and liquid film average velocity Channel-averaged void fraction a is
are determined so as to minimize Eq.(22). The measured with two quick shut-off valves.
value of dP/dz was, in this study, tentatively Liquid film average velocity IF is measured
given based on experiment. by another electromagnetic flow meter, which

can detect the average velocity of continuous
liquid contacting to the electrodes at the
channel wall surface. Liquid film thickness

WHO Q, tF is measured by the constant current
technique.' hese three kind data were used

et to verify the proposed analytical method.

VERIFICATION ALYSIS

When two-phase flow was determined to
Liq.1d Fil. Frofil� satisfy Eq.(15), film thickness tL, became

larger with increase in wall shear stress 
ler� o and most variables such as gas average

G. Ph.� Pr velocity u:, liquid film average velocity
ULF and liquid film mass flow rate WI,

C, changed monotonously with increase in tr. For
example, W,, decreased(increased in negative
direction) with increase in t, as shown in
the top figure of Fig.5. However, pressure
energy consumption rate AE* calcurated by
Eq.(22) varied concavely as seen in the

Fig.3 Calculation Scheme bottom figure, indicating the basic
possibility of the present analytical method.

EXPERIMENT FOR VERIFICATION

In order to get verification data for the 0-
present study, a vertical upward air-water
two-phase flow experiment was performed at
atmospheric pressure and room temperature.
The experimental facility is illustrated in
Fig. 4.

9-0.05
'n

&n
J9=3.55(M/sJ
Jj=0 I 80[mls]

LL r 0.4
A=O

-0.1 0.5

- Film thickness tF [MM]
CD

W J9=3.55jm/sj
<600- Jj=0.160(M/SJ
E

K =0.4
A=O

QD:V -. d *V W1
g4OO-

Fig.4 Experimental Facility 2,'200 -

Test section is an acrylic resin pipe
with 22.4mm inner diameter and 1,860mm axial U) 2
length. Inlet air flow rate W, is measures by a. Film thickness tF [MM)

a rotameter and inlet water flow rate W by
an electromagnetic flow meter. Axial pressure Fig.5 Concave Characteristic of *
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Figure 6 gives typical examples of radial velocities. Scattering of data is very large.
distribution of continuous phase axial In addition, some overprecliction can be seen
velocity. When superficial gas velocity is in totally upward liquid film flow, on the
high, liquid film on the channel wall flows other hand, in totally downward liquid film
totally upwards. However, if superficial flow an underpredicted tendency can be
gas velocity decreases, local downward flow recognized. However, the average deviation
begins to appear at near the wall surface and from each experimental value is not so large.
at last, liquid film flows totally downwards 1
when superficial gas velocity becomes very 7�F K =0.4 0
low. According to this, velocity gradient at E A=0.0 lb 00

the wall surface changes from negative to A
positive. That is, even if net flow rates of 13 0

E Pliquid and gas phases are both positive, wall 1=3
frictional force acts upwards when superficial 0-
gas velocity is sufficiently low. .6 11

0 0

2. 1 E
-�'Wall 'O

o Total own-fl 
a Partial down-Ilow
0 0. . . . . . !al up-fl�w.

5.9 -1 0

Calculated film velocity cal. WS]
33

J, 1rn/S1 Fig.8 Comparison between Measured andW

> 1- 0.019 Interface Calculated Film Velocities
IC =0.4
A=O The measured liquid film thickness is

compared with the calculated one in Fig.9.
-2 When liquid film thickness is large, it is0.005 b.L01 0.011 overpredicted in present analysis. Most of

Radius r [m] totally downward liquid film flow data are,
Fig.6 Velocity Distribution of Continuous therefore, overpredicted. However, the error
Phase was less than about 3091.

Figure 7 shows comparison between the -ff 1.5
measured and the calculated channel-averaged E
void fractions. Reasonable agreement of the
two kinds of void fraction is seen, although /C =0.4
few to 15% underprediction is recognized when
liquid film flow is totally downward. U)U)

Rb El
CP

K =0.4 E
id A=0.0 13 E
E 0.5-

0 9 -
N co TC 0.8 - U) _otal own-fl w0 Fartialdown1low

0 o Tot�l r-flow.
0 0.5 1 1.5

0 Calculated film thickness tF al. [MM]

E 0.6- Fig.9 Comparison between Measured and
:3 Calculated Film Thickness

0 Total down-flow
A Partial down-flow
o Total -.flovy Figure 10 gives the predicted

0.6 0.8 interfacial friction factor f, with respect
Calculated void fraction a cal. to predicted channel-averaged void fraction.

Here, f, is defined as
Fig.7 Comparison between Measured and
Calculated Void Fractions 21-ril

f = (23)
Shown in Fig.8 is comparison between P. U'�

measured and calculated liquid film average
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Predicted curves by correlations of Wallis,'
Moeck' and Bharathane are shown for reference.

ci Total down-flowMost data satter around the Bharathan curve A fartial doyvn-flow
and some data around the Wallis curve. It 102- I tal up-ilow
should be pointed out that calculated 7 K =0.4
interfacial friction factor with the present A=0.0
analytical method is almost corresponding to - E3

the existing correlation which was developed
based on experimental data, although the 4!r_ 100
present model does not include any information 0
on interfacial friction factor. A

0 4�� Blasiusco
o Total down-il, ow r, =0.4 10-2

A Partial down-flow A=0.0
0 Total up-flow 1 102 . 103 104

Bharath 10t5 Film Reynolds number ReF

c: E3 Fig.11 Relationship between Wall Friction
.2
t5 Factor and Film Reynolds Number
.= 0.5- oec

15

M A= .0

Dril x model

lo- J,=1
. . . .. . . . JA

0 0.5 0.180
0 140

Void fraction a 0 100
0.019

Fog.10 Relationship between Interfacial .0.010
1 8:884

Friction Factor and Void Fraction 0.00010 1
Calculated wall friction factor f. is JT--Jg�il Imis)

plotted in Fig.11 with respect to film Reynolds (a) Analytical Result
number Re, Here, f. and Re, are defined by ......
the following equations.

Drift flux m
CJTv

2 Ir. I 0f = (24)
Pi -J,--0.180[

4 UL F I tlRe, = (25) S.V, 0.019
0.010

000(rrvsl 8:884
When liquid film flows totally upwards, f. 0.000
behaves along the curve for laminar flow. On 0 5 10 15

the other hand, in the case of totally downward JT=J.�Jl [rTVs)

liquid film flow, f. is about 10 times tat (b) Experimental result
for laminer flow. When only a part of liquid
film adjacent to the channel wall flows Fig.12 Relationship between Gas Linear
downwards, the value of f. falles between the Velocity and Total Superficial Velocity
above two. This result corresponds to the fact
that velocity gradient at the wall surface which are predicted by conventional drift
becomes very steep with development of downward flux model correlations9 for annular flow.
liquid film flow.

co = 1, V. 23 (ILL JL / (p. 1) (p, -p.

Fig.12(a) shows relationship between the (26)
predicted gas linear velocity u and the total The predicted characteristic is quite similar
superficial velocity J, which is given as to the measured one. Especially, the tendency
boundary condition. And Fig.12(b) is the that when J, approachs zero, J, dependency of
corresponding experimental relationship. If u,, becomes weak and u, also approaches zero
drift flux model is valid, data points should is described quite well.
fall on a straight line. The two straight
lines in each figure indicate gas linear On the whole, predictablity of the
velocities for the maximum and minimum liquid present analytical method for low mass
superficial velocities in this experiment, velocity two-phase flow can be said
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reasonably good, suggesting basic validity of fluid through channel cross section
the physical model. Further efforts, however, g = accelelation of gravity
for optimization Of K and A in Eq.(9) and for J = superficial velocity
development of estimation method for dP/dz in L = observation elevation of channel
Eq.(12) are needed as the future work. I = mixing length

P = pressure
CONCLUSION r = radial position

tr = liquid film thickness
(1) A new analytical method is developed for u = velocity

prediction of vertical upward two-phase Vd. = drift velocity for gas phase
flow with low mass velocity. In this W = mass flow rate
method, the most stable and, thus, most x = quality
easily flowable two-phase flow condition z = axial position
is determined for the given boundary a = void fraction
conditions. K = constant in Eq.(9)

v = dynamic viscosity
(2) Principle that pressure energy consumption p = density

rate becomes minimum is used to find the r = shear stress
most stable two-phase flow condition. Subscript 

g = gas phase
(3) Gravity convection effect due to density 1 = liquid phase

difference between liquid film on the F = liquid film
channel wall and two-phase flow core in C = two-phase flow core
the central region of the channel is also W = channel wall
taken into account in this analytical I = interface between liquid film and two-
method. phase flow core

(4) Based on the verification analysis with REFERENCES
the data from low mass velocity two-phase
flow experiment, it is clarified that the 1. IL Adachi, et al., 93 JSME Annual Mtg.(in
calculated channel-averaged void fraction, Japanese)(1993). 1310.
liquid film average velocity and liquid.
film thickness agreed with experimental 2. FL Adachi, et al., 93 Multiphase Flow
result within reasonable error. Sympo.(in Japanese)(1993), B2.

(5) Calculated interfacial friction factor 3. H.Adachi, Research on One-Dimensional Two-
with the present analytical method agrees Phase Flow, JAERI 1313(1988).
well with the existing Bharathan's
correlation which was developed based on 4. E. Rvan Driest, Aeronaut, Ser.23(1950),
experimental data. p.1007.

(6) When the liquid film flows totally upwards S. T.Fukano, dissertation(kyushu univ.)(1971)
calculated wall friction factor behaves
along the curve for laminar film flow. On 6. G.13.Wallis, One-Dimensional Two-Phase
the other hand, it is much higher than the Flow, McGraw-Hill, New York(1969).
value for laminar film flow when the
liquid film flows totally downwards. 7. E, O.Moeck, et al., Int. J. Heat Mass
Partially downward film flow shows the Transfer 15(1972). p.637.
intermediate characteristic of the above
two. 8. D.Bharathan, Air Water Countercurrent

Annular Flow in Vertical Tubes, ERI-NP-786
(7) Although there are still some problems on (1978).

the treatment of the parameter K and A,
these results suggest that the present 9. N.Zuber, et al., Steady State and
analytical method has the possibility to Transient Void Fraction in Two-Phase Flow
be applied to the analysis of low mass System, GEAP-5417 ol.1(1969).
velocity two-phase flow.

NOMENCLATURE

A = flow area; constant in E.(9)
C, distribution parameter in drift flux

model
AE = pressure energy consumption rate term

for unit mass of penetrating two-phase
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ABSTRACT developed by the present author.
However, the correlation was found to

A void fraction correlation is useful in over-predict some test data at high void
predicting the steam/water mixture level regime. Therefore, it is the purpose of
in the nuclear reactor during a loss of this paper to modify the correlation for
coolant accidnt. Many researchers the high void regime, so that the
compared their test data with the mixture level in the nuclear reactor can
existing void fraction correlations and be predicted more precisely.

concluded that the correlation developed OVER-PREDICTION OF THE CORRELATION
by the present author is in best
agreement with the data. However, the The derivation of the void fraction
correlation overpredicts the void correlation by the author is presented
fraction at the high void regime. In in Appendix of reference 2 and the
this paper, the correlation is modified summary of the correlation is in the
for the high void regime. earlier paper'. The correlation of the

void fraction, a, is given by
INTRODUCTION

in a loss of coolant accident a=0.925 P9 239 b

(LOCA), it is important to predict the 7;,- V" M
steam/water mixture level in the nuclear (T), ( )
reactor, since the uncovered core may 1, if the a computed from the above
result in an excessively high fuel expression is greater than one,

temperature. The mixture level in the b=o.67, if V�IV,, --5 1,
core depends on the core void fraction
distribution, which can be calculated =0.47, if IV,, > ,
with a void fraction correlation.

1. 53 ) 2 _�CF

There are two types of void 7P
fraction correlations: (a) drift flux
correlations, and (b) dimensionless- 0.25

Anklam. and Miller' Vb,;rN2 3 (-E
group correlations. 7 (gRb�_,)0-5=1.5 Pf
compared the existing correlations with
their test data and concluded that the
dimensionless-group correlations agree where Vq and V, are the superficial
better with their data, and among the velocities (volumetric flow rate divided
dimensionless-group correlations, the by the flow area) of the vapor and the
correlation developed by the present liquid, respectively, and g is the
author 2, gves the best void fraction 4 gravitational acceleration. Eq.(2)
prediction. Recently, Koizumi et al. expresses the fact that there are two
compared the collapsed liquid level data bubbly flow regimes: (a) small-bubble
of their small break LOCA test with the regime in which y,/Vb. < 1, and (b)
liquid level predicted by RELAP-5 code large-bubble regime in which Vg/Vbc > .

using various void fraction The v,,, and Rc, in the above correlation
correlations. They also concluded that are the critical velocity and the radius
the best prediction was obtained by of bubbles, respectively, at the
using the void fraction correlation transition between the small-bubble
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regime and the large-bubble regime. reactor applications.

The comparisons with FLECHT reflood Recently, Anoda et al.' obtained
heat transfer test data (Fig. 10 of void fraction data using the ROSA-IV
reference 2, however, show that the large scale test facility. Among the
correlation over-predicts the data for correlations they compared, the
high void regime. At the time when the correlation of Eq.(1) gives the best
reference 2 was written, the author prediction for their data. However, it
thought that the reason for the over- over-predicts the data in the high void
prediction was because in those FLECHT fraction regime. On the other hand,
tests, the rod bundle and the housing Griffith's correlation significantly
for the rod bundle are relatively small under-predicts the data (Fig.2).
so that at the high void fraction, slug Although Griffith's correlation, which
bubbles might have formed with the is derived from small tube bundle tests,
housing as the boundary of the slug may not be applicable to a large rod
bubbles. This can be seen from the bundle such as ROSA-IV, it is
reasonably good agreement in comparison questionable that large slug bubbles of
between the FLECHT data and the 0.514 meter diameter (the diameter of
Griffith's void fraction correlation for ROSA-iv bundle) could exist. Therefore,
slug bubbles in a rod bundle as shown in the reason for the over-prediction by
Fig. 1. The Griffith's correlation is the correlation of Eq.(1) at high void
given by fraction is not because of the housings

in the tests, and it is necessary to

Q9 modify the correlation.
a -A

Qf + g + b

Vb K� K., VgD� +K;, Q + 24,

where Q, and Q, are the liquid and vapor 0
volumetric flow rats, respectively Vb E� .6
is the velocity of the slug bubble, A is LDATi
the cross-section area of flow, Db s

the diameter of the bundle housing, and 4
K's are the constants. Since the 0
housings in the tests are non-typical to
the nuclear reactor, the author thought
that the void fraction correlation .2
should not be modified for nuclear TEST ST-VF-01D

PRESSURE impa

0 1 2 3 4
1 ELEVATION (m)

.9 Figure 2 Comparison of the ROSA-IV Void
Fraction Data, the Correlation of

0 Eq.(1), and Griffith Correlation.
6

Realizing the over-prediction of
the correlation of Eq.(1), Anoda et al .6
have developed a correlation in the form
similar th Eq.(1) except that the

.2 ECHT SKEWED POWER TEST$ dimensionles group Vg/Vb�r is replaced
RUN NO- 13914 by Kutatelad:e number Ku, which is
PRESSURE 014 MPa defined as

0
1 2 3 4

0.5

ELEVATION (M) Ku Vgpf
I 9CY Of -Pd 17-,n

Figure 1. Comparison of the FLECHT Void
Fraction Data, the Correlation of The relation between Ku and V /Vbcr is Ku
Eq.(1), and Griffith Correlation. = 1.53(Vg/Vbcr). That is, Ku difers from
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Vg/V,�� by only a constant factor of plotted in Fig. 3 in terms of ai versus
1.53. V9/Vbcrf where

Although Anoda et al.6 have a* = a (pg/pr)0.239{Vg/(Vg+Vt)111.6].

developed a new correlation with the
consideration of their high void Also plotted in Fig. 3 is the
fraction data, it is better to modify correlation-of Eq.(1). Since the data
the correlation of Eq.(1) for the high of references and 3 are in good
void regime for the following reasons: agreement with the correlation of
(a) In developing their correlation, Eq.(1), they are not plotted in Fig.3.
Anoda et al. considered only the data of The low * data (a* < 2 or V /VWr < 

one ROSA test (Test ST-VF-01D, i.e., in Fig.3 are from reference 6 Note
LSTF(1MPa) in Fig.3] in the high void that there is only one test with high a*
regime. in the present paper, more data [LSTF(lMPa)] in reference 6 which is
will be considered. (b) In their also plotted in Fig. 3.
correlation, there are two regimes: Ku <
3.3 and Ku > 33, which are equivalent Fig. 3 shows that the correlation
to V9/V1,rr < 216 and Vg/Vwr > 216, of E.(1) is in good agreement with the
respectively. The transition between low a* (Vg/V],-,r < 5) data. The data
the two regimes is Ku = 33 or Vg/Vwr trend in Fig. 3 also shows that the
2.16. As stated above, in the transition (change of slope) between the
correlation of Eq.(1) there are also two small bubble regime and the large bubble
flow regimes: the small bubble regime regime occurs at vg/Vwr - I rather than
and the large bubble regime. The at 216, which can be clearly seen by
transition between the two flow regimes viewing the figure at a glazing angle
is V/Vb,-r = 1. As will be seen later, (i.e., holding the paper in such a way
their data also appear to have the that the paper and the sight line forms
transition at Vg/Vw = I rather than at a small angle).
vg/Vb�r = 216. (c) The use of the
critical bubble velocity Vrf between It is, therefore, only necessary to
the small bubble and the large bubble in modify the high void regime for the
Eq.(1) is physically more meaningful for correlation of Eq.(1). The correlation
the transition between the small bubble of Eq. (1) is modified for Vg/Vwr > 431
regime and the large bubble regime. as follows:
MODIFICATION OF THE CORRELATION C (L 239 b 1.6

a= g V9)' ( V9
Pf TZ Vg-vf)

The high pressure void fraction
data of Anoda et al. 6 and the low =1, if the (� computed f. -m the above
pressure data of LECHT teStS7, 8 are expression is reater than one,

where

0. C=0.925 and b=0.67, if V /VWr:51,

I C=0.925 and b=0.47, if 1Vg/Vbcr<4.31f

C=1.035 and b=0.393, if v /Vbv>

The modified correlation is plotted
in Fig.3. The modified correlation

W allows the steam/water mixture level in
the core to be predicted more precisely

LSTF 1 during a LOCA, which is important for
C; 11 LSTF1(1 1:11.1A, core covering.

C6 LsTr(7.3108)
+ LSTF(15KPa) REF6
0 TIFTF14HPa)]

C6 * TffTF(7.5XPa) CONCLUDING REMARK
. nEC6T(-14KP&)AZF. 7,9
a FLEC9T(.28MP&)RVF 78

In this paper the void fraction
correlation has been modified for the

10 100 high void regime. The high void regime
vqlvw� is not the slug flow regimef because of

the large disagreement between the void
fraction predicted with Griffith

Figure 3 Comparison of the Predicted correlation for the slug flow and data
and the Measured Void Fraction. of Anoda et al. Therefore, it is the
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large bubble regime. his void correlation. However, the
authors were told by Am. Nucl. Soc to

The present modified correlation is combine the two papers into one paper
divided into three segments. The fist which is referenced here.)
segment, V /Vw, % 1, represents the
small bubble regime, and the other two 4. Y. KOIZUMI, H. UMAMARU, Y.MIMURA Y.
segments, I < Vg/Vb� < 431 and V,/Vw a KUKITA, and K. TASAKA, "Temporary Core
4.31, represent the large bubble regime. Liquid Level Depression During a Cold-
The data trend in the large bubble leg Small-break Loss-of-coolant
regime as plotted in Figure 3 is a curve Accident: the Effect of Break Size and
rather than a straight line. In the Power Level," Nucl. Technol., 96, 290
present modified correlation, the large (1991).
bubble regime is represented by two
linear segments instead of a curve. 5. P. GRIFFITH, "The Prediction of Low-

quality Boiling Voids", Am. Soc. Mech.
Eng.j Paper No. 63-HT-20, 1963.
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Albstract two-phase natural circulation loop. However, in that study
The present study derives a transcendental equation for mass possible subcooied boiling and phase slip were neglected,
flow rate in a simple two-phase natural circulation loop using which might result in a solution far away from reality espe-
the drift flux two-phase flow thermal nonequilibrium mod- cially under the conditions of hgh inlet subcooling. Indeed,
el. The representative power and loop mass flow rate are it is possible that saturated boiling is never established in
derived and used to normalize the equation. The nondimen- the loop. A model without considering subcooled boiling
sional parameters affecting steady-state loop flow rate are will fail to predict flow characteristics under such condition-
thus identified and their effects are studied. Two regions of s. The present study investigates the steady state character-
multiple steady-state solutions of loop mass flow rate at a istics of a two-phase natural circulation loop based on the
given power are found. The first one is near the incipient drift flux two-phase flow thermal nonequilibrium model.
power for two-phase flow. The other region of multiple solu-
tions appears at high powers, in which, typically, three flow 2 Analysis
rates exist at a given power. One of them is very low and The analysis is focused on the heater and riser part of
dryout in the loop could occur. In addition, the existence a simple atural circulation loop shown in Fig.l. The fluid
of multiple solutions implies hysteresis effect. Heating and flows ito the heating section at a subcooled state. It is
cooling processes will have different path for mass flow rate assumed that the pressure drop is relatively small compared
as a function of power. to system pressure. Thus, the liquid and vapor properties

may be considered as constants and can be evaluated at
the saturated state corresponding to the system pressure

1 Introduction except that the liquid density in the single-phase region is
Two-phase natural circulation is created by heating a treated usin- the Boussinesq approximation. In addition, for

fluid from below, in which boiling occur, ad cooling it from simplicity, heat flux applied at the heated section is assumed
above, in which the two-phase mixture is condensed and very to be uiformly distributed. The riser is assumed to be
possibly subcooled. Heat is thus transferred from a low to adiabatic.
a high elevations without the aid from active devices. For
current light water reactors, two-phase natural circulation F_
provides a passive means of cooling during an accident such
as small breaks loss of coolant accident [1]. Because of its
passive natural, two-phase natural circulation has also been
proposed to be the principle mode of heat transfer for te
next generation boiling water reactor under both normal and L, AP, Riser Dc wiicor ier
abnormal conditions.

Unlike a forced circulation loop, the flow in a natural cir-
culation loop is created by te buoyancy force due to heat- Apt
ing. Therefore, the flow rate is not an independent variable
but a function of power level and other loop conditions. S-
tandard methods to determine the steady-state flow rate in --- APh,
a two-phase natural circulation loop are available in the lit-
erature e.g. 2 Lh APh ::Heater

A natural circulation loop may be subject to an instabil- =:
ity due to multiple steady-state solutions. This was evident I :: I I _J I 4
[3] under certain conditions for single-phase natural circula- P"F -JiNin

tion loops, e.g., for a parallel channel system 41, for a single Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a simple two-phase natural
tube system with through flow 5,61 and for the toroidal loop circulation loop
with angular displacement of the heat source and sink 7].

A two-phase natural circulation loop with the presence
of the second phase involving a more complicated relations 2.1 Conservation Equation
among frictional pressure drop, accelerations] pressure drop, The steady state conservation equations for the single-
and buoyancy force available, may also present multiple stea- phase region are :
dy state solutions. Using homogeneous two-phase model Lee dW 0
and Lee [81 reported the existence of multiple solutions for a W
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dP w2 w2 for the mass flow rate.
W = f 2A2 + p(T)g + Kib(z - z) 2A2 (2) 2Ahhf,, FgDj, IgEDh7hPi. Qs T_ (1 La) W. = pfAh (1l.b)

dh q "ph Vfg A V Th
(3) Where fh is the two-phase frictional coefficient. In general,

dz W fh is a weak function of mass flow rate. For simplicity, in
the following analysis it is assumed that both single-phase

The steady-state conservation equations for the two-phase and two-phase regions of the loop have the same constant
region are value of frictional coefficient.

mixture continuity equation Depending on the true quality and bulk fluid tempera-
dj ture at the exit of the heated section, which in turn depends

= I'Vf, (4) on the power level, inlet subcooling and geometric aspects
YZ_ of the loop, the following four cases are possible.

vapor continuity equation
d I, 1. x = 0. The flow in the whole loop is single-phase

TZ (au,) =Pg (5) liquid.

mixture momentum equation 2. x > & T < ,,t. Only subcooled boiling exists in
_dP W 2 o2 W2 d (1 X)2 X2 the heated region.

f 2 0 + X2 TZ pf ( - -Tz FA Dpf f I P'a 3. x > & T = Tt. Both subcooled and saturated

+PMg + Ki1 W2 (6) boiling exist in the heated region.
2 A2 PM 4. x = 1. Dryout occurs somewhere in the heated region.

All the fluid is vapor at the exit of the heated region.
where PM is the mixture density given by

P. G a + ag (7) For the case of x,=O, balancing the head available and
total pressure drop in the loop results in the following equa-

The drift flux model is adopted to describe the relative tion for the loop mass flow rate 
motion between the vapor and liquid phases. Thus, no pha- Ap'l AP+ + P+ AP (12)
sic momentum equation is needed here and the vapor veloci- hs rs I
ty and the volume-centered mixture velocity (i.e., volumetric where
mixture flux) cn be related by the following equation APtit (1 + N,Na.b)(l + RL) (13)

U., = Co + V9j (8) Adopting the Boussinesq approximation, the following
To consider the nonequilibrium effect, it is assumed that equations for single-phase pressure drops in the heated and

in the subcooled boiling region the volumetric vapor gener- the riser region and singular pressure drops can be obtained
ation rate can be simplified by the following linear profile, by integrating Eq.(2) :

r(.- = I - Id ,'�, (9) AP+ - (W+)2h, =
Z,, - d 2(1 + N.pN..b)

In saturated boilin on it is assumed that a the energy
g g� - Nexp +from the heating waYg 'to evaporate the liquid to vapor. +(1 + NpN,.b) W+ (14a)

Thus, an equation for r,,t can be obtained. A numerical

calculation using two-fluid model had shown that the lin- 1 _(�1+n (2-n)
ear profile ofr in the subcooled boiling region was fairly AP+ - - RR )R-

reasonable 9 Alternative approach by assuming a liquid 2(l + N.,N..b) D A

temperature profile in the subcooled boiling is also possible Q+

[101. +RL(l + NxpNsub) - 2N,,p - (14b)

Given the volumetric vapor generation rate, the volurnet- W+ )

ric mixture flux, j, in the two-phase part of heated region A P + I -Ki(W+)'

can be readily obtained by integrating Eq.(4)[13]. The vapor 2Nf(l + N^.b)

phase velocity, u., can also be obtained by using Eq.(8)[13].

Moreover, the integration of vapor continuity equation with + 1 _ KR�'(W+ )2 _ W+ ( - RD')
the assumption of zero void fraction at the point of net va- 2Nf( + N,pNsub) VfRD

por generation results in void fraction distributional. The (14c)

(true) quality distribution may be determined by inserting

the expression for volurnetric mixture flux into the following Substituting Eq.(13), (14a), (14b), (14c) into Eq.(12) re-

fundamental relation sults in the following equation for the loop mass flow rate

X(Z) (10) )2 1/3
Vfl_ 146 - Vf] W+ 2N�.p(l + N�.^.b (1 + 2RL)Q+ (15a)

I A 1

2.2 Loop Mass Flow Rate A I RR-(I+n)R-(2-n) + 1 K + 1KR-2

The equation for the loop mass flow rate may be derived D A Yf- Yf_ A

by balancing the gravity head available and total loop pres- 2

sure drop, which can be obtained by integrating the momen- 1 W -2)

tum equations. A simplified analysis presented in Ref.[13] - __ ( - RD (15b)
Nf TD

results in the following characteristic power and loop mass ( )

flow rate, which are used to nondimensionalize the equation A similar equation for the mass flow rate has been derived
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in the literature, eg.[3]. For completeness, it is also included + W+Pe .. < 70, 000
here. 0.0044RhPe

Ah+ fub
For the case of subcooled boiling at the exit of heated d 307. I Rha W+Pe .. > 70, 000

region, the following equation imbedding the loop mass flow 7Vub W
rate can be obtained. (19a)
AP,j = AP+ +AP+ +AP+ +P+ +P+ +AP+ +P+ whereh'S hj ha hg rj r,9

(16) Pe. = fgDh Dh (19b)

Again, adopting the Boussinesq approximation, the fol- A af
lowing equation for the single phase pressure drop in the
heated region can be obtained. In deriving the two-phase frictional pressure drop, i.e.,

Eqs.(18a) and (18d), the two-phase frictional multiplier of
L+ Chisholm 12] is adopted. Furthermore, for simplicity, n=O,

AP+ d - w+)2 which is valid for a rough surface only, is adopted.
h = i( + Ne�pN,.b) For the case that the exit of heated region at saturated

+L+(l + N.^.b) 1 1NerpNsub(l - Ah+) (17) boiling, Eq.(17) still holds except tat different expressions
d 2 d for two-phase pressure drops in the heated and riser regions.

For this case,
The two-phase pressure drops can be obtained by inte-

grating Eq.(6) with the quality and void fraction distribution A P�+ 1 (W+)2 Nd Q'I 2 d - Nd W+in heater and riser. Thus j ( - L) + 2B(I� - 1)
L)3

d 1 Nd Q+ (1 d 1+ d)2 + 1 SC d SC 1 SC )2A P4�, (W+)2 1( - L) + B(I.2 - 1) (L - L (L+ -L+)(1-L+)+ (1-L+ I+
2 3 - Nd W+ Late - L 6 SC 2 2d

Nd 2 Q ( - L)5 Nd 2 + )I 1 )3+- W_)2B)(T- + (18a) 4(l - B)(1.2 - 1)( (L+ - L+
5 Nd) L)2 I - Nd W+ 20(L+ d

+)2 1 2 ( - L)1 (L+ )2 (1 X,)2 - L -(L+ L+)(1 - L)+
AP+ -(W +- I (18b) SC 14 SC d 2 SC d SC

ha Nf [Td a, I 1 )2
-(I - L (20a)

I(LIC - L) 3 SC
APh = 1-L+)-U- (I - L - d X2d 0 d COQT A Ph+. (W+)2 X,)2 1 (20b)

Td

arctan F_ c-Q+ L+) (18c)
(CoW + V)(L+ - L F(Co W + + Vt ) L.c � L d

8C d) APhg (1-L+)-Z�- jI I d j( - Ld) V COQ+
-(I+n (2-.) (W+)2 1 +AP�f = 'RLR )R-

2 W+I CQ+(L. - L) 1 + +)2 X arctan d + (L1) 2 COW+ SC d Q+(1n Bx, + ( - B)x, (18d) V+
I IN gj1 2

AP,�g = RL [ - - Nd)al (18e)

1 K 1 2(1 - L)_(W+)2 + V1 I In 1 + SCP,+ - (W+)2 _ 1 R�' (I - R-') +(L+ L ) + -
2 Nf I NxpN,.b Nf A SC d Q+ W+ Vt

j�� + (L+ L) + 9+
X X,)2 + 1 -X42e] + 1'R-2 1 - (18f) C d Q (20c)

1 - a, Nd t, 2 Nf A _ Nd)a�] 2 +
X� Nd Q [L+ - L) + ( - L)] (20d)1 W+ 1 Nd W+ 2 ic d SC

L = N8.b- (l - Ah+) (18g)d 2 Q+ d
-2-N- SC d SC

�,-WQ�,, [ (L+ - L) + ( - L+I W+ T d 2
L = N..b (18h) a,SC 2 7 + 2 Vt

co + (L+ L+ + ' ( - L8C) +?_Q _� 0Nd Q+ - L W4 a. W W+X, d_ (18i) (20e)
- Nd W+ I - L+d AP�f, A�g and APt all have the same expressions as

+ (I _ r.+)2 given in Eqs.(18d), (�8e) and (18f), respectively. However,
N�

j1; TaT different expressions for the exit quality and void fraction,
ae d - (18j) given by Eqs.(20d) and (20e) should be used for this case.

Co [I +( - L)2] Vt z
+ For the case of x,=O, i.e., dryout, occurs somewhere in

W W the heated section.

AP,tt = APh� �AP +P+ Aph,+Aph,JAPI��+Ap,+In Eqs.(17), (18g), Ah+ is the nondimensional liquid hj had (21a)
subcooling level in terms of enthalpy difference at the point
of net vapor of generation. In the present study, the Sa- The same representations like the case of saturated boil-
ha/Zuber correlation [111 is adopted. Thus, ing at the exit of heated region still hold for those single-
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phase friction loss, two-phase friction loss, two-phase accel- Table 1: Conditions for the Reference Case
eration loss and two-phase gravitation loss up to L whereV
is the beginning point of single-phase vapor thermodynam- Lh 1m P. O.IMPa
ically. And, D4 O.Olm RD 2

+ I - L (I - L�)Q+ fh 0.02 RL 3
AP �v (W+)2 +Nd(l-L+) - Nexp W+

hv 2Nd V , I I K, 15 Q, 469W

I +n -(2+n -(I+n)(W+)2 (21b) Ki 10 I WS 0.167kgls

AP�v -RLR-(' )R )N (21c)2 D A d

(W+)2 1 4 (W+)2 2. As is well know, in the two-phase region, the loop mass
AP� 1 Ki - KRD- flow rate first increases with increase in power until it

2 Nf(2 + N.pN..b) 2 NdNf reaches the maximum. The increasing slope decreas-

R _ es with increase in inlet subcooling number. This re-
D _(W +)2 (21d) 4ion is characterized by that the gravitational pressure

NdNfR' dominates the flow resistance in the loop. TheD drop
loop mass flow rate decreases with increase in power

1 after reaching its maximum. In this region the loop
L+ ( Nd + N.b) W+ (21e)

V 2 Nd Q+ flow resistance is dominated by frictional two-phase
flow, which is increased with increase in void fraction.

The above analyses indicate that several nondimension- Therefore, the loop mass flow rate decreases rapidly
al parameters may influence the performance of a two-phase with increase in power.
natural circulation loop. These parameters include Co, Ki, 3. The maximum loop mass flow rate is relatively irisen-

Ke, Ndi Nexpi Nh Naub? Pem, RA9 RD, R, RL7 Vt A sitive to the inlet subcooling number. It increases s-
93 li y

mong them RA and RD may be related to each other with tghtcl with increase in subcooling number. However,
a shape factor describing the shape of pipe cross-sectional orresponding power at the maximum loop mass
area. The large number of nondimensional parameters indi- flow rate increases with increase in subcooling num-
cates the complexity of the two-phase flow in the loop even ber. This explains why the characteristic power given
for a simple loop Eke the one considered in the present study. by Eq.(11.a) is too small for cases with high inlet sub-

coolings.

4. There are two regions of multiple steady-state solu-
2.3 Solution method tions. The first one appears as the inlet subcooling

The four cases presented in section 22 are corresponding pumber is greater than a critical value and the region
to the following relations of three length scales is near the incipient power for two-phase flow. T6ee

flow rates exist in this region. A hi her one for single-
phase flow and two lower values or two-phase flow

1. Li, > L > L > I x = with subcooled boiling. The second region of multi-
ple values of loop ass flow rate is at high powers.

2. L > L > > L x > T < Tt Moreover, the power range of the regions of multiple
solutions increase with increase in subcooling number.

3. L > >L+ > L x > T = Tsat Typically, for the second region of multiple solutions

4. > L+ > L > L Xe Ki = 10.0

Lh = I-Om K = 15.0
The transcendental equations for the mass flow rates OAMPa L = 3.Om US = 2.21(m/see)

were solved by the bisection method. At a given condition 2.60 x 10-4 Dh = OOlm Q = 469.42(W)
the upper and lower bounds of each root were identified .91 X 10-3
by evaluating the transcendental equation with very small Nexpg = I D = 0.02m WS = 0.167(Kglsec)
increment in nondimensional mass flow rate based on the 1.00 -
principle of the bisection method. The transcendental equa- Uine N.b = 237.74
tion is chosen among the four possible cases by examing the Line2 NS. = 148.79
above three length scales for the lower and upper limits for Line3 Nsub = 59.69
each interval. The root within each bounding intervals is 0.80 -
subsequently obtained within the specified accuracy based
on the bisection method.

2
0.60 -

3 Results and Discussion
Due to the dmensional characteristics of Chisholm's cor- +

relation , the model can not be totally nondimensionalized �r GAO
at this time and specification of dimensional parameters are 0.40
stW eeded. Table I presents the conditions for the refer-
enced case. 0.06

Figure 2 shows the nondimensional loop mass flow rate 0.20 0.06
as a function of nondimensional power using the subcooling
number as the parameter. From the figure one can have the 0. 3-Tri-m-m
following general observations

0.00
1. At a certain power level the loop flow becomes two- 0.66 ..... i'6.'06.... id.Vo ...... 6,0. ... 8'0.'O'O ..... 100.00

phase. This power is referred to as the incipient power Q +
for two-phase flow and it increases with increase in Figure 2 Effect of inlet subcooling number on loop mass
inlet subcooling number. flow rate
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K = 10.0 in Fig.3. It is clear that two separate region of multiple
Lh = .Om K. = 15.0 steady-state solutions are present as can also be observed in

Fig.2. For the region at high powers there is a narrow strip
OAMPa L = 3.Om U = 2.21(m/see) accounting for the region of five steady-state solutions, in
N�., = 260 x 10-4 Dh = .Olm Q = 469.42(W) which three of the solutions are of very low flow rates and
N�,, = 191 x 10-3 D = 0.02m W. 0.167(Kglsec) dryout appears in part of the loop. Surprisely, the stripe

300.0 region appears even at very low subcoolings. However, the
three solutions of low flow rates at a given power are very
closed to each other and may not be identifiable experimen-

250.0 - U tally.
Since power is the controlling parameter for the mass

flow rate in a natural circulation loop, the existence of mul-
200.0 tiple solutions implies hysteresis effects as shown in Fig.4 If

power is increasing from zero value, the mass flow rate will
be increased following the left branch of the curve until it

.0150.0 reaches its maximum. At that point, the mass flow rate will
drop to a very low value. The power where mass flow rate

Z drops to a low value is referred to as the maximum power.
100.0 In contrast, if power is decreasing from a high value, the

loop mass flow rate will remains at a very low value until a
"minimum" value of heat flux, in which the loop flow rate

50.0 jumps to a relatively high value. The central portion of the
curve is never possible and is, therefore, statically unstable.

Regi on I single solution Thus, the operation in the rgion of multiple solution is al-
Region 11 multiple solutions lowable as long as the power is below the maximum power.

0.0 .. 11 1 16, 1 ...... However, it should be noted that this observation is based
O.,6 ...... id ... + 0. ib'b ..... i'60.0 on steady-state analysis. The maximum power would be a

Q critical parameter of concern. A hysteresis effect can also be
Figure 3 Region of multiple steady-state solutions in a nat- observed near the incipient power for two-phase flow.
ural circulation loop Figure shows the effect of riser-to-heater length ratio

K = 10.0 on the loop mass flow rate. It can be seen that the mass
Lh = .m K = 1.0 flow rate in the single phase flow region, the incipient power

of two-phase flow, the slope of flow increasin in the two-
OAMPa L = 3m U = 2.21(m/sec) phase region, the maximum loop flow rate, te maximum
&,p 2.60 10-4 Dh = 0-01 Q = 469.42(W) power, the minimum power increases with increase in length
N, 1.91 X 10-3 D = 0.02tn W, = 0.167(Kglsec) ratio. The region of multiple solutions is shifted to the high

1.00 - power area as the length ratio is increased. Since the cases
-Naub 237.74 considered here have large area ratio of riser to heater, an

increase in riser length will increase the gravity head but will
not icrease the frictional pressure drop significantly. Thus,

0.80 an increase i riser to heater length ratio will have above
effects.

Dh = 001M N.ub = 237.74
0.60 O.lMPa D = 0.02m U. = 2.21(m/see)

N,.,, 2.60 x 10-4+ K = 10.0 Q. = 469.42(W)
NexP9 1.91 X 10-3 K = 15.0 W, 0.167(Kg1sec)

0.40 - 1.00

0.20 0.80 7

70.67M
3.63

OM
4 66.'66 .... 6d00 0.60

+
Figure 4 Hysteresis effect in a natural circulation loop Om 0.40

Lh LOMthere are three possible loop mass flow rates at a ven Lin
power: one is fairly igh, one is in the middle an the el LlLh = 

other one is very low and one ight expect that dry- 0.20 Line2 LlLh = 3
out could occur in the loop. Indeed, this is the case as Line3 Lr/Lh = 
will be discussed later. This very low mass flow rite
may result from the rough surface being assumed in
the present study. 0.00

0.0 20.0 40.OQ + 0 ...... 1,60.0
The ran e of multiple steady state solutions can also

be presenter as a map using the subcooling number as the Figure 5: Effect of riser-to-heater length ratio on loop mass
ordinate' and nondimensional power as the abscissa shown flow rate
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The effects of riser-to-heater diameter ratio on the loop K = 10.0
mass flow rate are similar to those of length ratio. However, Lh = .0m K = 15.0
there are two significant differences. First, an increase of
diameter ratio from I to 2 has a very significant effect and OAMPa 10-4 L, = 3.Om U = 2.21(m/see)
further increase in diameter ratio does not affect the loop N,.,, = 260 Dh = .(Jm Q = 469.42(W)
flow rate significantly, because the contribution of frictional N,�,, = 191 x 10-3 D, = 0.02,m W = 0.167(Kglsec)
pressure drop in the riser is already small. Second, the phe- 1.00 -
nomena of distortion of path for loop mass flow rate, i.e., N,.b 148.79
three solutions of very low flow rate at high power, in the Linel Drift flux model
second region of multiple values of loop mass flow rate be-
comes significant with decrease in diameter ratio. Further- 0.00 Line2 Homegeneous nonequilibrium model
more, the significant distortion disappears at higher power
with diameter ratio of .

Figure 6 shows effect of inlet loss coefficient on the loop 0.60
mass flow rate. From the figure, one can see that the flow
rate in the single phase flow region, the incipient power of +
two-phase flow, the slope of flow irease, the maximum
loop mass flow rate and the maximum power increases with 0.40
decrease in inlet loss coefficient. The minimum power is
insensitive to the change of inlet loss coefficient. One can
also see that there is no any major effect on the single-phase
vapor loop mass flow rate. Significantly, the region of multi- 0.20
ple solutions decreases with increase in inlet loss coefficient.
This indicates that the instability due to multiple steady-
state solution may be eminated by increasing the inlet loss
coefficient. This is consistent with the prevention of the Led- 0.00 ......dineg instability irk a two-phase flow system by installi 0.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00ng_an Q+
inlet orifice. A similar but less significant one is the effec-
t of exit loss coefficient on the loop mass flow rate. The Figure 7 Effect of Co and Vj in a two-phase natural circu-
exit loss coefficient has its major effect on the two-phase re- lation loop
gion; therefore, the effect on the single-phase region, incipi-
ent power for two-phase flow and the slope of flow increase Ki 10.0
is quite n-Linor. Lh = 1.0m K, 15.0

The major difference between drift flux model and homo- OAMPa -4 L = 3.Om U., 2.21(m/sec)
geneous model is that the drift flux model describes vapor N,.,, 2.60 x 10 Dh = .01m Q, 469-42(W)
volume flux to mixture volume flux sp ratio accounting for Nexpg 1.91 X 10-3 D = 0.02m W. 0.167(Kglsec)
the relative motion between the two phases. From Eq.(8), if 1.20 :
the concentration parameter, Co, equals to one and the drift Q*=60.00 W+=0.04601 N..b = 237.74

Q+=60.00 W+=0.35511
velocity, V, equals to zero, the present study here reduces Q'=60.00 W+=0.62247
to the homogeneous model. Fig.7 shows the significant dif- 1.00
ferences between these two model predictions. Clearly, there

Lh = M K, 15.0 0.80 - - - - -

OAMPa L = 3.Om U, 2.21(m/see)

N,�, 2.60 10-4 Dh = 001m Q, 469.42(W) 0.60
&"' 1.91 X 10-3 D = 0.02m W, 0.167(Kglsee)

1.00 -
Nsub 148.79 0.40

0.80 0.20

0.60 0.000. 0.50 1.66 ...... i'i6 ...... i:66 ...... i:66 ...... too
Z/LH

Figure 8: Void fraction distribution in the loop at a given

0.40 - power and three possible flow rates

Linel K = 0
is no any effect on single-phase fluid flow as should be. It can

Line2 K = 10.0 be seen that the loop mass flow rate under subcooled boil-

0.20 - Line3 K = 15.0 ing condition is insensitive to different models because the
Line4 K = 50.0 homogeneous model here also considers the thermal non-

equilibrium effect. Under the saturated boiling condition,
the loop mass flow rate estimated by the drift flux model

0.00 - .......................... is lower and far away from the one estimated by the other.
60.00 60.66 i 0.000.00 00 40.00 + In addition, it is understood that V is flow regime depen-

Q dent. However, to simplify the analysis, it is assumed that
Figure 6 Effect of inlet loss coefficient on loop mass flow Vj is independent of flow regime. Te sensitivity study of
rate Vj has indicated that the results are only slightly changed
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(< 27%) if V is reduced to the half of its original value. of multiple solutions is aowable as long as the power
This justifies the assumption made in the present study. is below the maximum power.

Figure shows the void fraction distribution at a given
power and three possible loop mass flow rate typically. For The presented study is for a single-channel loop. How-
the sallest loop mass flow rate, the void fraction reaches ever, the model can be extended for multi-channel loop by
one from zero very rapidly. The dryout appears for most noting that the pressure drop through each channel with
portion of the loop.The one of middle flow rate, which is ac- common ends must be equal and the summation of mass
tually statically unstable, is under saturated boiling condi- flow rate in each channel must be equal to the total loop
tion at the heater exit. At zlLh of about 046, void fraction mass flow rate. It is anticipated that the solution could be
begins to appear and increases smoothly until to the exit of much more complicated.
heated region. For the case of the largest loop mass flow Acknowledgernents
rate, that is under subcooled boiling condition at the exit The present study was supported by a ellowship and grands
of the heater section, te void fraction begins to appear at from the National Science Council under the grand numbers
zlLh of about 09 and rises to about 24% at the heater exit. of NSC 81-0401-EO07-18 and NSC 82-0413-EO07-081. The

fellowship was provided for author (C.P.) while he was on-
4 Conclusions leave from the National Tsing Hua University and in the

Department of Nuclear Engineering, University of Illinois at
The present study derives an equation for mass flow rate Urbana-champaign as a visiting professor.

in a natural circulation loop using the drift flux model. The
numerical evaluation of the model results in the following Nomenclature
conclusions. A pipe cross-sectional area

1. Many nondimensional parameter may affect the loop Co distribution parameter in the drift flux model
mass flow rate even for a very simple natural circu- D pipe diameter
lation loop considered in the present study. These f friction factor
parameters include Co, Ki, K,, Nd, N,�P' Nf, Nub, 9 gravity
Pem, RD, Rha, RL, Vt and a shape factor of pipe h enthalpy93
cross-sectional area. j mixture volume flux

2. The loop mass flow rate of single phase flow and the K loss coefficient
maximum mass flow rate is quite insensitive to the L length
inlet subcoofing number, while the ximum power
increases with increase in inlet subcooling number. N,.,,, thermal expansion number, =(Ohfvf)1(Cpfvf,)

Nd density ratio, =vflv,
3. The loop mass flow rate of single-phase flow, incipient Nf friction number, =(fhLh)lDh

power of two-phase flow, slope of flow increase, max- N,�b inlet subcooling number, =(Ah,.bvf,)1(hf.9vf)
imum loop mass flow rate, and corresponding maxi-
mum power increase with increase in riser-to-heater n the exponent in Blasius equation of friction factor
length ratio, diameter ratio and with decrease in Wet P pressure or perimeter
and exit loss coefficients. Pe.. modified Pelect number, =(DhV1gDh1fh)1af

4. Reducing the inlet subcooling number and/or increas- Q power
ing the inlet loss coefficient may effectively reduce the Q, characteristic power
area of the region of multiple solutions and may be RA riser-to-heater flow cross-sectional area ratio, =A,/Ah
used as means to avoid the static instability. RD riser-to-heater diameter ratio, =DlDh

5. A model neglecting the lateral void distribution effect Rh. heater cross-sectional to heater surface area ratio
and the relative motion between two phases may pre- RL riser-to-heater length ratio, =LrILh
dict a significantly different flow characteristics from
real situation as is evident from the comparison be- U fluid velocity
tween the predictions of homogeneous nonequilibrium U, characteristic velocity, =fghlfh
model and drift flux model. V specific volume

6. Multiple solutions of mass flow rate at a given pow- Vgj drift velocity, =l.4(agAp1p,)'1'
er exist evidently under the conditions of high inlet W loop mass flow rate
subcooling number, low inlet and exit loss coefficients. W, characteristic loop mass flow rate
There are two regions of multiple solutions. The first Z true quality
one is near the incipient power for two-phase flow, in
which three solutions exist: a high flow rate for sinile- Z axial coordinate
phase flow and two low flow rates for two-phase ow a void fraction
with subcooled boiling. The second region is at high Ah' =(hi - hd)l(hf - hi,�)
powers and typically three solutions exist: one is fair dAP pressure droply high, one is in the middle and is statically unstable
�nd the other one is very ow ad dryout could occur r volumetric vapor generation rate
in the loop. Furthermore, the number of solutions can r F in saturated boiling region, ="Ph1Ahhf,
be as high as five at the region of somewhat higher p density
power level. Q =(q"Thvfq)1(Ahhfg)

7. The existence of multiple solutions implies hysteresis A viscosity
effect in a natural circulation loop. Increasing and
decreasing power have different paths for mass flow Subscripts
rate as a function of heat flux. Based on the steady
stAte analysis, the operation of the loop in the region b bulk average
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d point of net vapor generation [12] D. Chisholm, "Pressure Gradients Due to Friction Dur-
e heater exit ing the Flow of Evaporating Two-Phase Mixtures in S-
f frictional component or saturate liquid mooth Tubes and Channels", Int. J. Heat Mass Trans-
9 gravitational component or saturate vapor fer, Vol.16, pp.347-358, 1973.
h heater [13] C. Pan, et al., "The study of two-phase natural circula-
in inlet tion loop", NSC project report NSC82-0413-EO07-081,
r riser pp.44-45, Taiwan, R.O.C., 1993.
8 single phase or singular component
sat saturated
SC point where fluid reaches saturation temperature
V point where fluid evaporated to saturated vapor al

Superscripts

+ nondimensional variables
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MODELLING OF A SINGLE-COMPONENT TWO-PHASE FLOW REGIME MAP

IN A HORIZONTAL PIPE WITH ROD BUNDLES
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ABSTRACT Experimental investigations of flow regime transitions in a
horizontal pipe with rod bundle have been performed by a

Many flow regime maps in current use for modelling number of researchers. Aly f4l studied the case of horizontal
two-phase flow with rod bundles were developed for adiabatic air-water flow in a pipe containing a 37-rod bundle by focusing
situations and without interface mass transfer being taken on the interior subchannels. Krishnan and Kowalski [51 analysed
into account. This paper describes the development of a flow the stratified-to-slug flow transition in a horizontal pipe
regime map which includes the modelling the mass transfer containing a 7-rod bundle. Osamusali and Chang [11 investigated
between the two phases. The model used is a modified form both theoretically and experimentally flow regime transitions in
of the mechanistic model proposed by Osamusali and Chang 37-rod bundle under adiabatic conditions. hey included the
Ill. The effect of interfacial mass transfer on flow regime effect of surface tension in the modelling the transition from
transitions predicted by the new model is discused in detail in stratified-to- intermittent flow.
this paper.

In the present workthe mechanistic model proposed by
INTRODUCTION Osamusali and Chang [11 is modified to include the presence of

interfacial mass transfer.
Realible predictions of two-phase flow phenomena

encountered during loss of coolant accident in a nuclear power FLOW REGIMES IN A HORIZONTAL PEPE
plant primary heat transport system are important in performing
safety analysis. 'Me modelling of the various two-phase flow Typical flow regimes in a horizontal pipe are shown in Fig.
regimes is an essential aspect in such analysis. Calculation of I and can be classified as follows [61.
heat transfer and pressure drop under two-phase flow is not only
dependent on the fluid properties and equipment characteristics
,but also on flow regimes.

(SS) (Sp
Approaches to predicting flow regimes include modelling of

the liquid and vapour as separate flow fields. The coupling of the
flow fields is done through interfacial transfer of mass, (SW) (AN)
momentum and energy. Such a two-fluid model has the
advantage of allowing for unequal temperatures and velocities for (PQ (DB)
the two phases. Examples of two-fluid models are given by
Kocamustafaogullari 2].

A simple representation of flow regimes is usually in the
form of maps in terms of gas and liquid velocities. In the Figure I Flow Regimes in a Horizontal Pipe
literature, two-phase flow regime maps which include the effect
of interfacial mass transfer are comparatively rare. Usually mass Stratified Smooth Flow (SS) is characterized by the liquid
transfer effects are accounted for by the changing of the phase flowing along the bottom of the pipe and the gas flowing above
velocities in the direction normal to the mass transfer. Braber it and the interface is smooth. At high gas flow rate, surface
13], for example, assumed that flow regime� change as a result of waves may be developed at the interface leading to a Stratified
condensation takes place because of (a) a de-crease in the ratio Wavy Flow (SW).
of the shear force to the gravity force and (b) an increase in the
ratio of the liquid and vapour fractions. Plug (PL) and Slug (SL) Flaw are characterized by package of

the liquid flowing down the pipe. If the packages are highly
on leave from BPPT X. M.H. Thamrin No. 8, Jakarta, aerated with small bubbles, the flow is called Slug Flow. Plug
Indonesia Flow and Slug Flow are sometimes called as Intermittent Flow
Also AECL-CANDU, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada. (IN).
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Annular Flow (AN) is characterized by the gas flowing in the If we substitute Eqn 3 into Eqn. 2, we obtain the following
core while the liquid is flowing along the inner wall of pipe as mixture momentum of the phases,
a film.

dUV 2Dispersed Bubble (DB) Flow is characterized by a train of PA_ _ Plur W, py, d4V
discrete gas bubbles moving close to the upper wall of the pipe dz dz A, dz
with the same velocity as the liquid. PI U,' dA, d1hI

ONE DIMENSIONAL TWO-FLUID MODEL A, dz dZ 3

The flow situation used in the present analysis is shown in Fig.2. +2 (PI-P) A d (M'
To derive the conservation equations, it is assumed that the P'PI Si dz Si (4)
cross-section of the duct is constant and the vapour is at U. - U U. -Ul
saturation. + AV Al

Qwv 1 T SI( + ) -ri Si 
AV Al A,

T� T.U� -i. QVI + TI I (PI+ P)g al

T. A dz
ho U1 Ti

Condensation Om Furthermore, by assuming that the liquid level varies only slowly
or with the axial distance z (excluding rapid condensation or

evaporation), the derivative with respect to the axial distance z
U� QVI T� can be neglected compared to the other terms of Eqn 4.

Therefore, Eqn 4 can be simplified to yield

U1 h Si SI

--TV A, (Al AV
Evaporation U,-U,+ U.-U, (5)

+1 (_ - =0

Figure 2 Flow Situation AV Al
The simplified conservation equations of energy for the liquid

The steady-state continuity equations for vapour and liquid and vapour phases can be written as
phases can be written as follows d Q.

- (Aj Tj Uj = l , j=l 6)
d (UjAj)=0?h, j=vl (1) dz pi j

Pi dz where

The steady-state momentum equations for the vapour and liquid Qj=Q,,,S,,+QJSI+QbjSt-j+Qj"Ap j=lv 7)
phases may be written as

where C I and CPV are the heat capacities for the liquid and

d d dhl vapour ptases, respectively.
(U�Aj) A Pji-Aj j g-

Pi dz J dz dz (2) The left hand side of Eqn 6 represents the axial gradient of

-,rjsj - 0 -risi + 0 h Ui - j energy transfer. The right hand side of Eqn 7 represents the
local heat flux terms. The heat flux terms are due to the transfer

wherej=vforvapourphaseandj=lforliquidphase. nEqns. of sensible and latent heats to the liquid phase by the heated
I and 2 the parameter = I for vapour phase and 1 for liquid wall, vapour liquid interface and rod bundle, respectively. The
phase, the interfacial velocity i equals (U,+U,)/2 71, and the last term in the right hand side of Eqn 7 is the volumetric heat
Apji equals to Pi-Pi. generation in the liquid and vapour phases.

The mixture momentum of both phases may be obtained by CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS

eliminating the pressure term in Eqn 2 and using the following To solve the governing equations, appropriate constitutive
approximation relationships are required. These include the interfacial mass,

momentum and energy transfer, and shear stresses.
Al 1 2 (pl-p) (3)

Ap,-Apfi =0- -(-) - The shear stresses between the phases and the wall are
oz 2 Si Pi PI represented by[6]
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fi pi U I U I (8) contribution nly if it is acting at the same frequency as the
wave. Using this postulate, Jeffreys( 01 proposed that the rate of

2 change of internal energy of the wave caused by the wind is

where f and f, are the friction factors which may be expressed dWprcss/dt= 12 ck2a2SP, (U,-C)2.

in the Blasius form for a smooth pipe, 'ne contribution of the mass transfer to the surface energy of the
Di U, D U wave may be derived using mechanical energy jump at the

A = , ( - ) -11, = C� V (9) interface that is by multiplying the pressure difference betweenv vI Y the two phases due to the mass transfer and the velocity of the
displacement normal to the interface. Due to the presence of the

The hydraulic diameters in above equation may be written as wave, the pressure due to the mass transfer can be broken up
into Fourier components, one of which has the same frequencyfollows: DI = 4 Ai/Si and D,= 4 Av/(S,+S,). The ofthewave. 'Ibusthepressuredifferencemaybewrittenas P

coefficients Cv and C are equal to 0046 for turbulent flow and = P. ak sin kz-ct), where parameter P. is pi-,ov)/P1P'Ym/Sd4V
16.0 for laminar flow, respectively. n and in take values of 02 By averaging the sinusoidal term, the rate of change of energy
for turbulent flow and 1.0 for laminar flow. of the wave due to mass transfer per unit area may be written as

The interfacial momentum transfer between the vapour and'the dW./dt= 12 P. a2k2c.
liquid is represented as The condition of wave growth can be obtained using the relation,

T1=0_5 P, (Q,-U1)1U,-U11 (10) dWWaV0/dt=d(Wi,.+ Wpress+ W.0 t. By assuming that
C2 = g/k, da/dt > 0 and for turbulent flow c = U1, we obtain the

where the interfacial friction factor is evaluated based on the following equation,
given flow regimes. For stratified wavy and annular flow, it is 2= 9 [4v(p p,)-M.] 12)
assumed that the waves and ripples on the surface of the liquid U", SPY,
are interpreted as roughness relative to the flow of the vapour.
To account for this roughness the friction factor correlation where Ma equals to PUl/g.
proposed by Wallis 7 is used, f = 0.02[l+75(f/D)]. he
roughness (e) is determined by applying the model proposed by (b) Transition rrom stratified to intermittent flow
Solbrig et al. [8].

Consider the wave profile as shown in Figure 3 Te condition
Ile rate of mass transfer per unit length can be related to the for wave growth may be written as,
interfacial heat flux using the following equation:

o I (I 3)S Pi-P, >(hi 41)(pl-p)g-a-
?h=_'[H-(T-T-),H(T--T)] (11) az2

tv tv V I il I

where the first and the last terms in the right hand side of Eqn.
where T is the interfacial temperature. The coefficients, Hi, 13 are the gravitational and surface tension effects, respectively.
and Hi, are the interfacial heat transfer coefficients for
interface-liquid and interface-vapour, respectively. Station I Station 2

TRANSITION CRITERIA Lk

(a) Transition from stratified smooth to wavy flow hvi
U1

According to Taitel and Dukler[61, wavy flow occurs when the
force due to the gas flow is great enough to overcome the
viscous force. Following this theory, the contribution of the
mass transfer on the wave growth will be included in the present Figure 3 Formation of Intermittent Flow
analysis.

Using Bernoulli equation, the energy balance between point I
Consider the surface wave profile to be =a cos kz-ct), where and point 2 may be written as
a is the average wave amplitude, is the average wave velocity 1 1
and k is wave number. The speed of the displacement of the PIV+-Ppjghj--p U
surface normal to the interface can be written as VI = akc sin kz- 2 2 (14)=pi,._ P g h; +Pj U,2ct) and the internal energy of the wave may be written as J
Ww,,v,= 12 pI-pv)ka2c2. 2 2

According to Lamb[9], the viscous dissipation of energ er unit where j =1 and = I for liquid phase, and j =v and fl=-I for
time per unit area may be written as dWvi,,/dt =-2AVe3a2. In vapour phase. In above equation Pj equals to Pi.
the case where there is a vapour stress on the surface of the
wave, the vapour pressure acting on the wave makes a positive Assuming that the mass transfer takes place at the interface, the
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continuity equation for the liquid and vapour phase can be In this analysis, it is assumed that the bubble radius does not
written as change. Therefore, the force of buoyancy per unit length of the

pA,'Uj'=PjAJUph,&Z (15) vapour bubble may be written as Fla = gpj-p,')A, where p,'
j equals to p+Am./A,, and the force due to mass transfer per

where = I is for vapour phase and =-I is for liquid phase. In unit length may be written as
above equation, Az equals the half length of the curvature, F�=[(pj (yhlS)2S 20)
k2(hl'-h,)A/2. _p11)/pjp111 I I

Using Eqns. 13 to 15, and the relationship hhl= hv'+hll, The force due to turbulence acting is estimated to be FT 1/4 Si
and assuming that for small finite disturbances, A,' and h,' can P1f1U 12. 'Me final form of the transition criterion is
be expanded about A, and h, respectively in Taylor series
ignoring higher order terms, we obtain the following relation, 2 4g[(pj-p,,)A�+Fj

2 U; A PAU�;tC2[ (F9+F-)A1 Uj) 16)
(C+l)dAIdh,

NUMERICAL RESULTS
where

4(p,-p)2g The first step in the numerical procedure is to calculate the
F, (17) geometrical parameters of the pipe with 37 rod bundles. Typical

P'Pi calculation obtained by Osamusali and Chang[l] is shown in Fig.
4. It is seen that the interfacial area becomes conmonotonic in

and the case of bundle geometries.

CIU C-2U, g(p,-p,)A
F. -.Yh( '+- )� (18) Ile second step is to calculate the flow regime transition

pr4i p,,A, boundary by solving the simplified mixture momentum equation
(Eqn. 5) together with Eqns 12, 16 and 2 .

Following Taitel and Dukler[71, C is assumed equal to (1-hi/D).

1 0-
(c) Transition from intermittent to annular now 9-

For transition from intermittent to annular flow, the model - Pipe
proposed by Taitel and Dukler[6] is used. According to this 7 -
model, the transition occurs if the value of h/D is greater than 6-
0.5. E

5-

(d) Transition from intermittent to bubbly flow 4-

3-
The transition from intermittent to bubble flow is derived based 2-
on the vertical force balance. Ile transition is assumed to occur Rod Bundle
when the bubble turbulent force, FT, is greater than the bubble 1 
buoyancy force, FE, and the force due to mass transfer, F,,,. 0 -

0 1 2 3 9 0
The effect of mass transfer and heat transfer on the bubble will h (cm)
change the radius of the bubble, the mass contained in the bubble
and pressure difference between the bubble and the liquid. The
change of mass will change of density of the bubble. The bubble
mass change is assumed to be due to the condensation of the Figure 4 Interfacial Length for 37-Rod Bundle.
vapor inside the bubble on to the bulk liquid or evaporation from
the liquid phase to vapor bubble. he latter occurs when the Figure shows the comparison between the flow regime map
liquid surrounding the bubble is at a superheated condition with and without a bundle. This figure shows that many of the
corresponding to the system pressure. The added or reduced transition boundaries are influenced by the existence of bundles
mass will vary with time according to the following equation in the flow channel.

Figure 6 shows the transition boundaries for intermittent-to-
Am.=f,', H("-T,) S'dt 19) bubble flow. For superheated liquid, it is seen that the transition

0 iiv boundary shifts to lower superficial liquid velocity for high mass
transfer, i.e. the transport time (Q greater than zero. For

where t. is the transport time which equals the bubble growth subcooled liquid, the transition boundary is shifted to a higher
time. superficial liquid velocity for t, greater than zero.
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Figure 5 : The Flow Regime Transitions for a Horizontal Pipe Figure Transition from Stratified Smooth to wavy Flow.

with and without Nuclear Bundles
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(suboooled kluld) TI 170C 1�bIC = 0.1 3
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Figure 6 Transition from Intermittent to Bubble Flow Figure 9 The Flow Regime Transitions and comparison

between the present model and experimental data of Sawamura

100- et al [II].

IN

Figure 7 shows the transition from Stratified Flow to

Intermittent Flow, especially for condensing flow. Figure 7

C AN shows that the transition shifts to higher superfical liquid
velocity. The reason for this is given below. As the condensation

lo: mass transfer takes place at the interface, the liquid level
V Eqn. 1 Eqn. ils increases.
0 = ) ((n 0)

SW Figure shows the transition boundary from stratified
smooth to wavy flow in the presence and absence of the mass

transfer. Mass transfer shows small effect on the formation of

the wave growth.

P 1.0 MPaTw=Tl Tv

100 1000
Ugs [m/sj Figure 9 shows the comparison between the present flow

regime map and the experimental steam-water two-phase flow

data of Sawamura et al [I II obtained for system pressures from
Figure 7 Transition boundary from Stratified to Intermittent 1.5 to 30 MPa. Comparison with the model of Krishnan et al.

Flow and Intermittent to Annular Flow. [51 is also shown in Fig. 9.
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Transition boundary between intermittent to annular flow is 5. V.S. KRISHNAN, and J.R. KOWALSKI, "A Study of the
observed to occur at lower superficial vapour velocity than the Stratified- Slug Flow Transition in a Horizontal Pipe Containing
experimental data of Sawarnura et al [I t ] . Transition boundary Rod Bundle", AlChE Symposium Series, 80, 236, 282-289
between stratified to intermittent is slightly under predicted (1984).
especially for high vapour flow rates.

6. A.E.DUKLERandY.TAITEL,"FlowPatternTransitions
CONCLUDING REMARKS in Gas-Liquid Systems Measurement and Modelling 

Multiphase Science and Technology, Hewitt, G.H., J.M.
Theoretical investigations have been carried out to predict Delhaye, N. Zuber (edts.), Hemisphere Pub. Co.,2 J94,

the flow pattern transitions for steam-water in a horizontal pipe (1986).
with bundles. The results can be summarized as follows,

7. G.B. WALLIS, One-Dimensional Two-Phase Flow,
McGraw Hill Book Company 1969).

1. The transition from intermittent to bubble flow is
significantly influenced by the presence of mass transfer. 8. C.W. SOLBRIG, J.M. MCFADDEN, R.W.

LYCZKOWSKI, and E.D. HUGHES, "Heat Transfer and
2. No significant condensing mass transfer effect is observed Friction Correlations Required to Describe Steam-Water

for the formation of the surface wave under stratified flow Behaviour in Nuclear Safety Studies", AChE Symposium
conditions. Series, 174, 74, 100-129, 1978)

NOMENCLATURE 9. S.H. LAMB, Hydrodynamics, Six Edition, Dover Pub.,
New York(1932).

All) = pipe area, inner pipe diameter
AjA, = liquidvapour phase flow area 10. H. JEFFREYS, -On the Formation of Water Waves by
9 = acceleration due to gravity Wind', Proc. Royal Soc., A107,189 1925).
h,,hl = vapour, liquid eight
i1V = latent heat of evaporation II. 0. SAWAMURA, M. WAKAYAMA, A. HOSOKAWA,
M = rate of mass transfer H. KUSUNOKI, J. NAGASIMA and A. INOUE, "Experimental
PjlPjv = interface-liquid, interface-vapour pressure and Analytical Study of Flow Stratification in a Horizontal Fuel
Qj",Q," = liquid, vapour volumetric heat generation Channel", Proc. 7ird Annual Canadian Nuclear Soc.
s = sheltering coefficient Conference, Toronto, Canada, A-7 1982).
SI'SV'Si = liquidvapour and interfacial perimeter
TITvT, = liquid, vapour, wall temperature
U1., U, = superficial phase velocities
E = absolute pipe roughness
Alp = dynamics and kinematics viscosity
T = shear stress
or = surface tension
P = density
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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION and BACKGROUND
The water coolant in most operating Nuclear safety considerations, through-
power reactor systems is kept free of out the world, require that the conse-
dissolved gas, so as to minimize corro- quences of even a very unlikely accident
sion. However, in most research reac- be thoroughly analyzed, with reasonable
tors, which operate at temperatures accuracy. The purpose is primarily to
below 700 C, and between I and atm. determine if there are ways of further
pressure, the dissolved gas remains reducing the probability or consequences
present in the water coolant system of such an accident, and to provide
during operation. This dissolved gas input to a probability risk assessment
can have a significant effect during (PRA) from which societal risks of
accident conditions (i.e. a LOCA), when nuclear power technology can be compared
the fluid quickly reaches boiling, with risks of other electric power
coincident with flow stagnation and generating technologies.
subsequent flow reversal. A benchmark

experiment was conducted, with an elec- Perhaps the most severe, and hence most
trically heated, closed loop channel, challenging, hypothetical accident that
modeling a research reactor fuel coolant is considered for a light water reactor
channels 2 mm thick). The results is the so-called large-break Loss-of-
showed "boiling (bubble) noise" occur- Coolant-Accident (LOCA), in which both
ring before wall temperatures reached the inlet and outlet coolant pipes to
saturation, and a significant increase the reactor are sheared by a momentous
(up to 50%) in the heat transfer coeffi- event such as a major earthquake.
cient in the subcooled boiling region Testing reactor system performance by
when in the presence of dissolved gas, staging such an event is impractical.
compared to degassed water. However, some small nuclear benchmark

Since power reactors do not involve testing has been done for such an acci-
dissolved gas, the RELAP safety analysis dent. The most famous of these is
code does not include any provisions for probably the Loss-of-Flow Test Reactor
the effect of dissolved gas on heat (LOFT Reactor), which was built and
transfer. In this work, the effects of tested at the Idaho National Engineering
the dissolved gas are evaluated for Laboratory (INEL) in the 19801s. This
inclusion in the RELAP code, including reactor represented just a small part of
provision for initiating "nucleate a typical WR.
boiling" at a lower temperature, and a
provision for enhancing the heat trans- A computer code known as RELAP (REactor
fer coefficient during the subcooled Loss of coolant Analysis Program) was
boiling region. Instead of relying on also developed aE the INEL to predict
Chen's correlation alone, a modification the results of a LOCA, and applied to
of the superposition method of Bjorge the LOFT test results to determine how
was adopted. valid the code results might be. The

emphasis of the LOFT verifications, and
of other non-nuclear verification test
has been on commercial light water

Now at the Atomic Energy Council, reactor (WR) conditions. These verifi-
Republic of China. cation comparisons, and subsequent
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modifications to RELAP have resulted in BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS
a code that predicts LWR performance
during both minor and severe transient An electrically heated benchmark experi-
conditions quite accurately. ment was constructed (Figure 1), and

when these tests were run, it was ob-
owever, in the late 19801s, it became served that the dissolved gas in the

apparent that certain of the high pow- test water had a major effect on the
ered, forced downflow research reactors, development of boiling (incipient boil-
that operate at subcooled atmospheric ing). When the RELAP code was used to
boiling temperatures, and pressure of model this benchmark experiment,# con-
only a few atmospheres, might also siderable deviation was observed between
represent a risk of fuel damage or melt both the temperatures and the velocity
during a LOCA.2 of the water in the channels. (Figure 3

and 4 However, when the water was
High powered research reactors differ degassed, and the test run again, the
from typical LWR's in fuel type, flow results compared more closely with those
direction, emergency cooling systems, predicted by RELAP 3
oper W on pressures and temperatures,
etc. It is necessary to verify the one might wonder if this was merely an
adequacy of these thermal hydraulic anomaly caused by the using non-degassed
safety codes for conditions of these water in the experiment, or whether it
research reactors. Furthermore, since is a real situation that occurs in the
corrosion is minimal at these low tem- high powered research reactors. Figure
peratures, no special operating condi- 2 shows that indeed these conditions of
tions are employed to remove dissolved dissolved gas do exist in these reac-
air from the coolant. The University of tors, since the water systems are not
Missouri Research Reactor (MURR) is one designed to remove the gas for the
such example where these conditions purpose of minimizing corrosion, etc.
exist, and such conditions are similar The dissolved gas of the water used to
for most of the major test and isotope fill the loop at room temperature and
production reactors in the U.S.A. and in pressure is much legs than the dissolved
other countries.** gas limit during operating conditions.

However, during a LOCA, when pressure
goes to one atmosphere (or perhaps less

It has been proposed to raise the power during pulsing) and the temperature
of the University of Missouri Research approaches boiling, the dissolved gas
Reactor (MURR) from its present 10 MW to will definitely be liberated.
about 30 MW. Though the fuel will

perform flawlessly during normal opera- The effects of the dissolved gas are
tion at these higher powers, during a subtle, yet significant. No -te in Figure
LOCA the initial calculations showed 3 that "boiling instability" in the
that there is reason to be concerned water channel temperatures develops much
about the validity of the calculations sooner
of the rapid pulsed boiling that was in the fresh water case than for
shown to occur in these narrow channels. the degassed water. Figure shows the

actual magnitude of the heat flux for
these two cases, and indicates the
conditions under which the first bubbles
appeared to form. This first indication
of bubble formation we will call "Onset
of Nuclear Boiling" (ONB) in both the
fresh water and the degassed water
cases. In comparing how well the tem-
peratures are calculated, the agreement

#The benchmark experiment consisted of a

Examples of reactors with similar closed loop in which the heat blocks
operating conditions are the Advanced representing the fuel plates were heated
Test Reactor (ATR) at Idaho, the High in steps. Each case began with water
Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) at Oak nominally at room temperature, and heat
Ridge, and the High Flux Beam Reactor was supplied in steps of increasing heat
(HFBR) at Brookhaven on Long Island, and input rates, for like periods of time in
the Indonesian Multipurpose Research each experiment. The same stepped power
Reactor (MPR-GAS). input was supplied as the input for the

RELAP calculations.
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0.1 Figure 3 Temperature comparisons in narrow chan-
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0.08

though there definitely is more heat0.06
transferred from the block to the water

Initial condiflo
0.04 (fili ale') in the fresh water case.

Opealing comfillon
0.02

....... .....
.. ........ ... LOCA In summary, the effects, deduced from

0 _1� the benchmark experiments, and extrapo-0 20 40 so 80 1 0 lated to that of dissolved gas on the

Temperature (dog. C) boiling mechanism during a LOCA, can be

summarized as follows:

Figure 2 Solubility of air In water, with respect to
research reactor operating conditions. 1) Lower wall superheat is required

for appa. 5 ent 5 incipient

is slightly better for the degassed case boiling. 4, 

compared to the fresh water case. It is 2) Smaller bubble radius appears to

unlikely that the water was completely occur with dissolye-0 than with true
degassed, and hence even the latter case nucleate boilinq.0,',

does not correspond exactly to the no-

gas conditions for which RELAP is coded.

The ONB occurs sooner in the fresh water 3) A higher heat transfer coeffi-

case, and this difference corresponds cient exists in the subcooled region,

nearly to what is observed with the throug�,et t�r lju�yooled "boiling"

commencement of boiling noise in the range. 14

temperature measurements during the

experiments. The differences in the 4) Flow velocities are less than

temperature of the water and the heat calculations predict during the period

block are not as easily distinguished, just after ONB, apparently the result of
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VELOCITY COMPARl NS
FN2.032-rhm CHANNEL (FRESH WATER) Once these effects had been observed in

200- the testing, and were found to not be

180. Coded into the present version of RELAP
(Version 5, MOD 3 estimates of the

160- RELAP spAuLATION relative importance of these terms on
140- the ultimate safety predictions were

3
120- made. It was decided that the ef-E

Em fects were so significant, that if RELAP�: 10C

G so- was to be used as a predictor of behav-
ior of a high powered test reactor, some

60 z provision would need to be made to
MEASURED DATA

40- incorporate the dissolved gas effect

20- into the RELAP program.

I'a i's io i5 so is 40 RELAPS SUB-COOLED BOILING HEAT TRANSFER
TIME (MINUTE) CORRELATION

VELOCI COMPARISON
IIN2.032-MMCHANNEL(DEGASS DWATER)l In calculating a forced conyction

200- boiling heat trar�sfer, RELAP uses
6ISO. Chen's correlation , which treats the

overall heat transfer as a sum of a
1&0. RELAP SIMULATION convection heat transfer term (hc)and a
140-

nucleate boiling heat transfer term
120- (h nb)- The convection part is the

classic Dittus-Boelter single phase heat

transfer correlation, multiplied by a a
MEASURED DATA vapor enhancement factor F. This ac-

60. counts for increased convective heat

40- transfer due to the influence of the

20- void generated in the boundary layer as

a result of boiling (bubble formation) 
io 2�5 -lb is 40 The enhancement factor F is empirically

TIME (MINUTE) determined by a functional relationship

Figure 4 Velocity comparisons in narrow channel, to the Lockhart-Martenelli parameter

experiment vs. RELAP calculations. X t.(Ref. 5, p. 492 and 539) The nucle-

ate boiling heat transfer uses the
Heat Flux Measured Foster-Zuber pool-boiling heat transfer

Used in Revised RELAP Ca1c. correlation, multiplied by a suppression

50- factor S, which is often expressed as a
function of the two-phase Reynolds

40- number Retp.(Ref. 5, p..539-540)
35_��

30- 1) h = Fh + Shnb

where

1.5- k f 0 4 0 8
10- 2) hc = 0.02, �Fr) ' (Re)

5- Deff

0-
0 �0 io 1�0 (k 0.79 C 0.45 0.49 )f

Heat Flux q` W/sqm) 3 h nb = 000122 p
(Thousands) 0. A 0 29 h fg/< 024g

Fresh Water Degasse T sat 0 24 len�p 0 75

Figure 5. Heat flux comparison and first bubble nucle-

ation comparisons for the experiments with fresh and INCORPORATING THE DISSOLVED GAS EFFECT
degassed water. INTO THE RELAP CODE

additional fluid friction. (Any expect- Several experiments 3,9,10,11,12,13,14
ed enhancement in vertically upward flow on
velocity due to buoyancy was not ob- heat transfer coefficients with liquids

served, perhaps because the frictional containing dissolved gas show that the

effects overwhelmed whatever buoyancy strongest effect is in the subcooled
effects existed.) boiling region. In this region, the
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heat transfer is enhanced due to the we have modified the Davis and Anderson
lowering of the superheat, and thus the approach, and in combination with equa-
"boiling" starts earlier than for the tion 4 find a relationship between the
degassed liquid case. This lower tem- ONB temperature difference (TONB - Tf)
perature for the ONB comes from the fact for dissolved gas vs. the case without
that the presence of the dissolved gas dissolved gas as
will lower the saturation vapor gas
pressure required to form a bubble.
Simply stated, a bubble of radius r* in 7) (TONB Tf)degassed (TONB - Tf)gas
a liquid with a surface tension a, will
form when the pressure inside the bubble Tsatvfg

2 a Pgas
4) Pb = Pv + Pg = P + hfg

r*
In using this expression, the key term

The gas pressure, is that of the is St the effective pressure from the
dissolved gas ominaout of solution. dissgTved gas that will form to make the
This must be deterWed from the solu- at whichbility data,21,2 2, bubble. At the temperaturessome of which is this benchmark experiment was run, the
shown in Figure 2 Once this pressure dissolved gas pressure term significant-
plus the vapor pressure of the liquid ly exceeds the vapor pressure of the
reach a sufficient magnitude to form a liquid, in reference to equation (5),
bubble, the gas will come out of solu- and hence is the dominant term in deter-
tion. This bubble will form at the mining if and when bubbles will form.
plate surface, and may collapse as the
bubble moves into cooler liquid near the In order to incorporate a revised heat
center of the channel and its tempera- transfer coefficient in the calculation,
ture is reduced sufficiently to cause it we2gave taken the model of Bjorge et
to go back into Solution. Hence, ini- al . involving superposition of the
tially the dissolved gas will merely convective and nucleate boiling heat
cause a disturbance and hence and en- transfer terms, but including a qNB
hancement of the heat transfer at the term (for comparison, see Reference ,
surface of the plate, with virtually no p.542),
net formation of void. This is similar
to the conditions of initial onset of 8) q = [qc2 + (qnb - ONB) 2
true nucleate boiling, but the dissolved
gas effect commences well below satura- for quality x < 0.05
tion temperatures. leading to

Using this bubble formation model, a
number of investigators have derived 9) q = 2
semi-empirical expressions for the heat
transfer under early conditions of + qNB 1 ((TONB-Tf)/(TW-Tf))3 2
nucleate bo'1ing. For instance Sato and
Matsumura 17 derived the ONB heat flux where (TONB Tf) is evaluated as
q from their experiment of degassedffl .
wa er in a vertical channel, as (see, in equation 6) above, and the subscript
for comparison, Ref. 5, p.525,533,534): w refers to the apparent wall tempera-

hfgkf ture.
5) qNB � (TONB Tsat)2 RESULTS

BuTsatvfg

and where The use of Equation 6) depends very
strongly on the size of the bubbles

8aTsatvfg initially formed, from Equation 4).
6) (TONB - Tsat) hC However, using the degassed equation as

hfgkf the basis from which the TONB is deduced

Davis and Anderson18 found the same without gas, one can apply Equation 6)
expression as the above relation, and directly to determine the lowering of
several other exp ssions can be found the TONP in the presence of dissolved
in the literature T all of which were gas. S ill, there is some uncertainty
derived theoretically or experimental ly on what the effective temperature is
in either vertical or horizontal tubes, when the bubbles initially form, presum-
but all for degassed liquids. ably at the location of micropores on

the wall of the fuel plate. We calcu-
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late a lowering of the TONB in the range REFERENCES
of 10 to 25 K, depending on the p 1. S.T. Polkinghome, T.K. Larson and B.J. Buescher, 'RELAP5
used. From the experimental d2fa simulation of Advanced Test Reactor Scaled LOCA experiments 7 ,
(Figure 5) , it can be determined that a 12 and 14', Nuclear Technology. Vol 93 pp. 240-250, 1991
lowering of about 95 K was easured. 2. J.L.Wang, J.F. Kunze, 'Using the RELAP51MOD2 Code under Lw-

pressure/Low-tempwature LOCA Conditions', Nuclear Technology, Vol.
These effects can be seen in Figures 6, 85, pp. 285-293,1989.

showing the results applied to the RELAP 3. Wei-Wu Chaoet.al., "The Effects of dissolved Gas Bubble
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solved gas present in the water. When Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York.1967.
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ABSTRACT strafe melting or decomposition, material properties including vis-

cosity dependence on temperature and composition, and so on.
In this paper the mathernatical models of molten core materials One of the peculiarities of such conjugate heat and mass transfer
spreading are considered. As principal process the heat and mass problem is the presence of free boundaries. In general case in this
transfer in molten corium. are taken into account. To describe problem two type of free boundaries should be considered: bound-
the flow of incompressible fluid the models of several levels are ary between molten corium and atmosphere and interface between
developed. Two-dimensional models are designed on the basis of coriurn and substrate. To solve such problems the main atten-
Navier- Stokes equations, simplified models are based on the quasi- tion was payed to development of nmerical methods providing a
two dimensional approximation of a thin layer (film flow) and on possibility to carry out calculations on different type of computers
the approximation of a high-viscous flow. Test calculation results including personal ones. That is why we developed several lev-

are presented as well as results of numerical modeling of beat and els mathematical models of flow: atwo-dimensional models based
mass transfer in the spreading heat generating fluid. on Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical geometry; b) simplified

quasi-two-dimensional models based on the approximation of thin
1. INTRODUCTION layer (film flow) and high-viscous (creeping) flow; the simplest

models on the basis of height- averaged description leading to the
The problem of nuclear core materials (corium) spreading as so called hallow water approximation. Top level models gives a

well as the problem of long - term keeping of molten cozium in possibility to investigate flow on the transient stage when shape of

passive core catcher are of great interest for investigation of ex- spreading fluid is formed. On this stage the flow is essentially two-
vessel corium behavior. These problems are actual for perspec- dimensional one. Asymptotic characteristics obtained in course of
tive reactor designs. Detaed aalysis of the Chernobyl accident two-dimensional modeling (shape of fluid, velocity and tempera-

showed that the spreading phenomena had played an important tare distribution) can be used as iitial and boundary onditions
role in course of the accident due to which the intensity of core - for the next stage when the flow is transformed to the film one.

concrete interaction had been essentially decreased .
Main parameters of the models influencing the character of

Now both experimental and theoretical investigations of spre- the flow are the following: total initial mass of slumping corium

ading phenomena are carried out. Understanding of importance of or coruim pouring rate, initial temperature distribution, material
this problem led to development of computer codes and appropri- properties of the melt and substrate, presence of water. Heat trans-
ate experimental program Among codes for modeling of molten port is performed by diffusion and/or convection taking into ac-

,core spreading phenomena the most known is the transient one- count cooling conditions and internal heat generation of fluid.

dimensional code MELTSPREAD intended or modeling of high
temperature melt spreading behavior i eactor containment. To IL GOVERNING EQUATIONS

validate this code the series of appropriate experiments are pro-
posed 3 Experimental program CORINE " is intended for inves- A. Axisymmetrical flow of incompressible fluid

tigation of gravity driven flow of incompressible fluid and study of
some thermal characteristics of solidifying melt. To describe heat and mass transfer in spreading melt we

shell use models of viscous incompressible heat conducting fluid .

To study the problem of core spreading over concrete or metal Let us write governing equations in cylindrical coordinates (r' 0, ),

basemat it is necessary to take into account a set of different phys- provided by c9/19 = and v = u, 0, v). Schematic diagram of the
ical phenomena such a hydrodynarnics of spreading melt, heat flow considered is shown in Fig I. The domain occupied by molten
transfer in olten corium. including internal heat generation and corium is defined as Q, and it evolves in time, i.e. = t).
crust formation phenomena, conditions of corium cooling, sub-
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Of + U49f + Of = . (6)
at Or Oz

Dynamic conditions in the simplest way without consid-
eration of external pressure and surface tension lead to the balance
Of forces normal to surface:

- pni + rj nj = 0, (7)

Fig. Schematic diagram of flow. where n - normal to the free surface, rj - tensor of viscous stresses.

Momentum equations can be written in the following Second dynamic condition is responsible for balance of
forces in tangential direction and can be written analogous to 7):

form:

49U au au or �' (2,v 49U 09 (,( 49U 49V nj V = (8)
-5 + t V F - + 7 r) b7z T. Tr)) where v - components of tangential vector.

+ 1 (2y au 2, u B. Film flows
r Or ;2

To derive main equations of film flow the approxima-
& 19V 49V F 49P 49 49 49 a 49 tion of thin layer is used, i.e. it is believed that the aspect ratio

- + (2, v) + T ,( + ')) - across size of region and L - characteristic on--5T + x ,. , az z TZ r Tz Or = d1L (where d
1 au av gitudinal linear size) is rather small. This approximation is well

+ - v( + (2) known in hydrodynamics and widely used for physical- chemical
r T F modeling.

Continuity equation under assumption of incompressibility is writ- The equation system of film flow in cylindrical coordi-
ten as: nates can be written as follows. The continuity equation conserves

a(ru) + 9v = . (3) its form (3). Momentum equations are reduced to the following
'�r_ Oz

A au + U au + au _11 9 11U). (9)
During initial stage of melt spreading when the flow is E Tr Tz Or Fz az

essentially un teady and the melt temperature is much greater
than temperature of solidification the 'viscosity can be considered
as constant which implifies solving of heat and mass transfer equa- 49P (10)
tions. �7z = _P9-

System (I - 3 is supplemented by appropriate boundary At the free boundary y, where z = h(r, t), we have:
and initial conditions. Oh Oh

-jT UT = v, (r, z) E -.
At initial time moment distributions of velocities and

temperature fields are defined. In the simplest case 0 = .
Besides that, the following conditions (see 7 (8) take place

Let us outline three parts of calculation domain bound-
ary 09 (see. fig. 1). Let y be the free boundary, ro the boundary Ar, Z' = 0, (r, Z) E 'Y, (12)

49Uinterval through which the molten corium is pouring and r the - = 0, (r, z) E y. (13)
rest part of the boundary. In general case r = ro(t) i.e. input 49Z
section may be changed in time in accordance with experiment
conditions. It is not difficult to define boundary conditions at the solid wan r.

In cylindrical coordinates the following boundary conditions axe
At the solid boundary of the domain the conditions of -valid:

impermeability and no slip are defined. It gives u(r, 0, t = 0, v(r, 0, t = 0. (14)

V(X, t = 0, x Er. (4) Eliminating pressure from (9) using (10), 13) we can

obtain the equation 
At the left boundary (melt input) it is aturally to define au 09U au Oh au

the distribution of inlet flux which is modeled by the boundary AM + Or + i9z -Pg Or az P az Y (15)

condition t = vo(-, t), E ro. (5) So, we come to the equations set (15) 3 for velocity compo-
nents ur, Z' ), v(r, z, t). This system is closed by (1 1) for the fee
boundary (function h(r, t)). These equations are supplemented by

On the free boundary of the melt two type of boundary conditions 13), 14).
conditions are specified. The first of them is a kinematic condition
which defines displacement of fee boundary. Let f (r, z, t = be
the equation of boundary motion:
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Detailed description of broken dam problem can be found
C. High-viscous flow in . Main result that is usually compared with experimental data

is the leading edge position versus time. At Fig. 2 comparison
The second general simplification which may be used of computed and experimental results is presented. Dotted line

for modeling of core spreading is based on the approximation of corresponds to experimental results.
high-viscous (creeping) flows.. This approach is suitable, if iner-
tia forces are much less than friction ones i.e. for low Reynolds
numbers (Re = pvoh/.u << 1, where vo is velocity scale). In this 5-
approximation the convective transport is neglected and momen-
tum equation () is reduced to 4-

c9p 49 Ou
+ 0. (16)

2j

The film flow approximation provides a possibility to
derive the nonlinear one-dimensional parabolic equation for the

0 1 2 3
Mm height. Coefficients of this equation are calculated on the basis t*scart (Zg/L)

of some auxiliary boundary value problem. Horizontal and vertical
components of velocity is calculated from some simple differential

equations. It is not difficult to write equations for calculations of Fig.2 Broken dam problem. Leading edge position.

flows along surfaces with arbitrary angle of inclination including

two extreme cases: flows along horizontal and vertical surfaces. in gravity wave oscillations problem the process of oscilla-

tions under gravity force action in the fluid with free surface is

D. Heat conduction considered. At initial time moment a fee surface is affected by

small disturbance of coordinates and velocities. Comparison of

To predict heat conduction in spreading melt we shell theoretical and predicted results have shown that the discrepancy

ase the following two-dimensional equation in cylindrical coordi- is not greater then 3 even for rather rough meshes (10*10) In

nates 7 calculation of Rayleigh- Taylor instability a good agreement of

OT OVT 1 O 1 front position and velocity magnitude with analytical solution on
pc(T) + - T (ruT) O (r.(T)OT) linear stage of instability development was obtained.

r r Yr- -F

O In flow predictions with help of thin layer approximation
+ (.(T)OT) + q (17)

OZ OZ model we used the eulerian approach. To verify models of film

flow and high viscous flow the calculations were performed on the

For case of thin layer approximation the heat conduction set of stretching meshes and the esults were compared with D

equation can be reduced to calculations.

OT OvT I a OT
PCM Z r r z (.(T)WT)+ (18) Main results obtained from mathematical modeling of core

spreading processes concerning pure hydrodynamics aspects of the

Boundary conditions depend on regimes of cooling. For problem are the following:

example the condition of convective heat exchange (water cooling) 9 Dependence on spreading front position versus time;

is an enough general one. 9 Velocities of flow;

aT * Spatial configuration of the melt as a function of time.
0C ct(T - T, E Oil, (19)

These data could be controlled in experiments and used for

where T. is temperature of urroundings, a- heat transfer coeffi- code validation.

cient. In many cases it is necessary to take into account radiative
heat flux. Heat exchange with urroundings under water cooling To investigate hydrodynamics and thermal characteristics of

and heat radiation on free surface are defined by the following spreading melt a series of predictions with variation of main prob-

conditions: lem parameters in a wide range were performed. In many problems

OT -(T - Te - , x E -t, (20) the bottom proffle is defined by construction peculiarities and may
Ic Fn = be not horizontal. During melt flow over metal or concrete base-

where: or - Stefan-Boltzmann constant. mat the bottom profile dynamics is specified by thermal regimes
and depends on heat flux into the substrate.

Ill. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Here we consider examples of two calculations of gravity

For two-dimensional imulation of core spreading processes driven viscous fluid flow for different profiles of bottom. Under

we developed a special computer program realizing the effective force of gravity the pouring mass of melt starts its spreading.

numerical methods on the basis of meshes adopting to free bound- Gravity acceleration is directed vertically downward. The upper

ary of calculation region. Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) and right boundaries of the fluid are free. Melt is pouring with

approach is used. The above described models and appropriate constant velocity from the left part of the boundary which size

program were tested against well-known computational problems: is not changed in the course of calculation. Thermodynamic and

broken dam problem, Rayleigh- Taylor instability, gravity oscilla- transport properties of the melt such as density, viscosity, beat

tions. conductivity, heat capacity were taken firom for separate com-
ponents Of U02 and rO2 mixture.
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For this heat and mass transfer problem the influence of The above models of flow in conjunction with heat trans-
crust formation is very important. We shall consider the case of fer models can be extended to 3D geometry without significant
thin crusts when crust thickness is much less then the local height difficulty. That would allow hree- dimensional modeling of core
of the melt and crust is moving with the fluid. In this case it spreading phenomena as well as other nuclear safety problem Bo-
is possible to believe that at the lower and upper boundaries the lution, particularly to model 3D reactor active zone degradation
isothermal boundary conditions are realized. This conditions are processes.
defined by temperature at the inside surface of the crust, i.e. equal
to temperature solidus. NOMENCLATURE

For modeling of such type of flow the approximation of thin (r, z - cylindrical cordinates;
layer is used because the melt height is much less than the spread- t - time;
ing distance. In the first example the fluid is flown across the c - specific heat capacity;
substrate having at the initial part the shape of rectangular cav- k - thermal conductivity;
ity. Fig. 3 demonstrates velocity field for two subsequent time - volurnetric heat generation;
moments. (u, v - radial and axial components of velocity;

2& 00� (F, & - radial and axial components of external forces;
g - free WI acceleration;
p - pressure;

> T - temperature;
V, - kinematic and dynamic viscosity;
p - density.

X
0&&;
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ABSTRACT USA developed approximately in a similar way.

Unsteady natural convection of a heat-generating fluid in axisym- 11. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
metric enclosures (cylindrical and downward-facing hemispherical)
with isothermal walls is investigated numerically in the present Laminar natural convection of a heat-generating fluid is gov-
work. This problem is considered from the stand point of solving erned by the Navier-Stokes equations in the Boussinesq approx-
the problem of molten corium retention at the vessel bottom of a imation for buoyancy, which can be written with the account of
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR). The peculiarities of convective axial symmetry in the stream function-vorticity formulation as:

heat transfer are studied i a wide range of Prandtl and Rayleigh 00 1 49(ruO) 49(0)
numbers for laminar and transitional to turbulence regimes of fluid T + --- jr- + -
inotion. Te turbulent regime is not considered in this study. The r r OZ

I 9 a9 D20predictions are compared with the numerical and experimental re- - -_ r- +- +I (1)
sults of other scientists. Pr [r Or Or) aZ2

1. INTRODUCTION 49W a(uw) 49(vw)

The peculiarities of convective beat transfer in a heat-gene- = [a (I rW) ) + 02w] Ra 0
rating fluid layer for the problem of molten coriurn retention at the (2)
vessel bottom of PWR are examined. This problem has various Or r r OZ2 Pr r

formulations as from the viewpoint of geometry of the domain un- a (I 00 I 0

der the consideration (cylindrical, emispherical, horizontal layer, (3)
etc.), and also from the point of view of imposing the boundary Or r Or r O2 - -

conditions (isothermal or adiabatic) (see a comprehensive reviewl). U latp = I 010 (4)
r az' r Or

In the present work this problem is considered for the closed Here 0, w, io, u and v stand for the dimensionless temperature, vor-
cylindrical and downward-facing hemispherical cavities with iso- ticity, stream function, radial and axial velocities, respectively; r
thermal rigid walls. Such a formulation is coincident with the con- is the dimensionless radial coordinate, z is the dimensionless axial
ditions of pysical experiments on the BAFOND device 2,3 and u- coordinate and r is the dimensionless time. Next, Pr = llet is the
merical experiments,1,4 that allows to use some results of these Prandtl number; Ra = j6sD')1(avk) is the modified Rayleigh
works for the verification of the accuracy of the mathematical number, derived using te rate of volurnetric heat generation in-
model being used i our calculations and for the validation of pre- stead of a reference temperature difference (in this problem a tem-
diction reliability. persture difference is not known a priori). Uniformly distributed

internal heat sources are considered in te problem. Normalization
The urgency of the problem is conditioned by the necessity to is done here on the basis of the cavity diameter D, the kinematic

predict correctly the behaviour of a molten heat-gcnerating orium viscosity v and the value aDl/k, proportional to a temperature
for various scenarios of hypothetical accidents at PWR. The sit- difference.
uation, where a molten coriurn flowed down to the bottom of a
PWR reactor vessel and a buoyancy-driven corium flow was oc- A flow domain is a closed cylindrical or downward-facing
curred there, can be considered as an example of such scenarios. hemispherical cavity with isothermal rigid walls. With the ac-
The scenario of the accident at the Three Mile Island NPP in the count of axial symmetry a calculation domain forms a half of te
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vertical cavity section with the following boundary conditions: Unfortunately, in the work a model problem for cylinder or

no slip, no permeability conditions on the rigid walls; spherical cavities filled with a gas has been studied. But we are
interested in regimes corresponding to real situations of evere ac-

fixed temperature value on the walls; cidents. So the regimes with higher Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers
9 zero radial derivatives of temperature and fixed zero values of have been investigated. With the increase of Rayleigh nmber up

vorticity and stream function on the symmetry axis. to 108 the structure of thermal and hydrodynamic fields becomes
essentially complicated.

111. SOLUTION METHOD
A secondary vortex i formed at the upper part of the cavity

Convective heat transfer equations (1�(4) were solved nu- near the axis, this results in descending flow at the symmetry axis

merically with the above mentioned boundary conditions using an in this region. Such change of the vertical velocity sign near the

efficient finite-difference method. The ADI scheme was used for axis at the top part of the cavity at high Rayleigh numbers is con-

solving unsteady equations 1),(2) and evaluation of the temper- firmed by experimental measurements on the BAFOND device. 2.3

attire and vorticity at a new time-level. The conservative upwind At the same time, the temperature local maximum, existing due

scheme-' has been employed for convective terms. The vorticity on to the volumetric heat sources, shifts up and nearer to the side

solid boundaries was calculated via explicit three-point formulas wall. Pronounced vertical stratification of the temperature as well

of a second order of accuracy (the Jensen formula5). The Poisson as increasing the heat transfer rate through the top surface of a

equation 3) for the stream function was calculated by means of the cylinder is occurred in these regimes.

AD] method with the Jordan optimal see of iterative parameters.6

Steady-state solutions (if they exist) have been obtained as a limit The flow becomes oscillating beginning with Ra sts 10".

of a time-evolution process. The quiescent state = = = Transient splitting and redistribution of secondary vortices is ob-

was used in ll calculations as the initial conditions for the time served in these regimes, whereas the integral characteristics of heat

integration. More details of the numerical method are given in the transfer through the cylinder bases and the side surface are ot

work.' practically changed, i.e. the heat transfer regime is almost quasi-

steady state. Calculations at higher Rayleigh numbers require an

The uniform grid of 20 x 100 steps for cylindrical and the introduction of some turbulence model.

nonuniform grid of 50 x 50 for hemispherical cavities have been

used in our calculations. The sufficiency of these grids was vali-
dated via omparative predictions on more fine grids. It should be Streamlines Isotherms Nulbp = 0086

noted, that odinary cylindrical coordinates have been employed

not only for the cylindrical cavity but for the hemispherical avity

calculation, too. A nonuniform rectangular mesh in the cylindri-

cal coordinates with gridpoints falling onto the curvilimear problem NuT,,p
boundary has been constructed for the hemispherical cavity. Do-

ing o, we can without problem consider the cavity with any fluid .0 N

fillings.

0

W. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS Z .1 Pt V

0� NUSide
Parametrical study of convective heat transfer in a closed

cylindrical and hemispherical cavities was carried out in the fol-

lowing range of parameter values:

Prandtl number: 0. < Pr < 10; NuBotm

Raleigh number: 103 < Ra < 10'0; 0
1q.6, Ca' TA 9.8 a.$' 1.

aspect ratio: 025 < WID < 3 R R RZ

The regimes considered for a cylinder are close by the pa- YuBot.

rameters to the investigated ones in the physical experiments on

the BAFOND device. 1,3 These experiments have been conducted

in a cylinder, filled with salted water and heating via the elec-

tric current. Further, some easurements for cylindrical cavities Figure I - Oscillating flow regime, Ra = 10".

are available from the work' at low ayleigh numbers. As for

downward-facing hemispherical cavity convection, only numerical

resultsl have been used for a comparison. The characteristic results for the oscillating regime at Ra

Good agreement between or steady-state results and ex- 10" are shown in Fig. 1 in the following way. On the left side there

pedimental date has been obtained for a cylindrical cavity at is an instantaneous flow pattern (equidistant streamlines). In the

HID = 13, Pr = 07 and Rayleigh number up to 10'. A liquid middle of the picture a thermal field is depicted via the equidis-

circulates in the cavity as a single convective ell, flowing upward tant isotherms. This allows to judge not only the distribution of

at the center of the cavity and downward near its side walls. At temperature itself, but the behaviour of its gradient (heat flux).

high Ra the vortex center shifts up closely to the cylinder top. And finally, on the right there are distributions of the local modi-

The temperature maximum is also up-shifted and is- located at the fied Nusselt number (dimensionless heat flux) Nu = "I = (grad

symmetry axis in this case. 0)..11 on the top, bottom and side walls of the cavity. The ab-
scissa for these plots is nothing but dimensionless distance along

the surface of the corresponding wall, i.e., NuTp and NuI3.t.,

I 0-13-2



are depicted in dependence o the radial coordinate r, whereas In conclusion it should be noted, that three various regime
Nusid, is presented versus the axial distance along the side wall. have been investigated numerically in our study for Cylindrical and
Due to the fact, that the aspect ratio in this figure is equal to 6 hemispherical enclosures with isothermal walls, containing a -
the plots for top and bottom walls terminate at the second trick uid with the uniform distribution of volumetric thermal sources.
of the abscissa with the distance value of 1. The total Nu for the Namely, conduction dominated regimes, thermal boundary layer
corresponding part of the surface are also given here. This aows regimes and oscillating multicellular ones have been obtained and
to judge the nonunifortnity of heat transfer through the various analyzed.

parts of the cylinder surface.
NOMENCLATURE

Similar numerical results are obtained for downward-facing

hemispherical cavities. Fine agreement between our steady-state cp - specific heat, JI(kg -K);

and oscillating periodic results and predictions I are obtained at D = - diameter, m;

Rayleigh number up to 109 and Pr = 1. As the strength of con- g - gravitational acceleration, m/s2

vective flow increases with increasing Rayleigh umber, the same H - cavity height, m;

tendencies as in the cylindrical case are observed. A boundary k - thermal conductivity, W/(m -K);

layer regime occurred in the thermal field at Ra = 08, as shown Nu = I = -(grad 0)..u - local modified Nusselt number;
'Din Fig.2. Beginning with Ra Sze 109 the flow becomes oscillating, Pr = vla - Prandtl number;

as it is illustrated in Fig.3. Some small discrepancies are observed q. = -k(grad T) -local heat flux on the boundary surface, W/M2;

in our results in comparison with the predictions at Pr 10. r = RID - dimensionless radial coordinate;

R - radial coordinate, rn;
Flow pattern Isotherms Ra = O'Da - modified Rayleigh number;

aVk
s - rate of volumetric heat generation, Wlyn3

T - temperature, K;

T. - fixed temperature on the walls, K;

u = UDIv - dimensionless radial velocity;

U - radial velocity, m/s;

v = VDIP - dimensionless axial velocity;

V - axial velocity, m/s;

z = ZID - dimensionless axial coordinate;

Z - axial coordinate, rn;

Cr = k - thermal diffusivity, m2/s;pep
thermal expansion coefficient, K

0 T-T - dimensionless temperature;

Figure 2 - Steady-state flow regime, Ra 1013. P - kinematic viscosity, m2/s;

p - density, kglm3 ;

T WID2- dimensionless time;

* - dimensionless stream function;VD
Flow pattern Isotherms stream function;

w OD21V - dimensionless vorticity;

11 - vorticity.
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steam eplosion must occur in a very short time not

ABSTRACT more than a few milliseconds. This means that the hot
molten material must be In finely divided form as a

The breakup and quench behavior of a corium melt prerequisite for the steam explosion to occur. Instead
stream in water, such as occurred during the TIVII-2 of the steam elosions, the U. S. NRC has shifted
accident, Is important in the assessment of vessel lower attention towards the vessel lower head failure due to
head failure due to jet Impingement. The breakup and penetration heatup and failure, lower head global
quench behavior of the column Is a major factor In the failure, localized creep rupture, and jet impingement of
prediction of jet penetration distance, steam formation the coherent melt streams'.
and pressurization, nature of debris formation, and lower
head failure due to jet Impingement. A computer The breakup and quench behavior of a corium melt
code, THIRMAL has been developed to predict the stream in water Is Important in the assessment of vessel
time dependent breakup and quenching of oodum lower failure due to jet Impingement. As a column of
entering water as a molten jet as well as the thermal molten codum enters and descends through water, it
interactions with the ambient fluid. The current version \&411 progressively break up into droplets due to the
of THIRIVIAL is a simplified code In which the 2-D effects hydrodynamic nteractions with water. The breakup
on jet breakup are estimated by using a ml)dng zone' and quench behavior of the corlum stream is a major
approximation. The mixing zone Is the region containing factor In the prediction of jet penetration distance,
the jet column, dspersed particulate, steam and water. steam formation and pressurization, nature of debris
The estence of the mixing zone was demonstrated by formation, and lower head failure due to jet
recent Cerrobend/Freon-1 I experiment. The current penetration.
code was pplied to compare the Argonne's
Corium/Coolant Mi)dng(CCM) experiments In which real
reactor material, Le., corium, was Injected Into water A SMPLIFIED 2-D BREAKUP MODEL
and the nteractions were recorded by axially and 1A

radially located thermocouples. In general, the code A computer code, THIRMAL� has been developed to
prediction of the mixing zone agrees reasonable well predict the time dependent breakup and quench of
with the thermocouple responses. Based on the codurn entering water as a molten jet as well as the
assumption that jet surface erosion Is dominated by the thermal Interactions with the ambient fluid, THIRIVIAL
Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability as assumed In the. code, a calculates the erosion of the jet Into droplets by
simple correlation of the jet breakup length can be shearing of the leading edge and interfacial nstability
derived for cases In w1hich mixing zones exist. along the vapor film covering the Jet column. However,

the assumption that a continuous vapor film exists
between the melt jet and the surrounding water during

INTRODUCTION the nteraction, as described In Refs. 2 and 3, becomes
Inadequate when a continuous liquid phase no longer

Reactor pressure vessel (RPV) failure due to potential exists In the vicinity of the jet. Specifically, when the
steam explosions attributable to molten core material steam generation rate Is high enough to globally
(codum) nteractions with the lower water pool following levitate the lquid phase, water may be dispersed in the
core damage In severe accidents was a major concern form of droplets while steam becomes the continuous
identified by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission phase. When this occurs, Le., flow dispersion, the
(NRQ after the TIVII accident. However, in order to erosion of melt stream Is no longer driven by the steam
have an eplosive effect, the thermal nteraction in a flow In the thin vapor film but rather by the steam flow

surrounding the Jet. In general, the steam flow velocity

1 0-c- 1



is much hgher in a thin vapor film than for a steam flow Ref 2 After a melt droplet is eroded from the jet
distributed over the continuous vapor phase. surface with an erosion velocity, U, the lateral motion of

the droplet Is governed by the fllowing equation,
The current version of THIRMAL Is a simplified code In Ifu1 jL . _.11,,*1..,p>U'which the 2-D effects on jet breakup are estimated ,,(( . U 4)
using a mixing zone' approximation as shown in Figure Wm1p, dt 4 2
1. The mixing zone Is the region containing the jet
column, dispersed particulate, steam, and water. The where dp = particle diameter,
geometry of the ixing zone cm be considered as a UL = particle lateral velocity,
vapor cylinder with d1cwneter and length vying In <P> = P, O - (X + P� (a),
space and time. The estence of the mixing zone was a = area-average void fraction in the
demonstrated by recent Cerrobend/Freon-1 1 mixing zone, and
experiment-'. Figure 2 Is a photograph of the front view C, = 0.5, drag coefficient.
of the eeriment. As It shows, Cerrobend jet
interacted with the fluid within a confined region as The lateral distance that a particle can migrate is
indicated by the dark column along the vessel I I
centedine wile the outside fluid did not eperience R - I Ino " (5)
much interaction. The details of the mixing zone were C Us Us
examined using X-ray photography on ming as
shown in Fig 3 A coherent jet column can be clearly where R. is the radius of the mng zone and the
seen along the centedine of the mng zone and the constant c = 3CD<p>/4dpp,,,.
brighter region indicated a particulate/liquid/vapor
mixture. The basic assumption of the model in solving for the flow

conditions in the mixing zone Is that the void fraction
While the 2-D configuration is simulated by using a and vapor superficial velocity can be related by a
mixing zone approximation a simple one-dimenslonall single correlation, thus eminating of the vapor
multiphase flow nx>del using the drift flux correlations Is momentum equation. A further smplification Is made
solved to predict the local flow conditions in the mixing by ssuming that the liquid velocity Is negligible
zone as described below. compared to the vapor velocity. This means that the

mixing zone Is treated as a quasi-static bubbling pool
The or,�-_dmensioncd mass equation for the steam is with little net liquid flow.

C1 a (1) In Equation ), the luid evaporation rate depends on
ac the number and temperatures of melt particles which

are either eroded from the jet or transported from
where m = evaporation rate per unit length, and elsewhere In the mixing zone. In order to obtain a

m, = condensation rate per uit length. temperature history of each group of particles, their
motion is traced in Lagrangian coordinates. Based on

Here, the particles are not included in the definition of a force balance on a single spherical particle in the
void fraction for smplicity of the model. The cross- axial direction, particle velocity can be obtained by
sectional area of the ming zone, is defined as the solving the equation
area where the dispersed particles have migrated 1 W
laterally. As analyzed in Ref 2 the perpendicular -lisp 1-:1 - -(P --<P>)(W W4 (6)
component of the velocity of the eroded material with dt
respect to the jet surface is the erosion velocity, U,. For
a high temperature melt surface in a flim boiling regime, where F = 05APCp� (U - UP) I U, - Up I for
the erosion vocity hs been shown to be 2 dispersed flow, nd

F = 0.5APCpLU P2for non-dispersed flow.
US (2) At each numerical grid cell during one time step, steam

4.+P. generated from the melt particulate (either just eroded
from the jet in that cell or convected from the adjacent

where K = (I Cosh kP6 )/ SIM kP6, and the ost cells) is summed up to yield the source term of quation
probabie wave nmber Is 0).

k 2p.0X (3) The energy (temperature) of each particle is obtained
3a. from the following equation,

&J, . (7)
where is the vapor film thickness as discussed in Ref.
Z v and m denote vapor and melt, respectvely. The
particle diameter is assumed to be I kP as discussed in

I O-C-2



where ep Internal energy of particle, sac
q, Internal energy generation rate, (10)
hPL heat transfer coefficient between dB

particle and liquid, and
heat transfer coefficient between for the lquid phase.
particle and vapor.

The ratio of the heat conducted Into the subcooled
For a liquid-confinuous region, the third term on the right water to the total heat transferred from the rticl Is
han sde of Equation 7) is set to zero, since the energy defined as R b,,d which can be estimated by assuming
transferred from the particles Is predominantly absorbed a quadratic temperature profile across the thermal
by the liquid. If flow dispersion occurs, particles are boundary adjacent to the particle which Is assumed to
suspended In a vapor-continuous phase and the forced be enveloped In a vapor film. The ratio of heat which
convective heat transfer coefficient Is given by the is converted Into the evaporation of the water is,
following correlation, therefore, (I - Rubo.,). Note that the evaporation rate,

m., In Equation (1) Is defined as

(8) F. (1 - Rku YW 4 ,(T - T)
me I

where k thermal conductivity,
Re Reynolds number, and The heat transfer coefficient between liquid and vapor,
Pr Prcndit number. hv.L, has a correlation similar to Equation (8). For bubble

suspended In a liquid-confinuous phase, heat transfer
Under these conditions, heat transfer between from the bubble to the ambient liquid is given by Ref 6
suspended particulate and water droplets Is assumed to as the following,
be zero Q.e., the second term on the right hand side of (12)
Equation 7) Is zero). h, 41 20 + 1.13(P#E;)Vg

yd
The energy equations of the vapor and luid phases
can be formulated once the source term of the melt
particulate are determined. Similar to Equation (1), the where Pe DU,,/a; bubble Peclet number,
energy equatiorvs are and

K, a constant depending on bubble
velocity.

(spi'V + NUJ -- A -_-(aAUJIW at ac At this point, the only unknown is the steam
condensation rate, m. In THIRMAL a semi-empirical
correlation for bubble collapse due to condensation in

* � (I - R-*-A 1W XW - T') a subcooled water as proposed In Ref. 7 Is applied to
determine the condensation rate. According to Ref 7,
the total collapsed volume of a bubble In subcooled

* �hw 4 UP"M - .) water can be approArnated by
AV + -=-J. ATt( 1-1 )PI71-6 (13)
V yz R. ATjd

nAk (9) where V = Initial bubble volume,
do AV = bubble condensed volume,

Ja = PLePLTub4pt� Jacob number,
R. = 3a/Apg) , Ini al bubble radius,

and
AT.,.,a = water subcooling.

for the vapor phase, and Here, condensation Is assumed to be dominated by
a A conduction only. The total steam condensation rate at440 a;)pLeLA - -pC4O_-! I each ell can be approArnated by A6zapAVN8t, and
& the heat sink term In Equation (1) becomes

n� -Anp AV (14)Far

The occurrence of dispersed flow Is constancy checked
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when vapor superficial velocity is determined. Vapor of the mixing zone, the symbols represent the locations
superficial velocity, j. is obtained by averaging the total of thermocouples. The closed symbols are the
stearngeneration overthemIxIngzone. InTHIRMALa thermocouples which have been hit by corlum melt (as
dispersion terion cis proposed in Ref. Is used. The indicated by a high temperature rise of 500 K); the
threshold steam superficial velocity is correlated by semi-closed symbols denote a minor 200 to 50 K)

temperature rise due to contact by the steam/water,
1.4 and possibly, melt particulate mixture. The open

Pr symbols denote thermocouples with no significant
temperature rise before the time indicated. In general,

where ,,, is the minimum steam superficial velocity for the code prediction of the mixing zone agrees very well
onset of the dispersed flow and,&p is density dference with the thermocouple responses.
between water nd steam. When this cterion is met,
the code sitches to the local rrj)dng zone geometry The volume fractions of the jet column and the melt
from a vapor film geometry. The erosion velocity under particulate in the mixing zone during the interaction are
this condition Is obtained simply by setting the vapor film shown In Figures 7 and 8. The melt particulate are
thickness to a large number. Then, Equation 2 further specified by THIRMAL as molten droplets and
becomes solid particles. Thus, the physical state of the

accumulated material on the vessel bottom can be
PU2 - (16) predicted.

us PM

Before jet breakup occurs, the penetration velocity of
and the lower front of the ming zone C.e., the downward

2pU11 propagation velocity) can be considered as the jet. leadingedgevelocity. THIRMALpredictsthatjetbreaks
up around 037 sec. As shown In Figure 7 for t = 025
sec., Le., por to the occurrence of the jet breakup, the

It is interesting to note that Equatiorvs (I 6) and ( 7 are leading edge velocity of the jet is predicted to be 25 to
the sme as obtained by Levich' for the erosion at the 2.7 m/sec, while a roughly constant velocity of - 3
boundary between two edia with non-zero relative m/sec is estimated sing the temperature responses of
velocity. Based on the assumption that jet surface the axial centerline thermocouples, THIRMAL predicts
erosion Is dominated by ffte elvintHelmholtz nstability that the jet breaks up around 037 second. After jet
as described above, a simple correlation of the jet breakup occurs. THIRMAL predicts a constant
breakup length can be derived for cases in which penetration velocity of - 14 m/sec for the mixing zone
mixing zones est, representing a settling velocity of the eroded melt

L We particulate. However, for t � 03 sec the temperature
c(--Y)* (18) responses of the centedine thermocouples show a much

lower penetration velocity of - 033 m/sec: which
presumably represents the melt particulate settling

where the constant C is rougNy equal to unity as velocity. The discrepancy between the measured and
predicted by the model. predicted penetration velocity of the mixing zone after

jet breaks up is possibly due to water circulation which
may have retarded the melt parficulate from settling

COMPARISONS OF CODE PREDICTION AND TEST RESULTS toward the vessel bottom, The THIRMAL code, using the
pool bubbling assumption and the driff-flux

In this section, the test data of the Argonne's approximation, however, does not model any water
Corlum/Coolant Mng (CCM) experiment' are circulation in the vessel. As a result, the predicted
compared against the code prediction. There are settling velocity of he melt particulate may be over
many rr*4t/coolant interaction eperiments to date, estimated.
However, most of the experiments did not (or could not)
Investigate the most important feature, e.g., the jet At t = 045 sec, a quasi-steady jet breakup is achieved
breakup length, in order to benchmark the current as shown in Figure 8. The jet breakup length is
work. predicted to be - 94 times of the initial jet diameters,

agreeing very well with the centerline thermocouple
The comparisons include the variation of ming zone, responses, which indicate a breakup length of 
void fction, and jet breakup length. The size of the diameters.
mixing zone, i.e., the melt/water/steam mixture, as
predicted by THIRMAL is shown in Figure 4 at various The local void fraction averaged over the cross-
time instances during the interaction. The temperature sectional area of the mng zone is shown in Figure 9.
responses recorded using the axially and radially In general, the void fraction in the mixing zone is very
located ffvermocouples are shown in Figures and 6 In high, especially when the jet breakup occurs. From t =
these figures, itie curves represent the code prediction 0.25 sec to t = 035 sec, the void fraction increases
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rapidly as jet breakup Is approached. From t = 035 sec: �RWOM
to t = 045 sec, only a slight Increase In the void fraction
Is predicted snce a quasi-steady jet breakup Is
achieved. From t = 046 sec to t = 0.55 sec, the void
fraction starts to drop since the melt Injection has
stopped. At t = 065 sec, the void fraction drops
considerably due to spreading of melt particulate in the T
mi)dng zone. r4j 11Z

CONCIAISIONS

The simplified 2-D odeling using the i)dng zone
approAmation to account for the radial variations of
the flow field has shown to be a promising tool In the
assessment of the codum/coolant nteractions. Fig. Schematics of MI)dng Zone as Modeled in
However, further Improvements of this model are THIRMAL
needed such as the Inclusion of the column sinuosity
which Induces drops and filaments of various sizes and
these sizes can not be determined by K-H Istability,
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ABSTRACT sequences of the accident followed by a vapor

explosion may jeopardise safeties of reactor

An experimental study was done to investigate vessel or reactor container. One is a large scale

characteristics of metal-water interaction, when liquid-l1quid mixing, when a mount of molten fuel

a mount of hot liquid metal is injected into the In the core region Is dropped Into the stagnant

water. The test section is a vertical shock tube water of the bottom plenum in the reactor ves-

of 60mm in Inner diameter and 1200mm in length sel, as experienced in the TMI accident and an-

A special injector which is designed to inject other is the case when the molten fuel pene-

hot metal of controlled volume and flow rate is trates bottom wall of a reactor vessel and is

attached at the top of the tube. When the hot dropped Into a sump of the container filled with

metal is injected in the water and comes down at water.

a position of the test vessel a trigger pressure Many small scale vapor explosions in which

pulse Is generated at the bottom of the test single molten drop is poured into cold volatile

tube. Local transient pressures along the tube liquid have been studied [11 2 3 Nelson

are measured by piezo pressure transducers. The et.al 4 observed the explosion of single iron

following Items were investigated In the experi-
ment; I)The criteria to cause a vapor explosion, oxide drop by a high speed movie which was ini-

2)Transient behaviors and propagation characte- tiated by a pressure pulse generated by a wire

ristlesof pressure wave In the mixing region. 3 explosion. They found that the metal drop was

Effects of triggering pulse, injection tempera- expanded and burst Immediately after collapse of

ture and mass of hot molten metal on the peak vapor film. Iida et.al. [51 observed that an ex-
plosion of a molten salt drop in alcohol liquid

pressure. The probability of the vapor explos on caused another explosion of a drop nearby. The

jumped when the interface temperature at the meaning of these drop tests are to know the de-

molten metal-water direct contact is higher than tail mechanism and behaviors of the explosion by

the homogeneous nucleation temperature of water its smplified configuration.

and the triggering pulse becomes larger than According to large scale experiments, the

0.9MPa. Two types of the pressure propagation explosion front propagates with the explosive

modes are observed, one Is the detonative mode pressure pulse. Therefore, local mechanisms or

with a sharp rise and other Is usual ressure behaviors of large scale explosion In the corse

mode with a mild rise. mixing state may be smilar to that of single

drop under a pressure pulse. Howeverthe prop-

INTRODUCTION agation and the escalation behaviors of the

pressure pulse generated by the vapor explo-

In the various industries, we have experi- sion must be affected by the mixing situation and

enced many vapor explosions which are caused by the vapor void fraction. Thermal detonation mod-

the mixing of hot liquid with low volatile liq- el proposed initially by Board et.al 6 was an

uid such as molten metal or slag-water, mineral attractive model to explain the vapor explosion

oil-water and sea water-LNG etc. It Is reported in the large scale mixing. However, mechanisms

that some of volcanic explosions under sea water of fragmentation and transient heat transfer

are related to vapor explosions. In the nuclear under a shock pressure have not been enough

reactor, especially LWR, when a severe accident clear in the model. Sharon & Bankoff 7 and

led to 'core melt occurs It is supposed that two
Schwabe [8], proposed fragmentation models
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based on the Taylor instability and the bound- 1) Criteria of the vapor explosion,
ary layer stripping caused by the intensive slip 2) Effect of magnitudes of the triggering pulse
flow between drops and cold liquid which was on the peak pressure,
caused by an explosive shock wave travelling in 3) Effects of conditions of temperature and mass
two phase mixture. There have been reported of mixing fluidson the peak generative pres
other analysis based on the transient detonation sure, and
model for the escalation phase 9][10][11]. One 4) Propagation characteristics of pressure wave
dimensional propagation in the uniform corse in one dimensional mixing region.
mixing were postulated in almost all of these
detonation models. E XPERIMENTAL D E V I C E

On the other hands, many experiments for
large scale tests were performed at nuclear re- The device is composed of a vertical shock
search laboratories to know the criteria of gen- tube type, an injector of hot liquid metal and a
eration of vapor explosion and potential of the circulation loop of water with a heater, a pre-
mechanical energy 12][131 141. These tests were heater and a pump as described in the Fig. I. The
performed in the conditions that a large mount tube is made of stainless steel of 60mm in inner
of liquid was dropped into cold volatile liquid diameter and 1200mm in length with 6 pairs of
and was disintegrated spontaneously by the fluid windows to observe transient behaviors. At the
dynamic and/or thermal effects. Therefore, the position of 55cm from bottom end of the tube, a
initial corse mixing conditions were not clearly pair of arc electrodes are installed to generate
set. One of the efforts in this experiment was a triggering pulse by an electrical discharge. At
how to realize one dimensional uniform mixing the 3 positions (PTI, Pt2, and Pt3) of the 85mm'
condition. 350mm and 460 mm from the electrodes respective-

The purposes of this experiment are to inves- ly, the plezo type pressure transducers are in-
tigate following items for the vapor explosion in stalled to measure the generative pressure along
the corse mixing mixture. the tube. At the center of window between PTI.

and PT2, a photo sensor is attached to detect
the front of the metal-water mixing region. The
test duct is initially filled with water. The
water in the tube is circulated slowly to keep

nk constant temperature. However, the circulation
lines connected to the tube are shut ist before

MV2 Vacuum the test and the test is done in the stationary
Pump water.

A special injector described in the Fig.2 is
Liquid Metal attached at the top of the test duct. It is de-

Injector Air signed so as to control the temperature the in
Compressor jection rate and the injection volume of the mol-

ten metal. After evacuation by the vacuum pump,

0 the injector is charged with molten metal. When

0el-z er t. V__
Tank 25

Arc Electrode pistw B

Heater K.9h 2C-W. W.1

4�
15

N2 Bomb
D Uplid

kl.t ic

Pre Hea er Pito. A
H.M.,

Th-OW16

Pump
50

Stok. (m.)

Fig. I Experimental System Fig. 2 Metal Injector(a) and Its injection characteristics (b)
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the liquid metal Is heated up to a certain tem- a pair of are electrodes to the photo sensor and
perature, high pressure gas Is introduced to then penetrates into the corse mixing two-phase
the piston A and then the pressure In the Injec- region. The injection rate is kept at 40 c/sec
tor Increases. The piston moves to upward by control of the spring strength and the pres-
automatically by the pressure and then the sure at the piston A. This value is correspond to
molten metal Is discharged. The discharged mass 1.4 m/s of the metal Injection velocity at the
and rate of the metal are controlled by stroke outlet of the nozzle. A jet of the molten metal
of the piston A and the spring at the piston B. is injected into the water in the many droplets

Figures 2(a)(b) is a relation between the and fallen down through the water with uniform
stroke of the piston B and the discharged mass. dispersion. When the front of the mxing region
The molten metal Is injected into water through comes across the photo beam, a triggering pres-
a nozzle of 6mm in diameter. The trigger pres- sure pulse is generated. When the drops are dis-
sure pulse Is generated by the electric dis- persed uniformly in the water column, volu-
charge between a pair of copper electrodes set metric percentage of the metal is estimated
with less than Imm gap In the water. The magni- about 1%. The transient phenomena of the metal
tude of the pulse is controlled by the dis- -water interaction in the mixing region was ob-
charged voltage. served through the window by a high speed movie

The time behaviors of the trigger pulse and camera.
the relation between the peak pressure and the
discharge voltage are shown in the Figs.3(a) and EXPERIMENTAL R E S U L T S
(b) respectively. The average duration time of
the pulse is about .1ms. The peak pressure is A Pressure Behaviors and Observation During
lineally proportional to the discharge voltage. Metal-Water Interaction

Behaviors of the trigger pulse at the 3 loca-
.10,

5. - H.V. 0.998AV tions of PTI, PT2 and PT3 when it propagates in
9. 0.3- 5.0 -------------- ------ the water column is shown in Fig. 4 In the water

without any vapor bubble, the pulses travels
without significant attenuation in the tube.
However, it is much attenuated during travelling
through two-phase mixing region of hot metal

1.0 o droplets with vapor blanket and water as shown
Gap [--I in the following figures.

0.5 0.6

CLS 0 0.3 RUN PW-5
0.1

0

0.11
0 100 200 400 wo 0.5 1.0 cc PT3

V. E-3 X

Fig. 3 Pressure pulse generated by electric discharge (a) and 94

relation between the peak pulse and discharge voltage (b)
0.4

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 0.2

Subcooling temperature of water In the test 0.0 PTI
0 2 4 6 8 10

duct Is kept at constant value of 70T. Metal al- (a) t (FOS) 

loy BI:48%, Pb:26%. Cd:13%, Sn:13%) which melting Fig. 4 Propagation of a trigger pulse In the water column
temperature is 70'C Is used as hot metal. Initial
temperature and injection mass of the hot metal
are changed f rom 330'C to 550'C and from 25g to According to detail observation by a high
95g respectively.However, the Injection volume speed camera In the Injection experiment, the
is set at 10ce (correspond to 95g of the metal molten metal Is disintegrated Into small drops
alloy) In the standard case because upper which average diameteris about mm and dis-
whole region from the photo sensor Is just fill- persed into the water. The falling velocity of
ed wth 'uniform metal-water corse mixture In this the drops in the water is almost the same value
case. The trigger pulse travels in the water from as the injection velocity due to balance of
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gravitalonal force with resistance force. rameters of the temperatures of hot and cold
The high speed movies and the corresponding fluids and system pressure. The experiment was

Pressure behaviors at three points along the done in the water of the subcooling 70K at atmo-
test duct are shown in the Figs. and 6 spheric pressure which is the most suitable tem-

In the case that the vapor explosion is not perature to cause the vapor explosion.
caused, the pressures at PT2 and PT3 of the mix- Figure 7 shows the generating conditions of
ing region have mild rise and rather long dura- vapor explosion about various hot liquid tem-
tion time as shown in the Fig. 5. The metal drops peratures and magnitudes of the trigger pulse.
mixture with vapor film falls down without any The "spattering" means that the hot molten metal
change of the mixing mode. The light beam can is spattered on the surface when it contacted
transmit through the corse mixture. The gener- with the water. Generation of vapor explosion is
ative pressure is rather small. probability process. However, it is plausible

On the other hands, in the case that the that it has some criteria for the hot metal tem-
vapor explosion takes place, the light beam be- perature and the magnitude of trigger pulse. In
comes not to be transmitted through the interac- the figure, T and THN indicate the interface
tion region after 3ms due to fine fragmented par- temperature at the metal-water direct contact
ticles and their dispersion. and the homogeneous nucleation temperature of
In this case, the pressures with a sharp rise but water respectively It is plausible that the tem-
different duration time from the trigger pulse perature criteria of the vapor explosion is that
are obtained (Fig.7) The pressure travels with- the interface temperature is over the homogene-
out significant attenuation in the two-phase mix- ous temperature of water.
ing region from PT2 to PT3. At the same time an
explosive sound is detected. It is considered + 4- RUIN -1 So

generation of the J. -1 -- -421-Cthat these aspects denotes 4- t 2
7�

vapor explosion. 0.4 �a
-L 4L__ T-1i . -- _. , 4-
4- T - PT

B. Criteria of Vapor Explosion -L J

According to single drop test, generation of T-
vapor explosion is influenced by the several pa 1--PT2-

4 T

RUN 195 H
-T

T.=447'c I iT
PT3 + �1t±lffft[t
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FIg.5 Pressure behaviors and photographs when vapor explosion Fig. Pressure behaviors and photographs when vapor explosion
Is not caused. takes place.
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C. Peak Pressure Caused by Vapor Explosion

EXPLOSION

0 0: SPATTERING 1. Effect of trigger pressure
As mentioned above, magnitude of the trigger

0 NON-EXPLOSION pulse affects to the collapse of vapor film and
0 fragmentation rate of the liquid metal drop.

2.0- 0% 4%0 More stronger pulse promotes collapse of the va-
0 a 0 por film and fragmentation of the hot metal

0 EXPLOSION drop. These effects enhances the generating
0 pressure due to higher heat transfer rate from

hot metal to water. Relations between the mea-
0 0

0 0 sured over pressures at PT2 and PT3 and the mag-
1.5 (b 00 0 % nitude of trigger pulse are shown in Fig.8(a)

""o0 ft and (b). Though the data disperse in wide range,
a

0 00 it seems that the stronger trigger pulse gener-

0 4b ates larger pressure at the vapor explosion

0 : Generally the pressure pulse especially sharp

1.0 OR, 0 0 00 rise pulse decreases In the two-phase region as
of indicated in the Fig.6(b). However, the peak009 ± o_ pressures (a) and (b) at PT2 and PT3 respectively

NON-EXPLOSION (D keep the same pressure values with each other.
0 0 0 It is clear from these figures that the peak

0 00 pressures in the vapor explosion are kept con-

0.5 01 0 stant through the interaction zone.
0 0

0 00
T < THN Ti >TH 0 0 0.3- A T-430K

300 400 500 Tmw CIC3
a 40-500

Tmetal 10C3 0 430-"D
"400-430

0.2- o 3eo-400
Fig. 7 Criteria of trigger pressure and metal temperature t- 330-360

to cause vapor explosion M-10cc
V.Um/s CP 0 0
D 5M

0.1-
For magnitude of the triggering pressure, %

the criteria is about 09 MPa, where APrig de- 0.
notes over pressure. It Is considered that the - 0!100
pressure criteria means necessary condition of 0 (a) 1.0 Ap"4[mp.] 2.0 3.0
metal-liquid direct contact. In the hgher trig-

gerIng pressure more than this value, the vapor

film Is perfectly collapsed and direct contact of 0.3,

both liquids Is taken place. T-w [IC]
According to our previous study about tran- 460-500

430--460
sient film boiling o the ptinum foil under a 400-430

0.2 0 eo-400
shock pressure, It need more than 0.55MPa to C, 330-360 0 %
collapse the vapor film under these conditions

[151. The Initial wall temperature Is not sensi- 0 0
tive for the collapse of vapor film. The criteria 0. 00 0

0.1
of the triggering pressure In this experiment Is

a little larger than this value. It may be con-
sidered that the triggering pressure decreases

about 10% In the water region before it reaches oI
the mixing region. If vapor bubbles are mixed In 0 (b) 1.0 2.0 10

the region, the pressure pulse is much attenu-
ated In the region.

Fig. Relation between generated peak pressure

and trigger pressure at (a)PT2 b) PT3.
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2. Effect of initial metal temperature
Relations between the peak pressures and the

initial temperature of the hot metal are shown in
the Figure 9(a) and (b). Though It may look that Water-Vopor
the maximum pressure appears at near 470 T as PT3 mixture

a whole, the initial metal temperature is not PT2 Metal-W ter

sensitive to the peak pressure at the vapor ex- coarseamixture
plosion. PE. Sw tch

PT1

Arc
El trode

LO 15 MP. 0-5 1 cry,3 75crr� 5.OcrO 2.5cm3
bvwbm Vokirm

'T-3M e and Injection
Fig. 11 Distribution of metal-water mixtur

V.tAW. volume.

less then 7.5cc, the mixture region becomes
shorter and the upper region Is occupied by va-
por bubble water mixture. The pressure with

W sharp peak decays violently in the vapor water
mixture zone.

3
M) (b) M) D. Characteristics of Propagation Pressure in

Fig. 9 Relation between generated peak pressure Mixing Region.

and metal temperature at (a)PT2 Jb) M. When the vapor explosion is taken place, two

3. Effect of metal injectio4. volume(mass) kinds of propagation modes are clearly ob-
Figure 10 indicates the effect of metal in- served in the corse mixture region. In the fol-

jection volume on the peak pressure The pres- lowings, the characteristics of these propaga-
sure slightly increases with the injection volume tion modes are investigated.
. When the injection volume of liquid metal is -RUNJI78 Ttw=438C AR�=2.65M%

less than cc , the peak pressures at PT3 are Type A

0. PT3

A Ki,=1.3-1.5 MN 04

0.2 0 --- PT2 T.=400 4C
--- PT3 0 .4

2
0 O

2 4 5
(a) t (Msec)

in 0.1 0 0

0 0

0 Type 

9 A PT3
01 I a 08

o 2.5 5.0 7.5 1 0.0 0.04

Injection volume (cc) O'

Fig. 10 Relation between generated peak pressure and
injection volume of metal. _'F[0�2 PT I

'; 0

much less than those at PT2. When the injection
0 1 2 3 4 5volume is more than lOcc, metal-water mixture (b) t rrs�)

region occupies a whole region from the photo Flg.12 Pressure behaviors when (a) detonation pressure travels

sensor position till upper free surface of water (b) detonation pressure disappears between PT2 and PT3.

as sown in Fig.11. However, When the volume is
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These characteristics are shown In the Fig. 13 Two typical behaviors of the propagation

where I is the duration time of the over pres- pressure are shown In Fig.12(a) and (b) respec-

sure at PTL The type A is almost discriminated tively. One is the pressure behaviors with shape
from the type by both ratios Of 1/12 and 3 rise time at both PT2 and PT3 along the duct as

r 2 When both ratios are nearly or less than shown in the figure a The shape rise of the
unity, the pressure propagation mode is detona- pressure pulse is likely with the detonation

tive that is, the type A. However, when they wave. The other shown in the figure (b), where
become larger than unity, the propagation mode the sharp rise pressure pulse is observed at PT2

becomes mild, that is, the type B. This means but It change to the pressure wave with slow rise
that a mechanical work by the mild rise pressure time but longer duration time at PT3. The inter-

at PT3 is generally larger than that by a sharp esting point in this type is that value of the

rise pressure due to longer duration time peri- peak pressure at PT3 do not decay so much com-
od. The relation between the ratio of I3/12, pared with that at the PT2. The pressure prop-

and the trigger pressure, A P ,j-g , is shown in agation in the type means the change from the
the Fig. 14. The type A appears almost when the propagation of the detonation wave to the nor-

mal one. The former Is named type A and the lat-
2C- ter type B respectively. The propagation veloci-

ty of the pressure front is about 250m/s in the
type A but about 130m/s in the type B respec-

15- e 430-460 tively.
Type 0 360-400 To investigate the difference of two types,

the following parameter, is examined.
<IC 

Type A
II = f P i(t - P I0) dt

00 0
000 0 This parameter means the momentum change

0 (9 0 0 VV $ 0, acted on the stationary fluid in the test duct.
0 1.0 ApIng (Mpa) 2.0 3.0 In this experiment, the generated mechanical en-

Fig. 14 Relation between I3/12 and magnitude of trigger pulse ergy can not be measured but is the parame-
ter related to the fluid mechanical energy too.

trigger pressure becomes more than 2MPa. At the The denotes the value at PT! position.
Due to the pressure propagation behaviors

smaller trigger pressure the propagation mode that the peak pressure at the PT3 do not decay

changes to the type B. When the vapor. explo- so much compared with that at the PT2 and has
sions are observed, the measured pressure at PT2 longer duration time in the type B compared with
are always detonative with a sharp rise time. type A, 13 becomes generally larger than 12 for

Finally It made clear that the ratios of 13/12 the type B but almost same value for the type A.
have good correlations with the 12 as shown In
the Fig.15. When I2 is large enough, that Is,

large momentum Is given to the mixture at the 6.0- 0 1.0-1.5
PT2 the propagation mode becomes detonative. Trri=430-470,C 131.5-20

2.0-

DISCUSSIONS
4.0- 0

According to the previous study for the 41 Type A Type 0
11 0

transient film boiling on the platinum foil under .91 0 0

a shock pressure[15] the collapse of vapor film 2.0- 0 0
was taken place at the higher shock pressure
than 0.55MPa. The criteria did not sensitive Ini- 0

tial wall temperature when Its contact tempera- ov
ture at direct solld-liquid contact was higher
than the critical temperature of water. 01) .0 2D T IT2 SO 4!0 5.0

In this experiment, generation of the vapor
explosion was occurred when the trigger pulse is Fig. 13 Ratios of pressure tme ntegrationI3/I2, and pressure
higher than 0.9MPa. However, osidering the duration time, r 3/r 2 at PT3 to PT2.

decay of the trigger pulse In the water from PTI
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However, the big difference from the analy-
sis results due to the detonation theory is that

10 the detonative propagation mode is caused by
much weaker trigger pulse about 2MPa. It looks
that this value is almost one order smaller than

0 Type that obtained by the steady state detonation
analysis. However, Burger et.al.[171 was reported

0 0
0 that they obtained about 5MPa of the detonation

0(b pressure in the experiment which 7.5Kg tin at0
Q90 0 1350K In the vertical shock tube filled with
Cb

0 water and the peak pressure is good agreement
0 with the transient analysis code.

Another significant result obtained in this
-Z study is that total generated mechanical work

00 0 during the interaction will become larger for
0 0 0 0 0 0(9 (90 0 the mild pressure propagation mode of the type

0 0 0 0 B, because 13 becomes much larger than 12 for the
0 type B. That is, the mild pressure propagation

mode has to be concerned for the safety point of
Type A view as well as the detonative mode with a sharp

rise time.

0 CONCLUSIONS

0.1 0 In this experiment, one dimensional corse mix-
ture state of hot metal drops and water is investl-

0 200 400 600 800 gated in a vertical shock tube by a special inject-
1,[Pa-s] or of hot metal and obtained following results.

Fig. 15 Relation between 1/I2 and 12 1) Whether the vapor explosion is occurred or not,
was able to be discriminated by the pressure

to PT2 which is estimated about 10% and dffer- behaviors and the observation of high speed
movie.

ence of inertia force at the collapse which is in- 2) Generation probability of the vapor explosion
fluenced by the shape of the initial liquid metal, highly jumps when the interface temperature at
the measured criteria to cause the vapor explo- the liquid-liquid direct contact becomes higher
sion means the triggering pressure to be needed than the homogeneous nucleation temperature of
to collapse perfectly the vapor film and then to water and the trigger pulse is higher than
cause the liquid-liquid direct contact. 0 9 MPa.

In the condition that the pressure pulse is 3) When the trigger pressure pulse increases, the
higher than the criteria, the vapor explosion is pressure generated by the vapor explosion in
caused at the front of the corse mixture region creases.

and the detonative pressure pulse Is propagated 4) When a vapor explosion is caused at the front
inward the mixture zone. However, in the mixing of the mixture region, two types of pressure
region, as the decay rate of shock pressure is propagation mode are observed. One is a deto-
significant due to two-phase mixture, t he large native pressure propagation with a sharp rse.
trigger pulse is necessary to keep the detonati- This mode Is occurred when the initial trigger
ve interaction throughout the mixing region and pulse is larger than about 2MPa. In the another
then forces to generate enough large detonative type, the detonative pressure at the front of
pressure at the front of the mixing region. the mixture region changes to a mild pressure

At the lower trigger pulse the detonation pulse as it propagates through the mixing re-
pulse at the front of the mixing region changes gion. This mode is occurred in the condition
to a mild pressure pulse during propagation In that the trigger pulse is lower than 2MPa.
the mixture region. These characteristics of the 5) These characteristics of the propagation pres
propagation pressure have already discussed by sure in the mixture region may offers the ex-
the detonation analysis in the previous studies perimental verification of the thermal deto-
[16]. Therefore, this study means one of an ex- nation theory, through the trigger pulse to
perimental verification of the thermal detona- cause the detonative Interaction is one order
tion theory. lower than analytical result.
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KEYWORDS The accident sequence begins with MSIV closure and scram
failure. Shortly thereafter the rcirculation pumps will

Severe Accident, Deterministic Analysis, ATWS, Mark I automatically trip due to high vessel dome pressure (the ATWS
Shell, Containment Integrity, Drywell Pressurization, Core RPT) and the S/RVs will openwith rising system pressure. The
Debris, Core Damage Frequency, Liner Melt-Through, Success back-up alternate rod insertion (ARI) shutdown function is am
Criteria assumed to fad and the operator presumably wil ty to Insert

control rods manually. Because reactor steam has been isolated
1. INTRODUCTION from the turbine and condenser, the steam-driven feedwater pump

turbines will coast down as the supply of stewn in the steamfincs
Severe accidents in light water reactors involve complex downstream of he MSIVs is depleted and feedwater flow to the

physical phenomena. In the past there has been a heavy reliance vessel will stop.
on simple assumptions regarding physical phenomena alongside
of probability methods to evaluate risks associated with severe With no flow entering the vessel, the reactor downcomer water
accidents. Recently GE has developed realistic methodologies level will drop as the core, stiff being critical, continues to
that permit deterministic evaluations of severe accident generate steam at a power level higher than the decay heat level
progression and of some of the associated phenomena in the case which would be present if the core had been shut down. When the
of Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs). These deterministic analyses water level passes vessel Level 2 (roughly at the feedwater
indicate that with appropriate system modifications, and operator sparger), the high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) and reactor
actions. core damage can be prevented in most cases. core isolation cooling (RCIC) systems start automatically in order
Furthermore, in cases where core-melt is postulated, containment to recover level and thereby assure adequate core cooling.
failure can either be prevented or significantly delayed to allow
sufficient time for recovery actions to mitigate severe accidents. Noting that both scram and ARI have failed, as has manual

insertion of the control rods, the operator will attempt to start the
H. EVALUATION OF ATWS EVENT stand-by liquid control system (SLCS) about three minutes after

the start of the event. The SLCS injects a borated solution into
Studies of BWR. core damage frequency (CDF) and plant risk the reactor vessel where it is circulated to the core and shuts down

have generafly identified ATWS as one of the two major the fission process. In keeping with the postulated progression of
contributors to these characteristics. Tis was again the case in the ATWS event to a severe accident, however, boron injection is
the most rocent version of the USNRC reactor risk reference presumed to fail and the core remains critical.
document, NUREG-I 150.' One of the major contributors to CDF
and risk is the loss of the ability to shut down the reactor with the Following SLCS failure, the operator is required by the
soluble boron system. Past analyses have shown that this Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs) to take action to limit
condition will result in rapid containment failure by the core power by controlling ECCS flow and water level.
overpressurization because of the large amount of generated Specifically, the operator is directed to lower the water level in the
steam. downcorner to the elevation of the top of active fuel (TAF) and

inhibit actuation of the automatic depressurization system (ADS).
Recent analyses using a state-of-the-art computer method, This action will reduce the core power by inciting natural

TRACG, have shown that with proper consideration of operator circulation flow through the core and is accomplished by
actions and equipment characteristics, the energy generation will throttling the HPCI flow. A new quasi-steady condition will
be sufficiently low that it can be removed from the power plant by result as S/RV steam flow is reduced to match ECCS flow
the residual heat removal system (RHR) in the suppression pool coming into the vessel. This action to reduce water level was
cooling mode. Further, reactor power is about 3.5% of rated included in the scenario for illustrative purposes. If this action
power and the fuel cladding temperature is only slightly higher were not taken, only the timing of the following events would be
then the saturated mixture temperature. changed.
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Having stabilized the core power and water level, the operator Table 2 Typical ATWS Success Criteria.
will next align the residual heat removal (RHR) system in the pool
cooling mode. (Per EPGs, this ation should have been taken as Failed System(s) or Function(s)
soon as the Sppression pool temperature reached the limiting Level
temperature condition for operation, generally 95Y or 308 K.) 8 Trip Timely

Transient 2 SLC 1 SLC + Manual ADS SLCS
This action slows the temperature rise in the containment which Initiator Pump 2 RHR Action Inhibit RPT Start

occurs because stearn from the S/RVs is being discharged into the Turbine

suppression pool. Although RHR capacity varies widely across Trip
the fleet of operating BWRs, it is expected that this will not be

sufficient to remove all the energy being generated in the core, and MSIV

the pool temperature will continue to rise. When the heat Closure

capacity temperature limit (HCTL) is reached, vessel Loss of

depressurization is required. Ile operator must then terminate Normal

and secure all operating coolant injection systems other than the AG Power

RCIC, SLCS, and control rod drive hydraulic system (CRDHS), Open
Inadvertent

and must determine that a low pressure cooling system is Relief Valve

available prior to opening S/RVs for blowdown. Having Eo successful M unsuccessful
sufficiently reduced vessel pressure, the operator may then

carefully start one of the low pressure injection system in order
to restore water level. For purposes of this analysis, however, one damage conditions while Table 3 shows that many of these

low pressure core spray syste (PCS) is allowed to come on as degraded ATWS sequences can be demonstrated to be

reactor pressure falls below the pump shutoff head, as if the It successful" when the realistic analyses using the TRACG code

system had not been secured prior to depressurization. Beyond are performed. The change in the number of success paths from

that point� no explicit operator actions are assumed in this Table 2 to Table 3 significantly reduces the total CDF and

evaluation. The responses of the BWR are then those inherent to emphasizes the need to apply realistic methods.

the plant and system design. This sequence ofevents is shown 

Table 1. Table 3 ATWS Success Criteria Utilizing TRACG.

TABLE I Failed System(s) or Function(s)
Level

Sequence of Events for TRACG Simulation 8 Trip + Timely

Approximate Transient 2 SLC 1 SLO + Manual ADS SLCS

Event/Action Tim (see) Inftiator Pump 2 RHR Action Inhibit RPT Start

I .MSW closure, scram Ms 0 Turbine

2. ATWS RPT and S/RVs tift 5 Trip

3. ARI fails 30 MSIV
Closure

4. Feodwater flow stops as feedwater turbines 90 Loss of

coast down Normal

5. HPCI and RCIC start 120 AC Power
Inadvertent

6. SLCS fads 180 Open

7. Operator reduces water level to TAF and 300 Relief Valve

inhibits ADS CM Successful M Unsuccessful

8. Operator places two loops of RHR in pool 600 FRe-arisfic Analyses Define New�S�u�ss P�aths

cooling

9. Pool temperature reaches HCTI, and -900 111. J14TEGRITY OF MK I DRYWELL SHELL

operator blows down using ADS valves

(operator turns off HPCQ In the above example, the use of realistic analyses

10. Pressure in RPV is less than LPCS shutoff 1100 demonstrated that the core damage could be prevented for many

head and LPCS flow starts of the sequences where the previous conservative analyses had

I 1. Drywell pressure rises, causing relief 5700 predicted core-melt. However, there may be some very low

valves to close; pressure and valves cycle probability sequences where core-meft and subsequent vessel
failure cannot be prevented. The objective of deterministic

analyses here is to evaluate if the containment failure for these

The ATWS deterministic analyseil.demonstrate additional sequences can be prevented or sufficiently delayed to permit

success paths and reduce the contribution of ATWS events to recovery actions. GE has developed a realistic methodology to

total CDF. Table 2 is a matrix of initiating events with ATWS perform parametric evaluations of the DW shell heatup as well as

and selected additional system failures that lead to degraded plant to establish the maximum expected temperature of a Mark I steel

conditions. Table 2 shows the usual "unsuccessful" or plant -shell in response to coming in contact with molten core debris
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(Figure 1). The theoretical formulations accommodate user input
core debris discharge rate, its composition and physical 2
properties, and chemical beating due to corium/concrete V + H 0 (3)
interaction. It also models the heat transfer mechanism at the 2g
corium/water interface of an overlying pool of water and peanuts
an assessment of the influence of important parameters on shell which shows that the kinetic and potential energy sum of the
temperature. flowing coriurn layer tends to an extremum. Ile volume rate of

corium,

Vessel Q = DuH (4)

is employed so that Eq. 3) becomes

Shield (u2 , 29Q)
Drywell Shell d DU = 0 (5)

Molten Coriurn which yields the velocity and depth,

Vents to Pool u = (gQ )113 2Q 2 )1/3

- and H=( 2 (6*b)
Breach 2D gD

Concrete Floo Shell Heated by

Sump Direct Contact With
Codurn HEAT TRANSFER MODELS

Figure 1. Typical Mark I Containment Several idealized models for heat transfer are sununarizod
and Reactor Vessel. next for later use in estimating the thermal response of corium and

its environments.
First order analyses have been applied to molten corium flows

in containment environments to estimate behavior trends, and to Two important thermal responses involve heat conduction in a
display important parameter effects on selected thermal region of coriurn or adjacent boundaries, and heat convection
responses. Tbese analyses are discusses next. between a surface and its environment.

CORIUM SPREADING ON A HORIZONTAL SURFACE Heat conduction through an object of characteristics
dimension L can be estimated from the classical analysis of a

The spreading rate and depth on a horizontal surface slab' at temperature Ti, suddenly cooled to T., at one surfitce.
influences the coriurn arrival temperature at various containment The conduction response time is given in by
structures. Suppose that a volume rate of liquid coriurn Q is
being poured onto a horizontal surfitce. Its motion is governed by 4L2

the mass conservation and momentum principles for an 11(X = - (7)
incompressible liquid in the forms' 017c 2

+ V 0 VV + go Vp + gj = VV2 V Heat convection from an object of dimension L and uniform
VOV=O; Vt - - (1) temperature T(t) in contact with a convective environment cools

P according to the convective response time,

The two dimensional flow case for a flowing stream of local pcL
width D has the velocity Th = (8)

h

V = ui +vj (2) 'Me total convection coefficient h is modified to include

Since the vertical velocity component v is much less than the radiation effects by writing,

horizontal component u, Eqs. (1) and (2) are simplified for v = 0. h = hc + hr (9)
The kinctruitic; viscosity of coriurn is small enough to neglect fluid
shear. Pressure variation in the corium is hydrostatic, except on Thermal response times of Eqs. (7) and (8) are useful in
the advancing front, where the pressure is ambient. It follows simplifying heat transfer models of flowing corium and its
from Eq. (1) that ux = 0, and that for steady flow, the front adjacent surroundings. Several governing equations for unsteady
surfitce condition is temperature in corium and its environments are summarized next.
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Unsteady Conduction with Heat Generation: where

Heat conduction in a multidimensional region with volumetric H2 Pe 2 H2
heat generation q"', is governed by' (16)

as sCs T

Tt = V'T + (10) Although these heat transfer models are idealized, they should
PC help display the relative effect of different variables on thermal

The ter q is useful for coriurn temperature estimates when response.

decay or chemical heat is present, and the heat transfer is EXAMPLE SEVERE ACCIDENT PARAMETERS
conduction-dominated.

Flowing Horizontal Coriurn La er. Hydrodynamic and hermal responses of conurn behavior_-y depend on various severe accident parameters, such as

A coriurn layer of depth H and velocity u will be cooled by thermodynamic state properties, heat transfer coefficients, and
convection/radiation at its top surfitce, and convection/owduction geometrical configurations. Table 4 provides a ist of example
to the surface on which it flows. Its temperature will approach severe accident parameters used in this study to obtain estimates
local uniformity if the conduction response time of Eq. 7) across of corium and environment responses.

its depth H is short relative to its travel time X/u for a distance X,
or TABLE4

uH2 Example Severe Accident Parameters
2 < I (Local temperature uniformity) (I 1) Coriurn

71 ax k = 30 W/m-K Tliq = 2600 K

N the conwn depth has internal volunictric heat generation p = 9000 kg/ml TsO = 2100 K
rate q', negligible conduction in the flow direction, and surface c = 048 /gm-K a = .0 N/m
heat flux s�', its temperature is governed by energy conservation hj' = 250 /gm a = 007 cm2/s
in the fbrm of the differential equation = 6.7)10-7 m2/s

Steel
q it q111 2/s

T, + uT, + � 5 = - (12) ks = 50 W/m-K as 0.14 cm
pcH PC Ps = 8000 g/m3 es 0.46 J/gm-K

Concrete
Equation (I 2) applies to corium layers having either rapid k, = 13 W/m-K a. 0.0068 cm2/s

conduction thermal response, or internal nixing which maintains
local tmperature uniformity. cc = 0835 /gm-K PC 2300 kg/m

Air
LumM Thermal ft ons: pg 1 I kg/m' cpg = 1.0 /gm-K

When the internal temperature of a region is approximately cg 0.71 /gm-K U = 14 cm2/s
uniform, a lumped heat transfer model of volume V and surfitce R, (1.9),0-5 N-s/m2 k = 0026 W/m-K
are A yields, for the case of internal volumetric heat generation, Water

%' (A ) + qt' ' PW 1000 kg/m3 cpw = 417 /gin-K
T = _ (13) aw 0 I cm2/s tLw = (I. 13)10-3 N4m2

PC �Vj PC kw 0.6 W/rn-K vfg = 17 m3/kg

Insulated Hot Layer on a Thick Slab: hfg 2453 k/kg PR = 06 kgtm3
Approximate Heat Transfer Coefficients

A molten layer of initial temperature T is suddenly placed in Fibn Boiling, orizontal plate:
contact with a thick slab of properties a, ps, and es at T.. If the h = 130 W/m2-K 7

layer outer surface is insulated, the boundary condition of Enhanced film boiling, bubbling or roughened coriurn
Eq. 13) for perfect thermal contact with the slab becomes surface:

3.0 to 35 times film boiling coefficiene
T,(Ot)= k, TOt)+C (14) Critical heat flux:

pcH PC q = 1 17 Mw/m2 9

for which the coriurn tmperature solution is Radiation of Coriurn to Containment:
h = 200 W/m2-K 5

T-T q"' H 2 2 VC Natural convection, air above hot surffice:
-1 e erfc(t/,c) (15) 10 W/m2-K

T . = -P C- T T. TX J! )
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THERMAL RESPONSE, CORIUM SPREADING ON FLAT 3
SURFACES h T-

\k V
Flow on a Horizontal Concrete Floor: TO V, H 1- V

I z j .1 7777'

Low pressure coriurn discharge from a vessel can eventually �7
cause spreading on the drywell floor. Euqation (15) governs the
heat tansfer with the initial and boundary conditions TxO) 2 TFront
T., and T(0,t = Ti. Equations 7), (8) and (I 6, for a corium 8

�_ �8 q, .Hlayer of 1.0 cm, give the thermal responses times, � = 2
(To -T_) h

6 s internal conduction 2 �O 1.5
108 s enhanced film boiling, = 400 W/M2 LL

216 s convection, radiation to air, h = 200 W/m2-K eat ng 1.0
744 s conduction to concrete

Cooling 0.5

The elatively slow concrete heat transfer is neglected, and the Solidus Line r

heat flux eployed in Eq. (I 2 is q = h(T - T.). To = 26000K 0

Equations (6-ab) for a depth of 1.0 cm, yield a spreading TS= 21 OOOK
velocity of about 20cm/s. The criterion of Eq. (I 1) for T-= 373-K
temperature uniformity is satisfied if the flowing distance is 0 1
greater than 30 cm. he corium temperature solution is' 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 h 0.8 x 1.0

7_)
Distance- Traveled (pCV H

T*( %I(I - et*) e- I I[ I-e- (17) Figure 2 Unifonn Width Coriurn Flow

on Concrete.

T(x, t - L q1111i hx. t*= 113 ht
T*(X*,t* 7C = X P 2 2/3 (20)

T - L ( - L)h c(p / D) (9) PC(Q/D)
ht hx (18)

t*=- X*= Flow on a Thin Plate:
pcH pcHu

and the advancing front temperature at x = ut is Corium flows at depth H on a thinplate of thickness ,
insulated on the outside. Equation 12) governs the corium
temperature T, which transfers heat by convection to the plate at

T*front = ex* + al(I - ex*) (I 9 flux hp(T-T.). Energy carried with the coriurn flow will normally

exceed conduction in the plate, for which the temperature satisfies
which is plotted in Fig. 2 It is seen that the corium front is

cooled as it flows when XI < I 0. If the corium, had a decay plus (TP + hp (Tp-T)=0 (21)
chemical heating rate of q = 4 W/m3 and overlying water with tPpCP a
enhanced film boiling h = 400 W/m2_K, it would flow about m

before cooling from its liquidus temperature of 2600 K to the If Tp is eliminated from Es. (I 2 and 2 , the corium
sobdus value of 2 0 K. If heat transfer to overlying water was temperature is governed by the differential equation
at the critical heat flux, the font temperature would reach the
sofidus value before it traveled 4 m. If no water was present,
radiation and convection from the top would permit 10 m of (T+uT.),+BT,+B,.uT.+B�B,(T-L)=B,.'m (22)
travel. PC

where
Equations (6-ab) and (I 8) show that corium spread and

thermal response on an insulated surfiLce for zero internal heat h P B = h- (23)
generation and no change of phase could be studied in a simple B = P B2+B3 B2 3

scale model. An arbitrary small-scale volume rate Q per unit PcH PPCPS pcH
width D of a liquid with properties p, c, and temperature T with
a top surface convection coefficient h, would yield temperature- Equation 22) was solved for the initial and boundary
time-flow distance behavior which could be scaled up to another conditions,
size by equal values of the non-dimensional temperature of Eq.
(I 8), with distance and time corresponding to T(x,0)=TP(0)=T. T(ot)=Ti (24)
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by Laplace transformation, where the inversion was obtained A solution of Eq. 26) is identical to 17) if t* is replaced by
numerically from Ref. 10]. Figure 3 shcws example coriurn and
plate temperatures in terms of the nondimensional time and t = Bht (27)
distance, for a plate with an insulated outer surface (h,, = 0) and pcH
no internal heat generation (q = 0), for the parameter
pcH/ppcp = 4 which corresponds to a 30 cm thick molten layer However, Eq. 17) does not extend to the corium front for this
on a 1.0 cm thick steel plate. Results show that the coriurn front, application. A full solution of Eq. 26) has the peculiar property
with temperature of Fig. 4 for which the region of corium between the actual front

xfont = ut and a trailing location xstp = uBt has been cooled to
1.0 the plate initial temperature. he significance of this result is that

a thin layer of corium flowing on a hin plate tends to undergo
substantial cooling between the actual front and a trailing

0.2 temperature step. ne cooled zone would permit freezing,

0. although remelting would probably occur when the temperature
Corium step passed. This model suggests that the actual progression of a

thin coriurn layer on a cool surface moves at a velocity Bu, which
T(xt - T� 0. - h x 0.

pcHu is slower than u. When the moving temperature step of Fig. 4
Tj T- 0. reaches the solidus value, a sustained freezing layer in the form of

1.0 pcH 4 a convex-upward mound would be expected to form as coriurn
PPC 8 flow continued. Such a frozen shape is qualitatively consistent

P with the observations of Greene" for superheated melt pours into

ppcp deep and intermediate depth water pools. It is reasonable to
0 expect similar results during flow over a concrete floor, provided

0 1 2 that the total cooling rate exceeds the internal heat generation rate.
h t

pcH T_ h

1.0 U
pCTq- H

hX 0.2 M
f;EHu T - T.

.6 1 ppc.8 P
T -T

Plate
Tp(xt)-T. 0. - Tstep

Tj T.

0 X

step uBt___�

oL - - _Xfront = ut-
0 1 2 Figure 4 Corium, Flow on a Thin Plate,

h t Perfect Thermal Contact.
pcH

Figure 3 Coriurn Flow on a Thin Plate. CORIUM-WALL CONTACT TEMPERATURE

Tfi. -T. = exp(-hpx / upcH) (25) If a layer of corium of depth H and temperature T arrives at a
T T. wall of thickness and temperture T,, continuous heat transfer

across the interfikoe results in a contact temperature between Tj
cools as it flows, but at any location x both the corium and plate and T.. Equation (10) was solved in both the coriurn and wall of
temperatures eventually rise to the icoming value. Fig. 5, for which the short term solution yields the classical result

A typical liquid metal heat transfer coefficient 1 for convection

to the plate is about hp = 40 kW/m2_K, closely approaching Tc - T- = (I+ k S k! (28)
ect thermal ontact, for which Eq. 22) reduces to - T.0

perf T s

T, (uB)T. + BB(T-T.) 9 B based on constant specific heat of both materials. Te case of a
PC (26) pure substance with phase change" increases the contact

temperature about 100 K' for the parameters of Table .
with B = (I+ P'cp' < 1.0 Diff-usion in a steel wall of the geometry in Fig. causes

pcH
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y STEADY CORIUM TEM[PERATURE PROFILE
wall

The quasi-steady temperature profile in a layer of coriurn of
T- depth H and internal heating q" is governed by Eq. (IO) with

Tt = and V2T = d2T/dy2. If the layer is insulated at the bottom,

V K s and cooled by convection at the top,

codurn H Ka (X S - H 2 _l)
Tj T(y) -T. = q + qm (H (32)

1 -------- D. X h 2k

Figure 5. Thin Corium. Slab with the maximum temperature at the bottom,

Contacting bick Wall, T(O) _ T qmH + (33)
1+ 2k

immediate rduction of the contact temperature, quickly achieving A corium depth of 20 cm with q 1.0 M[W/ml and enhanced
the contact boundary condition 4dff = kST,,. The conduction film boiling yields the maximum temperature T(O = 1540 K. If
response time of Eq. 7) for a 30 cm thick steel plate wall and 1.0 gas bubbling occurred siffing the layer so that the eflbctive k
cm coriurn dpth is 7 s, after which the contact temperature
approaches increased substantially, T(O) would be reduced to about 870 K.

T -T.=(,+ ks CORIUM, EMBEDDED PLATE HOT SPOT
aa (29)

T -T. H k Vas) Liquid coriurn rises on an ebedded plate of thickness ,
insulated on the outside as shown in Fig. 6 The bottom coriurn

or aout 864 K, bsed on an arriving temperature of T, = 2600 K. surface also is insulated and the top is cooled by convection.
Excess heat transfer goes to die plate, which acts Hk a fin.

Equations 28) and 29) are based on constant specific heat of Therefore, the steady form of Eq. 10) is solved with the
coriurn. Since coriurn is not a pure substance, its tmperature additional plate boundary condition,

changes during solidification. An equivalent specific heat was T(0,0 - T-
obtained by employing the heat of fusion in the definition of
specific heat, which gave q:IL2

K

c=(& = eL-s ��Verlfi�ical�=O.5J/gm-K (30) S
a p Tiq -Tsol h H 0.5 y Plate K$

- = 27
This value of specific heat is essentially qual to the coriurn K T.

value of Table 4 KH - 40 �VA S
KS8 n H Codurn, K, q

X
QUASI-STEADY CORIUM TEWERATURE 4��T(0,0)

The coriurn depth will continue to increase in a bounded
region while discharge is occurring. The temperature prof 50 0 50
approach the steady state whenever the cooling rate xceeds the Angle (Degrees)
energy addition rate by mass flow and internal hating. if corium Figure 6 Coriurn Embedded Plate Hot Spot.
is added at volume rate Q, the energy addition rate is
E = pQ(T - T). If it is spread over area A to a depth K the
internal heating rate is qAH. If cooling is by convection at an TSS[X(y)'y1+ k �n[x(y)'+ O (34)
approximate rate q = hA(T - T.), and internal conduction is not ksS
limiting, the conditions for quasi-steady temperature are q > El 
q"AK and pcH./h > H2/z2a, or If the plate profile is described by

H2 pcH , ( HA q"'AH2 = y (35)
< < (31)

h Q h(T - T.)Q where is small a regular perturbation of the orm

A coriurn layer of about 20 cm depth satisfies the quasi-steady 00
conditions of Eq. 3 1) for a typical coriurn rate of 0.3 m3/min, T(XY)= FEnTn(xy) (36)
enhanced film boiling, a floor area of about 130 m2, and about n=O
1.0 Mw/M3 decay beat generation.
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n-0 yields an eigenvalue problem for n = 0, which gives the Equation 39) shows that higher voids increases the maximum
vertical plate solution. Ile n = I solution gives the linearized temperature. A void firaction of 10% increases the maximum
slanted plate solution. The plate hot spot temperature 0,0) is temperature by about the same percentage for a collapsed coriurn
given in Fig. 6 for the example parameters hH/k = 27 and depth of 20 cm. However, the presence of voids implies
kH/k,8 = 4 It is seen that a plate which slants outward from the continuous mixing of corium, which increases the effective
coriurn has a lower hot spot temperature than a vertical or conductivity k, thereby causing the maximum temperature to
inward-sloping plate. approach its value without voids.

CORrUM STRATIFICATION RESULTS FROM FIRST ORDER ANALYSIS

The steady form of Eq. 10) was applied to cases where the First order analyses have been applied to molten coriurn flows
corium. was stratified with U02 settled to depth Hi and molten in containment environments to estimate behavior trends, and to
metal of depth H2 was on top, as shown in Fig. 7 Ile ratio of display important parameter effects on selected thermal
homogenized-to-stratified coriurn maximum temperatures is responses. Several conclusions and behavior estimates obtained

h from this study are:

T- I Concrete heat transfer as a negligible effect on the

Z - temperature of a spreading coriurn front in the presence of

H2 K2 Metal water.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2. The temperature of a 1.0 cm deep corium, layer spreading

y under water at 20 cm/s would decrease from the liquidus to
H K uO2 solidus value in: m for enhanced film boiling; 4 m for

critical heat flux to water; 10 m without water.

3. A thin coriurn layer flowing on a cool surface tends to freeze
Figure 7 Coriurn Stratification. quickly at the front and reduce the spreading rate.

2 4. A postulated mechanism for feezing of a coriurn spread under
I Hi hH2 , k HI water would yield a convex upward mound.

ITN-T.]h = 2�H2 k2 k2 H2 (37) 5. The contact temperature for a thin horizontal layer of coriurn

MO-T.Is k, HI +1 I+ hH2 I hHl) against a perpendicular thick plate quickly drops below the

(k2 H2 I k2 2 kl classical result for two semi-infinite slabs.

Stratification is not likely if gas is bubbling through the 6. Gas bubbling in coriurn increases the effective thermal
coriurn from concrete releases. However, gas bubbling is conductivity by stirring, and reduces the maximum
expected to raise the internal heat generation rate and the temperature.
temperature by reacting chemically with coriurn metals. A typical
case for q = 1.0 Mw/m3 decay heat in stratified U02 on the 7. A corium pool dominated by conduction and bounded by a
bottom has a hot spot temperature about 75% of that resulting vertical flat plate gives a higher maximum temperature than
from a bubbling mixture with q 4 Mw/m3 decay plus chemical an outward-sloping plate.

heating in a homogenized layer. Calculations fr typical core debris discharge parameters in

THE EFFECT OF VOIDS the case of a Mark I plant show that for a water layer over the
corium with a cooling range between nucleate and enhanced film

The collapsed depth of coriurn is H with the steady, boiling due to gas bubbling, the stimated shell maximum
temperature of Eq. 32). If bubbling caused a void fiaction of a, temperature is between 600' and 1000 k below the steel eeting
the swollen depth H,, k, and q', would correspond to value (Figure 8). It was also concluded that creep rupture failure

of the shell was not a concern for the calculated hot spot

H( = H kol=k(l-m) q ... c,=q ... (I - x) (38) temperature transient and corresponding DW pressure.
(1-a) [V. CONCLUSIONS

for which the ratio of maximum temperatures at y = for a Deterministic methodologies have been developed to address
swollen and collapsed depth is complex severe accident phenomena such as ATWS, corium

hH I quenching and others. This paper shows how deterministic
I analyses can be used to demonstrate true plant capability to

[T(0) - T. 2k (1-a)' withstand severe accidents and eliminate unnecessary plant

[T(O)-T.] 11H (39) modifications.

2k
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Figure 8. Calculated Shell Hot Spot
Temperature. Typical Mark I Contaimuent.
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ABSTRACT state, since the in-core phase is of great im-
portance to severe accident management.

The AAP 4 core melt progression model contains
provisions for the formation of a molten debris General features of the model and nodaliza-
pool surrounded by a crust during late phase tion are described in2, but a few are mentioned
core degradation. A predominantly oxidic molten here for clarity. Core nodalization is arranged
pool with a predominantly metallic lower crust as concentric radial rings and stacked axial
may naturally develop through a combination of rows (Figure 1). Each node may contain up to
models for real material phase diagrams, mecha- six components: fuel, cladding, fuel channel
nistic relocation, and rules to recognize ex- (BWR or VVER), control blade (BWR or VVER), con-
tremely low porosity and the liquid fractions of trol (PWR) or water (BWR) rods, and coolant.
adjacent highly degraded nodes. Pool size and Materials allowed for these components are:
shape thus becomes relatively independent of
core nodalization (which only governs the
coarseness of the crust location). An upper Core Shroud/Baffle
pool crust is mechanistically allowed during
consideration of radiative and convective heat
losses from the pool top surface to surrounding
core nodes, the core barrel, and upper inter- 13 pper Tie Plate 
nals. Circulation within the pool causes mass Upper Gas Plenum
and energy exchange between participating pool 12i
nodes, and determines the heat fluxes to the 11
boundary crusts. Side and bottom node failure
is predicted based on the time, temperature, and 10
stress. Calculations demonstrate that this con-
cept allows simulation of the degraded core geo- 9
metry observed during the TMI-2 accident. 8

BACKGROUND 7

MAAP 4 which is the newest version of the
Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) family
of codes for severe accident analysisl.2, is an
integral code for calculation of thermal- 4
hydraulic and fission product behavior during
all phases of a severe accident. While it is 3

especially focused on models related to the 2 I -7--T- 7 Lower Gas Plenum
Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR) designs and Lower'ne Plate
to accident management and operator actions, 1 I ij-w Core Support Plate
MAAP 4 may also be used for Level analyses and 1 2 3 4 7
Level 2 PSA/PRA analyses. MAAP 4 is property of Ring
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and KSM06I.COR

has been developed by Fauske and Associates,
Inc. (AI) for EPRI. Non Fuel Rows: 12, & 13.

Fuel Rows: 3 to 12
This paper will focus on model features of

MAAP 4 which are important to core melt progres-
sion and recovery from a severely damaged fuel Figure 1: Core Nodalization Scheme
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uranium dioxide (UO2) for fuel, tungsten (W) for Type 3 "Candled" or thickened pins, resulting
experimental heater rods, Zr, r2, SS (stain- from melt relocation,
less steel), SSO (stainless steel oxide), and U-
Zr-O (a mixture of these atoms) for cladding, Zr Typ.e 4 Highly degraded and low porosity, part
and rO2 for the fuel channel, B4C, SS, SSO, and solid, impenetrable debris, and
B-Zr-SS-C-0 (eutectic mixture) for control
blades, Ag-In-Cd, B4C, SS, SSO, Zr, and rO2 in Type 5: Fully molten.
the control or water rods, and steam, water, and
noncondensible gases (hydrogen) in the coolant. Damage progression between these geometry

types is irreversible. Types through 4 have
As the description implies, material prop- been previously employed in MAAP 42 and are

erties such as the solidus and liquidus of mix- illustrated in Figure 2.
tures are fundamentally important to the core
model. One natural outcome of the modeling of TYPE I TYPE 2

separate components with real material phase
diagrams is that metallic materials with their
lower melting points, tend to relocate before
oxidic materials. Other phenomena considered in
the model include heat transfer between compon-
ents in a node, heat transfer between nodes by D
convection and radiation, core-wide natural cir-
culation of gases, hydrogen production, balloon-
ing and geometry changes related to material
motion, and mechanical collapse2.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AZ

After substantial core melting, relocation, L
and refreezing, a significant molten mass, re-
strained by sideward and downward solidified

regions (crusts), may develop. The code consid-
ers a molten pool to exist when one or more TYPE 3

node(s) contain no internal solids, i.e., com-
pletely liquid. While the definition of the
size of a molten pool is somewhat arbitrary in
this sense, the phenomenological significance is
that convective processes within the debris are
important for heat transfer to boundaries of the
pool. A molten pool also has the significance TYPE 4

that, when it spans more than one computational
node, heat and mass transfer among those nodes -1[-Dhy
are intimately related.

If heat generation rate from the pool ex- AZ
ceeds the heat transfer rate from the outer 2
crust surface, then the crust will thin out due
to melting. If this continues, at some thick-
ness the crust strength will be insufficient to Figure 2: Types of Solid Core Ceometry during
restrain the liquid. For this set of condi- Melt Progression.
tions, the crust can rupture and allow melt to
relocate. The paper describes how this concep-
tual molten pool picture is modeled in a stable Since the porosity level which distin-
and fast running program by using simple common guishes candied (type 3) geometry from highly
physics and a limited set of rules. degraded and impenetrable geometry (type 4 is

very low but uncertain, a user-input porosity
MOLTEN POOL AND CRUST FORMATION parameter is employed. The parameter essential-

ly defines when the local configuration still
Criteria for molten pool and crust forma- has the potential to drain liquid, or whether

tion are part of a classification scheme for molten material would no longer be able to pene-
representation of core geometry. Five catego- trate. When a node becomes fully molten, it is
ries are defined for core node geometry in order considered as part of a molten pool (type 5).
of increasing degradation:

Figure 3 illustrates the evolution between
Type 1: Intact fuel pin, candied (frozen rivulets or films on the surface

of fuel pin cladding) and highly degraded geome-
Type 2: Collapsed fuel pins, resulting from tries. As a simplification of the melt progres-

mechanical failure, sion process, MAAP 4 represents the surface and
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Crust Formation and Molten Pool
....... Molten

Film
Frozen------- Material

(a) Bottom Node (b) Top Node

(a) (b)

Original Pin
Frozen Boundary
Materia tY-4

Flow Area (C) uWr Re" Nods (d) Outer Top Node

F*02mllmw

Figure 4 Various Melt-Solid Configurations for
Figure 3 Evolution from a Film Flow to a Pipe Potential Crust.

Flow.

highly degraded nodes in question at the side-
flow areas after liquid debris has relocated and ward boundaries and corners of adjacent highly
solidified as if the fuel pins have increased degraded nodes.
diameter (candling). This simplified picture
breaks down when, based on the original pitch, Once a node is characterized as highly de-
the rods would be in contact. At this point, graded, material can leave it only by draining,
the channel is assumed to accumulate material, which happens when a side or bottom crust has

as shown in Figure 3c, i.e., by closing off the failed. A criterion for failure, discussed in
flow area with additional material. In addi- the "Collapse of Molten Pool" section, is repre-
tion, the drainage rate of relocating material sented by a combination of stress, time, and
is evaluated as an internal flow rather than ex- temperature.
ternal film flow. Internal flows are limited by
the hydrostatic head and the model hydraulic Logically, liquid pool node (type 5) can
diameter. only exist if its sideward and downward neigh-

bors are highly degraded (type 4. This illus-
Typically, the original node geometry is trates the natural definition that crusts are

lost due to a combination of relocation into and the solid matter in adjacent highly degraded
out of a node, and not just the filling of a (type 4 nodes.
node with material. When a node becomes highly
degraded, the physical location of the solid and CONVECTIVE HEAT/MASS TRANSFER WITHIN A MOLTEN
liquid within the node is not explicitly known POOL
(this information is assumed in the candied geo-
metry). For calculational purposes, special For the conditions in which a molten pool
configurations are assumed within a node when has developed, the heat transfer between adja-
two or more highly degraded nodes are adjacent cent pool nodes can be approximated by evalua-
to each other, as described below. ting the differences of upward, sideward, and

downward heat fluxes from fully molten nodes.
Solid material in a highly degraded node From the work of Mayinger, et. al.,8, Jahn and

(type 4 adjacent to one or more highly degraded Reineke4, and Kymalainen, et. al.,5 the aver-
node(s) is considered to be part of the debris age upward, sideward, and downward heat fluxes
crust. If the node in question is at the bottom from a hemispherical circulating pool with in-
of a stack of highly degrade nodes, then debris ternal heat generation are used. These are
is assumed to be distributed with the molten characterized as heat transfer coefficients de-
material over the solid (Figure 4a); if the node fined by
is at the top of a stack, then the solid is at k
the top of the debris so the melt can drain c 0.23h - 036 - Ra (1)
(Figure 4b). Figures 4c and 4d represent the U R
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kC 0119 Table 1: Comparison of the Molten Pool Model
s - 0.85 R Ra (2) and the COPO Experiment.

k C 0 095 Run P".r Rayleigh Number AT I Of Total Po.er
h - 1.389 - Ra (3) kW Number Of Nodes 'C Up Sid. Do�

d R

where the Rayleigh number for a heat generating 1. 4.6 1.3 x 10- COPO 14.0 70 16 14

pool is defined as

g 6 R5 NW 28 12.3 62 17 21

Ra - � (4) 56 16.8 63 15 22
ct v k 112 10.2 54 17 29

' c 28' 14 7 72 18 10

In these expressions k P o and are

the thermal conductivity, thermal expansion co- 2 5.2 1.5 x 101 O 12.6 76 13 11

efficient, thermal diffusivity, and kinematic
viscosity of the core debris, respectively, AT MA" 28 12.2 68 13 19

is the superheat of the pool, and is the volu- 56 17.0 68 12 20

metric power generation rate. The variable R 112 9. 9 64 12 24

represents the radius of the hemisphere or the 28' 14.5 77 14 9

length over which the driving potential exists
for density differences due to the pool super-
heat. Consequently, the maximum depth of the 3 1.9 4.2 10-- 0PO 5.9 71 16 13

pool is used to represent this potential for
circulation. The volumetric heat generation is K" 29 5.5 67 14 19

determined by adding the total power in all 56 7 .6 67 13 20

liquid nodes and dividing by the total volume of 112 4.4 62 12 26

these nodes. 28+ 6.6 76 15 9

Although these heat transfer coefficients
are derived from global pool natural circula- * For test run the upper surface temperature was 21C hotter than

tion, with the assumption of a uniform circula- the ther b.undri...

tion field, these heat transfer coefficients +Upard heat transfer coefficient as rised by 30 t imulate

approximate the heat transfer across the artifi- the CPO dt..

cial boundaries of the molten pool nodes, as
well as the boundary between the liquid nodes where L is the characteristic circulation length
and the crust nodes. This nodalized molten pool for which the node length or radius is used de-
heat transfer approach has been applied to the pending on the direction of the mass transfer,
COPO experiment and compares reasonably well and u represents the characteristic natural cir-
with the experimental data for different Ray- culation velocity defined as
leigh numbers (Table 1). It is noted that with
a larger mesh size, this model in general pre-
dicts better agreement. In a case of 28 nodes, IL 0.333 (7)
a node is about 02 m in length and width, which 5.91, [,,/(g,6ATL')]
is smaller than the node size typically used to with a, v, and being the thermal diffusivity,
represent reactor cores. kinematic viscosity, and thermal expansion coef-

Another impact of pool natural circulation ficient, respectively.

is to homogenize the composition of the molten RADIATION FROM TOP OF THE DA14AGED CORE TO UPPER
pool, which in turn, homogenizes the decay power PLENUM INTERNALS CORE BARREL
distribution. It is therefore assumed that due
to the natural circulation all species in a mol- Radiation from the top surface of the dam-
ten pool will approach the uniform concentration aged core to the upper plenum internals and the
with a characteristic time constant. exposed core barrel is usually the dominant heat

loss for a molten pool. The MAAP 4 model for

d (f (t) f radiation heat transfer includes a view factor
i calculation for right circular cylinder internal

dt (fi(t) - f d (5) surfaces and radiation heat transfer with mul-

where f (t) is the concentration of specie i in tiple surfaces.
i

Due to the continually changing nature of
any node within the pool at time t, f is the the core top surface geometry during melt pro-

average concentration of species i in the whole gression, a right circular cylindrical void is
pool. assumed above the top of the core to approximate

the line-of-sight paths, with the bottom disk
The characteristic time constant of the representing the core top surface, the top disk

pool convection is defined as representing the-upper plenum internals, and the
cylinder wall representing the exposed core bar-

r - L/u (6) rel. The top surface of the core is assumed to
be flat with concentric rings corresponding to
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100
the core nodalization. If crust covers the pool
surface, a temperature profile through the upper
crust is used to estimate the surface tempera-
ture for radiation heat transfer.

COLLAPSE OF MOLTEN POOL

As mentioned above, highly degraded nodes
(type 4 may represent pool boundaries, and the
solid in these nodes is in that case a crust co
which restrains liquid relocation. Here, a a-
Larson-Miller-like functions is used to describe 2
the time-at-temperature nature of the crust co
strength. Specifically, the parameter C) is U
defined as: Ch

ED 100

LMC - Tc(20 + log,, tr)10- 3 (8) CD 01

where T is the average crust temperature (K)
c

and t r is the time to rupture (hrs) given the

applied stress. A correlation is sought between
this parameter and the stress at rupture.
Numerous investigations for UO 2 fuel have shown

that the material is susceptible to creep9. The
stress can be related to the depth of molten
material accumulated and the available area for
resisting this applied load.

The tensile strength and rupture strength 10,
of UO at room temperature are given as 75 0 10 20 30 40 50

2 LIVIC
kg/CM2 (7.5 MPa) and 2200 kg/cm2 220 Pa) by Figure 5: Functional Relationship for Crust
Mag. This gives an indication of the strength Failure by Bending.
of the material such that a functional relation-
ship for stress versus the Larson-Miller type
parameter for the crust can be estimated. In A similar failure mechanism of this nature
addition, the TMI-2 experience revealed that a is also used for the side crust at the core
stable crust could be strong enough to hold a outer boundary. If a failure condition is cal-
debris pool of - 20,000 tonnes for at least one culated, this should be considered to be a local
hour and likely much longer. If we consider failure which allows molten debris to flow into
that the molten material was at a temperature of the bypass region and then to the lower plenum
- 3000K with the bottom of the crust at the sat- as illustrated in Figure 6.
urated water temperature of about 60OK, the RPV
average crust temperature is 1800K. With a Core Barrel Wall
thickness of cm, a mass of 20,000 kg, and a
radius of 1.5 m, the associated bending stress
would be 24 MPa. With these two points, the
functional relationship shown in Figure is
characterized as a straight line through these
points which enables the crust parameter to be
calculated for an imposed stress. Hence, the
time-at-temperature until rupture would occur
can then be evaluated.

00

This functional representation for the
failure mechanism provides for a time-at- E0
temperature behavior and demonstrates a weaken-
ing process as the average temperature in- C
creases. While this is an approximate be- U)oco _
havior, it provides for all of the anticipated CLcm
trends for the crust behavior while minimizing
numerical sensitivities. Crust rupture is de-
termined by summing the fractional progression Core Former Plate
of the time to rupture in each time step with
rupture occurring when the sum equals or exceeds

.unity. Figure 6 Breach of Side Crust of Molten Pool.
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MODEL ERFORMANCE Time = 21,000 see 3�
3�

So TIVILB with In-Core Recovery at 21,000 see 3.nome general observations related to the 31�

melt progression and molten pool behavior are Nonnal C..dld Mott,. P.1

described below: P
Rubble Soffd Crusi Empty roo F

El �600 R

1. Control material along with the Zircaloy Z500 A24,3-o T

fuel pin cladding and fuel canisters move 3 2300 U
22DO

first, and freeze in the lower core regions 2 2100

so that the bottom crust is more metallic 0�11 � 06 S
than the molten pool. Figure 7 shows zir- Boo ,

10 700 A
caloy and control material distributions at 6W L

1Soo E

25 minutes before rupture of the side crust 9 11�

for a WR station blackout sequence. 13�
8 1�

law

2. A molten pool forms in most sequences and 7

side crust rupture is the mechanism causing 6

the first relocation to the lower plenum. 650
5 -100

Debris drained to te lower plenum is mostly -

oxidic. 4

3

3. As evidenced by the TI-2 accident, in-core 2 Water

recovery is not always possible once a mol- Level

ten pool has been formed because of diffi-

culty of cooling he core. Specifically,

recovery by activating ES before debris

drains to the lower plenum may retain the

core material in the reactor vessel, and may

stop the relocation of core debris to the Figure 8: PWR Core Recovery Result for TMLB at

lower plenum. 6 Hours.

ZION-LIKE MLS N/ SEAL OCA & NOT LEG CREEP RW I URE Time = 0,000 see
TIME M30.14 S... TMLI3 with In-Core Recovery at 21,000 see

UNREACTED ZR CONTROL ROD Normal F-F-1 Cndl" Molten Pool

LU

Rubble Solid Crust Empty
--- TAF LI

Water

13 Level

12
3400
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3�00 E
290.0 M

9 'B'Do P
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Figure 7 Zircaloy & Control Material Distribu-

tion in a Badly Damaged PWR Core.

The results for a Zion-like station black- Figure 9 PWR Core Recovery Result for TMLB at

out with recovery action are demonstrated in 14 Hours.

Figures and 9 Figure shows the core map at

time of restoring the AC/DC power and ECCS.

Since the central region of core has become not completely coolable. The central region of

packed and impenetrable, as indicated "solid core continues to heat up and eventually becomes

crust' in the figure, even with the ECCS water molten and forms a molten pool. Figure 9 shows

injection to cover the whole core, the core is the molten pool surrounded by the crust at 
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ABSTRACT condition that interface temperature of both
liquids, T just after the direct contact of both

Self-triggering mechanism and thermal interaction liquids, almost agrees with the spontaneous
zone (TIZ) of vapor explosion were investigated nucleation temperature, THNI of cold liquid. The
with small scale drop experiments. Molten tin, as upper limit temperature of cold liquid is not
the hot liquid, was dropped into the water pool, definite, and changes with the experimental
as the cold liquid. The TIZ was derived in the conditions. The relation between interface
figure expressed by both hot and cold liquid temperature, T and the melt temperatureT. of
temperatures, and the water depth of the hot liquid is also shown in Fig. 1. When T. of hot
initiation of vapor explosion in each drop test liquid is lower than TIZ, then vapor explosion is
was derived in the TIZ. The self-triggering apt to occur since the hot liquid is at molten
mechanism in drop experiments was deduced to the state and easy to fragment. When T. is higher than
collapse of vapor film between water and molten TIZ, vapor explosion is difficult to occur since
tin. Stability analysis was conducted by modeling the hot liquid is easily solidified when both
the heat transfer from molten tin to water through liquids come in contact.
vapor film. The upper limit temperature of water
in the TIZ was intensely related to the heat As T.<THN and vapor explosion is easily
transfercoefficientof condensationonthewater realized, many experiments have been conducted with
side. The water depth of the initiation of vapor tin and water system. Reynolds-Dullforce (1) (2)

explosion was determined analytically as the conducted the experiment by dropping the tin with
result of the development of unstable vapor film 12 g from 3 cm above water surface into the water
oscillation until when water and molten tin became pool, and obtained the TIZ. They related the TIZ
to contact directly. The experimental results were to the thickness of vapor film showing that the
explained by the analytical model. vapor explosion occurred only under thin vapor film

condition. They also pointed out that vapor
1. INTRODUCTION explosion occurred after a waiting time during

which tin temperature dropped.
Vapor explosion is one of the most important

problems for the evaluation of the severe accident
of nuclear power plants. A lot of experimental and
analytical researches have been conducted with
large and small scale experimental apparatus for
these 30 years. Though the mechanism has
qualitatively been made clear, it is not enough to
evaluate it quantitatively. For example, it is
widely recognized that vapor explosion occurs with
the process of premixing, triggering, rapid heat
transfer and boiling, propagation and expansion.
However, the triggering mechanism and its
condition is not clear even for the simple drop
experiment. TIZ

In the drop experiment, the conceptual thermal
interaction zone (TIZ) is widely recognized. Temp. of Hot Liquid

Figure shows the TIZ in the temperatures of hot
and cold liquids as the abscissa and the Fig. Conceptual view of thermal interaction
ordinate, respectively. The lower limit of hot
liquid temperature is almost determined by the zone
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Takagi-Shoji(3) explained the upper limit Experimental conditions are as follows;
temperature of Tin-Water system with the quench
temperature of hot solid surface in boiling water. Tin temperature : 350 to 800 C
Their experimental results agreed with the quench Water temperature 10 to 70 C
correlation derived by Dhir et al (4). Mass of tin 3 and 5 g
Takashima-Iida(5) observed the initiation point of Drop height 0 to 90 cm
vapor explosion of Tin-Water system by high speed
camera, and showed that the collapse of vapor film Tin temperature from 350 to 800 C and water
started at a part of the drop and expanded into a temperature from 10 to 70 C cover the thermal
whole of the drop. interaction zone of Tin-Water system.

Present research aims at investigating the 2.2 Experimental Results

self-triggering mechanism and the TIZ of vapor (1) Behavior of vapor explosion
explosion with small scale Tin-Water drop The characteristics of experimental results is
experiment. Linear stability analysis was also divided into two. One is the case when the tin was
adopted to investigate the stability of vapor film dropped from near the water surface, and the other
around the molten tin, and it was made clear that the case when it is dropped from the high
the upper limit temperature of TIZ was intensely location. In the former case, the molten tin
affected by the heat transfer coefficient of entered into water, changed the shape a little
condensation, which could explain the experimental from sphere to a flattened sphere, and sank.
results. Figure 3 shows the photo of the process under the

condition of the tin temperature of 720 0C and the
2. EXPERIMENT water temperature of 300C. Thin vapor film is

formed surrounding the tin drop during the
2.1 Method of Experiment and Experimental sinking of the drop. Vapor explosion starts at a

Condition small part of the drop and propagates into whole
the drop. Under some conditions, the tin drops to

Experiments were conducted by dropping molten the bottom of the tank without the explosion. The
tin into water. Figure 2 shows the conceptual thermal interaction zone and the depth of the
view of experimental apparatus. It consists of an initiation of the vapor explosion were derived.
electric furnace, a water tank with 40cm length,
30cm width and 60cm height, and a measuring
system. A fixed amount of tin on the unglazed In the latter case, when the tin dropped from
plate was heated in the electric furnace. When the the higher location, the tin entered into the
tin heated upto the prescribed temperature, it was water, accompanying the non-condensable gas around
dropped from the prescribed height into the water. the drop and changing the shape into very
Water depth in the tank was kept 40cm. Water complicated flat. In many cases, the tin reached
temperature was controlled by the heater immersed the bottom of the tank without vapor explosion
in the water. The tin sank in the water and even under the condition in the TIZ. In some
exploded at a certain depth depending on the cases, however, vapor explosions occurred. The
experimental conditions. It sank to the bottom of triggering mechanism was, however, not the same as
the tank without vapor explosion under some the case when the tin dropped near the surface.
conditions. The behavior during the process was Figure 4 shows the photo of the process for the
recorded on the video camera, and the depth at case when vapor explosion occurred under the
which vapor explosion occurred was also measured. condition of the tin temperature of 6000C, water

temperature of 400C, and the drop height of 20cm
from the water surface. When the tin enters into

Thermocouple Temperature the water, it is accompanied by a large amount of
Electric Heater Recorder air column. Usually vapor explosion occurred when

0 the air column detached from the tin. We
--- I _I-- estimated that the fluid dynamic force at the-----------

- ---- > (;��Tin Drop detach of the air column might be the triggering
----------- mechanism to contact the water directly to the tin.

0

0 (2)Thermal interaction zone when the tin dropped
from near the water surface

Figure shows the thermal interaction zone of
the vapor explosion when the tin dropped f rom near
the water surface. The mass of tin is 55 g. The
ordinate and the abscissa represent the initial

Video Camera water and tin temperatures, respectively. The data
Measure Water Heater in the figure express the water depth or the

location where the vapor explosion occurred. The

Fig. 2 Conceptual view of experimental apparatus four lines a, b, c, d in the figure, indicate the
the water depth. For example, line a means the
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Fig. 5 Water depth of vapor explosion and thermal
J interaction zone

T c 1 5 IC
T c 4 'C

Fig. 3 Photo of the vapor explosion process in the Th=600 'C
case that the tin dropped from near the Tin 
water surface 0167 s between each frame) 1 0 

0 50 1 0 0

Drop height (cm)

4 Fig. 6 Water depth of vapor explosion when tin
dropped from higher location

i4- lower initial tin temperature than those shown in

the figure as the data, no vaPor explosion
occurred.

As shown in the figure, lower limit of initial
tin temperature almost coincides with the condition
that T,=T HN -T, is expressed as,

TH-Tc (PCP�I) C
TI= +T, 8=

I +11IR ( P CA

Fig. 4 Photo of the vapor explosion process in the where the homogeneous nucleation temperature of
case that the tin dropped from higher water THN is evaluated with Lienhard's correlation.
location (0.167 s between each frame)

THN=Ts+ (0.905-0,+0.0q5tq,8) - T- 2

water depth of about 2 cm. Under the conditions of OS= Ts
the higher initial water temperature and of the T.,
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The location where vapor explosion occurred,
changed to the deeper with the increase of both
tin and water temperatures. Above 700C of water
temperature, no vapor explosion was observed even WATER
at the deeper location. The changes of the water
depth may deeply be related to the mechanism of ..... .....
triggering or the mechanism of the stability of
vapor film around the tin. The direct contact of
water and tin occurs as the result of the
development of unable vapor film. When the vapor
film is thick, the direct contact is uneasy to VAPOR FILM

occur, so we have to wait the development of
unstable film and/or to wait the decrease of tin
temperature. r R

(3)Water depth of the occurrence of vapor
explosion when the tin dropped from higher Fig 7 Concept of analytical model
location.

As mentioned above, in the case when the tin
dropped from higher location, the main triggering d 2 3
mechanism is fluid dynamic force at the detach of r 2 5
air column from the tin. Figure 6 shows the water d t 2 2 d t P L

depth at which the vapor explosion occurred, 3.2 Linearized Equation and Unstable Condition
always just after the detach of air column. As
shown in the figure, the water depth is almost Equations 3 and (5) were linearized by
constant regardless of the initial height of tin giving r=ro+6r. Then the linear differential
when the height is larger than 10cm. equation was derived as follows;

3. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS OF VAPOR FILM d & r d1& r d & r

� +Bi- +B2-+B3&r=O 6
3.1 Modeling and Basic Equations d t 3 d t d t

One of the triggering mechanisms is the Bl= (,k+hlo) ro2 (aTs B2= psro ap
collapse of vapor film around the molten tin. LI 02R 2 a s LR I a 
Whether the collapse may occur or not, can be rohLTO ap
evaluated from the stability analysis of vapor B,= - 1 02 2 (

film. As the first step of the analysis, we L L R 19 
assumed the spherical tin drop surrounded by the The characteristic equation for equation 6 is
vapor film in infinite water. expressed as follows;

Figure 7 shows the conceptual view of the S3+B S2 +B2S+B3=0 7
analytical model. Tin is assumed as a sphere with
radius R, surrounded by the vapor film with width
1. Heat is transferred from the molten tin to The stability of the vapor film is determined by
water through vapor film. Heat transfer through the Routh-Hurwitz relation for the coefficients in
vapor film is assumed as by thermal conduction, equation (7). When B*B2 > B3. then the system is
since it was confirmed that the effect of stable. Stability threshold is obtained from the
radiation was not significant in present relation that B,*B2 = B3' It is expressed for the
experimental condition. Heat transfer in water subcooling of water as follows;
outside the vapor film is treated by giving the
heat transfer coefficient as a parameter. Then the ATo=,os 0 (1+21 OT3
continuity equation for vapor film is expressed as h I R a 
follows;

0 (P sVs) = 4;r r2 �L (TY-Ts) -hAT When equation 4 is substituted into equation 8,
C I L then the following quadratic equation for AT, is

derived.
The film thickness 1, at equilibrium state is
derived from the above equation as follows; AAT 02 -BLTo-C=O 9

1 k (TH-Ts) 4 2,k OTs
0 hL �To A=fl---!�-s-� 0Ts � , B=p.,�I+_

TH-Ts aps hR Opfl
The interface between water and vapor film is

governed by the conservation equation of liquid = P s (Tq- Ts) Ts
motion in spherical shape. It is given as follows; hR P s
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100 3.3 Stability Threshold as a unction of Heat
Transfer Coefficients

S t a b I e Figure shows the stability threshold for

various heat transfer coefficients in presenth=10' (W/m'K)
experimental condition. When water temperature is
under the lines for each heat transfer coef f icient,

h=10' collapse of vapor film occurs. With very large heat
transfer coefficient, the subcooling at the

50 threshold is almost 30K.(It approaches 27K when

heat transfer coefficient becomes cO.) When heat
transfer coefficient becomes small, then the water

h=10' temperature at the threshold becomes lower. This

means that the thermal interaction zone becomes
Unstable narrower under the condition with low heat transfer

h 50 coefficient.

0 4 0 6 8 O 0 1 0 0 0 3.4 Duration Time by the Development of Perturbed

TH (T) Oscillation

Since the perturbed oscillation of vapor film
Fig. Stability thresholds for various heat does not develop in the stable region, the direct

transfer coefficient contact of both liquids does not occur. However,
the perturbation of vapor film oscillation

100 developes to finite amplitude in the unstable

h=10' (W/m'K) t=O.l (s) region. We assumed that the direct contact'of both
liquids ocurred as the result of the development

0 t=0.02 (s) of perturbation, since the vapor film is usually
very thin. Figure shows an example of the

Analysis comparison of experimental duration time against
analytical results. Where we assumed that
h=103(W/M2 K) and t is the time af ter tin dropped to

5 0 the water untill explosion occurs. Tin sank to the
water about 1(m/s), so t=O.l (s) and 0.02(s)

Experiment- indicates the water depth of about 10cm and 2cm,

respectively. However we don't know the exact h
values to evaluate more precisely. When tin and
water temperature increases, the water depth will
be more deep and the the time to develop the
unstable film will be longer.

0
4 0 0 6 0 0 8 0 0 4. DISCUSSION

T� (C)

4.1 Thermal Interaction Zone Determined by the

Fig. Comparison of experimental duration time Stability of Vapor Film

with analysis The thermal interaction zone of tin-water

system can be explained using the results of
stability analysis for vapor film. When tin is

Then, the subcooling of water at the stability dropped from near the water surface, then the heat
threshold is expressed as follows; transfer coefficient is considerably high (upto

106 W/M2 K.) This is the reason why vapor explosion

ATc)= B +V 'B2 �+4A C 1 0 may occur uPto 700C of water temperature. When the
2A initial tin temperature is sufficiently low, and

the water subcooling is high, then vapor film
When the thermal properties at saturated becomes very thin, resulting the fast contact of

condition are substituted into equation (10), then both liquids just after the tin entered into
the initial subcooling is determined as the water. When tin and water temperatures increase,
function of both hot liquid or tin temperature TH then the vapor film becomes thicker, resulting the
and heat transfer coefficient h '. When the retard of triggering, and deepenning the location
subcooling is higher than the values derived from of vapor explosion. The stability threshold is
equation (10), then the interface of vapor film shown for h=106 in Fig-5. With the heat transfer
becomes unstable and direct contact of water with coefficients of 103 to 106 W/M2 K, upper limit
tin may occur. temperatures of water are not so much changed and

about 700C. When the non-condensable gas is
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included in the vapor film, then the heat transfer Nomenclature
coefficient becomes small to less than 102 W/M2 K,
resulting the vapor film tcker and the thermal C,: Specific heat
interaction zone narrower. This is the reason why h Heat transfer coefficient of condensation
the experiments with air contained vapor film L Latent heat of evaporation
could hardly experience the vapor explosion. P Pressure

R Radius of tin
r Radius of vapor-water interface

4.2 Relation between Upper Limit Temperature and T Temperature
Quench Temperature t Time

V Volume
Some of researchers, such as Takagi and Wr: Subcooling temperature of water

Shojitried to explain the upper limit of tin 1 :Thickness of vapor film
temperature by the quench temperature T., The P: Density
correlation is also expressed in Fig-5, as dotted g :Thermal conductivity
line. It does not agree with present experimental Subscript
results, even though it represents qualitative cr: Critical point

characteristics. C Cold liquid
H Hot liquid

5. CONCLUSION HN: Homogeneous nucleation

I Interface
From the small scale tin-water experiments and L Liquid

the stability analysis for vapor film around the Q Quench
spherical tin, the following conclusions were S Saturated or steam
obtained. 0 Equilibrium state
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Several in-pile experiment programs, e.g.,
A13STRACT TREAT2, SCARABEE3 and Mot-7C 4 have been carried

Calculation of one of the SIMBATH experiments was out to date to investigate multi-phase, multi-component
performed using the SIMMER-11 code. The experiments flow of disrupted core materials under better prototypical
were intended to simulate the fuel pin disintegration and conditions with nuclear heating. The information
the molten materials relocation that can occur during core provided by them, however, was limited due to restricted
disruptive accidents assumed in fast breeder reactors. The capabilities of direct and detailed measurement and
calculation by SIMMER-II showed that the incorporated visualization against radioactivity, especially for transient
step-wise fuel pin disintegration model and the modified molten materials motion. In complementary, the

SIMBATH experiments have provided an excellent and
particle jamming model were capable of reproducing the detailed data base for the use of validating computer codes
course of pin disintegration and materials relocation designed to simulate those accidents hypothesized to
within the identified effective value ranges of the occur in a whole reactor core. Single-pin experiments of
parameters which govern the blockages formation, i.e., SIMBATH, which did not form flow blockage due to
the characteristic radius of solid particles jamming in the large hydraulic diameter, were analyzed by the CALIPSO
flow and the particle viscosity. As a result, the materials code for its validation. 5,6,7

redistribution calculated by SIMMER-II well reproduced In this study, a calculation was carried out for a 7-
the experiment. This fact made it possible to interpret the pin bundle experiment which simulated an unprotected
mechanisms of flow blockages formation and related loss-of-flow-driven TOP accident. In the experiment the
materials redistribution. measurement and the visualization were focused mainly

1. INTRODUCTION on the formation of flow blockages and bottled-up molten
pool, the wrapper wall failure and the materials
redistribution.

In the frame of R&D activities related to core The significance of employing SIMMER-11 for
disruptive accidents (CDAs) in fast breeder reactors SIMBATH is to calculate flow blockages formation and
(FBRs), the SIMBATH out-of-pile experiments were materials redistribution observed in the bundle
performed at Kemforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK), experiments of SIMBATH, which are the key issues in
Germany, since the late 1970s to investigate phenomena transition phase recriticality. SIMMER-11 is a two-
under accidents assumed to occur with extremely low dimensional code to analyze multi-phase, multi-
occurrence probability. The SIMBATH represents component thermo-fluid dynamics coupled with
simulation experiments in fuel element mock-ups using a
thennite mixture. The accident conditions considered neutronics, 8 and has been used in the research of CDAs.
were those initiated either by an unprotected transient Recent validating works for SIMMER-11 include those

overpower (UTOP) or by an unprotected loss of coolant given by Wall 9 and BungerothlO for local faults
flow (ULOF). The exothermic chemical reaction of the simulated in SCARABEE and Mol-7C, respectively.
thermite mixture simulates heating up and melting of the The objectives of the study described here are, by
fuel pins under these accident conditions. The test means of calculating the SIMBATH bundle experiment
geometry of SIMBATH varied from a single pin to 37-pin with SIMMER-11, to evaluate the modeling capability of

bundles. the code concerning fuel pin disintegration, molten
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materials relocation, flow blockages fori-nation and
materials redistribution, and to identify the range of
applicability over which the model parameters can be
justified. Thermite zo

with spacer grid
2. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENT sodim

Figure I shows the schematic aangement of the

SIMBATH VThI30. The main part of the 7-pin bundle Areas ins gfid
pected byexperiment V 130 consisted of simulated active core,Th igh-speed X-ray cameras

i.e., thermite region, and upper/lower breeding zones. lbermite zone
Aluminium-iron oxide thermite mixture was filled in the
fuel pin simulator tubes which had typical reactor 1-610
dimensions, namely, 76 mm diameter, 8.8 mm pitch and
3.04 mm hydraulic diameter. The length of thermite zone
is 0.500 m The simulated seven fuel pins were mounted 220 0 I

Awithin a hexagonal wrapper tube and supported by spacer 2
grids. The exothermic chemical reaction of thermite ±O
released the heat of 3680 Rem resulting in the melt 11-1 pin dameter 7.6pin pitch: 8.8 mm
temperature of 3500K. The gas contained in the porous hydraulic dimeler 304 mm
thermite powder generated about 30 MPa with assumed locations of spacer grids
temperature of 2500K due to the heat up by the chemical

reaction. I I
Besides measuring instruments such as pressure

gauges, bubble detectors, flow meters and
thermocouples, the tansient molten materials motion was

visualized by three X-ray high speed cameras operated at Figure I Shematic Arrangement and Cross Section of
1000 frames/sec. 12 SIMBATH ULOF-d-TOP 7-pin Bundle Test: nI30.

In VThI30, the time period of the pin bundle
disintegration was 0.650 sec, which was rather long
compared to all the former bundle tests. Therefore, in the model of two fluid fields: the liquid field of liquid
VTh130, the release of molten materials from pins droplets of fuel, steel, sodium, control-rod material and
occurred rather slowly, resulting in no wrapper tube melt mobile solid particles of fuel and steel; while the vapor
through. The released molten material was blown out field includes vapor of fuel, steel, sodium, control rod
toward the simulated upper and lower breeding zones to material and fission gas. The two-phase flow regime of
freeze around spacer gds. Consequently, tight flow liquids is assumed basically the dispersed droplet flow.
blockages formed at 0470 sec and 0.550 sec in the upper The fuel pin model is rather simple without modeling pin
and lower breeding zones, respectively. Subsequently, cavity and in-pin motion. The breakup of fuel pin is
within this bottled-up configuration, several pressure dependent on the internal energy. If the internal energy
pulse were measured, which reached about 7 MPa at reaches a threshold specified by input, then the fuel pin
maximum, due to the thermal interaction between molten breaks and its mass is transferred to liquid field. Molten
thermite and residual film of liquid sodium. The post materials can either freeze on structures or solidify into
experiment material distribution showed that the upper solid particles. How blockages can form due to jamming
two thirds of the thermite zone become empty besides of flowing solid particles. In the particle jamming model,
materials refrozen on the wrapper wall, while the 62% of the viscosity of particles is made to increase exponentially
the initial mass of thermite pins remained within the if the diameter of solid particles approaches hydraulic
thermite zone, i.e., the simulated active core. diameter to easily form a flow blockage.

Through the preceding calculations of SIMBATH
3. MODELOFSIMPvfER_lI experiments, two modifications were introduced into the

original SIMMER-Il code. One is a step-wise fuel pin
SINUVIER-11 is a coupled space- and time- disintegration model for reproducing a course of fuel pin

dependent neutronics and multi-phase, multi-component disintegration measured in a SIMBATH experiment (see
Eulerian fluid dynamics computer code designed to Figure 2 This modification enables us to impose the
calculate the two-dimensional motion of core materials in amount of power corresponding to thermite reaction in a
liquid metal fast breeder reactors during core disruptive certain time period to a specified pin portion. As a result,
accidents. The SIMMER-11 fluid dynamics is based on it realizes a step-by-step pin disintegration to reproduce
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the course of pin disintegration during experiments. The for the other surrounding 6 pins with sodium; the third
other is a modification to a constraint concerning particle for the wrapper tube with bypass sodium; and the fourth
viscosity which allows to simulate the strong effect of for the rest of the structure. The axial height of a mesh in
spacer grids as flow obstacles. The constraint of mass the thennite zone was typically 29.0 mm, and in particular
amount of particles which should be jammed is relieved to three meshes assigned to each spacer grid of 15. mm
meet the complex geometry of spacer grids. By this height.
modification, solid particles can be practically sieved out Since the gas ejected from a fuel pin into sngle-
tojam at spacer grids if the size of the particles surpasses phase coolant flow was suppressed due to the modeling

the gap between cladding and spacer grid. 3 limitation of SIMMER-11, the calculation was started at
0.080 sec after the onset of the first simulated pin break

Coolant when a visible two-phase zone had developed in the test
chann Broken-up fuel

Oct f -A section. Figure 3 shows the schematic material
Break-up de distribution drawn from the high-speed X-ray film
at I, V. recorded in the experiment. At 0.080 sec, the pin break

occurred at 200 mm from the bottom of the thermite
Intact zone and the fraction of the molten thermite was 04%.
fuel pin After the onset of the pin break, the inert gas ejected from

the pin made a void region in the coolant channel. The
void region spread over almost whole thennite region
around 013 sec. At 0.58 sec, more than 70% of the
thermite pins had disintegrated and a mild FCI occurred at

Figure 2 Schematics of Step-wise Fuel Pin Disintegration. 0.591 near the top of the disintegrated region. Up to 0.88
sec, a tight flow blockage had formed at the spacer gd in

4. MODELING OF V 130 the upper simulated breeder zone, leading to forming a
Th "bottled-up" configuration. Several FCIs between molten

SIMMER-11 modeled the vertical portion thermite mixture and residual liquid sodium were
including thermite zone of the test loop (see fig. 1). The observed in the bottled-up configuration. The FCIs and
mesh scheme introduced for the calculation by SIMMER- the gravity were the major driving forces on the molten
11 was 4 nodes in the radial direction and 97 nodes in the materials movement afterwards.
axial direction. The first radial node was assigned to the
innermost single pin with associated sodium; the second

r I I 9
X permanen

upper flow
blockageso$ Movement

of phase
boundary

-3,9m/s f

..........

s Wd -FCr
grids phase 1-0.5916 St

boundary material downward
movement movement

1 all manly by gravity
-267.Is Zone of d.
.24 T_ strayed WWII.9 geometry

TH73-

MQV~l 11
phase bound-
ary

2.9m/s

1 0.08S Loa 
Calculation by

SIMMER-11 Sodium Reacted thermite
initialized at 40%, 4

this time

Figure 3 Sequence of Material Relocation Drawn from Hgh-Speed X-ray Film

Recorded in Vh 130 Test.
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5. CALCULATION BY SIMMER-11 transported within a pin over axial meshes towards the
mesh at the break location, which should have occurred

6
In this section, the calculational results of V 130 just after the pin break . In the alculation, an amount of

Th
by SMIAER-11 are described and compared with the the noncondensible gas in several meshes axially
experimental measurements concerning void propagation, neighboring to the mesh of the first pin break were

increased by three times of the average amount in order to

course of materials relocation, and materials enhance the driving force by the ejected noncondensible

redistribution. gas in the early stage. However, this did not dramatically

5.1 Void Propagation improve the void propagation in the early stage just after
the pin break onset. Nonetheless, considering the

Figure 4 shows the calculated void propagation uncertainty and difficulty in estimating the void

together with the experimental measurement. Three boundaries based on the experimental measurements, the

curves were drawn on the basis of experimental calculated result should be well justified to discuss the

measurements, which were estimated from integrated course of molten materials relocation.

sodium flow, by taking account of central channel in

upper chamber and also sodium films in addition. In the 5.2 Material Relocation
estimation of uppermost curve, liquid sodium film was For the materials relocation in SIMBATH bundle

assumed to have a thickness of 0.2 mm. If the film had experiments, the preceding calculation of the VTh83 test,

0.3 to 0.4 mm thickness, the curve fit the D3T. Due to which was a 7-pin bundle test simulating a ULOF-d-
the high velocity of the ejected gas, a thick film seemed to TOP, suggested effective ranges for the solid particle

be less probable. In the piping above the bundle, radius at spacer grid zones (r -d) and the value of
however, it might be thick. This indicates the possibility particle viscosity (PARVIS). TO is, 1/313hgfid < rpgfid

of films of unequal thickness. The calculation and 0.001 Pa-s <PARVIS < .1 a-s, where Dh d
underestimated the void propagation to a certain degree. represents the hydraulic diameter of the spacer gd
The void propagation is considered to be gverned by 14

jor driving forces: the in-pin noncondensible gastwo ma zone. In this calculation, pd7-I/2Dhgfid and

and vapor ejected on the pin break and the sodium vapor PARVIS--0.001 Pa-s are used for assuring conservative

generated due to the thermal interaction of the ejected conditions for the blockages formation.

molten thermite with the liquid sodium. In the early stage . Figure 5-(A) depicts the relocated materials
after die pin break, the noncondensible gas plays an distribution at 0.580 sec, it is shown that flow blockages

important role to extend the void region. The SIMMER- have formed at the spacer grid in the simulated lower
11 fuel pin model, however, does not deal with the in-pin breeding zone and at the uppermost spacer grid in the
gas/Vapor relocation, so that it cannot estimate the gas thermite zone mainly due to jamming solid thermite

estimated takin�, account
ofsodium thasa ditionaly

indications of void detectors (experiment)irnatedb k accountes[ gttta.,8
ofeentral n pper
chamber (experiment)

Void reached D3T o-OSIMMER-11

-1400- D3T -0 estimated from integrated-sodium flow (experiment)

P9 P8_ . .975-- 04, .1/
-1025-

-. gas-

.51 -SW-- P71 1 10 bar.

AAAAWA AAAA350 P 6 V V V IV V Prersure measured at P6
200

P7 0 C
!a-

-140 �'� P 4 '6 SIMMER-11CL C
ea

P5 7
experiment

D2T 4 21

-745- _- P 3am 0.00 4 1.609 0.80 60

DIT Time Is), referred to onset of thermite reaction

Figure 4 Void Boundary Propagations of V-fb 130: Experimental Measurements vs.

SIMMER-11 Calculation.
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particles. The molten thermite moved axially from the 9

thermite zone and made contact with the structure, then O=below lower blockage: -85mm
part of it froze into solid particles. The measurements in O=thermite zone: +200mmthe experiment indicated that the upper and the lower flow
blockages had formed around 0470 sec and 0.550 Sec, U=above upper blockage:+615mm-----------
respectively." The effects of the calculated flow

9blockages are confirmed by the pressure histories in -------- --------------- pressure drops due --------------
Q. I to flow. blockagesfigure 6 The pressure calculated at the mesh below the

lower blockage dropped at 0530 sec, while the pressure ----- --- ---- - - ... ---------- -----------
above the upper blockage dropped at 0.550 sec. These
are the evidence supporting the flow blockages formation. ------ - -----------
The reason why the pressure above the upper blockage
rebuilt was that the spacer grid at +440 mm, on which a --- --- -------------

flow blockage formed, disintegrated when the pin
segment of this location melted away. The permanent - - ----- -------- ----- --
tight upper blockage formed around 0700 sec at the
spacer grid in the upper breeding zone as shown in figure

0.38 0.48 0.59 0.78 0.885-(B). These timings of blockages formation agreed with Tim. (.ee)
the experimental measurements within an allowable range Figure 6 Calculated Pressure Histories.
of uncertainty.

A: Time=0.580 see
Simulated Simulated terminated. The remaining molten materials in the

blanket-411. .4 Thermite zone upperblwkct- bottled-up pool were considered to get cold and feze in
zone place. Most of the molten thermite refroze on the wrapper

wall or solidified as particles, while the molten steelCX, r walX melted wm
�YFlo�; BlocGge remained as liquid due to its lower melting point.

According to the SIMMER-Il model, the liquid steel
.2 low oc5 9 could freeze on wrapper wall and cladding or into solid

steel particles. The partition of the freezing rate was done
in proportion to the heat-transfer rates of each mass
component. Figure shows the chart of materials

pacerg>0 redistribution in comparison with the measurement by the
experiment. The calculated thermite mass which

X., remained within the pool was 65.5% of the initial intact
T, mass of the simulated thermite pins. The calculation was

±O Axial Height (mm) + in good agreement with the measurement, i.e., 61.6%. 15

B: Time=0.8W sec This indicates that the SIMMER-11 code with the
Si,m.1-J � Simulatedblanket upper blariket modifications can be used to evaluate the mass remaining

Zone �__ Thennite zone Zme within a bottled-up molten pool configuration. Turning
the attention to the formation of an escape path for the
molten materials trapped in a bottled-up pool and the
mechanisms of wrapper failures leading to a larger pool

O LEGEND formations, we conclude that the modeling of thesew ockage Flow BlockageW ".
Solid tha-it. phenomena with associated validation will be important in2 to CWding;

Cs Wrapperwali discussing the recriticality.
C:3 Flow ite

W Liquid sodlu 6. COMCLUSIONspacer En Liquid
> 6�Spacer grid am Liquid awl

n The 7-pin bundle SIMBATH experiment V-fbl3OE:z Thermile parildes
cc Steel particles

vapor was calculated by the modified SIMNIER-11 code. The
0 +5W calculated propagation of void region and the timings of

Axial Height (mm) flow blockages formation agreed with experiment, which
Figure 5 Calculated Material Redistributions in Volume demonstrated the adequacy of the modifications as well as
Fractions: (A) At 0.580 sec, both upper and lower block- the range of applicability of parameters concerning the

materials relocation and flow blockage formation. The
ages in experiment were reproduced by SINOVIER-11; range of the parameters, i.e., the particle radius in the
(B) At 0.880 sec, permanent flow blockages formed. spacer grid regions (rv.F-,n-d) and the value of particle

viscosity (PARVIS) an:�'1/3131hgfid < rpgrid and 0.001
5.3 Chart of Material Redistribution Pa-s <PARVIS < 0. I Pa-s, respectively.

In the V-fbl3O test, the wrapper tube did not fail The most important result by the calculation was
throughout the test and the calculated Materials that the calculated final materials redistribution well
redistribution could be quantitatively compared with the reproduced the experiment quantitatively. This fact
experiment for the validation of SIMMER-11. Figure 7 implied that the model of SIMMER-II was justified to
shows the materials redistribution at 10.0 sec in the evaluate the materials redistribution after transients. In
calculation, when the major material relocation order to discuss the possibility of a recriticality under
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Time= 10.0 sec 3. M. LIVOLANT et al., SCARABEE A Test Reactor
jo�er upper

b g blockage and Programme to Study Fuel Melting and Propagation in
Thermite zone 11- zone P-- Connection with Local Faults: Objectives and Results,

Int. Fast Reactor Safety Meeting, Snowbird, Utah, Vol.
11 pp. 177-196, 1990.

. . . . . LEGEND 4. K. SCHLEISIEK et al., Performance, Results and
zi Solid thcmit. -pile Local BlockagePreliminary Interpretation of the In

]*id �1 m cladding
c:3 rappr -H Experiments Mol 7C/6 and 7 Int. Fast Reactor Safety
M Fromn thermit. Meeting, Snowbird, Utah, Vol. II pp. 245-256,1990.

Liquid sodium
.W liquid thermite

> (ID liquid seel 5. St. MISU, Numerische Simulation von Mehiphasen-
cz Tbermite particles Mehrkomponenten-Str6mungen nach BrennstabversagenEC Steel particles

Vapor in einem natriumgefidlten Kiffilkanal, KfK4093, 1986.

-160 to +500 +650 1.5
Axial lieight (mm) 6. W. PEPPLER et al., Investigation of Material

Figure 7 Materials Redistribution at 10.0 see of SINB4ER- Relocation Phenomena during Severe Accidents in Fast
11 Calculation. Breeder Reactors, NED I 0, pp. 409-425, 1987.

......................................... .. .. 7. S. KOTAKE et al., M aterial M otion during a
1rutial

Therm"1zone``o 5oomm) Simulated Power Transient in a Single Pin Test with
Ep--t 52.9 g 00%

Th. diff- i. mitial a- Cosine Power Profile, Proc. NURETH-4, Vol. I pp.
SIMMEIZ-H 535.7 g 100% mamly d. w lk f m.M 640-647, Karlsruhe, 1989.

After for - id, m S[WAER-11.

Transi 11"t
8. L. L. SMITH, SIMMER-Il A Computer Program forLower blockage zone Thermite zone Upper blockae Others

16( 0 (O-- 00-) _ m;�:: -t 68.29 LMFBR Disrupted Core Analysis, NUREGICR-0453,
E.p- -t 59.9 10.3%) E.Pi.-t 35939 1.6%) Es
SINDWER-II: 69.2 g(12.9% SOWER-11: 351.1 S(65.5% .'.:11.9% SINCKER-11: 1980.

1 51.79(9.7%�

Figure 8 Chart of Materials Redistribution Calculated by 9. D. N. WALL et al., The Application of the SINEviER-
SIMMER-Il Compared with Measurements in Experiment. II Code to Experiments in the SCARABEE-N

Programme, Proc. NURETH-4, Vol. I pp. 669-674,

reactor conditions, further validation works should be Karlsruhe, 1989.
carried out concerning: (1) transient molten materials 10. U. BUNGEROTH, Analyse der In-pile-Blockade-
motion within the bottled-up pool, because mass Experimente Mol 7C mit einern erweiterten SIMNMR-11
agglomeration can realize a reactivity insertion to meet a
recriticality condition; and 2) the mechanism of wrapper Progranim, KJK 5084, 1992.
failure, which would form an escape path for the trapped
molten material and/or an inter-subassembly molten pool II. W. PEPPLER and H. WI L, Material Release from
leading eventually to a whole-core scale pool. Disassembling Rod Bundles with Different Hydraulic

Diameters, Int. Fast Reactor Safety Meeting, Snowbird,
Utah, Vol. I pp. 509-518,1990.
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ABSTRACT interfacial and wall friction factors. However, it is not
clear whether the correlations for interfacial and wall

In the course of a severe accident, a damaged core friction factor for a pipe(6),MM can be applied to counter-
would form a debris bed consisting of once-molten and current flow in the debris bed. In order to identify the
fragmented fuel elements. It is necessary to evaluate the characteristics of CCFL for two-fluid model calculation,
dryout heat flux for the judgment of the coolability of the it is ncessary to determine the interfacial and wall shear
debris bed during the severe accident. The dryout stress simultaneously.
phenomena in the debris bed is dominated by the counter-
current flow limitation (CCFL) in the debris bed. In this Dhir and Marschall('),00) measured flow rates and
study, air-water counter-current flow behavior in the differential pressure at CCFL in debris bed with air-water
debris bed is experimentally investigated with glass two-pha�e How. Tey clarified overall characteristics of
particles simulating the debris beds. In this experiment, CCFL m the debris bed and indicated that the
falling water flow rate and axial pssure distributions characteristics of dferential pressure is changed in the
were experimentally measured. As the results, it is axial direction. However the experimental works were not
clarified that falling water flow rate becomes larger with enough to identify the detail How characteristics. Inoue
the debris bd height and the pssure gradient in the and Aritomi(") conducted the experiment for co-current
1prro Wre 'on of the debris bed is different from that in flow in a porous layer and concluded that co-current flow

er region of the debris bed. These results in the debris bed can be treated as annular flow.
indicate that the dominant region for CCFL in the debris However it is not clear whether CCFL in debris bed can
bed is identified near the top of the debris bed. also be treated as annular flow or not.
Analytical results with annular flow model indicates that
interfacial shear sess in the upper region of the debris In this study, flow characteristics of CCF is
bed is larger than that in the lower region of the debris investigated by using the debris bd simulated with glass
bed. particles and air-water two phase flow. Falling water

flow rate for specified upward air flow rate and pressures
MTRODUM ON at each levation arc masured by changing parameters of

debris bed configuration such as particle diameter, debris
(12)In the course of a severe accident, a debris bed is bed height etc.. In the previous study a model was

formed from once-moitcn and fragmented fuel elements developed by assuming annular flow so as to estimate the
as observed in the Three-Mlc Island unit-2 accident('). radial shea sess and velocity profile at CCFL in a pipe.
The debris bed must be cooled to avoid finther In this study, this annular flow model is applied to
degradation of the core since the degraded core eases estimate the wall and interfacial shear stress by using
decay heat. Even if the degraded core is in water, it measured flow rates and pressure gadient.
cannot be judged that the degraded core would be
coolable, since the degraded core may be melted ain if EXPERIMENT
dryout occurs. It is thus necessary to evaluate the dryout
heat flux for the judgment of the coolability of the debris A. Test Rig and Expeiimental Procedure
bed during the severe accident(2). Dryout phenomena in
the debris bed is dominated by two-phase flow behavior In this study, air-water CCFL experiment was
in the debris bed. Especially, it is indicated that dryout conducted with a debris bed simulated with glass particles.
phenomena in the debris bed is strongly affected by The schematic diagram of the test rig is shown in Fig.l.
counter-currcnt flow limitation (CCFL) in the debris The test rig is divided into three parts: upper, middle and
bed'). Therefore, it is important to know the flow lower. Each part is made by an acrylic resin tube. Glass
characteristics of CCFL in the debris bd. particles simulating debris particles are piled up on a

support wire placed at boundary between middle and
Furthermore, if one hopes to analyze counter-currcnt lower part of the test rig. In the case of fine glass

flow in the dbris bed b using the same method as particles smaller than the mesh size of the support we,
usual two-fluid mod it is necessary to know the a layer of large particles are laid on the support wire to
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Air dis harge Manome .ters Table I Main parameters
Particle diameter: d 3 - 19.5 mm

t Bed height: Hb 20 - 200 mm
Bed Inner diameter: Db 35, 50, 70 mm

Head tank Upper water level: H 20, 100, 300 mm
Air flow rate: 0.0 - 00035 M3/S

Flow
meter

X I . . . . . . .
Water supply Test Db=70mm

section Hb=200mm
Air supply 3 H,,P=100mm

d (mm)
Water Flow meter o 19.5

Pressure gauge '62 0 14.5level meter IN 10.5
A 7.0
0 4.5

UWater drain r 0 3.0

E
Fig-1 Schematic diagram of test rig -a

a layer of large particles are laid on the support wire to 0 -
avoid (hopping of the fine particles. Since CCFL 0 1 2 X 1-4

characteristics is dominated by the layer of the smaller Volumetric water flow rate Ml m'/s)
particles", a layer of the large particles at the bottom of
the simulated debris bed does not affect the CCFL Fig.2 Measured results of volumetric flow rate
characteristics in the debris bed.

Air is injected from the nozzle located below the B. Experimental results
bottom of the simulated debris bed and is exhausted from Figure 2 shows the measured falling water flow rates
the top of the. test section. On the other hand, water is for specified upward air flow rates. In the experiment
fed from the ozde located just above the boundary the particle diameter of the debris bed is changed as a
between upper and middle parts of the test rig and is parameter. Measurement data shows the qualitative
drained from the bottom of the test section. tendency that falling water flow rate decreases with

upward air flow rate increasing and decreases with particle
Experimental procedures are a follows: diameter.

(1) The simulated debris bed is constructed by filling
the specified glass particles up to the specified bed Those measured falling water velocities and upward
height on the support wire of the test sction. air velocities are rearranged with the following non-
Water drain valve is closed. dimensional superficial velocity as shown in Fig.3,

N3 Air is injected into the test section at the specified
flow rate. J; =J Pk

(4) Water is injected into the top of the simulated debris (k = ,g)
bed. � (PI-PdgL'

(5) Water injection rate and water drain value are 3 dp
controlled to keep the water level constant both in where L.= e .-
the upper part and in the bottom part of the test rig, 1- 6
that is, Counter-Current Flow Limitation(CCIFL) is The non-dimensional parameters of Eq.(1) is corre-
established in the test seaion. sponding to the Froude number. 'Me characteristics length

(6) Water flow rate is recorded at steady state condition. 4 adopted in E.Q� is the same as in Marschall and
(7) Simultaneously, pressures at each axial elevation are Dhir's experimene ('o). Figure 3 indicates that the

measured by the manometers attached on the wall of following relationship exist between the square roots of
the test section. the non-dimensional air and water velocities at CCF1,

(8) Above procedures 2 through 7 are repeated for
different air flow rates after draining water from the

test section. R. + Fi C (2)

The same procedures as above (1) through (8) are The constant C in Eq.(2) represents the magnitude of
conducted by changing the parameters for debris bed such falling water velocity. Large value of the constant C
as particle diameter, debris bed height, debris bed inner means large amount of water can fall. All the data for
diameter and upper water level as shown in Table 1. the debris bed height H=200 mm are wl correlated by

Eq.(2) with C0.87. This is the same result as Dhir and
Marschall's experimene9),(10).
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2

Db=70mm 0d= 1 4,5mm
Hb=200mm Ad=10.5mm
HP= 1 0MM 1. - od=4.5mm

A C=0.87 1

T; 0.5 d (MM Db=70mm
019.� HP=100MM
0 14.5 0.5 OL O., I 0.2
A10.5
IL 7.0 Bed height Hb' (M)
O4.5 608
03.0 CP Fig.5 Effect of Debris bed height on constant C

Figure 6 shows the measurement results of pressure
0 0.5 distribution in the axial direction. In order to compare

JI 12 with CCFL condition, Fig.6 includes masurement result
of the pressure distributions for static water condition and
single-phase down-flow condition. The measurement

Fig.3 Relationship of non-diincnsional velocity re-suits of the pressure for static water is changed in the
axial direction only by the static water head. In the case

However, the constant C changes with the dbris bd of single-phase down-flow, the inclination of the pressure
height as shown in Fig.4. Figure 4 shows the distribution decreases with water flow rate compared with
relationships of non-dimensional water velocities and non- static water condition. In the cases of static water
dimensional air velocities when the debris bed height is condi .tion and single-phase down-flow conditions, the
changed as a parameter. -k' represents the bed height pressure linearly increases with measurement height
excluding the thicimess of the bottom layer consisting decreasing. On the contrary, in the CCFL condition, the
larger particles. Although the constant C is almost 087 pressure does not change with the height in the lower

gher debris bed height than 170 mm, the constant C region of the debris bed, although the pressure increases
becomes larger than 087 for lower debris bed than 120 almost linearly with the height in the upper region of the
mm. This result means that falling water velocity debris bed.
becomes large with debris bed height decreasing. That is,
it is suggested that the magnitude of CCFL becomes The pressure grad�ent in the axial direction changes
small with debris bed height decreasing. In other words, between the upper region and the lower eg on of theCCFL is affected by the debris bed height. r rmineddebris bed as shown in Fig.6. Two lines are dete

In order to clarify this results, value of the constant for each region so as to minimize the mean square of
C is shown in Fig.5 as a function of the debris bed deviation between the lines and the data, and the cross
height. The constant C nonlinearly increases with the bed point of the two lines is determined as shown in the left
height decreasing lower than 70 mm, although the constant graph of Fig.7. On the other hand, the measurement
C can be considered almost constant for higher debris bed result of the pressure includes some oscillation. The
height than 70 magnitude of the oscillation is identified by the deviation

between the maximum value and minimum value of the
oscillation of the pressure measurement. The middle of

Db=70mm
d=10.5mm 0 - Db=35MM

HUP=1100MM %7200mrnC=0.87 d 14.5mm
Hup=1100MM

Sin I phase down flow

ml (M-1/s)
-70-11 5.5 X 1-5

0 A E 10.0 X 1-5

0.5 I= Static water
Hb'(MM) .0
0 170 r
0 120 13

0 70 'O -0.2 Two phase ml (rn'Is)E 35 a counler-current flow 0.5 x I -5
20 0 13 2.1 x1 0-5

a. I . I I , OOP -5
0 0.5 I 5.0 x 10

J, * 112
1 2 3

Pressure (kPa)
Fig.4 Effect of Debris bed hight on falling water

velocity Fig.6 Measured results of axial pressure distribution
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Therefore, it is the evident that the dominant rgion for
. . . . . . . . CCFL in th dbris bd is the upper region a fw 1 cm

(LI Dili from WI de:of0 \ 1= 01C 0 below top of the dbris bed.
pressure

P -PO ANALYSIS

a A. Analytical Model
-0 I

1. Basic Concept of Analytical Model
Hb-209.
d=14.5ffrn Experimental results indicates that flow characteristics

.H =10012. 7TI 0 -'m at CCFL in debris bed is different between the upper_0.2_�7=. 1-0.2r ... 1 Will1 1.5 0 0! .... region and lower rgion. It is iportant to know what is
Pressure (kPa) the main reason to divide the flow characteristics into two

regions. A model to estimate the flow characteristics of
CCFL in a pipe had already dCVClopCd(12). in this study,

Fig.7 Comparison of Pressure distribution, amplitude this model is applied to the upper region and the lower
of pressure fluctuation and visual observation region of the debris bed so as to clarify the difference of

the flow characteristics between the lower and the upper
Fig.7 shows the distribution of the magnitude of the regions of the dbris bed.
oscillation in the axial direction. The magnitude is
smaller in the upper region ofthe debris bed and is larger The basic concept of the analytical model in this
in the lower region of the debris bed. Furthermore, visual study is shown in Fig.9. Observations in the experiment
observation reveals that gas and water are well mixed and arc shown in Fig.9(a). Gas is flowing upward and water
the surfaces of the particles arc always wetted in the is failing in a very complex flow geometry. Considering
upper rgion, on the other hand, the amount of water the fact that the gas velocity is lower than the critical
falling in the lower rgion is small and the water flow velocity for channeling and higher than the value in the
falling on the surface of the particles are always changing diffusion dominant region, it is possible to consider that
its flow path as illustrated in the right side of Fig.7. The a wind' flow channel excluding flow branches is
height that the pressure gradient changes and the hight cstablis�J as shown in Fig.9(b). As an analytical model,
that te magnitude of the prewure oscillation changes are a hypothetical flow channel corresponding to an actual
almost agreed with the boundary of the two flow patterns. flow channel as shown in Fig.9(b) is assumed as shown
They are a at a few 10 cm below top of the debris bed. in Fig.9(c). In the present study, it is assumed that

countcr-cuffent annular flow is established in this
From the experimental vidences as shown in Figs.4 hypothetical flow channel whose hydraulic diameter is

and 7 it can be judged that the dominant region of CCFL calculated by
is the region a few 10 cm below the top of the debris
bed. That is, the mason why falling water velocity
increases with the dbris bed height decreasing is judged Dh = 2 e dp (3)
that the magnitude of the CCFL is diminished in thinner 3 (1-e)
debris bd. The critical height for the CCFL is
determined by two method. Figure 8 shows the 2. Basic Equations
measurement sults of these critical heights by the two
Method. Fig.8(a) shows the critical height judged from The instantaneous variables are irregularly oscillating
the height of pressure gradient changing as shown in left functions in two-phase flow. It is difficult to trace such
graph of Fig.7. Fig.8(b) shows the critical height judged microscopic behavior. In the present study, time-avcragcd
from the height of the pressure oscillation changing as variables are adopted and it is assumed that the change of
shown in middle graph of Fig.7. The critical heights flow variables in the axial and azimuthal directions are
determined by the two methods are a concentrated in the small compared with that in the radial direction except
upper region a few 10 cm below top of the debris bed.

0 0 Uquid Uquid Uquid
I + Particles

2e
E O. o o o
z 0

Db=70mrn Db=70mm
Hb Hb (-)
* (20d 00150 0 1 50100 . 100

-0.21 - - -0.2
5 10 it 5 10 1� 20 Y
Parlide Prefer d (ffvn) Parkle Prefer d (rnm) Gas Gas Gas

(a) Determined from pressure (b) Determined from magnitude of (c) Hypothetical flowgradient (a) Configuration of (b) Actual flowpressure oscillation debris bed channel channel

Fig.8 Dominant region for CCFL in dbris bed Fig.9 Basic concept of analytical model
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axial change in pressure. If the flow is assumed annular, Interface
gas is flowing upward in central region of a hypothetical z
channel and water falls on wall of a hypothetical channel.
The following momentum equations are obtained, Gas bquld

V (O

dP 2
• 919 - 0 for gas core (4)

dz r Wall
rr-rdP Velocity Distribution• p,-g - 2 0 (for liquidfilm

dz r - I v W
r, (5)

By assuming boundary conditions at the gas-liquid
interface and the wall, the following equations are also
obtained,

Shear Stress Distribution
dP 2 T M+ P -9 - _-T = at interf"e (6)
dz s r,

dP rW'1W - il,+ pg - 2 0 at wall
dz 2_ 2 y scos Y Distributionr rW i (7) W

By eliminating (dP/dz) from Es.(4) and (5) with Eq.(6),
Eqs.(4) and(5) give rise to the following relationships
between radial location and shear stress, rL Region (1)

Dh
r r-o r r=ri r-rw- 2

-r(r) for gas core (8) r -irM

2
r 2 r, Fig.10 Description Of annular flow model

Ti.- + - pi P�g
ri r r2

for liquid film (9)
F _Jltdata, =ddPZ )*dd.//

Space derivatives of velocity as lbrictions of radius r are
obtained by combining Es.(8) and 9) with following r
Newton's law of viscosity,

[-Co -1--lot. Interfacial shear Tj

du
- = P�V+C)-_ (10)

dr

The velocity, profile in radial direction can be
determined by integrating the derivatives obtained from -C.Iculote gas velocity profile and _j9*1
Eqs.(8) 9 and (10) under the following boundary
conditions:

Veloc is continuous at the interface,
Velocity is zero at the wall, NW
The velocity gradient is zro at the center.

Once velocity distribution u(r) is estimated, superficial
velocities for each phase J and J.. are calculated by velocity profile and J,*]
integrating the velocity distribution with respect to radius

am of the resent aninular flow
r. A schematic diagr N. <
model described above is illustrated in Fig.10.

The relationships of Es.(4) and (5), and the No
relationships obtained from Eqs.(6) and (7) are
independent of each other. Therefore, the number of the -. 11 shear stress .
independent equations is now four. On the other hand, I
the number of the unknown variables is seven as follows, �Prwt re-ItS riT,, Qb 7

as phase velocity, J.
fiquid phase velocity, J,
pressure gradient, (dP/dz) Fig.11 Solution procedure for interfacial and wall
void fraction, a shear stress with annular flow model
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(5) eddy viscosity, 1.5
(6) interfacial shear stress, ri

and 7) wall shear stress. 'r Db=50-70 mm
Hb=60-200

If three of these seven unknowns are given, the dp=7.0-14.
other four variables can be determined with the above 1 o Upper region x Data by Dhir
four relationships. Since the velocities for each phase and e Lower region
the pressure gradient are measured in the present
experiment, the other variables can be calculated by using 'N 0 0 0

the solution procedure shown in Fig.11. This approach 0
gives a mthod to evaluate the wall and interfacial shear 0.5 _ X 0 0 0 X 0 0
stresses and the void fraction at CCFL in the debris bed 6<0 4 0
with the measured gas and liquid velocities and pressure qx 0 0
gradient. In the above solution procedure, void fraction 00 0
is related to the location of the interface based on
geometrical consideration as

DhF 0 0.1 0.2

r = 2 g

3. Turbulent Model Fig-12 Measurement results of pressure gradient

If the flow is laminar, the eddy viscosity in Eq.(10)
can be set to zero. However, the liquid phase seems to
be very agitated in counter-current flow in dris bed.

eddy viscosity in Eq.(10)
the present study, the eddy
similar form to Sleichcr's

e = 2 0.5-

VI (12) mm)
P

In the present study, the disturbance is assumed to be 0 2.8
generated at the wall and gas-liquid interface. Therefore, 0 13 5.8
the dependent variable y in Eq.(12) is defined as the 0 10.0
distance from the wall in region () or from the interface 0 14.7
in regions (1) and (IR) as shown in Fig.10. Although the 0
eddy viscosity for co-current flow in a uredpipe was meas 0 0.5
by Sekoguchi(5), the eddy viscosity at CCFL in the dbris
bed is not clear at present. Therefore, the constant b in a CAL

Eq. 12) is taken as an unknown constant and is Fig.13 Comparison of void fraction between measured
determined by iterative calculations to match the measured data and evaluated results with annular now
data as shown in Fig. I 1. It is thought that the effect of model
the agitated interface on the vlocity profile and shear
stress profile is taken into account by constant b, because
the velocity distribution and shear stress distribution in the
radial direction is affected by the eddy viscosity expressed
in Es.(10) and 12) including b. Since there is still - Db=50-70 mm
uncertainty on the treatment of the eddy viscosity in - Hb=60-200 mm
Eqs.(10) and 12), more experimental study on the eddy dp=7.0-14.5 rn
viscosity in CCF is expected. o Upper region

0 Lower region
B. Analytical Results 0. -

0Figure 12 shows the measurement results of the 00 0
pressure gradients determined for the upper and the lower 0 0 0

0region in the debris bed. Although the experimental data 0 0 0 D on
scatter in wide range, it is very clear that the measured '90 0 0 0
pressur gdient in the upper regin of the dbris bed is 00 0 0 CP
larger than that in the lower region of the debris bed. 0 0 0
Fige 12 also includes the measured data by Dhir et 0 0.1 0.2
al. Dhir et al. determined the pressure gradient as
the mean value for whole length of the debris bed. As g
shown in Fig.12, the Dhir's data are between the present Fig.14 Void faction evaluated with annular flow
data of the upper region of the debris bed and that of the in
lower region of the debris bed. odel
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Dhir et al. also measured the void fraction in their 20 I . . I I
CCFL experiment. The measured data for the void Db=50-70 mm
fraction are compared with the calculated results with the -
present model to check the validity of the psent method. M Hb=60-200 mm
As shown in Fig.13, the experimental data scatter in the O- dp=7.0-14.5 mm
range lower than 0.5, although void fraction of annular 3t 0 0
flow in a pipe is higher than 075. Since there is not 0 Upper region
enough information on the flow pattern of the two-phase * Lower region
flow in the debris bed, it is difficult to judge the actual T 1 0 
flow pattern of CCFL in the debris bed. However, V5 0 O
calculated results are in ahnost the same range as the co 0 0experimental data. rIt can be judged that the calculated O 0 0 0

results show moderate agreement with the data. It is 0 0
recommended to conduct the experiment works to obtain 3: 0 0 0

0 0 0 0the more detail information on the void fraction at CCFL 0 Q� 0 0 0
in the debris bed. . . . . . . O O.

0 0!1 0.2
In order to cify the difference of the flow Non-dimensional velocity J

characteristics between the upper region and the lower
region of the debris bed, calculations are conducted for Fig.16 Wall shear sfirm evaluated with annular flow
the upper region and the lower region of the debris bed model
separately. Figure 14 shows the calculated results of the
void fractions for the upper region and the lower region CONCLUSIONS
of the debris bed. It is very clear that the void fraction
in the upper region of the debris bed is lower than that it is experimentally clarified tfiat the constant C
in the lower region of the debris bed. This result is indicating the amount of the falling water velocity
corresponding to the observation result indicating that increases with the debris bed height decreasing.
much water is accumulated in the upper region of the
debris bed. The measured pressure gradient at CCFL in the

debris bed changes at some critical height. The pressure
Figure 15 shows the interfacial shear stresses and distribution can be approximated with two lines. The

Figure 16 shows the wall shear sresses evaluated with the pressure gradient in the upper relpon is larger than the
present model. The downward flow of water is pressure gradient in the lower rgion.
determined by the balance of gravitational force and the
interfacial and the wall friction forces in two-phase flow. The magnitude of the pressure oscillation at CCFL
It is known from Figs.15 and 16 that the shear stress in the upper region is saller than that in the lower
acting on the liquid film at the wall is of about the same region.
order as that at gas-liquid interface. It is very clear that
the interfacial shear stress in the upper region is larger The height that pressure gradient changes and the
than that in the lower region of the debris bed, although height that the magnitude of the pressure oscillation
difference of wall shear strew between in the upper region changes are almost agreed with the height that the flow
and the lower region can not be recognized. It can be pattern changes. 1ey are a a few 1 m below top of
judged from this results that CCFL in the debris bed is the debris bed. It can be judged that the upper is the
dominated by the large interfacial shear stress in the upper dominant region for CCFL in the debris bed.
region of the debris bed. Annular flow model is applied to the present

0 experimental data to estimate vo fraction and wall and
Z interfacial shea sesses for the CCFL dominant region

and the lower region.
.0 000 -

a 4 The estimated void fraction for the CCFL dominant
Of 0 O- region is smaller than the lower region. Absolute value

04) 0 of the estimated interfacial shear stress in the CCFL
- O- dominant reto�: larger than that in the lower region,co although- - 0 it ficult to identify the difference of the

- Db=50-70 mm wall shear stress between the upper CCFL dominant
Hb=60-200 mm 0 region and the lower region.
dp=7.0-14.5 mm
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ABSTRACT A focused severe accident study was conducted to evaluate
conservatively scoped source terms in support of the ANS

This paper discusses salient aspects of the methodology, Conceptual Safety Analysis Report (CSAR) and to aid in the
assumptions, and modeling of various features related to introduction of built-in design features for mitigation and
estimation of source terms from an accident involving a management controls. This paper describes thermal-hydraulic
molten core-concrete interaction event (with and without and radionuclide transport modeling aspects along with
flooding) in the Advanced Neutron Source (ANS) reactor at analyses conducted for deriving source terms in support of the
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Various containment ANS CSAR. Because severe accident technology for the ANS
configurations are considered for this postulated severe is in an early stage of development, mechanistic tools have not
accident. Several design features (such as rupture disks) are been developed for evaluating core-melt-progression
examined to study containment response during this severe phenomena. Consequently, a conservatively scoped scenario
accident. Also, thermal-hydraulic response of the containment was postulated and analyzed. To provide initial source-term
and radionuclide transport and retention in the containment estimates for the low-probability, high-consequence end of the
ate studied. The results are described as transient variations of severe-accident-risk Spectrum, early containment failure cases
source terms, which are then used for studying off-site radio- also are evaluated and reported in this paper. In addition,
logical consequences and health effects for the support of the containment response for an intact containment configuration
Conceptual Safety Analysis Report for ANS. The results are is analyzed.
also to be used to examine the effectiveness of subpile room
flooding during this type of severe accident. II. DESCRIPTION OF ANS SYSTEM DESIGN

1. INTRODUCTION The ANS is currently in the conceptual design stage. As
such, design features of the containment and reactor systems

The Advanced Neutron Source (ANS) is to be a are evolving, based on insights from on-going studies. Table I
multipurpose neutron research center and is currently in the summarizes the current principal design features of the ANS
design stage at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (OF.NL). from a severe accident perspective compared with ORNL's
The major areas of research will concentrate on condensed High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR)4 and a commercial light-
matter physics, materials science, isotope production, and water reactor WR). Specifically, the ANS reactor will use
fundamental physics. 12 ANS is planned to be a 300-MW about 15 kg of highly enriched (i.e., 93% 235U enrichment)
heavy-water-cooled, and moderated research reactor housed in uranium silicide fuel in an aluminum ma* with plate-type
a large, double-walled containment dome and surrounded by geometry and a total core mass of '100 kg. The power density
thermal neutron beam experimental facilities. The reactor
uses U3Si2-AI cermet fuel in a plate-type configuration. Table 1. Severe accident characteristics of the ANS

Cooling systems are designed with many safety features, and other reactor systems
including large heat sinks sufficient for decay heat removal;
passive inventory control by accumulators, pools, and flooded
cells; a layout that maximizes natural circulation capabilities,-
and fast, redundant shutdown systems. A defense-in-depth Parameter Commercial LWR HFIR. ANS

philosophy has been adopted. In response to this commitment,
ANS project management initiated severe accident analyses Power. Mw(t) 2600 100, 300

and related technology development early in the design phase. Fuel U02 U30s-Al U3Si2-A1

This was done to aid in designing a sufficiently robust Enrichment (m/o) 2-5 93 93

containment for retention and controlled release of Fuel cladding Zincaloy Al Al

radionuclides in the event of an accident. It also provides a Coolant/moderator H20 H20 D20
means for satisfying on- and off-site regulatory requirements,
accident-related dose exposures, containment response, and Coolant outlet temperature, 'C 318 69 92

source-tenn best-estimate analysis for Level-2 and 3 Average power density, MW/L <0 1 2.0 4.5

Probabilistic Risk Analyses (PRAs) that will be produced. Clad melting temperature, 'C 1850 580 580

Moreover, it will provide the best possible understanding of Hydrogen generation potential, kg 850 1 0 2
the ANS under severe accident conditions and, consequently,
provide insights for development of strategies and design Now operating at a reduced power of 85 MW.

philosophies for accident mitigation, management, and
emergency preparedness efforts.3
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of the ANS wl be only about 2 times higher than that of the
HFIR, but about 50 to 100 times higher than that of a large A. Description of Severe Accident Scenario
LWR. Because of such radical differences, high-power-density
research reactors may give rise to significantly different severe Because the ANS is in the preliminary stage of severe
accident issues. Such features have led to increased attention accident technology development, it has not yet been possible
being given to phenomenological considerations dealing with to develop mechanistic models for capturing core-melt pro-
steam explosions, recriticality, core-concrete interactions, core- gression phenomena. A severe accident scenario is postulated
melt progression, and fission-product release. However for this study with a view toward evaluating conservatively
compared to power reactor scenarios, overall containment estimated source terms. The assumed scenario is designed to
loads from hydrogen generation and deflagration are rela- evaluate maximum containment loads from the release of
tively small for the ANS. radionuclide vapors and aerosols and the associated

generation of combustible gases. Two accident scenarios can
The reactor core is enclosed within a core pressure boundary be postulated in the absence of analysis of the front-end
tube and enveloped in a eflector vessel, which is immersed in accident progression. One represents containment loads due
a large pool of water (Fig. ). Experiment and beam rooms for to reactor pool steaming following the reactor core being

dispersed into the reactor pool. The other case postulates that
the reactor core penetrates the primary system boundary and
thereafter relocates into the subpile room where it undergoes

Concrete Secondary an extensive interaction with the concrete floor. The first case
Containment was extensively analyzed and reported elsewhere along with

Annulus the results of the second case for the dry subpile room
Region configurations This paper will describe containment

response and radionuclide transport following the molten
Steel Primary core-concrete interaction (MCCI) in a flooded subpile room.
Containment Shell An option for subpile room flooding was studied as a measure

of accident management to minimize containment loads
during the MCCI event.3 Flooding may also result from core-

Third Floor - High Bay Area melt progression whereby a significant quantity of water may
accompany the core debris as it relocates from the reactor
coolant system (RCS) to the subpile room floor. Results will

_Ire.�ctor PociI be compared with those for the dry subpile room case to
Second Floor Equipment determine the effectiveness of the subpile room flooding
-Expt. Room t Out Room uring this severe accident.Z Fan/ d

Core Ex aus
Regioi After more than a decade of research into severe accidents for

Guide Pool First Floor 2 power reactors, it is well known that the study of MCCIs
Room - Beam Room represents an important phase of any hypothetical severe

I- accident that results in core debris relocating outside of the
C In .11.1 primary system onto a concrete surface. MCCI events can

Subpile Room Reflector Filter release large amounts of combustible gases [Carbon
Tunnel Subpil Tank Bank monoxide (CO) and Hydrogen (H2)] as well as considerable

lRoomi quantities of radionuclides in the form of vapors and aerosols.
Because of the relatively high power density of the ANS fuel
debris, it is postulated that, during a core-meltdown accident,
core debris could ablate penetration seals or other reactor

Figure I A schematic Reprinientation of the ANS Containment vessel boundary structures and fall on the concrete floor of
the subpile room. Flooding may also be caused by reactor

researchers are located on the first and second floors, which coolant water accompanying molten core debris relocating
are connected to the third-floor high-bay region through a through the breached reactor vessel bottom structure.

Thereafter, core debris would spread, and an MCCI event
rupture disk. The subpfle mom housing the control rod drive would begin. For this scenario, a water injection system is
mechanisms also is connected to the third floor through lines assumed to be actuated to flood the concrete floor in a way
with a rupture disk in between. 'Me approximately 95,000_m3 not to tigger an extensive interaction between the molten core
(61-m. diameter) primary containment of the ANS consists of debris and water (i.e., steam explosion). Based upon
a 25-mm steel shell housed in a 0.8-m-thick, reinforced bounding heat transfer calculations, the scenario postulated
concrete secondary containment wall with a 1.5-in gap in for the current study conservatively assumes that core debris
between. The targeted design leak rate for the primary would relocate at 75 s after reactor scram on a concrete floor
containment is 0.5 vol %/day (to the annulus), and for the in the flooded subpile room. Thereafter, containment capacity
secondary containment, the design leak rate is 10 vol day. will be challenged from the resulting loads arising from
Annulus flow is exhausted through vapor and aerosol filters. combustible gas deflagration and released radionuclides, in
The containment isolation system is designed to initiate addition to other gases produced from MCCI. Three
closure of isolation valves on lines that penetrate the primary containment configurations are assumed regarding source
containment wall automatically. term release. For the intact containment configuration, it is

assumed that the containment isolation system functions upon
Ill. MODELING OF ANS CONTAINMENT THERMAL- demand and both containment walls (primary steel shell and

HYDRAULICS AND RADIONUCLIDE TRANSPORT secondary concrete wall) stay leak-tight. Another
configuration assumes that the primary containment shell fails

This section describes the accident scenario postulated in while the secondary wall remains intact. To evaluate a
this study, modeling for the ANS containment, and thermal- maximum possible source term, the configuration involving
hydraulic-cum-radionuclide transport analysis. failure of both containment boundaries was also modeled and

studied.
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B. MELCOR Modeling of ANS Containment continues to ablate the concrete and heat up the water pool
above the concrete floor; that is, they are not allowed to

The MELCOR severe accident analysis code (Version volatilize or form aerosols. About 50% of the total core decay
1.8.2) was used to develop an overall representation of the power is associated with nonvolatile fission products. For this
ANS containment. MELCOR is a fully integrated computer study, mass and energy of gases generated from the MCCI
code that has been developed primarily for power reactor were obtained through an independent study7 and then
severe accident analysis.6 However, MELCOR cannot model specified through user input. Figure 3 shows MELCOR input
specific ANS core-melt progression phenomena associated values for noncondensable gases generated as a result of
with radically different fuel types, power densities, materials, MCCI.
and geometry. Therefore, MELCOR was used at this stage 12.5 -

primarily for capturing contairiment transport phenomena. --- CF- H, Flooded Floor
The MELCOR model of the ANS containment is represented 0 00
by I I control volumes, 15 flow paths, and 21 heat structures 0 10 - cc)2 Dry Floor ------
(representing walls, ceilings, shells, and miscellaneous
structures) of various shapes (Fig.2). Aerosol and vapor H20 or

* 7.5 -E

A-ulo onx WV 301) 5

41.4 E
0

Thid Foo, (V 240) 2.5 -
high bay as

0
too 1000 10000 100000

Time (a)

19.2 9.2 1 19.21

Figure 3 Gas Generation from MCCI with Flooding

So-d Floor
(CV 230)

For modeling containment failure, upon occurrence of a>
Z�� severe accident, a 0.5-m diameter opening is made available in

Rmto Po
(CV 202) R-23 the high-bay region primary containment shell for release of

7.17 radionuclides. Such a release can occur either directly to the
environment without filtration or to the annulus region housed

R Disk in the secondary containment. Release to the environment is
F.st Flow Doo, conservatively modeled to occur at ground level. Such
(CV 220) pathways simulate early containment failure from the possible

C Volom effect of explosive and/or external events as well as the
Coolm out possibility of failure of isolation valves in ventilation ducts.

1) T.W Co.Wns� The ANS containment normal and emergency) ventilationE� Volosoe 900 m
-127 2) ftivory onwnnient flow paths were not modeled or accounted for as being

Leak RaimU wl %day
anoo Nmbm " hc potential radionuclide release pathways. However, note that the

Subpile R 0.5-m diameter containinent failure path postulated for some
T_ (C ool' M In ClemFso & RI V 200) IIVI.IR- s is based on the assumed failure-to-isolate of one normaliC case

containment ventilation line; it also could represent an
-9.14 opening created by missiles or shock waves generated during

energetic events such as steam explosions.

Figure 2 ANS Containment (MELCOR) Representation The subpile room is modeled as though functioning igniters

exist. Terefore, if oxygen is available there, any combustible
filtration processes are also modeled, as are several complex gases (e.g., H2 and CO) will be aowed to deflagrate (but not

aerosol and vapor transport phenomena associated with to detonate because models for shock wave generation,

various severe accident scenarios. Fission product inventory transport, and structural interaction aspects have not yet been

and its associated decay heat were calculated using the incorporated in UELCOR). The basemat of the subpile room

ORIGEN2 code for the ANS core-averaged end-of-cycle, is modeled as bing made of limestone-common sand

assuming a 17-d core life at an operating power level of 300 concrete.
MW.

Rupture disks are planned for incorporation (and modeled) to
For the study of the MCCI event, a volatile fission products allow passage of materials between the subpile oom and the

(i.e., noble gases, halogens, cesium, and tellurium) were high-bay region and between the high-bay region and the

directly sourced into the subpile room atmosphere at the start. first- and second-floor volumes (where experimental scientists

of evaluations of radionuclide transport. Initially iodine. is are located), respectively. These rupture disks open if a

specified in vapor form, whereas cesium and tellurium species pressure differential of 14 kPa 2 psi) or greater is imposed.

are specified to be in aerosol form. No fission product The doorway in the subpile room leading to the access tunnel

chemistry effects were accounted for in this study, and thus no will fail to open if a pressure differential of 35 kPa (5 psi) or
chemical interactions, including pool scrubbing were assumed greater is imposed.

between the fission products and water in the subpile room for

conservatism. The nonvolatile species contribute to the

continuation of MCCI by staying in the debris, which
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The filter trains are modeled to perform with decontamination to cool as combustion ceases, and heat-producing radio-
factors of 100 for iodine and 200 for aerosols, respectively, nuclides are transported to the high-bay region, coupled with
without consideration of filter degradation. energy absorption in structure materials. Many radionuclides

are deposited on cold structural surfaces in this case. Only
about 0.1% of the noble gas inventory, about x 104 of

IV. RESULTS OF SOURCE TERM EVALUATION the halogen inventory, and about I x 10-4% of the cesium-
and tellurium-class inventories are released into the environ-

MELCOR predictions of containment thermal- ment over 72-h. These negligibly low source term values are
hydraulic behavior, radionuclide transport, and source terms due to the leak-tight nature of the ANS dual-contairtment
are presented in this section. The results will be compared with design and by the containment size being large enough to
the dry subpile room case presented elsewhere.5 accommodate significant pressure and thermal sources.

A. Molten-Core-Concrete Interaction Event with 2. Failed Containment Configurations. Figure shows
Flooding in the Subpile Room the results for the MCCI case with early containment failure.

1. Intact Containment Configuration. Key results of
interest for the MCCI event are given in Fig. 4 As noted in

0.
0.

116 -

E 0.1
114 0 J

0.1
112 

0.1
Z 0.1

110 0 subpile room ...... E3...........
108 --- 0--- high bay E 0.

experimem room LL 0. Er
106 -

0. Arab,& . ............ ...........................A

104 I 0. <>

0-0
102 0 20 4� 6 8il

Time h)
100 B Noble G� Du.] -[�ent W-
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Time (h) I& Cs & Te CLus .......... Si-& (ri..y) -ti..-t fd..

Figure 5 Fractional Radionuclide Mass Released from ANS Containment for

Flooded MCCI Event with Early Containment Failure

Figure 4 Pressure Variations for Flooded MCCI

with Intact Containment Variations of important parameters in the subpile room are
similar to those seen for the intact containment case. One

Fig. 4 the subpile room pressure for the intact containment major difference, which may be expected, deals with the
configuration rises rapidly because of the intensity of the degree of high-bay region pressurization. A very mild
MCCI. It causes the rupture disk to open immediately after pressurization is observed in various control volumes, after the
the molten core relocates into the subpile room, and allow rupture disk between the subpile room and the high-bay
passage of radionuclides to the high-bay area. The pressure in region opens following debris relocation into the subpile
the subpile room does not rise high enough to cause the door room. This behavior is expected for early containment failure
leading to the subpile room tunnel to fail. However, a direct cases. The assumed opening (or break) size of a 0.5-m-diarn
pathway exists from the high-bay region to the subpile rom hole is large enough to prevent a significant pressure buildup
tunnel, wich causes the pressure in the subpile room tunnel to in the containment, of which both the primary- and the
rise concomitantly. About 6-h into the transient, the 5lm3 secondary-containment failure is assumed. Even the single
water pool above the molten core collected on the concrete (primary) containment failure case shows a very mild
floor in the subpile room starts to boil. Subsequently, a rapid pressurization. This is mainly due to an icreased
pressure increase beyond the rupture disk set point 14 kPa containment volume (e.g., annulus region), additional heat
pressure differential) in the subpile room and the high-bay sink, and structural surfaces for increasing heat transfer and
area results in the failure of a rupture disk, allowing pressure steam condensation. Consequently, the high-bay region
relief through a passage to the experiment and beam rooms pressure is well below 115 kPa, and thus the rupture disks
on the first and second floors, respectively. Thereafter, leading to the fltst- and second-floor areas stay closed. For the
pressures in all the containment regions increase rather slowly dual-containment failure case, as seen in Fig. 5, about 20 of
to approximately 115 kPa at around 33-h . The containment the noble gases and the halogen inventories, and 15% of the
pressure then slowly decreases due to steam condensation and cesium and tellurium inventories are released into the
continuing heat loss to the containment wall stnictures A few environment over 72 h. During the same time period for the
short spikes in subpile room pressure, lasting a few seconds single- (primary) containment failure case, about 10% of the
immediately following the debris relocation into the subpile noble gas inventory, 13% of the halogen inventory, and 3%
room (not shown in the figure), are caused partly by H2 and of the cesium and tellurium inventories are released. It is
CO deflagration. Afterward the oxygen content is completely noteworthy to see that the source term of the single- (primary)
depleted. Because no ventilation flow path is available in the contairtment failure case comprises only 13% of the halogen
model to bring in a fresh supply of oxygen, hydrogen inventory compared with 20% for the dual-containment
combustion stops. A very high temperature (i.e., around 1000 failure case. This substantial reduction in the halogen release
K) can result in the subpile room atmosphere because of is due to additional structural surface area for iodine
heating from fission products and combustion of H2 and CO. deposition. With the annulus region available, the available
After the initial high temperature rise, subpile room air begins deposition surface area increases over three times. Also note

that for the MCCI case with early containment failure, most
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radionuclide releases occur well within the first few hours V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
from the time the debris relocates into the subpile room and
steaming occurs due to the heat-up of the water pool. To summarize, this paper has provided conservatively

scoped estimates for source terms arising from the MCCI
B. Comparison Against Dry Subpile Room Case event in the flooded subpile room for three different

containment configurations. For the intact containment
The motivation for flooding of the subpile room was configuration, source term magnitude is very small primarily

to reduce thermal and hydraulic containment loading from because of tightness of the dual-containment configuration.
noncondensable gas generation during the MCCI event. Even with primary-containment failure, the source term is
Furthermore, the reduced combustible gas generation (i.e., H2 predicted to be very small as long as the secondary concrete
and CO) would contribute to decreasing the probability and containment remains intact because of the increased surface
severity of the combustion event including deflagration and area for radionuclide deposition and heat transfer to the
detonation. As can be seen in Table 2 however, the MCCI outside of the containment. The idea of intentionally
with flooding yields a higher source term than the dry MCCI flooding the subpile room during the MCCI event is being
case. One may recall that in this study, fission product analyzed further in an integral manner (i.e., including impact

on structures, explosions, etc.) because it leads to a larger
Table 2 Fission product fractonal mass released from ANS containment source term. This increase is attributed to increased

hydrodynamic driving force caused by steaming. As
Conunn.mt Fmion Pduct Released into Environment %) mentioned previously, flooding of the subpile room as a

onsequence of core melt progression may also be a credible
Primary econd... S.bpil. Room Noble Cesium Tellurlu. possibility with the xisting design.

1.1aet lnL2CL Flooded 0.1 4.71E-04 8.85E-05 8.91E-05
. .... ...... ... .. .. ............. . ......... Ej: �5 M:�6

_1.1� L As a cautionary note, it should be recognized that severe
Faded InLact Flooded 9.63 1.26 3.35 3.37 accidents coupled with early containment failure in the ANS

4.81 1.36 1.62 1.62 are very unlikely events. Preliminary PRA scoping studies
Failed Failed FloaW 20.14 19.75 15.33 15.43 indicate probability levels of about 1-8/year for te MCCI

Dry 10.5 9.95 10.1 10.1
Note: Nmbm fothedry subplle�caseswree.oapoWed from to72h. event with early primary and secondary containment failure.

chemistry including pool scrubbing was neglected for the sake REFERENCES
of conservatism, because of considerable uncertainties in
modeling pool scrubbing under present circumstances. In the 1 . C. D. WEST, "The Advanced Neutron Source: A New
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ABSTRACT under conditions which are assumed when a large amount of
hydrogen is produced, hydrogen mixing and distribution test, and

NUPEC has started NUPEC Containment Integrity project hydrogen burning tests are conducted.
entitled "Proving Test on the Reliability for Reactor Containment
Vessel" since June 1987. This is the project for the term of Hydrogen ixing and distribution in a containment has been
twelve years sponsored by MITI (Ministry of nternational Trade studied experimentally at Battelle Frankfult, HEDL (Hanford
and Industry, Japanese Government). Engineering Development Laboratory, USA) and HDR

(Heipdainfreaktor, Germany) in past.
The test items are (1) Hydrogen mixing and distribution test, 2)
Hydrogen Burning Test, 3) Iodine trapping characteristics test, NUPEC has constructed an experimental facility for
and 4) Structural behavior test. hydrogen mixing and distribution test in order to simulate

physical phenomena better in a typical large dry steel
Based on the test results, computer codes are verified and as the containment of a PWR. The facility consists of a 14 linearly
results of analysis and evaluation by the computer codes, scaled steel containment with multiple compartments which
containment integrity is to be confirmed. represent each room in the actual containment. The containment

vessel (CN) has a volume of 600ml. Hydrogen mixing and
This paper indicates the results of hydrogen mixing and distribution tests have been performed since 1989 at Tadotsu
distribution test and hydrogen burning test. Engineering Laboratory, NUPEC. These tests are to investigate

their behaviors in the containment vessel, and multiple
The NUPEC tests conducted so far suggest that hydrogen will be compartments in it. The test data have been utilized for
well mixed in the model containment vessel and the prediction by validation of analytical codes.
the computer code is in excellent agreement with the data.

Hydrogen burning tests are conducted at NUPEC since 1989
The NU PEC hydrogen burning test data is in good agreement with the objectives to investigate hydrogen burning phenomena
with the FITS data at SNL that were obtained at the lower including mitigation effect of steam, spray, and nitrogen inerting
hydrogen concentration condition. in a containment vessel and to confirm containment integrity

against hydrogen burning. The hydrogen burning tests are
conducted by using a small cylindrical vessel with 5m'and a

1. INTRODUCTION large scale spherical vessel with 270ml in which there are several
compartments. In the small scale test, the effects of gases have

A reactor containment vessel is important because it can been investigated in detail prior to the large scale test.
hold radioactive materials when an accident occurs. Under
present establishment permit, it is able to maintain integrity This paper describes the results of hydrogen mixing and
regarding internal pressure, temperature, flammable gas distribution tests and small scale hydrogen burning tests.
(hydrogen), etc. on the accident. In addition, it is able to
maintain integrity even when a large amount of hydrogen gas is
produced. 2. HYDROGEN MIXING AND DISTRIBUTION TEST

On the accident in the Soviet Union which occurred in April A. Test Facility and Test Conditions
1986, however, it was reported that a reactor containment vessel
of sufficient performance had not been installed in that nuclear The objective of this test is to investigate hydrogen
plant. In Japan, as a result, there ccurred a fear among distribution and mixing behavior in the containment with large
population, especially people living nearby nuclear power plants, volume and many compartments for the case of the relatively
that containment vessels used in Japan nuclear reactors might not large amount of hydrogen production.
be sufficient necessarily. Therefore, it is necessary to prove the
integrity of reactor containment vessels and to calm the fear of In this test, special attention has been paid to know the
population on the promotion of nuclear power generation. effects of natural convection, blow down steam jet and cooling

water spray droplets on hydrogen distribution in the multi
In order to confirm the integrity of containment vessels compartment, and to verify that computer codes used fr
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expectation of hydrogen mixing and distribution in actual result, it was clarified that the helium mixture flew down from
containment vessels have enough accuracy. the dome to the SG foundation compartment.

Figure I and 2 show the test facility of hydrogen mixing And the helium distribution of the general compartments
and distribution test. It has steam, cooling water and helium and the dome compartment shows that the helium concentration
supply systems. Helium is used as hydrogen simulant for the becomes lower as the elevation of the compartment becomes
safety. A model containment as shown in Figure 3 simulates an lower, which shows, the downflow of the helium mixture from
actual dry type containment vessel of PWR 4 loop plant. Its size the dome to the lower general compartment via upper general
is about I Om in diameter and 20m in height and volume is about compartment.
1600ml, which is 14 scale of the actual plant. It has 25 The helium concentration of five sampling positions in the dome
compartments which consist of cubic steel boxes, and divided compartment showed almost uniform.
walls among them have same passes as those in the actual plant.

From the above results of helium concentration
Figure 3 through 6 show the schematic diagram of the distribution, the following gas flow is predicted: The major gas

model compartment and measurement positions. Helium flow is shown as broken SG loop --+ dome --> normal SG loop
concentration and gas temperature are measured in the center of broken SG loop, the second upflow of gas is broken SG �
each compartment except the dome compartment Tere are five normal SG dome, the second downflow of gas is broken SG
helium measurement positions in the dome to measure the detail -4 normal SG - broken SG short pass), and the third downflow
distribution because it has a large volume. Temperature of spray is shown as dome upper general compartment -� lower
water, steam, helium and all the walls, containment pressure and general compartment.
flow rate of gases and steam are also measured. Table I shows
major test items. Since it is one of the objectives to validate analytical

computer codes, analysis have been made by using MAPHY-
Major test conditions are as follows, considered as BURN code and CONTAIN code to compare with the experi-

actual postulated accidents. mental results. Figure 7 also shows one of the comparison results
between analyses and experiments, which shows and agreement.

Helium concentration < 18% (mean value)
Helium flow rate max. 0 12 kg/s The followings were concluded in these tests.
Steam concentration < 60%
Steam flow rate max. 074 kg/s (1) It was clarified that several mixing loops were formed
Spray water flow rate max. 70 m/h and hot spot region did not exist when helium or helium/
Discharge positions (D SC foundation compartment steam mixture was discharged in the lower compart-

(2) Lower general compartment ment.
(3) Pressurizer room compartment

Initial pressure Atmospheric elevated pressure (2) Helium concentration of five sampling positions in the
dome whose volume is 70% of the total volume, showed
almost unifon-n.

B. Test Results
(3) There appeared stratification phenomena when helium/

Experiments have been performed systematically to steam mixture was discharged in the upper
confirm effects of density of helium and air mixture, steam compartment.
injection and spray water on nixture. Altogether 35 experiments
had been conducted until March of 1992, and thermal hydraulic (4) Several blind analyses and post test analyses have been
conditions, such as temperature, pressure, flow rate and helium made by using MAPHY-BURN code and CONTAIN
concentration in the modeled containment were measured in each code, and the analytical results agreed with the experi-
compartment. mental results.

Figure 7 shows the helium concentration of a typical test
result in the several compartments. Tablel MajorTest1tems

The test condition is as follows.
TEST ITEM 08JECrIVE

Run No. M4-3
Helium flow rate 0.027 kg/s PRELIMINARY TEST CONFIRMATION OF CONFIRMATION OF OPERABILITY OF SYSTEM

TEST FACILITY CONFIRMATION OF APPROPRIATENESS OF
Steam flow rate 0.33 kg/s INSTRUMENTATION

Injected temperature of CONFIRMATION OF APPROPRIATENESS OF DTA

Mixing He/Steam 115 C OGGER SYSTEM

Broken section SG foundation compartment PROVING TEST CONFIRMATION OF CONFIRMAT70N OF NATURAL CIRCULATION WITH
DENSITY DIFFERENCE H. INJECTION

(Node No. EFFECT OF R� EFFE CT OF DENSITY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN H &

AIR

'Me helium distribution in broken SG loop shows that CONFIRMATION OF MIXING EFFECT OF STEAM FLOW

the concentration of broken compartment (g) is the highest, and STEAM INJECTION EFFECT OF STEAM TEMPERATURE

the concentration becomes lower as the elevation of the EFFECT HEAT SINK EFFECT OF CONTAINMENT VESSEL WALL

compartments is higher. Therefore, it was clarified that helium & COMPARTMENTS WALL

mixture flows up from the broken compartment to the dome CONFIRMATION OF MIXING EFFECT OF SPFLAY

compartment. The distribution in the normal SG loop shows that SPRAY WATER EFFECT CONDENSING EFFECT OF SPRAY

the helium concentration of the dome compartment is the highest, TOTAL EFFECTS OF ,, STEAM SPRAY
ADDITIONAL TEST CONFIRMATION OF M(XING EFFECT OF STEAM FLand the concentration becomes lower as elevation is lower. As a BREAK LOCATION

(UPPER BREAK) TOTAL EFFECT OF H., STEAM SPRAY
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Figure I Experimental Apparatus Flow Chart Figure 2 Test Facility of Hydrogen Mixing and
Distribution Test
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Figure 7 Comparison of He Concentration between Blind
Pre-Test Analysis and Test Results (M-4-3)

3. HYDROGEN BURNING TEST

A. Test Facility and Conditions B. Small Scale Test Results

The objective of this test is to assure containment vessel The small scale hydrogen burning test had been
integrity. The project consists of a small scale test and a large performed at Katsuta Engineering Laboratory of NUPEC from
scale test. The small scale test was performed to investigate 1989 to 1992. Additional test has been planned to understand
hydrogen combustion phenomena using a cylindrical vessel with combustion phenomena better.
an inner height of 3.5m. Test facility is shown in Figure and a
test vessel of the small scale test is shown in Figure 9 Te Normalized peak pressure (Pmax/Pn ), where Pin is the
design pressure and temperature of the test vessel is 30 kg/cm2 initial pressure, is shown in Fig. I I as a function of hydrogen
and 300 'C. Fans were used to mix gas contents before ignition. concentration in the mixture of air. NUPEC data are in good
A spark igniter was used. A high-voltage capacitor produced a agreement with FITS data (NUREG/CR-3468). NUPEC data
spark with energy of 1.86J at plug tip. A pressure transducer was show that normalized peak pressure decreased with hydrogen
a piezo electric type gauge. The intrinsic frequency response of concentration when the hydrogen was higher than 60vol%.
the gauge was 150 kHz. 'Me primary use of the gauge was to NUPEC was also examined the effect of oxygen concentration on
measure the maximum pressure in the vessel. the peak pressure. Fig. 12 shows the normalized peak pressure as

a function of the equivalent ration ([H2]/2[021). The maximum
Thermocouples were R type and constructed of 0.02cm normalized peak pressure was obtained at the equivalent point.

diameter wire in a I mm diameter tube. An array of Normalized peak pressure was found to be about 4 when the
thermocouples was arranged so as to make thermocouples 30cm equivalent ratio was larger than 2 This indicated that oxygen
spaces. The primary use of this array was to determine flame concentration was not sensitive to the peak pressure in the
arrival time at various locations. hydrogen rich atmosphere.

The large scale test, still in progress, is being done to Flammability limit for hydrogen/oxygen/nitrogen
confirm the effect of compartments and it used a spherical vessel mixture is shown in Fig. 13. Flammability limit against oxygen
with an inner diameter of 8.Om to simulate the multi concentration was extended at rich side of hydrogen
compartment design of the actual plant. Figure 10 shows the test concentration compared with data obtained in U.S.A. NUREG/
vessel of the large scale test. CR 2726). As shown in Fig. 13, the flammability limit is 4vol%

of hydrogen and 5vol% of oxygen. Fig. 14 shows the effect of
Test conditions have been selected on the basis of LWR carbon dioxide on flammability limit. Fig. 15 shows the effect of

accident conditions. steam on flammability limit. Flammability limit against oxygen
was increased from 5vol% to about 6vol% when carbon dioxide

Table 2 and 3 show the test conditions for the small scale or steam was added. This indicated that carbon dioxide and
test and the large scale test, respectively. steam could mitigate hydrogen combustion.
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Table 2 Small Scale Burning Test onditions Table 3 Large Scale Burning Test Conditions

ITEMS BWR PWR ITEMS BWR PWR

I HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION 5.70 ol% n�20 ol% I HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION 70 Vol% �18 Vol%

2 STEAM CONCENTRATION --60 o �60 ol% 2 STEAM CONCENTRATION S60 Vol% ;�60 ol%

3 NITROGEN CONCENTRATION ��97 ol% ATMOSPHERIC 3 NITROGEN CONCENTRATION ��97 Vol% ATMOSPHERIC

4 OXYGEN CONCENTARION &IO Vol% ATMOSPHERIC 4 OXYGEN CONCENTARION :�IO Vol% ATMOSPHERIC

5 SPRAY FOW RATE 15 d1h 3 Wh 5 SPRAY FLOW RATE ��64 id/h ;526 d1h

6 INITIAL PRESSURE ATMOSPHERIC ATWOSPHERiC 6 INITIAL PRESSURE ATMOSPHERIC ATMOSPHERIC

7 COMPARTMENTS 7 COMPARIWNTS 8

S L

Test Vessel
Gas Feed Line Capacity Approx. 270m

Steam Feed Li

J-1- ornpa

as Conce rat on

Temperatu

Pressure

Figure 8 NUPEC Hydrogen Combustion Test Facility Figure 10 Schematic Diagram of Large Scale
Test Facility

10
VESSEL SPECiFICATIONS 9 NUPEC

8 SNUHTS(FAN OFF)
-�r hghs 35� 7

di-- 15�
30kg/cm'G 0 6

3DOrC
X 5
M

N077LE FUNCTIONS E
FUNCTIONS CL_ 4

GAS FEEDTHROUGH 3 3
STEAM FEEDTHROUGH I
IGNITER 3 2
GAS SAMPLING 6
THERMOCOUPLE AND 10 I .0
CALORIMETER FEEDTHROUGH
GLASS PORT FOR 16 0
OPITICAL INSTRUMENT 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
PRESSURE GAUGE 10
FEEDTHROUGH HYDROGEN (vol%)
SPRAY NOZZLE I
DFWN I Figure 1 1 Comparison of Normal Peak Pressure

-FAN 2 Preference NUREG/CR-3468
.VACUUM PUMP FEEDTHROUGH I Hydrogen Air Steam Flammability Limits and Combustion
-VENT
AUPTURE DISK Characteruistics in the FITS Vessel
MANHOLE FDA MA NTENANCE

Figure 9 Test Vessel
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ABSTRACT

MELSIM Severe Accident Simulation Trainer is a personal tion provides nuclear power plants with a sophisticated training
computer based system being developed by the International tool for severe accident evaluation that is nonetheless easy to
Atomic Energy Agency and Risk Management Associates, Inc. understand and operate. PCPPS and consequently MELSIM
for the purpose of training the operators of nuclear power sta- utilize some of the latest computer hardware which is finely
tions. It also serves for evaluating accident management strate- tuned to function in close to real time and represents a high
gies as well as assessing complex interfaces between emergency class development which uses the best available PC and main
operating procedures and accident management guidelines. The frame technology in the area of nuclear power plant operation
system is being developed for the Soviet designed WWER- and training. The MELSIM Simulation Trainer has the follow-
440/Model 213 reactor and it is plant specific. Ile Bohimice ing capabilities:

V2 power station in the Slovak Republic has been selected for (1) operator training through a graphic method of learning the
trial operation of the system. The trainer utilizes several CPUs
working simultaneously on different areas of simulation. De- possible actions to be taken in response to deviant opera-
tailed plant operation displays are provided on colour monitor tion or an accident situation; and
mimic screens which show changing plant conditions in approxi- (2) development, refinement, and/or validation of gen-
mate real-time. Up to 28 000 curves can be plotted on a sepa- eral procedures for accident response (emergency
rate monitor as the MELSIM program proceeds. These plots operating procedures and accident management
proceed concurrently with the program, and time specific seg- guidelines).
ments can be recalled for review. A benchmarking limited in The PCPPS - in general - provides a very powerful analytical
scope) against well validated thermal-hydraulic codes and select- tool for performing classical safety analysis and assessment
ed plant accident data (WWER-440/213 Rovno NPP, Ukraine) using generally accepted and validated computer codes such as
has been initiated. Preliminary results are presented and dis- RELAP, CONTAIN, CATHARE, ATHLET, STCP and
cussed. MELCOR.

INTRODUCTION
HARDWARE/SOFrWARE

The development of the MELSIM Severe Accident MELSIM is a
Simulation Trainer for the WWER-W/213 Bohunice NPP nuclear plant Severe Accident Simulation
(Slovak Republic) is being fnalized and is scheduled to be put Trainer based upon the MELCOR code. The Simulation Trainer
into trial operation in November 1993. unit utilizes the PCPPS hardware and the sophisticated MELSIM

software.
The work is being performed with the co-operation of

experts from Risk Management Associates, Inc., USA, and from 'Me PCPPS hardware is equipped with:

Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, the Slovak .80486 EISA motherboard operating at 50 MHz with 16
Republic and the International Atomic Energy Agency. Mb RAM and SVGA graphics card

The MELSIM Simulation Trainer is a compact, desktop .i860 XR Intel CPU operating at 25 MHz with high resolu-
PC system. Parallel processing distinguishes this system from tion graphics card
other PC systems and provides it with the ability to run the .i860 XP Intel CPU operating at 50 MHz
severe accident MELCOR code and instantaneously display .NEC 6D monitors (or equivalent)
results in graphic form. Through the use of multiple CPUs and .1012 Mb SCSI hard disk
the PCPPS (PC based parallel processing system'), this simula- .standard floppy discs, input/output devices, etc.

PCPPS is a trade mark of Risk Management Associates Inc., The MELSIM software being developed consists of i860XR
Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA. and i860XP loaders, MELCOR run and plot managers, two
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levels of plant specific graphics, and the necessary intercommu-
80486 nication.

1860XP Figures I and 2 show the hardware and software configura-
1860XR-25 tion.

FEATLTRES

The system includes two colour monitors. 'Me first one
SVGA displays the graphic mimic screens duplicating or representing

HRG Daughter the physical elements of the plant and associated operating
Card systems:

reactor vessel and primary system including main circula-
tion pumps

LAN steam generators
pressurizer
pumps, valves and lines
emergency core cooling systems
containment sprays
containment

While the MELCOR code is running, these mimic screens
graphically follow plant conditions as they change, showing
liquid levels, temperature, pressures, gas and liquid flow rates
and ratios, and equipment status (on/off, open/closed), etc., inD�il L!�GA an analogue manner.

'Me selection of parameters for these conditions is consistent
Figure 1. PCPPS Hardware and Software Configuration for with those available in the control room for the WWER-440/213
Simulator Application. Bohunice NPP.

E__ - -_ I
LOADER MELCOR PLOT LOADER To Trolnee

1860XR RUN MANAGER I860xP statlon'
MANAGER

80486
MS WINDOWS

1860XR 1860
(25 MHz)

RUN
3 LEVEL ANAGER

PLANT
GRA PLOTS ED

Figure 2 PCPPS Hardware and Software Configuration for Simulator Application.
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In the MELSIM system there are a series of these mimic and Level I Screens
graphic portrayal screens. 'Level shows the MELCOR
nodalization, overall plant layout including an overall radiation Ile current MELSIM version has 7 screens of this type:
level in the containment and accident localization compartments,
status of primary and secondary systems, the reactor core and 1-00 WWER-440/213 MELCOR nodalization
reactor cavity. 'Level 2 screens show these systems broken 1-01 WWER-W/213 RCS and containment
down into more detail. 1-02 RCS and ECCS - detailed view

1-03 Core temperature distribution

The screens are created to be 'plant specific' in detail and 1-04 Core and lower plenum - detailed view
can be adapted to the layout of any plant. They provide the 1-05 Reactor cavity - core/concrete interaction
operator with graphic displays of parameters which are needed 1-06 Radiation in containment

to monitor and change the simulated plant conditions. All quantities calculated by the MELCOR code are displayed on

these screens either as numbers (e.g., pressure, temperature) or
In plant specific mimic screens, the diagrams are very close as moving graphics (e.g., water levels, open/closed, on/off).

to a plant's actual layout. Systems are similar to the displays in
the plant's control room and provide the basic status and operat- In addition, the 1-01 screen presents the Shapiro diagram
ing parameters of the plant: displaying atmospheric composition in the five most important

compartments: reactor cavity, steam generator room, ventilation
changing colours indicate changing conditions in areas centre, trays and air traps.
such as the core
fluid levels graphically rise or fall The atmospheric composition is monitored and displayed only
numerical values on screen indicate changing temperature, in terms of combustion and detonation of H2 and CO. 'Me
pressures, flow rates, etc., as condition changes occur. atmospheric composition of a particular compartment is given by

the position of its "Cross" (distinguished by colour and shape) in

Pumps and valves can be selected as on/off or open/closed and the Shapiro diagram. New crosses are added as calculation
their status is shown by a colour that changes as the status progresses. There are also lines showing the flammability limits
changes. Moreover, valves can be partially opened by specify- for pure H2 and CO which allows continuous monitoring of a
ing a percentage. situation in which burning conditions may be approached.

The second monitor has a dual purpose. Firstly, it is used to Figure 3 shows the 1-01 screen and the Shapiro diagram.

set up MELSIM, establish the parameters under which Radiation
MELCOR will run and start the simulation program. Secondly,
it is used to display any X1Y plots developing during a Radiation levels are shown in compartments displaying the
MELCOR run. radionuclide concentrations in the air or densities of radio-

nuclides deposited on surfaces. Te radionuclides are monitored
The operator can view any one of up to ten (10) plot applica- either in kg /M2 and kglm' or as a percentage of initial core

tions. Each application can handle up to 100 plot pages, and inventory (ICI). Five classes of radionuclides' are monitored
each page contains up to bur 4) plots. Each of these plots can separately: Xe, Cs, Ba I and Te. Classes 6 through 12 are
contain as many as seven 7) different parameters or curves. grouped together to form the 6th group labelled "others".
This provides the potential for 28 000 different plot curves. A
typical MELSIM system would provide about I 0 different plot Figure 4 shows the radiation screen.
curves.

Level 2 Sreens

plots are loaded from configuration files by the opera-
tor or the instructor in order to set up MELSIM and can run Tlese are developed as plant specific showing a particular
automatically throughout or can be requested manually at any system in detafl. From Level 2 screens an operator can interact
time during the run. The X axis Oinear only) and the Y axis at any given time to start/stop a pump or to close/open a valve.
Oinear or logarithmic) are fully adjustable fbr minimum and Displayed parameters and changes as a result of an 'interactive
maximum values. Plot variables are selected or changed easfly operation' are as similar to those provided in the control room
using on-screen 'windows' guidance which show various options as possible.
available in the main plot menu.

In the present version of MELSIM there are 13 Level 2
Specific time segments to be displayed and reviewed can be screens covering all of the systems important for operation:

chosen as MELSIM is set up or can be requested or changed main circulating pumps, steam generators, low and high pres-
during the run. During the run, it is possible to choose the last sure injection systems, containment sprays, hydroaccumulators,
minute, last 10 minutes, last hour or last hours and the plots make-up system, and all associated pumps, valves and piping.
will automatically display the selected time segment. Hard
copies of plot curves can be printed at any time during the run
or after the run. ' Refer to MELCOR code manual for additional information.
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The MELSIM system's design is flexible enough easily to Short Input Description
accommodate any changes, modifications and/or additions of
any systems/subsystems depending on a particular operator's The nodalization of the Rovno plant for the MELCOR input
experience or practice. deck represents a typical six loop WWER-440 with two primary

loops, one of which lumps five loops and five steam generators.

BENCEMARKING' Each hot leg is modelled with two control volumes. Each cold
leg is modelled with one control volume. SG tubing, SG sec-

A benchmarking effort (limited in scope) has been initiated ondary, pressurizer surge line and pressurizer itself are repre-
with the main objective of obtaining results of comparative sented by single control volumes each. Heat structures for
calculations between the MELCOR code (as used in the primary to secondary heat transfer for the SG tubing and for the
MELSIM Simulation Trainer), the RELAP5/2 code and an SG hot and cold collectors are incorporated. The core bypass is
actual plant transient. The transient used was the WWER- modelled without a control volume but with a flow path directly
440/213 Rovno NPP incident, in which a PORV stuck open. connecting the lower plenum with the upper plenum.

This provided an integral loop system simulation during an The loop that lumps five plant loops has five flow paths with
initial blowdown and inventory depletion of a LOCA accident. the QUICK-CF pump model for each of the five MCPs. This

This paper discusses the comparison between the results approach is somewhat simplified because it cannot model the
obtained from the simulated MELCOR runs based on data from flow reversal for the coastdown of one MCP in the 'five loops'
the Rovno incident and the values from the incident itself, for loop. However, it was introduced because the Rovno incident
benchmarking purposes only. included a subsequent coastdown of all six MCPs in succession.

'Me model response with one flow path for all five lumped
'NOTE: All the benchmarking calculations are being repeated RCPs gives deviation of the RVP pressure drop, while the use

and checked and will be provided in the final paper. of separate flow path for each MCP provides better results.
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Figure 4.

The hydroaccumulators are modelled with normal CVH Incident Description
control volumes containing water and nitrogen. 'Me pressure
and temperature correspond to the plant's technical specifica- The incident took place at Rovno WWER-W/213 NPP Unit
tions. (RELAP5/2 calculations for the hydroaccumulator model in the USSR on December 1988. At nominal power operation
are in good agreement and the approach to the hydro- a spurious signal opened one of the pressurizer's safety valves
accumulator model is considered to be adequate.) with equivalent flow area corresponding to Dn65. he reactor

scrammed 15 seconds later owing to primary depressurization.
In the initial steady state at full power, the heat extraction Depressurization continued and at about 72 kgf/crn' and below,

from the SGs is simulated as beat extraction from the SG tube all three trains of HPIS started water injection into the primary
volume (primary side). After a transient initiation and reactor circuit. The first train started some 15 seconds before the
scram the primary to secondary heat transfer is modelled with second and third train. Owing to high pressure in the compo-
steam extraction through atmospheric dump valves (or turbine nent cooling circuit of the main coolant pumps, all six MCPs
bypass valves), water addition by the auxiliary FW system, heat were tripped down over a period of 74 seconds. After a suc-
transfer through heat structures, etc. Ile steady state conditions cessfiil intervention by the operator 200 seconds after the initiat-
are close to the plant conditions. The model is very stable and ing event the pressurizer's SV closed.
is able to run for thousands of seconds of reactor time without
deviation from the steady state conditions. This is important for The timing of the events, is presented in Table .
the purposes of using the model for a severe accident plant
simulator. The total amount of water discharged by the hydro-

accumulator at a temperature of 60 C to the primary system was
14.3 in'. The total amount of water delivered to the primary
system at a temperature of 31' C by the HPIS was 15.4 in' On
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Table .

No. Time, s Events and conditions

0.0 Pressurizer safety valve open

15.0 The reactor scrammed 15 seconds later owing to primary depressuri-
zation followed by turbine stop valve closure with 6 seconds delay after
the scram

3. 86.0
Depressurization continued and at primary pressure 72 kgf/cm' actuated
HPIP-1. At the same time MCP-5 was tripped down

4. 101.0 At primary pressure 62 kgfIctre HPIP-2 and 3 were actuated. MCP-3

5. 129.0 was tripped down. Primary pressure 62.0 kgf/cml

Hydroaccumulators started to discharge water to the primary circuit.

6. 131.0 MCP-I stopped. Primary pressure 58.9 kgf/cm'

MCP-4 stopped. Primary pressure 57.0 kgf/cm'
7. 153.0

MCP-2 stopped. Primary pressure 54.0 kgf/cmF
8. 160.0

MCP-6 stopped. Primary pressure 52.0 kgf1cm1
9. 200.0

Pressurizer SV was closed. Hydroaccumulators stopped discharging
water to the primary. Minimal primary pressure reached 48.0 kgftcn�i?

the basis of these data the HPIS operation was modelled very circulation in the primary circuit, the pressure drop should be
precisely by control function type TAB-FUN, delivering the above zero. One possible explanation could be that the measur-
same amount of water to the primary system as on the plant. ing device was too insensitive to measure a small pressure drop.
The discharge of the bydroaccurnulators was simulated with the
normal model used in the simulator. The average primary temperature circuit behaviour (Figure 7)

is relatively well predicted by MELCOR. The reason for part
The calculations were performed for 600 seconds although a of the discrepancy could be the way the heat extraction from

specific description of the operators' actions after the fst 20 SGs during full power steady state is modelled. The heat ex-
seconds is not available. For the first 200 seconds a plain traction is modelled from the primary volume (SG tubes). With
primary pressurization due to the addition of power from the this approach at steady state, the SG tube temperature is practi-
reactor's decay heat was assumed. This paper presents the cally equal to the cold leg temperature. If the heat extraction
results for the first 200 seconds only as there is a clear under- was done from the SG secondary volume, the tube temperature
standing of the events which took place at this time during the would be significantly higher than the cold leg temperature.
incident. After scram, the model switchesthe heat transfer to the second-

ary SG volumes. This causes an increase in the cold leg tem-
Calculated Results perature and distortion of the primary average temperature.

This modelling approach could lead to a lower average primary
The timing of the events presented in Table I is offset by 20 temperature at steady state.

seconds as this time was taken to set up a stable steady state
condition by MELCOR. In Figure the comparison of the predicted and measured

collapsed level in the pressurizer is shown. There is a signifi-
The primary pressure (Figure 5) is well predicted for all of cant difference between these calculated and the measured

the transient 200 s). The minimal primary pressure calculated parameters. To investigate the case, the analysis of the transient
is very close to the actual value. This means that the discharge was redone with RELAPS/2. 'Me RELAP results also show a
through the pressurizer's safety valve is well predicted. deviation of the predicted and the measured data. Te results

from MELCOR and RELAP, however, are qualitatively similar.
The RPV pressure drop curve (Figure 6 follows the real A possible explanation for the difference between the predicted

plant data closely until the pressure drop becomes less than 0.5 and the measured data could be the way in which the level
bar. Thereafter the plant instrumentation showed a pressure measurement on the plant was erformed. The higher level
drop down to zero. However, as long as there is a natural prediction by MELCOR as compared to RELAP was also ob-
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served for LOCA analyses using the simulator input. This CONCLUSION

tendency is due to the present approach in MELCOR to model-

ling momentum transfer between pool and atmosphere phases In general, it can be concluded that, although the IRS report

within flow paths. This model is inadequate for the prediction does not contain sufficiently detailed information, it was never-

of pressurizer drainage MELCOR Peer Review, LA- 1 22240, theless possible to obtain a relatively good prediction for the

March 1992, p. 161. reported parameters using the MELCOR code and its rather

simple nodalization developed for the simulation trainer.
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ABSTRACT 4. identification of the constraints which are output
limiting to show what pant modifications are needed to

Consideration is given to the mathematical techniques used increase output.
by Nuclear Eectric for steady state power plant analysis
and performance optimisation. A quasi-Newton method is UK gas-cooled nuclear power plants have
deployed to calculate the steady state followed by a model individualised designs, requiring separate NUMEG models
fitting procedure based on Lagrange's method to yield a fit for each plant. Currently, NUMEG models have been
to measured plant data. An optimising algorithm is used developed for all seven second generation AGR stations
to establish maximum achievable power and efficiency. and four of the seven first generation Magnox stations. A

PWR version for the Sizewell B station is planned.
An example is described in which the techniques are
applied to identify the plant constraints preventing output A description of the mathematical techniques used in
increases at a Nuclear Electric Advanced Gas Cooled the NUMEG models, and recent applications, are given
Reactor. below.

INTRODUCTION STEADY STATE SOLVER

Prior to building Pressurised Water Reactors Nuclear NUMEG solves a series of coupled non-linear
Electric has operated carbon dioxide cooled, graphite algebraic equations describing steady heat and fluid flow
moderated reactors characterised by high steam in plant components such as the reactor, steam generators,
temperatures and pressures (steam temperatures 350- turbines, condensers, pumps and heat exchangers. Figure
550'C, steam pressures up to 170 bars). In these systems 1 is a schematic diagram of the NUMEG representation of
primary and secondary components can operate close to an AGR power station.
integrity limits imposed by consideration of creep,
corrosion etc, and plant output may be limited as a result. An efficient numerical solution method is employed by
Use is made of the NUMEG steady state total plant models NUMEG.' Suppose the NUMEG model equations are
for maximising electrical output within these operational represented by

constraints, and to help define plant modifications to fi (X, Z = i = I n (1)
enhance output.

where x is the vector of II free variables to be determined,
'Me applications of the NUMEG codes may be and z is the vector of in boundary condition variables.

summarised as follows: Equation (1) is solved by a quasi-Newton method as

follows. Ile classical Newton method states that if x is
I determination of the set of operating conditions
yielding the best economic return from plant an initial guessed solution of (1) a better solution is given

by

2. prediction of key plant parameters which are not x = x - Blf (2)
accurately measured by plant instrumentation _0 0 1

where Bi = dfifdxj and the zero subscript implies
3. identification of plant items which are under- evaluation at x . This method has the disadvantage of
performing requiring the Jacobian B. to be re-calculated at each

iteration, which is computationally time consuming. This
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram showing a NUMEG representation of an AGR station

is overcome in NUMEG by using Broyden's method to S
obtain an approximation to B for use in the next iteration. , (xi xi.), (4)

The equation for updating B is &.
where xi are a set of output variables calculated by the

B = B.+(Z.-B. _) gfl_�f g. (3) model, and xi, and are the corresponding measurement

where values and measurement uncertainties, respectively. When
x - x Z = f - f E is a minimum, the values of xi are the model best fit

0 values.

NUMEG is written flexibly so that additional In NUMEG the minimisation is done subject to
equations connecting the free variables and boundary equality constraints, which for model fitting are the model
conditions can be added by the code user via a user- equations ) i.e. we wish to rninimise 4 subject to the

defined subroutine. his allows 'free' variables to be constraints given in Equation 2 Using Lagrange's
fixed or boundary condition variables to be calculated. method of undetermined multipliers, the Lagrangian, L, is
From the user viewpoint, the free variables and boundary defined as:

condition variables may be regarded as interchangeable.
L = E + XjfJ (5)

MODEL/DATA FITTING For ease of notation, the summation convention is used

To be of practical value, a whole plant model must in the above aqd subsequent equations i.e. repeated indices

first be validated against plant measurements for a are summed over all possible values.

particular plant operating condition. Plant measurements Differentiating to find the minimum point:

are subject to uncertainties and instruments may be faulty aL = aE + af = (6)
in some cases. To enable NUMEG to be fitted to plant -ax-, -Yu-, Xi FX1
data rapidly, an automatic least squares model fitting

procedure is available within the code.' This procedure where the xi are the independent variables of the system.

enables a best fit to plant data to be achieved allowing for Hence, at the minimum point, equations (1) and 6 must

current measurement uncertainties, without performing be satisfied. Equation 4 can be used to obtain:

time consuming multiple computer runs. The model
fitting procedure uses Lagrange's method to minimise an aE = 2 Gj a G (7)
objective function, defined by JX-i d i
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Figure 2 Predicted plant operating conditions for maximum reactor output (AGR)

where G = y, - x / a.. Scaled variables are now can be used to simplify the expression to
introduced defined by: af

(8) -fi� JS, Ak' (13)2 = Xilsi _F�
where the constant scaling factors Si are chosen to make If the matrices A, B, and have elements
the scaled variables of order unity. aGi = afi S S 8

xj
Considering a small perturbation AGj away from the A = -- ,By Xi 4

present value of Gj (writing this as GJ, and using the respectively, then equations (11) and 13) can be written
definition of a total derivative, the following can be in partitioned matrix form as:
written:

aG. 4
AGj J SAkt (9) 2A TAS B _k 2ATG (14)

_Xk BS0

Therefore

Gj = Go a Gj SkAk't (10) Equation (14) is solved for Ak (and X) using a
simultaneous equation solver. The new value of x can

then be used to calculate new values of f , G and the
Combining equations 6), (7) and (10) gives: partial derivatives which can then be used in Equation 14)

G, Gj to calculate the new value of Ak etc. (although the partial
2 _JXi S A kk + G derivatives need not be updated at every iteration). This

I G 1) process continues until the absolute values of A2 and fi
+ _�Txi X = O are less than the prescribed tolerances.

Similarly OUTPUT OPTIMISATION

fi - fi. fj Sk Akk (12) A very flexible optimisation sub-program NUOPT is
_JXk available within NUMEG for calculating optimum plant

but in this case the fact that = at the solution point output or steam cycle efficiency (heat rate), subject to
current plant operational constants. Mathematically, the
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optimisation problem may be stated as maximisation of a REFERENCES
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is performed for 20-40 plant constraints of the form of Vol VI, Part 2 p1335, Ed. R W Lewis and K Morgan,
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powerful tools for plant output enhancement. Figure 2
shows an example of an optimisation surface generated for
an Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor (AGR�. The quantity
optimised is the net generated electrical power (generated -
primary coolant circulator power). In the Figure this is
plotted for different values of three important constraints
(boiler steam exit pressure POB, normafised boiler inlet
gas velocity BIGV, and reheater steam exit temperature
RHT_). The calculations show that, for the current limit
on RHT.,,,, the electrical output can be increased from 627
MW(e) to 629 MW(e) by increasing both boiler pressure
and BGIV. However, further increase in electrical
generation will require operation at reheater steam exit
temperature above current limits.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the scope and technical aspects and engineering workstations evolved rapidly as computer
of the Local Area Network Plant Analyzer Computer technology advanced and hardware costs continued to
(LANPAC) hardware and software design. This simulation decrease. During this same period a significant improvement
environment is an adaptation to a local area network (LAN) in real-time simulator modelling fidelity occurred, primarily

workstation setting of the highly advanced real-time operator as a result of te Three Mile Island accident and he
training simulator software used by Azona Public Service introduction of 32-bit super minicomputers.
Company (APS) . Over the last decade, training simulator 1,2

models have evolved to a level comparable to best-estimate Today, new achievements in simulation technology
engineering models. le paper addresses some of the state- make it possible to run engineering best-estimate codes such

of-the-art achievements in model software fidelity that allow as RETRAN, VIPR, TRAC, RELAP-5, etc. on desktop
LANPAC to compete as an engineering analysis tool. systems in very reasonable time frames (often faster than real
Examples of LANPAC simulation related to APSs SCRAM time). Ile desktop simulators are graphics-driven and

Reduction program ae presented. provide a very personal and flexible approach to

engineering simulation.

INTRODUCTION During 1992 the Electric Power Research Institute

(EPRI) and ATS jointly sponsored the development of an

During the 1970's the state-of-the-art full-scope engineering workstation simulation environment for the 1270

PWR and BWR nuclear plant training simulators ran on Mwe Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS) Unit

small, 16-bit, minicomputer systems. The range of validity of 1. The PVNGS operator training simulator software was

the training simulator models prevented the use of simulators modified to be run from a workstation-based local area

for accidents that produced unusual core power distributions network (LAN). The tee units at PVNGS r ABB-

or reactor coolant system boiling or superheat conditions. Combustion Engineering System-80 pressurized water

Using nuclear power plant training simulator software for reactors (PWRs). This engineering simulation tool is

engineering analysis was not considered acceptable as designated te Local Area Network Plant Analyzer Computer

recently as five years ago. (LANPAC). S3 Technologies developed the LANPAC

system.

In the early 1980's, nuclear plant analyzers were

developed for PWR's and B,/R's using the TRAC and APS has used LANPAC initially to perform plant

RELAP-5 engineering best-estimate thermal hydraulic codes. trip (SCRAM) reduction studies. Tse studies are designed

Ilese interactive plant analyzers were developed at national to determine the susceptibility of PVNGS to a Reactor

laboratories and were run on CRAY mainframe computers in Protection System trip signal initiated by the single failure of

close to, or even faster tan, real time. They provided good balance-of-plant (BOP) components such as electrical load

fidelity for the centers, valves, or controller features. Enhanced reliability

engineering will be dedicated to those components that are

Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) modelling, but determined to be reactor trip initiators. A few of the oher

contained little, or none, of the balance-of-plant (BOP) applications being considered for LANPAC are:

modelling. However, the ardware requirements and

execution costs prohibited wide spread adoption of these tools development ofernergency plan scenarios,

by the nuclear utility industry. evaluation of reactor safety issues,

post-trip analysis,

By the end of the 1980's, code developers began to evaluation of plant modification/design changes, and

port engineering codes to personal computers PC's) and testing of training simulator model software

UNIX-based workstations. Nuclear plant simulation on PC's modifications.
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DESCRIM ON monitoring and trending any simulation parameter,
and

The LANPAC development involved modification of access to dynamic graphic displays of 62 simulation
the full-scope simulator executive software to run under a Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams.
distributed operating system (SunOS) in a non-real-time
mode. 'Me LANPAC executive software resides in a Master The control and observation of the simulatio is
Man-Machine Interface workstation, and provides the uer- accomplished in two ways. First, the user can manipulate
specified application control, software modification, and objects, such as the status of valves or pumps, on h 62
simulation monitoring requirements. Ile Master Man- PVNGS simulation drawings using Mouse selection features.
Machine Interface is linked to, and controls, another Once an object is selected, a menu appears that prompts the
workstation which is used as a compute processor for engineer to insert or modify the characteristics of the selected
executing the simulation model software. Other user object. Second, the engineer can use the capabilities of the
workstations may be interfaced with the LANPAC simulation Interactive Symbolic Debugger (ISD) to manipulate hardware
through a communications link with te Master Man- that may not be represented on the 62 simulation diagrams.
Machine Interface workstation. Figure 2 is typical of one of the simulation diagrams and

represents te feedwater lines to one of the stcani gnerator%.

tANPAC Hardware The simulation odels include 23 odularized

Ile LANPAC simulator uses multiple RISC-based PVNGS plant subsystems along with two plant process
Sun SPARC Wkstation computers connected together computer system odels. Table 1. lists the pnt system
wilbastandardSunIANnetwork.Figure 1 is a block models and process models included.

diagram detailing how the workstations are connected. As a By using te LANPAC Software System, th ur
minimum, the system consists of the Master Man-Machine can not only display and modify any variable defined i the
Interface and the Simulation Computer workstations. Other system, but also use The graphics editor to create w
remote workstations can be utilized as engineering stations to simulation diagrams. T graphics editor akes it possible
control and display the simulation status. These remote to build system diagrams by selecting generic component
workstations on the LAN are rferred to as slave stations. icons and connecting the icons to match plant configuration.
They give the user the complete functionality of the Master After filling in the plant design data on a form associated
Mart-inachine Interface, and allow work to be done wherever with each icon, the editor produces a configuratio i ht
there is a Sun workstation. Functionally, the slave stations drives the code generators. Simulation diagrams r icaled

access the master and utilize X-Windows for transporting the as a byproduct of the process.
graphics.

A hardcopy output feature is also be provided for The LANPAC executive software tightly couples the

analysis documentation and report preparation. simulation computer execution timing with the nian-machine
interfaces. The compute workstation is synchronized with the

Master Man-machine Interface workstation at the "frame"

LANPAC Software level. When a frame is completed, the simulation computer
passes the values of changed variables to the Master Mn-

The simulator is comprised of three independent machine Interface workstation. If a save station is alive, the

software packages: master station sends an update containing only the variables
of interest to the slave.

1. the UNIX Simulator Software Support executive and The engineer can interrupt the sulatio a ny

development environment, time, from any workstation, to invoke interactive 1eatures,

2. the Instructor Station software which provides the such as:

man-machine interface and interactive control of the storing nw initial condition data blocks,

simulator, and producing hardcopy printouts,

3. the PVNGS simulator models. selecting a new graphic display,
changing a data value,

LANPAC has most of the features available on the selecting new malfunctions,

full-scope simulator, including: modifying locally remote uction-,
changing the monitored parameter list, nd/or

access of up to 60 initial condition states, backtracking the simulation lo any previous ie

selection from 350 predefined simulation point.

malfunctions, The engineer can then instruct te simulation to proceed

selection from 920 predefined simulation remote using one of the man-machine interface graphic menu
functions, commands.

backtracking the simulation,
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at each heat slab:
The LANPAC software development tools may also

be used to develop new simulation models, or modify existing convection to liquid
programming. Therefore, the engineer is re to study new subcooled and nucleate boiling
solution algorithms, incorporate future hardware or software critical beat flux
updates, etc. All modelling is performed using FORTRAN- post-CHF transition and film boiling
77 which is compatible with the Interactive Symbolic convection to gas and vapor
Debugger. condensation, including the effect, of non-

condensable gases.

SIMULATION MODEL FIDELIW The chemical reaction effects of Zirconiu ad
water at the cladding surface temperature is used to predict

Several of The LANPAC simulation models are cladding failure and hydrogen gas generation. Also, the
notable. The thennal-hydraulic behavior of the reactor effects of fuel and clad thermal expansion on the fuel pin gap
coolant system and the secondary-side of the steam generators conductance is treated.
is simulated by the Real-Time Advanced Core and Thermal-
Hydraulics (RETAC'fM) code 3. The RFTACT code was Tbe RETACT code uses techniques and correlations
specifically designed as a best-estimate code for real-time that are rigorous for the description of niulti-phase low.
simulation. The space and time behavior of the neutron flux Numerous benchmark tests ave been conducted to vrily the
in the reactor core is simulated using te one-group three- fidelity and accuracy of the code. The largest share of
dimensional nodal code named STK (Space and Time verification was performed through simulation of precisely

4 5Kinetics) hich is based on the FLARE code Both of tese controlled tests conducted in several well known test
codes have been extensively benchmarked against facilities. In addition RETACT results were compared wilh
experimental data and other best-estimate engineering codes. measurements made in power plants while uergoing 

variety of upset transients.

RFTACT The PVNGS Simulator Training Soflwarc6 w.,
subirtitted to the United States Nuclear Rcgulatory

The thermal-hydraulic behavior of the reactor core Commission for certification in March, 1991.
channels, the reactor coolant system, the pressurizer, and the
secondary side of the steam generators is simulated using
RETACT. The gneral structure and methodology of Space And Time inetics (STK)
RETACT is comparable to the codes such as TRAC and
RELAP-5. The RETACT code is based on a non-equilibrium An accurate space and time reactor neutron flux
thermal-hydraulic model. For each control volume, the behavior is necessary for PWR simulators in order to provide
model solves a set of nine conservation equations: instrumentation realism wich would not be considered

negative training. The STK model is capable of predicting:
mass of vapor,
mass of liquid, incore detector levels,
mass of non-condensible gases (hydrogen and start-up count rate,
nitrogen), excore detector responses,
energy of gas ixture (steam and non-condensible reactor period response,
gases), Xenon axial and radial azimuthal tilt conditions,
energy of liquid, accurate axial power shapes during rod withdrawal
momentum of overall mixture in conjunction with and isertion maneuvers,
the drift-flux concept, accurate reactivity feedback effects at all powers ad
concentration of radioactivity in the gas and liquid, selected burnup exposures, etc.
boron concentration, and
conservation of eneigy within fuel rods, cladding, The reactor core neutronics are imulated ith STK
steam generator tubes, and passive walls of pipes and using a three-dimensional coarse-mesh neulrOnics
vessels. methodology. Tbe STY, code calculates a rctor pwer

distribution using a one-energy group, adiabatic spacc nd
Figure 3 depicts the nodalization of te PVNGS time kinetics model. In the adiabatic approximation, a LJUiiSi-

reactor coolant system and steam generator secondary side. static space dependent function is calculated that is slowly-
'Me model consists of 29 primary coolant nodes, 12 varying in time, and is coupled with a space-independcni
secondary coolant nodes, and 34 heat slabs. The multi-node amplitude function that is rapidly varying wilh time Te
approach accurately accounts for energy transport delay, and methodology used in te code is based on the FLARE Code
multiple phase heat transfer and fluid flow. developed by General Electric for BWR simulation.

Tbe following heat transfer regimes are considered The nodal infinite multiplication factors ;lie
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recalculated at each amplitude function solution time step. emergency systems,
Ile infinite multiplication factor accounts for canges due to component cooling and lubrication systeriLs,
the specific fuel cycle data at several exposure intervals. reactor protection system,
During simulation, recalculations are made to account for all critical plant setpoints, and
moderator density changes (including voiding), Doppler the plant process computer systems that interface

temperature feedback, and soluble boron concentration. with the reactor protection and reactor control
systems.

The PVNGS model uses 150 homogeneous nodes in
X-Y-Z geometry with six axial meshes and 25 horizontal It is especially this level of BOP detail that allows
meshes. Each node considers six delayed neutron precursor the LANPAC simulator to be usable for the SCRAM
groups, local power-dependent hermodynamic temperatures, reduction analyses.
eleven fission product decay beat groups, Xenon and
Samarium poison effects, and dynamic control rod worth
effects. C.RAm R.EDUCTION ANALYSIS

The neuronic database used by STK is calculated for APS loses a minimum of ,300,000 i electric
PVNGS by the Nuclear 7Analysis section at APS using te generation revenues when a reactor trip occurs. Occasionally
Studsvik SIMULATE-3 design code. The utility also there have been reactor trips at PVNGS that occurred due to
provides the simulation modeler with a set of benchmark data failure of BOP equipment, such as a feedwater punip
to validate each cycle-specific STK model. These data controller card or an electrical malfunction. Several yars
include: reactivity coefficients and worths at various core ago APS made a commitment to the Nuclear Rcgulalory
burnup conditions, nodal power distributions both axially and Commission to develop and use LANPAC in its eort in
radially, peak powers at various power levels, and control rod reduce the number of plant trips at PVNGS.
patterns.

Over a two year period MIS engineer.% developed a
document which is referred to as the "Master Trip Haz;ird

Fidelity of Other Plant Systems Report.' This report is a compilation of' PVNGS rdware
component failures that reliability and risk assessment

A majority of the balance-of-plant systems are engineers require performance data about. The component
modelled to provide full dynarttic interaction between every failures have been catalogued using three classes:
component of the plant for normal and predefined accident
conditions. Ile level of thermal-bydraulic detail in the BOP Class 1. Single component failures that are know io
models compliments that in the reactor coolant system. positively cause a reactor SCRAM.
Thermal-hydraulic processes are included in the
fecdwater/condensate system, the turbine, the main Class 2 Single components whose failure has ot ycl hcun
condenser, and the main steam header models. determined to cause a reactor SCRAM and need

The BOP heat balances at various operating power further analysis,

levels have been benchmarked against performance Class 3 Single components whose failures have already been
calculations obtained from the PEPSe code. Ile agreement determined not to cause a reactor SCRAM.
with PVNGS data is within 3 percent of design at all of these
levels. Several hundred components, primarily rated it,

instrumentation and control as well as electrical ardware,
The following detail is included in the thermal- were identified in the Class 2 category. During the summer

hydraulic and beat transfer modelling. The first principle of 1993 LANPAC was used to study the consequences, in 
relationships and correlations include: transient scenario mode, of failing approximately 70 pnt

instrumentation and control system signal conditioning
conservation of liquid and vapor mass, components. Table 2 is a summary of [be results of' hese
conservation of liquid and vapor energy, scenarios. Approximately 17 percent of the componenis
conservation of mixture momentum, studied to date have been determined to be SCRAM initiators.
critical flow trough valves and leaks, and
normal and cavitation pump operation. Having identified which components will lead to a

reactor trip, APS will begin an accelerated program to oth
Other key BOP features are: reduce the probability of component failure and develop

alternative protection to avoid a reactor trip i the component
all control circuits that can be operated or effected should fail. Those failed components that are detennined it)
from the control room, be SCRAM initiators will require more quality control undcr
the electrical buses for every simulated component, new surveillance and replacement schedules.
the plant electrical distribution that is controllable
from te control room, The SCRAM reduction program at APS is ongoing.
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In the onths to come APS will atempt to simulate the Table .
remaining components identified in the Class 2 category In
sonic cases APS engineers ust modify the LANPAC odels Plant System Models
to simulate the correct failure echanisms. Ile LANPAC cc Component.Cooling
lools provid a user friendly environment for this endeavor. CH Containment

CR Space Time Kinetics (STK) Code
CV Chemical Volume Control

CONCLUSIONS CW Cooling Water & Circulating Towen
Eb Electrical Distribution

The state-of-the-art for simulation hardware and EG Electrical Generation
software has advanced dramatically in the last five years. FW Feedwater
Real-time power pant full-scope training simulator 1A Instrument Air
modelling today is considered adequate for engineering MC Main Condensers
analyses. EPRI, APS and S3 Technologies have developed an Ms Main Steam
engineering LAN workstation environment for PVNGS NI Nuclear Instrumentation
engineers that will provide a new level of analysis capability. RC Reactor Coolant Logics

CRD Control Rod Drive
APS is conducting an extensive set of analyses RH Residual Heat Removal

related to the single failure of obscure plant components that RP Reactor Protection
could lad to a reactor SCRAM. An aggressive program is RX Reactor Control
underway to avoid SCRAMs that could result from Si Safety Injection
components that are being identified as SCRAM initiators SW Plant Cooling Water
using LANPAC. TC Turbine Control

TH Real-Timc Advanced Core&Thernio-
hydraulics (RETA-0 Code
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Table 2 Malfunction List, Related LANPAC Idex,
and Simulation Result.

No Malfunction Name LANPAC Time to
Index Tri

I Ist Stage Steam Pres. RX04A(H) No Trip
Transmitters

2 Pressure Spray Control RX25 (H) Trip in
Valve 75 s

3 RRS Hot Leg Temperature RX05A(H) No Trip
Inputs

4 RRS Cold Leg RX06B(H) No Trip
'PIP Temperature Inputs

5 ADV Fails AS IS RX09D No Trip
6 Economizer Valve RX19A(L) Trip in

Controller Fails �100% 60 s
Power

7-I'MCED 7 Economizer Valve R_X 19A(L) Trip in
Controller Fails �25% 60 s
Power

8 Flow Transmitter for SG RX14B(L) No Trip
Line I

9 Flow Transmitter for SG I RX14A(L) No Trip

Figure 2 Feedwater Lines Piping and Instrumentation Line 2
Digram 10 SG Total Feed Flow RX15A(L) No Trip

Transmitter
11 Downcomer Valve RX20A(L) No Trip

Controller
12 FWCS SG Level RX1313(H) Trip in

Transmitte 72 s
13 SBCS Valve Controller RX12A(H) No Trip

Fails
14 FWCS Master Controller RX17A(H) Trip in

50 s
15 FWCS Master Controller RX 17A(L) Trip in

175 s
16 Dual Absolute Aarm; RX22A(H) Trip in

Pwr>15% 47 
17 Signal Su miner; Power RX33A(H) No Trip

>15%
18 Signal Buffer; Power RX33A(L) No Trip

6 2 Is <30%
sill? 19 Signal Buffer; Power RX33B(L) No Trip
4 10 16 >30%

2 9 11 20 Signal Buffer; Power RX22A(L) Trip in
1 11 <15% 223 s

21 Signal Buffer; Power RX33A(L) No Tip
1 <15%

22 1 Dynamic Compensator RX17A(L) No Trip
23 Signal Characterizer RX19A(H) Trip in

Figure 3 Reactor Coolant System Nodalization Diagram 152 
24 Signal Limiter RX20A(L) No Trip
25 Master Controller Test RX17A(L) Trip in

Rela y 175 s
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ABSTRACT to more simple representations of pipes or relief valves.
Macro structure modelling is supported by PMSP. The

Consideration is here given to the methodology deployed macros are held in a ibrary and used to configure
for non-linear heuristic analysis in the time domain particular plants which are characterised by plant specific
supported by multi-variable linear control system design data held in a Data Macro library. Best estimate data is
methods for the pruposes of operational dynamics and deployed.
control system analysis. This methodology is illustrated
by the application of structural singular value analysis to The PMSP model is run in a UNIX environment on a
Pressurised Water Reactor control system design. single or parallel processor. The information available in

the translator has been used to develop automatic mapping
INTRODUCMON algorithms. The engineer communicates with the model

through touch screens in a multi-workstation environment.
This paper is concerned to define the advanced control An advanced graphics package enables formats to be built

system design methodologies deployed by Nuclear Electric up from 'alpha-numeric information, trend charts and
p1c, UK, in support of a strategy to maximise power animated displays. Formats are held in libraries and are
output and plant availability. In order to illustrate the selected to the six available screens from a master library
methodology, a particular operational problem has been of formats. When selected they are pre-attached to PMSP
chosen which is concerned with reactor/load control variables. Model control, data and structure change can
interaction. be effected through suitably designed formats. Output

hardeopy is available from laser and colour printers.
'Me methodology deployed recognises that nuclear

plant is inherently non-linear in its behaviour and, hence, Given the state-space matrices, as a linear definition of
all design decisions must be underwritten by heuristic non- the model, multi-variable linear control theory can be
linear analysis. For this reason, elaborate plant models deployed. This is made available through the use of
are written using macro-structure modelling in the Matlab 4 and its associated tool boxes, namely control
simulation language PMSP. system, multi-variable frequency domain, robust control,

ju-synthesis and neural network. PMSP models are large,
'Me purpose of this language is to decouple the 600-4500 integrators, with heavy numerical overheads and

engineer from computing science and numerical methods hence SIMULAB, with its powerful block edit facility, is
and allow concentration on the solution of engineering used for the analysis of small plant items e.g. control
problems. 'Me language requires the plant to be defined power amplifiers.
in terms of ordinary differential equations and algebraic
equations. It provides a sort algorithm and Fortran 'Me state space and system identification tool boxes
translator. Three steady state and thirteen fixed and are available. T'hey enable plant data to be analysed and
variable step length integration algorithms are available. the latter enables the open loop transfer matrix to be
The plant model can be linearised about any steady state calculated as input to MaflabC Modern plant data
yielding the state space matrix for the purposes of linear processing systems capture large volumes of data. This
analyses. may involve some 5000 analogue variables being sampled

at intervals appropriate to their time constants. This data
A macro is defined as an equation statement has to be filtered before being used for model validation

representing a given engineering entity. This may be a and curve fitted if the time history is to be used as a
complex representation of an advanced gas cooled reactor dynamic boundary condition. Such facilities are held in
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the signal processing tool box. A number of analyses The complete calculationall environment is known 'as
require optimal solutions and, for this purpose, the the Plant Design Analyser. It is here illustrated by four
optimisation tool box is available. Special facilities are figures, and 2 which illustrate the computing
available for the generation of the thermodynamic and environment and the Plant Design Analyser desk, while
transport properties of fluids and their mixtures and for Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the supporting software
electrical systems modelling. environment. Various aspects of this facility are here

illustrated by an application of Structured Singular Value
Model documentation is a time consuming activity. u-analysis techniques from the Robust Control Tool Box

For this reason, an automatic route has been developed (see Figure 3 to the study of PWR low load robustness
which yields constants and variable dictionaries from and, in particular, the problem of reactor/load control
macro headers and algebraic equations from the Fortran interaction. The validity of this linear analysis is
source. Individual User Manuals are written on the back subsequently proven by the application of heuristic non-
of a generic structure. linear analysis in the Plant Design Analyser.

SUN SPARC 10 PROCESSORS
E] 3090

Or2 r ]F11 El r61 R7
Arcm**, ftjnft

SUN Su

wax Pin e SPARC I Law emter

El
Figure 1: Computing Hardware Environment

Figure 2 Plant Design Analyser Desk
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NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS of this plant over the load range is determined using
method SPARTAN (see Figure 3 This uses sparse

The analysis starts by writing a non-] inear PWR total matrix techniques, Schuberts update to preserve the
plant model in the simulation language PMSP. Such a sparseness of the Jacobean and L/U decomposition instead
program has been written in macro structure form and is of matrix inversion. Given the steady state, the code can
known as SIBDYM. 'Me model configuration is that of be linearised in one job step - SPARTAN ALINE - to
the simplified flow diagram of Figure 5. Here will be yield the state space matrix as input to MATLAB4 (see
found an axially distributed model representing the reactor, Figures 3 and 4, which supports the Robust Control Tool
a pressuriser, four primary pumps, four boilers, dump Box. When using SIBDYM for dynamic heuristic
system, two turbines, condenser, feed heaters, reheaters, analysis, it deploys the variable step length trapezoidal,
deaerator, feed pump system and drives. Also modelled stiff, implicit integration algorithm known as WARP2
are the protection and control systems. The steady state (Figure 3.
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SIZEWELL B LOW LOAD CONTROL SYSTEM a system. In this section a brief description of the
STUDIES structured singular value technique is presented.

Introduction The structured singular value technique for
investigating the performance and robustness

'Me Sizewell B control system topology is essentially characteristics of control systems utilises the general
a DDC (Direct Digital Control) implementation of the framework shown in Fig 6 Any linear interconnections
Bechtel's Standardised Nuclear Unit Power Plant Systems of inputs, outputs, commands, disturbances, and
(SNUPPS) design with significant enhancements' to the controllers can be readily rearranged to produce this
steam generator level ontrol system. These enhancements structure, where P is the system interconnection structure,
were the result of comprehensive design investigations A is the plant uncertainty, K is the control law, v is the
utilising the well known linear multivariable frequency vector of external inputs and disturbances, e is the vector
control system design methods, namely, the Inverse of errors, y is the vector measurements, u is the vector
Nyquist Array' and Characteristic Loci' techniques. The of inputs to the plant from the controller, z is the input
operating strategy adopted for the Sizewell B power station vector to the uncertainty block, and w is the output vector
is such that considerable reliance will be placed on the from the uncertainty block.
automatic controllers for the regulation and load
manoeuvres of the plant throughout the load range. It is,
therefore, paramount that the automatic control system
exhibits robust regulation, tracking and disturbance
rejection properties. Thus a clear need exists for the z W
assessment of the robustness of the automatic control
system in a rigorous systematic manner. It is the purpose
of the work presented in this section to illustrate, by way
of example, the analysis procedure deployed at Nuclear e
Electric to meet this need.

y U
'Me selected design example is concerned with an

instability identified in the reactor temperature control
system at low powers during the design substantiation
studies. The control system design studies are effected in
three distinct stages. 'Me first stage involves the Figure 6 General Interconnection Structure
formulation of the generalised total plant linear model
from the non-linear model, SIBDYM. The infrastructure
of the linear model is such that a wide range of controller
configurations and problems can be readily addressed in
the multi-input multi-output manner. The linear model is
used to synthesise an improved feedback control law for z W
the stabilisation of the reactor temperature control system.
In the second stage, the total plant linear model is
conveniently reformulated, and the Structured Singular
Value Technique,' deployed for the analysis of the
robustness properties of the overall control system in the e V
multivariable sense. In the final stage, the control laws
which emerge from the linear studies are incorporated in
the total plant non-linear model, and the plant subjected to Figure 7 Structure for Analysis.
a wide range of forcing functions to confirm the viability
of the improved design.

In the robust control system design context, the
The Structured Singular Value u Framework following terminology is extensively used:

Uncertainty in mathematical models used to represent Nominal Stability: To achieve nominal stability, the
the process being controlled, and uncertainty in the nominal plant model has to be stabilised by the controller
disturbance inputs poses major difficulties in control design.
system design. Robust control refers to the maintenance
of design specifications in the face of uncertainty. The Nominal Performance: In ddition to nominal
structured singular value p) is a means of assessing not stability, the nominal closed-loop response should satisfy
only the robust stability but also the robust performance of some prescribed performance criteria.
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Robust Stability: The closed-loop system must
remain stable for all possible plants as defined by the sup AG.. ( W) ) < 1 V W, (7)
uncertainty description. and, performance is robust if

Robust Per sup A G (j w) ) 1 V w, (8)
fionnance: The closed-loop system must

satisfy the performance requirement for all possible plants where L(G 0(o)) is computed in relation to the structure,
defined by the uncertainty description.

A = diag(A, A.,)), AG A (9)
Inclusion of the controller, K, with the plant, P,

transforms the structure in Fig 6 to that in Fig 7 In the CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
analysis problem, the aim is to determine whether the
error, e, meets the specified criteria for a given set of Formulation of Reduced-order Linear and Non-linear
inputs, v, and perturbation, A. The uncertainty in v, A, Models
and the performance specification, e, are normalised to ,
which requires that all weighting functions and scafings The total plant non-linear PMSP model, SIBDYM,
must be incorporated in the interconnection matrix, G. was linearised with all automatic loops closed with the
The relationship between v and e is governed by the linear exception of the loops related to load and reactor
fractional transformation: temperature. This results in a state space realisation of

248 states 3 inputs and 4 outputs. In order to reduce the
e = F.(GA)v , (1) computational burden on MATLAB, and to keep the

analysis numerically tractable, the state space realisation
where was reduced to 29 states using the balanced realisation

technique'. 'Me reduced-order linearised model was then
Fu(GA = G, G, A( - G, A)-IG12 (2) used in the construction of the load/reactor temperature

control system in the MATLAB/SIMULINK environment.
and Fig shows the resulting control system structure which

is used for the multivariable analysis.

P2: G, (3) The power generated by each of the twin turbines are
G 2 individually controlled by manipulation of the turbine

G22 governor valves. The load controller implements
Nominal performance is achieved if proportional plus integral feedback control action.

sup .(G22(jW))<1 VW' (4) The reactor temperature controller regulates the
reactor cold leg coolant temperature (tcold) by

where a(G22 j w ) is the maximum singular value of manipulating the control rods. Additionally the rate of
G22 change of the mismatch between nuclear power and

measured turbine power is suitably shaped and fed forward
If A is structured and belongs to the set to the control rods as shown. 'Me steady state

characteristics of the control system are governed by the
A = diag(A.,A2,...,Aj, integral action on told error, and the transient response of

the control system is shaped by the derivative action on
B A= AEA: tcold and the mismatch between nuclear and turbine

power.

A subset of the state space realisation used in the
then, for a complex matrix, M E C the structured formulation of the structure in Fig has been extracted to
singular value, ju,(M), is defined as construct a stand alone reactor temperature control system

(M) (Fig 9 for single-input, single-output control system
1 (6) analysis purposes.

min
(or. (A: AeA, det (I+MA =0

unless no A E A makes I+ M A singular, in which case

,U (M) =0.

In the presence of structured uncertainty, stability is
robustif
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Figure 8: Load/Reactor Temperature Control System - SIMULINK Representation.

SIZEWELL B LOAD CONTROL SYSTEM IN CONTINUOUS-TIME FORM
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Figure 9 Reactor Temperature Control System - SIMULINK Representation.

Synthesis of an Improved Reactor Temperature commensurate with the open-loop plant dynamic
Controller characteristics. Case shows the root locus of the

improved control system with appropriate modifications to
Simulations performed at 10% load using the total the proportional plus integral feedback control law. It can

plant model, SIBDYM in the plant design analyser are be inferred that the improved pole zero placement enables
presented in Fig 10. Case A exemplifies the existence of the use of relatively high gains yielding tight, stable,
a divergent instability. The reactor and load control closed- loop control system dynamic characteristics. The
system responses to a 3 step change in the load corresponding Nyquist contours for the nominal and
controller set point are shown. Exploratory simulations improved control systems are shown in Fig 12. Case in
with various controller configurations indicated that the Fig 10 shows the plant non-linear responses due to
instability is associated with the reactor temperature implementation of the stabilised reactor temperature
control system. The root locus of the reactor temperature control systems. It is evident that the overall control
control system is shown in Fig I . Clearly, the pole-zero system exhibits excellent transient and settling
placement in the feed back control law synthesis is not characteristics.
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Robustness Analysis performance weight on the outputs, turbine power and
tcold.

Fig 13 shows the closed-loop interconnection structure
for the reactor temperature/load control system. Fig 14 The uncertainty weight, W., assumes the form
shows the corresponding block diagram structure for Wa(s): = w.(s)I,, where
checking robust performance. Perturbation matrix 2 s 02
leads to the robust performance test using the structured pi. s = 2 (10)
singular value, it. 'Me nominal plant model, P, consists ( s 2 )
of 3 inputs and 4 outputs. K is the feedback controller. This uncertainty weight indicates that, at low
W. is multiplicative uncertainty weight at the plant inputs, frequencies, there is potentially 20% modelling error on
governor valves and control rods, and W, is the the actuators increasing up to 200% at high frequencies as

shown in Fig 15.

z W
d

------ ------------------------------------------------------------

mu cative Perfomance
uncertainty weight

weight Plant

P eWP

Controller

K
G:--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 13: Closed-loop Interconnection for the Load/Reactor Temperature Control System.

e d
perfor-c's disturbance

z W
multiplicative multiplicative

uncertainty uncertainty

Figure 14: Structure for Checking Robust Performance.
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The performance weight, W, assumes the form robust performance and stability characteristics has been
Wp(s):=w,(s)l,, where facilitated by the use of the total plant non-linear model,

s+O. 025 SIBDYM, in the Plant Design Analyser environment. A
W, (S = 0 . 5 (I 1) wide range of forcing functions and disturbances are

applied to the control system, and adjustments made to the
This performance weighting function implies that control-laws which emerge from the linear analysis. Thus,

integral action is required for rejection of disturbances at the feed-back control-law synthesis is essentially an
the outputs. Mus as shown in Fig 16 at zero frequency, iterative process between the linear robust control system
I/wp=O, and at high frequencies disturbance amplification design process and non-linear simulations. It is of course
up to a factor of 2 is allowed. possible to adopt a more systernmatic approach such as

combining the structured singular value analysis with H_
Fig 17 shows a(G22(jcj)), 1A(G,,(jw)), and optimisation 7todesignthemultivariablecontroller. While

ji(;(jw )or the closed loop system with the this approach has the advantage of seemingly being able to
improvements to the reactor temperature control system. guarantee levels of robust stability and performance, the
It is evident that the stability and performance of the control-laws which emerge from this approach are not only
control system is robust for the given uncertainty complex but of high order. Implementation of such
description and performance criteria. The achievement of controllers is not a viable proposition at the present time.

2
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Figure 15: Multiplicative Uncertainty
I Weighting Function, w.
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Figure 16: Inverse of Performance
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ABSTRACT rigorous evaluation, the technology source was detennined to be
the U.S. General Physics International, INC. A task force was

Recognizing the demand and potential market of simulators in set up for this project with 21 members drafted from three
various industries, a special projet for real time simulation domestic organizations.
technology transfer was initiated in Taiwan in 1991. In this
technology transfer program, the most advanced real-time In this technology transfer program, the most advanced real-
dynamic modules for nuclear power simulation were introduced. time dynamic modules for nuclear power simulation were
Those modules can be divided into two categories; one is introduced I Those modules can generally be divided into two
modeling related to catch dynamic response of each system, and categories- one is modeling related to catch dynamic responses of
the other is computer related to provide special real time each system, and the other is computer related provide special
computing environment and man-machine interface. The modeling real time computation environment and associated man-machine
related modules consist of the thermodynamic module, the three- interface. The modeling related modules consist of a real-time
dimensional core neutronics module and the advanced balance of thermal-hydraulic module(THEATRe), a three-dimensional core
plant module. neutronics module(CONcERT) and a set of advanced balance-of-

plant modules(BOP). As for the computer related, it mainly
As planned in the projet, the technology transfer team should consists of a module to control the real-time

build a compact simulator for the Masnshan power plant before envirorunent(READS) a module to facilitate man-machine
the end of the projet to demonstrate the success of the technology interface(IES) and a mdule to help engineers automatically
transfer program. Te compact simulator was designed to generate required FORTRAN program(MAGIC). The
support the training from the regular full scope simulator which relationships between modules are illustrated in Figure 1 As
was already equipped in the Maanshan plant. The feature of this planned in the project, the technology transfer team should build a
compact simulator focused on providing know-why training by compact simulator for the Maanshan nuclear power plant before
the enhanced graphic display. The potential users were identified the end of the project to demonstrate the success of the technology
as senior operators, instructors and nuclear engineers. Total about transfer. The design of this compact simulators focused on
13 important systems were covered in the scope of the compact providing comprehensive dynamic information for know-why
simulator, and multi-graphic displays from three color monitors training by the enhanced grapic display. As a technology vehicle,
mou nted on the IO feet compact pannel were facilated to help the all import simulation skills and softwares from the source
user visualize detailed phenomena under scenarios of interest. company were involved in building this compact simulator.

INTRODUCTION INVOLVED REAL-TIME SIMULATION TECHNIQUES

Real-time simulation technique is a special modem skill hich Generally speaking, two kinds of techniques were transfered
can be used to simulate and analyze systems of interest for from U.S. General physics International(GPI); one is modeling
particular purpose. Simuators can facilitate associate users to related to catch dynamic response of each system, and the other is
grasp the features of involved systems and therefore the target computer related to provide special real time computation
system can be manipulated or even designed in a better manner. environment and man-machine interface. The modeling related
Recognizing the demand and potential market of simulators in modules consist of an advanced thermodynamic module, a three-
various industries, a project for real time simulation technology dimensional core neutronics module and the advanced balance-of-
transfer was initated in Taiwan in 1991. This project was plant modules. In this paper, modeling related modules will be
scheduled for two years and started from July 1991. After the focus to address.
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Thermal Hydraulic Engineering Analysis Tool in Real two-phase heat exchangers, full rang steam table(generated from
Time (THEATRe) the 1984 NBS/NRC steam table program) and subroutines for
GPI developed the TEATRe code to simulate a wide range control and logic. The two-phase tank model was developed to

application of both PWRs and BWRs, which includes the reactor deal with non-homogeneous and non-equilibrium situation. This is
coolant system, pressurizer, steam generators, recirculation loops done by defining two control volumes; one for the gas phase and
and reactor core. The models are based upon first principles one for the liquid phase. Mass and energy transfers between two

similar to the RELAP5/MOD33 with one major exception, which control volumes are accomplished by condensation and/or
is the adoption of the mixture momentum conservation plus the flashing flow. Each phase can be saturated, superheated or

drift flux model to smulate phase slip phenomenal The subcooled. The heat exchanger model including a metal
important features of THEATRe include: complete thermal temperature calculation, provides condensationJvaporization at
nonequilibrium between liquid and gas, unequal phasic velocity the shell side and covers low/no flow conditions. The two-phase
including flow in opposite direction, nodal momentum approach tank model can be used to calculate the shell side temperature for
in flow and pressure calculations, and the two-step solution the heat exchanger model.
method plus semi-implicit numerical scheme.

The G-Flow package is designed for a single-phase flow and
The fundannental governing equations adopted in TH EATRe pressure networking system. It is typically used for the

include two continuities, two energy conservations for each phase, condensate and feedwater, cooling water, safety injection and
and one mixture momentum equation along with a drift flux other systems involving incompressible working fluid. The G-
model. The continuity and energy equations can be used to solve flow can automatically generate simulation program source codes,
four independent variables of each node. Nodal independent database variable and flow/pressure network diagram. Te
variables are nodal pressure, void fraction, liquid and vapor multinode containment model is built based upon first principles
internal energies. To complete the calculation of local phasic of physics. This model can be applied to different types of
velocities, the mixture momentum equation together with a drift containments which include PWR dry containment, annular
flux orrelation were used. To close governing equations, containment and pressure suppression containments. Mass and
additional relationships are required to provide closure energy balance of water, steam and non-condensibles are
relationships. Constitutive correlations are used to compute accurately modeled to simulate various transient thermodynamic
interfacial heat/mass transfer, wall heat transfer, wall energy effects.
dissipation and wall friction. Drift flux correlations (mainly from

Ishii5) are used to calculate phasic velocities. Furthermore, state DESIGN FEATURES OF THE MAANSHAN COMPACT
equnations and steam table are used to compute dependent SIMULATOR
thermodynamic variables.

As mentioned previously, the Mannshan compact
Core Neutronics Engineering in Real Time (CONcERT) simulator(MCS) was designated as a vehicle for technology

The advanced CONcERT code analyzes light water reactor transfer. It contained the information for simulator software and
core neutronics in detailed three dimension in real-time. The hardware design, development schedule, simulator perfon-nance,
advancement comes from more rigorous modeling Nvith ore testing and documentation. With enhanced graphic display from
spatial detail using advanced numerical techniques. The three 19" color monitor mounted on the panel, the design
neutronics solution is based on solving the time-dependent tv;o- objectives of the MCS were to improve the operator's and

group neutron diffusion equations.6 With reasonable accuracy, engineer's knowledge of basic principles of major technical
the real-time calculation can be achived by using space-time diciplines, particulary focused upon accident phenomena and
factorization and a modified coarse mesh finite difference plant operation procedure study. Without the identity to the
approximation. In the factorization approach, to minimize the panels in the control room, the potential users of the MCS were
required calculation time the neutron shape fnction will be limited as senior operators, instructors and nuclear 'engineers.
calculated in a frequency which is slower than that of the neutron Hopefully, with the assistance of compact simulator the operator
amplitude function calculation. Generally, reactivity and neutron will be more confidently prepared to deal with any incidents in a
arnplitide is calculated several times per second as te same way that minimizes consequences and to protect public health and
frequency as the updating of the fiiel and moderator properties. safety. Besides, it also have te flexibility and reusability of the

panel instruments and simulation software models, to modify the
CONcERT is able to calculate a Aride variety of reactivity scope of the simulator with or without the physical plant specific

transients. This includes those initiated by (1) thennal-hydraulic panels.
transients in the NSSS 2 local control rod movements, 3)
soluble boron charges, and 4) xenon transients. Hence, te code Similar as other simulators, the control panel of the MCS
can be used to simulate startup and normal operation, anticipated was equipped with lights, meters annunciatiors and switchs to
operational occurrences and design-basis accidents. monitor and communicate with simulation load. The following

panel instruments will be provided and installed on the control
Advanced Balance-of-Plant Modules (BOP) panel of the MCS: (1) fifty meters for parameter displays, 2) one
The fundamental BOP software package includes subroutines, hundred control modules to access important equipments of the

G-Flow and Containment model. The subroutines consist of single plant, 3) sixty annunciators to alarm particular conditions being
and two-phase tanks (equilibrium and nonequilibrium), single and reached, and 4) three 19" CRT installed on the vertical portion of
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the control panel along ith the meters. The picture of the MCS is plant,
shown in Figure 2 With the enhanced graphic displays, the (3) it can help users to grasp features of important nclear events
simulated systesm can be much more transparent to the operators. and to study measures of plant operation procedures, and
Detailed picture of individual systems can be brought up at the (4) utilizing the feature of Mosaic type panel, one can easily re-
same time on the multiple screens to receive more infon-nation. arrange the panel layout for particular simulation of interest, such
For instance, one can bring up the pictures of the nuclear steam as mid-loop operation which mainly involves NSSS and RHR.
supply system(NSSS) and reactor core. 

Althogh the simulation technique from GPI is one of the
In the picture of the NSSS, as shown in Figure 3 all most advanced, several important skills still have the room to be

important plant parameters were dynamically displayed. Other further improved, which involve:
than the dynarnic display of parameters, the color of the NSSS (1) owing to the constant time step limitation in real-time
also can dynamically change to reflect the current situation. For calculation, the explicitly coupling parameter between hydraulic
instance, when the energy being accumulated inside the reactor volume and heat transfer slabs had better be wall temperatures
coolant system(RCS), the color of the RCS Nvill become redder instead of wall heat flux to avoid the potential violation of the
to reflect the temperature ascendance. Besides, te color of blue material Courant limit under drastic conditions,
series also can be cosen to reflect the change and distribution of (2) since the node size generally is larger in the real-time thermal
the water inventory. In the picture of the reactor core, the radial hydraulic calculation, the junction properties originally
and axial power distribution of each fuel bundle can be observed determined by the donor cell scheme had better be further
through the graphic color display. One also can monitor control modified,
rod position in each fuel bunddle. Moreover, the dynamic change (3) because of the importance of the main steam calculation, it is
of reactivity and Xe worth also can be monitored on this picture. worthy to use nodal momentum approach to develop standard
In addition to the dynamic display of parameters, trendings of main steam module, and
each important parameters also can be observed through other (4) considering the neutronics calculation, currently the thermal
pictures, as shown in Figure 4 One can totally trend 40 neutron flux at node boundany is assumed to be zero. To improve
parameters at one time, and the scale of each one can be on-line the flexibility, it is worthy to take into account the thermal
assigned as proper. Moreover, system signal diagnosis can be neutron diffusion between nodes.
easily perfon-ned. For example, under a scenario of interest once
reactor protection or safety actuation system was activated, the REFERENCE
root cause or signal can be easily identified in -the associated
pictures. L "Technical Handbook", GPI-THB-3430-1.1, General hysics

International, Columbia, Maryland(1992).
To interactively communicate with the simulation load, one

can access important components through the switchs on t 2. "Functional Design Specification for the Maanshan
panel. However, oing to the limited number of switches(100), Comapct Simulator", Institute for Information Industry, Taipei,
it is necessary to make use of the graphic pictures of individual Taiwan(1992).
system to access other components which can not be controlled
throgh the panel switchs. Actually, in design one can 3. K.E. CALSON, et al, 'RELAP5/MOD3 Code Manual,"
communicate with the simulation load solely through pictures on NUREGICR-5535(1990).
the screens while bypass the whole control panel.

4. H. LEIN, et al, "Theory Manual for Thermal Hydraulic
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS Engineering Analysis Tool in Real-Time," GPI-TH-THEM-1.0,

General Physics International, Columbia, Maryland(1993).
Throught the period of two year, which encompressed the

intensive traning courses(half year) and the following on job 5. M. ISHII, "One-Dimensional Drift-Flux Model and
practice in developing the MCS(on.e and half years), real time Constitute Equations for Relative Motion between Phases in
simulation technique has been successfully transfered into Various Two-Phase Flow Regime," ANL-77-47(1977).
Taiwan. After thorough study and practice, GPI's master
prouducts and associated simulation techniques were highly 6. heory Manual for Core Neutronics Engineering in Real
appreciated by all the team members. With the advanced T�ne� " GPI-TM-3425 General Physics International, Columbia,
simulation techniques, local acation, maintance and Maryland(I 99 1).�
modification of different kind of simulator are achievable

Considering the features of the MCS, followoing statements
can be concluded 
(1) with the user-friendly operation procedure, stand-alone
operation of this simulator by one experienced user is
achieveable,
2) with the modem graphic man-machine interface technique, it
can provide complete dynamic information of the nuclear power
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Figure 1. Relationship between Simulation Modules

Figure 2. Picture of the Maanshan Compact Simulator
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Figure 3 Display Diagram of the NSSS
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Figure 4 Display Diagram of Parameter Trendings
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ABSTRACT The neutronic solution is based on solving the time de-
pendent, modified two-group diffusion equations whereas the

The Maaashan compact simulator has adopted a three di- population of delay neutrons is calculated from the decay of
mensional kinetic model CNcERT, which was developed by the six-group delayed neutron precursors. The space domain
GP International Inc. (GPI) in 1991 for real-time neutronic and the time domain of the neutron fluxes are first separated
analysis. by the space-time factorization method. In the space domain,

a modified coarse mesh finite difference approximation is ap-
Maanshan Nuclear Power Plant utilizes a Westinghouse nu- plied for the fast neutron group and a modified asymptotic
clear steam supply system with three-loop pressurized water assumption is used for thermal neutron group. In the time
reactor. There are 157 fuel assemblies and 52 full-length Rod domain, fast neutron flux and thermal neutron flux are in-
Cluster Control Assemblies in the reactor core. The control tegrated together. Borresen's approximation is used in the
of excess reactivity and power peaking is provided by soluble treatment of interface neutron currents between two neigh-
boron in moderator and burnable absorber rods in fuel as- bouring nodes and the node average fluxes expressed in terms
semblies. of the node center fluxes in this node and surrounding nodes 3 

The neutronic model of CONcERT is based on solving a mod- Maanshan Nuclear Power Station (MNPS) utilizes a West-
ified time-dependent two-group diffusion equations coupled inghouse nuclear steam supply system wth three-loop pres-
to the equations of six-group delayed neutron precursor con- surized water reactor. There are 157 fuel assemblies consist-
centrations. ing of once-burn, twice-burn and fresh fuels. The 52 full-

length Rod Cluster Control Assemblies (RCCA) are divided
The validation of CO NcERT for the Maanshan plant is seper- into four control banks and four shutdown banks. Each of
ated into two groups. The first group compared (1) boron the 52 RCCAs has 228 steps in axial direction, with step 
endpoints for different control bank inserted conditions, 2) representing that the RCCA is fully inserted and step 228
control rod differential and integral worths and 3) temper- representing that the RCCA is fully withdrawn. Only the
ature coefficients with the measurements in the Low Power four RCCAs of the control bank D near the core boundary
Physical Test �LPPT). The second group compared critical are used at high power manipulation.
boron concentration and power distribution in high power
condition with the measurements. In addition, xenon and In the odelling of CNcERT, as each of the 157 fuel
samarium equilibrium worths at different power levels as well assemblies represents a node in a radial plane and divides in-
as the time dependent changes of their worth after the reac- to 12 plans in axial direction, there are in total 1884 nodes
tor scram are illustrated. for the reactor core. In order to meet the real-time require-

ment, the node number is at least 4 times less than that of
I. GENERAL DESCRITION the reload core design code currently used in Taiwan, and the

reflector treatment is simplified with an albedo-like reflection
CONcERT is a computer code developed by GP Inter- ratio at the core boundary. Neutron cross-sections and nu-

national Inc. to simulate the nucleax reactor neutronic be- clear parameters are generated by the core management code
havior in real-time. Validation of the CNcERT neutronic package CASMO-3' and SIMULATE-3'. Design data as well
model for the boiling water reactor (BWR) simulator has al- as plant measurements in the beginning of the sixth cycle of
ready been reported before'. CNcERT is coupled with the MNPS unit are used as te reference in the benchmarks.
thermal hydraulic code THEATRe 2 to complete the reactor
core model in the compact simulator.
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II. RESULT and DISCUSSION pcm) is much less than these two. From this result and

the discussion in item 2 the measured rod worth of
Benchmark results are mainly divided into two group- control bank needs a further investigation since the

s. The first group includes tests in LPPT, and the second measured boron worth of bank is also questionable.
group includes results at te high power condition. In ad-
dition, xenon and samarium worths at different power levels 4. Temperature Coefficient - The temperature coefficients
and their buildup after reactor scram are illustrated. Finally, include Doppler Coefficient (DTC) and Moderator Tem-
the decay power ratio after shutdown is demonstrated as well. perature Coefficient (MTC). Te values of DTC for

CONcERT and design data are 1.736 pcm/'F and
A. Results in LPPT - 1830 pcm/'F respectively. For TC, CONcERT and

plant measurement give 0.252 pcm/'F and 2.122
The LPPT benchmarks are performed in the beginning pcni/0F respectively. The calculation result of MTC

of the cycle at reactor startup. does not close to measurement, but it still shows the
characteristic of positive feedback in the beginning of a

1. Boron Endpoints - Table shows the differences of cycle where the concentration of soluble boron is high
boron endpoints between calculation and plant data for enough.
different control bank insertions. The differences are
within 28.5 ppm (or 25%). In this table, ARO repre- B. Results in High Power Condition
sets that all the control banks are out of core, whereas
CD, CC, CB and CA mean control bank D C B and The plant measurement of MNPS unit at 900 on
A respectively. Also, "in" stands for fully inserted". Feb.28, 1991 is used as the reference in the following item
From the consistency of the differences, if an offset of 1 2 and 3 The reactor is in the sixth cycle with burnup
28 ppm were used, all boron endpoints i low power at 219 MWD/MTU. Its thermal power is at 99.6% and only
calculation would show a fairly good agreement with control bank D is inserted to step 202. The reactor is under
differences within 1 ppm between the calculation and a nearly Hot ull Power(HFP) and ARO condition.
the plant data.

1. Power Distribution - Te power distribution from cal-
2. Boron Worth - The boron worths shown i Table 2 culation is compaxed with that from measurement in

are varied from 9.34 pcrn/ppm for CNcERT Nfer- both radial and axial directions. From Figure 11, the
sus 9.42 pcm/ppm for design at ARO condition to assembly power differences at core boundary are rela-
-9.49 pcm/ppm versus 9.54 pcm/ppm at all banks, tively larger than those in interior core. Tis may be
66 in" condition. The plant data are calculated from di- caused by the low assembly power at core periphery
viding control bank worth by the corresponding boron and the model of albedo calculation. The maximun de-
decrement in boron endpoints measurement. In this viation, about 12%, occurred at a low power peripheral
table, the plant data for control bank D and B are de- assembly. From the map of power difference, the power
viated a lot from design data. If the design boron worth of twice-burn fuel assembly seems to be underestimat-
of bank B were used to multiply the decrement of boron ed in comparison with surrounding assemblies, and the
in calculating the rod worth of control bank B, the rod power of fresh fuel assembly seems to be overestimat-
worth would be closer to the result of CNcERT. Sim- ed. This might be the result from neglecting thermal
ilax situations also happened to control bank D. From neutron current at the node interface in the thermal
this result and the tendency of plant data in the table, neutron group. The maximun deviation in the axial
it is the boron worth of control bank B of plant data direction is even lower - about 5%. The Root Mean
seems most questionable. Square (R.M.S.) errors of power distribution in both

3. Control Bank Worth - As shown in Figure I to Fig- radial and axial directions, 5517% and 1631%, seems

ure 10, the comparisons of control bank worths between acceptable.
calculation and plant measurements illustrate the dif- 2. Critical Boron Concentration - The critical boron con-
ferences of differential and integral worths for the indi- centration (CB) in the coolant of reactor core is 1032.5
vidual control bank as well as for the overlaping con- ppm for CNcERT versus 1029 ppm for measurement.
trol bank mode. These comparisons demonstrate the The difference is 034%.

capability of the code in rod worth calculation. The 3. Axial Offset - The xial offset(A.0.) is the percentage
only significant difference happened as control bank B of the power difference of the top and bottom halves of
inserted to the lower part of core. It seems that the dif- the core divided by the total power. It is +1.169/o for
ferential rod worth of bank B calculated by CNcERT CONcERT versus 1.672% for measurement.
is overestimated in this part, and the differences axe
accumulated in integral rod worth. The worth of bank' 4. Moderator Temperature Coefficient - The MTC for
B of CNcERT 1591 pcm) is closed to that of design CONcERT is 10.446 pcm/'F versus 9.15 pcm/'F
value 1653 pcm) while the plant measurement 1227 for design data. As the moderator temperature may
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not vary so much as fuel temperature does, the effect In proceeding of the 1992 SCS Eastern Simulation Mul-
of reactivity induced by the difference of MTC is small. tiConference on the International Simulators Confer-

C. Xenon and Samarium Worths ence (Orlando, Florida, Apr. 69). Simulators IX 195-
199. 1992)

The equilibrium xenon and samarium worths at differ- 4. M. EDENIUS, A. AHLIN, and B. FORSSEN, 'CASMO-
ent power levels are shown in Table 3 and 4 respectively, there 3 A Fuel Assembly Burnup Program User's Manual,'
are significant discrepancies for equilibrium xenon worths at Studsvik/NFA-88/48, Studsvik of America (September,
different power levels between calculation and design values. 1988).
These discrepancies are getting smaller as core power gets
lower. They implies that the calculation of xenon distribu- 5. K. S. SMITH, J. A. UMBARGER, and D. M. VER
tion and thus the flux distribution needs further inspection. PLANCK, SIMULATE-3: Advanced Three-Dimensional

Two-Group Reactor Analysis Code User's Manual," -

The xenon and samarium worths due to their buildup tudsvik/ SOA-88/1, Studsvik of America (March, 1988).
following the shutdown from full power steady state oper-
ation are shown in Figure 12 and 13. From Figure 12, the

results of the maximum worth and the peaking time of xenon Fig 1. Differential Rod Worth of Control Bank D
are about the same for CNcERT and the design data. The
two curves are close to each other in comparison. The CON-

4.00 --
cERT results for samarium buildup are always smaller than DIFFERENTIAL ROD WORTH OF CONTROL BNK-D

the design data in Figure 13. Further inspection is necessary E-

for samarium concentration. COMM D&TA,
PLAM DATA

3.00 -

D. Decay Power Ratio After Shutdown

CONcERT uses an 11-group decay heat model in cal- 2.00 0
culating fission product decay power. The ratio of decay
power to reactor power is compared to the data from ANS-

Z5.1/NI8.6, and the result of CNCERT is slightly underesti-
mated as shown in Figure 14. 1.00 

111. CONCLUSION

i5 .01.(OAlthough there are several items show deviation in this 0.00 ;�0.6 00.00
CONTROL ROD POSITION OF BANK-D (STEP)

benchmark, but only few of them are significant, and these
discrepancies are quite acceptable or reasonable for a simula-
tor. The results demonstrate that CNCERT is an adequate

neutronic model used in MNPS real time simulation. Howev- Fig 2 Differential Rod Worth of Control Bank C
er, further works in the dynamic behavior of transient tests
will be needed to solidify the validation of this code. 6.00 7

DIFFERENTIAL ROD WORTH OF CONTROL BANK-C
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Fig 3. Differential Rod Worth of Control Bank B Fig 6. Integral Rod Worth of Control Bank C
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Fig 9 Differential Rod Worth of Overlap Mode Fig 12. Xenon Buildup After Scram
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Table 1. Hot Zero Power Boron Endpoint

Boron Endpoint(ppm) Di
Configuration CONcERT Plant ppm %

ARO 1524.5 1497.5 27.0 1.80
CD in 1481.0 1453.3 27.7 1.90

CD+CC in 1394.8 1366.7 28.1 2.06
CD+CC+CB in 1226.7 1198.2 28 2.38

JCD CC+CB+CAini 1133.1 1105.5 27.6 12.50

Table 2 Hot Zero Power Boron Worth

Boron Worth(pcm/ppm)
Configuration CONcERT Design Plant

ARO -9.34 -9.42 -
CDin -9.36 -9.42 -8.70

CD+CC in -9.39 -9.40 -9.03
CD+CC+CBin -9. -9.41 -

CD+CC+CB+CAin -9.49 -9.5

Table 3 Equ ilibrium Xenon Worth at Different Power Levels

Equilibrium Xe Worth(pcm) Difference
-Power(O/l CNcERT Design pcm %

100 2581 2818 -237 -8.4
75 2442 2646 -204 -7.7
50 2207 2359 -152 -6.4
25 1719 1787 -68 -3.8
O 0 0 0 0

Table 4 Equilibrium Samarium Worth at Different Power Levels

Equilibrium Sm WorthWm) Difference
-Power(o/) COWERT Design pern %

100 573 588 -15 -2.6
75 574 583 -9 -1.5
50 574 592 -8 -1.4
25 574 621 47 7.6
0 951 961 -10 -1.0
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ABSTRACT estimated system responses and the cause-and-effect
'Me Maanshan compact simulator was built during the real-time relationships.
simulation technology transfer project from June 1991 to May
1993 to demonstrate the success of associated technology The verification produced from the Maanshan compact
transfer. In building this simulator, master products from GP simulator project includes some important transients, such as
Inernational, Inc.(GPI) are used. Currently, the associate software complete loss of main feedwater, fiill power turbine trip, net load
packages developed by GPI have been demonstrated on the trip, and large load reduction. Only the key parameters of every
Maanshan compact smulator - the first simulator ever adopting transient are shown to reduce the volume of this paper. Apart
afl GPI's master products. This paper demonstrates the excellent from the verification results, an overview of the simulator system
simulation capacity of the Mann han compact simulator in the and models, and the verification approach are also presented in
characteristic operational transients which have been recorded in this paper.
the Maanshan plant, such as complete loss of ain feedwater,
turbine trip, net load trip, and large load reduction. The BASIC DESIGN OF THE MAANSHAN COMPACT
verification results presented in this paper conclude the simulation SIMULATOR
package from GPI is one of the best in the world, which can 'Me Maanshan compact simulator basically comprises a
perform best-estimate calculation in simulating the whole plant in control panel of 10 feet in width, an instructor station(SGI
real time. 4D/25), an engineering work station(SGI 4D/25), and a host

computer(SGI 4D/340). The associated configuration is shown in
INTRODUCTION Figure 1. In addition to providing fifty meters, one hundred digital

The Maanshan compact simulator was built during the real- input/logical output, and fifty alarm windows, the control panel
time simulation technology transfer project from June 1991 to also provides three 19" color monitors(driven by three SGI
May 1993 to demonstrate the success of associated technology 4D/25) to display plant response. 'Me enhanced graphic display
transfer. It was designed to support the training from full-scope can clarify the complex theories and relationships involved in the
simulator of the Maanshan plant. 'Me features of this copmact process of the Maanshan plant. Since this compact simulator is
simulator are focused on providing know-why training by the not a replica simulator, the users also can monitor and operate the
enhanced graphic display and parameter trends. Therefore, senior plant from these three terminals.
operators, instructors, and engineers are identified as the potential
users. The simulation scope which covers all main systems and most

auxiliary systems includes three parts: (1) primary thermal

In building this simulator, master products from GP hydraulic system, including reactor coolant system(RCS) and
international, Inc.(GP[) are used. The included master products steam generators system(S/G) 2 core neutronics system, and
are the thermal hydraulic sulation code(THEATRe),l core (3) BOP systems comprising 12 systems and 3 drivers Table 1).

The simulation models are designed to simulate not only the fiiII
neutronics simulation code(CONcERT) � and advanced range of operation in real time, from cold shutdown to hot full
modules for balance of plant(BOP).3 These codes were power, but also accidents and system malfunctions. This compact
developed in mid-1990. Currently, the associate software simulator is also a reusable simulator. It can be easily changed to
packages developed by GPI have been demonstrated on the a part task trainer to run id loop condition just by rearranging
Mann ban compact simulator - the first simulator ever adopting the mosaic type panel and reloading another simulation load.
all GPI's master products. Since the whole simulation models
were newly developed with such an excellent real-time physics-
based methodology, this compact simulator can provide the best-
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Table I BOP systems and drivers

Feedwater System Main Steam System
Cbemical and Volume Control System Safety Injection System
Residual Heat Removal System Service Water System
Containment System Reactor Control System
Reactor Protection System Reactor Coolant Logics System
Turbine Control System Nuclear Instrumentation System
Rod Drive Driver Electrical Distribution Driver
Radiation Monitor Driver

COMPACT SIMULATOR PANEL.......................................................

PRINTER

FE] z�7I Y0
SGI 0125 INSTRUCTOR

STATION

G1400

SIMULATOR COMPUTER

ETHERNET
SGI 40/340

FOUR PROCESSORS 380 MS MD 15 MB
TAPE aACKUP

700 M HD 16MB RAM ENGINEERING

WORK STATION

SGI 4/25

16MB RAM

SYSTEM CONSOLE %�J I

150 MB TAPE 11ACKUP 3w M HD

Fig.1 Computer system configuration.

-- M-ML.

Fig.2 THEATRe nodalization.
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SIMULATION MODELS
THEATRe Code Model The fundamental model of In this paper, four transients are selected to verify the
RELAP5/MOD3 including field equations, state equations, performance of the Maanshan compact simulator, including

Complete loss of main feedwater, turbine trip, net load trip, and
and constitutive equations, were adopted in the THEATRe code large load reduction. The following are the brief descriptions of
.1,5 One ixture momentum equation with drift flux model is these transients.
selected to replace two momentum equations in RELAP5 model.
In addition to classic governing equations, conservation of non- Complete Loss of Main Feedwakr The event resulted from
condensible gas mass is also incorporated as an field equation. the simultaneous losure of three feedwater isolation valves while
The adopted RELAP5 correlations comprise a comprehensive set the reactor was operated at ffill power. Due to loss of feedwater,
of flow regime maps, interfacial heat transfer, wall friction, and the water level of S/G decreases continuously. When once S/G
wall heat transfer. In order to meet real time constraints, some low-low level signal is actuated, the reactor will be scrammed and
specific substantial methods are adopted in THEATRe. These the turbine will be tripped automatically. The heat will be
methods are scheme for searching water properties( generated by continuously removed through the steam dump to the condensers.
the 1984 NBS/NRC tearn table program), efficient sparse matrix After turbine trip, because the energy added to the S/G from the
solver, and two-step semi-implict or nearly-implict solution RCS is larger than the dump capacity, the pressure of the main
method originated from RELAP5. Stearn system will increase continuously until it reaches the

setPoint Of S/G Pwer operated relief valves(PORVs).
CONcERT Code Model 'Me basic neutronics model is a set Eventually, the RCS will be driven to hot standby condiiton.
of difflusion equations for two energy groups. The flux solution
can be factorized into the product of an arnplitude function and a Full Power Turbine Trill This test was initiated from closing
shape function?,6 In the time domain, the amplitudes of one the turbine stop valves quickly. The reactor would be scrammed
prompt and six delayed neutron groups are calculated. In the soon after the turbine trip. At about 20 seconds, the feedwater
space domain, 3-D flux distribution is solved by using improved isolation valves are closed immediately once when the signal of
quasi-static method with Borresen's approximation for the fast low average temperature(Tavg) is ativated. Minutes later, the
neutron and asymptotic assumption for the thermal neutron. To RCS will be driven to hot standby condition.
allow time steps in the time marching for a large number of nodal
calculation, the implicit method is eployed. To save the Net Load Trip The purpose of this test is to reduce the
calculation time for the reflector, albedo-like quantities are reactor power following the load reduced rapidly to the house
adopted to account for fast neutron thermalization. Besides, the load only by automatic control systems. The major control
two group neutron data are fitted into polynomials with all systems involved in the transient are rod control system, steam
important operating parameters to meet the real time constraints. dump control system, pressurizer pressure and level control

system, and feedwater control system. During the process of net
BOP Models From modeling point of view, there are three load trip, none of reactor scrwn, turbine trip, and the opening of
categories for BOP models: G Flow, subroutines, and the pressurizer safety valves and the S/G PORVs are actuated.

containment model.3 G -Flow is a graphic software package to Laree Load Reduction This transient is similar to large load
generate simulation source codes for an incompressible reduction, but the load is reduced rapidly only to 50%.
flow/pressure network system. It also can be applied to main
Stearn flow system by additionally considering the density change RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
rate. In subroutines, there are four categories subroutines for In this section, a set of six key parameters is used to verify the
single/two phase(equilibrium / nonequilibrium) tanks, subroutines simulation results with plant data for each benchmark case. These
for single/two phase heat exchangers, full range steam parameters include main steam flow rate, feedwater flow rate,
table(generated from the 1984 NBS/NRC steam table program), main steam pressure, S/G water level, RCS average temperature,
and subroutines for control/logics. The PWR containment is and pressurizer level. In feedwater flow rate, the simulated curve
divided into 15 nodes in the containment model. 'Me governing includes main feedwater and auxiliary feedwater, but plant data
equations include mass balance, energy balance, and pressure only includes main feedwater.
equalization. Spray cooling, air cooler cooling,

flashing/condensation, and heat sink/source term are also Complete Joss of Main Feedwatew Figure 3 presents the
considered in the containment model. comparisons between the dynamic response of simulation and

Plant data for 70 seconds of this transient. It can be observed that
VERIFICATION APPROACH the predicted S/G water level is a little lower than plant data after

The Maanshan plant represents a typical Westinghouse 3 loop about 12 seconds. 'Mere is also a small deviation in main Stearn
configuration. The reactor is operated at pressure of 15.51 pressure, but the peaking timing of the calculated steam pressure
Mpa(582.2 K) and ffill power of 2785 Mwt, The THEATRe is very close to plant data. At about 23 seconds, the steam flow
nodalization is illustrated in Figure 2. Fourty-four nodes and drops quickly due to turbine trip, then it follows the steam dump
fourty-seven junctions are used to simulate the RCS and S/G. In control. As compared with plant data, the dip of the simulated
reactor core neutronics calculation, the axial direction is divided Stearn flow rate is more obvious. This is because the explicit
to 12 nodes and the horizontal plane is divided to 157 nodes to coupling among different systems and large cycle rate are
represent every assembly. employed in calculation in order to save the computer time.

However, the simulated dump flow after 28 seconds is almost the
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same with plant data. In primary side, the simulation of Tavg is very close to plant data. After turbine trip, the steam pressure
surprisingly well, whereas the pressurizer level is a little higher increases continuously until the dump flow can remove the excess
than plant data after reactor scram. energy. The deviation of steam pressure between simulation and

plant data is physically reasonable when correlated to main steam
Full Power Turbine Trip Figure 4 presents the comparisons flow rate. The simulated peaking timing is also very close to plant
between the dynamic response of simulation and plant data for 70 data. In feedwater flow, the simulation of overall trend and the
seconds of this transient. It reveals a difference in main steam timing of feedwater isolation are very well. The difference in
flow which is also attributed to the same reason as described in feedwater flow rate after feedwater isolation might result from
the last case. However, the overall trending of steam flow rate is instrument inaccuracy. In primary side, since the reactor is

MAANSHAN LOSS OF MAIN FEED WATER EVENT MAANSHAN LOSS or mmm ED WATER EVENT

600.00 6W.00
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0.0% . . ... . . . . . . . . . . 0-0%. . . . U.' W .0. . . 00' 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0
Tim. (.) ii- (.)
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Fig.3 Comparison for the complete loss of main feedwater event.
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scrammed and the energy is removed through the steam dump following the electric load. Steam flow rate also drops quickly,
system, Tavg decreases rapidly toward the no-load temperature. then waves according to steam dump control. On the other hand,
The estimation of Tavg is excellent and the trend of pressurizer Tavg waves according to rod control until the reactor power is
level is almost the same with plant data. reduced to the house load. The pressurizer control system also

controls pressure and level around the reference value. Besides,
Net Load Trip Figure presents the comparisons between the S/G water level is controlled around 50% by the feedwater
dynamic response of simulation and plant data for 420 seconds of control systern. In the simulation of S/G water level, the result is
the transient resulting firom net load trip( from 100% to about % a little higher w plant data due to the lower simulated main

After the beginning, the turbine load is reduced quickly steam pressure. Compared to plant data, a of the key simulated
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Fig.4 Comparison for the full power turbine trip test.
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parameters have the same overall trend but are a little smoother. such large range of operation.
This can be attributed to the simplified turbine control response
without obvious effect of lead/lag compensation. Actually in this Large Load Reduction Figure 6 presents the the comparisons
case, the turbine control valves should close quickly to a smaller between the dynamic response of simulation and plant data for
position, then open slowly toward the target position. That will 420 seconds of this transient. This case is similar to net load trip.
induce more drastic response of dump control and result the However, the simulation result is smoother than plant data when
whole process waving more drastically, but this is not apparent in it is compared with the latter one. Since the load is reduced only
the simulation. However, the simulation result demostrates the to 50%, it's physically reasonable that the turbine control
overall simulation behavior is in concord with plant data even in response is more dominant to the whole process than in the case

of net load trip.
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Fig-5 Comparison for the net load trip test.
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Fig.6 Comparison for the large load reduction test.

CONCLUSION the advanced engineering approach in simulating the NSSS
This paper demonstrates the excellent simulation capacity of (complete two-fluid model plus three-dimentional neutron

the Maanshan compact simulator in the characteristic operational kinetics), all kinds of plant events can be generally caught.
transients. The verification results presented �i this paper However, for drastic accidents such as large LOCA, associated
conclude the simulation package from GPI is one of the best in models need to be further improved.
the world, which can perform best-estimate calculation in
simulating the whole plant in real time. Particularly, the ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
successfiil performance in simulating the net load trip test 'Me authors wish to dunk the associates of the working group
encouraged the working group greatly. Generally speaking, with for the helpful contributions during this project.
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ABSTRACT THE THERMAL-HYDRAULICS AND CORE
KINETICS MODELS

PCTRAN is a plant analyzer that uses a personal computer to
simulate plant response. The plant model is recently expanded The basic thermal hydraulics of PCTRAN are first-
to accommodate beyond design-basis severe aidents. In the principle in mass and energy balance ensuring credible and
event of multiple failures of the plant safety systems, the core realistic simulations. For a pressurized water reactor, a non-
may experience heatup and extensive failure. Using a high- equilibrium pressurizer model was used. The steam generators
powered personal computer (PC), PCTRAN-3 is designed to are modeled as homogeneous equilibrium two-phase volumes.
operate at a speed significantly faster than real-time. A The fluid discharge rate from a break uses the Moody critical
convenient, interactive and user-friendly graphics interface allows flow model'. The core power is determined by a point-kinetics
MI control by the operator. The plant analyzer is intended for model with one delayed neutron group. Reactivity is controlled
use in severe accident management. In this paper the code's by rods and boron with feedback from the moderator temperature
component models and sample runs anging from normal and fuel temperature (Doppler) coefficients. After reactor
operational tansients to severe accidents are reviewed. shutdown the standard decay heat table provides the heat input.

INTRODUCTION SEVERE ACCIDENT MODELS

NainedPersonal ComputerTransientAnalyzerPCTRAN In order to simulate a severe accident with portions of
was irst introduced' in 1985. Its sope was limited to the the core exposed, a number of the plant's redundant safety
nuclear steam supply system (NSSS). The first upgrade' two systems have to be bypassed. Reduced heat transfer in the core
years later expanded to include containment parameters. leads to clad damage and hydrogen generation. Signs of core
Recently it was further extended to severe aidents. Using a damage will show up in the elevated radiation readings. Release
modern PC with Super VGA graphics, design of the man- of the core inventory of iodine and noble gases constitutes te
machine interface has been upgraded to resemble the instructor's source term. Other fission product elements are not considered
station of a full-scope training simulator. because they tend to be retained in the containment with little

chances of release.
For a light water reactor, even with the assumption of

complete failure of the ECCS, it still takes a relatively long time Metal-WaterReaction
period for core damage to take place. In order to analyze the
consequences in a predictive manner for accident management, The Baker-Just Correlation' for metal-water reaction is
it is essential for the plant analyzer to accelerate this process. used for calculating the extent of hydrogen generation. In the
Running on an Intel 486 DX2-66 machine, PCTRAN-3 reaches event that the concentration of hydrogen in the containment
a maximum speed of twenty times faster than real-time. Other reaches its combustible condition, ignition may take place. When
speeds including real-time can also be chosen for training the core materials are heated to their melting points, the fraction
purpose. of the molten core is calculated by PCTRAN-3. Fission product

release after core degradation into the RC S and further dispersion
By expanding the plant analyzer's capability into severe throughout the plant are contributors to the elevated dose

accidents and a user-friendly graphics interface, PCTRAN-3 is a readings.
convenient tool for training and accident management. It has
been used for development and validation of emergency Corium-Concrete Interaction
operating procedure (EOP) guidelines and exercise scenarios.

Since highly detailed models for vessel failure and the
chemical reactions between molten core and concrete had been
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developed in other severe accident codes', it is not repeated in In addition to the plant mimic display, selected transient
PCTRAN-3. Results of those studies will be reviewed such that parameters can be displayed in x-y trend plots.
simplified mechanistic correlations for parameters such as the
extent of corium-concrete interaction, amount of arousal Shown in Fig. 2 is the mimic of a three-loop PWR of
generation, etc. will be developed. These correlations will then 2995 Mwt. A single loop designated as "A" is at the left side
be incorporated into future versions of PCTRAN to proceed to and the other two are combined as "B" at the right side. The
the later stage of core melt. generic model can be modified to be "plant specific" for any

Westinghouse, Framatome, Combust ion Engineering, KWU or
Containment Failure even Russian designed VVER plants. A plant specific version

may use either the lumped loop model, or each loop may be
When the calculated containment pressure exceeds the modeled individually.

plant's design limit by a specified margin, the containment is
allowed to fail. Fission products will then be released to the Simulation Speed
atmosphere. This and other mechanical/human errors are
included in the failure modes for simulation. Displayed in the upper left comer of the mimic is te

transient time (not the real-time) and simulation speed in
MAN-MACHINE GAPHICS INTERFACE multiples of "R" for real-time. Execution is defaulted to the

maximum speed the PC's CPU is capable of running. For a 486
PCTRAN-3 is completely interactive with graphics DX2 66MHz machine the maximum speed is about 20 times

display and mouse control. The user can select from a set of fglg than real-time. Should the execution speed be beyond
initial conditions (IC) corresponding to various power, flow and practical human terms, it may be controlled to suit the operator's
time-of-life conditions of the plant ig. 1). During simulation, needs. By clicking the mouse on the R button, the speed can be
the mimic display (Fig. 2 shows the plant conditions both changed to I for real-time or 2 or 10 times real-time. Real-
graphically and digitally. By using a mouse, the operator can time is ideal for training and fast-time is ideal for accident
choose from auto or manual mode to take control of the rods, prediction analysis.
pumps, or valves, just as in the plant control room. The operator
can also initiate malfunctions that encompass all categories ana- Plant Control Svstems
lyzed in the plant's FSAR and beyond (Fig. 3. It has the ability
to freeze, back-track, snap a new IC and reset. Its capability is Modern PWRs have sophisticated automatic control
similar to the instructor's station of a typical full-scope simulator. systems. The reactor power is controlled by the control rod

AMAN W

Figure 1 PCTRAN-3 Program Menu and Initial condition List.
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Figure 3 PCTRAN-3 Malfunction List.

Lressurizer C.system with the reactor coolant pressure and inventory controlled ontrol

by the pressurizer. The plant's steam output is controlled by the Lvl

turbine and feedwater systems. Each one has a programmed set Pressurizer level (%)

point but works in unison according to the power demand. In Chg Charging (CVCQ pump

PCTRAN-3, operation is defaulted to automatic mode. Anytime LtDn Letdown

the operator decides to take one of the control systems into Press RC pressure control (by heaters and

manual, he/she will click at the corresponding "M" button and a spray)

window will show up. By entering the now set point and closing
the window, the reactor will then run in the manual mode and To return to Auto mode, clicking on "A" will return to auto

respond according to the new-condition. operation.

In the right hand side panels of the mimic the system controls andlagfet Fe

are: System (SFAS)

Reactor Control At the lower right of the m im ic, status of the RPS and

SFAS is displayed. The reactor will be tripped automatically

Pwr Dmd Power demand upon conditions exceeding any of the RPS set points. The

Rate Ramp rate (Ololmin) corresponding symbol will turn to red. The reactor/turbine can

also be tripped manually by clicking on the "T" (for trip) buttons.

Steam Generator Control ECC
S and Containment ColinS Systems

Tur P Turbine header pressure (bar)

Tavg RC Tavg control (T) On the left side of the mimic the ECCS and containment

MFW Main feedwater cooling systems are displayed in their corresponding panels.

AFW Auxiliary feedwater There am high Pressure safety injection (HPS0, accumulators,

SDV A SG/A steam dump valves and lw Pressure injections (LPI) for core cooling and the

SDV B SG/B steam dump valves containment spray, fan cooler, and containment isolation valve

controls for the containment. All sstems are provided with

multiple trains of Pumps and valves with automatic initiation

logic. They can be manually overridden by point-and-click at the
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component by the operator anytime. At te lower center part of
the mimic a pressure vs. temperature diagram is provided for SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
indication of the sub-cooling margin of the primary coolant.

In this paper PCTRAN-3 has ben demonstrated to be
SAMPLE RUNS capable of reproducing the key phenomena ranging from normal

operations to severe accidents. The front-end (prior to core
In the verification process of the code, extensive studies uncovery) part of PCTRAN is first-principle and relatively

have been conducted against numerous PWR plants'Final Safety detailed. It ensures fidelity with respect to real plants for both
Analysis Reports. It has also been verified against actual plant normal and accidental conditions. For back-end phenomena, both
transients'. In order to demonstrate the code's capability to first-principle and empirical methods have been used to
simulate both normal and accident conditions, two sample runs encompass simulation of te entire spectrum of accident
are presented in this paper: first a 50% load rejection from full scenarios.
power, and second, a medium sized cold leg break of 100 cm'
with a total loss of ECCS makeup. For a given plant, a detailed verification study must be

conducted such that quantitative fidelity is assured. Taking
50% qgd Re'_ction advantage of the PC code's convenience in conducting various

combinations of failure mechanisms, it can be used for all phases
This case demonstrates PCTRAN.3s ability in initiating of severe accident management. PCTRAN-3 provides a versatile

a malfunction and the plant control system's capability in running tool for procedure development, staff training and development
back following a partial loss of load. The malfunction is initiated of exercise scenarios. Eventually, because of its high speed,
by clicking on No. 15, "Load Rejection", in the Malfunction List paths leading to and after corc-melt can be studied aead of an
(Fig 3 and entering 50% for its severity. Returning into actual occurrence. Then decisions can be made during real-life
execution, the turbine steam flow is reduced to 50% at a very events in order to prevent and/or mitigate the consequence. This
fast rate of 200% per minute, as shown in Fig. 4. This is the is the ultimate goal in severe accident management.
closing rate for the turbine control valve upon a loss of load.
Excess steam is dumped through the steam dump system while REFERENCES
the controls for reactor coolant T.,,,, pressurizer level, steam
generator level and control rods run back until stabilization at the 1. L. C. Po, "A Personal Computer Transient Analysis Program",
new power level is achieved. Fig. shows the key plant International Tovical Meeting on Computer Application or
parameters during tis process. This run shows the code's Nuclear Power P14at Ogeration and Control, Pasco, Washington.
capability of handling a relatively mild (and frequent) transient. September 8, 1985.

100 c' Cold Lep, Break Without ECC 2. L. C. Po, "Containment Analyses using PCTRAN2", ANS
Topical Meeting on Anticipated and Abnormal Transients, April

A medium-sized break with total loss of coolant makeup 12, 1987, Atlanta.
is quite an implausible event. Nevertheless, the purpose for
performing this run is to accelerate the core failure process so 3. F. J. Moody, "Maximum Flow Rate of a Single
that its consequences an be studied without prolonged delay. ComponentTwo-Phase Mixture", Transactions of ASME, Ser C,
Fig. 6 shows the calculated RC pressure, inventory and total 87 1965). pp. 134-142.
amount of hydrogen generation. The fuel and clad temperatures
are shown in Fig. 7 4. L. R. Baker Jr. and L. C. Just, "Studies of Metal-Water

Reactions at High Temperature, 111", ANL-6548 May 1962.
Following break initiation, the reactor is tripped on low

pressure. Since there is o coolant makeup, the RC inventory 5. Proceedings: MAAP Thermal-Hydraulic Qualifications and
falls rapidly. hen it loses about 60% of its initial inventory Guidelines for Plant Application Workshop", EPRI NP-7515, pp.
(about 350 M) within 100 seconds, the top of te core is 10-1, October 1991.
uncovered and the fuel assemblies start to heat up. When the
peak clad temperature exceeds about 1000'C, hydrogen is 6. L. C. Po, "Analysis of the Rancho Seco Overcooling Event
generated by zirconium-water reaction. The fuel and clad Using PCTRAN", Nuclear Science and Engineering, 98, 154-
temperatures reach a peak of about 2250'C, corresponding to the 161, 1988).
melting tmperature of the clad.
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ABSTRACT From this view point, we can say that a modern
man-machine interface is required to be redundant,

The latest MHI Full-scale Simulator has an with human skill supported by high performance
excellent system configuration, in both flexibility real-time simulator training as well as man-machine
and extendability, and has highly sophisticated interface improvement and an instruction manual in
performance in PWR simulation by the adoption of case of an accident.
CANAC- U and PPEM odes.
It also has an instructive character to display the Concerning this matter, MHI has continued
plant's internal status, such as RCS condition, efforts to develop, design, and fabricate a real-
through animation. time simulater, based on its abundant and long-term
Further, the simulation has been verified to meet a experience with planning, design, manufacturing,
functional examination at model plant, and with a construction, and commissioning, PWR plants.
scale model test result in a two-phase flow event, In the MHI simulator, there is installed a t-
after evaluation for its accuracy. phase flow code "CANAC- I", and the well-

Thus, the Simulator can be devoted to a established, and general purpose code "PRETIVI, easy
sophisticated and broad training course on PWR to build for process control and auxiliary plant
operation. system. Therefore, HI's simulator can be widely

applied to various incidents, such as LOCA, SGTR,
MSLB, FWLB, to ERG events (e.g. loss of all AC

1. INTRODUCTION electric power, interface LOCA, etc.), RCP
malfunction of seal LOCA, and Cavitation from NPSH

The role of operation technology is very shortage of main pumps, etc.
important in reliability, safety, and availability
of nuclear power plants. The central control room Additionally, there is an added animation
forms an integrated information and control center function to display so that the interest would help
where the operators take their posts to monitor and to promote study, as education system on plant
judge using data collection, and control to keep internal behavior.
the plant operating in good order.

Moreover, it is very active now to develop and This paper was written to illustrate MHI's latest
to adopt operation support systems in industries by Full-Scale Simulator, citing a typical one with
means of improvement of data acquisition and control
systems and knowledge of engineering, as well as - Hardware system configuration,
advanced computer technology and CRT application, - Software system configuration,
etc. - Simulation model,

However, the major judgment to action have to - Educational equipment, and
be mostly entrusted to operators) but not to an - Simulation results
automatic system.

Fig. I Full - scale simulator
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2. YSTEM CONFIGURATION d) INSTRUCTIOR CONSOLE

Fig.2 shows the computer system configuration The instructor console has 3 CRT's for
for the full-scale simulator. This computer simulator control, plant monitoring and local
system, comprising a simulation computer system, an operation. The simulator control is performed on a
1/0 sub-system and a CRT sub-system, is a Dynamic Keyboard which allows quick, dialogue-type
distributed system, with each sub-system linked via touch operation on the smulator. The main
an ETHERNET. This offers system configuration functions of the simulator control are
flexibility and expendability.

- Initial condition set/save
a) SIMULATION COMPUTER SYSTEM - Go/Freeze

- Slow/Fast
This system mainly calculates simulation model - Incorrect switch check

software, and consists of a simulation computer - Malfunction
(VAX4000/500) with a 128 MByte memory and a 4 GByte - Snap shot
disk, a driver and a Post Script printer. - Back track/Retry

- Parameter monitor/modify
b) 1/0 SUB-SYSTEM - Operator's operation logging

- Instructor's operation logging
The I/O sub-system is a PC-base distribution - Pen recorder selection

I/O system that comprises 3 I/O Processors (PC/AT) - Remote control, etc.
and process IO's, which are connected with 1/0
processors via ARCNET. The process I/O's handle e) LDCAL OPERATION CONSOLE
approximately 5,500 points of digital output, 3500
points of digital input, 32 points of analog input, The local operation console comprises a CRT
and 600 points of analog output. with a touch-panel, and a general-purpose

controller.
c) CRT SUB-SYSTB4 The CRT displays local operation and monitoring

screens, wich allow the local operation to be
This system consists of a CRT computer (VAX performed by touching the flow diagram. The local

St4000/60) and some CRT processors. The CRT operation console is placed in a separate zone to
processors support 1024 x1,28O dots, 20-inch full- improve training effectiveness.
graphic color CRT's, request panels, touch panels The number of the screens is approximately 50,
and a color hard copier. with approximately 3000 input/output points.

f ) CONTROL BOARD

Fig.1 shows a sample of the control board.
The control board is a full-scale and replica of the
model plant. Remote

F tam 1
CRTP M FIJ-Ti

Simufation CceputerlAllm VAX 4000/500

Nnstructor �Cwwl*

LPL�.j CRT Computer OP
VAX St 4180 PC/AT K/AT

+ I I I I - I

[CRITP I ProcIesaI 1/0I

LL:7
c::Zz=

Local Operation
Console

Fig. 2 Hardware System Configuration
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3. SOFTWARE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 4. SIMULATION MODEL SFTWARE

Fig.3 shows the software system configuration. Fig.4 shows the simulation model configuration.
The software system consists of, a simulator control The simulation model software consists of two
software, simulation model software and man-machine simulation codes developed by MHI. CANAC- U code
interface software. /3/, and PRETTY code 2/. The CANAC-II code

describes PWR's main system including RCS, CORE, S/G
a) SIMULATOR CONTROL SOFTWARE and C/V. And the PRETTY code describes the

Auxiliary plant system including the control
The simulator control software consists of an system, the process network system and the electric

instructor program and a development program. The network system. The simulation model is capable of
instructor program performs various instructor simulating a wide range of incidents such as AFC/GF
functions such as Go/Freeze, Backtrack, Retry, operation, Load Follow operation, ERG operation and
Malfunction and so forth, while the development various malfunctions which include approximately 240
program performs various development functions such items at 840 locations including severe accidents
as initial calculation. such as LOCA. All the programs for the simulation

model are general-purpose programs and only need
b) SIMULATION MODEL SOFTWARE data base alteration to serve different plants.

The simulation model software consists of an 4-1. CANAC-II CODE
initial calculation program and transient
calculation program. The initial calculation The CANAC- If code consists of an RCS model and
program reads input data and generates a new a main components model such as S/G, C/V and Core
simulation model database. The transient model.
calculation program, is segmented into multitasks
along a user-assigned Task block. Each task is a) RCS MDEL
woken in parallel by each CPU and exchange data
with each other with a shared memory. Setting up The RCS model calculates the thermal and
the scheduling parameters such as time-step and hydraulic dynamics of the reactor coolant system by
precedence relation may also be performed by the means of a two-phase non-equilibrium model (2TIV),
development function. and the velocity difference between the vapor and

liquid phases is treated by a drift flux model.
c) MAN-MACHINE IWERFACE SFTWARE This model is a node/link type general purpose

program and can construct RCS by using the
The man-machine interface software consists of elementary components such as flow node, flow link,

an I/O program and a CRT program. The 1/0 program metal node, heat link and so forth.
runs on each I/O processor and supports the process It allows the simulation of two-phase flow
I/O's ocally. The CRT program makes use of CAD accidents such as LOCA, SGTR and so forth.
software which allows the user to modify or add Recently, the model was upgraded to treat non-
screens without the need for any programming. condensable gas, so this code is based on steam

phase energy and mass balance, water phase energy
Simulator Cormal Software and mass balance, and non-condensable gas (N2 and

H2) mass balance.

Ml b) RCP MODEL
The RCP model calculates the dynamics of

reactor coolant pumps. It takes the supply voltage,
on Prog. frequency, volumetric flow rate and water density

into consideration. It is capable of simulating a
wide range of operations, from normal operation
such as start-up and coast-down to major accidents

SinwLauon Mc" Detsbasa such as a locked rotor or broken shaft.

Vo SW- CRT --

Simulation Model Software Man -machine I/F Software J

Fig.3 Software System Configuration
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e) /G MODEL each element. The POL has approximately 100 types
of elements such as 

The /G model simulates thermal and hydraulic - Analog elements eq. Adder, PID controllers, etc.
dynamics on the secondary side of the steam - ogical elements: eq. AND, OR, NOT, Flip-Flop, etc.
generator and the steam header, including N2 gas
and structure metals. Basically this model is based b). PROCESS NETWORK SYSTEM
on the equilibrium model (ITIV-D) to save CPU
power. The noding consists of 9 node 6 for the The Process network system is described by
heating region, for the riser region, for the means of the NDE/LINK model, which calculates
steam dome, and for the down comer. simplified thermal and hydraulic dynamics of any

This model can provide a wide range of process network systems of water, steam or air by
simulations, from cold shut down to major accidents connecting node elements with link elements and
such as SGTR, MSLB and FWLB. giving specific parameters to each element.

The NDEAINK has approximately 30 types of elements
d) C/V MODEL including:

- Flow node elements eq. Tanks, Pipes, etc.
The C/V model simulates the C/V itself and the - Flow link elements eq. Valves, Pumps, etc.

sprays, fans, sump tank and heat sink. It allows - Heat link elements eq. Heat exchangers, etc.
accurate simulation of pressure and temperature The node/link model also includes major steam
behavior in the C/V at the time of LOCA, MSLB, and turbine system components such as a Turbine, a
FWLB, for example. Condenser, a Deaerator and so forth, which cover

e) CORE MEL all process system except RCS.

The valve model is made of two models, a
The core model calculates neutron dynamics by detailed model and a simple model. The detailed

means of a multi-mesh 2-group diffusion model with model calculates the dynamics of the air operated
a 6-groups for delayed neutron and a 6-group for valve and includes a positioner, booster relay and
decay heat. The number of mesh divisions is 30 in an air system. The valve model includes
the axial direction. The core model includes a approximately 10 types of elements which are used
quasi-three dimensional neutron dynamics model which in PWR plants.
allows such simulations as an assembly-wise radial
power distribution and Xenon oscillation behavior at c) ELECTRIC NEMRK SYSTEM
the time of control rod drop incidents. It also
includes RDM and NIS models. The electric network system is described by

means of an electric model, which calculates the
4-2. PRETTY CODE electrical dynamics of in-plant and off-site

electric network. The electric model includes a
The PRETTY code consists of a control system, generator and an exciter model, as well as a load

process network system and electric network system. current model. It allows accurate simulation of
voltage, power, frequency and synchronization phase

a) CONTROL SYSTEM behavior at the time of load rejection, AFC/GF

The control system is described by POL (Problem operation and so forth.
Oriented Language), which calculates the dynamics
of any control system by connecting elements with
analog and logical signals and giving parameters to

a cm /V. 3/0 Som

PREM CODE PM 1111-

_�l Mm
I -

(Pit I MARY SYSTEM) (SECONDARY SYSTEM)

Fig. 4 simulation Model Configuration
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5. EDUCATION SSTEM 6. RESULTS OF SIMULATION

The education system has been now enhanced. It 6-1. LOCA (cold leg 4 inch break)
is now an integration of a precedent educational
CRT screen and a classroom replay system. Figs.7-9 show a comparison of the experimental

This system is based on the UNIX/X-Window results of the "cold leg 4 inch break" and CANAC-
system. It is connected to Simulator by an Analysis results, as an example.
ETHERNET, and can display on-line animation The test was performed using an experimental
visually from CANAC-11 output, such as RCS and S/G apparatus, 1270 scale model of a 3-loop PR plant
(secondary side) status, using gradations of color shown in Fig.G. As observed, the analysis results
or bubbling pattern. obtained through the CANAC- ]I code is consistent

It is also able to display pop-up trend graphs, with the experiment results, and the simulation
real-time trend graphs and long-term historical system is well recognized. 4/
trend graphs, very easily by CRT touch operation.

Moreover, it has an off-line replay function so
that it can be adopted for supplementary training
in the classroom.

The main functions of the education system are as
follows:

a) Real-time animation function
- Temperature distribution (liquid phase, gas phase)
- Void fraction distribution
- Flow rate distribution
- Boron density distribution
- Gas density disribution
b) Pop-up trend graph
c) Real-time trend graph
d) Long time historical-trend graph(20 hours) N
e) Off-line replay (Class Room replay) function A�J-

- Real-time replay
- Fast replay ( x 10) Fig-6 Bird's eye view t e experiment apparatus
- Pause or stop replay

is

15
- Experiment

12 --- Analysis

9

2d3 -3V )3.1 Secondary

CL

3

01
0 150 300 450 600 750 900 1050 1200 1350 1500

tk" (am)

Fig.7 System pressure after the break
12

10 

Experiment

a Analysis

Froth level

t leg elevation
X, :

4

Fig.5 Typical screen of education system 2-

d -1 ACCi. Start

0L
0 150 300 450 600 750 goo 1050 1200 1350 1500

time 860

Fig.8 Water level in the core
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5(* 7. CONCLUSIONS
Ot" of . heated sodon

0560� bod.. th' 
450 Experiment 41120- W.. th. top We have highlighted the features of Japan's

-- - Analysis latest PWR simulation.
j3 400 - The codes, CANAC-11 and PRETTY, used by MHI are

an acceptable combination with high grade functions
E 350 to simulate a broad range of simulations, from
E normal operation to two-phase flow events so that

3W
E effective training has been realized not only normal

operation from start-up to shutdown but also
2W anticipated events, such as ERG-case or beyond-

200 1 AC design base accident training.
150 300 It is also provids an instructive function to

450 600 750 900 1050 1200 1350 1500

time (see) display dynamic internal plant conditions, through
Fig.9 Fuel rod surface temperatures realistic animation, as opposed to conventional,

static tabular or graph expressions.
Further development on other including a mid-

6-2. 95% WAD REDUCTION loop operation model is ongoing to respond to the
needs of professional education corresponding to

Figs.10-12 are typically shown comparing 95 state-of-the-art nuclear plant systems.

Load Reduction Test results at model plant to the We believe that this Simulator should be
simulation results. The simulation results show a
correspondence with the test results, .and it is also continuously improved to be better adopted to PWR
well recognized. plant conditions, in reliability, safety, and

so availability, including the following 
Experiment result a) To make simulation model that is more precise

so- result and of a higher grade, with advanced computer
performance, including

40- - Severe accident model (core melt)
- Three dimensional thermal and hydraulic mdel

ID 30- b) To develop an appropriate educational support
system applying the latest computer technology

20 - including VR, multi-media, etc.
c) To develop an integrated training system with a

lo training simulator, combined with a training
6 360 600 900 1260. evaluation system and supplementary education

time (sac) systems, etc.

Fig.10 Steam generator level 8. REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT Examples of fuel design changes that have been

Significant changes have been incorporated in the light implemented in the development of advanced fuel
water reactor WR) fuel designs now being offered, and assemblies include: (1) a larger number of smaller
advanced fuel designs are currently being developed for diameter fuel rods; 2) introduction of additional non-
the existing and the next generation of reactor designs. voided water; 3) more efficient BWR spacer PWR grid
These advanced fuel design configurations are intended to designs, including all Zircaloy PWR spacer grids; 4)
offer utilities major economic gains, including: (1) debris resistant lower end castings; (5) higher uranium
improved fuel characteristics through optimized hydrogen enrichments; and 6 the use of mixed oxide fuel (MOX).
to uranium ratio within the core; 2) increased capacity The core nuclear and thermal-hydraulic operating
factor by allowing longer operating cycles, which is characteristics of the advanced fuel designs, particularly
implemented by increasing the fuel enrichment and the those designs with MOX and those with an increased
amount and distribution of burnable poison, gadolinia, number of fuel rods, can be significantly different from
boron, or erbium within the fuel assembly to achieve those of currently operating fuel. As a result, additional
higher discharge burnup; and 3) increased plant power detailed plant performance evaluations may be required to
output, if it can be accommodated by the balance of plant, demonstrate the operational acceptability of advanced fuel
by increasing the power density of the fuel assembly. The designs. Potential concerns have been identified related to
authors report here work being done to identify emerging advanced fuel designs. This paper presents the results of
technical issues in support of utility industry evaluations of some of the work performed by the authors to assess the
advanced fuel designs. significance of these concerns.

INTRODUCTION CAPABILITY OF CURRENT NUCLEAR METHODS TO
ACCURATELY EVALUATE THE ADVANCED FUEL

Advanced fuel designs for existing reactors have been ASSEMBLY GEOMETRIES

implemented for both pressurized water reactors (PWRs) With the dvent of the new generation of nuclear fuel
and boiling water reactors (BWRs). However, the widest designs, a new variety of reactivity characteristics are yet
variety of advanced fuel designs are currently associated to be fully understood. A higher water- to-fuel ratio will
with BWRs. This situation exists because BWR fuel lower the void reactivity coefficient Oess negative) in
assemblies are designed such that each has its own discrete BWRs. The presence of Zircaloy rods in PWR fuel will
envelope with a flow barrier (channel) that eliminates the change the moderator density reactivity coefficient.
potential for cross flow. nis design concept gives the fuel Higher burnable poison loadings of resonance absorbers
designer a substantial amount of flexibility in the fuel (gadolinium or erbium) can cause inaccurately calculated
assembly design within the assembly envelope. BWR fuel pin power distributions in conventional lattice codes for
suppliers have taken advantage of the design flexibility in both PWRs and BWRs. Novel boron poison geometry
an attempt to optimize fuel cycle economics and increase loadings in advanced PWR designs can also be a source of
plant capacity factors through increased operating cycle modeling error. Higher uranium fuel loadings and mixed
lengths, while satisfying other design and safety oxide (MOX) fuels need to be benchmarked to applicable
requirements. PWR fuel suppliers, designing within the data.
constraints of open channels, have significantly changed
the nuclear design of fuel assemblies for existing reactors The existing integral transport lattice theory
in order to increase the operating cycle length and to computer codes that have been the mainstay in the
permit low neutron leakage core loadings. industry have a series of mathematical and physical
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approximations to the actual reality of the lattice and the Because of fundamental design differences, the
physical data. In order to be able to assess the accuracy distribution of the fuel assembly pressure drop for the
of these calculations, Monte Carlo capabilities have advanced BWR fuel designs will be different from that of
evolved as the reliable benchmark. Modem Monte Carlo the resident fuel. That is, the ratio of two-phase to single-
methods use continuous energy with ENDF/B-V VI phase pressure drop can be significantly different given
Doppler broadened evaluations for all cross sections. The the same total pressure drop and the same assembly
spatial complexity of the lattice is handled exactly through power. Therefore, in a mixed core configuration, there
geometric particle tracking. can be significant differences in the fuel assembly flow

versus core pressure drop at off-rated conditions. If the
Modem BWR fuel geometries have been evaluated flow in the new fuel assemblies is greater than the flow in

for various lattice conditions, employing the MCNP-4 the resident fuel assemblies, then the thermal margin of
Monte Carlo code with isotopic data bases evaluated at the resident fuel will be degraded (and vice versa).
300'K, 600'K, and 900'K. The BWR results at various Because of the potentially significant thermal-hydraulic
void fractions have been compared with analytical differences at off-rated conditions with new fuel designs,
approximate results to provide benchmark solutions for particular emphasis needs to be given to these conditions.
both the assembly reactivity and each individual pin
power. Highly accurate solutions have been generated The effects of differences in thermal-hydraulic
using 8,000,000 histories per lattice configuration. Now characteristics may be amplified during a transient. Most
it is possible to have an accurate too] to assess such BWR licensing basis transient events are analyzed as starting
phenomena as the reactivity and pin power changes due to from rated flow and rated power because it has been
the voiding of a water rod. It is also possible to determined that this initial condition will produce the
understand the errors in the deterministic methodologies greatest challenge to fuel design limits for these events.
such as the spatial homogenization or the multigroup This conclusion needs to be reconfirmed for a variety of
approximation to the continuous energy distributions for transition core configurations. Furthermore, it has been
both types of WR fuel. Various reactivity coefficients demonstrated that some events are more limiting at off-
can also be precisely evaluated by running two Monte rated conditions, e.g., increase in recirculation flow. The
Carlo cases and then comparing with the inferred results bounding values for the thermal limits as a function of
from the approximate procedures. core flow are established by these events and need to be

reconfirmed for mixed core configurations.
THERMAL HYDRAULIC COMPATIBILIT OF
DIFFERENT FUEL DESIGNS OVER THE ALLOWABLE The features of the advanced BWR fuel designs that
RANGE OF POWER AND FLOW CONDMONS have the most significant impact on thermal-hydraulic

compatibility are those that affect the fuel assembly
Transition from a resident fuel to an advanced fuel pressure drop characteristics. These features are: spacer

design, in an existing reactor will require operating with a design; upper tie plate design; fuel assembly wetted
mixed core configuration. This is a potential problem for perimeter; lower tie plate design; and the part length fuel
both BWR and PWR. All of the advanced BWR fuel rods that are incorporated in some fuel designs. Desirable
designs have thermal-hydraulic characteristics that are thermal-hydraulic compatibility attributes of reload fuel
different from those of the resident fuel. The new fuel designs are a reduced two-phase component of the overall
assemblies have, in general, the design flexibility to have core pressure drop and the flexibility to adjust the lower
about the same pressure drop as the resident fuel at rated tie plate pressure drop so as to match the hydraulic
assembly flow and power. Rated conditions are typically characteristics of the resident fuel.
the focus of thermal-hydraulic compatibility evaluations.
This compatibility is accomplished by the spacer design, To address these challenges, a methodology has been
the number of spacers, the upper'and lower tie plate developed to evaluate the steady-state thermal-h dratilic
designs, and, in some cases, by the use of part length fuel performance and flow distribution characteristics of mixed
rods. Thermal-hydraulic compatibility is also affected by configuration BWR cores containing a advanced fuel
water rod/water cross design and by the design of the designs and older fuel designs.

leakage flow paths from the ftiel assemblies to the IMPACT OF ADVANCED FUEL DESIGNS ON BWR CORE
common bypass region. Water rod/water cross flow must AND CHANNEL STABILITY
be sufficient to preclude boiling at high power and high
flow operating conditions. Leakage flow to the common There is a special concern about the ability to predict
bypass region must be adequate to preclude gross boiling stability margins and to define stability exclusion regions
in the core bypass. for mixed core configurations (transition from one fuel
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thermal-hydraulic design to another) in BWR plants. For these reasons, a methodology capable of
Since stability is a concern only at low flow and low evaluating the core and channel stability margins for BWR
power conditions, it is expected to be significantly cores, including mixed core configurations involving any
affected by differences in the thermal-hydraulic advanced fuel designs (Reference 1) is being developed.

characteristics of the old and new fuel designs. here is ACCELERATED CLADDING CORROSION AND
also a concern that a mixed core configuration may be HYDRIDING IN BOTH MRS AND BWRS
more vulnerable to regional or local instability than is a
core with a uniform fuel design.

All advanced fuel designs for LWRs employ
zirconium alloy cladding. However, disquieting instances

The parameters that have a significant impact on of accelerated corrosion in both BWRs and PWRs have
BWR stability and that are directly affected by the been observed. These observations have prompted
advanced BWR fuel designs are: axial power distribution; concerns about whether advanced fuel design objectives
void coefficient; fuel thermal time constant; and core flow will be limited by accelerated corrosion of zirconium
resistances. alloys.

Some of the advanced BWR fuel designs contain part During the 1980s, by far the most prevalent threat to
length fuel rods and these designs tend to result in a more BWR fuel integrity was localized corrosion failures;
bottom peaked axial power distribution. A more bottom sometimes called crud-induced localized corrosion, or
peaked axial power distribution tends to have a CILC, failures. These failures occurred, however, in
destabilizing effect for both core and channel stability. only some BWRs; those havinghigh power density cores,

Void coefficient is affected by the fuel assembly condensate filter dernineralizers, and copper-nickel alloy
water to fuel ratio. Water to fuel ratio is influenced by condenser tubes. Local hydriding was not a significant
the introduction of additional non-voided water in the fuel contributing factor to these failures. Research (Reference
assemblies. All of the advanced BWR fuel designs have a 2) also led to predictive correlations between certain
higher water to fuel ratio than older BW`R fuel designs. parameters of early life Oess than 2900 MWd/T exposure)
This produces a less negative void coefficient which has a coolant chemistry history and localized corrosion faure
stabilizing effect for core stability and no direct effect on fuel batch failure fractions. Notably, early-life coolant
channel stability. conductivity transient severity and off-nominal feedwater

copper in-leakage were found to predict long term
The fuel thermal time constant is directly cladding oxidation rates. In addition, some cladding

proportional to fuel rod diameter (i.e., inversely material batches were far more sensitive to calized
proportional to the number of rods in the fuel assembly) corrosion failures than others. Susceptible plants replaced
and is inversely proportional to the rod initial fill gas copper-nickel condenser tubing with titanium or stainless
pressure and directly proportional to pellet/cladding gap steel tubing and/or increased discipline in coolant impurity
size. Advanced BWR fuel designs that have a larger in-leakage control. Cladding alloy composition control
number of smaller diameter fuel rods have a lower fuel and process heat treatment improvements were made by
thermal time constant than older BMrR fuel designs. This cladding and fuel vendors. Recent fuel performance in
tends to have a destabilizing effect for core stability. BWRs has improved with no further cladding corrosion

failures reported. However, EPRI continues to assist
As indicated in the previous section, the core flow utilities as they monitor BWR fuel cladding corrosion as

resistance is significantly affected by the advanced BWR fuel burnups are extended.
fuel designs. The spacer design, the upper tie plate
design, the lower tie plate design, and the fuel assembly PWR cladding uniform corrosion and hydriding rates
wetted perimeter a impact the core flow resistance. have been observed to accelerate at burnups above
From a stability perspective, this leads to an additional exposures as low as 30,000 MWd/MT in some PWR
consideration that for a given total core pressure drop, a plants.. More disquieting was the fact that the observed
reduction of the ratio of the two-phase pressure drop to corrosion and hydriding accelerations were not predicted
the single-phase pressure drop has a stabilizing effect for by available corrosion predictor models. Recently
both core and channel stability. Advanced fuel designs available PWR cladding corrosion predictors were
with reduced spacer or upper tie plate pressure drop or reviewed and refined (Reference 3. For high power
increased lower tie plate pressure drop have the potential density, high coolant exit temperature plants, it is clear
to increase stability margins as long as these pressure drop that improvements in cladding corrosion resistance will be
changes offset the increased friction of designs with a required to achieve advanced PWR fuel burnup
larger number of smaller diameter fuel rods. objectives. On the other hand, cladding alloy composition
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control (especially at lower tin content levels) and process Protection against enhanced secondary hydriding
heat treatment controls have been shown to improve may be achieved by power suppression (opening up the
corrosion resistance by an amount that may be sufficient fuel-cladding gap), since this tends to allow free mixing of
to meet advanced fuel. objectives in lower power density steam and hydrogen, preventing "steam starvation", the
PWRs with lower exit temperatures.. In addition, PWR condition essential for secondary hydriding. Finally, the
fuel vendors have introduced modified zirconium alloys as Np-239 activity is useful in monitoring the opening of a
cladding. In support of utilities, EPRI monitoring of the larger defect. A Np-239 activity increase normally
success of these potential improvements continues as signals that a secondary failure is developing. However,
advanced fuel burnup objectives are approached. for some primary failures Np-239 levels have been seen to

rise for a limited time, then to decline again due to
CAPABILITY TO PREDICT POTENTIAL SEVERE coolant cleanup action and isotopic decay.
RELEASES FROM FUEL RODS FLLOWING AN INITIAL
CLADDING FAILURE In summary, activity step increases indicate potential

Fuel rod failures in WRs have been decreasing in failures. Simultaneous CHIRON failure indications and
frequency but continue to occur. Primary failure can be decreases in the xenon-, iodine-, and "mixed" isotopic
caused by pellet cladding mechanical interaction, fretting, ratios further reinforce the indication of failure. Finally,
or other mechanisms. Despite current trends, continued Np-239 activities warn. that fuel is released from the failed
occurrence of primary failures can not be precluded, and rod(s), indicating a large primary or (most likely) a
if a failure deteriorates into a severely degraded failure, secondary defect.

the consequences are immediately raised coolant activity INTERACTION BETWEEN FUEL DESIGN AND
levels and carryover to the next cycle due to released fuel REACTOR DESIGN AS ADVANCED DESIGNS ARE
particles. INTRODUCED IN THE EXISTING AND THE NEXT

GENERATION OF REACTORS
A severely degraded failure is characterized by high

offgas release per failed rod plus a large amount of tramp Subtle changes in subsystems of existing WRs are
uranium activity in the coolant. The damage mechanism is being made aimed at performance optimization, including
secondary hydriding attack, followed by fast-propagating plant materials corrosion performance optimization.
axial cladding cracks followed by removal of fuel material Advanced reactor system designs include an even larger
by the coolant water, due to oxidation and erosion at fuel number of changes. Past experience suggests the potential
grain boundaries. Severe degradation can sometimes be for system interaction surprises in reliable fuel rod
prevented, provided the primary failure is detected in performance as these changes are introduced. For
time, i.e., within a few weeks. How to prevent severe example, the introduction of filter demineralizers as
degradation after detection is discussed in Reference 4 replacements for deep bed demineralizers contributed to
The detection and location of the primary failure may be the CILC corrosion fuel failures in BWRs and higher
accomplished by coolant activity analysis and flux tilting LiOH additions to PWR coolant may have contributed to
Coolant activities are best evaluated by use of "trending accelerated uniform corrosion at high burnup.
plots". A primary fuel failure is associated with a step
increase in coolant activity. The most sensitive detection The combination of system evolutions to higher
is obtained if the background activity level ("tramp") is power density combined with fuel advances clearly
subtracted by a numerical analysis, for instance by the exacerbated to BWR stability problem. Newer fuel
CHIRON code (Reference 5). The total EPRI program designs appear to have corrected this fuel - system
on fuel degradation is described in Reference 6 interaction problem. WR plant modifications combined

with inadequate lower tie plate designs are now believed
Variations in activity level may also result from to have contributed to the recently increasing frequency of

other causes (like routine control rod movements). debris-fuel cladding fretting corrosion failures. Newer
Therefore, supporting evidence is needed for failure fuel designs attempt to improve the lower tie plate design
confirmation. CHIRON offers "number of failed rods" in this regard.
estimates, which can be compared with the measured
activity levels. Other indicators of fuel failure are ratios In the future, the authors are especially concerned
of short- and long-lived isotopes, e.g., Xe- 138/Xe-133; that advanced fuel designs not increase the susceptibility
I-134/I-131, and Xe-138/1-131, which tend to drop at the to flow-induced vibration caused spacer grid to cladding
time of failure, because of the suddenly increased release fretting failures. Recent PWR fuel failures of this type
of the longer-lived isotope. have been observed.
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Subtle changes in fuel assembly design features such Fuel Design and System Interactions
as spacer grids, mixing vanes, unvoided water tubes, and
burnable poison disposition in fuel rods are being made to To minimize surprises due to system-fuel
optimize coupled nuclear/thermal-hydraulic performance. interactions, fuel performance monitoring and technology
It is not intended that these changes diminish fuel rod development activities are continuing.
mechanical integrity. However, field experience at REFERENCES
extended burnup targets for advanced fuel designs has not

yet been demonstrated with high statistical confidence. I A.F. DIAS, L.D. EISENHART, and .M. SORENSEN,

Therefore, continued monitoring of LWR fuel "Benchmarking ARROTTANIPRE-02 Against BWR
performance is essential to assure that there is no Cores," Proceedings: Seventh International RETX4N
degradation in the high level of fuel reliability Conference, EPRI TR 10036 1, February 1992.

demonstrated by current fuel designs. 2. H. KLEPFER, "Investigation of In-Leakage and Fuel

CONCLUSIONS ON THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CONCERNS Corrosion in Certain BWRs," EPRI NP-6779-M, March
RELATED TO ADVANCED FUEL DESIGNS 1990.

Methods Capability 3. P.M. GILMORE, H. KLEPFER, J.M. SORENSEN, and
BO CHENG, "PWR Cladding Corrosion Predictions," to

New fuel designs incorporated as reloads in old be published in 1994.
reactors and advanced fuel designs loaded in new reactors
must be carefully evaluated. New study results are 4. H.H. KLEPFER, N. KAER-PEDERSEN, P. RANK, and
available for benchmarking such efforts. 0. OZER: "Severe Degradation of BWR Fuel Failures:

Coolant Activity Analysis,' EPRI TR-102 799, July 1993

Steady-State Thermal-Hydraulics 5. W. MICHAELS, B. PAULSON, K. WATKINS, and

Care must be taken to extend normal analyses to N. KAER-PEDERSEN, "CHIRON - A Fuel Failure
special analyses of off-rated and transient conditions. Prediction Code," Version 2 1, EPRI TR 102297, July
Utility sponsored studies of specific advanced core designs 1993
have established methods for these needed special
analyses. 6. R. YANG, 0. OZER, S. YAGNIK, B. CHENG,

H. KLEPFER, N. KAER-PEDERSEN, and P. RANK,
BWR Stability "EPRI Failed Fuel Degradation R&D Program,' in

publication 1994.
BVV'R nuclear/thermal-hydraulic instabilities have

been observed and have been addressed by regulators.
Advanced BWR fuel designs have the potential to
drastically affect stability. Methods are being developed
to assist in evaluating new BWR designs in this regard.
Early results indicate that some advanced fuel designs can
improve BWR stability.

Cladding Corrosion and Hydriding

PWR corrosion and hydriding is a major concern.
EPRI is supporting the utility industry in monitoring
vendor efforts to improve thisiftuation.

Severe Releases from Failed Fuel Rods

Advanced fuel rod designs must not inadvertently
lead to increased susceptibility for severe rod degradation
following a primary defect. EPRI is cooperating in an
international effort to develop the technology necessary
for the utility industry to evaluate advanced fuel designs in
this regard.
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ABSTRACT vaporized to steam after passing through the
opening, and transports up and down along the

This paper pesents the Up-to-date status of axial direction of fuel inside the gap. Along
model development at the Institute of Nuclear the path some coolant is radiolytically decom-
Energy Research on post-defective fuel be- posed to hydrogen and peroxide. The hydrogen,
havior. The model incorporates water ingress which is augmented by hydrogen produced fom
which causes gap temperature redistribution, cladding corrosion and fuel oxidation, is carried
fuel oxidation coupling with /U ratio distri- along as coolant gas transports. Therefore, the
bution and hydrogen production relating to two-component equation of continuity can be
zircaloy internal hydriding as well as delayed given for H20-H2 system in the gap,
hydride cracking. H , --a.

INTRODUCTION IV -)(;�a
In the case of a cladding defect, coolant 5iio

can penetrate into the cladding, hence cladding (v. N1 -kz+
internal surface oxide corrosion and hydrogen Is H, (2)
pickup are occurred. Coolant can also enter the where nX and with H20 and H2 subscripts are
fuel rod interior such that various degrees of the concentration, mole fraction and source term
fuel oxidation reactions and a marked oxygen re- of H20 and H2, respectively, H20-H2 and-DH20-H2
distribution are arisen in the rod. In this are the current density and self-diffu i C
work, a preliminary theoretical model is pre- fficient for H20-H2 system.- The flux JH 0 H2 =
sented to describe the above -phenomena. p-lv" can be obtained by solving equation of -motion

with density p velocity \ and pessure P of H20-
This model is expected to be useful in H2 system.2

describing the steam and hydrogen distribution
along the gap. It is expected to calculate the 04 f (3)
uptake, redistribution and precipitation of hy-
drogen in the cladding. The evaluation of /U And the oxygen concentration 2 is obtained by
ratio in an fuel rod is also expected. And the solving mass action law3
purpose of this work is to provide an analytical .4
method to evaluate the efficient and economic PH� 0 (4)
fuel operating scheme within safety limits after pH (�O,)K
a defected fuel rod being detected. J.

which is based on equilibrium of the reaction 2
MATHEMATICAL MODEL +kO2 Z H20, where the numerical function of

standard Gibbs energy AGH20 can be found in the
In the begining, the ingress of hot coolant literature.4

flowing through the crack opening into the fuel-
cladding gap is considered. For simplicity, the The hydrogen content distribution of
Bernoulli's equation is adopted for calculating cladding along the axial direction can be deter-
the velocity - of ingress coolant, i.e., V mined by summarizing various contributions from
,12(Po-Pi)/pc, where PO-Pi is the pressure dif- hydrogen gas phase transport in the gap, hydrogen
ference between outside and inside coolant and pickup due to cladding oxide corrosion and hy-

p_c is the density of coolant. The coolant is drogen solid state transport in the cladding.
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Hydrogen gas in the gap, H21 comes from inside determined by the permeability K, viscosity
cladding corrosion reaction, coolant radiolysis VH20-H2 and total pessure PH20-H2 through the
-tf . penetration amount of relationp K/VH2O+H2-VPH2O-H2. The current
_�H2 into the cladding, jH2' can be written as density Jc for the continuity equation of oxygen
JH2=fH23H2' where f2 is a function Of PH2/PH20 interstitial atom concentration C,
pressure ratios in the gap, and 0 <fH2 1+ 5 The �t

�Iadding hydrogen pickup is divided into ji and sT + . T = SC (9)
JO. They are connected with hydrogen produced
by inner and ouVr surfa�e oxide corrosion JIL is
and I-, through ji=fij_�, JO =f relation, where (10)30 1 030 7 -VT)
fi=kfO6 and k >1 while f Is value is available. ' = D ('7 + -1C 1+ -1--y F V
And solid state hydrogen transport is governed
by concentratio gadient VCH2�� teM erature
gradient T and stress gadien V." as suggested in phenomelogical model for

solid transport of oxygen. In Eq(10), the
vc, 4 IT chemical diffusion coefficient D* and activity

RT% coefficient both are function of Gibbs poten-
+ k. H. C., (5) tial of oxygen AGO2 and hyT)erst6ichiometryl5uan-

RT
where DH2, QA2 and VH� are the diffusion coeffi- tity X=C=O/U-2 as recommended by Beritung,
cient, heat of transport and volume of transport i.e. D* = D 2+X d (AG02 = /X. While the
of hydrogen, respectively. And fs is a numeri- RT dX 2RT
cal coefficient depends on the hydrogen concen- representation of AGO2 as function of T and X
tration CH2, terminal solid solubility of hydro- is available in the literature's By requiring
gen CT, and precipitation of hydride h.9 Then the AGO2 calculated from gas phase model equal
the continuity eqyation is used to describe the to tat from solid phase model at the fuel-gap
total hydrogen transport process in the cladding boundary surface as well as inside fuel pellet,

completes the mixed transport model.
t 0 (6)

DISCUSSIONS

where H JH + Ji + 3o + s- When te amount
Of CH2+h is about 00 ppm in the cladding, te In this work, the effects of radi.olysis
loss of mechanical properties becomes signifi- 2H20 -H202 H2 are already considered in two
cantio then the hydrogen embrittlement aears. ways
The brittle fracture is occurred when stress (1) its effects on source terms of continuity
intensity is greater than the ultimate tensile equrations.
strength (UTS). The co in ESCORE model" is (2) its effects on the oxidization of fuel by
used for this stress considering, and UTS can be peroxide molecules.20
written as the product of two functions of CH2 + But in modeling the axial hydrogen distribution
h and T respectively, i.e. UTS-fl(CH2+h) f2(T).6 in cladding, the effects of hydrogen content in
As the amount CH2+h is greater than CT and at cooling water, supersaturation phenomenum, and
intermediate stress intensity the delayed y- neutron irradiation on hydrogen diffusion are
dride cracking (DHC) mechanism is significant not involved.
and crack popagation and grow up can happen.12
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ABSTRACT

Japanese BWR Utilities have performed a Thermal hydraulic stability experiment was

joint study of the Thermal Hydraulic Stability one of those study programs. Experiments of

of High Bum up STEP M Fuel. In this study, 2x2 test bundle which simulated 8x8 arrayed

the parametric dependency of thermal fuel conditions using out-pile test loop were

hydraulic stability threshould was obtained. It performed to survey the channel stability

was confirmed through experiments that the threshold, boiling transition (13T) threshold

STEP 11 Fuel has sufficient stability during oscillations, and post-13T peak

characteristics. cladding temperature. These results have

been used for licensing and verification of

1. INTRODUCTION analytical code.

In Japan, bum up extension of BWR fuel Smaller rod diameter and increase in the

has been pursed for the reduction of fuel cycle number of rods in the fuel assembly tend to

cost as well as the amount of spent fuel. High make higher bumup fuel more prone to

bum up fuels have been developed and instability. We thought it is important to

commercialized in a stepwise manner so that confirm the thermal-hydraulic performance of

new design may not lead to fuel failures, this STEP M Fuel in terms of instability using

is the incremental progress in three steps. both experimental measurement and analysis.
Since the La Salle-2 instability incident of

1988, concerns about the stability issues grew This paper describes the outline of

worldwide. Even before this, Japanese BWR experimental and analytical works relevant to

utilities and vendors jointly ran a series of instability done specifically for STEP U1 Fuel.

programs of experiments and analysis on this

matter. Among them are 3-D code

development and a series of out-pile-tests.
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2. HIGH BURNUP STEP HI FUEL

High bumup fuels have been developed

and commercialized in a stepwise manner, as

shown in Fig. I and described below; pper Tie-Plate Upper Tie-Plate

Central Water Rod

(1) STEP I Fuel W Aay, 62 fuel rods)

Average discharge exposure 33 GWd/t

Maximum assembly exposure 40 GWd/t gth Rod Large Center Water
Channel

Commercialized from 1987

(2) STEP Fuel (8x8 Array, 60 fuel rods) UK-ism

Average discharge exposure 39.5 GWd/t Ferrule Type Spacer Ferrule Type Spacei

Maximum assembly exposure 50 GWd/t

Commercialized from 1991

(3) STEP M Fuel

(9x9 Aay, 74(Type A) or 72(Type B) Lower Tie-Plate Lower Tie-Plate

fuel rods)

Average discharge exposure 45 GWd/t

Maximum assembly exposure 55 GWd/t Ty A Type 

High bumup STEP HI Fuel is aimed at Fig.2 Structure of STEP UI Fuel

increasing bum up to about 45 GWd/t Generally higher increase of enrichment is

(average discharge exposure). Japanese necessary to extend bumup increases, but this

BWR Utilities selected two types of fuels causes harder neutron spectrum which in turn

designs for STEP fuel (type A and type B). increases void coefficient and reduces shut

[11[21 Fig.2 shows the structure of STEP M down margin. A necessary countermeasure

fuel. for this is to increase H/U ratio.

I I I I 9111 1 1 1 I' 0 1 I I

STEP I

STEP11

STEPIH

M-i- 6 -
A- bly ..........................
E.p-- 0-
(GWd/t) r

Fig. 1 Introduction schedule of high bumup fuels
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Consequently STEP M fuel design applies

bigger water rods in fuel bundles, In type A

fuel, two large water rods are positioned in the

center replacing seven fuel rods. And In type 5�
600B fuel, a rectangular water channel is PRESS U RE 6.9MPa 0 C,=l.0Xl06kgtM2h

positioned in the center to replace nine uel 50 - A G=1.2Xl06kg/m2h

rods. Q 400 - X G=1.7Xl06kg/ni2hj
0 A

STEP M fuel also applies 9 X 9 array, 300 - A A A
0 0 0

which decreases average linear heat (X 200 - X X X X
generation rate by 20 % and provides much 19 100 

9greater flexibility in fuel bundle design.
0

CT 0 50 100 150X
(2 X 2 UNLET SUBCOOLING ( kJ kg

3. STUDY OF THE THERMAL Fig.4 Effect of inlet subcooling.

HYDRAULIC STABILITY OF STEP 11

FUEL The stability performance is considered as

Thermal hydraulic stability experiment for one element to be taken care of in the core and

8 X fuel was carried out in the past and the fuel design. Since STEP HI fuel is 9 X 9 fuel,

following results have been obtained. it tends to have intrinstic disadvantage as far

as this instability is concerned. This is because

(1) Flow instability characteristics in a of smaller diameter, which tends to reduce

complicated channel of BWR's. time delay in heat conduction, and increase

(2) Stability data at typical BWR conditions. pressure drop. New design tries to offset this

(3) Verification of the Stability Analysis by use of the following;

codes were done.

Typical resuls are shown in Fig.3 and fig.4. - Improved low pressure drop spacer

R (Type 
/UU PRESSURE 6.9MPa

60 - SUBCOOL 11 W kg - Low A P upper tie-plate
R Type A, Type 

500 
Partial length rod to reduce pressure

400 - drop in two-phase flow portion

300 - 0
o Pin: Large of the bundle

200 a Pin: Small (Type A)

100
X 1.1 1.5 1.9 2.3 2.7 3.1

(2 X 2 BUNDLE MASS FLUX (X 106 kg/m2h)

Fig. 3 Effect of mass fux and inlet pressure

loss.
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Then, we confirmed the stability ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

performance of STEPM Fuel both

experimentally and analytically. The study was jointly sponsored by the

The tasks of this time study are shown Tokyo Electric Pwer Company, Tohoku

below. Electric Power Company, Chubu Electric

- Stability tests using high temperature Power Company, Hokuriku Electric Power

thermal hydraulic test loop. Company, Chugoku Electric Power Company,

The test bundle geometry used for the the Japan Atomic Power Co., Hitachi Ltd.(for

stability test is a 3 X 3 heater rod STEP U1 fuel type A), Toshiba Corporation

bundle which has about 1/8 of the (for STEP U fuel type A) and Nuclear Fuel

cross section area of the STEP U1 fuel. Indu stries Ltd.(foT STEP fuel type B) .

For parallel channel simulation, a
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3 X 3 test bundle.
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the STEP M fuel has sufficient stability Tokyo,1986.

characteristics 'Me predicted threshold

powers were always below the measurement

data, demonstrating the conservatism of the

stability analysis codes.
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a 9x9 lattice development, though addition of
ABSTRACT more fuel rods increases bundle pressure drop,

reduces pressure drop in the two-phase portion
Thermal-hydraulic stability tests have been of the bundle, and enhances the thermal
performed on electrically heated bundles to hydraulic stability.
simulate the newly designed Boiling Water Through the experiments, the parameter
Reactor (BWR) fuels in a parallel channel test dependency on the channel stability threshold is
loop. The objective of the current experimental obtained for inlet subcooling, inlet mass flux,
program is to investigate how the newly inlet flow resistance, axial power shape and part
designed bundle could improve the thermal- length rod. The main conclusion is that the
hydraulic stability. stability threshold is about 10% greater with the

part length rod than without the part length
Measurements of the thermal-hydraulic rod. The new BWR bundle consisting of the part
instability thresholds in two vertical rod length rod has been verified in respect of
bundles have been conducted in steam-water thermal hydraulic stability performance.
two-phase flow conditions at the TOSHIBA test
loop. Fluid conditions were BWR operating 124'MODUCTION
conditions of 7 MPa system pressure, 1. -
2.OxIO6 kg/m2/h inlet mass flux and 28 -108 Various kinds of thermal-hydraulic
kJ/kg inlet subcooling. The parallel channel test instabilities have been observed in various
loop consists of a main bundle of 30 indirectly boiling systems. In particular, it is very
heated rods of 19 symmetry of 9x9 full lattice important to obtain a better understanding of
and a bypass bundle of 8x8. These are both the density wave instability phenomena of
simulated BWR rod bundles in respect of rod concern in BWR technology.
diameter, heated length, rod configuration, fuel A number of studies[t],[2] of these flow
rod spacer, core inlet hydraulic resistance and instability phenomena have been reported. In
upper tie plate. There are three types of the 30 the previous joint program[3], in order to
test bundles with different configurations of a understand, both experimentally and
part length rod of two-thirds the length of the analytically, stability performance of the BWR
other rods and an axial power shape. simulated bundle, called STEP-1, the thermal
The design innovation of the part length rod for hydraulic stability tests and anaylysis have

been conducted. The following results in
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respects of the thermal-hydraulic stability have thermal hydraulic conditions encountered in
been obtained. BWR operation, such as low flow high power

operation, abnormal transient conditions, and
(1) Flow instability characteristics in a post boiling transition, as well as thermal

complicated channel of BWR hydraulic stability. The facility is made of
(2) Stability data at typical BWR conditions stainless steel 304. Demineralized water is used
(3) Parametric effects of inlet subcooling, inlet for the experiment. Maximum working pressure

mass flux and inlet pressure loss on the stability and flow rate are 882 MPa and 30 t/h.
threshold power Water is circulated by the circulating

pump, and flow rate is controlled by an air-
The design innovation of a 9x9 lattice operated valve B. The inlet fluid temperature of

development, as addition of more fuel rods the test section is controlled by a 300 kW direct
increases bundle pressure drop, might heating tubular preheater. Water is divided
deteriorate the thermal hydraulic stability. For between the test bundles (one with 3 x 3 rods
the newly designed BWR bundle, called STEP- for a hot channel and the other with 8 x rods
III TYPE A, the implementation of the part for other average channels in the BWR core).
length rod(PLR) of two-thirds the length of the The purpose of this (8 X 8) test bundle is to
other rods reduces pressure drop in the two- impose on the test section an external constraint
phase portion of the bundle and can enhance regarding constant pressure drop between the
the thermal hydraulic stability. It was inlet and exit, in order to reproduce the
considered important to confirm the effect of boundary condition for density wave instability
the shorter length of the part length rod and between the upper and lower plenum of a BWR
smaller rod diameter on thermal hydraulic core possessing a large number of channels.
stability. Therefore, in the current program, the Flowing upwards through the test bundles, the
thermal hydraulic stability tests have been subcooled water is heated into a steam-water
conducted using a simulated STEP-III TYPE A mixture, and coolant from the two test bundles
fuel bundle and the parametric effect of the recombines.
newly designed items has been obtained Steam, generated at the test section,
experimentally.

TO STEAMITEST FACILITY AND %ffiTHOD SEPARATOR

2.1 Facility
Figure I shows the test facility, called NO DESCRIPTION

BEST loop of TOSHIBA, used for this study. This I LOWER PLENUM

test facility can be used to determine the steady 2 UPPER PLENUM

state and transient characteristics of various 3 CH-B TEST VESSEL

4 CH-A TEST VESSEL

5 FLOW METER

6 INLET ORIFICE

I CHANNEL BOX

8 ROD BUNDLE
serum

. ELECTRICAL IS
CONNECTOR

z to NICKEL TIE PLATE
z z

if O-RING PLUGS
U

12 FLEXIBLE TERMINAL

11 COOLI:G -

L� 4 HEATE TC LEAD WIRES

H"icza .QoJ1

C�G l�
61ITER �I

P

FR.

Figure -Transient Thermal-Hydraulic Test DIMENSION:

Loop Figure 2-Test Section
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separates from the steam-water mixture in the rods have larger power than others in order to
separator, is condensed in the steam-drum and detect dryout occurrence efficiently, though the
returned to the circulating pump. System radial power distribution does not affect the
pressure is adjusted by controlling the spray thermal hydraulic stability[3]. The simulated
flow rate in the steam-drum and can be finely fuel rod was made of Inconel, and BN (Boron
adjusted by the pressurizer. Nitride). The heater is made of Nicrome.

Electrical current is passed through the heater
2.2 Test Section to simulate the very high heat generation in the

Figure 2 shows the parallel channel test BWR core.
section. The test section consists of two test
bundles (the main and by-pass bundle), two 2.3 Instrumentation
venturi flow meters, an upper plenum and a Inlet flow rates for each test bundle were
lower plenum. Figure 3 shows the cross- measured by means of venturi flow meters. The
sectional dimensions of the test bundles and total flow rate was measured with a turbine
Fig.4 shows two kinds of heated rods, the full flow meter. Ungrounded chromel-alumel
length rod and the part length rod, and axial thermocouples (CA) 3.2mm in diameter were
heat flux shapes. The part length rod is two- used to measure the inlet fluid temperature. To
thirds as long as the full length rod. These test monitor rod temperatures, CA thermocouples
bundles are fabricated to simulate the BWR fuel 0.5 mm in diameter were installed immediately
rod bundle faithfully in regard to heated length, upstream of a few spacers. A burnout detector
rod and spacer geometry and their locations, as was provided to decrease the power supply
well as inlet loss coefficients. when temperature exceeding a set value was

Three main test bundles 3 x 3 were detected, in order to prevent physical burnout
used in this study, one with PLR and an uniform of the tube. Diaphragm type transducers were
axial heat flux shape, the second without PLR, used to measure not only the test bundle
the third with PLR and an inlet peaked heat flux pressure, but also the differential pressure
shape, as shown in Fig.4. Radially, two heater between the upper plenum and the lower

plenum. These signals were recorded on a

Test Bundle AQ Al A minicomputer with a scanning rate of 20 msec.
No. of PLR One No One The estimated accuracies of the various
Axial Power Uniform Uniform Inlet quantities are:

Shape Peaked Quantity Accurap_x %

.24 Pressure +- 038
Flow 0.73

0 0 Power 0.88
Inlet fluid temp 0.47

34 O Full Length Rod 2.4 Experimental Method
The inlet pressure loss for the main testFigure 3-Test Bundle Configurations

bundle was set to the desired value by inserting
Full Length Rod an orifice plate (see Fig.2) at atmospheric

conditions. Measurement procedures of the
Part Length Rod stability threshold power are as follows: to

pressurize the coolant to 7 MPa pressure
condition, to keep total mass flux and inlet

2.0 subcooling to the desired value, to increase the0 Inlet Peake
power input of the main bundle gradually in

1.5 small steps, to take the time series of the inlet
11.11fifform,co mass fluxes and other variables for a period of

0 more than two minutes after stabilizing theCO
0.5 . ............ ........ .. whole loop. The stability threshold power is

determined statistically, where the standardco
deviation of the main bundle inlet mass flux

0.0 0 0.21 0.42 0.63 0.83 1.0 deviates from a background level, as shown in
Height[-] Section 3 The bypass channel conditions are

Figure 4-Axial Power Shape settled for a power input of more than 1% exit
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quality to inhibit the steam condensation at the 0.100
exit common header, and for an inlet mass flow Pressu�e 7 MP
five times greater than that of the main bundle Mass ux .0x 06kg/m2 h

to maintain -a 9 Inlet s0coolin 15 kcal/kg
channel the parallel channel r- E0.075 -
pressure drop constant at a flow instability. o -_ .

The range of the experimental conditions to>
is as follows. 00

V_ 0.050
Pressure 7 MPa

X
Subcooling 28-1]5kJ/kg co 
Mass flux 1.0-2.0 16kg/m2/h Cco0 ---------5 co 0 025 G___Axial power shape Inlet peaked, uniform Cco

Onstabip

These experimental conditions cover the natural
circulation flow and minimum pump flow points 0.00
in the actual BWR operational conditions, which 0 100 200 300 400 500
could be limiting for the BWR stability design. Main Bundle Power [kw]

3. MEETHOD OF DETERNWQNG THR .ESHOLD Figure 5-Example of Stability Test

POWER OF INSTABILITY

4. TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSES
Methods used in previous work to define

the threshold power of instability, may be 4.1 General Observation
roughly classified into the following four Figure shows how the threshold power
methods; is determined. In this figure, it is found that the

I.Visual method amplitude of the inlet mass flux variations is
2.Oscillation amplitude vs. power diagram gradually increased, as power input increases in

method 46] stable regions because of two-phase flow
3.Statistical method 7 fluctuation increase. After the onset of the flow

instability, the amplitude increases with
The visual method is very simple, but inferior increasing power. Using the stochastic definition
in accuracy. Massini et al.[3], Jain et al. 41 and of threshold power, it is determined to be 382
Saha [51 used the oscillation amplitude vs. kW in this case.
power diagram method, but the threshold Figure 6 shows time series of measured
powers indicated by them are quite different variables, power, inlet temperature, total
due to differences in their definition of when an differential pressure, inlet mass flux, and rod
instability is excited. temperature at three power conditions of the

Mathisen's statistical method 7 defines main bundle. First is stable from thermal-
the threshold power by extrapolating toward hydraulic stability point of view, second is near
zero the inverse of the flow noise variance. the stability boundary, third is unstable. In the
However, there is no assurance that the stable region, the inlet flow fluctuation is
threshold powers defined by his ethod agree relatively small in magnitude and seems
with the theoretical threshold powers. In many random in periodic characteristics. Near the
cases, the threshold power defined by stability boundary, the inlet flow signal shows a
Mathisen's method may be rather high. periodic oscillation, though it looks like a wave

In the previous experimental program[3], packet and is not persistent. In the unstable
the stability threshold power was determined region, the inlet flow signal shows a periodic
statistically, where the standard deviation of oscillation in self-continuing way and with a
the main bundle inlet mass flux deviates from a single frequency component which is a
background level. The point can be calculated as fundamental mode. The total differential
the intersection point of two asymptotic lines in pressure under instability conditions is
stable and unstable region. This method seemed observed to remain essentially constant.
to be the most rational method to determine the Therefore, it is concluded that this stability test
stability threshold power. Figure shows a simulated the BWR core boundary condition
typical result in the current experimental very well.
program.
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goo The test results obtained are as follows:

400

M (1) Inlet mass flux
Figure 7 shows the effect of inlet mass

so INIM WISATURS flux on the stability threshold power. It seems
that as mass flux increases, the threshold power

goo increases almost linearly. An increase in mass

flux has a stabilizing effect because the boiling
boundary moves downstream with increasing

MAL M-PREMUS A mass flux and the length of the two-phase

0.4 region becomes short which reduces the two-
phase pressure drop significantly. This tendency
is in agreement with a report[9]..0

(2) Inlet subcooling
1200 Figure 8 shows the effect of inlet

subcooling on the stability threshold power. The
400 . . . . effect of inlet subcooling is small and threshold
4" MD WERATURS power decreases slightly with inlet subcooling.

ISO 1000
Pressure 7MP'a

(1) point(D (2) poln* 10 8C 'Subcooling 115 kJ/kg
(3) point(D 800

Figure 6-Stability Test Result Pressure 7MPa,

Mass Flux .oxjo6 kg/M2h, Inlet Subcooling 5 600
=

64 kJ/kg co

0
= 400

4.2 Parametric Effects on the Threshold 2 Cn
Power of Instability

In this section, the parametric effects of 200
operating variables - inlet mass flux, inlet
subcooling, power shape and PLR - are
described based upon experimental data and 0
discussed. It is very important to pay attention 0 1 2 3

Main Bundle
to the following mechanism of Density Wave Mass Flux[IOA6kg/m2/hl
Oscillation (DWO 9 Figure 7-Effect of Mass Flux

DWO is caused by the finite time
necessary (1) for the enthalpy wave to 1000
propagate in the subcooled-liquid region and 2 Press re 7MP I
for the density or void fraction wave to 800 Mass lux X1 A6 kg/mZ h
propagate in the two-phase region. These finite
propagation times induce time-lag effects and
phase-angle shifts between the channel 600
pressure drop and the inlet flow, leading to the co
self-exciting oscillations. In general, any -O

co 400 0
increase in pressure drop in the single-phase -------- 0
region has a stabilizing effect, since this
pressure drop is almost in phase with the inlet
flow and it acts to damp the flow oscillations. On

the other hand, an increase in the two-phase 0 . . .
region pressure drop has a destabilizing effect, 0 20 40 60 80 100 120
since the pressure drop is out of phase with the Inlet Subcoollng[Ulkg]

inlet flow, owing to the finite density wave- Figure 8-Effect of Inlet Subcooling
propagation time.
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As inlet subcooling increases, the void fraction 5. CONCLUIONS
decreases and the non-boiling length increases.
The effect of this stabilizes the two-phase Stability tests using the simulated BWR
boiling flow. On the other hand, the increase of STEP-111 TYPE A rod bundle have been
inlet subcooling increases the void transit time conducted. The following results were obtained:
which corresponds to the response delay of void
generation due to the inlet flow change and (1) Parametric effects on the threshold
destabilizing effects are competing and resulting power were clarified. It was observed the
in slight change in the stability threshold power. threshold power increases as inlet mass flux

increases. The inlet peaked axial heat flux shape
(3) Axial power shape was determined to be more unstable than
Figure 9 shows the effect of power shape uniform axial heat flux shape.

(inlet peaked and uniform). From this figure, it is
found that the threshold power for an inlet (2) It is confirmed through experiments
peaked axial power shape is smaller than that that the Step III TYPE A fuel has the sufficient
for a uniform power shape under the same flow stability characteristics. Especially, the new
conditions. Under the same test conditions (inlet designed feature, the part length rod(PLR)
mass flux, inlet subcooling, bundle power), the brought aboutIO stability margin compared
boiling boundary in the case of the inlet peaked with no PLR bundle.
axial heat flux shape shifts upstream compared ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
to the uniform axial heat flux shape. Hence the

two phase pressure drop of the inlet peaked This study has been jointly performed by
axial heat flux shape is larger which makes the Tokyo, Tohoku, Chubu, Hokuriku, Chugoku
system unstable. Electric Power Companies, Japan Atomic Power

(4) PLR Co., Toshiba Corporation. and Hitachi Ltd.
Figure 10 shows the effect of PLR on the The authors wish to express their appreciation

stability threshold power. Through inclusion of to the members involved in this program for
more fuel rods than an 8x8 lattice increases a fruitful discussion. They are especially grateful
bundle pressure drop, implementation of the to the staff of the Tokyo Electric Power Co. for
part length rod in a x9 lattice reduces pressure providing guidance.
drop in the two-phase portion of the bundle. REFERENCES
Figure 11 shows that PLR bundles are about
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1000 600
7M ?aPressure 7MPa Pressure

'Subcooling 115 kJ/kg -Subcooling 115kJ'kg
V800 500 1P
Ae

3: 6000 C 
= a. 400Co

0 400 S 0W.C Co 

2 300 PLR
200 Axial ape with 0

0 Uni
Ini 2001 without - 0

0 2 3 0 2
Main Bundle Main Bundle

Mass Flux[10A6kg/rn2h] Mass Flux[10A6kg/m2/h]

Figure 9-Eff ect of Axial Power Shape Figure -Eff ect of PLR
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ABSTRACT 1. INTRODUCTION

The Step-Ill Fuel Type is a new fuel design for high Recent BWR fuel design is focused on higher bum-up op-
bum-up operation in BWRs in Japan. The fuel design uses a eration for lower fuel cycle cost. The Step-Ill Fuel Type is
9X9 - 9 rod bundle to accommodate the high fuel duty of high a new design for the High Bum-up Step-111 Program by BWR
bum-up operation and a square water-channel to provide en- Utilities and Fuel Suppliers in Japan, which aims at a batch
hanced neutron moderation. The objective of this study is to average bum-up of 45000 MWd/t. This design uses a 9X9 - 9
confirm the thermal-hydraulic stability performance of the rod bundle to accommodate the high bum-up operational duty
new fuel design by tests which simulate the parallel channel and a square water-channel to provide enhanced neutron mod-

configuration of the BVrR core. eration 111. Fig. I shows the Step-III Fuel Type bundle.
The stability testing was performed at the NFI test loop. It is well known that a general feature of BAIR instability is

The test bundle geometry used for the stability test is a 3X3 thermal-hydraulically induced flow oscillations which are
heater rod bundle which has aout 1/8 of the cross section area coupled with neutron flux oscillations via void-reactivity
of the full size 9X9 - 9 rod bundle. Full size heater rods were feedback. It is, therefore, of prime importance to assure
used to simulate the fuel rods. For parallel channel simula- BAFR stability as well as optimizing the nuclear and thermal-

tion, a bypass channel with a 6X6 - heater rod bundle was hydraulic performance in the fuel bundle design. The Step-III
connected in parallel with the 3X3 rod bundle test channel. Fuel Type uses a large water channel which provides non-

The stability test results showed typical flow oscillation boiling water, thereby enhancing neutron moderation for the

features which have been described as density wave oscilla- high enrichment fuel design. This feature increases core sta-
tions. The stationary limit cycle oscillation extended flow am- bility because of a reduced void coefficient. Another feature
plitudes to several tens of a percent of the nominal value, dur- of the Step-III Fuel Type is a low pressure drop spacer and a
ing which periodic dry-out and re-wetting were observed. The large flow area upper tie-plate 11. The reduced spacer and up-
test results were used for verification of a stability analysis per tie-plate pressure drop enhances the. thermal-hydraulic

code, which demonstrated that the stability performance of performance, and improves the so called channel stability of

the new fuel design has been conservatively predicted. the fuel bundle.

The objective of this study is to confirm the channel stabil-

ity of the new fuel bundle by an experimental simulation of the

BWR core.

Lower Tie-plate Spacer Water Channel Upper Tie-plate

000060000000OOOSP8888000 .0.
000 000
0000000000 S 0000
0000(?0000

Fig. I Step-III Fuel Assembly
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2. TEST LOOP AND TEST CHANNEL DESCRIPTION 3. TEST PROCEDURE AND TEST PARAMETERS
Fig. 2 shows the test loop. The loop is designed for high The flow fraction of the bypass channel was controlled to

temperature steam and water two-phase flow tests. The large yield a flow rate 6 times higher than the test channel by ad-
volume of the steam separator/condenser provides stable loop justing a valve at the bypass inlet. The high mass flow but
operation during the flow oscillating stability test. A total ca- low velocity bypass flow was slightly heated, but remained
pacity of 1.8 MW d-c electric power from two rectifier units is almost single-phase and provides a nearly constant pressure
shared by two test channels. drop with a dominant elevation pressure drop during the flow

Fig. 3 shows the cross-sections of the test channel, the by- oscillation tests.
pass channel and the heater rod. The test channel simulates a The test procedure was to first establish stable loop opera-
1/8 cross section of a full size bundle, i.e. a 9X9 - 9 rod bundle. tion for set points of the system parameters, e.g. system pres-
The heater rod is a full-size replica of the fuel od, about 4 m sure, inlet subcooling, total flow rate, bypass to test channel
in length and I I mm in diameter. In the heater rod is a spiral flow ratio, etc., at a low test channel power. Then, to in-
heating element which is electrically insulated from the clad- crease the test channel power gradually until a sustained inlet

ding. For monitoring dry-out, the heater rod temperature is flow oscillation was established. The typical flow oscillation

measured by several thermocouples embedded in the clad- exhibited a sine wave characteristic with a frequency of 0.3 to
ding. The bypass channel with a 6X6 - heater rod bundle is 0.5 Hz. Fig. 4 shows an example of typical data which exhibit
used to simulate the parallel channel configuration of the a small amplitude flow oscillation. The flow oscillation am-
BWR core. The test and bypass channels share the coolant plitude varied from a few to several tens of a percent depend-
flow and have common inlet and outlet pressures. ing on the test channel power, as it was increased further be-

yond the stability threshold. Limit cycle oscillations were sta-

tionary with constant amplitude when the test channel power
Pressurizer was held constant. At higher amplitude flow oscillations the

4 most limiting thermocouple showed a saw tooth shape tem-
perature oscillation with maximum increase of several tens of
a deg. K, which indicated a periodic dry-out and re-wetting of
the heater rod. Fig. shows an example of large amplitude

Separ tor inlet flow oscillations and the associated heater rod tempera-
ture oscillations.

Stability threshold tests were perforined for multiple com-

Exchanger binations of the test parameters. Table-I shows the test pa-
rameters. The peaking factors of 14 and 194 were used for

Test Cha el on Pump the chopped cosine and bottom peaked cases, respectively.
The peak axial power position is located at mid height, or at

DC Powe 3/24 height of the 37 m heated length.
Su ypass; hannel

C P
Su

Table-] Test Parameters for Stability Threshold Power

Fig. 2 Test Loop Test Parameters Test Condition

(a) Test Bundle (b) Bypass Bundle (c) Heater Rod cladding Axial Power Shape: Uniform, Bottom Peaked,
:InoDnel-600 Chopped Cosine

0000 Flow Rate 1.0 - 20 (1 6 kg/m2/h)
00 000 Inlet subcooling 29 - 116 (kJ/kg)

0 0 0 0000 0 Insulator Inlet Orifice Loss
0 0000 :BN Coefficient 24.5, 35.2 (velocity head)
000 00

)O
Heater
noonel-600

".6mm

46.66mm 89.56mm 0 '*11.0mm

Fig. 3 Test and Bypass Bundles, Heater Rod
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810� 70
2' O�65 anne r: 370 kW _e
3: 0.60 System Pressure: 6.9MPa
0 6 -
U_ :3 Inlet SubcDoling: I 6kJ/kg
,6 0.55

CL Inlet Mass Flow: 1.69x106kgjM2/h
E

0 1 0 20 30 C Axial Power Shape: Bottom Peakedc4
Time(sec) .2

70

21 O�65 t anne ower: 426 kW

0.60 0.2 Stability Threshold Power:416kW
'6 0.55 LL

0 50 0
0 10 20 30 370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440 450

Time(sec) Test Channel Power (kW)

Fig. 4 Example of Stability Threshold

Test Data at ow Power Fig. 6 Example of Stability Threshold Power

-4 070 40 0
65

.2 0�60 20 12

Z0.55
0

7. 0 50-
0 10 20 30 -20

'Time(sec) (n
if 350 0 -270

330 Test Channel Power: 436 kW -40
310

E 290 _60 -360
270 0.10 0.50

8
cc 250 Frequency (Hz)
�i 0 10 20 30

Fig. Example of Stability Threshold Fig.7 ExampleofTransferFunctionMeasurement

Test Data at High Power 1.1

Stability Threshold Power

4. RESULT OF STABILITY THRESHOLD 1.0 ----------------------------------------------------- -----------

MEASUREMENT Axial Power Shape:
.2 o Uniform

Several methods are available to determine the stability 16 lo Bottom Peaked
Er

0.9thresholdpowerfromthemeasureddata/1',/". Twomethods i�
0

were tested and the results were compared. The first method (D

is a simple noise analysis of the inlet flow oscillation apli-
0.8

tude. The stability threshold was calculated from the intersec-

tion of two straight lines as illustrated in Fig. 6 The second

method is based on a conventional transfer-function measure-
0.7

ment. A PRBS (pseudo random binary sequence) signal was 0.6 0 .7 0.8 0 .9 1.0 1.1

imposed on the test channel power and the inlet flow response Test Channel Power/Stability Threshold Power

was measured. Fourier transformation of the data was used to Fig. Decay Ratio vs. Stability Threshold Power

derive a transfer-function. Fig. 7 shows an example of trans-

fer-function. The derived transfer-function was then fitted by

a rational polynomial to obtain the decay ratio. Fig. shows a Fig. 9 a and Fig. 9b show stability threshold vs. flow for a

plot of decay ratio vs. power. The test channel power in Fig. fixed inlet subcooling of 116 kJ/kg and for two inlet orifice

has been normalized to the corresponding stability threshold types, low and high pressure drop, respectively. The mea-

power obtained by the first method. The stability threshold by sured stability threshold linearly increased with the inlet mass

the first method corresponds a decay ratio of less than 1.0 by flux in the range of 1. - 20 6 kg /ml /h. The bottom

the second method. Therefore, the first method provides a peaked test with 194 peaking factor showed the lowest

slightly conservative estimate of the stability threshold and threshold power. The chopped cosine test showed the highest

was used to reduce all of the data from these tests. threshold power and the most stable results.
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800 condition. This Plot shows that the BT power exhibits a mar-

700 gin of several percent beyond the stability threshold.

700
600 Al 0.

500
32
R 0 600

400
0

System Pressure 6.9 MPa System Pressure: 69 Ws
300

o Bottom Peaked InlelMassi'low: 1.70x10'kg/rnih500
Axial Power Shape: Uniform

200 A Uniform
0 High Pressure Drop inlet Orifice

[3 Chopped Cosine & Low Pressure Drop Inlet Orifice

1(0 1.0 1.5 . 2.0 CO I I I " I

Test Channel Inlet Mass Flow (00 6kg/m 2/hr) 400 j
20 40 60 80 100 120

Fig. 9 a Stability Threshold Power vs. Inlet Mass Flow Inlet Subcooling (kJ/kg)

(Low Pressure Drop Orifice) Fig. IO Threshold Power vs. Subcooling
800 1.15

Inlet Subcooling: 116 kral/kg

700 System Pressure: 6.9MPa
0 Axial Power Shape: Bottom Peaked

1.10600

_00 co
32

1$00 g 1.05 0
12

System Pressure: 69 We 2
300

U) 1.00

200 A Uniform 1.0 1.5 (X106 g/M2 2.0
Test Channel Inlet Mass Flow k /hr)

13 Chopped Cosine Fig. I I Ratio of BT Power to Stability Threshold Power
100

1.0 1.5 6 2 2.0
Test Channel Inlet Mass Flow (x1 0 kg/m /hr)

Fig. 9 b Stability Threshold Power vs. Inlet Mass Flow 5. ANALYSIS OF MEASURED STABILITY DATA

(High Pressure Drop Ofice) The stability threshold test data has been analyzed using a

frequency domain stability analysis code, STAIF-PK. This
The high pressure drop inlet orifice increased the stability code consists of four sub-models for the BWR stability pre-

threshold power (c.f. Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b), but only minor ef- diction, i.e. core neutronics, fuel rod heat transfer, fuel chan-
fect of orifice pressure drop was observed in the chopped co- nel thermal-bydraulics, and ex-core recirculation. Te fuel
sine test. The non-boiling length of the chopped cosine test rod heat-transfer is modeled by a one-dimensional radial heat
was much longer than the bottom peaked or uniform power transfer at each axial node, and the fuel channel then-nal-hy-
tests, thus the orifice effectiveness was reduced. draulics are modeled by two-phase one-dimensional continu-

Fig. 10 shows threshold power vs. inlet subcooling for the ity, energy and momentum conservation equations. These
uniform power distribution tests. In the test range, the higher two sub-models were used to analyze the channel-stability
subcooling resulted in a lower threshold power. It has been threshold data.
reported that the effect of higher subcooling is to reduce the Fig. 12a compares the calculated and measured stability
threshold power when the subcooling is below 20 K (i.e - threshold power, and Fig. 12b compares the corresponding
100 k/kg at 60 MPa) 1'1�. This trend is further discussed in the natural frequencies. The predicted threshold values are al-
next section by employing analytical results. ways below the measured data, thus the predictions are con-

Fig. I I shows a plot of BT (boiling transition) threshold vs. servative for stability evaluation. Agreement of the natural

inlet mass flow for the tests with the bottom peaked power frequency data is good. The conservative prediction by the
distribution and low pressure drop inlet orifice. The vertical STAIF-PK code implies a certain margin of the channel sta-

axis represents the BT power which is normalized by the cor- bility of the Step-III Fuel, since its stability performance has
responding stability threshold power for the same mass flow been designed using STAIF-PK.
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Fig. 13 shows the calculated threshold power vs. inlet 6. CONCLUSIONS
subcooling for the uniform power distribution data. Although Thermal-hydraulic stability tests for the newly designed

the prediction gives lower threshold power, the trend of the BWR rod bundle (Step-III Fuel Type B) were performed us-
threshold power with subcooling is well reproduced. Addi- ing a parallel channel simulation of the BWR core. The mea-
tional analysis of results for higher subcooling and lower mass sured data were analyzed by stability codes in order to evalu-
flux are shown in Fig. 13. The subcooling for minimum sta- ate the stability margin of the new bundle and to support the
bility is at about 100 kJ/kg. The analysis also showed that at interpretation of the measured stability threshold power. The
small subcooling, below the stability minimum, higher following conclusions summarize the results:

subcooling tends to shift the natural frequency to a lower fre- (1) The stability test results showed typical density wave
quency with higher gain, thereby decreasing the stability. At flow oscillations. A stationary limit cycle oscillation ex-
higher subcooling above the minimum, the gain decreases tended flow amplitudes to several tens of a percent at which
uniformly over the frequency range because of longer non- periodic dry-out and re-wetting were observed by the heater
boiling length, thus the stability is increased. This conclusion rod temperature measurements.
is consistent with the review by Boure et al. of the subcooling (2) The test parameters included variations of axial power

effect on the stability experimental data by Mathisen distribution, i.e. chopped cosine, uniform and bottom peaked,

inlet orifice pressure drop, i.e. high and low, mass flux and
0 8 inlet subcooling. 'Me stability threshold variations with the

(a) Cffpan-fS ay mh P- (b) MP- 1
test parameters were similar to the data reported in the litera-

S .Z06 0 ture.0
(3) The predicted threshold powers were always below the

0 0
0 11 04 - measured data, demonstrating the conservatism of the stabil-

3� ity evaluation methods. Agreement between data and predic-

99 L.2 tions of the natural frequency was good. The conservative

predictions by the STAIF-PK code imply a certain margin of

0 the channel stability for the Step-III Fuel, since its stability
0 M Wo MO 0 0.2 0.4 06 a performance has been designed using STAIF-PK.

SWUR 1 �.*.W P-9.0 hRM) k" Few-cy(Twt Dat.) (Hz)
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ABSTRACT channel face is expected to reduce bowing.' The
following section describes the design methodology

Fuel channels in boiling water reactors direct the coolant including stress analysis, creep calculation, and a
flow through the fuel assemblies and provide structural statistical evaluation of control rod to fuel channel
stability during reactor operation. The disadvantages interaction. A brief overview of the manufacturing
associated with fuel channels are the reduction of flow process is also presented.
area available for the fuel bundle and the parasitic
capture of neutrons by the wall material. These FUEL CHANNEL STRESS ANALYSIS
disadvantages are most significant in BWR/6's because
they currently incorporate the thickest fuel channels in the During its lifetime, the fuel channel is exposed to
industry 3 mm) and the smallest flow area. This paper an internal pressure with the maximum value at the lower
presents an advanced fuel channel design developed by channel end (Fig. 2. The pressure decreases to zero
Siemens that increases the inside width in BWR/6 fuel towards the channel upper end.
channels from 132.5 mm to the standard size of 134.0
mm in BWR/3,4,5 and reduces the amount of wall
material by approximately 28%. The larger in-channel
flow area improves stability by reducing two phase top
pressure losses and reduces fuel cycle costs through Z ron fluence
increased thermal hydraulic performance or by adding
more uranium in the fuel. A variant of this design can be
used in D-lattice plants in order to improve fuel cycle cost L)

by partial water gap symmetrization. -6
-.2 c annell bulge

appr 13 1 1

differential

bottom pressure

thick
Fig. 2 Fuel Channel Bulge

thin -J

Dividing the fuel channel cross section into n
segments with different wall thicknesses, the following
equations of the bending theory for cylindrical shells hold

Fig. 1: Siemens Advanced Fuel Channel for segment i :

dMj M - bending moment
The fuel channel cross section (Fig. 1) is characterized by = _ 1 Q - shear force
thin side walls and thick corners. The thin side walls dx
ensure free movement of the control rod, while the thick dNj N - normal force
corners, where highest stress occurs, minimize bulging r, 01 r - radius of cylinder
on the side walls. Fuel channel bow is controlled by the dx, x - coordinate along

use of four longitudinal weld seams instead of two. The dQj N, the neutral axis
addition of a wide P-structure to the center of each fuel - + - = Ap

dXf r, Ap - internal pressure
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The straight fuel channel wall is treated as a de,,, A4) aB
cylinder with a large radius. This makes the equation
also applicable for creep calculations where the cylinder dt 2

radius decreases with time and stresses go down.
Applying transition and boundary conditions for the n
segments, we obtain an equation system of the order 5n:

K = The constants A, K, and a are empirical and are
adjusted by comparing measured and calculated creep
deformation (Fig. 3.

K - coefficient matrix (5n x 5n)

x - vector of the unknown integration
constants (5n)

F - load vector (5n)

The solution leads to M N, 0 w, (elastic deformation,
and finally to the stress components: Co .......... .

Ca6 Ml
bending OB

2

N,
normal ON

measured bulge -Po-

shear
ti Fig. 3 Channel Bulge Data

equivalent stress (distortion energy theory)

'J. = VO + ON) 2 (1 +U2+U) 3 2

where t denotes the wall thickness of a channel wall bow towards control rod

segment, and represents the Poisson ratio.
equivalent bumup

The location of the max. equivalent stress is at the
lower channel end in the corner radius. The stresses in C-Lattice
the advanced channel are lower than stresses in � �initial bow
comparable standard designs. Stress limits are not
exceeded. D-Lattice

FUEL CHANNEL DEFORMATION DURING OPERATION bow away from control rod

Fuel channel development considers channel St eV.
deformations and their effects on operational flexibility. Fig. 4 Fuel Channel Bow
Fuel channels change their geometry due to two (Schematic)
deformation mechanisms. First iradiation gradients of
two opposite side walls cause differential growth, which
results in fuel channel bowing. The introduction of a Fuel channel bow is treated statistically since
weld seam on each side wall is expected to control fluence gradients are not known during the design
bowing since the weld zone (p-Zry) reduces irradiation process. Fig. 4 shows the average bow behavior for
induced growth. Second, differential pressure across the different lattices based on measurement data. In a D-
wall in combination with neutron irradiation causes creep lattice there is a strong tendency of bowing away from
deformation which results in fuel channel bulging. the control rod caused by the fast flux drop in the wide

water gap. In a C-lattice this effect is much smaller and
With the known bending stress OB at a certain is caused only by the initial bow of the fuel channels.

location in the channel wall, the irradiation induced creep The bow points away from the control rod and causes a
strain (,E,,� is calculated as following slight unsymmetrical lattice.
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STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF FREE CONTROL ROD 4

MOVEMENT Xgct E [gj-bjj-b2j-w11-W21-h1'0(th j ff 'O
Al

Fuel channels should be designed in a manner
that a free control rod movement during normal reactor 0 otherwise
operation is ensured. This leads to the necessity to limit
channel deformation in a manner that friction forces
between channel and control rod do not exceed the
control rod weight or maximum permitted withdrawal
force. The control rod can be withdrawn out of the core, with 9, gap between fuel channels
even there is a small elastic deformation of the fuel
channel caused by interaction between control rod and A 1, b21 fuel channel bow
fuel channel. The maximum permissible deformation
(interference between fuel channel and control rod) in a WI w2i fuel channel bulge

core cell is therefore hi control rod blade/roller

FCR - control rod weight in thickness

water ath differential thermal

- friction coefficient expansion between core
Xperm FCR grid and core cell

lL (CFA + CFC) qFA - fuel assembly The components of x., are effected by
stiffness uncertainties like deviations from predictions or geometry

tolerances. Therefore, each component is defined by
cFc - fuel channel stiffness expectation and standard deviation. In a Monte Carlo

simulation, the safety margin, S, is simulated 500 times
The stiffness of the control rod blade is neglected by varying the components of x., randomly. Evaluation

since it is small compared to the fuel channel stiffness. of these trials leads to a 95/95 confidence level. This
Knowing the interference limit, X.r., the safety margin 95/95 value is a characteristic number for a specific fuel
is defined as channel design in a specific reactor. In detail, the 95/95

S � Xerm - Xact value is influenced by:

reactor power performance and flow (affects fuel
where x,, determines the actual interference in a core channel pressure and therefore bulging)
cell

2. 1 0, BWR/4

2.54, BWR/4

2.54, BWR/5

3.00, BWR/5 afe margin
stress

2.54, BWR16

3.05, BWR/6

adv., BWR/6

-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80

base: 305, BWR6, ID 132.5mm
all designs with ID 134 mm at 50 MWd/kg equiv. bumup

Fig. 5: Comparison of "Safety Margin" (Control Rodt
Fuel Channel Interference) and Max. Stress in %
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lattice type (affects fuel channel bow behavior) Siemens currently has 20 advanced channels
under irradiation in a BWR16 reactor with an equivalent

core loading strategy (affects burnup level in a burnup of up to 22 MWd/kg. Measurements o bow,
core cell and therefore bulge and bow behavior) bulge, and corrosion layer thickness show the expected

good performance.
control rod geometry and weight

The foundation for the structural analysis is the
fuel channel geometry Siemens database for channel measurement. There are

approximately 3200 data sets stored for channel bulge
fuel assembly stiffness and bow of standard fuel channels and evaluated for the

new development.
Using the 95/95 value, different channel designs in

different environments can be compared on a relative The manufacturing process for the creation of
base. Long range experience for one reactor type can reinforced corner channels has been qualified and
be applied for design improvements in another reactor successfully applied, assuring that wall thickness can be
type. Fig. shows the 95/95 confident levels for different effectively controlled and that irradiation induced bow is
designs and for the advanced fuel channel with increased minimized.
ID in a BWR/6. One can see that the advanced fuel
channel design of Siemens provides reasonable safety REFERENCE
margin against control rod/fuel channel interaction, while
max. stress remains in proven ranges. 1 A. KRATZER, H.-J. LIPPERT, D. J. BARKHURST J.

CONWAY, N. NORDSTROM, "Experience and
MANUFACTURING Development Trends of BWR Fuel Channels," Annual

Meeting on Nuclear Technology, May 1993,
A special machining process was developed Kertechnische GeselIschaft e.V., K61n 25.-27. Mal 1993, p.

which addresses unique problems posed in creating the 283.
reinforced corner fuel channels. The process is capable
of economically producing uniform wall thickness and
excellent surface condition. The D-lattice design variant
mentioned previously includes axially variable wall
thickness to further optimize performance. The new
process is very capable of producing such variations.

The TG welding process used to create the
aforementioned longitudinal welds on each face results in
a wide Restructure zone. The TG welding process, such
as is used at CarTecha is preferred over other processes
such as electron beam and laser welding. EB and laser
welding create very narrow heat affected zones and
would thus not be expected to give the improved
resistance to bowing generally associated with the four
TIG weld technique.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the fuel channel design with
reinforced corners has resulted in better fuel cycle
economics by increasing flow area, reducing material
volume, and supporting higher brnup for advanced 9x9
and 1 0x1 0 fuel designs.

The design analysis shows that stress limits are
met and that there is no increased risk of control rod/fuel
channel interaction compared to existing and proven
designs.

aCarpenter Technology - Special Product Division, El
Cayon, CA.
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ABSTRACT

As a part of an effort to develop an advanced BWR fuel
channel design, Siemens Power Corporation (SPC) and the
Siemens AG Power Generation Group (KWU) perfon-ned
structural analyses to verify the acceptability of the fuel
channel design under combined seismictLOCA (Loss Of.
Coolant Accident) loadings. The results of the analyses give
some interesting insights into the problem: 1) fluid-structure
interaction (FSI) effects are significant and should be thick corners
considered, 2 the problem may simplified by using a linear
analysis despite non-linear features (gaps) between
interfacing components, and 3 sufficient accuracy may be thin walls
obtained by using only the first mode of vibration. The
channeled fuel assembly can be considered to be a beam
where the flexural stiffness is primarily determined by the fuel
channel and the mass is given by the fuel assembly.

The results from the analyses show the advanced fuel
channel design meets applicable design criteria with Figure Siemens Advanced Fuel Channel
adequate margins while at the same time exhibiting superior
nuclear performance compared to a conventional BWR fuel
channel.

APPLIED LOADS
FUEL CHANNEL DESCRIPTION

Two load sources are applied in the analyses - the
The BWR fuel channel is a square duct with rounded blowdown pressure loading from the LOCA and the core

comers which is open at both ends. It encloses the sides of support excitations from the SSE (Safe Shutdown
each fuel assembly for the main purpose of providing a flow Earthquake) and LOCA. The AP across the channel wall
boundary between the active coolant flow and the core produces bending stresses in the lateral direction. The
bypass flow. Due to the geometry of the fuel channel, it also horizontal excitations at the core supports (lower fuel support
[ends considerable lateral stiffness to the channeled fuel and upper core grid guide beams) produce bending over the
assembly. The Siemens advanced fuel channel has been length of the fuel channel.
optimized by reducing material thickness in the active fuel
zone while preserving acceptable stress levels. The Blowdown Load
motivation for the material reduction is to decrease the
parasitic absorption of neutron flux thus improving the fuel The pressure load during a LOCA consists of the
cycle costs. Due to the differential pressure across the normal operating load plus an increment in pressure from the
channel wall, the highest bending stresses occur at the fuel blowdown. The steady state operating pressure is evaluated
channel comers. Adequate stress levels are maintained by using SPC!s thermal-hydraulic methodology under the
retaining a thicker comer wall and reducing the sidewall conditions of full flow 100% rated flow) and uprated power
thickness in the active fuel region. As compared to the conditions (105% of initial rated power). The increase in AP
uniform wall channel design that is replaced, a reduction of is determined based on analyses performed for a main
20 to 30% (design-dependent) of the mass is realized. steamline break LOCA. Although the blowdownAP is a

transient event with the maximum pressure occurring within
Figure I is an illustration of the Siemens advanced one second after the onset of blowdown, the loading is

BWR fuel channel. The illustration shows a uniform wall at considered as a static load in the analyses with a value
the upper and lower end. corresponding to the maximurnAP.
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Core Support Excitations computed response spectrum meets te target spectrum
within a given tlerance range. If necessary, additional

Input data for the excitations is in the form of floor- excitation frequencies are added. A baseline correction is
response ARS (acceleration response spectra). Since the made such that the ending displacement and velocity are
analysis is done in the time domain, it is necessary to zero.
convert the ARS into time histories for the dynamic analyses.

Additional input into the AGA program include the
Horizontal acceleration response spectra are duration of the time history, rise time, decay time, the

converted to time histories, in this example, for a General number of time steps, and the percent damping. For the
Electric BWR/4 plant with a Mark 11 containment. The different loadings, the following time durations are selected:.
loadings include those for SSE, AP FWLB (annulus
pressurization - feedwater line break), AP RCLB (annulus Load Case Rise - Strom Motion - Decav
pressurization - recirculation line break), chugging, SSE 3 - 13 - 14
condensation oscillation, and SRV (safety/relief valve) All others - 2 -
actuation. The ARS for the SSE loading is shown in Figure
2. The percent of critical damping is selected to coincide

with the value of damping used in producing the ARS 2-3%).

Calculated Figure 3 has plots of the output from the AGA program
----- Target for the acceleration, velocity, and displacement versus time.

7U In Figure 2 the recalculated ARS from KWUSTOS is
shown overlaid on the starting target spectrum. The two

U) ARS exhibit good agreement.

4) ru
U
U 7U

U)

10 20 30 40
Frequency (HZ]

UU
Figure 2 Acceleration Response Spectra for

Safe Shutdown Earthquake

The artificial time histories are created using the
Siemens program AGA. The program AGA generates Ek
accelerations, velocities, and displacements as a function of :1L 0
time with the aid of Fourier coefficients. In the following U
equation, zt), is the acceleration:

>

ru

z(t = (t) A Cos f)J j

EC,The intensity function, I(t), serves to provide the cu
acceleration time history with a se and decay in amplitude U
typical of the loading for an earthquake. The amplitudes, A, CLV,

and the phase angles, pj, are modified by an iterative �(�j
scheme in order to achieve good agreement between the 0 to 20 30
target spectrum and the computed spectrum. The number Time [s]
N,, of excitation frequencies and the distribution of excitation
frequencies are prescribed by the user. In general, the Figure 3 Accel., Velocity, Displacement
frequencies are distributed over the entire range of interest versus time, Horizontal SSE
(1 - 70 Hz) with a larger density of excitation frequencies in
the lower frequency range between - Hz.

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS METHOD
The phase angles are defined as random numbers

with a statistically uniform distribution in the range of 0 to 2rr. Two different methods of accomplishing the dynamic
The amplitudes are first established from the target spectrum analyses of the fuel channel (and fuel assembly) due to the
according to a modification of a method established by horizontal excitations are used - direct time integration of the
Gasparini and Vanmarcke.' In subsequent iterations, the equation of motion and RSA (response spectrum analysis).
amplitudes and/or phase angles are changed until the The direct time integration method is used in the case of
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the non-linear model of the channeled fuel assembly. An nodes and 102 degrees of freedom. For the fuel channel
explicit 4 h order Runge-Kutta-Gilis solution algorithm is used. and fuel assembly, the nodes are connected with two-
Structural damping is introduced using the Rayleigh damping dimensional beam elements. There are 48 beams elements
constants (a ). The more detailed, non-linear model is in all. The lower fuel support has a pinned boundary
analyzed with this method for comparison to the simpler RSA condition (no rotational constraint). The top and bottom ends
method. of the fuel channel are constrained to have the same

translational and rotational displacements as the coincident
The analyses are carried out using the Siemens fuel assembly nodes.

computer code KWUSTOSS. KWUSTOSS is a multi-
purpose FEM program for non-linear static and dynamic Non-linear spring elements simulate the interface of
analyses. It was developed by Siemens AG KWU. the upper ends of the fuel channel with the upper core
KWUSTOSS has been used for design calculations for the guides. The non-linearity occurs when the fuel channel loses
following components: contact with the guide beam under the influence of the

horizontal excitations. A non-linear spring element between
9 PWR and BWR fuel assemblies and BWR fuel the top end of the two fuel channels represents the contact
channels between channel fastener springs and between channel
• RPV internals spacers. In this case, a non-linear behavior occurs when the
• Steam generators channel fastener springs are compressed until there is solid
• Fuel storage racks contact between the two fuel channels. Figure shows the

force-deflection characteristics of the spring elements. The
In addition, KWUSTOSS contains capabilities to stiffnesses of the spring elements are derived by analysis.

account for FSI (fluid-structure interaction) effects. For more
efficient solution of special applications, the code contains an F F F
explicit-implicit integration algorithm. For the present
analyses, only the explicit method is used.

General Model Description _D

Beam elements and non-linear spring elements are
selected to model two channeled fuel assemblies supported Spacer/Channel Channel Fastener ChannaliGuide Beam
side-by-side writhin a control cell. An assumption is made Figure Non-11near Element Force-DIsipl. Diagrams
that the motion of the core is planar in response to the F -Force. D - Displacement
seismic excitation and that response is represented by the
two fuel assembly arrangement. Two fuel assemblies rather
than one are modeled because of the non-linear nature of
the supports at the upper ends of the fuel channels. Figure 4 Non-linear spring elements are also defined for the
depicts the configuration of two of the fuel assemblies in a contact between the spacer grids and the fuel channels.
control cell. The figure also shows the model representation Including the non-linear elements at the upper supports, a
of this configuration. The model is divided into discrete total of 31 such elements are used. Figure also includes
points with the mass and moment of inertia lumped at the the force-deflection diagram for the spacer grid to channel
nodes. The nodes have two degrees of freedom: horizontal interaction. An in-grid stiffness is used which is based on
translation and in-plane rotation. There are a total of 54 testing.

For the RSA analysis, the model described above is
modified by approximating the non-linear interfaces by linear

upw Gum& Domm spring elements.

!V12"'On Exafttlon Equal horizontal excitations are applied at the fuel

support and at the upper core grid. The excitations are
applied in the form of displacement versus time.

UWAseembly

hannel Since different fuel assembly designs will result in
different fuel channel responses, a parameter study is

E pacergrW performed to determine the most conservative fuel assembly
model characteristics (e.g., fuel assembly mass, spacer gd
stiffness, etc.). First, a channeled fuel assembly model is

LIL established and shown to adequately represent a design by
testing. The testing performed for model verification include:

9 Static lateral deflection test of fuel assembly
0 Lateral vibration test of fuel assembly

Lateral vibration test of channeled fuel assembly
Fuel Support Fuel assembly impact test

Figure 4 Model of Two Fuel Assemblies in Core Spacer grid lateral dynamic load test
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Major model parameters are varied individually to leads to an effective shift in the natural frequencies. This
determine the model sensitivity in terms of the maximum fuel first term is the amount of additional mass added to the
channel bending moment. From this investigation, a model. The second term is included as a set of horizontally
conservative "baseline fuel assemby' is made up as a applied forces on the fuel channel nodes.
composite of the most conservative parameters from among
the different fuel assembly designs. The factor, f, from the last equation is determined by

comparison of the measured natural frequencies from tests
The study includes the following parameters: fuel in air and water. From testing, the first natural frequency is

channel stiffness, end support condition, fuel assembly lower by 20% in water.
mass, fuel assembly stiffness, spacer gd stiffness, and gap
size between spacer grid and fuel channel. Of these In the case of the RSA (response spectrum analysis)
characteristics, only the fuel channel stiffness, fuel assembly method, a small modification is made to the formulation to
weight, and end support condition have prominent effects on include FSI effects. The change in method is shown by an
the fuel channel stresses. Subsequent calculations are then example with a single degree-of-freedom oscillator problem
performed using this composite of conservative fuel with base excitation. The equations of motion in air and in
assembly characteristics. water are:

Fluid-Structure Interaction rn + k y -rn il. (in air)

The FS1 (fluid-structure interaction) has considerable (M + f rn 1) + k y 4 (m + f rn,) g. (in water)
effect on the natural frequencies which in turn, may change
the maximum response of the channeled fuel assembly.
Potential theory for a fctionless fluid is used to deten-nine and
the forces which act on the fuel channels from the relative
motion with the coolant. Additional dissipative forces which ml
occur between the structure and fluid due to the pressure rn +fmi
losses and friction are conservatively disregarded.

Additional mass and external forces are included in where
the model to account for FSI. The method of applying these
masses and forces is derived from basic potential theory as M, = displaced water mass
explained below. The amount of mass and the magnitude of m = structural mass
force are based on comparisons between channeled fuel k = stiffness
assembly tests in air and in water. y = x - x, relative motion

X = absolute motion of mass
Starting from the problem of a cylinder vibrating in an XO = base excitation

infinitely large pool of water, the force acting on the cylinder
is: A difference in the first natural frequency in air and

water tests leads to the establishment of the value of A.

Ft _Mli

RESULTS

where m, is equal to the displaced water mass. From the KWUSTOSS computer code analysis,
displacement and element forces are obtained. The

In the case of two concentric cylinders, the force on displacements are then used in calculating fuel channel
the inner cylinder is given b y:2 bending moments and stresses. Also, the stresses from the

Ft _f ml + M 11 f) g. AP are calculated using elasticity theory.

The bending moments are combined for the different
where excitations using the SRSS (square root of the sum of the

squares) method. The two most limiting load combination
Ff = FSI force on inner cylinder cases in this example are:
f = geometric factor

= (b2 + a')/(b2-a 2) (Reference 2 Case - N + AP SSE AP
a = radius of inner cylinder Case 2 - N AP SSE Chugging SRV
b = radius of outer cylinder
Ml = water mass displaced by inner cylinder Normal operating loads are given by "N" and the
X = motion of inner cylinder increase in pressure is designed as "AP." For the example
X. = motion of outer cylinder loading presented earlier, the ombined bending moments

for the advanced fuel channel are listed in table below.
For the motions, 'Y' is the displacement of the

channeled fuel assembly and x. is the applied excitation at
the fuel supports. The term, f ml i, from the latter formula
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For comparison, the above table also shows the
Combined Maximum calculated bending moment using the RSA (response

Bending Moment spectrum analysis) method. There is close agreement
in-lb (Nm) between the KWUSTOSS non-linear analysis and the linear

RSA method. The displaced shape of the fuel channel in the
non-linear analysis is nearly the same as the displacements

Non- RSA for the first mode. Vibration therefore occurs essentially in
Load Combination Case linear Linear the first mode.

1 Analysis nalysis

Case 1: N + AP SSE AP 35505 37635 CONCLUSIONS

(LOCA) (4011) (4252) The advanced fuel channel was analyzed for behavior

Case 2 N AP SSE 32942 during a combined seismic/LOCA event. The calculated
Chugging SRV (3722) bending moments and stresses were found to be in

conformance with accepted cteria.
Figure 6 shows the trend for the stresses from the AP

and the horizontal excitations. Maximum stresses due toAP Some additional observations were made in
occur at the lower end of the fuel channel and decrease to performing the analyses:
zero at the top end of the fuel channel. For a uniform wall
fuel channel, the maximum stress from AP occurs in the Fluid-structure interaction should be considered as
comers of the channel. The sidewalls for the advanced fuel it has a significant effect on the natural frequency of
channel are thinned such that the maximum stresses from the system. By testing, the natural frequency in water
AP still occur in the comers. Nearly the same stress level is is lower by 20%.
therefore maintained. Membrane stresses due to the AP are
very low in comparison to the design criteria and can be Based on the geometry of the problem, non-linear
disregarded. elements are the most appropriate choice at the

interface between the spacer grids and fuel channel,
The maximum bending moment is at the approximate and between the fuel channel and upper guides.

center of the fuel channel. As compared to a uniform wall However, good agreement is given by the response
channel, the advanced fuel channel has a lower stiffness and spectrum analysis method.
the natural frequency will be less. However, the maximum
response (highest bending moment) depends on the nature 9 Further simplification of the problem can be made
of the excitations. with no significant loss in accuracy by the use of only

the first mode of vibration. Since the flexural stiffness
Bending moments and channel stresses are evaluated of the channeled fuel assembly comes primarily from

according to the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, the fuel channel; and since the majority of mass is
Section III, Article F for faulted conditions. The allowable from the fuel; a close approximation to the solution
bending moment is based on a limit analysis collapse load. can be obtained by a hand calculation.
The allowable bending moment for the advanced fuel
channel is approximately 20% less with respect to its
standard design counterpart due to the reduction in material. REFERENCES
The calculated maximum bending moment still meets the
criteria with ample margin. The allowable bending moment 1. GASPARINI, VAN MARCKE, "Simulated Earthquake
for the channel is essentially uninfluenced by the differential Compatible With Prescribed Response Spectra," MIT Report,
pressure or spacer gridifuel channel interaction. This can be Publication No. R76-4 (1976).
shown analytically.

2. FRITZ, R.J., "The Effect of Liquids on the Dynamic
Motions or Immersed Solids," Journal of Engineering for
Industry, pp. 167-173, (Feb. 1972).
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ABSTRACT
During the last several years, utilities have also focused

Utilities in the United States continue to move towards attention on improved fuel reliability to reduce man-rem
longer cycles and higher burnups to improve fuel cycle exposure and maintenance costs. Fuel examinations
economics. This has placed increased demands for improved conducted in the late 1980's showed that approximately 75%
burnable absorber concepts. Zircaloy-4 corrosion behavior of all fuel rd failures were caused by firetting wear from
remains a high burnup performance concern. Over the past metallic debris in the primary system. The conditions for
several years there has also been increasing utility interest in these failures are established when debris is trapped in the
fuel reliability improvements. The development and bottom end fitting or by one of the spacer grids. Fuel
application of erbia as a burnable absorber mixed directly assembly designs resistant to debris-induced fuel rod failures
with urania fuel will be discussed. Debris resistant fuel have been introduced by ABB-CENF.
assembly designs and operating experience are reviewed.
Oxide thickness measurements showing the improved FUEL ASSEMBLY DESIGN AND
corrosion resistance of optimized, low-tin Zircaloy-4 are OPERATION
presented.

Fuel Design Description
INTRODUCTION

ABB-CENF has always employed fuel assemblies with
Since the early 1980's, utilities in the United States have all-Zircaloy-4 components beginning with the first design

moved towards high burnup, extended operating cycles as a developed for the Palisades reactor in 1971. The fuel
means to improve fuel utilization and fuel cycle economics. assembly consists of Zircaloy-4 clad fuel rods, upper and
Various core design strategies have been developed by ABB- lower end fittings, a bottom inconel 625 grid welded to the
CENF to achieve this objective including low leakage fuel bottom end fitting, Zircaloy-4 spacer grids and five Zircaloy-
management schemes to minimize the fast fluence exposure 4 guide tubes. The Zircaloy-4 spacer grids are welded to the
to the reactor pressure vessel. These strategies require guide tubes to form a rigid assembly structure. All fuel
improved burnable absorbers to control moderator assemblies fabricated since 1974 have had a removable top
temperature coefficient and power distribution. ABB-CENF end fitting to facilitate inspection and repair. With the
has developed erbia as a burnable absorber mixed directly exception of fuel fabricated for Palisades and Yankee Rowe,
with the U02 to accomplish this objective. which employ a 5xl5 lattice and cruciform control rods, all

assemblies are either a 14x 4 or 16x 6 lattice array of fuel
Since the late 1970's, ABB-CENF has conducted a rods.

variety of performance evaluation programs to support the
design and licensing of high burnup, extended cycle fuel Operating Experience
operation. The results of these programs were used to
support burnup extensions; fst, in 1982 to lead rod average As of October 1, 1993 approximately 201 million fuel
bumups of 52 GWd/MTU and later, in 1989 to lead rod rods representing I ,000 fuel assemblies have been delivered
average burnups of 60 GWd/MTU. Waterside corrosion of and put in operation at 16 different PWR's (Figure 1).
Zircaloy-4 clad fuel rods remains a performance concern Approximately 300,000 fuel rods have successfully achieved
particularly for plants with high oolant temperatures and batch average burnups in excess of 40 Gwd/MTU.
surface heat flux in order to achieve burnups of 60 GWd/T
or more. This has led to development and introduction of
improved cladding materials.
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5WON -Z011,= Total Figure 2 shows the energy dependence of the capture

cross-section for natural erbiurn. The double resonance at
400,000- 0.5 eV is clearly visible. This feature of erbium. is important

for Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC) control in
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Figure 1: ABB-CENF Fuel Rod Burnup Experience In US.
PVrR's as of October 1, 1993 100 -

In the early 1980's, the batch average burnup at 50 

discharge was approximately 33 GWd/MTU based on three
annual cycles. For the 1991 to 1995 period, this has -
increased to a batch average discharge burnup of 42
GWd/MTU. Approximately 60% of these fuel batches are 10 I I Hill
being discharged with average burnups greater than 45 0.01 0.05. 0.1 0-5 1.0 Zo

GWd/MTU and lead rod average burnups up to 60 E (eV)

GWd/MTU. Increased cycle length is also reflected in this Figure 2 Thermal Capture Cross-Section
trend for increased burnup. The PWR's containing fuel Of Natural Erbiurn
fabricated by ABB-CENF are either operating with I 8-month
or 24-month fuel cycles. Erbiurn has been successfully used as a burn,�ble

absorber in low-enriched uranium TRIGA reactors for control
ABB-CENF has always conducted an aggressive program of reactivity depletion and MTC since around 1974'. When

to monitor fuel reliability and assess the cause of fuel failure. the spectrum hardens due to a temperature increase, more
Seventy-five percent of all fiiel batches fabricated from 1984 neutrons become available for capture in this resonance, and
to 1990 have been exam ined to detect the presence of leaking reactivity decreases substantially. The same feature provides
fuel rods. In ftiel fabricated from 1984 to 1987 and a negative component of the MTC at beginning-of-cycle in
inspected through the early 1990's, approximately 75% of all a PWR when erbia is mixed directly with the fuel. While the
fuel rods failures were discovered to be caused by debris. shape of the Er"' neutron capture cross-section makes it
ABB-CENF began introducing debris-resistant fuel assembly effective in controlling MTC, its low cross-section and
designs into operation in 1988. This has significantly essentially dilute application are also effective to minimize
reduced the incidence of debris related fuel failures in fuel power peaking. For 18 or 24 month cycles, erbium depletes
fabricated and examined over the past few years. to a residual comparable to gadolinium.

ERBIA BURNABLE ABSORBER Physical properties of urania-erbia fuel pellets were
evaluated including measurement of thermal diflusivity and

Erbia mixed directly with the UO, fuel has been melting point with erbia concentrations up to 25 w/o in UO,.
developed by ABB-CE as a burnable absorber for application The results of these tests were consistent with expectations
in PWR fuel management schemes for high burnup, extended based upon available data from fiiel pellets with similar
cycle operation. In these applications, urania-erbia bearing concentrations of gadolinia.
fael rods constitute a significant fraction of the rods in an
assembly. Ile erbia concentrations required are therefore Neutronic properties have also been assessed in several
low, on the order of 2 w/o or less. different programs including: evaluation and processing of

basic cross-section data for erbium. isotopes; analysis of
The neutron capture cross-section data for erbium, are TRIGA reactor data to confirm the effects of erbia on MTC;

well known and of a magnitude smilar to the cross-sections critical experiments to confirm predictions of BOC reactivity
for boron. Consequently, it does not behave neutronically worth, local power distribution and MTC at room
like gadoliniurn where the extremely high cross-sections pose temperature; and irradiation and core follow of Lead Fuel
unique requirements on spatial, spectral, and depletion Assemblies FA's) loaded into San Onofre Unit 2 and
aspects of calculation methods. The isotope of erbium, Er 161, Calvert Cliffs Unit 2 The LFA core follow program, which
is the most important because of its resonance neutron was completed in 1992, verified analytical methods for
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predicting initial reactivity worth and depletion rates. In protection because all grid features are available to catch
June, 1993, ABB-CENF received NRC approval of design debris, and the free ends of long wires caught on the nozzles
methodology for cores containing erbia as a burnable or the various grid edges are less likely to extend
absorber'. Reload fuel batches with urania-erbia fuel as a downstream to the cladding tube elevation.
burnable absorber are now being supplied.

Fuel PAd with
DEBRIS RESISTANT FUEL DESIGNS Grooved End CaP

Approximately 90% of debris-induced fuel rod failures
are observed at the bottom of fuel rods due to debris trapped
by either the bottom Inconel grid or bottom end fitting.
Consequently, debris-resistant fuel assembly designs have
focused on changes to this region of the fuel assembly. One
concept, used only briefly because of its limited
effectiveness, utilized a bottom ed fitting or nozzle, with wng Tab

flow holes reduced in size to provide increased screening of
the debris. Another, more effective design utilizes a fuel rod
bottom end-cap which is long enough to extend between the
bottom nozzle and the standard bottom spacer grid. Pieces
of debris caught in the bottom nozzle, or on the leading rietwis straining Featwes
edges of the bottom grid, are thus no longer adjacent to the
region of the fuel rods with the hollow cladding tube. This
design was first introduced in 1987. Figure 3 Isometric View Of GUARDIAN'

Drawbacks exist for both designs. For the bottom nozzle
design, the high turbulence in the flow entrance region to the Flow tests using full-scale prototypes of various debris
ftiel assembly ensures that debris of short length will have resistant designs have shown that GUARDIAN provides an
multiple opportunities to realign and enter the assembly or extremely high debris screening effectiveness even when
the gap between assemblies where they can then be trapped tested with small pieces of debris (Table I). Furthermore,
against the periphery of spacer grids. Another disadvantage most of the debris tends to be harmlessly trapped in the
is that for longer debris, such as wires, the bottom nozzle lower region of the fuel assembly where it can be removed
holes still permit the free ends to extend downstream so that from the reactor when the fuel is discharged. In this testing,
the fuel rods remain vulnerable to attack. different sizes and types of debris reflecting observations

from fuel inspections at several reactor sites were injected
For the long, bottom end-cap design, the flow openings into the flow stream of the test loop. All percentages

between the rods and the standard grid strips are essentially reported below are based on the ratio between the number of
the same size as those in downstream grids. Debris, which debris pieces blocked or retained and the total number of
is just small enough in one orientation to pass through a flow pieces injected. The flow was stopped and started several
opening at the bottom grid, will then have many additional times during each test to provide an opportunity for the
chances to be caught in a downstream location. debris to realign itself and make repeated approaches to the

assembly.
The most recent design, GUARDLkN, has the

advantage of capturing and retaining more of the debris than TABLEI
the other designs while displacing less rod plenum or active
fuel than the long end-cap design. GUARDIAN employs a Flow Test Results for Different
special bottom gd with added screening features which Debris-Resistant Fuel Designs
project into the flow path. These features ensure that the
flow openings within the gd are significantly smaller than
those in any of the downstrearri grids. The tapered, multiple- % Caught % Retained
elevation geometry of the flow openings greatly improves % Bocked Adjacent During Zero

retention of the debris upon shutdown. Device By Device To Cladding Flow

Small Flow 52 38 16
The GUARDIAN grid replaces the standard bottom Hole Nozzle

inconel grid and is positioned closer to the bottom nozzle.
The short solid bottom end-cap used on fuel rods with Long End 81 15 65

GUARDIAN extends over the ftill-height of the grid (Figure Cap
3). A spring detent is used to positively restrain the rod GUARDIANrm 93 7 76

from ifting during any operating condition, yet permit it to
be removed without damage should reconstitution become
necessary. This design offers the highest degree of
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In October, 1993, 48% of all operating fuel batches have 130 -

some type of debris protection feature. Seventy-five percent 120 -0 *rAbY4(1_WW0 no)

of these include fuel with long end caps, and 20% with 110 0 ft1d0Y-4j1.4Bw/0T1n) 0
,OD _ M Zl=loy-4 (1.33 Won.) 0

GUARDIAN. All fuel produced by ABB-CENF, beginning
in 1993 employs either GUARDIAN or the long end cap 90 
debris protection feature. Evaluation of plant coolant activity 0 0 0

70 - 00 J%

indicates that there are no failures in the fuel that is currently
60 - '89.0 8

operating with GUARDIAN, and perhaps one failure in the 0 0 00 so -
other batches having a debris protection feature. Four fuel 6, 40 -

batches with long end caps have been discharged.
Examination of these four batches revealed one failure due 20 -

to debris that became trapped at an upper grid elevation. 10 -0 0
_T----

WATERSIDE CORROSION OF ZIRCALOY-4 FUEL 0 20 40 80

CLADDING Rod A.erap Bump, GWD/T

Through the mid-1980's fuel rods were fabricated using Figure 4 Maximum Oxide Thickness As A Function Of
non-optimized, Zircaloy-4 cladding with a tin content of Rod Average Burnup Showing The Effects Of
approximately 1.5 to 16 w/o. The corrosion behavior of this Different Tin Levels
material was evaluated by ABB-CENF to bumups of 63

GWd/MTU and established the basis for the burnup The optimized, low-tin Zircaloy-4, in contrast, shows
extensions in use today. However, in order to regain the consistently lower oxide thickness in the same burnup range.
corrosion performance margin lost due to high bumup At a bumup of about 35 GWd/MTU, the average oxide
operation, it became necessary to develop and introduce thickness for the optimized, low-tin Zircaloy-4 is about 40%
material with improved corrosion resistance. lower than that for the high-tin cladding. Oxide fm

thickness measurements obtained at another reactor with
In 1988, ABB-CENF began using Zircaloy-4 cladding slightly less aggressive thermal conditions have also

with improved termal mechanical processing and an confirmed the improved orrosion resistance of this
optimized chemical composition (i.e., tin contents of -1.3 optimized cladding to burnups of 48 GYVD/T. Continuing
w/o with iron and chrome to the high end of the ASTM surveillance programs will establish the performance of the
specification range). Figure 4 shows results of poolside optimized, low-tin Zircaloy-4 to burnups of 60 GWd/T in a
measurements of oxide film thickness that were obtained high temperature reactor. In addition to the surveillance
during successive refueling outages at a modem high activities on the optimized Zircaloy-4, ABB-CENF is
temperature plant on different types of Zircaloy-4 cladding'. developing alloys outside of the Zircaloy-4 composition
Ile plant is typical of those with demanding conditions for range to seek even further improvement in corrosion
'corrosion with nominal coolant inlet and outlet temperatures behavior.
of 296'C and 327'C respectively. Each data point shown in
Figure 4 represents the maximum circurnferentially averaged CONCLUSIONS
oxide thickness measured on a fuel rod and is plotted as a
function of bumup. For the operating cycles associated with Advanced ftiel designs have been developed that
the measurements, the beginning of cycle coolant lithium incorporate debris protection features and urania-erbia as a
concentration was 2.2 ppm. For the high-tin Zircaloy-4, a new burnable absorber system. Debris resistant designs such
sharp trend for increasing oxide thickness with bumup can be as GUARDIAN have resulted in dramatic improvements in
noted. The wide scatter in the data can be explained by fuel reliability. Urania-erbia offers advantages of improved
differences in chemical homogeneity and processing control MTC and power shape control for extended cycle, high
since most of this high-tin Zircaloy-4 cladding was fabricated bumup operation. Optimized Zircaloy-4 cladding shows a
in 1981-82, as well as differences in fuel rod thermal 40% improvement in corrosion resistance compared to earlier
histories. At a bumup of 45-48 GWd/T, the effect of an Zircaloy-4 material. Corrosion behavior, for high burnup
intermediate tin level (1.48 w/o) can be seen. At lower operation, remains a key performance area where ABB-
bumups, (30-40 GWd/T), the effects of this decreased tin CENF is engaged in continued surveillance and material
level was not clearly apparent. development activities.
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ABSTRACT ULTRAFLOWTma spacers which substantially enhance its
critical power capability. This paper summarizes the

The first BWR 9x9 fuel design in the U.S. was described advancements in the 9x9 array and includes evaluations
in 1984 at the first International Nuclear Power Plant of fuel cycle economics, critical power, ECCS
Thermal Hydraulics and Operations topical meeting . characteristics and stability of the ATRIUM 913 design.
Since that meeting the 9x9 array has become the
advanced standard of the industry and the challenge in 9X9 ADVANCEMENTS
advanced BWFI fuel development has been to refine the
9x9 array to take full advantage of its potential. This The key aribute responsible for all of the
paper summarizes the advancements made by Siemens advantages of the 9x9 over the 8x8 is simply the
in its 9x9 fuel designs since its first introduction, with reduction of the linear heat generation rate (LHGR) by up
emphasis on the latest design (ATRIUMTma 913) which has to 29%. This allows for lower operating temperatures and
very attractive thermal hydraulic and nuclear lower fission gas release with the aendant advantages
characteristics. of less restricted operation and greater fuel burnup

capability.
INTRODUCTION

The advancements in the 9x9 design build on this
The advantages of using a 9x9 array in BWR fuel fundamental feature of substantially lower LHGR, utilizing

assemblies were presented at the first International the available LHGR margins to improve fuel utilization,
Nuclear Power Plant Thermal Hydraulics and Operations power peaking and behavior under transient conditions.
topical meeting'. Since that meeting the 9x9 has With such a large reduction in LHGR of the 9x9, some of
become the standard of the U.S. industry. The evolution the fuel rods may be replaced with unvoided water to
of this design to the current 9x9 with a large central water optimize fuel cycle economics and to allow longer cycles.
channel and advanced spacer (ATRIUM 913) was A BWR core operated with a full array is usua y
presented with emphasis on thermal-hydraulic undermoderated, so the introduction of more unvoided
characteristics, including critical power and pressure drop water improves fuel utilization and allows for greater hot-
at the Nuclear Reactor Thermal Hydraulic conference in to-cold reactivity swings.
19922. This paper expands on the latter presentation and
includes other aspects of the 9x9 designs. The evolution of the 9x9 design to a highly

optimized mature design is summarized in Figure .
Siemens KWU introduced the first 9x9 fuel array in

Germany, a 9x9-1 design (with one water rod) operated 9X9-1
in the Gundremmin_pen B BWR-6 plant. In 1983, Siemens
Power Corporation introduced the 9x9 design in the The 9x9-11 design consists of a square array of 0
U.S. where it was first operated in the Dresden Unit 2 fuel rods and one central water rod which acts as the
reactor. The 9x9 array has evolved from including one spacer capture rod. This is the simplest design offered
water rod, to two water rods, to five water rods and lately and has the advantage of lowest average LHGR. It was
to the introduction of a water channel to replace nine fuel the logical design for the first introduction of the 9x9
rods in a family of BWR designs named ATRIUM. The array because of Rs simple and conservative design. The
latest ATRIUM 9x9 design is named ATRIUM 9B. It basic assembly features of the 8x8 design, including
utilizes special advanced spacer grids called spacer type and dimensionless rod design

characteristics, were maintained. Like prior 8x8 designs,

aATRIUM and ULTRAFLOW are trademarks of Siemens. this design remains significantly undermoderated.

"'Then known as Exxon Nuclear Company, Inc.
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-2 ,-'9x94X 9-90A
Z/919_1 9-5 "�-' 9X9_9X 9-90 lUM-9B

Cycle Length Up to 24 Months Up to 24 Months Up to 24 Months Up to 24 Months
with Planned with Planned
Coastdown Coastdown

Batch Average 40 GWd/MTU 40-45 GWd/MTU 40-45 GWd/MTU 45 GWd/MTU

Burnup

Degree of Flexibility Limited Spectral Shift Spectral Shift Aggressive
(Low Hot-To-Cold Operation Operation Spectral Shift
Reactivity Swing) Large Previous Operation

Cycle Window Large Previous
Cycle Window

Figure Family of 9x9 Fuel Designs

9x9-2 Name Space
9x9-9x/9x9-IX Egg-crate or Bi-metallic

The 9x9-2 is the same as the 9x9-1 but with one 9_9Q Egg-crate
more fuel rod replaced with a water rod to increase the 9-9QA Ring
moderation within the assembly. This design is currently ATRIUM 9B ULTRAFLOW (Egg-crate with
being supplied to several reactors. However, because of swirl vanes)
undermoderation, it still is not optimized for fuel cycle
costs nor is it practical for 24 month cycles without Most of the features (except for spacer type) of
coastdown because of Its limited cold shutdown this design are carried into the ATRIUM 9B. The basic
characteristics. design geometry of all these 9x979 designs (except 9-9Q)

is shown in Table .
9x9_5

The 9x9-5 represents the next refinement to Table ATRIUM 9B Geometry*
achieve improved fuel cycle costs through increased
moderation without significantly increasing the LHGR; this
design is achieved by the replacement of fuel rods with Lattice type ATRIUM 9x9 Array
5 water rods. The water rods are arranged differently for Number of fuel rods 72
symmetrical "C" and non- symmetrical "D" lattices.

Diameter of fuel rods 11 mm
9x9-9 (ATRIUM Design) Width of inner water channel 38.50 mm

This design represents a significant change to Rod to rod pitch 14.45 mm
achieve increased moderation. In this design the central
9 fuel rods are replaced with a square central water Flow channel inside width 134.0 mm
channel. This provides a substantial increase in Flow area 9550 mm 2
moderation, yields improved fuel cycle costs and allows
two year cycles because of its large hot-to-cold reactivity
swing capability, essential for 18 and 24 month cycles. *Geometry for BW 3 4 5's.

This 9x9 ATRIUM design has been supplied under several
names (9x9-9X, 9x9-IX 990, 9x9QA) with the following ATRIUM B
differences:

This design incorporates an advanced grid spacer
(ULTRAFLOW spacer) in the 9x9-9 ATRIUM geometry.
This spacer has high critical power performance and low
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hydraulic resistance. Thus, with its greater moderation Fuel Cycle Cost Gain - BWR6
and excellent critical power performance, this design Common Burnup
meets most utilities' needs. The ATRIUM 9B has a low 5 

LHGR (relative to an 8x8 array) for high burnup, has
moderation that is close to the optimum and has large
hot-to-cold swings for long cycles which require large 0) 4-

control rod cold shutdown capability. With its high critical co
power performance, aggressive core loadings with U)- .3-
spectral shift operation can be achieved to reduce fuel co0
cycle costs. The trademark ATRIUM designates the large 0

(Dinternal water channel. The rest of this paper dwells on
the key features and test results of this design.

ADVANTAGES OF ATRIUM 9B LL

8_0

The 9x9 family of fuel designs have been in
operation since 1980, and as described in the prior 0
section, has evolved into the ATRIUM 9B fuel design. As 0 9X9-5 9X9_9x 9x9-IX ATRIUM B 5

the industry sought fuel designs which provided good Fuel Design
operating characteristics as well as low fuel cycle costs
and no fuel failures, designers seized on the Figure 2 Comparison of Fuel Cycle Costs to 9x9-1
characteristics of the fuel which would help achieve these
features. Factors incorporated into the design TEST RESULTS OF THE ATRIUM B
characteristics that reduce fuel cycle costs include
increased discharge exposure, increased cycle length, The ATRIUM 9B design has been thoroughly
and reduced neutron leakage. The characteristics of the tested; the following summarizes these tests and, as such
ATRIUM 9B address these factors, placing it among the provides a description of the testing necessary to bring a
leading fuel designs for BWR application today. new design to market.

In particular, the ATRIUM 9B fuel assembly has Q!yout Testing
been designed for peak assembly discharge exposures
as high as 52,500 MWd/MTU for cycle lengths of between A summary of the relative critical power
12 and 24 months providing the requisite hot-to-cold performance on the 9x9 design is given in Figure 3 The
margin. In comparison, the 9x9-1, was designed for 12 to first generation 9x9-9 designs used so called egg-crate
18 month cycles with peak discharge exposure of 44,000 and bimetallic type spacers. In order to improve the
MWd/MTU. The features of the ATRIUM 9B design which critical performance of the 9x9-9 geometry, an advanced
provide these advantages include: the large water spacer was developed. The requirements placed on the
canister in the center, providing added moderation where advanced spacer were improved critical power
needed, and helping to reduce local power peaking; the performance, reduced pressure drop, adequate strength,
use of zoned enrichment and gadolinia loading, thereby and customer acceptability.
tailoring the power production to the progress of

exposure: and high performance spacers which allow
high power production in bundles placed in the center of
the core so that low power production high burnup
assemblies can be placed on the periphery of the core, C

thereby leading to low neutron leakage from the core. I

Typical hot-to-cold swing values of the ATRIUM 9B for
twenty-four month cycles of fuel with exposures'of up to CL

52,500 MWd/MTU are more than 003 Ak/k greater than
hot-to-cold swings of 9x9-2 fuel.

A study of fuel cycle costs was performed for
BWR-6 applications in order to determine the savings of 0
the ATRIUM 9B design relative to the 9x9-1 fuel design. 0 2-

For completeness, the 9x9-5 design, the 9x9-9X and 9x9- I0
IX (Zr liner) are also compared with the 9x9-1. These GE8x8R 9x9-2 9x9-5 9x9-IX ATRIUM 9B

results, shown in Figure 2, demonstrate that the ATRIUM Fuel Assembly

9B design has an improvement in fuel cycle cost savings
of between 3 and 4 when compared to the 9x9-1. This Figure 3 Average Critical Power Performance
corresponds to 30 - 40% of the fabrication cost of the In Comparison to the WR

9x9-1 fuel assembly.
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Because critical power tests are so costly, a Hydraulic Compatibility
system of screening tests was developed to predict the
critical power performance of advanced spacer Hydraulic compatibility requires that the new fuel
candidates. Also, since dryout occurs in BWR fuel design inserted in a given core would not adversely affect
assemblies in the film flow regime, a spacer which placed the thermal-hydraulic performance of the coresident fuel,
a thicker film of water on the fuel rod would be the better and hence, the operating conditions of the unit. The
critical power performer. Therefore, air/water testing hydraulic resistance of various designs are determined
could be used to screen candidate spacers for critical from experimental data of single-phase and two-phase
power. hydraulic tests.

Two types of tests were used for air/water testing. Using measured hydraulic characteristics, thermal
One type of test used an enlarged 3 to scale) test hydraulic analyses demonstrate that the introduction of
section and determined the film thickness by sucking the 9x9 fuels do not adversely affect the thermal hydraulic
water films off of the rods and also measured the mass of performance of coresident fuels.
the remaining entrained water droplets. Another type of
test used an electrical conductance method for The ATRIUM 9B critical power test results in
measuring film thickness. Although the methods were combination with its neutronic characteristics yield a
quite different, the qualitative order of ranking advanced design with excellent thermal performance which is
spacer candidates was consistent between both tests. compatible with existing 8x8 and 9x9 designs. The

benefits of the ATRIUM 9B design manifest themselves in
increasing extent in mixed core configurations while

Pressurizer
direct mnLaL transitioning to a full core of ATRIUM 9B fuel.
conclenser

Mechanical Testing

P.L The mechanical tests performed on the
rmculaiwn ULTRAFLOW spacer included a lateral load test for
pumps spacer strength, a fretting test under simulated flow

high presw7 conditions, and a shipping test. The lateral load test was
coo Ws -impact test, and showed thatperformed as a single sided

preheafing the ULTRAFLOW evaluated spacer has a higher strength
fine than the strength of the standard bimetallic spacer.

P.L 15 MW test vessel The fretting test was performed in SPC's Portable
Hydraulic Test Facility (PHTF) in Richland, Washington.
The test rods were fabricated with depleted uranium
pellets to have the correct bundle weight. Spacer springs
were deformed in selected cells to simulate the maximum
reduction in spring force due to irradiation relaxation.
The assembly was tested for 500 hours at a temperature

design pressure 185 bar of about 150oC and in-reactor dynamic flow conditions.
design emperature 360 IC The bundle was then disassembled and the fuel rods

were examined for wear at the spacer contact points. No

Figure 4 Karlstein - Dryout DNB Stability - Test Loop significant fretting wear was observed.

A shipping test was also performed on the
The candidate spacer which met all the selection ATRIUM 9B bundle. The test consisted of the bundle

criteria, the ULTRAFLOW spacer, was tested for critical being shipped over a journey of 6200 km by truck. One
power performance at the Siemens Test Facility in portion of the assembly was shimmed and another
Karlstein, Germany (Figure 4 The test geometry was a portion was not shimmed. After the test the assembly
full scale 9x9-9 bundle in a 134.0 mm wide square was disassembled and inspected for damage. There was
ceramic test channel with 14 peaked cosine axial power no observable damage for either the shimmed or non-
profile. Three peaking patterns were performed, and the shimmed portion of the assembly.
result (shown in Figure 3 was an overall critical power
improvement of about 12% over the 9x9-IX with bimetallic ECCS Testing
spacers, and more than 7 over the 9-910A with a ring-
type spacer. The ULTRAFLOW spacer met market The ECCS testing in support of the 9x9-9 designs,
acceptability criteria because it incorporated the basic including the ATRIUM 9B was performed in the Fuel
mechanical features of the proven egg-crate spacers Cooling Test Facility (FCTF) at the SPC facilities in
used by Siemens KWU for many years with only one Richland, Washington. The FCTF is designed to confirm
significant difference, namely, the addition of swirl vanes. compliance with OCFR50 Appendix K spray heat transfer
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Table 2 Spray Cooling Heat Transfer Test Matrix

Initial LTP Hole Steam Steam
13WR Rod Initial Power Top Spray Flow Updraft Updraft
Type Ternp OC kW m3/Min m 3/Min 0 to 50 see 50 see to end

8WR3 550 331 0.034 0.026 1 81 kg/s 34 kg/s

13WR4 660 295 0.034 0.023 1 1 kg/s 60 kg/s

BWR5/6 582 318 0.034 0.023 250 kg/s 45 kg/s

All tests conducted for 200 seconds at atmospheric pressure.
All tests used saturated spray water and 120% of 1971 ANS Decay Heat rate.

coefficients requirements on a full size electrically heated Test conditions provide combinations of flow and
bundle. The power supply to the rods is direct current power for which the bundle will be stable or unstable and
and rated at about 500 kW. The rods are heaters with a for which hydraulic decay ratios (determined from test
cosine axial power shape. The FCTF also has a 000 kW data by noise analysis) can be compared to design
boiler and 200 kW super heater for steam supply. decay ratio predictions with STAIF. The results of these

determinations for the ATRIUM 9B are seen in Figure 
A series of tests were performed for ECCS where the measured decay ratio is compared with the

conditions typical of various jet pump boiling water decay ratio calculated using STAIR While the tendency
reactor types (Table 2 Representative conditions were of STAIF to overpredict channel decay ratio for high
simulated by top spray, bottom updraft and bypass flow decay ratios and underpredict channel decay ratios for
into the assembly through a lower tie plate sidewall low decay ratios is observed for the Atrium 9B, a larger
holes. These tests confirm that spray heat transfer body of data, inclusive of other fuel designs, was used in
coefficients that were higher than the Appendix K values. benchmark efforts of STAIF. With the broader set of data,

STAIF is a good predictor over a broad range of decay
Stability ratios. The good agreement indicates that channel

stability can be confirmed by calculation with the STAIF
Stability behavior of fuel in the core on both a code.

core-wide basis as well as on a regional basis is
addressed through a frequency domain analysis in which
stability characteristics of the core are determined. The
Siemens stability analysis tool, STAIF, couples the
neutronic feedback effects with the hydraulic effects and +20%
system characteristics to determine core decay ratio and .0
hot channel decay ratio. In order to benchmark the % 0
STAIF code with respect to its physics model, information 1.0
from several sources were used. This includes in-reactor 00 0%
stability events as well as out-of-reactor test 0
characteristics. In-reactor stability tests and the .75

benchmarking of STAIF have been taken into account to C
demonstrate that STAIF adequately representscore
stability characteristics. Out-of-reactor test characteristics 0
remove the coupling of the neutron physics from the
thermal hydraulics effects and help provide a simplified
case for validating the STAIF code. .25

The Siemens Test Facility in Karistein, Germany .0
(Figure 4 was used to perform channel stability tests on .0 .25 .5 .75. 1.0 1.25 1.5

the ATRIUM 99 fuel design. Natural irculation conditions Test Decay Ratio
were achieved on the full-scale test bundle by providing a
fixed bundle pressure drop across the test assembly. The Figure stability Benchmark for ATRIUM B
flow through the bundle varied with the power generated
in the bundle, representative of natural circulation
conditions. As power increases, flow decreased and at
some power hydraulic instability occurred corresponding
to a decay ratio greater than .
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CONCLUSIONS

The lower LHGR of the W array has made this
array a better basis for design than prior x7 or W
arrays.. Substantial fuel cost savings and major operating
benefits are realized in the ATRIUM 9B design through
the introduction of a central water channel. The
ATRIUM 9B design may be combined with other
advanced features such as advanced channels and
debris filtering lower tie plates to yield additional benefits
to the reactor operator.
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ABSTRACT This paper presents a discussion of the
processes used by Westinghouse in the

The highly competitive international selection and refinement of advanced
marketplace requires a coninuing product concepts for deployment in the highly
development commitment, short competitive US and international nuclear
development cycle times and timely, fuel fabrication marketplace.
on-target product development to assure
customer satisfaction and continuing DISCUSSION
business. Westinghouse has maintained
its leadership position within the nuclear The competitive environment for
fuel industry with continuous developments nuclear fuel supply in the Westinghouse
and improvements to fuel assembly NSSS segment has resulted in significant
materials and design. technical and economic advantages to the

electric utility industry and their respective

Figure I
Westinghouse Fuel Product Development

Advanced Fuel Features Continue to be
Developed to Meet Our Customers' Needs
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ratepayers. Advanced product feedback on the performance of
development has been a continuous Westinghouse technology products
process at Westinghouse responding to the including the most comprehensive core
electric utility's needs for improved fuel design, thermal hydraulic design, fuel rod
cycle cost, zero-defect reliability, extended design software and training package
cycle lengths and ultra-high discharge offered anywhere in the world. The TUG
burnup. Figure illustrates the continuous provides a framework for continuous
fuel product development at Westinghouse feedback on constantly evolving software
since the early 1970s. technology, such that the end user has

access to the most current technology
One of the most powerful influences in available without the added cost and

new product development at Westinghouse complication of maintaining methods
is a formal process of customer development, software configuration
communication. These processes include management, quality assurance and
both the Westinghouse Fuel Users Group
(FUG) for fuel products and the
Westinghouse Technology Users Group Figure 2
(TUG) for technology products. The FUG Westinghouse VVANTAGE-6 Fuel
meets semiannually and provides feedback
on the performance of current products as
well as advice and reaction to advanced
fuel product concepts. The FUG and TUG
are comprised of the users of XXXX
Westinghouse fuel and technology
products throughout the world consisting of
both Westinghouse NSSS owners and AXXXX

non-Westinghouse NSSS owners. The & x X x X

non-Westinghouse NSSS include PWRs
designed by Asea Brown Boveri- X
Combustion Engineering (ABB/C-E) and
Babcock and Wilcox (B&W). The FUG will
also include 6ESKE' ENERGETICKE'
ZAVODY (CEZ), the newest member of the
Westinghouse fuelled PWR's that is
building the Temelin VVER-1000.
Communication was a critical aspect of
receiving the Ternelin fuel award and will network management personnel on full-
continue to be crucial in the completion of time staff.
the design and fabrication of the hexagonal
VVER-1 000 fuel assembly on the three Electric utility companies are under
year schedule of the project. An illustration increasing pressure for more efficient and
of the VVANTAGE-6 fuel assembly for the lower cost operation of power stations in
VVE R- 1 000 is presented in Figure 2 general and nuclear stations in particular

throughout the world. The selection and
The TUG represents a parallel development of advanced nuclear fuel

customer communication pathway to the products can have a significant positive
FUG. Like the FUG, the TUG is an impact toward achieving their cost
international organization with improvement goals. The technology and
representation from all continents with value-added in nuclear fuel fabrication can
nuclear power plants. The TUG provides significantly reduce not only fuel cycle
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costs but also operation and maintenance fuel manufactured after 1983 is illustrated
(O&M) costs and radiation exposure to in Figure 3 by the number of confirmed
plant personnel (ALARA). Westinghouse leaking fuel rods.
has continuously developed advanced fuel Figure 3
products as illustrated in Figure 1. Each Westinghouse Fuel Leakage
aspect of the fuel assembly design has Mechanisms
been considered as part of the design
optimization process. This development
process has resulted in the series of fuel
product features starting with standard fuel Debris Remains Major Cause of Leakage
15x15 and 17x17 to the current-day
PERFORMANCE+ fuel. The transition For Post-1963 Fuel
from the early fuel designs to the most
recent has been driven by the customized Cm" W WenOW 22

needs of each electric utility customer and /Aulkh, pxgkm *mdw Maw 6

their respective sensitivities -- fuel cycle GM RW R-OO -4

cost, reliability, thermal margin, operating
costs, uranium commodity contractual
commitments, replacement power cost, DeWs-WWW mWn -59

optimal fuel cycle length and discharge
burnup as well as many others.

Westinghouse aempts to identify each
individual customer need and combine a
custom set of fuel design features which
best match the set of needs. Throughout As illustrated, the single largest fuel rod
this process, close communication with leakage mechanism has been debris-
utility engineering and operations staff is induced fuel rod fretting. The fretting is
maintained by the various Westinghouse
engineering disciplines from mechanical,
thermal-hydraulic and core design through Figure 4
safety analysis, licensing and plant Debris Filter Bottom Nozzle
interface disciplines. The result is a
closely-tailored fuel design which reflects
the essential needs of the electric utility
customer. O O0:00000000

2 UO: O:*:O I-*
The most powerful driver of electric 0: Ole:: ::*:,:**:*-4

utility companies of late is reducing O&M 0.0,0 90600066900A No
U

costs. This directly leads to a dve for goal O":
0 : 0 0 0 0 0 0 0of zero-defect fuel performance. The zero- ooo**Ooool

defect uel performance goal Is achieved 0 0 O
0:0 .r oo�o 0 dithrough the combination of the elimination 00000490M. i

00 804t
.0 0 9 0 0 0 AO.; JOof manufactured defects and design go OGOqO *O 0 10.0 0

improvements which essentially eliminate *-.�:Jee *O
O O non-manufacturing related fuel leakage. In

recent years, the majority of fuel leakage
has been due to non-manufacturing related 1113'ef,
cladding perforation. A breakdown of fuel 0 a 0.6 0
rod leakage mechanisms for Westinghouse
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caused by small particles of foreign Figure 6
material in the reactor coolant water which PERFORMANCE+ Protective Grid
becomes entrained by the coolant flow and
trapped in a grid assembly where the high
velocity coolant induces vibration, and the Pro ctive Gric and onqer End Plugs E'evation View
debris frets through the fuel rod cladding.
Westinghouse has introduced a series of Boom Suppm fid i

design features specifically aimed at
removing debris from the flow stream prior
to the debris reaching vulnerable areas of
the fuel rod. The first of these features in
the Debris Filter ottom Nozzle (DFBN)
illustrated in Figure 4 The DFBN was
designed in close consultation with our
customers and has dramatically reduced H6 . . . . . .

the incidence of fuel rod leakage due to Protedrve
debris-induced fretting as illustrated in 7 Grid

Figure .
Sdid DOC," End Pk.,q

Figure 5
Debris Filter Bottom Nozzle

Frequency of Debris-Related Leaking Rods Figure 7
Is Declining Westinghouse Debris Resistant
Moritiff d Udn Rods Cladding Coating

I NorDFBN0
40- 0 DFBN

30 Coated Cladding
Proof of Principle - Wear Tests

2D D.Wh 0 S-, Mft
I 0

0xide-oosted cladding 9
Increased realetarer a - - T10 to wear rnore then 7

factor of ton oonwmrad e
to -n------ -'---'ng 5

0 1 arg P FIN j b i
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2 -

Power plant operators have also made
a significant impact in the occurrence of
debris related fuel leakage, dueto their
increased sensitivity to 'good
housekeeping' and improved machining
operations. With the introduction of
PERFORMANCE+ fuel, Westinghouse has 6. The protective grid serves as an
extended debris protection to include two efficient sieve for debris particles that
additional levels. The first of these penetrate the debris filter bottom nozzle
PERFORMANCE+ features is the (DFBN). The straps of the protective grid
protective grid which is illustrated in Figure bisect the flow holes of the DFBN to
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reduce the effective flow area for solid resources, extensive out-of-pile testing, and
particles and thus, greatly improve the test reactor irradiation for over ten years
probability of debris entrapment within the before the opening discussions with
protective grid which is located over the commercial power reactor owners were
solid zircaloy end cap of the fuel rod. The initiated. Westinghouse realized some time
second PERFORMANCE+ feature is the ago that the material limitations of Zircaloy-
coated cladding. The effectiveness of the 4 were being encroached as evidenced by
coated cladding is illustrated in Figure 7 higher than expected corrosion rates on
and compared to uncoated cladding under both fuel rods and structural components.
identical conditions. Both the protective A two phased development process was
grid and coated cladding were developed initiated for both the short and long terms
using a utility working group in combination to improve fuel performance an continue to
with Westinghouse development engineers. extend fuel discharge bumup capability.
The utility working group was an integral The short term process involved the
part of the development process from start optimization of Zircaloy-4 chemistry and
to finish. processing such that marginal increases in

discharge bumup would continue to be
Another case study in cooperative fuel possible. Westinghouse has lead the

design development has been the industry in the introduction of Improved
commercialization of ZIRLO-, the nuclear (Low-Tin) Zrcaloy-4 with optimization of
industry's only new fuel assembly alloy in processing parameters which has allowed
over thirty years. Westinghouse has been discharge burnup to increase to about 48

GWD/MTU with some restrictions still
present for plants with core exit

Figure temperatures above 315 C andlor fuel
Two Cycle ZIRILO- Corrosion residence time at power/temperature

Performance approaching 40,000 hours.

Figure 9
Amp Oak l*= (Maw) Three Cycle ZIRLO- Corrosion
45 Performance
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a leader in research and development of 1:
new reactor materials initiating the ZIRLO- 0
development process in the late 1960s. 0 20 40 0 W MO 120 140

Commercialization of new reactor materials bid 10=13otimnolPod

has required significant Westinghouse
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Figure 10 corrosion performance of ZIRLO- in a very
ZIRLO- Irradiation Creep Comparison limiting plant on 18-month fuel cycles. The

hydrogen pickup fraction for ZIRLO-
remains comparable to that of zircaloy for

Creepdwn, Mils equal oxide thickness. The result of
I comparable hydrogen pickup fraction and

0 much lower oxide thickness is a much
reduced hydrogen pickup and consequently

-1- improved high bumup waterside corrosion.
The advantages of ZIRLO- are not limited

2IRLO to superior corrosion resistance but also

-3 include a fifty percent reduction in 
irradiation induced growth and a twenty

-4- ZiMWDH percent reduction in irradiation induced

I I I I I creep as illustrated if Figures 10 and 11,
-50 2D 40 60 80 IOD 120 140 respectively. The ultimate generic

ftes mm BoRom of Rod licensing of ZIRLO- would not have been
possible without the close cooperation of
Virginia Power during the North Anna LUA

The second aspect of the advanced program as well as the ommitment of
material development program was the other utilities during the initial deployment
long term solution to ever increasing fuel of ZIRLO- in reload region quantities As
discharge bumup and fuel cycle length a result of the cooperative development
extension. ZIRLO- has provided the program, ZIRLO- has achieved equal
material properties and increased licensing status with Zircaloy-4 and
irradiation tolerance to extend fuel remains the only fully licensed, advanced
discharge bumups to approximately 55 alloy available to the nuclear fuel industry.
GWD/MTU while substantially removing
corrosion concerns resulting from high
temperature plant conditions and extended
fuel cycles. The process from the
deployment of Advanced Alloy Lead Use Figure 11
Assemblies (LUA) at Virginia Power's North ZIRLO- Irradiation Growth Comparison
Anna station has been a totally cooperative
process starting in 1987. The North Anna
LUAs ontained a wide range of materials 1.0 
and process treatments ranging from
ASTM Standard Zircaloy-4, Improved .8 - 8 ErA
Zircaloy-4, Beta-Quenched Zircaloy-4, Z1_"4
ZIRLO- as well as others. Virginia Power .6 - GmrM Wm\
has cooperated in the introduction,
licensing and Post Irradiation Evaluations
(PIE) of the LUA bundles which have .4 - ZKO
verified the superior irradiation performance Two Oyft
of ZIRLO- under very-limiting actual plant 2 MD F Am"

TM Oyftconditions. Figures and 9 compare the SKo Am 0
corrosion performance of ZRLO- with 0 1
Standard and Improved Zircaloy-4 after two 0 10
and three cycles of irradiation. These Ful Fkwa (W None, E>1 W
illustrations demonstrate the superior
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SUMMARY

In summary, advanced fuel product
development and selection at
Westinghouse depends heavily upon
customer direction and cooperation. The
development schedules are designed to
include all disciplines which will be
impacted by the product development,
including customers, early in the
development process. This process has
resulted in much improved product
acceptance as well as shorter and more
efficient development schedules.
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ABSTRACT Detector backgrounds and
MDA's.

In planning the decommissioning
of the Shoreham Nuclear Power Additional devices and
Station (SNPS) in Wading River, techniques.
N.Y., it was determined that
the cost of removing NRC position on crawler
contaminated f loor drain piping use.
was prohibitive. The piping is
t y p i c a 1 1 y embedded SNPS results to date.
approximately f our f eet deep in
reinforced concrete, often
below structural I-beams. A I. SHOREHAM DECOMMISSIONING
decision was made to develop OVERVIEW
remote survey devices ("pipe
crawlers") that would allow The Shoreham Nuclear Power
SNPS to decontaminate and Station (SNPS) operated at low
survey embedded piping within power for several short runs
NRC free release limits. Pipe between 1985 and 1987. A
crawlers currently in use at radiological characterization
SNPS are able to traverse of the site was completed in
multiple 45 and 90 degree bends June of 1990. The SNPS
while maintaining all detectors Decommissioning Plan, submitted
in the required geometry (less to the NRC in December 1990,
than cm detector to surf ace identif ied several contaminated
distance). The following systems for removal. Although
aspects of this project will be the liquid radioactive waste
presented: collection system was one of

those slated f or removal, it
System classification and became evident that the cost of
cost-benefit analysis. removing embedded drains would

be prohibitive. Much of the
overview of system piping was embedded up to
decontamination. depths of 6 and in some cases

located below embedded I-beams.
Pipe crawler mechanical Research on a decontamination/
a n d e 1 e c t r i c a survey project began in the
development. fall of 1991. The NRC approved
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the SNPS Decommissioning Plan below vertical walls and
in June of 1992. In parallel permanent components were not
with other Decommissioning considered. This analysis
activities, the decontamination triggered the development of
and surveys of embedded piping both comprehensive pipe
began in October of 1992 and decontamination techniques and
February of. 1993, respectively. pipe survey devices. (The
Currently the decommissioning overall quantities and removal
work is approximately 90% costs for SNPS embedded piping
complete, while the Embedded are shown in Figure 3.
Piping Project is 93.5%
complete. NRC license
(possession only) termination III. SURVEY DEVICE DESIGN
for SNPS is expected in REQUIREMENTS
December 1994.

The two governing site
II. SYSTEM CLASSIFICATION AND release documents in use at

COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS SNPS are Regulatory Guide 186,
Termination of operatin
Licenses for Nuclear Reactors,

Based on the SNPS and NUREG 5849 (DRAFT), Manual
radiological characterization for Conducting Radiological
results, which included the Surveys in Suyvort of License
opening and surveying of over Termination.
300 system components, systems
were categorized for full or EMBEDDED PIPING
partial removal as shown in COST -BENEFIT ANALYSIS.
Figure (next page). The DECON SURVEY OPTION
liquid radioactive waste system

(G-11) warranted total removal TOTAL LENGTH 8,652 Feet
based on contamination levels
(up to 200,000 disintegration COSTS:

per minute per 100 cm2). Materials $156,000.
However, two factors prevented
this from occurring. Namely, Pre Decon Survey $ 110,000.
the cost of total removal and
project management's desire to Hydrolazing $ 438,000.

continue to use the system to Final Survey $ 278,000.
collect non-radioactive
industrial waste water. A
cost-benefit analysis was TOTAL PROJECTED COST
performed that showed potential (� D
f or a considerable cost savings REMOVE SHIP OPTION

via the decontamination/survey TOTAL WEIGHT 107,900 Ibs
option. (See Figure 2 it
should be noted that the cost COSTS:

estimate for removal is Removal 9233 Million
considered low since additional
costs to remove piping embedded Ship to VR $ 71,610

TOTAL PROJECTED COST

Figure 2
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Survey instrumentation had to IV. DETECTORS AND PIPE
be sensitive enough to detect CRAWLERS
radioactivity below the
established limits while being Two types of detectors
able to stand up to several were considered and tested.
demanding p h y s i c a Custom made NAI detector/photo,
requirements. The key desired multiplier assemblies provided
qualities were: excellent qualitative feedback.

However, their limited range,
Ability to quantify inability to quantify and
surface contamination locate contamination and their
levels below Reg. Guide susceptibility to background
1.86 limits f luctuations made then a second

(5000 dpm/100 cm2 choice. Conventional GM
average and 1000 'frisker' probes (HP-260 and
dpm/100 =2 removable) Aptec 126) provided an

established detector for
Ability to traverse meeting the required MDA's.
multiple 90 and 45 degree The vehicle for travel inside
pipe bends. the pipe is called a "pipe

crawler". It is unique in that
Remote read out mounted with varying numbers of
capability. GM probes, the pipe crawler can

traverse multiple pipe bends
Durability in harsh while maintaining all detectors
environment. within I cm of the pipe

surfaces.

CLASSIFICATION OF SYSTEMS
BASED ON SURVEY RESULTS

FIRE PROTECTION
No Rmedlation
Antancipated

I (20K to Survey)I MAIN STEAM
I Possible Minor

Remediation
HPCI
25 % R*moval

NUCLEAR
BOILER
80 % Removal I I

RWCU
100 % Removal
( $00 K to Rmove vs. 11
$1-SM to Decon/Survey)

I SURVEY
DISMANTLE REMEDIATE
SHIP to VR (it Necessary)

TERM SURVEY

Figure 
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Essentially, a free release to the number of interferences
type survey can be performed. (e.g. debris, welds) was

identified. The SIRVAE system
Radiological data from the utilizes a lighted, I' 2510

crawlers is collected on a diameter, high resolution
microprocessor based Eberline camera which proved invaluable
ESP-2 survey meter. Data from as an aid in the debris removal
up to 500 survey locations can process. The camera can be
be stored in memory and down coupled with a control module,
loaded to the SNPS Termination VHS recorder, video logger,
Survey Database. Furthermore, foot encoder and even the
individual detectors may be crawler itself. The
electronically isolated via a combination shown in Figure 6
multi-switch junction box to allows surveys to be taken
pinpoint the location of while maintaining a video
contamination. record of the pipe run.

Location, radiological data,
Each pipe crawler (See technician etc. can also be

Figure 4 has daily control encoded for storage on Super
chart and background checks VHS tapes. The video image is
performed on it as required by particularly valuable in that
NUREG 5849. Background checks it verify's that the pipe run
are performed using permanent was clean and dry at the time
or cut "clean" piping from non- of survey.
radiologically controlled
areas. Figure 5 is a B. Hydrolazing
photograph of an inch pipe
crawler. Pipe crawlers that State-of-the-art
are 811 and larger utilize hydrolazing equipment,
pneumatic controls to retract including the latest spin-jet
and extend detector probes. and self-traveling tips were
This assists in negotiating 45 used to reduce SNPS embedded
and 90 degree elbows. piping to below Reg Guide 186

limits. Several lessons were
V. ADDITIONAL DEVICES AND learned concerning this

TECHNIQUES detailed type of hydrolazing,
however they are outside the

As pipe crawlers began to scope of this paper.
be used in the f ield, several
other supporting devices/ VI. NRC POSITION ON PIPE
techniques were employed. CRAWLER DEVICES

A. Shoreham I n - s i t u The NRC and its
Radiological and Visual Acute contractors for site
Examination (SIRVAE) System. Termination Survey Conf irmation

(Oak Ridge Associated
During the piping Universities), have reviewed

decontamination phase, the need the pipe crawler development
for visual inspection and implementation techniques
capabilities was apparent due on several occasions. Their
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response has been enthusiastic,
stating that "this type of
device has been needed f or a
long time". The use of the
pipe crawlers for official
termination surveys has been
included in the NRC approved
SNPS Termination Survey Plan.

VII. CURRENT STATUS

As of this writing, over
13,830 feet of embedded piping
have been surveyed. This 'will
result in cost savings of
millions of dollars to Long
Island rate payers.
Additionally, building floors
and water collection systems
will remain intact, allowing
structures to be effectively
reused in non-nuclear
capacities.

It is evident that pipe-
crawlers" may become
significant, cost-effective FIGURE 
devices in future
decommissioning work.

(Illustrations: Robert Yetter)

Piping Detector Bkgnd Efficiency Detection
Dia. (ID), (in) Assembly 4w-' Sensitivity

(eff. area) (area djusted)' (dpm/100 cm')

12 4 - FT126 GMs 350 pm 0.058 210
(5D4 cm� (0.295)

10 -HP260 GMs 165 epm 0.166 210
(124 c) (0.206)

a 6 - IP260 Olds 130 cpm 0.152 270
(93 c� (0.141)

6 9 - IP260 GMs 210 cpm 0.149 230
(140 c� (0.207)

4 6 - P260 GMs 165 pm 0.134 340
(93 cm) (0.124)

3 4 - P260 GMs 80 cpm 0.156 310
(62 cm) (0.097)

2 - HP 190A 13 prn 0.006 2000
(end window)

1.5 - HP190A 17 cpm 0.005 2800
(end window)

FIGURE 4
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REACTOR UILDING EMBEDDED PIPING TOTALS

BUILDING E]MBEDDED PIPE Tr) ESTIMATED REMOVAL COST M

TOTAL 61-1211 < 6 TOTAL 6 - 12' < 6'
EL. 175' TURBINE 4691 2907 1794 5,538,146 3,532,306 2,005,80

RADWASTE 1769 308 1461 1,940,489 376,095 1,564,394
ill FT.

EL. 150' $71 804 REACTOR 2192 517 1675 1,755,602 487,727 T 1,267,875

73 Fr. TOTAL 9652 3732 4920 9,234,237 4,3%,128 4,938,109

EL. 112' $48 072

367 Fr.
EL. 78' $237,346

EL. 63' $38 337

60 FT.
EL. 40' S391294 EL. 3' 'Y

$38 337

585
EL. 8' $700 Ill 217 FT.

EL.' 146,122 It"v

D FLOOR VS. HIGHER ELEVATIONS I
3 1752 R,EMBEDDED GROUND FLOOR PIPING (FT) = 6480

REMOVAL COST = 7,805,970
6' 12 PEPING (R) 3317 M. 37

.C 6: MING (M = 3163 481 FF.
1,754,1

EMBEDDED HIGHER ELEVATION PIPING (-1) = 2172
REMOVAL COST = 1,428,267

6 -121 IMG (FM - 415 EL. 15'
< 6 T4G 07 = 1751

FIGURE 3
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MULTI-PURPOSE CANISTER STORAGE

AM TRANSPORTATION EVELOPMENTS TO SUPPORT

RA19CHO SCO DOMMISSIONING

W. J. McConaghy, R. C. Bowser K. R. Miller

Pacific Nuclear Sacramento Municipal Utility District

6203 San Ignacio Avenue, Suite 100 Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating Station

San Jose, California 95119 14440 Twin Cities Road

Tel 408) 629-9800 Herald, California 95638

Fax 408) 281-6202 Tel 916) 452-3211

Abstract Technical Impact of Dry Spent
Fuel Storage on Dec - Issioning

Several utilities have made Decommissioning the spent fuel

decisions to decommission pool requires an integrated
nuclear plants. Other utilities
are currently investigating the approach to at-reactor spent

economic and technical fuel management. The fuel must

feasibility of decommissioning not only be placed in long-term

versus continued operations. As dry storage in a "stand-alone"

a result, assessments are being Independent Spent Fuel Storage

made to determine the impact of Facility (ISFSI) until DOE

dry spent fuel storage on acceptance, but must also be

decommissioning. In the case transportable without

of the Rancho Seco Nuclear repackaging. In addition, both

Generating Station, the intact and damaged fuel

Sacramento Municipal Utility assemblies must be packaged so

District (SMUD) developed three that the pool can be completely

objectives related to spent fuel emptied. SMUD selected 

disposition to support the safe NUHOMSQD multi-purpose anister

and economical closure of the as the heart of their

plant.' These objectives are: storage/transport system, with
different overpacks for storage

1. Minimize occupational and and transportation (See Figure

public radiation exposure, 1). The storage overpacks are
similar to those in use at Duke

2. Minimize decommissioning Powers' Oconee Nuclear Station

costs, including the need and Baltimore Gas Electric's

to maintain the spent fuel Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Plant.

pool, and The transportation overpack, a
NUHOMSO-MP187 cask Figure 2,

3. Prepare the fuel for is designed for on-site

Department of Energy (DOE) transfer, off-site rail

acceptance. transportation, and as a
recovery csk for any credible

These rather universal goals are off-normal event (a capability

being met for Rancho Seco required by the NRC since the

through the use of a canister- spent fuel pool will be

based spent fuel storage and unavailable and the ISFSI is

transportation system, the stand-alone). The technical

NUHOMSS system. This paper will challenges to implement this

discuss the technical impacts of system include design and

dry spent fuel storage and licensing.

multi-purpose canister

developments on decommissioning,

more specifically as it relates

to the decommissioning of the

Rancho Seco plant.
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Vigure I - NUHOMSO Multi-purpose Canister

Rancho Saco Design accommodate damaged fuel. Since
the transportation overpack, the

The design philosophy associated NUH0MS0-MPl87, will be not only
with the SMUD project has been used for the eventuality of off-
especially conservative, since site transportation, but also
SMUD is expected to have the for on-site transfer and as a
first "stand-alone" ISFSI recovery cask, cask and canister
licensed by the NRC. By package are being designed to
building on previous designs satisfy the requirements of both
already reviewed by the NRC, it Title 10, Code of Federal
is expected that licensing of Regulations, Parts 71
design changes and new designs (Transportation) and 72 (Spent
will be timely, supporting Fuel Storage) 2 The system
decommissioning. The design design parameters for the
challenges for the WHOMS0 transport cask result primarily
system being used at Rancho Seco from transportation
are those associated with the requirements. Parameters for
transportation overpack, and cask design assume the
with a special canister to following:

CANISTER SHELL

CANISTER BASKET

CANISTER SHIELD PLUG

RAM

RAM ACC
co

REMOVABLE CASK
LIFTING TRUNNION

CASK CONTAINMENT BOUNDARY

LEAD GAMMA SHIELD

CASK STRUCTURAL SHELL

SOLID NEUTRON SH JELD
-----------

CASK OUTER JACKET

CANISTER GRAPPLE RNG

REMOVABLE IMPACT LIMITER

Figure 2 MP-187 Transportation Overpack
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125 Ton (maximum) implementing the Multi-Purpose
Rail/Barge Cask Canister Concept at Rancho Saco

NUHOMS� Canister with 24
pWR (B&W 15 x 15) Fuel The Multi-Purpose Canister (MPC)
Assemblies concept offers the potential to

simplify and economize the

Cask cavity size 68" in integrated handling and disposal
diameter by 187" long. of spent nuclear fuel. The MPC

system relies on the use of a

Based on previous NUHOMS0 dry single canister, which when
spent fuel storage system loaded with spent fuel at the
canisters, and the NUPAC 125-B reactor, requires no direct
transportation cask, following handling of the fuel as it moves
configurations have been towards ultimate disposal. The
designed: canister is contained in a

series or overpacks: a temporary

Cask body: storage overpack, a
Includes containment transportation overpack, and a
boundary, structural shell, repository overpack.(Figure 3)
gamma shield, and neutron The NUHOMS0 canister is
shield (no structural functionally identical to the
credit is being taken for DOE's conceptual Multi-Purpose
canister shell for Canister System for canister
containment even though storage and transportation.
ASME Class stainless This is no accident. The
steel welded canister NUHOMSO Multi-Purpose Canister
assembly provides concept was the basis of Pacific
formidable redundant Nuclear's development and
containment vessel to that introduction of the design for
of the cask). both at-reactor and centralized

storage facilities.

Storage/Transport Canister: The development of a licensed

Canister Internal Basket transportation overpack designed
includes structural support to integrate with the existing
assembly and criticality storage technology provides two
safety features, with no of the three components of a
borated materials being Multi-Purpose Canister System.
used for structural According to DOE, "plans are to
members. Three types of widely envelop existing storage
canisters (DSCs) will be technologies/reactor interfaces
used: during their (MPC) design phase

study. The multi-purpose
canister must also meet the

1. Poisoned DSCs capable additional complex and often
of handling spent more stringent requirements of
fuel only long-term isolation in a

geologic repository. 3 However,
2. Poisoned DSCs capable a recent DOE report recognizes

of accommodating fuel the importance of the storage
with control and transportation components,
components stating "Even if such a package

proved unacceptable for disposal
3. One DSC capable of as-is, it might still be usable

accommodating "failed as a dual-purpose
fuel" - not poisoned, transportation/storage system
criticality that would allow fuel to be
controlled by stored at reactors, shipped to
geometry the repository, and stored there

until ready for packaging for
Cask Body Impact Limiters disposal.` Design criteria for

the final repository overpack
cask Lifting and Tiedown will not be known for several
Interfaces years. The criteria will be

developed and verified in
parallel with Yucca Mountain
characterization efforts.
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Figure 3 - WHOMS40 Multi-Purpose Canister System

Tecbnology Advancements previously approved NUPAC
125-B cask design.

Spent fuel disposition without a Conservative hand
spent fuel pool requires an calculations and widely
integrated systems approach that accepted computer analysis
includes: programs are used to

perform structural,

Provision for storage of thermal, shielding, and
both intact and damaged criticality safety analyses
fuel to verify compliance with
Provision for recovery from the requirements of 10 CFR
any credible off-normal 71 for the various normal
event during storage conditions of transport and
Ability to direct ship the hypothetical accident
fuel off-site without conditions. Similarity
repackaging or reliance on between the NUHOMS(&-MP187
a pool cask and the NUPAC 125-B

cask is used to obviate the

The approach being implemented need for certification
for Rancho Seco includes an MPC testing of cask design
with NRC certified overpacks for parameters to meet 10 CFR

storage and 71 requirements. For
transportation. The auxiliary cask components
initial phase of the such as impact limiters,
SMUD project, which which are not similar to
commenced in 1992, the NUPAC 125-B cask, bench
is to supply a tests and small scale model
"stand-alone" tests are used to verify
Independent Spent the analysis tools being
Fuel Storage used to demonstrate
Installation compliance with the 10 CFR
(ISFSI). 71 requirements.

The NUHOMS(D-MP187 Safety
Licensing Analysis Report (SAR) was

submitted to the NRC for
The licensing approach for the Part 71 review in
design has been conservative as September, 1993. Impact
well. Joint meetings with both limiter testing was
NRC 10 CFR Part 71 and Part 72 conducted in early 1994.
personnel, with project
personnel and DOE observers were
conducted to facilitate the 10 CFR 72: SMUD has
licensing process. elected to license the

storage portion of the
10 CFR 71: The general system under 10 CFR 72
approach for compliance since a site specific
with 10 CFR 71 is license is required for an
engineering analysis and ISFSI to support
similarity to the
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decommissioning. with the resolved through the NUHOMS0 MPC
goal of abandoning the transportation cask licensing
spent fuel pool, all of the effort. This NRC regulatory and
fuel and control components licensing experience for a
will have to be stored and transportable storage system and
subsequently shipped stand alone ISFSI will serve as
without repackaging. Any a roadmap for DOE and industry
credible off-normal event throughout the development of a
must have a recovery mode national MPC system.
as well. This is why the
transport cask was designed References
to be multi-functional.
The conservatism provided 1. "Spent Fuel Storage: A
by the shipping Decommissioning
requirements met by the Perspective," by Bowser,
design of the cask/canister Keuter, Miller; Journal of
package mitigates the loss Nuclear Materials
of the spent fuel pool Management, May 1991.
recovery capability. The
storage licensing approach 2. Title 10, Code of Federal
being used by SMUD is Regulations, Parts 71 72
outlined below:

3. DOE response to April ,
- Purchase two multi- 1993 letter from NUHOMSO

purpose cask bodies Owners Group to Secretary
designed to O'Leary: from Ronald A.
accommodate any of Milner (DOE) to Rita Bowser
the DSC types. (NUHOMS� Owners Group), May

- With a transportable 12, 1993.
overpack, no credible 4. "A Proposed Alternative
off-normal events Strategy for the Department
require the use of of Energy's Civilian
the spent fuel pool Radioactive Waste
for recovery. Management Program," March

31, 1993, Thomas H. Issacs
- Abandon the spent & Maxwell B. Blanchard

fuel pool and place (USDOE Task Force on
Rancho Seco into Alternative Program
Hardened SAFSTOR. Strategy)

- Submit a license 5. "Multi-Purpose Canister
amendment to (MPC) Implementation
transition to a Program, Conceptual Design
stand-alone ISFSI, Phase Report", CRWMS DOC ID
complete -00811-5705-00001,
decommissioning, and Final Draft, September 30,
terminate the 10 CFR 1993
50 nuclear plant
license.

The SMUD Safety Analysis Report
and license application was
submitted for NRC review in
September, 1993.

guru

The lower life cycle costs are
an attractive advantage for SMUD
in their decision to use the
NUHOMS4D canister-based storage
transportation system to support
the disposition of Rancho Seco
spent fuel. In addition to
costs, advantages of the NUHOMS0
MPC program currently being
implemented for SMUD extend to
other utilities, as well as the
DOE. A number of outstanding 0
CFR 71 & 72 issues are being
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Abstract Introduction/Backgfound

The voters of the Sacramento Municipal In June 1988, voters within the
Utility District (District) voted to close the Sacramento Municipal Utility District's
Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating Station. (the District's) service area approved a
Subsequent attempts to sell the plant were measure supporting the continued
unsuccessful. Accordingly, the district operation of the Rancho Seco Nuclear
decided to permanently shut down and Generating Station under specified
decommission the facility. conditions. These conditions included a

requirement that a proposition supporting
For the purpose of decommissioning, further operations at the plant be
District staff selected the SAFSTOR submitted to the voters by June of 1990.
alternative until 2008, and Deferred-
DECON starting thereafter, and On June 6 1989 a referendum on
completion by 2011. In developing the whether the District sould continue to
District's decommissioning strategy, staff operate Rancho Seco was submitted to the
concluded there would be three phases. voters. The vote concluded that the
The three phases include: Plant closure District should no longer operate Rancho
before Possession-Only-License (POL), Seco, and the plant ceased operation the
plant closure and preparation of next day. Subsequent attempts to sell the
decommissioning plan approval, and plant were unsuccessful.
decommissioning after decommissioning
plan approval. Based on the results of the referendum,

and the inability to sell the plant, the
The nuclear industry needs effective District decided to shut down Rancho
regulation to deal with premature Seco permanently. Although Rancho Seco
shutdown reactors. The need for future was shut down prematurely, its permanent
rulemaking on decommissioning process is cessation of operations meant the plant
obvious; however, until such time the had effectively reached the end of its life
rulemaldng is completed, utilities must be as a commercial nuclear power facility.
aware of and plan for the cost of Since Rancho Seco would never again be
maintaining their shutdown facilities. operated as a nuclear power facility, the

District began planning for its
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decommissioning. As stated in Plant Closure Approach
NUREG/CR-0130, decommissioning a
nuclear facility includes the measures Once the decision to close Rancho Seco
taken at the end of the facility's operating was made, plant staff attempted to
life, to ensure that the facility is removed develop a decommissioning strategy
from service safely, and that the public consistent with the N R C's
continues to be protected from any onsite Decommissioning Rule. However, it was
residual radioactivity or other potential quickly discovered that many of the
hazards present at the facility. As stated Commission's decommissioning rules were
further in NUREG-0586, the purpose of not applicable to prematurely shutdown
decommissioning a nuclear facility, is to plants. Notable was the timing for the
take the facility safely from service and to Preliminary Decommissioning Plan
reduce residual radioactivity to a level that submittal and the accumulation of
permits the release of the property for decommissioning funds at time of plant
unrestricted use and termination of the shutdown.
operating license.

I n developing the District's
Accordingly, on August 29, 1989, the decommissioning strategy, staff recognized
District notified the NRC of its intent to there are three phases Rancho Seco would
terminate the Rancho Seco operating pass through while going from an
license and decommission te facility. The operating plant to a decommissioned
NRC acknowledged the notification on facility. They are:
November 27, 1989. On May 20, 1991,
the District submitted its Proposed 1. Plant closure prior to the issuance of
Decommissioning Plan to the NRC a Possession Only License (POL).
describing the method the District selected
to decommission Rancho Seco. 2. Plant closure and preparation for

decommissioning after issuance of
Status of the Rancho Seco Project POL, prior to approval of a

proposed decommissioning plan.
For the purpose of Rancho Seco's
decommissioning, District staff developed 3. Decommissioning after approval of
a strategy whereby the plant will be placed the decommissioning plan.
into "SAFSTOR" until about 2008, when
"Deferred-DECON" will commence. Phase One, "Plant Closure"
Deferred-DECON is expected to be
complete about 201 1. Spent nuclear fuel District staff recognized the importance of
will be transferred into dry casks for starting the licensing process in support of
storage at an on-site Independent Spent regulatory relief' as soon after plant
Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI), until shutdown as possible. Current NRC
acceptance by Department of Energy regulations focus primarily on the design,
(DOE). construction, and operation of nuclear

facilities. Although these regulations allow
the District to voluntary apply to the NRC
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to surrender its nuclear operating license decommissioning activities must be carried
and decommission the Rancho Seco out in compliance with NRC regulations.
facility, there were a myriad of regulatory
issues that became ambiguous or
undefined during the development of The following are guidelines used by
licensing submittals. Staff realized it must District staff, that were helpful in
address the changing regulatory developing strategy for activities that could
requirements as the facility transitions be accomplished during plant closure and
from plant closure through layup:
decommissioning. Since many of the
regulatory requirements during the 1. The District can continue to conduct
transition period had not yet been defined, equipment shutdown, removal,
it was largely left up to the District's disposal, and fuel handling activities
licensing staff to interpret and define which the plant operating license
requirements that were appropriate to allows. Safety evaluations (10 CFR
Rancho Seco's situation. 50.59) must be performed for plant

closure activities that differ from
As the transition proceeded, the number normal plant operational activities.
and scope of regulatory requirements to
which the District had to comply were 2. There were generally no restrictions
increasingly reduced. The costs associated imposed on the District for de-
with maintaining an "operating license" energizing, isolating, draining,
during the plant closure process can be capping, storing, disposing or
significant. At Rancho Seco, over $100 otherwise removing from operational
million was spent maintaining the service, systems and equipment that
operational license, before the POL was are no longer needed for the
granted. It is important to minimize the shutdown condition.
operational costs of supporting a
permanently shut down reactor by seeking 3. The District plans to do nothing to
regulatory relief as quickly as possible, the permanently shutdown plant
after shutdown. Additionally, it is which would preclude any of the
important to operate the facility as long as NRC's decommissioning options, nor
possible after the decision to cease do anything that may substantially
operation is made, to offset the shutdown increase the estimated cost of
expense with income from power decommissioning.
production.

4. In the event there are plans for a
In addition to regulatory relief, staff plant closure activity that is not
evaluated plant conditions and determined reasonably within the scope of the
which plant closure activities could be plant licensing basis, the District will
carried out under the provisions of 10 complete the necessary safety
CFR 50.59 and which activities require an evaluations and will seek NRC
approved decommissioning plan. Staff approval before implementation.
recognized plant closure and
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The District's shutdown licensing strategy 11. Reducing commitments to outside
included a number of regulatory related agencies, such as: NRC and ANI.
activities that were considered
instrumental in acquiring "regulatory relief' 12. Reducing the scope of Quality
and were necessary to ensure a smooth Assurance program
transition into a decommissioned facHity.
Major activities included: 13. Reduce liability/property damage

insurance coverage
1. Submitting an application for a

"Possession Only License" (POL) 14. Requesting an exemption from
Price-Anderson Act

2. Minimizing credible radiological
accident and sabotage scenarios 15. Requesting an exemption from

annual operating fee
3. Submitting proposed amendment to

Technical Specifications Because of the uncertain POL approval
schedule, the District decided to submit its

4. Submitting revised versions of the regulatory exemption requests separately.
Emergency and Security Plans, This was done to allow for their early
including Fitness For Duty, and implementation and mitigate any delays
Operator Training Programs from the POL schedule. When granted,

the District has realized some type of
5. Developing a priority list of payback from each of these activities, in

exemptions from appropriate either direct cost savings or adjustment to
regulatory requirements staff levels.

6. Submitting a license application for The District has worked closely with the
an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Nuclear Management and Resources
Installation Council (NUMARC) to document these

experiences, the results of which
8. Evaluating the safety review criteria (NUMARC 92-02, Draft report,

(10 CFR 50.59) applicable to the "Regulatory Process for Decommissioning
plant in the defueled mode Prematurely Shut Down Plants") were

recently sent to NUNLARC members and
9. Evaluating and revising the Financial the NRC for consideration and comment.

Assurance Plan to reflect the
shutdown condition and revised
annual trust fund contribution.

10. Evaluating the need to maintain Phase Two, "Preparation For
memberships in various Decommissioning"
organizations such as: INPO, EPRI,
and NUMARC. Although the preparation of the

decommissioning plan is addressed in this
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phase, it is important to start planning as An essential component in developing the
soon as possible, preferably during Phase decommissioning strategy was the
One. Under the NRC's current prescribed decommissioning cost study. The Rancho
approval process, it is possible to receive Seco Cost Study was prepared by an
a POL before the decommissioning plan is independent contractor and included the
submitted. The preparation of a evaluation of fifteen (15) possible
decommissioning plan is an arduous task decommissioning scenarios. The District,
and depending on whether the utility or a throughout the cost evaluation process,
contractor or a combination thereof was able to reduce the original
prepares the plan, up to one year or more decommissioning cost estimate by over one
may be required. hundred million dollars. Additional cost

savings were realized by conducting two
At Rancho Seco, the decommissioning independent "prudency reviews", one in
plan was initially drafted by a contractor the United States and one in Europe.
and completed by plant staff. Prior to the
plan's preparation, plant management In the early stages of the decommissioning
formed a "Task Force" for the purpose of plan's development, there was no specific
developing and implementing a list of task format established by the NRC. Staff
plans associated with plant closure and relied on formats and contents from
decommissioning. ne results fom many previously submitted decommissioning
of these task plans were included in the plans to develop the Rancho Seco plan.
basis of the decommissioning plan. During the plan's development, the NRC

released for comment, Draft Regulatory
A "special team", including the Guide DG-1005, entitled: "Standard
decommissioning project manager, was Format And C o n t e n t For
selected from task force members, to Decommissioning Plans For Nuclear
complete and finalize the decommissioning Reactors." The Rancho Seco plan was
plan. The plan was submitted to the NRC subsequently revised to the DG-1005
in May of 1991. The decommissioning format. The task force team concluded
plan was reviewed by plant management, additional information should also be
the Plant Review Committee, the provided in the plan that was not
Management Safety Review Committee, otherwise required by the NRC, including:
and an overview was presented to the licensing activities, documentation and
District's Board of Directors. Two public records, asset recovery, plan revision
meetings and one public hearing were also process, fire protection, and factors
conducted on the District's affecting decommissioning planning and
decommissioning strategy. The special cost. In its review of the decommissioning
team also prepared and submitted to the plan, the NRC has transmitted several
NRC a supplemental environmental "Requests for Additional Information
report to reflect any new information or (RAls)." he District has responded to
significant environmental change the Commission's RAIs and the contents
associated with the proposed will be incorporated into the revised
decommissioning activities or plans for version of the decommissioning plan. The
storage of the spent fuel. NRC, in their RAls, was particularly
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interested in: spent fuel storage decommissioning activities have not yet
alternatives, plans for Hardened- been experienced and cannot be reported.
SAFSTOR, residual radioactivity levels, Due to intervention the NRC has not yet
site characterization, decontamination set a date for issuing the decommissioning
plans, radwaste processing, disposal of low order. The plant is in layup under the
level waste, HVAC/HEPA system guidelines of 10 CFR 50.59.
operation, radiation monitoring,
ODCM/REMP activities, exposure and Conclusion
source term estimates, potential release
pathways, and the decommissioning Decommissioning a prematurely shutdown
organizational structure. nuclear plant, such as Rancho Seco,

involves much more than decontamination
As indicated earlier, shortly after the and dismantlement of the facility. The
District submitted the decommissioning entire process from permanent cessation
plan, District staff prepared and submitted of operation through plant shutdown to
a supplemental environmental report in decommissioning can take years, and
accordance with 10 CFR 51.30. In the without a well developed strategy, can be
environmental report, staff focused on the very costly. Additionally, many plant
guidelines provided in NUREG-0586. closure costs are not considered or
Primarily, NUREG-0586 addresses the included in decommissioning cost
radiological aspects of decommissioning a estimates and can be an expensive burden
nuclear facility. Therefore, the District to the plant's owners.
was somewhat surprised when the
Commission issued RAIs on both the The industry needs effective regulations to
decommissioning plan and the deal with premature shutdowns such as
environmental report, which were focused Rancho Seco. Currently, utilities must
on the environmental effects of non- request exemptions from a myriad of
radiological plant closure activities. regulations that do not apply to
Specific areas of interest included: permanently shutdown reactors. The need
discharge canal flow, land use, asbestos for future rulemaking on the
remediation, non-radiological buildings, decommissioning process is obvious;
transportation system impacts, ground however, until such time the rulemaking is
water, dust, cooling tower fill, socio- completed, utilities must be aware of and
economics, and effects on plants and plan for the cost of maintaining their
animals. shutdown facilities until they are granted a

POL, and gain approval of their proposed
decommissioning plan.

Phase 3 Decommissionin

Because the District has not received its
Decommissioning Order, experiences from
i m p I e m e n t i n g t h e p I a n n e d
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ABSTRACT More recently an extremely comprehensive PSA has
been performed for the completed design of Sizewell B

This paper provides an outline of the three stages of for licensing purposes. The licensing process in the
PSA used for the Sizewell B PWR. These stages cover United Kingdom is very different from that in the
the use of PSA during design, licensing and (in future) United States and other countries. As a result the PSA
operation of Sizewell B. The paper discusses each of performed for the regulator (the Nuclear Installations
these stages in some detail, highlighting the differences Inspectorate - N11) was substantially different from a
in approach and lessons learnt at each stage. 'Standard PSA'. Although successful in the licensing

process, it was recognised that comparisons with other
1 INTRODUCTION PSAs was difficult, primarily due to the

comprehensive coverage and unwieldy nature of the
Nuclear Electric is responsible for the operation of all Sizewell B PSA.
commercial Nuclear Power Stations in England and
Wales. The latest station, Sizewell B, is the first PWR These difficulties led Nuclear Electric to re-orientate
to be built in the United Kingdom. It is virtually its PSA work to make it more consistent with other
complete and the commissioning of the station is well PSAs being performed worldwide. Nuclear Electric is
under way; full commercial operation is due by mid also in the process of discussing with the NII the
1994. merits of this approach. This more standard PSA will

be a supporting tool to be used during the operational
Although Nuclear Electric has performed PSAs for its phase of Szewel B.
operating power stations (Magnox and Advanced Gas
Cooled Reactors) this paper concentrates on the uses The above has outlined the three stages of PSA used
of PSA for the Sizewell B PWR. for Sizewell B. These cover the use of PSA during

design, licensing and operation of Sizewell B. The
Throughout the design phase of Sizewell B, Nuclear sections below discuss each of these stages in some
Electric (and its predecessor, the Central Electricity detail, highlighting the differences in approach and
Generating Board (CEGB)) performed the Architect lessons learnt for each stage.
Engineer role. PSA was used during the preliminary
and detailed design phases. Although the basis of the 2 DESIGN STAGE PSA
Sizewell B PWR was the Standardised Nuclear Unit
Power Plant System (SNUPPS) many design changes Although the Szewell B plant was based on the
were incorporated to meet UK licensing requirements SNUPPS design it was revised to meet the UK's own
and as a result of the application of PSA techniques safety requirements.
using a whole station model.

At the outset of the design process, a set of Design
The changes to the SNUPPS design were made in the Safety Guidelines were used to ensure a low risk plant
mid 1980s. In retrospect these design changes with no significant 'outliers' was designed. These
highlight the effectiveness of the UK design process as guidelines incorporated a mixture of deterministic and
the Sizewell B design meets or exceeds virtually all the probabilistic requirements. These requirements led to
requirements of the EPRI ALWR Requirements the provision of a high degree of diversity and
Document - even though that document has only redundancy in the plant. Some of the more significant
recently been issued. design features which were incorporated in the
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Sizewell B plant from the application of these Design changes which were identified at an early stage
requirements were: of the design by the application of probabilistic targets

included the following:
0) Two diverse protection systems used to initiate

Reactor Trip and actuation of the Engineered (i) Two battery charging switchboards supported
Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). by small diesel generators were incorporated
The primary system is microprocessor based into the design. These provided an alternative
and the secondary system is hardwired to the normal route (i.e. essential electrical
(Laddic). boards) for charging the I 0 V d.c. batteries.

'Me provision of battery charging diesel
(i i) Two diverse shutdown systems. These are the generators has significantly increased the duty

Rod Cluster Control Assemblies (RCCAs) and time for the batteries following a loss of
the Emergency Boration System (EBS) a fast essential electrics. This has meant that the
acting boron injection system. stearn driven plant controlled by the batteries

and backed up by the battery charging diesel
(iii) The diversity and redundancy of the auxiliary generators is adequate to maintain hot

feed-water system. (Two electric motor and shutdown conditions for many days post
two steam turbine driven pumps). Station Blackout.

(iv) The diversity of the safety injection system in (ii) The design basis for the Emergency Boration
large LOCAs 4 High Head and 2 Low Head System (EBS) has been revised. Events
Safety Injection pumps). involving RCP coastdown are now included as

Anticipated Transient Without Trip (ATWT)
M 'Me redundancy in small LOCAs 4 High initiators. The EBS design was improved such

Head Safety Injection Pumps and 2 Chemical that sufficient boron reaches the reactor core
Volume and Control System Pumps). even for the less frequent events involving

RCP coastdown.
(vi) The capability of both low head and high head

pumps to take suction from the containment The EBS loops have been designed to
sump. minimise the flow resistance and passage time

for the boric acid solution from the EBS to
(vii) The automatic switch-over to recirculation reach the core. The EBS isolation valves (to

following a LOCA. the primary circuit) are pneumatically opened
gate valves having an opening time of 2

(viii) The automatic pressuriser PORV block valve seconds from receipt of actuation signal.
closure. (The PORVs and PORV block valves Pneumatic actuation was chosen. in order to
were replaced by SEBIM valves in the final achieve a short opening time.
design).

(iii) Additional, diverse, isolation provisions have
(ix) Back-up steam driven emergency charging to been provided for the containment mini-purge

protect the Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) isolation system. This was required as failure
seals. of the containment mini-purge isolation

following a LOCA was a significant failure
In the design stage an iterative process was entered mode of containment bypass (with intact core)
into. This involved preliminary probabilistic fault sequences for the SNUPPS design.
analyses; making improvements, where necessary, in
analysis and/or design in order to demonstrate that the As well as the above canges a preliminary Level 3
overall frequency of a 'large uncontrolled release' analysis showed the 'V' Sequence LOCA to be a
adequately satisfied the targets of the Design Safety dominant contributor to the risk of death to an
Guidelines. A large uncontrolled release was defined individual member of the public. As a consequence
as a dose to an -individual at the site fence (80 in from extra isolation valves were included in the Residual
the reactor centreline) of 100 mSv or more. Heat Removal suction lines and the design pressure

rating of some of the pipework was increased. Also
the preliminary Level 3 analysis led to a containment
design change to a 'Wet Cavity' design. This leads to
better containment integrity under severe accident
conditions.
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The above has outlined some of the significant design commitment was made to identify all sequences
features of the Sizewell B design which have increased leading to releases less than 100 mSv and to
the protection of the plant against accidents. Having demonstrate consistency with Transient and
finalised the design in detail, using the deterministic Radiological analyses in allocating all such sequences
and probabilistic requirements, the next stage in the to one of the target dose bands.
process was to perform a comprehensive PSA on the
final design of plant; this PSA would then be used in The requirement to identify a sequences leading to
the licensing process for Sizewell B. releases < 00 mSv was of itself quite onerous. It led

to the use of large event trees to model post-trip
3 LICENSING STAGE PSA behaviour of the systems which could lead to a small

radiological release - even with the core intact. This
'Me preliminary PSA produced for the design stage led to the event trees modelling the pressuriser relief
discussed above was used in the licensing process to system, condensers, secondary circuit relief system
gain a licence to construct Sizewell B. The regulators, and other ancillaries (the event trees do not model the
the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (NII) reviewed success or failure of decay heat removal). These event
the PSA as a part of the whole safety case, trees led to many hundreds of sequences for each
consequently, as with the rest of the safety case, there initiating event analysed which had to be shown to be
was a reluctance to accept judgements of a best- within the design basis and to lead to doses
estimate nature. The emphasis required from the N11 < 100 mSv.
was to demonstrate and justify the completeness and
acceptability of the safety case (including the PSA). The requirement to demonstrate consistency with the
The N1 did however welcome the considerable effort transient analysis led to an even greater complication.
which had been devoted to producing the preliminary The transient analysis that had been performed was
PSA in support of the safety case. based on the design transients and contained generic

pessimistic assumptions throughout the data sets and in
The outcome of the N1 review was a series of detailed the modelling (i.e. in the computer analysis codes).
commitments which would be addressed in a more The aim of the use of pessimistic assumptions was
comprehensive PSA to be undertaken for the final originally conceived for the deterministic transient
design. Basically these commitments could be analysis work to allow for margins associated with
summarised as: other unknown effects. However, the output from the

event tree analysis was a list of thousands of very
i) Include all possible routes to a radioactive specific sequences and their associated frequencies. To

release in the PSA (including small releases) allow for transient analysis of these sequences, they
were reduced to a set of Limiting sequences for each

ii) Justify all assumptions made in the PSA event tree analysed. They were then further reduced to
whether covering data, success criteria, a set of Bounding Limiting sequences covering a
functionality, extent of modelling etc. number of different initiating event trees. At each

stage of the process the worst possible series of
Specific commitments were made to address all failures were combined to produce the bounding
initiating faults and all reactor operating states. sequence. Consequently the type of sequence analysed

by transient analysis had a large number of failures
The sub-sections which follow discuss the analysis for included in it. (Note: at this stage successful operation
small releases < 100 mSv at the site fence) and a of Auxiliary feedwater, safety injection etc. is assumed
large uncontrolled release > 0 mSv at the site based on the minimum safeguards requirements;
fence). They go on to discuss how we have increased typically only one pump out of 4 is assumed to work
the coverage of the analyses to address the successfully). An example of a bounding limiting
commitment to include all possible routes to a sequencers:
radioactive release. Finally this section discusses the
impact of the use of PSA in a regulatory framework. Initiating Fault: Unisollated Feed Line Break

3.1 Releases leading to doses < 100 mSv Further Failures:

The Design Safety Guidelines mentioned above set 0 RCS over pressure transient, up to 4
frequency targets for the small releases of radioactivity pressuriser relief valves fail to open.
as well as a frequency target for the 'large
uncontrolled release'. The preliminary PSA had 0 Failure of the Primary Protection System (trip
addressed these targets using a judgemental process. A occurs via the Secondary Protection System).
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• Loss of off-site power. Each fault tree typically consists of:

- Condensers assumed unavailable. 1500 components
900 gates

- Loss of Reactor Coolant Plumps at 10 inputs from event trees to fault trees.
worst time in transient (including pre-
trip). With cut-off frequencies set very low < 0-"/year

there are typically 5000 cut-sets per fault tree.
- Loss of main feed.

Because of the complexity of the analysis it became
• Loss of auxiliary feed control. apparent that many bounding assumptions and the

associated success criteria were grossly pessimising the
• Faflure of 2 RCCAs to insert on reactor trip. results from the fault tree analysis. For example the

Feed Line Break fault described above is assessed as
• SG overpressure on more than I SG. requiring 3oo4 Emergency Boration Tanks injecting

boron into the RCS. This requirement is, however,
The failures noted above are largely independent associated with the Feed Line Break fault with no
events and an estimate of the sequence frequency further failures; but the sequence frequency from
suggests a value less than 10-"/year! Because of the which the 3oo4 requirement came from is already less
way all sequences bounded by this are included in the than 10-"/year! The real requirement is probably I o4
bounding sequence frequency the above is associated (no other PWR plant has an Emergency Boration
with a sequence frequency of 29 x 10'/year. The system anyway).
above is then shown by (pessimistic) transient and
radiological analysis to lead to releases < 00 mSv. As the data derived for the probabilistic analysis was

being derived in a regulatory framework claims of data
The aount by which the pessimisms are compounded being 'best-estimate' were often questioned. This led
at each stage of the analysis is apparent. to a generic bias in the data to the pessimistic side

because such data could be more readily justified in a
The analysis involved in the generation of the event licensing submission. Likewise the modelling was also
tree sequences was further compounded by the large biased to the pessimistic side by counting failures in
number of initiating events (- 170) on the fault the data base which the modelling would assume to
schedule and the need to address all operating states. lead to loss of functionality whereas the actual failure

recorded in the data did not lead to total loss of
3.2 Releases leading to doses > 00 mSv functionality.

The commitment to include greater detail in the PSA 3.3 Contributions not previously assessed
led to an extensive fault schedule and an even more
extensive safeguard schedule (i.e. the list of success Following the commitment to identify all possible
criteria for feedwater, safety injection, boration etc.) radioactive releases the following have been included
because the failures from the event tree analysis could in the analysis:
affect the safeguard system requirements.

Beyond Design Basis Initiating Faults
This allied with the requirement for extensive detail in (BDBIFs)
the fault tree support system model I ing and the need to
address all operating states, has led to an extremely BDBIFs are faults where no specific protection
detailed and complex fault tree analysis( the fault tree has been designed into the plant. This does not
analysis primarily addresses the failure of decay heat mean, however, that a BDBIF would always
removal). Although faults have been bounded to lead to plant damage. A list of BDBIFs has
reduce the amount of analysis required (and therefore been produced (about 80 such faults have been
introduced the sort of conservatisms discussed above) identified) and case by case assessments made
there are still some: of the likelihood of plant damage (if any) and

the frequency of each fault.
61 fault trees analysed
58 systems modelled in the fault trees. Faults included in this category include the

Incredible Initiating Faults such as Reactor
Pressure Vessel (RPV) failure, Steam
Generator failure and other major items. A
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large amount of effort has been expended to performed than those performed for the faults
analyse the integrity of the RPV and other associated with the reactor core. These
structural components using Fracture contributions are incorporated in the PSA
Mechanics analysis as well as ASME type results.
analysis.

3.4 Impact of the Use of PSA in a Regulatory
• Operator Errors (not covered elsewhere) Framework

It was recognised during the analysis that there The above has highlighted the way the PSA has been
may be contributions (albeit few) from greatly increased in scope to provide as complete a
operator errors that could lead to plant damage PSA is possible. The highly complex and exhaustive
which had not been included in the event tree analysis has led Nuclear Electric to think about the
or fault tree or other analyses. Therefore a benefits and drawbacks of such a detailed and
further route for the inclusion of other complete PSA. This section tries to highlight such
significant operator errors has been lessons learnt.
incorporated into the analysis. This 'direct
estimation' route (largely based on reviews of A detailed review of the results of the PSA has also
Operating Instructions) extends the coverage led to a much greater understanding of the types of
of the quantification of operator errors beyond failure sequence that can lead to a significant release.
the normal coverage of a fault tree analysis. Indeed the reviews of individual cut-sets has led

Nuclear Electric to identify (among other things):
• Internal and External Hazards

0 The types of sequences that are leading to
Hazards have been addressed by various releases > 00 mSv and hence if a particular
combinations of techniques such as event and type is dominant.
fault trees and the extensive use of engineering
judgement. ID outline the analysis consisted of 0 If there are any other safeguards systems
a three stage process: which could be used (whether in it's intended

role or in an off-normal role) to prevent the
i) Production of a comprehensive list of damage occurring.

possible hazards (about 60 such
hazards were identified). 0 Any further Operator actions that may prevent

the damage occurring.
ii) Use of a screening process to

eliminate hazards not possible at 9 If more frequent testing of equipment could
Sizewell, or of very low frequency or significantly reduce the frequency of releases
bounded by another fault or hazard > 100 mSv.
being analysed.

The cutset review process was entered into in order to
iii) Quantification of the hazards not identify which conservatisms were significantly

screened out. affecting the results. Performing the review process
itself has increased our understanding of the effects of

Contributions to the frequency of plant many of the assumptions made in the analysis.
damage are incorporated in the PSA.

'Me use of detailed analysis overcomes the uncertainty
Non-reactor Core Sources of Radioactivity associated with gross judgements. For example at the

Design stage the effects of Shutdown conditions and
Because the commitment was made to include Hazards were presumed to be secondary to the
all possible routes to a radioactive release, 'traditional' internal plant faults at power. The
including smaLl releases, the analysis has complex analysis is now showing that the shutdown
considered more than the traditional 'core conditions and hazards are significant; indeed hazards
melt' sequences. 'Me non-core sources occurring while at shutdown are also significant.
considered include contributions from the
radwaste plant and the fuel buildingthandling The need to systematically identify and consider, in
faults. These faults have generally been some way, all possible routes to a release greater than
addressed using event tree and fault tree 100 mSv means that failures other than core melt have
techniques, although simpler analyses were been considered.
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The analysis performed has put Nuclear Electric into The low Core Melt Frequency has arisen from
a position where it has an unprecedented understanding the diversity provided in the Sizewell B
of the Sizewell B design and the way the systems design, principally:
interact. This places us in an excellent position for any
future work in assessing the potential benefits and (i) Two diverse protection systems - the
limitations of future designs. primary protection system based on

microprocessors and the secondary
4 OPERATIONAL STAGE PSA protection system based on hardwired

modules (Laddic).
The previous section has discussed the impact of using
PSA in a regulatory framework. 'Me results of the (ii) Two diverse shutdown systems - the
analysis have been used to demonstrate a low 'risk' RCCAs and the fast acting Emergency
from the Sizewell B design and have been instrumental Boration System.
in gaining permission to operate Sizewell B. However,
it is difficult to compare these results (and hence (iii) Diversity for RCP seal protection -
compare levels of safety of different reactor designs) seal injection via electrically driven
with other 'standard' PSAs. pumps and emergency seal injection

via steam driven pumps.
Nuclear Electric is currently aiming to produce a
'Living PSA' which w be consistent with standard Without the diversity measures listed above,
PSAs. The principal benefit of such an approach will the Core Melt Frequency would be calculated
be to allow speedy re-analysis to be performed of the to be in excess of 1.0 E-5/year. 'Me
entire PSA. The aim is to develop the Living PSA Sizewell B design process has produced a
such that it becomes a toot Station Staff will use to aid design of plant which meets the most stringent
their day to day decision making processes with of design requirements currently available or
respect to the operation of the plant. being produced.

Quick run times are a necessary pre-cursor to the 5 CONCLUSIONS
acceptance by operators of the usefulness of PSA in
the operational phase of Sizewell B. Having performed This paper has outlined the way PSA has been used by
the complex and exhaustive analysis discussed Nuclear Electric to fulfil three distinct roles:
previously, Nuclear Electric are in the unprecedented
position of being able to justify the scope of the Living (i) During design as a tool to help develop a
PSA based on analysis already performed. In this way, modern, advanced, design.
the judgements about wat needs to be included or
excluded can be firmly based rather than remain as (i i) For licensing purposes to demonstrate the
unsupported judgements which is the normal position. robustness of the design and the low risk

nature of the plant.
Work on the Living PSA has recently started. In
preparing to produce the Living PSA Nuclear Electric (iii) To provide station operators with the tools to
has reviewed the exhaustive analysis performed and allow them to operate the station safely and
drawn a number of conclusions with respect to the effectively.
Sizewell B design. The major conclusions are as
follows: The PSA performed in the licensing context has been

one of the most complex and comprehensive PSAs
• The Core Melt Frequency for internal carried out. Tis has put Nuclear Electric in an

initiators based on a Standard PRA unprecedented position to carry forward the analysis to
methodology would be - .5 x E-6/year. develop a Living PSA which addresses all significant

contributors but allows the analysis to be speedily
• The contributions from Power and Shutdown performed as is required for its intended use as an

would be fairly evenly split. operational tool.

• For the Sizewell B site the Core Melt The Sizewell B design has been demonstrated to be a
Frequency for External Initiators would be design which meets the most up to date requirements
substantially less than the contribution from for modem Nuclear Power Stations.
Internal Initiators.

PRORMH-D 6)
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ABSTRACT prepare plant for potential recovery actions.

Turkey Point completed the IPE in June of 1991. Hurricane Although the wind hazard is higher than the storm surge
Andrew landed at Turkey Point on August 24, 1992. hazard, the Category I structures is designed for wind
Although the safety related systems, components and velocity of 225 mph and reviewed not to lose function up to
structures were riot damaged by the Hurricane Andrew, the wind velocity of 337 mph. The major contributor to the
certain nonsafety related components and the neighboring wind risk of hurricanes comes from the fling of Unit 2
fossil plant sustained noticeable damage. Among the major chimney (stack) at 165 mph. Sandia A45 Decay Heat
components that were nonsafety related but would affect the Removal Study quantified the risk from the stack on the
PRA of the plant included the service water pumps and the order of 2.413-5/Yr. In the Turkey Point Hurricane PRA, two
high tower. additional EDGs installed in 1991 were considered. It was

estimated that loss of a A.C. power due to the falling of
This paper discusses the safety and design impact of the stack was below .13-7/Yr. The contributions of the
Hurricane Andrew on Turkey Point Nuclear Power Plant. wind-generated missiles and the precipitation are negligible
The risk of hurricanes on the interim and evolving plant compared with that from the storm surge and the wind.
configurations are briefly described. 'Me risk of the plant
from internal events as a result of damage incurred during During the rampage of Hurricane Andrew, the fossil Unit
Hurricane Andrew are discussed. Te design change as the I chimney was damaged significantly and had to be
result of Hurricane Andrew and its impact on the PRA are demolished to avoid potential collapse. Unit 2 chimney
presented. related risk on Units 3 and 4 was reassessed. The conditions

of the plant during the hurricane is assumed to be at hot
IMPACT OF HURRICANE ANDREW ON EXTERNAL shutdown or cold shutdown (i.e. modes 4 or 5). Based on
EVENT RISK the insights gained as a result of reviewing the LOCA and

seal LOCA sections of References 1 3 and 4 these
Hurricane associated risk stems from wind, storm surge, initiators are generally less likely (up to a factor of 20

wind-generated missiles, and precipitation The risk from lower) during modes 4 5, and 6 operations than during full
these different components associated with hurricanes power operation. These initiators occurring within 24 hours
consists of the hazard (certain magnitude and corresponding of the hurricane-induced offshe power loss are either orders
likelihood of these components of hurricane at the site) and of magnitude lower OCAs) or highly unlikely (seal LOCA
the consequence (the impact and the challenges on the at low power and low pressure conditions). Thus this
systems required to safely removing the decay heat). calculation only focuses on non-LOCA type plant safety

function requirements, i.e. secondary heat removal
The Turkey Point Hurricane PRA identified that the trm capability.
orge for a Category V hurricane poses the largest risk for
two reasons: the hazard is very uncertain (storm surge > 19 The frequency of the hurricane exceeding the capacity of
ft may be as high as LE-4/Yr) and the consequence is very the Unit 2 stack is estimated to be .E-3/yr. This is based
severe (e.g. several crucial equipment including 4kV on the Reference 2 with some degree of conservatism to
switchgears may be flooded and unavailable to function). account for the uncertainties and variations of the various
The frequency of a storm surge exceeding 19 ft is hurricane hazard models.
conservatively taken to be .114/Yr. Because there was no
recovery procedures or plans to cope with the flooding The probability of the Unit 2 stack falling (approximately
concerns due to the surge, the core damage frequency was 200-ft in length of the failed piece) on the Unit 4 EDG
taken as .11-4/yr. A specific recommendation was made to building is conservatively estimated to be 0113. This is
enhance the existing hurricane procedure to identify and based on a simple geometric scoping calculation based on
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the following rough distances extrapolated from an aerial The Unit 3 core damage frequency due to the stack falling
photo of the Turkey Point Plant taken on August 27, 1992. on Unit 4 EDG is expected to be slightly smaller than that

of Unit 4 Although Unit 3 seems to have the benefit of
To more realistically estimate the risk of the falling stack, having Unit 3 EDGs when Uit 4 EDG building is assumed

the adjustment factors to address the mission time and the failed by the fling stack, the dominant failure of EDGs
recovery of EDG hardware are developed as follows: will make both RHR and AFW unavailable. Te only

advantage for Unit 3 compared with Unit 4 would be the
1. Te mission time of the EDG for maintaining decay heat additional capability of RHR if common cause failures of
removal capability for 24 hours can be accomplished by AFW occur. For Unit 4 the blackout conditions make AFW
either EDG. In addition, there is some probability of repair the only available mitigating system.
depending on the available time to repair. Reference 
provides a list of non-recovery probability for various Results indicate that the loss of Unit 4 EDGs and D
periods of time available to repair and restoration from test switchgear-s affects the AFW system unavailability
and maintenance. significantly. In addition, the RHR system of Unit 4 is lost

due to the loss of all AC power. With the elimination of
2. Te mission time of the first EDG is 24 hours; but the start failure or test/inaintenance unavailability, the AFW
mission time for the second EDG can vary from to 24 system unavailability is reduced by approximately a factor
hours depending on when the first EDG fails. A reasonable of 2.
approximation for the probability of both EDGs failing to
provide AC power for 24 hours is obtained by multiplying The effect of the loss of Unit 3 EDGs, which is considered
an adjustment factor of 0.5 to Om based on the mission time beyond the reach of the falling stack 190 ft in length), is
of 24 hours. addressed in the Turkey Point IPE Submittal (Reference 2)

and the calculated core damage frequency is less than .OE-
3. The nonrecovery factor for EDG hardware failures for 12 7/yr. Other effects of stack falling such as loss of ICW or
hours is 0.5; the nonrecovery pobability for common cause RWST (assuming 400 ft of falling piece) have also been
failures of EDGs to start for 2 to 4 hours is 07, while that addressed in the Turkey Point IPE Submittal and the
for failure to run for 6 to hours is 0.5; the nonrecovery calculated core damage frequency is less than .OE-7/yr.
probability for EDG test or maintenance for 2 to 4 hours is
0.8. Table I summarizes the core damage frequency for the

various cases analyzed.
The probability of the failure of the AFW system is

estimated to be 1.6413-2, dominated by common cause IMPACT OF HURRICANE ANDREW ON INTERNAL
failure of Unit 3 EDGs, combinations of one EDG in test or EVENT RISK
maintenance with the other EDG failure to start and
common cause failure of AFW flow control valves. From the internal event standpoint, the main effect of

Hurricane Adrew on the Turkey Point PRA was the
The Unit 4 core damage frequency due to the stack falling collapse of the high tower due to excessive wind. The high

on Unit 4 EDG is tower provides cooling water for charging pumps during loss
of AC power scenarios to prevent a seal LOCA. Before

I.OE-3/y * 0. 13 1.64E-2 = 1.913-6/yr. Hurricane Andrew destroyed the high tower, the service
water system included one service water pump, 3 raw water

Certain preparations and special effort to reduce the booster pumps (A, and Q and the high tower. The service
unavailability of the AFW due to loss of all AC power are water failure is dominated by operator failure to connect the
considered in a sensitivity study. These include the hose(s) for charging pump cooling. Te new design
elimination of the following cutsets from the AFW system eliminates the high tower and the service water pump.
results: (1). failure to start (common cause or independent Instead of using the gravity feed from the high tower, an
failure of EDGs 2 EDG unavailable due to test or additional diesel-driven raw water pump is used.
maintenance. One means of accomplishing the above
reduction of AFW unavailability would be to place both The failure probability of the high tower to provide service
EDGs in a running condition shortly (to avoid an increase water cooling was considered negligible because of the
in probability of failure to run) por to the loss of offsite passive failure mechanism. The failure probability to provide
power. The AFW system unavailability is reduced from service water cooling to the charging pumps is dominated by
1.64E-2 to 7.2213-3, and the core damage frequency is operator failure to use the hose connection to the charging
8.16E-7/yr. Ms value is below the screening value of .OE- pumps.
6/yr as stipulated in NUREG-1407 (Reference 6 and is
considered riot risk significant. 'Me revised core damage frequency for the case of

eliminating the high tower ad replacing with an additional
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diesel driven raw water tank is calculated to ange from
9.35E-5/yr to 9.55E-5/yr, representing approximately 2%
change.

IV. Conclusions

The major effects of Hurricane Andrew on the Turkey
Point Hurricane PRA can be understood from the hazard and
the consequence standpoint. The hazard is generally
developed based on historical occurrences. Since hurricanes
with such magnitudes as Hurricane Andrew are very rare,
and there are quite many unpredictable factors affecting the
magnitude, the range and the course of travel of a hurricane,
one cannot confidently estimate the occurrence frequency of
damaging hurricanes. The Turkey Point Hurricane PRA
study observed the above pint vividly and is reinforced by
Hurricane Hugo and Hurricane Andrew. From the
consequence standpoint, Hurricane Andrew seems to reveal
that several assumptions commonly taken for credit may be
reconsidered. These iclude: the duration of loss of offsite
power (typically within a day or so the probability is
assumed egligible), the mission time of interest (typically
24 hours) and the outside support (typically assumed in the
PRA to be available within 24 hours and that's why the
mission time of 24 hours is assumed). The diesel generator
failure probability to run seems to be overestimated due to
the lack of diesel run time limitations.

A conservative estimate for replacing the high tower with a

dedicated diesel driven service water pump gives an increase

in core damage frequency from 9.35E-5/yr to 9.55E-5/yr

represents approximately 2 change. With a mom detailed

recovery analysis (e.g. time dependent offsite power

recovery) to remove the conservatism, the core damage may

be even lower than that is calculated.
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TABLE I

A COMPARISON OF HURRICANE ANALYSIS RESULTS

Cases AFW Failure Probability Core Damage Frequency from
Hurricane

8.15E-4;
1. IPE ubmittal Dominated by Common Case < l.0E-7/YR

Failure of AFW Components

2. This sudy without EDGs 1.64E-2;
running prior to Loss of Dominated by EDG Failures 1.9E-6/YR
Offshe Power

3. This study with EDGs 7.22E-3;
running prior to Loss of Dominated by EDG Failures 8.2E-7/YR
Offsite Power
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ABSTRACT common cause failure event for redundant trains was
included in the fault tree of applicable components. For

Common cause failures (CCFs) have been touted as redundancies higher than two, a conservative beta
one of the major contributors of plant risk due to its factor was used instead of distinguishing the failures of
pervasive nature and somewhat conservative different number of components (e.g. that used in the
approaches taken in most Probabilistic Risk Assessment Multiple Greek Letter approach). Generic values of
(PRA) studies. 'Me objectives of this study are twofold: common cause parameters (beta factors) listed in Table
First, to gain a better understanding on the impact of 3-7 of NUREG/CR-4780 were used in the study.
various CCF failure probability on the overall plant Components provided with beta factors included:
risk. Secondly, to appreciate the state-of-the-art CCF reactor trip breakers, diesel generators, motor-operated
modelling and data limitations for applications to a valves, safety/relief valves, check valves, pumps for
full-scale plant risk assessment. safety injection, RHR, containment spray, auxiliary

feedwater, and service water, chillers, and fans.
The sensitivity study of varying the CCF parameters
for different cases indicates that CCF data differences EPRI TR-1003822 updates the CCF analysis
based on the various cases commonly adopted in the methodology and database to provide a more complete
PRAs yield core damage fquency variations between delineation of component types and failure modes
8.5% to 25.6% of.the baseline case. It appears that while expanding coverage of plant operating
only if CCFs are guaranteed to occur, the core damage experience. Additional components included in the
frequency would change significantly, by expanded data base consist mainly of circuit breakers,
approximately a factor of 5. This suggests that component cooling water pumps, and finer
prevention of CCFs is more important than dwelling on classification of relief valves.
the analytical differences in the finer interpretation of
the operating experience to develop the CCF A unique feature of the CCF data analysis described
parameters. in Reference 2 is the reinterpretation of failure event in

light of plant-specific differences in design, operation,
METHODOLOGY common cause defenses, etc. However, this

reinterpretation of events for specific component
NUREG/CR-4780 I provides a framework for designs involves a considerable amount of judgment.

including the impact of CCFs in risk and reliability
evaluations. The framework comprises four major The next step involves adjustment for system size
stages: 1. System Logic Model Development 2 differences. Reference develops a set of rules and
Identification of Common Cause Component Groups 3 equations for changing the impact vectors of the
Common Cause Failure Modelling and Data Analysis original system to a corresponding set the system
4. System Quantification and Interpretation of Results. being analyzed. Once impact vectors have been
'Me framework and the methods discussed offer a assessed for all the events in the data base and
comprehensive way to treat the CCFs in a systematic customized for the system being analyzed, the
manner. For this study, a simplified approach was used equivalent number of events in each impact category
in performing the four steps of CCF analysis. A single (generic impact at a specific site) is calculated.
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If no plant-specific CCF operating experience is Case represents the upperbound of CCF
available, the "plant-specific generic impact factor is contribution to the risk and gives a core damage
added to a given prior, resulting in a plant specific frequency of 2.68E-4/Yr, approximately times that of
generic value. If plant-specific CCF operating the baseline results.
experience is available, the plant-specific information
can be added to the plant-specific generic value as a CONCLUSIONS
second update of the two-stage Bayesian update
process. The plant experience may be zero or a finite This study provides a cursory review of the state-
number of CCF events, together with a finite number of-the-art and limited applications of the selected
of independent events. Ile prior distributions of CCF aspects of CCF analysis methods and database. The
parameters were developed for various types of lack of readily available plant specific operating
components and failure modes by a team of experts. experience hinders the full scope application of the

state-of-the-art CCF analysis methodology. Qualitative
A one-stage Bayesian (i.e. no effort was made to review of the CCF event database, however, did

search for plant specific CCF events) was performed provide some insights into the CCF mechanisms.
for selected components including motor operated
valves MOVs) and motor driven pumps. The results of the sensitivity study of varying the

CCF parameters for different cases indicate that CCF
data differences based on the various cases commonly

RESULTS adopted in the PRAs yield core damage frequency
variations between 8.5% to 25.6% of the baseline

Five cases of various CCF parameter values were case. It appears that only if CCFs are guaranteed to
used to perform the sensitivity of plant level core occur, the core damage frequency would change
damage frequency to CC!F modelling and data. Table I significantly, by approximately a factor of 5. This
summarizes the results of the sensitivity study. Only suggests that the prevention of CCFs is more important
the CFs of emergency diesel generators, MVs and than dwelling on the analytical differences in the finer
motor driven pumps are included in this sensitivity interpretation of the operating experience to develop
study because of their relatively higher contribution to the CCF parameters.
core damage frequency.

REFERENCES
Case I is based on a generic beta factor of 01 for

all components. Case 2 is based on the generic beta I NUREG/CR-4780, EPRI NP-5613, "Procedures
factors listed in Table 37 of NUREG/CR-4780. Case for Treating Common Cause Failures in Safety
3 is based on one-stage Bayesian with reinterpretation and Reliability Studies", February 1988
of plant specific configuration but no review of plant 2. EPRI TR-100382, "A Database of Common-
specific CCF operating experience. Case 4 assumes no Cause Events for Risk and Reliability
CCF, i.e., beta factors are 0.0 for all components. Case Applications", June 1992
5 assumes that CCFs occur with certainty, i.e., beta
factors are .0.

Case 2 is the baseline PRA, with a total core
damage frequency of 5.76E-5/Yr. Case I yields the
core damage frequency of 6.47E-5/Yr, approximately
8.5 irease over the baseline results.

Case 3 is based on the methodology described in
the previous section and yields a core damage
frequency of �.0513-5/Yr, approximately 13% reduction
from the baseline results.

Case 4 assumes that common cause failure
probability is zero and yields a core damage frequency
of 4.30E-5/Yr.
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Table 1. Summary of Differences of CCF parameters and Core Damage Frequency

Component Case I Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 
NUREG/CR-4780 EPRI-TRIO0382

EDG: FTS 0.1 0.05 0.024 0.0 1.0
EDG: FTR 0.05 0.03

MOV 0.1 0.08 0.043 0.0 1.0

Motor 0.1 0.03; AFW SW 0.03 for all 0.0 1.0
Driven 0.17; HHSI pumps
Pumps 0. 1 1; RHR

0.05 CS

Core 6.47E-5 5.76E-5 5.05E-5 4.30E-5 2.68E-4
Damage
Frequency
per Year
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1. INTRODUCTION 2. BENEFITS OF LPSA

'Me concept of Living Probabilistic Safety Assessment 2.1 General Benefits

(LPSA) has existed for several years and reflects the desire to One of the principal benefits of LPSA is in improved plant
utilise the knowledge gained in producing PSA's for nuclear safety and awareness of risk. Updating the PSA to evaluate the
power plants, In most countries the regulator requires that effect of planned modifications ensure that the effects of the
PSA's are performed on all new nuclear power plants in order
to demonstrate that the design and operation of the plant will modification are not evaluated in isolation but take into account
meet the required safety standards. In the past, having satisfied the effect on a essential plant systems.

the regulator, these PSA's were then regarded as having served Feedback from the collection of plant reliability data can
their purpose and 'put on the shelf. identify weaknesses or pessimisms in the original failure data

In the course of time all plants undergo modification, assumptions and the LPSA can quickly assess the significance
operational procedures change and develop, and plant specific of the changes. Having assessed this significance the LPSA can
reliability data becomes available throughout the lifetime of the then be used, if necessary, to accommodate its effect by
plant. The original plant specific PSA will therefore rapidly evaluating, for example, changes in test/maintenance intervals.

become outdated and need revision. he concept of LPSA is Establishing the LPSA as a standard method, for evaluating the
therefore to provide a vehicle for evaluating the effect of plant risk benefit of implementing plant modifications on specific
changes throughout the plant's lifetime. Within the framework systems, improves the regulator's confidence that modifications
of LPSA "living' can mean anything from updating the PSA are being assessed in a comprehensive manner. This will
infrequently, e.g. as and when major design changes are establish a more efficient dialogue between the operator and the
implemented, to updating the PSA in real time as plant is made regulator. As a result of the occurrence of generic incidents the
unavailable due to maintenance or failure. regulator may request modifications to be made. Te LPSA can

Constructing and analysing plant specific PSA's takes man be used to demonstrate the effect of such an incident and may
years of effort in analysing all safety related systems. The result indicate that, due to the plant's safety systems, modification is
is a very detailed model of the interactions between systems and not required. Alternatively the LPSA may indicate a more
how they can fail. In order to gain the maximum benefit from effective modification should be implemented. The LPSA can
this extensive and detailed knowledge base, Nuclear Electric also be used to request exemptions from deterministically based
has been involved in the development of PSA codes which Technical Specifications when the change in risk is acceptable.

enable rapid assessment of PSA's. The development of such a On stations with competing financial demands on resources the
code, the Essential Systems Status Monitor (ESSM), has LPSA can be used to prioritise proposed plant changes based on
allowed interactive use of the PSA and has maximised the ALARP principles.
benefit of the knowledge held in the PSA to plan and manage
low risk maintenance strategies.

'Me paper describes how the emphasis in the development of 2.2 On-line LPSA enefits

the ESSM has been to provide the operator with an interactive Definitions of the "acceptable" combinations of plant
LPSA facility to maximise the use and benefits of the original unavailability for maintenance and testing have traditionally
PSA model to plan and manage a low risk strategy for plant been assessed prior to reactor power operation and incorporated
maintenance. 'Me paper also describes how the incorporation into the Station's Technical Specifications (Tech Specs). It must
of a graphical user interface (GUI) coupled with the extraction be demonstrated that each allowed combination is consistent
of further information held within the PSA with reliability targets in order that the overall safety
model has improved the information available to the operator. objectives are satisfied. The highly redundant and
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interconnected nature of modern nuclear power stations mean combined effect of all accident events over a year period. For
that it is not practicable to pre-assess all possible combinations Heysham 2 the design target for the total frequency of all
of plant unavailability which can be demonstrated as acceptable. accidents leading to an uncontrolled release of radioactivity to
Thus using the traditional method introduces conservatism into the environment was less than IE-6 per reactor year. In
the definition of allowed plant outage states and unnecessarily practice this is related to the all plant available condition with
limits the number of allowed combinations. This in turn an annual target of around 2E-6 (i.e. an average annual Outage
restricts the flexibility of the operators in planning the Factor of 2 used for conditions which include the expected
maintenance and testing of plant and introduces further unavailabilities of plant.
complexities and restrictions when plant faults occur. The use
of on-line LPSA can overcome these limitations permitting The deterministic criterion ensures that, taking account of the
planning of plant unavailabilities during operation, and unavailability of plant, the essential systems should at all times
interactive assessment of the effect of plant failures, without perform their overall function assuming a single credible
recourse to a limited pre-defined set of plant unavailability failure. The deterministic criterion is therefore often referred to
states. as the single failure criterion.

On-line LPSA can also be used to manage a low risk strategy The ESSM therefore incorporates both deterministic and
in the control of plant unavailability by undertaking "what if" probabilistic criteria within the system models. 'Me
assessments. With the traditional method the operator is only deterministic criterion is the overriding criterion within the
aware that he is operating within the Tech Specs and is not ESSM. This ensures that, although the advice is based on both
necessarily aware that planning a different plant unavailability deterministic and probabilistic criteria, the operator can check
combination would result in a lower risk. Planning a low risk the overriding deterministic advice against a set of deterministic
maintenance strategy means that even when plant faults occur rules wich exist in hard copy form. A useful independent
they are less likely to require urgent maintenance effort to functional check on the ESSM assessments is therefore provided
restore plant or lead to reactor shutdown. by the operator.

If the on-line LPSA is used to maintain a record of all the 3.2 ESSM Modelling
assessments of plant availability changes, then the effect of
plant unavailability on annual risk can be monitored. This in The ESSM models the PSA by fault tree analysis TA)
itself provides the ultimate safety performance indicator as it and models some 45 different initiating events and I I essential
can demonstrate that, when considering the effect of plant systems in the Heysham 2 model. The deterministic rules are
unavailability over all essential plant, the overall annual risk is also modelled using fault tree analysis techniques.
acceptable.

In order to use the ESSM interactively for planning the
Depending on the software facility used to maintain on-line unavailability of plant components the facility must also be able
LPSA, many other benefits can be realised from its use and to model all possible plant configurations as well as com onent
these are discussed further in the paper when describing the unavailabilities in order to accurately reflect plant conditions as
development of the ESSM. they occur, e.g. an 'A' Train pump is supplied by a 13' Train

electrical supply instead of the normal 'A' Train supply. This
is accomplished by including all likely plant configurations

3. ORIGINAL ESSM DEVELOPMENT within the model and allowing the operator to select any
changes in configuration from the list of possible

3.1 Safety Objectives configurations. Any changes to the normal configuration are
highlighted in the plant configuration list.

The original development of the ESSM was undertaken for
Nuclear Electric's latest Advanced Gas Cooled Reactor (AGR) In order to prevent unauthorised changes to the fault tree model
at Heysham 2 (Refs. I and 2 and has now been successfully which is used interactively on a daily basis, the ESSM is split
used for on-line operation for some years. into two modules, namely the preprocessor and the interactive

modules. The preprocessor contains the basic fault tree
The overall objective in using the ESSM to plan the structure and failure data as constructed by the fault tree
unavailability of essential post trip cooling plant at Heysham is analyst. he model undergoes several functional checks within
to ensure that the arguments, as set down in the Station Safety the preprocessor which produces coded files for input to the
Report, are always met. Another main objective of interactive module. This process ensures that the basic fault tree
implementing the facility is to give the operators more data and structure cannot be changed in the interactive module
flexibility in planning the unavailability of essential plant than by the operators, who are in general non-PSA specialists.

would traditionally have been the case. At Heysham 2 the facility is located in the control room for on-

In the UK, safety criteria for the operation of essential plant is line use by the reactor desk engineers. The facility is also
based on both deterministic and probabilistic criteria. The located in the planning office where it is used in the off-line
probabilistic criteria address both single accidents and the 'Planning Mode' to view the on-line control room current plant
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status, and to plan routine maintenance by investigating e.g. the the operator to plan a low risk maintenance strategy without
combined effects of routine maintenance coupled with existing interfering with the cumulative log which is kept for all actual
plant failures. plant unavailabilities. Maintaining a log of all actual

assessments ensures that the operator is aware of the
accumulated risk. This ensures that the operator will always be

3.3 Functionality seeking to reduce the risk, even when in Normal Maintenance
as any plant unavailability will contribute towards the annual

One of the main features of the ESSM is that it should be Outage Factor target.
capable of being used by plant operators who have no specific
training in PSA or fault tree techniques. In order to facilitate
this, the original ESSM computer facility, as cuff ently installed 4. DEVELOPMENTS IN THE ESSM
at Heysham 2 has a very simple text driven interface, which
provides straightforward advice to the operator. 4.1 Background

On undertaking an assessment of plant unavailability, the ESSM With the increasing processing power of computers and the
first completes a rapid deterministic assessment. Should the introduction of graphical user interfaces (GUI's) it was obvious
plant unavailability violate the deterministic rules a message to that the wealth of knowledge and detail held within the PSA
this effect is displayed on screen. The ESSM can then offer could be released to the operator without incurring significant
advice of the various combinations of plant, which if returned processing time penalties. The main focus in the development
to service, will guarantee that the operating rules are met. If the of LPSA utilising the ESSM is to give the operator ever more
deterministic rules are met the ESSM undertakes a probabilistic information on the current state of plant and to present, in
assessment and analyses the fault tree, taking into account the schematic format, the availability of plant. Thus as well as
current plant configuration and component unavailability. simple text lists of unavailable plant, the operator is presented

with plant schematics in which unavailable plant is highlighted.
The result of the probabilistic assessment, the summated failure
frequency over all initiating events, is put in one of three A prototype ESSM with a GUI (Ref 3 demonstrated that as
maintenance categories, namely Normal Maintenance, Urgent well as retaining all the functions of the original text driven
Maintenance or Immediate Remedial Action, depending on the ESSM, significantly more information could be displayed to the
result. operator. However ongoing developments in maintenance

optimisation coupled with feedback from the prototype
The Normal Maintenance category defines the acceptable development identified further improvements in functionality
maintenance conditions in which unavailable plant can exist on were possible.
a near continuous basis. be upper limit for this maintenance
band is a factor of ten above the all plant available risk. All The original ESSM only modelled one reactor operating state
planned maintenance must exist in this category. namely the 'at power' mode. In developing the latest model of

the ESSM (ESSM V4.0) an increase in the number of operating
The Urgent Maintenance category defines acceptable plant models within the ESSM was made to cover all possible
unavailability conditions which can exist for a limited period of operating states. This provides operators with a single facility
time, namely 36 hours. The operator cannot plan to enter this for planning the unavailability of plant independent of plant
category and therefore this category is only entered should a operating state, e.g. at power, shutdown, refuelling etc. When
random plant failure occur. the reactor is shutdown it is inevitably the case that much more

plant is made unavailable for maintenance and the ESSM can
The upper limit, the Immediate Remedial Action category, is now provide a consistent means of tracking and evaluating the
never reached in practice, as the deterministic criterion imits risk of unavailable plant in this important mode.
the unavailability of plant. As with deterministic rules, violation
of this category represents an unacceptable plant unavailability
condition, and requires the operator to restore plant or 4.2 Functionality of ESSM V4.0
implement a controlled reactor shutdown.

The use of a graphical interface coupled with the
As with the deterministic assessment the operator can also introduction of increased functionality for ESSM V4.0 now
select replacement advice should the probabilistic assessment means that the facility offers the operator a much more
indicate that the current plant state is in a high risk state. The comprehensive picture of the current state of essential plant
advice given to the operator on different plant replacement systems. Figure I illustrates the additional features incorporated
combinations ensures that, whatever replacement ombination by the introduction of the GUI, i.e. those features outside the
is selected, a significant reduction in risk will result. solid rectangle

As well as the current operating mode, which reflects the Within the ESSM plant item and system unavailabilities are
current status of the plant, a Planning Mode exists in order that identified on plant schematic diagrams (see Figure 2 which
the operator can undertake 'what if' assessments. This permits give the operator a greater appreciation of the overall effect of
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unavailable plant. The current deterministic rules permitting a high PMICM ratio could mean that plant is being over
operation are continuously displayed together with the result of maintained, or it could mean that it is a safety significant
the last risk assessment and the remaining allowed outage time component. If the importance listings indicated that the
(AOT). This approach differs from the text driven version component was not significant, this would imply that the
where the results of probabilistic assessments are quoted in component was being over maintained. However if this was
terms of maintenance bands. The AOT is calculated as that time true of a number of components, then before increasing the
for which the point risk associated with a particular plant maintenance intervals on all these components, further ESSM
outage results in a predetermined small contribution to the studies would be required to determine the combined effect on
acceptable annual frequency. safety.

The result of a probabilistic assessment can be used to display
two importance listings. Plant components can be ordered 4.4 Investigation or Safety System Performance
according to Fussell Vesely type importance indicating the most Indicators
critical components contributing to the overall risk frequency
from the plant outage combination in question. Components can In order to model deterministic rules the ESSM utifises
also be ordered according to Birnbaum importance which will fault tree analysis techniques and monitors the state of the fault
indicate to the operator the most critical items which, should tree gates, i.e. available/not available. In ESSM V4.0 use is
they fail, will result in the largest increase in risk. The operator made of this technique to monitor the availability of selected
can therefore instigate a monitoring policy for these identified gates.
critical plant components. Depending on the structure of the fault tree, these gates can be

used to represent anything from plant component to system
Increased use is made of the historical logs, which have always unavailability.
been part of the ESSM, to permit interactive display of the
following:- As already mentioned the ESSM provides the ultimate Safety

Historical risk plots over periods of either a System Performance Indicator (SSPI) in the form of the
year month or day. historical risk plot, an example of which is shown in Figure 3

containing test data. However using the gate availability method
Safety System Performance Indicators the user can also select the components or sub-systems to be

monitored. In the ESSM the unavailability is then calculated

Corrective to Preventative Maintenance Ratios over a running year period.

The benefits and use of the above records are discussed in the Two SSPI statistics are generated, namely a maintenance SSPI
following sections. and a failure SSPL The maintenance SSPI monitors the

unavailable time due solely to maintenance activities. The

An off-line facility to undertake precursor event analysis has failure SSPI is derived from the period of unavailability due to
also been introduced. This will allow the operators to use failures. However since sub-system unavailability may be due
feedback from incidents on other stations as well as their own to maintenance activities as well as component failures, such an
to determine the effect of such an incident on their system. unavailability combination will contribute to the failure SSPL

For stations which have traditional Tech Specs, a facility to link ne status of the selected 'availability' gates which represent
plant components with their associated Tech Specs and display plant component and sub-system availability is permanently
the required text has been introduced. The facility can also displayed to the operator. Should a plant component or sub-
display all components associated with a particular Tech Spec. system become unavailable this will be highlighted. If a

subsystem is highlighted as unavailable, the operator has the

'Me ESSM has been developed to provide a generic LPSA ability to view the plant components which contribute to the
facility which can be adapted to any type of reactor as well as unavailability. He can therefore determine whether the
complex process plants which have redundancy in safety unavailability is due to maintenance, failures or a combination

systems. of both.

There are therefore two main benefits'of the SSPI analysis, as

4.3 Maintenance Optimisation Opportunities included in the ESSM. The first is that the calculated SSPI's
will be dependent on system redundancy, which will vary

In the ESSM a continuous record is maintained of the between systems and also between different station designs.
number of times plant components are made unavailable due to This is considered a significant improvement on the use of
either corrective or preventative maintenance. These statistics existing rules which take no account of different levels of
are used to compile preventative to corrective maintenance redundancy. he other main benefit is that the operator will be
(PM/CM) ratios. These ratios can be used in conjunction with able to interactively monitor the unavailability of a subsystem.
the importance functions to determine whether plant This gives the operator the ability to detect any increase in
components are being under or over maintained. For example unavailability at an early stage and investigate the root causes.
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4.5 PRECURSOR EVENT ANALYSIS stations is not cost effective. A version is currently being
produced for off-line use on an older station. Due to the

The precursor event analysis is undertaken in the off-line benefits which the ESSM can bring in terms of increased
Planning Mode. The operator selects the most likely initiating knowledge of the impact of plant unavailability there is still
event which models the precursor event. In many cases the much to be gained from implementing the ESSM to run in
selected initiating event will not exactly model the precursor tandem with traditional Tech Specs. It will still aid maintenance
event. However by making components unavailable the operator planning personnel to move away from a culture of 'meeting

the rules' to an awareness of risk and the ability to plan low
will be able mimic the consequences of the event as well as risk maintenance strategies. Indication of where the Tech Specs
taking into account plant components which were unavailable are overly conservative will be highlighted therefore allowing
before and during the event. use of the ESSM to request exemptions from Th Specs.

The ESSM calculates two statistics for this analysis namely the The use of the ESSM to undertake precursor analysis is an off-
Outage Factor and the Precursor Factor. The Outage Factor is line task and as such does not require the ESSM to be
simply the normal outage factor, i.e. the risk taking into implemented in an on-line manner.
account the plant made unavailable, divided by the all plant
available risk. The Precursor Factor is evaluated as the Outage In stations which have numerous Tech Specs linking plant
Factor plus the contribution from the precursor initiating event components to several different Tech Specs, the ESSM can still
risk (with a frequency of one) which is divided by the all plant be of value in identifying all Tech Specs associated with a
available risk and factored by the period at risk. The Precursor particular component, and displaying the text of the individual
Factor therefore gives a measure of the increase in annual risk Tech Specs.
should such an event occur. This will aid decision making over
whether modifications to plant systems or procedures are
necessary to prevent such a precursor event. 7. CONCLUSIONS

development of the ESSM as a LPSA has demonstrated
5. METHOD OF CONTROL OF ESSM V4.0 that the detailed knowledge base inherent in a PA study can

offer significant advantages to the operator in controlling and
ESSM uses 'mouse' control to select the desired planning the unavailability of plant on a day to day basis.

operation as required, e.g. Assess, Recommend, Status etc. A
detailed schematic is shown in Figure 2 and contains detailed The ESSM has demonstrated that, providing a suitable interface
representations of the plant systems and components analysed is provided, it is possible for non-PSA specialists to use LPSA
in the fault tree model. The availability status of plant items is as a means of planning an effective low risk maintenance
identified by one of three colours, i.e whether it is available, strategy.
failed or being maintained. The availability of support systems
to components is separately identified by the use of colour Although there are clear benefits of using the ESSM in an on-
coding. The operator is therefore able to see at a glance from line mode, it has been demonstrated that the ESSM can be used
the schematic display the status of all plant components in a in conjunction with traditional deterministically based Tech
system. Specs. Such use will enhance the operator's perspective of

unavailable plant, and permit him to make requests for
Plant Status Lists can be displayed in which the status of plant exemptions from Tech Specs, which are shown to be overly
components are identified by colour coding as above. Changes Conservative.
to the availability status of plant components are implemented
from pop-up windows which can be selected from either the Use of the ESSM by station operators has shown that there is
Plant Status Lists or from the plant component representation a positive move away from the culture of simply 'meeting the
('gadget') in the detailed system schematics. rules' to an increased awareness of risk.

Changes to the configuration of plant (e.g. opening/closing The ESSM is capable of being adapted to any type of reactor
sectioning valves) are implemented from the list of all possible system.
plant configurations and changes to the standard set-up are
highlighted in the list. S. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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Although most benefit from LPSA can be gained from on-
line use this does not prevent the ESSM from being used in an
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ABSTRACT accidents. This was achieved by dividing the analysis into
two major parts. In the first part, all the possible failures

An overview on the experience of PRA and its prospective and events that can cause the reactor transients or lead to a
application in Taiwan's three nuclear power plants is loss of coolant accident (LOCA) from the system were
presented. Through the PRA, plant de-sign improvements identified along with the designed response of every systems
are performed and. several engineering findings are which can be used to maintain inventory within the reactor
illuminated. The sensitivity study including the internal, vessel and to remove the decay heat. The failure of certain
seismic, and typhoon events are conducted to justify items systems to perform these specified function will eventually
that can significantly reduce core meltdown risk. Its lead to a loss of cooling and results in core damage. In this
resulted pl�nt betterment plans are thus highlighted PRA the onset of core damage is usually called core melt
accordingly. For PRA application, a risk-based inspection although there will be a period of time from the onset of
program for allocating inspection human resources has been core damage to completely melt the core and to become
resulted following the importance ranking of each uncoolable within the vessel. This part of the analysis is
component. The developing risk-based regulation to called the system analysis and the results are a determined
rationalize technical specification and maintenance program core melt frequency (CMF) and a description of the
will also be entailed. To enhance the accuracy of the PRA sequence of events which are most likely to lead to core
model and its reproducibility, several issues are considered melt during the plant's life. These events involve the
to have high priority for improvement such as external event initiating events, subsequent system failures, and incorrect
data and analyses, uncertainty, common mode failure, operator actions. The possible recovery actions are also
human reliability, and the relative component importance. considered. The essential feature of this portion of the work
Highlight of their significance along with some typical is the development of a comprehensive model of the plant
sensitivity analyses are discussed for further investigation. system, accounting for their dependency and interaction, and

the normal and emergency operating procedures used by the
I - INTRODUCTION operators. Quantification of these models incorporates

failure data, which is as accurate as possible, in order to be
Since the Reactor Safety Study, various organizations able to determine the frequency with which events are likely

and individuals have recognized that the performance of a to occur.
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) enhances the
understanding of plant design, operation, and the In the second part of the analysis, what to happen
contribution made by each to the risk associated with within the vessel and containment following the core melt
operating the plant. This paper attempts to highlight the accident is investigated. First a computer model is used to
lessons learned and engineering insights resulted from the predict how the core melt will progress and how the core
three nuclear power plants (NPPs) in Taiwan. The debris will interact with, water in the lower part of the
Chinshan NPP is a GE BWR4V with Mark-I containment; vessel, the vessel lower head, on the drywell floor, and the
Kuosheng NPP is a GE BWR-VI with Mark-111 containment; concrete floor itself. The next stage is to determine how the
and the Maanshan NPP is a Westinghouse oop PWR with resulting steam and hydrogen will behave inside containment
large dry containment. and the pressure rise that may result if sufficient hydrogen

is generated for a hydrogen burn to occur. In parallel with
The probabilistic risk assessment of the nuclear power this work, the structural design of the containment is

station was carried out to determine the likely frequency of investigated to determine the likely failure rising pressure
core melt accidents, its magnitude, its composition, and the that may be caused at the various identified failure locations
associated frequency of fission products released in these such as the personnel hatch, equipment hatch, penetrations
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or the dome. The results of these two branches of the work Table II - Contribution of Internal Initiating Events for the
are combined to predict the probability of containinent Three Nuclear Power Plants
failure. Similar work is also performed on drywell to
predict the probability of suppression pool bypass. Contributor Percentages to Interanl Events

1 - CMFS AND ENGINEERING INSIGHTS FOR Chinshan Kuosheng Maanshan
PLANT-SPECIFIC PRAS

Transients 17 19 13
On account of slightly different analyzing methods to be ATWS 8 65 14

employed, the initiating events are divided into two groups - LOCA 5 6 30
internal and external. Internal initiating events are those Station Blackout 70 10 38

directly associated with plant components or specific Loss of CCW - - 5
operator actions while running a test, for example, causing
the turbine to trip or main steam isolating valves to close.
Loss of off-site power, although external to the plant, is 11 I - Chinshan PRA
considered in this category as it has a direct impact on a
specific system (power distribution) and elicits a clear cut The core melt frequencies for Chinshan NPP resulted
response from the emergency diesel generators. External from internal initiating event, seismic event, typhoon, fire,
events are those whose occurrence results in failure of a and flood are 5.2Xl0-',6.3X10-1, 8.8XIO-1, 1AX10', and
number of components either as the result of environmental 1AX10' respectively. The point estimate total core melt
impact (fire or flood) or a common susceptibility to the frequency is 14 X IW per reactor-year. To the total core
external event (earthquake or typhoon). Thus, a flood melt frequency, 44 percent is contributed by the internally
caused by a system within the plant (such as the circulating initiated sequences, 46 percent by the seismically induced
water system) is still treated as an external" event because sequences, about 10 percent resulted from fire, and less than
of the impact of the flood can have on a number of I percent from typhoon and flood.
apparently unrelated systems.

For internally initiated sequences, the core melt
This section summarizes the analyzed results of overall frequencies are shown by the initiating events of LOCA,

core melt frequency, the events that lead to the dominant losses of off-site power, compressed air, and feedwater,
core melt sequence, and the significant failures for each feedwater trip, and other general transients. Each initiator
sequences. The total CMFs for Chinshan, Kuosheng, and can be followed by failure to scram and thus an anticipated
Maanshan NPPs are 1.4E-04, 9.6E-05, and LE-04 per transient without automatic scram (ATWS) is not strictly a
reactor-year respectively. Table I shows the detailed separate class of initiating event. However, since the
breakdowns of the relative contributions from the internal responses following an AT`WS are similar, and since they
and external initiating events. Table 11 lists the relative are very different from those in non-ATWS situations, it is
contribution of internal initiating events. convenient to list them as a separate group. Loss of offshe

power contributes 72 percent of the internally induced core
Table I - Comparison of Core Melt Frequency for the melt frequency. To internal initiating events, general

Three Nuclear Power Plants transients contribute 85 percent; LOCAs 6 percent; and
ATWS 9 percent to the internally initiated core melt

Contributor Core Melt Frequency (I/R-Y) frequency.

Chinshan Kuosheng Maanshan Following engineering insights are considered to be
sensitive to overall plant safety upgrade.

Internal Event 6AE-5 1. 4E-5 3.7E-5 - Upgrade seismic susceptibility of control room
Seismic Event 6.3E-5 5.3E-5 3.6E-5 ceiling;
Typhoon 8.8E-8 I.OE-5 2.8E-5 - Upgrade seismic susceptibility of safety relieve valve
Fire 1. 4E-5 1. 8E-5 1.2E-5 accumulators;
Flood 1. 4E-7 5.5E-7 3.5E-7 - Install an independent (including supporting system)

diesel generator;
Total 1.4E-4 9.6E-5 LIE-4 - Install alternate rod insertion system;

- Install fire barriers to train A cables in fire areas G
and 4D.

Other areas that are worth improving are the reliability
of gas turbines (for offske power recovery), the reliability
of compressed air system (cross-tie to other unit), operator
responses in mitigating ATWS, prevention of setting local
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valves of standby liquid control system in the wrong IL 3 - Maanshan PRA
configuration, and mis-caiibration preclusion of low pressure
injection permissive signal. The result of Maanshan PRA analysis exhibits a total

CMF of 1 I X 101 per reactor-year. The CMF for internal
11.2 - Kuosheng PRA initiating events as a group, for the specific internal

initiating events, and for seismic events, typhoons, fires, and
The task in the PRA for the Kuosheng NPP was two flood are summarized in Table I & 11.

folds: estimate of the CMF and associated engineering
insights into plant operation and safety. The methods of The result shows that the internally initiated sequences
analysis was based on some conservative generic data. The (33%), seismically induced sequences 32%), and typhoon-
original estimated CMF is 3.4XIO' per reactor-year. induced sequences 24%) contribute approximately equally.
Accordingly, a betterment program along with some plant- Sequences resulting from fire contribute about 11% and
specific evaluation has been done to revise the PRA results. flood less than I% to the total CMF.
It includes

- installation of the 5rd EDG as a mitigation to station Therefore, the three dominant sequences are discussed
blackout; (1) those arising from internal initiating events 2 those

- use of plant-specific fragility data for ESW Sluice arising from earthquakes 3 those following typhoons.
gate and EChW/NChW hold down bolts; External initiators like seismic, typhoon, and fires have

- investigation of alternative connection arrangement contributed a large fraction on the overall CMF. All the top
for gas turbines; five sequences have similar scenarios induced by

- Replacement of 69 kV switchyard to GIS and seismic/typhoon resulted loss of offsite or on-site electric
housing G/T; power. Among the important internally initiated accident

- ATWS procedure improvement; sequences, there are
- HPCS/RCIC suction changeover; - LOCA followed by failure of low-head decay heat
- installation of thermal-lag as fire safety separation; removal and recirculation systems;
- H, control system incorporation inside containment; - loss of MFW without reactor trip given moderator
- emergency operating procedure improvement. temperature coefficient higher than -8 pcm/,F;

- medium LOCA followed by failure of low-head
'Me total mean core melt frequency after implementing safety recirculation;

the betterment program is 9.6XIO-'. This includes 5.3XlO-' - failure of primary cool-down and to replenish
from seismic, LXIO' from typhoon, 8.6X 10-6 from RWST given SGTR without successful isolation;
ATWS, 3.9XIO-' from general transients, 1.8XIO-' from - failure of bleed-and-feed given loss of MFW
fires, 5.7XIO-' from floods, and 7.9XIO-' from LOCA. transient without successful AFW cooling;

- failure of turbine-driven AFW given station
A large fraction of dominant accident sequences are blackout.

resulted from seismic external initiators. Two major
categories are (1) loss of off-site power caused by seismic Based on the engineering insights, a betterment program
failure of ceramic insulators in the switchyard followed with for'the Maanshan NPP was performed simultaneously. It
the loss of high head core inventory makeup system 2 a includes
large loss of coolant accident caused by seisinically induced - NSCW system and pump anti-vibration
failure of recirculation pipes occurred with seismically improvement;
induced station blackout. Different from that of Chinshan - CCW system and heat exchanger improvement;
PRA, the important internal accident sequences have been - EChW system and heat exchanger upgrade;
resulted from ATWS instead of loss of off-site power. The - emergency operating procedure review and
two major scenarios are loss of feedwater with and without improvement;
reactor isolation transients resulted ATWS followed with - A.C. power reliability improvement such as
failure of early stage high head core inventory makeup. it installations of fifth emergency D/G and housing
is noteworthy that the CMF resulted from typhoon events is G/T;
higher than that in Chinshan PRA. 'Me main reason for this - ATWS capability improvement - "AMSAC" for
discrepancy comes from the difference in analytical method additional automatic turbine trip logic;
for achieving the hazard curves and the fragility data for the - fire protection improvement;
turbine building and gas turbine building. - turbine driven AFW pump room cooling

improvement;
- D.C. battery racks seismic design enhancement;
- 4.16 kV switchgear room flooding protection

improvement;
- installation of startup motor driven MFW pump.
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III - PROSPECTIVE PRA APPLICATIONS - procedures for evaluating case-by-case requests for
(i) AOT extensions and (ii) STI extensions;

The application of PRA technology to the regulation of - identification of specific interfaces with reliability
nuclear power station can be benefitted from two aspects. assurances and reliability monitoring activities and
As an integral consideration, a base-line PRA estimate such other research needs for Technical Specification
as CMF, containment failure frequency, expected offisite optimization.
consequences, etc. can be used as a rule to evaluate the
design and safety level of a nuclear power plant. A high Another approach to utilize risk information of PRA
CMF can be an indication of a poor design/operation. results is to produce a risk-based inspection plan. With the
Furthermore, by examining the sources of different given logic equation consisted of minimal cutsets that
contributions to the aggregate value, specific areas of design represent dominant failure paths leading to a top event (core
weakness can be pin-pointed. Typical application in this meltdown), the importance of each significant basic event
aspect includes can be measured. In order to rank for a risk-based

- to demonstrate that the likelihood of core damage inspection plan, Fussell-Vesely importance shall be used
will be less than LE-05 per reactor-year in EPRI- since it considered both component reliability and the
ALWR goal (or described in SECY-90-16); component safety significance. A guideline for allocation

- the expected mean frequency of occurrence of offisite inspection resources can be determined after ranking the
doses in excess of 25 rem beyond a half mile radius Fussell-Vesely importance for each basic event. In this part,
from the reactor is to be less than LE-6 per equipment and/or plant operating procedures is reviewed to
reactor-year, considering both internal and external reflects their effectiveness in improving the identified basic
events; event. This has resulted in some new inspection areas which

- the containment design is to assure that its have not been intentionally specified in conventional
conditional failure probability is less than 0 I when inspection program.
weighted over credible core damage sequences.

When compared to conventional inspection program,
By ontrast, differential calculus can be used to this methodology has the following advantages:

examine how a nuclear power plant's risk varies with time. - This approach objectively determines inspection
It serves as a tool to evaluate the dynamic operation of a items through risk-based information; while in
nuclear power plant. There are several mechanisms that can conventional way, inspection items are subjectively
cause plant risks to change significantly over time such as determined by engineering judgement;
degrading of individual components or whole systems due to - With the ranking procedure, the users can optimize
poor maintenance and improvements due to proper design inspection resources based on their specific purpose.
modification or enhanced maintenance. It is possible for the The described safety-oriented inspection program
plant configurations to change from time to time as certain have ranked the priorities according to Fussell-
components are removed from (or restored to) service for Vesely importance. For a safety-oriented inspection
tests and/or maintenance, while others may be removed program, they may use risk achievement worth as a
through failure. The configurations also may change when ranking index since people may consider safety with
going from one plant operating mode to another, such as no consideration on cost.
going from power operation to shutdown. Since the risk
significance of a component or system is also a function of As a typical application, accident sequences that are
the plant's configuration, a configuration change yields a resulted from external initiating events and that involve
corresponding risk level. A differential calculus application containment analysis have not been included in our
of PRA analyses can determine the changes in risk due to importance ranking. Furthermore, application should be
changes in component performance, availability, and plant extended to cover these categories of sequences.
configuration.

The risk-based inspection plan can also be extended to
Differential calculus PRA analyses are often tied to cover some specific programs like the implementations of

relative risks. However, integral calculus PRA analyses are GL-89-10, "Safety-Related MOV Testing and Surveillance".
more associated with absolute risks. Therefore, differential The program requires licensees to be responsible for
PRA applications minimize decision-making concerns due to satisfying regulations if activities performed in response to
uncertainties in absolute "bottom line' risk values. ne GL-89-10 reveal that an MOV is not capable of performing
major potential applications in this aspect include its safety functions adequately. The program will take

- establish specific procedures for determining several years before completing the plant-wide MOV testing.
Allowable Outage Times AOTs) and Surveillance Following the importance ranking, licensees or regulators
Test Intervals (STIs) both on a generic and plant- can concentrate on some certain highly safety related MOVs
specific basis; instead of random choice. This can significantly upgrade

- evaluation of specific issues, identified following this plant safety even during ongoing of the program.
method, that affect AOTs and STIs;
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IV - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS There are hardly well-accepted theories for the
quantification of human error rate.

In order to better understand the significance of the
various core mlt sequences in the PRAs, there are a Human reliability, although it may sound like, is not
number of items which need to be further investigated. analogous to machine reliability. The method to quantify
Beyond uncertainties in the input failure data, extra human error probability is still resorted to subjective
uncertainties exist in both the seismic and typhoon hazard expertise and some semi-empirical formulation.
analysis and in the plant response to an anticipated transient
without scram. A number of these items and the importance IV.3 - Common Mode Failure
of various assumptions concerning operator performance and
plant equipment are discussed in the following paragraphs. There are minimal cutsets that are the product of the

failures of two or more similar components. However, the
IV. I - Seismic Analysis failures of the components are judged not to be necessarily

independent, the value of the cutset must be modified to
There are two major areas for uncertainty to be include the possibility of dependent failures. System

generated in the seismic analysis; first the development of analysts generally aim to model explicitly the major common
the hazard curve expressing the expected frequency of a cause mechanisms. They incorporate dependencies between
given ground acceleration at the site and secondly the failures, such as those that result from common support
predicted acceleration at which a given component will fail. systems (e.g., component cooling water), explicitly in the
The plant is designed to withstand relatively high fault tree for the system. Therefore, these dependencies
accelerations and the occurrence of earthquakes giving cannot be included in the estimate of common mode failure
accelerations which have a high likelihood of damage are probability, since this would lead to double counting.
rare and therefore the predicted frequency is an extrapolation However, as mentioned previously, there are other possible
from lesser earthquakes. Similarly, the majority of the causes of dependent failure - for example, manufacturing
components are not tested at the higher acceleration values. errors, errors due to a common maintenance act, and
The failure of the ceramic insulators in the sitchyard is, unusual environmental conditions. It is the residual
however, postulated to occur with a moderate value of 03 common-cause failures that contribute to common mode
g which is based on limited failures which have actually failure probability, and the analyst must be careful to screen
occurred in the United States. So there is a greater degree the data used to ensure that only the relevant contributors
of confidence in the parameterization of this failure, which are used in estimating common mode failure probability.
is the most important in the seismic analysis, than some of
the others, for which much higher values are assigned, but In addition, there may be some other physical
which are less important. Sensitivity study has shown that phenomena which contribute to the CMF. In many cases,
the reduction in the uncertainty of critical fragility may public risk relies on experts' opinion to supplement the
drastically reduce the seismically induced CMF. (A 25% sparse database. Typical examples include reactor coolant
reduction in the uncertainty of fragility may result in the pump sea] LOCA model, credit for gas turbine generator, V
90% upgrade in seismic induced risk.) sequence formulation, and some containment failure modes,

etc. As the original safety goal has been originated from the
IV.2 - Human Error Probability definition "less than 0 I % increment in public risk", some

of the expertise judgement should be equally applied to the
System or function failures can result from failure of other societal risks for comparison. From the regulation

the operator to perform certain functions or to perform the point of view, the. PRAs have been based on compact
function incorrectly and consequently to result in component formulation with conservative assumptions in data
failure. Therefore, operator actions are included in both the assessment. However, from the consistency viewpoint, a
event trees and fault trees. Human actions are usually great fraction of risk have been resulted from the knowledge
formulated in the higher level of fault tree and hence may uncertainty, for example, in the external event contributions
result in higher structural importance. There is, however, such as like seismic and typhoon analyses. The comparison
difficulties in quantifying human error probabilities due to for 0 I % risk increment shall include the expansion of other
the following characteristics: industrial risks resulted from the same subjectivejudgmental

- It is often difficult to determine factors that data.
constitutes a human error;

- People don't err unless given the opportunity; Experiences has increased its significance in recognition
- People are especially prone to "common-mode" of the usefulness of PRA methodology to evaluate plant risk

errors; for the total spectrum of potential accident sequences. The
- People tend to discover their own errors and correct majority of the methods used in the studies are described in

them; the.PRA procedure Guide (USNRC, 1983) and also in
- Errors in some industrial production operations may EPRI-ALWR document. However, some techniques used in

not be employed for nuclear power plants; the analysis of the externally initiated events, the human
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factors analysis and the impact of accident on the 4. "FinalReport-ProbabilisticRiskAssessmentofMaanshan
containment represents the state of the art in these areas. Nuclear Power Plant," Atomic Energy Council, Taipei,
The applications of PRA are broad and useful in many Taiwan, Republic of China, 1987.
current undergoing programs and also in areas of design
process. 5. "Betterment Program Following KS PRA: Rev. I,"

Taipower Company, Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China,
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ABSTRACT methodologiesandsimulation-basedapproacheswillbecome
too complicated if the problem size is too big.

The purpose of this dissertation is to develop a
simulation based accident sequence analysis program For example, the Monte Carlo simulation' had been used
(ADS) for large scale dynamic accident sequence in a simple fast reactor system study. However, there are
simulation. Human operators, front-line and support two major difficulties that needed to be resolve before
systems as well as plant thermal-hydraulic behavior employing this method in real dynamic applications.
are explicitly modeled as integrated active parts in the
development of accident scenarios. To overcome the First, the Monte Carlo method relies on repeated random
model size, the proposed methodology employs sampling trials to evaluate system performance. Even for
several tchniques including use of 'initial state simple systems, a large number of trials may be needed to
vector' which decouples time-dependent and time- get statistically significant results. Even employed with
independent factors, and a depth first integration Monte Carlo biasing techniques to reduce the sampling
method in which the computation memory demand runs, the continuous event tree study, for instance, has to
increases in a linear order. The computer run the Monte Carlo simulation on a supercomputer (Cray
implementation of the method is capable of simulating X-MP/14).
up to 500 branch points in sequence development,
models system failure during operation, allows for Secondly, partially because of the vast amount of
recovery fom operator errors and hardware failures, information involved, the outputs of the Monte Carlo
and implements a simple model for operator system simulation can not easily yield the structural information
interactions. needed in determining the importance of risk contributors.

The minimal cut sets, for example, are very difficult to be
1. INTRODUCTION generated from the Monte Carlo simulation results.

Human factors have been shown to have substantial Recently, Discrete probability simulations' has been
influence on nuclear safety. The accidents at Three proposed for the dynamic accident study. This approach
Mile Island and Chernobyl have been mly has the advantage that it needs only a small number of trials
attributed to human eors. Recently, a lot of to study tochastic processes. The major problem of the
attention is being given to the modelling of operator discrete probability simulation approach is that the number
dynamic actions in the evolution of nuclear accidents of sequences can increase dmatically if there are many
such s',"-' the recovery of failed systems, the systems involved or too many sequence bnching points
erroneous actions leading to fkil or turn off are possible. For example, the dynamic event tees in the
successfully functioning systems, the extraneous DETAM' experiences the sequence explosion problem and
actions which aeviate or aggravate the progress of often runs out of computer memory. To reduce the number
event, the decision errors which can complicate the of branches and computational demands, DETAM omits the
event and incorporate new systems/actions and failures during operation, uses an oversimplified thermal
actions with various response time. hydraulics program, and aows limited operator interaction

points.
in order to support this now expanded realm, the

PRA model needs to provide the proper boundary The purpose of this study is to develop a pctical
conditions to precisely define top events under given simulation based dynamic aident sequence analysis
upstream conditions. The analytiad dynamic methodology and a computer program (ADS) for large scale

nuclear accident analyses. 7w problems of enormous
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memory demand and omputation time are solved by behavior of pressurized water reactors. Several
using a new simulation scheme. assumptions and simplification have been made to minimize

the computational demand.
11. THE METHODOLOGY

'Me RCS is divided into the following nodes: reactor
The basic idea of modelling strategy of ADS is core, reactor upper plenum, hot leg, reactor lower penum,

breaking down the accident analysis model into and pressurizer. In each of the four loops, the hot leg, the
different parts according to the nature of the primary side of the U-tube steam generator, and the cold
processes involved, simplifying each part while leg are lumped into one control volume. The 4-loop PWR
retaining essential features, and developing is lumped as a 2-loop structure. The three loops without
integration rules for full scale application. the connection line to the pressurizer are lumped as a single

loop. Further simplification made to speed up the program
The proposed accident sequence analysis is based on the assumption that, in the same flow loop,

framework is modularized as follows': every control volume has the same mass flow rate. The
• Accident Sequence Pre-Processor: The pre- momentum balance quation is not considered separately for

processor analyzes the initial plant states and individual control volumes, but is averaged over an entire
arranges as a set of initial state vectors. loop.
Simulation experiments are studied conditioned
on initial state vectors. The overall thermal ydraulic omputation procedure

• Plant Dynamics Model: The plant model primarily onsists of three numerical routines. For each
includes a faster-than-real-time thermal hydraulics time step, the new boundary conditions are updated based
code limited to sow tnsients) and a safety on the safety system configuration and operator actions.
system model.(including front line and support The loop ms flow rates and steam generator power are
systems). determined first. Then, the reactor cooling system and

• Operator Response Model: Operator actions pressurizer state space matrix are constructed using the
modelled in this study include the executions of updated fluid properties. Solving the now systems of
emergency procedures and recovery of failed equations gives the new RCS and pressurizer state
systems. Operator errors, particularly certain variables. At the end of each time step, now steam
types of rrors of commission are simulated. generator state variables are resolved.

• Accident Sequence Scheduler: The aident
sequence scheduler ontrols the progression of 'Me safety system model characterize system behavior
simulation exercises, applies sequence truncation under various plant conditions. In the evolution of
and termination rules and generation of sequence accident, safety systems can be actuated by automatic
scenarios. control circuits or operated by operators. The outputs or

responses from safety system are explicitly formulated and
A. Accident Sequence Pre-Processor used as boundary conditions for the thermal hydraulic

calculation. Functional dependencies between safety
The proposed methodology recognizes the fact systems are also modeled.

that during an abnormal transient, most of the failure
mode characteristics do not change considerably. In addition to the conventional safety systems mentioned
Therefore, current PRA results can be used as a basis earlier, instrumentation failures are also modeled in the
to evaluate the majority of ardware failure modes. ADS methodology. Instrumentation failures, which are
Accordingly the combinations of hardware failures, generally ignored in conventional PAs, may have
selected by applying a cut-off frequency, can form a substantial impacts on reactor safety.
sets of initial conditions called the initial state vector
sets. Instead of a ftill scale simulation, simulation C. Opemtor Behavior Model
experiments to estimate the probability of undesired
plant situations are conducted conditional on different 'Me emergency operating procedures are assumed to be
initial state vectors. The underlying motivation is to taken as a major influencing factor for operator behavior,
focus all the computing power to the most important including errors. Earlier efforts' have been focussed on
dynamic aspects of acident scenarios. understanding and analyzing EPs to gain insight into

operator behavior, and identibeing the strong as well as
B. Plant Dynamics Model weak points in the EON that might affect operator behavior

favorably or adversely. Types of error modes that are
A lumped parameter control volume model' is relevant to NPP emergency operation are identified as skip,

used for the simulation of thermal hydraulics short cut, misdiagnosis, delayed actions, and fallacy.
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Post-accident human actions are divided into point or an operator interaction point is reached, the
different task phases in the context of the objectives accident sequence scheduler chooses one path to follow In
of tasks and susceptibilities to types of error.' From the meanwhile, the scheduler also puts a of the
the EPs, abnormal operating procedures, plant information defining this branch point into the accident
information and operating experience, operator post- sequence scheduler. It continues the simulation process in
accident actions are classified into task phases such as this manner until an end point, either a success recovery or
Pre-EOP, E-0 vrification, E-0 diagnosis, E-0 an undesired state, is reached. The scheduler directs the
continuous monitoring, re-diagnosis in the optimal simulation exercise one step back to the latest banch point,
recovery procedures, and action phase in the optimal retrieves the branch information from memory and re-
recovery procedures. initializes every simulation module back to this time point.

After examining all possible sequence paths, scheduler
Parallel to the execution of emergency operating choose an unaccomplished path to follow. If there is no

procedures, the Critical Safety Function Tree (CSF) new path left, the accident sequence scheduler will step
is periodically monitored by a specific control room back again until a new path can be found. To guarantee the
crew member, usually a senior operator. In the ADS re-initialization, it is imperative to carefully define the state
code, CSF is assumed to be monitored periodically vector (i.e. independent variables) characterizing individual
with a fixed interval. If any immi ent challenge is modules and design appropriate data structure for memory
detected, defined as the red path, operators will management.
immediately perform the associate procedure.
Currently, only the heat sink function tree is This recursive forward-backward simulation scheme has
implemented. This simplification is only to limit the two very important features. First, it can always retrieve
scope of the analysis. There is no fundamental the iformation saved in the scheduler memory to re-
obstacle in modelling and implementing other citical initialize simulation models back to any preceding branch
safety functions. points. Therefore, the time onsuming thermal hydraulics

calculation will not be repeated for accident segments which
Various operator actions are explicitly programmed have been through. It can be proven that, if the number of

as different action paths in each emergency procedure simulation steps is n, this simulation scheme will reduce the
step when appropriate. By examining the objectives computation time by a factor of /2).
of each action phase and the ontext information of
each procedure step, the error modes are mapped into Secondly, in any instant of time, the accident sequence
the Westinghouse symptom based procedures as scheduler only keeps the current sequence information in
shown in the Table 1. The immediate verification computer memory. Consequently, the memory demand
step in the E-0, for example, directs operator to increases in a liner order as opposed to the geometrical
verify the operation of the safeguard system. If it is increase in other models 6,7.

not fnctioning, operator can either try to restart it or
follow the prescribed action. The error mapping HI. SGTR CASE STUDY
analysis uggests that there, are short cut and skip
error modes in the E-0 im ediate verification steps. 'Me SGTR event analyzed for the Seabrook power plant

is used as an example. The emergency operating
Besides, ADS also models the operator recovery procedures implemented am E-0, E-1, E-2, E-3 and FR-

actions by branching the sequence into one short term HI. Various errors forms are mapped into the procedures.
repair path and one long term repair path. The Three different operator response times are used to evaluate
former implies operator will remain in this step for a the impacts.
short period of time and will recover the failed
system before moving to next step. e long time In general, each simulation may involve thousands of
repair action paths illustrate the cases that control sequences with occurrence frequencies higher than 1W per
room operators are unable to fix the failed system year. Without frequency truncation, ADS can handle more
and send other plant personnel to repair the system than 1014 sequences. ADS is written in C and has
locally. approximately 000 lines. It takes about 45 to 60 minutes

(on a 386 PC) to run for an initial condition vector.
D. Accident sequence scheduled Experiences learned from the caw study show that ADS has

successfully overcome the memory limitation. Even under
After initializing ADS simulation modules under the current DOS environment, ADS can handle up to 00

the chosen initial condition vector, the aident branch points. Significant increase can be easily achieved
sequence advance the simulation xercise forward in if advanced operating systems are used.
time. Whenever a hardware system state transition
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• ADS is the first practical tool for large scale 2. Reason, J., 'Recurrent Errors in Process
dynamic PRA applications. he simulation Environments: Some iplications for the Design of
scheme successfully eminates the memory intelligent Decision Support systems,' in Intelligent
limitation found in other models and tools, and Decision Support in Process Environments, HolInagel,
paves the way for the application to full scope E., Mancini, G., and WoodsD.D. (EDYMRS),
PRA exercises. NATO ASI Series, 1995.

• With the detailed formulation of emergency
procedures, ADS provides a vehicle to test 3. Woods, D., Roth, E., and Pople, H. Jr., "Modelling
their robustness under different scenarios. Human Itention Formation for Human Reliability
Besides, by explicitly modeling operator Assessment,' Reliability Engineering and System
errors, ADS can also examine the Safety, 22, 1988.
consequences of operator errors, especially the
errors of commission, in the current EOP- 4. Amendola, A., Bersini, U., Cacciabue, P. C., and
driven nuclear control room evironment. Mancini, G., 'Modelling operators in accident

• Initial state vectors which separate failures conditions: advances and perspectives on a cognitive
during operation from failures on demand not model,'Int. J. Man-Machine Studies, 27, 1987.
only reduce the number of sequences and
relieve the computational requirement but also 5. Devooght, J. and Smidts, C., 'Probabilistic Reactor
provide a means of communicating the results Dynamics-1: The Theory of Continuous Event Trees',
of the analysis in identifying onditions that Nucl.Sci.Eng., 111, 229, 1992
lead to actions taken by the operators.

• ADS effectively incorporates important 6. Acosta, C. G., and Siu, N., 'Dynamic Event Tree
dynamic characteristics of each module in an Analysis Method DETAM) for Accident Sequence
integrated way. Iportant system responses Analysis,' NTREG/CR-5608, 1992.

such as self actuation, failure on demand,
failure during operation and the operator 7. Amendola, A., "Accident Sequence Dynamic
recovery action are a included. Simulation verse Event Trees,' Reliability Engineering

• The thermal hydraulics program can ran the and System Safety, 22, 1988.
slow transients up to 100 times faster than real
time on a 36 IBM-PC without loosing 8. Hsueh K. S., 'An Itegrated Simulation Model for
reasonable accuracy. his provides a solution plant/Operator Behavoir in Accident Conditions', PhD
to the problem of exhaustively long Thesis, College Park, Nov. 1992
computation time.

• 'Me simulation results analyzed by the 9. Kao, K., 'Seabrook Simulator Mdel Upgrade:
suggested EOP phases analysis method can Implementation and Validation of Two-Phase,
help in revealing the role of operator actions to Nonequlibrium RCS and Steam Generator Models,"
accident evolution. Proceedings: 1988 Conference on Power Plant

• Significant flexibility exists for modeling the Simulators and Modeling, EPRI GS/NP-6670.
impact of timing of operator interactions
(execution of procedures, and recovery), and
failure of systems during operation. The
interaction time variables is continuous while
the time of systems failure during operation is
discretized. Significant change in failure
probability determines discretization of the
time as well as the corresponding branching
probabilities.
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Various simulation runs are performed to E-1 provides an opportunity for the operator to recover
demonstrate the capabilities of ADS. In general, from an initial wrong decision.
each simulation for each initial state vector may
involve more than thirty operator interactions and The effect of systern failures
thousands of sequences. Because of the differences
in the operator modelling and the significant Table 3 summaries the results of the ADS simulation
uncertainty about the operator actions times and exercises under various front line system configurations. In
probabilities, a precise quantitative comparison is general, the steam generator overfill probability in these
very difficult. The results shown here are only used cases does not change appreciably. This is because that the
for a demonstration purpose. Areas like the operator SGTR is a slow transient. Therefore, the fkilure(s) of front
modelling and human eror data am still premature in line system(s) in the initial state vector set do not have a
supporting the ADS methodology. substantial impact on the successful depressurization and

cooldown actions.
Impact of different opemtor action time

Loss of Heat Sink (LOHS)
To smplify the analysis, only the decision times of

the first diagnosis step and the second diagnosis have For the LOHS events, the reactor core melt can occur if
been changed to test the impact of operator action operators may fail to perform the bleed and feed action in
speeds. For the nom4nal operators, ADS predicts time because of delayed actions or fail to open PORV
that the chance of steam generator overfill is 2.04E- because the PORV is failed to open. Since the crent
4, because of the delayed diagnosis in E-0, and the operating procedures do not address the verification of the
chance of operators using a wrong procedure (LOCA) operatability in opening the PORV in the E-0, the
is 9.2211-3. For a slower operating team, the steam probability of core melt is high if the PORV failed to open
generator overfill probability increases to 2.01E-2. due to mechanic failure. The reasoning error of using the
In case of the very slow operators, the overfill RHR system to remove the decay heat is also a major
probability is 6.64E-2. From the simulation output, contributor to the core melt. ADS results show that the
we can. find that the operator action time to perform core melt probability is 1.2911-2 conditioned on the
the cooldown and depressurization, if following the occurrence of LOHS. However, there are significant
procedure, is about 1700 seconds. The short cut (13- uncertainties in the probability values and action times
0->E-3) actions leading the operattors to switch to assigned in the ADS program.
the E-3 procedure before the procedure decision point
(E-0) has a smaller response time. For the slower Simulation results of SGTR case study show the proposed
and slowest operators, the action times in following methodology can reproduce all the event sequences of the
the procedure have been prolonged to 2000 seconds conventional RA event tree. Some of the subtle structures
which are the results of the longer diagnosis time in hidden under the top events have been identified and
the -0. integrated into the dynamic simulation study.

impacts from Instrumentation Failures Besides, the instrumentation failures can have a
significant impact on the nuclear safety. However, the

Table 2 also shows that if the radiation monitors current RA does not model the instrumentation failures in
are failed, the steam generator overfill probability the analysis. The ADS simulation results show the
and the probability of operator using a wrong instrumentation failures are low probability but high
procedure increase significantly. It i because that consequence events. More research efforts should address
the current operating procedures ephasize using the on the study of this type of events.
symptoms characterizing the initiating events as the
decision criteria. Therefore, the probability that
operators take the delayed diagnosis actions and IV. CONCLUSION
misdiagnosis actions w be higher, if the
instrumentations relevant to the symptoms ae failed. This paper presents the conceptual basis and
Ile other simulation run is tested under the pesence implementation techniques of a simulation based accident
of a false containment radiation alarm which is the sequence analysis computer code (ADS). Results of the
key symptom for the occurrence of the LOCA ADS xercises for the SGIR event are also discussed.
accident. As expected, the pobability of the wrong
decision to go to the wrong procedure increases. Experience from the ADS exercises shows that there am
However, the verification action of the steam several advantages in using ADS for application in dynamic
generator high level symptom in the re-verification of accident sequence analysis, as follows:
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Table I The Mapping of errors

EOP Phase Skip Short Cut Misdiagnosis Fallacy

AOP

Verification
E-0

Diagnosis

Re-diagnosis
E-n

Action

Table 2 Simulation runs with different response time or instrumentation failures for SGTR event

Operator speed INST-LOCA INST-SGIR ES-12 SGOVFL
RAD

Nominal Normal Normal 9.22E-3 2.041B-4

Slow Normal Normal 8.98E-3 2.01E-2

VSlow Normal Normal 8.31E-3 6.64E-2

Nominal Normal Failed 2.92E-2 1.31E-1

Nominal False signal Normal 5.55E-2 1.77E-2

Table 3 Simulation runs for SGTR under different hardware failures

FWW RM ARV ARV ARV PORV PORV HP9 gm Sb. D.W 9 Dp st�.
RER PORV RHR Dube RIM PORV Dr

RM
PORV

ES-12 8o75F,3 9AM&3 9w62E-3 9-WF�3 9.82E-3 9m62E-3 9mg!F,3 9.22E-3 3.95&3 9.21 E-3 8.94&3

sGovFL 3.136-4 2ME-4 1.7564 2A2F-4 2ME-4 3.1264 1.02F,4 1.46E-4 I 1.46&4 1.32E-4

NORHR 1.92F-I 1.92E-1
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SCOPE SURRY DESIGN AND PRACTICE

The objectives of this Level I probabilistic risk Surry has implemented administrative and response
assessment (PRA) are to evaluate the important accident procedures for shutdown conditions, and a training progrdin for
sequences initiated during midloop operations and to compare operators. The plant has loop isolation valves, which permit
the qualitative and quantitative results with those for accidents draining a loop for maintenance without maintaining drained
initiated during power operations. The primary types of conditions in all three loops. Plant policy is to minimize time
human actions analyzed in this study involve the dynamic drained to midloop. If extensive reduced inventory work is
operator actions and recovery actions that take place during the required, the plan is to off-load the core.
accident sequence following an initiating event. Two parts of
the human actions were analyzed: failure to diagnose and The RHR system provides no other service (such as
failure to perform the action. safety injection) and is completely inside containment No

automatic trip function is provided for the RHR isolation
The scope of the Level I PRA for Surry during valves so a major cause of interruption of cooling at other

midloop operations includes internal, fire, and flood initiating plants is eliminated. Two independent, permanently installed
events. The major ategories of dynamic operator actions level systems are provided. One is a standpipe with local
taken during the accident sequence following an initiating indication by flags on the standpipe. The other is an ultrasonic
event are: providing makeup to the reactor coolant system sensor on one loop. Both are monitored and alanned in the
(RCS), restoring residual heat removal (RHR) cooling, control room. The RHR pump piping and valves are
establishing steam generator reflux cooling, establishing configured so that if one pump vortexes and becomes air
primary feed and spill, establishing gravity feed from refueling bound, the other pump remains flooded. After level is
water storage tank WST), establishing high pressure restored, the pump lineup can be shifted from the control
recirculation, establishing recirculation spray, and cross- room, and the standby pump can be started without first
connecting RWSTs. All categories are not applicable to all venting the air bound pump.
initiating events and all plant operating states (POS).

SURRY PLANT PROCEDURES AND TRAINING
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SHUTDOWN CONDITIONS
AND POWER OPERATIONS The keynote procedure for shutdown conditions is

AP-27.00, "Loss of Decay Heat Capability."
To evaluate human actions in the shutdown conditions, According to plant personnel, this procedure has been

the following important differences from the power operation in the plant for 4 years, and the operators have
case must be recognized. Due to the different decay heat performed simulator drills for shutdown conditions,
levels, the time windows available for operator diagnosis and including nidloop operations, for that entire time.
action performance are different if the timings of accident
initiation relative to the reactor shutdown time are different. The procedure follows the standard Westinghouse
This implies that the operator performance may be different for Owners Group format of defining the entry conditions
the same action responding to the sme event initiated at (initiating events), then sequentially diagnosing the
different times after shutdown. For the sme reason, greater event and restoring stable conditions. Loss of
times are available for recovery actions. Because of the inventory problems are addressed first, followed by
relative lack of instrumentation and emergency procedures and other causes for interruption of cooling. Restoration is
the need to consider possibilities for loss of containment orderly: first, trying to recover normal modes of RHR
integrity that are unique to plant shutdown conditions, there is cooling; next checking time until boiling, protecting
a greater uncertainty in the behavior of the openitors. Due to personnel, isolating containment, and trying steam
the many operator ations involved during the accident generator cooling (reflux cooling if drained); and, then,
response to events initiated in shutdown conditions, more moving on to feed and spill, use of a charging pump
dependencies may exist among the preceding and subsequent from the opposite unit, and gravity feed.
actions.
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The operators are well trained on this procedure. The licensed operator requalification training
simulator drill scenarios and critiques were reviewed. (LORT) and testing. STAs perform
The operators train on all of the basic scenarios that calculations (shutdown margin, mass balance,
were analyzed. In addition, they have a sense of the etc.) and know technical bases for operations;
potential importance of these actions and indicate that e.g., ultrasonic level detector, critical safety
they would not wait long in a configuration that failed function monitoring, etc.
to yield the expected temperature reduction. The
procedure is based on vendor and utility During Alert or higher emergency action levels, the
thermal-hydraulic analyses for shutdown conditions. Technical Support Center (TSC) must be called to

action. Approximately 15 to 20 people staff the TSC,
Additional procedures apply during shutdown. There including the plant superintendent, the emergency
are general operating pocedures that guide cooldown, manager, and four or five department heads. During
depressurization, and draining operations. These the daytime, the center is manned within about 5
provide detailed requirements for maintaining control minutes; at other times, when people must be called in,
of the shutdown machine. There are special less than I hour is required. A review of plant
procedures, such as OC-28, "Operational Check, procedure EPIP-1.01, "Emergency Action Level Table
Assessment of Maintenance Activities for Potential (Tab A) System Shutdown, or Assessment System
Loss of Reactor Coolant Inventory," and a reduced Shutdown," indicates that, for cold shutdown
inventory checklist that provide special guidance for conditions as midloop, the TSC will be called to duty
reducing the chance of loss of cooling events when for the following conditions:
RCS maintenance can lead to reduced inventory
conditions. Other procedures have been expanded to - Unavailability of secondary system cooling
provide a focus on shutdown conditions. For example, capability.
in A-40.00, "Non-Recoverable Loss of Instrument
Air," if the unit is shut down on R14R, the first step - Loss of service water or component cooling or
requires use of a portable air bottle and fitting to RHR.
reopen the containment isolation valves in the
component cooling water system that supplies the RHR - RCS T> 1400F.
heat exchanger. We found the bottles and fitting in the
Appendix R locker, as expected. QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Similarly, the blackout, loss of AC power, loss of A variety of methods have been used to quantify the
intake canal level, main control room isolation, and reliability of operators in responding to accidents and in
fire procedures provide important guidance. carrying out procedures. All of these methods demand a

substantial effort to describe qualitatively the full scenario
SURRY PLANT OPERATIONAL STAFFING facing the operator, the use of judgment based on experience,

and -care with regard to dependencies. Due to the unique
Crew staffing for the two-unit plant includes the conditions associated with the shutdown operations (e.g.,
following: unusual and changing plant configuration, accident response

actions not specifically covered by procedures, training, and
- Three to Four Senior Reactor Operators simulator exercises, lack of appreciation for hazards during

(SRO). At least one SRO is required in the shutdown, etc.), heavy reliance on experience-based expert
control room at all times; usually, two will be judgment is required. Since the success likelihood index
there. method (SLIM) provides a structured methodology for

applying judgment consistently, 2 it has been considered to
One Shift Supervisor (SRO) for both be especially applicable to shutdown events analysis. This
units. methodology is based on the assumption that the likelihood of

operator error in a particular situation depends on the
Two to three Assistant Shift combined effects of a relatively small set of
Supervisors (SRO). performance-shaping factors (PSF) that influence the operator's

ability to accomplish the action. PSFs account for both the
- Four to Five Licensed Reactor Operators plant conditions, or scenarios, under which the action must be

(RO). Three in the control room and one to performed, and the psychological and cognitive state of the
two outside; after shutdown, a second RO is individuals performing the action. To permit a direct ranking
shifted to the shutdown plant. of the contributors to human error, the rating scale used must

increase as the likelihood of failure increases. Therefore, a
- Eight Auxiliary Operators (AO). failure likelihood index (FLI) method (i.e., an adaptation of the

SLIM) is used in this analysis.
- One Shift Technical Advisor (STA). The

STA is assigned to licensing, not operations. The approach to evaluating human actions and
STAs are not licensed. They take the same recovery actions that follow an initiator is to, first, qualitatively
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define the event scenario, required action, important factors in the ratings of the PSFs and the uncertainties associated witl
affecting operator performance, and the consequences of the the calibration tsks.
action not being successful. Relatively detailed qualitative
descriptions of all relevant information that could affect Table 2 illustrates a sample calculation of the ERs.
operator performance were prepared. This is because such For example, action code A-F I AR6-XHE-S-8 addresses the
actions are beyond direct experience and relevant statistical operator action to establish the steam generator reflux cooling
data. Therefore, most practical estimates of human error ates following a loss of RHR due to water damage to all 4-kV and
(HER) are strongly influenced by the experience and judgment 480V buses by a large turbine building flood during midloop
of the experts performing the analysis. It is essential that these operation in a refueling outage. The weights assessed for the
experts base their evaluations on the most complete and seven PSFs are 4 2 4 2 4 4 and 3 These weights were
accurate descriptive information available. Table I gives an normalized and presented along with the action scores in
example page of these qualitative descriptions. Table 2 In accordance with the relationships discussed in the

preceding, the FLI and the HER were calculated to be 722
Then, a set of seven PSFs were selected to characterize and 022, respectively.

the most important elements that affect the successful
completion of the operator actions. These factors include RESULTS AND FOLLOW-UP ANALYSIS
preceeding and concurrent actions, plant interfaces, time
adequacy, availability of procedures, task complexity, training The results of this study indicate that the dominant
and experience, and stress level. These seven PSFs cover most cause of core damage is operator failure to mitigate the
conditions that the operator is expected to encounter. Because accidents. This is primarily because, during shutdown
of the decreasing decay heat levels, timing of the accident operations, most of the automatic actuation features for
scenario initiation is very important to the time available for accident mitigation are disabled, very few procedures are
operator response or recovery actions during the transient prior currently available for accident mitigation, and a significant
to core damage and significant radioactive material release. fraction of the mitigation equipment is removed from service.
These time windows are based, in large part, on the However, due to the long period of time during which a
thermal-hydTaulic analyses that have been performed for Surry potential shutdown accident sequence may be initiated,
in the Pressurized Water Reactor PVTR) Low Power and significant uncertainty and conservatisms are involved in the
Shutdown Accident Sequences Program. They were analyses of plant thertnal-hydraulic and operator responses. A
considered for both diagnosis and action performance. a result, there is a very large uncertainty in the human eor

probabilities used in this study.
The qualitative evaluations of the actions and the

important factors that affect operator performance were used to In a follow-up phase of this study, a refined approach
derive the HERs. To quantify the HERs, the PSFs were rated that defines several time intervals after shutdown to better
in the following two ways: a weight that ranks the relative account for the decay heat level at which the initiating event
importance of each PSF for influencing the reliability of the occurs is used. It is shown that the dynamic operator actions
human action, and a score that rates the degree to which the taken in response to shutdown initiating events depend much
PSF helps or hinders the operator to perform the action. For more on the time interval during which the initiating event
each action evaluated, an FLI is obtained by summing the occurs than on the types of outage (i.e., refueling outage and
product of the preceding weight and score for each PSF. This drained maintenance outage) and the POSs; i.e., 6 and 10 for
numerical index represents the overall belief of the positive or midloop operations.
negative effects of the PSFs. It is converted to an HER for the
action by assuming that it follows the relationship REFERENCES

loglo(HER) = (a FLI) + b 1. D. E. EMBREY, "The Use of Performance Shaping
Factors and Quantified Expert Judgment in the

where a and b are calibration constants obtained by Evaluation of Human Reliability: An Initial
evaluating well-defined actions with "known" or "accepted" Appraisal," Brookhaven National Laboratory, prepared
error rates from analysis for other PRAs. he alibration for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
procedure ensures that the error rates are realistic and NUREG/CR-2986, May 1983.
consistent with available data, observed human behavior, and
the results from comparable expert evaluations of similar 2. D. E. EMBREY, et al., "SLIM-MAUD: An Approach
activities. to Assessing Human Error Probabilities Using

Structured Expert Judgment," Brookhaven National
A ranking of contributors to the human error rate is laboratory, prepared for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

accomplished by multiplying the weight of the PSF by the Commission, NUREG/CR-3518, Vols 12,
numerical score of the PSF. Because the score increases as the March 1984.
failure potential increases, the product of the weight and the
rating becomes a direct measure of the relative contribution of
that PSF to the human eor rate of that action. The
uncertainties of the HERs are estimated from the uncertainties
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Table 1. Example Page of Qualitative Descriptions of Dynamic Human Actions Evaluated for the Surly Shutdown PRA

SRA(B,3,4,5)R6:

Operator "toblish town generator blood and food (reflux cooling) following a I*" of HR at mid4oop in Ps a of efueling.

PRECEDING EVENTS

0 4 days since ractor shutdown.

0 Lon of RHR due to
- ever-droining VW.
-filure to maintain RCS level 01111.

-urecoverable RHR filure CR31.

- perating RHR train failuro (R41 or
- recoverable RHR oliure (RS).
• For the action vent of establishing SG reflux cooling. Operators have successfully diagnosed that a low of RHR has occurred and rferred

to 1AP-27.00 (Lose of Decay Host Rmoval capability).
Rstoration of CS lve h fw (to. RA(B)RG-XHE-S-1 ) or Restoration of FtHR ooling has filed er successfully restoring level

Nor RAWASN't(I-XI-I&S-91.

INDICATIONS OF PLANT CONDITIONS

Low RCS level Nor ACBMS-XH&S-91181), restored RCS level On the vent of filure to rstore RHR cooling; for RAUMS-XIIE-S-9)). and slowing dcreasing

RCS level.
Control room RCS stwidpipe level I RC-U I OOA Imay not be ccurate If RCS boiling tarts).

Control room cold shutdown RCS level narfaw range I-RC4.R-106.
luttramonic indikAden of RCS level wthin the loop. ie.. fom middle to top of the loop; may be ptiWly unavailable if vital bus Is uavailable)
RCS standpipe level local indication.
Shutdown oling low level anisunciator B-C-8.

AHR pump motor amperage oscillation (for RA(8)R8-XHE-S-9(1 61).
Excessive RHR pump noise Nor RA(BIRS-XH&S-90 6)).
No RHR flow

Control room RHR flow indication I RH-R-1 806.

RHR host exchwVw low flaw enrturricistor B-C-6.
Incore thermal couples for RCS temperatur mnitoring fmay be partially unavailable if val bus is unavailable).

PROCEDURAL GUIDANCE

0 I-AP-27.00 Lon of Decay Heat Removal Capability
-Stepe 26. 27. and 2 and ttachmen 6 Pan 4 Maintain SG� new 33% NR level and dmp Vewn sing SG PORV9 or main condenser to control RCS

temperature.

TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE

0 Operators train on ti sonad dring simulator drills.

CONCURRENT ACTIONS/COMPETING FACTORS

• Restoration of RCS level Nor RA(BjR6-XHE-S-9(16j).
• Restoration of RHR coling (for RA(B,4,6jR6-XHE-S-qj.

INDICATION OF SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION/IMPACT OF SUCCESS

* SG pressure in table or slowly decreasing.

9 SO level is slowly decreesing if w ater is not rowing into the SGs.

• WR hot kg temperatures we stable or slowly decreasing.
• WR cold lg, tmperatures are at saturation for SG pressure.
• RCS level is t".

• Successful decay host removal is established.

IMPACT OF FAILURVADDITIONAL CUES

• SG pessure is incressinig it own dump a unsuccessful.
• SG " is dcreasing it no water is pev-ded to the SGs.

• An RCS hab; up RCS tompaisture incresses lss of subcooling w alarms.
• ailoff would lead to ecressitV RCS lvels.

TIME CONSTRAINTS

a At 4 de" into the WAs". bdirv would occur within about 21 minutes and we uncovery could occur as early as 144 Mir"es.
0 EstsbhshkV SG afkae cooling should only take a few minutes if mbun"M air 1d *&"4-Vfta bg we available end if provkWV wter to the SGO is not

no"Mosery.
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Table 2 Example Page for PSF Ratings and HERs for Flood Initiating Events

Precedin & PLant Time Training
Other Actions Interfaces Adequacy Procedures cowtexity Experience Stress

Action Code weight score weight score Weight Score Weight Score Weight Score Weight Score Weight Score FLI P(faIL) LOG(P(faft))
................................................................................................................................................
Rated Actions
KAX 7.87 i.OE+00 0.00

D-FIAR6-XHE 0.00 i 0.24 5 0.18 '10 0.112 2 0.`12 5 0.24 5 0.`12 9 6.00 1.3E-02 -i.89
O-FIAR10-XHE 0.00 1 0.24 5 0.18 5 0.12 2 0.12 5 0.24 5 0.12 8 5.00 1.2E-03 -2.91
D-FIAD6-XHE 0.00 11 0.24 5 0.18 10 0.12 2 0.12 5 0.24 5 0.12 10 6.12 1.7E-02 -1.77
D-F2AR6-XHE 0.00 1 0.24 4 0.18 8 0.12 3 0.12 4 0.24 3 0.12 7 4.71 6.2E-04 -3.20
O-FZAR10-XHE 0.00 1 0.24 4 0.18 5 0.12 3 0.12 4 0.24 3 0.12 6 4.06 i.4E-04 -3.86
D-F2AD6-XHE 0.00 11 0.24 4 0.18 9 0.12 3 0.12 4 0.24 3 0.12 9 5.12 1.6E-03 -2.79
D-F3R6-XNE 0.00 1 0.24 5 0.18 9 0.112 3 0.12 5 0.24 4 0.12 9 5.71 6.4E-03 -2.19
D-F3RIO-XHE 0.00 1 0.24 5 0.18 5 0.12 3 0.112 5 0.24 4 0.12 8 4.88 9.4E-04 -3.03
D-F3D6-XHE 0.00 1 0.24 5 0.18 10 0.12 3 0.12 5 0.24 4 0.12 10 6.00 1.3E-02 -1.89

A-FIIAR64HE-S-8 0.17 9 0.09 8 0.17 7 0.09 4 0.17 5 0.17 7 0.`13 10 7.22 2.2E-01 -0.66

A-F2AR6-XHE-F-4 0.20 7 0.10 6 0.15 6 0.10 4 0.10 8 0.20 5 0.15 9 6.45 3.7E-02 -1.44
A-F2ARIO-XHE-F-4 0.21 7 0.11 6 0.11 4 0.11 4 0.11 8 0.21 5 0.16 8 6.11 1.6E-02 -1.79
A-F2AD6-XNE-F-3 0.19 7 0.10 6 0.19 a 0.110 4 OAO a 0.19 5 0.114 9 6.1111 8.5E-02 -1.07
A-F2AR6-XHE-G-5 0.19 9 0.10 6 0.14 7 0.14 4 0.10 6 0.19 5 0.14 10 6.81 8.5E-02 -11.07
A-FZUIO-XHE-G-4 0.19 9 OAD 6 0.14 5 0.14 4 0.10 6 0.19 5 0.14 9 6.38 3.11E-02 -1.51
A-F2AR6-XHE-GR-4 0.16 9 0.08 7 0.16 8 0.12 5 0.16 8 0.16 6 0.16 10 7.72 7.11E-011 -0.15

A-F2BR6-XHE-S-8 0.18 a 0.09 a 0.18 6 0.09 3 0.14 3 0.18 7 0.14 10 6.59 5.1E-02 -1.29

N A-F3R6-XHE-S-8 0.18 9 0.09 8 0.18 6 0.09 3 OA4 3 0.18 7 0.14 10 6.77 7.8E-02 -1.11
9

Him 0.00 I.IE-08 -7.98

�.,ifb-rsti-o-nActf"a'm ----------------- ------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------
NSAC84-. bEi-LC 0.09 2 0.18 6 0.18 3 0.18 4 0.09 2 0.18 2 0.09 2 327 i.OE-05 -5.00
NSAC84: NC44OCA 0.09 6 0.18 3 0.18 a 0.18 a 0.09 6 0.18 9 0.09 8 691 I.OE-01 -1.00
NSAC84: RTI-LOCA 0.11 3 0.11 4 0.22 5 0.111 5 0.111 0 0.22 4 0.11 2 3.56 I.OE-04 -4.00
................................................................................................................................................

Regression Output:
X Coefficient 1.01 38 Constant -7.9B
Std Err of Coef. 0. 1 767 Stcl Err of Y Est 0.506R Squared 0.971

No. of Observations 3
Degree of Freedom 1

Legend:

D Diagnosis F2B Large Aux Building Flood without RWST
A Action Performance F3 Large Safeguard Area Flood
R6 1st Midloop Operation during Refueling Outage R Restoration of RHR
R10 2nd Midloop Operation during Refueling Outage F RCS Feed and Spill
D6 Midloop Operation during Drained Maintenance S SG Reflux Cooling
F1A Large Turbine Building Flood G RWST Gravity Feed
F2A Large Aux Building Flood with RWST GR Additional Recovery during Gravity Feed
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ABSTRACT simplifying assumptions concerning the probability of these
events. This selection is strongly oriented towards the particu-

This paper reviews the main features of ISA a concept lar item being designed (for instance, a tip set-point) and may
developed as a result of previous work on safety assessment overlook the interaction with the overall system, particularly
and dynamic reliability. The method links the dynamics of the with the anual protection. For ts reason, the assessment
facility with its operating environment. subject to transitions should insure the required risk levels for any possible event
between different time evolutions due to failures and/or and irrespective of the design method.
system/operator interventions. For situations domina ed by
Deterministic Transitions (i.e., transitions upon deterministic Thus, we are looking for an approach to verify that, once
demands as a result for instance of exceeding autornatic- completely defined, both the automatic and the manual
actions/alarm setpoints), te methodology can be considered software maintain an appropriate risk level without unduly pe-
an extension of PSA and accident analysis techniques that nalizing the facility operation. This is the aim of the Inte-
replaces the static event tree with a Deterministic Dynamic grated Safety Assessment SA) methodology.
Event Tree (DDET) concept based on the Theory of Proba-
bilistic Dynamics. The paper also summarizes some esults of
an ISA application to the assessment of the Emergency M SOME BASIC PRINCIPLES AND DEFINITIONS.
Operating Procedure (EOP) of a PWR-W to mitigate the
Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) initiating event. The methodological aspects, including the basic principles,

definitions, as well as a precise mathematical formulation of
the ISA approach have already been defined in previous

L INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM OF ASSESS- works 14; some of them are hereafter recalled.
MENT OF THE SOFTWARE OF PROTECTION
SYSTEMS.

A. Description of the Facility.
In very complex installations with high damage risks, the

necessary protections for the management and/or recovery Facility: An installation and its protections, i.e. I+Pl.
from possible incidental situations may become as complex as
the installation they try to protect and will strongly interact Installation, 1: Set of interrelated systems to obtain
with it. The assessment of the quality of a protection system a benefit by performing several operating fctions.
(see I.A. below) is usually a complex risk problem with many For instance, the control system is an Installation
faces and interfaces. Some of these aspects have already been system.
addressed in previous works. 14,12

System, S: Set of i) components, ii) articulated in a
Of particular interest here is the distinction between the certain way, iii) with characteristics and iv) specifi-

Software or logic aspects (i.e., definition of set-points and cations to perform a certain system fnction as a
initiation criteria of the automatic protection system as well as part-task of the facility functions.
Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCO) together with sur-
veillance, abnormal and emergency Operating Procedures Protection Associated to 1, PI: Set of protections,
(OPs) of the manual portion of the system) and the hardware i.e., systems and/or system features (the i), ii), iii),
aspects (i.e., features of the equipment for software implemen- iv) in the system definition) that prevent the facility
tation with a given level of robustness and reliability). from causing any unacceptable damage, by perform-

ing several protective functions.
The complexity of the automatic software in large facilities

forces sophisticated design and assessment methodologies, A Conservative Protection will be a protection that
usually based on dynamic simulation of the potential damage includes a sufficient one.
associated to pre-selected Design Basis Events (E)BEs) with
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B. Description of the Facility States. Limitation System. Function: to generate signals
triggering protective actions without stopping 

The state of the system is represented by: driving it into a stable state in some operating rnode�
for instance, turbine runback is a limitation system.

i) A set of time dependent integer numbers, the Plant
Status Vector (t) =- (j, MJ2(t) ....... WW, describing Trip System. Function: to generate signals to
the different states of facility components and/or sys- quickly stop 1, i.e., to drive it into a stable state in
tems (e.g., nominal, derated, Med in a given mode, some non operating mode.
etc.).

Safeguard Initiation System. Function: to generate
ii) A set of those process variables, the Process Vector, signals triggering protective actions once I has been

that are necessary and sufficient to determine the stopped. In conjunction with trip and limitation sys-
dynamic evolution of the damage, i.e., the real vec- tems, drive it into a safe state (see section I.E.c in
tors 2) (RI 0, R2 M....... RN(t)) describing the facil- some non operating mode.

ity process evolutions (temperatures, flows, etc.). Manual Protection System: Set of es and opera-

Other related concepts follow: tor/crew support systems and/or organintions that determine
and/or help safety oriented operator and/or crew actions. For

Combined State JR) of the overall system of N instance, several abnormal operating procedures are a part of
components, for indicating the composition of both, the manual [incitation system of a NPP.

status as well as process states.
Automatic Protection System: Set of devices that

Steady state: Time independent state dRO). automatically trigger protections.

Stable state: A steady process state such that, if D. Description of Events, Faults and Transitions.
subject to a small perturbation, the system or instal-
lation comes back to that state once the perturbation

System transient or system dynamics: Non steady time
dies out.

evolution of system process states, governed by a dynarnic

Safe state: (see section II.E.c). equation associated to a system status.

Safety variable: A function hjlk(-i) of the process Driver transient: First transition.

state used to formulate the initiation criterion that Event: Instantaneous change in plant status vector.
triggers a protection generating the event (see

section I.E). Active (Passive) Event: Event triggering (not trig-

Damage variable A function D,(!) of the process gering) a transient.

vector, used as indicator of the damage; for instance Initiating Event, (IE): First ative event.
in a NPP, the radioactive steam flow to the atmos-
phere (section V). Single event: Event involving changes in a single

component.
Design Basis Envelope, (DBEP): See section U.E.b.
Probability Densities: In general both, status and Sequence of events: Time history of the plant status
process vectors have a probability density that de- vector.
pend on time and the combined state. Here however,
only the logical states will be statistically Path of a sequence: Combined time history of the
considered, but their probability density, plant status vector and the process vector.

may be a function of the combined state, a
distinctive feature from the usual reliability Unacceptable sequence: See section H.E.c.
techniques that implicitly assume independence.

Fault: Event implying degradation of system functions.

The term Dynamic Reliability versus Static Refiabil-
ity will be used to discriminate both approaches. Common Faflure (or Common Event): Non single

simultaneous fault (or event).

C. Description of the Protection System. Transidon A change in the system dynamics.

Protection System: Set of devices and/or decision Perturbation: A transition from a steady state.
making processes that generate the signals for automatic
and/or anual actuation of protections. These will include
some or all of the following:
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rion h -+ k Gs) = is satisfied, event J is triggered with a
E. Risk Requirements. The DBEP Concept transition probability (see III.A.2):

The following requirements are consistent with US nu- qjk(-)d- = qk8(hjk('))d_�

clear industry practice and licensing regulations, but are where:
formulated in a way applicable to any facility.

a) Selection of Damage Variables. Process variables char- is the probability of the demand, and

acterizing the undesired situations shall be selected; in Xjk =_ - eq-* is the probability of transition upon demand
the nuclear industry, they are usually those indicative of
barrier failures9 (e.g., for the design of automatic ac- J
tions: fuel temperature, onset of boiling crisis, fuel We call these transitions upon deterministic demand
cladding temperature, primary and containment pres- (as indicated by the Dirac function); they are an important
sure; for the design of emergency operating procedures: particular case of the most general transitions upon stochastic
the critical safety functions). demand. In most of current static PSA studies, particularly if

the Small Event Tree (SET) approach is followed, the ET
b) Definition of the risks requirements. A precise formula- headers are actually indicative of events upon deterministic

tion of a set of risk requirements, i.e., acceptance crite- derna ds dynamic headers), but:
ria, should be established based on a set of Design Basis

Envelope Planes (DBEPs). These are imits separating i) the probabilities of the demand are taken for granted
the acceptable and unacceptable conditions, described as in the sequence identification stages,18 and
regions in the planes probability-damage variables, that
shall be established and proved to satisfy and include all ii) the initiation criteria hj are not explicitly repre-
relevant regulatory constraints,9 i.e., sented. -, k

DBEP =_ r (Di), with i = 1, 2...... nDBEP As a result the influence of the software o the ETs

The DBEP is then a set of lines in nDBEP planesa. can not be quantitatively assessed.

This criterion reduces to the standard method of classi- 2. Control theory versus protection theory.

fying events by probability ranges and using different Customarily, control theory deals with the optimiza-

damage limits for different classes if the DBEP becomes tion of the simulated response of a large system with a

a stepwise curve. 3 dynamics corresponding to a facility statu J from initial

c) Unacceptable sequences and safe states requirements. conditions ii and described by euations,

Incidental sequences can be represented dynamically as
trajectories in planes probability-damage. Unacceptable X = ii (i;,I) (2)

conditions are associated to those trajectories crossing
the DBEP. We will call Unacceptable Sequence, any se- with optimization criteria that are independent on probabili-

quence that generates at least one point outside the ties. However, the risk requirements change the nature of the

above defined boundary. We will call Safe State to a protection problem, both damage and probability being now es-

combined steady state from which any initiating event sential, and coupled through equations (1), 2) and 3).

or driver transient wl produce no top sequence in the The theory of Probabilistic Dynamics, 6 has been re-
associated dynamic event tree (see section HI.B). Every
operating steady state shall be a safe state. The operat- formulatedl I for ISA purposes. Within this frame, the equation

ing region of safe states should be identified and LCO to find the probability density reads:

established to ensure normal operation in safe region. C9 rj(ij = j(i);rj(it) + f �j(gj)6(. - kj(tit))dii

Ill. FRAMEWORK OF THE METHODOLOGY.. �i(i") qkj(i);rk(i,1) (3)
k

Aj(i) Eqi-k(-)

A. Theoretical framework. k

1. Dynamic Reliabitity versus PSA. where qk i (-)"a is the probability of having a transition from

dynamics to dynamics I between and i + dx.

Dynamic Reliability techniques are necessary to in-

corporate set-points and other software aspects into PSA In the limiting case of transition probabilities inde-

studies. Tis is so because in the course of the transient the pendent on the process vector (fully stochastic demands), these

evolution of the process variables may condition the probability equations reduce to a classical Markov system and probability

of occurrence of an event; for instance, if the initiation crite- and damage evaluations can be decoupled. However, this is not

the case for transitions in between those limits. To solve them

aNote that a DBEP curve should be generated for each damage critefiom
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in these cases for large systems also involving initiation a. Typical overall behavior for the operating crew, i.e.,
criteria based on local conditions, MonteCarlo methods seem operators dynamically interact with the plant (starting from
inevitable,6,14 being so far severely restricted in problem size an E, the crew continuously receives information, proc-
and computational times. As shown below, the situation is esses it, formulates judgment, and chooses recovery re-
much better for the deterministic demands. sponses), as well as among the other members of the team.

b. Events are managed strictly within the OP constraints. This
B. ISA as the dynamic generalization of classical Event takes into account that safety regulations obligate the team

Tree (ET) Fault Tree (FT) techniques. Deterministic to adhere to procedures in almost text-book fashion.
Dynamic Event Trees (DDETs).

c. "Good practice" operations replace incomplete procedures.
It has been proved' 17 that if all events ocur upon de-

terministic demands, thus following equation (1), the solution d. The Ps of HOI have been categorized (paralleling the
of equation 3) is given by the following equation, that charac- limitation, trip and safeguard actions) as prior to the emer-
terizes the DDETs: gency (pre_EOP), trip recovery (130) and emergency situ-

ation EOPs); these, in turn, are also classified as:

7rj W f i) sequences (i.e., set of steps) of optimal recovery actions
(4) for well diagnosed scenarios (Optimal Recovery Guide-

lines),
n=0 ptk 1=0

ii) sequences of safe actions to restore the critical safety
where: functions if uncertain diagnosis (Function Restoration

Guidelines), and
0(t), is the step function;

(&,4) is an initial steady state with probability ; the 1E iii) generic actuations in response to specific situations
ir --> J has a probability X,40 (io) at time zero; within the same OP (Fold Out Pages).

)q
patch Jo A In 

.io g�' --> ........... -� ii�. I -�.il IV. AVAILABLE TOOLS FOR UVIPLEMENTING THE

n APPROACH.
r. r.(.io) � r Y > 91 + oi�,Jo $

Codes using this technique aim to automatically generate
rj(ii --+.i) is the time necessary to go from to flying along the DDETs by opening branches every time a set-point or op-

the trajectory determined by the dynamics I and erator action criteria is met. Simultaneously, they also simulate

ii, is the process vector at the time of the initiation criterion for the dynamic evolution of damage variables at every branch of
the deterministic transition J1 I -+ J/ the tree, optimizing the common portions of the different

branches, additionally obtaining the probability of the sequence

Each non-zero term contributes to the right hand side of up to a given time starting from the results of the cut-sets of
equation 4) exactly the same as each associated sequence in an the front line systems taken fom the results of Fs that
equivalent static ET, and can be calculated from the cut sets of incorporate the support systems. This coupling between
the front line systems.7 However, the determination of the simulation and probabilistic techniques, according to equations
contributing paths is controlled by the step fimctions and (2) and 4 is the main purpose of the TRETA/DYLAM

package, 15 a result of a joint cooperation between the CSN and
values, that depend on whether or not the initiation critena JRC-Ispra.10-5 Other organizations are also using dynamic
have been exceeded, carrying the influence of the software. methods for the generation of DETs, for instance building up
This conclusion also shows the consistency of the Protection and applying the theory of Probabilistic Dynamics and
Theory with current practice. Continuous Event Trees,6 discretizing the process variables

and using Markov techniques,2 or comparing DYLAM-like
DET results with conventional PSA studies. 1,8, 6

C. Integration with Operating Procedures.

Operating crew actions require a complex decision V. RESULTS OF AN ISA APPLICATION TO A LARGE
making process also part of the software of the protection sys- SYSTEX
tem (manual protection system). It is then also the aim of ISA

to assess the adequacy of procedures. A Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) 1E of a reference

W-PWR has been selected as a realistic application of the
Within the NPP application so far analyzed, the opera- method17; with the aim of being generic and usefW for other

tor is supposed in ISA to ollow a Handbook of Operating In- possible applications, the dynamic response model includes the
structions (HOI), with the initiation criteria for their execution following systems: the RCS, the reactor kinetics, as well as the
based on process variables and system status. The approach balance of plant from the condenser up to the control and stop
considers among others: turbine valves, their associated control systems (Control Rod,

RCS Pressure Control, PZR Level Control, SG Level and
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Figure 1. Deterministic Dynamic Event Tree (DDET) for the first 30 minutes of transient.

Pressure Control, Steam Dump Control (SDCS)), protection secondaryl) is/is not near to an eventual DBEP limitc. Note
systems (Reactor and Turbine Trip), some of the most that several sequences have different paths due to demands at
important of the Engineered Safety Features (Safety different transition times, a distinction made only by DDETs.
InjectionHigb Pressure Injection, Auxiliary Feed-Water), and
a given draft of OPs (included in a HOI module as described In figures 2 the trajectorie's corresponding to some signifi-
below) that was requested to be assessed. cant sequences in some of the risk diagrams, are shown. From

Other authors have previously applied to the same IE their the trends of the results we remarkd:
DYLAM-like tools namely, DETAM and ADS),1,8 emphasiz-
ing the appropriate modeling of the operating crew and their a. Worse than necessary release risk (D4 and D of the
possible effors.13 The DYLAMITRETA package overcomes nominal sequence (#I in figure 1), i.e., high damage
their drawback of a scenario-dependent dynamic simulation with high probability.
model, limited in size and variety of automatic actions and b. Minimum atmospheric release (134) risk of path of
physical processes,17 while sharing the main ideas on the sequence 0020; low D4 is due to the failed to open of the
probabilistic anagement. atmospheric relief.

c. Maximum atmospheric release (D4) risk of path 1 I of
Figure I shows the DDET obtained for the fire 30 minutes sequence 0200, due to the failed to open of the SDCS

of the SGTR scenario, after transitions due to interventions of valve to the condenser.
four of the systems activated, either automatically or anually d. Minimum RCS release (D9) risk and acceptable atmos-
namely: the Radiation Alarm Mitor System (RAM), the pheric release (134) risk of path 15 of sequence 0220,
SDCS working in both RCS average temperature and secon- even if this sequence will require the SG safety valves
dary pressure modes, and the PZR spray valve. The activation opening.
of these systems induce changes in the plant status. In the tree
shown, only some components of the status vector are These results suggest a change in the procedure trying to
considered. Possible values of these status vector components minimize the actuation of the portion of the SDCS releasing to
i, , j. are for the nominal behavior (no-failed), i = 2 for the atmosphere, if the event is well-diagnosed (i.e., RAM does
RAM failure and il.1.4 = 2 when valves to the condenser, to not fail). A potential alternative could be (also trying t educe

the atmosphere (excluding SG safety valves) and PZR spray the primary-to-secondary pressure difference and so the break
valves respectively fkd to open upon demand; the mid-number- flow and total radioactive mass released to the secondary): i)
ing appearing over the DET branches indicate the demand change to the SDCS pressure mode prior to, or just after, the
time (r. in equation 4 each path is numbered and each reactor trip; ii) set a secondary pressure set-point to a uffi-

sequence is identified by the final status vector; the ciently high value.

plain/overlined nmbers added at the end of the sequence This exercise has also demonstrated the capability of the
branches indicate that the corresponding damage variable methodology to identify weak points in procedures.
value (among others, Di subcooling margin, D4 the total mass
of radioactive steam released to the atmosphereb, D5 SG level

and D, the total mass of radioactive flow released to the 'Of course, the limits are established by regulatory authority and will

always be such that for more fitiluent events the allowed damage is lower,
so as to maintain the risk level basically onstant.

b'Me SDCS ofthe selected NPP, modulates the opening ofthroe valves: one dNote also that the end ofthe scenario with a zero break flow has not yet
dumping to the condenser, and two dumping to the atmosphere. reached, For this reason, DBEPs have not been printed in the figures.
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ABSTRACT later and the RCS was boiling with the pressure increased to
approximately 0. 15 to 0 17 MPa.

The core damage frequency during mid-loop operation of a
Westinghouse designed 3-loop Pressurizer Water Reactor (PVrR) NSAC-84' was the pioneer study on the risk of a plant during
due to loss of Residual Heat Removal (RHR) events was assessed. shutdown. A coarse screening analysis on low power and
The assessment considers two types of outages refueling and shutdown accident frequencies of the Surry Nuclear Power Plant
drained maintenance), and uses &ilure data ollected specifically was performed by Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) In
for shutdown condition. Event trees were developed for five BNL's study, four different types of outages were considered, e.g.,
categories of loss of RHR events. Human actions to mitigate the refueling outage, drained maintenance outage, non-drained
loss of RHR events was identified and human error probabilities maintenance outage with use of RHR system, and non-drained
were quantified using HCR and THERP model. The result showed maintenance without use of RHR system. Within each type of
that the core damage frequency due to loss of RHR events during outages, plant operational states (POSs) were defined and
nud-loop operation is 3 1 x IO-' per year. The results also showed characterized. Fifteen PSs -are considered during the refueling
that the core damage frequency can be reduced significantly by outage. In this paper, core melt frequency due to loss of RHR
removing a pressurizer safety valve before entering mid-loop events was assessed during the mid-loop operations (POS 6 and
operation. The establishment of reflux cooling, i.e. decay heat POS 10) of PWR. The plant analyzed is a Westinghouse designed
removal through steam generator secondary side also plays three-loop PWR. The reactor thermal power is 2775 MWt.
important Tole in mitigating the loss of RHR events. INITIATING EVENT ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION
Three types of mid-loop operation were considered in the

Traditionally, probabilistic risk assessment of severe accident analysis. These were POS 6 and POS 10 of refueling outage and
in nuclear power plants have considered a set of potential mid-loop operation of drained maintenance. During the first
initiating events occurring during full power operation. Some mid-loop operation. (POS 6 of refueling outage, RCS was drained
screening analyses of accident itiators during low power, for component maintenance. Hot legs may be isolated during this
shutdown and other modes of plant operation other than fiill power outage in order to prepare the steam generators for eddy-current
have been performed. The results of these analyses suggested that test. Front-line systems and support systems train A were
core melt frequency during these modes of operation could be unavailable due to maintenance. During the second mid-loop
significant. operation (POS 10) of refueling outage, train were unavailable

due to maintenance. On the average, POS 6 and POS 10 started
A plant in the shutdown state differs from an operating plant in around 3 days and 30 days, respectively after plant shutdown.

many respects. During an outage, actuation of safety systems is, During the drained maintenance outage, any component of
in most cases, not automatic. Some safety systems may be front-line system or support system may be in maintenance.
intentionally disabled, and other safety systems may be Technical specifications require two trains of RHR system must
unavailable due to maintenance. For Pressurized Water Reactors be available during any mid-loop operation.
(PWRs), the reactor coolant system (RCS) may be partially
drained to the hot leg mid-plane during certain stage of plant There are several studies that compiled and analyzed shutdown
maintenance or refueling. The condition is termed 'mid-loop' data. The studies of NSAC-84,' NUREG/CR-5015,' and BNL'
operation. RCS has inimum water inventory during the mid-loop were reviewed to identify the potential initiating events. In the
operation. If a loss of RHR event occurs during md-loop BNL study, the initiating events lead to loss of RHR during
operation, the conditional probability of core amage frequency mid-loop operation were classified into five categories. BNL's
could be higher compared to that of the same event ocurs during classification was adopted in the event tree analysis of the present
other shutdown states. study.

PWRs have experienced numerous loss of RHR events. For A. Over draining during drain down
example, a loss of residual heat removal event occurred at Diablo The event in this category occurs when operator fails to
Canyon Unit 2 on April 198V Te cause of the loss of RHR was tenninate the drain down process while the RCS is being
over draining of the RCS while the RCS was drained to the hot leg drained to mid-loop level. 'Me operating RHR pump trips due
mid-plane. The RHR capability was not restored until 79 minutes to cavitation and RHR system loss its heat-removal capability.
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Table I Estimated frequency of Since very few procedures are written specifically for the
initiating event (per year) accidents initiated under shutdown conditions. The event tree

Re ling Drained development in this study was performed in a talk through format,
The thermal-hydraulic analysis" performed specifically for the

POS 6 POS 1 Maintenance loss of RHR events during mid-loop operation were reviewed. The
A 1.06 x I W 1.06 X 10-2 o-3- plant initial condition and the response to the initiating events were

3.96 x I discussed with a group of thermal-hydraulic analysts and the
B 9.34 x 1074 1.03 x 10-3 4.17 x I04 operation staff of the plant analyzed. Some simple hand
C 6.78 x 1074 7.47 x IW 3.02 x 104 calculations were also made to support the development of event

D 1.68 X 10-3 1.85 X 1U3 7.48 10-4 trees.

E 1.92 x 0,4 2.11 x 10,4 8 .54 x 10-' In developing the event trees, success criteria were made by
simple thenual-hydraulic calculations, engineering judgement or
assumptions.

The following assumptions were ade in the event tree
B. Failure to maintain level development.

The event in this category occurs during mid-loop operation, as
a result of failure to aintain the water level in the RCS. I The plant is initially in a cold shutdown condition.

2 RCS has an opening of I inch diameter through the reactor
C. Total non-recover loss of RUR vent.

This category represents events that lead to failure of RHR 3 If the steam generators are isolated from reactor coolant
systems and the failed RHRs are not recoverable within the system, no secondary heat removal is taken credit for.
time frame of the accident. 4 If the RCS is not vented with a big opening such as the

removal of a pressurizer safety valve 6 inches in diameter) and
D. Loss of operating train of RHR the steam generator secondary side can be feed and bleed

This category represents events that cause loss of the operating properly, reflux cooling will take place to remove decay heat.
train of RHR system. The standby train of RHR system is not This process is assumed to be effective in the long term decay
affected by the initiating event, and can be put into service. heat removal.

E. Recoverable loss of RHR In the loss of RHR event during mid-loop operation, the
This category represents events that interrupt the operation of continuous evaporation of water inventory in the RCS by decay
RHR system. The RHR system can be restored by restarting heat will eventually lead to core uncovery and cause core damage.
the system. In the event of loss of RHR, if the coolant inventory is decreasing,

operators will try to stop inventory loss by isolating ay known
Table I summarizes the estimated initiating events frequency draining. If the coolant inventory loss is stopped, or no inventory

of the plant analyzed in the present analysis. A twostage Bayesian loss occurs, attempt of restoring RHR system will be made.
approach' was used in the frequency estimation. It uses the data
from the PWR population of United States to derive a prior There are three aternate cooling methods during a loss of RHR
distribution which is then updated using plant specific data. All event.
the data were collected from the time period between January 
1979 and December 31, 1989. Feed and bleed of the RCS primary side- Feeding can be

performed with one of the charging pumps. Bleeding can be
Two plant specific events were used for updating the done by opening a pressurizer power operated relief valve

frequencies of initiating events, one for initiating event D and the (PORV) or through the opening of the already removed
other for initiating event C. One event occurred at Feb. 2 1988, pressurizer safety valve.
RHR system train A was unavailable due to maintenance of a Gravity feed from refueling water storage tank(RWST)- This
check valve. RHR pump B tripped at 950 and restarted at 10:05. is done through the RHR injection flow path. It is possible only
This event was classified to initiating event D due to that only one if the RCS has an opening that is large enough to prevent the
train of RHR system can be put into service. Theother event pressurization of RCS due to steam generation. In general, the
occurred at Feb. 3 1988. RHR system train A was unavailable removal of pressurizer safety valve, pressurizer manway or
and the RHR pump B tripped repeatedly from 10:49 to 13:5 1. steam generator manway can provide the relief path.
This event was classified to initiating event C due to that two Reflux cooling to remove decay heat through steam generator
trains of RHR system were unavailable for a considered long time. secondary side - This is done by feeding the steam generator

secondary side via auxiliary feedwater pumps and dumping
The plant analyzed has experienced totally 12 refueling steam through the steam generator PORVs. The RCS primary

outages for both units since the commercial operation. he side will be in a natural circulation condition with horizontal
refueling cycle is 18 months. The duration of mid-loop operation counter current flow in hot leg.
used in this study is the average of the 12 refueling outages. For
POS 6 and POS 10, the average duration of the 12 refueling Figure I shows the event tree of initiating event A (Over
outages are 188 hours and 207 hours respectively. For the three draining during drain down) for first mid-loop operation POS 6)
drained maintenance in the past 17 reactor years of the plant of the refueling outages. It is the most complicated event tree on
analyzed, the average duration is 232 hours. the event tree analysis. The top events in the event tree shown in

Figure I covers all the top events of the event trees developed for
EVENT TREE ANALYSIS other initiating events.
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Figure I Event tree for loss of RHR during mid-loop operation

Event tree development follows the rules below steam generator secondary side. The steam generated in the
core flows to steam generator through hot leg and condensed in

For initiating events A (over draining during drain down) and the steam generator tubes. The water condensed in the tubes
B (failure to maintain level), restoring RHR system is possible frills into the steam gnerator inlet plenum and flows back to
only aer operator can inject water to the RCS successfully. reactor vessel through hot leg. The establishment of reflux
If reflux cooling has been established successfully, the core cooling requires that the RCS is closed, i.e. there is no opening
damage will not occur. In fact, this is one of the assumptions big enough to vent the steam. Reflux cooling also requires that
made in this study. More detailed analyses and experiments are the steam generator secondary side is feed and bleed properly.
needed to confirm this assumption. One auxiliary feedwater pump running and two steam
With a pressurizer safety valve removed, the RCS cannot generator PORVs open are needed to perform reflux cooling.
accumulate enough pressure to initiate reflux. cooling.
However, under this low RCS pressure, it is possible to use Top event F - feed and bleed
gravity feed from RWST to compensate the water inventory This top event represents feeding the reactor coolant system
lost due to vaporation. with one of the charging pumps and vent steam through
In the drained maintenance outage, it is assumed that water in opening in RCS. One charging pump running and one
the steam generator secondary side has been dumped and the pressurizer PORV (if pressurizer safety valve is not removed)
reflux cooling is not an available cooling method. are needed to perform feed and bleed function.

The top events of Figure I and the success criteria of these top Top vent G - Gravity feed from RWST
events are described in the following. Even with no power available, borated water in RWST can be

drained into cold legs by gravity via RHR piping. However,
Top event M - makeup to RCS gravity feed need a large vent path on the RCS. If the vent path
If the loss of RHR is induced by the loss of reactor coolant is small, pressure built up in RCS will stop the injection flow.
inventory, it is ncessary to raise the water level of RCS above
the elevation of pump suction before the restoration of R14R. It For the plant analyzed, the bottom of RWST is at 30.48m and
can be done with one of the charging pumps or with a gravity the bottom of hot leg is at 35.66m. RWST is 12.8m high and
feed through RRR flow path. contains about 500,000 gallon of borated water. Two flow

paths arc considered for gravity feed. One path can be setup
Top event R - restore RHR system easily inside control room and the operator can regulate the
This top event rpresent the restoration bf one RHR system to flow rate. The maximum flow rate of this flow path was
remove decay heat. measured during the 6th refueling outage. The flow rate is 970

gpm (gallon per minute) which is large enough to compensate
Top event V - pressurizer safety valve removal the inventory loss due to evaporation. The other path needs to
If one of the pressurizer safety valves has been removed before open a valve manually outside control room and the flow rate
entering mid-loop operation, the RCS has an opening of 6 cannot be regulated.
inches diameter. The opening will vent most of the steam in the
RCS to containment and prevent the pressure built up of RCS. A hand calculation shows that if operator regulates the

injection rate properly, the water available in RWST for
Top event - reflux cooling gravity feed can provide 28 days of cooling if loss of RHR
This top event represents the removal of decay heat through occurred 3 days after shutdown. If operator cannot regulate the
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Table 2 Sumni ry of operator actions ad hu error probabilities
POS 6 Pos 10 Drained Maintenance Mental

Process
HEP, HEP.' HEP HEP,' HEP HEP UP,' HEP.' HEP

Makeup RCS by CCP 3AE-8 5.OE-4 5.OE-4 5-OE-4 5.OE-4 1.3E-1 I 5.OE4 5-OE4 Rule

Perform gravity feed 7AE-3 5.OE4 7.9E-3 5.OE4 S.OE-4 5.5E4 5.OE-4 LIE-3 Knowledge

Perform gravity feed 1.3E-1 5.OE-4 1.3E-1 5.OE4 5.OE4 3.6E-2 5.OE-4 3.6E-2 Knowledge

Restore RHR 8.OE-6 5.OE-4 5. 1 E-4 5.OE-4 5.OEA 3.3 E-8 5.OE4 5.OE4 Rule

Perform reflux cooling 1.2E-4 5.OE-4 6.2E-4 5.OE4 5.0EA 1.7E-6 5.OE-4 5-OE-4 Knowledge

Perform feed and bleed 5.5E-5 5.OE-4 5.6E-4 5.OE-4 5.OE-4 8.8E-7 5.OE4 5-OE4 Knowledge

Perform grait, feed' 3.OE-7 5.OE4 5.OE-4 5.OE-4 5.OEA 3.OE-10 5.0EA 5-OE-4 Knowledge

Perform gravity feed 9.OE-4 5.OE-4 1.5E-3 5.OE-4 5.OE-4 3.6E-5 5.OEA 5AE-4 Knowledge

Manual start CCW pump 2.2E-5 5.OE-4 5.2E-4 5.OE-4 5.OEA 1.5E-7 5.OE4 5.OE4 Knowledge

Line up compressed air system 9.6E4 5.OE4 1.5E-3 5.OE-4 5.OEA 3.6E-5 5.OE4 5.OE-4 Knowledge

Manual start NSCW pump 2.2E-5 5.OE4 5.2E4 5.OE-4 5.OE-4 1.5E-7 5.OE4 5AE4 Knowledge

Manual start CCHW pump 2.2E-5 5.OE-4 5.2E-4 5.OE-4 5.OEA 1.5&7 5.011-4 5.OE-4 Knowledge

Manual start ECHW pump 2.2E-5 5.OE-4 5.2E-4 5.OE-4 5.OE4 1.5E,7 S.OE-4 5-OE4 Knowledge[Manual start AFW pump 2.2E-5 5.OE-4 5.2E-4 5.OE-4 5.OE-4 1.5E.7 5.OE-4 5.OE-4 _FZ�wldge

HEP, for POS 10 is much lower than 5 x 104 the path that operator can regulate f low rate in top event M

probability of fail to response b the path that operator Cannot regulate flow rate in top event M

probability ofslip the path that operator can regulate flow rate in top event G

-human enDr probability (HEP = HEP, + HEP,) the path that operator cannot regulate flow rate in top event G

injection rate, the injected water will fill the RCS rapidly. If In this study, the HCR` (Human Cognitive Reliability) model
water level in RCS reaches reactor vent, all the injected water was used to predict the probability of fail to response and
will spill out of RCS through reactor vent until the level of THERP" (Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction) model
RWST fall down to the height of reactor vent. Now, the was used to calculate the probability of slip action.
decrease of RCS level will drive the water in RWST into RCS.
For this case, the water available in RWST can provide 17 The HCR model is described by:
days of cooling if loss of RHR occurred 3 days after shutdown. f t1 TJ,2 - Cr- i

P(t) = exp - 1��J
FAULT TREE ANALYSIS 1

where,
In the present study, all the fault trees for the top event in event

tree were adopted from the full power PRA.' Following P(t) = the crew non-diagnosis probability for a given time t.
modifications were made to these fault trees to fit the shutdown t = time available for the operating crew to diagnosis.
conditions. T,,, = estimated median time taken by the operating crew to

diagnosis.
I All the automatic signal were not considered.
2 Basic events were incorporated to represent operator action. The correlation coefficients (Cri i , Ci in HCR model are
3 In POS 6, front-line systems and support systems train A were coefficients associated with the ith ype of mental processing, e.g.

unavailable due to maintenance, and in POS 10 train B were skill, rule or knowledge which can be calibrated with simulator
unavailable due to maintenance. data. In the present study, the type of mental process for each

4 For drained maintenance outage, every system may be in operator actions was determined based on engineering judgement
maintenance. and discussion with operators. The type of mental process for each

HUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS operator actions is summarized on Table 2.

In determine the TV2 in HCR model, one and a half minute
Several models' have been developed to predict the human wasused for actions that can be done inside control room such as

error probability for a specific operator action. During mid-loop to open a valve in control room. Fifteen minutes was used for
operation, the actuation of safety systems is not automatic. The actions must be done outside control room. MAAP'2 (Modular
specific operator actions required to mitigate a loss of RHR event Accident Analysis Program) code 30 Rev. 18 was used to
during mid-loop operation are identified and summarized in Table determine the time available for the operating crew to make the
2. Table 2 also summarizes the human error probabilities of the diagnosis (parameter t in HCR model).
present analysis.

If time available for operating crew to perform actions is long
In the present study, the estimation of human error probability (a large t) and the execution time is short (a small T, , ), the human

was divided into two parts i.e. fail to response and slip. The error probability calculated by HCR model is very small. Some
former represents that operators do not make a correct judgement people think that the human error probabilities are not realistic if
and, therefore, do not take the related actions in a given time. The the result of HCR model is less than a certain number (say 10-3 ).

later represents that operators do make the correct judgement but Therefore, there is a lower limit on the predicted human error
make some mistakes while performing the related actions. probability. In this study, the results of the HCR model were used.
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If a very small probability is calculated by the HCR model it The dependency among human action was determined by
implies that the human error probability for that specific action consultin 1§ an experienced expert in the field of human reliability
was dominate by slip action. A sensitivity study of all the human analysis.'
error probabilities with a lower bound of IO-' was made to show
the impact of human reliabilities on the core damage frequency. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The THERP model divides the operator action into a series of Three cases were analyzed in the present study. In the base
tasks. -fbe success or fail probability was alculated by linking all case, there was a ten percent of probability that a safety valve of
the tasks just like the way of linking an event tree. For each task, pressurizer is removed (top event V). The probability of 0 I is the
the fail probability depend on category of task, working number used in the BNL study.' In the case of open RCS, it was
environment, operator training and the dependencies between assumed that a safety valve of pressurizer is removed. It has
tasks. The analysts must have a detailed understanding of each become a standard practice in the plant analyzed to remove safety
operator action in using THERP model to get a correct result. In valve of pressurizer before entering the mid-loop operation during
this study, a conservative assumption was made by taking a single a refueling outage. In the case of "closed RCS", it was assumed
number of 10-' for all operator actions. Two operators with low that safety valve of pressurizer is not removed during mid-loop
dependency was considered in the control room and a slip eor operation. The purpose of these calculation is to quantify the
probability of 5x 10' was used for every operator action. A impact of the pressurizer safety valve removal on the core damage
sensitivity study was made by multiplying a the slip error frequency during mid-loop operation of refueling outage. Table 3
probabilities by and 115 to show the ipact of slip error summarizes the results.
probabilities on the core damage frequency. A. Core Damage Frequency

In the quantification of event trees, it is possible that two or
more human errors caii appear simultaneous in certain minimal I Core mage frequencies during POS 6 and POS 10 nud-loop
cut sets. For these cut sets, the dependency among these human operation of refueling outage are comparable. Core damage
actions has to be examined carefully in order to have a correct frequency during mid-loop operation of drained maintenance
frequency estimation of the cut sets. outage is higher than these of the refueling outage. From Table

1, it can be seen that the frequency of the initiating events
Dependence between two human reliabilities was considered by during the drained maintenance outage are about 23 times

the following equation." lower than these during the refueling outage. It implies that the
conditional core damage frequency for a given loss of RER

P(AB) =P(A) P(BIA) event occurs during mid-loop operation of drained maintenance
where outage is about 45 times higher tan that of the refueling

P(AB) probability of human error A and human error outage. This is due to that, in a loss of RHR event occurs
occurs simultaneously during mid-loop operation of drained maintenance outage, the

P(A) human error probability of action A only available mitigation action is the feed and bleed operation
P(BIA) human error probability of action given the through charging pump and pressurizer PORVs. Without a big

occurrence of human eror A opening in RCS, the amount of water can be fed into cold legs
from RWST by gravity is limited. The RCS pressure built up

P(BIA) is given by due to core boiling will terininate the injection flow. In the
present analysis, it was also assumed that the steam generators

I secondary side is dumped and, therefore, the reflux cooling
P(BIA = Y cannot be established. If the reflux cooling is considered, core

where P(B) is the human error probability of action B. damage frequency is reduced firorri'l. 3 x IO-' per year to 96 x
IO-' per year, about 25 % reduction.

The value y was determined by the dependence of A and B. 2. More than 80% of core damage frequency is due to over
y- I for full dependency draining during drain down (initiating event A) and total
y--2 for high dependency non-recover loss of RHR (initiating event Q. Less than 20 of
y-- 7 for median dependency core damage frequency is due to the other three initiating
y-20 forlow dependency events. For over draining during drain down, higher core
y=oo for zero dependency

Table 3 Summary of core damage frequencies

A B C D E Total

POS6 base case' 4.OXIO" 4.0xl0-' 3.8x I Or' 5.5xl0-' 6.3x I Or' 8.8xl0-'

refueling open RCS - 1.3xl0r' 1.6xlO" I.SX10-1 1.8XIO-3 2.06V i.7xlO-'

closed RCS' 4.4xlV 4.3xlO-' 4,2x I Or' 6.IxIO-' TWO 9.7xlO-'

POS 10 base case' 3.6xl0f' IWO-' 4. x 10-6 6.lxl0-' 6.9X Or' 8.8xlO-'

refueling open RCS- 2.5xlOrl 15AW 2.0)(10r' 2.0x10-1 2.040-11' 5.0)(10-'

closed RCS' 3.9x I Or' 4.2xl0-1 4.6 I r6 6.740-1 7.'h(10,1 9.7X 1 0-1

Drained maintenance base case 7.6x I Or6 8.0Xl0-1 3.0x]Or' 1.440-1 1.6xl0r' 1.340-1

probability of pressurizer safety valve removal is 0 I pressurizer safety valve ot rmoved
pressurizer safety valve removed
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damage frequency comes from two reasons. One is the high rcfiieling outage increases by a factor of 2.5 if the reflux cooling is
initiating event frequency and the other is that the operating not a legitimate itigation action in events of loss of RHR 'Me
RHR pump will trip due to cavitation after over draining. The impact of reflux cooling on the core damage frequency is
recovery of the tripped RHR pump needs a long time. significant. However, if a pressurizer safety valve is removed
Therefore, only the standby RHR pump was available for before entering mid-loop operation, whether the reflux cooling is a
removing the decay heat. For non-recover loss of RHR, no feasible mitigation action will not be a issue.
RHR pumps was available. Other mitigation actions must be
performed to remove decay heat. 2. Human Error Probability

3 As shown in Table 3 the core damage frequency due to loss of It is well known that the uncertainty in the prediction of human
RHR events in the mid-loop operations of refueling outage is error probability is large. The large uncertainties come from the
lower under the condition of open RCS. The open RCS is choice of prediction models and the wide variation in the
achieved by removing a pressurizer safety valve before assignment of human reliability parameters of the model. In the
entering mid-loop operation. From Table 5, it can be seen that present analysis, HCR and THERP models were used for
the removal of pressurizer safety valve could reduce the core estimating human error probabilities. Most of the parameters used
damage frequency by a factor of 6 in POS 6 and by a factor of in the HCR model ere assigned by engineering judgement after
17 in POS 10. The removal of pressurizer safety valve could meetings with plant operators and an expert in human reliability
prevent the build up of RCS pressure due to core boiling when analysis.
loss of RHR events occur. By keeping the RCS under low
pressure, the gravity driven injection flow from RW T can Three cases were analyzed to quanti impact uman
keep the core covered for more than 24 hours. The removal of error probability on the core damage frequency during mid-loop
pressurizer safety valve also provides a path for bleeding the operation. The result are summarized in Table 5. The case 1 a
RCS. However, the open RCS inhabits the establishment of minimum cut-off value of 10` was used for HCR model. If the
reflux cooling to remove decay heat through steam generator probability of fail-to-response (HEPd as predicted by HCR model
secondary side. 'Me results of the present study show that te is less than 10-' then the value of 0 was used. During mid-loop
mitigation action of the gravity feed from RWST to cold leg is operation, the response time available for operators following an
more effective in reducing core damage frequency than that of initiating event is usually longer than that at power operation.
the reflux cooling. Nevertheless, the time to core uncovery Therefore, most of the human eor probabilities calculated by
after the initiation of the loss of RHR events is shorter under HCR model will be much smaller than 10 (see Table 2 If
the condition of open RCS A hand calculation shows that if a 10"was used as the mininitim cut-off value, the core.damagc:
loss of RHR event is initiated 3 days after shutdown the time to frequency increases by 15% for refueling outage, and by 6 for
core uncovery is 22 hours in open RCS and 57 hours in drained maintenance outage.
closed RCS. Usually, the time to core uncovery is used as a
basis to determine the time available for operators to take In the analysis of case 2 and case 3 the human error
proper actions. probabilities of slip (HEP.) used in the base case analysis were

multiplied by and 1/5. 'Me results show that the core damage
B. Sensitivity analysis frequency of refueling outage increases by 30% as the human

error probabilities due to slip increase by times. The core
1. Reflux Cooling damage frequency decreases by 7 as the human error

probabilities due to slip decrease by times. The impact of human
As suggested in the studies of NUREG/CR-5855' and error probability due to slip on the core damage frequency of

WCAP- 1 1916,' reflux cooling is an effective way for long term drained maintenance outage is smaller than that of the refueling
decay heat removal during loss of RHR events of mid-loop outage. This is due to that less human action were needed in the
operation. However, the establishment of reflux cooling requires loss of RHR events of drained maintenance outage.
the build up of RCS pressure. Some temporary seals installed on
the RCS during outage may not be strong enough to bear the Table Summary of sensitivity study
pressure. 'Me possible weak spots include the tygon hose for level on human reliability
indication, nozzle dams on steam generator entrance and exit, and Basecase Casel' Case2- Case3'
seal table of instrumentation tubes. The rupture of these POS 6 8.8 x 10-1 .x Orl 12 x 10-1 83 x IF
temporary seals would result in a RCS coolant inventory loss. -refueling
Under certain condition, the rupture location of RCS may prevent POS 10 8.8 x 10-1 .x la' 12 x 10-1 8. x W
the injected water from reaching the core to remove de .cay heat. A refuelinpDrained 1.3 x IO-' 14 x OF' 1.5 Ws 13 x IOry
sensitivity study was made to investigate the impact of refluxing maintenance
cooling on the core damage frequency. Table 4 summarizes the HEPdhasbecncutwithaIowbDu1W f le
results. As shown in Table 4 the core damage frequency of + HEP = HEP d +HEP x 5

Table 4 Core damage frequencies for
reflux ling sensitivity study CONCLUSION

Reflux cQplnlg 011ssible W' th Core damage frequency during operating modes other then fllIs PO refM11 cooling
POS 6 '8.8 x IO' 2.2 x Or' power operation was typically not considered in PRAs of nuclear

refueling power plant. NUREG/CR-50154 estimated that the core damage
POS 10 '8.8 x IO' 2.2 x I Or'

refueling frequency for loss of cooling during reftieling and drained
Drained 9.6 x 10" 'I.3 x 10-5 maintenance of Surry is 424 x 10-' per year. The results of the

ninintenance present analysis show that the core damage frequency due to loss
frequencies of base case of RHR events occur during mid-loop operation of a 3-loop P"
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ABSTRACT offsite doses and relies on reasonable operator response times.
The criteria for core coolability, RCS pressure, containment

The draft U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) policy pressure, offsite doses and operator action time are chosen to be
on digital protection system software requires all Advanced appropriate for the beyond design basis categorization of each
Light Water Reactors (ALWRs) to be evaluated assuming a event when a concurrent low probability CMF of the protection
hypothetical common mode failure (CMF) which incapacitates system software is also assumed.
the normal automatic initiation of safety functions. I

EVALUATION APPROACH
The System 80+Tl ALWR has been evaluated for such
hypothetical conditions. The results show that the diverse 'Me evaluations of the following six events in
automatic and manual protective systems in System 80+ provide conjunction with a hypothetical CMF are presented:
ample safety performance margins relative to core coolability,
offsite radiological releases, Reactor Coolant System (RCS) I Single Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Shaft Seizure
pressurization and containment integrity. 2. Single RCP Shaft Break

3. Control Element Assembly (CEA) Ejection
This deterministic evaluation served to quantify the significant 4. Main Steam Line Break
inherent safety margins in the System 80-�Tm Standard Plant 5. Feedwatel' Pipe Break
design even in the event of this extremely low probability 6. Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
scenario of a common mode failure.

The evaluations use best estimate assumptions regarding
INTRODUCTION initial operating conditions and assume continued operability of

the RCPs, the main steam and feedwater systems, and the NSSS
All of the safety-related design basis events for System control systems since they are not afected by the CMF. (The

80+TM were evaluated for the impact of CMR Six of the most NSSS Control Systems are not affected by CMF because they use
limiting events have been chosen for presentation in this paper. diverse hardware and software from that used in the Protection
These six are adequate to demonstrate the significant margin in System.) The Alternate Protection System (APS), which is
the design. diverse from the normal reactor protection system is assumed to

provide an automatic high pressurizer pressure reactor trip and an
Each event was evaluated applying the initial conditions, automatic actuation of the emergency feedwater equipment on

equipment operability, operator actions and acceptanc 'e criteria low steam generator level.
described herein. The emphasis of the evaluations were to
ensure a reasonable time for the operating staff to cope with the
events in a manner which preserves core coolability, prevents
excessive RCS or containment overpressure, prevents excessive
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INSTRUMENTATION AVAILABLE TO THE OPERATOR failure; however, information provided to the DPS by the ESF-
CCS is assumed to become unavailable due to the postulated

Operator response is necessary to help mitigate the short failure.
term effects and to accomplish subsequent recovery actions
following each event. Diversity in the NUPLEX 80+TIA The P-CCS and PCS obtain key plant parameters either from
Advanced Control Complex equipment and software assures isolated safety channel signals at the Auxiliary Process Cabinets
that adequate instrumentation and controls will remain available or via control channel sensors which are separate from the safety
for timely diagnosis and mitigation of the event initiators with equipment. The P-CCS and PCS obtain the sensed parameters in
the worst- case postulated software CMF. Table I via the former method. 'Me DPS performs signal

validation of this information and then compares the validated
The NUPLEX 80+7r' safety related display instrumentation value for each parameter to the validated value determined by

is implemented in 3 segments: DIASTm-N (Discrete Indication DIASTM -N and generates an alarm if they are inconsistent. As a
and Alarm System - Channel N), DIASTm-P (Channel P) and result, the operator will be alerted if a failure occurs in DIASTM -N,
DPS (Data Processing System). Since the DIASTM -N equipment and can compare DPS and DIASTM -N indications to the DIASTM -

may be affected by the postulated CMF, this evaluation P display to determine if either system is providing an unreliable
conservatively assumes that the alarms and displays generated indication for the key parameters.
by this system will be disabled. The DIASTM-P indicators
provide a dedicated display of the Category I parameters The PCS implements independent control channel sensors for
specified in Regulatory Guide 197 and would remain unaffected excore neutron flux data and detection of dropped control rods.
by the postulated common mode failure in the NUPLEX 8+TM Therefore, the DPS display of core power, and the NUPLEX
protection system software. The parameters displayed ae listed 80+TM core mimic representation of a successful reactor tip are
in Table 1. not affected by the postulated failure. In addition, the DPS

provides alarms for conditions associated with reactor trip, pre-
Table I - Key Indicators of Critical Function Status trip and ESF actuation which would not be affected by the

Displayed Continously Via DIASTm-P postulated failure.

Sensed Parameters: Manual actuation of equipment via means which are not
subject to a CMF of the protection system software is provided in

RCS Pressure the System 80+Tm design for each ESF primary flow path, as
Coolant Temperature (Hot) follows:
Coolant Temperature (Cold)
Containment Pressure (Wide Range) 2 trains of safety injection pumps,
Containment Pressure (Narrow Range) I train of containment spray,
Steam Generator Pressure I train of emergency feedwater,
Steam Generator Level (Wide Range) I train of main steam isolation, -
Pressurizer Level I train of letdown isolation, and
Neutron Flux Power Level (Safety Channels) I train of containment air purge isolation valves.
Reactor Cavity Level
RCS Radiation Level EVENT DEFINMONS AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
Containment Area Radiation
Containment Hydrogen Concentration In general, the coolability criterion used for non-LOCA
Containment Isolation Valve Status events is the IO CFR 50.46 limit of cladding temperatures less
Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank Level than 1477.6'K (2200'F). Departure from nucleate boiling

(DNBR), although not used as a coollability criterion, was used as
Calculated by Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation an indicator that the 1477.6'K (2200'F) limit was not violated in
(PAMI) Computer: cases where the DNBR remained above the specified acceptable

fuel design limit of 124.
Core Exit Temperatures
Reactor Vessel Coolant Level For breaks in small lines, the capability of the diverse
RCS Subcooling equipment and operator action to provide Protection are evaluated.

�I 994 Combustion Engineering, Inc. The core coolability acceptance criteria used are the 10 CFR
50.46 criteria. Operator action is credited to mitigate the event

The DPS, which provides redundant and diverse display of and realistic assumptions are made regarding initial operating
the indications and alarms presented by DIASTm-N, would not conditions and equipment operability. The event was also
be affected by the postulated failure. The DPS receives evaluated with respect to offisite doses.
information used for display and alarm from the Process-
Component Control System (P-CCS), the Power Control System Steam line breaks outside containment are considered,
(PCS) and the Engineered Safety Features-CCS (ESF-CCS). including the double-ended break of a main pipe. The steam line
The P-CCS and the PCS would not be affected by the postulated break is considered for its impact on core overpower, core
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coolability, offsite doses and peak RCS pressure. Operator psia) within a few seconds of event initiation. It is then
action is assumed at 30 minutes to perform steam and feedwater reduced to nominal operating values by the pressurizer sprays
line isolation, and safety injection actuation using available due to the action of the Pressurizer Pressure Control System.
diverse equipment.

'Me Doppler and moderator reactivity feedback due to
Double-ended feedwater line breaks are considered inside the heatup caused by the power spike, coupled with the constant

containment. Check valves inside the containment prevent turbine power demand, result in core power falling back to re-
steam generator blowdown for breaks outside containment. stabilize at 100% power within approximately 90 seconds
Hence, the feedwater line break inside containment and following event initiation. 'Me DNBR decreases rapidly
downstream of the check valves is evaluated for its impact on following the power spike caused by the ejected CEA. The
containment pressure. The evaluation assumes the lack of minimum DNBR is greater than 1.5. Subsequent to the minimum,
automatic steam line/feedline isolation and the continued the DNBR increases due the reduction in core power. The peak
addition of main feedwater to the steam generators. The clad temperature obtained during the transient remains less than
acceptance criterion is the ASME Service Level C stress limit 644.3'K (700'F), well below the 1477.6'K (2200'F) limit. Also
on the steel containment, which corresponds to approximately the peak centerline temperature remains less than 1810.9'K
0.896 Wag (I 30 psig). (2800'F) which is approximately half of that at which fuel

melting could occur. The peak radially averaged fuel enthalpy is
The RCP shaft seizure, RCP shaft break and CEA ejection less than 40% of the II 71.5 KJ/Kg 280 cal/g) value normally

(without primary system rupture) events were evaluated used for event acceptance. The resulting radiological
crediting the best-estimate overpower margin of approximately consequences of the CEA ejection event are bounded by the doses
135% in the System 80+ design. This allows these events to presented for the LOCA event, since no fuel failure is predicted to
result in minimum DNBRs above the specified acceptable fuel occur. At 30 minutes the operator is assumed to take control of
design limit. In addition to DNBR, the CEA ejection event was the plant in order to trip the reactor and execute a controlled
evaluated with respect to core coolability and fuel enthalpy. For cooldown.
the CEA ejection event with primary system rupture, the event
was evaluated with respect to 10 CFR 50.46 criteria and offsite Main Steam Line Break

dose consequences. The large energy extraction caused by the double-ended

INDIVIDUAL EVENT EVALUATIONS main steam line break reduces steam pressure dramatically and
the main turbinelgenerator shuts down, terminating the resupply

Single RCP Shaft Seizure/Shaft Break of water to the feedwater system via condensation of the turbine
steam. The feedwater control system will tend to increase flow to

The reactor coolant pump shaft seizure/break results the steam generators based on the low level and high steam flow
in a rapid decrease in reactor coolant flow. 'Me flow reduction measured in the steam generator integral nozzle/venturis. It is
terminates within a few seconds and stabilizes at a flow of conservatively assumed that initiation of the steam line break
approximately 75% of the initial flow. The reactor is assumed results in an immediate loss of all feedwater heating, causing the
not to trip due to the CMR The flow reduction results in a feedwater enthalpy to drop to that of the condenser hotwells It
degradation in DNBR. The minimum DNBR of 159 occurs at also is conservatively assumed that the feedwater system and
4.2 seconds. Subsequent to this minimum, the DNBR slowly feedwater control system are able to maintain a relatively large
increases until an essentially constant value is reached. At 30 mass of liquid in the steam generators until the entire supply of
minutes the operator is assumed to manually trip the reactor at available main feedwater is exhausted. The resulting cooldown
which time the DNBR will again increase. 'Me operator will causes a rapid increase in core power which is calculated to peak
then perform a controlled cooldown of the plant. Alarms and and plateau at approximately 180% of rated power within 0
indications would be provided via equipment not affected by the seconds of event initiation (Figure 1).
CMF as described above.

The transient minimum DNBR of 1.00 occurs at
Since the minimum DNBR remained well above the approximately 50 seconds. Although this DNBR value is

specified acceptable fuel design limit of 124 no fuel failures indicative of localized boiling, no credit was taken in the analysis
occur. Also, since the plant is in a stable condition for at least for void reactivity feedback to reduce core power. The maximum
30 minutes, the operator has sufficient time to manually trip the cladding and fuel centerline temperatures follow the same trend as
reactor and take control of the plant in order to execute a the power, reaching peak values of less than 894.3'K
controlled cooldown. (I 150'F) and 2783.2'K (4550'F), respectively, at about one

minute into the transient. The core will thus remain coolable.
CEA Ejection

'Me mass of feedwater in the system at the beginning of
The ejection of the CEA causes the core power to the event is sufficient to supply feedwater to the steam generators

spike to approximately II 7% of rated power in less than I 0 at a rate approximately equal to the steam flow through the break
ms. The reactor coolant system pressure increases due to the for about 6 minutes. Thereafter, it is assumed that the feedwater
increase in RCS temperatures caused by this power spike. The flow is drawn from the deaerator storage tank, which is at a
pressurizer pressure peaks at approximately I 57 MPa 2280
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Figure I - Full Power Steam Line Break Outside Containment, Figure 2 - Full Power Steam Line Break Outside Containment,
Upstream of MSIVs Upstream of MSIVs
Core Power vs Time RCS Pressure vs Time

somewhat higher enthaply, until that source is exhausted in less than 6 of the fuel in DNB., All fuel pins in DNB are
approximately two minutes. Since the feedwater enthalpy is assumed to fail. To obtain bounding values for offsite
higher during this interval, the rate of energy extraction and the radiological dos6, however, calculations were performed using
resulting core power are calculated to be lower during this time the assumption that 100% of the fuel pins fail. ne resulting two
period. As the feedwater in the deaerator storage tank is hour inhalation thyroid dose and whole body dose at the
completely expended, the source of feedwater becomes the Exclusion Area Boundary (EAB) are 92 and 3 REM, respectively.
condensate storage tank which is assumed to be at the same The eight hour doses for the LPZ are 41 REM for inhalation
enthalpy as that of the original condenser hotwell liquid. The thyroid and 03 REM for whole body. These values are well
core power thus increases again to its original level, remaining within 10 CFR 100 guidelines.
there until the feedwater supply is totally exhausted at 16
minutes into the transient. Te core power then drops off Feedwater Pipe Break
quickly due to the heatup that occurs with the loss of feedwater
flow and the steam generators begin to dry out. The containment pressure response due to a feedwater

pipe break is presented in Figure 3 Upon rupture of the
The emergency feedwater actuation setpoint is feedwater line, the steam generator mass and energy released to

reached at 16.5 minutes. The drying out of the steam generators the containment results in a rapid increase in containment
causes a large primary pressure spike, which results in a reactor pressure. In this analysis a reactor tp on high pressurizer
trip on high pressurizer pressure by the Alternate Protection pressure via the Alternate Protection System occurs at 23 seconds.
System at 17.1 minutes after event initiation. The RCS pressure At 120 seconds, the supply of high energy main feedwater is
peaks at less than 20.3 MPa 2950 psia) (Figure 2 within assumed to be exhausted, thus the rate of pressure increase
approximately 3 seconds of generation of the high pressurizer decreases. Steam generator dryout occurs at 490 seconds further
pressure trip signal. This pressure is below the Level C limit of reducing the rate of containment pressure increase.
22.1 MPa 3200 psia) for the RCS. The steam generators are
calculated to be completely dried out at 17.4 minutes into the At 30 minutes, containment spray and main steam
event. Emergency feedwater delivery begins to reach the steam isolation of the affected steam generator are assumed to be
generators at 17.5 minutes. Te reactor operator manually manually actuated. Containment pressure, steam generator
closes the main steam isolation valves 30 minutes after event pressure and level alarms would provide indication of
initiation and initiates a controlled plant cooldown. the need for operator action. The actuation of containment sprays

serves to terminate the pressure increase and causes the pressure
'Me calculated maximum cladding and fuel centerline to begin decreasing. Emergency feedwater was assumed to be

temperatures demonstrate that the core would remain coolable continuously added to both steam generators. The peak
for this event. All pins with DNBRs below the specified containment pressure obtained was 0648 MPag 94 psig). This is
acceptable fuel design limit of 124 were assumed to experience less than the ASME Service Level C limit of 0.896 MPag (I 30
DNB. The value of minimum DNBR results in psig). Subsequent to containment spray actuation and

main steam isolation, the operator can begin a controlled
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.0.00 mitigation. he evaluation of these small pipe breaks
conservatively envelopes the results of assumed failures of
piping flanges, valve packings, and gaskets or pump seals in pipes
which are 12 inches or larger in diameter since their effective

0-99 (04 7 break areas are much smaller. The evaluation assumes the RCPs

operate during the event until they are manually tripped by the
operator.

0.414 40) mlWr

A realistic evaluation was performed of the response to
breaks in branch lines connected to the RCS which are smaller

0.276 (40) mm TIMM= than 12 inches in diameter. None of the breaks analyzed resulted

Q in core uncovery. The results of a break in a 3 inch cold leg
k nozzle are presented in this paper.

0.135 (2%
A 3 inch break in a cold leg nozzle results in a rapid

depressurization of the RCS. The consequent moderator voiding
0 ------ - .............. ........ ........ ...... also reduces core power for this event. A reasonable estimate of

0 4W SW 12W ISO reactor operator response would indicate that manual actuation of
01994 Combustion Engineering, Inc. TWOECONN the reactor tp would occur within 3 inutes of event initiation.

No credit for this trip was taken for the analysis presented here.

Figure 3 - Feedwater Line Break at Full Power The results presented rely entirely on the moderator reactivity
Containment Pressure vs Time feedback to shut the core down. The core power is shown in

Figure 4.

cooldown using the Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) bypass
valves of the intact steam generator and the steam bypass 1.2

system or the atmospheric dump valves using the hand wheels if
necessary. 1.0

With respect to the primary system response, the
consequences of the feedwater line break are bounded by those 0.8
of the steam line break. The steam line break resulted in high
reactor power together with the nearly simultaneous dry out of
both steam generators. The resulting pmary to secondary 0.0
power mismatch near the time of tip is greater than could be
experienced for a feedwater line break event; thus, peak RCS
pressure will be lower for the feedwater line break event and 0.4

will remain less than the RCS Level C stress limit of 22.1 MPa
(3200 psia). With respect to offsite doses, since the steam 0.2

line break dose calculation assumed 100% fuel failures and the
blowdown of both steam generators along with an outside
containment break, the offsite doses following the feedwater o 12W I
line break will be bounded by the steam line break event and, TIME. KCWOS

thus, will meet 10 CFR 100 guidelines. 01994 Combustion Engineering, Inc.

Loss of Coolant Accident Figure 4 - LOCA of 3 Inch Cold Leg Nozzle
Core Power vs Time

For pipes which are 12 inches or larger in diameter a
detectable leak would occur significantly in advance of a major
rupture. Thus, the operator would have sufficient time to shut Considering the assumed absence of a reactor trip, the
down and depressurize the plant pior to a large break most important operator action for this event was found to be the
occurrence. This evaluation credits this characteristic of large manual actuation of the safety injection pumps. A reasonable
pipes and the System 80+Tm leak detection equipment to cope estimate of reactor operator response would indicate that manual
with large breaks. A failure of pipes smaller than 12 inches may actuation of safety injection would take place within 15 minutes
not allow sufficient time for leak detection pior to break. of initiation of this event. In this analysis the safety injection
Therefore, these small break loss of coolant accidents pumps were conservatively assumed to be activated 16 minutes
(SBLOCAs) require additional evaluation, crediting the after event initiation. The initiation of safety injection flow adds
capability of diverse equipment and operator action for liquid inventory to the RCS. Also, injection of this fluid into the
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steam space of the partially voided reactor vessel annulus later a diverse reactor trip and emergency feedwater actuation) and the
in the tansient contributes to a second RCS depressurization. NUPLEX 80.+Tm Advanced Control Complex which provides a
However, this second depressurization does not result in safety diverse manually operated control panel specifically installed to
injection tank discharge for this event. allow accident mitigation under the conditions of a common

mode failure of the Plant Protection System.
Based upon emergency procedures, no action would

be taken to trip RCPs prior to reactor trip and safety injection REFERENCE
actuation. It was found to be conservative for this event to
trip the RCPs early once safety injection actuation had occurred. 1. "Policy, Technical, and Licensing Issues Pertaining to
Therefore, it was assumed that all four RCPs were tripped 17 Evolutionary and Advanced Light-Water Reactor (ALWR)
minutes after event initiation. At no time during this event is Designs:' SECY-93-087, April 2 1992.
there core uncovery (see Figure 5). Therefore, no cladding
ballooning or consequential cladding rupture or high
temperature oxidation are predicted. The reactor operator
would initiate a controlled plant cooldown 30 minutes after
event iitiation.

An offsite dose evaluation was performed for the 3
inch cold leg LOCA event. The resultant two hour EAB thyroid
and whole body doses are less than 297 REM and 3 REM,
respectively. The resultant 30 day LPZ thyroid and
whole body doses are less than 46 REM and 07 REM,
respectively. These doses meet 10 CFR 100 guidelines.

Mu (46)

7.32 424)
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Figure - LOCA of 3 Inch Cold Leg Nozzle
Mixture Level In-Core vs. Time

CONCLUSION

The analysis of events presented in this paper demonstrates
the resiliency of the System 80+Tm Standard Plant design to
acconunodate the CMF beyond-design basis accident. The
System 80+Tll design, although equipped with numerous safety
systems, was shown to safetly accommodate even the most
severe accidents without crediting automatic actuation by
protection systems. This was made possible by crediting the
diverse non-safety Alternate Protection System (which provides
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ABSTRACT is developed for including the events induced by
earthquake and typhoon in the living PRA model.

A living probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) However, due to the different methodology used for
model has been established for Chinshan uclear fire and flood analyses, tere events are currently not
Power Station (BWR-4, MARK-1) using NUPRA included i this model.
software package. he core damage frequency due to
internal events, seismic events and typhoons are In this paper, the Chinshan living PRA model
evaluated i this model. Te methodology ad results and results are psented. Dominant core dmage
considering (lie recent implementation of die 5th sequences from internal events ad seismic events are
emergency diesel generator and automatic boron discussed. Finally, he possible applications of tis
injection function are presented. Te dominant living model are proposed.
sequences of his PA model are discussed, and some
possible applications of this living model are 11. LIVING PRA MODEL AND RESULTS
proposed.

II.A Iternal Events
1. H4TRODUC1'ION

Fifteen initiating events are identified in the
The probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) project Chinshan PRA. The event category and estimated

of Chinslian Nuclear Power Station (CNPS) was annual frequency for these events are described in Table
started in 1988 and completed in 1991. In this 1. Event tree is developed for each initiating event to
original Chinshan PRA, the iternal events and delineate die accident sequences. 'Me last item of tis
external events of earthquake, typhoon, fire and flood table, anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) is
were analyzed. The total core damage frequency (CDF) not an initiating event, but event trees are specifically
is I.4xI0-4 per reactor-year(r-y) i wich the developed for analyzing these consequential eents.
contribution distributions are: internal event, 44%;
seismic event, 45%; fire, 10%; typhoon, 02%; and In preparing the living model, the fault tree are
flood, 0.1% (Ref. 1). modularized for saving memory and (Boolean)

operation. ault tree linkage method, i.e., small event
At the time that this model was constructed, te tree large fault tree, is used for the event tree model

software for living PRA was rapidly developing. and sequence quantification. In die sequence analysis,
Also, the important design changes for CNPS, i.e., the same function (for the headings in the event tree)
installation of the 5th emergency diesel generator might be assigned differently under different
EDG; CNPS has two uits, each unit had two EDGs situations. Te detail of these pocesses has been
originally) and the implementation of te redundant presented in a previous PSA meeting3.
reactivity control system (RRCS; mainly adding
automatic boron injection function i standby liquid The results of CDF initiated from eh initiating
control system), ave been completed recently. For event are also presented in the last column of Table ;
revising (lie PRA model ad future pplication of this the total C13F for internal events is estimated to be
model, the living Chinshan PIZA odel was 2.4xlo-4 per r-y. he value in die last row of this
established in a personal computer using te latest table is die sum of all sequences due to ATWS. Due
version of NPRA 2. 1) software2 A ethodology to the installation of the 5th EDG, merely five percent
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Table 1. Internal Initia(ing Events for Chinslian PRA

Event Category Initiating CDF
Frequency (1/r-y) (1/r-y)

TIA: Reactor isolated, feedwater available 0.69 4.8xIO-8
TIB: Reactor isolated, feedwater trip 1.7 2.lxlO-6
T2A: Reactor not isolated, feedwater available 3.8 1.2x,0-7
T2B: Reactor not isolated, feedwater trip 1.1 1. 2x 10-6
T3: Loss of offsite power 0.15 9.5xlO-6
T4: Inadvertent stuck open relieve valve 8.OxIO-2 3.4xlo-8
T5: Loss of feedwater 3.OxlO-2 9.5xIO-7
TC: Loss of compressed air I.5x1O-3 3.4xIO-6
TS: Loss of CSCW 6.4x,0-4 2.9xIO-7
A: Large LOCA 2.7x10-4 3.OxI0-7
SI: Intermediate LOCA 2.7xlO-3 6.5xIO-7
S2: Small LOCA 2.7x1O-2 < 10-8
AO: LOCA bypassing containment 8.4xlo-6 1.IxIO-7
VA: Interfacing LOCA 4.5x10-6 2.4x1O-7
RV: Vessel rupture 2.7xlO-7 2.7x 10-7
CM: Anticipated tansient without scram 1.4xlO-4* 4.5xI0-6

(All transient initiating event frequency, 76) x (ailure of rod insertion per
demand, 1.8x,0-5)

of the CDF distributes about evenly in five transient faflure of the condensate storage tank, which has to be
scenarios: loss of offsite power 20%, excluding ANDed with failure to switch over to the suppression
station blackout), ransient without ijection 20%), pool as a failure echanism for igh pressure core
loss of long-term heat removal (I 9%), ATWS (I 9%), injection (HPCI) and reactor core isolation cooling
and station blackout 17%), and five percent from (RCIC). Because of the relatively high unavailability
LOCA sequences. on demand of HPCI and RCIC from oer causes, it is

slightly non conservative, but not very significantly
II.B. Seismic and Typhoon Events so, to omit this potential failure mechanism. These

approximations allow the almost complete separation
The seismic fragilities for about one hundred of te seismic and on seismic failure modes of

important equipment/structures in Chinshan Unit I are systems.
evaluated for Chinshan PRA. However, only eighteen
of them are found to ave a median peak ground This approach simplifies die quantificatio of
acceleration (PGA < 3g or a high-confidence-low seismic-event trees, because now te seismic parts of
-probability-of-failure (I-ICLPF) acceleration < Ig. the quantification, which are done on SEISMIC codel,
Table 2 depicts these equipmentlaructures and their can be separated from (he non seismic (or random)
fragilities. Due to the strong fragility of the other parts, which are done on NUPRA, as in the case of the
safety-related equipment/structures, die probability of internal-event tree. Te seismic-event analysis is
annual scismically iduced filure for those equipment startedAicrefore, with a front-end seismic-event ree,
/structures are negligible. shown in Fig. 1, which odels seismically induced

failures of components and structures and defines the
In order to incorporate die seismic and typhoon) initial seismic-damage states. For those damage

events into the living odel a methodology is states not directly leading to core damage a system
developed to separate the sismic and non seismic event tree is developed, ad which includes only non
(random) failures. This is possible because of die way seismic failure.
the impact of the seismic failures is modeled. In a
seismic event, all redundant components affected by a The front-end seismic-event tree is evolved from a
seismic failure are assumed to fail at the same time. preliminary front-end seismic-event tree hat included
Thus, there are very few ixed cut sets of he more seismic failures, specifically, an event
seismic* random type. One notable exception is representing seismically induced diesel generator
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Table 2 Significant Selismically-induced Failures

Structure equipment PGA(g) HCLPF(g) Related I leading
(Fig.1)

Control room ceiling 0.35 0.11 CR
Offsite power (ceramic insulator) 0.40 0.19 OP
Gas turbine 0.61 0.40 Op
Air accumulator of relief valve 0.79 0.19 SA
Power center transformers 1.03 0.31 Ap
Core support structure 1.05 0.29 CM
Gas turbine motor control center 1.08 0.34 Op
Conednsate storage tank 1.15 0.29
Reactor vessel support skirt 1.22 0.43 RV
Switchgear (structure) 1.56 0.50 Ap
Fuel-assembly 1.70 0.56 CM
Recirculation pumps 1.77 0.59 Rp
Diesel oil storage tank 2.10 0.62
Switchgear (relay chatter) 2.25 0.80
Essensial service warer MCC 2.65 0.77
Main control boards 2.65 0.79 AP
D/G control panel chatter) 4.44 0.85
480-V power center chatter) 5.66 0.88
* Negligible contributors to CDF and not modeled.

failures, and an event representing failure of all the Similar methodology is applied to evaluate the
electrically powered systems due to relay catter. typhoon event induced core damage frequency. The
Solution of this original tree, owever sows that strong wind induced loss of offsite power (due to
these failures are insignificant contributors to core failure of switchyard, or both transmission line and
damage frequency, hence tey were left off the final gas turbine building) frequency is estimated to be 1 I
tree used in the analysis. x 1-5 per year. Using the same loss of offsite power

event tree as that for seismically-induced loss of offsite
The equipment/structures considered i each power, the CDF is evaluated to be I.2xI0-7 per r-y.

heading in the front-end tree are shown in the last The original typhoon event induced CDF is 3.2xlo-7
column of Table 2 It is noteworthy that for control per r-y.
room abitable heading CR, additional event of "loss

of control room habitability given seismically-induced II.C. Safety Enhancement of Recent Design
ceiling failure" is considered. A pseudo fragility for Improvements
this event is assumed to be the same as hat of control
room ceiling. Furthermore, the fragility of offsite In the orginal Chinshan PRA (before design
power in Table 2 is specifically or 345-,kv improvements), te CDF for internals events was
transmission line ceramic insulator. Due to its
different design, the fragility of 69-kv ransmission estimated to be 6.IxI0-5 per r-y. Installation of the
line, to which h two gas urbines are connected, is 5th EDG gives a CDF reduction of 3.6x10-5 per r-y.
considered to be very strong. The implementation of the RRCS will prevent the

operator eor in failure to inject boron i time uder
Out of eighteen plant damage conditions identified ATWS. However, the dominant events for te ATWS

in Fig. 1, system event trees are developed for eight of sequence are valves set in wrong configuration in the
them to further identify the accident sequences. he standby liquid control system. This design change
quantification of these event trees is performed by gives 5xI0-7 per r-y reduction of CDF, about 10%
NUPRA software. Te results of core damage of all AYWS sequences. It is noteworthy that in
frequencies initiated by these events are illustrated in addition to failure to inject born, the operator errors in
(lie rightest column (values i parenthesis) of Fig. 1. inhibiting automaLic-depressurization system (ADS)
The total seismically-induced CDF is estimated to be and preventing vessel overfill are also evaluated in the
6.6 x 1-5 per r-y.
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PRA model. These operator errors are found to be but currently this credit is ot taken in the PRA
more cucial tan initiating boron injection. model.

In the original Chinshan PRA, te seismically- III.B. Extenial Events
induced CDF was estimated to be 6.3xlo-5 per r-y.
An error for te equation used for loss of long-term Due to [lie weak fragility of control room ceiling
heat removal function in EKCR (sequence S02 in Fig. and the assumption of control room abitability
1) system event tree was found wile performing the described-above, seismically induced loss of control
living PRA. After the Crrection, the CDF for room is the main initiator for core damage. Under
Clihishan uit I (before design improvements) seismically induced loss of control room situation,
becomes 6.8xlo-5 per r-y. Installation of the 5th there is possibility that logic cabinets generating
EDG results in a 20 x 10-6 per r-y reduction of CDF, automatic safety system actuating signal will also be
while the RRCS gives negligible iprovement of damaged. The most dominant sequence in seismic

events is that auto-initiation of injection systems
seismically-induced CDF. capability is lost (with assumed probability of 0.10),

111. DISCUSSION OF DOMINANT SEQUENCES and the operators are unable to regain control fom the
alternate sutdown panel (ASP, with assuived
probability of 07, mainly due to the reason that only

III.A Iternal Events in the office our regain of control is possible by

operators outside the ain control room; operator in
In the original Chinshan PRA, he two most the main control room are likely to be striked by the

dominant sequences are both station blackout: one failing ceiling). Te frequency for this sequence is
with failure to recover power in 10 fir (CDF = 3.6x -5
10-5 per r-y), and te oher with a stuck open relief estimated to be 1.9x10 per r-y.

valve and failure to recover power in 30 nin. (CDF = The second dominant sequence is seismically
3.7xI0-6 per r-y). After the installation of the Rh induced safety relief valve (SRV) accumulators failure
EDG, the CDF for these two sequences become and loss of control room, which has an estimated
3.4xI0-6 per r-y and 4.0xI0-7 per r-y, respectively. frequency of 1.6x10-5 per r-y. The assumed
The most dominant sequences changes to loss of consequence of accumulators failure, i.e., loss of
offsite power ad subsequent failure of all ijection instrument itrogen, will lead to SRVs uavailable for
(not due to complete loss of ac power), which depressurization. Ahoug te RCIC system ca be
increases from 1 I 10-6 to 4.Ox 10-6 per r-y. This is operated fom the ASP, its room cooling cannot.
because that before (lie installation of the 5th EDG, Thus, eventually RCIC fails due to o room cooling.
loss of combined structure cooling water (CSCW) will Since the vessel can not be depressurized, the low
lead to failure of both original EDGs and all pressure systems are unable to make up inventory.
emergency core cooling systems (due to loss of room The above two sequences contribute more than 50 of
cooling for turbine-driven HPCI and RCIC, and loss the seisn-dcally-induced CDF.
of motor'cooling for low pressure injection systems),
and'these events are categorized as cut sets in the A sensitivity study was performed to understand
station blackout sequence. Since ie Rh EDG is what CDF reduction can be obtained if the fragilities
independent of CSCW, after he design change hese for control room ceiling and/or SRV accumulators are
events will not lead to sation blackout but will cause improved to very high values. Assuming no control
loss of all ijection under loss of offsite power room ceiling failure in a seismic event, te
situation. Te long-term station blackout (filure to seismically induced CDF becomes 7.4x10-6 per r-y
recover power in 10 fir) sequence is however, still the i.e., an 89% reduction. If no SRV accumulators
second dominant sequence. failure is further assumed, the CDF decreases to

5.6x 10-6 per r-y.
The third dominant sequence is initiated by loss of

compressed air followed by loss of residual beat IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
removal RIIR) system. Since the power conversion
system and containment venting are not available A living PRA, for Chinshan Nuclear Power
under no compressed air circumstance, the long-term Station Unit has been established using NUPRA
heat removal function is solely relied o the RIIR software package. Tis odel evaluates core damage
system. This sequence as an estimated CDF of sequences initiated by iternal events, seismic events,
3.3x,0-6 per r-y, and the vve problems are the and typhoons. A specific methodology decoupling die
dominant contributors to this sequence. Considering seismic failures ad rando flures is developed for
the long period of time available before core damage, the seismic event and typhoon analysis. The recently
the ecovery of tese valve problems is highly likely, two design canges, i.e., installation of the Rh EDG
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and implementation of lZlWS ave been icorporated plant specific technical specification O the oer
into the model. he frst iprovement gives a safety hand, tis living model will be updated at least after
enhancement of 3.8xlo-5 per r-y CDF reduction, every refueling outage to be consistent witli the design
while the second gives 5.0x,0-7 per r-y CDF chang, component failure experience, procedure and/or
reduction. Te CDF induced by internal events is operator training improvement, and new knowledge
estimated be 2.4x,0-5 per r-y, by seismic events, about severe accident. In this way, the odel grows

with the plant, and is always a correct and andy tool
6.6x,0-5 per r-y, and by typhoons, 1.2x,0-7 per r-y. for PRA application.
Considering CDF iduced by fire events, 1.4xlo-5 per
r-y, currently he total CDF for Chinshan Uit I is REFERENCES
I.OxIO-4 per r-y.

1. " Probabilistic Risk Assessment for Chinshan
The results of seismic event analysis sow that a Nuclear Power Station Unit 1, " Atomic Energy

very effective design modification for safety Council, Executive Yuan, Republic of Cina
enhancement is the improvement of control room (1991).
ceiling fragility. The seismically-induced CDF will
be reduced by a factor of ten 89% reduction) after this 2. NUPRA 21 User Manual, I IALLIB URTON NUS
modification. The Chinshan Plant has scheduled to Environmental Corporation 1993).
accomplish this improvement in te near future.

3. T.J. LIN, G.D. LI, and S..K. CHENG, " Insights
This living PRA model has been transferred to die Gained from Chinshan Living PRA Model in

site, and the application of PIZA will be performed by Taiwan," Proc. PSA'93 Int. Topl. Mtg.
the plant engineers using this tool. It is planned to Probabilistic Safety Assessment, Clearwater Beach,
used this model to evaluate the performance indicator Florida, January 26-29, 1993.
of plant safety based on the plant configuration. The
safety enhancement of a design change requests will 4. R. KARIMI, SEISMIC A Computer Program for
also be assessed by this model. Furthermore, this Seismic Risk Evaluation," NUS-4364, NUS
model can be used as a basis for he optimization of Cooporation 1983).
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An analysis to identify potential accident sequences involving In the events reviewed, floods in the auxiliary/reactor
internal floods at Fermi Unit 2 was completed to fulfill the building usually involved failures of valve gaskets,
individual plant examination requirements. Floods can be maintenance effors, pump leaks, or failures of small
significant core damage scenarios if they cause an initiating connections to the pipes. Only one pipe break (at a welded
event and a common mode failure of critical systems. joint) occurred. This observation suggests partitioning the

building flood frequency according to the major equipment
APPROACH type that failed or was mispositioned (or its associated

components failed or mispositioned), thus producing the flood.
Four types of flooding hazard are evaluated in this The following five categories were used in this analysis in the

analysis: water submergence (SM), water spray (SP), steam classification of auxiliary/reactor building floods: pump, valve,
environment (SE), and steam jet (SJ). The basic approach was heat exchanger, tank, and piping.
a conservative screening analysis that first established potential
flood sources and safety equipment locations. Food scenarios Based on the relative fraction of flooding events
were identified in terms of the source and type of flooding, the grouped into the five major equipment categories, the
extent of propagation to adjacent locations, and the equipment auxiliary/reactor building flooding frequencies were subdivided
impacted. The frequencies of these scenarios were then into the five major equipment categories. Then, based on the
determined. Important scenarios were combined with relative density of equipment of each category in each building
independent failures in the overall risk screening model to location, the flooding frequency for each equipment category is
obtain the estimated contribution to the core damage further partitioned into each building location. The total
frequency. A more detailed analysis was performed to reduce flooding frequency in each building location is obtained by
conservatisms, as required when the preliminary results summing the frequencies for the five equipment categories.
appeared to be significant. Table 3 illustrates the water submergence frequency in each

source location of the auxiliary/reactor building. Also listed in
POTENTIAL FLOOD SOURCES AND LOCATION OF Table 3 are the number of flood events evaluated with
NUTIGATION EQUIPMENT sufficient magnitude for each of the most relevant equipment

category. The frequency of floods in the residual heat removal
To identify potential internal flooding sources and the (RHR) complex pumproom was also estimated using this

safety impact of floods, the plant layout was reviewed and a method.
plant walkdown was performed. The potential flood sources
are documented in a table that lists the flooding locations, The frequency of water submergence in the turbine
propagation paths, nature of the paths (hatch opening, drains, building was not divided into the individual rooms in the
door, etc.), flood sources (i.e., system/equipment), and the building. However, the frequency of water spray in the turbine
flooding hazard types. An example page of this table is shown building and the fi-equencies of water spray and submergence
in Table 1. In addition, a component location table was in the general service water pumphouse were apportioned to
developed to include components that could potentially be the various locations based on the relative density of flood
damaged by the various flooding hazards. This table contains sources.
the following inforl-nation: component designator, component
description, component type, component location, component FLOOD SCENARIOS
elevation, top event in which the component is modeled, and
susceptibility of the component to the flooding hazards. An The flood scenarios are developed as follows:
example page of the component location table is given in
Table 2 1. Examine the flood sources in the hazard source

table to determine the sources that could
FLOOD DATA AND FREQUENCY produce significant impacts on important plant

equipment.
The primary source of data includes internal flood data

in U.S. nuclear power plants. The industry experience was 2. Examine the drainage system and the
reviewed to determine the frequencies of floods in different information in the hazard source table to see
parts of a nuclear plant.
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Table 1. An Example Page of Hazard Source and Propagation Path Table

Source Source
Location Propagation Systems Hazard Type

ID Description Path to (Equipment) SM SP SE SJ

Al RB TORUS Door A2 RHR (pipes, valves) X x
Area Door A3 CSS (pipes, valves) x X

Door A4 HPCI (pipes, valves) X x
Door A5 RCIC (pipes, valves) X x

FPCC (pipes, valves) x
RWCU (pipes, valves) x x
RBFP (pipes, fire x x
hose, sprinklers)
TORUS (pipes) x X
EECW (pipes, valves) X
TWMS (pipes, valves) X X
CND (pipe) X X

A2 RB SBSM SW Door Al RHR (pipes, valves, x X
Corner Stairway# A6 pumps)
Room HVAC# Al RBFP (pipes, X X

fire hose)
(Note 1) TORUS (pipes) x X

EECW (pipes, valves) X
RBCCW (pipes, valves) x x

A3 RE SBSM NW Door Al RHR (pipes, x X
Corner Stairway# A7 valves, pumps)
Room HVAC# Al RBFP (pipes, X X

fire hose)
TORUS (pipes) x X
CND (pipe) X X
RBHVAC (pipe, valve) X
EECW (pipes, valves) X
RBCCW (pipes, valves) X x

A4 RB SBSM SE Door Al CSS (pipes, valves X X
Corner Door Bl pumps)
Room Stairway# A8 CST (pipes) x X

Penetrat. Bi TORUS (pipes) x X
HVAC# Al RBFP (pipes, fire hose) x X

RBHVAC (pipes, tank, x x
valves, pumps)
HPCI (pipe-steam) X X
EECW (pipes, valves) X
RBCCW (pipes, valves) X X

Notes:

1. The hazard propagation path with 11#11 indicates that the path is
for the propagation of the steam-related hazards only.

2. Floods propagating through the equipment and floor drains are
considered only for those enclosed locations in the reactor
building and the auxiliary building within which the flood
hazards are likely to be confined.

which flood connection paths exist between It contains the flood initiator name, areas that would
various locations that might propagate during potentially be affected, and the top events that could
the course of the flood. potentially be impacted.

3. Produce a list of the floods and the impact of DESIGN ONSIDERATIONS FOR INTERNAL
the floods found in Steps I and 2 This list FLOODING
includes the impact on the system in which
pipe or tank breaks occur due to the loss of Due to the open design and layout of the Fermi Unit 2
water, and the impact on the systems exposed plant, significant immersion of components could only take
to the flood. In Fermi analysis, this list is place in the sub-basement of the reactor/auxiliary building and
documented in the flood initiator impact table. the basement of the turbine building. Open floor plans and
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Table 2 An Example Page of Equipment/Component Location Table

Component Top Susecptability
Identification Type Loc Elev Event(s) SM DESCRIPTION

P E JS S S
N30F158B E/V T31-1 1 643 TT x X X X TT SVA 4B TROTTLE VALVE 2

N30F158C E/V T3L1 1 643 TT X X X X TT SVA 4C TROTTLE VALVE 3

N301`1581) E/V T31-1 1 643 TT X X X X TT SVA 4D TROTTLE VALVE 4

N30F159A E/V T31-1 1 643 TT X X X X TT SVB 4A TROTTLE VALVE 

N30F159B E/V T31-1 1 643 TT X X X X TT SVB 4B TROTTLE VALVE 2

N301`159C E/V T31-1 1 643 TT X X X X TT SVB 4C TROTTLE VALVE 3

N30F159D E/V T31-1 1 643 TT X X X X TT SVB 4D TROTTLE VALVE 4

N210OF403 AOV T3P5 664 FL X X X X AOV STARTUP LCV

N210113002 SHTR T3P5 643 FW STEAM HEATER SOUTH S

R1600SO12A MCC T3S 641 B2 X X MCC 72R-2A

R1600SO23A MCC T3S 641 B2 X X MCC 72L-3D

P4300BOOl HX T3S 643 TB TBCCW HEAT EXH 1

P430013002 HX T3S 643 TB TBCCW HEAT EXH 2

P4300CO01 MDP T3S 643 TB X X X X TBCCW SYSTEM PUMP
NORTH

P4300CO02 MDP T3S 643 TB X X X X TBCCW SYSTEM PUMP
CENTER

P4300CO03 MDP T3S 643 TB X X X X TBCCW SYSTEM PUMP
I SOUTH

P43F405 AOV T3S 647 TB x X TBCCW RETURN TO HX FCV
I AOV

N2001CO18 MDP TBN7 579 CN X X X X CONDENSER PUMP 'S'

N2001CO19 MDP TBN7 579 CN x X X X CONDENSER PUMP C"

N2001CO20 MDP TBN7 579 CN X X X X CONDENSER PUMP "N"

N110OF059A HOV TM23 628 Mc X X EAST TURB BYPASS HOV

N 1 1 0F05" HOV TM23 628 Mc X X WEST TURB BYPASS HOV

Notes for susceptability:
I - source of hazard
x -component affected by hazard

Legend for Top Events:
TT Turbine Trip Function
FL Feedwater Startup Level Control
FW - Feadwater System
B2 Division 11 BOP AC Buses
TB Turbine Building Closed Cooling System
CN -Condensate System Including Condenser Makeup
Mc - Main Condenser and Turbine Bypass
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Table 3 Reactor and Auxiliary Building Submergence Frequency

SUBMERGENCE FREQUENCY CALCULATION:
REACTOR BLDG AND

ROOM ID FREQ (TOT) PIPING F (PIPE) VALVE F (VALVE) PUMP F (PUMP) TANK F (TANK) HX F (HX) AUX BLDG FLOOD (SM) FREQ. 0.0151

Al 1.47E-03 40 3.57E-04 177 1.11E-03 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 NUMBER OF EVENTS
A12N 2.12E-04 16 1.43E-04 11 6.89E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 ----------------
A12S 3.36E-04 25 2.23E-04 18 1.13E-04 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 PIPING = 4
A13 1.70E-04 43.57E-05 95.64E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0.5 7.94E-05 VALVE = 6
A16 2.14E-04 12 1.07E-04 17 1.06E-04 0O.OOE+00 00.00E+00 0O.OOE+00 PUMP = 2
A17NC 5.45E-05 43.57E-05 31.88E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 TANK = 2
A17NE 7.86E-05 65.36E-05 42.51E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 HEAT EXCHANGER = 3
A17S 5.72E-04 20 1.79E-04 12 7.52E-05 0O.OOE+00 Ii.61E-04 11.57E-04
A17W 5.67E-04 18 1.61E-04 14 8.77E-05 0O.OOE+00 I1.61E-04 11.57E-04 TOTAL = 17
A18N 2.64E-04 54.46E-05 29 1.82E-04 15.73E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
A18S 1.90E-04 54.46E-05 14 8.77E-05 15.73E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
A19 1.06E-03 87.14E-05 33 2.07E-04 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 57.84E-04
A2 5.38E-04 15 1.34E-04 28 1.75E-04 42.29E-04 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
A20 3.91E-04 21.79E-05 85.01E-05 0OiOOE+00 23.23E-04 0O.OOE+00
A21 2.15E-05 18.93E-06 21.25E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
A22N 2.62E-04 10 8.93E-05 15 9.39E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0.5 7.84E-05
A22S 3.24E-04 10 8.93E-05 25 1.57E-04 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0.5 7.84E-05
A24 6.08E-05 43.57E-05 42.51E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
A28 4.96E-04 21.79E-05 85.01E-05 21.15E-04 0O.OOE+00 23.13E-04
A3 5.07E-04 15 1.34E-04 23 1.44E-04 42.29E-04 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
A34 1.OOE-03 25 2.23E-04 14 8.77E-05 15.73E-05 23.23E-04 23.13E-04
A4 6.09E-04 18 1.61E-04 35 2.19E-04 42.29E-04 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
A41 5.09E-04 08.93E-05 67 4.20E-04 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
A43 4.99E-04 112 1.07E-04 11 6.89E-05 0O.OOE+00 23.23E-04 0O.OOE+00
A5 1.25E-03 22 1.96E-04 98 6.14E-04 52.87E-04 0O.OOE+00 11.57E-04
A6 2.15E-05 18.93E-06 21.25E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
A7 2.77E-05 18.93E-06 31.88E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
A8 4.65E-05 18.93E-06 63.76E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
A9 4.65E-05 18.93E-06 63.76E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
RIA19 1.70E-04 43.57E-05 95.64E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0.5 7.84E-05
R1B12 1.08E-04 32.68E-05 13 8.14E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
W6 6.88E-05 76.25E-05 16.26E-06 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00

R4Ell 3.38E-04 18.93E-06 16.26E-06 0O.OOE+00 23.23E-04 0O.OOE+00
A3GlO 2.77E-05 18.93E-06 3l.BBE-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00

1 9.13E-04 17 1.52E-04 60 3.76E-04 42.29E-04 0O.OOE+00 I1.57E-04
:11 2.15E-05 18.93E-06 21.25E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
B14 8.93E-06 18.93E-06 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
B19 8.93E-06 18.93E-06 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
82 2.61E-04 87.14E-05 12 7.52E-05 21.15E-04 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
B20 8.93E-06 I8.93E-06 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
824 3.04E-05 21.79E-05 21.25E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
827 1.52E-05 18.93E-06 16.26E-06 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
B27A 3.66E-05 21.79E-05 31.88E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
B28N O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.00E+0O 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
028S O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
B29 2.15E-05 18.93E-06 21.25E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
B3 7.69E-05 32.68E-05 85.01E-05 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
86 8.93E-06 18.93E-06 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00 0O.OOE+00
B9 1.15E-03 30 2.68E-04 38 2.38E-04 31.72E-04 11.61E-04 23.13E-04

TOTAL 1.51E-02 398 3.55E-03 851 5.33E-03 31 1.78E-03 11 1.78E-03 17 2.66E-03



extensive penetrations through the floor on each level of these cooling water to the room cooling units in many of the
buildings would prevent immersion on the upper levels. Spray important equipment rooms of the auxiliary building. Areas
can only be a significant problem for areas with unprotected such as the switchgear rooms do not even contain fire water
electrical cabinets and components near normally operating equipment; i.e., pipes, hoses, etc.
systems with large, high pressure sources. Major sources of
steam in the reactor building include the high energy lines and The size of the RBCCW piping in these rooms is
the building heating system. The only major steam source in relatively small; i.e., about 0.5 inch in diameter. The spill rate
the auxiliary building is the building heating steam. Since the generated by a leak in the RBCCW pipes is unlikely to be
building heating system contains only low energy steam, the much greater than the drainage capacity. Around the area
low steam pressure is not expected to result in a steam where the room cooling unit is located, there is a curb about 6
environment or steam jet severe enough to cause equipment inches high. This curbed area encompasses all of the areas
damage. underneath the RBCCW pipes. Rubber wrapping is provided

around all of the BCCW pipes in this area. A drain is also
The effect of steam leakage from the turbine building installed in this curbed area. Given an RBCCW leak, the

heating steam on the overall humidity of the air in the turbine rubber wrapping around the RBCCW pipes can minimize the
building is also negligible. Condensation of the steam that probability of water spray and ensures that most of the water
leaks into the turbine building air space could only cause water leaking out of the RBCCW pipes flows into the curbed area.
drippings near the leakage locations. The water collection curb is designed to confine the RBCCW

leakage within this curbed area so that it would flow to the
The plant design and practice include many features water collection tank through the drain. This, thus, prevents

that, to some extent, can mitigate the effects of internal the leakage water from overflowing onto the general floor area.
flooding. For example a good fraction of the pipes in the
reactor building (e.g., residual heat removal system, emergency Indication of the water level and a high water level
equipment cooling water, etc.) have exterior wrapping. This alarm of the collection tank are provided in the radwaste
would reduce the impact of water spray. Some of the control room. A procedure is also available to provide
electrical components that are susceptible to water damage, information on all the possible locations of leakage that may
such as pump motors, are located at least a minimum distance cause the tank water level to increase or a high tank water
off the floor. This distance is usually dependent on the level alarm.
volume and depth of potential flood water that may accumulate
in its respective area. Some devices such as electrical and RESULTS
electronic instruments are usually installed in enclosures that
can protect them from water spray. Equipment such as motor Internal flooding at Fermi Unit 2 has been evaluated to
control centers, motor-operated valves, and motor-driven be a ow risk compared to core damage from other
pumps are designed to be drip proof. contributors. The total contribution to core damage due to

internal flood senarios is about 3% of all contributors. All
Most of the areas in the reactor building are equipped flood scenarios were estimated to be less than I x 10-8 events

with a floor drain and an equipment drain, which are piped to per year except for the following three scenarios:
the sumps in the reactor building comer rooms. In addition to
these drains, some of these areas are also provided with water Rupture of condensate or RHR system equipment in
collecting pits to accommodate leakage water in excess of the north reactor water cleanup pumproom on the second
drain capacity. Each comer room in the reactor building floor of the reactor building results in flooding in the
sub-basement has either an equipment drain sump or a floor southwest and northwest comer rooms in the reactor
drain sump with a capacity of 1,500 gallons. Two sump building sub-basement. Due to water submergence, the
pumps (50 gpm each) are provided in each sump to timsfer RHR system is failed. Low pressure coolant injection,
the collected water in the sump to radwaste collection tanks. torus cooling, and shutdown cooling modes of RHR
The sump water level alarm (high or high-high) and indication operation become unavailable. In addition, long-term
of the waste collection tank water levels are available in the operation of the high pressure coolant injection/reactor
control room. core isolation cooling and core spray systems would be

prevented by the gradual heatup of the suppression
Above the basement level of the auxiliary building, pool. If all other vessel injection systems (i.e.,

there is not nearly as many flood sources as in the reactor feedwater, standby feedwater, and condensate along
building. The main flood propagation path is the door gap and with vessel depressurization) or heat removal systems
the stairwell area. Many of the doors are equipped with rubber (i.e., main condenser and torus vent) are also lost
stripping underneath the doors. In addition, the floor directly because of failures unrelated to the flooding, core
underneath the door is usually slightly elevated. Both of these damage would occur.
features are aiming to reduce water propagation through the
door gap. Rupture of the circulating water system or the

condensate system equipment in the turbine building
Other than the fire protection system, one of the very results in a large amount of flood water accumulating

few water sources in the auxiliary building is the reactor in the turbine building basement. Due to the extremely
building closed cooling water (RBCCW), which supplies large water inventory and the high water flow rates in
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these systems, the impact of this scenario is failure of
the balance-of-plant AC power, condensate system, and
standby feedwater system by the flood water.
Consequently, vessel injection by the feedwater system
and decay heat removal by the main condenser also
become unavailable. If all other vessel injection
systems or core heat removal systems were also lost
due to failures not associated with flooding, core
damage would occur.

Rupture of RHR or condensate equipment in the
general area of the third floor of the reactor building
results in flooding of the southwest and northwest
comer rooms in the reactor building sub-basement.
The impact of this scenario is similar to the first
scenario.
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ABSTRACT The 4FIR is an 85-MW flux trap reactor that has
operated for over 20 ears. The peak thermal flux in the flux

Many, if not most, of the world's commercial nuclear power trap is x 1015 rl/cm�-sec. The core 17.5 inches in diameter
plants have been the subject of plant-specific probabilistic and 24 inches in height) is contained in an 8-foot-diameter
safety assessments (PSA). A growing number of other nuclear pressure vessel that is about 19 feet in height. In 1986, the
facilities as well as other types of industrial installations have HFIR was shut down due to vessel embrittlement concerns.
been the focus of plant-specific PSAs. Such studies have Uncertainty existed about whether embrittlement of the
provided valuable information concerning the nature of the pressure vessel had progressed too far to support continued
risk of the individual facility and have been used to identify safe operation. These concerns were addressed through a
opportunities to manage that risk. This paper explores the risk probabilistic fracture mechanics analysisl. Prior to restarting
management activities associated with three diverse facilities to the reactor, virtually every safety aspect of the operation of
demonstrate the versatility of the use of PSA to support HFIR was reviewed. The HIR Probabilistic Risk
risk-related decision aking. The three facilities considered Assessment2 was one of the safety analyses conducted prior to
are a DOE research reactor with an extensive operating restart. The HFIR PRA was used to refine proposed design
history, a proposed DOE research reactor in the advanced changes as well as to identify additional opportunities for
conceptual design phase, and an offshore unmanned oil and safety enhancement.
gas installation.

To lessen the likelihood of overpressurization and
INTRODUCTION overcooling of the pressure vessel, design changes were

proposed to trip the main secondary pumps in response to a
The use of probabilistic safety assessment techniques reactor scram and to install emergency depressurization

to support design decisions at two special-purpose nuclear capability. Tripping the secondary pumps would prevent
reactors and an offshore oil and gas installation is explored. overcooling while the emergency depressurization valves
The two research reactors considered are the High Flux would provide an additional line of defense by depressurizing
Isotope Reactor (HFIR) and the Advanced Neutron Source the vessel on sensed low inlet temperature.
(ANS). The HFIR is operating at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL), and the ANS is planned to be onstructed The original concept for tripping the secondary pumps
at Oak Ridge. The oil and gas facility is operating in the included the automatic starting of a single, small standby
Dutch sector of the North Sea. The versatility of the use of secondary pump. This small secondary punq) would provide a
PSA to support decision making is demonstrated by its measure of cooling to the heat exchangers and, in addition,
application in relation to these three very different facilities. continue to provide cooling to the primary pump upper motor

bearings (one of the functions of the secondary cooling
HFIR: AN EXISTING RESEARCH REACTOR system). If secondary cooling flow is lost, a single

annunciator alarms in the control room to alert the operators.
The first example involves the use of PSA in finalizing At the time, the existing procedures told the operators to

the design of modifications that were proposed to address a identify the one pump experiencing high upper bearing
specific class of postulated scenarios at the HFIR, an existing temperature and to shut down that one pump. The
research reactor. The class of scenarios of concern involved procedures, written prior to the proposed design modification,
overpressurization or overcooling of a radiation-embrittled did not explicitly consider the possibility that a single event
vessel. such as the failure of the standby secondary pump to start
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could cause the upper bearings for all three running primary and component cooling. The ANS has a ull containment,
pumps to overheat. Information from the pump manufacturer whereas the HFIR uses a confinement strategy. Most
indicated that bearing damage would occur if the pumps were interesting, the ANS has a number of passive safety design
not tripped within several minutes. features. These include natural circulation capabilities, passive

accumulators on the hot legs of each primary loop to lessen
Early results of the PSA indicated that failure of the the impact of a loss of coolant or loss of pressure control,

standby secondary pump followed by failure of the operators water-filled cells around much of the primary and reflector
to trip the primary pumps, even with enhanced training and cooling piping to lessen the impact of breaks within these
procedures, was a significant contributor to core damage cells, and limited volume air cells around piping to limit the
frequency. In fact, such scenarios were about one-quarter of amount of water lost for specific breaks. Active safety
the total core damage frequency from internal events. Plant enhancements include redundant power sources with fast
engineers and operators revisited the proposed design change transfer capability and redundant and diverse scram systems.
following the interim PSA results and identified a simple
change that virtually eliminated this family of scenarios. A The results of a PSA were recently published3 based
direct trip of the primary puirip motors on high upper motor on the conceptual design of the ANS. This PSA was restricted
bearing temperature was installed. in scope and is considered a "limited-scope" or "Phase I"

PSA. As such, it takes a broad look at the scenarios that
The proposed air-operated emergency depressurization comprise the risk at ANS. A limited-scope PSA typically

valves were to "fail open" on loss of instrument air. This is makes simplifying conservative assumptions and considers
certainly the "safe" mode if only vessel embrittlement is to be only a limited amount of "recovery" actions to refine the
considered. The HFIR is, however, rather sensitive to results. A linifted-scope PSA can provide significant insights
pressure changes due, in part, to the fact that its primary with a fraction of the effort of a ftill-scope PSA and, at the
system is "water solid." Rapid pressure changes could impact same time, provide a focused basis for a ftiture extension to a
the fuel/coolant heat transfer process as the critical heat flux full-scope PSA.
decreases with lower pressures. The original design of the
emergency depressurization system would have resulted in a The results of ANS PSA indicate that the goal of
loss of instrument air event to initiate effectively a small limiting core darnag frequency from internal initiating events
LOCA. to less than I x 10- events per year will not be met without

f-arther investigation. More significantly, the PSA identified
The PSA was used to consider the two alternatives that only one class of events precludes the ANS from meeting

(fail open or fail closed) for the final design of the emergency its design goal: core flow blockage. Loss of heat removal
depressurization valves. The results clearly indicated that "fail events and loss of inventory events do not significantly
closed" alternative was the preferred choice. contribute to core damage frequency due to the effective

The HFIR PRA also identified other opportunities for passive safety features.

safety enhancement. The addition, for example, of a check It is possible that the results of the flow blockage
valve in a pool cleanup line was identified as an effective way event analysis are driven by the conservatisms inherent in the
to prevent a loss of the ultimate heat sink during lirr&ed-scope approach. In other words, analytical refinement
moderate-to-strong earthquakes. The very closely spaced may be possible, and, as was the case with HFIR, the results
nature of the fuel plates make flow blockage events a concern. can be used by the designers to enhance procedures and design
The PSA identified the potential blockage scenarios, which, in to lessen the likelihood of specific blockage events.
turn, were used to make physical and procedural changes in
the plant to lower the likelihood of blockage. The ANS PSA results have an additional possible

application. Now that the relative ranking of specific classes
ANS: A RESEARCH REACTOR IN THE ADVANCED of events such as loss of heat removal, loss of inventory, and
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN PHASE other transient events are known, the PSA could be used to

enhance the final facility design fr6m a cost-effective point of
The Advanced Neutron Source (ANS) reactor is being view. The facility has a high degree of redundancy for active

designed to be the most intense source of continuous thermal components; the PSA indicates that safety is enhanced in large
and sub-thermal neutrons currently in existence. The ANS, part by the innovative passive safety features at ANS.
which may replace HFIR, will produce a peak thermal flux Recognizing that plant availability is also a key parameter of
greater than 8 x 1015 n/cm2-sec and operate at 330 MW. interest at ANS, it is possible that the PSA could be used to

explore reducing the amount of active hardware in the
Although the ANS resembles the HFIR in that it uses proposed design.

closely spaced, plate-type, highly enriched ftiel elements, the
ANS contains many design features that the HFIR does not. OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS PLATFORM
The ANS will contain two liquid deuterium cold sources and a
hot source to provide long wavelength or short wavelength The third example selected to be considered here is a
neutrons, respectively. The ANS uses heavy water for PSA of a normuclear facility4. This application was selected
primary cooling and moderation and light water for secondary to emphasize the versatility of the use of PSA to support safety
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management. The specific facility considered is a glycol by about 45 % by an additional proximity switch to monitor
absorption unit to process atural sour gas, and is located on the open position of the outlet safety valve. The frequency of
an offshore platform in the North Sea. events involving the continuous large gas flow to the flare can

be reduced by 85 % by means of additional proximity switches
The operating philosophy and practice of the operator to monitor the closed position of all blow down valves and

of the platform are that such oil and gas installations are thereby closing all inlet and outlet safety valves.
unmanned and remotely attended. Production installations are
thus self controlled and autonomously safeguarded. Policy The safeguarding system can be improved from both a
dictates that different instrumentation functions, namely, failure to danger and a nuisance failure viewpoint by
measurement and control, safeguarding, fire and gas detection simplification. The PSA indicates that about 50% of the
and fighting, telemetry and roving operator information, are safety circuits do not contribute, or contribute only
functionally and physically separated. This approach and marginally, to the safety or environinental risk of the plant.
experience have led to production installations that have a high Monitoring and using the results of monitoring as functional
reliability. A PSA was conducted to determine the tests have the potential to improve reliability.
contribution of instrumentation to the safety of the facility.

OBSERVATIONS
The objectives of the investigation were to demonstrate

the application of PSA techniques to production facilities, to The results of the application of PSA techniques to
determine the reliability of the instrument safeguarding loops three very different facilities have been summarized. The first
and of the reliability of the instrument safeguarding system, to facility was a nuclear reactor with an extensive operating
determine the plant risk, and to identify those components that history that was undergoing extensive safety enhancements and
contribute the most to the unreliability of the instrument review. The second facility was also a nuclear reactor that
safeguarding system and to the plant risk. A glycol absorption incorporates several new concepts and is in the advanced
unit was chosen for study. Failures to danger, meaning a conceptual design stage. The third example was a nonnuclear
system does not operate when demanded, and nuisance production facility. In each of these cases, PSA provided a
failures, meaning a system operates without a valid demand, meaningful framework to identify and measure the safety
were both of interest. impact of potential changes.

Initiating events were identified by means of a REFERENCES
HAZOP study. Event trees were constructed to represent the
plant response to each initiator. Fault trees were used to 1. R. D. CHEVERTON, J. G. MERKLE, and R. K.
support the nodes identified in the event trees. NANSTAD, "Evaluation of HFIR Pressure-Vessel Integrity

Considering Radiation Embrittlement," Oak Ridge National
The PSA identified the dominant safety consequence as Laboratory, ORNL/TM-10444, September, 1987.

being an instantaneous gas release. Approximately 45 of
this class of scenarios was caused by the spurious closure of 2. D. H. JOHNSON, D. R. BUTTEMER, S. KAPLAN, et
the outlet safety valve; the remaining 55 % was due to the al., "The High Flux Isotope Reactor Probabilistic Risk
failure to close of the subsurface valve of the wellhead unit. Assessment - Analysis of the Risk From Internal and External
The dominant environmental onsequence is a continuous large Events," prepared for Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.,
gas flow to the flare caused by (85 %) the spurious opening of Oak Ridge National Laboratory, PLG-0829, August 1991.
any of the safety blow-down valves. These two classes of
events comprise 84% of the plant risk. 3. C. T. RAMSEY, D. C. BLEY, and J. C. LIN,

Probabilistic Risk Assessment of the Conceptual Design of the
The analysis also showed a total failure to danger Advanced Neutron Source Reactor, draft, ORNL/ANS/INT-50,

likelihood of 34% for the overall instrument safeguarding Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Oak Ridge National
layer. The instrument safeguarding system protects the Laboratory, to be published 1994.
installation against undesired or dangerous situations'when
process variables exceed design limits or the process control 4. J. L. BRINKMAN and J. C. H. SCHOLLER, "Reliability
system fails. On the other hand, the safeguarding system is a Total Safeguarding System and Plant Risk," SRE Symposium,
source of pocess disturbances due to nuisance failures of the Reliability: A Competitive Edge, October 46, 1993,
safeguarding components. The main results of spurious Arnhem, The Netherlands.
safeguard actuations are spurious opening of the plant blow
down valves and spurious closure of the plant outlet valve.
Implementation of the identified weak points providing
additional protection against spurious operation of the safety
valves will increase the reliability of the instrument
safeguarding layer from 96.6% to 99.0%.

Several specific safety enhancements were identified.
The instantaneous large gas release frequency can be reduced
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ABSTRACT and test-induced demand of a standby equipment that results in
failure on demand and entry into a limiting condition of

This paper is based on a study done for the Houston operation (LCO).
Lighting & Power Companyl. The purpose of this study is to
estimate the risk impact of planned maintenance configurations The risk of a severe accident exhibits temporal
at South Texas Project Electric Generating Station (STPEGS). variations that result from the time-dependent sequence of test
To date, the focus of the STP probabilistic safety assessment and maintenance activities through this 12-week rolling
(PSA) program has been to analyze risk in terms of estimates maintenance schedule. For example, if a loss of offisite power
of accident frequencies that are expressed on a time-averaged were to occur when one train of diesel generators or essential
basis. Thus, estimates of quantities such as severe core cooling water were out of service for maintenance within the
damage frequency have been made such that the temporal allowed outage time (AOT) permitted by Technical
variations of this frequency with changing plant configurations Specifications, the likelihood of the event progressing to a full
are averaged out over time. The only condition that has been station blackout and core dmage, however small, would be
imposed on these estimates is that the plant is initially temporarily greater than if a loss of offsite power were to
operating at full power when potential initiating events might occur when all three trains of diesel generators and essential
occur. cooling water trains were in service. Conversely, when a

solid state protection system (SSPS) instrument channel
I. BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES surveillance is in progress, the reliability of the SSPS system

to perform its mission for a safety system actuation is
Planned maintenance and testing activities that are temporarily higher than normal because the tested channel is

needed to meet planned maintenance requirements and placed in the tripped condition such that only one of the
Technical Specifications have been accomplished since startup remaining three channels must function. for success. This is
at STPEGS according to a 12-week rolling maintenance true because the inherent reliability of a one out of three
schedule.' In each of these 12-week periods, all planned configuration is greater than a two out of four configuration
maintenance, a corrective maintenance that can be scheduled, when all support conditions are available. Thus, the temporal
together with all scheduled surveillance testing that is behavior of core damage frequency actually decreases from its
performed in conformance with Technical Specifications, are average value in this case.
conducted according to a predetermined schedule. According
to this schedule, the plant evolves through a sequence of The STP PSA modeled many plant configurations that
configurations with a specific set of equipment taken out of could exist at the time that the initiating events are postulated
service or placed into a 'tripped" condition for test or to occur. The PSA model assumed, with good justification,
maintenance purposes, interspersed with the nominal state in that initiating events occur at random points in time. In
which all equipment is in its normal configuration. Wte the computing the annual average frequency of severe accidents,
beginning of each new configuration occurs according to a the PSA included estimates of the fraction of time that the
preplanned schedule, the duration of each test or maintenance plant is in each possible configuration. These fractions are
configuration is variable and depends on the time required to stored separately for each system and are expressed in terms
complete the necessary work and to perform all tests needed to of the frequency and duration of each of these test and
ensure that the equipment has been restored to the correct maintenance configurations as well as the temporary increases
operability state. and decreases in plant performance in each of these

configurations. These configurations include those for
Superimposed on this sequence of planned test and preventive and corrective maintenance, test-induced

maintenance states of variable duration are randomly occurring maintenance (i.e., a test that challenges a piece of equipment
events in which equipment is removed from service for to operate on demand in which the test induces a failure that
corrective maintenance. The need for such corrective must be repaired imediately following the test) as well as
maintenance can occur as a result of failures of normally testing ipact on system and plant operability and
operating equipment, routine inspections and walk-throughs, performance.
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The primary objective of this study is to determine the safety system without regard for functional interdependencies
time-dependent risk behavior due to the 12-week rolling or with specific reference to the likelihood or frequency of
maintenance schedule at STPEGS, making full use of the each event.
models and information that were developed during the PSA
and with full accounting for the plant-specific data that have Another key point to note is that during each
been collected and analyzed for component maintenance at maintenance outage in the 12-week cycle, not only planned
STPEGS. A secondary objective is to define ways to answer maintenance but also part of the equipment's corrective
future questions about the risk impact of specific maintenance maintenance is performed. Much of the so-called corrective
configurations so that efforts to optimize maintenance with maintenance involves the correction of problems that do not
respect to risk and refinements to Technical Specifications impair the ability of the equipment to ftinction such as
based on the PSA can be made. In meeting the first objective, repacking leaking seals, repainting, and tightening of bolts.
information from currently available RISKMANO models is The ability to incorporate these types of corrective
used to develop the time-dependent risk information. In maintenance into the 12-week cycle and to take advantage of
meeting the second objective, small changes were made to the risk shadowing helps to minimize the irnpact of the
STP PSA risk models2,3 to reveal more explicitly the maintenance on the risk of core damage.
likelihood and impacts of specific maintenance configurations
based on the latest information and data. II. DATABASE FOR RISK PROFILE

The 12-week rolling maintenance schedule is described Based on information supplied in the previous section,
below. In Section 11, the use of the current risk models to the 12-week rolling maintenance cycle was defined in terms of
develop the desired time-dependent risk profile is presented, a sequence of plant maintenance states interspersed with the
together with a brief description of the changes that were baseline state in which no planned maintenance is being
made to the models. The results are presented in Section 111. performed. A total of 15 maintenance states were defined as
The results include estimates of the risk reduction that could listed in Table 1. Each maintenance state consists of a unique
be achieved with less frequent planned maintenance. combination of equipment out of service for a length of time

determined by the maximum time estimated by Houston
The 12-week rolling maintenance and surveillance Lighting Power Comp for that set of equipment from

schedule is described in Reference in terms of specific trains the plant-specific data; i.e., the maximum of the mean planned
of systems as a function of the week when the work is maintenance durations was used.
performed. It should be noted that only part of the equipment
listed in the schedule for test or maintenance is actually Also provided in Table are the identification of the
unavailable for service. Another iportant observation is the limiting equipment item of the set taken out, the initiating
fact that functionally interdependent systems are maintained in events and event tree top events that are impacted by the
parallel such that the impact on plant redundancy is equipment out of service, and the frequency and duration of
minin-dzed. For example, work on diesel generators, essential planned maintenance based on the actual schedule and the
cooling water trains, essential chilled water (ECH) trains, and plant-specific data.
fuel handling building heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning (HVAC) trains is done in parallel. Without The analysis was performed using the STP system and
essential cooling water in train A, the corresponding trains of plant models that have been updated relative to the STP
diesel generator and chilled water cannot function because of Level 2 PSA/lPE model. The details of the changes made in
the functional dependencies between these systems. Essential this model relative to the Level 2 PSA11PE model are

cooling water provides component cooling for the diesel documented in a letter report5. The cumulative changes
generator and the chillers. Thus, the ipact on core damage include the integration of separate system and event tree
frequency of performing maintenance on the diesel generator models into a single risk model, and an updated and more
or chilled water train is limited to the impact of this equipment accurate modeling of all planned maintenance activities at
out of service only to the extent that the maintenance duration STPEGS.
is extended. If the maintenance of these equipment is
completed before the maintenance is finished on the essential Two versions of the updated model were used to
cooling water pumps, there is no impact whatsoever of provide supporting data for this study. These models are
maintaining the diesel generator and chilled water trains. briefly described below:
Conversely, if each system were maintained independently, the
risk impact of the equipment out of service would be greater. 0 STPMOD. This model integrates the system/event tree
The effect of minimizing the risk impact of maintenance by models. Planned maintenance is modeled just as it was in
maintaining functionally dependent equipment in parallel is the Level 2 PSA/IPE mode,3 ; i.e., same systems,
informally referred to as "risk shadowing." frequencies, and durations.

It is important to note that both the coordinated and 0 STPNPM. This model is similar to STPMOD except that
the uncoordinated options for performing planned maintenance all planned maintenance is zeroed out from both the
would appear to be acceptable within Technical Specifications. initiating event frequencies and the system split fraction
The AOTs in the Technical Specifications impose separate models. Corrective maintenance is left the same as
limits on the duration of each maintenance event for each STPMOD in the Level 2 PSA/IPE.
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Table 1. Database for Estimating Time-Dependent CDF - 12-Week Maintenance Cycle

Initi-fing Event Top Event Frequency Duration
State Equipment Out of Service Limiting Equipment impact Impact per hour (DUR) f= FREQ-DUR

(FREQ)* (hours)

IA-I Train A of DG. ECW, and ECW, ECH LOECW;LOCCW; GA. WA. CL 4.96-4 46.2 0.023
ECH LOEABHV

IA-2 Train A of CCW. CS, LHSI, LHSI, CCW LOCCW KA, CS, WI, PA, 4.96-4 25.8 0.013
RHR, and FH RX

IA-3 Train A of CCW`, CS, RHR, LHSI, CCW, AFW LOCCW KA, CS, WI, PA, 4.96-4 7 0.003
FH, and AFW RXAFCD

IA-4 Train A of AFW AFW None AFCD, 4.96-4 14.6 0.007

3C I CVCS Pump Train 'A' CVCS None CH 4.96-4 34.9 0.017

5A I CVCS Pump Train 'B' CVCS None CH 4.96-4 34.9 0.017

611-1 Train of DG, ECW, and ECH ECW LOECW;LOCCW; GB, WB, CL 4.96.4 46.2 0.023

1 LOEABHV

611-2 Train of CW, CS, LHSI. LHSI, CCW LOCCW KB, CS, WI, PB, 4.96-4 25.8 0.013
RHR, and FH RX

6B-3 Train of CCW, CS, RHR, LHSI, CCW, AFW LOCCW KB, CS, WI, PB, 4.96-4 7 0.003
FH, and AFW RXAFCD

6B-4 Train of AFW AFW None AFCD 4.96-4 14.6 O.OD7

9D-I Train D of AFW AFW None AFCD 4.96-4 21.6 0.011

lic-I Train C f DG, ECW, nd ECH ECW LOECW; LOCCW; GC, WC, CL 4.96-4 46.2 0.023
LOEABHV

IIC-2 Train C of CCW, CS, LHSI, LHSI, CCW LOCCW KC, CS, WI, PZ, 4.96-4 25.8 0.013
RHR, and H RX

IIC-3 Train of CCW, CS, RHR, LHSI, CCW, AFW LOCCW KC, CS, WI, PZ, 4.96-4 7 0.003
FH, and AFW RXAFCD

IIC-4 Train of AFW AFW None AFCD 4.96-4 14.6 O.OD7

'Exponential notation is indica in abbreviated form; e.g., 496.4 = 496 le.
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The results of the model quantification runs that were importance sequence model only includes about 98% of the
made to support this study are listed in Table 2 The exact sequences used for the event tree quantification. The results
treatment of equipment out-of-service ipacts was developed here assume that the risk importance information from 98 of
using a special version of the risk model in which all planned the model is applicable to the entire 100% of the CDF.
maintenance was zeroed out; i.e., STPNPM. (However, the
corrective or unplanned maintenance was left in.) This was As a sensitivity study, an evaluation was made of an
done to correctly measure the baseline risk, given that there is alternative maintenance scheme that is identical to the one
no planned maintenance in progress, and to measure the considered in Section 21 except that the maintenance cycle is
temporary risk increases, given that specified equipment is out spread out over 24 weeks rather than 12 weeks. In this case,
of service (and given that the balance of the equipment is not each maintenance state is entered at one-half the frequency of
out of service for planned maintenance). that assumed for the 12-week cycle, but the durations and

instantaneous core damage frequencies remain the same.
It was noted that when planned maintenance was

removed, nearly 4000 of the sequences saved to the database The above equation was reevaluated by changing the
in STPMOD dropped below the 10-10 per year cutoff, values of to and T to to = 4032 - 372 3660 hours and T
resulting in fewer sequences. The resulting sequences were = 4032 hours, respectively. The resulting average CDF was
found to be adequate to address all maintenance states except found to be 81 % of the base case value of 459 x 1-5 per
for those involving the component cooling water system (Top year. Thus, this study predicts that converting to semiannual
Events KA, KB, and KC). Because this system has very low planned maintenance, if it is confirmed that such reduced
risk importance at STPEGS, a large fraction of its frequency maintenance has no adverse impact on equipment
risk-contributing sequences were below the 10-1( cutoff that performance, would reduce the average CDF by about 13 %.
was used. To correct this problem, a revised sequence
database was developed by rerunning the STPNPM event trees IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
with the train CCW (Top Event KB) split fractions set to
0.5. This resulted in an adequate set of sequences for As a final concluding remark, this study has resulted
addressing the CCW maintenance states. in a much better understanding of the impacts of planned

maintenance activities on the risk of severe core damage at
III. RESULTS FOR 12-WEEK MAINTENANCE CYCLE STPEGS. For the first time, a time-dependent risk profile of

the planned maintenance cycle at STPEGS has been obtained.
The results of the evaluation of the current 12-week The STPEGS risk models on RISKMAN Version 40 have

rolling maintenance cycle are presented in Figure 1. Figure I proved to be a useful tool to support ongoing efforts to
presents the results that were made using the STPNPM model optimize the planned maintenance program at STPEGS. It is
in which all split fractions and initiating events were adjusted not difficult to envision the natural progression from where we
to correspond with a specific set of equipment out of service are today to the time when on-line dynamic risk monitoring is
and no additional equipment out of service for planned available to support the risk management program at this
maintenance. The core damage frequency estimates are plant.
normalized against the most recent estimate of CDF (obtained
by STPMOD) of 459 1-5 per year. Note that individual V. REFERENCES
charging pump maintenance has a negligible impact due to the
low risk importance of this equipment at STPEGS. 1 PLG, Inc., "Risk Impact of Maintenance

Configurations at South Texas Project Electric
The updated value of the average core damage Generating Station," prepared for Houston Lighting 
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N
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Table 2. Summary of RS104AN Results for Various STPEGS Models

Event Tree Quantification Important Sequence Model

model Truncetion Sequences Sequences Saved Total CDF via CDF x 10'5

Frequency Quantified (SDB cutoM Event Tree Case per Yew
Quandr"ion

Level 2 PSAVE I 12 926,162 603 4.44 Base 3.53

(> I x 18)

STPMOD I X 112 832,194 10,272 4.59 Base 4.48

1 (> I x la-lo)

STPNPM I x io-12 627,060 5,988 3.11 Base 3.05

(> I x o) ECW Train Down 12.7

Safety Injection Train Down 5.50

Motor-Driven AFW Train A Down 5.09

Turbine-Driven AFW Train D Down 15.3

Charging Purnp Tin A Down 3.08

Motor-Driven AFW Ti A and Safety 7.91

Injection Train Down

STPNPM with I lo- 12 762,248 6,633 3.17 Base 3.10

Top Event KS (> I x 00) CCW Train Down 3.15

Split Fractions CCW Train and Safety Injection Train 6.15
Set to 0.5 Down

CCW Tin B, Safety Injection Tin B, AFW 8.38

Train Down

4

>_ TD AFW TRAIN
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Figure 1. Risk Porde of 12-Week Rolling Maintenance Program at STPEGS
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ABSTRACT prises two diverse systems as shown in Fig. .

Thermal-hydraulic experiments were performed - Under nominal operating conditions, the decay
with water in order to simulate the decay heat re- heat is removed via intermediate heat exchang-
moval by natural convection in a ool-type sodium- ers (IHX) to the water/steam circuits and the fi-
cooled reactor. Two test rigs of diAe rent scales were nal heat sink.
used, namely RAMONA 1:20) and NEPTUN (1:5). - In the case of an unavailability of the steam plant
RAMONA served to study the transition from nomi- heat sink or of a total loss of station service pow-
nal operation by forced convection to decay heat re- er, the decay heat will be removed by the safety
r�oval operation by natural convection. Steady-state graded system, which operates entirely by natu-
similarity tests were carried out in both facilities. ral convection. This passive DHR concept is based
The investigations cover nominal and non-nominal on six direct reactor cooling (DRC) systems with a
operation conditions. These data provide a broad ba- total capacity of 6X15 MW operating indepen-
sis for the verification of computer progams. Nu- dently from each other. Each of the systems con-
merical analyses performe� b e three- sists of a sodium/sodium decay heat exchanger
dimensional LUTAN code indicated that the (DHX) immersed in the primary vessel and con-
thermal-hydraulic processes can be quantitatively nected via an intermediate sodium loop to a heat
simulated even for the very complex geometry of the sink formed by a sodium/air heat exchanger
NEPTUN test rig. (AHX) installed in a stack with air inlet and out-

let dampers. The decay heat is removed by natu-
I. INTRODUCTION ral convection on the sodium side and natural

draft on the air side.
The European Fast Reactor (EFR) is an ad-

vanced sodium-cooled plant with a total thermal To demonstrate the capability of the DHR sys-
power of about 3600 MW; the compact primary sys- tem, many experiments have been carried out in
tem is designed in pool-type configuration; passive variably scaled test facilities using water and so-
measures are the guiding principle in the safety ar- dium. The group of water tests icludes the three-
ea. dimensional (3D) vessel experiments RAMONA and

NEPTUN used for reactor typical steady-state and
The decay heat removal (DHR) concept com- transient tests. To make sure that the transfer of

such experimental results to practical situations is
possible, it is required that the most important phe-

T nomena can be taken into account.
Air cooler-

Dam'., Safety Normal DHR system - - In addition, non-nominal conditions of the de-
Stock -- it gr ded

DHR "system Steam en ator cay heat removal have been investigated utilizing
Generator both models in order to assess the main parameters

MP r 4 influencing the thermal-hydraulics in the upper ple-
num. These are:

Urn
denser - Only half of the available DHXs are in operation

re for decay heat removal, i.e., the decay heat is re-
L moved from the primary tank in a highly asym-

metrical mode.
- The above core structure (ACS) is im, ermeable

and permeable, respectively. In case of a perme-
Fig. 1. Normal and safety graded heat removal able ACS, the fluid of the upper plenum pene-

systems of the European Fast Reactor. trates this component.
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The test facilities RAMONA and NEPTUN IHX secondary side flow coastdown. DHX startup de-
were actually initiated during the former German lay time 4 DHX standby operation 5, etc.) on the
SNR-2 project. So there are geometrical differences thermal-hydraulics have been taken into account.
to the EFR. Despite of these, the experiments give an The investigations simulate the conditions after a re-
insight into the relevant EFR phenomena and pro- actor scram from 40 percent nominal load. This cor-
vide a broad basis for the development and assess- responds to a model power of 30 kW. These tests have
ment of computer programs. been supplemented recently by simulating a scram

from 100 percent nominal load equivalent to a model
power of 75 kW. In all cases the decay heat is re-

II. TEST FACILITIES moved by the DHXs exclusively.

The test facilities are schematically repre- The NEPTUN test facility 360', scale 1:5 is
�ented in Fig. 2 together with the main dimensions schematically represented in Fig. 2b. The core is de-
in millimeters. Figure 2a shows a cross-section of the signed for a maximum power of 1600 kW. It is simu-
RAMONA apparatus 360', scale 120) and the major lated in radial direction by 253 heatable fuel rod
components of the primary vessel. The core with a bundles, 60 reflector elements, 84 heatable storage
ii�aximuin power of 75 kW is composed of nine indi- elements and 252 shielding elements. In this study
vidually heatable rings forming eight annular flow only the 253 fuel elements on a core diameter of 986
channels with a width of 2 mm. Downstream of the mm are heated. All additional elements are assem-
heated portion having a height of 130 mm, a 70 mm bled without hydraulic connection to the core inlet
high unheated section is arranged. Straight-tube flow. Each heatable subassembly consists of 19 rods
heat exchangers operating on the counterflow princi- which are hexagonally arranged in circular tubes
ple serve to simulate eight IHXs and four DHXs. with an inner diameter of 50 mm. The heater rods
Each of the four speed controlled primary pumps is (rod diameter of 8.5 mm and rod pitch of 952 mm)
equipped with two feed lines to the core. About 250 have a heated portion of 220 mm and unheated sec-
thermocouples (TCs) are installed in the plena and tions of 300 (upstream) and 360 mm (downstream)
components. Up to now, nearly 200 test runs have simulating the fertile and reflector zones, respec-
been performed in the RAMONA set-up. Forced and tively. About 220 mm below the upper edge of the
natural convection experiments operated under core, a pad plane with a porosity of 68 of the free
steady-state conditions as well as studies on the interwrapper flow area supports the core elements at
transition from forced to natural convection have a prescribed wrapper-to-wrapper pitch. The very de-
been carried out. The influence of different design ge- tailed modeling of the core geometry allows the in-
ometries (DHXs 1 and ACS 2 and operating param- vestigation of the thermal-hydraulic interaction be-
eters (core power 3 primary pump flow coastdown, tween the core and the hot upper plenum including

01000 Measuring 04DDD

0234 traverse 0934

-7- IHX

T - T,

530 2100

T 6 T1 5 22�

N%."L2L58

Core
heated

unheated

DHX

1HX 0

Pun

a) RAMONA (scale 120) b) NEPTUN (scale 1:5)

Fig 2 Geometry of the RAMONA and NEPTLTN test facilities with the main dimensions in millimeters.
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the interwrapper phenomena. The four DHXs are The cores of RAMONA and NEPTUN are de-
built as straight-tube heat exchangers operating on scribed by porosities and permeabilities taking into
the counterflow principle. At the present state, the account the heat capacft of the heating elements.
eight IHXs and our primary pumps serve as dum- The DHXs are modeled y permeabilities and real
mies to simulate the hydraulic behavior of these heat transfer surfaces. The thermal-hydraulic char-
components. With other words, only natural convec- acteristics of the components (core, subassemblies,
tion experiments operated under steady-state condi- DHX) are specified for the data input by making use
tions are being conducted. About 1200 TCs are in- of pretest measurements with the original model
stalled in the flow areas of interest. components 7.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION METHODS Figure 3 shows typical velocity fields computed
for RAMONA and NEPTUN with a decay heat power

The numerical simulation of both the uniform of and 133 kW, respectively. The graphs indicate
and the non-uniform cooling modes associated with the results for the core/upper plenum DHX cross-
the core-to-plenum interaction presents a formidable section as well as the results for the interwrapper
challenge to the computer codes. A wide spectrum of space/upper plenum IHX cross-section. The
otential methods i being assessed ranging from interwrapper flow can only be shown for NEPTUN as

lumped-parameter systems codes, offering advanta- the RAMONA core geometry is composed of annular
geous computing-to-real-time ratios, to 3D codes rings suppressing this flow pattern.
which offer a high degree of spatial resolution. The The velocity vectors plotted in Figs. 3a and b
number of mesh cells, however, depends on the de- indicate clockwise flow paths. The vertically upward
gree of detail required to resolve the fluid field, the flowing water is heated up in the core channels. At
phenomena being modeled, and practical restrictions the top end of the core, the warm flow is being de-
such as computing time and computer storage limi- flected and mixed with the radial cold stream coming
tations. from the DHXs. Near the water surface, the warm

The high] vectorized thermal-hydraulic com- fluid flows to the DHXs again, where it is cooled
puter code FLUTAN 6 has been applied for the nu- down. Cold fluid leaves the DHXs, sinks, and im-
merical simulation of the RAMONA and NEPTUN pinges on the intermediate bottom (redan), which
experiments. The computer code is a tool to analyze separates the upper from the lower plenum. A second
combined fluid dynamics and heat transport for part of the warm fluid circulates via the IHX and the
three-dimensional, laminar and turbulent, steady- pump to the high pressure plenum and enters the
state and transient problems. An essential feature of core again as illustrated by Fig. 3c. This plot shows
the computer ograin is the self-optimizing algo- also the interwrapper flow. A clockwise circulating
rithm CRESOrfor solving the Poisson equation. flow can be detected within the interwrapper space.
RAMONA and NEPTUN are modeled by a D The flow is initiated bK the heated central part of the
noding scheme representing 90' sectors with about core, as the core perip ery remains unheated. A vor-
15,000 and 19,000 volume cells, respectively. tex can be identified below the pad plane. Above the
Laminar flow conditions are supposed. In simulating plane, the cold DHX flow penetrates into the
the NEPTUN experiments, locally turbulent flows interwrapper space in direction to the center part of
are considered. the core. The cold stream cools the outlet region of

... DHX .0
pper Plenum�-."

Core Plane
Vity fill

e Pez;�--- I I

a) Cross-section: b) Cross-section: c) Cross-section:
Core - Upper Plenum Core - Upper Plenum Interwrapper Space - Upper Plenum

RAMONA NEPTUN

Fig. 3. Computed velocity vectors ofthe RAMONA and NEPTUN test facilities.
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the core and mixes with the outlet flow leaving the within 15 s. At the secondary side of the IHX, the
core at its upper end. inlet temperature is kept constant at 23 'C.

DHX startup, delayed by 240 s, of each of the four
secondary loops of the DHXs within 160 s by a lin-

IV. RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATIONS ear increase in the mass flow rate from 0.5 to 64

A. Transition from forced to natural convection g1s. At the secondary-side, the mean fluid tem-perature amounts to 25'C.

Various investigations have been carried out in For a given core power, the primary pumps con-
the RAMONA test facility to study the transition trol the core flow and, hence, the core temperatures.
from forced to natural circulation 28. Two typical re- The flow rate measurements are shown in Fig. 4a. At
sults are shown in Fig. 4 for a scram simulating a the moment of the pump stop (t = 130 s after scram),
40% 30 kW) and 100% 75 kW) nominal load case, the flow rates drop considerably and begin to rise
respectively. The main test conditions are: again with the onset of natural convection. This is

caused by the increasing temperature differences in
- Reduction of core power from 30 to and from 75 the core (Fig. 4b), which depend on the core power

to 2 kW, respectively, within 1.5 s after scram. level after scram. The temperatures at the inlet and
- Reduction of core flow mass rate from 840 and outlet sides of the core are plotted as the mean values

2100 g/s, respectively, which corresponds to the of all thermocouples. The outlet temperatures ex-
half-time of a pmary pump coastdown of 10 s. hibit a decreasejust after scram and a rise with in-
The pumps are stopped at 130 s. creasing time. The buoyancy forces in the cooling

- Reduction of mass flow rate per IHX secondary channels increase with increasing core power. There-
loop from 90 and 225 g/s, respectively, to g/s fore, the measured short- and long-term core flow

rates are proportional to the core power after scram.
1W Consequently, the core flow rate is higher in the case

Bo of a power reduction from 75 to 2 kW compared to a
reduction from 30 to kW. A second small minimum

60 of the core flow rates can be observed 30 min after
q0 scram. This flow reduction is caused by the fluid of

hi h temperature in the hot plenum entering the
20 IWX and reducing its natural convection pressure

head.
0 1 2 3 q 0 1 2 3 q

TIME (H) TIME H Figure 4c shows the fluid temperatures which
a) Core Mass Flow Rate have been measured in the upper plenum along the

... vertical traverse indicated in Fig. 2 Starting with
forced convection at s a uniform temperature pro-

0 5S file is registered. This is the scram point where the
so core power is reduced within 1.5 s from 30 to kW or

q5 from 75 to 2 kW. With the time the temperature pro-
files show an increasing difference between the up-

10 per and the lower part of the hot plenum. This tem-

35 perature difference is strongly influenced by the

'in start of the DHXs operation. 400 s after scram they
0 1 2 3 'i 0 1 2 3 4 are in full service and deliver cold fluid into the cav-

TIME H TIME (H) ity surrounding the core. The cavity gets colder and

b) Core Inlet and Outlet Temperatures colder and cools higher-level positions of the upper

600 plenum. It results in the development of a tempera-
ture stratification in the upper plenum. The cold flu-

500 - 0 S id reaching the core outlet level counteracts the hot
low fluid from the core and, hence, the upward buoyancy

q00 2= S forces. This effect superimposes the reduced natural
30M 5
OW S AS!LIL" convection pressure head of the IHX, and both effects300 7

6M lead to increases in the core temperature difference
is= 5 C." im and

200 72M S' and core flow reduction within the first hour after

.. ..... scram. In all cases, a minimum core flow is observed
30 35 `10 q5 50 30 35 0 5 50 55 60 just before the cooler fluid reaches the IHX inlet win-

TEMPERATURE (C) TEMPERATURE (C) dows at about 2000 s after scram. As a result, the

)Vertical Temperature Distribution in the Upper Plenum core flow rate is increased followed by a continuous
reduction in the gradient of the temperature increase
at the outlet side of the core (Fig. 4b). As soon as cold

40% Load Case 100% Load Case fluid reaches the core inlet, both core inlet and outlet
temperatures begin to decrease. The temperature

Fig. 4 Influence of the load case on te thermal- stratification of the upper plenum is fully developed
hydraulics of RAMONA during the transi- at about 2 h after scram and steady-state conditions
tion from forced to natural convection. are reached within a time interval of 20 h.
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B. Core power 600 2qOO

Under stead -state operating conditions of the 500 2000 ' 33 Kw
y

21 KWDHX a temperature stratification is formed indi- 5 '100 1600 -
cated by a sharp temperature gradient above the up- ------------

JUU 1200 -gyer edge of the core. This behavior is demonstrated -------- --- ---- --- ------------
the measurements represented in Fig. 5a. The 200 800

d by the TCs arranged T,6

as shown in Fig. 2 The
in the power range of a) Experiment

N in the power range of 600 2q00

133 to 221 kW keeping the DHX inlet conditions con- 500 2000

stant. The profile of the upper plenum temperatures 2
measured in RAMONA and NEPWN reveal identi- E q00 1600

�E -s for both test facilities. 2 300 -- -- - 1200
------ third

alytical predictions 200 800
e. The temperature

same positions as for the 100 q00
10 20 30 q0 So 10 20 30 qO 50

measurements. se computed temperature distri- TEMPERATURE (C) TEMPERATURE (C)

butions represent as well temperature gradients in b) Calculation

the region between core outlet and the bottom end of
the ACS. In general, these gradients are a little RAMONA NEPTLIN

smaller than the measured ones.
Fig. 5. Influence of the core power on the mea-

Detailed temperature field measurements sured and computed temperatures in the
available from steady-state tests provide the basis hot plena of the RAMONA and NEPTUN
for isotherm plots of the upper plenum behavior. Fig- test facilities.

38 41 47

a) Experiment

35

38 4 47

A

J

b) Calculation
Ionize

159 -,
Pad plane-

4234 3
IJY I 42

Temperature, C

Core power of 133 kW Core power of 170 kW Core power of 221 kW

Fig. 6 Influence of the core power on the measured and computed isotherms of the NEPTUN test facility.
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ure 6 shows such graphs for the NEPTUN investiga- top end of the core and the bottom end of the ACS,
tions only. The experimental results and the the measurements show a nearl continuous in-
FLUTAN calculations reflect the horizontal charac- crease of the temperatures due to tZe mixing process
ter of the isotherms indicating the formation of a of the cold and warm fluid streams. Almost uniform
stratified flow in the upper plenum. The close spac- temperatures are prevailing in the upper plenum.
ing of the isotherms (intervals of K also points out The lower diagram of Fig. 7b illustrates that even
that the entire temperature rise occurs in the region under non-uniform cooling conditions the tempera-
between top end of the core and outlet windows of the 60 I . 'i b 'i, '�!'- ....

DHXs. The ighest temperatures occur above the outlet outlet
55core, and they drop with increasing distance from the Inlet inlet

core center-line. The results of NEPTUN differ from - 10
those registered for RAMONA 7 in the following two �E q5

qpoints: X: allow

- At the DHX outlet windows, RAMONA shows a 35 -t-) symmetrical
DHX oeration q DHX operationve7inhoinogeneous field of isotherms resulting 30

in arge temperature gradients at the bottom of 0100 200 300 00 600 00 100 200 300 q00 500 600 700

the redan. This could be demonstrated by very de- ARMS (MM) PMl us (MM)
tailed local measurements. In contrast to this, the a) Core inlet and outlet temperatures
isotherm field measured in NEPTUN show a
horizontal extension over the outlet region of the 2300 ......

DHX. The redan is always found to be at identical 1900 7
temperatures.

- In NEPTUN, interstitial flow is possible. This 1500 OM -

means that cold fluid delivered during the opera- vertical
tion time of the DHX passes the interwrapper traverse Itoo. corn top W.
space. The cold flow results in the temperature 700
distributions tpical for the experiments. The symmetric asymmetric
cold interstitial flow influences the uniform dis- 31302� 35 qO 45 50 55
tribution of the core temperature and contributes TEIVERATURE C)

remarkably to the decay heat removal. In 23W -

RAMONA, interstitial flow is excluded due to the OM
annular geometry of the cooling channels. 1900

Comparing the computed and measured azimuthal ACSbafteno.6

NEPTUN results, it can be seen that the tempera- traverse
ture distributions in the upper plenum are well re- 1100
presented by the calculations. In the interstitial flow 700 asymmetrical DHX operation
region of NEPTUN, the agreement between calcula- 300

tion and experiments is satisfactory for these first A = 80'
calculations. b) Temperature distribution in the upper plenum

C. Asymmetric decay heat removal

Fundamental pretests have been performed in
a slab geometry to investigate the in-vessel cooling symmetrical asymmetrical
modes caused by the position and number of DHXs DHX operation DHX operation

being in operation 9 A highly asymmetrical decay 32 'C 5 IC
heat removal occurs under the condition that only
two out of four pairwise installed DHXs serve as heat
sink. To assess the capability of the passive DHR sys-
tem, reactor typical experiments have been carried STIM I
out in the NEPTUN test facility for a core power of
133 kW. Figure 7 shows a comparison of local tem- 38 'C

peratures measured during both uniform and non-
uniform heat removal. In Fig. 7a, core inlet and out-
let temperatures are plotted versus the core radius.
In comparison to the symmetrical cooling mode, the
temperature level of the asymmetrical case is
roughly 12 K higher. The reasons are the core power c) Isotherms in the upper plenum
and the inlet conditions at the secondary side of the
DHXs which have been kept constant for both cases. Fig 7 Influence of the symmetrical and asym-
In the upper part of Fig. 7b, temperature measure- metrical operation of the decay heat ex-
ments are represented along the vertical thermocou- changers on the measured temperatures in
ple positions indicated in Fig. 2 The lowest tempera- the hot plenum of the NEPTUN test facili-
tures have been recorded in the cavity. Between the ty for a core power of 133 kW.
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ture behavior remains nearly unaffected in azimuth- 2300

al direction. These temperature profiles have been
gained by rotating the measuring device clockwise 1900 - 7
through 180 degrees. Such detailed measurements of
the temperature field serve to plot the isotherm field 1500 -
with an isotherm interval of K. Figure 7c shows the Impermeable A5 t; , -.
establishment of a stratified flow on the way from 1100 7

the DHX outlet region to the top end of the core. The
close spacing of isotherms reflects in additon that the 700 -

whole temperature rise mainly takes place in the re-
gion between the core and the ACS. The highest tem- 300 ------

2300peratures occur above the core at its center-line and
decrease with increasing radial distance from this 1900
area. The field of the isotherms doesn't vary with the
azimuthal measuring position except near the outlet 1500
region of the DHXs. bottornend-,

permeable ACS 1100
W corD. Design of the Above Core Structure

700

The results discussed so far refer to a non-
permeable surface of the ACS. In the following, the 300 L

corresponding results using a permeable ACS are de- 30 35 q0 45 so 55

scribed and compared to the previous findings. In TEMPERATURE (C)

this case, a part of the upper plenum fluid penetrates a) Temperature distribution in the upper plenum
the ACS. The permeability of the ACS amounts to
el = 15% at the cylindrical surface and = 12.5 at
the bottom.

experiment
For the permeable and non-permeable ACS,

Fig. 8a shows the temperature distribution for the
vertical thermocouple positions indicated in Fig. 2 It
can be seen that the temperature in the cavity are
about 2 K lower in case of a permeable ACS than in
tests with impermeable ACS surfaces. The tempera- 38

ture gradient between the head of the subassemblies
up to the bottom end of the permeable ACS is re-
duced. With increasing height, however, the tem-
peratures of the upper plenum rise. That is in con-
trast to the findings of a non-permeable ACS. The
reason for this behavior is attributed to the fact that
the radial cold flow leaving the DHX deflects the up- permeable ACS
ward directed hot flow under mixing and penetrates
into the ACS at its bottom end. This can be readily
seen from the isotherm fields represented in Fig. 8b. calculation ;7-- 47'C

As a consequence of this flow behavior, the
highest temperatures occur at the center-line of the
model. A stratified flow is present throughout the up-
per plenum. The highest temperature gradient is
still in the region between the top end of & ore and
the bottom end of the ACS. In contrast to the im-
permeable ACS, however, the gradient is dimin-
ished. These findings are confirmed by the numerical
simulations. Figure 8b shows the calculated iso-
therms. A comparison of the analytical predictions C
against the experimental data reflects a good agree-
ment of the findings.

V. SUMMARY

In order to assess the capability of the passive b) Isotherms In the upper plenum
decay heat removal system design or an advanced
pool-type liquid-metal-cooled reactor, water experi-
ments were conducted in the RAMONA and Fig. 8. Influence of the design of the above core
NEPTUN test facilities. Studies on the transition structure on the measured temperatures in
from forced to natural convection as well as natural the hot plenum of the NEPTUN test facili-
ciruclation tests performed under quasi steady-state ty for a core power of 221 kW.
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conditions were carried out. The influence of differ- 2. H. Hoffmann et al. Investigations on Decay
ent operating and design parameters on the thermal- Heat Removal by Natural Circulation in
hydraulic behavior were taken into account. Analyt- LMFBR's, Fourth Internat. Top. Meetinli on
ical simulations utilizing the computer program Nuclear Reactor Thernial-hydrau cs,
FLUTAN were compared against the experimental NURETH-4, Karlsruhe, Germany, Vol. 1, pp.
data. The investigations lead to the following state- 384-391, October 1989.
ments:

3. H. Hoffmann, K.Marten, D. Weinberg, Y. Ieda,
- The transient DHR tests performed in "Investigations on Natural Circulation in

RAMONA were completed with tests using a Reactor Models and Shut Down Heat Removal
prescram power of up to 75 kW. Generally, the Systems for LMFBR's", 5th Proc. of Nuclear
anticipated primary system behavior is con- Thermal-Hydraulics, 1989, Winter Meeting of
firmed. the ANS, San Francisco, CA, U.S.A., Nov. 26-

- The NEPTUN model forms the link between 30, 1989, pp. 448-454.
the small RAMONA rig and the fulI-size reac-
tor plant. The thermal-hydraulics of the upper 4. H. Hoffmann, K. Marten, D. Weinberg, H.
plenum are found to be identical in both Kamide, "Thermal-hydraulic Model-Experi-
models. The interwrapper thermal-hydraulics ments and Calculations on the Transition from
simulated in NEPTUN contributes to the decay Forced to Natural Circulation for Pool-type
heat removal. Fast Reactors", Nuclear Technology, 99 1992)

- Asymmetric heat removal (only two DHXs be- pp. 374-85.
ing in operation) results in a temperature in-
crease in the system, but, doesn't lead to 5. K. Marten, D. Weinberg, H. Hoffmann B.
changes in the general temperature distribu- Kohtes, "Die Thermohydraulik im PrimArsy-
tion. stem des EFR bei mitlaufenden Tauchkiihlern

- The permeable ACS shell influences the flow im Leistungsbetrieb", (in German) Jahres-
paths and temperature distributions in the up- tagung Kerntechnik 93, K61n, 25.-27. Mdrz
per plenum. Such a design causes an altered 1993, pp. 105-108.
temperature stratification.

- Analytical predictions utilizing the FLUTAN 6. H. Borgwaldt, W. Baumann, G. Willerding,
computer code lead to a remarkably good agree- "FLUTAN, Input Specifications", KfK 5010,
ment of the data if the geometrical and oper- Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany
ational conditions are modeled accurately. De- (1992).
viations mainly result from the lack of
nodalization which has to be accepted for rea- 7. H. Hoffmann et al., "Scaled Model Studies of
sons of the required computing time. Decay Heat Removal by Natural Convection for

- So far, all water model tests show that decay the European Fast Reactor". 6th Internat. To-
heat can be safely removed by natural convec- pical Meeting on Nuclear Reactor Thermal-
tion. Additional sodium and water tests under hydraulics, (NURETH-6), Grenoble, France,
identical geometrical and flow conditions are Oct. 58,1993.
running to guarantee the transferability of the
results. 8. D. Weinberg, H.H. Frey, H. Tsch6ke, K. Rust,

"Comparison of Transient D Calculations with
RAMONA Model Experiments". Proc. of the
5th Internat. Topical Meeting on Nuclear
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Abstract In this paper, an attempt is made to illustrate the use of the

boundary element method for the analysis of transient heat
In this paper, the theory of the BFM applied to transient conduction problems with non-linear boundary conditions.
heal-conducftonproblentsisreviewed Newtimemarching Simplified time-marching schemes, which can easily be
schemes which are based upon full boundary integrals programmed and executed on small PC's are also introduced.
without excessive use of large matrices, are introduced An Transient heat flow, or heat diffusion, in an anisotropic
algonihmfor dealing with the nonlinear boundary condition solid is generally governed by the following partial
of rathation is described An accuracy measure which deals differential equation (Carslaw Jaeger 1959):
with the singuiarities infundamental solution parameters is d

discussed A number aT aTf case studies with different k, 4 = C (1)
geometrical shapes and different loading and boundary X4 Paxp at
conditions were analyzed using the developed techniques,
and the results were compared with corresponding where d is the number of coordinates, i.e. d = 2 for two-
ana4Wcal solutions andlorfinite element results. It is clear dimensional problems, d = 3 for three-dimensional
that the developed boundary element procedure is more problems, kp represents thermal conductivities, p is the
accurate and efficient than the finite element methodfor the material density, c is the specific heat, and is the rate of
analysis of such problems. heat generated per unit volume.

For the case of a homogeneous orthotropic material
represented with respect to its principal axes, the previous

1. INTRODUCTION equation can be reduced to:
d a2T aT

There are many engineering problems for which it is possible F . , 4 = PC PCt (2)
0-1 a X.,to represent the governing equations by a system of

boundary integral equations BlEs); that is, the integrated where (k , k2, k)

unknown parameters, in such equations, appear only in y
integrals over the boundary of the problem domain. The and for a homogeneous isotropic material: k=ky=k,=k, and
boundary element method (BEM) is considered nowadays the governing equation has the following simple form:

the most popular numerical technique for the direct solution kV2T+4 = ct (3)
of BlEs. Itisbaseduponpiecewisediscretizationofthe

problem boundary in tenns of sub-boundaries, known as Notice that, for an orthotropic case with constant thermal
boundary elements, in a way similar to that employed for the conductivities, Equation 2 can be transformed to a form
finite element method. similar to that of Equation 3 by using the following

The BEM has many advantages compared with domain linear transformations:
numerical techniques. The dimensionality of the problem is
reduced by one, for many engineering applications. It is ideal ky k.
for infinite domain problems, elastic fracture mechanics, and ill z k

also offers a fully continuous
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Boundary integral analysis of diffusion problems, based H t - t) P C 2d

upon Laplace transforms, was introduced by Rizzo u'(x-x,,t,-t) 4ak(t -1)
Shippy 1970). Chang et al. 1973) employed a time- I- (8)
dependent transient fundamental solution for the solution p c r
of two-dimensional heat-conduction problems and Shaw 4k(t,-t)
(1974) presented a similar approach for three-dimensional exp
problems. Wrobel & Brebbia 1979) presented boundary where for two-dimensional problems:
element derivations with higher-order space and time
discretizations. They 1981) also introduced an r = �(x-x,) + y-y,)' (9)
axisymmetfic analysis based upon integrating three- and for three-dimensional problems:
dimensional formulations with respect to the direction. 2

New time-marching schemes for two-dimensional and r �(X-X') (y') + Z-Z (I 0)
a-dsymmetric problems have been introduced by A-Rushudi
(1991) and Gordon 1991), respectively. Notice also that the solution exists only for t to, and

Generalized notations and r are used in this work to
represent a space domain and its boundary. Notice also H to - t) is the Heaviside step function defined as

that, x ! x y) for two-dimensional problems, and follows:

X x y z ) for three-dimensional problems. H t - t = I for t' z t

= for to t

2. GOVERNING INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
The previous solution has the following interesting

Transient heat conduction problems described in this paper properties:
are governed by the partial differential equation 4) in a time
domain - = t ] and a generalized space domain lim U '(X -XV t- to) = 6(x-x,)I 2 t- �' P C

with a boundary r, together with some boundary and initial
conditions as will be explained later. limfpcu'dQ = Ci (12)

For a solution Txt) which satisfies the given boundary t-t. 
and initial conditions, a weighted-residual expression may be where C, and C are defined such that:
written in ten-ns of a weighting function uxt) as follows: C = f6(x-xddQ C f6(t-t,)dt

ffu.IkV2 T - pct + oo dl dt - (5) 0 1
a and it can also be deduced from the properties of the Dirac

Using integration by parts, it can be deduced fi7om the delta fiinctions that:
previous expression that: f ff (X, t 6' -xi) t - t d( dt

q qu'dr-fq-Tdr-fu-,0dQ dt a (13)
'r r Q I = Co Ax t)

f p clu (x, t, ) T(x, t, u (x, t2 ) T(x, t2 )jdL (6)

Using u* as defined by Equations 7) then Equation 6) can
+ff T(kV2U + pct2 ') dQ dt = be reduced to the following integral equation:

CiCT(xjl, + fpcu'(x-x�,12)T(xt2)dQ

aT au- = k
where q k an , q an +ffq-Tdrdt = ffu-qdrdt

I r T r

The fundamental solution for such problems is defined + f fu -'o dQ dt + fP C u .(X-Xi' , ) Tx, t, ) dQ
mathematically as a singular particular solution to the g Q Q
following partial differential equation- (14)

k V 2 U + p C g 6 X _ X)6(t-� = (7) which is a domain-integral equation.

and it can be expressed in a d-dimensional domain as Defining the time domain -r as [to t then it can be
follows El-Zafrany 1993): deduced from the properties of the given fundamental

solutions, that:
C 0
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and If t, represents he initial time at which to = and if

lim f p u x - x, t) T(x, t) dQ = C, T(x,, t is independent of time, then Equation 20) can be
simplified as follows:

C 'Tdt- -'To drHence, Equation 14) can be reduced to the following T(x,,t. - T(x,,10)] +f �fq q,
boundary integral equation: r r (23)

C T(x,, t,) + f f - Tdt dr f f, q dt - U_. qO dr
r r i I

which represents a boundary integral equation without any
�fu q dt dr + domain integral.

r a I

f P C U '(X - X,, t, ) T(x, Q dL -1 3. TIME-MARCHING SCHEMES
0

provided that T(x, 1.) is known from the given initial The boundary integral equations derived in the previous

conditions, and by using a steady-state case with section contain time integrals to be evaluated. The time
T= constant, q = 0, 4� = 0, it can also be deduced that: domain [t,,, j can be discretized in terms of time elements

with time nodes, where each time node represents the

Ci f P U '(X - X,, t) d - f q 'dtdr (16) whole component (or the space domain) at an instant of
r r time. Of course, a time element -r. represents a time interval

over which the variations of the field fiinction parameters
Defining a time increment At, such that: with respect to time are approximated.

t + M,&t (17) For a constant time element, the field function parameters
T, q are assumed constant over the element, and if the time

where n is a positive integer, and integrating Equation 7) element region is 'r = [tj , 2 1 'then from mathematical
over the specified time domain, it can be proved that: considerations the time node representing the element is

PCU'(X-X,,to - kV2-1+8(X_Xi) (18) considered at t,

where in this section, two time-marching schemes based upon
constant time elements will be explained. For details on
the use of linear and parabolic isoparametric time elements

UM= f U'(X-X,,t,-()dt (19) see Qamar (1990).
VMAt

(a) Incremental time-marching scheme

Substituting from Equation 19) into Equation (15), and If the time domain r is defined in terms of one constant
using Green's second identity, then Equation (15) can be time element, i.e.
modified into the fbHowing form:

'r

C,, T(x,, T(x,,t, + f ��q T dt - To dr where A t t - , and t. a 1, which is the value
r r I

(20) of the time at the source point, then it can be deduced that:
u q dt - U W q(j I dr

r , fq - Tdt = q1- TM , fu - q dt = U-1- q. (24)
, 4 ' to dQ

�fu 4� dt - W. . d + f b W.

If such a time domain is employed for the derivation of
Equation (15), then it can be reduced into the following

where form:
qM T(x fq- * TM dr fu- - q. dr , bM (x, ) (25)

an f q'(x-x,,t,-t)dt (21) Ci itm)-
t, - mat r r

and the subscripts of the field function parameters T, q and where
(� denotes their values at the time with the same subscript,
i.e. b. (x, f fu 4 + P c u '(x - x,, t. 7� dQ (26)

2'� E T(x, t. qm a q (x, t. (X I t. (22)
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and similarly

C = fbU'(X-X"t (27) t. M-1-I) d - q' dr qdt = E - q. EJ q. (31)M I fu UM
r to M-1

If T., has a known value, and the value of either T. or q. Using Equations 30) and 3 1), then Equation 23) may
at every space boundary node is given, then Equation 25), be simplified as follows:

which represents a boundary integral equation in the space C, T(x,, t. + f q-1- dr fW,- q. dr b. (x, ) 32)
domain, can be dealt with in a way similar to that r r
employed for steady-state problems (see El- where, for m I
Zafrany, 1993). Hence the unknown values of T, and q.
at all space boundary nodes are evaluated, and it can be b, (x, C, T(x, + T. dr - q, dr (33)
deduced from Equation 25) that, at any internal node (x): r r

T(x, , t. ff WI' q - -1' dr and orm> L
r (28)

+f[W,'q, + PCU'(X-X,,tm_j)%_jjdC1 b. (x, C, T(x, , to q-.' T. dr - q, dr
a (34)

The previous procedure is to be employed for m=1,2,...,
qmprovided that T x to has a given initial distribution. '_.) T. q. , dr

r
The following approximation may be employed to find the
time derivative of T Notice that Equation 32) is similar to 25) and can be

T(x, t T(x, t dealt with in the same way, except for the term b in
t(X , . M_' (29) Equation 32), which is to be evaluated in terms of

boundary integrals.
The basic disadvantage of this approach is te build up

(b) Total time-marching scheme of terms for the evaluation of b at higher times, resulting
in an enormous aount of computational time required for

The basic disadvantage of the previous scheme is that a the analysis. Some authors (Sharp & Crouch 1987, Qarnar
domain integral is to be evaluated, even if the fiinction 1990) suggested the use of time matrices where previous
does not exist. time integrals of fundamental solution parameters are saved

For cases with (� being independent of time, and for use in subsequent time intervals, but this may result in
huge matrix dimensions which may require a very large

to = 0 one can use Equation 23) which does not computer memory. The time-integrated fimdamental

contain any domain integrals. However, the time domain solution parameters can be found in AJ-Rushudi 1991).

for that equation is: ' = 4. SOLUTION CONSEDERATIONS
[to 1.1

where t' = ts t, + m At m = 2 Boundary integral equations, such as 25) and 32), can be
that is, for every new source point, in the time domain, the specified with respect to any source point. The boundary is
time integrals are to be carried out from t. up to the new discretized into boundary elements defined in terms of
value of time. boundary nodes. For the simple case of discretizing the

Using constant time elements, it can, therefore, be shown boundary into n constant boundary elements, Equation 25)
that: or 32) may be rewritten at a source point x) on the

M boundary, as follows:
n

fq-Tdt f q-Tdt C, T(x,, t. + E �fi;(X i- X,)dr T(x,,t.)
n-1 J-1

1-1 (35)
E fq'dt-fq-dt 7�+qj % U, XiXddr q(x,,t.)+b.(x,)

J-1 rj
i.e where rj represents the region of thejth boundary element,

and xj is its midpoint.
fq T dt (30) To avoid dealing with singular integration problems, a

source point xcan be selected outside the domain and at a
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distance of the order of an element length from x,. Hence
Equation 35) is reduced to.-

q-, (XI x,)dr T(x,,t ) q,Q I-
q1 xi Xi) dr T(x,, t.) i iq. ri

J-1 r j 1 (36) n, - I

n f(x'-x,)drjq(xjt )b.(x') E �f Ul (xi Xi) dr (38)E I i M I J-1 r
J-1 r j jq(t,)-hT(x,,t )-T',(t.), -h,(T),T(x,,t. - 2�(t.),)

At each boundary elementj, one of the following boundary + [f W: (X Xi) dr q xi, t. + b. (x'

conditions may be specified:

(i) Prescribed temperature: Hence, Equation 36) may be modified as follows:

whereT(Xj' t. = T(t.) = a given function

T 4 - T, 4

(ii) Prescribed heatflux: hR (T) T-T (39)

3 2 2 3q(x,,t, = qt,)=agivenfunction aeff +T T + TT, + T,

Hence, equation 38) can be rearranged in the following
form:

(iii) Convective boundary: n

E f h (XI Xi) dr (xi, t)
The element is in contact with a fluid which is at J-1 (40)
temperature Tf and has a convective heat transfer
coefficient h. For such a case: ex x dr xi, t) f(Tf, 7� + b. (x')

q (x , t.) h Txi, t. Tf (t.), rji

where, forj being on a boundary where the heat flux is
(iv) Radiative boundary: prescribed:

The element is transmitting or receiving thermal u (x t.) ff T(x,, t.)

energy to or kom a source at T, i.e. _. I -. I
4 (Xi, t. h(xlx q, (x,, xi) (h h.) u, (x,, xi)

q(x,, t. = -a f [T T" (t.)

where a is the Stefan-Boltzman coefficient, and E is the P (xi' t.) q(t.)

emissivity. _. I
The last three conditions can also be combined together as g (Xi, xi) U1 (xi, Xj)

follows: with

f(T" T') Ef * ',_X,)(hT.-h.Y�)dr
q (xi, t.) q (t. -h IT(x,, t. Tf (t.), J ri

a [ T4 (Xi, t. T'4 (t. (37) and for j on a boundary where the temperature is prescribed:

u (xi, t) a q (xi, t. h x', xi) -U'(x', xi)
where any of the parameters q, h, will have zero value

whenever its corresponding boundary condition does not p(x,,t.) - Tt.)
exist.

Consider, for simplicity a case where the g (Xt, X q1 (Xj'X
boundary elements from I to n, have a prescribed

heat flux as defined by Equation 37), and the The boundary integrals, and the term b. are evaluated by
remaining elements have a prescribed temperature. means of Gaussian quadrature, and Equation 40) is reduced

to an algebraic equations A similar procedure can be
employed for the case of isoparametric elements, and for
further details see A-Rushudi 1991).

For the case of radiation, the equation coefficients contain
the parameter h,, which is a f6ction of T, creating a source
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of non-linearity. An iterative approach is adopted in this Second case
work, where an initial value of h, is assumed such that: This case is similar to the previous one, but with the

hR (T) z hR (� = 4 a T 3 (41) following boundary conditions:

T(ayt = T(xOt = T(xbt = 
For every iteration next, its value is then estimated from the a T
value of the temperature at the previous iteration, and the and - (OYt = 
procedure continues until an acceptable convergence is an
achieved. A boundary element mesh, similar to that used for the

previous case, was employed and the value of the

5. CASE STUDLES temperature at the plate centre was plotted against the
analytical solution, as shown in Figure 3 which confirms the

Computer programs based upon the two time-marching adequacy of the BEM for thermal shock analysis.

schemes developed in this work have been designed and 77tird case
tested on VAX computers, Digital workstations, and PC's.
Several alidation cases have been carried out, and it was This case represents a plate which was initially at zero
noticed that the two time marching-schemes gave vey close temperature, then the edges of the plate are kept at the
results. Some simple two-dimensional examples are following conditions:
demonstrated in this section. For further two-dimensional T(ayt) T(xbt) T,
applications see A-Rushudi 1991), and for axisymmetric
case studies see Gordon (I 99 1). aT (OYt) aT (X'0't) 0

an an
(a) Rectangular plate under different thermal shock
conditions The temperature at the plate centre, as obtained by means of

the BEM, is shown against the analytical in Figure 4 which
A rectangular plate, defined in the region: shows an acceptable agreement between the BEM results

0 !g x a 0 < y : b and the analytical solution.

was considered with three different thermal shock conditions. (b) Hollow cylinder under constant rate cooling
Three cases with different boundary conditions were
analyzed and the results were compared with the analytical This example is a hollow cylinder with the following
solutions given by Bruch & Zyvoloski 1974). properties:

First case Inner radius = 01 n

In this case, the plate was initially at a uniform temperature Outer radius = 02 n
Material density p = 7800 kg/M3

T(Oyt) T(ayt)
T(xOt = T(xbt = Specific heat c = 452 J/kg K

T., then the sides of the plate are kept at zero temperature, k. = ky = 48W/mK
i.e. The outer surface of the cylinder was kept at zero (C)
A boundary element mesh with 20 isoparametric quadratic temperature, whilst the inner surface was cooled from a
elements, as shown in Figure 1, was employed for a steady state with T= 1000C to OC, in 10,000 seconds, with
boundary element analysis of a case with the following a constant rate of cooling. A boundary element mesh, as
hypothetical properties: shown in Figure 5, was employed in the boundary element

a = h = m T, 300C analysis, and the results obtained were compared with
corresponding finite element results. The transient

pc = I mK k� = k, 1. 25 W/mK temperature distribution at r = 0 I I in is shown in Figure 6,

The value of the temperature at the central point of the plate and the radial distribution of the temperature at I = 2000
was plotted against the given analytical solution, as shown in seconds is iustrated in Figure 7 It is clear from these
Figure 2 which proves the accuracy of the BEM for this type figures that there is a close agreement between the results
of analysis. obtained by means of the finite element and the boundary

element methods.
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6. CONCLUSIONS Numerical methods in thermalproblems, Pineridge

The developed time marching schemes have led to very Press, Swansea. 1979)
accurate results, and can be employed for cases with thermal (12) Wrobel L C. Brebbia, C. A. A formulation of
shock conditions. The form of the total time-marching the boundary element method for axisymmetric
scheme as presented in this work is suitable for small PC's transient heat conduction. Int J Heat Mass
where the program does not have any heavy demands on the Transfer 24 843-850.(198 )
computer memory. It also does not require any domain
integration, and saves, therefore, the time and effort required
for preparing the boundary element model.
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ABSTRACT and approximates the viscous energy dissipation of the
smaller eddies. In LES, the Navier-Stokes equations are

Having led to increased inefficiencies and power plant averaged over a small spatial region in order to remove
shutdowns fluid flow induced vibrations within heat small scale fluctuations. The filtering process necessitates
exchangers are of great concern due to tube fretting-wear or closure models that are called subgrid scale (SGS) terms
fatigue failures. Historically, scaling law and measurement that model smaller eddies in the flow domain. A good SGS
accuracy problems were encountered for experimental model is required for the accuracy of LES. However, very
analysis at considerable effort and expense. However, few of the SGS models developed so far have been
supercomputers and accurate numerical methods have validated in geometrically complex, turbulent flow fields
provided reliable results and substantial decrease in cost. such as those that occur in nuclear power plant
In this investigation Large Eddy Simulation has been components.
successfully used to simulate turbulent flow by the numeric
solution of the incompressible, isothermal, single phase SGS models may be tested by using full direct
Navier-Stokes equations. The eddy viscosity model and a simulation or by comparison with experimental
new subgrid scale model have been utilized to model the observations. Full direct turbulence simulations help make
smaller eddies in the flow domain. A triangular array flow detailed comparisons of model predictions and exact
field was considered and numerical simulations were values; however, at the present time, these are restricted to
performed in two- and three-dimensional fields, and were low Reynolds numbers and simple flows. Experimental
compared to experimental findings. Results show good observations have neither of these restrictions but are not
agreement of the numerical findings to that of the sufficiently detailed to permit detailed comparisons with
experimental, and solutions obtained with the new subgrid models; indirect approaches must then be employed.
scale model represent better energy dissipation for the
smaller eddies. THEORY

INTRODUCTION In the statistical description of turbulence, there are more
unknowns than equations, creating a closure problem that

A major technological issue in the nuclear power can be closed only with models and estimates based on
industry is vibration induced fatigue and subsequent failure intuition and experience. SGS models can be categorized
of steam generator tubes. Turbulent eddies within steam into eddy viscosity models, scale similarity models, models
generators produce instabilities, vortices and turbulent involving partial differential equations for subgrid stress
momentum transfer to the solid boundaries. Therefore, transport, Reynolds stress and Algebraic models and Group
accurate analyses of this flow field are of great potential renormalization methods.
benefit. Experimental studies are costly and are subject to
the applicability of scaling laws. Numerical studies may SGS modeling necessitates combining the fluctuating
complement useful information without the considerable components included in filtered Navier-Stokes equation
expenses of experimental facilities. The goal of this with mean components. This expression must reflect the
investigation is to provide practical applications of the accurate effects of SGS motions into the mean equation.
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) technique to turbulent flow Some of the models that have been previously developed
by implementing a new subgrid scale model developed by are discussed below as well as the development of a new
Lee, I as well as three-dimensional simulations. The major SGS model.
area of concern for this investigation is the single phase
cross flow region in a vertical U-tube steam generator as Eddy Viscosity Models
seen in figure .

The most widely used and simple SGS model is the eddy
Although turbulent flow encompases a wide range of viscosity model. This model borrowed the idea of mixing

length and time scales, LES has been successfully used to length and the eddy viscosity concept from the
simulate turbulent flow by numeric solution of the Navier- conventional time averaging method. The SGS Reynolds
Stokes equations.1-6 LES directly calculates the large stress term (j) is assumed to be proportional to the
eddies that are responsible for the production of energy, velocity gradient in eddy viscosity SGS models.
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steam output It has been shown that eddy viscosity models are able to
maintain the correct mean energy balance of the large scale
flow field while giving poor representations of the
Reynolds stresses on a local basis by comparing with full
direct simulations.9 There are also some incorrect
assumptions in the eddy-viscosity models. One of them is
the'production equals dissipation' assumption. This means
the net rate of energy transfer from the large scale field

manway equals the rate of dissipation of SGS energy. Because of
the initial kinetic energy in the SGS field the rate of energy
transfer is always smaller than the SGS energy

feedwater inlet dissipation.10

Bardina's Model

The basic assumption of Bardina's model is that the net
rate of energy transfer from the filtered flow field to the

two phase flo SGS flow field is determined by eddies whose size is the
filter width. These eddies are simultaneously the smallest
eddies of the filtered flow field and the largest eddies of the
SGS flow field. Bardina applied the filtering operation to
the filtered field and the SGS field and called it the 'transfer
flow field'introducing the scale similarity model.10

tube supports This model showed good correlation with local
Reynolds stresses but did not capture the energy
dissipation. For isotropic and homogeneous turbulence the
kinetic energy always decreases with time (i.e. can not be
statistically stationary). But the scale similarity model is
not dissipative which is physically incorrect. So a linear
combination of the eddy viscosity model and the scale
similarity model has been suggested to satisfy the physical

single phase requirement. In this model the Reynolds stress term is
cross flow expressed as 0

'Cj = 2 Vt S - Mij (3)

where
primary coolant inlet primary coolant outlet

Figure 1: U-tube steam generator M i C (U iu, - U ) (4)

and

aui DE Dui aj

Ti = t - i � Sij I - -
� Dxj axi 2 Dxj axi (5)

Here vt is the turbulent or eddy viscosity which depends which is the strain Tate tensor. The term 2 vt Sj of equation
strongly on the statue of turbulence and is not a constant. (3) is from the eddy viscosity model. Smagorinsky's
There have been many different models to determine v, but constant C,-0.19 and model constant c,=I.l were
one of the most widely used eddy viscosity models is the recommended for second-order central difference
Smagorinsky's eddy viscosity model.7 Smagorinsky's sub numerical scheme. But his model is mathematically
grid scale eddy viscosity model is expressed as: incorrect because the eddy viscosity term is already

included in the scale similarity model Mij).4
1/2V = C Leonard's Model's A2 C)Ui aj aui

� Dxj � ai Nj (2) Here the filtered equations of motion are written in a

where C somewhat different form. For the 'Leonard term' A Uj)., is the Smagorinsky constant and A is a filter width Taylor expansion was used. But replacing the advection
and typically two times of mesh spacing.8 Values of C, term made the filtered Navier-Stokes equation a third order
ranging from 0.10 to 020 are usually used. differential equation because the advection term appeared
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inside a derivative in the filtered Navier-Stokes equation. The above new SGS will have dissipating characteristics
This caused the boundary condition problem for practical due to the modeling of SGS stresses by eddy viscosity
calculation. For the lumped cross term and the Reynolds model. 'Me Smagorinsky constant for this new model was
term j) Leonard used the Smagorinsky model, i.e.,5 set at 012.1 Also the new SGS model will reflect the

energy back-scattering because Leonard term and cross
terms, which represent the GS-SGS interactions, are

Tij = -u U - Ui u, - u, uj. included.j i
-2 Vt Sij (6) RESULTS

This results in ignoring the cross terms because the 2 vt Sij Velocity time histories and power spectra as well as
force power spectra were calculated for fully developed

term can only approximate u. u-. The cross terms represent flow deep within a triangular pitch tube bank. The
a random forcing produced by the SGS eddies on the grid parameters of interest are the cross-flow velocity
scale (GS) eddies and therefore their effect on the smallest magnitude, the orientation of the flow direction relative to
GS eddies may be quite significant. As compared to the the tube bundle geometry, and the pitch-to-diameter ratio.
eddy viscosity model, Leonard's model involves more
small-scale energy and covariance and less explicit Experimental Data
calculation.

Experimental data available for triangular arrays by
New SGS Model Owen" and Weaver and Grover12 have been considered.

Little is known about the actual experimental procedure
It has been confirmed that inclusion of cross terms is and data reduction techniques of Owen's experiment. The

necessary because the cross terms represent the effect of ordinate Normalized Spectral Density" was not explicitly
SGS eddies on GS eddies. Modeling of cross terms defined, and the peak frequency has an estimated
together with SGS stress terms may not be appropriate wavelength that is alarmingly identical to the overall length
since the nature of the cross terms is completely different of the entire four row tube bank. Thus some caution must
from that of the SGS stress terms. The former represent the be exercised in validating predicted deep bundle spectra
GS-SGS interaction through the random forcing effect against Owen's data.
while the latter represent the dissipative effect that the SGS
have on the GS. From Bardina's model there is very little Weaver and Grover's data appears to be more
correlation between rij and the exact SGS stresses, except representative of a deep bundle than Owen's data, but is
that the rij's produce about the right dissipation, However, presented with arbitrary scaling along the ordinate. Also,

Weaver and Grover's data is limited to a smaller non-
The correlation between the exact and parameterized ij dimensional frequency range than Owen's data.
improves greatly if another term is added to the
Smagorinsky formulation, i.e.11 Gust Calculations

,ci = Smagorinsky term + Mij. The simulation investigates turbulent flow around a deep
(7) bundle region with doubly periodic boundary conditions

Bardina's model simply linearly combined the eddy
viscosity model with the scale similarity model to get one
of the important features of turbulent flow, dissipation. The
Leonard terms were also included that produce
(backscatter) energy from the smallest resolved scales to
larger scales.

Flow
Bardina�s transfer field concept and Leonard's Taylor Direction

expansion technique were used by Lee in developing the
new SGS model. I By obtaining

2 - - 178
A-f ai ali 0

C'j 12 �xk Xk (8)

where the governing equation is

auj ajuj ap a2U, j),Cijjx-- = Y- + V jx- aj (9)j xi j axj

then 154

Tij Ci - 2vtSij (10) Figure 2: Geometry for triangular pitch deep bundle
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Figure 4 Normalized one-dimensional power spectrum for
Figure 3 Horizontal gap velocity time history turbulent triangular bunde flow. Abscissa is given by

[(fd/Ug) (/d) (T/d)]

applied to a triangular pitched tube array geometry /d 0.1
1.3, T/d = .5, d = 0.025m) with a mean pressure gradient
of -100 m/sec2 in the x directions The investigation was
performed using the LES code GUST13 with the eddy
viscosity and the modified subgrid scale models. For the 0.001
two-dimensional model 154 x 178 nodes with 27,412 cells
(figure 2 were used with a time step of 03 msec for 1900
cycles of which the last 1024 cycles were used for FT
analysis. For the three-dimensional model a relatively C-1 lo-, 
smaller domain was considered comprised of 78 x 90 x17
nodes with 119,340 cells where no slip boundary conditions
were applied in the third direction. Here too, a time step of
0.3 msec: was considered and the simulation was performed 10-7

for 1500 cycles. 2D Eddy Viscosity Model
2D New SGS Model

Figure 3 shows the horizontal gap velocity time history 3D Eddy Viscosity Model
that were averaged at eight locations in each of the cases 10-9 .... I . I I .... I I ..L

involved. After reaching steady state the velocities 0.01 0.1 I I0 100
fluctuated between 30 and 40 m/sec with the three- Non-Dimensional Frequency
dimensional simulation having slightly higher velocities at
the centerline. It is also clear that the new SGS model
reached steady state sooner than the eddy viscosity model Figure 5: Normalized power spectrum of the drag coefficient
for the two-dimensional simulations. for turbulent triangular bundle flow. Abscissa is given by

[(fd/Ug) (L/d) (T/d)]

Comparison with experimental data was performed
using velocity power spectra from each of the simulations.
Figure 4 shows the normalized one-dimensional power
spectra as a function of a non-dimensional frequency. The dimensional simulation of the new SGS model are in very
numerical simulations are in good agreement at the low good agreement. However, at the highest frequencies, the
frequency end of the spectrum with that of the experimental new SGS model clearly predicts accurate energy dissipation
data, and the simulation of the new SGS model agrees with of the smaller eddies, while the eddy viscosity simulations
the experimental data at higher frequencies as well. do not follow this trend.

The LES also enabled the force calculation on the tubes The LES simulations were performed on the CRAY-
within the flow domain. After obtaining the lift and drag YMP at Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas.
forces on the tubes, FT analysis methods were used to For the two-dimensional models about one hour of CPU
obtain power spectral density (PSD) of the drag coefficient time was necessary for each 100 cycle of calculations;
(figure 5). Here, the two- and three-dimensional while the three dimensional simulation required four hours
simulations of the eddy viscosity model, as well as the two- of CPU time for each 100 cycle.
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'rij = subgrid scale Reynolds stress term
CONCLUSIONS

Progress in turbulence simulation has immediate Vt = turbulent viscosity
feedback into a wide range of engineering applications an V = laminar viscosity
technological advances affecting many aspects of everyday Superscripts
life. Turbulence simulations in simple geometries are
regularly performed, and extensive databases of flow fields spatial or temporal average
have been constructed for the analysis of turbulent flows. spatial or temporal fluctuating component
On the other hand, turbulence simulations in complex
geometries have only emerged recently. REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT conduction regime, 2 transition regime and 3)
boundary layer regime. In the conduction regime

This paper deals with the experimental results a temperature gradient is observed in the center
of natural convective heat transfer in a portion. In the boundary layer regime, however,
rectangular water layer bounded by vertical a flat temperature distribution is dominant in
walls of different thermal conductance. The the central core.
vertical walls were made of copper or stainless 7

steel. A minimum was observed in the horizontal Elderr" carried out a very comprehensive
distribution of temperature near the heating work on natural convection in a vertical cavity
wall since a secondary reverse flow occurred with aspect ratio ranging from to 60 and
outside the boundary layer. For copper case the showed that a lam nar flow condition is
experimental results of Nusselt number agreed maintained up to Ra=10 6 . MacGreger and Emery 8
well with calculations under an isothermal wall obtained an empirical correlation of heat
condition. For stainless steel case, however, transfer coefficient and predicted that a
the measured values were lower than the transition to 6turbulen� motion occurs in the
calculations since a three-dimensional effect range of 3XIO <Ra<3xlO . An analysis of the
appeared in covection due to non-uniformity in boundary layer regime by Raithby et al. 9
wall temperature. presents that the flow pattern and heat trasfer

depend strongly on the aspect ratio as well as
INTRODUCION on the Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers. Takeuchi

et al.10 studied natural convection in thermal
There are many plenums and cavities in stratification where a vertical gradient exists

the coolant system of nuclear reactors. Flow is in the temperature of the fluid in the core of
stagnant in such enclosures and natural the vertical cavity.
convection occurs as a result of gradients in
density which are due to variations in These experimental results for natural
temperature. The design of coolant systems convection are generally less accurate than for
therefore requires a knowledge of natural forced convection owing to difficulty in
convection as well as forced convection. In evaluating the heat fluxes through and along the
particular, attention has been recently focused nonisothermai walls. As a consequence,
on this convective process owing to increasing discrepancies between sets of data are observed,
emphasis on the safety of nuclear reactors. The
accurate knowledge of natural convection is
important for analyzing the decay heat, removal
after the shutdown of nuclear reactors.

A number of review papers have ap? eared
during the past decade or so. Ostrach and 1. Test section
Catton2 provide a comprehensive and interpretive 2. Hot plate
review of natural convection in enclosures. 3. Cold plate
Batchelor3 is one of the earliest investigators 4. Heating tank
who analyzed the behavior for a channel made up 5. Cooling tank
of vertical walls at different uniform 6. Flowmeter
temperatures and insulated horizontal end 7. Heater
plates. He showed that the flow pattern changes 8. Heat exchanger
with increasing Rayleigh number Ra. Eckert and 9. Pump
Carlson Mordchelles-Regnier and Kaplan 5, and T. Thermocouple
Edler 6,7 confirmed the flow pattern predictions
and showed that there are three regimes: (1) Fig.1 Experimental apparatus
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especially for liquid coolant in which the was reached within 02 K for each set of
thermal conduction of walls affects natural temperature readings, data of temperature as
convection in the cavity. So far, there exist a well as velocity were recorded.
few works 11-14 which treat combined conductive
and convective heat transfer. This led to the RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
present authors to carry out an experimental
study of natural convection in a rectangular A. Temperature and Velocity Distributions
enclosure with vertical walls of different
thermal conductance. Te experimental results Figure 3 shows vertical distributions of
will be compared with some numerical temperature in the fluid layer for two wall
calculations by a conventional model which materials at nearly constant Rayleigh number.
treats natural convection under the boundary The abscissa is the temperature difference,
conditions of uniform temperature or uni orm T-T bm where T bm is the mixed mean temperature.
heat flux. The ordinate is the dimensioless height, z/H.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES It can be seen from the figure that for
copper case an isothermal condition is nearly

A schematic diagram of the experimental maintained through the heating and cooling
apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The overall surfaces which correspond to the vertical lines
dimensions of the test section (fluid layer) are of x/L=O and 1, respectively. The isothermal
height, H=200 mm and length, L=200 mm (see condition disappears in the core portion far
Fig.2). The fluid layer of water was bounded by from the wall and the temperature increases in
two vertical metallic (copper or stainless the vertical direction. This temperature
steel) plates of 200 mm high, 200 mm wide and 10 gradient becomes steeper for stainless steel
mm thick. Other side and horizontal walls are case, especially in the lower portion of heating
made of acrylic resin to keep in an adiabatic surface (x/L--O) and the upper portion of cooling
condition. The temperature of hot/cold wall was surface (x/L=1). This is attributed to low
held constant with thermostatically controlled thermal conductivity of stainless steel.
water circulating through a heating/cooling
tank, which wasattached to the back of the heat
transfer wall. The heating/cooling rate was aT
obtained from the enthalpy difference between - 0
the inlet and outlet of the heating/cooling '3Z
tank.

Eighteen thermocouples were used to measure V
the temperatures of metallic plates. The Th T,
thermocouple grooves in the plates were drilled U
to within 3 mm of the surface in contact with
the test fluid. For temperature measurement of
the fluid layer a small thermocouple 0.25 mm in Z.
diameter) was inserted into the layer through X 8T=
the upper boundary. The fluid velocity was d-Z
measured using the laser-Doppler anemometer Fig.2 Coordinate system
system.

The experiments were performed in the X/L
following manner. In order to maintain the side 0 100051 0.5 09951 1 RC
walls at prescribed temperatures, hot/cold water Copper I V 0 1.17A0
was circulated into the heating/cooling tank. PUanless ste6 0 j A, I 1 I I 137x1091
The fluid layer was held nearly at room
temperature in order to minimize heat losses. -0 _0
The output signals from thermocouples were 0 a, 0 +V VCNAAD g

0
recorded on a strip chart. Sufficient time (15 0
to 20 hours) was allowed for the convection U0� Vr El a o 0
development to reach a steady-state condition.
Upon reaching a steady state all the temperature 0.5 - 4c� IV Z CD

readings were taken by a multichannel digital 4 0TV 0 & 

voltmeter, which was controlled by a personal
computer. Another set of temperature readings Tog 6 go

'were taken I hour later, and when good agreement T 0,0 '" �q 1. I .... il.,

In order to investigate the effect of -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

heating method on heat transfer characteristics, T - Tbm (OC)
an electrical heater was also used in the
present experiments. Fig.3 Vertical temperature distribution
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Figure 4 shows vertical distributions of Similar distributions are observed in lower
heat flux at the heating surface for various (z/H--0.125) and higher (z/H--0.875) regions for
wall materials and Rayleigh numbers. The local copper case. For stainless steel case, however,
heat flux was obtained from the relationship: the velocity at z/H--0.125 is lower than that at

z/'H--0.875. This low velocity is consistent with
qz=X(dT/dx) X=O (1) low heat flux in the lower z/H region, as

already indicated in Fig.4.
where the temperature gradient (dT/dx),-o is
assumed to be equal to the value measureA near On the other hand, the temperatrue first
the wall at each height of the fluid layer. The tends to decrease sharply with increasing the
uncertainty of heat flux is within %. For horizontal distance WI,), and after attaining a
copper case the heat flux becomes extremely high minimum near x/L--0.015, increases somewhat to
in the lower region (z/H<0.2). This tendency is remain more or less constant in the core region.
more accentuated in higher Rayleigh number. For The minimum temperature is caused since the
stainless steel case, however, a comparatively secondary hot fluid flows downward in the outer
flat distribution of heat flux is maintained (X/L=0.03) region although the main cold fluid
even in the lower z/H region. flows upward near the wall, as already indicated

in the figure of velocity distributions.
The experimental results are compared with

calculations by an analytical model, which The experimental results for copper case are
treats two-dimensional natural convection in compared with analytical calculations. A farily
enclosures. A brief description of the good agreement is observed in velocity
analytical model is given in Appendix. 9 distributions, but the calculated wall
Calculations were carried out for Ra=1.2XIO temperatures are different from the measured
under isothermal wall condition. The calculated values, except at z/H=0.5. This is attributed
results agree fairly well with measured values to the assumption of isothermal vertical walls
for copper case. For stainless steel case, in the calculation.
however, a discrepancy is observed between
calculations and experimental data. Measured B. Heat Transfer
heat fluxes are extremely lower in the lower
portion (z/H<O.1) of the heating surface. This Figure 6 shows a relationship between local
is attributed to non-uniformity in wall Nusselt number Nuz and local Rayleigh number Raz
temperature. at the heating surface. The dimensionless

numbers Nuz and Ra are defined in terms of the
Figure 5 shows detailed horizontal local bulk tmperature T bZ which was measured at

distributions of velocity and temperature which each horizontal line in the core region.
were measured near the heating surface for two Although data are scattered slightly ' the Nu
wall materials: (a) copper and (b) stainless increases with higher Ra zfor both copper ana
steel. For any cases the velocity has a peak at stainless steel cases. The measured values
x/L=0.005 in the boundary layer and decreases to
be almost zero in the core region (x/L>0.05) far .5 .5
from the surface. The peak velocity has the Ra=3.80xloa

E E
highest value at the horizontal line of z/H=0.5.
A secondary reverse flow is also observed at 0
x/LA 03.

jX104 0

Ra
E -flat.- = 1.20xlOv -1 -5

Copper 0 1.17 09 0 0.05 0 0.05
& 4.00XIOT X/L XIL

Cr StoWess e 1.37A09 (a) Copper
& steel -A _4._15x_10T

--a .5 .5
5x 103 Ra 5.1 9 A01

E E

AA > A. 0 0 0 0
oa -4000 Da

A. 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0

0 . . . . . I . -1 -5
0 0.5 1 0 X/L 0.05 0 X/L 0.05

Z/H (b) Stainless steel

Fig-4 Vertical heat flux distribution Fig.5 Velocity and temperature distributions
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agrees fairly well with the correlation of The Nu is higher for copper than for 9 stainless
Takeuchi et al.10 for natural convection from a steel in the lower Ra region (Ra<5xlO ). This
vertical isothermal wall immersed in thermall discrepancy 16nds to disappear in higher Ra
stratified fluid. In the region of Ra <4xlO region (Ra>10
the Nu is lower for stainless steel than for

zcopper since heat fluxes are lower for stainless The experimental results are also compared
steel in the lower portion (z/H 0.05) of the with analytical calculations. In the case of
heating surface, as alreagy indicated in Fig. 3 copper wall heated by hot water the measured
In the region of Ra z >10 data scattering is values agree well with calculations under
enlarged due to the secondary reverse flow which isothermal wall condition. In other cases,
affects strongly the local heat transfer. however, the experimental data are much lower

than the 'calculated values and the discrepancy
Figure 7 shows a relationship between mean becomes larger for stainless steel since a

Nusselt number Nu and mean Rayleigh number Ra H three-dimensional effect appears in convection
where the height of the fluid layer is ued as flow due to non-uniformity in wall temperature.
the reference length. In this figure are also
shown data for electrical heating as well as for The solid line is the empirical correlation

8hot water heating. In the case of hot water of MacGreger and Eery , as
heating there is a tendency of higher Nu H for 1/3
copper than for stainless steel. This Nu=0.046Ra (5)
discrepancy lessens in the case of electrical
heating. They carried out an experimental study of

natural convection in a fluid layer with the hot
The experimental results are compared with wall at constant heat flux and the cold wall at

analytical calculations as well as the constant temperature. It can be seen that their
9correlation of Raithby et al. , as correlation is lower than the copper data but

1/4 higher than the stainless-steel data in the
NuH --0.354Ra H (2) present experiments.

6 9
1-n the range of 10 <Ra H<5XIO for isothermal
walls. The present data, except for copper wall 200
heated by hot water, are much lower than the Raithby et al. Nu.= 0.354 Ra.OM

--- Numerical (isothermal)calculated values as well as Raithby et al's OTh T.100 Ml H Numerical Wform heat ilux)
correlation. An upgraded model is therefore 01
needed for analyzing heat transfer on the wall

50of low thermal conductivity materials.
:3

Z jL A,
In conventional natural convection in the 0Copper

vertical fluid layer it has been customary that -StdrJess steel Hot water
aCopper Electricat heaterthe Nusselt number is defined in terms of the ,Stairtess teel

length L, as 10 I. . . 1 . .
1 08 5x1O 8 109 5 x1O9

Nu=qL/MT (3) RaH OM -Tj HI

The experimental results of Nu are brought Fig-7 Relation between mean Nusselt number and
together in Fig. 8. The abscissa is the ov

Rayleigh number which is defined in terms of Rayleigh number
this same length, as

Ra=OATL 3/av (4) 200
Numerical (Isothermal)

500 �All Numerical (Wfor. heat II-)
8100 7 a: U 7

'a 0 0 a)
100 A:0 50V50 D

a- Z 0 Copper Hot water
:3 A Stahless steel 

Z 10 9 Copper et IEledric.1 heateret al. A Stairtess ste
5 a45Ro?" �C. er� MacGreger-Emery Nu = 0.046 Ra

10 8 109 1010
L ... 10 5x1O'O05 r

10 107 108 lo, OM -TjL'

gp( TbO Z' Ra ov
Raz = T-

Fig.6 Relation between local Nusselt number and Fi-.8 Relation between mean Nusselt number and
local Rayleigh number Rayleigh number
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I
CONCLUSIONS V kinematic viscosity

p density
An experimental study has been conducted to

investigate the effect of thermal conductance of ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Ser. C. J. Heat Transfer, 107, 139 1985).

15. S.V. PATANKAR, Numerical Heat Transfer and Here, the Boussinesq approximation has not been
Fluid Flow. McGraw-Hill, New York 1981). used. The boundary conditions are:

APPENDIX. ANALITICAL MODEL x=O T=Th u=v=O

The geometry of the enclosure is shown in
Fig.2. The enclosure has isothermal vertical = L T=T, u=v=O
walls, one hot (T h) and one cold (T C). The
horizontal walls are insulated. Viscous Z 0 aT
dissipation and radiation effects are neglected. T=O, U=V=O (A5)
For steady, laminar 2-D flow the governing Z= Hi Z
equations are:

The governing equations were solved
a (pu + a (PV) (Al) numerically using the SIMPLE methodis. A

YX_ 09Z 100x100 grid was used in computation. The grid
was packed close to the wall so that the

au) a au) boundary layer could be well resolved. A
(pu, + (Pvu) - staggered grid was used for the calculation of

19X 19Z 19X ax ez 49Z velocity.

Op + a au ) a ,, eV (A2)

YX_ TX _19X aZ y-
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ABSTRACT

To simulate the RHRS (Heat Removal System) failure during the recommendation saying that uilities and vendors take actions to
Residual RHRS operation with partially rifled Reactor Coolant prevent the air entrainment fundamentally.
System (RCS o PWR (so - clled rnid -loop operation), due to To solve this problem Westinghouse did some experimental

0-14air enLrainnient offree surface vortex in a piping system, a set of works and found a correlation in form of H/d = 1.5 FirC,
experiments was perfon-ned. Through these experiments a However the correlation shows a weak dependence of critical
correlation wich represents die critical depth as a function of H/d depth on the Froude number. (1,5 However, theoretical study shows
and Froude number was found in the form of = C R, that H/d is poportional to Fr To jstify this discrepancy, an

H/d ) experimental apparatus wich is scaled down RHRS of
where C = 14 and power n is 068. It was also found that te Yonggwang Nuclear Power Plant 3 (YGNPP 3) to 14 was
perturbation of the system by the disturbance such as pump start, designed, istalled, and experiments were prformed to simulate
valve operation, etc., has a strong effect on die free surface RHRS failure due to air entrainment offree surface vortex in the
vortex. Furthen-nore, frorr a reactor sfety point of view, a systern. Through ths simulation te critical depth and flow stop
modified inlet device which is reducer type is strongly . n

recommended or the pevention of air entrainnient. depth were found in the forin of H/d C F Here H is the
water depth fom he free surface, d is the diameter of suction

Uline, Froude number define as - , and C and n are constants1. INTRODUCTION Vg d
whose value have 14 and 068, and LI and 068, for critical

Throughout te 1i IC time of PWR nuclear power plant, depth and flow stop depth, respectively. Also to improve he
there ae many ies illid-loop operations in which te reactor. existing design ofth ilet ofRHRS, reducer type irdets with and
coolant system (RCS) is partially fiDed with the coolant. During without vortex breakers were ested. These iprovements show
this operation mode, the power from fission is negligible, while drastic reductions bth 01 ritiC�11 depth nd [low stop dpth.
powerfromdecayheatoffissionpf-oductsisdominaiit. Until
recent year the significance of the RHRS failure has not sincerely
been ecognized from the viewpoint that the decay power is a II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND NON -
small fraction offull powcrand even if tat failure Occurs, DIMENSIONALIZED VARIABLES
various kind ofcoolint, devices and enough tirne necessary lbr
C011-CC6011 ZiCdoils could be vailable. (A) NONDIMENSIONALIZED OVERNING

However, Diab)o Canyon accident �1987), PRA EQUATIONS.
(Probabilistic Risk Assessment) esults, and operational For stratified air and water flow in a pipe system, governing

experience of utilities sow hat during the rnid - loop oper-adoll, equa6ons and boundary conditions of the fee surface vortex are

the pobability of loss ol'RHRS is very hi.gh and if any, it can the following. Here flow is assurned incompressible and steady.
challenge the reactor safety without detection. Also it can damage

the core within 12 hour rather than 4 hours. 1 -
The important phenomena associated with te mid - loop Continuity quation : V.V 0

operation ae
2

1) air entrainnient due to tile ree surface vortex in the suction line Momentur euatio i p v . V ) V 1 ,), V * V + p g

of RHRS, Boundary conditions

2 
2) ll1a1fUllCtiO11 Of iSl1-U1llCl1LS i tile SyStern, AP = - P, - r -� 0) ,

3) the RCS pressure increase. at the liquid inte'4ace just beneath the air core tip.
2) A P = P - Po = p g H r z = H

Tile most irnpOrUlll Oe Ot of'thcse phenomena is he air at the bottom of water far from the air core.

entrainment due to late surface vortex. Everyday this

phenomenon is experienced disinterestedly. However when this Here r is the dnsity of wter, P, is the amospheric

occurs in the RCS during mid-loop operation, the ir can be pressure, r,' is he radius of vortex [ he air Core Lip, is the

sucked into RHRS and call cause die istrument malfunction and sur1lice temion, r is te distance trorn the Cnter of air core ad

if the void fraction is ore han about 15%, finally it leads to total H i Wate1'dCpLh fom tile I-CC Srface.

fa lure of the system. Acknowledging te significant effect of

this filure on nuclear reactor salety, U.S. NRC issued a letterand
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FIG I SKETCH OF RCS AND RHRS OF REFERENCE PLANT YGNPP#3)

Substituting 2) When We number is ranged between 12 X 102 and 34 X 104,

2 the effect of We number is negligible (We of the RHRS is ranged
V. V T P* P between 63 X 102 and 92 x 10 and the number of this

, = 1 (2 X 101 ).1.7

U :2 9 experiment was 57 x - 35
P 

into momentum equation and boundary conditions, following 111. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHOD
nondimensionalized equations and boundary conditions can be

obtai ned. (A) ECPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The experimental rig was designed with scale 14 of

v V = Yonggwang Nuclear Power Plant 3 (see Fig. 1). It consists of a

V- V V' V P V 2 V- water reservoir, hot leg (transparent acryl tube), suction piping,
a circulating pump, flow meter, and scales for water level

Re Fr' measurement. More detailed are followings Fig. 2.

A P,=- 0

We Fr 1) Water reservoir

The reservoir was cylindrical 60 cm x RX cm), stainless steel

Here, u , L are defined as average velocity in the suction tank, open to atmosphere. Iside ofthe tank, a porous

pipe, representative length (d = diameter of suction pipe), also membrane was inSLa led to darnp surfac prturbation of i ncom ing
-2 water rom the circulating pump.

Re ( p d U ), Fr( U We( p U d are Reynolds number,

9 c-d 0 2) Hot leg

Froude number, Weber number, respectively. Therefore, from The ube was made of a piece t'Lransparent acryl tube of I n

the above equations, a relation between the non-dimensionalized (inside diameter is 23.5 crn). Its oe side was connected to the

variables can he obtained s fiollox. water reservoir and the other side was closed to simulate hot leg

condition during mid - loop operation. The suction line located 70

H/d = I Fr. Re, We cm fom the water reservoir-.

3) Circulating pump

(B) NONDIMENSIONALIZED VARIABLES The driving force ofthe flow in the experimental rig is povided

(SIMILITUDE) with a vertical single stage centrifugal pump of which inlet and

Among the nondimensionalized variables governing the free outlet diameter are 75 cm. The shutoffhead, aximum flow

.surface vortex, in particular, at the condition of mid-loop rate, power, ad RPM o'the pump are 12 m, 0.01 in 3/SeC , 5

operation of nuclear power plant, Froude number is the only hp, and 341O RPM, respectively.
dominant variable. 2,3 The basis of this assertion is the following.

4) Suction line.
1) When he Re number is greater than I , the effect of Re Two types of suction inlet device were used, one was T type and

number is ne2h2ible (Re number ofthe RHRS is about 106 and the other Reducer types (with and without vortex breakers). he

the number oTl &S experiment ws 3 x 10 - 3 x 10' former was intended to find out the physical insight of vortex
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FIG. 2 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF TEST LOOP

phenomena and the critical water level, while the latters were to
improve the inlet suction piping (to reduce te air entrainment
possibility). The dimension of the T type inlet piping is cm ID
and 100 cm long and the reducer type has a 23.5 cm ID inlet and 2 C.

tapered to cm with ngth of 60 cm. 29.6 C.
5 C�

Particularly, the three hin plates of Imm thickness, parallel to 23 3 C.

the hot leg pipe axis were installed at the ilet of the RHRS to 60 C

suppress the vortex swirl flow see Fig. 3 (c) C.

5) Flow meter (A) T - yp. -,i- pip� (B) R.d.-, yp� -6- ir� �c) V.n.. b-k�,

This instrument consists of a U-tube filled with mercury, and one FIG. 3 TYPES OF SUCTION PIPE
pair of orifice flange and a brass oifice plate manufactured to
comply with ASME code.
The instrument was calibrated as instafled by the mesurement of [V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
the water mass in 10 seconds.

The experiments were performed to find out relations
6) T oher devices between the critical water level and the flow rate for he T type,
There are installed a thermometer and two scales whose purposes and reducer types with and without).
are to easure water heights a the just outlet of reactor vessel and
the just upstream of the RHRS inlet. The purpose of the water
level measurement at two point is to find out the level difference (A) RESULTS
which is the driving force of flow in the hot leg. The information I) Characteristics of vortex i piping systern (T type)
of the difference can be utilized to optimize the location of level Experiment was focused on the T types ilet device which is the
instniment. same of YGNPP 3. The summary of the physical phenomena of

vortex in the piping system is the follows fig 4.

(B) EXPERIMENTAL METHOD i) The vortex is very irregular, discontinuous, flickering
After fiffing the system with water supplied from external (sometimes it appeam and then it disappears), and inconsistent

source to a predetermined level (choose a certain water level (period of flickering).
according to a wter flow rate), then the pump was started and the

flow rate was controlled with a regulating valve. The water level ii) The location of the vortex core is drifted 1.5d to the
isjustenoughno[toinduceaireliLrainment. fthesystenireaches downstrearn ofthe flow. However, since the vonex is sucked
a steady state, then open te drain valve or external water source into the inlet the vortex is slanted to the downstream of the flow.
valve to control water level just enough to entrain the air. The

level is defined as citical water level. iii)-he vortex intensity and critical water level are very sensitive
If the water level is lowered further then the increased air to the disturbance such as pump and/or valve operation.

suction causes the flow stop. The level is defined as flow stop

level.The experiment is divided by two parts. One is to find out iv) The shape and Period ofthe vortex air ntrainment) depend on
the ctical water level of the existing system and th oher is to the [low rte and water level. When he level is low, te period of
modif theinletofRHRS. [lie vrlex (dine interval bCLWCen appearing and disappearing is
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quite short (order of seconds). However if the level is high, the
frequency of the vortex is long (order of minute), also high flow
rate has a shallow and big vortex core and large amount of air
entrainment, while the lower flow rate has a deeper and smaller
vortex core and small amount of air enLrainment.

2) Relation between the low rate and citical water level. A
relation between the flow I-ale (Froude number) ad critical water
level (H/d) was found by the xperimental data shown Table .

J
(d) (e)

FIG. 6 VORTEX DEVELOPING STAGES
IN REDUCER TYPE SUCTION PIPE

WITH VORTEX BREAKER

TABLE. I CRITICAL WATER LEVEL & FLOW
STOP LEVEL DATA FOR T - TYPE,

(d) REDUCER TYPES WITH AND WITHOUT).

-ryp�
FIG. 4 VORTEX DEVELOPING STAGES T I-

IN T - TYPE SUCTION PIPE - -
0.003 0.66 1.1(0.9)

0.0N 0.89 1.20.0)

3) Reducer type inlet devices 0 005 1.11 1A0.0
The reducer type inlet device is designed to reduce air enLrainment 0006 133
possibility by decreased flow velocity at the inlet. Some --
characteristics different from those of the T type device were WHO I 1 M1.3)
follows (fig. 5 6 IMM 1,77 2](15)

i) The vortex intensity is subdued drastically, while the vortex 0.009 1.99 2.10.6)
diameter is enlarged. Also the suction force an the bubble can be
overcome by the buoyant force. 0.010 2.24 220 8) 0.03(')I I I I -- I

ii) Reducer inlet device with vonex breaker can pi-event the air 0.011 2.4A 2.3(2.0) 1 0.5(-) 1
enLrainment for all flow rate corresponding to operating conditions Air entrainment does not occur
ofthe prototype. ):flow slop evel

(B) DISCUSSIONS
1) The shape of vortex

The location of vortex is shifted 1.5d Lo the downstream of the
flow by the inertia of the flow. When the reducer type is used, the
drifted location returns to the upstream of the flow (almost at the
axis of the suction pipe). Also since the tail of the vortex is
sucked into the inlet, the vortex shape is slanted to the

(a) (b) (C) downstream.

2) Characteristics of vortex (air entrainment)
The vortex is not continuous. It repeats generation and
disappearance randomly and irregularly. Its frequency is not
constant. 'Medepthofaircorcisnotconsistent. Sornetimesthe
tail of the air core reaches the inlet of the suction pipe, then the air
is sucked in. This air entrainment can cause the system failure

(d) (e) (pump stop, instrument malfunction).
Also the shape of vortex can be affected by the flow rate.

FIG. 5 VORTEX DEVELOPING STAGES When the flow rate is high (the critical water level is high too), the
IN REDUCER TYPE SUCTION PIPE vortex has large diameter but shallow depth and long period.

Therefore it is difficult Lo make air entrained. However, if it
occurs, a lot of air can be entrained to stop purnp.
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+ Critical water depth in T type
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FIG. 7 CRITICAL WATER DEPTH AND FLOW STOP DEPTH

V. CONCLUSIONS
Therefore, it is difficult to set up a consistent criteria for the

critical water level. Through this study, from the conservatism of (A) CORRELATION
reactor safety, however, the criteria was set up as a water level at A relation between the critical water level (H/d) and Froude

which the air entrairiment just starts at the RHRS suction pipe. N wn U generated as follow.

3) Effects of disturbance on vortex �-97
The vortex is quite sensitive to the external disturbances such as H/d = C Fr n
pump start, valve opening and closing. The surface wave
generated from the external disturbances can change the water Here, constant C is 1.4, and power n is 0.68, C is 1. 1, and power
level instantaneously. n is 0.68, for critical and flow stop depth, respectively. The error

band was also determined frorn Student's t - distribution with
4) Uncertainty of the vortex 95% confidence level.

In this experiment the uncertainty of the critical water level was I
- 2 cin (- 20% of inlet diameter). (B) CHARACTERISTICS OF FREE SURFACE

VORTEX
5) Reducer type suction pipe (modified irilet) The vortex (air entrairiment, critical water level) can be affected by

Since the enlarged inlet area reduces the flow velocity at inlet the disturbance such as pump start, valve opening. Also it has
proportional to I/D 2), the intensity of the vortex was decreased irregularity, randomness, discontinuity, and inconsistent period.
drastically. Tberefore there was almost no air entrainiment except
at 100, I 10% of rated flow rate. In particular, when we gradually (C) EFFECTS OF FLOW RATE (WATER LEVEL)
lower the water level, the water level of the downstream side is When the water level is low, the flow rate corresponding to air
lower than that of upstream side. This level di I'llerence prevents entraini-nent is also low. Therefore the vortex intensity is weak so
thevortexieiieraLioiiaLlOWWZiLCI-leVel. lfthewaterlevelis that the vortex is almost continuous and the air entrairtment is
lowered further, the downstrearn side becomes dry. Therefore the little. However, when the water level is high, the flow rate
water directly falls into d1C Suction pipe like a cascade. Even at the corresponding to air entrainment is high so that the vortex is large
low flow raLC, there is no vortex and no air entrainment. and discontinuous, tied if any, the air entrainment so large that it

(C) COMPARISON WITH OTHER WORKS. can stop the pumping.

A few experimental works have been done for the critical (D) EFFECTS OF THE INLET TYPES
depth in a piping systern. A representative one is by The change of the inlet suction pipe from T toReducer type (with
Westinghouse. As shown in Fig.7, Westinghouse prediction or without of vortex breakers) reduces the vortex intensity
shows weaker dependence of critical depth on flow rate (Froude significantly. Therefore critical water level is decreased
number) than this experiment The discrepancy can be most of all drastically. In particular, when the inlet changed to the reducer
from the critical depth defi nibon and the size of the inlet diameter. type with vortex breakers, air entrainiment does not occur through
The depth is defined by Westinghouse as the water level when the whole flow rate corresponding to YGNPP #3 operation
entrained air flow rate is while the depth is defined in this conditions.
experiment as the waLer level a[ which air entrainmenijust starts. If the inlet diameter of rare I-CdUCCI- type is enlarged, to the hot leg

size ail, entl'ainmeni can hL prevcnt�d completely,
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ABSTRACT

This study has been conducted to evaluate the thermal recirculation due to the heat losses along the pipe.
hydraulic behavior of PWR safety injection lines. Injection The three french companies - Electricit6 de France
lines are used to feed the primary circuit with cold water (EDF), Frunatome and Commissariat 'Energie Atornique
during accidental conditions. During nominal operating (CEA - decided to build a one to one Scale model of a
conditions, there is no mass flowrate in such piping system. typical injection fine to study the thermal hydraulic
However, natural convection may occur, due to the behavior during normal operating conditions. The physical
conductive heat transfer through the valve separating the model was limited to the first part of the line, with a two
injection line from the primary circuit. We have built a one meters long horizontal pipe prolongated by a one meter
to one scale model of a part of an injection line, with a two long vertical pipe. The model was buflt to run at
meters long horizontal pipe prolongated by a one meter atmospheric pressure to allow more detailed visualisations
long vertical pipe. We have performed velocity and measurements, with a limited distorsion on the natural
measurements using Laser Doppler Anernometry, convection parameters. The main purpose of our tests is
temperature and local beat flux measurements with the validation of numerical calculations performed with the
respectively thermocouples and heat fluxmeters. We show TRIO code, developed by CEA. So, we shaH present a
the development of a thermal stratification along the comparison of 3D numerical results with the experimental
horizontal pipe, due to the propagation of a hot fluid layer data.
in the upper part of the pipe. We have used these
experimental data to validate 3D calculations performed
with TRIO code. The numerical approach is able to predict PURPOSE
the thermathydraulic; behavior in the pipe.

We consider the first part of a safety injection line. It is
a horizontal pipe 0 13 In in diameter and 20 In long,

INTRODUCTION prolongated by a vertical length 1.0 In long (figurer). The
horizontal pipe is linked to the primary circuit by a valve.

This study has been conducted to evaluate the thermal
hydraulic behavior of specific injection lines in PWR. L

Injection lines are used to feed the primary circuit with cold 34W

water stored in a tank, during accidental conditions. During '&
normal operating conditions, there is no mass flowrate in 155bars air 40 dC

such piping system. However, natural convection may valve
occur, due to the conductive heat transfer through the H

valve separating the injection line from the pmary circuit. DL-0.132 m

Moreover, heat losses are possible along the injection pipe De-0.168 m De
L 2 m

which is not insulated to maintain a cold temperature in the K 1 M Di

injection line. So, buoyancy forces can induce a natural
convection flow, with a thermal stratification in the 40 dW

horizontal part of the piping system and three-dimensional Figure 1 Injection line
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The primary circuit is at 3400C and 155 bars. The air a heated plate at the end of the horizontal pipe, which
surrounding the injection line is at 400C. There is no simulates the valve separating the injection line and the
insulation around the pipe. The heat transfer process is primary circuit; an externa o circuit at a given
governed by: temperature is used to heat the plate; the oil temperature

heat conduction through the valve can be adjusted between 20'C and I 0'C,
natural convection in the pipe The external surface of the pipes is painted with a
heat conduction through the wall of the pipe black paint to obtain an emissivity of 096. This fixed
heat radiation and atural convection in the surrounding emissivity is used to be able to estimate the radiative heat
air loss and the convective heat transfer along the pipe.

The natural convection of water in the pipe will consist The air of the room is maintained at a constant
of: temperature by a cooler; a plastic film is placed between

the development of an upward boundary layer along the the cooler and the test sections to avoid any disturbing
valve velocity due to the cooler.
the propagation of hot fluid in the upper part of the
horizontal pipe Instrumentation
the development of downward boundary layers along the
lateral wall of the horizontal pipe Velocity measurements are performed in the 180'
a backward horizontal flow to compensate the pipe, using Laser Doppler Anemometry A calibration of
propagation of hot fluid the LDA system has been done in a special channel to

The natural circulation of air around the horizontal determine the sensitivity and the precision at very low
pipe will develop like upward boundary layers around an velocities (from 0.001 m/s to 0020 m1s). It was shown that
heated horizontal tube. The flow behavior in the pipe will the precision is within ± 2 % in that range of velocities.
be complicated and three dimensional. Most of the We measured the axial component of velocity at many
previous studies involved in thermal stratification in points (for several vertical sections) to be able to estimate
horizontal pipes are concerned with a simpler configuration the local flowrates by integration of the velocity data.

a horizontal pipe with one end heated, the other end Temperature measurements are made with
cooled and the lateral wall insulatedl,2,3,4. In that case, thermocouples of 0.5 mm in diameter. Some temperature
the flow behavior is symetrical : an upward boundary layer measurements on the 180' pipe give us a confirmation of
along the heated plate, a downward one along the cooled the coherence between the 180' pipe and the 360' pipe.
plate and a unique recirculation all along the pipe. The two But, the main temperature measurements are done on the
governing parameters are the ratio L/D and the Rayleigh 360' pipe. We use a movable rod, with three ams at the
number. extremity where the thermocouples are installed. The rod is

In our problem� the heat transfer through the pipe wall introduced through the bend and it can move until the
will generate a three-dimensional flow and a specific thermocouples are in contact with the heated plate. Other
behavior. The thermal stratification may be disturbed by fixed temperature measurements are done on the heated
this 3D recirculations and we have to confirm the ability of plate and on the external surface of the pipe.
numerical codes to predict such complicated flows. Local heat flux measurements are performed with

fluxmeters stuck on the external surface of the pipe. These
heat flux probes have a surface of I CM2 and a depth of

EXPERPAENTAL DEVICES 0. 15 mm. We calibrated the fluxmeters on a special device
where the heat flux is known. The uncertainty of the heat

Tests sections flux measurements is within ± 10

Our experimental devices consist of two test sections Test conditions
a `360' pipe' for temperature and heat flux measurements
and a 180' pipe" for flow visualisation and velocity The global governing parameters of our problem are
measurements using Laser Doppler Anernometry. the geometry, and especially the L/D ratio,

The 360' pipe is made of stainless steel. The 180' pipe the Rayleigh number for natural convection
is a half pipe, also made of stainless steel, but with a AP

Ra=g-D
plexiglass wall which closes the pipe in the vertical mid p va
plane.

The two test sections are built on the same basis the thermal conductivity of the pipe for heat conduction,
an horizontal pipe of 2.0 rn long, lengthened by a bend the emissivity of the external surface of the pipe for heat
and a vertical pipe of 1.0 m long; the pipe diameter is radiation.
0. 13 m.
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As we have chosen the scale 1/1 and the same
materials as in the reactor, the main problem concerns the
extrapolation of natural convection behavior. The test
sections are operating at atmospheric pressure, whereas the
injection fine is operating at 9 bars in the reactor. The ow -
difference on the physical properties of water between 0 A

1 bar and 9 bars leads to a distortion on Rayleigh number.
The reduced temperature difference between the heated
plate and the air increases the Rayleigh distortion. Finally,
our highest Rayleigh number is one third of the reactor one 0.60 

(Rareactor 4 01 0).
We performed three main tests defined by the

temperature difference between the heated plate and the air !P
WAT = 27'C, AT = 54'C, AT = 91'C. The reference test OAO

is the third one at the highest Rayleigh number. We mainly X 1 M
used these test data for the validation of numerical
calculations; then, the code can be used for predictive
calculations of the reactor configurations. A A aT - 27'C

A* 0 T - 91%

EXPERMENTAL RESULTS

0 1Flow visualisatio -6 -4 -2 0 2 8 -1L0 112 1J4

Visualisation of the flow is obtained by electrolysis, DIMENSIONLESS VELOCITY

using a tin made wire as the anode and the stainless steel Figure 2 Velocity profiles
pipe as the cathode. This technique gived us a qualitative
understanding of the flow behavior. Is shows 140 A

an upward boundary layer along the heated plate 120 - A

the propagation of a hot fluid layer along the upper too a
region of the horizontal pipe
the occurence of two reverse flows, one just under the X-O. 04 X-O. 60 X-1,00 X-1. 94
hot layer and the other at the bottom of the horizontal
pipe 49
a quasi static region of fluid between the two backward AT-n1C

flows 0 - - � � . . ei . . . I

no flow in the vertical pipe which seems to remain no FLOWRATE I/3)

perfectly static Figure 3 Vertical profile of flowrate

Velocity measurements
These observations are explained by the existence of

The axial component of the velocity is measured for two symetrical downward flows along the internal surface

the three tests, at several vertical sections from the heated of the pipe. These flows, induced by the heat exchange

plate (figure 2 In each section, a refined mesh (5 mm x 5 with the air, transfer fluid from the upper hot layer to the

mm) was used for the velocity measurements. These lower reverse flows. So, there is a continuous increase of

velocity measurements confirm the previous observations the reverse flows from the bend to the heated plate.

from the flow visualisation. The upper hot layer is about Tmpermre measurements
20 mm depth and no significant velocity was measured

between the two reverse flows. Temperature measurements are made for the three

From the full set of velocity measurements, we tests, at several axial locations. We present three vertical

obtained by integration the vertical profiles of flowrate profiles of temperature at 0053 m, 097 m and 197 m

along the pipe (figure 3. It shows that from the heated plate (figure 4 We have plotted non

the velocity of the upper hot layer is decreasing as the dimensional temperatures, based on the temperature

distance from the heated plate increases difference between the heated plate internal temperature
the height of the two reverse flows, especially the lower and the reference air temperature.
one, is increasing when approaching the heated plate
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A AT - 91'C

I& Ile X = 010
A - .00

i5o - A
0.80 - 0 X - 195

120 -

0.60 -

C> 90 
CL

-C

OAO -
AT = 91'C

LU 60 + X = 0 053 

X = 0970 

020 0 X = 1970 m
30 -

0 L

do I do 1 00 7O- M 210 4� A 5� M 7M
DIMENSIONLESS TEMPERATURE HEAT FLUX (/m2)

Figure 4 Temperature profiles Figure 5 : Local heat flux

We note that the vertical profiles of temperature in the T

horizontal pipe remain the same, except for the upper hot AT 91'C

layer-, this one has a continuously decreasing temperature, + X - 0108
due to the heat exchange with the air and its decreasing ISO A X - 1.00 M A
flowrate.

We also note that the vertical pipe remains cold and 0 X = 1.95m

static; the natural convection flows only concern the
horizontal pipe. 120

Local heat flux measurements

Local heat flux measurements are done for the three go 
tests, in the vertical sections located at 0.1 m, 1.0 m and

CDa-2.0 rn from the heated plate. Heat fluxmeters were placed
at various angular positions along the external surface of 60
the pipe. We measured simultaneously the local heat flux -C
(figure 5) and the surface temperature. So, it is possible to
deduce:

the radiative heat flux (figure 6 30

the convective heat flux
the convective heat transfer coefficient (figure 7)

The local heat flux is increasing from the bottom of the
01horizontal pipe to the level corresponding to an angle of 0 50 i0o 150 95 3& 4;0 5-W'

1500, as the water temperature level increases too. But, at HEAT FLUX (W/o 2)

the higher positions, a decrease of the heat flux is

observed. It is due to the reduction of the convective heat Figure 6 Radiative heat flux

transfer in the air, above the level 1500. At this level, we

notice a detachment of the air flow from the external The radiative heat flux is increasing from the bottom

surface ofthe pipe. to the top of the horizontal pipe, as the surface temperature
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is increasing. This increase is more significant in the upper region has no significant influence on the thermal hydraulic
part of the pipe, close to the heated plate where the hot behavior. So, the boundary conditions are 
layer of water is not yet cooled. a heated plate at one end, with a uniform hot temperature

The convective heat transfer coefficient in the air an adiabatic plate at the other end
remains nearly constant from the bottom of the horizontal a lateral wall, with an external air temperature and a heat
pipe to the level 150'. Above this level, a significant transfer coefficient deduced from the measurements of
reduction is observed, due to the detachment of the airflow the heat flux in the physical model
around the pipe, as described earlier. We have used a D artesian system of coordinates,

with 19320 nodes: 46 x 15 x 28.
1 The calculation is performed in a aminar regime.

aT = 91'C We present the velocity field calculated with TRIO
+ = 0. 10 M code (figure 8). We note that the flow pattern is in

150 A X = 1. 00 m agreement with the experimental one 
0 X = 95 m a hot layer propagation in the upper region

a reverse flow just below the hot layer
an other reverse flow at the bottom of the pipe

120 - a quasi static region between the two reverse flows

90 
E--- Egg, WW MW

LM

60

Li J J J 4 J

Figure 8 Velocity field calculated with TRIO code
30 -

A -.4 ......

0.90 "'A
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 U IS IS 20

HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (W/-2 -C) 0680-

Figure 7 Heat transfer coefficient 0.70 -

CALCULATION WITH TRIO CODE OAO 

0.60The previous experimental data are useful for code
validation. So, we have performed a numerical calculation UJ IM
of the reference test, at the highest Rayleigh number, OAO - A - aT 91%
corresponding to the case at AT = 91'C.

We use the TRIO code, developed by CEA for 030 
thermal hydraulic applications. TRIO code is used for + EXPERIMENT
newtonian, incompressible fluids, with the Boussinesq 020 A CALCULATION
approximation. A (k - e) turbulence model is available; 2D
or 3D calculations are possible; rectangular, cylindrical or
curvilinear system of coordonates can be used; a finite 0610 

volume or a finite element resolution is available; various 01
kinds of obstacles can be modelised in the calculated -4 -2 V 2 4 6 a 10 12
domain; a continuous and a porous medium modelisations VELOCITY (m/s)
are available.
We Emited our domain of calculation to the horizontal part Figure 9 Comparison of vertical profiles of velocity
of the pipe, as we have observed that the vertical
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A comparison of the vertical profiles of velocity shows X distance from the plate
the good prediction given by TRIO code (figure 9 The Z altitude
depth of the hot layer is sghtly overestimated; that is a thermal dffusivity
probably due to the hypothesis of uniform hot temperature 8 expansion coefficient
at the heated plate, which is not perfectly obtained in the V kinematic viscosity
experiment. P density

The temperature field shows a stable stratification Ap density difference
with horizontal isotherms, except in the boundary layer
along the heated plate where is located an important
gradient of temperature. REFERENCES

1. A. Bejan and C.L. Tien, Natural convection in a
CONCLUSION horizontal porous medium subjected to end-to-end

temperature difference. Journal of Heat Transfer,
The work presented in this pper concerns the thermal vol. 100, 1978.

hydraulic behavior of safety injection lines in PWR, during
normal operating conditions. 2. S. Kimura and A. Bejan, Experimental study of natural

We performed natural convection tests in a physical convection in a horizontal cylinder with different end
model simulating such an injection fine at the scale one to temperatures. Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer, vol. 13, 1980.
one. Natural convection is induced by the conductive heat
transfer through the valve which separates the injection fine 3. A. Bejan, A. A-Homond and J. Imberger, Experimental
from the primary circuit-, it is also related to the heat loss study of high Rayleigh number convection in a
along the non insulated injection pipe. horizontal cavity with different end temperatures. J.

The visualisation of the flow pattern and the velocity Fluid Mechanics, vol. 109, 198 .
measurements performed by LDA show the existence of a
hot layer of fluid in the upper part of the horizontal pipe. 4. S. Ostrach, Natural convection in enclosures. J. Heat
We also display two reverse flows, one just under the hot Transfer, vol. 110, 1988.
layer and the other one at the bottom of the horizontal
pipe, with a quasi static region in between.

A thermal stratification is present all along the
horizontal pipe. The temperature and local heat flux
measurements show that the influence of the distance to
the heated plate is not significant, except for the upper hot
layer which is progressively cooled.

The numerical approach with TRIO code gives a good
prediction of the flow pattern, with the upper hot layer and
the two reverse flows. The thermal stratification observed
in the mock up is well predicted by the calculations which
gives horizontal isotherms, except in the boundary layer
region.

The experimental data presented in this paper can be
used for code validation before predicting the thennal
hydraulic behavior of PWR safety injection lines during
normal operating conditions.

NOMENCLATURE

D pipe diameter

9 gravitational acceleration
H height
L length
Ra Rayleigh number
T temperature
AT temperature difference (heated plate-air)
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ABSTRACT number, so its heat transfer rate via eddy

diffusion is relatively low compared with the

For the purpose of getting heat transfer heat transfer rate through heat conduction up to

coefficients of alkali metals flowing across tube a high Reynolds number region. In addition,

banks at an acceptable level, we propose to use liquid sodium has a relatively thick thermal

an inviscid-irrotational flow model, which is boundary layer. Therefore, there is a possi-

based on our flow visualization experiment. We bility that a simple inviscid, irrotational flow

show that the heat transfer coefficients obtained model neglecting the velocity boundary layer

for the condition where only the test rod is provides a practically accurate estimation of

heated in tube banks considerably differ from heat transfer coefficients, while no prediction

those obtained for the condition where all the methods on heat transfer coefficients of ordinary

rods are heated, because of interference between fluids have been established because of the

thick thermal boundary layers of alkali metals. turbulent flow field.

We also confirm that the analytical values ob-

tained by this flow model are in a reasonable There exists no recent study on this type of

agreement with experimental values. flow from this view point, as far as we can

survey. However, there have been a few analyti-

cal studies on heat transfer of liquid metal

INTRODUCTION flowing across tube banks which were published

about three decades ago. The papers treated with

Large computer codes are used for the evalu- the system where only one tube of the interior of

ation of heat transfer performance of inter- tube banks is heated (this type of tube banks is

mediate heat exchangers (IHX) and steam genera- referred to as "single-tube(or rod)-heating sys-

tors (SG) in fast breeder reactors (FBR). How- tem" hereafter).

ever, the heat transfer coefficient data to be

fed into the codes are not always correctly Cess and Grosh determined a flow field using

determined. Experiments on liquid sodium to the conducting seet analogy and theoretically

obtain data necessary for the evaluation of such calculated the average Nusselt number.' Hsu

heat transfer performance require considerable theoretically determined the average Nusselt num-

money and time, and the obtained data often do ber by assuming a cosine-type distribution of
2

not satisfy the accuracy requirements. Thus, if hydrodynamic potential . Cess and Grosh compared

an analytical method which gives sufficiently their analytical result with the experimental

accurate heat transfer coefficients is estab- data of Hoe et al. who used mercury as the liquid

lished, it will be very useful to offer data metal.3 Hsu compared his results with the data

necessary for computer codes at a lower cost and of Hoe et al. and Rickard et al. wo also used

higher efficiency than do experiments. mercury.4

Since systems of coolant flowing across tube These comparisons fairly agreed with each

banks, which this paper deals with, are widely other. Thus, we can expect this type of analysis

used as heat exchangers, beat transfer coeffi- is useful for practical applications. However,

cients of ordinary fluids flowing across tube they did not analyze the heat transfer character-

banks have been extensively studied up to now. istics in tube banks where all tubes are heated.

However it is difficult to estimate the heat

transfer coefficients of alkali metals from those In actual heat exchangers, all tubes are

of ordinary fluids accumulated, because of the heated (or cooled). If an alkali metal, a low

difference between thermal properties of alkali Prandtl number fluid, is used as the heat trans-

metals and those of ordinary fluids. fer medium, the thick thermal boundary layers on

adjacent heat transfer tubes strongly interfere

Liquid sodium is a fluid of low Plandtl with each other. The phenomenon suggests that
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the heat transfer characteristics of single-tube-
heating systems significantly differ from those
of banks where all tubes are heated (the latter A
system is referred to as "all-tubes(or rods)-
heating system" hereafter). Consequently, he 0 00
heat transfer characteristics of all-tubes- 0 0
heating systems cannot be predicted from the r-
studies of single-tube-heating system and must be 0 0 0
investigated separately. ) 0 0 0 0 0

In our previous study, we numerically deter- -150
mined the heat transfer characteristics of both
single-tube-heating and all-tubes-heating systems
using an inviscid, irrotational flow model.5 The - - -- -- - E
obtained values were compared with available B
experimental data of alkali metals flowing across
rod banks, and the validity on the model to
estimate heat transfer coefficients was reviewed.
As a result, it was confirmed that the analytical A. VLIAL12ING SECTION D. CENTRFUGAL PUMP
values are in a reasonable agreement with experi- B. CALMING SECTION E. CONTROL VALVE
mental data, except for those obtained at the C. RESERVER TANK F. HALOGEN LAMP
first row in rod banks, regardless of single-rod-
heating system or all-rods-heating system. In Fig.1 Schematic diagram of experimental
other words, we could not predict heat transfer apparatus.
coefficients at he first row by using the flow
model and it seemed there are limitations of the
model. The cause of the disagreement between the 1.75.
experimental value and the analytical value at
first row was not explained. To visualize flow pattern, alminium powder

was used as a tracer, which was poured into water
In the present study, at first we carry out through the tank, and light of a halogen lamp

a flow visualization experiment by using water (50OW in power) was penetrated through the side
flowing across tube banks for the purpose to walls of the visualizing section horizontally.
observe the flow pattern around each tube. From When photographing, the aperture of camera was
the observation, we clarify the reason of dis- kept approximately constant and the exposing time
agreement at first row, and agreement at other was adjusted appropriately to the flow velocity.
rows between the experimental values and the
analytical values. We analyse again heat trans- We determined the average flow velocity at
fer coefficients of alkali metals flowing across minimum flow path of tube banks by measuring the
rod banks by using an improved inviscid-irroLa- flow rates of circulating water returned to the
tional model which takes the experimental fact inlet of tank. So Reynolds number, Remax, used
into account. The obtained values are compared here is based on the average flow velocity at the
with the experimental data, and the validity of cross section of the minimum flow path. The
the present model is reviewed. experiment for visualization was carried out in a

range of 1750<Re�.�<8870.

UPERIMENT FOR FLOW VISUALIZATION
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure I shows a schematic diagram of experi-
nental apparatus for flow visualization, which Photos I and 2 show flow patterns of
:onsists of a tank, a pump and a test section. Re��.=8840 at the first row and the third row in
rhe tank is a cylindrical container with its the tube bank of P/d=1.75, respectively. As
jolume of about 215 litres. The pump is a shown in Photo 1 a steadily closed separation
centrifugal pump with a flow rate of about 100 region is always formed at the rear of tube in
L/min in the test section. The test section the first row, and the boundary between the main
-onsists of a calming section and a visualizing flow and his region can be seen clearly (the
3ection. A set of meshes, made of stainless broken line schematically shows the boundary
3teel, is mounted in the calming section to make The flow velocity in this region is much smaller
i uniform flow at the inlet of the visualizing than that of the main flow, so that we can regard
;ection. The visualizing section is a flow this region as the dead water region. However,

with a length of 375 mm and a cross at the rear of tube in the third row, this closed
3ection of 150 mm x 80 mm and is made of acrylic separation region does not appear as clearly as
)Iates. The tube banks also consist of acrylic that in the first row, as shown in Photo 2 The
-ubes of 30 mm in outer diameter. The visuali- flow behavior in this rear region is very unsta-

was made for banks of staggered tubes with ble and complicated, and it is obvious that the
-he ratios of pitch to diameter, P/d, of 133 and flow field with a strongly unstable motion will
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make an effective heat transfer from the rear it is expected from this experimental fact
surface in a time average, compared With the that the heat transfer rates on the tubes set at
behavior in the first row. This flow behavior the first row will be smaller than those at the
presumably originates in the instability caused tubes on and after the second row. This expec-
by the interference between the main flow, the tation corresponds to the experimental fact of
separation region and upstream tubes. The phe- Kalish and Dwyer, in which heat transfer coeffi-
nomena observed at the third row appear also at cients of the rod is minimum at first row and
the second row, and on and after the fourth row. increases up to fifth row .7

Photos 3 and 4 show flow patterns at the
first row and the third row in the case of
P/d=1.33 for Re ... =75LO, respectively. Flow pat-

,:

Photo I Flow pattern of Re ... =8840 at the first Photo 3 Flow pattern of Re ... =7540 at the first
row in the tube bank of P/d=1.75. row in he tube bank cf P/d=1.33.

V

art

Photo 2 Flow pattern of Re.ax=8840 at the third Photo 4 Flow pattern of Re ... =7540 at the third
row in the tube bank of P/d=1.75. row in te tube bank of P/d=1.33.
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terns are similar 'to those in the case of
P/d=1.75. A closed separation region clearly 6 D
appears at the rear of tube in the first row
which is distinguished from the main flow by the
broken line in Photo 3 and it does not appear
evidently at the rear of tube in the third row.

We found the difference between the flow (D o" (0
patterns around the tubes at the first row and
that around tubes on and after the second row
qualitatively. According to this experimental
fact, we introduced an inviscid-irrotational flow
model with the dead water region at only first
row, and used an inviscid-irrotational flow model (D 0
without the separation region on and after second

row. The visualization experiment was carried out

in a range of 1750<Re...<8870, and the fact
similar to that mentioned above was observed in
the whole range. This Reynolds number range q
approximately covers the lower-half range out of SHEATH
50<Pe ... <300 in an experiment for NaK (Pr=0.017) ROD AL. X
described later.

U , Tin y'j

BASIC EQUATIONS AND ANALYSIS FLOW

The present numerical analysis deals with Fig.2 Cross sectional view of staggered rods.
the bank of staggered heating rods encircled by a
chain-dotted line shown in Fig.2. The basic
equations of non-dimensional flow field, fluid (2) is the energy equation for incompressible
temperature field, and rod sheath temperature fluids. Equation 3 is the heat conduction
field used in this study are given below: equation relating to sheath, which is introduced

V2,p 0 to match the boundary conditions of analysis with
(1) those of experiment.

V2T, Pe dTf (2) Experiments on alkali metals often use cop-
2 dt per as a sheath material to allow accurate

V2T. 0 , (3) measurements of the surface temperature of heat-

where V2=92/9X2 + 92/ay2, d/dt=34,/9Y-9/9X- ing rods. In these cases, a peripheral heat flow
9q;/5X-3/BY in the Cartesian coordinates, and occurs through he sheath, thereby dissatisfying
V2=92/9e2 + 92/3-02, in the boundary conditions of uniform heat flux on

a cylindrical (i7,t) coordinates. the sheath surface. Heat generating rods of this
type include Nicbrome coil (or tube) heating

Since Equation (1), the flow field equation, elements in an axially symmetrical arrangement,
assumes an inviscid, irrotational flow and ne- which leads to uniform heat flux at inside
glects viscous terms (i.e., no eddy flow), it surface of the sheath. To match the boundary
takes the form of the Laplace equation. Equation conditions of analysis with those of experiments,

the boundary condition of uniform heat flux at

. .........

EAD WATER R

Fig.3 Coordinate system and shape of the dead water region for numerical analysis
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inside surface of the sheath is given to the shape of this dead water region, which is shown
analysis. in Fig.3, fairly corresponds to those shown in

Photo 1. We regard it as a dead water region,
In Fig.2, the boundary conditions at line AC that is, the flow velocity is simply zero in the

are uniform velocity and uniform temperature, and region. Thus, we must add a following boundary
the symmetric boundary conditions are given at condition, which is applied at the dead water
lines AB and CD. The location of BD is far region, to Equations 4)
downstream, and the boundary conditions for BD
are given with an assumption that gradients of U = V = (5)
fields along the flow direction are "zero". The
present numerical analysis is carried out by As a result, we assume that heat is transferred
using a cylindrical coordinates (ti7 coordinates) by only conduction in the region, and therefore
in the vicinity of rods and the Cartesian coordi- solve only heat conduction equation.
nates for other areas as shown in Fig.3. There-
fore the boundary conditions are written as
follows: ANALYTICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

9T. Xf

-Ir Kalish and Dwyer carried out heat transfer
measurement using a system of NaK (Pr=0.017)

Tr =T. 3T. X& flowing across a bank of staggered rods, which
I 9� Xf had a P/d value of 175 and 9 rows in the flow

t = or P-1 direction with a total of 63 rods 7 They ob-
tained data both for single-rod-heating system

Y=O 77=0,1 and for all-rods-heating system.

5T = 0 ST- L 0 For the single-rod-heating system, Fig.4
ay 917 shows the comparison among average Nusselt num-

Y=P 17=0 I bers of present analysis, those of laminar flow

3T- analysis and the experimental data of Kalish and
317 = 0 t = Dwyer. These comparisons are made at the first

second, and fifth rows of the rod banks. The

aTz 0 9T., (4) Nusselt numbers of those cases are evaluated at
ay 917 the inlet temperature. The experimental values

increase as the row numbers increase, which is
aT- = 0 4J P-1 probably due to the fact that eddy heat diffusion

increases further downstream owing to the turbu-
P-1 lent effect caused by upstream rods. The result

X=XL� Tr = T - Y of the previous analysis depended very little on
P the number of the rows. As a result, the

X=X.. 1?=0.5 analysis gave a value approximately 30% higher

3Tf 0 aTf 0 than the experimental value at the first row.

ax 3?7 The result of present analysis in the single

IT- 0 au 0 _�_u 0 -rod-heating system gives an about 10% lower
3?7 ax 377 value than the experimental value at the first

The finite difference equations are obtained row, where we take account of the dead water
by applying the central difference approximation region in the rear of rod. This result reflects
to the diffusion terms in each basic equation and the fact that beat is not transferred by convec-
by applying an upwind difference with third-order tion but only transferred by conduction. The
accuracy developed by Kawamura and Kuwahara to reason that the present analytical value is a
the convection terms.6 The dimensionless lattice little smaller than the experimental value is
spacings are taken as AX=,&Y=0.025, AC=A'0=0.025 probably that the flow velocity in that region is
based on a preliminary calculation. The lattice not strictly zero in the real field. However, so
point values on the junction of each coordinate far as this analysis underestimates heat transfer
system are determined by the interpolation of the coefficients with this degree of error between
lattice point values of the other coordinate experimental value and analytical value, it will
system. The convergence is judged from heat be useful in practical use.

balance in the system and the values of Nusselt We observed the flow field in the low half
number. of Peclet number range in Kalish and Dwyer's

According to the experimental fact observed experiment. From the comparison between the
by visualization, we model the closed separation experimental result and the present value in the
region as the dead water region at only the rear first row shown in Fig.4, we can easily confirm
of rod set in the first row in the present that the dead water model as a first-order
numerical analysis. The area and geometrical approximation is reasonable in the whole range up

to Pe�..=300. We must also mention here the
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present analytical result is somewhat higher than row in the all-rods-heating system, where we take
that obtained in the laminar flow field in the account of the dead water region in the rear of
whole range compared. For te second row and the rod, shows an approximately 30% lower value than
fifth row, the average Nusselt numbers of the the previous analytical value. Thus, the result
present analysis are approximately equal to and shows an approximately 15% higher value than te
about 10% lower than those of the experimental experimental value at a low Peclet number, and
result, respectively. shows an approximately 8% lower value than the

experimental value at a high Peclet number.
Figure shows a comparison of average Similar to the case of the single-rod-heating

Nusselt numbers in all-rods-heating system, which system, this analytical value is smaller than the
is important for practical use. in this case, previous analytical value because of the fact
Nusselt numbers are evaluated by the bulk tem- that heat is transferred only conduction in this
perature at the cross-section of the minimum flow analysis. On the third row, the analytical value
path. Experimental values in this system in- at a low Peclet number is approximately 20%
crease further downstream similar to the trend higher than the experimental value, but the
seen in the single-rod-heating system, and the calculated value at a high Peclet number is
previous result showed an approximately 40% almost equal to the experimental value. In the
higher value than the experimental value at the fifth row, the analytical value is approximately
first row. 10% lower than the experimental value at the high

Peclet number, but is approximately 10% higher
The result of present analysis on the first than the experimental value at a low Peclet

30 30 1
- -PRESENT ANALYSIS

PRESENT ANALYSIS 20:- -'- LAMINAR FLOW
20 LAMINAR FLOW -- KALISH DWYER

KALISH DWYER0

zz 10 
lo-

1st rowIst row III III I
5 5

20 20 I T I I I I I-[ I I I

z

lo loz

,?nd row 3rd row
5- 1 I I I I I I I III I I 5

20 - 20
0

C 88 8
:1 lo 0 0 lo

z 0 0 z
00

5th row 5th row
5 1111til I 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 111111 I 1
50 100 Pe 200 Wo 50 100 Pemax 200 300

max

Fig.4 Comparison between the present values and Fig.5 Comparison between the present values and
experimental results for NaK flow with only test experimental results for NaK flow with all rods
rod heated. heated.
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number. Pe: Peclet number
r: radial distance

As mentioned in the previous paper, in the Re: Reynolds number
experiment performed with the all-rods-heating T: temperature
system, the evaluation of bulk temperature is u : velocity in x direction
difficult, which may result in an experimental UV: dimensionless velocity in XY
error. Actually, at the first row of a low direction
Peclet number region, this experimental value of xy: Cartesian coordinates
Kalish and Dwyer is smaller than the value XY: dimensionless Cartesian coordinates
obtained by the numerical analysis in the laminar 77: 0/7r
flow field which we calculated once. We can not 0: angle
physically expect to get Nusselt numbers lower �: I r) In( r/r.
than the values obtained in the laminar flow q1: dimensionless stream function
field. Nevertheless, the difference with solu-
tion of laminar flow remains rather small for the Subscripts
data obtained from a rod banks in NaK flow, in b : value based on bulk temperature
which accurate measurement is difficult, and we ex: exit
judge that the magnitude of error is not recog- f fluid
nized as a problem on the comparison in Fig.5, at i inner surface of sheath
least for the present. Therefore, we may con- in: inlet or value based on inlet temperature
clude this analytical values in all-rods-heating max: value based on the maximum velocity at
system are in a reasonable agreement with the minimum flow area
experimental value. o: outer surface of sheath

S: sheath
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ABSTRACT

DCH 200 psia at vessel failure). Due to

An intentional depressurization of the uncertainties on the cutoff value, the

reactor coolant system by the power operated evaluation of PWR depressurization capability

relief valves (PORV) as a means to mitigate presented in this paper uses a target value

DCH is presented in this paper. Analyses for of 175 Pa for the RCS - t - ontainment

depressurization of the French P420 PWR 1300 pressure difference or 2 Pa in the RCS.

MWe, 4 loops, large dry containment) nuclear Parametric studies have been done on te

reactor plant have been performed using the times when the depressurization is ini-

mAAP (Modular Accident Analyses Program) tiated PORV opening is actuated either at

computer code on the TLBI sequence (lose of the time of SG dryout ('early depressuriza-

ac power and feedwater).Parametric studies tion") or when core gas temperature reaches

have been done on the discharge area and on either 6500C ("late depressurization') or

the times when the depressurization is 12001C (,'very late depressurization'). The

initiated PORV opening is actuated either better time for intentional depressurization

at the time of SG dryout (,,early depressuri- is discussed.

zation") or when the core is dramatically The RCS pressure peak due to core relo-

uncovered ("late or very late deprOBouriza- cation into the vessel lower head has been

tion"). analysed and uncertainties related to core

degradation, core relocation and vessel

I. INTRODUCTION failure have been identified.

The minimum number of PORVs required to

In order to avoid early containment employ intentional depressurization strategy

failure and the subsequent external releases, BUCcessfully and effectively has been deter-

direct containment heating (DCH) must be mined.

precluded by preventive means. DCH can occur

in certain pressurized water reactor PWR) II. MAAP PRIMARY SYSTEM MODELS

severe accident conditions after core melt

and high pressure melt ejection from the A. PRIMARY SYSTEM THERMAL HYDRAULIC MODEL

reactor coolant system (RCS). The probability

of occurrence of DCH is function of the The primary system is nodalized in

driving pressure for the core melt ejection, 15 nodes (core, reactor pressure vessel

the quantity of molten core ejected and the (RPV) , upper plenum, upper head, lower head

composition of the core melt. and downcomer, hot, cold and intermediate

An intentional RCS depressurization by legs, steam generator tubes, pressurizer).

the pressurizer (PZR) power operated relief All primary loops are lumped together,

valves (PORV) as a means to mitigate DCH is except one, BO-called "broken loop" which is

presented in this paper. Analyses for de- treated separately for break modelization

pressurization of the French P420 nuclear purpose.

reactor plant have been performed using the When the RCS average void fraction is

mAAP (Modular Accident Analyses Program) less than a user-specified phase separation

computer code (version 18.00) on the TMLB' value (a - 04 for HP scenario) or while the

sequence (loss of ac power and feedwater) '- main coolant pumps are operating, thesteam

Analyses and experiments described in and liquid phases are modeled as an homoge-

DOE/ID-10271 1 indicate a RCS threshold neous mixture, where thermodynamic variables

pressure for entrainement of disperse core (void fraction, pressure, temperature, ... )

debris in the range of 23 to 41 MPa 340 - are calculated by a global mass and an energy

600 psia) for APWR cavity geometry. Those balance over the RCS ; in opposite si-

values are higher than the one given in the tuations, phase separation is assumed.

second draft of NUREG-1150 2 for preventing Just after phase separation, there is

usually enough water in the primary system to
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permit free communication between the water Whatever the rsidual water mass may

pools in the intermediate legs, the cold stay in the lower plenum, the lumping

legs, the downcomer and the core. Flow rates corium is assumed not to fragment it

between nodes are calculated in order to ba- relocates underneath the residual water.
lance hydrostatic heads between the core and Therefore the heat transfer area between

the intermediate legs. corium and water is the upper free surface

When free communication between RPV and of the corium. The heat transfer rate
intermediate legs stops, a separate mass and between corium and water is limited either

energy balance is calculated for each pool by the film boiling heat transfer mode or

(pump loop seal clearing is controlled by by the critical heat flux.

pressure criteria or by user-Bpecified

options). The collapsed liquid level in the D. REACTOR VESSEL LOWER HEAD FAILURE MODEL
core is set equal to the one in the down-

comer. No mechanistic model is implemented in

When the phases are separated, a steady- MAAP 3.OB to calculate RPV failure(thermal

state momentum balance is performed in the and mechanical loads on the RPV wall are not

upper part of the primary system. calculated). The RPV failure happens ac-

cording to a user specified period of time

B. CORE DEGRADATION MODEL between core relocation and RPV failure, and

is assumed to be due to vessel penetrations

The core is divided into rows and rings failures (user specified number).

up to a maximum total of 70 nodes (10 axial

nodes and 7 radial nodes). A node is supposed III. DESCRIPTION OF A TMLB' SEQUENCE

to be made Of U02, Zr and rO2-

For each node, an energy balance is per- The initiator of a TMLB' transient is a

formed taking into account of convection to loss of offsite power. This causes the main

the gas stream, pin-to-pin radiation, decay coolant and main feedwater pumps to coast-

energy generation, steam formation, cladding down, the turbine to trip and the reactor to

oxidation, ballooning and rupture of clad- scram. The turbine admission valves close and

ding, downwards or sidewards propagation of the condenser is assumed unavailable. Diesels

molten core, channels blockage by molten generators, supplying emergency core cooling

core. (ECC) pumps and SG auxiliary feedwater (AFW)

Several criteria specified in the in- motor-driven pumps, and DC power systems are

put data are included into MAAP code in assumed unavailable as well as SG AFW turbo-

order to guide and simplify nodes core driven pumps this results in POBtUlated

degradation : total loss of SG AFW, ECC and containment

a node which has not yet failed due to safety systems.

cladding ballooning is ruptured if its Consequently, only fully passive safety

temperature exceeds a user-specified components are available pressurizer and

value then steam in the core can oxidise steam generator safety valves, and accu-

the inner faces of the cladding and vola- mulators.

tile fission products can escape In our calculations, we assumed that

a node begins to melt when its temperature only PORV can be used for depressurization,

exceeds a user-specified value for the it means that PORV are DC power supplied and

U02 -Zr-ZrO2 eutectic. As the materials that SG relief valves are either not supplied

melt, they run downward until they reach a or mechanically blocked.

node which is frozen or completely full.

Sideward progression of the molten pool is IV. ASSUMPTIONS RELATED TO TMLB' TRANSIENTS

calculated by the radial heat transfer PERFORMED WITH MAAP COMPUTER CODE

model between molten nodes and unmolten

nodes. A P420 reactor 1300 MWe 4 loops) has

been used for these calculations. The initial

C. CORE RELOCATION MODEL thermohydraulic conditions (power, pressure,

temperature, ... ) are given in Table 

A criterion of core relocation is in- The core fissions products decay heat

cluded in MAAP : when the temperature of a follows the SERMA 77 5% values.

node belonging to the lowest row, and thus In order to be conservative with regard

being in contact with the core support to RCS depressurization, we have assumed that

plate, exceeds a user-specified temperature the pump loop seals, the hot legs, the surge

(recommended to be equal to the user line and the SG tubes don't fail.

specified U02 -Zr-ZrO2 eutectic melting

temperature plus one degree) the core sup-

port plate is assumed to fail. Then the

entire degraded core is assumed to be ins-

tantaneously relocated into the lower ple-

num.
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TABLE I Initial thermohydraulic conditions Table 3 Key events of transients

Reactor core power 105% of NP) 3990 W

Primary pressure 15.59 MPa CASE I 18 IC 2 2B 3

Average RCS temperature 313 c Tim of SG d Out 5773 ST73 5773 5T73 5773 5773

secondary pressure 7.2 MPa Tim of PORV peing 5773 9071 IOM 5773 103W 5773

Average secondary temperature 287 'C Tim d upwy 5680 3060 9060 6590 6580 7055

RCS water mass (without PZR) 246.6 t Tim of Cm Ps ftpcmum = 2W'C 19NO 10000 1030D 19800 103W 9300

PZR water mass 21.5 t T-- of � .o& T - ?001C 15877 IOD31 10650 13877 10629 9424

SG water mass (each) 64.6 t Tim ofmaning scm.uIssm inocfio, 9700 108W 7166110800 9300I
Fmaim f .1te. � t this li� 0 % 0 % 45 0% 45 0. %

Accumulator pressure 4.2 MPa Tim of accumulato. dtPLtim (9ftod) 16566 17754 18794 16566 1117% 19121

Accumulator water mass (each) 32 t Fractim f ffolk. - Ns tire 42 39 64.3 42 64.3 97 %

Accumulator volume (each) 48 M3 Tim of e 10.16M 21267 22797 23055 21267 23055 16663
RCS p� pk dw to cm 19.5 2 20 M One 42
miccissm Om)

V. RESULTS P� of vity at th. tinse Of the 3.4 3 6 3.9 mm 3.2
.RCS pmum Ptak tire bu) I
RCS4._nWW__M pmssum 16.1 117.4 16.2 om 39.8

A. INTRODUCTION diff� t RCS p� mak dwe A)

'I'im ofmw failm MCD.M 2W7 251917 25455 21327 23115 19063

Intentional RCS depressurization stra- Wsw mus ofvad lose had as msel 0.12 0.12 0.12 II 18 0.33
fisilm t (-)

tegy has been analysed-'through six calcula- RCS PMkn d I'Md fillh= UM OW) 3.57 3.71 3.96 4.83 5.25 15.71

tions performed with the MW code and P� of cavity a wad Mm w 3.37 3.60 3.81 3.15 3.58 3.31

numbered in this paper as cases 1, 1B, 1C 2 (hor)
RCS4�� prossore differ. 1 0.2 0.15 1.69 1.67 12.4

2B 3 Is "ad hills" mm (W)

TABL 2 Calculations performed

B. DESCRIPTION OF RCS RESPONSE TO A THLB'
SCENARIO

CAU I in IC 2 a 3 As the power to lost, the SG main fed-

Tbft49FWV So esse on 0=20 so chnses so -ter pumps begin to coast down and the
upsoft *760 mopm� copy ftell 0100111111115 OY40 reactor trips due to a w SO f4edwater

Ord a swilb "Wep flowrate. After control rods insertion, core
TM: dw My 131M - MM power decreases.

boom ciess 40 mm 40 ab 40 01111 I 10111 low 49 11111 In the frst stage of transient, decay
silsomin Ed heat is removed from SG secondary side water
"ad
to I L I vaporization. Due to the unavailability of
101111111or 40F the condenser and of the sr. relief valves,

3 3 I .1 3 the secondary pressure increases until G

safety values open at 92 P&.Consequently

the SG pressure is maintained fairly constant
thereafter.

An the liquid level in the SGg is de-
creasing, the So rove less energy.

As a consequence, the primary system

heats up and pressurizes until the opening

pressure of pressurizer safety valves is

These cases, an shown in Table 2 are reached 17.5 MP&).

parametric studies on the time of PORV Then the safety valves start to cycle to
opening, the number of PORV and the period of control the pressure and decay heat starts to

time between core relocation in the lower be removed by lose of RCS inventory.

head and RPV failure. Table 3 gives an Without the recovery of power, SG feed
overall view of the key events of those and blow strategy, or intentional depres-

transients. surizatLon strategy, the transient leads to
core degradation, core relocation, lower head

failure at high pressure, and consequently to
molten core debris injection into the cavity

with the possibility of core debris disper-
sion in the containment

Intentional depressurization by the PORV
results in a rapid decrease in the primary

system pressure and the vessel water level.

When accumulator setpoint pressure is rea-

ched, accumulator injection begins, ensuring

a partial core recovery and cooling, and a

slower RCS depressurization rate due to an
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increase in steam generation. and whole core relocation into the lower

once the accumulators are completely de- plenum occur just afterwards. Then the RCS
pleted, the core heats up again, the degrada- pressure rises up to a maximum of 195 14PA at

tion process is completed at the time of core 22949 s 1382 s after core relocation).

support plate failure which occurs very soon As time between core relocation and ves-
after uncovery of the lowest core raw. sel failure has been taken to 2400 s, vessel

Then, the entire core is instantaneously failure occurs at 23667 a, a long time after

relocated into the vessel lower head. RCS pressure peak the RCS pressure and the
As vapor generation occurs at the de- cavity pressure at this time are respectively

briB/liquld interface, the RCS pressure equal to 036 MPa and 033 Pa. So the

rises. After complete lower head water pressure difference between the RCS and the

vaporization, the RCS pressure decreases cavity at vessel failure tme is only 003
again. According to the value of the user- MPa and therefore no risk of DCH is expected.

specified time between core relocation and

vessel failure, vessel failure and immediate CASE B

molten core discharge ito the cavity occur
before or after the RCS pressure peak. PORVs are latched open at 9071 s 3298 s

later than in case 1) when core gas tempe-

C. SENSIVITY STUDIES ON THE TIME OF PORV rature exceeds 6500C. RCS pressure, vessel

LATCHING OPEN mixture level and RCS inventory exhibit
similar trends as for case 1. A coarse

For all cases of this section, the bleed comparison shows that those evolution are
capacity is 705 t/h at 172 bar in saturated shifted from case of a period of time

steam 3 PORV). For cases 1, 1B and 1C, the corresponding to PORV opening time difference

user specified time between core relocation between case I and case IB.

and vessel failure is taken equal to 40 As a first result, core degradation

minutes (value taken greater than the time to process and core relocation are delayed, that

vaporize water in the lower plenum in order gives more time to the operator to restore ac
to see the RCS repressurization peak) and power or find water sources. Thus from this

reduced to I minute (value advised in MAAP point of view late depressurization strategy

Users Guide 3 in cases 2 and 2B. seems to be better than early de-

pressurization trategy.

CASE I As a second result, the RCS pressure

peak due to core relocation and the pressure

At 5773 s, the liquid inventory in the difference between the RCS and the cavity at

secondary side of the steam generators is time of vessel failure are very close to

exhausted and the PORVs are latched open, those obtained in case .

which causes the RCS pressure to fall imme- For Case 1B, accumulator injection is

diately as shown in Fig. 1. delayed until the core is totally uncovered

807 s later, at 6580 s the core starts and the cladding has overheated such that

to uncover as shown in Fig. 2 oxidation is imminent. When the accumulator

At 7166 s, accumulator injection begins water strikes the overheated upper core

(4,2 Pa). At this time, the vessel mixture region, a period of rapid steam production

level above vessel bottom is equal to 37 m occurs. This feeds the Zr-steam reaction. As

and 80. 5 % of the RCS coolant inventory has shown on Figure 4 Case 1B experiences a

been lost through the PORVs. period of rapid oxidation just following

From this time to the accumulator water injection. For Case 1, little oxidation

depletion time, the RCS inventory is main- occurs just after accumulation injection

tained between 21.8 and 27.4 of the total because the cladding has not overheated (to

initial inventory, and the RCS pressure the extent of Case 1B) and the initial

decreases from 40 bar to 12 bar quite less injection flowrate is sufficient to cool the

rapidly than before accumulator injection upper portion of the core. A period of rapid

(Fig. I and 3 The accumulator flowrate oxidation occurs later when the accumulator

decreases as the RCS depressurization rate. flowrate is reduced by the lessening of the

At about 13000 s, the accumulators do not RCS depressurization rate. For Case IB, the

provide enough liquid to allow the steam flow "shut off degradation process period" is due

rate into the core to maintain an equilibrium to the fact that all available Z r mass in the

temperature below cladding oxidation initia- uncovered portion of the core has already

tion the oxidation rate increases (Fig. 4 oxidized. Additional oxidation is delayed

and also the clad temperatures. (for both cases) after accumulator injection

At 16566 accumulators are empty and is complete and the core further uncovers.

42 of the initial core mass has melted. The At the time of accumulators depletion,

oxidation process goes on and the vessel the fraction of molten core is 39 in case

mixture level decreases to 43 m. 1B (at 17754 ), quite similar to the one in

At 21267 s the lowest core row is com- case 1 : 42 at 16566 s. Just after core

pletely uncovered, core support plate failure relocation those figures go respectively
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to 80 % (case 1B) and 65 (case 1). (21267 seconds) Case IB is superior if ac

Thus, late depressurization compared to power was expected to be recovered during the
early depressurization leads to quite a interval from 17400 to - 20000 or after

similar core degradation when accumulators 21267 seconds.
are empty. As core relocation and RPV failure If recovery of ac power was not expected

are also delayed, this depressurization to occur, Case would be preferred if in-

strategy must be recommended. vessel r oxidation were used as a guide.
However, Case 1B would be preferred based on

CASE IC a time-to-vessel-failure criteria (Case 
could provide an additional 25 minutes of

PORVs are latched open when core gas time for public protective actions). case 

temperature exceeds 12001C (at 10300 B). can be also preferred because core relocation

Once again, RC$ pressure, vessel mixture is delayed of 25 minutes that gives more time
level and RCS inventory exhibit similar to recover ac power.

trends as for cases I and IB.
Compared to case IB, due to PORVs lat- D. ANALYSIS OF RCS PRESSURE RISE DUE TO

ching open later, the amount of molten core CORE RELOCATION INTO THE VESSEL LOWER HEAD

is greater at time of starting accumulators

injection, time of accumulators depletion and The relocation of core debris results in
time of care relocation (see Table 3. a RCS pressure rise since remaining water in

Othqr differences between cases 1B and the lower plenum i vaporized.
IC can be observed as follows The most conservative time of vessel

soon after starting of accumulators in- lower head failure is the time of the RCS

jection, the RCS pressure response exhibits pressure peak.

a rise of about 12 MPa from the value of The RCS-to-containment pressure diffe-
2.4 KPa : the reason is that core steam and rences at this time in cases 1, IB, are

hydrogen generation rate exceeds the reported in Table 3 they are smaller than
capacity of ORVs during this period the cutoff pressure of 175 MPa for the

core relocation and vessel failure occur prevention or mitigation of the effects of
250 s later in case IC than in case 1B. DCH.

As for the RCS pressure peak due to core As already underlined, as soon as the

relocation, the RCS pressure and cavity temperature of a node of the lowest core row

pressure at time of vessel failure are very exceeds the user-specified care support plate

close to those obtained in case 1B. failure temperature, core support plate fails

A gain of 250 s is not enough for the very and the entire core is assumed, in MA&P to
late strategy to be preferred to the late be instantaneously dumped into the vessel

strategy, because at the time of accumulators lower head.

depletion it leads to much more degraded core However, core debris relocation process

(64.3 of core is molten in case IC against is actually a more complex phenomenon :

39 in case 1B), and then _a possible corium relocation can be a continuous process

recovery of a feedwater source could not save instead of an instantaneous one. In such

a great deal of core. conditions, the RCS pressure peak calculated
by MAAP seems over-estimated.

CASES 2 AND 2B But, if molten core materials can frag-

ment in contact with lower head water, the

As shown in Table 4 the RCS-to-contain- pressure peaks would have been greater than

ment pressure difference at reactor vessel those calculated by MAAP. But such a fragmen-

lower head failure becomes equal to 0168 MPa tation would have resulted in the quenching

and 0167 MPa respectively, much more smaller and the cooling of core material (whose

than the cutoff pressure for the prevention effectiveness depends on the lower plenum

of DCH 175 MPa). liquid inventory) then lower head failure

would have been delayed ince core material

CONCLUSION would have to heat again. The lower head

failure, would happen after the peak when
Early, late and very late depressuriza- pressure is decreasing.

tion strategies examined above are successful According to MAAP calculations, the

in sense that they lead to a reduction of the pressure peak during core relocation does not

RCS-to-containment pressure difference at exceed 20 bar in those transients 3 PORVs on

reactor vessel lower head failure to less the PZR).

than 002 MPa if RPV failure occurs after Nevertheless, due to large uncertainties

water depletion of the lower head. on the process of core relocation, further

By using Figure 4 (Zr oxidation) as a studies must be done to quantify the pressure
measure of core damage, Case I is superior if at RPV failure. Those studies must bind the

ac power was expected to be recovered prior thermalhydraulic calculations in the lower

to 17400 s or during the interval head (water vaporization, corium temperature

from - 20000 8 to core relocation and fragmentation) with calculations of
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thermal and mechanical loads on the RPV wall. 2. "Severe Accident Risk An Assessment
for Five U.S. Nuclear Power Plants", NUREG-

E. NUMBER OF PORVS REQUIRED FOR THE MITI- 1150, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

GATION OR PREVENTION OF THE EFFECTS OF DCH (Dec. 1990).
(CASE 3 3. .'MAAp Modular accident Analysis

Program, MAAP 3.OB Users Guide", Fauske &

Case 3 differs from case only by the Associates, Inc. (Mar. 1990).

number of PORVs reduced to two (see Table 2.

As shown in Table 3 the RCS-to-contain- PA

ment pressure difference is equal to 124 MPa

at vessel failure (see fig. and 6 PORV [ached open

However, if lower head failure would oc-

cur at the time of RCS pressure peak, the

RCS-to-containment pressure difference would

.be higher 388 MPa), value greater than the I-am
cutoff pressure for mitigation of the effects

of DCH.
Thus, it can be concluded that two PORVs 12MW - RCS boiloff

are insufficient to prevent DCH.

mmmm-
VI. CONCLUSION

calculations performed with the MAAP

computer code on a TMLB' sequence for the
P420 plant show that Stating f

accilmulaton

-Intentional RCS depressurization strategy kVection

allows to reach at time of vessel lower 4W= Core relocation

head failure a RCS-to-containment pressure Accumulators empty

difference below the cutoff RCS-to-con- MMZ0_
tainment pressure difference of 175 MPa

for the prevention or mitigation of the L.�= head filure
effects of DCH. -------- �_ _l -------
Late depressurization strategy must be pre- Imm 2= 2= 30=SECOND
ferred to an early one because it delays Figure Case 3.Primary system pressure

substantially 25 minutes) core relocation versus time
(time available to recover ac power) and

RPV failure, and to a very late depres-
surization because with this latter strat-

egy those two previous values are not sig-

nificantly increased and much more core

damage is obtained after accumulator deple-
tion. Top of active fwl

-A total bleed capacity of 705 t/h for 6 -
saturated steam at 17.2 Pa (this corres-

ponds to 3 PORVs) is the minimum value re-

quired to prevent DCH if the peak of re-

pressurization, due to core relocation, is

taken into account (on the contrary a

smaller bleed capacity would be suffi- 4. Staft of

cient). occurmflacm;
- Further studies must be done to quantify m)-tion Com

uncertainties related to AA.P core reloca- 3

tion and RPV failure models ; thermal-

hydraulic in the lower head (water va- 2- B.M= of Wtive fuel Lower heed faillm
porization, corium temperature and frag-

mentation) must be coupled with thermal and

mechanical loads on the RPV wall. I �L m empty
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The System 80+ design is ABB-CE's standardized Incorporation of design enhancements for severe
evolutionary Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR) accident prevention and itigation has resulted in a plant
design. It incorporates design enhancements based on design that has a core damage frequency two orders of
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) insights, guidance magnitude lower than its predecessor. These design
from the ALWR Utility Requirements Document(" URD), enhancements and their impact on plant safety as measured
and US NRC's Severe Accident Poficy('). Major severe by core damage frequency and large release frequency are
accident prevention and mitigation design features of the described in the following paragraphs.
System 80+ design are described. The results of the
System 80+ PRA are presented and the insights gained SEVERE ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND MITIGATION
from the PRA sensitivity analyses are discussed. ABB-CE FEATURES
considered defense-in-depth for accident prevention and
mitigation early in the design process and used robust design The goal of the safety system enhancements has been
features to ensure that the System 80+ design achieved a to increase the reliability through diversity and redundancy,
low core damage frequency, low containment conditional improve safety system performance and to minin-dze operator
failure probability, and excellent deterministic containment requirements for performing high stress risk significant
performance under severe accident conditions and to ensure operations. Table I lists the major preventative and
that the risk was properly allocated among design features mitigative design features. The following paragraphs
and between prevention and mitigation. provide a brief description for each feature and its impact on

System 80+ reliability and risk.
INTRODUCTION

Larger Pressurizer
ABB-Combustion Engineering Nuclear Systems (ABB-CE),
in cooperation with the U. S. Department of Energy, is System 80+ has a larger pressurizer volume as
working to develop and certify a standardized Advanced compared to the existing generation of commercial nuclear
Light Water Reactor (ALVIR) design. The ALWR design power plants. This makes the plant response to transients
objectives include safe and reliable plant operation with slower and more resilient. The larger pressurizer volume
systems designed to prevent, and itigate severe accidents. helps maintain a higher pressurizer pressure and water level
The System 80+ Standard Design is an evolutionary following a turbine trip. It also helps prevent emptying the
advancement based upon the existing and proven System 80 pressurizer and uncovering the pressurizer heaters following
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) design currently in overcooling transients. For most transient events, the rise in
operation. In developing System 80+, ABB-CE's pressurizer pressure will be moderate and consequently the
experience in PWR design was supplemented with PRA primary safety valves will not be challenged. The larger
techniques so that a systematic procedure for design volume also prevents water level surges that cause liquid or
improvement could be effected. As part of the design two-phase flow from reaching the primary safety valves
enhancements, ABB-CE included the design features following a feedwater line break or a loss of load transient.
specified in the Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRI) It also inimizes pressurizer level fluctuations during
ALWR Utility Requirements Document"), the requirements transient events and increases the margin for a safety
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injection actuation signal following certain transient events. The CSS uses the In-Containment Refueling Water
A larger pressurizer volume also helps to lower the peak Storage Tank (IRWST) and has two independent trains (two
pressure that can be reached following an Anticipated containment spray pumps, two containment spray heat
Transient Without Scram (ATWS) event. exchangers, two independent spray headers, and associated

piping, valves, and instrumentation). The pumps and
Larger Secondary Inventory remotely operated valves can be operated from the control

room.
System 80 + has a larger secondary inventory in the

steam generators to make the plant response to transients The CSS provides sprays of borated water to the
slower and more resilient. The increased heat transfer area containment atmosphere from the upper regions of the
of the steam generators provides a 10% tube plugging containment. The spray flow is provided by the containment
margin, which helps increase the availability of the steam spray pumps which take suction from the IRWST. The
generator secondary heat removal. The extent of the containment spray pumps start upon the receipt of a Safety
increase is limited by Steam Line Break (SLB) effects on Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS). The pumps discharge
containment design and proven manufacturing capability. through the containment spray heat exchangers and the spray
The increased downcomer volume and the 25 increase in header isolation valves to their respective spray nozzle
steam generator inventory help reduce fluctuations during headers, then into the containment atmosphere. Spray flow
transients and increase the time to dry out the steam to the containment spray headers is not provided until a
generators. The time required to dry out the secondary Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS) automatically
inventory of the steam generators is approximately 50% opens the containment spray header isolation valves. The
longer for System 80+ than the dry out time for System 80. spray headers are located in the upper part of the
The System 80 + steam generators will use thermally treated containment building to allow the failing spray droplets time
Inconel 690 for the steam generator tubes. This improved to approach thermal equilibrium with the steam-air
steam generator tube material reduces the potential for steam atmosphere. Condensation of the steam by the falling spray
generator tube degradation. results in a reduction in containment pressure and

temperature.
ShutdownCooling (SCS)/Contairtment Spray System

(CSS) In addition to containment cooling after an SLB or
LOCA, the CS pumps and heat exchangers can be manually

In addition to their long-term decay heat removal aligned to provide cooling of the RWST during post-
function, the SCS pumps are designed to perform residual accident feed ad bleed operations when the steam generators
heat removal injection and cooling of the In-containnient are not available to cool the RCS.
Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST). In the residual
heat removal injection mode of operation, the SCS is used The CS pumps are designed to be functionally
(in conjunction with the Rapid Depressurization System) as interchangeable with the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS)
a backup to the Safety Injection System (SIS) to inject pumps. Though not required for normal operation or
borated water into the reactor core. To provide operating accident mitigation, interchangeability of the pumps allows
flexibility, the design pressure of the SCS for System 80+ backup of the CS pumps and increases the reliability of the
is 900 psi versus 600 psi for System 80. The CSS pumps containment spray function.
can be used to backup the SCS pumps for improved decay
heat removal capabilities. The SCS pumps can also be used To further increase the reliability of the containment
as backups to the CSS pumps to perform IRWST cooling spray function, the containment spray headers are designed
during "feed and bleed" operations (beyond design basis to accept spray flow from an external source of water supply
events). The two-train redundancy for each of these via a "tee" connection to the spray line. In case of
systems, coupled with the interchangeable SCS and CSS unavailability of normal containment spray flow, the external
pumps, enhance the availability of these systems. source can supply water to the headers, allowing for

containment cooling and depressurization of the containment
The Containment Spray System (CSS) is a safety atmosphere.

grade system designed to reduce containment pressure and
temperature resulting from a main steam line break, loss-of- Multiple Independent Connections to Grid
coolant-accident or a severe accident and to remove iodine
and other particulate fission products from the containment The System 80+ design includes a main switchyard
atmosphere. for incoming and outgoing electric power and a separate and

independent backup switchyard (with two safety grade
The CSS provides adequate cooling of the reserve transformers) that is tied to the grid at some distance

containment atmosphere to limit post-design basis accident from the main switchyard. In addition, the System 80+
temperatures and pressures to less than the containment turbine generator system and the associated buses are
design values. designed to runback to maintain hotel load on a loss of grid
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event. These features, in conjunction with the combustion Safety Injection System
turbine generator are intended to reduce the frequency of
Loss of Offshe Power (LOOP) events and Station Blackout The primary function of the Safety Injection System
events. (SIS) is to inject borated water into the RCS for inventory

and reactivity control during severe accidents such as Loss
Separate Startup and Emergency Feedwater System of Coolant Accidents (LOCAs) and ATWS. The SIS can be

used in conjunction with the Rapid Depressurization System
The use of a non-safety related Startup Feedwater for "feed and bleed' operation as an alternate method for

System (SFWS) for normal startup and shutdown operations removing decay heat. For continuous long-term post-LOCA
helps reduce the demands on the Emergency Feedwater (large) cooling of the reactor core, the SIS pumps are
System (EFWS). In addition, the SFWS Provides an realigned to provide simultaneous hot-leg and direct vessel
independent means of supplying feedwater to the steam injection to prevent boron crystallization. The following are
generators for removing heat from the Reactor Coolant major evolutionary characteristics of the System 80+ SIS:
System (RCS) during emergency conditions when the main
feedwater is not available. 0 four high-pressure 100% capacity pumps,

Improved Control Room Design 0 direct vessel injection pumps take suction
from the IRWST and deliver borated water

The System 80+ advanced control room design to the reactor vessel downcomer via the DVI
(Nuplex 80+) is intended to improve upon existing control lines),
rooms while aintaining their strengths. In that respect it
is an evolutionary design that is expected to provide more 0 elimination of need for low pressure pumps,
and better information to the operator than the Standard
System 80 design, with corresponding improvements in 0 elimination of need to realign pump suction
operator reliability. These improvements include to the containment sump,
prioritized alarms, parameter processing and validation,
mode-dependent alarms, integrated normal/post-accident 0 capability to test pumps at design flow while
instrumentation, and hardwired backups to digital safety operating,
instrumentation and controls.

0 "feed and bleed" cooling of the RCS (in
Component Cooling Water System conjunction with the Rapid Depressurization

System for beyond design basis events).
The Component Cooling Water System (CCWS is

a closed-loop system that provides cooling water to remove These evolutionary characteristics help reduce the
heat from plant systems, components, and structures. Heat unavailability of the System 80+ SIS to levels below those
from the CCWS is rejected to the ultimate heat sink through for existing generation of commercial nuclear power plants.
the open-loop Station Service Water System (SSWS). Each This was achieved by reducing or eliminating several
of these systems consists of two separate and redundant contributors to SIS unavailability. For example: (1 a our-
divisions. Each division contains two pumps: one is train (as compared to a two-train) SIS, reduces the
normally operating, while the other pump is in standby and contribution to the system unavailability that is due to
starts automatically if the operating pump trips. This outages for testing, repair and maintenance; 2 the
configuration eliminates the demand failures of pumps and elimination of the low-pressure pumps eliminates the failures
valves that were found to be significant contributors to risk to start for these pumps; 3) the elimination of the need to
in the System 80 design with standby CCWS/SSWS realign the suction of the pumps eliminates the contribution
configurations. of the failure to do so; 4 the provision for cold-leg DVI

increases the time for SIS response during a small break
Facilities Designs LOCA.

Facilities are designed to provide physical separation Safety Depressurization System (SDS)
of systems or trains of system that perform redundant
safety-related functions. This increases the availability of The Safety Depressurization System (SDS) is a
systems due to their protection from failures associated with multi-purpose dedicated safety system specifically designed
internal fires, internal floods, sabotage, and similar to serve important roles in severe accident prevention and
common-cause failures. This contributes to risk reduction mitigation.
when compared to existing plant designs.

The Reactor Coolant Gas Vent (RCGV) function of
the SDS provides a safety-grade means of venting non-
condensable gases from the pressurizer and the reactor vessel
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upper head to the Reactor Drain Tank (RDT) during post- Two Emergency Diesels and Standby Combustion
accident conditions. In addition, the RCGV provides a Turbine
safety-grade means to depressurize the RCS in the event that
pressurizer Main Spray and Auxiliary Spray systems are Each of the two divisions of class I E AC power is
unavailable and a means of venting the pressurizer and supplied with emergency standby power from an emergency
reactor vessel upper head during pre-refueling and post- diesel generator (DG). Each DG is provided with a
refueling operations. dedicated 125 VDC battery. The emergency DGs start ad

load automatically following a LOOP event. In addition to
The Rapid Depressurization (RD) function, or bleed the two emergency DGs, the System 80+ design has an

function, provides a manual means of quickly depressurizing alternate standby onsite AC power source. This is a non-
the RCS when normal and emergency feedwater (EFW) are safety combustion turbine power source provided to cope
unavailable to remove core decay heat through the steam with station blackout scenarios. The alternate power source
generators. Whenever any event, e.g., a total loss of is independent and diverse from the DGs. The combustion
feedwater (TLOFW) results in a high RCS pressure with a turbine is automatically started and loaded to the Permanent
loss of RCS liquid inventory, the SDS rapid Non-Safety (PNS) bus on loss of site power. The combustion
depressurization or bleed valves may be opened by the turbine can be manually loaded to power either division of
operator, resulting in a controlled rapid'depressurization of class IE AC loads when the associated DG is unavailable.
the RCS. As the RCS pressure decreases, the Safety
Injection (SI) pumps start, initiating feed flow to the RCS Vital Batteries
and restoring the RCS liquid inventory.

Six independent and separate 125 VDC batteries are
The rapid depressurization feature of the SDS also included in the System 80+ design, in comparison to four

serves an important role in severe accident mitigation. In batteries for the System 80 design. For System 80+, each
the event a high pressure meltdown scenario develops and battery can supply the continuous emergency load of its own
the feed portion of feed and bleed cannot be established due load group for a period of 2 hours. In addition, the batteries
to unavailability of the SI pumps, the SDS can be used to provide a station blackout coping capability assuming manual
depressurize the RCS to ensure that a High Pressure Melt load shedding or the use of a load management program.
Ejection (HPME) event does not occur thereby minimizing This permits operation of the instrumentation and control
the potential for direct containment heating (DCH). loads associated with the turbine-driven emergency feedwater

pumps for a minimum of hours.
The severe core damage depressurization goal is to

ensure that the RD can depressurize the RCS from 2500 to In-Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank
250 psia prior to a reactor vessel melt-through. This is
accomplished by designing the SDS rapid depressurization Sufficient borated water is stored in the In-
valves for initial bleed flow of approximately 412,000 Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST to
Ibm/hr of steam. meet all post-accident safety injection pumps and

containment spray pumps operation requirements. The
Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) volume of borated water is also sufficient to flood the

refueling pool during normal refueling operations. The
The Emergency Feedwater System (EFWS) provides IRWST eliminates the need for switching over from injection

an independent, safety-related means of supplying feedwater mode to recirculation mode during emergency core cooling
to the steam generators during the early phase of secondary operations and therefore, eliminates failures associated with
heat removal in the event that both the main feedwater and the switch-over in existing commercial nuclear power plants.
the startup feedwater are lost. The EFWS consists of two The Primary Safety Valves (PSVs) and the Rapid
divisions, each of which is aligned to deliver feedwater to Depressurization Valves (RDVs) discharge to the IRWST.
its respective steam generator. Each division, contains a The IRWST provides steam quenching for PSV or RDV
motor-driven train and a turbine-driven train. The steam discharges and provides scrubbing of radioactive materials in
required to operate the turbine-driven pump is supplied from the discharges. In addition, the IRWST is the source of
the associated steam generator to which feedwater is borated water for cavity flooding at the onset of a severe
delivered. For station blackout sequences, the turbine- accident.
driven trains of the EFWS are available to remove decay
heat from the RCS. Because of the redundancy and Containment Vessel
diversity of the emergency feedwater trains, this system is
a significant contributor to risk reduction. The System 80 + containment vessel, including all its

penetrations, is a low leakage spherical steel shell, inside a
reinforced concrete shield building, which is designed to
withstand the postulated Loss-of-Coolant-Accident (LOCA)
or a Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) while limiting the
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postulated release of radioactive material to within the conjunction with the containment spray system) to provide an
requirements of 10 CFR 100". Additionally, the inexhaustible continuous supply of water to quench the core
containment and shield building provide a barrier against the debris. The CFS is a manually actuated severe accident
release of radioactive materials which ay be present in the mitigation system. 'Me components of the CFS include the
containment atmosphere following an accident. In-Containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST), the

Holdup Volume Tank (HVT), the reactor avity, connecting
The containment spherical shell is 200 feet in piping, valves ad associated power supplies. A schematic

diameter and is constructed of steel plate with a wall of the CFS is shown in Figure 2 The CFS takes water from
thickness of one and three-quarter inches. The spherical the IRWST and directs it to the reactor cavity. The water
containment provides 334 million cubic feet of net free flows first into the HVT by way of four 12 inch diameter
volume with its internal structures arranged in a manner to HVT spillways and then into the reac(or cavity by way of
(1) protect the steel shell from missile threats, 2) promote two 10 inch diameter reactor cavity spillways.
mixing throughout the containment atmosphere (see Figure
1), and 3) comfortably accommodate condensable and non- Hydrogen Mitigation System
condensable gas releases from design basis and severe
accidents. Large quantities of hydrogen can be generated during

the core degradation and melting process associated with a
In severe accident scenarios, the containment vessel severe accident. While it is unlikely that the hydrogen

is the last fission product barrier protecting the public from generated will be sufficient to fail the containment a
potentially large radiation releases. It is therefore of Hydrogen Mitigation System (HMS) has been incorporated
paramount importance to provide a strong robust into the System 80+ design to provide added assurance that
containment design to meet severe accident internal hydrogen concentrations will be maintained at non-detonable
pressurization challenges. The design basis pressure for the levels even during the most limiting severe accident. To this
containment is 53 psig. The analyses documented in end, the Hydrogen Mitigation System (HMS) is designed to
CESSAR-DC13) demonstrate that pressures resulting from accommodate the hydrogen production from 100% fuel clad
large break LOCAs or main steam line breaks within the metal-water reaction and maintain the average containment
containment will not exceed this design pressure. hydrogen concentration below the 10% limit in accordance
Calculations also indicate that pressure limits determined in with 10 CFR 50.34(om for a degraded core accident. The
accordance with ASME Service Level C criteria range from HMS also has hydrogen recombiners which ensure that the
130 psig at an average steel shell temperature of 290 F to hydrogen concentration is maintained below 4 during a
120 psig at a temperature of 450'F. The median ultimate DRA LOCA in accordance with the requirements of
failure pressure ranges from 188 psia at 150 F to 160 psia 10CFR50.44.
at 450 OF.

The HMS is a control room actuated system designed
Secondary Containment to allow controlled burning of hydrogen at low

concentrations in order to preclude hydrogen concentration
The secondary containment consists of the build-up to detonable levels. The system is designed to

containment shield building and the annulus between the prevent the local hydrogen concentration in containment
steel containment vessel and the shield building. The from reaching 10% by volume during a degraded core
containment shield building, which houses the containment accident by burning hydrogen throughout the containment as
vessel and safety-related equipment, is designed to provide the local concentration reach levels of between 4 to 6 .
biological shielding and external missile protection for the Frequent small hydrogen bums will not threaten containment
containment vessel and safety-related equipment. It is a while simultaneously removing the possibility of a significant
reinforced concrete structure consisting of a right cylinder combustion threat later in the accident.
and hemispherical dome, The shield building shares a
common foundation base with the nuclear system annex as The HMS consists of two redundant groups of
shown in Figure 1. The Annulus Ventilation System (AVS) igniters, Group A and Group B. Each group has
provides a mechanism for substantially reducing and/or independent and separate control, power, and igniter
eliminating unfiltered fission product releases following locations to ensure adequate coverage within the
design basis and severe accidents. containment. The igniters are AC powered glow plugs

powered directly from step down transformers. The igniter
Cavity Flooding System enclosures are designed to protect the glow plugs from water

jet impingement and to minimize the temperature rise inside
The function of the Cavity Flooding System (CFS) the igniter assembly.

is to provide a means of flooding the reactor cavity in the
event of a severe accident for the purpose of cooling the
core debris in the reactor cavity and scrubbing fission
product releases. The cavity flooding system is designed (in
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Reactor Cavity Design corium negotiating the 90 degree turn would be de.
entrained by the reactor avity concrete ceilings and seal

The System 80+ reactor cavity is configured to table structure,
promote retention of and heat removal from the postulated
core debris during a severe accident, thus, serving several The reactor cavity is configured to spread out the
roles in accident mitigation. Corium retention in the core ejected core debris over the floor surface area during a
debris chamber virtually eliminates the potential for postulated severe accident. The cavity meets the proposed
significant DCH induced containment loadings. The large ALVM URD(1) criteria of 002 n2/MWt of surface area
cavity floor area allows for spreading of the ore debris below the vessel.
enhancing its coolability within the reactor cavity region.

The reactor cavity is designed for 188 psid loading
The System 80+ cavity includes 32,000 W. of with an Aerican Concrete Institute (ACI) calculated

free volume. Large (and well vented) volumes, such as ultimate pressure of 235 psid. This cavity strength is
those in System 80+, are not prone to significant typical of later designed PWR cavities and is relatively
pressurization resulting from vessel breach or the corium robust when compared to the cavity loading expected
quench processes. Cavity pressurization analyses during a severe accident.
performed for System 80+ indicate peak cavity pressure
loadings to be less than 100 psid which is within the Calculations show that the reactor vessel and the
cavity design basis. upper cavity could continue to be supported even if the

entire lower cavity walls below the corbels were either
The instrument shaft design serves an important eroded by corium attack or destroyed by a steam

purpose in the severe accident mitigation for System 80+. explosion. Reinforcing steel provided between the
First, by orienting the instrument shaft vertically and interface of adjacent walls with the upper reactor cavity
providing only iited gas venting in this path, the wall provide enough resistance through shear-friction to
possibility of corium carryover is minimized. Analyses provide this support without relying on support from the
provided in Reference 8, Appendix D, suggests that only lower cavity wall. Alternate aculations have been
10% of entrained corium could be expected to initially be performed which suggest that a damaged RV can be
carried upward into the vertical shaft even if the shaft supported by the four cold legs. Some small vessel
were vented to acommodate significant gas flows. The motions would be expected. However, these motions
remainder of the corium not entering the vertical shaft would not translate into significant motions of other RCS
will be captured in a large debris retention chamber components.
located at the base of the instrument shaft.

The System 80+ containment design ensures that Missile Protection
actual venting to the upper containment either by the
vertical shaft or around the RV flange is small. Thus, During severe accidents, missile protection of the
steam exits the reactor cavity via a convoluted pathway containment shell is primarily accomplished by the use of
above the top of the core debris chamber and through protective shields and barriers either near the source of the
louvered vents under the refueling pool. As a potential issile or in front of the containment shell (such
consequence, the dominant hot gas and corium carryover as the crane wall).
pathway will be to the lower portion of the containment
where the containment shell is fully protected by the crane The reactor cavity is arranged such that any corium
wall. debris leaving the avity will exit via the door or louvers

in the HVAC room above the IRWST pool or via the
System 90+ has an offset core debris chamber nozzle cutouts. Corium debris released in these areas will

designed to de-entrain and trap the debris ejected during a likely interact with either the crane wall or refueling pool
reactor vessel breach. The core debris chamber and the wall and ultimately deposit in these areas. In the highly
instrument shaft have been designed such that following a unlikely event that the corium debris is projected upward
failure of the reactor vessel, high inertia core debris out of the cavity annulus, the Head Area Cable Tray
would de-entrain and collect in the debris chamber while System (HACTS) above the RV serves to protect the
the lower inertia stean-L/hydrogen/air mixture would containment shell from a direct corium attack of the
negotiate a right angle turn and exit the reactor cavity via containment shell.
a convoluted vent path. The chamber has been sized
ccording to ARSAP guidance($) to hold twice the post- Within the reactor cavity, the containment shell is

:evere accident maximum coriurn volume. Once protected from the corium debris by a concrete basemat
deposited in the debris chamber, the debris would be layer varying from 3 to about feet thick. Assuming
difficult to re-entrain since the retention zone would flooded cavity conditions, it is conservatively estimated
exhibit a low velocity recirculation flow pattern. Any that this thickness of concrete flooring will protect the
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containment shell from coriurn debris contact for upwards pressurization response allows ample time for the
of 30 hrs at its thinnest point. operating staff to establish alternate containnient cooling

pathways and avert containment failure.
Missiles generated via failure of the top head and

top head components are considered under the general Deterministic basemat melt-through scenarios were
severe accident category of 'in-vessel' or 'alpha' mode performed using CORCON Mod 3 These analyses
failure. In these scenarios the upper head or control rod assumed that 100% of the corium debris was cooled within
missile will be intercepted by the HACTS located directly the reactor cavity as a "layered impermeable media".
above the RV upper head. Thus, consequential damage Under these circumstances, a local below ground
of the containment steel shell due to failure of a penetration of the ontainment shell will be delayed for
pressurized RV is highly unlikely. more than 24 hours after the onset of core melt. Basemat

penetration into the plant extended foundation (soil) will be
An Ex-Vessel Steam Explosion (EVSE) may occur delayed for upwards of eight days.

when corium debris contacts a water pool. While EVSEs
are considered plausible, their consequences on PRA RESULTS
containment integrity are insignificant because EVSEs are
riot expected to be capable of damaging the reactor cavity The estimated Core Damage Frequency (CDF)
structures required for support of the RV/RCS. All in- attributable to internal events for the System 80+ plant is
cavity' structures that may be damaged by such 1.7E-06 events per year. Conservative scoping estimates
explosions will be confined to non-load bearing structures were calculated for the CDF for fires and floods. The
and thus will not compromise containment integrity. total CDF, including the scoping estimates for fire and

flood and external events, is 2.013-06 events per year.
DETERMINISTIC SEVERE ACCIDENT This is well within the industry goal of .013-05 events per
EVALUATIONS year. Table 2 presents the CDF contributions by initiating

events. The CDF of the System 80+ design is a factor of
Bounding deterministic calculations idicate that 128 less than that of the System 80 base design. The

early containment challenges associated with vessel breach relative contributions (percent of total) of the various
phenomena ad hydrogen combustion result in peak internal events to the total CDF are tabulated in Table 2.
loadings below the ASME Service Level C containment For the System 80 design, loss of offshe power and station
pressure limit and hence provide a high degree of blackout dominates 46%) the CDF profile. This is
confidence that containment integrity an be maintained. followed by the LOCAs 31%) and then transients 14%).
Stearn explosion loadings were estimated by converting The contribution by ATWS is relatively small 6). For
the corium stored energy into an equivalent amount of the System 80+ design, the LOCA categories of initiating
TNT with an effective impulse loading based on events dominate 37%) the CDF profile. This is followed
correlations established by Cole(9) for underwater by the transient category (34%) of events. The
explosions. These assessments suggest that the System contribution from loss of offsite power (including station
80+ cavity design can withstand impulse loadings blackout) is very small because of the following System
associated with a steam explosion involving to 10% of 80+ design features:
the ejected coriurn mass without serious damage to the
reactor cavity. Further structural analyses confirm that 0 multiple independent connections to the grid,
the System 80+ design is sufficiently strong such that
even in the unlikely event of a complete loss of load 0 turbine-generator runback capability to
carrying capability of the reactor cavity, a consequential maintain hotel loads,
indirect breach of the containment will not occur.

0 alternate standby AC source (combustion
Additional early containment loadings associated turbine), and

with 'in-vessel steam explosions' and RV rocket failure
were assessed probabilistically. Based on this assessment, 0 six vital 125 VDC batteries.
these containment failure modes were found to have a
negligible contribution to the conditional containment The contribution from ATWS is also relatively
failure probability. small.

Late containment failure was assessed The results from the containment response (Level 2
deterministically using the MAAP 3.OB code. Based on PRA) analyses show that the System 80+ containment is
these studies it was concluded that for transients without robust and capable of accommodating severe accident
containment heat removal, containment overpressure challenges. The System 80+ Conditional Containment
failure will not occur until after 50 hours following the Failure Probability (CCFP) is 002. In SECY-90-016, the
initiation of the severe accident scenario. This slow NRC specified a conditional containment failure
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probability goal of 0. 1. The NRC did not define what Core Damage Frequency
constituted containment failure, but they did specify that
the applicant could demonstrate that the containment I With the incorporation of system design
remains intact for 24 hours. Based on this, containment enhancements, the CDF for System 80+ has
failure, for the purpose of calculating the CCFP, is decreased by a factor of approximately 128, when
defined to be a loss of containment integrity within the compared with the proven System 80 design.
first 24 hours following vessel failure. The System 80+
CCFP value was calculated by summing the frequencies 2. Even with such a significant decrease in the CDF,
of all release classes in which the containment failed loss of offshe power and station blackout events are
within 24 hours after vessel failure or containment no longer the dominant contributors to CDF for the
integrity was lost due to bypass or isolation failures and System 80+ design. For most existing light water
dividing by the total core damage frequency attributable to reactors, loss of offshe power and station blackout
internal events and tornado strikes. The value thus events are major contributors to CDF.
calculated is well within the NRC goal.

3. Because redundancy and diversity is incorporated in
An alternate definition of containinent failure is any the System 80+ design, in general, independent

loss of containment integrity for which there is a release hardware faults are not the major contributors to
in excess of 25 rems at one half mile from the reactor. CDF.
Based on this definition, the CCFP for System 80 is
0.027. This was calculated by dividing the probability of 4. Certain systems, such as the Electrical Distribution
exceeding 25 rem at one half mile from the reactor (see System, the EFWS, the SIS, and CCWS would
Figure 3 by the total core damage frequency attributable adversely affect the overall CDF if the reliability of
to internal events and tornado strikes. This value is also these systems deteriorated significantly during the
well within the NRC goal. operation of the plant.

The conditional probability for intact containment 5. The System 80+ CDF is only somewhat sensitive
with design basis leakage oy is 0889. The conditional to control room operator error rates, but is more
probability for a very late containment failure (greater sensitive to operator actions performed outside the
than 48 hours after core damage) is 0074. The control room during the progression of an accident.
conditional probability for late containment failures ( to
24 hours after core damage) is 0003. The conditional 6. The operator actions that are important to risk
probability for early containment failure (less than hours reduction of the System 80+ include aggressive
after core damage) is 0.011. The conditional failure cooldown of the plant following a steam generator
probability for containment isolation failure is 0023. tube rupture or small LOCA event and the initiation

of "Feed and Bleed".
The large release goal specified for System 80 is

that releases in excess of 25 rem at one half ile from 7. A failure of the reactor coolant pump (RCP) seals is
the reactor shall have an exceedance frequency of less postulated to occur following loss of cooling to the
than LE-06 per year. Figure 3 presents the Cumulative seals or a station blackout event. The CDF for
Complementary Distribution Function (CCDF) for whole System 80+ is relatively insensitive to RCP seal
body dose at 300 meters from the reactor and at one half failure events because of the diverse dedicated seal
mile from the reactor. As can be seen from this figure, cooling system that has been added to System 80+.
the probability of having a release in excess of 25 rem at
one half mile from the reactor is 5.3E-08/year. This is 8. It has been contended that with complete separation
well within the goal for System 80+. The probability of of equipment, improved staff training, and
having a release in excess of 25 rem at 300 meters is improved maintenance techniques ad selection of
6.2E-08 per year. This demonstrates that System 80+ equipment the potential for common cause failure
can meet the large release goal for smaller sites also. would be virtually eliminated. The elimination of

common cause failure would decrease the CDF of
SENSITIVITY ANALYSES AND INSIGHTS the System 80+ design by a factor of about .

In performing te PRA for the System 80+ design, Large Release Frequency
certain assumptions were made regarding the accident
prevention and mitigation features. To assess how some 1. The System 80+ containment is robust and capable
of these assumptions may impact the CDF and the large of accommodating severe accident challenges. The
release frequency, several sensitivity analyses were containment would remain intact almost 90% of the
performed. The major insights obtained from these time.
analyses are listed below.
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2. Hydrogen igniters are provided to prevent the REFERENCES
build-up of hydrogen inside the containment during
a severe accident. However, the frequencies for 1. NP-6780-L, Advanced Light Water Reactor
the various release classes are relatively insensitive (ALVrR) Utility Requirements Document, Rev. 3,
to the availability of the hydrogen igniters. EPRI-1992.

3. The reactor cavity of the System 80+ design is 2. Title 10, Part 52, Code of Federal Regulations.
flooded following a severe aident to enable the
coriurn to be cooled, which in turn limits the 3. System 80+ Standard Design, CESSAR -DC, ABB-
amount of concrete ablation. Late containment CE Engineering, Amend. Q, June 30, 1993.
failure releases are somewhat sensitive to the ability
to transfer heat from the corium to the cavity 4. 10CFRI00, 'Reactor Site Criteria', U.S. nuclear
water. Regulatory Commission

4. Although research has indicated that temperature 5. ANSYS Engineering Analysis System User's
induced creep failure of the Reactor Coolant Manual, G. J. DeSalvo, and
System (RCS) piping may occur following a severe I. A. Swanson, Swanson Analysis Systems, Inc.
accident, the System 80+ release classes were
found to be insensitive to creep failure of the RCS 6. NUREG-75/087; "Standard Review Plan"; U. S.
piping. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

7. Title 10, Part 50.34(f), Code of Federal
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS Regulations.

The PRA analyses demonstrate that the System 8. DOE/ID-10271, "Prevention of Early Containment
80+ Standard Design has a very low risk as is shown by Failure due to High Pressure Melt Ejection and
the low core damage frequency and the very low Direct Containment Heating for Advanced Light
frequency for large releases. Also, risk is allocated Water Reactors', J. C. Carter, et. al., March 1990.
among SSCs and between prevention and mitigation.

9. Cole, R.H., Underwater Explosions, Princeton
System 80+ has been designed to withstand beyond University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1948.

design basis events, with features such as a large
containment, a large reactor cavity with thick concrete
walls and floors, an in-containment refueMg water
storage tank for cavity flooding, and a rapid
depressurization system for depressurizing the RCS.
Therefore, even considering the remote possibility that a
core melt condition developes, the System 80+ design is
sufficiently robust to ensure that the operating staff has
adequate time to mitigate the event progression and
minimize radiation releases to the environment.

ABB-CE considered defense-in-depth for accident
prevention and mitigation early in the design process and
used robust design features to ensure that the System 80+
design achieved a tow core damage frequency, low
containment conditional failure probability, and excellent
deterministic containment performance under severe
accident conditions and to ensure that the risk was
properly allocated aong design features and between
prevention and mitigation.
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Table I
Major System 80 + Preventive and Mitigative Design Features

TYPE OF FEATURE DESIGN FEATURE

PREVENTIVE
Transient Prevention Larger pressurizer

Larger secondary inventory in steam generators
High-pressure Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) - functionally interchangeable SCS and
Containment Spray System (CSS) pumps
Multiple independent connections to the grid and turbine-generator runback capability
Dedicated startup feedwater system
Improved advanced control room design
Improved Component Cooling Water System ICCWS)/Station Service Water System (SSWS)

Transient Mitigation/ Four train Safety Injection System ISIS) with direct vessel injection
Severe Accident Safety Depressurization System (SDS)
Prevention Four train Emergency Feedwater System

Two emergency diesel generators and a standby alternate AC source (combustion turbine)
Six vital batteries
In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST)
Cross-connected CSS and SCS trains
Improved control room design

SEVERE ACCIDENT Large spherical steel dual containment
MITIGATION Reactor cavity designed for corium disentrainment

Reactor cavity designed for debris coolability
Cavity Flood System
IRWST and SOS
Hydrogen Mitigation System
Secondary Containment with Annulus Ventilation System
External Connection for Containment Spray System
Missile Protection

TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY CONTRIBUTIONS BY INITIATING EVENT

INITIATING EVENT SYSTEM 0 SYSTEM 80+

Core Damage Frequency % Total Core Damage Frequency % Total

Large LOCA 1.8E-06 1.9 1. E07 6.6

Medium LOCA 3.6E-06 4.4 3.1 E07 1 8.5

Sma(ILOCA 9.4E-06 11.6 2.1 E07 12.4

Secondary Side Break 9.OE-07 1.1 2.1 E09 0 1

Steam Generator Tube Rupture 1. 1 E-5 12.9 3.OE-07 18.0

Transients 1.2E-05 15.4 5JE-07 33.7

Loss of Offsite Power (including 3.SE-05 46.4 2.SE-08 1.8
SBO with Battery Depletion)

ATWS 4.SE-06 5.9 4.9E-08 2.9

Interfacing System LOCA 4.5E-09 0.0 5.2E-10 0.0

Vessel Rupture 1.OE-07 0.3 1.OE-07 5.9

TOTAL SAE-05 100.0 1.7E-06 100.0
16.3E-0711

Total - Without consideration of 2.15E-07
Common Cause Failure

This value is used for comparison purposes only. it was derived using the same groundrul 

System 80 PRA.
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requirements. 'Me PSA showed a very low level of risk due
ABSTRACT to both the low predicted core damage frequency and the

performance of the containment systems in mitigating the vast
Severe Accident R&D in the UK builds on more than 25 majority of the core damage sequences. The risk was
years experience and for the PWR is firmly committed to dominated by bypass sequences which constituted a small
international collaboration. The focus for the work has proportion of the core damage sequence total.
been the support for a comprehensive Level 3 PSA for
Sizewell W. The paper outlines the particular The main requirement of the continuing R&D programme
contributions that the UK has made to research in direct was therefore seen as being to confirm the predicted
containment heating, steam explosions, fission product containment performance. The primary emphasis was
behaviour and code development and assessment. therefore put on developing a better understanding of

phenomena which could potentially threaten the containment.
1. INTRODUCTION

FollowingtheaccidentatTMI-2withitsverylowoffsite
Research into Severe Accidents has been carried out consequences, there was worldwide interest in fission product

in the UK for more than 25 years. Initially the main behaviour, particularly since it was believed that the then
focus was M1FBRs but following the decision to build a current analysis methods could lead to a gross over-prediction
PWR in the UK the emphasis has changed. This was of the risk from severe accidents. The secondary aim of the
reinforced by the accident at W-2 which has led to the UK R&D strategy was, therefore, to contribute to the
development of a number of international collaborative improvement of our understanding of fission product behaviour
programmes. Severe Accident R&D was seen to be an in severe accidents.
area where international collaboration was important to
both share ideas and the costs of conducting potentially 'Me main emphasis on the understanding of threats to
very expensive research programmes. To this end the UK containment integrity for the SizewelI 'B' plant was on the
has collaborated in a number of international programmes energetic events which could lead to early containment failure
such as the USNRC Co-operative Severe Accident and in particular, High Pressure Melt Ejection (HPME)/Direct
Research Programme, the EPRI sponsored ACE and Containment Heating (DCH) and Steam Explosions.
MACE tests, the TMI-2 examination and analysis Hydrogen combustion was also considered but, because of the
programmes and the CEC/CEA PHEBUS-FP programme. size and strength of the Sizewell 'B' containment, is not as

significant a threat (unless combined with DCH). In addition,
This paper presents an overview of the severe accident since HPME[DCH is design dependent, UK experimental

R&D which has been carried out in the UK to support the work has focused on this issue together with steam explosions
design and licensing of Sizewell W. Section 2 outlines and fission product chemistry. These are discussed in the next
the strategy adopted for the R&D programme whilst sections.
sections 3 to 6 summarise the key elements in this
prograrnme. Finally future requirements will be briefly Code development and assessment was seen as an
discussed. important element of theprogramme since ithelps crystallise

and focus our understanding of severe accident phenomena.
2. DEVELOPMENT OF UK R&D STRATEGY It was also seen as a requirement to support the judgements

being made on the basis of the fast running more parametric
As part of the development of the Sizewell 'B' design codes used to support the PSA. This work is outlined in

an initial level 3 PSAI for internal initiators at power was Section 6.
carried out. This was used to help focus the R&D
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The UK Severe Accident R&D programme is being The models were integrated in the CORDE code'.
largely funded by Nuclear Eectric with the part of the Additional models were developed and included for nn-
programme which supported the Level 2 PSA being isothermal processes based on data from experiments carried
directly funded and the longer term work being funded via out in the USA'. Such processes include heat transfer from
a programme managed by the Health and Safety particles, particle oxidation, hole ablation during blowdown
Executive, the UK regulatory body. and cavity gas heatup. CORDE has been extensively tested

and validated againstfurther UK isothermal teStS2 and against
3. DIRECT CONTAINMENT HEATING US tests using high temperature melts (particularly the Sandia

SURTSEY tests 4).

Direct containment heating (DCH) has the potential to
threaten containment integrity early in a severe accident. CORDE has a simple model for direct heating in the
Molten core in the lower head may cause an instrument containment dome. Anticipating a need for more detailed
tube to fail. If the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) is at models, CORDE has been coupled to the USNRC containment
high pressure, the melt would be ejected in the form of a code CONTAIN'. The coupled code' can do calculations
fragmenting jet together with entrained gases and residual includingstateof the art, detailedmodels formelt andgasjet
water. Particles of melt entrained in the gas stream in the behaviour in the containment dome and melt entrainment in
cavity and containment heat and pressurise the lower containment rooms.
containment atmosphere by exchange of stored beat and
oxidation of residual zirconium and iron. Retention of 4. STEAM EXPLOSIONS
melt in the cavity and lower containment rooms mitigates
the pressurisation by reducing the amount of finely For a plant with a very strong containment low probability
divided melt available for releasing heat. events such as in-vessel steam explosions (cf mode failure of

the containment) can be important simply because other failure
UK DCH research has focused on melt behaviour in modes are even more unlikely. Steam explosions or molten

the cavity. The objective was to produce a validated fuel coolant interactions (MFC1s) have been studied r many
model (the CORDE code) for calculating the mass and years in the UK (e.g. references 7 and 9 and a good
energy transfer out of the cavity including the form understanding of the general requirements for and propagation
(composition and particle size) of ejected melt. of steam explosions has been developed. In order to have a

steam explosion which can threaten the containment the
Small scale, isothermal experiments with appropriate following conditions are necessary.

simulants were carried out by both AEA Technology and
Nuclear Electric, to identify and quantify key hydraulic (1) a substantial fraction of the core must melt.
processes in the cavity and containinent lower (2) this melt must relocate to the RPV lower head and
compartments. Such processes include the formation of intermix with water there.
a melt pool, gas flow patterns, droplet formation and (3) a strong steam explosion must be triggered.
entrainnient mechanisms, jet behaviour, and the effect of (4) the steam explosion must be energetic enough to fad
in-cavity structures. Dimensionless scaling analysis, the upper head creating a missile.
supported by experiments, was developed to extrapolate (5) the missile must breach the containment.
the experimental results to reactor scale and confirm the
importance of processes at the larger scale. In order to evaluate the overall probability of such an

event, the methodology used by Theofanous et all' has been
An extensive range of measurements were made to modified and extended to include triggering and to allow for

allow the development of simple models of key processes. the effects of stratified and multiple explosions. The
These included? evaluation" has also been carried out for a range of pressures

rather than just the low pressure case treated by Theofanous.
(a) Gas velocities, for a model of gas recirculation The analysis has confirmed that the et mode failure probability

and velocities is low < I r� at all pressures considered but tends to peak at
(b) Melt pool location and depth, for a model of intermediate pressures.

retained mass and pool leading edge location (the
leading edge is driven back and held up by gas To support this, evaluation more information was required
flow) on the melt-water mixing phase. A three fluid mixing code

(c) Droplet sizes, for models of droplet frmation, CHYMES11-" has been developed by AEA Technology. To
breakup and entrainment provide validation data for this code both simulant and U02

(d) Mass leaving the cavity, for models of entrained mixing experiments have been carried out. Isothermal and
mass and entrainment cutoff (below a cutoff non4sothermal simulant experiments on the mixing of
pressure very little melt leaves the cavity; ejected particulates and water and liquid metals and water have been
mass rises sharply above this pressure) carried outby NuclearElectric, Berkeley Technology Centre

(e) Gas entrainment in melt jet, fbr models of melt and Oxford University". AEA Technology have conducted a
and gas blowdown through a hole in the lower series of 5 Kg scale experiments to study the mixing behaviour
head of thermite generated U02 and water". Mixing is inhibited by
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the high steam generation rates associated with such a usedforanIntemationalStandardProbleminfissionproduct
high temperature material. transport (ISP-34) sponsored by the Nuclear Energy Agency

of OECD". Data for the first test were made available to
5. FISSION PRODUCTS participants, who were required to calculate results using their

chosen code(s). Calculations for the second test were made
An extensive programme of fission product before results were released. Thus, the ability of codes to

experiments and model development is being carried out calculate changes in the source term arising from changes in
by AEA Technology. The objectives are system conditions without knowing the answer can be

assessed.
(a) to identify the main chemical species and

processes governing the source term The fission product work is closely integrated with other
(b) to produce quantitative thermodynamic and fission product programmes in Europe through the CEA/CEC

kinetics data for these species and processes along Phebus-FPprogramme22and the CEC Reinforced Concerted
with simple models Action (RCA) on Source Term'. AEA Technology provides

(c) to carry out integral experiments for the validation the overall coordinator of the RCA.
of fission product transport codes

6. CODE DEVELOPMENT AND ASSESSMENT
The experiments are on laboratory scale and use

inactive or trace irradiated materials'6. Special Code development and assessment is being carried out in
instrumentation and measurement techniques have been accordance with the following strategy:
developed to provide detailed and arate data,
particularly fr aerosols and vapours. A number of (a) Use of MAAPI as the main tool for PSA plant
flexible facilities have been produced and used, including sequence analysis

(b) Development, assessment and use of the USNRC
mechanistic codes SCDAP/RELAP5, VICTORIA',

(a) KESTREL - for identifying high temperature CORCONI and CONTAIN' to support PSA
vapour species by matrix isolation spectroscopy judgements, accident management and MAAP

(b) HARRIER For generating and characterising applications in risk significant areas.
aerosols (c) Development and use of UK codes for specific

(c) FALCON For integral experiments involving applications (e.g. steam explosions (CHYMES 12,

aerosol and vapour transport and interactions in CULDESACg SEEP"), highpressuremeltejection
pipework and containment (CORDEP), debris attack on the lower head

(LOWHED)).
The major chemical species have now been identified

and their thermodynamic properties measured. This has Validation statements have been produced based on UK
involved collaboration with other laboratories, chiefly and worldwide work. They are updated when required. Code
within Europe. Thermodynamic data have been assessment calculations are carried out when significant new
consolidated into an assessed and quality assured data become available. Underpinning the validation is a set of
databases. state of the art reviews of the state of understanding and the

experimental database in key areas. Experience with non-UK
Chemical interactions have been quantified for over 50 codes is made available to other code users and developers by

systems and simple models produced. Data have been invited participation in USNRC code Peer Reviews
obtained for vapour-vapour, vapour-aerosol, vapour- (NiEIZOW, SCDAP/RELAP5,' CONTAIN), membership of
surface and aerosol-surface interactions". Experiments' user groups and other international activities.
have been carried out in which aerosols are formed from
mixtures of chemical vapours. In the resulting aerosol UK developments have contributed to SCDAP/RELAP5,
mixtures, different chemical species are attached to CORCONandCONTAIN. InparticulartheCORDEcode,
particles with significantly different characteristic sizes developed by AEA Technology as a cavity model for high
(so-called multicomponent behaviour). This is important pressure melt ejection, has been coupled to CONTAIN. The
for establishing the subsequent transport of different most significant development involving a non-UK code is
radionuclides. Attention is now focused on the processes VICTORIA. This is a mechanistic code for modelling fission
involved in revaporisation and resuspension from product release and transport in the RCS. It was developed
pipework. This includes deposition of vapours and over two years as a multinational project involving USA
aerosols, surface interactions and revolatolisation both (USNRC and contractors), Canada (AECL) and UK (AEA
from rising temperatures and change of chemical form. Technology) and fundedjointly from national programmes and

CEC (IRC Ispra) VCTORIA is now being assessed by users
The integral experiments in Falcon" ave generated in a number of countries and is expected to undergo formal

a large and unique database covering a very wide range of Peer Review in the near future.
situations and conditions in fission product transport in the
RCS and containment. Most recently, two tests are being
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UK special purpose codes are being developed where 8.0 CONCLUSIONS
there are gaps in the capabilities of internationally
available codes. LOWHED is a semi-mechanistic code Severe Accident R&D in he used lo support
fbr assessing lower head failure from debris attack. the Leve 2 aspects of the PS.A. support Sizewell
Continuing development and assessment is foreseen based '13'. This has provided a uses focus fr the work and a
on experiments underway in Switzerland (CORVIS), means of putting Severe AccidePt uncertainties into an overall
Russia (RASPLAV), France (BALI), Finland (COPO) and risk context. Extensive use has been made of international
CEC (ARO). CHYMES is a code for calculating the collaborativeprogrammes. Such collaborativeprogrammes are
mixing phase of a fuel-coolant interaction. Development seen as being important in future severe accident R&D.
and assessment is taking place and coordinated with other
EC work through a CEC RCA. CULDESAC" models the ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
propagation phase of a steam explosion. There is the
potential fr further development if adequate experimental This paper is published by permission of Nuclear Electric.
data becomes available. SEEP is a code fr carrying out
probabilistic assessments of containment failure due to a REFERENCES
steam explosion. Development of SEEP and CORDE is
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ABSTRACT

In an accident situation, because any decisions that the
operators make will depend on how instrumentation readings are
ultimately interpreted, the issue of instrument uncertainty is of
paramount importance. This uncertainty exists because instrument
readings may not be available in the desired form -- i.e., only 451T

indirect readings for a parameter of interest may exist, with
uncertainty on which physical models may be used to deduce its WM One

value from these indirect indications --, or because readings may PSIF

be coming from instruments whose accuracy and reliability in the
face of the severe conditions produced by the accident are far
from what may be expected under normal operating conditions. PLANT
In following the EPs, the operators must rely on instrumentation
whose readings may not reflect the real situation. The Accident
Management Advisor System (AMAS) is a decision aid intended Figure 1. AMAS Architecture.
to supplement plant Emergency Operating Procedures EOPs by
accounting for instrumentation uncertainty, and by alerting the
operators if they are on the wrong procedures, or otherwise described in the next section.
performing an action that is not optimal in terms of preventing
core damage. In AMAS, the availability and reliability of AMAS ARCHrl`ECTURE
certain important instrument readings is treated in probabilistic,
rather than deterministic terms. This issue is discussed in greater This section discusses the details of the knowledge base
detail later in the paper, since it relates to one of the key definitions that are used in the three AMAS levels, as well as the

characteristics of the AMAS decision aid. details of how the resident in these knowledge bases is combined
with on-line information obtained from plant instrumentation and

INTRODUCTION processed through AMAS to ultimately fulfill the primary
function of assisting operators in making accident management

Reference' describes the operational management of a nuclear decisions.
power plant process in terms of a set of hierarchically and
sequentially ordered functions activities, namely: problem or In addition to being a real-time diagnosis and decision aid,
disturbance detection, problem or disturbance diagnosis, plant the AMAS software also provides a model development
state identification, and corrective action identification. In environment, in which the user can construct application specific
accident management, these sequentially-linked functions reduce level 1, level 2 and level 3 models and sub-models. This
to essentially the following three: diagnosis of plant physical environment, currently under development, will supply a user
conditions (i.e., identification of the status of key plant physical friendly graphical user interface, in which the user will be able
parameters), plant state identification (in this context, the to construct and test the graphical models used by the AMAS
assessment of the status of plant safety functions and safety ran-time module.
systems), and the identification and execution of optimal
mitigation strategies (i.e., those actions that are most likely to A. Level One PSIF Models and Functions
minimize the consequences of the accident). ne AMAS
architecture is articulated in three levels, each of which closely The fst level of AMAS, called the "Parameter State
reflects one of these accident management functions, as shown in Identification Filter" (PSIF), has the function of using the
Figure 1. These three levels, and the models therein, are information provided by the existing plant instruments to arrive
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at the best possible identification of the state of key plant B. Level Two PSIM Models and Functions
parameters. Because the information supplied by the plant
instrumentation may be highly uncertain, the methodology The second, and hierarchically intermediate, level of AMAS
applied to implement the PSEF function is based on probabilistic is the "Plant State Identification Module" (PSIM). This module
evaluation as well as on models of the interaction of the plant receives the parameter and system state information elaborated by
parameters and processes with the instruments available to the PSIF and uses it to establish direct correspondences between
monitor them. This is accomplished through the use of a certain combinations of parameter states and accident types and
probabilistic version of the Logic Flowgraph Methodology. The progression stages. The combination of knowledge parameter,
deterministic version of the LFM representation and inference safety function and safety system states represents knowledge of
engine have been used in several diagnostic implementations and what in the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) language is
are widely documented in the open literature'-'. For the AMAS referred to as the "plant damage state" (PDS). The information
application we have developed a Bayesian inference extension of produced by the PSIM is thus an identification, as time
the FM concept which is described below in its most essential progresses, of the plant damage states traversed by the plant
features and whose execution is illustrated by a simple during the accident.
application example which is discussed in the next section.

Ile interrelations between "plant damage state determining
If A represents a variable, possibly a physical parameter and parameters" (PSDPs) and the correspondence of their state

B represents an instrument that measures variable A. A consists combination sets to specific PI)Ss is modeled in the AMAS
of a set of discretized. states.1 aj and B consists of the states b,). Level Two (PSIM) by means of Bayesian Belief Networks
The box T represents a transfer function that maps the states (BBNs). A Bayesian Belief Netwo&�, or inference network, like
la,) to the states j), i.e.: an LFM model, is a directed graph containing nodes, which

represent variables, and directed arcs, which represent direct
(b I = T( a, . dependencies of one variable on another. Like in LFM, BBN

variables are discretized into sets of states, e.g., variables A, B
If the transfer function is deterministic, i.e. there is no and C are represented as a, (jj and cj, and their

uncertainty, each state a, maps into a single state b,. However, if dependencies are modeled as probability matrices. In AMAS the
there is uncertainty, the transfer function is probabilistic, i.e. nodes represent variables such as the values of physical
given a state a, the mapping into Lb) is a probability mass parameters, the status of safety systems and their associated
function over b,). In this case the transfer function, T, is a components and the status of safety functions, and the arcs
matrix of probabilities. In practical situations, given that the represent direct dependencies between these variables. Thus, the
instrument B is observed to be in state b, the diagnostic function AMAS Level Two BBN can be used to infer the status of the
of AMAS will consist of determining the probability that a state plant and its safety systems from the probability values associated
a, of the plant parameter A is the true state. This in turn can be with the states of physical parameters which are direct or indirect
accomplished by applying Bayes' theorem to invert the indicators of the working conditions of certain components, as
probability matrix TF, i.e.: estimated and input to it by the evel Tree LFM models.

p(a/-bj = p/-a,) p(a,) / pb) , C. Level Three MADSM Models and Functions

where p(a/b) idenotes the conditional probability of a, given bj, The third, and topmost, AMAS level is the "Management
p(a,) is given and Action Decision Support Module" (MADSM), which uses the

knowledge of most likely present plant conditions (e.g., damage
p(bj = I p/a,) p(a.). states) to apply an accident consequence minimization scheme.

The top level of AMAS must, given a plant damage state,
determine the optimum set of operator actions in terms of

In some cases the transfer function T will depend on the value preserving safety functions (which translates into minimizing
of another parameter C, which is represented by a set of states radioactive release).
(cj. This is for example the case when an instrument's
performance depends on the value of a certain physical The AMAS top level uses information about physical
parameter, such as temperature. TF, then, is a set of matrices parameters and the status of safety systems and safety functions
JTFJ, and each matrix in the set is associated with each state c, and search for operator actions which will either prevent a
Of C. transition to a less favorable plant state or cause a transition to a

more favorable plant state. To accomplish this, it makes use of
Based on the formulations shown above, the AMAS Level influence diagrams'. These are substantially similar to Bayesian

One (PSEF) gathers at eh updating step all available and belief networks, but, in addition to chance nodes (equivalent to
relevant instrument readings, and from that information infers the the regular nodes of a belief network) and directed arcs, influence
most likely values of a physical parameters that are of interest diagrams contain decision nodes and a special kind of cance
for the plant damage state identification that needs to be carried node called a value node. Decision nodes represent variables
out in Level Two. The output from Level One to Level Two will under a decision maker's control, in the case of AMAS, tey
thus be a set of probability distributions over the likely values of would represent operator actions. The value node is a node which
the relevant parameters being inferred from the instrument represents the "utility" criterion against which the outcomes of
readings. operator actions are assessed. Given a plant state and a set of
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possible actions, the influence diagram at the top level can be
evaluated to determine all" possible plant state transitions, as well
as their associated probabilities of occurrence. These are
compared through the value function represented by the value
node to determine the optimal course of action to recommend.

D. AMAS Modes of Operation calibrated-

AMAS is envisioned to have two modes of real-time
operation: a pre-core-uncovery" monitoring mode and a post- uncalf�_r�ted
core-uncovery" advisory mode. In the monitoring mode, AMAS
is intended to be a supplement to the plant emergency operating RL: RWST Level
procedures EOPs), and is based on the incorporation of EPs RLS : RWST Level Sensor
into AMAS models. Based on information given in the form of SC: Sensor Calibration
observable symptoms (parameters) and equipment states, the
appropriate actions specified by the EPs can be recommended
and the expected plant response can be checked. hus, AMAS
can verify that the operators are successfully following the EPs. Figure 2 Simple Logic Flowgraph.
The time sequence of events is accounted for by explicitly
considering which portion of the influence diagram is active or
non-active at each time step. probability of the RWST level sensor being in the "calibrated"

state, p(SQ, is a function of time since the last calibration, as
In the advisory mode, which is activated when AMAS has shown in Figure 4 (the probability of the RWST level sensor

detected core uncovery (with a specified degree of confidence), being in the "uncalibrated" state, p(SU), can then be also
AMAS recommends appropriate mitigation actions based on the determined from the simple relation p(SU = I - p(SQ.
minimization of plant damage and radioactive release. In this
mode, available severe accident knowledge and associated
uncertainty is incorporated into suitable AMAS models. This is RLS RLS
demonstrated in a previous paper by the authors [8]. H M L H M L

H H
E. Example of AMAS Execution RL M RL M

We discuss here an example which iustrates the concept of L L . . .
three-level AMAS operation in a pre-core-uncovery monitoring ___j
mode situation. A fall example and discussion of AMAS after- FTF1 TF2
core-uncovery advisory mode operation can be found in an earlier
paper'. The example given here shows how the Parameter State
Identification Filter of the bottom level of AMAS will employ Figure 3 LF Transfer Functions
the Logic Flowgraph Methodology to infer the states of key plant
parameters from possibly uncertain instrument readings, and how
this information is processed by the Bayesian belief network of If the time since the last calibration is T, according to Figure
the middle level to infer the current plant damage state. The 4 the probability that the sensor is uncalibrated is 0.1. Given
example also shows how the influence diagram of the top level this, and the sensor reading, the LFM model of Figure 2 can be
will evaluate candidate high level accident management actions, evaluated to infer the probability distribution of the actual RWST
given the most likely plant dmage state, in order to recommend level. If the sensor reads a level in the "medium" range, and
to the plant operators a suitable course of recovery ations. assuming a uniform prior distribution (i. e., the probability

distribution for the states of node RL before recieving the sensor
Figure 2 shows a logic flowgraph which is evaluated to infer information) for the actual RWST level, then evaluation of the

the state of the level of water in the refueling water storage tank LFM model results in a probability of 0025 that the actual
(RWST), based on the reading of a sensor that could be RWST level is in the "low" range, a probability of 095 that the
improperly calibrated. In Figure 2 the RWST level is actual RWST level is in the "medium' range and a probability of
represented by the node labeled "RU, the level sensor is 0.025 that the actual level is in the "high" range. 'Me situation
represented by the node labeled "RLS" and the sensor calibration changes at the later time t--T2. Because of the higher probability
is represented by the node labeled "SC". For simplicity, two of the sensor being uncalibrated at this later time, the RWST
degrees of calibration are modeled, and they are represented by level probabilities become now, given that the sensor still reads
the states "calibrated", and "uncalibrated" of node SC, which RLS="medium," 0175 for RL--"low," 065 for RL--"medium"
correspond to transfer functions TFI and TF2 respectively, and and 0175 for RL--"high," respectively.
are shown in Figure 3 Nodes RL and RLS are assumed to have
the states "high", "medium", and "low", and they correspond to Figure shows a simple belief network representing the
ranges of the actual RWST level (node RL) and the RWST level PSIM model that is interrogated by AMAS after the PSIF-
given by the sensor (node RLS). It is also assumed that the generated information that we have discussed above is made
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are plant damage state nodes, and their state distributions are
given, having been inferred in the lower levels. The light shaded
nodes represent the expected responses of the plant to the actions

0.9 and the unshaded nodes represent the states of other important

P(SC calibrated) plant parameters, after the actions or non-actions have taken
0.3 - - - -- - - - - place, and after the expected responses have, or have not,

occurred.

T1 T2 In Figure 6 the four decision nodes represent actions that
time since last calibration could be implemented in a situation where the secondary heat

sink is unavailable and continued feed-and-bleed cooling is
Figure 4 Probability of RWST Level Indicator Being Calibrated necessary to cool the core. If the secondary beat sink is not
as a Function of Time. recovered, the RWST will deplete and it will become necessary

for the operators to transfer to the cold leg recirculation mode of
core cooling to avoid core damage. The time available for the

available. This BBN models the dependence of the status of the operators to switch to recirculation depends on the amount of
emergency core cooling system (ECCS) on the AC power water in the RWST and how quickly it is depleting. Two
system status and the availability of make-up water. In the actions, refilling the RWST and reducing the spray flow rate (if
figure, the node labeled "ECCS" represents the status of the the containment sprays are on), can extend the time available to
emergency core cooling system, the nodes labeled "BPI" and switch to recirculation. In the Zion EPs, the operators are not
"LPI" represent the status of the high pressure injection and low instructed to refill the RWST until after transfer to cold eg
pressure injection systems, respectively, and the node labeled recirculation circulation has failed, and the loss of recirculation
"ACP" represents the status of AC power (both on-site and off- procedures are entered. If the RWST level is low and the
site). These nodes are assumed to have the states "operating", inventory is depleting rapidly, it may be advantageous to perform
..available", "recoverable" and "failed". ne RWST level is the actions required to add make-up to the RWST, or perhaps
represented by the node labeled RL", as in Figure 2 reduce the spray flow rate, before the procedures for transfer to

cold leg recirculation are enacted. This is the type of situation

where a decision aid like AMAS would be helpful, in that it is
not bound rigidly to a temporal ordering of actions, and it can
evaluate how certain variations of action sequence may in fact be
beneficial. Thus, AMAS has the capability to recommend adding
make-up to the RWST before the procedures to transfer to cold
leg recirculation are carried out (or even entered), if it is
desirable in terms of minimizing the probability of core damage
to do so. This is illustrated in the following.

In Figure 6, the decision node labeled IF represents the action
to initiate feed-and-bleed using the pressurizer PORVs. Node FS

Figure 5 Sple Belief Network. represents the status of feed-and-bleed cooling, and depends on
the status of the ECCS (node ECCS) and the status of the
pressurizer PORVs (node PP). The decision node IS represents

Figure 6 shows an influence diagram that illustrates how the action to stop operation of, throttle the flow of, or inhibit the
EOP actions can be modeled in AMAS. In the figure, the square actuation of the containment sprays to conserve the supply of
nodes are decision nodes, which represent operator actions, and water in the RWST. Node SF represents the spray flow rate and
whose states are the action alternatives. The dark shaded nodes depends on the action chosen in node IS, and the status of the

Figure 6 Influence Diagram Model 
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spray system. Decision node RR represents the action to refill which the decisions are compared could include factors other
the RWST. Node R represents the RWST make-up rate, and than core damage, such as economic consequences or undesirable
depends on the strategy chosen at node RR and the status of the events that could occur after core dmage (vessel failure,
systems required to provide make-up, represented by node RS. containment failure, etc.)
Decision node SR represents the action to switchover to
recirculation, where failure to correctly implement this action on As mentioned previously, the probability of successfully
time may lead to core damage (if the secondary heat sink is not completing transfer to recirculation depends on the RWST
recovered or if sufficient continued make-up to the RWST is not inventory and the rate of depletion. In the Zion EPs for loss of
supplied). Node SRS represents the status of recirculation secondary heat sink, the operators are instructed to switch to the
cooling, after the action alternative is chosen. Since the time transfer to cold leg recirculation procedures when the RWST
available to perform the actions required to transfer to level decreases to less than 46%, regardless of the rate of
recirculation, and thus the probability of success, depends on the depletion. Table I shows the probabilities of successful transfer
RWST level (represented by node RL) and the net depletion rate to recirculation as a function of the states of nodes RL and RD,
of the RWST inventory (represented by node RD), the node SRS given that the equipment required for recirculation (containment
depends on those two nodes and node RC, which represents the sump, valves, etc.) is available. These probabilities are assumed,
status of the recirculation equipment. Node CD represents and are for demonstration purposes only. It is also assumed that
whether or not core damage occurs. the RWST level setpoint corresponds to the upper boundary of

the "medium" level range of node RL. Node RD is assumed to
have the states "fast", "medium, "slow" and "not depleting".

Table 1. Probability of Successftil Transfer to Recirculation.
The core damage node (node CD) is assumed to be

deterministic, i. e., all conditional probabilities are either 1. or
RWST O.O. Coredamageisassuredinthefollowingtwocases: (1) the
Level Rate of RWST Depletion secondary heat sink is unavailable (and is never recovered) and

FAST MEDIUM SLOW NONE feed-and-bleed is not successful, and 2) the secondary heat sink
HIGH 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 is unavailable and never recovered, transfer to recirculation fails

MEDIUM 0.99 0.99 - 099 0.99 and the RWST depletes. Therefore, the probability of core
LOW 0.9 0.99 0.99 0.99 damage is 1.0 for all states that satisfy either of the conditions

above, and 0.0 otherwise.

Table 2 shows the conditional probability distributions for
node RD, which represents the RWST depletion rate. Only the

Table 2 Condfitional. Probability Distribution of RWST probabilities for the cases where feed-and-bleed is operating are
Depletion Rate, Given Successful Feed-and-Bleed. shown, Since they model expected plant responses, the states for

nodes FS, RR and SR given in the table are assumed to be

RWST Dpletion Rate binary, that is, the response either occurred or did not occur.

FS RIF SF FAST MEDIUM SLOW NONE Given the distribution of states of the PDS nodes, evaluation
yes Y" Y" 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 of the influence diagram results in a sequence of actions that is
yes yes. no 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 optimal in terms of minimizing the probability of core damage.
Yes no Y68 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 If refilling the. RWST before the transfer to recirculation
y" no no 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 procedures are enacted reduces the probability of core damage

(given the cur-rent plant damage state), then AMAS would
recommend that make-up be added to the RWST, even though
that point in the procedures has not yet been reached. As an
example, assume that the RWST level sensor reads "high". Then,

Table 3 Probability of Core Damage for Aternatives of Node referring to the FM model in Figure 2 the probability that the
RR. level is actual "low" is 0026 if the time since the last calibration

is T, and 0.18 if the time since the last calibration was T,
RR ALTERNATIVE Referring to the influence diagram described in Figure 6 and

ADD MAKE U DO NOTHIN assuming that the secondary heat sink is unavailable, the sprays
are on and that feed-and-bleed was successful. Evaluation of the

T1 0.01 0.0101 influence diagram results in the table of probabilities sown in
T2 0.01 0.026 Table 3 This table shows the probability of core damage for the

two alternative actions of node RR (provide make-up to the
RWST or do nothing), with the assumptions mentioned above,
for the two times since the last calibration of the RWST level

In Figur 6 the value node is the diamond labeled 'Y'. In sensor, T, and T, It can be seen that if make-up is added to the
this example the only direct predecessor to the value node is the RWST before transfer to recirculation, the decrease in the
core damage node. In a more complex model, there could be probability of core damage is negligible for the case where the
other direct predecessors to the value node, so that the utility by time since sensor was last calibrated is T but not if the time
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since the sensor was last calibrated is T, Thus AMAS would
recommend that make-up be added to the RWST in the second
case, due to the ucertainty in the sensor readings.
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ABSTRACT expressions are typed onto the computer screen,

the screen can be saved in a file and retrieved

A PC-based Mathcad program is used to develop a later. Expressions can be re-evaluated using

computational aid for analyzing severe accident different input values. The advantages of this

phenomena. This computational aid uses simple computational aid are:

engineering expressions and empirical correla-

tions to estimate key quantities and timings at 1. The aid is portable and self-powered since

various stages of accident progressions. In it is ported on a battery-powered, notebook

this paper, the computational aid is applied to personal computer.

analyze an early phase of a BWR small LOCA se-

quence. The accident phenomena analyzed in- 2. The computational aid is self-explanatory

clude: break flow rates, boiled-up water level because engineering expressions shown on

in the core, core uncovery time, depressuriza- the screen are literally evaluated on

tion of the reactor pressure vessel, core heat- sight. Variables used are clearly defined

up, onset of clad oxidation, hydrogen genera- on the screen. There is no hidden computer

tion, and onset of fuel relocation. The results program lines being executed. Moreover,

are compared with those -obtained running the units are normally incorporated in the

MAAP 3.OB code. This PC-based computational aid expressions, making the interpretation of

can be used to train plant personnel in under- expressions readily transparent to the

standing severe accident phenomena and to assist user.

them in managing severe accidents.

3. The aid is self-contained. A brief de-

INTRODUCTION scription of the topic, models used, and

assumptions made appear on the top screen

During a severe accident in a nuclear power of each topic. There is no separate writ-

plant, the operators and technical staff must ten manual the user has to resort to. The
make timely judgements regarding the status of expressions themselves describe the detail

the plant and on the mitigative actions to be of the models. The versatile graphic func-

taken, often with limited information available. tion allows the user to plot and examine

In this case, a simple tool for estimating plant the behavior of the expressions displayed

response is useful. "Back of the envelope" cal- on the screen.

culations, although they lack precision, can

provide fast bounding estimates and insights on This paper demonstrates how a set of engi-

the effect of y phenomena on the progression neering expressions implemented on athead can

of the accident, In fact, it will be shown in be used to estimate key timings leading to the

this paper that simple engineering calculations onset of fuel relocation, as well as key quan-

can be applied to such complex phenomena as core tities of interest during a small LOCA accident.

heatup and hydrogen generation. The phenomena considered are break flow, boiled-

up water level in the core and core uncovery,

Such 'back of the envelope' calculations depressurization of the reactor pressure vessel

related to severe accident phenomena were auto- (RPV), fuel heatup, and hydrogen generation.

mated using a battery-powered, notebook PC. The results obtained from this simple calcula-

Mathcad, a commercially available PC software, tion are compared with the AAP 3.OB results.1

which evaluates symbolic expressions typed on The MAAP 3.OB code was benchmarked against ex-

the computer screen and displays or plots the periments and has been widely used to evaluate

results, provides a convenient platform on which plant responses to severe accidents.2'3'4 The

engineering expressions can be built. Once the computational aid described herein is not meant
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to provide an accurate prediction of accident APPLICATION OF THE DEVELOPED COMPUTATION AID FOR
progression. It is intended to be used for A BWR SMALL LOCA SEQUENCE
quick scoping or bounding calculations to check
other more detailed and accurate calculations or This computational aid is applied to ana-
for accident progression. The advantage of the lyze a BWR small LOCA sequence with no injection
tool lies in simplicity and clarity of the as- or operator action during an early phase of the
sumptions and expressions such that the user accident up to the first onset of fuel reloca-
knows precisely how and what things are being tion. The break is assumed to be a 4 break on
calculated. Therefore, this paper places less the return line of the recirculation pipe. When
emphasis on the technical detail of the calcula- a postulated LOCA sequence occurs and the reac-
tion. The paper intends to describe the form of tor is scrammed, the feedwater pumps will be
the tool and its sample application in general tripped and the MSIVs will be closed automati-
terms. cally. If all injections to the vessel are

lost, the reactor water inventory is diminished
DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTATIONAL AID USING MATHCAD due to water lost through the break and steaming

in the core by the decay power. Eventually, the
Mathcad is a commercially available PC core will become uncovered and the fuel will

software package for solving and manipulating start to heatup. When the fuel clad is highly
equations symbolically or numerically. The user heated, it starts to react with surrounding
types in mathematical expressions containing steam and generate hydrogen gas. The exothermic
symbols and literal equations are displayed on reaction will accelerate the fuel heatup leading
the screen. Then, the user may ask for evalua- to core damage.
tion of the equation for given values of the
symbols. Alternatively, the equation can be in- This computation aid is designed so that
tegrated or differentiated symbolically. Numer- all plant data and accident initiation condi-
ical-integration of an expression is also avail- tions are displayed on the first page. They are
able. Hence, Mathcad provides a versatile tool categorized as primary system data, LOCA data,
with which a set of mathematical expressions re- and plant geometry data. The sequence is ana-
lating to severe accident phenomena can be con- lyzed chronologically so that the break flow
structed. Figure I shows an example of the rate, the steam generation rate, etc. calculated
screen display of Mathead. These sets of ex. first can be used to provide the subsequent phe-
pressions can be stored in a file. The user can nomena calculations such as core uncovery, RV
invoke the desired expressions and alter the depressurization, core wter level, and hydrogen
values of the symbols to represent a particular generation.
plant characteristic or to do sensitivity
studies. The advantage of such Mathcad-based A. Break Flow Rate
computational aids is that the user can see the When a postulated LOCA sequence occurs and
equations which get evaluated. Brief explana- the reactor is scrammed, the mass flow rate
tions annotated with each expression helps the through a break is calculated using the Henry-
user appreciate the underlying physics, assump- Fauske critical flow models The flow rate,
tions, and limitations of the expression. with the steam generation rate due to decay

power discussed below, is then used to.calculate
the water level decreasing rate in the vessel
and to estimate the core uncovery time and the
break uncovery time. While the break is cov-
ered, the primary system pressure remains at the
relief valve set point because the volumetric
discharge rate of the liquid through the break

Eft Lis 1d W.& ". 2Y-6"c W6&- 0k- d6p is less than the volumetric steaming rate due to
WW*MrNfFF7T' decay heat. Therefore, the vessel starts to de-

T-H-PL.- L010 pressurize only after the break is uncovered.

W" fl- - b- Lb. b.4 17 A � P , �pj ON U,
- H-,y F-*. -" Once the break is uncovered, gas starts to

f-,A-dfi� go out the break (the brief discharge of two-
DACA Y OWUL phase mixture is ignored) and its large volumet-

1�11 Q"."O ric flow rate initiates vessel depressurization.
During the depressurization, the steam proper-

M I 4XU ties and the gas volume in the vessel are as-

sumed to stay constant. In fact, steam proper-
L.L.W.,k -. 7 p- i.. LJ LI: ties vary considerably over the pressure range

but their combined effect is benign as shown in
U the calculation result (see figure 2.

B. Steam Generation Rate due to ecay Power
After the reactor is scrammed, the decay

power is the dominant heat source which is con-
tinuously released to the water, structures, and
gas space after the core is uncovered. El-

Figure I Sample Screen Display of the Computa- Waki16 provided a simple correlation for the
tional Aid. rate of decay heat generation, which is a func-
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COMPARISON OF RPY PRESSURE could produce more steam due to flashing and
promote steam/zirconium oxidation, ultimately
leading to core damage.

E. RPV DeRressurization...... . ..... ........
The primary system pressure starts to de-

..... ........ . IAAI� - - - - pressurize when the break is uncovered. The
rate-of-change in the RPV pressure is determined
by the gas flow rate through the break and the. ........ .. .. ...... .. ....... ..... ... ........
steam generation rate due to decay heat; the
change in the gas volume is neglected. Since. .......... .. .... ...... ... .... ... .. ............... . ...... ... ... ....
the decay heat expression is a function of time,

. ... . .......... . . ......... .......... .. ........ the derived RPV pressure is also a time-depen-
dent expression. Because the gas flow through

. .................... ........................ ........................ ............. ... the break is driven by the system pressure , the
expression for the gas flow rate through the

. . . . . . . . . . . . break is also a function of time. The flashing
a 1.5 2 2.J 3 rate when the RPV is depressurizing can be

TIM () deduced from an energy balance on the water by

Figure,2 Comparison of Primary System Pressure assuming that the water is at saturation temper-
Predicted by the Computational Aid and by MAAP ature. The Clapeyron equation is used to relate
3.OB. the saturation temperature to the RPV pressure.

F. Water Level in the Core
tion of the initial reactor power level, and the Before the break is uncovered, the decay
time elapsed after shutdown (see Figure 1). heat is the sole source to boil down water in
This decay power expression can be analytically the core. After the break is uncovered, steam-
or numerically integrated to compute the average ing due to system depressurization also contri-
steam generation rate from the core before the butes to boil off in the core. once the expres-
vessel starts to depressurize. A time-dependent sions for the RV pressure and the steam genera-
steam generation rate after core uncovery can be tion rate due to flashing are obtained, the
easily obtained by dividing the decay power cor- water level in the core can be easily derived
relation by the latent heat of vaporization. from an energy balance in the core by assuming

that the contribution of the decay heat for
C. Void Fraction in the Core steaming is proportional to the covered fraction

Once the steam generation rate from the of the core. A Mathcad built-in root function
core is determined, the void fraction and the can be used to evaluate the expression of the
two-phase water level can be estimated so that core water level and determine the time at which
the core uncovery time and water decreasing rate the core is fully uncovered.
in the core can be calculated. The drift flux
model described by Wallis' is adopted to calcu- G. Core Heatup Onset of Zirconium Oxidation
late the average void fraction for a water pool After the core is uncovered, the uncovered
with a volumetric steam source from the core. portion of the fuel heats up by the decay power
The drift velocity is assumed to be the churn- and transfers heat to the adjacent steam flow,
turbulent flow for the bubbly flow regime with which is produced by the decay power on the cov-
the experimental coefficients proposed by Zuber. ered core region. The steam outlet temperature

is assumed to be equal to the fuel temperature.
D. KeX Timings and Reactor Water Level The total fuel-to-steam heat transfer coeffi-

After the break flow rate and the steam cient can be obtained by combining the conduc-
,generation rate aredetermined, the decreasing tion heat transfer coefficient through the fuel
rates of the collapsed water level can be ob- and the convective heat transfer coefficient
tained by dividing the total water losing rate where the Dittus-Boelter correlation is selec-
(summation of the break flow rate and the steam- ted for turbulent flow in the core. Based on a
ing rate) by the water density and the vessel simple energy balance of the fuel, the average
cross-sectional area, which changes with water cladding temperature can be derived as an ex-
level (above or below the top of the active fuel pression which is a function of the time-depen-
and above the top of the jet pump). When the dent decay power and steam generation rate from
reactor water level drops below the top of the the core.
jet pump, the water flow rate through the break
is used to determine the collapsed water level The fuel temperature distribution in the
in the lower downcomer. The two-phase mixture core - is highly dependent on the peaking factors
density, which is calculated from the void frac- distribution in the core. Local peaking factors
tion, is used to calculate the two-phase water can be 50% above the core average behavior. To
level inside the core. The rates at which the simplify the calculation for this application,
water level decreases in the core and the upper the peak cladding temperature is assumed to be
and lower downcomer, are used to determine the higher than the average cladding temperature by
times at which the core and the break start to the uncovered fraction of the core times 50 to
uncover. The uncovered core will heat up and account for the impact of the peaking factor.
the uncovered break will accelerate depressuri- The onset of zirconium oxidation occurs when the
zation of the primary system, which in turn peak cladding temperature exceeds 1250 K.
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H. Hydrogen generation Table - Key Quantities and Timings Comparison
As the cladding temperature escalates, the

high temperature Zircaloy cladding would oxidize
in a steam environment forming hydrogen. Since CaMMULLNUd�AU AML_1.QLJAMaW

at this stage the core is completely uncovered,
the steam comes from flashing of the lower W.t.r fl- rte thr..gh break 229 kg/..c 2 3 kg/..c

plenum water-when the vessel depressurizes. St.asting rte before core =coversd 55 kg/..c 60 kg/..c

The hydrogen generation rate calculated JJRLM:

here is based on the parabolic rate equation Core =c�er*d 387 sac 3 7 6sac

proposed by Cathcart, et. al.,9 for cladding Rr..k mco�sr.d 567 sac 5 7...

temperature up to 1850 K and the Baker-Just Core f.11y -. �.r.d 989 so 1000 ...

equation" for higher temperatures. With the 0-.t f Zr xidact.. 1116 so 1240 ...

peak cladding temperature derived above, the
oxidation rate, the hydrogen generation rate, _9912GALLN:

Case 1: 201 f res, �.d 1630 sac 1600 sac
and the accompanied reaction rate can be ob- C... 2 40% f re. -d 1770 see 1600 sac
tained and are limited by the steam generation

rate due to flashing in the lower plenum. The

accumulated hydrogen mass can be easily calcula-

ted by integrating the hydrogen generation rate

over the time interest. flow rate through the break calculated by the

CA, as shown in figure 3 is higher than the
I. Fuel HeatMD to Onset of Fuel Relocation HAAP results when the vessel depressurizes.

Hydrogen generation occurs when the Zirca- This is because the gas temperature used to

loy clad is overheated, and it is accompanied by evaluate the gas flow rate is the initial gas

a high-energy release rate. The energy release temperature at the reactor full power level for

rate increases the local temperature, and can the whole depressurization time period. Figure

therefore amplify itself until the reaction is 4 shows that the boiled-up water level in the

limited by the steam starvation condition. The core agrees well with MAAP results.

acceleration of damage due to the exothermic

oxidation of zirconium can impede recovery from Because the CA treats the core as a single

an accident. The oxidation reaction rate calcu- lumped mass with uniform temperature, a sensi-

lated above can be feed back, in addition to the tivity study is performed on the fraction of the

decay energy, to the expression of the peak total fuel surface area participating in the

cladding temperature. The onset of fuel reloca- oxidation reaction. In AAP, the core is

tion occurs when the peak cladding temperature divided into five radial and ten axial nodes.

exceeds 2500 K. Case I assumes that one radial segment of the

core (or 20 of the total fuel surface area)

RESULTS participates in the oxidation reaction. Case 2

assumes participation of two radial nodes.

According to AAP 3.OB results, it takes 15 During the early phase of oxidation, the hydro-

seconds after the reactor scrammed until the gen generation rate obtained from case agrees

main steam isolation valves are completely well with the MAAP results, as shown in figure

closed and the feedwater pumps are tripped. 5. Case 2 shows a better agreement when inten-

During this short time period, the water inven- sive oxidation reaction takes off after 1500

tory in the reactor vessel changes rapidly due seconds. A steam starvation condition occurs at

to temporary imbalance between steam going out about 1900 seconds. Figure 6 exhibits that the

of the main steam line and feedwater coming in

before they shut off completely. To simplify

calculation, this time period is not included in OAS FLOW RATE THRU A BREAK

the analysis; the initial water level predicted

by MAAP 3B after complete MSIV closure and feed-

water pump trip is used. .... .. . .. ......... ..... ...... ...

Table shows that this computational aid

MA(CA) predicts the break flow rate, the steaming CAhd AP ----
rate, and several key timings in good agreement

with MAAP results. The CA estimates that the .4 .. . ...... .... ... ... . ..... ... .
onset of Zr oxidation occurs at 1116 seconds

when the peak cladding temperature exceed
1250 K, as compared to 1240 seconds for MAAP ............ ...... ............... ...... .....

. .................. . .............. ...

results. Te MAAP code computes the steam/ zir-

conium reaction as soon as the core is uncov-
ered, although at a very slow rate, and predicts ..... ............ ..............

that at about 1050 seconds the total hydrogen

generated exceeds I kg. as
1.5 2

TIM (C)
The CA predicts that the primary system

pressure, as exhibited in figure 2 is in very Figure 3 Comparison of Gas Flow Rate Through

good agreement with the MAAP results. The gas the LOCA Break.
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BOILED UP WATE LVEL IN THE CORN COMPARISON OF TOTAL N2 OINSIATED IN VESSEL

... ............... ................. .... .

.... .... .. bd

CA CA 111111
... .. ....... . ........ MAAF - - - - CA (40%) . . . .

MAAP ---- ... ....... .. .. .. .... ......

... .. ..... .. .. .. ...

. . . ......... .... . ........ ....... ............... ............. . ..... ........ .... ............. .

.... ..... . ...........

............ ......... .. ....
. . .... . .. ........... . .......... .. .......... .... ..... .. ....... .. . . ....... 7

.......... ..................... ..... .. ............................. ..................... ......... .... ................. ... . ...... ....

a I 1.3 2 2.5 3

TIMI ($SC) TIMI ($IC) Rio

Figure 4 - Comparison of Boiled Up Water Level Figure 6 Comparison of Cumulative Hydrogen Gas
in the Core. Generated in the Core.

MAAP-calculated hydrogen mass generated in the - COMPARISON OF PEAK CLADDINO TEMPERATURE
core is in between the two sensitivity cases up

to 2600 seconds.

Figure 7 shows that before 1500 seconds the CA (3:%)
CA (4 0

CA predicts a higher peak cladding temperature MA P ........

than MAAP does. However, the temperature esca-
lates slower once oxidation starts. In CA, the
peak cladding temperature is assumed to be 50 X . .. . ......... ...... .....
higher than the average fuel temperature and the
energy released from oxidation reaction is uni-
formly distributed in the core.

. . . ............ .. ... .. .... .. ....... . ............ ......
SUMMARY

A PC-based computational aid is currently
being developed to assist operators and techni-
cal support personnel in performing "back of
envelope" calculations related to severe acci- TIMI 88C)

dent phenomena. This self-powered, self-con- Figure 7 - Comparison of Peak Fuel Clad Tempera-
tained system consists of a set of useful engi- ture in the Core.
neering expressions built on the Mathcad soft-
ware running on a notebook or desktop PC.

Literal evaluation of symbolic expressions dis-

played on the screen enables the user to quickly

COMPARISON OF 112 OENSIATION RATE grasp the models used and assumptions made in
the engineering expressions. By altering the
values assigned to the symbols, or even altering
the expressions themselves, a sensitivity study

can be easily carried out. This system can also

........ ..... ...... . be used to store important plant information as

well as graphs and tables characterizing impor-
CA 20%)
CA 0) --- tant phenomena.
MAAF ........

. ....... . . ..... .. ....... ..... ....... . .......... . ... ....... It has been shown how such a computational

aid can be used to estimate key timings and

quantities 1 e onset of fuel damage

during a small LOCA in a BWR. A reasonable
... ... ....... .. .... .. .. agreement was obtained with the results of the

fully integrated simulation code, MAAP 3.OB.

In the future, bounding calculations and

best estimate calculations related to core melt1.5 a 2.5

TIMI ic) lo relocation, molten pool formation in the core,

lower plenum debris bed formation, vessel fail-

Figure Comparison of Hydrogen Generation ure, ex-vessel phenomena such as corium-concrete

Rate in the Core. interaction and containment pressurization, and
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ABSTRACT:

Simplified expressions for the attenuation of radionuclide operator assessments. The simplified methods must, however,
releases by sprays and by water pools are devised. These still account for the substantial uncertainty te will exist.
expressions are obtained by orrelation of the 10th, 50th and
90th percentiles of uncertainty distributions for the water pool The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission has recently
decontamination factor and the spray decontamination proposed a revised description of the radionuclide releases to
coefficient. These uncertainty distributions were obtained by reactor containments during severe reactor accidents. I in
Monte Carlo ncertainty analyses using detailed, mechanistic conjunction with the proposed releases to the containment an
models of the pools and sprays. Uncertainties considered in the effort has been underway to develop revised estimates of the
analyses include uncertainties in the phenomena and uncertain- attenuation of the potential radionuclide source term by
ties in the iitial and boundary conditions dictated by the processes in the reactor containment. To date, simplified models
progression of severe accidents. Final results are graphically have been developed for source term attenuation by containment
displayed in terms of the decontamination factor ahieved at SPMYS2 and attenuation by water pools overlying core debris
selected levels of conservatism versus pool depth and water interacting with concreft.3 These simplified models were
subcooling or, in the case of sprays, versus time. developed by first constructing very detailed mechanistc models.

These mechanistic models were used in detailed uncertainty
I. INTRODUCTION. analyses as described below in Section H. Correlations of the

results of uncertainty analyses yield the simplified models used
Under aocident conditions, operators of nuclear power plants here to prepare operator aids for prediction of source term

will be alled upon to make quick assessments of the available attenuation. In the firture, simplified descriptions of source term
accident management srategies. Such assessments will include attenuation by natural processes and stem suppression pools
estimates of radionuclide source term attenuations that can be will be developed following similar procedures.
achieved by water pools overlying core dbris or by containment
sprays. T'ime pressures on the operators will preclude detailed The simplified expressions for source term attenuation by
evaluations using large, mechanistic computer codes. Further, contaimnent processes eplicitly recognize there to be signifi-
operators are unlikely to have available detailed iformation on cant uncertainty. Uncertainties considered in the development of
the exact accident scenario or the extent of damage to the plant. these simplified models include uncertainties in phenomena as
Simplified models, or preferably gaphical depictions of the well as uncertainties in the boundary and initial conditions
potential performance of safety equipment are needed for these dictated by the progression of an accident. The uncertainty

distributions of the attenuation of the potential accident source
term achieved by containment processes can be expressed in
terms of quantities the phint operator will know. it is, then,
possible to develop simple mathematical expressions for the
performance to be expected from the containment processes.

aThis work was supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and was performed at Sandia National
Laboratories which is operated for the U.S. Department of
Energy Under Contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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11. DEVELOPMENT OF THE SMPLIFIED C= I npn-I +(n- I) pn
MODELS

Note id the number of samples necessary to meet this
The development of simplified models of containment criterion is independent of the number of uncertain parameters

processes relies on the detailed, mechanistic understanding of being considered.
these processes that has developed in recent years. The
simplification process involves use of mechanistic computer The accumulated results of the calculations are than used to
models of the source term attenuation phenomena. Steps in the construct uncertainty distributions using distribution-ftee
process are: ordering statistics.4 That is, predicted performance values are

ordered numerically. The probability that the value
A. identify uncertainties in the phenomena, material corresponding to the pth percentile of the underlying uncertainty

properties, initial conditions and boundary conditions distribution lies between the ith and jth values in the ordered
that will affect predictions of source term attenuation; listing of results is given by:

B. select ranges of values of parameters that are indicative Pr (Yi < p < Yj = Pr (Yi < 4p - Pr (Yj < 4p)
of the identified uncertainties;

where
C. specify subjective probability distributions for values of

the parameters within their uncertainty ranges-, n n!

D. construct uncertainty distributions of the source term Pr(yk < p) I i!(n - i)! p P)n-i

attenuation predicted with the mechanistic models by i=k
Monte Carlo sampling of uncertain parameters-, and, 111. RESULTS FOR THE WATER POOL

OVERLYING CORE DEBRIS
E. correlate selected percentiles of the uncertainty

distributions against quantities that will be known ft is experimentally established id water pools overlying
adequately well even under accident conditions. core debris interacting with concrete will sharply attenuate

aerosolroduction even if the water pool does not quench the
Selection of uncertainty ranges for parameters arising in the debris. 'Me attenuation of aerosol emissions comes about

mechanistic models of containment processes can usually be because aerosols sediment, inertially impact and diffuse to the
done by examining experimental data available in the literature walls of bubbles rising through the water pool. In the case of
or using simple bounding analyses. As a last resort, the ranges subcooled pools, fin-ther atenuation of aerosol emissions comes
can be defined by expert opinion. about by diffusiophoresis.3 The attenuation of aerosol

Specification of uncertainty distributions for parametric emissions during the rise of bubbles is described by:

values within the ranges is a sbjective process. For this work, a dm
set of rules have been adopted for the uncertainty distributions. dx = -[a(sedimentation)+a(impaction)+cc(diffusion)]m
A uniform probability density is specified for a parameter whose
meaningful range of values spans less an an order of where
magnitude. A log-uniform probability density is specified for a
parameter whose meaningful range spans more than an order of m = aerosol mass,
magnitude. In those few cases where the available iformation a(i) decontamination coefficients due to
warranted a more peaked probability distribution, a lognormal sedimentation, impaction and diffusion, and
distribution is specified. AU of these distributions have high x distance through a pool the bubble rises.
entropy.4 Consequently, results of the Monte Carlo uncertainty
analyses are not especially sensitive to the shapes of the Diffitsiophoretic decontamination of bubbles was taken to be
subjective probability distributions. The Monte Carlo uncer- directly proportional to the change in bubble volume as the
tainty analysis consists of repeated evaluations of a source term bubble equilibrated with the subcooled pool.
attenuation process using randomly sampled values of the
uncertain parameters. An issue with Monte Carlo sampling is The decontamination processes are quite dependent on
the percent confidence, I OOC, that some percent of the aerosol particle size and bubble size. For the mechanistic
uncertainty range, 100 p, has been sampled. The Monte Carlo analyses, the above expression was integrated for 20 aerosol size
sampling for this work was continued until the number of classes spanning the initial aerosol distributions. Results were
samples, , assured there was a 95 percent confidence and that expressed in terms of the decontamination factor, DF, which is
95 percent of the range of values had been sampled where C and defined as the aerosol mass generated by the melt/concrete
p are related by:4 interactions divided by the aerosol mass that emerges from the
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waterpool. Results obtained with the mechanistic model were considered reasonable bounds on the decontamination factors.
comgared to the decontamination observed in the SWISS-H These percentiles of the distributions were orrelated against
test. The mechanistic model predicted decontamination factors pool depth, H, and pool subcooling, AT:
of 16.8 and 20.1 at times when the observed decontamination
factors were to 15 and 19 to 34. Median (50 percentile)

The Monte Carlo analyses of the decontamination factor In DF (HO) = -0 195036 017976 [H
considered the 18 uncertain parameters listed in Table 1. Further
descriptions of these uncertain parameters are to be found in 468319 x 1-9 3
Reference 3 Suffice it here to say that the upper half of the
table deals with uncertainties in severe accident progression and In DF K AT) = In DF (HO) 0.0843816
the lower half of the table lists uncertainties in aerosol trapping
phenomena. Note that the model developed here treats only - 00704774 AT
aerosol particle removal and does not address iodine partitioning
from the water pool. + 82346 x 1-5 H3/2

Analyses were done for water pool depths of 3 0 to + 082383 1A-T
500 cm and pool subcooling of 0 to 70'C. Medians of the
uncertainty distributions are considered the best estimates of the
decontamination factors. The I Oth and 90th percentiles are + 00668 OUT

Table 1 Uncertain Parameters in the Calculation of Pool Decontamination Factors

ali� .09 I
..... ........

Ambient Pressure I - 9 atms uniform

Concrete Erosion Rate 3 - 35 cm/hr log-uniform

Carbon dio3dde content of concrete I- 36% log-uniform

Water content of concrete - % uniform

H2/H20 Ratio 2 IT log-uniform

CO/CO2 quench temperature 1000 - 1300K uniform

Solute mass 0.05 - 100 g/kg H20 log-uniform

Volume firaction suspended solids 0 - 0.1 uniform

Density of suspended solids I 6 g/cmT uniform

Uncertainty in water surface tension 10% uniform

Boiling heat flux 0. 16 to 1.6 MW/m2 lognormal
mean = 0.5 MW/m2

std. dev. = 1.645

Mean aerosol particle size 0.25 - 2.5 pm log-uniform

Geometric standard deviation 1.6 to 3.2 uniform

Aerosol material density 1.5 - 10 g/cm3 uniform

Coefficient in Davison Schuler Model I - 1.54 uniform
of initial bubble size

Water/core debris contact angle 20-1200 uniform

Coefficient in the Taylor instability 1.9 - 4 uniform

model for bubble size

Efficiency of inertial impaction 0 - I uniform
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10 Percentile ln DF (K AT) = In DF (O) 003437166

InDFOtO) = -0.1832417+0.0879653,fH -0.233505 AT 14415216 1/1&T

+ 8192503 x 10-5 13/2 + 001234607 T3/2

-1.2281546 x 10-9 H3 + 392396212 x 104 HAT

In DF (K AT) = In DF (HO) 0.00993606 + 0075810892 JUT

-0.0474108 AT + 13850581 x. 10-8 H3 RT

05696997 IfA-T These correlation expressions were then used to construct
plots of constant DF versus pool depth and subcooling. Results

* 00433372 4RET for the medians are shown in Figure I as plots of constant DF as
fimctions of the square root of the pool depth in centimeters and

90 Percentile the pool subcooling in Kelvins. The widths of the lines in this
plot are indicative of the uncertainty in the predictions from the

In DF (O) 0. 14994 029587 H correlations.

* 1097539 x 1-8 H3

25

0-% Median values
E 50% conf dence level

20

CL

0 DF 1 0000
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5 00
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Figure I Water subcooling and Depth Needed to Achieve Specified Decontamination of Gases
Produced by Core Debris Interactions with Concrete.
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IV. RESULTS FOR AEROSOL REMOVAL BY Expressions for and E depend on the user selected level of
SPRAYS confidence:

Spray droplets will remove aerosol particles from the For the median of the uncertainty distribution, which was
containment amosphere. Removal occurs by impaction, considered by the author to be a best estimate, X. and E are
interception and dfusion. Late in a reactor accident, when given by:
structures in the containment have become quite warm,
diffUsiophoresis caused by steam condensing on droplets may In X. 6.8371 10074 In Q - 41731 x 10-3 Q2 H
augment these removal mechanisms, but the effect is small and
has been neglected in this work. The aerosol emoval is quite - 12478 Q - 24045 x 1-5 H
dependent on both the aerosol particle size and the droplet size.
For this work, realistic distributions of spray droplet sizes were + 9006 x 10-8 Q H2
considered. Uncertainty in the initial spray droplet sizes due to
solutes such as borate was recognized in the analysis.6 -e 0.5843
evolution of the droplet size distribution during free fall through E (0. 1 815 - 002655 In Q) (I - DF
the containment atmosphere was also considered.2

The rate of aerosol removal can be calculated from the 03843
differential equation I DF+ I., 

dm =[A, DFQH) m Reasonable lower bounds fr k and E are given by the
dt I+a 10 percentile values:

where m = mass concentration of aerosol in the containment In 5.5750 094362 In Q - 7327 x. 10-7 Q H2
atmosphere

6.9821 x 10-3 Q2 H 3555 x 10-6 q2 H2

a = volume of the containment not contacted by the
spray divided by the volume of the containment 0 8945
that is contacted by the spray E (0. 1 10 - 0.00463 In Q) I - DF

X = decontamination coefficient 0.8945
1.1

'Me spray decontamination coefficient is a function of the (DF)
water flux to the containment atmosphere, Q, and the fall
distance of water droplets. Because spray droplets preferentially Reasonable upper bounds are given by the 90 percentile values:
remove both very large and very sall particles, but are
inefficient at removing aerosol particles in the size range of 0 I In = 7.10927 - 80868 x. 10-4 Q2 H 092549 In Q
to 03 pm, the decontamination coefficierit is also a function of
the extent of decontamination, DF. 1.1 03843

E = 03751 - .0149 In Q) (I -
Sprays may be operated fbr abitrary lengths of time in a (DF)

reactor accident. Analyses then ocused on the uncertainty 0.2786
distributions in the spray decontamination coefficient rather than + 1.1
on the overall decontamination flictor. Uncertain quantities (DF
considered in the analyses are listed in Table 2 Details
concerning these uncertain quantities are presented in Reference The differential equation for spray decontamination shown
2. Note that the list includes parameters to select between above was then integrated to produce plots of the time required
competing models of individual phenomena. to achieve specified levels of decontamination as a function of

water flux. Such a plot using the median values ofthe
The median (50th percentile), 10th and 90th percentiles of decontamination coefficient is shown in Figure 2 Note that fbr

the distributions were correlated against water flux, Q, fl a specific plant, the water flux axis could be changed to water
distance, K and decontamination factor, DF: flow or pump speed.

In X (DFQH) In (k E)
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Table 2 Uncertain Parameters in the Calculations of Spray Decontamination Coefficients

MURNIN
Spray droplet size distribution 0 1 uniform

Pressure 1 I - 90 atins uniform

Partial pressure of steam in 0. 1 - 79 atms uniform
atmosphere

Mean aerosol particle size 1. - .5 uniform

Geometric standard deviation 1.6 - 37 uniform

Dynamic shape factor of aerosol I - 4 lognormal
mean 135
std. dev. 3.04

Uncertainty in water surface 10% uniform

tension
Uncertainty in water density - .05 g/cm3 uniform

Uncertainty in gas viscosity ±4% uniform

Uncertainty in droplets shape 0-1 uniform
modelb

Uncertainty in droplet terminal 0-1 uniform

velocity modelb
Uncertainty in the model of flow 0-1 uniform
regime for impaction and
interceptionb

Uncertainty in the model of 0-1 uniform

droplet coalescence efficiencyb I I

bParameters associated with model uncertainties were used as switches to select or to interpolate
between competing models.

V. CONCLUSIONS E = expression for the variation in the spray
decontamination coefficient as

Uncertainty analyses of detailed, mechanistic models of decontamination progresses
source term attenuation by sprays and water pools have been
conducted using Monte Carlo methods. Selected percentiles in H = pool depth or spray droplet fall distance
the uncertainty distributions have been correlated agai-A (cm)
quantities that will be known to operators during severe
accidents. Those simplified models have been used to create i = index
graphs that can be quickly used to estimate the potential
effectiveness of sprays and water pools in accident management. k = index

VI. NOMENCLATURE m = aerosol mass in the gas phase

C = Confidence dim some particular ftaction n = number of Monte Carlo samples taken to
of the uncertainty range has been sampled meet the sampling criterion

DF = decontamination factor
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p = sampled ftaction of the uncertainty a(diffusion) = coefficient for aerosol removal from
distribution bubbles by diffusion

Pr( = probability that the expression within a(impaction) = coefficient for aerosol removal ftom
parentheses is true, bubbles by inertial impaction

Q = spray water flux to the containment a(sedimentation) = coefficient for aerosol removal ftom
atmosphere (cm3 H2 0/cm2-s) bubbles by sedimentation

AT = Subcooling of the water pool k) X = spray decontamination coefficient

x = bubble rise distance (cm) ko = spray decontamination coefficient when
DF = 1.1

Yk = kth ordered result of the Monte Carlo
uncertainty analysis 4p = boundary of the pth quantile in the

uncertainty distribution
cc = Volume of the containment not sprayed

divided by the sprayed containment
volume

100

10

0

DF
LU

1015
i o4

DF=1 1000

100

0.1
0.01 0.1 1.0

WATER FLUX CM3/CM2-S)

Figure 2 Median (Best Estimate) of Time Required for Sprays Operating at Various Flow Rates
to Achieve Specified Levels of Atmosphere Decontamination.
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ABSTRACT CAs are structured so as to be amenable to step-by-step
computations with hand-held calculators. Where possible, the

Computational aids (CAs) for use in support of severe accident EPRI CAs are fin'ther refined to provide simple closed-form
management have been developed, consisting of engineering solutions which, for plant-specific input, provide quick estimates
models as well as correlations of rate processes and relevant of future plant status for desired future time.
experimental data. The developed CAs are generic and Intended
to be compatationally simple, while at the same time, providing a In a previous paper�2 example CAs were presented which
quantitative basis for the development of NSSS-specific CAs. establish water addition requirements for recovering te core and

containment pressurization due to external cooling of the RPV or
The developed CAs are applicable to PWR and BWR designs, in response to ex-vessel core debris in wet1dry cavities. In this
and address both the RCS and containment during severe paper, further progress on the development of computational aids
accident conditions. They are PC-based and structured so as to for sever accident management Is reported. Special emphasis is
be amenable to step-by-step omputations with hand-held given to:
calculators. Where possible, the CAs are further refined to
provide smple closed-form solutions. (1) RCS pressurization during recovery of an overheated core.

This paper briefly describes the technical basis for two key CAs, (II) Concrete ablation during core-concrete interactions In wet/
and presents illustrative results for RCS pressurization/venting dry cavities.
and concrete ablation during core-concrete Interactions in wett
dry cavities. As in the previous paper, illustrative CA output is interpreted

with regard to its potential utilization in severe accident
1.0 INTRODUCTION management.

During a severe accident, plant operators and technical 2.0 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
support staff need to assess current plant status and monitor plant
response to aions taken. They also need to Infer likely plant 2.1 RCS Pressurization during Core Recovery
response to possible mitigative actions as well as near-term plant
transient behavior In the absence of mitigative actions. These are Technical Bads
very challenging tasks since a nuclear plant will be in a sever
accident as a result of multiple ailures. Furthermore, a portion Since disposition of water resources (Including RCP suction
of plant istrumentation will be outside Its desigri/qualiRcation mass) may be an mportant accident management consideration,
limits; this potentially degraded performance of plant the model equations for RCS pressurization during core recovery
instrumentation will Impact diagnosis efforts by plant staff. include capability for water level tracking on te steam generator
Thus, It is felt that operator aids of various types can be useful secondary-side and In the pressurizer, as well as within the RPV.
contributors to guidance of severe accident management Although the number of active steam generators Is a parameter,

the model equations are based on average water level In (and
In support of efforts by the four U.S. Nuclear Steam Supply auxiliary feed to) a single composite mm generator.

System (NSSS) Owners , Groups to develop severe accident
management guidance (SAMG), EPRI Is developing generic Core Recoy=
computational aids (CAs) which can be used as technical basis
for development of NSSS-specific computational aids by the For recovery of the core via Injection to the downcomer a
Owners' Groups. Mm computational aids being developed by simple one-dimensional reflood model is used wherein )
EPRI consist of simple engineering models as well as' thermal energy considerations include oxidation beat and ) the
correlations of rate processes and relevant experimental data. hydraulic resistance for the uncovered portion of the core reflects
The principal information source used In the development of a degrading geometry. For simplicity a single lumped thermal
EPRI CAs Is the "Severe Accident Management Guidance node Is employed to estimate the thermal response of the
Technical Basis'. 1 uncovered portion of the core, Including the core exit gas

temperature. Hydrogen generation and associated oxidation heat
Considering the degree of uncertainty In understanding Is Incorporated in the analysis via, for example, scale-up of KfK

severe accident phenomenology, the EPRI CAs are intended to quench tests in the CORA facility.3
be computationally simple while, at the same time, providing a
quantitative basis readily understood by utility engineers. These
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For top flood, a similar one-dimensional treatment is Results and Discussion
defined where now, however, the yet-to-be quenched portion of
the uncovered core is not subjected to convective cooling by Results generation for pressurization of the RCS during
exiting steam. Assuming that quench rate is controlled by the recovery of a partially-uncovered and degrading core has
counter-current flow limitation (CCFL), we apply curve fits addressed the following situations:
given in4 based on the Kutateladze expressions Ts basis,
which likely maximizes steam generation rates and concomitant I Bottom flood of an "Intact" core for injection rates rep-
RCS pressurization, assumes an essentially intact core; for resentative of plant system capacities 150-1000 gpm).
degraded geometries, we apply the more appropriate critical heat
flux UMit,6 the CCFL curve fit coefficients being re4uced by the 2. Top flood of an "intact" core assuming injection rates at
fixed ratio 0 14/3.0 = 00467. (or greater than) the countercurrent flow limitation.

Heat Rmoval by Steam Generators 3. Quench of compacted core debris where water addition
rates are equal (or greater than) the critical heat flux

For cases in which secondary-side water is present, RCS limit.
pressurization rates are mitigated by steam condensation on the
steam generator primary-side. A complication is the accumula- Here, we present results for bottom flood only.
tion of hydrogen at the downstream ends of the steam generator
tubes (length L = L H, ), leading to partial or complete "block- During ottom flood, the selected hydrogen generation
age" of the condenser section, akin to a gas-controlled heat pipe. levels are guided by (i) BWRCHUC calculations as performed

by the HCOG9 and fi) results of the CORA 17 quenching test. 0
Dividing the steam gerator tubes into two regions (a For the reference core (a 3411 MWt PWR), tese values are

estimated to be about 288 and 432 lb., respectively, for an
"dead cell' of length LH2 and an ative condenser of length c estimated two-minute period of core quench; in addition to use of
Ltub - LH2), material and energy balances are applied wherein these values, a value of 144 Ibm is used as a lower bound on
the film condensation rate is governed by high-rate mass ransfer hydrogen generation.
theory7 and the heat load on the steam generator secondary-side
results in pressurization of the [saturated] steam-water inventory. Results are presented here for vendor designs incorporating
For simplicity, the hydrogen 'bubble" is assumed to be at 100% (4-loop) U-tube steam generators; similar results (not shown) are
relative saturation and in thermal equilibrium with the found for (2-loop) once-through steam generators. Since
secondary-side distribution of secondary-side water inventory across a given

number of steam generators is found to be a significant
The effects of vendor design differences (U-tube versus parameter, in particular with regard to hydrogen blocking, the

once-through) and variable water level on configurational results are organized in terms of parametric variation of the
aspects of the governing heat/mass transfer relations is accounted configurational parameter nsg H(' (ng is the number of partici-
for via logic branches in the analysis. Also treated is the partial fss
wetting of (once trough) tubes by auxiliary feed water. Owing pating steam generators and H,, is the initial water height on
to potentially high pressure levels, real property effects are incor- the secondary-side) which, upon multiplication by wetted
porated via correlations based on ASME steam table values.8 perimeter (PT), represents the (initial) heat transfer surface for

An important distinction between U-tube versus once- steam condensation and sensible energy removal.

through designs is the potential for stable stratification of sub- Peak versus ultimate values of RCS response variables (e.g.,
cooled water at the bottom of once-through steam generators. RCS pressure) may depend on key features of event timing, such
This is due to the heat transfer configuration wherein a as cessation of hydrogen generation during core quench and/or
combination of residual primary-side water and te growing H2 initiation of venting. Shown in Figures I a and lb are the effects
blockage tends to isolate an inactive water region. This is of stream generator alignment, termination of imposed hydrogen
handled by removing from heat sinking consideration the generation, and venting on RCS pressurettemperature response.
inactive secondary-side water mass. The following features are noted:

Steam Removal by Pressurizer 3y= During the oxidation transient (O < t 120 s), RCS pressure

For some vendor designs, holdup of pressurizer water is level and gas temperature rapidly increase in response to peak
possible during the core uncovery transient (recall first core rates of steam generation and thermal energy addition. In
uncovery period for the TW-2 accident). If core recovery is contrast to pressure response, which is tempered by mass (i.e.,
then initiated, pressurization of the RCS can be significantly mole) removal via venting and/or condensation in steam
mitigated by condensation in pressurizer water which, for so long generators, temperature response is essentially independent of
as pressure levels increase, is an active heat sink. This is these pressure mitigation measures. (he small differential at
simulated via an energy balance on the water phase subject to the end of the oxidation transient is due to convective heat
maintenance of saturated conditions. transfer to the steam generator secondary-side. In reality,

substantial mitigation of temperature increases may take place
RCS PessurizatiQll, owing to the combined effects of heat transfer to embedded

structure and, perhaps more significantly, to cooling via
Given the sources and sinks defined above, RCS pressuriza- evaporation of entrained water droplets.)

tion is extracted from control volume balance equations for the
RCS gas region, discounting the hydrogen bubble(s) in the steam Following cessation of the oxidation transient (t > 120 s),
generators but including the effects of compressive heating and temperature levels decrease monotonically in response to the
venting. For the latter, vent capacity is based on the throat area combined effects of decreases in core exit gas temperature and
of one or two PORVs asuming choked flow at a user-specified cooling by steam generators; tis is in sharp contrast to the
opening pressure. subsequent pressure history. where the idiosyncratic effects of

secondary-side water distribution and first order effects of
venting give rise to a broad response spectrum including:
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- The (late-phase) increased effectiveness of (say) a x7.5 (as E. (Btu) = 2nz, (XH�OAflll, XCO�AfICOJ

compared to the lx28.7) steam generator agnment wich
arrests pressure rise and is seen to effectively bring RCS where X112 0 and XCO2 are mole fractions of water and carbon
pressures to lower levels (compare solid vrsus dashed dioxide in a given concrete type.
curves).

Assuming that initially molten core debris (taken as U02 is
- The (early-phase) increase effectiveness of two PORVs (as cooled to temperature levels approaching the concrete "melting

compared to one PORV), which arrests peak pressures point," stored energy is taken as
earlier and at lower values (compare dotted versus dash-dot

curves).
E., (Btu) = MdbA.

Typical results for the effects of steam generator alignment

and mass of generated hydrogen on peak pressures in the absence where 9Wdb Ibm) is te mass of ex-vessel core debris and Afidb
of venting are illustrated in Figures Ic and Id. These show more is the enthalpy cange during cooling. A reasonably conserva-
clearly the effects of water distribution across multiple steam
generators and the inverse dependence of peak pressure on wet- tive value of Ahdb is about 440 Btullbm.
ted area for a given number of active steam generators. Based on
these figures, it appears that areas in excess of 70,000 ft2 are Given the sum of Edk, E,,, and E, the volume of concrete
desirable if over-pressure conditions are to be avoided during ablated is given by
recovery of a degrading core. (As included in Figures la and lb,

this value could be reduced if venting is exercised.) AV.(ft' = Edk+E..+E.)/pcAfi,

2.2 Concrete Ablation during Core-Concrete
Interactions where pc obmtfl:3) and Ahc (BtuAbm) are density and decomposi-

tion enthalpy of a given concrete type. Assuming unequal
Technical Basis ablation velocities in transverse versus longitudinal directions

The governing equations for this example CA are those for (represented by vgdew,,y� = Ovdowwardo, the penetration depth is
given by

calculating energy sources (decay/oxidation heat, stored energy)
which drive concrete decomposition. These are given in
integrated form to facilitate estimates of end-mm conditions at H = 0.5(4b2 +4c -b
future time (ablation profile, net gas generation). The difficult
matter of an appropriate heat flux distribution on the periphery of
the debris pool is circumvented by means of a parameter (fe"t) where, for cylindrical profiles, b = o2/0(2ro+Off) and c

which discriminates between upwards (fx) versus downwards AV,/7cO(2r,+OH); while, for rectilinear profiles, b = LOWO/

(1-4.) heat transfer. (Of lesser importance is the incorporation 20(L,+W,+20H) and c = V,�20(L,+Wo+20H). Based on small-
of a second parameter, f which represents the fraction of scale test results,11 it is likely that downwards ablation isti YPI
generated decompose on gas which bypasses the debris pool; substantially greater than that sideways (0<<I). In any event, we
this choice, wch affects the timing for completion of the provide parametric results, varying 0 from 0 to .
oxidation transient, is a second-order concern.)

Integral moles of decomposition (H2O/CO2) and product
Decay energy (Edk) is estimated by integrating the curve fit (H2/CO) gases are extracted from the stolchiometric relations

in Appendix A of Ref. 1, viz., defined above. for example,

ta74 _ 074) p. AV. /I 8.016 - n
Edk (Btu) 52, 100 Q, f to nH20 mH20 H2

where Q0 (MWt) is pre-shutdown reactor power and to/tf are where n 116 2xiionand rn,.,�o Is mass fraction of water in

times (in hours) from reactor shutdown at Initiallonteoncluslon of concrete.
the ablation analysis. (If deemed appropriate, these estimates
can be reduced by 20-30% to reflect prior release of volatile Results and Discussion
fission products and, for circumstances in which a portion of the
core is retained in-vessel, further reduced by the core fraction ex- For the technical basis defined in the previous section,
vessel, f.,.) Illustrative results have been generated for ablation of the

common concrete types (basaltic, limestone-sand, and limestone)
Taking other metals in the ex-vessel debris to be equivalent as a function of imposed energy splits between direct, upwards

zirconium and neglecting intermediate reactions, the effective energy transfer to containment or to a water overburden
stoichiometry for oxidation reactions and generation of H2/CO (Eup-fextEgenerated) and that downwards to alating concrete

product gas is taken as (Edown= (-f e�d ]%enerated). In addition to ablation profile,
results are provided'tor generation of combustible hydrogen (1`12)

H20 H2 Afi% and carbon monoxide (CO) during an Initial period of Zircaloy
Zr+2 Zr(2 + 2 co + . oxidation by percolating decomposition gas (H20 and C02).

IC021 I I AHco
Presented in Figures 2a through 2f are summary results for

where, from Appendix Q of Ref. 1, the heats of reaction are 24-hr ablation of basaltic, limestone-sand, and limestone

1.33x106 and 2.28xI05 Btu per Ibm-mole of hydrogen and concretes for a reference reactor cavity of area AO=400 ft2,

carbon monoxide, respectively. Given nZr equivalent moles of assuming an ex-vessel debris mass of 220,000 Ibm containing a

zirconium, the integral oxidation energy is given by Zircaloy-equivalent metal mass Mz,=22,250 Ibm. Assuming the
oxidation reaction is completed within the 24-hour period, and
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H2/CO production occurs in proportion to the molar composition reference-plant conditions; wile, Hm,,,,,f is the uppermost
of decomposition gas, stoichiometry gives the (fisted) values of curve in the figures for given fet. In the second step, the value
combustible gas generation. The following additional observa- of f,t corresponding to Hm,, is used, in combination with a
tions are made: specified value of sideways to downwards ablation ratio, to

extract H.
Since downwards heat transfer increases linearly (with - f,O,

the integral quantities nCO2' nH20' V,, and Hm,, linearly For added convenience, we simplify the expression for
decrease with increasing ft. (For f,, in the range 0. 1 to 03, oxidation energy to give

corresponding to convective/radiation heat losses from ex-
vessel core debris in a dry cavity, concrete ablation is E,,(Btu = 5000(1 0417XH20) MZr
maximized). For given ft,

The maximum ablation depth (Hm,,), which assumes and treat sensible energy parametrically, i.e.,

downwards ablation only, is seen to exceed typical basemat
thicknesses (8- 1 1) for a major part of the ft range; from a E. = hdbM,

conservative standpoint, this suggests that basemat integrity
is likely only assured if water is continually present where MZr, A�db, and M, are user-specified values of

Incorporating sideways ablation has a marked effect on (equivalent)Zircaloy, enthalpy change, and mass of core
basemat penetration depth, in particular, for crcumstances in internals, respectively, and values of XH20 and Eftf are given

which initial spreading of ex-vessel debris encompasses the below for each concrete type.
reactor cavity plan area. Even for cases in which sideways

ablation is but 20% of that downwards, substantial reduction Concrete Type F,,,fxlO-9 (Btu) xH2o
in penetration depth is observed. Moreover, for rectangular

cavities of the Zion type, the reduction is increased flurther Basaltic 1.691 0.904
over that for circular cavities; this is due to increased
perimeter (for given area) of rectilinear versus circular Limestone-Sand 1.717 0.353

geometries. For equal ablation in sideways and downwards Limestone 1.720 0.292
directions, basemat integrity appears assured even for cases

in which upwards heat transfer is small (i.e., for debris in te Consider, for example, a case in which 50% of a 220,000 bm
absence of water). core with preshutdown power Q,=2772 MWt is ablating a

Since volumetric ablation is inversely proportional to (Zion-like) limestone-sand cavity for the time interval = 

decomposition enthalpy change fic)ablation depth is a hrs to tf = 17 brs. For 111usti-ative purposes, take ft = 03,

maximum for basaltic concretes; for such basemats, injection MZ = 22,250 Ibm, and equal sideways to downwards
of water appears to be a mandatory accident management ablation. From Figure 2b, Hmx,,f = 16 ft. at f.,,t = 03; while,

strategy.

For carbonaceous concretes (limestone-sand and limestone), Edk = 52,lOOx2772x (17 a74 5 0.74) 0.700 x 109 Btu

substantially larger gas generation, as compared to the E,, = 5000(1-0.417xO.353)22,250 0.095 x 109 Btu
basaltic case, occurs. Taking f,t= 03, the estimated
noncondensable gas addition to containment for limestone- E, = 440 220, 000 = 0097 x 109 Btu
sand is n, = CO2 n H2 + nco = 4900 142 346 = 5400

lb.-moles. Adding an additional 500 Ibm-moles of hydrogen Substituting values,

for in-vessel clad oxidation, this gives a total
noncondensable gas loading of about 6000 lb,,,-moles, which 0.5 0.700 0095 0097) x 109
is nearly equal to the moles of air in, say, the Zion Hmax 1.717 x 109 16 = 415 ft
containment, viz.,

p.,"V = (14.7X2.72xlO6 For the new case, Figure 2b can be re-applied giving an
nair = = 6900 Ibm- moles "equivalent" ft = 082 at Hn�x = 415 ft. (note open circle).

RT (10.73X540) For equal sideways ablation in equal sidewaystdownwards

Although this adds appreciably to containment directions, HYZ E 24 ft. (note closed circle). Application of
pressurization, the more significant effect is that of the complete formulation for the new parametric conditions
containment inerting and reduction of flammability threats. (including equal sideways to downwards ablation) gives an

ablation depth of 243 ft.

For convenience in usage applications a two-step scaling Consider a second example, now with t = 2 hrs, tf = 36 hs,
calculation can be performed to generate quick estimates of
volumetric ablation and alation profile for oher debris mass/ Q = 3411 MWt, f,r = 1.0, M = 2.76xIO5 lb., sideways
energy conditions. In the first step, the new conditions are ablation = 50% of that downwards, and other parameters the
scaled against reference results for Hmax in the figures to give same. Now,

Hm. = f. (Edk E +E,) H_xref Hmax = .0 2.22 0095 012 1) x 109 16 = 22.5 ft
E,,f 1.717 x 109

where fre is the core fi-action ex-vessel and Eref is the sum of From Figure 2b, this requires extrapolation to the left of
Edk, E,,, and E, for a given concrete type and the (plotted) fet--O.l (note open diamond) giving an equivalent fet E 002.
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To good approximation, Hy = 93 ft at 50% sideways 3. S. HOGAN et al., First Results of CORA Test 13, 29, and
ablation (note closed diamond); this compares favorably with 31," presentation to International CORA Workshop
the "exact" value, Hyz = 946 ft. (September 23-25, 1991).

The scaling above can further be extended to a different initial 4. "Pressurization of Mark 11 Containments during Debris
area A., viz., Quench in the Suppression Pool," EPRI CA 1.44 1992).

5. KUTATELADZE, S. S., "Elements of the Hydrodynamics
Hnn = fm,� (Edk + E= E,) 400 H.,rd of Gas-Liquid Systems," Fluid Mechanics/Soviet

1.717 x 109 A. Research, No. 1, ol. 4 1972).

where the factor 400 ft2 In the numerator is the reference area 6. ZUBER, N., "Hydrodynamic Aspects of Boiling Heat
in Figures 2a through 2f. Consider, for example, the f.,,t = 03 Transfer," USAEC Report AECU-4439 (Ph.D. Thesis,
case in Figure 2b with, however, A, = 800 ft2: University of California, Los Angeles, 1959).

7. W. M. KAYS et al., Convective Heat and Mass Transfer,
1.719 x 109 Ann McGraw Hill Book Company, New York 1966).

H,= = I x x 16 = ft.
1.719 x 10 x 8. ASME Steam Tables, 5th Edition, American Society of

This gives an equivalent f,,,,t = 065 (note open triangle). From Mechanical Engineers 1983).

Figure 2b at 50% sideways to downward ablation, H "YZ = 4 ,8 ft 9. "Safety Evaluation Report Related to Hydrogen Control

(note closed triangle). This is to be compared with the "exact" Owners Group Assessment of MARK HI Containments,"
result 4.81 ft), indicating that area scaling is no less accurate NUREG-1417, NRC 1990).
Om the energy scaling illustrated above. (Actually, we expect
the scaled results to be very close to those calculated from the 10. S. HAGEN et al., "Influence of Quenching in the CORA
full technical basis, since the curves in Figures 2a-2f are almost Experiments," International CORA Workshop (September
linear.) 23-25,1991).

3.0 REFERENCES 11. E. R. COPUS et al., "Experimental Results of Core-
Concrete Interactions Using Molten Steel with Zirconium,"

I "Severe Accident Management Guidance Technical Basis, NUREG/CR-4794, Sandia National Laboratories (July,
Volume 2 EPRI TR I 01 869 (December, 1992). 1990).

2. S. OH et al., "Computational Aids for Severe Accident
Management," Proceedings of the Specialist Meeting on
Operator Aids for Severe Accident Management and
Training, pp. 116, HaIden, Norway, June 810,1993.
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ABSTRACT personnel. The MAAP Accident Response System
(MARS) was developed to assist the plant operators and

During an accident, information about the current and accident managers both for training on and use during
possible future states of the plant provides guidance for an accident.
accident managers in evaluating which actions should be
taken. However, depending upon the nature of the The MARS software uses actual (or simulated)
accident and the stress levels imposed on the plant staff plant data to assess the current state and to predict
responding to the accident the current and future plant potential future states of the plant experiencing the
assessments may be very difficult or nearly impossible accident. The MARS operational mode for assessing the
to perform without supplemental training and/or current plant status is called TRACKER. The MARS
appropriate tools. The MAAP Accident Response operational mode for determining potential future plant
System (MARS) 1,2.1 has been developed as a states is called PREDICTOR and can be used to provide
calculational aid to assist the responsible accident a near term projection (runs much faster than real time)
management individuals. Specifically MARS provides of the plant response at any time during the accident.
additional insights on the current and possible future The information generated by MARS is intended to
states of the plant during an accident including the supplement the inf ormation available to those individuals
influence of operator actions. In addition to serving as response for making decisions. This includes:
a calculational aid, the MARS software can be an
effective means for providing supplemental training. 1 ) Instrumentation Validation including

Consistency Checks,
The MARS software uses engineering calculations to
perform an integral assessment of the plant status 2) Projected Operator Response based on the
including a consistency assessment of the available EOPs, and
instrumentation. In addition, it uses the Modular
Accident Analysis Program (MAAp)4 to provide near 3) Estimating Timing and Magnitude of In-Plant
term predictions of the plant response if corrective and Off-site Radiation Dose Releases.
actions are taken. This paper will discuss the types of
information that are beneficial to the accident manager Descriptions of the other information available from
and how MARS addresses each. The MARS MARS can be found in the MARS references listed at
calculational functions include: instrumentation, the and of this paper.
validation and simulation, projected operator sponse
based on the EPs, as well as estimated timing and INFORMATION BENEFICIAL TO THE ACCIDENT
magnitude of in-plant and off-site radiation dose MANAGERS
releases. Each of these items is influential in the
management of a severe accident. The information which is beneficial to the accident

managers likely depends on the accident sequence and
INTRODUCTION the status of the barriers for fission product release and

for movement of core debris. However, the basic type
There are numerous and complex details involved of information the accident managers would like to

in the understanding and managing of a severe accident. know consists of:
With the very stressful situation imposed on the plant
operators and accident management, it is imperative a) Can I trust all the plant instrumentation
that adequate training and reliable supplemental tools readings?
are available to assist the accident management
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b) Based upon the current state of the plant, The validation of plant instrumentation can be
what will be the plant status in the short broken down into two steps: 1) process all of the
long term if the operators follow their EPs available plant data and 2 perform a consistency check
properly? of the processed plant data. Following each step of the

validation process, a higher confidence level for the
0 At what time during this accident could I individual instrumentation readings results.

expect to have a release of radiation and
where would this likely occur? The development of methods to process plant

instrumentation signals has been studied since the early
Based upon the responses to these three questions, 1980's.' The instrumentation validation processing
additional questions arise which probe for more details. phase can be summarized as:
For example if the response to the first question, "Can
I trust all the plant instrumentation readings?', is 'NO", I Perform a comparison check among a set of
the next question is what instrumentation can I trust. redundant measurements of one process
A systematic approach to validating the available plant variable.
instrumentation through an integral consistency check
helps address this concern. In addition, obtaining 2) Discount those variables which are of f-scale.
representative values for those signals which do not
pass the validation criteria, can be beneficial for the 3) Question those instruments which remain at
accident manager. Likewise, the response to the other mid-range.
two questions will require additional details to determine
and support the response. 4) Question measurements which are 'flat',

i.e., no change.
INSTRUMENTATION VALIDATION SIMULATION

Once the instrumentation processing phase is complete,
The ability to successfully manage a nuclear plant a higher confidence level can be placed on those

during normal and accident conditions, relies upon the variables which have passed the screening criteria.
use of plant instrumentation readings. The primary Following this screening, the number of plant data
purpose of plant instrumentation is to: which exit the processing phase may be reduced from

what entered. For instance some variables may have
1 ) Effectively operate the plant, been discounted for one reason or another. In addition,
2) Monitor plant status, even though a comparison check of redundant variables
3) Deduce problematic plant conditions, and is performed, the resulting value may not be
4) Provide the entrance conditions and guidance representative of the actual plant condition. For these

for normal, abnormal or emergency operating two reasons a consistency check of the data is required.
procedures.

The consistency evaluation performs an integral
Under normal and accident conditions, the interpretation assessment of the processed plant instrumentation
and use of plant instrumentation must always consider readings to assure that each reading is representative.
the possibility of faulty or non-representative readings. Plant instrumentation consistency evaluations can
The probability of successfully detecting and addressing basically be performed by either using previous
faulty or non-representative instrumentation during knowledge (i.e. data look-up tables, etc.) or by
normal operation is higher then doing so under accident dynamically simulating the conditions. The MARS
conditions. This paper focuses on the instrumentation software uses the latter method, dynamic simulation, to
assessment under accident conditions. perf orm its consistency check of the plant

instrumentation.
Assessing whether plant instrumentation readings

are representative of the current plant situation is crucial One of the primary shortcomings of using previous
to the successful management of an accident. Relying knowledge to perform a plant instrumentation
on instrumentation readings which do not represent the consistency check is that it uses previous knowledge to
current state of the plant (i.e., instrumentation perform its assessment. Previous knowledge means
malfunction, off-scale, etc.) may result in inappropriate that the same or similar type of accident (and
operator actions. Thus, basic information about the corresponding instrumentation readings) must exist in
confidence level which should be placed on the data base. With the large uncertainty associated
instrumentation readings will greatly assist the accident with the accident progression, including the
managers. In addition, the ability to determine incorporation of operator actions, the generation of a
representative values for instrumentation which does representative data base is very challenging.
not pass the validation process, can provide additional
information to the accident managers. The MARS The MARS software uses engineering calculations,
software addresses both of these instrumentation based upon changes in mass and energy, to dynamically
issues, validation and simulation. assess the consistency between individual instruments
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and sets of plant data. To illustrate how MARS can be used to assess the plant conditions. However,
performs a consistency check on individual instruments, due to the complexities of an accident and the stress
we will assume that we have valid instrumentation levels of those managing the accident, a fundamental
readings for all of the variables in a plant except for the understanding of the current and future plant states may
core power which passes through the validation by challenging to determine. Add to this the response
processing phase but is not representative of the actual of the operators and the challenge expands. With: the
core power. Information about the control rod status, complex details involved in an accident evaluation, the
the primary system pressure, the MSIV status, and the advances in the understanding of severe accident
dynamic mass and energy balances performed by MARS phenomena and the advances in the computer hardware
on the reactor coolant system, the steam generators field, a computer software tool is a natural candidate for
(PWRs) and the containment would alert the accident assisting the accident managers.
manager and then determine a representative value.

MARS was developed as an accident management
The MARS modeling of consistency between tool to provide insights to the current and future plant

individual sets of plant data cn be illustrated by states. MARS has been benchmarked against both real
assuming the plant instrumentation readings are transients' and numerous simulated accidents and has
reported every 60 seconds with all of the plant been found to be in good agreement in determining both
instrumentation readings being valid. However, during the current (MARS - Tracker mode) and future (MARS -
several of the 60 second intervals a primary system Predictor mode) plant conditions.
injection system could be turned on and off resulting in
an increase in the primary system water level with no The MARS Tracker mode of operation uses the
indication of system actuation from the plant validated plant instrumentation readings (as described
instrumentation. In this case, the instrumentation is above) and engineering calculations to update the plant
representative, but due to the date reporting interval the specific MAAP model to the specific accident sequence
accident managers could be misled. Based upon the based on the plant data and initialize the MAAP code.
MARS dynamic mass and energy calculations, the The MAAP code is used to determine the thermal-
accident manager would be alerted of a likely system hydraulic and fission product response of the plant
actuation that is not reported in the plant data set. In during accident conditions. Once MAAP has been
addition, the MARS tracking simulation would be re- initialized by MARS, the evolving set of plant data is
initialized with this insight to better represent the plant. used to assess how well the thermal-hydraulic model

can track the dynamic plant behavior. Internal
The generation of simulated plant data is another calculations are performed to assure MARS is following

of the MARS features to assist in obtaining the plant behavior. When adjustments are necessary,
representative plant instrumentation readings. MARS such as the size of a break in the primary system, the
tracks the plant behavior using thermal-hydraulic Tracker evaluates and makes such changes. Once
evaluations similar to the MAAP codes. Through this MARS is successfully tracking the validated plant data,
technique, values for plant instrumentation reading numerous insights are available to the accident manager
which either were discounted, missing, or not available including: the type of accident occurring, the potential
can be pproximated. For instance, for a containment root cause of the accident, the current status of the fuel
where hydrogen combustion is a concern, MARS and vessel, the containment conditions, system status
provides information to assist in evaluating this concern along with values for several thousand thermal-hydraulic
including providing representative values with realistic and fission product parameters.
uncertainties for the concentrations of hydrogen, steam,
carbon monoxide, nitrogen, etc. The Mars Predictor mode of operation uses the

conditions established by the Tracker as its basis for
The ability to (1) determine which plant performing faster than real time predictions of the future

instrumentation values are valid, (2) provide plant state. The Predictors allow for operator actions
representative values for those variables which are not based upon the Emergency Operating Procedures
valid, and 3 create representative values for variables (EOPs), Accident Management (AM) guidelines, or other
which are difficult to obtain can greatly benefit the possible actions to be incorporated into the predictions.
accident manager. The MARS software incorporated The modeling of the operator responses is handled by
each of these features. user input and is performed by the MAAP Operator

Model (MOM) software. Since the Predictors execute
CURRENT AND FUTURE PLANT STATES several times faster than real-time (even on the slowest

386 PCs), the accident managers can gain insights into
The ability to mechanistically assess the current the potential future plant states well before the

and predict the future plant states would greatly aid the operators would be required to take action.
accident managers in making their decisions. By using
the validated set of plant data, as described above, the TIMING AND MAGNITUDE OF RADIATION RELEASE
accident managers will have available representative
sets of current and past plant histories. This information A determination of when the various fission
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ABSTRACT and failure to reseat of a Main Steam Safety Valve (MSSV)
during a SGTR. This MSSV failure would provide a direct path

This paper identifies the many preventative and mitigative for release of primary coolant and radioactivity to the
features of the System 80+Tm Advanced Light Water Reactor environment. This potential containment bypass has led to
(ALWR) design that reduce the probability of radiological a desire to reduce the reliance on manual operator actions to
release to the atmosphere following hypothetical Steam mitigate the event during the early post-trip period after the event.
Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) events. This paper discusses The features of the System 80+Tm design to cope with this event
studies performed to evaluate the response of the plant to SGTR are discussed in this paper. It will be shown that the System
events. 'Me studies include a review of nine design changes 80+Tm design will allow the operator sufficient time to diagnose
which could potentially reduce the probability of SGTR the event and to take action to avoid the lifting of the MSSV even
containment bypass. 'Me results show that the current System in the highly unlikely event that five tubes rupture.
80+Tm design
incorporates significant features which (1) reduce the risk of SYSTEM 80+Tm DESIGN FEATURES BENEFICIAL TO SGTR
incurring a SGTR event, 2) significantly improve event
diagnosis and mitigation, and 3) accommodate hypothetical System 80+Tm uses Inconel 690 as the steam generator tube
multiple tube ruptures using automatic means. Thus, reliance on material instead of Inconel 600. Also, the hot leg temperature for
speedy manual corrective measures by the plant operators is System 80+Tm has been reduced by more than 6 F. Available data
significantly reduced. shows that the chances for stress corrosion cracking are greatly

reduced with this material change andlower operating
INTRODUCTION temperature. In addition, the internal circulation rate within the

steam generator has been increased reducing the potential for hot
The System 80+rm Standard Plant design is an evolutionary spots on the tubes. Thus, the probability of a SGTR is greatly

ALWR derived from the successful System 800 design which is reduced.
currently operating at Palo Verde and under construction in the
Republic of Korea. Changes incorporated into the System In addition to changes to improve the prevention of a SGTR,
80+Tm design provide significant increases in operating margins the following design features of System 80+Tm help mitigate the
relative to those of System 800. Also, the changes provide effects of a SGTR should one occur:
significantly greater capability in mitigating design basis events
as well as severe accidents. 1) The Turbine Bypass System (TBS) is an automatic system

which provides a path to remove steam from the steam
A number of plants have experienced the rupture of one generators. In the event of a steam generator tube rupture,

steam generator tube. The analysis of a single Steam Generator the TBS would automatically relieve secondary pressure and
Tube Rupture (SGTR) event has always been part of dump steam to the condenser. This system would regulate
the safety analyses. A concern exists over the possible lifting the pressure in the secondary system below the MSSV
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setpoint and would remain effective until a Main Steam 10) The IRWST is a large source of safety injection water and a
Isolation Signal MSIS) is generated on high steam quench tank that scrubs and confines blowdown fluids within
generator level. the containment. It contains greater than 2200 cubic meters

(500,000 gallons) of borated water and can be refilled by the
2) The main feedwater control system (FWCS) automatically Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) from the

terminates feedwater flow following a reactor trip with Boric Acid Storage Tank which contains I 100 cubic meters
reduced primary coolant temperatures. This reduces the (250,000 gallons) of borated water.
flow to the secondary side and extends the steam generator
fill time and the MSSV actuation time. 11) The NUPLEX 80+ advanced control room assists the

operator in the diagnosis of events. A large dynamic display
3) The large secondary side volume of the System 80+TM provides an overview of the plant status at all times.

steam generators provides extra capacity and therefore Colorgraphic CRT units throughout the control room allow
extended operator action time before the MSSVs are virtually all available information on the plant's status to be
challenged. quickly accessed. 'Me information is presented more

concisely and without information overload to allow the
4) The operator has the capability to initiate pessurizer spray operator to do his job more effectively and reliably. Control

if the reactor coolant pumps are operating or auxiliary room alarms have been prioritized to assist the operator in
pressurizer spray if the Reactor Coolant Pumps are tripped. detennining which actions to take and in what order.
The pressurizer spray would reduce the primary pressure,
thus, decrease the primary to secondary leakage. 12) N- 1 6 radiation monitors in the secondary system provide a

quick indication that a SGTR has occurred. These are in
5) The operator has the capability to throttle the safety addition to the normal area radiation monitors currently

injection pumps in order to lower the primary system located near each steam line upstream of the MSSVs and the
pressure. This, if used in conjunction with the main or steam generator blowdown system radiation monitors located
auxiliary spray, would allow the operator to reduce primary on each steam generator blowdown line.
pressure to the point where there is almost zero steam
generator tube leakage. RESPONSE OF SYSTEM 80+TM STANDARD PLANT TO

SGTR
6) The operator has the capability to use high capacity steam

generator blowdown to remove secondary side coolant Single tube SGTRs are analyzed in the standard design safety
inventory. This would reduce pressure and reduce the analyses. This assumes only automatic actuation of safety grade
probability of MSSV actuation. The blowdown system systems and components for the first 30 minutes. After 30
dumps to the main condenser, limiting radioactive releases minutes, operator action is assumed to mitigate the event. While
to the environment. the offsite radiological dose acceptance criteria are satisfied, the

conservative analysis methods predict the opening of the MSSVs
7) The operator has the capability to operate the manually on the secondary side.

controlled atmospheric dump valves. These valves vent to
atmosphere, however, their use allows for a controlled vent More realistic SGTR analyses for the System 80+Tm design
to the atmosphere unlike a MSSV lift. They also have have been performed assuming only automatic actuation of
upstream block valves which are used to isolate unwanted systems and components (including both safety grade and non-
atmospheric discharges. safety grade equipment). Normal full power initial operating

conditions are assumed for the analyses. The following best
8) In the event that the main and auxiliary pressurizer spray estimate assumptions are made:

systems are unavailable, the operator can use the Reactor
Coolant Gas Vent System (RCGVS) to vent the pressurizer 1) Offsite power remains available during the event.
and lower the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure.
This may also be used in conjunction with throttling the 2) All control systems operate in their normal automatic mode.
safety injection pumps to reduce or terminate primary to
secondary leakage through the tube rupture. 3) No manual operator actions are included in the analysis.

9) If the RCS requires quick depressurization to prevent the 4) Normal automatic plant protection system operation is
MSSVs ftom opening, the operator can use the Rapid assumed.
Depressurization System (RDS) to blow down the RCS to
the In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank 5) The condenser remains available throughout the event.
(fRWST). This will limit the primary to secondary
leakage. The RDS can also be used in conjunction with
throttling the safety injection pumps to reduce or terminate Figures I through 4 present the principal results for the one
primary to secondary leakage hrough the tube rupture. tube SGTR event and Figures through present the results for

the five tube SGTR event for the System 80+Tm design.
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Tables I and 2 present the chronology of events for each and of the safety injection pumps, the operator maintains both
scenario. For the one tube SGTR event, the MSSVs remain primary subcooling and minimum pressure differential at the
unchallenged for more than four hours because of the tube break while holding secondary pressure below the MSSV
availability of the TBS and the relatively small break flow. For setpoint. Figure 10 shows the transient pressures on the primary
the five tube SGTR event, the MSSVs are challenged because and secondary sides when the RDS is opened.
an MSIS is generated on high steam generator level. When this
happens, the TBS is isolated. MSSVs open at about 1800 other option available to the operator when the MSSVs
seconds 30 minutes) and cycle to relieve steam generator
pressure.

Figure 9 shows the relationship between the number of 14

ruptured tubes and the time at which the MSS Vs open using NAM MP

best estimate analysis methods. The times shown are relatively
long allowing the operator to diagnose the SGTR event and to ISO to
initiate appropriate action to prevent release from the secondary
system. Diagnostics are enhanced by the NUPLEX 80+ I=
advanced control room and the N- 1 6 alarms which offer early 6

unambiguous event indications. 4

I 06 a In II
lb-fwk

is

Figure 1 - RCS and SG Pressure vs. Time for Tubes Ruptured
and Automatic Rapid Depressurization System

7 open is the High Capacity. Blowdown System. 'Me System 80+1m
design includes the capability to blow down liquid from the steam
generators during shutdown conditions at a variable rate with a
maximum equivalent to 8% of the full power main steam mass

2 flow rate. This is more than enough to prevent steam generator
I refilling and MSSV lifting for five ruptured steam generator

I .4U�=(.naaARMM=4 5 6 tubes. The operator would utilize the High Capacity Blowdown

System to limit the maximum water level and reduce the pressure
Figure 9 - Main Steam Safety Valve Lift Time vs. Number of of the steam generator. Figure I I shows the transient pressures on

Tubes Ruptured the primary and secondary sides when the high capacity
blowdown is utilized to prevent release through the MSSVs.

DESIGN ALTERNATIVES REVIEWED

operator has many options which can prevent MSSV
lift indefinitely. Operator actions following a SGTR event
normally include minimization of the break flow rate and
control of primary and secondary pressures and levels by using 14

normal operating and emergency plant systems.

If the operator should fail to act prior to the MSSV opening
or if the TBS should fail and cause the MSSV to open, the
System 80+Tm design affords two additional contingency actions
that the operator can take to minimize releases to the
atmosphere. One contingency action is actuation of the Reactor 4
Coolant Gas Vent System (RCGVS) or the Rapid
Depressurization System (RDS). The operator would manually 4

open the RDS and blow down the primary side, discharging to
the IRWST. After the MSSVs reseat, the primary pressure TM 0.4

continues decreasing until the pressure differential at the
SGTR break location is approximately zero, halting the release Figure I I - RCS & SG Pressures vs. Time for Tubes
of primary coolant into the steam generator. Using a Ruptured & Automatic SG Liquid Blowdown
combination of throttling capabilities of the RCGVS or RDS
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The following design aternatives were evaluated to small break LOCA peak clad temperature would increase
determine if a viable method is available to significantly significantly. The penalties for this change far outweigh the
increase the time before operator action is required: modest benefit.

I Automatically bypass MSIS on high SG level. Although 9) Automatic blowdown of SG liquid to the IRWST. The
this change extends MSSV lift time from 30 to 50 minutes MSSVs would not lift before more than 3 hours for tubes
for tubes ruptured, the steam lines would flood risking ruptured. This design change would require new valves,
significant equipment damage. piping supports, and additional containment penetrations.

'Me probability of an inadvertent actuation is also a concern.
2) Automatically initiate auxiliary pressurizer spray. This

change would extend the MSSV lift time for only about I Alternatives 1 3 6 and 7 conflict with requirements to
minute for tubes ruptured. Therefore, it is of no real separate safety and non-safety related instrumentation (Regulatory
benefit. Guide 1. 1 53). Other changes offer little improvement, require

significant hardware changes, or create investment protection or
3) Automatically open the RCGVS. This change would safety concerns.

extend the MSSV lift time 3 minutes for tubes ruptured.
Moreover, this change would reduce RCS subcooling and CONCLUSIONS
increase pressurizer level early which would complicate
diagnosis with minimal benefit. The System 80+11 Standard Plant design has numerous

features which provide greater safety and investment protection
4) Automatically open the SG liquid blowdown system. margins than earlier plants. ne design has many features which

Although this change would increase MSSV lift time to reduce the probability of a SGTR resulting in containment bypass.
more than 3 hours for tubes ruptured, it would raise new A number of design alternatives have been reviewed to determine
single failure safety analysis concerns, require new if they merit addition to the System 80+Tm design to increase the
containment penetration piping and valves, and require margin to the SGTR event. he results of these studies sow that
exemption from current regulatory requirements for the current System 80+Tl design provides more than four hours
containment isolation. before operator action is required for a single tube SGTR event

and at least 30 minutes for the highly unlikely case of a five tube
5) Automatically reduce post- trip controlled steam pressure SGTR event.

to 620 MPa 900 psia). Automatically reducing the post-
trip controlled steam pressure from 758 MPa (I I 00 psia) ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
to 620 MPa 900 psia) would extend the MSSV lift time
only about 3 minutes for tubes ruptured, the pressure 'Me authors wish to acknowledge the support provided by
reduction is limited to remain above the steam generator T. P. McIntyre, and M. T. Coon in terms of analyses and design
low pressure MSIS setpoint 5.86 MPa, 850 psia). This evaluations of the System 80+Tm design. Technical review and
change also significantly complicates the TBS controls and comments by F. L. Carpentino are also gratefully acknowledged.
the improvement is minimal.

6) Automatic opening of TBS and bypass of MSIS on low SG
pressure. Although this change could extend the MSSV lift
time, it conflicts with required steam line isolation
functions for main steam line breaks. Also, the MSIS
would still occur on high steam generator level.

7) Automatically open the Rapid Depressurization System
(RDS). This change would prevent MSSV lift for more
than 3 hours for tubes ruptured. However, core
subcooling would be lost, damaging some fuel and a large
amount of unborated water would flow from the steam
generator to the RCS.

8) Increase the MSSV set point pressure. Increasing the
MSSV set point from 827 MPa g (I 200 psig) to 965 MPa
g (I 400 psig) would only increase the MSSV lift time 
minutes for tubes ruptured. 'Me change would require a
redesign of the steam generators and secondary systems.
Furthermore, decreased heat removal events would
experience higher RCS temperatures and pressures and the
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ABSTRACT were excluded from USI A-48 and the issue for large dry PWRs
was investigated as a generic issue (GI-121).

This paper provides an assessment of the features built into the
System 8O+Tm Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR) design USI A-48 was resolved by an amendment to I OCFR50.4411
for controlling hydrogen concentration during a hypothetical "Hydrogen Control Systems", which required the subject reactor
severe accident. Although the significantly larger System 80+ to implement a hydrogen control system capable of
containment volume serves to passively maintain the global "accommodating an amount of hydrogen equivalent to that
average elow detonable limits, the design incorporates a generated from the reaction of 75% of the fuel cladding with
Hydrogen Mitigation System (HMS) to further reduce the local water, without loss of containment integrity." This regulation was
hydrogen concentration. The HMS consists of a large number based on a hydrogen detonation limit of 13 volume hydrogen
of hydrogen ignitors distributed within the containment to concentration. If it could be demonstrated that the hydrogen
selectively bum-off hydrogen at low concentrations. The concentration for this level of oxidation would remain below 13
criteria for the placement of these ignitors are discussed along volume no active system would be required to prevent
with an assessment of the effectiveness of the ignitors to control detonations.
the hydrogen concentrations. This assessment, which was
performed using the generalized containment model of the For ALWRs, the issue of hydrogen control was folded into
MAAP 4 code, evaluated the potential for hydrogen build-up in the Containment Performance Improvement (CPI) Program and
the containment and calculated the best-estimate response of the was defined in SECY-88-1472, SECY-90-0163 and SECY-93-
igniters. 0874. These features were incorporated into the Code of Federal

Regulations as Post-TMI rule I OCFR50.34(f)5. In defining this
INTRODUCTION regulation for ALWRs, the hydrogen control requirement was

further tightened such that the design of these plants were
The accident at the bree Mile Island (TMI) plant indicated required to accommodate the aount of hydrogen equivalent to

that severe accidents can release large quantities of hydrogen to that generated from the reaction of 100 % of the active fuel
containment. This hydrogen can accumulate and undergo cladding with water and to maintain the average hydrogen
combustion, potentially threatening both the survivability of concentration in containment to below IO volume .
safety equipment and containment integrity. As a consequence
of these observations the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission SYSTEM 80+Tm HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION
(NRC) identified beyond design basis hydrogen control as an
unresolved safety issue (USI A-48). his issue covers hydrogen System 80+Tm is a pressurized water reactor with a large,
control measures for recoverable degraded-core accidents for all open steel spherical dual containment design as shown in Figure
Mark 1 and III Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) and 1. The System 80+ spherical containment structure was sized to
Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs) with an ice condenser accommodate the hydrogen control requirements of the original
containment. At that time, PVTRs with large dry containments EPRI ALWR Utility Requirements Document6. These
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Figure I - Elevation View of System 80+T11 Containment and Shield Building

requirements were consistent with the guidance provided in OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
I OCFR50.44. Consequently, the System 80+ containment was
sized to over 95,000 cubic meters 3 million cubic feet) of free This section provides a summary of key experimental results
volume. 'Me hydrogen concentration resulting from a 75 that were used in guiding the development of a Hydrogen
oxidation of the fuel cladding resulted in a containment global Mitigation System for System 80+TM. Since the existing System
average volumetric hydrogen concentration of about 10 volume 80+ containment design is sufficiently robust to withstand
%. Thus, in the context of the previous regulation that was containment threats associated with deflagrations, the primary
applicable to BW`Rs and ice condenser PV,'Rs, System 80+ goal of the deliberate ignition system required by I OCFR50.34(f)
would have passively eliminated the hydrogen detonation threat is to preclude the potential for a detonation. Therefore, this
by its large containment design.. review concentrated on.experiments that provided information on

the following:
As indicated earlier, the requirements for minimizing the

hydrogen detonation threat were redefined for ALWRs. 'Me (1) limits on detonability and the likelihood of detonation
upper limit of oxidation to be accommodated by the
containment increased from 75 to 100 of active cladding (2) hydrogen mixing and distribution
while simultaneously, the minimum detonation limit dropped to
10 volume %. As a result of this redefinition of the hydrogen (3) effectiveness and performance of deliberate ignition systems
source, the System 80+ containment volumetric hydrogen in hydrogen control.
concentration increased to about 13 volume %. Thus, in order
to meet the requirements set forth in I OCFR50.34(f) an active This information was used to define igniter system design
means of hydrogen control is required for the System 80+ criteria and performance goals for the System 80+ Hydrogen
design. An effective and cost-efficient method for achieving Mitigation System.
this goal was by the addition of a hydrogen mitigation system
consisting of igniters distributed within the containment. There are two ways in which a detonation can occur: direct

ignition and flame acceleration. Based on estimates of the energy
needed to ignite a detonable mixture at 13 volume percent
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hydrogen, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) noted that (equivalent to 75% zircaloy oxidation), the hydrogen
direct ignition detonation within the containment is unlikely at concentration would not be in the detonable range. In this effort a
this concentrations. lower bound global hydrogen concentration of less than IO

volume percent was achieved. This desire factored in part to the
Detonation by flame acceleration can occur due to large containment free volume of the System 80+ design. Thus,

turbulence, changes in geometry, obstacles and wall roughness. for all accident scenarios with a core melt probability above I -0,
This process is termed Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition detonation is indeed passively precluded by judicious design. The
(DDT). purpose of the ignition system then is to meet regulatory guidance

which to a large extent requires the ability of System 80 to
As late as the 1950s the lower detonability limit of a provide active systems to preclude a detonation in what would

hydrogen-air mixture was estimated to be at 18 volume otherwise be expected to be an unrecoverable core melt sequence.
hydrogen. However, most of the experimentation used to These events have a cumulative occurrence frequency of less than
support this value were small scale and employed relatively 10-6 per year.
uncomplicated geometries (i.e., spheres, circular tubes, etc.). As
larger facilities were used for experimentation and a wider range One important outcome of the Sandia FLAME experiments
of geometries tested, evidence began to develop that suggested was the development of the Sherman/Berman qualitative
that the actual detonability limit is lower than the 18 volume % detonabilitylikelihoodcriteriall,12. Inthissystemtheauthors
previously reported by Lewis8 and others. Furthen-nore, the rated the detonation potential on a point scale, with I being most
importance of geometric features (size, obstacles, vents, etc.) on detonable and being virtually undetonable. The mixture
detonation began to become more apparent. In the mid-1980's, detonabiIity was based on two parameters: (1) the detonation cell
in an effort to investigate the role of flame acceleration on width (which is directly related to hydrogen concentration), and
producing detonations in reactor geometries, DDT tests were (2) physical plant geometry. A review of all internal
conducted by Sandia National Laboratory in the FLAME 31 and compartments in the System 80+TM containment suggests that it is
MINIFLAME 32 facilities. The FLAME facility consists of a a class 4 containment. This rating implies containment conditions
1:2 scale model of the upper plenum volume of a PWR ice are not conducive to DDT and that the potential for a detonation is
condenser containment. These tests investigated DDT for unlikely to impossible.
hydrogen concentrations between 12 and 30 volume % and
included several parametric studies regarding the importance of HYDROGEN IGNITER PLACEMENT GUIDELINES
obstacles and transverse venting on DDT. For all geometries
tested no significant flame acceleration was noted at hydrogen The System 80+ Hydrogen Mitigation System (HMS)
concentrations of 12 volume %. DDT was first observed at 15 consists of a set of 80 igniters distributed within the containment
volume % hydrogen for tests with obstacles present and no to promote the combustion of hydrogen in a controlled manner so
transverse venting. At the 25 to 30 volume % hydrogen as to maintain the average containment hydrogen concentration
concentration, DDT was observed without the presence of below the threshold value for potential detonation.
obstacles. Smaller scale experiments were performed at the
MINIFLAME facility. Because of the smaller size, DDT was In the design of the HMS a number of design goals were
not observed at hydrogen concentrations of 20 volume %. established. These goals were established so that the scope of the

HMS could be clearly defined. The HMS design goals are:

Recently, with a carefully configured geometry DorofeeO
succeeded in achieving a Deflagration Detonation Transition (1) The igniter system is designed such that the global hydrogen
(DDT) at a hydrogen concentration of only 12.5 volume %. concentration will be below volume %.

An independent review of the hydrogen detonation issue by (2) The igniter system is designed such that local concentrations
the National Academy of Sciences concluded that a hydrogen in containment sub-volumes or small rooms do not exceed IO
concentration of 13 volume % is a reasonable lower limit for volume % unless it can demonstrated that:
expected hydrogen detonability in a PWR containment
atmosphere with small quantities of steam7. More recently, (a) a higher concentration is not detonable either via steam
Shepard, as a contractor for NRC, concluded that a conservative inerting or oxygen depletion, or

lower bound for the hydrogen concentration would be 10 (b) a detonation in the region will not threaten containment
volume %IO. integrity.

As can be seen from the above discussion, the ower The first criteria limits the global threat to the containment to
hydrogen detonation limit appears to be conservatively bounded well within the structural capability. The second goal is intended
by about 10 volume % hydrogen. This lower limit then replaced to ensure that containment integrity is not compromised on a local
the previous 13 volume % used in evaluating existing igniter basis.
systems for operating plants. From its inception, the System
8(+Tm design philosophy was to overwhelm a potential problem 'Me HMS was designed to ensure that the system is reliable,
by design. To this end, it was a goal in the System 80+ design maintainable and cost-effective. Placement criteria for the
to demonstrate that for a large amount of core damage igniters were established based on observations of igniter and
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hydrogen distribution experiments. he HMS design criteria are (2) Enclosures

briefly discussed below. Enclosures may become regions of high hydrogen

Reliability concentration. T�ypically enclosed regions are a concern if they
can become the source of a hydrogen release. All enclosures in

The issue of reliability includes system availability the System 80+ containment are vented. In order to ensure
issues such as alternate power supplies, and redundancy. Details detonable hydrogen accumulations do not develop, all System 80+
of the HMS can be found in Section 62.5 of the CESSARI- containment enclosures are supplied with a pair of igniters.
DC 3 To ensure the HMS is highly reliable, the following
criteria were established: (3) Spacing and Location below Ceilings

(1) Igniters should be available in redundant pairs. General rules for igniter spacing and placement were
established based on a review of existing hydrogen ignition data.

(2) HMS power sources will be diverse and redundant. These rules were:

Maintainability a. Igniters can be separated by 15 to 25 meters (50 to 75
feet).

Experience on the ice condenser PWR units have
demonstrated that cost-efficiency of the HMS is related to the b Igniters should be located 3 meters (about IO feet)
ability of the plant staff to maintain and test the igniters. he below the ceiling.
System 80+ igniters have been located with consideration of
maintainability. Maintainability criteria are associated with: DESCRIPTION OF THE HYDROGEN MITIGATION

SYSTEM
(1) Locating igniters in accessible (and low radiation) areas

and on existing walls, The System 80+T" containment utilizes eighty shielded
GMAC model 7G thermal igniter glow plugs controlling

(2) Assuring that all igniters can be tested and replaced without hydrogen in roughly forty containment locations. Each igniter is
excessive costs, and powered by a 120/14 V step-down transformer designed to

provide a minimum surface temperature of 1200'K (17000F).
(3) Limiting igniter placement in the In-containment Refueling The igniter assembly is illustrated in Figure 2.

Water Storage Tank (IRWST). In order to assure high igniter reliability, the igniters are

Placement Criteria powered from several independent power sources. All eighty
igniters may be powered via (1) offsite power source, 2)

'Me above criteria provide overall guidance in the emergency diesel generators, and 3) alternate AC power source
general manner in which the HMS igniters are to be placed. The (combustion turbine generator). A minimum of 32 igniters can be
specific criteria for placement of the igniters within the powered from station batteries (I 6 each via each emergency bus).
containment are briefly discussed below. The station batteries can provide four hours of power for

operation of these igniters. As discussed later, MAAP analyses
(1) Flowpaths suggest that approximately two hours of igniter operation is

Several criteria specifically relate to the placement of the sufficient to burn off enough hydrogen to limit the global
igniter with respect to the system flowpaths and sources. These containment hydrogen concentration to below IO volume % for a
criteria require the placement of igniters: I 00% active fuel clad oxidation severe accident scenario.

In addition to the igniter placement and power supply,
a. along dominant flowpaths, another essential feature of the HMS is the In-containment
b. above hydrogen sources, Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) vent system. This
C. along secondary flowpaths, and system is used to aid in the removal of hydrogen from the IRWST
d at multiple bum levels. so that the hydrogen passing through the tank may be burned

These criteria are generally derived from a combination of elsewhere. The IRWST vent system consists of vents connecting
engineering judgement supported by experimental evidence and the IRWST with the lower containment.

confirmed by plant analyses. Hydrogen ignition tests have All hydrogen igniters have been located to ensure easy access
generally indicated that, to be effective, igniters should be above
the hydrogen source. This will maximize the hydrogen for testing and maintenance. The most inaccessible igniter
consumption while maintaining the global hydrogen locations are in the containment dome. These igniters, however,
concentration in the containment low. The above criteria also can be reached from the polar crane with a temporary scaffolding
suggest the importance of identifying and providing ignition and ladder arrangement. Igniters in the steam generator cubicles
sources along important flow paths. are placed to allow access from existing platforms. Igniters in the

IRWST utilize tubes in the IRWST cover to allow the igniter
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Figure 2 - Illustration of the System 80+11 Igniter Assembly

assembly to be retracted for testing and maintenance without with summaries presented in Tables I and 2.
requiring IRWST entry. Igniters are generally located 2 to 3
meters 7 to 10 feet) above floors to allow easy access without (1) Small LOCA Cases

impeding personnel passage or becoming a personnel safety
hazard. For these cases, steam and hydrogen were released

continuously to the lower steam generator area via a ruptured

ANALYTICAL VERIFICATION OF THE HYDROGEN pipe. At vessel failure, a small mass of remaining hydrogen in the
MITIGATION SYSTEM reactor vessel was released to the reactor cavity. 'Me total

hydrogen released was equivalent to that obtained from a 100%

'Me MAAP 4 code 4 was used to study hydrogen mixing active fuel cladding oxidation.
and combustion in the System 8+TM containment. The key
goals of the study were to assess the potential for hydrogen a. In the case without igniters available, there were no
build-up in the containment and to calculate the best-estimate hydrogen brns. Prior to vessel failure, the hydrogen
response of the hydrogen mitigation system. The MAAP 4 code concentration in the bulk of containment was about 0
contains a state-of-the-art lumped parameter model for volume %. In the node that contained the ruptured pipe, a
containment thermal-hydraulics. 'Me model was specially hydrogen concentration peak of I I volume was observed.
constructed to model natural circulation in advanced light water The IRWST behaved similar to the bulk of containment.
reactor containments. There were no hydrogen concentration spikes at vessel

failure. After vessel failure, the containment mixed fairly
The two representative accident equences, namely, a well to obtain a volume hydrogen concentration

station blackout (SBO) with actuation of the Safety everywhere.
Depressurization System (SDS) and a small break LOCA
(SBLOCA) with no safety injection and no SDS actuation were b. In the case with igniters available, a total of 500 kg of
analyzed. Containment spray and igniter availability were hydrogen was burned. Prior to vessel failure, the hydrogen
varied in all sequences. That is, some of the sequences are concentration outside the node with the ruptured pipe was
"SBO-Re" insofar as the primary system is concerned, but sustained at 6 volume%. In the node which contained the
containment sprays and igniters may still be available. break peaks as high as 9 volume were observed, while the

sustained concentration was closer to 7 volume %. Prior to
Results of Calculations vessel failure, the IRWST behaved similar to the bulk of

containment. At vessel failure, there were no hydrogen
Key results of the cases analyzed are discussed below concentration spikes. The hydrogen in the bulk of

containment then mixed to a uniform volume level;
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Table I - System 80+1 Hydrogen Concentration Cases Global Containment Values

Maximum Dome Maximum Dome Hydrogen Time to Burn 270 kg
Pressure Temperature Burned sec (from t=O)

Case Pa OK kg sec (orn first H2 bum)

SLOCA, No Igniters 2.75x105 385 0 N/A

SLOCA, Igniters 2.80x 1 05 400 500 I.ix,04
5.Ox 1 (3

SLOCA, Igniters, Spray 2.25x105 375 600 .Ox 104
4.5x 03

SBO+SDS, No Igniters 2.30x105 375 0 N/A

SBO+SDS, Igniters 2.25x105 375 680 9.8x,03
2.0x. 1 03

SBO+SDS, Igniters, Spray 2.40x105 380 600 1.2x 04
3.5x]03

N/A: Not Applicable
hydrogen mass to be burned to maintain containment global hydrogen concentration below 8%.

� 1994 Combustion Engineering Inc.

Table 2 - System 80+TM Hydrogen Concentration Cases Peak Hydrogen Concentration

Peak H2 Fraction
IRWST IRWST

Lower Steam Freeboard Node with
Case Dome Compartment Generator (low) Space Spargers

SLOCA, No Igniters 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.10

SLOCA, gniters 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.09* 0.06 0.06
0.07*

SLOCA, Igniters, Spray 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06

SBO+SDS, No Igniters 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.14 0.30* 0.30*
0.22* 0.22**

SBO+SDS, Igniters 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.10-0.11

SBO+SDS, Igniters, Spray 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.10*
0.08**

Spikes
Average Value

� 1994 Combustion Engineering Inc.
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however, the concentration in the IRWST remained at 6 than this away from the control volumes containing the IRWST
volume %. vents and the primary system break. If sprays are in operation,

hydrogen concentrations are limited to about volume %; this is
C. In the case with igniters and containment sprays available, attributed to the increase in effectiveness of the igniters at low

a total of 600 kg of hydrogen was burned. The sprays were steam concentrations and the more effective inter-node mixing
started shortly after the LOCA occurred; water from the promoted by the operation of the sprays and local combustion.
IRWST was sprayed into the dome at a rate of 200 kg/sec.
The hydrogen concentration behavior was similar to the Igniter effectiveness in the RWST is sensitive to both steam
non-spray case, with two exceptions. In the node and oxygen concentrations. Both are considered somewhat
containing the ruptured pipe the peaks never exceeded 7 uncertain, but the uncertainties act in a direction that would make
volume and the sustained value was 6 volume %; and the mixture non-flammable so as to not present a threat. In these
the IRWST concentration followed the node with the calculations, combustion in the IRWST was limited by oxygen
ruptured pipe rather than the bulk of containment. This is availability. Natural convection of oxygen to the IRWST was
attributed to the large sustained intemode flows driven by induced by the competing effects of hydrogen injection to the
the sprays. IRWST and convective heating of the containment atmosphere

above the IRWST. The calculated flow rates were sufficiently
(2) Station Blackout with Safety Depressurization (SDS) high to maintain combustion at a level that would limit hydrogen

Actuation concentrations to below 10 volume %. It is concluded that the
System 80+ containment design can adequately deal with the

For these cases steam and hydrogen were released severe hydrogen source terms without creating conditions that
continuously to the RWST via an open rapid depressurization would threaten its integrity.
valve of the SDS. The valve was opened at the time of the first
relief valve actuation, i.e., well before the core became CONCLUSIONS
uncovered. At vessel failure, a small quantity of remaining
hydrogen in the RCS was released to the reactor cavity. The The large, open System 80-�Im containment design passively
total hydrogen released was equivalent to reacting I 0% of the maintains the global average hydrogen concentration to below 13
active fuel cladding. volume during a hypothetical severe accident which is

conservatively assumed to result in oxidation of 100% of the
a. In the case without igniters available, there were no active fuel cladding. If only 75% of the active fuel cladding is

hydrogen bums. Prior to vessel failure, the hydrogen assumed to result in oxidation, the global average hydrogen
concentration in the bulk of containment built up to about concentration is lower than 10 volume %. Mus, even without
I I volume %. In the nodes directly above the IRWST, the active hydrogen mitigation equipment, the System 80+
hydrogen concentrations were as high as 12 volume %. containment is designed to minimize any realistic hydrogen
And in the IRWST, peaks of 30 volume were observed. detonation threat.
After vessel failure, containment nodes mixed to obtain a
final hydrogen concentration of between and 9 volume Despite the capability of the System 80+ ALWR design to
%. The cavity, however, maintained a concentration of passively maintain the global average hydrogen concentration
volume %. below detonable levels, the design is provided with a Hydrogen

Mitigation System consisting of "glow-plug" hydrogen igniters
b. In the case with igniters available, a total of 650 kg of with redundant power sources. The igniters are distributed within

hydrogen was burned. Prior to vessel failure, the hydrogen the containment to selectively burn-off hydrogen at low
concentration outside the IRWST built up to about concentrations so as to maintain the global, as well as local,
volume %. In the IRWST, peak values of just above IO concentrations at or below IO volume %. Thus, the System 80+
volume were observed, with an average value of about 7 design, using passive and active design features, is capable of
volume %. After vessel failure, containment hydrogen controlling the hydrogen concentrations to low values thereby
levels dropped to around 4 volume everywhere in minimizing any hydrogen detonation threat.
containment.
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An international analysis exercise of the accident has
ABSTRACT: been defined and evaluated during the last few years. 1-3

The information which was available in the TMI-2 con- In this paper information which was available during
trol room during the accident is now used in the German the 1st hour in the control room is analyzed in section
Test Control Room (TCR) to demonstrate the conse- two. The German test control room (TCR) has been de-
quences of possible operator actions. The TCR which is velope*Q GRS within the project sponsered by the Bun-
an engineering simulator in a screen based control room desminister fOr Forschung und Technologle (BMFT). The
environment is described befly. The system code used use of TCR to analyze severe accidents is described in
to simulate all important TMI-2 components for this analy- section three. Section four includes the boundary condi-
sis is ATHLET. The fast computation version of ATHLET tions for TMI-2 simulation. Possible operator actions and
calculates the first phase of the TMI-2 accident faster than their results are presented in section five. Summary and
real time. It is used in the TCR for different on-line appli-
cations. The application demonstrated in this paper is an discussions are given in section six.
activation of feed and bleed In the secondary side of
TMI-2 as a possible procedure to avoid core melt. TMI-2 CONTROL ROOM

INTRODUCTION Operator information records from TMI-2 were pub-
lished In September 1986 1. Detailed analyses of the pub-
lished sequence of events indicate problems in the control

The accident in the 2nd block of the pressurized water room in connection with Man/Machine interface. No phys-
reactor In Three Mile Island (TMI-2), Pennsylvania, USA iological analysis will be presented in this paper, but the
started at 4 o'clock in the morning of March 28, 1979, with available information Is analyzed to show how it would be
a disturbance in the secondary coolant system. TMI-2 possible to avoid core degradation.
was a Babcock Wilcox Plant of 2770 MWth with two Once
Through Steam Generators (OTSG) and four primary The time zero in the TMI-accident was taken to be the
coolant pumps. The disturbance in the secondary side re- loss of feed water flow to both steam generators as a re-
sulted in a loss of feed water to both steam generators. suit of a tp of both feedwater pumps.
The decrease in heat transfer to both secondary systems
caused an increase in pressure in the pmary system After automatic actions (PORV opened, reactor scram)
from 14.9 to 16.2 MPa within few seconds. The pressuriz- operator actions started, and in order to understand these
er relief valve (PORV) opened automatically. The PORV actions easily we subdivide the actions corresponding to
failed to close as the pmary pressure decreased to the the different systems into three parts.
set value of 15.2 MPa, but this was not correctly shown in
the control room. This resulted in an undetected small A EVENTS AND ACTIONS IN THE
break LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accident). This small leak SECONDARY SYSTEM
was only detected after more than two hours, a block
valve which was in series with the PORV was then closed More attention was given to the Secondary System be-
at 139 m which was too late to avoid core degradation. cause the initiating event occurred there. The emergency
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feedwater valves opened automatically in both secondary
loops, but the decrease in the SG-water level did not stop
and both SGs boiled out at 105 s. The operators ted to
find the reason for this behavior until they discovered that
the block valves in the auxiliary feed water lines which are
normally open were closed.

At 480 s (8 m) the block valves were opened and auxil-
iary feed water was fed into the SGs. The success of this
action resulted in an increase in the water level in the sec-
ondary side of both SGs.

B EVENTS AND ACTIONS IN THE
PRIMARY SYSTEM

-100 0 300 7UO.O 1100 0 1500 0 'S'00.0 23uo 0

The PORV started to close at 15 s as the red lamp in 71ansient n7ne (S)

the control room ceased to illuminate. The operator Fig. 2 Measured Water Level in the Pressurizer
thought that the closing process of PORV was perfect.
This was not the case and the PORV failed to close. The
reason for high temperature alarms in the pressurizer dis-
charge line was not understandable at that time. The At about 23 and 27 m the SGs low level alarms
pressurizer level reached its minimum value at about 50 s cleared. This was an important indication for the opera-
and started to increase again at about 60 s At about 200 tors that the problems with the secondary side were
s pressurizer high level alarm was reached which was solved through the Opening of the block valves in the
thought to be a consequence of the loss of the heat sink emergency feed water line. On the other hand the prob-
in the SGs. In an aempt to gain control on the rapidly in- lems with the pmary system and the undetected leak
creasing pressurizer level, the operator throttled*e high was progressing independently.
pressure injection and increased the letdown flow rate at
about 300 s. C ALARMS RECORDED AND EVENTS OCCURRED IN

THE REACTOR BUILDING
As a result of the activation of the heat sink in the SGs

after opening the block valves in the auxiliary feedwater At about 1 1 rn sump high level alarm in the reactor
lines, the system pressure started to decrease as shown building was recorded. Rupture disc in the drain tank di-
in Figure 1. The pressurizer level indication came on rectly connected to the outlet of the pressurizer bursted at
scale but it was still about 4 M above normal level as about 15 m as shown in Fig. 3 This was realized by the
shown in Fig. 2 unit 2 shift supervisor at 24 m. One m later unit shift su-

pervisor requested pnts of the outlet temperatures of the
different pressurizer valves.

rm-rr-um-n
LEGEND

too 0 3�0.0 7�0.0 11�0'0 15�0.0 1960.0 2300 

D-ansient 717ne

Fig. 1: Measured System Pressure during -100 0 3(0.0 700 1100 0 1500.0 1900.0 2300 

the TMI-2 Accident 7i-unsieni 17ne (S)

Fig-3: MeasuredPressureinReactorCoolant
Drain Tank
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measured in TMI-2, and no records are available on oper-
In the mean time an increase in the radioactivity level ating and closing time of'the steam valves. In the calcula-

in 7 different adiation monitors was recorded, and a re- tions for the nternational exercise, it was agreed to use
markable Increase in the containment pressure occurred the measured secondary pressure as a boundary condi-
simultaneously with the burst of the drain tank rupture tion 2. Accordingly, mean values from the measured sec-
disc. ondary pressures in OTSG A and OTSG B, have been

used as Input values for the dentical loops dataset. Also
These were enough indications for different operator mean values for the estimated auxiliary feed water flow

actions which can be simulated in the German Test Con- were used. Major components are modeled in detail by
trol Room (TCR). First the German TCR is presented and composing them with basic thermal-hydraulic and heat
then the simulation of the different operator actions and conduction objects. The secondary side of the OTSG's
their results will be described in section 4 and 5. for the fast computation code option are simulated by two

lumped-parameter water and steam volumes separated
GERMAN TEST CONTROL ROOM by a movable boundary. Auxiliary feedwater is injected di-

rectly In the steam region, as in the plant, and not in two
or three different positions as done in reported calcula-

The Test Control Room (TCR) is an engineering simu- 2
lator with a screen-based control room environment si- tions with RELAP5 and CATHARE
tuated at the GRS in Garching. TCH is developed to Calculated system pressure, pressurizer level, using the

identical-loops dataset are shown in figures 4 and 5. Very
serve different purposes as explained in Ref 4 Various good agreement between measured and calculated val-
simulation codes like ATHLET may be run in the envi- ues is seen in figures 4 and as compared with figures 
ronment of the TCR where the safety analyses are sup- and 2 The CPU-time needed for this 4500 s run was only
ported by visualization of simulation results and by 2.000 s In an IBM-9000 main frame computer.
interactive handling of the simulation codes. Visualization
is based on the Graphic Kernel System (GKS), an in- Cernmn TCR Application TMI-2(ATY11a) GRS
ternational graphics standard. Window features have 'b-

been added for simultaneous display and handling of sev-
eral pictures. Pictures are either generated by a graphic
editor or automatically by ATHLET itself. The picture li-
brary, which has rapidly Increased over the last few years
according to the various applications, is enhanced by a
trend facility, by which every simulation variable may be
accessed and its time history displayed.

TMI-2 SIMULATION

The simulation of the TMI-2 has been performed in 00 row.0 =� a W�o 0 40�0 W�Q 0

TCR using the thermal-hydraulic computer code ATHLET 7�unsienl 7fffta(S)

which is described 5 as the main process model.
Fig. 4 Calculated Pressure in the Pressurizer

The basic fluid-dynamic options available in the pres-
ent code version are a five-equation model (separated Cerman TCR Application TMI-2(ATI111a)
equations for mass and energy, and a mixture momentum
equation), a four equation model (vapor mass, liquid
mass, mixture energy and mixture momentum) and a T.,
three-equation model. Moreover, an extended Integral ...... ........ ....... . ........ . ........ - -------- ........
mass and momentum balance (EIMMB) technique can be
optionally applied In connection to the three- and four-
equation models for simulation speedup .

For the TMI-2 simulation, the four-equation model to-
gether with the EIMMB-technique has been chosen. A
one-loop and a two-loop datasets are available.

The one4oop dataset assumes the behavior of both 0.0 MM.0 am.* 3�0 4U 0 JIDW 

primary loops to be Identical during the Initial phase be- Punsient 717#w(S)

fore pmary coolant pumps I and 2B were tripped. The Fig. 5: Calculated Water Level in the Pressurizer
steam outlet flow rates in both steam generators were not
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The rimary coolant system and the core are automatical-
This data set (faster than real time) has been used for ly discretized according to the nodalization chosen in

on-line analysis in the TCR to produce process-oriented ATHLET input dataset. Information on process status is
displays. Any calculated parameter may be displayed on displayed as two-dimensional dynamic distribution of im-

the graphics or in a series of trend plots to be selected portant parameters by using shading. Fig. 6 shows the
frori menus. The display of parameters dynamically distribution o fluid temperature in the plant at 125 s In-
changing i time (fluid and fuel temperatures, flows, lov- formation on plant states is given by a set of pictorial ele-
els, pressure, void fractions, etc.) provide in-depth in- ments representing valves, pumps, fluid levels,
formation on phenomena during transients. The display in flow-directions, break position using combination of shade
Fig. 6 shows a simplified representation of the main sys- and color.
tems involved in the initial phase of the TMI-2 accident.

r

IREA&M KRA�
TUR13INE TRIP

W
Rr 0 12

Ft I JIM I Ml'
Hill -

2.60L 02 3.601' 02

Time: 00:02:05.635

Fig. 6 Graphic Representation of TIVII-2 in the German TCR

POSSIBLE OPERATOR ACTIONS The burst the quench tank rupture diaphragm was
detected by te operator at 24 rn and enough indications

As discussed in section 2 the information available in were then avaible to realize that a PROV was still open
the TIVII-2 control room was good enough to decide to and a. loss of primary coolant was progressing. The impor-
close the bck valve (RC-V2) at about 30 m, which ws tant events occurred afler that were:

carried out i the TCR. - In core thermocouple signal went out of range at about

33 rn.
T'ie idea behind this analysis is to show, using the

published TMI-2 operator information records, which pos- - Unit 2 shift supervisor stopped main coolant pumps 
sibili'ies were available for operator actions. The TCR was and I at about 74 rn to prevent damaging both
then used to demonstrate the consequences of such pumps, the other two pumps 2A and 1A were shut
actions. d01An at about 1 00 rr for the same reason.
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- Differences in behavior of both steam generators were for the degree of filling of, the primary loop as shown in
Fiqure 8. The water level in the pressurizer achieved itsremarkable after the first two pumps were shut down.

- At 80.5 rn unit I shift supervisor requested the outlet Cernurn TCJ? ApplicaftOlL GRS

temperatures of WI pressurizer valves and the OTSG A
boiled dry at 92 m.

- At 137 m, after a 20 m telephone conference, the unit A
2 shift supervisor requested the outlet temperatures of
all pressurizer valves and then directed the operator to
close the block valve RC-V2.

This event shows that closing the block valve was
coupled with the outlet temperatures of pressurizer
valves. The values of the requested temperatures at dif-
ferent times are listed in table 1. .0 ?"�Qo X�o 30wo OWO UW0

71unstent Mne(S)

Table 1: Value of Requested Outlet Temperatures of Fig. 7 Calculated Mass Flow Rate out of the Pressurizer

the Different TMI-2 Pressurizer Valves Cerinan 71CR /Ipplication TAII-2(A77111b) GRS

Event Thenroooouples, located downstream
time of dfferent valves

RC-10-TEl-P RC-10-T 2-P RC-10-TE3-P
In OC () -C (F) O ()

0.5 115 239,2) 95 20315)
1 AP high 200)

24.9 140,0 285,4) 129,0 263,9) 135,0 275,11)
80.5 139,4 (183,O) 99,6 211,3) 103,7 218,6)

137.9 109,0 228,7) 87,5 18915) 90,11 194,2)J
_4

0. 1�0 Soi. 0 3�o '"o 5�0

RC-10-TE 1-P Temperature Downstream of (RC-142) 71-tsim nffS)

PORV Fig. 8: calculated Water Level in the Pressurizer with
RC-10-TE 2-P Temperature Downstream of (RC RIA) Assumed Operator Actions

safety Valve normal value at about 2000 s The operator can then con-
RC-10-TE 3-P Temperature Downstream of (RC-R113) trol the pressurizer level through the high pressure Injec-

safety Valve tion rate, which can be changed between 4 and 64 kgts.
Figure 9 show that there was no void in the pressure ves-
sel after 3600 s. As it is shown in Fig. 1 0 the system pres-

It is obvious from analyzing table that there were two sure started to decrease as a consequence of the on-line
possibilities to close the block valve earlier than 139 m. activation of secondary feed and bleed action.
Both possibilities can be analyzed on line In the TCR.

In the I st case the identical loop dataset was used and 1. Ur I
I 011 I

the block valve was closed at 26 m 24.9 + 1.1 m Grace
time) and then the following actions were Initiated:

- Increase the high pressure injection to a maximum rate

of 26 kgts to compensate for the losses In the pmary

coolant through the unintentionally opened PORV.

- Cooldown of the pmary system through secondary

teed and bleed.

0.0 114 0 2.".0 0 I&WO 0

Closing the Block Valve immediatly stopped the cool- 71 isieval 71,,w(s)

ant losses through the PORV as shown in figure 7 The Fig. 9 Calculated Void Distribution in the Pressure
pressurizer consequently retained its role as an indicator Vessel with Assumed Operator Actions
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ABSTRACT containment safety systems is to keep the
pressure low and protect the integrity of the

This paper describes the current status of the containment even in the beyond-the-design-
outstanding issues in severe accident basis accidents. In terms of public safety, it is
performance of Light Water Reactor perhaps self-evident that if containment
containments that have been raised in the last integrity is not violated public saftey is not
several years. The results of the research that compromised. The severe accident, even if it
has been performed on the topics concerning progresses to the core on the floor, will not be
these issues will be described. Some of these a life-threatening event from the point of view
issues have been resolved, some are close to of public saftey if the containment remains
resolution, while others need further intact and leak tight. Adequate performance
evaluation and research results. of the containment in the aftermath of a

postulated severe accident, thus, is of vital
concem.In particular, it has been determined

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND that maintaining the integrity of the
containment for the first few hours, after the

The fight water reactor (L W R) systems initiation of the severe accident, can reduce
engineered and constructed in the western the projected radioactivity releases by orders
countries followed a definite design of magnitude. This is a direct consequence of
philosophy for ensuring a very low level of the time constant for aerosol deposition on the
risk to the public. Briefly, the plant systems containment walls and floors. Early
are engineered to withstand, whith a single containment failure, thus, has to be obviated
failure, effects of (1) the design-basis by design or by accident management. Late
accidents and incidents and 2) the effects of failure of the containment has also been
specified external events e.g. earthquakes, questioned recently. Perhaps, the public
fires, tornados, floods etc. In addition, with anathema to evacuation and to even a minor
characteristic foresight, the designers land and water contamination is forcing a
provided a strong containment system to reexamination of the regulatory attitudes and
contain any fission product radioactivity safety philosophy. Consideration of the
produced even in the beyond-the-design-basis requirement of 24 hours as the time for
accidents. The containment structures are containment leaktightness for the new plants
designed to withstand pressures much beyond in USA and the moves in Germany towards
those imposed by the energy release during the design of the containment, which will not
the design basis accidents. Mitigation fail under extreme loadings, are indicative of
measures are provided in the containment these new attitudes and philosophy. These
buildings e.g., the suppression pool in the containment performance goals, laudable as
boiling water reactors (BWRS) and the ice they arefor the new plants, will be difficult to
condenser in pressunsed water reactors achieve if the old evaluation philosophy of
(PWRs) for long term heat removal from the using conservatism at each step is
contaiment buildings.The objectives of these employd.Thus, it is imperative that the new
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containment performance goals are III. LATE AILURE OF CONTARqMENT
accompanied by rational evaluation
methodologies. The time span of interest is beyond 4 hours

after the initial release of radioactivity in the
In this paper we will attempt to brief the containment. In this time span, if the melt is
reader on the current status of some of the discharged into the containment, it is essential
outstanding issues in the evaluation of the that a heat transport system is established
LWR containment performance during the within the containment, i.e. the containment
progession of severe accidents. heat removal systems, e.g. fan coolers in

PWRs and suppression pool coolers in BWRs
H. EARLY FAILURE OF CONTARaMNT are functioning. Otherwise, the slow

pressurization resulting from either the
The time span of interest is approximately 4 prolonged heat addition to the containment
hours after the initial release of radioactivity atmosphere, or the generation of steam from
that occurs during the core heat-up phase of melt (debris bed) cooling, or the non-
the severe accident. Conventional analyses condensible gases generated from the molten
indicate that during this time span, unless corium concrete interaction (MCCI) can reach
accident management actions are successful pressure levels at which the containment may
to keep the damaged core within the vessel, fail or leak excessivley. This may occur after
the melt may discharge into the containment several hours ore than 4 or a few days,
and exert thermal, pressure and combustion depending upon the water availability, the
loads on the containment, which may type of concrete and the pressure-bearing
challenge its integrity. After a prolonged capacity of the containment.
review of the severe accident scenarios,
initially by the Containment Loads Working Another potential radioactivity pathway to the
Group, formed by the USNRC and later by enviroment can result from the containment
the expert panels working with the Sandia base-mat penetration when the melt cannot be
Laboratories on the NuREG- 1 150, the cooled and it keeps attacking the base-mat.
following major challenges, which may lead This may occur after a day, or after many
to an early failure of the containment, were days, depending upon the heat removal from
identified. the melt debris, the type of concrete, and the

thickness of the base-mat.
Direct containment heating as a result
of melt discharge at high pressure The outstanding saftey issues, identified for
from a vessel breach in a PWR this time span are:

melt attack on the liner of the BWR melt (debris) coolability
Mark I containment concrete ablation rate

non-condensible gas generation rate
hydrogen detonation performance of venting (filter)

systems
in-vessel and ex-vessel steam
explosion The most important of these issues is the melt

(debris) coolability, since if water is available
Each of these challenges, in time, became a and the melt can be cooled readily the other
severe accident saftey issue and led to several issues become moot. Intensive research is
years of concentrated research. Some of these currently in progress on melt coolability.
issues are resolved, or close to resolution,
while others still are farfrom resolution. By We shall review, in turn, the current status of
resolution, we mean a technical consensus is these saftey issues and briefly descibe the
reached on either the adequacy of the existing results of the research performed recently
containment systems to meet the challenge towards their resolution.
posed with a vey high degree of confidence,
or, a technical consensus is reached on the
necessary measures (accident management
and/or back fit), which would impart that
character to the existing containment systems.
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IV. DIRECT CONTAINMENT BEATING The data obtained from the tests performed in
the two facilities and in the 16 scale facility

The direct containment heating (DCH) issue have shown remarkable consistency and it
has been around for a long time. Substantial appears that the DCH-controlling phenomena
experimental and analytical research, are equally active at all of these dime scales.
sponsored by the USNRC has been Additionally, the tests performed with the
performed in the last 3 years. Accompained uranium-based thermite have shown
by a stringent peer-review-process this has somewhat lower pressurization than the
resulted in a focussed effort whose results equivalent iron-alumina thermite tests.

may lead to the resolution of this issue. Perhaps, the most promising development 3].

The experimental research performed in the resolution of the DCH issue is the
previously had employed a 130 scale facility, development of credible scaling
called CWTI, at Argonne National methodologies based on the insights obtained
Laboratory (ANL) and a /10 scale facility, from examining the experimental data. The
called SURTSY, at Sandia National convection limited containment heating
Laboratoris (SNL). There were substantial (CLCH) model developed by Prof.
differences between the materials (UO2) Theofanous and colleagues at university of
thermite at ANL and iron-alumina thermite at California Santa Barbara and the two cell
SNL) and in the containment representations equilibrium model developed by M. Pilch at
used at these facilities. 'Me results obtained, SNL have been used by the authors to explain
when extrapolated to the prototypic the experimental results obtained at different
situations, produced contradicting scales and their extrapolation to the
conclusions about containment failure. prototypic situation. Their preliminary

conclusions are that the models, validated by
This period of confusion was followed by an the data obtained in the Zion And Surry
activity, led by Dr Zuber of USNRC which representations, predict manageable loads for
developed a severe accident scaling these containment for the high pressure
methodology (SASM) [II and applied it to the severe accident scenario. Careful peer review
DCH phenomena. Although not wholly of these findings is proceeding currently.
successful, it crystalized the physics and the Another finding 4 which has a direct
interrelated phenomenology of the DCH bearing on the DCH issue is the high
event, and pointed the way towards a realistic probability of unintentional depressurization
and extrapolatable experimental program. The occuring during the high pressure severe
resulting experimental program employed the accident scenarios. The reason is the
same 1/10 scale SRTSY facility at SNL and establishment of natural circulation flow
a 1140 scale CWTI facility at ANL and loops in the vessel, hot legs and the steam
performed counterpart (same initial generators, which can transfer the energy
conditions, mterials and containment from the core, during the heat-up phase, to the
representation) tests.These were piping system. An elaborate program of 17
complemented by a few tests in a 16 scale scale experiments performed at the
concrete containment (used earlier for Westinghouse laboratories, corresponding
containment structural- failure testing) and a scaling analysis and the computer code
few tests with uranium-based thermite in the simulations a point to the high expectation
CWTI facility. of the creep rupture of the surge line to the

pressurizer before the vessel rupture. 'Me
The most characteristic difference between depressurization induced will also bring water
the recent tests 2 and those performed from the accumulators to the dry and hot core
earlier was the precise representation of the and change the high pressure scenario
containment compartment for the Zion and completely.
the Surry plants. The compartments, beyond
the respective cavities underneath the vessel Other diversions of the classic high pressure
and their flow paths, were constructed to (TNELB ) scenario can occur. For example,
scale in both the SURTSY and the CWTI one diversion is the failure of the pump seals.
facilities. In addition, the melt was driven This small break LOCA can lead to clearing
under relatively high pressure 7 MPa) by the of the loop seal and also possibly greater
properly-scaled volume of steam. thermal loading of the tubes in a dry-

secondary-side steam generator, some of the
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European plants have added the capability of functions to arrive at the probability of liner
depressurizing the primary system with relief failure. The analysis was quite comprehensive
valves operated with battery or steam turbine and the causal relations employed phenomena
power. models validated against experiments; with

conservatisms added wherever model
A probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) of the uncertainties dictated that. The conclusions
high pressure scenario, with the potential of derived were that the probability of liner
DCH, has been prepared by the Sandia failure, without water present in the dry well,
Scientists. The resolution of DCH issue is is close to 1.0, while, with the water present
proceeding, with the involvement of the in the dry well, the melt superheat and the
cognizant technical com unity. liner submergence decreased to such an

extent that the liner failure probability
V. MIELT ATTACK ON BWR MARK I decreased to the range of 0.0001, which
CONTAINMENT LINER implied that the liner failure was physically

unreasonable.
This safety issue was raised due to the short
distance between the vessel and the The ROAAM- based analysis was peer
containment liner in the Mark I BWR dry reviewed extensively which led to further
well. T'he contention was that the melt win be investigation by specific worldrig groups on
able to traverse that distance and melt the the causal relations related to (a) the metal
steel liner to fail the containment, soon after content of the corium discharged from the
vessel failure. This issue stood as one of the vessel (b) the melt spreading in the dry well
major sources.of risk for the Mark I BWR. (c) the corium-concrete, interaction and (d) the,
T'he expert opinion obtained during the creep-rupture failure of the liner. The
NUREG- 1 150 probabilistic saftey analysis conservatisms intercorporated in the original
(PSA) work split on the assignment of the analysis by Theofanous and colleagues were
probability of the liner melt-through. The confirrned, except for the temperature
probability values, with water present in the assumed for the failure of the liner. The
dry well, ranged from 0.001 to 1.0. The resulting modification[51 raised the liner
authors of NUREG- 1 150 averaged these failure probability, with water present in the
results to obtain a point estimate of 0.33, dry well, to the level of 0.001, which can still
which certainly was a very arbitrary estimate be labelled as physically unreasonable. Thus,
of the probability of a sequence which has we belive this issue has been adequately
major source-term consequences for the resolved.
Mark-I BWRs.

VI. HYDROGEN COMBUSTION
The resolution of this issue began with the
report [5]. prepared by Prof T'heofanous and The hydrogen combustation loads on the
colleagues on this topic. T'hey developed a containment were the first to be addressed by
formulation called risk-orientated-accident- the USNRC, since the hydrogen combustion
analysis-methodology (ROAAM) which is event in TMI-2 triggered a heightened
structurally composed of a sequence of cause- awareness of these loads. The hydrogen rule
effect relationships. This formalism, tailored requires management of hydrogen
to each process, employs probability concentration in the containment resulting
estimates to specify the uncertain inputs or from the oxidation of upto 75% of Zirconium
conditions and causal relations to consistently clad. This has already been incorporated in
interconnect the intermediate stages of the the ice condencer, BWR mark III and BWR
process. '17he causal relations are based on mark 11 and I plants. Ile large volume PWR
physics of the particular phenomena in containments were judged to be immune,
question with use of conservatism wherever since the hydrogen concentration did not
appropriate. reach high enough to produce pressure loads,

on combustion, which would threaten
T'he ROAAM methodology was employed to containment integrity. The hydrogen
decompose the scenario into the individual combustion loads issue for these plants relates
components of melt release, melt spreading, to either high local concentration, or the
melt concrete interaction and attack on the transition to detonate, which can occur for
liner. The formalism employed three causal special geometries (ducts, accelerating flow
relations and five probability distribution
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regions etc.) at relatively low (10%) hydrogen and in the passive-advanced LWRs in the
concentration. USA.There are many facts to the

determination of the containment failure
Hydrogen mixing research has been probability due to intereaction of a corium jet
performed at several laboratories and several with water in a deep water pool e.g., jet
large experiments have been performed 6]. characteristics, the corium composition, the
The recent work has been performed in Japan, extent Of fragmentation, the strength of the
with a multi-compartmented simulated PVM trigger required, the pressure pulse generated
containment facility 7]. The overall in the steam explosion and the fragility of the
conclusion derived from these experiments containment. Models for each of these
and from analytic studies is that hydrogen components are being constructed and re-
mixing is quite efficient and local non- evaluation of the event sequence with a
homogenietis do not persist for long periods, ROAAM formalism [ill. is being attempted
except when they are coincident with thermal by Prof. Theofanous and his colleagues for
stratification effects. Several experiments this specific case of the simplified BWR, the
have been performed on the transition to passive-advanced boiling water reactor [121.
detonation and there are instances where
these events have been produced in VIII. MELT DEBRIS COOLABIL=
laboratory. There are, however, scaling
difficulties and it is not clear that the Melt coolabilaty is perhaps the most vexing
prototypic geometries in containment would issue impacting severe accident containment
be prone to such transitions. Performance for the long term. As mentioned

earlier, melt coolability is essential to prevent
'Me most recent issue 18] with respect to both the base-mat melt through and the
hydrogen combustion is related to the DCH continued containment pressurization.
issue, i.e, whether the high temperature Provision of deep (or shallow) water pools
hydrogen formed by oxidation of the metallic under the vessel may not assure long term
components of corium, relased during high Coolability/quenchability of the melt
pressure accident scenarios, is prone to discharged from the vessel. Interaction of the
detonation at relatively lower concentration. melt jet may lead to very small particles (in
Experiments [91 are currently proceeding at the event of a steam explosion), which will be
Brookhaven National Laboratory to study difficult to cool in the form of a debris bed.
this. On the other hand, incomplete fragmentation

will lead to a melt layer on the concrete base-
VII. IN VESSEL AND EX-VESSEL STEAM mat under a water overlayer.
EXPLOSION Coolability of a melt pool interacting with a

The steam explosion loads on the concrete base-mat by a water overlayer has
containment were first considered in the been under intense investigation in the
WASH-1400 and, because of the assumptions MACE project [131. sponsored by an
made about the nature of this event at that international consortium and managed by
time, the failure of containment (due to in- EPRI. The experimental work is being
vessel steam explosion generated missile) Performed at ANL. Two experiments have
contributed a substantial fraction of the been performed successfully in which melt
probability for early containment failure. The pools of 30 cms x 30 crns x l5cms depth and
work on steam explosions, since that time, led 50 cms x5O cms x 25 cnis depth were
to more realistic estimates of the probability generated on top of concrete base-mats and
of containment failure due to in-vessel steam water added on top. 'Me melt material
explosion. The current evaluation is [10] that contains Uramum. oxide, Zirconiun oxide,
this conditional probability (i.e. if there is a Zirconium and some concrete products. 'Me
core melt) is less than 0.001. decay heat generation in the melt was

simulated through electrical heating. It was
Ex-vessel steam explosion loads on PWR and found that for these two tests, the effect of the
BWR containments have become an issue side wall dominated the phenomena, since an
recently due to the accident management insulating crust was formed, which attached
strategy of establishing deep water pools itself to the side walls. The crust prevented
under the vessel prior to vessel failure. This melt-water contact and the heat transfer rate
strategy is employed in the Swedish LWRS slowly decreased from approximately 2 to 3
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MW/ru2 to approximately 150 KW/m2 which [61 L. WOLF et.al "Hydrogen Mixing
was less than the decay heat input to the melt. Experiments in the HDR Containment Under

severe Accident Conditions" Water Reactor
A large scale 120 cS x 120 cms x 20 cms Safety Information Meeting, Washington
depth) test employing approximately two tons D.C. (Oct, 1993)
of corium is planned for next year. The hope
is that at this scale, the sidewall effect will not [71 K. TAK-UMI et.al., "Results of Recent
dominate the coolability phenomenology. It is NUPEC Hydrogen Related Tests" Water
hoped that a prototypical floating crust will be Reactor Safety Information Meeting,
formed and will allow the melt (debris) to Washington D.C (Oct. 1993)
cool and quench.

[8].D.W. STAMPS and MARSHALL
BERMAN "High Temperature Hydrogen

IX. CONCLUSIONS Combustion in Reactor Safety Applications",
Nuclear Science and Engineering 109, 39 - 48

The intensive research work on severe (1991).
accidents initiated worldwide after the TMI-2
accident has borne fruit in several ways. 'Me [91 G. CICCARELLI et.al,"High
work identified new vulnerabilities for the Temperature Hydrogen-Air-Stearn
LWR containments, but also provided Detonation Experiments in the BNL Small
answers to several questions and increased Sale Development Apparatur", Water Reactor
knowledge to the extent that some of the Safety Information Meeting, Washington
containment performance issues are resolved D.C (Oct 1993)
and the resolution of the remaining severe
accident performance issues appears to b [10I.T.G. THEOFANOUS et al., "An
near. Assessment Of Steam-Explosion-Induced

Containment Failure". Parts I-IV, Nuclear
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SAMSON is a computational tool used by operates in the background, collecting data,
accident managers in the Technical Support searching the data for an initiation signal, and
Centers (TSC) and Emergency Operations archiving the data. In addition, SAMSON
Facilities (EOF) in the event of a nuclear power displays five hours of data in scrollable sensor
plant accident. SAMSON examines over 150 graphs to allow a user to examine data during
status points monitored by nuclear power plant normal operation.
process computers during a severe accident and
makes predictions about when core damage, When an initiation signal is received, SAMSON
support plate failure, and reactor vessel failure automatically switches to 'accident' mode,
will occur. These predictions are based on the activating the five default windows and begins
current state of the plant assuming that all safety making predictions. The initiation signals
equipment not already operating will fail. recognized by SAMSON include a closure of a
SAMSON uses expert systems, as well as neural main steam isolation valve, a feedwater pump
networks trained with the back propagation trip, a turbine trip, a safety injection actuation
learning algorithms to make predictions. signal, or a reactor trip.
Training on data from an accident analysis code
(MAAP - Modular Accident Analysis Program) 1.2 Accident Classification
allows SAMSON to associate different states in
the plant with different times to critical failures. Once an initiation signal is received, the accident
The accidents currently recognized by SAMSON must be classified into an accident type
include steam generator tube ruptures (SGTRs), recognized by SAMSON before failure
with breaks ranging from one tube to eight tubes, predictions can be made. A rule-based expert
and loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs), with system classifies accidents using data collected
breaks ranging from 00014 square feet 1.30 during the first four minutes of an accident.
Cm2) in size to breaks 30 square feet in size SAMSON currently recognizes LOCAS and
(2800 cm2). SGTRs. Work continues on expanding the

accident types recognized. Since LOCAs and
1.0 NORMAL OPERATION OF SAMSON SGTRs are the most likely accidents to lead to

core damage and support plate failure based on
SAMSON operates on a Sun Micro Systems 40 the Zion IPE, emphasis was placed on
MHz SPARCstation 2GX UNIX, machine recognizing these two accident types. Once the
running Sun Operating System 41.2 (Solaris accident is classified, the appropriate neural
1.0. 1). SAMSON was developed in the Motifrm networks are called to begin making predictions
window environment with MITs XI IR5. A 19 about the failure times.
inch, 256 color monitor is required to display
SAMSON's windows. 1.3 Failure Predictions

1.1 Pre-Accident Operation As data are received, SAMSON processes the
data through the ppropriate neural networks to

Data are collected via a client-server from the make failure predictions. Although data is
plant process computer via a modem and ethernet received only once per minute from Zion's
connection. In the 'normal' mode, SAMSON PRIME computer, SAMSON processes a data
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in under one second, freeing the computer for Events Log,' 'Sensor History Graphs,' and
other calculations as required by plant engineers. 'Sensor Summaries.' The user can reconfigure
Failure predictions are displayed in the 'System SAMSON, specifying which indows will open
Status' window (Figure 1). Three predictions when SAMSON is launched. The 'Zion System
are shown in both an analog and digital form; Status' window must always be displayed since
the time until the onset of core damage (CD), the closing this window stops SAMSON. If
time until support plate failure (SPF), and the SAMSON is used to display data during normal
time until reactor vessel failure. Neural networks operations, this window is greyed out since the
predict the time until CD and SPF. The time predictions from the neural networks, trained to
until reactor vessel failure is fixed at one minute recognize accident conditions, would be
after SPF since the accident analysis code used to meaningless.
train the neural networ' ks could not model reactor
vessel failure. The pointer on the bar graphs The 'Predicted TTF History Graphs' is a
moves up and down as predicted failure times scrollable window showing the history of
change. The bar graph automatically scales if network predictions for each failure type. The
predicted failure times go off-scale or the selected graphs show the predicted time to failure on the
scale is too large for the current predictions. vertical axis and the time into the accident on the
Once a failure has been predicted, the portion of horizontal axis. Once failure occurs, a message
the window dedicated to that prediction grays, stating that failure has occurred is displayed on
displaying instead that failure has occurred and the graph.
the time the failure occurred.

The 'Events Log' records when key events occur
Also shown in this window is the time since the during an accident. Initiation signals are first
start of the accident, the accident classification, recorded and displayed, followed by accident
and a rate meter. In Figure 1, the accident has classification infon-nation. Other information
been classified as a 0.5 square feet break LOCA. displayed includes:
This does not mean that the break is exactly 0.5
square feet in size, but rather that it is from 01 0 When failures occurred
square feet in size to square foot in size. The - User actions to over-ride decisions made by
networks that make the predictions were trained SAMSON
on a range of accident sizes, centered around the - When the break location was determined by
listed break size, to ensure that predictions SAMSON
would be accurate when the exact break size is - When recirculation of cooling water has been
unknown. established

- Which sensors have failed based on
The rate meter, located to the right of the analog SAMSON's redundancy checking
failure meter, displays the instantaneous rate of - When the network predictions were
change in time until the predicted failure, inaccurate (SPF time to failure TM) less
indicating whether the plant is improving or than CD M. This could occur if bad data
degrading according to the neural networks. is received).
Negative rates, shown in red, correspond to a
degrading plant state while positive rates, shown A 'Sensor History' window displays the
in green, indicate that the plant state is historical values for any parameter monitored by
improving. The size of the bar indicates the the plant's process computer. The order of the
magnitude of change. graphs is user configurable since only three

graphs are visible in the scrollable window at one
1.4 Displays time. If the user wants to view pressurizer

pressure, cooling water flow into the reactor and
When SAMSON activates due to an initiation containment pressure simultaneously, the user
signal, five windows are opened or activated; can order the graphs so those three are grouped
'Zion System Status,' 'Predicted TTF History together. As the accident progresses or as the
Graphs' (TM stands for Time To Failure'), displayed values go off-scale, the graphs will

automatically adjust scales to accommodate the
data.
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Figure 1: Zion System Status Window

The 'Sensor History' window can display up to 2.0 SPECIAL OPERATION OF SAMSON
five hours of data during normal operations to
allow the user to perform trend analysis. There are several other windows that perform
SAMSON can monitor and display data for over specialized functions. Since these functions are
1000 different parameters. For accident not normally used, the windows are generally
conditions, only 27 parameters are monitored closed, but can be called when desired. Certain
and displayed. Once an initiation signal is events can force the user or SAMSON to open
received, the window 'resets,' displaying data these windows.
since the initiation signal was received.

2.1 Manual Start
The 'Sensor Summaries' window displays
information about the same parameters displayed SAMSON continually receives data from the
on a 'Sensor History' window. In addition to plant's process computers, but it is possible that
the current sensor value, the 'Sensor Summaries' the initiation signal will not be received. If this
also displays which sensors have failed. occurs, the user can manually start SAMSON.
SAMSON uses information from the plant During a manual start, the 'Manual Start'
process computer in addition to redundancy window opens prior to the default windows
checking to determine if a sensor has faded. If opening. Using this window, the user has two
the sensor has failed, the value will not be used options; to direct SAMSON to reexamine
in the neural networks to make prediction. If no archived data over a specified time for an
sensors are considered accurate, the neural initiation signal or to start SAMSON assuming
networks will use a default value. Since this an initiation signal was received at a specified
default value may not be close to the real value, time. If the user directs SAMSON to reexamine
the network predictions will have some archived data and an initiation signal is found,
additional error. However, the default values SAMSON will process all archived data since the
were determined so the smallest error results (not initiation signal and then process new data as it is
sending a value when required will cause the received. If SAMSON can not find an initiation

signal within the specified time, the user is
network to fail). Each circle next to a sensor forced to specify a start time for the accident and
name corresponds to an individual sensor. also classify the accident.
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2.2 Accident Classification Override 2.3 Core Thermocouple Map

Since the precise starting time of the accident A 'Core Exit Thermocouple Map' displays te
may not be known if the initiation signal is temperature of the 65 core exit thermocouples.
missed, the accident classification could be The map is color coded according to the
wrong. The rule based system used by temperature received. If a thermocouple is
SAMSON to classify accidents can also fail if sending bad data, the sensor will be displayed in
data is not received during the first few minutes black. This map will give the user some
of the accident or if the first few minutes of data indication of flow exiting the core during an
fluctuates too wildly to allow for proper accident and help to identify 'hot spots' in the
classification. An 'Accident Override' window core.
allows the user to change the accident
classification at any time during the accident.
Under the 'edit' menu in the 'System Status' 2.4 Recirculation Detection
window the user can open the accident override
window. This window displays the accident A recirculation detection module was
type as classified by SAMSON, as well as the incorporated specifically for Zion Nuclear
other accidents recognized by SAMSON. If the Generating Station. The Zion IPE determined
user selects a different accident type, SAMSON that once recirculation of cooling water was
is forced to use neural networks for that accident established, no additional failures would occur.
to make failure predictions. The predictions in Once a ruled based system determined that one
the 'System Status' window will be the train of recirculation is established, network
predictions using networks designed for the predictions are no longer necessary and are
user-chosen accident. For each graph in the terminated. No provision is made if recirculation
'Predicted TTF History Graph' window, two of cooling water is later terminated since the
lines will be shown; one for the user specified neural networks have not been trained on data
accident type and one for the SAMSON where recirculation fails after it has been
classified accident type. This allows the user to established.
compare network behavior between two accident
types. The failure predictions for both accidents
will continually be displayed in the history 2.5 Recovery Strategies
graphs, even though the 'System Status'
window displays the cur-rent prediction for only A list of recovery strategies was developed to
the user-chosen accident VAX. If the user wishes respond to various accident conditions. The user
to chose another accident type via the 'Accident can open the 'Recovery Strategy' window and
Override' window, SAMSON will update both query a database for possible recovery actions to
the 'System Status' and 'Predicted TTF History prevent further damage from occurring. When
Graphs' windows with the most recent user- strategies are requested, SAMSON sends the
chosen accident type. SAMSON will also current predicted failure time along with several
display the history predictions based on the plant parameter values to the database, informing
original classification. the database of the plant state. If matching

strategies are found, SAMSON will display what
If SAMSON does not recognize the accident equipment must be operational or what actions
type during the first four minutes of an accident must be taken along with the approximate time to
the 'Accident Override' window is automatically complete the action.
opened to force the user to manually classify the
accident so SAMSON can begin making
predictions. The user can change the 3.0 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
classification later in the accident as described
above. Work continues on SAMSON to make it even

more capable. Future changes include:
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• Creating analysis tools to explain network
prediction changes

• Training new neural networks for failure
detection

• Forcing SAMSON to continue predictions
after predicted failure has occurred

• Training neural networks for sensor
validation

• Sensor Validation override
• Integrating normal operation monitoring with

accident management operation
• Comparing MAAP runs with the current

accident for validation during an accident
• Using additional accident analysis codes for

training the neural networks
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ABSTRACT The purpose of this work is to perform a series of
detailed severe accident consequence evaluation and

The emergency planning zone for the 3 nuclear power provide a technical suggestion to Atomic Energy Council
plants in Taiwan are re-evaluated,. The analysis is (AEC) of the pertinent EPZ area for the NPPs in Taiwan.
performed by the CRAC2 code and the basic approach In considering the public acceptability, the computer
follows the NUREG-0396 evaluation procedure. program CRAC22 which is well known in the consequence
Meteorological data are provided by Taiwan Power analysis field, is selected for the whole evaluation work.
Company and reviewed by Taiwan University and Central
Weather Bureau. Accident source terms are also provided CALCULATIONAL METHOD
by Institute of Nuclear Energy Research (INER by
probabilistic risk assessment method with consideration of CRAC2 is developed by Sandia National Laboratory for
actual plant system improvement and/or modification. The offsite dose and health effect calculation. The specific
dose rate distribution, acute and latent cancer fatality are features for the evaluation work are described below:
evaluated and compared with proposed EPZ decision
criteria including protective action guide dose levels, (1) The Gaussian plume model with dry and wet deposition
individual and societal risk safety goal. allows CRAC2 to calculate particle concentration in air

and on ground under various weather conditions. The
INTRODUCTION dose and health effect may then be evaluated based on

the concentration.
The emergency planning zone (EPZ) concept is first

introduced in the NLTREG-03961 report through the joint (2) Since the occurrence time of a possible reactor accident
research of U.S. NRC and EPA. It is designated as the area is unpredictable, the average dose value needs to be
for which planning is recommended to assure that prompt evaluated. CRAC2 code provides the importance
and effective actions can be taken to protect the public in sampling option, which may classify the hourly
the event of an accident. Currently there are 3 nuclear meteorologicaldata of a year into 29 bins according to
power plants (NPP) in Taiwan, namely Chinshan 1775 their dispersion capability. The resulted dose for all
M[Wt, GE designed BWR 4 reactor with Mark I weather bins are summed according to their occurrence
containment) and Kuosheng 2894 M[Wt, GE designed probability, and thus represent the expected dose for this
BWR 6 reactor with Mark III containment) are located in possible accident.
the northern part and Maanshan 2775 M[Wt, Westinghouse
designed PWR with large dry containment) is located in the (3) Some kinds of environmental related information are
southern part of the island. The EPZ for these NPPs has required for CRAC2 code operation. The
been evaluated in the past with the radius of 5 kilometers meteorological data in the year of 1991 for 3 NPPs are
but has not been formally announced. As the sound provided by Taiwan Power Company (TPQ. National
development of the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) Taiwan University has verified the data and filled the
technology in the recent years, it is now suitable and bl6k hours by regression method according to the data
necessary to re-evaluate the EPZ for the 3 NP?s based on from nearby stations of Central Weather Bureau. The
all the updated information. population distribution for 3 NPPs are also provided by
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TPC and the population in each sector are treated as RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
uniformly distributed.

Based on all the meteorological, population distribution
(4) The severe accident source terms are provided by PRA and source term data, various CRAC2 analyses have been

group person in Institute of Nuclear Energy Research performed. The CCDF of dose distribution are calculated
(INER) through detailed PRA level 2 analysis 34,5. and plotted for each NPP. These figures showing the
There are 15, 10 and 14 release categories for Chinshan, conditional probability of exceeding typical whole body
Kuosheng and Maanshan NPP respectively. Each and thyroid doses versus distance, which are similar to that
release category includes its probability, release time, in the NUREG-0396. As compared with the decision
release duration, heat rate and release fraction for each criteria, it is found the whole body dose criteria are more
isotope group. restrictive than the thyroid dose one. The dose criteria can

be met within 36 46 and 44 kilometers for Chinshan,
DECISION CRITERIA Kuosheng and Maanshan respectively. The 200 rem

criterion is the most restrictive one for Chinshan, and the IO
The results from CRAC2 are dose and fatality rem criterion is the most restrictive one for Kuosheng and

distribution together with their probability of exceeding a Maanshan.
dose level (complementary cumulative distribution ftinction,
CCDF). Some criteria are required to compare with in The individual and societal risk are evaluated for
order to make a technical suggestion of EPZ pertinently. permanent resident and peak population (include beach
The decision criteria considered are similar to that in vistors during summer vacation). 'Me individual and
NUREG-0396 as below: societal risk criteria may easily be met within 2 kilometers

for each of the 3 NPPs. From a the analyses, the range of
(1) f (whole body dose > IO rem, > EPZ < 3 10-5/y EPZ is consistent with but somehow less than kilometers

Which means the probability of whole body dose exceed as evaluated in the past. 'Me main difference comes from
I rem (evacuation PAG, Protective Action Guide, in thesourceterms, andthisjustrefleettheprogressofsource
Taiwan) is less than 3 10-5/y outside EPZ area. Where term evaluation in the recent years which provides more
3 10-5 is assumed to be 30% of the safety goaJ6 realistic release situation and fraction.

indicated accident frequency I 10-4/y. Some other analyses are also performed for different

(2) f (thyroid dose > 100 rem, > EPZ < 3 10-5/y purpose. The effectiveness of sheltering and evacuation up
This is similar to the first criterion, oly the I 0 rem to 2 and IO kilometers are evaluated frst. This result
PAG dose value for thyroid is considered. may provide preliminary data for protection action plan in

the emergency planning. The other case study is to realize

(3) f (whole body dose > 200 rem, > EPZ) 3 X 10-6/y the effect of WASH-14007 source term. By applying the
This is to limit the probability of life threatening dose same WASH 1400 source term and decision criteria as
200 rem. It is the same as that addressed in NUREG- addressed in NUREG-0396, it is found the range of EPZ for
0396 report. the 3 NPPs would be about 23 to 31 kilometers. Since this

value is similar to the 16 kilometers result in NUREG-0396,

(4) Individual risk (expected number of early fatalities in the proper manipulation of CRAC2 code in this case is
the reactor accidents) at EPZ boundary is less than 0 I% justified.
of individual accidental death probability. Since the SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
average accidental death probability in Taiwan is 64 

10-4/y over the past IO years, a value of 64 X 10-7/y is From the CRAC2 code evaluation, the related EPZ
used. criteria may be met within 36 46 and 44 kilometers for

(5) Societal risk (expected number of latent cancer fatalities Chinshan, Kuosheng and Maanshan NPP respectively. In
in the reactor accidents) at EPZ boundary is less than considering the possible model uncertainty in the computer
0 I % of average cancer death probability. According to code, the same EPZ value of kilometers for 3 NPPs is
BEIR-V report the lifetime cancer death probability is suggested. However, this number will be evaluated by
0 16. The 0 I % of this value is divided by average life AEC ftom economic, social and other considerations. Once

the formal EPZ is dertimined, the related emergency
in Taiwan of 74 years and a value of 22 10-6/y is used. planning within the zone will be strengthened to assure the

proper protection of the public in the event of an accident.
The planning elements may include organization for
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ABSTRACT EOP," the operator should be able to correctly depressurize
the system, and start the mid-pressure accumulator and low

The emergency operating procedure (EOP) is designed to head safety injection HSI) during the event of SBLOCA
assure that the nuclear reactor operators can rebuild the core and loss of HHSI. The core therefore is expected to be
cooling after some unexpected events such as loss-of-coolant covered adequately by obtaining the make-up coolant.
accident (LOCA). The main purpose of this paper is to study
the effectiveness of EOP during small-break LOCA 11. SCOPE OF WORK
(SBLOCA) event at Maanshan PV*TR plant. RELAP a
transient excursion program, is selected as the analytical tool 1. SBLOCA analysis
for this evaluation. Primary findings show that operators Although a serious of LOCA calculations have been made
must carry out proper actions to save the core in case of 2% for Maanshan plant,6 this paper will focus on the small-break
(or smaller) SBLOCA. The movements following EOP LOCA vith 2 (or less) break at cold leg of reactor coolant
570.42 could adequately recover the core by rapid de- system(RCS). The scenario of SBLOCA followed by failed
pressurization on secondary side. As for the procedure of HHSI and successful secondary heat removal is basically
EOP 570.43, the simulated results reveal that the reactor core considered thereafter. According to the simulated results,
may not be sufficiently covered. This situation is mainly however, the core could be adequately cooled as long as the
caused by the restriction on minimum cold-leg cooldown rate HHSI works properly.
of reactor cooling system (RCS). However, operators can
enter the procedure 570.42 once its criteria are encountered. 2. EOP verification
This compensatory action shall reassure enough cooling and When a medium or small LOCA occurs, operators
protect the core. normally follow the procedure of transient with safety

injection, EOP 570.00. Also, they have to independently
1. INTRODUCTION monitor the core conditions using the core cooling critical

safety function status tree, EOP 570.35. The response to the
Since Three Mile Island (TMI) incident occurred in 1979, symptoms for a medium- or small-break LOCA followed by

small-break loss of coolant accident (SBLOCA) becomes an failure of HHSI and successful secondary heat removal is laid
important issue that may potentially threaten the integrity of out in EOP 570.42, EOP 570.43 and EOP 570.44, and they
the core for pressurized water reactor (PWR). The operator's are accommodated in RELAP5 modeling to study the
actions during TMI accident also show that improper effectiveness of EPs. Ile RELAP5 simulated parameters,
reactions and procedures could result in a devastate condition such as core temperature, system pressure, and so forth are
for the reactor core. For preventing similar mistakes as TMI, served as the entry points of E01's. The follow-up actions of
a series of emergency operating procedure (EOP) has been the operators are also imposed in the input modeling to
made to assure the cooling ability and integrity of the reactor. simulate the real situation.
Previous studiesl,2 tell us that the system shall mainly rely
on the accumulator and residual heat removal (RHR) to 3. RELAP calculation
sustain the large-break LOCA, while the high head safi:ty The computer code RELAP5/MOD3 is used as the main
injection (HHSI) and RHR are designed to maintain the safety analytical tool for this research. This program was developed
of the reactor system for the SBLOCA. The 'impacts of by USNRC for transient analysis of light water reactor
SBLOCA were widely discussed in some previous (LWR) to assess the safigy of the nuclear system.7 'Me input
studies.3,4,5 parameters for Maanshan plant have been well established8

and reasonably evaluated to assure that the computed results
In Maanshan Nuclear Station, Taipower's third nuclear could provide the necessary information of PRA renewal and

station, there are similar EPs used for handling the urgent EOP validation. This model basically consists of 198 control
condition. Based on the so called "Inadequate Core Cooling volumes, 208 junctions, and 64 heat structures to represent
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the components of the plant. All of the following simulated simulation, the entry points of EOP 570.42 are imposed in the
cases assume that the events started from zero at the time input parameters and handled by the sequence control card. A
scale. More detailed information of the input modeling could 100-second delay is assumed for operators to make necessary
be found in reference 6 checking before formerly entering the procedure.

III RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS The 2-inch SBLOCA is demonstrated as the example to
assess the effectiveness of EOP 570.42. The calculated core

1. Basic Analysis water level, shown in Figure 3 is first encountered lower than
The emergency core cooling system (ECCS), including the 40% of normal level at 1780th second after the break. The

HHSI, accumulator and HSI is designed to provide the core exit temperature reaches 371 OC 643 OK) at 1968th
emergency cooling ability of the core for the severe incidents. second as illustrated in Figure 4 According to these two
Since the pimary assumption of SBLOCA in this paper is the indicators, the operators should then follow EOP 570.42 to
failure of HHSI, the mid-pressure accumulator and HSI take the required actions, which is to quickly depressurize the
become even more iportant to the system recovery. The secondary system. The pressure changes of the secondary side
accumulator is a nitrogen-pressurized tank connecting to the (steam generator) could be found in Figure 5, which reveals
primary system with setpoint at 42 MPa. The normal water that a fast relief of pressure after the operators turn on the
inventory, 28.32 m3 (1000 ft3), of the accumulator could discharging valve to expel the steam to condenser in a
provide a large aount of boric water to shut down the ore maximum rate. As the pressure continues to drop, the
in a severe situation. Based on the 2 SBLOCA calculation, accumulator and LHSI are activated at 23 10 sec. and 2730
however, the pmary system pressure does not actuate the sec. respectively, resulting in a dramatic reduction of the
accumulator until 2960 second after the accident, shown in cladding temperature. Those changes are shown in Figure 6 7
Figure 1. Therefore, the cladding temperature, shown in &8. 'Me reactor water level in the core and core exit
Figure 2 rises up over the safety limit of 1478 OK 2200 OF) temperature are therefore recovered to the acceptable range
even before the coolant being surged from the accumulator. after the make-up coolant supplied.
This is the case with potential threaten of core damage. As for
the SBLOCA with break size of and 0.5" as illustrated in The further analyses6 for 0.5" and 1" SBLOCA also have
Figure 1, the system pressures are never lower than neither been made to assure the capability of this procedure. The
the setpoint of accumulator nor the HSI, thus no ore simulated results all conclude that EOP 570.42 is determined
cooling rcoveries are established for these situations. to be adequate to recover the core after the small-break

accident. Note that no immediate action is taken after the
On the other hand, if the break size is larger than 3 the reactor level lower than 40%, which is an entry point of EOP

accumulator and HSI can be successfully surged into the 570.43, in this calculation. he effects of early actions to
RCS due to faster depressurization by larger leakage rate reduce system pressure by EOP 570.43 are discussed in next
from the break, resulting in a safe condition for the LOCA section.
with larger break. Tese basic analyses demonstrate that for
the 2- (or less) break LOCA, the operators should follow the 3. EOP 570.43 verification
EOP to take necessary actions to save the core. These basic This procedure is designed for "the reduction of core
simulated results are also used for the following verification cooling ability" and used to recover the cooling ability of the
of EOP. core. Either the low eactor water level (RVLIS<400/o or

high core exit temperature (>3710C) could trigger the
2. EOP 570.42 verification operators action. The main step in the procedure is also to

'Me emergency operation procedure 570.42 is designed for depressurize the secondary side to reduce the primary
the situation of insufficient core cooling ability. The criteria pressure and activate the accumulator and HSI. However,
for entering this procedure are the combination of low signal for preventing potential thennal shock of the reactor vessel,
of reactor vessel level indication system (RVLIS<40'/O) and the cooldown rate of the RCS cold leg is limited by 55OC/hr.
high core exit temperature (>3710C), or the core exit Per this constraint, the operator must control the steam
temperature higher than 6930C. If the criteria are reached exhausting rate by varying the flow area of the exhausting
during the unexpected event, the operator should then follow valve. If the valve is fully open, the exhausting steam will be
the procedure to check the current system configuration and expelled at its maximum rate, which is same as the action of
dump the secondary steam to the condenser in a maximum EOP 570.42. The case of opening 1/8 valve area is simulated
discharging rate. Also, the operators can. open the here to illustrate the effectiveness of EOP 570.43. It is noted
pressurizer's PORV for fast depressurization. These actions that the calculated cold-leg cooldown rates of My open and
could result in a fast depressurization of the secondary system 1/8 open are 512.90C/hr and 163.80C/hr respectively. These
as well as the primary side. The mid-pressure accumulator calculated values are actually higher than the limit set by
and the low head safety injection HSI) therefore can be EOP 570.43.
actuated in an earlier stage during the transient to provide
compensatory coolant for recovering the core. In the RELAP
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The depressurization of steam generator in this case is Because the cooldown rate at cold leg is not limited in
shown in Figure 9 It happens as soon as the reactor water EOP 570.42, the operators can quickly depressurize the
level (RVLIS) is lower than 40% of its original level. secondary side as well as the primary system. The RCS
Comparing with the depressurization with previous case with then can obtain the enough coolant from the acumulator
fully opening valve of EOP 570.42, the pressure relieve rate and LHSI to recover the core.
is much slower due to the smaller steam exhausting rate with If the operators stick with the EOP 570.43 once a
only 1/8 valve opening. Since only one of the criteria is corresponding entry point is met, the RCS cooldown and
needed in EOP 570.43 the accumulator could be activated to depressurization would not be quick enough for low head
dump coolant into the reactor about 200 seconds earlier than inventory makeup before core damage. The constraint of
the previous case. However, the long term core cooling by limited cooldown rate at cold leg of RCS, which is
LHSI could not be established before the core being heated up basically used for a protection of thermal shock, becomes
over the safety lin-dt. Referring to Figure 10, we may find that a challenge to the concern of inadequate core cooling.
reactor water level recovered from 40% to 90% at 2600 sec. The simulation of a combination usage of EOP 570.42 and
when the coolant of accumulator is dumped in, and the level EOP 570.43 show that the core could be in a safe
decreases gradually again due to lack of LHSI. The cladding condition if the operators take proper actions of quick
temperature reduces from the first peak of 1800 OK to 550 depressurization to induce in the required coolant.
OK, shown in Figure I by the incoming coolant from
accumulator, and then begins to rise again without adequate The depressurization of the secondary and primary system
LHS1. These results show that if the operators at this time plays an important role if the high-head injection is
still follow the 55OC/hr cold-leg cooldown rate, the reactor inoperable. Te reactor is determined to be recoverable as
may face a challenge of core damage. long as the accumulator and HSI works properly in the

event of SBLOCA with failed HHSI. As for the simulation of
4. EOP 570.43 to EOP 570.42 EOP's reactions, it should be noted that system performances

The previous studies of EOP 570.43 are based on the and operators' reactions are very dynamic, which are
assumption that it is used through the whole event. However, somewhat different from the static initial and boundary
the operators could switch back and forth dynamically among conditions inputted in the computer program. For the
different EPs depending on system performances. The inadequate core cooling, the operators can either open all
operators, therefore, can take the most effective way to steam dump vales or restart RCPs and open two pressurizer
recover the core under a very urgent situation, even though PORVs to accelerate system depressurization for obtaining
the reactor may be under some possible thermal shocks. A accumulator and low head safety injections. Therefore, more
case of 1-inch SBLOCA with combined actions of EOP simulations on different system situations and EOP's
570.42 and 570.43 is simulated to investigate the situation. responses need further investigation to verify the effectiveness

of the procedures.
The simulation first encounters the reactor water level

lower than 40%, and then enters EOP 570.43 to open the 1/8 REFERENCE
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ABSTRACT debris drained into the lower plenum about 30
mins. after the core was submerged in water. As

Severe accident evaluations for nuclear reactors this melt drained into the lower plenum, most of
consider the response when the core materials the material was particulated to sizes of
have been overheated sufficient to melt and several millimeters to several centimeters; yet
change geometry. One possible consequence of some of the debris was sufficiently continuous
this is that molten core debris could drain into that the reactor vessel wall reached tempera-
the lower plenum, as occurred in the TNI-2 tures in excess of 1100'C.' In addition to the
accident. Given this state, several physical RPV wall reaching elevated temperatures, several
processes need to be analyzed, i.e. the extent of the in-core penetrations were surrounded by
of debris particulation and cooling, the poten- the melt and heated to temperatures sufficient
tial for thermal attack of lower plenum for the penetrations themselves to be melted.
structures, the thermal transient of the PV and Since the central region of the penetration is a
the potential for external cooling of the RPV calibration chamber which is at the ontainment
lower head. pressure, melting of these in-core instruments

results in a small potential flow path for the
These are important and complex processes, the debris to be discharged into the containment.
evaluations of which need to be guided by well During the TMI-2 accident, many of these were
founded experiments. To support the development melted and resealed. All of this occurred with
of the MAAP codes, recent experiments have been the vessel full of water. Hence, those issues
performed on specific issues such as: related to possible accident management evalua-

tions need to consider that a damaged core, even
1. the response of lower head penetrations when submerged in water, can undergo relocation

submerged in a high temperature melt, within the reactor vessel and potentially
threaten structural members, including the RPV

2. the net steam generation rate when molten wall.
debris drains into the lower plenum,

This paper examines the processes as-
3. the formation of a contact resistance when sociated with molten debris transport into the

molten debris drains through water and lower plenum, and those dominant physical
contacts the RPV wall and processes which could affect the extent and rate

of energy transfer from debris to the reactor
4. the potential for external cooling of the vessel wall and in-core instrument penetrations.

RPV lower head. Also considered are other aspects of plant
specific designs or accident management actions

This paper discusses these experiments and their that could counter such energy transfer and act
results. More importantly, it discusses how to maintain the RPV integrity. The physical
these are used in formulating models to repre- processes addressed are:
sent the lower plenum response in the AAP
codes. - debris drainage into the lower plenum and

associated particulation,
INTRODUCTION

. the contact resistance that could be developed

The TMI-2 accident, while considered by between molten debris and the RPV wall,
many to be a unique accident sequence, actually
represents far more of Level 2 PRA/PSA issues . the thermal response of in-core instrument
than is generally realized. Specifically, the penetrations when submerged by debris, and
core underwent substantial damage, was recovered
by water, but could not achieve a coolable . the role of external cooling in preserving RPV
configuration in this geometry. As a conse- integrity.
quence, approximately 20 metric tons of molten
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processes. In the MAAP4 code, this is repre- 015 0% 0
sented as the erosion of a cylindrical jet using LI

2 0 . a A� 0the Ricou-Spalding correlation for entrainment.
The entrainment rate for such erosion is given 0 a
by U -------------------P 0.5

hylor's Cormlaton: L = 15-
1/2 D (fp!

Pf 0
A E P U. (1) 0 5 10 15 20

e sj PC C i
FROWWWR

11-01-M

Jet Velocity Wm 1(nVs)
Core

Support
Structure Figure 2 Comparison of Taylor's correlation to

available data as represented by Burger, et al.
(1993).

than is represented by an entrainment coeffi------------- ---------
C orium cient of 0.1. This can be easily varied in the

-7- analyses to include values from 0.1 to 0.05
Wate ------ which spans this data.

As the molten material drains into the
lower plenum and is entrained, the particulated
debris would tend to quench and produce steam.
The low density steam causes an upward flow,
acting to levitate the debris, Figure 3 If we

Vessel assume the debris mass in the interaction zone
is levitated, a static balance on the interac-

Lower tion zone can be used to characterize the
Head limitation.

Figure I Schematic of corium jets in water- Molten
filled lower plenum illustrating incomplete and Jet Steam
complete jet breakup.

............For this representation, the jet radius is ...................
eroded at a constant rate, and the maximum
length of the intact jet can be evaluated by ...... ...
integrating the erosion along the length of the Entrained. .............
jet as given by . ....... Debris

1/2
L [PC (2)
D 2 E Pf

0 0

The predicted jet breakup is compared with a
number of experiments using Wood's metal and
other materials including molten U02 in Figure
2, taken from Ref 3 When E - .1, which is
in general agreement with o8servations from
gravity driven flows, the above expression
becomes the Taylor equation shown in Fig. 2 As
illustrated, the ANL and Ispra experiments, W1=071CDR
using realistic materials and jet velocities
representative of drainage conditions, show
general agreement with the proposed approach. Figure 3 Particulation resulting from jet
If anything, these tests show somewhat longer disintegration and the induced water circula-
penetration lengths, i.e. less particulation tion.
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m g m
a)PfIgh - c or a f h - --SI (3) does not substantially change the water subcool-

[Pf A i Ai ing in the same relative magnitude as those'
performed at essentially atmospheric pressure.

This is a self-limiting process since quenching Table compares the model and the Ispra experi-
more debris would entrain the material out of ments in terms of jet breakup (particulation)
the interaction zone. The particulated molten
debris would be of a capillary size as given by and energy J) distributed, i.e. the pressure

increase and energy to the heat sinks. In these
tests, all of the debris was particulated, which

dP - Fil (4) is generally consistent with the prediction.
PC In addition, the energy to the gas space agrees

with the model prediction, with most of the
with a levitation velocity of energy delivered to the subcooled water. As

indicated in the table, the extent of subcooling
4 PC - Pf in the FARO test is further complicated by the

U - - g d = (5)
P 3 pf w temperature gradient in the water. Therefore,

two sets of conditions are given, the first with
This is assumed to be the water velocity cir- a subcooling of 16'C and the second a value of
culating through this interaction zone as a 20'C. Both of these result in predictions which
result of the density differences. Furthermore, are in general agreement with the data.
if we assume the quenching interval can be
approximated as - h/U , the mass of core B. Formation of a Contact Resistance
material in the interaction zone is that which
is in the process of quenching, m - ; e T. From Non-particulated molten material draining
this we can evaluate the rate at iihich energy is into the lower plenum and contacting the reactor
being removed from the debris (quenched), based vessel wall would result in energy transfer from
on the sensible and latent heat in the material the high temperature melt to the stainless steel
and the material entrainment rate liner and carbon steel wall. This was analyzed

in the Zion Probabilistic Safety StUdy,4 assum-
C e[cc(Tc - Tsat) ] ;e h.ff 9 + � 2(6) ing direct contact between the high temperature

melt and the vessel wall. With this assumption,
Dividing this into the net steam generation the inner surface of the reactor vessel wall

and that transferred to the circulating water achieves an elevated temperature characterized

O in the interaction zone results in by the contact interface temperature between the

molten material and the comparatively cold steel

2 c I Tsat - -L21 wall.
:9 1 - I (7)

c e heff It is important to remember that this
molten material is descending through water

where is the water flow rate into the inter- before contacting the wall. As a consequence,
action zone and c I is the water specific heat. small imperfections (cavities) in the wall,

This expression can be further reduced to typically of the nucleation sites for nucleate

boiling, also contain water as characterized in

cj(T - T Figure 4 Molten debris contacting the wall
sat (8) captures the water in these wall crevices and

a h this water subsequently vaporizes as the thermalc eff wave propagates through the vessel wall; i.e.

The void fraction at the top of the interaction over an interval of tens of milliseconds to

zone likely has a value of about 0.5, and for hundreds of milliseconds. Since the wall tem-

this simplified analysis we assume an average peratures created by direct contact are far in

void in the zone of 025. By inspection, we see excess of the water thermodynamic critical

this function has the expected trend that in- temperature, the pressures that could be

creased subcooling reduces the net steam developed within these wall crevices are much

generation rate. greater than the RCS pressure and could act as a

distributed force to move the frozen layer of

Comparing this model with available experi- core debris away from the vessel wall. This

ments is complicated by the pressurization would create a contact resistance (gap) between

observed in most tests, which influences the the debris and the RPV wall which substantially

water subcooling. Furthermore, steam can con- influences the rate of heat transfer from the

dense, in some cases quite rapidly, on the steel debris to the wall. Specifically, the energy

walls of the experimental test vessels. transfer across a thin steam gap would be due to

Therefore, an evaluation of the particulation conduction and radiation, thereby reducing the

and net steam generation must include an assess- rate of heat transfer and the rate of heating of

ment of these two potentially dominant the reactor vessel wall. As a consequence, the

processes. Perhaps the easiest tests to examine vessel wall thermal transient is substantially

are the Ispra experiments because they are slowed, as is the progression toward any condi-

larger scale, and more importantly, performed at tion which would threaten RPV integrity. Since

elevated pressure and temperature. Under these most severe accident evaluations must consider

conditions, an increase in the system pressure that molten debris could drain into the lower
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Table - PARTITIONING OF ENERGY DURING DRAINAGE OF MOLTEN MATERIAL
(Experimental Pressure Transient)

Energy to the Energy to
Gas Space the Water

Jet W) (Mi)
Water Jet Breakup Exp. MAAP Exp_ MAAP
Depth Dia. Length AP 

ZU_ Test (m) (cm) (m) Heat Sinks

FARO ST 0.87 10 1.6 7.5 8.52 3.04 3.04
QT2 1.0 10 1.6 22.3 25.4(AT-16) 10.3 6

23.7(AT-20) 10.3 77

heavier outer thimble supporting the reactor
coolant system pressure. A typical PWR thimble

Frozen shown in Figure 55 could be submerged by molten
Debris debris, resulting in melting of the thin thimble

Molten Pipe Wall tube and entry of the molten debris into the
Debris (Steel) central passage. Since this passage is at

containment pressure, the pressure difference
between the reactor coolant system and contain-
ment is the driving potential for the melt to

revices flow through this cylindrical passage. Melt
flow through the passage causes heat exchange
with the thimble tube wall and the water which
is in the region between the thimble tube and
the heavier thimble support wall. Boiling in
the intermediate region would result with the
possibe ejection of this water. Also, this
results in substantial solidification of the
flowing molten debris. As discussed in Ref.
151, the prototypic experiments using full scale
penetrations observed freezing of the debris,

Water sufficient to cause complete blockage of this
flow path. Other experiments were performed for
BWR and PWR types of penetrations and observed
this resealing of the central passage.

• Pipe is Initially Water Filled. Furthermore, as was the case in the TMI-2 acci-
dent, none of the internal welds for the

• Interface Temperature on Contact is: penetrations eperienced failure, and in fact
• Much Greater than the Critical those experiments with water in the lower plenum

were observed to develop a contact resistance as
Temperature for Water, discussed above. Hence, severe accident model-

ing should include realistic assessments of
• Sufficient to Freeze the material submerging the in-core instrument

Molten Debris, penetrations, melting the penetration wall, melt
flow through the central passage and the poten-

• Insufficient to Melt the tial for resealing of flow paths with frozen

Steel Wall. debris.
SOW T" Odd

C&OW Thk.W Ttft VAVW
Figure 4 - Possible mechanism for developing a opm to AM%",=

thin steam layer (contact esistance). TUM
M Lim

plenum through water, considerations associated
MW ~with the formation of a contact resistance are VAW

of first order importance in modeling the reac-
tor pressure vessel response. SkWA"

C. Influence of Molten Debris on, In-Core Tmwhb k"

Instruments Lalar AL

MW OW
In-core instrument thimbles are part of the Am"

reactor vessel pressure boundary which could be
threatened by non-particulated debris. These conwwwd Two

BWR and PWR instruments typically have a thimble 1,WO' O.D. . O.W W. Seckn

tube which creates a channel (central passage)
to transport a moveable detector, and a much Figure - Test element configuration.
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D. External Cooling INFLUENCE ON INTEGRAL ANALYSES

Many designs have a configuration like that The combination of models discussed above
shown in Figure 6 which results in submergence substantially influence the reactor system and
of the RPV if water is accumulated in the con- containment integral response. Debris par-
tainment as a result of injection of the RWST. ticulation determines (1) the extent of debris
With such a configuration, significant scale bed formation and 2 the respective rates of
experiments6 have shown that the nucleate boil- energy transfer (from quenching) to the water
ing from the outer surface is more than pool and to the RCS gas volume. Furthermore,
sufficient to remove the energy that could be steam added to the gas volume acts to pressurize
transferred to the reactor vessel wall from the the RCS, thereby increasing the subcooling of
core debris. Typically the experiments and the water in the lower plenum. Moreover, the
analyses did not consider a gap resistance as debris particulation model determines the frac-
discussed above. With a contact resistance, the tion of melt which would progress through the
energy transfer from the molten pool to the RPV water without forming particles. This con-
lower head would decrease, thereby increasing tinuous stream would contact the vessel wall and
the margin against failure if the vessel outer form a debris layer with limited coolability.
surface is submerged. Molten core debris would Particulated debris quenches and forms a debris
not be expected to threaten the RPV integrity as bed and does not directly threaten either the
long as the vessel could be cooled externally. reactor vessel wall or structures within the
Conversely, if the vessel is not cooled exter- lower plenum. This is consistent with the
nally, the energy transfer from the core debris observations from the TMI-2 accident.
would be sufficient to heat the reactor vessel
wall such that material creep would cause Once the debris character is determined, a
stretching of the vessel, either due to the potential for forming a contact resistance
internal pressure or the weight of the core between a continuous melt layer and the wall is
debris in the lower head. Both of these would assessed. The initial conditions required for
result in vessel failure. These failures could establishing this resistance are: (1) water in
either be at a penetration or at the upper the lower plenum and 2 a continuous layer of
regions of the accumulated debris pool where the molten material that could trap water in the
reactor vessel wall would likely achieve the surface cavities. Given these conditions, a
highest temperatures. To ascertain the long steam gap of 100 to 300 microns could be an-
term response of the reactor vessel lower ticipated. This substantially influences the
plenum, the integral calculations must include rate of energy transfer from the melt to the RPV
considerations of the influences of water in the wall, as well as the timing and mode of poten-
lower plenum, as well as water accumulated in tial RPV failure. Realistic assessments of the
the containment which could cool the RPV wall. lower plenum response during accident conditions

must include the potential for developing such a
contact resistance.

As discussed above, experiments which model
the thermal response of penetrations when sub-
merged in molten material have shown the water
annulus surrounding the thimble tube freezes the
high temperature molten material if it flows
through the tube. Therefore, these penetrations
do not result in an early failure of the reactor
vessel wall due to thermal attack by the high
temperature melt. On the other hand, the welds
supporting these penetrations are only partial
depth (a fraction of the wall thickness), and as
a consequence, represent a locally reduced wall
thickness. Therefore, the performance f the
welds under long term lower plenum response
should also be evaluated as part of an integral
analysis to assess if a failure could occur.

Lastly, integral analysis must assess the

Water Level potential for heat removal from the RPV wall and
After RWST the potential for preventing reactor vessel
Injection failure. This means assessing the potential for

external cooling of the RPV wall sufficient to
In-Co maintain a significant fraction of the wall at

Instrurne Reactor Cavity temperatures where the steel has considerable
Tunnel strength.

Figure 6 Water accumulation on the containment
floor after RWST injection.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS Greek Letters

Severe accidents are those resulting in a Average coolant void fraction.
substantial overheating and melting of the
reactor fuel. The experience in the TMI-2 Latent heat of fusion for the core debris.
accident has shown that molten material can flow
into the RPV lower plenum even when the vessel PC Density of the core debris.
is filled with water. Consequently, modeling of
the reactor system integral response must con- Pf Density of saturated water.
sider the potential for debris
particulation/non-particulation, overheating of a Surface tension of the molten debris.
the vessel wall, the response of lower head
penetrations and the influence of external Time constant for quenching.
cooling. Experiments have been conducted to
evaluate these phenomena, and in some cases the REFERENCES
experiments have achieved prototypical condi-
tions. Integral reactor system analyses must 1. LIFFORD, B. L., et al., "Three Mile Island
characterize these important phenomena related Revisited', Mechanical Engineering, pp. 42-47,
to the possibility of maintaining the damaged (1991).
core material within the reactor system, and
thereby assuring a long term safe stable state. 2. RICOU, F. B. and SPALDING, D. B.,

NOMENCLATURE "Measurements of Entrainment by Axisymmetrical
Turbulent Jets', Journal of Fluid Mechanics, 11,

A Cross sectional area of the thermal inter- pp. 21-32, 1961.

i action zone. 3. BURGER, M., CHO, S. H, BERG, E. V. and

A Surface area of a molten jet. SCHATZ, A., 'Breakup of Melt Jets as Pre-
S] Condition for Premixing: Modeling an

C Specific heat of the core material. Experimental Verification", CSNI-FCI Specialist
C Meeting, Santa Barbara, CA, (January 5-8, 1993).

D0 Initial diameter of the molten jet. 4. COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY (CECo), -Zion

d Particle diameter. Probabilistic Safety Study, (1981).
P

E Empirical constant. 5. HAMKERSLEY, R. J., MERILO, M. and HENRY, R.
0 E., 'Experiment to Address Lower Plenum Response

9 Acceleration of gravity. Under Severe Accident Conditions", ProbabilisticSafety Assessment Intl. Topical Mtg., Clearwater

h Interaction zone. Beach, FL, pp. 193-198, (1993).

h Effective enthalpy change from quenching. 6. HENRY, R. E., BURELBACH, J. P., HAMMERSLEY,
eff R. J., HENRY, C. E. and KLOPP, C. T., "Cooling

L Length of the molten jet. of Core Debris Within the Reactor Vessel LowerHead', Nuc. Tech., Vol. 101, pp. 385-399,

M Hags of core material. (1993).
C

Entrainment rate of the molten debris.
e

k Energy transfer rate from quenching.

9 Rate of energy transfer to the gas space.

41 Rate of energy transfer to the water.

TC Initial temperature of the molten debris.

T1 Temperature of the water.

Tsat Saturation temperature of the water.

UP Levitation velocity.

Uw Velocity of water.

uJ Velocity of the molten jet;
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ABSTRACT urbanized metropolis, most of the population should be
benefitted from the protection of the buildings during a

A survey of the Hong Kong building types and a nuclear accident. Therefore, the purpose of the present
grouping scheme is developed such that a set of study is to investigate and to present the results of the
population-weighted effective shielding and inhalation effectiveness of risk reduction in Hong Kong by various
factors can be devised for nuclear accident consequence measures of sheltering the population during severe nuclear
analysis. By using a variable trajectory dispersion/ accidents.
consequence model RADIS and the Hong Kong weather
data, the present study obtains sets of occurrence
frequency distributions of early fatality, early injuries and
latent cancers for four different emergency response HONG KONG GEOGRAPHY
countermeasures which include no sheltering, sheltering
with no action, sheltering with actions and sheltering with Hong Kong is located at 22.3'N and II 4.21E on the
rigorous actions. It is found that proper countermeasures southern edge of China facing the South China Sea. As
can significantly reduce the risk of early effects to the shown in Figure 1, the Guangdong Nuclear Power Station
Hong Kong public by eliminating the possibility of early is situated approximately 50 km from downtown Hong
fatality and drastically reducing of 12 orders of magnitude Kong and less than 30 km from some suburban areas.
in early injuries. Similar reduction in the risk of latent From historic data[2], it is known that the Hong Kong
cancers can be also seen but the savings are not as drastic wind rose is dominated by the east and north-east-east
as those of the early effects. directions most of the year. In the spring, the wind is

usually north-easterly blowing from Daya Bay to Hong
Kong. During the summer months of July and August, the

INTRODUCTION wind direction shifts to become south-westerly. In the
present study, a complete weather condition library for a

Guangdong Nuclear Power Plant at Daya Bay, a representating year in Hong Kong has been devised for
joint-venture of Hong Kong and China, is now in the analysis.
process of coming into full power operational. The plant
houses two French PWRs with a total capacity of - 1900
MW and is situated 50 kin from downtown Hong Kong. ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION/CONSEQUENCE
During a severe nuclear accident, radioactive materials can MODEL
be released from the power plant into the atmosphere. It is
possible that the surrounding population are exposed to During a severe nuclear accident, radioactivities are
both the radiation emitted from the radioactive plume released from the plant and are transported and dispersed
(cloudshine) and the radiation emitted from the in the atmosphere. In order to determine the nuclide
radionuclides deposited on buildings and ground surfaces concentrations and their biological consequences, an
(groundshine). One of the emergency countermeasures is accident consequence analysis package RADIS[31 is used
sheltering the population by advising them to stay indoor in the present study. RADIS is basically a two-
to reduce the external gamma doses and internal doses dimensional trajectory puff dispersion/consequence model
caused by inhalation. The effectiveness of the protection specifically developed for Hong Kong by the University of
provided by the buildings depends on the structures and the Hong Kong. In the absence of a plant-specific PSA study,
ventilation of the buildings. Since Hong Kong is a highly the present study uses the generic WASH-1400 PWR
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Figure 1. Hong Kong Geography and its Measuring Stations

release categories[41 and their associated occurrence square kilometer, the population density of HongKong is
frequencies to approximate the source terms of Guangdong quite high. Based on its geography and the convenience of
Nuclear Power Plant. It has also a biological model which analysis, the present study divides Hong Kong into 24
uses the airborne radionuclide concentrations to predict the population centers. Because of the rapid economic
short-term and long-term radiation doses resulted from development, much of the rural areas in the New
cloudshine, groudshine and inhaltion. From the doses Territories only twenty years ago are now, to a large
deliveredto the organs, theconsequence model of RADIS degree, suburbanized. As a result, it would be reasonable

then predicts the number of early fatalities, early injuries, to assume that most of the populations would remain in

and latent cancers in different population centers. For some form of housing which provides shielding effects

conservatism, one can always assume no protection from from the deposited activities of ground surface, outer walls
both external gamma irradiation and inhaltion. But for a and roofs of buildings during a nuclear accident. Also, air-

highly urbanized area such as Hong Kong, this is too conditioned buildings can provide additional protection as

conservative because dose savings as a result of gamma it tends to reduce human inhaltion of radionuclides during

shielding and cutdown of inhaltion by the building the passage of the radioactive plurne from the darnaged

structures could be quite significant and should be taken nuclear power plant.

into consideration.
Based on the 1991 Census, the living quarters in

Hong Kong are classified into twelve categories. Upon

examination of their structural similarities, the present

HONG KONG POPULATION AND HOUSING study further group them into six groups each of which can

be represented by a characteristic gamma shielding factor.

According to the 1991 Hong Kong Census[51, the The selection of the group characteristic shielding factors

total population of Greater Hong Kong was 5511,149 with are based on the recommendations of Graf and Bayer[6]

most of the population cencentrating in Hong Kong Island for some similar houses in Europe. The results of the

and Kowloon Peninsula. For a physical size of only 1000 grouping are given in Table .
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Table 1. Shielding Factors for Building Groups of Hong Kong

Living Quarter Shielding
Factor

Group I I Housing authority rental block (A) 0.021

2 Housing authority rental block (13)

3 Housing society rental block

Group 2 4 Housing authority home ownership estate 0.01

5 Private housing block (self-contained)

6 Private housing block (non self-contained)

Group 3 7 Villas/bungalows/niodern village house 0.13

Group 4 9 Simple stone structure/traditional village house 0.13

Group 9 Institution 0.006

10 Other permanent housings

Group 6 1 11 Roof top structure 0.31

L 121 Other temporary housings

With the six groups of housing, the present study RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
can go on to determine the shielding factors for the 24
population centers of Greater Hong Kong. This is The results of analysis for early fatalities, early
accomplished by averaging the fractional contributions of injuries and latent cancers are given in Figures 2 through
all groups of housing weighted by its population within a 4. It is obvious from Figure 2 that the occurrence
population center. In addition to the gamma shielding, the frequency of early fatality can be drastically reduced by
buildings could be very effective in reducing the indoor -2 orders of magnitude and the maximum number of
radionuclide concentrations. In general, an air-conditioned fatality is limited to < 0 if the Hong Kong general
high rise office building would be more effective than a public simply stay indoor. For the With Action and
well ventilated public housing building. Since the Rigorous Action cases, the occurrence frequency is
inhalation factor is the ratio of the exposure with to that, reduced further to < ' events/y and the number of
without the presence of the building, its determination fatality is < 2. For any practical purpose, the occurrence
requires the knowledge of the size of a typical unit of the of early fatality is basically eliminated. This is because
building as well as its air infiltration rate. early fatalities are basically controlled by short term direct

cloudshine and groundshine irradiations and shielding

For the present study, three possible emergency provided by building structures are very effective in cutting
countermeasures are assumed; they are: No Action, With down these kinds of gamma irradiations. From Figure 3,
Action and Rigorous Action. In the first case, people it can be seen that staying indoor alone (No Action) can
remain indoor but make no special effort to close windows reduce the occurrence frequency of early injuries by about
and turn off their air-conditioning units. For the With half an order of magnitude from the no sheltering case.
Action case, people remain indoor but they also close all For the With Action case and the Rigorous Action case,
windows and turn off their air-conditioning units. For the the occurrence frequency can be drastically reduced by
Rigorous Action case, it is assumed that people stay indoor more than an order of magnitude. Although early injuries
and make special effort to seal off leaks to minimize air cannot be eliminated completely, the maximum number of
infiltration. The results of the determination of the early injuries can be reduced from - 101 to - 10' by
shielding factors and the inhalation factors are summarized proper countermeasures. At this point, it is obvious that
in Table 2. the early effects are very sensitive to the emergency
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Table 2 Shielding and Inhalation Factors for Hong Kong Population Centers

Population Shielding Inhalation Factors

Centre Factor No Action With Action Rigorous Action

1. Central/Western 0.013 0.87 0.22 0.15

2. Southern 0.032 0.92 0.53 0.43

3. Eastern 0.018 0.90 0.37 0.28

4. Wan Chai 0.014 0.86 0.20 0.14

5. Yau Tsim 0.012 0.85 0.19 0.13

-6. Mong Kok 0.013 0.86 0.20 0.14

7. Sham ShuiPo 0.022 0.89 0.32 0.24

8. Kwai Tsing 0.028 0.93 0.58 0.47

9. Tsuen Wan 0.035 0.91 0.44 0.35

10. Kowloon City 0.017 0.89 0.35 0.26

11. Wong Tai Sin 0.030 0.93 0.54 0.43

12. Kwun Tong 0.030 0.93 0.53 0.42

13. Tseung Kwan 0 0.050 0.89 0.45 0.36

14. Sha Tin 0.029 0.90 0.46 0.36

15. Sai Kung Central 0.096 0.78 0.25 0.19

16. Sai Kung Islands 0.203 0.86 0.57 0.54

17. Tai Po Central 0.038 0.91 0.45 0.35

18. Tai Po East 0.156 0.79 0.36 0.32

19. Mirs Bay 0.156 0.91 0.54 0.48

20. Northem 0.076 0.92 0.53 0.44

21. Yuen Long 0.097 0.90 0.47 0.39

22. Tuen Mun 0.029 0.94 0.57 0.47

23. Islands 0.104 0.86 0.42 0.33

24. Ping Chau 0.154 0.95 0.25 0.22

countermeasures or, in other words, great benefits can be the occurrence frequency of latent cancers. This is because
achieved by some simple measures taken by the public latent cancers are primarily controlled by doses caused by
themselves. However, similar risk reduction of latent inhalation and simply staying indoor is not effective
cancers cannot be seen as illustrated by Figure 4 It is enough for risk reduction. It can also be seen that the With
evident that the No Action case cannot significantly reduce Action and Rigorous Action countermeasures can reduce
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ABSTRACT design, within the BTP RSB 5-1 requirements. The YGN
3&4 auxiliary pressurizer spray systeni, which has been

'Me Natural Circulation Cooldown (NCC) analysis credited for RCS depressurization in the 3800 MWt System
2from normal operations to shutdown cooling entry 80 atural circulation cooldown alysis, is not accepted

conditions for Yonggwang units 34 (YGN 34) was by KINS as a safety grade system to be used in the
performed within the requirements of U.S. Nuclear natural circulation cooldown analysis and testing. Therefore,
Regulatory Commission (NRC) Branch Technical the YGN 34 safety grade RCGVS, originally designed for
Position (BTP) RSB 5-1. The esults showed that the high-point venting, is used to depressurize the RCS.
the YGN 34 can be cooled and depressurized to the Therefore a natural circulation cooldown analysis for
shutdown entry conditions 350 F, 410 psia) within YGN 34 from normal operation to shutdown cooling entry
16 hours under natural circulation condition requiring conditions was performed within the requirements of BTP
only 78% of the minimum condensate water storage RSB 5-1, and the analysis results are presented 5in this
capacity in conformance with BTP RSB 5-1 paper. In ts analysis, te LTC computer code wit a

demiled node and flow-path approach is used to model the
requirements. The results also demonstrated that the reactor coolant system with a rigorous modeling for the
safety grade Reactor Coolant Gas Vent System potential steam bubble formation in the Reactor Vessel
(RCGVS) has sufficient capacity for the RCS Upper Head (RVUH).
depressurization as well as for the steam void control
in the reactor vessel upper head region. 2. ANALYSIS

1. INTRODUCTION 2.1 Method

The U.S. NRC set forth requirements on the natural The computer simulation of the natural circulation

circulation cooldown operations in the Standard Review Plan cooldown analysis for YGN 3 uized the LTC code

under 137? RSB 5-1.1 The BTP RSB 5-1 requires that which has previously been used by CE to perform 3800
the nuclear power plant denwristrate that it can be brought MWt System 80 natural circulation cooldown analyses.2

from normal operating conditions to cold shutdown under 'Me LTC code employs a node and flow-path approach to
the natural circulation conditions using only safety-grade model the RCS as hown in Figure 1. The LTC de

systems and functions and with only onsite or oske (not model for the flow t the RVUH results in a echanistic

both) power available and assuming a single failure. It calculation of the normal flow into and out of the region
also specifies the test requirements for boron mi)dng under forced and natural circulation conditions. The flow
capability and natural circulation cooldown within the limits into and out of the RVUH is very small during forced

specified in the Eergency Operating Procedure. circulation cnditions and even smaller when the reactor
coolant umps are not aailable. Following a loss of

In response to these requirements, de Combustion forced flow, the RVUH can remain relatively hot and
Engineering (CE) company performed a computer sinuilation thermally lag behind the remainder of the RCS during a

for the System 80 plant using its LTC (Long Term cooldown. In addition, since the RVUH is at a higher
Cooling) computer code.' Also, two tests for CE plants elevation than the RCS, natural circulation induced flow into

were conducted to demonstrate ffie conformance to the BTP and out of the region is unlikely.

RSB 5-1 requirements; San Onofre unit 2 for pre-System
80 plantS3 and Palo Verde unit I for System 80 plantS.4 During a cooldown, the fluid in the RVUH region must

either be cooled by heat conduction (throtigh the wlls or

Although the analysis and test performed for the 3800 by a feed-and-bleed operation with the cooler reactor

MWt System 80 CE plant have demonstrated its confor- coolant fluid to euilibrate thermal conditions. Ile System

mance to the U.S. NRC requirements, the Korea Institute of 80 natural circulation cooldown analysis concluded that a

Nuclear Safety (KINS) a representative of Korean licensing normal RCS cooidown in onJunction with a conduction

authority, requested a demonstration of the natural circula- cooldown of the RVUH to shutdown cooling entry
2tion capability of YGN 34 a 2825 MWt System 80 conditions required about 55 hours. Although such a
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The LTIC press model consists of a two-region,
"Ode nonequilibriurn thermodynamic model similar t RVUH
Flow model). The pressurizer odel includes the surge line,
PaHi heat transfer between pressurizer metal walls and fluid

(including heat loss to the containment), main and auxiliary
2 sprays, backup and proportional heaters, and pressurizer

safety valves,

LOOP I LWP The RCGVS for YGN 34 has been odeled to
accurately calculate the RCS depressurization and RVUH
void ollapsing. As shown in Figure 2 tis system

is consists of a 34 inch vent lines connected to the top of
pressurizer as well as to the top of RVTR The RCGVS

ia off the pressurizer has two flow paths; one has two
solenoid valves and the oer has a flow restricting orifice
and a solenoid valve. The RCGVS off the RVUH has a

Figure 1. LTC Code RCS Nodes and Flow Paths cominon flow restricting orifice in the vessel head and wo
flow paths with one solenoid valve in each path. Both
fines from the pressurizer and the RVUH are connected to

cooldown and subsequent depressurization would preclude the reactor dram tank via the pressurizer safety valve
steam bubble formation in the RVLJ ts eended discharge line,
oDoldown period would preclude entrance into shutdown
cooling entry conditions wthin the cpacity of the 2.2 Acceptance Criteria
condensate storage tank. Dierefore a cooldown procedure
allowmg a RVUH steam bubble formation and utilizing a Tbe cceptance criteria applied to Us analysis are
deliberate artial draming and efilling the upper head the requirements specified in the BIT RSB 5-1. However,
region was selected for the System 80 analysis and is also some technical specification limits which yield the cooldown
used for YGN 34. process in a conservative direction are also used. The

major acceptance criteria are as follows

Ile RVUH node onsists of a two-region, non-
equilibrium thermodynamic model A omentum balance is A. Ile plant must be capable of completing a natural
used to cculate the coolant flow into and out of the circulation cooldown by (1) assuming the loss of offske
RVIJIL A mass and energy balance is also performed on power and a concurrent single failure, 2 maintaining the
the RVLJH node. The state conditions that can eidst for plant in hot standby condition for at least 4 hours following
the two-region odel are liquid in both regions (saturated the loss of offsite power, and (3) using only safety grade
or subcooled); steam (saturated or superheated) over liquid equipment for the entire natural circulation cooldown
(suboDoled, saturated, or two-phase); or steam in both process.

regions (saturated or superheated). B. The formation of a steam void in the RLJH region is

acceptable as long as it does not result in steam voiding in
the reactor vessel outlet plenum and/or a loss of natural
circulation flow through the reactor core.

C. 'Me ability to control the RCS pressure and RLTH
steam bubble, if it is formed, using the PZR gas vent
system, RVLJH gas vent system, and RCS akeup via
throttled high-pressure safety injection HPSD flow must
be demonstrated.

ORIFICE W
7/ N D. T'he degree of subcooling in the RCS hot legs must be

ir maintained greater than 20 'F. stablishing 20 'F sub-
cooling ensures the fluid surrounding the core is subcooled.

W
a: E. The cooldown from hot standby to shutdown cooling
a. entry conditions shall be performed at, or below, the

t� :ORIFICE administratively controlled cooldown rate of 75 TAir.

6/32' F. The cooldown and depressurization to shutdown cooling
I entry conditions 350 OF and 410 psia) ust be completed

RVUH within the limitation of the available safety grade

TO condensate storage capacity inimum 300,000 gallons).

CONT 2.3 Assumptions
ATM

In order to conform the B? RSB 5-1 requirements
Figure 2 Schematics of RCGVS for YGN 34 as well as to have nservative esults, several assumptions
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are ade. Also, the operator actions assumed in this G. The operator throttles the flow of one BPSI pump
analysis are taken from the ABB-CE Emergency Procedure within its inimum delivery capacity during the cooldown
Guidelines (EPGs)r and applied consistently throughout the as necessary to control pressurizer level and pressure.
whole cooldown/depressurization process. The assumed The pressurizer level is controlled between 20% and 70%
operational status of the key systerns and components are to avoid a solid condition or a drained condition.
fisted in Table 

EL The operator manually controls the safety grade
Table 1. Operational Status of Key Systems and pressurizer gas vent system (using the line with the ofice)

Equipments instead of the auxiliary pressurizer spray system to
depressurize the RCS.

SYSTEM/COMPONENT STATUS
Reactor coolant pumps Unavailable 1. 'Me operator manually controls the RVUH gas vent
Pressurizer pressure CS Unavailable system and the BPSI flow to collapse a potential steam
Pressurizer level CS Unavailable void in the RVUH. This analysis conservatively assumes
Letdown/Charging pumps Unavailable that the size of the RVUH void is firnited to one half the
Pressurizer spray and heaters Unavailable total RVUH volume or approximately 750 fe.

Stem bypass control system Unavailable J. Ile heated junction thermocouple system, a part of the
Main feedwater system Unavailable
CEDM cooling fan Unavailable inadequate core cooling monitoring system (ICCMS),
Reactor protection system Available measures the collapsed liquid level in the RVUR Ile
Emergency diesel generators One available operators are assumed to use the ICCMS as well as the
High Pressure safety injection One tin available pressurizer level increase to monitor the liquid level in the
Atmospheric dump valves One available/SG RVUR
Auxiliary feedwater system One train available K. It is conservatively assumed that no heat transfer
Seismic Category I condensate Available

storage tanks, 300,000 gal. occurs from the RVUH to the containment atmosphere via
Refueling water tank Available 4000 ppm) the control element drive mechanism (CEDM), although heat
RVUH gas vent system Available loss from the RVUH to the containment via the CEDM will
Pressurizer gas vent system Available exist even with the CEDM cooling fans unavailable.

Followings are the major assumptions and iitial L. This analysis conservatively assumes no heat transfer
conditions along with their justifications from the fluid in the RVUH to the fluid in the outlet

plenum via the upper guide structure.

A. Once the plant reaches shutdown cooling entry M. Decay heat values used in this analysis are the
conditions, the plant wl subsequently be cooled to cold 1971-ANS Decay Heat Model.7
shutdown using the shutdown cooling system

B. The analysis is performed using the restrictions of BTP N. To prevent pressurized thernial shock ding the
RSB 5-1, i.e., only safety grade equipment is used cooldown process, the maximum subcooling margin allowed
concurrent with a loss of offsite power and a single is set to be 150 F, which is taken from the ABB-CE
failure. The single failure assumed is one diesel generator EPGs' with some additional margin.

failing to start which disables one entire eergency power 0. The steam generator water level is controlled at the
train and maximizes the time required to cooldown to the normal operating water level of 79% (wide range). This
shutdown cooling entry conditions and, hence, maximizes will maximize the auxiliary feedwater usage since it

the condensate water usage. accounts for the steam generator level shrink after a

C. The RCS is initially at 100% steady-state conditions, reactor trip.
564.5 `F reactor inlet terriperature, 2250 psia pressurizer P. The pressurizer heat loss to the containment is

pressure, and 1070 psia stearn generator secondary conservatively assumed to be less than the minimulm.

pressure. insulation design requirement value for YGN 34.

D. The initiating event is assumed to be a loss of offsite Q. The most negative moderator temperature and Doppler

power at time zero resulting in an assumed loss of power reactivity feedback coefficients, a minimum shutdown rod

to the reactor coolant pumps MCPS) and thus nearly worth, and a zero initial RCS boron concentration with a
instantaneous reactor trip (i.e., CPC trip on low reactor inverse boron worth are used to conservatively

coolant pump shaft speed). evaluate the shutdown margin availability.

E. Following the reactor trip, the operator ManuallY 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
controls the Atrnospheric Dump Valves (ADVs t restore

and stabilize secondary pressure at normal no-load hot Immediately following the loss of offsite power (and the

standby conditions 1170 psia secondary pressure). assumed loss of power t the RCPs), flow ffirough the core

F. The cooldown rate used is 50 F/hr wch is slower decreases as the RCPs coast down. This results in a CPC

than the maximurn administrative cooldown rate of 75 F/hr reactor trip on low reactor coolant pump shaft speed. Full

and, hence, conservatively increases the condensate water natural circulation flow is then established in the RCS in

usage. less than 10 inutes. Shortly after the reactor trip, the
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operator ulizes the ADVs to stabilize the NSSS at hot 2500
standby conditions. Also, the auidliary feedwater flow to DEPRES6RIZE RS gY OPENING

the steam generators is anually controlled to slowly refffl STOP DEPRESSURIZATION
the steam generators without overcooling the RCS. (Taub - 25 'F(t3.9 C)) - 140

2000 MD START COOLDOWN
STOP

Ile plant is aintained at hot standby for 4 hrs (Taub 515"NDF(823 -C))
consistent with the B? RSB 5-1 requirements. The Li MD DEPRESSURIZATION

operator controls ADVs to maintain the steam generator 1500 STOP VD COLLAPSING- 105
HPSI FL01W MD START Vpressure (Figure 3 at 1170 sia and thus the RCS cold leg Ir
AS RCS PRESSURE ig

temperature (Figure 4 at 56-4.5F. During this hot standby DECREASES

period, the pressurizer pressure decreases slowly and W 1000 70
reaches 2075 psia at the end of 4-hour hot standby (Figure STOP DEPRESSURIZATION MO TART VD

START VOID COLLAPSING USING S
5). Due to a constant RCS temperature, the pressurizer RVUH GAS VEXT COLLAPSING

level remains constant at approximately 40% after an initial 500 35
decrease following the reactor tp (Figure 6 The RVLJH >

temperature decrease Figur 7 is small as a result of the
small amount of flow between RVLJH and RCS.

0
At 40 hours, the operator opens the pressurizer gas 0 4 a 12 16

vent valve to depressurize the RCS to the point where the TOE, HOURS

RCS subcDoling margin decreases to 25OF (Figure 8). This Figure 5. Pressurizer Pressure

1500 105.5 100

4 HOURS AT CONIMENCE 50'F/HR LEVEL DECREASES
HOT STANDBY 7.a'C/HR) COOLDOWN (A DUE TO RVUH

M VOID COLLAPSING
11200 84.4 80 -

Ur

LEVEL DECREASES
IL Goo STOP COOLDOWN 63.3 W

-1 so - DUE TO RS
AND INMATE 0 COOLDOWN
DEPRESSURIZATION

W

Goo TART FINAI. COOL 40
0 SHUTDOWN COOLING

ENTRY CONDIT)ONS A

300 - 2'Ll 20

RESUIME OOLDOWN Tsub425 LEVELINCREASES
UNTIL RVUH VON) FX3W-ASES HPSI FLOW DUE TO RVUH
750 FT3(21L2 M) KTtATED VOID FORMATION

0 - '1 0 I I I
0 4 12 0 0 4 a 12 is

TLIE. HOURS TIE, HOURS

Figure 3 Steam Generator Pressure Figure 6. Pressurizer Level

700 I I I -
COKIME140E 50'F/M is done in order t ensure an early BPS1 fow iitiation for

OUTLET (27.8'C/M OOOLDOWN RCS inventory makeup as RCS cooldown commences.

W 600 - 317 -40 After the pressure reaches 1572 psia, which

START INAI. COOLDOWN corresponds to the RCS subcDoling margin of 25 T a 0
La TO SHUTDOWN COOLING OF/1hr cooldown is initiated by increasing steam flow

500 261 through ADVs. This increased steam flow causes a

decrease in the steam generator pressure and RCS
temperatures (closely follow the saturation curve). As the

0 400 205 RCS starts to cooldown, the pressurizer level and pressure
0 r begin t decrease, and the operator controls BPSI flow as

STOP COOLDOWN TO PREVENT necessary to mairitain pressurizer level. As the flPS1
0 RCS OVERCOOLINO starts, the pressurizer level stops decreasing and slowly

!j 300 - 149 r begins to increase. The pressurizer pressure ten remainsSTART COOLDOWN CT" 25'F(13.9'C))
AND STOP WHEN RVUH VON) INCREASE TO relatively constant due to the compensating effects of the
750 TO(212 Ma) pressure increase effect due to BPSI flow injection and the

200; I -L pressure decrease effect due t the RCS coldown. ne
4 a la RVUH temperature thermally lags far behind the loop

TW, HOURS teniperature ding the first two hours of the cooldown,

Figure 4 Reactor Coolant Temperatures dropping by only 5F (see Figure 7.
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At 78 hours, the RCS subcooling margin reaches 150 By 16.0 hours, the RUH steam void has collapsed and
T (Figure 8), at which the oerator stops cooldown to the RVUH water temperature has been lowered to 440 
prevent RCS overcooling and initiate RS depressurization even though no heat transfer is assumed from the RVUH
by opening the pressurizer gas vent valve. As the RCS to the containment abnosphere. The forced cooling by
pressure decreases, the coolant in the RVUH reaches forming and collapsing steam void in the RUH region
saturation condition and a steam void forms (Figure 9 provides a fast cooldown of the RVUH region.
This steam void formation in the RVUH reduces the RCS
depressurization rate because of the increase in RCS water The minimum RCS subcooling and the water level in
volume which is eventually seen in the pressurizer. the RVUH are maintained during the entire tnsient

demonstrating that a single-phase subcooled natural
The stem void in the RVUH continues to increase in circulation flow can be maintained with appropriate operator

size as long as the pressurizer gas vent valve mains open actions. The RCS boron concentration, which is
because the RVUH fluid temperature exceeds the saturation conservatively assumed to be zero initially, increases due to
temperature and the fluid w vaporize. When the steam the BPSI flow, which has a 4000 ppm boron concentration.
void in RVUH increases to 750 f?, about one-half of the This boron concentration increase provides additional
total RVUH volumes the operator closes the pressurizer gas negative reactivity into the core and provides additional
vent valve and, then, opens the RVUH gas vent valve to shutdown margin. The positive reactivity insertion due to
collapse the steam void. As the RVLTH void decreases, the the RCS cooldown is compensated by the boron
RVUH temperature decreases dramatically due t the cold concentratilon increase, resulting in a sufficient shutdown
coolant insurge (Figure 7 margin throughout the tnsient.

7 50 ----------
_r='STEAM

RVUH STEAM VOID WATER LI
BEGINS TO FORM STOP cooLDoWN AND START X

200 - IM.2 0
600 317 DEPRESSURIZATION(Taub 150-F(83.3-C))

'5 'TOP DE 0.4 co

500 261 PRE
AND START COO STOP COOLDOWN TO 0

0 (Taub 25 'FCIL RVUH VOID 0
P

400 - RVUH COOLDOWN 1:TE� U) 100 55.6 0
INCREASES WHENEVER 205
VOID COLLAPSING W
PROCEEDS

50 27.a
300 - 149 C;

COOLDOWN
(Taub -25'F(13.9'C))

200- L 0 _L 'L
0 4 a 12 is 0 4 a 12 1

TOE. HOURS TUE. HOURS

Figure 7. RVUH Temperatures Figure 8. Hot Leg Subcooling Margin

By 10.7 hours, the steam void in the RVUH is reduced 2000 STOP IVOID COLLAF;ING MD
and the operator closes the RVM gas vent valve and, RESTART RCS
then, resumes depressurization by opening the pressurizer
gas vent valve. During this depressurization period, the
RVUH void increases again to 750 fe where the operator 42.5

closes the pressurizer gas vent valve and reopens the RVUH STEAM Vo
RVUH gas vent valve in order t ollapse the void. Since BEGINS ro FORM
the depressurization and the void collapsing by opening the >4rngas vent valves also reduce the RCS pressure, te RCS Im 28.3 =
subcooling argin decreases t 25 T before the completion <
of void collapsing (Figure 8). At this time, the operator
resunx-s RCS cooldown with a cooldown rate of 50 OFIhr.

500 START VOID COLL*
WHEN RVLIH VOID 14.2 ELAt 12.8 hours, the RVUH void increases to 750 fe nd TO 750 F73(71.2 Ml)

the operator stops te cooldown and starts RVUH void STOP Vl) COLLAPSINo

collapsing. After the RVUH void has decreased, the W SUBCOOLING
DS= TO 25F

operator resumes the RCS cooldown all the way down to 0- 03.9,C)
the shutdown cooling entry conditions. At 15.8 hours, the 0 4 a 12 Is
RCS Pressure and temperature reach the shutdown coling TIME, HOURS
entry conditions of 410 psia and 350T, respectively.

Figure 9. RVUH Water Volume
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300 1.14 2 If a steam id is formed in tile RVUIL the void can
-4 vo

A-MXIMATELY 25,000 GALLONS 890 MA) rn0 be easily controlled and/or collapsed using the RVUH gas
OF AILIARY FEEDWATER USED IN ACHIEVING

250 - SHUTDOWN COOLING ENTRY CONDITIONS 0.95 3�1 vent system. The collapsing of a RVUH steam voidM results in a apid cooldown of the RUH region as RCS
loop water is drawn from the outlet plenum into the RVUH.
This technique of forced cooling in the RVUH permits theC1 200 - 0.76
completion of the cooldown/depressurization/void collapseU. i

< process within 16 hours requiring only about 235,000
150 0.57 gallons Of auxiliary feedwater.

The assumed single failure of one emergency diesel
IDO - 0.38 rq generator failing to start does not ipose any limitations or

restrictions on the natural circulation cooldown process.
The capacities of one BPSI pump, one auxiliary feedwater0

W 50 0.19 !E puny, one ADV (per steam generator), the RVUH vent
system, and te pressurizer vent system are sufficient to
accomplish the natural circulation cooldown. Therefore it

0 0 3 is concluded that the YGN 34 NSSS can be cooled down
0 4 8 12 16 and depressurized t the shutdown cooling entry conditions

TIE, HOURS in conformance with the BTP RSB 5-1 requirements.

Figure 10. Integrated Auxiliary Feedwater Usage
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ABSTRACT owner/operators. The optimum approach described in this paper
is GE's attempt to define a set of information and a work process

In 1985 an incident at Toledo Edison's Davis Besse plant caused for a utility/GE NSSS Design Basis Information program that
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to re-evaluate will maximize the cost effectiveness of the program for the
the technical information that the utilities had readily available utility.
to support the design of their plants. The Design Basis
programs. currently on going in most U.S. utilities, have been INTRODUCTION
the nuclear industry's response to the needs dentified by his re-
evaluation. In order to understand the Design Basis programs The Davis Besse incident in 1985 resulted in the
which have been implemented by the U.S. nuclear utilities, it is development of an awareness that the owner/operators of US.
necessary to understand the problem as it was perceived by the nuclear plants needed additional information relating to the
nuclear industry (the utilities, the original NSSS designers and NSSS design if they were going to take ownership of the plant
the regulators) after the Davis-Besse incident, the subsequent design. The following sections of this paper will explain in
programs undertaken by the industry under the leadership of detail what the situation was, what the industry has done about
INPO and NUMARC, the NRC's actions, and the overall it, and will provide some recommendations relating to design
evolution of the industry's vision in relation to this problem. basis programs.

This paper presents the history of the design basis efforts INDUSTRY RECOGNITION OF UTILITY DESIGN BASIS
from the first recognition of the problem by the NRC after the INFORMATION NEEDS
Davis-Besse incident, describes the actions taken by the NRC,
INPO, NUMARC, the U.S. utilities and the NSSS designers, and The Davis Besse incident occurred in 1985 at Toledo
brings the problem statement up-to-date in relation to the vision Edison's Davis Besse Plant. The plant lost both feedwater and
presently held by the U.S. nuclear industry. It then presents a auxiliary feedwater systems while the plant was operating at
technical discussion to develop a detailed definition of design over 90% power.
basis inforniation to support the problem statement. The
information originally supplied by the NSSS designers during The plant operating staff did an excellent job and managed
the plant design and construction is discussed as well as its to shut the plant down without damage to the steam generators.
relationship to the previously defined design basis information. When the NRC investigated the incident, there were several
This section of he paper concludes by defining the additional findings, two of which provided significant concern to the NRC.
information needed by nuclear utilities to satisfy the The first finding was that both systems had been modified over
requirements developed from the problem statement. the operating life of the plant such that they no longer met their

original design bases. The second finding was that the periodic
Having developed a definition of he additional information surveillance testing of the systems did not disclose that they no

(i.e., information not oiginally supplied during design and longer met their design basis.
construction required to solve the design basis poblem as it is
presently perceived by the U.S. nuclear industry, the paper then As a esult of these two findings, the NRC created two new
discusses design basis programs that GE has participated in and inspection programs (Safety System functional Inspections
describes the different options and approaches that have been [SSFIs] and Safety System Outage Modification Inspections
used by various utilities in their design basis programs. Some of (SSOMIs]) which were designed to determine whether there
these variations deal with the scope and depth of coverage of the were similar problems at other nuclear plants. The results of
information. while others are related to the process (how the these inspections in 986 and 1987 confirmed the NRC's
work is done). Both of these topics can have a significant effect concerns. They found that design basis information to support
on the program cost. Some insight into these effects is provided. the as-configured system design and proposed plant

modifications was often not available. As a result of this lack of
The final section of the paper pesents a set of lessons design basis information, The NRC found, in some instances,

learned and a recommendation for an optimum approach to a plant modifications being made that potentially jeopardized the
design basis information program. The lessons learned reflect ability of safety systems to perform their intended safety
the knowledge that GE has gained by participating in design function due to the lack of a full understanding of the original
basis programs with nineteen domestic and international BWR system design requirements by utility personnel.
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These findings reinforced the original NRC opinion that the NUMARC Design Basis Issues Working roup
nuclear plant ownerfoperator needed more nformation. These
results also alerted the rest of the industry to the problem. The Following the INPO/SPAC effort in 1988, INPO did a
utilities began to review their design documentation to evaluate survey of its member utilities to determine what DBI actions
what information they had and the organization and retrievability they had taken. INPO intended to combine this information with
of it. Tese reviews led to conversations with the original plant the INPO/SPAC guidance and issue it as an INPO report on
design oganizations (NSSS and BOP) in an attempt to define design basis. However, before this report was formally issued
what informafion the utilities really needed. The following NUMARC formed a working group to look at the design basis
section of is paper presents a discussion of what really problem. This group which began work in 1989 eventually
constitutes design basis information. decided to issue a guidance document and incorporate the INPO

work into it. The NUMARC document, Design Basis Program
INDUSTRY VISION OF DESIGN BASIS INFORMATION Guidelines, was issued in October 1990.

Any design process develops a hierarchy of requirements. NRC Design Basis Actions
The verall plant equirements become implemented by doing
engineering work to develop system requirements, which in turn Beginning with the concerns caused by the Davis-Besse
are implemented by doing engineering work which results in incident in 1985, which were confirmed by he results of the
component requirements, etc. Each set of engineering work is Safety System Functional and the Safety System Outage
usually documented in design output documents (engineering Modification Inspections, the NRC has displayed an increasing
drawings, specifications, or design reports). concern that the utilities do not have documented, readily

retrievable design bases in their possession. After enunciating
In the NSSS design area the NSSS vendors turned over to their concerns in several industry meetings, in 1989 the NRC

the utilities most of the design documentation they created at the decided to initiate a design documentation study that resulted in
system level. However since the design work usually involved the publication of NUREG-1397, An Assessment of Design
proprietary methods or technical knowledge, very little of the Control Practices and Design Reconstitution Programs in the
design inputs or design work itself was transferred to the utility. Nuclear Power Industry. This NUREG was published in
Thus, the utilities received the product of the work but not the February 199 .
work itself or the requirements/assumptions on which the work
was based. This set of information the inputs to the design and In August 1992, the NRC issued a policy statement on the
the design work has come to be recognized as the "Basis for the "Availability and Adequacy of Design Basis nformation at
Design", more commonly called the "design basis". Nuclear Power Plants." This policy statement emphasized that

maintaining current and accessible design documentation
One of the points that should be understood is that, while .(including design bases) is important to ensure that:

most of the design basis for the NSSS design was retained by the
NSSS designers, the situation in the BOP design area was - Plant physical and functional characteristics are maintained
different. Since the BOP design usually did not involve and are consistent with the design bases as quired by NRC
proprietary methods or technical knowledge, much of te basis regulations.
for the BOP design was provided to the utilities along with he
design output documents. Thus, the design basis programs for - Plant systems, structures and components can perform their
BOP design are often very different from those related to the intended functions.
NSSS design.

- The plant is operated in a manner consistent with its design
INDUSTRY AND REGULATORY EFFORTS bases.

Since the utility Design Basis Information (DBI) programs All of his continuing effort over a period of several years
first began in 1986 a number of industry and regulatory emphasizes the importance that the utilities and the NRC place
programs and actions have been implemented to define, quantify on this industry concern.
or expedite these DBI programs. The following paragraphs
describe the major actions/programs. GE SUPPORT OF CUSTOMER DESIGN BASIS PROGRAMS

INPO/SPAC Design Basis Committee GE has done Design Basis Document (DBD) work for 19
utilities to date. Several of these programs are still in progress.

The flrst industry effort related to Design Basis Information GE's practice with these prograins has been to povide an
was initiated and sponsored by U4PO in January 1988. INPO's information scope and format dictated by the customer. The
Supplier Participant Advisory Committee (SPAQ is made up of result has been a wide variation in the scope and forinat of the
the major nuclear designers, both NSSS and BOP, and major information presented. Some typical variations are as follows:
equipment suppliers. These organizations are all members of
INPO and the committee (SAPQ comprised of their Organize the information the customer already has. (This
representatives acts as an advisor to INPO on technical issues. results primarily in a plant configuration and requirements
In the case of design basis information, INPO approached the document with little basis content).
SPAC and asked whether it could form a working group to look
at the design basis problem and povide some recommendations Provide a design basis document on the system level
to the ulities. A subcommittee formed under SPAC produced a (primarily requirements and their associated bases) through
set of program recommendations and a topical outline for a commercial operation.
system design basis document. These recommendations were
eventually folded into an INPO report on design basis which was
eventually merged into the NUMARC guidance document.
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• Provide a design basis document that covers both system and plant turn over need to be evaluated to assure that th ey have
component requirements/basis through commercial not inadvertently degraded the design capability of the
operation. system, structure, or component, and that the basis has not

been deliberately changed by redesign activity. This activity
• Provide one of the two proceeding options (B or Q for the can be handled as part of the original basis pogram or as a

as-built configuration of the plant. subsequent activity.

• In addition to the standard information, identify margins in 4. The various utility users should be involved in the original
system and component performance parameters. planning so that they understand what is driving the program

• Also summarize utilities'licensing commitments and cross and what kind of problems it is designed to solve.

reference the DBD to identify information relating to them. 5. One or two systems should be picked as pilot systems and
DBI)s completed for them to "test run" the writers guide and

• in addition to providing a design basis document, review the the process.
plant FSAR and TECH SPECS for agreement with the DBD
and resolve discrepancies. 6. The process for the NSSS, BOP and Topical DBD will be

• Search customers record systems and identify and index all different. Don't try to do them the same way.

records related to the system even if they are not relevant to 7. Once the writers' guide is completed, a kickoff meeting
the DBD. should be held at the start of each DBD. This kickoff meeting

should include both the utility and the NSSS designers
As can be seen from the preceding listing of technical personnel who will be involved in preparing the

scope/information options, there is a wide variance in DBD DBD and should result in mutual understanding of:
content from utility to utility. 'Mere is also a lot of plant
configuration information included in these documents that does Writers guide requirements
not significantly contribute to the resolution of the original Format and depth of coverage
concern, which was to provide insight or support for the plant System boundaries and interfaces
design documentation such that the utility understood the design System modes of operation to be overed
intent and how the design was originally ceated. List of components to be covered

Technical and Administrative contacts
OPTIMUM APPROACH How project in-process reviews will be handled

Progress Reporting
As can be seen from the foregoing material, there are many Schedules and milestones

considerations to be weighed when starting a DBD program.
This final section of this paper is GE's attempt to incorporate our 8. During the preparation of the pilot DBD's, at least one
"lessons learned" into an optimum program. meeting should be scheduled between the two technical

groups (utility/NSSS) to review progress and completed daft
The first consideration is to decide what uility problem or material.

problems the information in the DBD is intended to solve. GE
believes that the utilities need a set of supporting information for 9. After the draft is complete, one utility review and comment
the plant/system design documentation that was originally wresolution cycle should be sufficient. When comments are
provided. This supporting information would summarize the resolved the document can be issued.
original design inputs and design work to provide insight into
the original design intent and the major design decisions. This NSSS DBD CONTENTS
view is consistent with the NRC's vision. If this vision is
accepted, the DBD program and ontent become relatively The following material provides an overview of the
focused and could be summarized as follows: technical content of a DBD which is focused on the ojective of

providing a summary of the design inputs and the design work to
DBD Program support the design.

I A writers' guide should be developed that concentrates on the System Description
design inputs and the design work that were germane to the
functional requirements and design features. Ibis is the point This material provides a brief description of the system and
in the process where the utility needs to determine what its functions. It will describe all the functional modes of
additional information (plant configuration, licensing, etc.) operation and place them in perspective in relation to the overall
they want in their DBD's. NSSS design.

2. A DBD that concentrates on the design requirements and the Safety Classification
supporting basis will not require a lot of utility documentation
(i.e. drawings, specs). Most of the relevant reference material The DBD should discuss the overall safety classification of
wUI be in the original designers' records. The utility should each mode of system operation as well as providing the rationale
plan to provide copies of any utility documentation that may for classification of the major system components.
be needed by the DBD preparers.

System Boundaries/Interfaces
3. In order to update the DBD so that it is correct for the plant

"as built" design, the modification that have been made since This set of material should define the electrical and
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mechanical boundaries aiqd will also provide a detailed the utility organization which result from the acquisition of the
description of the functional inputs/outputs at those boundaries. basis. This basis typically provides/expUns the input design

criteria and the engineering work which resulted in a
Design nputs/Assumptions requirement or design feature. Having this information readily

retrievable in the utility engineering office, will result in
The design inputs and designees assumptions should be significant efficiencies in various engineering tasks.

covered separately since they become the givens the design is
based on. There am four major categories of engineering work that

Design Requirements/Features and Their Associated Bases having the NSSS design basis will simplify:

I Determination of the safety classification of systems/major
The design requirements and features covered in this section components

represent the output of the design work. nese are the 2. Completion of Safety Evaluations (50.59s) for Proposal
requirements or system features that the designer develops as a Modifications
result of his design work and the bases for them are summaries 3. Evaluation of Plant Operational Problems
of the design work. This set of material, along with the design 4. Evaluation of Plant Operational Practices
inputs, provides a summary of the design activity and is the most
valuable information in the DBD. It is GE's opinion that the possession of a readily retrievable

set of design bases for the NSSS would result in typical savings
References of at least 3091b in the engineering hours normally expended in

Much of the material in a DBD will be based on test these tasks by a utility.
programs, analysis, calculations, etc. The DBD should provide a CONCLUSION
crisp summary and a coherent overview. Where more detail is
necessary, relevant portions of engineering documents will be The foregoing material has been pesented in an attempt to
provided as reference material. The DBD contents will be provide some insight into what the design basis concern is, what
referenced to this additional material which will be listed in the design basis information is, and what types of programs would
reference section. Copies of this reference material should be optimize the utilities cost/benefit from a DBD program. As
provided along with the DBD. experience increases, we expect to see the development of a

strong set of owners in the utility for this information with the
DESIGN BASIS INFORMATION PROGRAM consequent significant increase in the lities technical
COST/BENEFIT capability.

The major cost benefits attributable to a design basis
program with the NSSS designer are the internal efficiencies in
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INTRODUCT10N system with particular attention to identifying those
functions and parameter values which are important to

The designers and operators of nuclear power the basic design decisions for the system. The system
plants have extensively documented system functions, documentation also lists industry code or hardware
licensing performance, and operating procedures for all requirements that apply to the system, and it usually
conditions. This paper presents a complementary. includes detailed requirements for interfaces with other
systematic approach for the documentation of all' systems. The system documentation usually includes
requirements that are based on the analysis of operational as well as safety functions.
operational transients, abnormal transients, accidents,
and other events which are included in the design and Operational and emergency procedures have been
licensing basis for the pant. Up to now, application of created for BVRs, identifying the best actions to be
the approach has focused on required itigation actions taken given the plant symptoms displayed to the reactor
(automatic or manual). All mitigation actions are operator.
directly identified with all applicable reactor events, as
well as the plant-umque;rtems that work together to All of this documentation is predominantly
perform each function. e approach is also applicable prepared separately, and it only links the technical
to operational functions. requirements together very indirectly.

The approach makes extensive use of data base The primary functions of most safety-related
methods, thereby providing effective ways to systems are related quite easily to the most obvious
interrogate the information for the varied users of this licensing or design basis events in which these
information. Examples of use include: evaluations of flinctions, are required. For example, the suppression
system design changes and equipment modifications, pool cooling furiction is clearly required for the
safe evaluations or any plant change (e.g., USNRC mitigation of a Design Basis Accident (i.e., a
1= 0.59 review), plant operations e.&., manual postulated pipe break accident inside the pmary
actions during unplanned events), system interactions, containment), and system documentation is closely
classification of safety-related equipment, coupled to the licensing documentation. However,
environmental ualification of equipment and current documentation does not usually show al
mitigation requirements for different reactor operating mitigation functions required y each licensing (or
states. This approach has been applied in customized operational) event, especially those events considered
ways to several boiling water reactor (BWR) units, to be non-limiting, or events identified after the initial
based on the desires and needs of the specific utility. plant design. The connection to specific events

becomes even more dficult when multiple layers of
BACKGROUND support provided between systems is considered.

The current documentation pattern for nuclear The Design Basis Transient and Accident
power plants includes extensive information for ach provides a
licensing submittals and topical safety analysis reports. connection between
The licensing analysis focuses on compliance to and a the postulated
regulatory requirements, icludes ealuations of for the function. This
postulated events of concern for te plant, and information ensures that all applications of a system
summarizes the primary mitigation steps taken for each function are considered if plant modifications or design
case. changes are being considered. It strongly supports the

effort to establish the safe lassification. of each
A recently renewed effort requires US utilities to function of a plant system the components

update plant system requirements in Design Basis involved). It clearly docume shared itigation roles
Documents (DBDs). System documentation usually - either as support provided (e.g., power supply), or
provides a specification of all design functions of the shared single-failure-proof mitigation responsibilities
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(e.g., the Automatic Depressurization System function Safety Analysis Report (SAR) for the plant. For plants
provides a shared core cooling function with the in the USA and most other countries, a set of
applicable high pressure coolant supply system). The "Unacceptable Results" has been defined for each
approach also provides a means to evaluate the role of category of events. Typical Unacceptable Results are:
systems and components for erating conditions other
than high power and to ident% the Lpact of 9 Fuel Failure
unavailability of a system function on continued plant * Excessive Release of Radioactive Material
operation in many ways, this new approach e Stresses in Excess of Applicable Criteria
supplements exis"g documentation and ties together
the functional requirements for the plant. These items are closely linked to the criteria which

are used to show acceptable avoidance of each
ORGANIZING THE PROCESS unacceptable result. The criteria are usually associated

with regulations that apply to the event category. The
In order for the DBT&A DBD to provide a detailed DBT&A DBD provides a concise summary of the

link from reactor transient and accident event analyses current regulations and plant commitments related to
to all the system functions that are required for the mitigation of each transient, accident, or other
mitigation, a consistent, systematic process was event that has been postulated during the design and
developed. Several vital elements of information were licensing of the plant.
defined carefully. For example, the normal operating
states of the reactor are usually found in the Safety The DBT&A DBD approach identifies all the
Analysis Report (SAR) or the Technical Specifications mitigation actions taken to ensure that each potential
for the unit, but concise definition is needed in the Unacceptable Result does not occur. A well defined
DBT&A DBD. set of such actions is established. Typical mitigation

Another basic element is the frequency of actions are:
occurrence category that applies to each event selected 9 Initiate scram (trip) of the reactor
for the DBT&A DBD. A typical set of event groups
are: 9 Provide overpressure relief

• Anticipated Operational Occurrences (Moderate e Initiate isolation of loss of coolant (e.g.,
frequency events) through a pipe break)

• Abnormal Operational Transients (Infrequent 9 Provide core cooling
events)

• Accidents (Very infrequent events including * Provide containment cooling
Design Basis Accidents) e Provide a controlled environment in the main

control room
• Other Events (Unique situations such as flood,

fire, station blackout, or shutdown from outside e Indicate reactor water level outside the control
the main control room). room (for use in shutdown/cooldown from

The frequency of occurrence categorization is outside)
important. Not only are different mitigation It should be noted that, as intuitively expected,
performance criteria applied in the analysis depending most of the actions are active mitigation actions, but
upon the category of the event, but the results of the some will also be passive functions. Many aspects of
DBD can provide important input to the safety "boundary" functions (e.g., reactor coolant pressure
classification of the equipment associated with each boundary) are passive, but they are also essential to
system function A example of different performance adequate mitigation of events. Each utility decides to
criteria is the set of criteria in te ASME boiler and what extent such passive functions are to be included.
vessel code applications associated with different The output of this process is the set of mitigation
likelihood occurrences (UPSET, EMERGENCY, and actions for all events.
FAULTED events). An example of equipment safety
classification is the special group of requirements A set of codes is developed for consistent
agplied to equipment that performs safety functions for identification of safety action attributes. Some

le mitigation of a design basis Loss of Coolant examples of requirements which can be identified are:
Accident (LOCA). The DBT&A DBD can uniquely manual versus automatic actions, active versus passive
identify a system mitigation functions for which credit functions, and need for single failure proof design.
is taken during a LOCA (as well as 0 other Accident The level of is a utility option.
events).

APPLICATION OF THE APPROACH
The next element for the creation of a complete set

ed by A detailed review of the current analysis for each
gat may be event is performed to identify the sequence of
been useful to mitigation actions that were used ingroviding

that are similar to te successful protection for te plant. ch sequence
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usually involves a sensing function, some log ic e AU the safety challenges (applicable
function, and some final mitigation action. This phase unacceptable results) to the plant are identified
of the, approach requires a thorough understanding of for the event. Is there a threat to the fuel, to
the safety analyses and a thorough understanding of the the reactor vessel, to the containment, or to
configuration of the plant. It involves strong cause release of radioactive material?
communication with the analysis groups and with the
responsible system engineers. In this way, all related 0 AU the mitigation actions which are utilized in
system functions are identified for each mitigation the plant safety analysis to avoid each potential
action. unacceptable result are listed. If the same

mitigation action helps avoid more than one
A very effective part of this approach is to develop unacceptable result, it is usually listed for the

and tabulate the set of system functions that are �afety concer tat occurs first. For example,
associated with each mitigation action. For example, in many events, Trip (Scram) of the reactor
the automatic initiation of the Reactor Core Isolation provides benefit to many aspects of the case.
Cooling (RCIC) Systeni, upon low reactor water level, its role in fuel protection is usually the most
includes these primary functions: prompt need, so it is usually entered in that

role. However, if a different Scram (Trip)
Appropriate low water level sensors sensing path is essential to another potential

unacceptable result, it would also be entered
Logic for initiation there. Special attention is paid to the first

Scram (Trip) path for each reactor operating
RCIC System automatic startup function condition ksince some protection actions are

only active at high power). Each mitigation
Water supply systems which are the sources of action is keyed to te operating conditions to
RCIC flow which it applies (e.g., some only ap ly at high

o Feedwater System, which provides te piping power, others only apply during rMeling).
path for RCIC flow to the reactor. 9 For each mitigation actions, all the system

functions that contribute to that function are
Supporting system functions have also been entered for that event - still keyed to the

included in these sets of related functions. In this ap ficable operating conditions. The sets of
include the specific related system functions described above are
es for all functions (as used extensively in this step of te DBD.

e.g., the 9 Event unique mitigation functions are included
as necessary. In addition, special constraints

environmental control for the air are entered depending upon the unique use of
conditioning), logic to transfe CIC the mitigation action in the event. For
suction from condensate storage to the suppression pool example, a particular mitigation action may
(if needed), and all systems which have piping only be required if some other aspect of the
boundaries associated with the sensors being used event occurs (e.g., only if main condenser low
(often on instrument fines common to other vacuum develops). In other cases, certain
equipment), as well as the main flow path boundary. actions may occur that are not necessary for the
These detailed system interrelationships are constructed mitigation of the event (e. ., the turbine steam
by close examination of the plant system design f(bypass valves are opened or a turbine or
configuration. generator trip transient event, but this function

Several valuable benefits occur from the is not usually required in these cases because
development of these sets of related fractional groups: most BWRs also sow that acceptable
(1) They provide a complete set of coupled system protection is rovided for these cases even with

bypass failure.
functions in a convenient fo=Ait The information is
necessary for the fll unders 2g of the relationships e Characteristics of each system function are
between.plant design, licensing, maintenance, specifically tabulated. Some examples are
modification, and operation; and 3) The related automatic or manual initiation, and single
functional sets also provide a means to consistently failure proof design by itself or with an
enter each function into the DBD data base for all associated system function.
events that need the mitigation action. Consistency is
an essential ingredient of this DBD approach. Numerical values for setpoints, flow rates,

response times, etc. are also included for the
Using the processes described above, eachevent is application of each analytical mitigation

evaluated using the available documentation: Maeter Technical Specifications and
eillan�e procedures can utilize this

9 A basic description of the event is written, information as upper (or lower) analytical
includin* any differences in the sequence of the boundaries for acceptable equipment
event if it should occur at different initial performance monitoring.
power conditions. he emphasis here is to be
certain to identify all the different paths of The DBD includes a section for each evaluated
mitigation that may be required. event. It provides descriptions of how the source
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documents were used to create te system functions low water level signal for initiation of RCIC are
that are assigned as required mitigation steps for that grouped together in the list for system that provides
event. It also includes in tabular form, a listing of all the sensed low water level signal). All other
these system functions for the event. Table shows a functions provided by that system are similarly
portion of such an event table constructed for a Turbine listed. This table becomes a direct input to each
Trip event for a typical BWR plant. system design basis document. It lists all functions

for which credit has been taken, gives unique
This process is continued for all events to be information associated with any of those instances,

included in the DBD. A completed document would and provides exactly which events take credit for
include a the events for wich plant analyses have the functions. Table 2 provides a portion of such a
been submitted to the licensing authority. In this way, system requirement listing for the Reactor
any mitigation action for which credit has been taken Protection System.
would be clearly included in the data base.

When all the event information has been added to (2) AR manual actions are also listed separately. The
the data base, it is possible to sort the information for specificactions, the systems involved, the indicators
other uses. A typical DBT&A DBD also includes used by the operators to decide to perform the
listings of the iformation in the following areas of actions, and the safety concern (unacceptable
interest: result) are included in this listing in addition to

each event that requires. the actions. This provides
clear input to operational and abnormal event

(1) AR functional requirements for a given system are procedures. It also relates directly to the sections
fisted together. All instances of the same function of the SAR that discuss operator actions during
are grouped together (e.g., all events that use the each event. An example of manual action that

Table - Mitigation Functions for Turbine Trip Transient Event (Typical BWR)

SAFETY ACTION DESCRUYnON: Scram

React Unacceptable
Oper Results
State Title System Name Description of the System Function

F Fuel Failure MAIN STEAM Provide main turbine stop valve < 90% open trip signal to RPS.

F Fuel Failure MAIN STEAM Provide > 30 % turbine first stage pressure interlock signal to RPS
(fail-safe logic).

F Fuel Failure FEEDWATER Provide high reactor vessel pressure trip signal to RPS (fail-safe logic).

F Fuel Failure CRD Scram signal from RPS wl activate the control rod drive system to insert
rods (scram) and close the scram discharge volume vent and drain valves.

F Fuel Failure REACTOR Provide scram signal to CRD system on signals from main steam system
PROTECTION indicating main turbine stop valves < 90 % open and turbine first stage

pressure > 30%.

SAFETY ACTION DESCRIPTION: Pressure Relief

React Unacceptable
Oper Results
State Title System Name Description of the System Function

F Fuel Failure MAIN STEAM Main turbine bypass valves open on turbine control system turbine trip
signal. (This action may occur, but is not required by this event.)

F Syst Stress MAIN STEAM SRVs open on high reactor pressure.

F Syst Stress PRIMARY Accept SRVs steam blowdown to suppression pool.
CONTAIN
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Table 2 - Mitigation Actions for the Reactor Protection System (Typical BWR)

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM - MODE DESCRIPTION:
Provide auto scram signal and SDV vent/drain valve isolation signal to CRD system.

React Unacceptable
Safety Action Oper Results Func

Event Title Title State Title Code Description of the System's Function

01C PresReg Fail-Close Scram F Fuel Failure SF Provide scram signal to CRD system
on neutron monitoring system APRM
neutron flux trip signal.

02 Turbine Trip Scram F Fuel Failure SF Provide scram signal to CRD system
on signals from main steam system
indicating main turbine stop valves
< 90 % open and turbine first stage
pressure >30%.

03 Main Steam Isolation Scram D Fuel Failure SF Provide scram signal to CRD system
on neutron monitoring system IRM
neutron flux trip signal.

03 Main Steam Isolation Scram F Fuel Failure SF Provide scram signal to CRD system
on main steam system MSIVs < 90 %
open trip signal (if in RUN mode).

(more events as required)

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM - MODE DESCRIPTION:
Provide signals to primary containment isolation system logic.

React Unacceptable
Safety Action Oper Results Func

Event Title Title State Title Code Description of the System's Function

24 Rod Drop Accident Pri Cont Iso DF Rad Release SF Provide low water level 3) signal
from feedwater system to PCIS for
initiaiton of L3 isolations.

25A Large Break Inside Pri Cont Iso CDEF Rad Release SF Provide low water level (13) signal
from feedwater system to PCIS for
initiation of L3 isolations.

(more events as required)

appears frequently in the DBT&A DBD is the (5) All system functions required by postulated events
manual initiation of suppression pool cooling mode during a specific reactor operating state are listed
of the Residual Heat Removal System. separately (e.g., during refueling).

(3) All system functions associated with Design Basis (6) Other specific listings of information as required by
Accidents are listed separately or identified the individual utility or licensing authority.
uniquely to support the safety-related classification
of system functions and the equipment and
structures that perform the functions. ALTERNATIVE SCOPE OF APPLICATIONS

(4) All system functions associated with a particular The process is flexible. In some cases, it has been
mitigation action are listed separately. For done for only a selected set of events. For example,
example, all items associated with reactor Trip the most limiting events (from the viewpoint of reactor
(Scram) are listed, then all items associated with operating limits) are chosen to provide the limiting
core cooling, etc. -event mitigation requirements upon the systems. ManX
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mitigation actions are derived with this approach, but BASIC STEPS KEY INPUTS
some system requirements are not listed since their
source event has not been included. The unlisted IDENTIFY ALL EVENTS UTILITY NEEDS AND
system requirements must be covered using current AND REACTOR REQUIREMENTS,
documentation, or until a more complete events DBD OPERATING STATES SAFETY ANALYSIS
document is produced. For example, the Refueling REPORT,
Zone high radiation protection functions are not RELOAD ANALYSIS,
included in the DBT&A DBD until events like the CLASSIFY ALL ACCIDENT AND
Refueling Accident or oss of Fuel Pool Cooling are EVENTS OTHER EVENT
included in the DBD. The full value of the DBD is ANALYSES,
achieved when the complete set of events and thereby OTHER LICENSING
the complete set of mitigation actions are included. IDENTIFY APPLICABLE COMMITTMENTS
Then this approach becomes a complete source for all UNACCEPTABLE
system design basis documentation, for safety RESULTS
evaluations of design changes and modifications, and 1�
for input to operating procedures for abnormal events. IDENTIFY MITIGATION

The application has been extended different ACTIONS FOR
amounts along the path of support systems related to WHICH CREDIT IS
primary mitigation functions. The methodology works TAKEN TO AVOID
in a cases; however, the amount of effort and the size UNACCEPTABLE +---i
of the DBD are strongly affected by these choices. A RESULTS
variation which has been used for the documentation of (FOR EACH EVENT
the network of system interactions is to utilize a AND ALL NORMAL
second, system interface DBD to include this level of OPERATING STATES)
detail without overwhelming the base document. 1�

IDENTIFY ALL SYSTEM SYSTEM DESIGN
In some instances, the DBD has been designed to FUNCTIONS REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION,

provide significant information about the regulatory TO PROVIDr THE if PLANT
requirements that apply to the plant and/or the IDENTIFIED MITIGATION CONFIGURATION,
analytical methods that have been used in the analysis ACTIONS ANDABNORMAL
of each event. Tis information is dependent upon the CONDITION
source of the analysis, and has been documented in FORMAT THE DBD PROCEDURES
separate sections of the DBD (since most analytical INFORMATION
methods apply to more than one event). EFFECTIVELY FOR

When operational functions are included in a SAFETY EVALUATION
similar systematic documentation approach, a complete OF SYSTEM DESIGN UTILITY NEEDS
set of functional inputs to the system documents is CHANGESAND AND
provided, not just to those associated with event safety MODIFICATIONS, REQUIREMENTS
mitigation. One of the primary benefits of this ABNORMAL CONDITION
alternative is to highlight those system functions that PROCEDURES, AND
are iportant for avoidance of unit Trip (Scram) or QUALIFICATION OF
other unnecessary actions (e.g., unnecessary SYSTEMS AND
isolations). In this way, evaluations of system COMPONENTS
modifications and design changes would have specific
inputs to ensure that important operational functions as Fipre I - Process Diagram for the Establishment of
well as design safety features are not jeopardized.

Mitigation Requirements
SUMMARY

in the nuclear industry for 17 years. Mr. Chi holds
An effective, systematic approach has been engineering degrees from the University of California

developed to correlate all specific system requirements at Berkeley.
to all (or a selected portion of) plant accidents,
transients, and special events. Figure I summarizes Eugene Eckert is currently serving as a principle
the process that has been developed. This approach engineer in BWR Engineering Services in San Jose,
provides a comprehensive foundation for the set of California. Mr. Eckert has worked in the design of
System Design Basis Documents being created and BWRs for over 30 years. Mr. Eckert holds
maintained by most utilities for use in evaluation of engineering degrees from Valparaiso (Indiana)
reactor system modifications, design changes, and University and Stanford (California) University.
�effective plant operation.

Brit Grim is currently manager of Water Level
AUTHORS Instrumentation Project. Mr. Grim has worked in the

nuclear industry for 25 years. Mr. Grim holds
Larry Chi is currently the manager of Japan Core engineering degrees from California Polytechnic State

Engineering. Mr. Chi has worked in various capacities University and San lose California) State University.
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ABSTRACT A group of the major European utilities - by promoting a broader competition for supplying
are developing a common requirement document which equipment (European Community market conditions).
will be used for the WR nuclear power plants to be built and on the other hand prescribing ambitious performance
in Europe from the beginning of the next century. This targets
document provides harmonised policies and technical
requirements that will allow the implementation of a As a first step, the EUR document deals only with large
design developed in one country into another one. The "evolutionary" PWRs. As one of the objectives of the EUR
objectives and contents of the document, the rganisation partners is to keep the European market open to a ide
set up for its production and the main requirements are range o acceptable LWR designs, adaptations or
summarised in the paper. complements for "passive" plants and BWRs will be

written in a further stage of development of the document.

A requirements document for future LWR plant The areas in which demanding targets will be set for next
adapted to the European conditions generation plants will include economics, safety,

availability, life-time, operator dose, load following
A group of the major European utilities are developing a capabilities, and ease of operation and maintenance A
common requirement document which is aimed at the set of standard European site conditions is also being
LWR nuclear power plants to be uilt in Europe from the developed. In order to meet the economic target of
beginning of the next century. It is a tool for promoting the producing electricity at competitive costs, a high degree
harmonisation of of plant standardisation is actually desirable, together
- the safety approaches, targets, criteria and assessment with stability of the licensing regime by reaching early
methods agreement on the design, the objectives and the safety
* the environmental design conditions and design approaches ith the licensing authorities and the main
methods possible suppliers. One of the main objectives behind the
- the information required for economic assessment and setting up of the EUR group Is to produce a common set
some of the corresponding criteria of utility requirements ndorsed by the utilities in a
• the design features of the main systems and equipment number of European countries. Thus the EUR document
• the equipment specifications and standards sets out to provide a specification that will result in a

design which could be built In any of the participating
Benefits are expected mainly In two fields: European countries with minimum changes to the basic

- improvement of public and authorities acceptance by design and acceptable economic prospects.

using common technical solutions, common safety In USA, EPRI have issued their own utility requirement
approaches and common safety targets equivalent to, or document several years before the European utilities.
better than those implemented in the best existing Other utilities in the world are establishing their own
European and foreign designs. requirements for the future plants. To obtain the

supplementary benefit of a worldwide harmonisation of
0 Strengthening of nuclear energy competitiveness by, on the designs, there Is a mutual benefit to get the
the one hand controlling costs differences between these requirements as reduced as
- by simplification, standardisation and optimisation of possible, especially for the top safety requirements.
maintenance, Hence the EUR utilities' policy is to establish dialogue
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with each of the nuclear business actors to understand 3 Organisation of the promoters and elaboration
the inconsistencies and to be able to establish technical process
positions that would aim to harmonisation.

2 Structure of the document The EUR promoters are a group of the major European
electricity producers committed to keeping the nuclear

The EUR document is currently divided into the four option open and planning for building power plants in
following volumes: Europe from the beginning o the next century

9 Nuclear Electric (NE) for UK

*volume verall requirements this volume contains Tractebel (TBL) for Belgium
the broad objectives and a summary o the main - ElectricM de France (EDF) for France
requirements included in the subsequent volumes. * Unidad El6ctrica, SA, (UNESA) for Spain

- Vereinigung Deutscher Elektrizitdtwerke, (VDEW) for

volume 2 Generic nuclear island requirements this Germany
volume contains all the generic requirements and the - ENEL, SPA, (ENEL) for Italy
preferences of the EUR utilities related to nuclear islands. Also KEMA or the Netherlands are in the process of
The requirements of this volume are not related to any joining the organisafion.

particular nuclear island design. They deal with matters The promoters have set up their own rganisation and a
applicable for all designs such as size, performances, joint rganisation for the development of the document.
grid requirements, fuel cycle, component technology and The whole process is controlled by two committees
functional requirements for systems. They also specify
the methodology to be used for safety evaluation, and the EUR steering committee which define the policy to
outline the information required by the utility to carry out be implemented, coordinate EUR utility policies, arbitrate
their own cost and performance assessment. and make the major decisions. At least one executive

- volume 3 Specific nuclear island requirements this from each of the EUR promoters participates at the
volume is divided into a number of subsets. Each subset meetings. The steering committee meets about three to
is related to one of the designs that are likely to be four times a year. Decisions are made by debate and
offered on the European market. Each subset contains consensus.
the requirements and the peferences of the EUR utilities - the EUR administration group which comprise people
related to a given design. One of the first subsets will be who have function of coordination of the EUR work inside
dedicated to the EPR project which is being developed in each partner rganisation.
Germany and France. Each subset of the volume 3 would The main tasks of this goup are
be based upon the codes and standards adopted by the - to agree the rganisation, content, schedule and
vendor augmented with what may be necessary to meet distribution of work
supplementary utility requirements. - to debate technical issues and propose common

- volume 4 Generic conventional island requirements positions
this volume contains all the generic requirements related - to perform detailed reviews of the drafts EUR
to the power generation facility. documents, discuss the comments collected during the

review process and reach an agreed approach.
Decisions are also made by debate and consensus. If a

2.0 introduction to volume 2 conclusion cannot be reached, it is passed to the steering
2.1 safety requirements committee to make the final decision.
2.2 performance requirements

orid reouiram nts The task of drafting the text has been distributed among
2.4 design basis the EUR promoters. Each chapter is kept under the
2.5 codes standards responsibility of a single utility for the whole duration of

material related requirements the elaboration process initial drafting, redrafting after
functional requirements or components review, elaboration of the final issue, ...

Fu-nctional req. or systems processes A number of topics were identified where it was
2.9 layout rules considered that it would be more difficult for the

design process and documentation participating utilities to reach a consensus position. These
1 constructibility included the approach to safety, seismic design and PRA

operation, maintenance procedures methodology. In each of these cases, a topical working
2.13 quality assurance group was set up, comprising specialists rom each o the
2.14 decommissioning participants. The objectives were to support the work of
2.15 PSA methodology the utility responsible for wting the section of the EUR
2.16 performance asses ment methodology document by identifying the alternative approaches,

costs assessment information req agreeing a joint position and proposing an initial draft of
table the section.

table of contents of the volume 2
of the EUR document
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The actors present in Europe (other electricity producers, 6 Siting envelope
vendors to the European market, national safety
authorities and administrations, European community It is important that future reactors give the maximum
administrations) will all be involved in the development of flexibility in siting with minimum need for changes to the
the document. Comments will be invited from them at the basic design since the economics requires a standard
appropriate stages of the document production process. design.
These will then be discussed and considered as part of
the process for issuing the next revisions of the texts. To allow application for license anywhere in Europe
Nevertheless, the final contents of the document is to without design changes, the acceptable designs must be
remain under the control of the EUR promoters. capable of low radiological discharges in normal

operation, and be capable of minimising the off site
Beyond Europe, dialogue has been established with the consequences in accident conditions.
main vendors and utilities to support the aim of worldwide
consistency o the uture design approaches. Comment of In order to decouple the design process rom variations
the EUR texts have been invited. Specific structures have between sites with respect to the distances of the nearest
been set up with EPRI for identifying the differences population to the reactor, and in the dose take-up
between the two documents. pathways, the EUR requirements set radiological targets

for normal operation in terms of discharge rather than
doses. The targets are set at levels which are stringent

4 Schedule of production of the document but judged to be achievable, on the basis of experience
with the best current plants, and should enable

The work of producing the volumes and 2 of the EUR compliance with the ALARA (As Low As Reasonably
document has commenced at the beginning of 1992. The Achievable) pnciple to be demonstrated.
revision A of the two first volumes was completed at the
end of 1993. Revision A of volume 4 and at least the There are currently significant differences between the
subset of the volume 3 dedicated to the EPR design approaches and the data adopted by the different
(French-German nuclear island) is scheduled for European countries for external hazards like aircraft
completion by the end of 1994. crash and external explosions. There appears to be

possible to propose harmonised data that would cover
5 Economic targets the majority of the envisaged European sites without

A prime requisite for investing substantial nuclear major changes to the design.
programmes in the future is the achievement of A set of standard site design conditions is specified in the
generation costs (operation capital fuel) which are EUR document. An acceptable design shall be
competitive with other means of electricity generation. demonstrated as being adaptable to the full range of

requested conditions. This is true for the aircraft crash
Since nuclear power is capital intensive, low capital cost design conditions where some European sites would not
is a key requirement for future plants. To achieve this, the demand any protection against one or several specific
EUR document sets out to avoid over-elaboration of the aircraft categories of and some others a protection
design by seeking simplicity, and encourages fast against all the categories.
construction programmes in order to minimise interest
during construc0on. Quantified targets are being set In In the case o earthquakes, a standard EUR Design Basis
the volumes and 2 of the EUR document. Earthquake (DBE) has been developed. It includes a set

It is now well recognised that another important actor for of three spectra corresponding to a broad range of soil
conditions. The requested standard design acceleration

achieving low capital cost is to develop a standard design (ZPA) at the ground level is 0.25g A seismic margin
which can be replicated over a long period in a similar assessment has to be performed.
manner to that demonstrated by the French programme.
This allows the high costs of developing and launching a Standard assessment methodologies are defined for the
new design to be spread over a number of plants. design conditions that are site specific such as flooding.
Supplementary benefit can be gained by series ordering
and manufacture of plant and equipment. The objective of 7 Overall safety approach and safety targets
the EUR partners is to promote the development and the
licensing of a limited number of standard nuclear Island The safety targets set in the EUR document builds up on
designs that could be built anywhere in Europe. the extensive experience of the EUR partners in the
Additional construction cost savings can also be achieved design and assessment of current reactors. The
by multi-siting of plants, as demonstrated by EDF in document makes full use of the well established pnciple
France. of Defence in Depth.

Another important factor is the control of the operation In addition to the three 'traditional" levels
costs, especially maintenance. An approach that * prevention of deviations from normal operation,
integrates maintenance at the design stage will be - detection of deviations from normal operation and
stipulated by EUR to the designers. This should allow an provision of means to prevent such deviations leading to
overall optimisation of the design and the maintenance accident conditions,
programmes, hence minimising the generation costs.
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- provision of engineered safeguards to control accident Probabilistic targets include a core damage frequency of
conditions, less than -5 per year and, for severe accidents, a figure

of less than 10-6 per year of exceeding the discharge
a fourth level is called for, namely prevention and activity targets shown in the table 2 The frequency

mitigation of severe accidents by additional plant features targets include the risks at shutdown which have been
and/or emergency procedures. shown to be a possible significant contributor in

assessments of present reactor designs. These targets,
In the EUR document, both deterministic and probabilistic in line with the developing consensus as expressed, for
methods of assessment are called upon, to be used in a example, in the IAEA document INSAG-3 are aimed at
complementary manner. The deterministic approach is achieving a broadly acceptable level of risk to the public
well established by practice and uses a number of and limitation of the extent of off site measures in the
established assumptions and a conservative case of severe accidents. It is felt that the targets
methodology. The probabilistic approach calls for realistic represent a good balance between accident prevention
methods of analysis, and for a broad assessment of the and mitigation. For the latter, certain specific
full range of fault sequences. requirements are given to enhance containment

In addition to reasonably stringent targets in normal reliability, aimed at avoiding failure due to overpressure,
hydrogen explosion, base-mat melt through, or high-

operation for radiological release and for operator doses, pressure melt ejection. Also, measures to limit the risk
a number of quantified targets are proposed for fault and from containment bypass accidents are specified.
accident conditions within the design basis and for severe
accident conditions. These safety objectives are derived 8 Objectives for an "Operator Friendly' Plant
from those recommended by INSAG-3, INSAG-5 and the
IAEA safety fundamentals. The requirements for future reactors include features to

make the design operator fendly and to minimise the
For faults and accidents within the design basis, the operational and maintenance requirements while
objective is that there be no off site consequences in remaining within the technical specifications. To this end,
terms of evacuation or sheltering although, in some increased margins, simplified systems, optimisation of
accident conditions, there could be limited banning of inherent behaviour and use of advanced and reliable
local agricultural products in view of the extremely man-machine interface are called for. An
stringent European community limits on levels of activity easy-to-understand safety case is also recommended.
in food for marketing.

Increased margins (e.g. increased pressuriser size, or
For severe accidents, discharge activity targets are steam generator inventory) should be chosen where they
established so as to limit the societal consequences give a clear improvement in the fault sequences (e.g.
resulting from public health effects and contamination of avoiding the lifting of safety relief valves in a family of
sail and water. Iodine, xenon and cmsiurn, are selected faults), or significant reduction in likelihood of trips or an
as representatives of the isotopes dominating the societal increase in response time available to the operators.
consequences in the considered fault sequences.

The objectives currently sought are: The use o passive systems can give benefits in simplicity
"1 No need for short term (about 24 hr) off-site and the reduction in reliance upon correct maintenance of
countermeasures. active plant. However, the reliability claimed for systems

2 No need for population evacuation beyond about 23 which employ natural processes (e.g. natural convection)
�M. must be commensurate with the level of demonstration of

the effectiveness of such processes in the relevant
3 For long term consequences, need for limited conditions.

countermeasures such as restriction of consumption of
agricultural products for a limited period (about year) A major aspect of achieving a high level of safety is the
and in a limited area. improvements o the man machine interface. New plants

Hence the proposed discharge activity target for severe will need to incorporate the improvements in this area
accidents in the table 2. that have come about in the last ten years. plus any

further developments in technology that can be shown to

short term long term be effective in enhancing the operators'performance.

9 Reliability and Integrity of Structures, System and
133 1 TBq 106 TBq Components.
31 300 TBq 2000 TB

Usl 37 1 00 TBq The objective is to ensure accident prevention and a high
degree of accident mitigation.

table 2
EUR discharge activity targets

for severe accidents
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A high level of reliability and integrity is then required in With the benefit of the large amount of experience of
structures, systems and components. Engineering operating nuclear plants, it is easier to set quantified
requirements to achieve these objectives are specified in performance targets than would have been the case 5
a manner intended to ensure maximum benefit is years ago. The EUR document gives targets for
obtained from the extensive experience of operating availability, reactor lifetime, production of solid wastes,
plants while not inhibiting developments that can give real operator dose (individual and collective) and other
improvements. Thus, It is an aim to utilise proven performance indicators. The main performance targets
components with a good track record of reliability and are given in table 3 Performance targets are also set in
integrity where possible. New designs should be specified terms of load-following ability (important in those
only If they have a clear safety advantage, or it they at countries where the nuclear capacity represents a high
least maintain present levels of reliability and integrity proportion of the overall electrical system), and response
combined with advantages in other fields. An appropriate to gd frequency changes. A target of less than reactor
testing programme must be associated with any new scram per year is specified. Flexibility of fuel cycle is
designs. called for, giving the possibility of refuelling intervals up to

Safety classification of components is an area which has 24 months and extensive use of MOX fuel.

in the past. often led to considerable additional effort and
cost. It is desirable to adopt a system which reflects the Conclusion
safety requirements of different systems realistically. To
help achieve this, EUR adopts a categorisation which, in Completing the EUR document is one of the prerequisites
addition to "Safety Classified" and completely unclassified for going on using nuclear power for electricity generation
systems, includes an intermediate category, "Significant in Europe at the beginning of the next century.
Contribution to Safety". This would be applied, for
example, to systems which gave defence in depth or The key issues are in Europe, like in US and in Asia,
whose contribution to overall reliability was claimed in the economics and safety. More stringent safety targets are a
probabilistic safety assessment. The reliability claims necessity to satisfy the ever growing individual protection
would have to be supported by a reliability demonstration need. Another key issue, more specific of Europe is the
programme. need for an harmonisation of the conditions of each

1 0 Performance Targets country.

EUR has the ambition to promote enough safety progress
I 000 to 1500 MWe and harmonisation to be acceptable by the public while

available desi about I on keeping the economics attractive for the producers.
the core (provision for DNBR
future evolutions)
loss of external grid and yes, without
load rejection reactor tp

cle length up to 24 months
load ollowing capability yes, without boroF'

concentration
adjustment

capacity of the spent fuel 15 years + 1 core
pool
solid radwaste production < SMU/year

e target < 07 man.5v per
GW-Year

plant design life 40 years witliout
refurbishment

components & structures 6Q year n
design life - - -replaceable items
availability target > 87% for the

whole life
average outage duration < 25 d2ys per year
unplanned automatic < 1 per 7000 hours
scram frequency critical
major plant outage < 180 days per I
duration years

table 3
main performance targets of EUR
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